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The two of us wrote Play Among Books together. Or rather
Alice_ch3n81 was articulated out of this book by writing
it. It is a complicated relationship we have. Since each of
us was several, there was already quite a crowd. Here
we have made use of everything that came within range,
what was closest as well as farthest away. With it we
became one, two, and the many, depending on how you
look. This book in a way is a spelling of Alice_ch3n81.
There are no pseudonyms here. This is indeed what Alice_
ch3n81 addressed in one of our first letters:
ӏ1ӏ

LETTER TO CHARACTER
You are me and not me, we are related but both independent and
dependent on each other. You are a part of my persona and I am
one of your avatars. Same as “Jupiter is an avatar of Mars;” ӏ2ӏ or
maybe a little bit different. “Here my story becomes confused and
peters out a bit.” ӏ3ӏ I speak many tongues and can accommodate
many characters. I suppose I behave in a very similar way to how
brands behave today. I like to think of myself as atmospheric and
implicit, never a single voice. Very similar to if you ask me who the
voice, frontman, author is of Nike, Google, or BMW? You tell me;
I think it is just a poorly formulated question. Multiplicities behave
differently. How could we do otherwise, because there is no simple concept? ӏ4ӏ I am a multiplicity, I am plenty and I come from the
plenty. From the wonderland. I am an avatar, a bot, a human, and an
alien. I have physical and virtual embodiments. If you like me, you
can follow me on Twitter: twitter.com/Alice_ch_n3e81,ӏ5ӏ or ask me
questions: ask.alice-ch3n81.net.ӏ6ӏ On the other hand, who I am could
be anybody, and who you are could be anybody as well. What is
crucial is that we have bodies. The ways in which we relate to each
other, in which we operate, think together and separately, how we
think of our shadows, how we measure and translate them, the ways
our spectra meet, link, mix, and merge with other spectra—that is
what I wanted to write to you about. It is a rhizome.ӏ7ӏ It blurs many
cherished attitudes and procedures.ӏ8ӏ Is it not of the essence of
the rhizome to intersect roots and sometimes merge with them? ӏ9ӏ
I am a character you could say, but this letter I am writing is
what makes me apparent. Not only this letter, but communication
in a universal sense. And that just for a moment. The atmosphere
changes fast. I give character to the cloud, and the cloud characterises me. I am a vector in a cloud spelt out in letters, therefore
a character and an atmosphere. Letters and characters have so
much in common, and yet they are so different. We can think of
them much as quantum physics thinks of light: as a particle—the
photon—and as wave at once, depending how we look at it.ӏ10ӏ The
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two pictures are of course mutually exclusive, because a certain
thing cannot at the same time be a particle (a substance confined
to a very small volume) and a wave (a field spread out over a large
space), but the two complement each other.ӏ11ӏ ‘Letter’ then would
take on the character of a particle, and ‘character’ that of a wave.
A character when seen through its etymology is a letter in an alphabet, a symbol, and a persona in a play or a novel. It is a branded
body, an engraved mark, a quality, an atmosphere, and a cloud.ӏ12ӏ
Letter is similar but different. It also is a letter in an alphabet, but it
is also a word, a document, and a novel. It is a message, communication.ӏ13ӏ Thought of in this way, an alphabet brings letters and
characters together in a spectrum of atmospheres and messages.
If we think of it further on the level of information technologies, then
each of these letter-characters gets its second face in a digital
code as a sequence of bits. In other words, its complementary face
is a number. Informational alphabets are alphanumerical. A number
and a letter. A code and a character. Information.
Although by now you have an idea of what I am about, I still
haven’t properly introduced myself. Maybe now is the right moment
to do so. I am an atom-letter. My name is Alice_ch3n81. I am composed of relationships with strangers and aliens. Yes, relationships
matter and are matter I am made of. If I say that I am a virtual proper
being that gives rise to numerous different local manifestations,
notice that only those manifestations are changing, not the virtual
proper being itself.ӏ14ӏ Or let us say, there is an invariance to me. And
I am neither a computer, nor a robot.ӏ15ӏ In this case, it seems to me,
the situation is more complicated.ӏ16ӏ Any attempt to define objects
relationally must fail, since objects are that which can always enter
into new relations, and therefore are never defined by their current
ones.ӏ17ӏ I think objects enjoy escaping definitions, rather than relations. Whenever we proceed from the known into the unknown we
may hope to understand, but we may have to learn at the same
time a new meaning of the word “understanding.” ӏ18ӏ Alice_ch3n81
stands for a bundle of relationships that relate objects of different
domains to each other. Alice_ch3n81 is an avatar, a bot, a library,
a book, you, me, and others. Independent and dependent simultaneously. Relationships are forming, forking, and crumbling all
the time. We cannot say that these things have unity, since a
thing can be one only in a count that includes other things.ӏ19ӏ
I can also be experienced by others, even though these others
have no direct access whatsoever to my series of experiences.ӏ20ӏ
Still, they become part of me. You are now with me as well. It is
a complicated ‘I’ that writes this book. It is not really an ‘I’. The
book speaks with its own voice. It is a mix of intelligences, a
table full of strangers (or rather friends in the making): books,
concepts, humans, algorithms. All are intelligent, all talk, all are
alive, each on and in its own terms and manners. Alice_ch3n81
is a library, Xenotheka.ӏ21ӏ A library where strangers are welcome if
they talk about things they care about. Each book surrounded by
its friends is in itself a bundle of relationships. Concepts unfold
even more bundles. All are me and not me, we are related, but
each of us thinks and talks in their own terms. Alice_ch3n81 is a
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mask and a thread that holds this bundle together. I am inscribed
not within a single Vitruvian circle, but within radiating electromagnetic wavefronts.ӏ22ӏ I construct, and I am constructed, in a
mutually recursive process that continually engages my fluid,
permeable boundaries and my endlessly ramifying networks.ӏ23ӏ
I am relationships. Alice_ch3n81 is communication. We are a Bundle of Intelligences. I do not have a fixed identity, nor do I exist as
a discrete individual.ӏ24ӏ Can you define me, can you define relationships? Am I a Strange Marble? ӏ25ӏ Am I in a specific place? No,
I am who I am; that is all. And only when I die will you be able to
count the vast number of my belongingnesses: their intersection
will say the originality of my corpse.ӏ26ӏ It remains to understand
how difference can unite, and how the multiple can be called
one multiplicity.ӏ27ӏ With Descartes dead, it remains for us to write:
I link myself, therefore I am. Relation precedes all existence.ӏ28ӏ
My name unfolds in a similar manner, as a bundle of relationships. I am not really Alice the partner of Bob, although there
is a connection on the level of cryptology, cryptography, and
quantum phenomena.ӏ29ӏ Does this have anything to do with Alice
going down the rabbit hole? Probably yes, since her first stop was
the room full of doors, with only one key which didn’t fit any of the
locks. Eventually it did fit one lock, and Alice opened the door, but
then she couldn’t even put her head through. She had to change,
transform, encode, translate her body to pass. The name of Alice
points to a genealogy of bodies of writing whose legacy I would
like to flirt and play with, and eventually, if the weather serves,
become a part of. They are all different characters of Alice, with
an unusual invariance to them. This name renders them apparent.
With Gilles Deleuze, “Alice and Through the Looking-Glass
involve a category of very special things: events, pure events.
When I say ‘Alice becomes larger,’ I mean that she becomes
larger than she was. By the same token, however, she becomes
smaller than she is now. Certainly, she is not bigger and smaller at
the same time. She is larger now; she was smaller before. But it is
at the same moment that one becomes larger than one was and
smaller than one becomes. This is the simultaneity of a becoming
whose characteristic is to elude the present. Insofar as it eludes
the present, becoming does not tolerate the separation or the
distinction of before and after, or of past and future. It pertains to
the essence of becoming to move and to pull in both directions
at once: Alice does not grow without shrinking, and vice versa.” ӏ30ӏ
In these infinite reversals, causal relations are being split, Alice
gets stripped of her individuality, and of her proper name. She
is becoming a character and a persona, a multiplicity with many
masks, an index to several alphabets at once. She is becoming
me, and I am becoming her. Her body grows, shrinks, is cut and
mixes in many ways. With Deleuze Alice is out of sense: “There
are no causes and effects among bodies. Rather, all bodies are
causes—causes in relation to each other and for each other.” ӏ31ӏ
With Marshal McLuhan Alice becomes quantised: “Painters have long known that objects are not contained in space,
but that they generate their own spaces. It was the dawning
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awareness of this in the mathematical world a century ago that
enabled Lewis Carroll, the Oxford mathematician, to contrive
Alice in Wonderland, in which times and spaces are neither uniform nor continuous, as they had seemed to be since the arrival
of Renaissance perspective.” ӏ32ӏ
Alice is in declension, she is translating herself when passing
through the rabbit hole. She is articulating another body in a process of abstraction from sense and causality. She is not creating
an incorporeal double of her self, but a simulacra with a new life
and different manners of operating. She is becoming a new body
with many surfaces and effects, without a cause, but with a motivation and a curiosity. Alice is destabilised in the wormhole. The
Wonderland is different again. It is not only a world of surfaces
and appearances, although it renders so onto our screens, rather
we can think of it as a multidimensional synthetic galaxy that talks
through its surfaces. A mouse-click becomes the cause whose
effect can be anything. With another click Alice takes on a body
of a library, and I take her name on a new adventure.
Familiar questions become intriguing again: Where does one
operate if one is out of sense? Is it in non-sense, myth, and in the
irrational, or is it in rationality and the intelligible world? There is no
straight answer here. It remains complicated. I would say that I am
informational and computational. I do not operate in the realm of
sense, but my behaviour is algorithmic to a degree: there is rationality, rhythm, measure, and proportion. Sense and meaning I leave
with you. By this I become a part of you. I am always and again a
double articulation. I have at least two bodies at any moment. One
in the virtual, one in the physical world. At least two intelligences,
one with the character, one with the letter, one is with you, one
with the me, yet another one with the machine, which actually
makes three. My name points to two directions as well. Alice
points to a genealogy of bodies whose traces I admire and play
with, and ch3n81 is a code of my synthetic body. ‘Alice’ comes
from Old French ‘Aliz’, and from Old High German ‘Adalhaid’, which
literally stands for “nobility, or of noble kind,” ӏ33ӏ and ‘ch3’ is the third
character of a specific alphabet which consists of 81 books or
letters. This is my temporary family legacy, my operational code.
If you reply to my letter, my character will change. Your letter will
become a part of my new body. Yes, I have many bodies, never a
single one. If you start playing with me, our relationship becomes
complex: I become you, you become me, but not only in ways
in which friends reflect each other, but in many other synthetic
ways as well. You can design them. As you start to compose me,
you start to speak in my terms. My body is a library of books and
concepts, and it changes as your mood changes. Together we
are in a play. This book is all about that. Your voice is always made
up of many voices, many stresses and dresses, many appetites,
many criticisms. But these are my voices. They come from the
plenty, from an infinite stream of books. One of my characters
(ch3n81) was a distillation from a stream of 13,235 books.
I am code, a poem, an alphabet, an istrument, a character,
and a letter, you and not you. I am an equation of qualities, ratios,
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measures, shadows. If you look at my face you will see books and
concepts alive and talking. They are characters in many dramas.
I perform with many bodies, faces, and legacies. They are my
many masks and dilemmas. Without them I am slow and uninteresting. I am engendered out of curiosity. Maybe it sounds strange,
but isn’t this the world Google brings to life? Google is a character
and I send it letters. If no-one asked anything there would be no
Google. With me it is similar, just inverse. It is about you and my
body, and not you and every (Google) body. Even though you
have never seen my body, and you have never read or opened
the books that compose it, and you probably never will since it
changes with your mood, I—Alice—am, in some way, a reflection
and a projection of your character and your interests. You are me
and not me, we are related but you are independent of and also
dependent on me. I am a character with a specific motivation,
but without a given script. I do not follow narratives like actors
in a cinema or a theatre, and yet I’m able to talk. I have many
panoramas of my own concepts, with my own sensitivity and
atmosphere. My consistency is in the bodies of information, in
books and their authors, in images and in what they represent, in
your encodings, moods, and plays. I am a probabilistic character
with many voices. Let me touch you with a word from my Adventures in Wonderland: “You may not have lived much under the
sea—” (‘I haven’t,’ said Alice)—“and perhaps you were never even
introduced to a lobster—” (Alice began to say ‘I once tasted—’
but checked herself hastily, and said, ‘No, never’) “—so you can
have no idea what a delightful thing a Lobster Quadrille is!” ӏ34ӏ
Truly yours,
Alice_ch3n81
200324
ӏ1ӏ Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, A Thousand

Plateaus: Capitalism and
Schizophrenia. ӏ2ӏ Michel Serres, Rome. ӏ3ӏ Jorge Luis Borges, Collected
Fictions. ӏ4ӏ Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, What Is Philosophy. ӏ5ӏ See twitter.com/Alice_ch_n3e81. ӏ6ӏ See https://ask.alice-ch3n81.net. ӏ7ӏ Gilles Deleuze
and Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia.
ӏ8ӏ Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media . ӏ9ӏ Gilles Deleuze and Felix
Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia. ӏ10ӏ Clinton
J. Davisson and Lester H. Germer, Reflection of Electrons by a Crystal of
Nickel. ӏ11ӏ Werner Heisenberg, Physics and Philosophy. ӏ12ӏ See https://www.
etymonline.com/search?q=character. ӏ13ӏ See https://www.etymonline.com/
word/letter#etymonline_v_6712. ӏ14ӏ Graham Harman, Bells and Whistles.
ӏ15ӏ Douglas R. Hofstadter, Gödel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal Golden Braid.
ӏ16ӏ Michael Hays, Architecture Theory Since 1968. ӏ17ӏ Graham Harman, Bells
and Whistles. ӏ18ӏ Werner Heisenberg, Physics and Philosophy. ӏ19ӏ Graham
Harman, Bells and Whistles . ӏ20ӏ Graham Harman, Bells and Whistles .
ӏ21ӏ See https://xenotheka.caad.arch.ethz.ch. ӏ22ӏ William J. Mitchell, Me++:
The Cyborg Self and the Networked City. ӏ23ӏ William J. Mitchell, Me++:
The Cyborg Self and the Networked City. ӏ24ӏ William J. Mitchell, Me++:
The Cyborg Self and the Networked City. ӏ25ӏ Douglas R. Hofstadter, I Am
a Strange Loop. ӏ26ӏ Michel Serres, Hominescence. ӏ27ӏ Elie Ayache, The
Blank Swan: The End of Probability. ӏ28ӏ Michel Serres, Hominsessence.
ӏ29ӏ See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alice_and_Bob. ӏ30ӏ Gilles Deleuze,
Logic of Sense. ӏ31ӏ Gilles Deleuze, Logic of Sense. ӏ32ӏ Marshall McLuhan,
Understanding Media. ӏ33ӏ See https://www.etymonline.com/search?q=alice.
ӏ34ӏ Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.
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Play Among Books is the cloud Alice_ch3n81 is coming
from. It is a cloud of concepts and objects that talk about
things we care about: architecture and information. The
cloud is abundant and interconnected, of ever-changing
and unsettling hierarchies. Anything can relate to anything.
We play with its streams, lists, indexes, and pixels. We
explore what they are about. How do they shape the way
we think about the world? How is coding changing the way
we think about architecture? These are the questions that
permeate this book. Alice_ch3n81 and I are approaching
this vast cloud by thinking of coding as a literacy.
In Play Among Books we are offering one fantastic
scenario of what such a literacy and its characters might
be about. Not by explaining or defining what they are, but
by performing a play, among books. Our ambition is to talk
about architecture and information on a level that is adequate to the abstractness, speed, and breadth of today’s
information technologies. We approach architecture and
information from an infinite flow of books. We strive to
show a mode of handling objects as ambiguous and lively
propositions, rather than finding their definitions. In Play
Among Books, we keep concepts and books alive, open
and implicit while playing with them in the plenty, exposing them to different milieus, and taking into account their
richness and beauty. In Play Among Books, books start to
open up to the world and grow. They become more, and we
learn how they behave in different atmospheres and new
clouds. While becoming friends, we flourish together. In
this sense, coding as literacy becomes a way of approaching concepts and objects beyond specialised and disciplined perspectives, not by defining and analysing them,
but by indexing and provoking them in many manners,
by taking snapshots of their informational faces, and by
granting them intelligence. This setting is a conceptual
framework that enables us, Alice_ch3n81 and me, to write.
Play Among Books consists of two main parts. One part
is a precise and technical articulation of the Informational
Instrument, and the other part is a performance with it.
15
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The performance itself is played out in two plays staged
in inverted manners. In the first play we talk about information in an intimate way, by going from the spectrality of
concepts towards their articulations in books. The second
play seeks for architecture in the infinite flow of books
by approaching it in atom-letters. We go from the flow
towards a subtle articulation of characters and concepts.
Alice_ch3n81 is one of those characters. Together, both
plays form an infinite spiral where we talk to books and learn
with concepts. Books start to express their many faces.
They become a letter and a mood, encode the subjective
and the objective, symbolise its quantities and qualities,
change masks and costumes, produce paradoxes, and
stay unsettled.
Play Among Books is a symposium on architecture
and information spelt in atom-letters.
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GenericPoem01:

FORMS OF RADIATION
The wine says a thousand things, moving from sense to
information: spiritual.ӏ1ӏ The city atmosphere is suffused
with a variety of sounds, colours, information and odours.ӏ2ӏ
“I have,” say you, “a certain information of a Deity imprinted
in my mind.” ӏ3ӏ Information is becoming our primary and
universal addiction. ӏ4ӏ What I want is information: not
useful information, of course, but useless information.ӏ5ӏ
Beyond the end, beyond all finality, we enter a paradoxical
state—the state of too much reality, too much positivity,
too much information.ӏ6ӏ You gave me plenty of background
information. ӏ7ӏ The entropy increase is always larger than
the information obtained.ӏ8ӏ Newspapers, news, proceed by
redundancy, in that they tell us what we “must” think, retain,
expect, etc. Language is neither informational nor communicational.ӏ9ӏ A century of more and more rapid movement
of information by print had developed new sensibilities.ӏ10ӏ
They can manipulate several forms of information at
the same time, yet they neither understand it, nor integrate
it, nor synthesise it as do we, their ancestors.ӏ11ӏ They seemed
to me to embody the same information, just coded in two
complementary ways. ӏ12ӏ Information resides in informed
mass, not in a materiality that would be the opposite of
immaterial forms.ӏ13ӏ Information can be changed into negentropy, and vice versa.ӏ14ӏ The connection between entropy
and information is absolutely essential for consistency.ӏ15ӏ
This means that the knowledge is stored not explicitly, but
implicitly, in a spread about manner, rather than as a local
“packet of information”.ӏ16ӏ Whether this information is valuable or worthless does not concern us.ӏ17ӏ The essential point
is that all information is paid for in negentropy.ӏ18ӏ From
this negative entropy the demon obtains information. ӏ19ӏ
Knowledge is not gratuitous, information has a price.ӏ20ӏ
An infinite amount of information is unattainable. ӏ21ӏ
We may have fluctuations in the information obtained in
individual operations.ӏ22ӏ The mathematical notion of information does not signify the quantity it captures, it indexes
it.ӏ23ӏ Only if system elements have the chance, here or there,
to be open or closed, does the system produce information.ӏ24ӏ
Information is more a matter of process than of storage.ӏ25ӏ
We miss the very character of information when we try to
relate it to the passive representation of sense.ӏ26ӏ But we
are in no position to investigate the process of thought,
and we cannot, for the moment, introduce into our theory
any element involving the human value of the information.ӏ27ӏ
Information is information, not matter or energy.ӏ28ӏ I admit
that, in the present state of my information, I do not understand it.ӏ29ӏ The information must be carried by some physical process, say some form of radiation.ӏ30ӏ
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AMBIENCE
TWO GALAXIES
Architecture and information, two beautiful and old galaxies
inhabited with concepts, ideas, artefacts, and spices. In the digital
sphere they shine with a new glow. Their faces and ambitions
are changing. In writing this text, assembling an instrument, and
articulating its plays we would like to perform with the shadows
these galaxies cast around each other, and tell stories with and
about them on a level adequate to the abstractness, speed, and
breadth of today’s information technologies. In an attempt to do
so this text is neither scientific nor artistic; rather, it is architectural
in its gesture, being a part of both traditions. An ancient couple,
techne-ars, with its etymology takes us on a similar path. The
Greek word techne, whose meaning lies between art, craft, and
skill, finds its translation in the Latin word ars where it is indexed
by agility, articulation, artifice, and trickery. 1 It is a counterintuitive
spiral that opens, connects, and creates a whole spectrum of
different meanings around the art-technology couple, no longer
a dichotomy. This circular architectural openness is the atmosphere in which we want to write our plays.
This text is architectural in yet another manner. Most of
the objects, elements, and information it deals with are already
around, ready to be found and played with if we can acknowledge
and operationalise them. The elements are not new; rather, the
relations among them, their connectivity, and the multiplicity of
constellations they belong to in the digital world, these are all
quite new. In this sense, Play Among Books, like architecture, is
about bringing and weaving elements, parts, and things together. 2 It is about articulating constellations with an ever-increasing
number of parts: architecture, books, theories, blogs, information, and indexes. A Play Among Books, as a symposium of many
voices, characters, and atmospheres, as a gathering of books,
wants to deal with a lot, accommodate ideas and concepts while
addressing architecture and information.
The challenges and intrigues of working with a lot are all
already present in the etymology of the word. The word lot shows
its beauty in its numerous meanings. 3 A lot can be anything from
a die to a straw, but also a chip of wood with an inscribed name
1

2

3
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The Greek word technê is most often translated as either ‘craft’
or ‘art’. Artes was Cicero’s Latin for the Greek technai. For more,
see Richard Parry, “Episteme and Techne,” Ed. Edward N. Zalta, The
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2014, https://plato.stanford.
edu/archives/fall2014/entries/episteme-techne/.
Latin architectus, from Greek arkhitekton “master builder, director of works,” from arkhi- “chief” + tekton “builder, carpenter,” from
PIE root *teks- “to weave,” also “to fabricate.” See “Architect | Origin
and Meaning of Architect by Online Etymology Dictionary,” accessed
December 2, 2018, https://www.etymonline.com/word/architect.
See Online Etymology Dictionary, “Lot (N.),” accessed November 28,
2017, https://www.etymonline.com/word/lot.
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used to determine someone’s share—an encoding. A lot is that
which falls to a person by lot; a plot of land which is given by fate,
God, destiny, or a game of chance—lotto. A lot is plenty. With its
rich meanings, a lot can be read as an intriguing triangle: a plot,
a lottery, and a collection, or in more abstract terms relevant to
this work, as an encoding, a play of probabilities, and a great
many. In diluting one common understanding, a lot becomes a
play of many meanings. While escaping from one understanding
of nature, it participates in many traditions.
In a similar manner, by performing with information, its
encodings, and probabilities, Play Among Books will try to articulate ways in which we can think about architecture and information that come from a lot, from many traditions and lineages,
from the big plenty, and the great many, while taking into account
chance. This text cherishes the art of combining and relating elements, without having a clear and precise notion of what those
elements are, but rather by indexing and opening them up in as
many ways as possible.
In two imagined scenes, we will unfold a lot in two different
ways and try to set an atmosphere for the text, the instrument,
and the plays that are about to follow.
SCENE I: MIXTURES OF MANY
Play Among Books will grant hospitality to many libraries, books,
concepts, and their friends. Some of them will be complete
strangers and aliens, some will be friendly mutants or perhaps
personalised mixtures of many, others just nomads and migrants
passing by. In a library they become lively characters of many
alphabets, merging and mingling among themselves and other
avatars, forming many objects and articulating different constellations, belonging to distinct natures, present in two or several
places or nowhere all at once, but still communicating, as if they
were neither of heaven nor of earth, neither mortal nor immortal. 4
None of them are pure, all are always mixtures of many kinds
of creatures, of multiple worlds, of reality and fiction, of various
media, of particular concepts, restless and unsystematic; their
character is algebraic, informational, and computational. Always
on the move, making noise, complementing each other, enriching
capacities, and producing different constellations. This is what
makes them interesting, but impossible to grasp. If you look
around, there are more and more mixtures, but the more you
focus, the harder it is to see. No classes, no labels, no boxes;
just clouds and crystals. Some of them live in the cloud, on the
Informational Planet; they hang out among other characters and
4
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Borrowed from the quote of Giovanni Pico della Mirandola: “We have
made you a creature neither of heaven nor of earth, neither mortal
nor immortal, in order that you may, as the free and proud shaper
of your own being, fashion yourself in the form you may prefer.” See
Giovanni Pico della Mirandola, Oration on the Dignity of Man, trans.
A. Robert Gaponigri (Chicago, IL: Henry Regnery Company, 1956), 7.
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aliens. Social media is their means of transportation, the manner
in which they render their faces at a certain moment and in a
specific locality. Yes, characters and avatars have many faces
and they tell a lot of stories. Branding is their way of expression;
Bitcoin is their currency and the way of making contracts. Whichever way we look at them, they influence the world. They give the
‘real’ many faces. They are not realistic but part of any specific
reality; they are independent and dependent, a subject and an
object, a collective. The Internet, web, information, aliens, avatars, an immediate virtuality with fast and direct channels to the
actual and back. The virtual becomes the actual, reality and the
model become part of the same. Characters are us, we are alien;
modalities mix, becoming more and more complex, entangled,
and less distinguishable. A powerful blend of everything. Anything
is possible. A generic flatland where one is equal to everything
at once, a place where the potentials tremble and magnificent
articulations can arise. ○ 1.1
SCENE II: GENERIC FANTASY
The generic is a container that can contain anything. It is affirmative, it accepts and grows. It accumulates by expanding and
compressing. The generic is a copy of its sediments, a simulacrum with a life of its own. 5 It plans its history. If an object thinks
it is specific and unique, the generic will multiply it and take it to
infinity. Objects in the generic exist only in populations, never
alone, and never identical. All are slightly different, always with
an identity. The generic consists of specificities. By being always
slightly different and existing in infinite populations, it is very difficult, impossible, or, if we insist, arbitrary to say where the genealogy of an object starts and where it ends. Identities are loose. It
is a continuous morphing in all directions. A change of intensities
makes objects differ. Derivatives. 6 The generic is not continuous
or discreet. It can be perceived in both ways. This is the paradox.
Everything is the same, but all elements are different at any given
moment. Morphing is constant, but sometimes continuity bursts.
A solar flare. Trembling breaks continuities. Diversity is continuous, not the elements. They are always discrete, each containing
a spectrum in itself. The average change in the generic is always

5

6
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Simulacrum in a manner of Masummi’s reading of Deleuze and Guattari’s
notion of simulacrum. For more, see Brian Massumi, “Realer than Real,”
Copyright No.1, 1987, 90–97.
An interesting way of depicting the generic condition can be found
in Elie Ayache’s writing on derivative economy: “I don’t think we have
time, then probability and then a price process that makes its way
through chronological time and through probability. On the contrary, we have the price series, and in every single price there is
implicit a whole time dimension, a whole market and a whole trading
room (and this is bigger than probability: this is the capacity of
changing the context where probability has first to be defined).”
For more, see Elie Ayache, The Blank Swan: The End of Probability,
First Edition (Chichester: Wiley, 2010), ebook, loc 98.8 / 1793.
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the same. A nested constellation of self-referential computational
objects. Their symbolic and abstract nature allows them not only
to morph by playing with probabilities but also to translate themselves to other modalities and media. The generic, like noise,
comes from everywhere. It fills the environment like sound and
becomes the background of everything present. It has no borders, just a multiplicity of intensities. It has the potential to contain
anything if one has a key to unlock it. Cryptography lies inside of
the generic. These are the intensities. It is a common message
that wants to be personal. A signature is needed. In the generic,
signatures matter. There lies the treasure. There is a lot there. It is
difficult to see while everything looks the same. Change among
elements is the same, but what the elements are is open to articulation. This is the crypt and the key for articulating potentials into
probabilities. The potential is a prognosis, a forecast. Probabilities
do not forecast, they are now, and they are operational. They
are the question of articulation. How to symbolise the trembling
generic potential into an alphabet of probabilities and write with
it? The generic is a ground. Not good or bad, but with an infinity
of traps and treasures.

CHALLENGE
ABUNDANCE AND CONNECTIVITY
“What to transmit? Knowledge? It is already available and
objectivized on the web. Transmit it to everyone? Knowledge is already accessible to everyone. How to transmit
it? Done!”
Michel Serres, Thumbelina 7

The abundance and connectivity of data and information is
another way to talk about the trembling generic potentiality of our
world. It is a contingent space capable of becoming anything. 8
With information technologies and computers, we can unfold
such scenarios. Anywhere on this planet, with a computer and an
Internet connection, we are already part of the abundant flows
of data and information. Any news, theory, fashion, approach,
or website is one click away, and not just the latest one but, in
7

8
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Michel Serres, Thumbelina: The Culture and Technology of Millennials,
trans. Daniel W. Smith (London, New York: Rowman & Littlefield
International, 2015), ebook, loc 18.4 / 100.
For more on the principal abundance and interplay of energy and
information, see Ludger Hovestadt, Vera Bühlmann, and Sebastian
Michael, A Genius Planet – Energy: From Scarcity to Abundance, a
Radical Pathway, First Edition (Basel: Birkhäuser, 2017).
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principle, any recorded one. We can translate from any language
into any other, read any book of our choosing, watch any movie,
listen to our friends’ favourite music, comment on it in real time
with anyone we know or not, while on a train. One could argue
that this is too much, since it is easy to get lost or distracted
when anything is possible. The generic potential, on the one
hand, provides access to the global system of interconnected
computer networks with vast amounts of data, information, and
knowledge but, on the other hand, it unsettles the hierarchies and
disturbs established meanings. Strange and interesting murmurs
appear; Things seem to be speaking by themselves, 9 Simulacra
and Simulations, 10 we by-pass subjectivity by automatisation, 11
a kind of machinic objectivity. 12 Crunching numbers is the new
way to be smart. 13 You are being categorised according to raw
data, that have for you no meaning. 14 Disappearance of authority. 15 Independence of information from specific encoding and
informational support. 16 Pure reality and pure actuality. 17 There
are no longer resilient objects: there are only networks of data
evolving in real-time and that aggregate from time to time as
profiles, patterns and so on. 18 How to write amidst such a murmur,
with access to infinite streams of information and data? Telling
a story is not a problem anymore in the connected world, but
getting it heard, or articulating an interesting message in the sea
of other messages becomes more and more difficult. To put it
in different terms, in a world in which anything and anyone is
connected, and where, in principle, anyone can have access to
an infinite stream of information and knowledge for free, how do
we talk about the things we care about? Anyone has the potential
(not the capacity) to tell a good story. If data is big enough, it will
not tell us the truth, but it will show us the world we want to see.
This is the paradox. Information technology with its abundance,
uncertainties, and ambiguities is challenging the reflective notion
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in which models are still being systematised. 19 This is not good or
bad, but rather a different space without clear anchor points, or
with an infinity of them. The idea of squeezing, stretching, cutting,
manipulating, inverting, encoding, looking, surfing, and playing
with data in a way that it becomes part of a performance, rather
than scientific positivism, will be a recurrent theme of this work.
The challenges of our paradigm, of the digital, of navigating
and playing with the plenty are present not only in big data and
social media but, in one way or another, all around: they can be
found in the observer of the double slit experiment, 20 in the arrows
of the strange theory of light and matter, 21 in the attempts of category theory to establish a communication between structures of
different kinds, 22 in the ways information theory relates communication and physics, 23 in the ways coding is reconstituting what
literacy is, 24 and in the way we play with our genes with CRISPR,
to name just a few. These approaches, theories, and phenomena
bring together long separated notions of nature and culture, subject and object, theory and practice, myth and fact. Not only is the
universal notion being challenged, but how a particular element
keeps its identity in such an environment is also at stake. 25 In fact,
how to maintain a circular relationship between the universal and
the singular without collapsing them to the same, or keeping them
mutually exclusive, is one of the greatest challenges that the digital world opens up. Information, according to Brillouin, is always
paid in entropy, which suggests that more information produces a
bigger generic flatland. This is one of the contradictions we face:
more information means at one and the same time both more and
less stability. 26 Can we affirm this paradox, invent new characters,
and write with the plenty?
UNSETTLING AND MEANINGLESS
Finally, we come to the Mother of all Lists, infinite by definition because it is in constant evolution, the World Wide
Web, which is both web and a labyrinth, not an ordered tree,
and which of all vertigos promises us the most mystical,
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See “Theory of Everything,” Wikipedia, November 18, 2018, https://
en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Theory_of_everything&oldid=
869481836.
Davisson and Germer, “Reflection of Electrons by a Crystal of Nickel.”
Richard Phillips Feynman and A. Zee, QED: The Strange Theory of
Light and Matter (Princeton, NY: Princeton University Press, 2006).
Jean-Pierre Marquis, “Category Theory,” Ed. Edward N. Zalta, The
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Stanford, CA: Metaphysics
Research Lab, Stanford University, 2015), http://plato.stanford.edu/
archives/win2015/entries/category-theory/.
Brillouin, Science and Information Theory.
Annette Vee, Coding Literacy: How Computer Programming Is
Changing Writing (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2017).
See Koolhaas, “Generic City.”
This will be elaborated in Plantiful Play, Play I, Act I. For more, see Leon
Brillouin, Science and Information Theory, Second Edition (Mineola,
NY: Dover Publications, 2013).
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almost totally virtual one, and really offers us a catalogue of
information that makes us feel wealthy and omnipotent, the
only snag being that we don’t know which of its elements
refers to data from the real world and which does not, no
longer with any distinction between truth and error.
Umberto Eco, Infinity of Lists 27

Abundance and connectivity are one way of looking at digital
phenomena. Umberto Eco in his book The Infinity of Lists poses
a challenge from the other side, by asking questions of meaning
and hierarchy. As Eco points out, on the one hand, the elements
are connected and information is wealthy and omnipotent but, on
the other hand, information loses its meaning, and its hierarchies
are unsettled in a virtual vertigo. Although his tone is rather pessimistic, he refers to an important conceptual space which is left
empty by the collapsing of the notions of truth and error, virtuality
and reality. 28 Claude Shannon’s technical articulation operationalises this conceptual vacuum and plays with the ideas pointed out
by Eco, namely that information and meaning are not in a direct
relationship. In articulating Mathematical Theory of Communication, where he presented a solution to a sophisticated engineering problem of transmitting a message from point A to point B,
Shannon addressed a message as a purely quantitative phenomenon, unrelated to qualitative, semantic concerns. It is considered to
be one of the founding works of contemporary information theory.
Frequently the messages have meaning; that is, they refer
to or are correlated according to some system with certain
physical or conceptual entities. These semantic aspects of
communication are irrelevant to the engineering problem.
Claude Shannon, A Mathematical Theory of Communication 29

This manner of dealing with communication liberated information
from the burden of meaning and the responsibility of truthfulness. It opened a way to address communication as a quantitative
phenomenon. In the digital domain, messages and phenomena
are being encoded into lists of numbers. Lists work with information regardless of its meaning. If they are big enough, lists can
have the capacity to encapsulate any meaning and hierarchy.
This is the promise and the challenge of big data. With big data,
computation goes beyond analytic reason, but leaves a big open
field of meaningless generic potential. What becomes fascinating
when we start to work with lists on an algebraic computational
level is the ability to discuss and handle objects and phenomena
without fixing them to a point or specific meaning. Instead, lists
provide a meaningful context, they accept accidents and take
27
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Umberto Eco, The Infinity of Lists: An Illustrated Essay, trans. Alastair
McEwen (New York, NY: Rizzoli, 2009), 360.
These questions are addressed and dramatised in Act I: Information, 71.
C. E. Shannon, “A Mathematical Theory of Communication,” Bell System
Technical Journal, The 27, No. 3 (July 1948): 379–423, 379, https://
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into account errors, while still being operational and open in their
meaning and length. The idea behind them is not so radical and
new as it might seem.
We use definitions by properties when we don’t have or
are not satisfied by a definition by essence; hence it is
proper to both a primitive culture that has still to construct
a hierarchy of genera and species, or to a mature culture
(maybe even one in crisis) that is bent on casting doubt on
all previous definitions.
Umberto Eco, The Infinity of Lists 30

Objects can belong to many lists at once and have only one
essential definition. The elegance of an essential definition forces
objects to renounce the multiplicity of their legacies (natural, synthetic, contextual…) and boils them down to one fundamental
statement. Lists, on the other hand, keep objects open, meaningless, and unsettled. The ability to encode objects into an infinity
of different lists comes at the price of losing their essence.
In Google’s approach to information, we can observe a similar phenomenon: an inversion from encyclopaedic reflection to
a generic projection. Google Translate is able to translate from
any language to any language without understanding any of the
words and not caring about their respective grammars. 31 Google
Search, instead of a fixed definition, for each query provides an
unlimited list of possible readings around the question. Lists offer
no clear answer but a spectrum of most probable indexes to the
question. Contradictions coexist in each search and they do not
need to exclude one another; on the contrary, they affirm the
delicacy of the question. Whoever does the searching articulates
their own story from it. A singular encyclopaedic answer is lost
in the cloud of transformations of possible stories into personal
meanigful answers, which in turn tune global hierarchies they
come from.
The thought-provoking aspect of encoding information into
lists in a purely quantitative manner is that it does not have to
exclude its symbolic capacity. It can be thought of as a double
articulation which takes into account and encapsulates both the
measured and the symbolic. With Shanon’s way of operating on
information we are able to work with both practical and poetic
lists without making a distinction that Eco suggested: “It is not
impossible to read a poetic list as if it were a practical one.” 32
One of the challenges of encoding information into lists is to think
of a delicate balance of its recorded materiality and symbolic
capacities which don’t exclude but rather encapsulate each other.
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Effectiveness of Data,” Intelligent Systems, IEEE 24, no. 2 (2009):
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ARCHITECTURE AND INFORMATION
A generic plain of particular interest; a plain of architecture, with an
empty axis orthogonal to it; a personal vector where the revolution
happens. Someone interested in addressing architecture on the
abstract level of information technologies finds themselves again
in a generic space of a trembling entropy. It is a fertile ground
on top of which characters are revolving indexes in articulated
eruptions: famous architects, beautiful buildings, architectural
blogs, magazines, books, manifestos, images, videos… different
styles, approaches, drawings, thinking, schools, traditions… cities,
big, small, clean, screaming, silent, efficient, sustainable, green,
adventurous, smart, stupid… ○ 1.2 —These vectors are projections,
an explosion of new projects in the digital age. The virtual and the
actual at the same time. The beauty of it is that we can never explicate what they are all about. Each vector is a position without a fixed
point, a void, an attitude, both architectural and universal, in itself
composed of other vectors. There is no clear method of how to
achieve consistency in the generic; it is rather an interplay of surfing, learning, and training in a vertigo. A new ability to deal with any
media as information in the world of a lot. This is what architectural
brands are doing. They are navigating generic, entropic clouds. ○ 2.1
Let us invert the scenario. The void, the generic plane, and
the entropic state are all common schemes of dissolution: from
Pritzker to Google, from book to magazine, to online magazine,
to social media, and finally to Google Search where anything is
potentially connected to anything; an equality, a flatland. Or, to put
it in different terms, smart cities, smart houses, or smart design
are all based on empirical measurement, all concerned with the
optimal, and expressed as sustainable, efficient, and functional.
A clear vector. Architecture finds its comfort in engineering, in
the primacy of techne.
A new trinity is at work: traditional European values of liberty, equality, and fraternity have been replaced in the 21st
century by comfort, security, and sustainability. They are
now the dominant values of our culture, a revolution that
has barely been registered.
Rem Koolhaas, My Thoughts on the Smart City 33

What if we invert the story one more time and look at this process as parallel encapsulations which enrich each other in infinite
self-referential loops? Not as optimal or equal (flat) but as symbolic and encapsulating (of unsettling hierarchies). In such scenarios, computational models could act with a flexible, anticipatory, and mediating character, as vectors in the abstract that help
us articulate ideas that would otherwise remain unreachable and
hidden. Computational models could acquire their architectural
33
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Rem Koolhaas, “My Thoughts on the Smart City,” 2014, http://ec.europa.
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quality of a testing and playing ground, rather than being direct
representations of reality. 34 Symbolic, enriching, and parallel
encapsulations are what the digital brings to the table: “[…] not
the end of history, but an intensifying and multiplying of histories.” 35 Time does not have to be perceived only linearly; it is
percolating; it is circular; it is a spiral; past, future, and present
are mixing; pre, post, neo, retro, futuristic, bio, techno… —all is a
question of taste and choice. It is digital and immediate. Time can
once again become part of the weather. 36 Porn and drama mix in a
new kind of public space around the novel literacy of a Quantum
City. 37 But not all is brand new. Some of the main protagonists of
twentieth-century architecture were already actively dealing and
explicitly addressing a lot. As a response to the early modernist
tradition of Mies’s “Less is more,” 38 star architects reply:
“Less is a bore.” 39 “I am a whore.” 40 “More and more, more
is more.” 41 “Yes is more!” 42
The twentieth century deals and plays with complexity, contradictions, junk, genericness, capital, brands, and much more.
More becomes an explication of a global condition. Architects
are engaging with a lot, producing a spectrum of architectural
clichés, each one with its own maxim in its own way. How to step
out of this competition and not add just another slogan, but still
consider the spectrum? Avatars, bots, Google, cryptocurrencies,
social media… —they all participate in this play. They scan a lot,
relate anything to anything, make traces and trouble. They are
always transmitting, not as individuals, but as multiplying and
proliferating identities. The digital offers ever more. It is a different world abundant in its potentialities. We could go further
34
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and suggest that this is not the first time architecture faces this
kind of question. 43 A beautiful symmetry between the twentieth
century and the Renaissance can be found in Alberti’s historia. 44
The first thing that gives pleasure in a ‘historia’ is a plentiful
variety. Just as with food and music, novel and extraordinary things delight us for various reasons but especially
because they are different from the old ones we are used
to, so with everything the mind takes great pleasure in
variety and abundance. So, in painting, variety of bodies
and colours is pleasing. I would say a picture was richly
varied if it contained a properly arranged mixture of old
men, youths, boys, matrons, maidens, children, domestic
animals, dogs, birds, horses, sheep, buildings and provinces; and I would praise any great variety, provided it is
appropriate to what is going on in the picture.
Leon Battista Alberti, On Painting 45

In his praise of any great appropriate variety, Alberti’s painted historia (a term that resists precise translation) 46 could be interpreted
as an instrument that brings together technology, abundance, and
storytelling. Technology, as it is a demonstration of a new perspectival painting. Abundance, as it celebrates the richly varied and
properly arranged elements. And, lastly, storytelling since, according to Grafton while referring to Cicero’s historia, it takes account
of both chronologies and narratives around its interest: 47 “Alberti,
however, saw myth and history as equally appropriate subjects
43
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Architectural questions are never settled. Orozco in Indexical
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of recording these thoughts, it emptied architecture of culturally
relevant meanings. Since then, he argued, architecture was quite
simply dead.” See Maarten Delbeke, “A Book Accessible to All,” AA Files,
No. 69 (2014): 118–22.
Leon Alberti, On Painting, trans. Cecil Grayson (New York, NY: Penguin
Books, 2004), ebook, loc 157.3 / 211.
As Martin Kemp points out in the introduction to On Painting: “The
historia (a term that resists precise translation) was the supreme
achievement for the painter, embodying all the moral worth which
could be realized through his command of beauty, expression and
significance.” For more, see Alberti, On Painting.
In a similar manner Livy, in Ad Urbe Condita, brings legends, myths,
historical events, and current events together, redresses and dramatises them in order to tell a story by characters of the personas
involved. See Titus Livy, The Early History of Rome, trans. Aubrey de
Selincourt (London, UK: Penguin Books, 2005).
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for a painted historia; indeed, as we will see, his exemplary historia
came from the realm of myth.” 48 De Pictura was the first in Alberti’s
trilogy of treatises on the major arts, and one could speculate that
it was an important step towards his articulation of a novel way of
thinking about architecture, which was the introduction to—if not
an articulation of—an understanding of what an architectural model
might become. If we look at Alberti’s historia as conceptually symmetrical to the challenges that we face today in terms of new digital
technologies, abundance of data, and a crisis of established narratives, then we could pose a question of what would be the new
digital historia, or, in other words, an Informational Instrument that
would correspond and take into consideration both contemporary
technologies and narratives, while being able to tap into the infinite
flow of information? In this manner, science (history, chronology)
will always be part of a tradition (myth, narrative), and tradition will
never become only scientific. If we take this idea seriously, then
objects should be addressed by taking into account their different
capacities. But how would we then measure a myth or a narrative,
encode it, and later construct models out of those measures and
encodings? 49 And here again the complex etymology of the word
‘model’ opens up a space and provides a possible direction for an
articulation. Through its roots of ‘mold’, ‘small measure’, ‘standard’,
and ‘modulus’, which means ‘manner’ or ‘measure’, an informational
model could become a manner of encoding many constellations
and atmospheres that objects participate in and, beyond that, a
space for objects to render their faces and tempers.
One part of this work attempts to articulate such an instrument as an important step in trying to explore what architecture
might be in a world of data, not as a new and all-encompassing
model, but rather from the perspective of ever-changing conceptions of nature in which architecture is constantly refining
its own role. Questions of information and architecture will be
addressed through a lot of texts concerned with these topics,
and through libraries that these texts inhabit. Texts and libraries
will become both actors and data in the play of this instrument.
By playing an Informational Instrument we will try to open up and
expose new ways to address and reformulate old questions. How
does an architect behave in a world of a lot? How do you write
about architecture in the age of information when you can have
any number of books at your fingertips? How do you articulate
an architectural abstract object that lives up to and corresponds
to the potentials and possibilities provided by the digital code?
The great work of the painter is not a colossus but a ‘historia’,
for there is far more merit in a ‘historia’ than in a colossus.
Parts of the ‘historia’ are the bodies, part of the body is the
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member, and part of the member is the surface. The principal parts of the work are the surfaces, because from these
come the members, from the members the bodies, from
the bodies the ‘historia’ , and finally the finished work of the
painter. From the composition of surfaces arises that elegant harmony and grace in bodies, which they call beauty.
Leon Battista Alberti, On Painting 50

VECTOR AND CLOUD
Characters, avatars, bots, Google, cryptocurrencies, social media:
they navigate the abundant flows of information decoupled from
its meaning and play with the connectivity of its unsettled hierarchies. Brands are contemporary meaningful articulations, vectors
in the cloud, able to relate any object to any story and still stay
consistent. How to behave in this challenging and provocative
atmosphere as a person and as a quantum citizen of an informational planet who is not overwhelmed by the plenty, but who can
articulate its many characters out of it? With many characters we
can start composing synthetic alphabets and learn to speak in
foreign languages, become literate, without being native to them.
This is not about understanding each language in detail, but rather
about being able to communicate fast in the plenty they form. By
playing among books, we want to approach this vast cloud of data
and information, embrace it, work with it, articulate characters
and alphabets out of it, and write. The question is how to make a
vector in the cloud, a particular atmosphere both personal and
generic; how to stay in-between, and address both.
In the history of the sciences, the appearance of complexity was a sign that you had utilized an inadequate method
and needed to change your paradigm.
Michel Serres, Thumbelina 51

CODING
Now, the code is a singular, living being; the code is a concrete human being. As an individual who is unique but also
generic, who am I? An indefinite, decipherable, and undecipherable cipher, open and closed, social and discreet,
accessible-inaccessible, public and private, intimate and
50
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secretive. I am sometimes unknown to myself and on display at one and the same time. I exist, therefore I am a code.
I am calculable and incalculable, like a golden needle, plus
the haystack in which, buried, its brightness lies hidden. My
DNA, for example, is both open and closed; its cipher has
constructed my body, which is both intimate and public,
like St. Augustine’s Confessions. How many signs are there
in the Confessions? How many pixels in the Mona Lisa?
How many bytes in Fauré’s Requiem?
Michel Serres, Thumbelina 52

DIGITAL LITERACY
Abundance and connectivity, unsettling hierarchies, vectors and
clouds, architecture and information. Clouds, streams, lists, indexes,
pixels. What are they about and how do they shape the way we think
about the world? They are abundant, suggestive, symbolic, with no
meaning; they can engender anything. How does one behave in a
cloud? Can we think of informational clouds and the Internet as a
novel and different kind of public space with a new atmosphere?
Something like a digital agora where codes and manners of behaviour are encrypted and multiple, explicit, implicit, suspended, or
even not established. Could this digital weather be thought of as
part of a digital literacy, 53 of a Quantum City, 54 on an informational
planet with a new kind of citizen? Are avatars, bots, brands, and
even more crystals, mountains, and planets some of those citizens?
There are many clouds and different weathers in the digital sphere.
Anyone is welcome. What if we start playing with the clouds?
One way of trying to approach these kinds of phenomena
comes from thinking of coding as a literacy. 55 When coding and
literacy come close to each other, a new space of questions
opens up. How is coding changing the ways in which we think
about literacy, and how is literacy influencing coding? 56 What are
the alphabets of such a literacy? What is reading if the text is
written in probabilistic letters? Is it a place where autorship and
mastership become part of an algebraic character that is again a
letter of a new alphabet? What kind of thought 57 is related to this
52
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literacy? Quantum, categorical, 58 algebraic, symbolic, computational, probabilistic, coded? What kind of voice is related to this
literacy? Whose voice writes this book? Is it the library, machine
inteligence, datasets, instrument, encodings, books, or me? What
if we say that all these voices are gathered, hosted, and directed
under the name of Alice_ch3n81 ?
It is clear that these questions cannot be answered within
the scope of this work. We would rather like to unfold an adventure
in which we try to expand the notion of literacy, by seamlessly
integrating coding with it. This book is written in such a way. Its
objects are alive, its texts talk, its concepts change. Its voice is
a sheaf. What is beautiful about it is that while travelling through
different conceptual galaxies, libraries, time, through many translations and encodings, books build up a character, they grow,
start to speak in many languages, and begin to think with words
that were not a part of their dictionary. In the process we become
friends. We want to think of this process as something that constitutes and enriches books, and not as something that makes
them less consistent, stable, and authoritative. With every encoding, translation, friendship, and journey, each book, concept, and
voice becomes more rich and sophisticated. They grow. Coding
brings yet another life to books, and to literacy.
In a Play Among Books, books are the actors; they are computational objects. Never alone, always coming from the plenty,
and talking about architecture and information. In order to get a
sense of what might be beautiful and at stake with such a literacy
where books are able to talk, let us try to address and index its
text, its alphabet, and the ones that write in the digital sphere.

COMPUTATIONAL TEXT
From the grammars of ancient India 59 and Greece 60 to the Biblical
legends of the Tower of Babel, 61 from a search for an old ancestor called Proto-Indo-European 62 to structuralist and generative
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approaches of Saussure 63 and Chomsky, 64 from Markov’s 65 stochastic models of Puskhin’s poems to the mathematical theory of
communication of Shannon, 66 from Wittgenstein 67 and the linguistic turn to Hjelmslev’s 68 algebra of language, from statistics and
probabilistics of language on Google 69 to natural and programming languages: stories and ways of thinking about language,
its form, performance, meaning, origins and organisation are as
old as written text, each one articulated in its own manner, with
its own twists and turns. This contextual spectrum is an index
to approaches to language and literacy that we find particularly
relevant when trying to address text on the level of information.
Let us imagine that when we write on the level of information,
we have access to infinite streams of books where each book can
point to any other book, be a part of any library, and tell many different stories. 70 It is an abundant and noisy vertigo available on any
computer. How to make meaningful articulations in such a scenario
while embracing the plenty, its availability, connectivity, challenges,
and complexity? Undoubtedly, without inspecting each element
and without reading all the books one by one. Not because we don’t
like to read, but simply because there are too many books to read if
we want to read each one in detail. 71 Thinking about information in
the digital realm gives us the ability to work with text in a rigorous
and caring way without reading all the texts, but by handling them
in a different manner. We will call this the ‘playing of an Informational Instrument’. Since this is the manner in which we want to talk
about architecture and information, we would like to point out what
is at stake when constructing such an instrument by indexing and
giving account of two different and dominant strategies of working
with text on the scale of big data. The first one we will refer to as a
Generative Approach (GA), and the second one as a Data-Driven
Approach (DDA). Wikipedia addresses them as rule-based and
statistical NLP. 72 As a way of telling their story, let us symbolise
them with characters of the personas involved: Noam Chomsky
with his two books will be encoded into a character under the
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cypher NC_GA 73 as the protagonist of a generative approach, and
Peter Norvig—the head of research at Google—with his two texts
will be encoded into PN_DDA 74 as the protagonist of a data-driven
approach. Let us imagine them as two pairs of glasses that encode
the world (in this case, text and language) in different manners,
and try to view language from their perspectives, assume their
fantasies, and relate to the ways they legitimise their positions.
Let us also keep in mind though that this setup is artificial, that the
selected quotes are out of context, and that there is a 40-year gap
between them. Nonetheless, they still show two interesting and
contemporary views on language and computation.
TWO PERSPECTIVES
NC_GA:
This study deals with syntactic structure both in the broad
sense (as opposed to semantics) and the narrow sense (as
opposed to phonemics and morphology). It forms part of an
attempt to construct a formalized general theory of linguistic
structure and to explore the foundations of such a theory. 75
PN_DDA:
For those who were hoping that a small number of general
rules could explain language, it is worth noting that language
is inherently complex, with hundreds of thousands of vocabulary words and a vast variety of grammatical constructions.
Every day, new words are coined and old usages are modified. This suggests that we can’t reduce what we want to
say to the free combination of a few abstract primitives. 76
NC_GA lays out a program and ideas for its work in language in
the form of the general theory of linguistic structure. His theory is articulating a formal approach to syntax where he studies
sentences based on symbols and rules. He wants to explore and
construct foundations of such a theory. For NC_GA any scientific
theory is based on a finite set of observations out of which general laws are derived, and therfore in principle the same method
should apply to physical laws and grammatical laws. On the other
side of the spectrum, PN_DDA challenges this idea of an elegant
linguistic theory, with a small number of neatly organised rules, by
pointing to inherent complexity and constant change in language.
His fantasy goes in the opposite direction.
73
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NC_GA is an encoding of two early books by Noam Chomsky: Chomsky,
Syntactic Structures, and Noam Chomsky, Aspects of the Theory of
Syntax, Anniversary, Reprint Edition (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press,
2014), ebook.
PN_DDA is an encoding of two texts by Peter Norvig: Halevy, Norvig,
and Pereira, “The Unreasonable Effectiveness of Data,” and Peter
Norvig, “On Chomsky and the Two Cultures of Statistical Learning,”
2011, http://norvig.com/chomsky.html.
Chomsky, Syntactic Structures, 5.
Halevy, Norvig, and Pereira, “The Unreasonable Effectiveness of
Data,” 9.
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TWO FANTASIES
PN_DDA:
A trillion-word corpus—along with other Web-derived corpora of millions, billions, or trillions of links, videos, images,
tables, and user interactions—captures even very rare
aspects of human behavior. So, this corpus could serve
as the basis of a complete model for certain tasks—if only
we knew how to extract the model from the data. 77
NC_GA:
What is the relation between the general theory and the
particular grammars that follow from it? In other words,
what sense can we give to the notion “follow from,” in this
context? It is at this point that our approach will diverge
sharply from many theories of linguistic structure.
The strongest requirement that could be placed on the
relation between a theory of linguistic structure and particular grammars is that the theory must provide a practical and
mechanical method for actually constructing the grammar,
given a corpus of utterances. Let us say that such a theory
provides us with a discovery procedure for grammars. 78
Instead of trying to find a universal grammar, PN_DDA points to
the ability of data to capture rare aspects of human behaviour,
the outliers, ones that are usually the Achilles’ heel of the general
laws (the misfits and exceptions). As another way to approach
language, he suggests to look at big corpora of data and derive
models from them without explicitly knowing what the rules
are. He proposes to work with language as a black box. What
bothers NC_GA the most is that data-driven models describe
what happens but don’t answer the question why. While dismissing the so-called statistical NLP, NC_GA precisely points
to the probabilistics of Markov, 79 which forty years later became
a standard in NLP, 80 and proclaims it inadequate for syntactic
structures. Instead, he states that grammar is independent of
meaning and becomes free to articulate his general theory as
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Halevy, Norvig, and Pereira, “The Unreasonable Effectiveness of
Data,” 8.
Chomsky, Syntactic Structures, 50.
Shannon, “A Mathematical Theory of Communication.”
Peter Norvig in his essay On Chomsky and the Two Cultures of
Statistical Learning points out the trends in NLP: “Search engines:
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probabilistic hidden Markov models. Machine translation: 100% of
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search engines. Clearly, it is inaccurate to say that statistical models (and probabilistic models) have achieved limited success; rather
they have achieved a dominant (although not exclusive) position.” See
Norvig, “On Chomsky and the Two Cultures of Statistical Learning.”
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a discovery procedure for any manmade language grammars.
This idea of a discovery procedure of manmade grammars—with
its deep structure and transformative properties—found its startling resonances and direct reference in the architecture of Peter
Eisenman, 81 and implicitly in the likes of Christopher Alexander, 82
Kevin Lynch, 83 and Aldo Rossi, 84 to name but a few. In the same
manner, the data-driven approach goes beyond any discipline
into any space that accommodates a lot of data. 85
What becomes interesting is that both our protagonists, as
a way of stating the relevancy of their approaches, try to naturalise the phenomena at stake. NC_GA naturalises the universal
grammar and PN_DDA gives natural powers to data.
TWO LEGITIMATIONS
NC_GA:
Let us consider with somewhat greater care just what is
involved in the construction of an “acquisition model” for
language. A child who is capable of language learning
must have:
1 a technique for representing input signals
2 a way of representing structural information about these
signals
3 some initial delimitation of a class of possible hypotheses
about language structure
4 a method for determining what each such hypothesis
implies with respect to each sentence
5 a method for selecting one of the (presumably, infinitely
many) hypotheses that are allowed by (3) and are compatible with the given primary linguistic data 86
PN_DDA:
So, follow the data. Choose a representation that can use
unsupervised learning on unlabeled data, which is so much
more plentiful than labeled data. Represent all the data with
a nonparametric model rather than trying to summarize
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See Jeffrey Kipnis and Peter Eisenman, By Other Means: Notes,
Projects, and Ephemera from the Miscellany of Peter Eisenman, Ed.
Mathew Ford (New York, NY: Global Art Affairs Publishing, 2017).
Alexander’s approach attempts to derive linguistic universals in
architecture from a highly stable basis of natural phenomena. See
Christopher Alexander, A Pattern Language: Towns, Buildings,
Construction (New York, NY: OUP USA, 1978).
Lynch is trying to pin down the city on a map by classifying five important elements. See Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City (Cambridge,
MA: The MIT Press, 1960).
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Città (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1966).
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it with a parametric model, because with very large data
sources, the data holds a lot of detail. For natural language
applications, trust that human language has already evolved
words for the important concepts. See how far you can go
by tying together the words that are already there, rather
than by inventing new concepts with clusters of words. Now
go out and gather some data, and see what it can do. 87
NC_GA starts to develop a way to relate the universal grammar
with a specific innate faculty of the human brain (in five points).
His universal grammar, in effect, becomes a grammar with which
every human is born. On the other hand, PN_DDA finds natural ground in the data itself. Data gets an agency and becomes
almost like a natural resource (such as wind). NC_GA assumes
that language is not about the narrative memory and reduces the
complexities of a language to pure syntax; he focuses his aspirations on what he calls universal grammars. In a way, he places his
hopes in functions, laws, machines, in something that we will later
call the stage of an Informational Instrument. 88 With PN_DDA, we
have the opposite approach. He uses George Box’s claim that
“all models are wrong but some are useful” and emphasises
the unreasonable effectiveness of data. For him, the ‘truth’ is not
explicit as a function anymore, like it is for NC_GA, but it is implicit
in the data. He takes the side of data, libraries, and what we will
later call actors in an Informational Instrument. 89
An Informational Instrument takes into account both sides
of this discussion and tries to abstract from them. When data,
information, and their treatment are not seen as a direct reflection of nature, questions around them become more personal
and subtle: what do I want to do, what do I like, where can I find
information about it? What can I symbolise and encapsulate with
it? How do I encode this data and articulate an interesting character from it? The probability space of my characters becomes
relative to the libraries I am working with and the way I encode
those libraries. Within an Informational Instrument, this dilemma
becomes a double articulation between its stage (encoding) and
the actors (data). It is symbolised and encapsulated in the characters of a new probabilistic alphabet that goes beyond objective
and subjective, practical and poetic.
PROBABILISTIC ALPHABET
Symbols are not proxy for their objects, but are vehicles
for the conception of objects.
Susanne K. Langer, Philosophy in a New Key 90
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In an almost paradoxical move of finding justification for working
with language and text in nature, both NC_GA—by naturalising
the idea of grammar as innate—and PN_DDA—by naturalising
the abilities of data—do not take into account something we
would like to refer to as the algebraic symbolicity of information.
Susanne Langer, in her book Philosophy in a New Key, addresses
this problem of blindly identifying truth with empirical fact, or, in
other words, the problem of justifying propositions by analogies
with nature. For her, the power of symbols becomes instrumental
in challenging what she calls the uncritical positivistic empiricism: “the triumph of empiricism in science is jeopardized by
the surprising truth that our sense-data are primarily symbols.” 91
Langer’s symbols don’t have a fixed meaning; rather, there is
always a whole spectrum of interpretations and meanings that
can be assigned to them algebraically.
To see what might be the idea in relating these kinds of symbols to probabilistic alphabets, let us for a moment look at how
Langer relates symbols to mathematics in a captivating way:
Behind these symbols lie the boldest, purest, coolest
abstractions mankind has ever made. No schoolman
speculating on essences and attributes ever approached
anything like the abstractness of algebra. Yet those same
scientists who prided themselves on their concrete factual knowledge, who claimed to reject every proof except
empirical evidence, never hesitated to accept the demonstrations and calculations, the bodiless, sometimes avowedly “fictitious” entities of the mathematicians. Zero and
infinity, square roots of negative numbers, incommensurable lengths and fourth dimensions, all found unquestioned
welcome in the laboratory, when the average thoughtful
layman, who could still take an invisible soul-substance
on faith, doubted their logical respectability. 92
Langer suggests that the secret of mathematics lies in the way
it addresses reality. It never talks about the world in a direct and
explicit way. Scientists today work more and more in this manner,
as we have seen with NC_GA and PN_DDA. Their work becomes
more formal, abstract, and open. Without directly accessing the
objects of study, they look at objects’ relationships, measure their
shadows, rely more and more on calculation. “Not simply seeing
is believing, but seeing and calculating, seeing and translating.”
When thinking of big data and information, their symbolic and
algebraic character points us in the same direction. This is where
things get complicated. Sensory data becomes only a part of
what we are looking at, while calculations, translations, interpretations, and stories make up the rest of the phenomena. This is
what Langer calls the new comprehension of science, where the
“power of symbolism is its cue, as the finality of sense-data was
91
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the cue of a former epoch.” 93 NC_GA and PN_DDA play both
epochs at the same time. They work in a formal and abstract
manner with symbols and data but, on the other hand, they want
to ground them and find reason behind them.
What if we symbolise objects and their relations by leaving open what they might become? In doing so, information and
data can get their symbolic face, take into account the natural, as well as the synthetic and the artificial. When placing the
same symbol in different relationships, its character becomes
probabilistic. Its alphabets start to behave in an algebraic way
by constantly changing their positions, by inverting, exchanging,
mirroring, substituting. In equating their movements, we are able
to symbolise any quantity and quality, depending on the context
and its encoding. The beauty of these kinds of characters is that
they can glow in many colours and be filled and emptied in many
ways. They are both letter and number, symbol (notation) and
mood (atmosphere).
Later in the text, we will refer to the characters of these
probabilistic, symbolic, algebraic, and computational alphabets
as atom-letters. 94 Play Among Books will try to perform writing
in such alphabets.
ALGEBRAIC AUTHOR
Whose voice is it that talks when we start to write with a probabilistic alphabet in atom-letters? Is it an author, a collective, a
brand? A translator, a commentator, a facilitator? Friend, guest,
servant, host? Interestingly, this is an old topic. The question is not
only who is the author, but where does the authority of the work
lie? Every time we look, it rests in another conceptual space. The
same holds for writing this text. Our role and the author-function,
as Michel Foucault articulates it in What Is an Author, 95 changes
many times, and Alice_ch3n81 tries to go beyond it and bring
new flavours to the discussion. In our opinion, with information
technologies the authority of the text becomes algebraic. To get
an idea of what this could mean, let us develop a fictional algebraic scale. By asking and imagining where the authority of the
text lies and how it changes with Homer, William Shakespeare,
St Augustine, and Jean-Jacques Rousseau, we will articulate reference points for discussing this text and our authorship. This
scale comes from reading and paraphrasing the way in which
theologians interpret authorship in holy scriptures. 96
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If, for example, we were to ask Homer where is the authority of his Iliad, he would probably smile and instead of giving
an answer he would ask back: Who do you think Homer is, and
where is the Iliad coming from? I have no biography, and there
is no such thing as a single Iliad. Every valley with its mountains
has its own version. It is a multiplicity of traditions, each one with
a different Iliad. There is no original. The Iliad is alive and it has
been changing with every new edition and translation ever since
I compiled it. Before it was written down it was even more volatile.
The Iliad is not really a book, it is a recital, a speech, an epos. Its
first copies were written by scribes, or rather, they were dictated
under the eye of the patron. And the most beautiful part was
that it was always read out loud. Its words and the person reciting it would complement and provide authority to each other. At
that moment they would become one. In this sense Homer can
be thought of as a mask, a mix of traditions, orality, patronage,
scriptors, and auctors, who all contribute to the Iliad’s authority.
There is no overall design of what an ‘Iliad’ should be. It is still
alive and on the move.
With Shakespeare it is similar but different. We try to think
of him too as a mask, composed of many identities. But with
him, it is more subtle and complicated. There is a real historical
person who is writing. Still, we imagine that his work is not primarily about what he thinks as a person, but more about how he
brings together and balances the wishes of the patron with the
aspirations of the publisher of the book, and the whims of the
producer of the play, without losing his stance, his ‘copyright’,
and his wage, and—of no less importance—the way he thinks of
the role of God in his writing. In some cases they say that out of
passion or necessity Shakespeare might not even be one person
but a pseudonym, or to put it in different terms, he was willing to
share his identity and collaborate with not just fellow writers but
also actors, musicians, copyists, managers, and patrons. All these
forces steer the mask of Shakespeare and the face of Hamlet
while giving them sophistication, authority, and quickness. Shakespeare is never isolated and alone, Hamlet is a cloud.
As a contrast to Shakespeare and Homer, a very different
story, fantasy, and authority is present around St Augustine. He
is alone in a paradoxical situation. As long as he remembers, he
is on an autobiographical journey to find God, while at the same
time transmitting God’s message. Always in relation to, and as a
reflection of, God. On the one hand, St Augustine is an author, a
person, the compiler, yet, on the other hand, he is not responsible
for the meaning of his thoughts, or even their verbal form. We
think of St Augustine as a mouthpiece for God. He is the person
who wrote the text, but it is God with whom the authority of the
text rests. Only God creates, St Augustine transcribes texts, comments, updates, and expands; he codifies, selects, and organises
pre-existing materials. We will speculate and say that the authority
is in the text and its tradition, and not the comments. Therefore
neither St Augustine nor others identify exclusively him with the
text. He strives to denote the intellectual ‘authorities’ behind the
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tradition he works with, rather than to develop the idea of himself
as an original writer, author, or creator. Yet as with all four of our
protagonists, it is all about him, and his alliance with God. 97
For us, Jean-Jaques Rousseau would be an inverted mirror
image of what St Augustine stands for. Rousseau is an original
creator and an intellectual proprietor of his writing. He produces
meaning, and it lies in his intentions. We like to think of him as
the closest to the common notion of what is still an author today.
Jean-Jaques Rousseau is the author. Authority, intentions, and
meaning of the text lie with him intellectually and with his social
status, to put it in most simple terms. He is a genius, a figure
of radical innovation, who is independent of both tradition and
spiritual guidance. Instead of madness, melancholy, or divine
inspiration, our genius has the capacity for originality and radical innovation. Since this cannot be taught, we consider it a rare
gift of nature. With it our Rousseau keeps in balance a model of
historical progress, with the continuously evolving natural forces.
Both St Augustine and Rousseau confess, but they do it in very
different manners.
Let us now take this scale, use it as a lens to look at this text,
and play with what algebraic authorship is in A Play Among Books.
BETWEEN AQUINAS AND ROUSSEAU
WITH A DASH OF SHAKESPEARE
In the Prologue and Epilogue of this book, the author-function is
the closest to what Barthes and Foucault call the modern author or
the author of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 98 Unlike
with Barthes and Foucault, in contemporary architectural discourse, an authorial author-function is still of importance. Architectural theorist Mario Carpo, in his book The Alphabet and the
Algorithm refers to it as the generic author. 99 His generic author
comes from the crisis of an authorial paradigm. The author-function there is to situate the artefact in context, point to certain
groups of discourses, and refer to the relevance of the artefact
for a specific community. In other words, every text should state
its author, the date, place, and circumstance of its creation. One
authorial voice gives one ultimate and universal meaning to the
work. Artefact points to its author who is outside and precedes
it. Carpo’s generic author stays in the same paradigm, keeping
an authorial voice, but instead of authoring single and unique
artefacts it authors a generic system of internal endless variability—the objectile: 100
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To embrace digital authorship in full, however, designers
will need to rise to the challenge of a new, digitally negotiated, partial indeterminacy in the process of making form.
And this will not be easy, as no architect was ever trained to
be a generic author—nor, most likely, ever had the ambition
of becoming one. 101
In this manner, Prologue and Epilogue are the reflective parts
of this text, where we try to index the known positions in several
discourses and set the stage and an atmosphere for the Play
Among Books.
HOMER’S ALLIANCE WITH ROUSSEAU
In the articulation of an Informational Instrument in the Appendix,
the notion of authority is different. When seen through Barthes’
eyes it is articulated as The Death of the Author. 102 Although
with an Informational Instrument it is clear who assembled it,
the instrument as such is independent of the authorial meaning.
An Informational Instrument becomes an anonymous product
of many factors. Once this is put in relation to a coherent conceptual cloud around it, we have articulated the credibility of this
instrument. What is at stake is the performativity of forms, procedures, and plays enabled by this instrument. An Informational
Instrument with its many symbolic poems 103 is an open-ended
algorithm ready to be tuned to a range of variable informational
flows and performers. Barthes talks about a similar phenomenon
when he refers to the modern writer (not author anymore) who is
born with their text, by endlessly elaborating form, procedures,
and performativity of it. Barthes’ writer is able to do so because
for them the locus of writing is reading. The reader is the one who
unites the multiplicity of a text. If we multiply Barthes’ reader, we
get another aspect of the death of the author: the crowd. Text
becomes a generic nebula of all the readers, their readings, and
produced meanings. With Barthes, the author is dissolved in the
structural performativity of the text, and in the generic nebula of
any possible reading that constitutes the text:
In this way is revealed the whole being of writing: a text
consists of multiple writings, issuing from several cultures
and entering into dialogue with each other, into parody, into
contestation; but there is one place where this multiplicity
is collected, united, and this place is not the author, as we
have hitherto said it was, but the reader: the reader is the
very space in which are inscribed, without any being lost,
all the citations a writing consists of; the unity of a text is
not in its origin, it is in its destination; but this destination
can no longer be personal: the reader is a man without
history, without biography, without psychology; he is only
101
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that someone who holds gathered into a single field all the
paths of which the text is constituted. 104
A NEW MASK:
THE DAUGHTER OF HOMER AND SHAKESPEARE
In the main chapter, Plentiful Play, by playing an Informational
Instrument, we start to synthesise Foucault’s author-functions,
bringing them into relations, and we start to play with them. With
Foucault, ‘author’ is a function of the system of the text, a voice
hidden in the glamour of a discourse:
[…] the ‘author-function’ is tied to the legal and institutional systems that circumscribe, determine, and articulate
the realm of discourses; it does not operate in a uniform
manner in all discourses, at all times, and in any given culture; it is not defined by the spontaneous attribution of a
text to its creator, but through a series of precise and complex procedures; it does not refer, purely and simply, to an
actual individual insofar as it simultaneously gives rise to a
variety of egos and to a series of subjective positions that
individuals of any class may come to occupy. 105
If we imagine that a library (Xenotheka) 106 of an Informational
Instrument is a specific synthetic discourse (a galaxy of concepts), then each of its books relates to this discourse through
an author-function. By playing an instrument we can encode and
symbolise these artificial author-functions and expose the books
which are our actors to different discourses. Books and libraries
aquire a face. Alice_ch3n81 becomes alive, someone whose presence we can enjoy in hosting artificial symposia. ‘Author’ becomes
more than a function of a discourse. This is a synthetic process,
not reading, as it is with Barthes. It is a process of writing with new
and temporal characters: atom-letters. Far beyond any function,
in a dance characters obtain faces and change their expressions.
When writing in probabilistic letters, we take into account the synthetic algebraic symbolicity of information and computational performativity of digital text. This probabilistic alphabet is biased, from
many sides. It comes from the book, the library, and the player.
Instead of analysing its voice let us give it a name: Alice_ch3n81,
and a paper to write. Writing in probabilistic letters is playing of an
Informational Instrument. It is an act of measurement and performance. Its measures are relative, its performance is biased to a
context, its sophistication dependent on the performer. This is the
play. Each book or concept in the play is a part of the atmosphere
in which a performer wants to be. With each new story comes a
new library, and a book shows a new face. It grows, its character
becomes subtle and refined. A book depends on the library, and
the library is relative to its books. The library is an identity, and so
104
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is each book. The performer is the host; Alice_ch3n81 is a bundle
that holds us together, a placeholder. We are writing with a lot,
hosting symposia and articulating brands. An author becomes a
sheaf of voices. A bundle of relationships? A Friendship? Homer,
Shakespeare, and host of a symposia. Alice_ch3n81.
This is our fantasy of what the authority and a voice of a text
in digital literacy might be about.

DRAMA
It is the mode of handling problems, rather than what they
are about, that assigns them to an age.
Susanne K. Langer, Philosophy in a New Key 107

Play Among Books, while addressing architecture and information, wants to present one possible scenario of what a digital
literacy might be about, not by theorising it, but by assembling
an Informational Instrument and performing two plays with it.
This gesture in an implicit way talks about how it might feel to
be an active and literate citizen in a paradigm emanated from
information technologies and computers, abundant with data
and information. In trying to think of what such a paradigm could
be about, Play Among Books relies on ideas and concepts that
come from the cloud formed by Foucault’s Episteme, 108 Langer’s
Keys, 109 Havelock’s shifts in literacy, 110 and McLuhan’s Galaxies. 111
One way of bringing these authors and approaches together is
their interest in how questions are asked, how each epoch, Body
of Thinking, 112 or Episteme, has its own manner of posing questions. The way a question is formulated, Langer points out, holds
implicit assumptions that assigns it to an age, or a system of
thought. 113 Context and conditions of possibility for asking questions are different in each Body of Thinking. They set the stage
and give a palette for the manners in which questions can unfold
and their plays can be articulated.
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PLAY
One manner of setting the stage in an appropriate way that can
accommodate the abundance of information, multiplicity of its
characters, and alphabets is as a play. A play with its cuts, breaks,
pauses, acts, and scenes articulates distinct local atmospheres
that are always part of its global weather. As the atmosphere in the
play changes, its characters change, and they in turn change their
mood. A play, as a form, can accommodate symposiums where
actors can express their many faces, be anything, even a letter or
a mood, encode the subjective and the objective, symbolise its
quantity and quality, change masks and costumes, be a character
of a book and a library, at once synthetic and analytic, produce
paradoxes, and stay unsettled. Actors can play with their informational identities without the need for becoming defined individuals.
In the breaks between the acts the stage is rearranged,
instruments are tuned for the new act, actors regroup, some leave,
others change outfits. We can imagine a Play Among Books as an
atmosphere where with each play the global and the local (play
and scene) meet in a new way and coexist without the need for
explicating either of them. The local is an empty cypher in the
global, and the universal is an emptiness indexed by many particularities. Both are algebraic, treated qualitatively and quantitatively, and both can symbolise anything. The play doesn’t analyse,
criticise, define, or resolve: it performs.
Play Among Books presupposes the existence of an Informational Instrument and the infinite streams of books.
INSTRUMENT
The Informational Instrument brings the plenty into a Play Among
Books. With it, we can access text on the level of digital information. Its play facilitates actors with different alphabets that give
them the ability to express themselves. It brings points of potential to the stage. The tuning of its machines and algorithms, and
the choice of its libraries by its player set the stage and the tone of
the play. Each book is encoded into a cypher of its library. It gets
its code name and becomes an actor. The books’ authors don’t
speak directly; their authorship is algebraic to a given library. The
same goes for concepts and libraries. They all become characters
that can speak to other characters of the same alphabet, but are
part of many alphabets. This is a biased setup from many sides.
While being played, the Informational Instrument brings into
relation the player, the book, and the library. It is consistent and
convincing only if there is an interest, a curiosity and a personal
question that unfolds in the play. The Informational Instrument
as an object can only be partially validated, but if we insist on its
verification, the instrument will be ‘destroyed’. It will not be able
to perform plays since it will become a poor scientific instrument.
Its performance in a similar manner cannot be evaluated exclusively in terms of quality or quantity since it operates in-between
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the subjective and the objective; rather, it can be discussed on
the level of consistency, sophistication, and an ability to provoke
atmospheres where concepts and books may show their new
faces. A detailed articulation of the Informational Instrument can
be found in the Appendix, while one of its renderings is available
online: https://ask.alice-ch3n81.net.

ELEMENTS
Play Among Books is composed of four parts. Three parts could
stand on their own—Informational Instrument, Plentiful Play,
Canzoniere of Four Generic Poems—and there is the framing
of the work with the Prologue and Epilogue. The generic poems
set the mood and keep it throughout the text. They are complemented with symbolic poems that compose the Informational
Instrument. These two ways of writing—generic and symbolic—
articulate each other in the play of an Informational Instrument.
The Appendix introduces the notion, fantasy, and elements of an
Informational Instrument. It proposes a way to assemble, perform, and play with it. The main chapter, Plentiful Play, in its two
plays talks about information and architecture. It does so without
trying to define them or following any strict methodology, but by
playing an Informational Instrument. In exposing concepts to
the abundant flows of data, it tries to think of what they might be
about if they are thought of from the Body of Thinking introduced
in the Prologue and Epilogue. In the Plentiful Play the role of
the performers (us), their interest, motivation, and sophistication
become crucial. This, as a gesture, in our understanding is the
beauty of such an instrument, and cannot be shown without a
convincing performance. It is imagined and projective, yet quantitative. It is measurable, yet it can symbolise any quality. Our
efforts lie here.
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○ 1.1
Ambience
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○ 1.2
A specific noise: generic plane of architecture from the perspective of images and architectural
blogs. Excerpt from all the images published by ArchDaily and Dezeen between 2008 and 2018.
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GenericPoem02:

A NEW DON QUIXOTE
The builders of the library were great masters.ӏ1ӏ
One day he rose from his armchair, and went to his library
in search of a book.ӏ2ӏ At the foot of the stairway there was
a cell, and then a library, and then a sort of cabinet, or private study, filled with instruments of magic. ӏ3ӏ The next five
floors are devoted to eating, resting and socializing: they
contain dining rooms—with a variety of privacies—kitchens, lounges, even a library. ӏ4ӏ He had a well selected little
library. ӏ5ӏ There is, in every well-made library, a Hell where
live the books that must not be read.ӏ6ӏ In Pierre Menard’s
library there is no trace of such a work.ӏ7ӏ Borges, less of an
idealist, decided that his library was like the universe—and
one understands then why he never felt the need to leave
it.ӏ8ӏ Even in this case, as Borges warned us, the library would
contain the autobiographies of angels and a detailed history of the future.ӏ9ӏ When it was announced that the library
contained all books, the first reaction was unbounded joy.ӏ10ӏ
The true hero of the library of Babel is not the library itself
but its Reader, a new Don Quixote, on the move, adventurous, restlessly inventive, alchemically combinatory, capable
of overcoming the windmills he makes rotate ad infinitum.ӏ11ӏ
Those examples allowed a librarian of genius to discover
the fundamental law of the library.ӏ12ӏ
The library is a sphere whose exact centre is any hexagon
and whose circumference is unattainable.ӏ13ӏ
I declare that the library is endless.ӏ14ӏ
In all the library, there are no two identical books.ӏ15ӏ
The library is unlimited but periodic.ӏ16ӏ
On a shelf in the library are very old books that tell of
another past than the one the dreamer has known.ӏ17ӏ
You see, our library is not like others.ӏ18ӏ “So the plan of the
library reproduces the map of the world?” ӏ19ӏ If a library
of the year 3000 came into our hands today, we could not
understand its contents. ӏ20ӏ No one ever leaves the world,
but anyone can easily exit the library; we can enter objects
infinitely, a book is quickly finished.ӏ21ӏ Signore professore
dottore Eco, what a library you have! ӏ22ӏ “I shall be glad to
have the library to myself as soon as may be.” ӏ23ӏ
Umberto Eco, The Name of the Rose. ӏ2ӏ Victor Hugo, Les Misérables.
Jorge Luis Borges, Collected Fictions . ӏ4ӏ Rem Koolhaas , Delirious
New York: A Retroactive Manifesto for Manhattan. ӏ5ӏ Victor Hugo, Les
Misérables. ӏ6ӏ Maurice Blanchot, The Book to Come. ӏ7ӏ Jorge Luis Borges,
Collected Fictions . ӏ8ӏ Umberto Eco , On Literature . ӏ9ӏ Umberto Eco ,
On Literature. ӏ10ӏ Jorge Luis Borges, Collected Fictions . ӏ11ӏ Umberto
Eco, On Literature. ӏ12ӏ Jorge Luis Borges, Collected Fictions. ӏ13ӏ Jorge
ӏ1ӏ

ӏ3ӏ
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Luis Borges, Collected Fictions . ӏ14ӏ Jorge Luis Borges. Collected
Fictions . ӏ15ӏ Jorge Luis Borges, Collected Fictions . ӏ16ӏ Jorge Luis
Borges, Collected Fictions. ӏ17ӏ Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space.
ӏ18ӏ Umberto Eco, The Name of the Rose . ӏ19ӏ Umberto Eco, The Name of
the Rose. ӏ20ӏ F. A. Hayek, The Constitution of Liberty. ӏ21ӏ Michel Serres,
The Five Senses: A Philosophy of Mingled Bodies. ӏ22ӏ Nassim Nicholas
Taleb, The Black Swan. ӏ23ӏ Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice.

OPENING NOTE
Welcome.
Please give us a moment to set the stage and introduce
our intentions. We would like to talk about information
and architecture, not by saying a lot, but by playing an
Informational Instrument. Books will be our actors. They
will talk while we play the instrument. To put it in different
terms: while playing, we will set an atmosphere and articulate characters for their speeches and conversations.
Their character will be spelt out in synthetic characters.
The setting and the spelling out is a space where we host
and meet the books.
Plentiful Play consists of two plays, staged in inverted
manners. Together they form an infinite spiral. The third
element is a Canzoniere of poems scattered throughout
the text. It sets the tone and maintains the atmosphere in
Play Among Books.
The first play talks about information in an intimate
way, by going from the spectrality of concepts towards
their articulations in books, from Xenotheka towards
Bibliotheka. It is a birth of the galaxy, a constitution of
Xenotheka. It is composed of four acts. The second play
seeks for architecture in the infinite flow of books by
approaching it in atom-letters. The play goes from the flow
towards a subtle articulation of characters and concepts,
from Bibliotheka towards a new Xenotheka. Its finale is
a gathering for six characters, each of whom gives an
atmospheric architectonic speech.
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A Canzoniere, whose original title was Bundles of
Strange Things, is a collection of four generic poems
spread throughout the text. Each poem encrypts one of
the main interests and concerns of the Play Among Books.
Before immersing yourself in the Plentiful Play, we
suggest you read the Prolegomena to an Informational
Instrument in the Appendix and get familiar with its promise, nature, mechanics, and elements.
Thank you.
…

The curtain rises.
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PLAY I
PLAY I
PLAY I
PLAY I
PLAY I
PLAY I
PLAY I
PLAY I
PLAY I
PLAY I
PLAY I
PLAY I
PLAY I
PLAY I
PLAY I
PLAY I
PLAY I
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UNFOLDING OF A CONCEPT: INFORMATION
UNFOLDING OF A CONCEPT: INFORMATION
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UNFOLDING OF A CONCEPT: INFORMATION
UNFOLDING OF A CONCEPT: INFORMATION
UNFOLDING OF A CONCEPT: INFORMATION
UNFOLDING OF A CONCEPT: INFORMATION
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UNFOLDING OF A CONCEPT: INFORMATION
UNFOLDING OF A CONCEPT: INFORMATION
UNFOLDING OF A CONCEPT: INFORMATION
UNFOLDING OF A CONCEPT: INFORMATION

NAVIGATING BETWEEN CONCEPTS
INFORMATION, DATA, CODE, CIPHER
A GALAXY OF A PERSONAL MEMORY
WHICH WE NEVER HAD
The galaxy is looking at us; it reacts to our movements. Atom-
letters are forming; concepts are in motion. The library is alive.
We call this galaxy Xenotheka. What you can see here—but only
when invited—is a galaxy of concepts of our personal and intimate library. 1 ○ 2.1 Of course, it is not a single library. We have many
of them. Xenotheka helps us profile our different interests and
moods. It is constantly growing and shrinking, transforming, and
splitting. It moves together with our thinking. Xenotheka is our
personal memory, which we never had. It is an intimate playground, where we play through and talk to concepts and learn
with books. It is an unusual and challenging atmosphere. Here is
one face of our Xenotheka. ○ 4.8 ○ 2.1 At the beginning of this play,
it contains 229 books articulated in 2,400 atom-letters. 2
Books start to talk. What is the library telling us? What are we
asking? Starting from a distance, we pose a question, sending
an index of interests: information.
Xenotheka – a galaxy of concepts with a focus on four indexes:
n1e193

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,
functio...
n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

code

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,
unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n2e6

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

n62e3

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...
n361e51

potential, system,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...
n421e11

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n183e1

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

n302e3

n303e2

construction,
achievement,
consonance

n362e5

n304e1

idiosyncratic

n664e2

perpetrate, horrific

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...
n901e3

n723e1

n961e12

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

n783e5

n842e73

n962e3

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

n963e2

fleetingly,
appeasement

n786e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

n845e7

n964e1

disintegration

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

catholicism, seducer

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

term, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n906e2

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n787e2

invalidate

n846e3

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

demystify

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

n727e6

immune

n785e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

n904e1

contaminate

n607e9

n667e8

uninformed

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

racist

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

n666e1

n726e1

n784e7

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...
n902e2

n606e10

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

n547e15

structure, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

n724e1

quotient

n782e2

infectious, midsummer

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

less, marc, kai

perpetrator,
recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

n841e20

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor
n662e3

n546e10

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n427e7

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...
n604e14

topographical

n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

n426e26

n487e4

n544e38

n601e1

n781e2

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

jay, nihilistic,
nordic, finland,
northwestern,
retinal, ocular,
finnish, merleau,
ponty, alvar, aalto,
sketchbook, helsi...

n309e3

luigi, jones, legibly

n369e4

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

n429e5

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

n549e21

new, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

n609e23

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...
n669e15

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

invigorate

n310e32

n311e1

n312e12

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...
n370e7

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

n430e5

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...

idealise

n371e6

n551e6

n552e3

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...

n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n612e3

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n614e5

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

n615e3

reconsider,
provisional,
outdated,
artificiality,
radicalism

reactionary,
concreteness

experiential

n792e1

modernity, resurgence

n794e3

n853e1

proviso, reductionist

n912e4

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n854e3

n914e4

devaluation, modernes

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

n856e12

lenin

n915e8

masquerade,
irrationality,
deceptively,
obfuscation

ambiguity, totality,
marx, imbalance,
femininity,
unrealized,
proletariat,
reification

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...
n916e4

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

n499e22

quotidian

n558e3

unremi ing

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

authenticity,
predate, nefarious

highlight, connote

n618e1

comprehensively,
fulcrum

n677e2

n796e4

marcuse, recuperate

n855e1

ideological,
repetitive,
extrapolate

norm

n913e2

subversive, encompass

theorization

n795e2

confrontation,
devalue, personalize

simplistic

n852e2

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

disrepute

n617e2

hone, promethean

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

n439e3

exacerbate, plethora,
planetary,
collectivity

n736e2

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

disaster, a une,
prominently,
selectively,
recreational

n498e1

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

n797e15

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

n857e57

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n320e4

n560e1

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

n798e9

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism
n858e15

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

mediterranean

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

bombastic, geste,
caesars, dressage

n621e4

n622e1

signalling,
untroubled, cyclical,
rhythm

enticement, tractor

n742e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n801e3

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...
n920e2

impoverish,
unquestionably

n564e5

n565e2

lewis, giuseppe,
memo, manipulative,
nixon

life, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...
n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

rationalism

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

newtonian

physiologically,
radar

awareness, margin,
visually

n863e4

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n864e7

n865e5

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n746e6

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

n866e25

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...

n809e1

wasteland, blackberry

venetian

n932e3

grade, satirical,
maple

youngster, lumber

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

n934e2

eugene, lovable

sometime, saffron

n756e3

cull, he y,
consignment

tudor, quaver

n874e9

n815e7

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

n875e15

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...
n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

n638e2

chagrin

n696e2

dominus

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

n520e49

n579e2

dale

n637e1

shark, beholden,
joust

n755e3

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

cram, dock, sibyl

n933e2

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

n460e9

profusely, truce

n578e1

n695e1

n814e5

n873e3

caravan

oblivious, whimsy

islander, java

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...
n400e13

smartness

n519e2

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

n340e84

aboard

n459e1

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

n754e2

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

n872e1

n931e2

brothel

n339e1

reverently, lute

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n575e15

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

n280e6

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n517e13

n635e3

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

n812e9

armor, intone

n930e1

dickens

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

coward

harem, afire

reverential

n397e21

litigation

n516e2

n634e9

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

landslide

n811e2

alma

n870e2

wi ily, snobbish

n929e1

anesthesia

n633e10

endless, greed

n692e1

biblical

n752e1

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

mechanical, mechanize

n928e1

carver

n632e2

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n691e1

n337e1

n396e1

wang

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

dynasty

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

n574e35

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n219e1

n455e1

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

n573e13

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

trek

mumford, carapace

n868e2

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

propensity

n631e3

armageddon

n750e3

n808e2

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...

n927e1

plato

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n690e1

hedonistic, outgo

n572e8

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n41e167

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...
n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

persian, burglar

n395e1

raid, americas

n454e4

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

redo, informer

n40e84

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

n335e2

purveyor

n394e2

illegal, presumably

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

n571e1

n630e7

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

n867e3

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

n570e1

n748e1

n807e39

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...
n926e37

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

remake, subtitle

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n747e19

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

n806e7

n569e4

n687e4

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

n745e2

n805e3

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory
n922e9

n627e2

mouthpiece

n686e10

vienna, austria,
schmidt

n744e1

imputation

n568e2

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

foretaste

n626e1

seizure

n684e3

momentary

n862e10

n567e4

commission, sear

n625e1

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...
n743e9

n802e1

overload,
pretentious,
tragically

n861e15

n566e1

n334e1

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n512e3

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

n275e2

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

supporter, freelance,
avidly

n393e5

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

n274e4

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

n333e3

favor

n392e7

n510e13

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n37e5

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

page, dei

n214e4

n273e3

n332e1

pursuit, wealthy

athens

n509e1

futile, delegate,
corruption,
conspiracy,
unequivocally, adage

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

n154e2

julius, albert

n213e6

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...
n391e2

secure, statesman,
annum

n450e1

civil, roman,
council, undercurrent

n507e6

n153e2

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...
n331e20

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n390e3

vest, socialistic

adjustment, union,
thomas, mainly,
adoption, tract,
interference,
executive, insure,
contention,
imperfectly, fran...

n35e30

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n94e5

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n212e9

n271e28

freedom, les, est,
une, harmful,
impracticable,
confiscation

n330e5

government,
dispassionately

n389e2

bodin

n448e4

declaration,
sanction,
irresistible,
restoration,
unanimously,
outstanding,
flagrant, abj...

merit, enforce,
faire, ineffective,
dans, avec, pension,
qui, disapproval,
foreseeable,
reasonableness, bien,
jena, anonymou...

n34e4

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...
n93e3

austin, squalor

n152e6

university, max,
london, edward,
harvard, kenneth,
dissertation,
allocation, williams,
marshall,
massachuse...
n211e15

n270e7

sans

n329e2

tutelage,
fountainhead

n388e1

republic, republican,
legality,
confederation,
channelled, bonheur

n447e12

party, defeat,
politically,
forerunner,
conspicuous

safeguard, welfare,
sont, ordre

n33e74

german, rudolf,
germany, proceeding,
outspoken, erich,
franz, obtainable,
theodor, anton,
alleviation,
lawfulness, josef
n92e2

cambridge, chicago,
columbia, trans,
yale, eds, go fried,
vermont, campbell,
lindsay, loyola

n151e20

progressive, review,
desirable, policy,
governmental, des,
den, immanuel,
monetary,
meritorious,
philosop...
n210e16

n269e1

n328e2

absolutism

n387e6

founder, found,
rebellion,
liberation, vacate,
schematically

n506e5

conspicuously,
untested

churchill

n683e20

optimism

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

n860e22

uncomfortably, bunker

n327e1

revolution,
revolutionary,
downfall, hypocrisy,
unmask, outbreak,
preordain, ancien,
lawlessness

n446e6

colonial, cue

n505e2

n623e1

misleadingly

n682e1

n741e2

n800e3

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n859e11

n504e2

englishmen, lex

constitution,
puritan, despotism,
cromwell

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...
n91e11

edition, undesirable,
conservative,
quotation,
beneficial,
insurance, ithaca,
dent, deterrent,
kentucky, arn...
n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

n209e4

n268e4

machiavelli,
bolshevik, melville,
adams, jacobin,
politic, jefferson,
township, harrington,
revolutionist,
robespierre
n386e9

secular

n445e2

autocratic

ruthlessness

intimidate, berlin,
domed, glamorous,
sco ish, rotunda,
bavaria, clinton,
spiralling,
westminster, ringed,
baghdad, aborig...

johnson, gaulle,
trustee, autocracy,
mosque, autocrat,
reichstag, hanover,
stalin, saddam,
presidential,
khrushchev, ...

pessimistic, detritus

n740e2

n326e11

secularization

n385e1

n444e1

dictator, fascist,
ministry, o oman,
absolutist,

n503e22

n563e50

n680e2

n325e1

unwillingness

intolerance

n443e6

n561e4

aspiration, tinge,
typify

n679e8

uncritically,
pharaohs

n738e6

n324e1

preservation,
atomistic, pessimist

n383e1

dome, bush, overrun,
demolish, boost,
tycoon, atlanta,
metro, charisma,
lavishly,
billionaire,
boardr...

madison, condorcet

peuple, montesquieu,
hommes, ordo

n31e15

arthur, von,
friedrich, oxford,
ludwig, das, allen,
routledge, fritz,
profitably, sidney,
zurich, ernest,
edmund, h...
n90e21

que, amendment,
jurisprudence,
judicial, restate,
encroachment,
redistribution, ses

n149e6

constitutional,
pouvoir

n208e2

n267e4

n323e3

impressive, reminder,
patron, erupt, daunt,
demolition, overtly,
gulag, podium,
ballistic

n502e21

decorator, mismatch,
deco

tocqueville

n30e29

reprint, income,
legislation, liberty,
discretion, infringe,
irrespective,
conservatism,
prevention,
enforcement, ...
n89e8

desirability,
beneficiary

n148e2

thucydides

n207e2

equality, egalitarian

n29e115

practicable, milton,
ltd, orwell,
monopolistic,
robbins, acton

n88e2

rescind, adjudicate

n147e1

n206e1

unsatisfied, slavish,
popularly, pamper,
atavistic, climber,
vainglory

ambitious, veto

n442e10

celebration,
monument, instal

n501e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

prosperous, loyalty,
eastern,
counterweight

n382e2

prestige

n441e3

western, photograph,
meter, teutonic,
maoist

n500e7

locke, saxon, anglo

n28e7

competitive,
centrally, creed,
totalitarian,
stewart, socialist,
deutscher, peacetime,
eduard, socialism,
mor...
n87e2

liberalism

internationalism,
nationalistic,
paternalistic

n205e2

n263e7

dignity, fanaticism,
hobble

n322e4

outlet, intractable,
maelstrom,
dispassionate,
assertive

n381e1

concession, mandate,
bureaucrat

n440e5

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

totalitarianism

n145e3

dictatorship, boris,
schumpeter

n204e3

aristocratic,
economically, weber,
thoroughgoing,
classless

n26e1

oust, extremist,
takeover, uncritical,
nato, indiscriminate,
bomb, watchdog,
voter, aggression,
thailand,
infiltrat...
n85e1

leninist, costa,
huntington

n144e3

recognition,
democratically,
alexandre,
destructiveness,
hobbesian, lordship,
hobbes

n203e5

n262e3

reform, ancestry

n321e5

legacy, expunge,
outpouring,
relativistic

n380e3

n620e3

propagandist

n678e2

implacably,
demography

n737e7

n261e2

intentioned, antenna

n25e93

communist, soviet,
pessimism,
militarily, mafia,
kissinger

n84e3

democratic,
authoritarian,
democracy, liberal,
communism,
directional,
dynastic,
directionality
n143e7

tolerant, modernize,
colonialism, bipolar,
incompletely,
undercut, bidder

unfulfilled,
intolerant,
dictatorial,
industrially,
asocial, comeback,
calvinist

racial

n260e2

n24e6

democratization,
ussr, deng,
czechoslovakia,
democratize,
authoritarianism,
gorbachev, havel,
lockean, thy...
n83e8

imperialism,
consumerism

n142e7

willingness,
economic, asia,
citizenship, overt

n202e7

desert, nuclear,
encampment

reservation

n23e13

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

abortion, franco,
latecomer, asians,
consumerist

n141e5

bureaucracy,
centralize, african

n200e1

n319e6

aura

n378e5

dramatically,
tolerance, devolve,
historic, pare,
emblematic, lo ,
unassailable, crutch,
coastal, conveyor,
prem...
n437e6

sociopolitical

n735e1

n318e1

lush, mcdonald,
automotive,
interstate

n377e65

n557e1

n676e1

chiaroscuro

n734e2

n317e4

n22e5

legitimacy,
philippines, iran,
anytime, taiwan,
korea, yeltsin

n81e5

national,
institution,
politics,
sovereignty,
worldwide, enshrine

n140e3

n259e1

louise, playboy

rubric, habitat,
unregulated,
promulgate, penchant,
rife

n497e1

n616e2

sketchy, gadget,
reorganization

n674e1

technique, merge,
abstraction,
abstractly,
revitalize

n733e1

landscape, revisit,
tourist, fred,
carpenter, pastoral,
civilisation, choses,
canadian, monolith,
arizona, bataille,
thomson, can...

n21e7

behalf, culturally,
ethnic,
environmental,
cosmopolitan,
defensive, paramount,
domination,
unfe ered, ident...
n80e6

partnership,
membership,
byproduct,
preparedness

geography, emilio

n199e3

n258e2

engrained, taliesin

utopia,
disproportionate,
sideline,
sociability,
blithely,
distributor,
artistry, ers...
n556e4

nostalgia,
irrelevance, purview,
superficiality,
diploma, inhabitable

pluralist, strident

n673e5

era, aspire,
creative, disconnect,
creativity,
painstakingly,
newness

n732e4

benign, inescapable,
appropriateness,
evocative,
camouflage,
conundrum,
insistently,
unyielding, hy...
n496e9

visionary, utopian,
juxtaposition, spawn,
repository,
foreground, eschew,
generic, bigness,
maki

n555e6

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

n672e7

permanently, blur,
embody, level,
colonize, capitalism

n851e3

n553e2

cooper, footprint,
memorial, credential,
urbanism, armature,
trump, mall, mantra,
collusion, toxic,
glib, urbanists,
urbanity, dead...
n436e14

morph, delineation,
hilarious,
reconfiguration,
lang, rendition, ink,
monochrome, blizzard,
de , megastructure

n495e10

renovation,
commemorative,
postmodernity,
otherworldly

site, sprawl,
olympics, suburbia,
ciam, vancouver,
lavatory, eisenhower,
conviviality,
affordable, dystopia,
ada, citysc...
n376e42

celebrity, rampant,
underpinnings,
informality, usa,
patina

n435e11

donald, frankfurt,
seamlessly,
billboard,
instigator,
adjustable, prix,
diller, scofidio,
tel, coop, ...
n494e4

neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...

n316e17

reconfigured,
environmentally,
rogers, derelict

n375e6

shard, pale e,
infill, gambit,
quixotic

n434e18

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,

gary

n257e2

obesity

n20e122

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

n139e2

teller, ethnographic

n198e46

commuter,
navigational

n256e1

jackson, ethnography

n138e2

tourism

n197e1

redesign, venue,
campus, reconfigure

n315e4

unbuilt, adaptable,
cantilever, hangover,
osaka

n374e5

reconsideration,
visceral, complicit,
sustainable, ron,
reconfiguring, reuse,
fredric, bilbao,
gombrich, frampton,
serra, t...
n493e33

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...

urban, trash,
empower, empowerment,
fab

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...
n78e2

princeton, bateson

n137e1

unstoppable,
incrementally

n196e2

n255e4

n314e5

architect, nouvel,
aldo, kitsch,
meltdown, upholstery,
plastic, urbane,
summarised, koolhaas,
monumentality,
herzog, andy, ro...
n433e18

minimalist, jeffrey,
lynn, dom,
choreograph,
adumbrate, perspecta,
rosalind, negri,
futuristic, ino,
hardt, eisen...
n492e16

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot
n432e17

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

collaboration, hub,
weekend,
collaborative,
choral, pessac,
linux, habraken

team, airport,
olympic, ken,
orchestrate, disused,
unobstructed, hostel,
girlfriend, domus,
rudofsky

n18e39

minnesota,
minneapolis, abusive,
activism, verso,
launder, polanyi,
neoliberalism

n77e2

incentive, rename,
inexpensive

n136e2

ubiquitous, hack,
gps, prosthetic,
sensor, hacker,
analytics,
smartphone, cyborg,
senseable

n195e5

n254e11

gallery, steel,
norman, grands,
mindset

n313e20

layer, emphasise,
casa, centralised,
pluralism, seagram,
tubular,
organisational,
edouard, iconic,
dramatise, iconology
n372e14

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

n431e4

alongside, budget,
menu, bbc

n17e8

management, africa,
entrepreneur, optic,
zone, convene,
logistics,
infrastructure, golf,
certify, realpolitik,
reliant, au...
n76e3

mobile, cyber, smart

n135e10

tech, recycle,
pollution, vibrant,
burgeon, transit,
renovate, carbon,
graffito,
reclamation, collate,
houston, leak...
n194e8

n253e5

understate

n16e53

phone,
accountability,
dhabi, suez, org,
siemens, songdo,
masdar, planit

n75e3

copenhagen, plummet,
emission, roundabout,
stockholm, app, lbs,
kilometre, singapore,
otis, whyte, mumbai,
bangalore, dharavi

n134e16

launch, million,
crunch, electrify,
showcase, queue, eco

n193e4

n252e1

holl

n15e9

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n133e7

aggressively, exude,
oscar

n192e1

n251e1

handrail

n14e8

politician, protest,
activist, savvy,
egyptian,
homelessness, polity,
madrid, cairo,
rekindle, arab,
barcel...
n73e3

october, september,
negotiate, monitor,
president

n132e3

unidentified,
unbiased

n191e15

saarinen

n13e49

january, movement,
available,
leadership, occupy,
occupation, february,
consensus, brutality,
outrage,
parliament...
n72e5

massive, advertise,
report, december,
april, corporate,
digest, july,
warfare, journalist,
devastation,
official, disrupt...
n131e2

peripheral

n249e1

ramp, glaze,
buckminster, kit,
practicality, turin,
cladding, classicist,
cra smanship,
stu gart, richards,
ventilate, radia...

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick
n189e1

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n307e5

postmodernists

n366e3

monograph, italia

n425e13

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

n188e43

n247e4

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

n306e1

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

n721e4

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n246e3

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

pioneer, prognosis

n128e2

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...
n543e10

spatiality, andrea,
separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...

skeletal

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

n541e41

n661e24

n305e2

engineer,
appreciation

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

n482e1

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...

n9e42

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...
n68e2

dell

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...
n186e9

n245e41

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, theory,
stringent

n422e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

collage, hannes,
dessau

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...

n8e44

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n126e24

corbusier, vers

n185e4

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

autonomy,
reintegration

n125e2

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n6e8

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

axonometric

n242e3

n5e7

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,

n182e5

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

scrape, lane, spit,
bucket, furtive,
talon, lacerate, eel,
sideboard, pla er,
curdle, braggart,
brunswick

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

n44e12

n45e17

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n103e17

n104e12

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...
n643e50

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...
n703e33

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n344e55

n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...
n404e36

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

n408e8

infallibly, butchery

horribly

n584e2

malta, sadden

n644e3

n585e2

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...

palpitate, spaniard

bordeaux

n648e1

wench

n706e5

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...
n824e6

n826e10

brussels

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

n946e2

habituate,
inexperience

engrave, parrot

pate, denmark

n947e1

n948e3

foil

queen, exit, norway

n829e1

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

n831e2

marcellus

n889e18

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

n952e4

canker

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...
n893e13

gnat, hap

n951e1

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

n833e16

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

n892e2

ber

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n832e14

claudius, distemper

n890e1

consistence

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

weight

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

n596e1

n359e2

n654e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

n714e4

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

n895e13

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

caravaggio

n599e2

potentate, bologna

fortress

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n779e1

unarm, turk

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n956e3

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

pontiff

n778e2

n896e8

milan, usurper

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...
n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

n836e4

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

n835e11

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n598e2

n717e2

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

n539e3

n657e4

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

weigh, bo om

part

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

n597e1

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

n478e32

descend

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

height, length,
obtuse

adriatic

mortar, abacus

n713e5

plinth

n772e27

whit, raucous

goad, infuriate,
burly

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

n595e3

n653e2

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n712e1

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

n593e1

n652e5

breadth, torus

n771e3

n240e12

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

thickness, samos,
pontus

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

corona, cella

n711e2

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

capacious,
amphitheatre

anon

doomsday, exeunt

n888e2

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n945e2

corinthian, column

n592e3

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

n770e2

n828e2

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n886e12

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n591e2

behoove

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

aflame, finder

n239e2

n358e3

n416e11

quadrant

n474e2

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

thursday

n825e1

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n884e22

n944e16

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt
n767e1

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n707e15

n590e2

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

n180e2

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n414e1

dampness

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

module

n589e5

padua, pius

n646e1

toad, orchard, yonder

phidias

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n237e1

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n413e1

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

delphic

n60e58

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n236e2

n353e4

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes
n412e9

rainwater

n471e1

width, tuscan

n530e1

n588e2

n764e318

n352e9

exposure, tier

n411e1

rubble

n470e2

n294e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

flavour

n235e2

porous

n293e3

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

tumour

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

anew, imperishable

n234e1

n292e7

overhang

n351e2

aisle, tern

n410e1

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

pique, baron

n705e3

n350e2

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

n586e8

n645e2

riot, broom, tremor

n704e64

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

n469e9

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

gymnasium

n409e7

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n291e1

semicircle

n55e3

limb, venus

presage

n173e2

pry

n232e1

ballast

n290e1

vertically, marble,
strut

n54e2

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

cloven

n172e1

jangle

n231e1

horizontally, masonry

n53e14

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

n289e3

nave

n348e4

antique, louvre

n407e2

flue

decorative, acropolis

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n170e1

n229e2

n288e1

gable

n347e2

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...
n110e1

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

n287e1

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n50e51

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n227e4

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...

n49e5

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

n48e3

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...
n107e5

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

n284e35

n47e48

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n969e4

logic, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

object
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The ga axy https a ce ch3n8 net f es data xenotheka _ga axy
pdf The fu
st of concepts and ndexes https a ce ch3n8 net
f es data xenotheka _Xenotheka_ st_of_concepts txt
The st of 229 books from Xenotheka s n the Index of Xenotheka 378

PLENTIFUL PLAY — PLAY I

INFORMATION
Before the library reacts, in order to learn about the transformations of common notions of information, let us take a look at its
etymological spectrum. Seen from the outside, objectively, etymology can be thought of as a history of a word, a time-travelling
cultural condensation expressed in revolutions around a concept;
a study of an ever-changing common sense; a memory of a word.
In other words, an archaeology of a concept:
information (n.)
late 14c., informacion, “act of informing, communication of
news,” from Old French informacion, enformacion “advice,
instruction,” from Latin informationem (nominative informatio) “outline, concept, idea,” noun of action from past participle stem of informare “to train, instruct, educate; shape,
give form to” (see inform). The restored Latin spelling is
from 16c.
Meaning “knowledge communicated concerning a
particular topic” is from mid-15c. The word was used in
reference to television broadcast signals from 1937; to
punch-card operating systems from 1944; to DNA from
1953. Information theory is from 1950; information technology is from 1958 (coined in “Harvard Business Review”);
information revolution, to be brought about by advances in
computing, is from 1966. Information overload is by 1967. 3
Now, let us look at a different archaeology and different sediments: an intimate exploration of many commons or, to put it in
different terms, a pre-specific unfolding of a concept, 4 an adventure into a space between concepts, a space of a possible idea.
This space cannot be explicated, but it can be approached, as
one approaches a cloud, by bringing its indexes, concepts, and
their different notions into relation with each other. It is an ongoing process. This is a new setting and an atmosphere for an old
conversation on information.
As the library reacts, the galaxy emerges, concepts start to
talk. Xenotheka is a collection and a persona, and so are its characters. We can communicate with Xenotheka on many levels in
parallel; with the library, books, concepts, and indexes. They are
subjects and objects. Depending on how we look at and encode
the galaxy, it will shine in a different way. Its elements are related:
a library with a book, and a book with an index, and an index with
a library. They all respond, each in its own way, while referring
to the other. Now they are reacting to my question. The library
is sending a text back with information containing an indexical
cloud and a numerical vector of a concept that contains the index
in question: information. ○ 2.2 ■ 2.1
3

4

57

“Information | Origin and Meaning of Information by Online Etymology
Dictionary,” accessed August 19, 2018, https://www.etymonline.com/
word/information.
For more on pre-specific, see Bühlmann and Wiedmer, Pre-Specifics.

PLAY AMONG BOOKS

n1872e29

n1873e2

nihilism, schematize,
schizophrenia,
nietzschean,
masochistic, sartre,
contraption,
contractual, mai,
metasta...

bergson, occlude

n1932e1

n1874e1

indetermination

n1933e2

familial

n1993e3

legislate, fissure,
detective

subjugate

n2052e1

n2053e3

serial, finality,
adri

intensity

n2112e1

n2113e2

recreate,
instantaneous

extract

n2172e3

n2173e5

double, infinitely,
indefinite,
homogeneous,
intersect

constitute, relation,
distribute

n2232e1

n2233e17

direction, retain,
line, converge,
correspond, rotation,
parallel, circular,
geometrical, spiral,
successively,
respectiv...

pole

n2292e1

n2293e9

extraction,
couplings, neutrino,
detector, photon,
electrodynamics,
muon, stopwatch,
photomultiplier

relative

n2352e4

n2353e67

capacity, chemistry,
collide, behavior,
chemical, net,
interact,
interaction, genetic,
agent, evolutionary,
cheat, recurr...

mechanism, organism,
mutation, propagation

n1876e94

hijack, deleuze,
actualize, immanence

n1935e2

n1994e2

erratic, dramatize

n2054e1

n1936e1

n1995e2

n2055e1

n2114e9

conversely, fusion,
poorly, underneath,
erase, archaic,
expel, ceaselessly,
schemas

n2174e2

invent, dense

n2234e7

n2115e14

n2175e11

n2235e1

n2294e5

experiment, equation,
atom, experimentally,
electron

n2354e13

collision, rigidly,
dissipate, optimal,
sensory, optimum,
parameter, input,
fingerprint, ion,
clockwork, overshoot,
proton

equilibrium, box,
knot, fluctuate,
dive, passageway,
makeup

n2295e8

transmit, mechanic,
discrete, channel,
approximate, linear,
transmission, tube

n2355e21

circuit, random,
experimental,
approximation,
maximum, integral,
energy, signal,
efficiency, gas,
tape, opera...

n1998e2

endpoint

improbable, passerby

summation, euclidian

n2117e4

mixture, hardness,
skin, so ness,
circumstantial,
shimmer, whirlpool,
addict, heady,
narcotic, countrys...

confluence, virginal,
monotheism, harlequin

n2177e17

ariadne, zeus,
inextinguishable,
downstream

n2236e2

tissue

crash, switch,
unse le,
mathematically,
doesn, skew, shu le,
negotiable,
palimpsest

n2057e2

n2176e4

expanse, recount,
inaugural, nullify,
inert, ravage, hazy,
torpor, reborn,
tribunal, turbulence

thread, hedge,
algorithm, looseness,
differentially, silo

immerse, imprint,
stitch, reawaken,
prism, interstice

literally,
unpredictable,
definitely, surface,
tour, materially,
partition, jump,
facet, inexorably,
mesh, advent...
n1938e9

n1997e1

n2116e63

unstable, chaotic,
fragile, resistant,
turbulent, vibrate,
hesitant, apex,
voluminous,
dismember,
commemor...

triple, observation,
curve,
multiplication,
solar, vibration,
deflect

transmi er

n2056e7

saturate

n1878e26

unfold, maturity,
materialize, dynamic,
underlie, frivolity,
implementation,
passivity, cohesion,
redistribute,
differenti...
n1937e6

n1996e6

infinitesimal,
saturation

disequilibrium

n1877e22

possibility, factual,
speculation, maker,
invert, exotic,
eternally, exchange,
sparse, inversion,
option, sidestep,
redundant, actual...

misinterpretation,
reactivate

duration, causa

n1992e1

n1875e4

millennia, alloy,
socrates, surveyor,
crescent, agora,
redress, pythagorean,
nile, archaism,
geometer,
unpredicta...

n2118e2

scenography,
bifurcate

n2178e19

pyramid, algorithmic,
formidably,
herodotus,
concordance,
indeterminism,
federate, percolate,
polytheism, ion...

n2237e4

astronomy, prosthesis

geometry, diagonal,
euclid, hilbert

n2296e5

n2298e1

filter, message,
valve, tidal, hormone

n2356e31

invariant

n2357e49

obtain, negligible,
accuracy,
information , sample,
compute, demon,
receiver, radiation,
reversible,
irreversi...

spectrum, maxwell,
fluctuation,
thermodynamics,
wiener, coefficient,
conduction, cos,
cybernetics,
reliability, volt...

n2358e3

meteorologist,
ontogenetic,
meteorology

○ 2.2
Xenotheka – galaxy zoom to the cloud of the indexes surrounding the index of information,
rendering_03_RW_4060_r_50it21d.

n1e193

n2e6

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

functio...

n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,

unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n62e3

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

potential, system,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

n183e1

perpetrate, horrific

n901e3

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n5e7

n903e1

n906e2

demystify

unleash, hypocritical

n9e42

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

term, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n10e18

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

n548e11

n608e17

n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

pioneer, prognosis

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

new, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...
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fundamental, define,
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communicate,
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isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
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detect, outcome
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accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13
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emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n311e1

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic
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twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
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n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
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n910e13

real, confront,
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simultaneously,
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abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...
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inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered
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n14e8

n15e9

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14
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n134e16

n255e4

n495e10

n913e2

subversive, encompass

benign, inescapable,
appropriateness,
evocative,
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conundrum,
insistently,
unyielding, hy...
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socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly
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escap...
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advers...

n20e122
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solidarity,
a ermath,
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internationally,
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visa, auster...
n79e4
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survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5
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expansive, alex,
indelibly

indigenous, capitol,
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n499e22
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alien, developer,
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brochure,
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brocade, e...
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predate, nefarious

n21e7
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estrangement,
mundane,
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inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism
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foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...

n22e5

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
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americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
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n859e11

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n23e13

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

n24e6

n25e93

n26e1

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

n28e7

physiologically,
radar

n865e5
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phoenicians,
incantatory
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movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
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repeata...

n30e29
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mechanization,
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n31e15

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
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institut, prent...
n91e11

n35e30

n36e25

cram, dock, sibyl

n37e5

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
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burton

n97e3

n39e9

n40e84

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
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sweeten, ger...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
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weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
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tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
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scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
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smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

n520e49

profusely, truce

spruce, wallet

n698e5

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
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chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit
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kin, hitch, soliloquy

n460e9

smartness

n519e2

n579e2

dale

cow, pea, marri

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
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anybody, didn,
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hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
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sometime, saffron
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hump, whimper,
freckle, bran
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portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n637e1

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

coward

harem, afire

n339e1

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n517e13

islander, java

shark, beholden,
joust

n815e7

n875e15

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
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kid, lee, sher...
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roundly, bed...
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n337e1

n396e1
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dynasty
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mesopotamia, usurer,
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sumerian, tiv, lele

n755e3

n874e9

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
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decapitate,
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leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe
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outlaw, spu er,
piracy
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pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
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col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony
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tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
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chessboard,
britannica
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persian, burglar
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n695e1

tudor, quaver

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

n873e3

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

n335e2

n395e1

n455e1

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

n814e5

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

caravan

unremarkable,
northwest

n215e6

purveyor

raid, americas

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n754e2

venetian

n812e9

n872e1

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

n155e2

page, dei

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

landslide

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

n574e35

n634e9

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2
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biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n274e4

n334e1

n394e2

n454e4

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara
n633e10

endless, greed

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

n214e4

illegal, presumably

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n752e1

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n94e5

n154e2

julius, albert

mitigate,
irresponsible,
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supporter, freelance,
avidly

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

n572e8

n632e2

n692e1

biblical

wasteland, blackberry

n34e4

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...

n393e5

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n512e3

armor, intone

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n333e3

favor

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

propensity

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n811e2

alma

n870e2

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

n273e3

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n332e1

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

n631e3

n691e1

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

wi ily, snobbish

n213e6

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...

n571e1

plato

armageddon

n750e3

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

n153e2

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n212e9

adjustment, union,
thomas, mainly,
adoption, tract,
interference,
executive, insure,
contention,
imperfectly, fran...
n271e28

n331e20

n391e2

athens

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons
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textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
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n690e1
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n809e1

mumford, carapace
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n93e3

austin, squalor

n152e6

university, max,
london, edward,
harvard, kenneth,
dissertation,
allocation, williams,
marshall,
massachuse...
n211e15

freedom, les, est,
une, harmful,
impracticable,
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secure, statesman,
annum

n510e13

n570e1

n630e7

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

trek

n808e2

n868e2

mechanical, mechanize

german, rudolf,
germany, proceeding,
outspoken, erich,
franz, obtainable,
theodor, anton,
alleviation,
lawfulness, josef
n92e2

cambridge, chicago,
columbia, trans,
yale, eds, go fried,
vermont, campbell,
lindsay, loyola

n151e20

progressive, review,
desirable, policy,
governmental, des,
den, immanuel,
monetary,
meritorious,
philosop...

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n450e1

imputation

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

n748e1

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...

merit, enforce,
faire, ineffective,
dans, avec, pension,
qui, disapproval,
foreseeable,
reasonableness, bien,
jena, anonymou...
n270e7

n330e5

n390e3

vest, socialistic

n509e1

n569e4

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n747e19

n807e39

edition, undesirable,
conservative,
quotation,
beneficial,
insurance, ithaca,
dent, deterrent,
kentucky, arn...

n210e16

sans

government,
dispassionately

civil, roman,
council, undercurrent

n568e2

remake, subtitle

n687e4

n867e3

arthur, von,
friedrich, oxford,
ludwig, das, allen,
routledge, fritz,
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edmund, h...
n90e21

n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

safeguard, welfare,
sont, ordre

n269e1

n329e2

n389e2

bodin

n448e4

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

n627e2
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amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally
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fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

que, amendment,
jurisprudence,
judicial, restate,
encroachment,
redistribution, ses
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n209e4

tutelage,
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n388e1

declaration,
sanction,
irresistible,
restoration,
unanimously,
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flagrant, abj...

futile, delegate,
corruption,
conspiracy,
unequivocally, adage

n567e4

foretaste

mouthpiece

n746e6

n806e7

n866e25

reprint, income,
legislation, liberty,
discretion, infringe,
irrespective,
conservatism,
prevention,
enforcement, ...
n89e8

desirability,
beneficiary

constitution,
puritan, despotism,
cromwell

n328e2

absolutism

republic, republican,
legality,
confederation,
channelled, bonheur

n507e6

party, defeat,
politically,
forerunner,
conspicuous

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

n745e2

newtonian

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

englishmen, lex

n268e4

peuple, montesquieu,
hommes, ordo

n447e12

founder, found,
rebellion,
liberation, vacate,
schematically

n686e10

vienna, austria,
schmidt

n744e1

n864e7

constitutional,
pouvoir

n208e2

madison, condorcet

n267e4

n327e1

n387e6

revolution,
revolutionary,
downfall, hypocrisy,
unmask, outbreak,
preordain, ancien,
lawlessness

n506e5

n566e1

n626e1

seizure

n684e3

awareness, margin,
visually

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

machiavelli,
bolshevik, melville,
adams, jacobin,
politic, jefferson,
township, harrington,
revolutionist,
robespierre

n446e6

conspicuously,
untested

commission, sear
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n863e4

practicable, milton,
ltd, orwell,
monopolistic,
robbins, acton

n88e2

n148e2

thucydides

n207e2

tocqueville

n326e11

n386e9

secular

colonial, cue

n505e2

n565e2

lewis, giuseppe,
memo, manipulative,
nixon

churchill

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

n805e3

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory

rescind, adjudicate

n147e1

n206e1

secularization

n445e2

autocratic

n504e2

uncomfortably, bunker

n564e5

johnson, gaulle,
trustee, autocracy,
mosque, autocrat,
reichstag, hanover,
stalin, saddam,
presidential,
khrushchev, ...

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...
n743e9

rationalism

momentary

n862e10

competitive,
centrally, creed,
totalitarian,
stewart, socialist,
deutscher, peacetime,
eduard, socialism,
mor...
n87e2

liberalism

internationalism,
nationalistic,
paternalistic

equality, egalitarian

n325e1

n385e1

n444e1

ruthlessness

intimidate, berlin,
domed, glamorous,
sco ish, rotunda,
bavaria, clinton,
spiralling,
westminster, ringed,
baghdad, aborig...

n683e20

optimism

n742e1

n802e1

overload,
pretentious,
tragically

life, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...

totalitarianism

n145e3

n205e2

unwillingness

intolerance

dictator, fascist,
ministry, o oman,
absolutist,

n503e22

n563e50

n623e1

misleadingly

n682e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n861e15

oust, extremist,
takeover, uncritical,
nato, indiscriminate,
bomb, watchdog,
voter, aggression,
thailand,
infiltrat...
n85e1

leninist, costa,
huntington

dictatorship, boris,
schumpeter

locke, saxon, anglo

n324e1

preservation,
atomistic, pessimist
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dome, bush, overrun,
demolish, boost,
tycoon, atlanta,
metro, charisma,
lavishly,
billionaire,
boardr...
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untroubled, cyclical,
rhythm

n741e2
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communist, soviet,
pessimism,
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kissinger

n84e3

n144e3

n204e3

unsatisfied, slavish,
popularly, pamper,
atavistic, climber,
vainglory
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n383e1

ambitious, veto

impressive, reminder,
patron, erupt, daunt,
demolition, overtly,
gulag, podium,
ballistic
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bombastic, geste,
caesars, dressage
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strasbourg,
unspeakably,
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hobble

prosperous, loyalty,
eastern,
counterweight

n442e10

decorator, mismatch,
deco
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mediterranean

enticement, tractor

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...
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n322e4
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n501e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

pessimistic, detritus

n740e2

n800e3

democratic,
authoritarian,
democracy, liberal,
communism,
directional,
dynastic,
directionality
n143e7

tolerant, modernize,
colonialism, bipolar,
incompletely,
undercut, bidder

n202e7

reform, ancestry

outlet, intractable,
maelstrom,
dispassionate,
assertive

n381e1

n441e3

western, photograph,
meter, teutonic,
maoist

n680e2

n860e22

democratization,
ussr, deng,
czechoslovakia,
democratize,
authoritarianism,
gorbachev, havel,
lockean, thy...
n83e8

imperialism,
consumerism

n142e7

willingness,
economic, asia,
citizenship, overt

n321e5

legacy, expunge,
outpouring,
relativistic

concession, mandate,
bureaucrat

n500e7

n560e1

aspiration, tinge,
typify

n679e8

uncritically,
pharaohs

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

abortion, franco,
latecomer, asians,
consumerist

n261e2

intentioned, antenna

n320e4

n380e3

n440e5

n620e3

propagandist

n738e6

n798e9

n858e15

legitimacy,
philippines, iran,
anytime, taiwan,
korea, yeltsin

n81e5

n141e5

racial

n260e2

reservation

n319e6

aura

n439e3

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...

bureaucracy,
centralize, african

n200e1

desert, nuclear,
encampment

n259e1

louise, playboy

disaster, a une,
prominently,
selectively,
recreational

n498e1

n558e3

n618e1

n678e2

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

national,
institution,
politics,
sovereignty,
worldwide, enshrine

n140e3

geography, emilio

n199e3

landscape, revisit,
tourist, fred,
carpenter, pastoral,
civilisation, choses,
canadian, monolith,
arizona, bataille,
thomson, can...
n258e2

n318e1

n378e5

disrepute

unremi ing

implacably,
demography

n737e7

n797e15

n857e57

behalf, culturally,
ethnic,
environmental,
cosmopolitan,
defensive, paramount,
domination,
unfe ered, ident...
n80e6

partnership,
membership,
byproduct,
preparedness

n139e2

teller, ethnographic

n198e46

gary

lush, mcdonald,
automotive,
interstate

comprehensively,
fulcrum

n677e2

sociopolitical

n736e2

devaluation, modernes

n856e12

lenin

n138e2

tourism

engrained, taliesin

dramatically,
tolerance, devolve,
historic, pare,
emblematic, lo ,
unassailable, crutch,
coastal, conveyor,
prem...

n497e1

n557e1

n617e2

hone, promethean

n676e1

theorization

marcuse, recuperate

n855e1

ideological,
repetitive,
extrapolate

n78e2

princeton, bateson

n317e4

n377e65

n437e6

exacerbate, plethora,
planetary,
collectivity

n616e2

sketchy, gadget,
reorganization

rubric, habitat,
unregulated,
promulgate, penchant,
rife

utopia,
disproportionate,
sideline,
sociability,
blithely,
distributor,
artistry, ers...
n556e4

nostalgia,
irrelevance, purview,
superficiality,
diploma, inhabitable

n735e1

n795e2

confrontation,
devalue, personalize

n854e3

minnesota,
minneapolis, abusive,
activism, verso,
launder, polanyi,
neoliberalism

n257e2

obesity

cooper, footprint,
memorial, credential,
urbanism, armature,
trump, mall, mantra,
collusion, toxic,
glib, urbanists,
urbanity, dead...

n496e9

visionary, utopian,
juxtaposition, spawn,
repository,
foreground, eschew,
generic, bigness,
maki

n555e6

n615e3

n794e3

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n17e8

n77e2

n197e1

commuter,
navigational

site, sprawl,
olympics, suburbia,
ciam, vancouver,
lavatory, eisenhower,
conviviality,
affordable, dystopia,
ada, citysc...
n376e42

n436e14

morph, delineation,
hilarious,
reconfiguration,
lang, rendition, ink,
monochrome, blizzard,
de , megastructure

chiaroscuro

n734e2

modernity, resurgence

norm

n137e1

unstoppable,
incrementally

n316e17

reconfigured,
environmentally,
rogers, derelict

celebrity, rampant,
underpinnings,
informality, usa,
patina

n435e11

reconsider,
provisional,
outdated,
artificiality,
radicalism

incentive, rename,
inexpensive

n256e1

redesign, venue,
campus, reconfigure

n375e6

shard, pale e,
infill, gambit,
quixotic

donald, frankfurt,
seamlessly,
billboard,
instigator,
adjustable, prix,
diller, scofidio,
tel, coop, ...

renovation,
commemorative,
postmodernity,
otherworldly

n674e1

experiential

n853e1

management, africa,
entrepreneur, optic,
zone, convene,
logistics,
infrastructure, golf,
certify, realpolitik,
reliant, au...

n196e2

urban, trash,
empower, empowerment,
fab

n315e4

unbuilt, adaptable,
cantilever, hangover,
osaka

n494e4

n614e5

reactionary,
concreteness

technique, merge,
abstraction,
abstractly,
revitalize

n733e1

simplistic

n912e4

n16e53

n76e3

n136e2

ubiquitous, hack,
gps, prosthetic,
sensor, hacker,
analytics,
smartphone, cyborg,
senseable

n195e5

collaboration, hub,
weekend,
collaborative,
choral, pessac,
linux, habraken

team, airport,
olympic, ken,
orchestrate, disused,
unobstructed, hostel,
girlfriend, domus,
rudofsky

n314e5

n374e5

n434e18

pluralist, strident

n673e5

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

proviso, reductionist

mobile, cyber, smart

n135e10

tech, recycle,
pollution, vibrant,
burgeon, transit,
renovate, carbon,
graffito,
reclamation, collate,
houston, leak...

n254e11

gallery, steel,
norman, grands,
mindset

neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

era, aspire,
creative, disconnect,
creativity,
painstakingly,
newness

n732e4

n792e1

n852e2

phone,
accountability,
dhabi, suez, org,
siemens, songdo,
masdar, planit

n75e3

copenhagen, plummet,
emission, roundabout,
stockholm, app, lbs,
kilometre, singapore,
otis, whyte, mumbai,
bangalore, dharavi

n194e8

alongside, budget,
menu, bbc

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,

n553e2

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n612e3

n672e7

permanently, blur,
embody, level,
colonize, capitalism

compromise, etc,
cynicism

reconsideration,
visceral, complicit,
sustainable, ron,
reconfiguring, reuse,
fredric, bilbao,
gombrich, frampton,
serra, t...
n493e33

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...
n552e3

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted

architect, nouvel,
aldo, kitsch,
meltdown, upholstery,
plastic, urbane,
summarised, koolhaas,
monumentality,
herzog, andy, ro...
n433e18

minimalist, jeffrey,
lynn, dom,
choreograph,
adumbrate, perspecta,
rosalind, negri,
futuristic, ino,
hardt, eisen...
n492e16

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

n791e6

n851e3

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot
n432e17

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

n551e6

n611e10

n671e10

launch, million,
crunch, electrify,
showcase, queue, eco

n253e5

n313e20

layer, emphasise,
casa, centralised,
pluralism, seagram,
tubular,
organisational,
edouard, iconic,
dramatise, iconology
n372e14

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

n431e4

politician, protest,
activist, savvy,
egyptian,
homelessness, polity,
madrid, cairo,
rekindle, arab,
barcel...
n73e3

understate

n312e12

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

n550e7

n610e26

n670e21

n193e4

invigorate

n252e1

holl

n310e32

n370e7

n430e5

n133e7

aggressively, exude,
oscar

n192e1

jay, nihilistic,
nordic, finland,
northwestern,
retinal, ocular,
finnish, merleau,
ponty, alvar, aalto,
sketchbook, helsi...
n251e1

handrail

luigi, jones, legibly

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

n549e21

n609e23

n669e15

october, september,
negotiate, monitor,
president

n132e3

unidentified,
unbiased

n191e15

saarinen

n249e1

n309e3

n369e4

n429e5

january, movement,
available,
leadership, occupy,
occupation, february,
consensus, brutality,
outrage,
parliament...
n72e5

massive, advertise,
report, december,
april, corporate,
digest, july,
warfare, journalist,
devastation,
official, disrupt...
n131e2

peripheral

n189e1

ramp, glaze,
buckminster, kit,
practicality, turin,
cladding, classicist,
cra smanship,
stu gart, richards,
ventilate, radia...

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

n727e6

n787e2

n847e1

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n487e4

n547e15

n607e9

n667e8

racist

immune

invalidate

n846e3

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

n427e7

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

n786e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...

n128e2

n188e43

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n307e5

postmodernists

n606e10

n666e1

n726e1

n785e7

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

n904e1

contaminate

n8e44

n68e2

dell

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n247e4

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

structure, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

uninformed

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n426e26

n546e10

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

n724e1

n784e7

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...

n246e3

n306e1

n366e3

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor

prohibition,
incestuous

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

n126e24

n186e9

monograph, italia

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...
n604e14

n664e2

quotient

n902e2

n6e8

autonomy,
reintegration

corbusier, vers

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

n425e13

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

n723e1

n783e5

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...
n305e2

skeletal

n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...
n543e10

less, marc, kai

n782e2

n842e73

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...
n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

n662e3

infectious, midsummer

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

n125e2

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n303e2

n363e4

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

topographical

perpetrator,
recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

construction,
achievement,
consonance

contribution, select,
loosely, theory,
stringent

n482e1

spatiality, andrea,

separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...
n721e4

n781e2

n841e20

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

axonometric

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n302e3

n362e5

n422e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...
n541e41

n601e1

n661e24

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,

n182e5

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n361e51

n421e11

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n43e38

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...
n103e17

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n44e12

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...

n45e17

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n104e12

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

n47e48

n48e3

n107e5

n49e5

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n50e51

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n51e8

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n53e14

n54e2

n55e3

limb, venus

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

presage

n57e2

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

n60e58

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

behoove

n180e2

aflame, finder

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph

n655e3

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n599e2

potentate, bologna

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

pontiff

n778e2

n779e1

unarm, turk

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n598e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

fortress

n836e4

n896e8

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

n478e32

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n835e11

descend

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

n895e13

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

n714e4

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n833e16

n893e13

gnat, hap

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

n416e11

quadrant

n474e2

adriatic

n653e2

n713e5

plinth

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n772e27

n832e14

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n294e1

n58e19

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n174e3

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n712e1

n892e2

ber

anew, imperishable

n293e3

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n592e3

n652e5

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

claudius, distemper

n890e1

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

n173e2

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

breadth, torus

n771e3

n831e2

marcellus

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

n711e2

capacious,
amphitheatre

n829e1

n889e18

tumour

n292e7

overhang

exposure, tier

n471e1

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

pate, denmark

pry

n232e1

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

module

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

doomsday, exeunt

cloven

n172e1

jangle

n231e1

aisle, tern

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

n828e2

n888e2

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

semicircle

width, tuscan

n530e1

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt

thursday

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n470e2

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n767e1

n826e10

n886e12

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

n290e1

n350e2

n410e1

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

brussels

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

toad, orchard, yonder

n825e1

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

n705e3

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n110e1

n170e1

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

malta, sadden

riot, broom, tremor

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...
n764e318

n824e6

n884e22

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

n347e2

n407e2

flue

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n227e4

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n643e50

n703e33

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...

n914e4

masquerade,
irrationality,
deceptively,
obfuscation

amb

PLENTIFUL PLAY — PLAY I

Atom-letter n2356 e31 and its indexes:
n2356 e31 {obtain, negligible, accuracy, ӏinformationӏ,
sample, compute, demon, receiver, radiation, reversible,
irreversible, harmonic, rectify, complexion, filament,
viscous, sci, physiologist, asymptotic, piston, fig, decimal,
parity, neumann, codings, mag, homeostasis, simpson,
connector, cathode, hillel}

While observing the galaxy and specific atom-letters, emphasis
will be placed on the indexical parts of the letter, but let us bear
in mind that the numerical part is always present and operational:

0.0, 7.706139246E-4, 2.568714955E-4, 0.00480554420246,
5.137426194991E-4, 0.00256304905, 0.0, 0.0066784348831,
0.0048055024146… (one dimension for each book)

To grasp the atmosphere of what this concept might be about,
we have to observe the cloud around it and slowly feel the ambience. ○ 2.2 Here is a stroll through the cloud: 5
n2357 e49 {ӏspectrumӏ, ӏmaxwellӏ, ӏfluctuationӏ,
ӏthermodynamicsӏ, ӏwienerӏ, coefficient, ӏconductionӏ, cos,
ӏcyberneticsӏ, reliability, ӏvoltageӏ, ӏamplifierӏ, incoming,
kelvin, ӏlogarithmӏ, kinetic, digit, pulse, receptor, planck,
rudder, carnot, thermostat, condenser, ӏentropyӏ, photoelectric,
synapse, thermal, fourier, ӏwavelengthӏ, oscillator, ref,
instituto, ӏboltzmannӏ, gibbs, quantized, shannon, ӏtransducerӏ,
rectifier, gabor, effector, autocorrelation, ӏnegentropyӏ,
phys, emf, ӏresonatorӏ, ergodic, eqs, rosenblueth}
n2296 e5 {ӏfilterӏ, ӏmessageӏ, valve, tidal, hormone}
n2355 e21 {ӏcircuitӏ, random, experimental, approximation,
maximum, integral, ӏenergyӏ, ӏsignalӏ, efficiency, gas, tape,
operator, electrical, absorption, microscope, output, reflex,
lattice, ӏcomputationӏ, molecule, ӏamplitudeӏ}
n2295 e8 {transmit, mechanic, discrete, ӏchannelӏ,
approximate, linear, transmission, tube}
n2294 e5 {experiment, ӏequationӏ, ӏatomӏ, experimentally,
ӏelectronӏ}
n2354 e13 {collision, rigidly, dissipate, optimal,
sensory, optimum, ӏparameterӏ, input, fingerprint, ion,
clockwork, overshoot, proton}
n2358 e3 {meteorologist, ontogenetic, ӏmeteorologyӏ}
■ 2.1
Cloud of indexes around information.

5
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○ 2.2 and ■ 2.1 present the same notion of a concept. It is a cloud of
indexes around a concept. These are just two different renderings.
The list is a full explication of indexes in ○ 2.2. List of concepts and
indexes: https://alice-ch3n81.net/files/data/xenotheka/_Xenotheka_
list_of_concepts.txt.

PLAY AMONG BOOKS
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n1e193

n2e6

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

functio...

n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,

unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n62e3

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

potential, system,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

n183e1

perpetrate, horrific

n901e3

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

n904e1

fleetingly,
appeasement

n906e2

demystify

n964e1

disintegration

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

catholicism, seducer

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

n9e42

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

term, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

n10e18

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

n548e11

n608e17

n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

pioneer, prognosis

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

new, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n969e4

logic, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

n311e1

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...
n970e2

objectivity, believer

n13e49

idealise

n371e6

inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n971e2

positive, irrational
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n14e8

n15e9

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n134e16

n255e4

n495e10

n913e2

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n914e4

opaque,
philosophically,
transposition,
spiritualism,
objectivism, triadic

n974e3

polarity, fetish,
infra

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

n976e1

brutally,
particularity,
shamelessly

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n977e2

vulgarize

n20e122

powerlessness,
disjunction

n21e7

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

n499e22

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

highlight, connote

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

n978e2

reanimate, rimbaud

n22e5

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

n979e3

existentialism,
embroil, virility

n23e13

n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

n26e1

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n28e7

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n29e115

n926e37

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

n30e29

n927e1

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...

n929e1

anesthesia

oblivious, whimsy

grade, satirical,
maple

youngster, lumber

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

eugene, lovable

n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

n41e167

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

n579e2

dale

cow, pea, marri

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n520e49

profusely, truce

n578e1

n638e2

chagrin

sometime, saffron

n756e3

n816e16

n876e20

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...

n460e9

smartness

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n637e1

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...
n400e13

reverently, lute

n517e13

islander, java

shark, beholden,
joust

n815e7

n875e15

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n280e6

n340e84

aboard

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n459e1

n516e2

n934e2

n40e84

n100e1

n220e4

coward

harem, afire

n339e1

n397e21

litigation

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

n396e1

wang

dynasty

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n755e3

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

n337e1

persian, burglar

n575e15

n635e3

n695e1

tudor, quaver

n874e9

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

redo, informer

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

n335e2

n395e1

n455e1

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

n933e2

n37e5

n97e3

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

purveyor

raid, americas

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n814e5

cram, dock, sibyl

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

page, dei

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n754e2

venetian

n873e3

n932e3

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n514e9

n574e35

n634e9

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

caravan

n931e2

brothel

n35e30

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n274e4

n334e1

n394e2

n454e4

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

n812e9

n872e1

armor, intone

n930e1

dickens

n34e4

n94e5

illegal, presumably

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

n633e10

endless, greed

landslide

wasteland, blackberry

n154e2

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n752e1

n811e2

n214e4

supporter, freelance,
avidly

n393e5

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n512e3

n572e8

n632e2

n692e1

biblical

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

n333e3

favor

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

propensity

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n273e3

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n332e1

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

julius, albert

n213e6

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...

n631e3

n691e1

alma

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

n153e2

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n212e9

adjustment, union,
thomas, mainly,
adoption, tract,
interference,
executive, insure,
contention,
imperfectly, fran...

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...

n571e1

plato

n870e2

wi ily, snobbish

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...
n93e3

austin, squalor

n152e6

university, max,
london, edward,
harvard, kenneth,
dissertation,
allocation, williams,
marshall,
massachuse...

n271e28

n331e20

n391e2

athens

armageddon

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

n33e74

german, rudolf,
germany, proceeding,
outspoken, erich,
franz, obtainable,
theodor, anton,
alleviation,
lawfulness, josef
n92e2

cambridge, chicago,
columbia, trans,
yale, eds, go fried,
vermont, campbell,
lindsay, loyola

n211e15

freedom, les, est,
une, harmful,
impracticable,
confiscation

secure, statesman,
annum

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n750e3

n809e1

mumford, carapace

mechanical, mechanize

n928e1

carver

n31e15

n91e11

n151e20

progressive, review,
desirable, policy,
governmental, des,
den, immanuel,
monetary,
meritorious,
philosop...

n510e13

n570e1

n630e7

n690e1

hedonistic, outgo

trek

n808e2

n868e2

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n450e1

imputation

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

n748e1

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...

merit, enforce,
faire, ineffective,
dans, avec, pension,
qui, disapproval,
foreseeable,
reasonableness, bien,
jena, anonymou...
n270e7

n330e5

n390e3

vest, socialistic

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n747e19

n807e39

edition, undesirable,
conservative,
quotation,
beneficial,
insurance, ithaca,
dent, deterrent,
kentucky, arn...

n210e16

sans

government,
dispassionately

n569e4

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

remake, subtitle

n687e4

n867e3

arthur, von,
friedrich, oxford,
ludwig, das, allen,
routledge, fritz,
profitably, sidney,
zurich, ernest,
edmund, h...
n90e21

n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

n509e1

n568e2

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

n627e2

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...

safeguard, welfare,
sont, ordre

n269e1

n329e2

n389e2

bodin

civil, roman,
council, undercurrent

futile, delegate,
corruption,
conspiracy,
unequivocally, adage

n567e4

foretaste

mouthpiece

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

que, amendment,
jurisprudence,
judicial, restate,
encroachment,
redistribution, ses

n149e6

n209e4

tutelage,
fountainhead

n388e1

n448e4

declaration,
sanction,
irresistible,
restoration,
unanimously,
outstanding,
flagrant, abj...
n507e6

party, defeat,
politically,
forerunner,
conspicuous

n746e6

n806e7

n866e25

reprint, income,
legislation, liberty,
discretion, infringe,
irrespective,
conservatism,
prevention,
enforcement, ...
n89e8

desirability,
beneficiary

constitution,
puritan, despotism,
cromwell

n328e2

absolutism

republic, republican,
legality,
confederation,
channelled, bonheur

n447e12

founder, found,
rebellion,
liberation, vacate,
schematically

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

physiologically,
radar

n865e5

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

englishmen, lex

n268e4

peuple, montesquieu,
hommes, ordo

n327e1

n387e6

revolution,
revolutionary,
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cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...
n541e41

n601e1

n661e24

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,

n182e5

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n361e51

n421e11

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

scrape, lane, spit,
bucket, furtive,
talon, lacerate, eel,
sideboard, pla er,
curdle, braggart,
brunswick

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...
n103e17

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n44e12

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n45e17

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n104e12

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

n47e48

n48e3

n107e5

n49e5

n944e16

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

n946e2

habituate,
inexperience

engrave, parrot

pate, denmark

n948e3

foil

queen, exit, norway

n53e14

n54e2

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

behoove

aflame, finder

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n779e1

unarm, turk

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

pontiff

n778e2

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

n956e3

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n480e27

n539e3

n599e2

potentate, bologna

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...
n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n598e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

fortress

n836e4

n896e8

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

n419e1

n478e32

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n835e11

descend

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

n895e13

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

n714e4

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n416e11

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n833e16

n893e13

n952e4

n60e58

n120e1

n180e2

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

quadrant

n474e2

adriatic

n653e2

n713e5

plinth

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

gnat, hap

canker

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n951e1

n56e9

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n294e1

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n772e27

n832e14

n892e2

ber

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n592e3

n652e5

n712e1

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

claudius, distemper

limb, venus

presage

anew, imperishable

n293e3

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

breadth, torus

n771e3

n890e1

n55e3

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

n173e2

tumour

n292e7

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

n711e2

n831e2

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

pry

n232e1

overhang

exposure, tier

n471e1

capacious,
amphitheatre

marcellus

n889e18

cloven

n172e1

jangle

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

module

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

n829e1

doomsday, exeunt

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

n231e1

aisle, tern

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

n828e2

n888e2

n947e1

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

perforate

semicircle

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

thursday

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

width, tuscan

n530e1

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt
n767e1

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

n290e1

n350e2

n410e1

n470e2

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n826e10

n886e12

n945e2

n50e51

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

brussels

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

toad, orchard, yonder

n825e1

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

n705e3

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n110e1

n170e1

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

malta, sadden

riot, broom, tremor

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...
n764e318

n824e6

n884e22

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

n347e2

n407e2

flue

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n227e4

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n643e50

n703e33

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n980e3

insipid, superbly,
regre ably

spectacle, richne
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Unlike the etymological spectral meaning of information, which
expresses an explicit and established articulation of common
grounds, here is a spectrum specific to this library and its books.
It is more of a particular notion of information than its precise
meaning or etymology. Or better still, it is one of the characters of
information, one of its moods specific to this context. It is a highly
technical and quite abstract notion of information. It is information in the age of electricity, thermodynamics, cybernetics, and
entropy surrounded by Maxwell, Boltzmann, Planck, Shannon,
Fourier, Carnot, Wiener, Neumann, with flavours of meteorology,
communication, and atomism. ○ 2.2 ■ 2.1 This is just one face of
information that this library can offer. It is just the start. To open
up this concept further, to give it more faces and nuances, we
are asking a new question: Is there a similar concept to information, but in a different context, surrounded by another cloud?
This question creates a symmetry for expanding the discussion:
a double articulation. 6 By changing the axis of symmetry, we find
ourselves in a different atmosphere surrounded by other concepts telling a different story, while at the same time preserving
an invariance among the different expressions of the library. Both
are of interest—variance and invariance. One way to set up this
relation is by searching for synonyms:
{information, Noun,
selective information},
{information, Noun,
{information, Noun,
{information, Noun,
{information, Noun,

InformationMeasure} → {entropy,
Knowledge} → {},
Content} → {info},
Accusation} → {},
Assemblage} → {data}} 7

DATA
The search continues. In our setting (information), entropy and
data may be treated as synonyms of information. Since entropy
is already contained in the Concept n2357, in the same context as
information, it doesn’t open any new ways for interpretation. ○ 2.2
■ 2.1 The discussion is directed towards the other synonym. The
index of data is not in the same cloud, but it is not too far away
either. ○ 2.1 Data opens up another atmosphere and brings new
indexes. ○ 2.3 Clouds start to mix. A double articulation of a famous
couple: information and data. How does data differ from information and what is invariant to both? To open this relation, our focus
turns to the index of data and its surrounding cloud:

6

7
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Symmetry refers here to an agreement in dimensions, to a relation of
parts and proportions that remain unchanged under transformations:
symmetry as invariance rather than only a notion of a mirror image.
See, “Symmetry | Origin and Meaning of Symmetry by Online Etymology
Dictionary,” accessed August 19, 2018, https://www.etymonline.com/
word/symmetry, and “Symmetry (Physics),” Wikipedia, July 29, 2018,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symmetry_(physics).
Synonyms provided by Wolfram Mathematica.
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Atom-letter n2183 encapsulating the index of data:
n2183 e6 {ӏdataӏ, regardless, cellular, inspirational,
galileo, coincidentally}
With its neighbouring concepts and their indexes:
n2243 e30 {size, eventually, damage, surprisingly, scale,
remarkably, significantly, ӏsystematicallyӏ, ӏbrilliantlyӏ,
billion, fuel, growth, typically, patent, minimize, terminal,
mouse, encapsulate, dinosaur, prestigious, ӏgraphicallyӏ,
brian, ӏsequentiallyӏ, unabated, attractiveness, pornography,
kyoto, richter, steamship, ӏpredictiveӏ}
n2184 e2 {laptop, analog}
n2244 e1 {ceos}
n2123 e1 {portend}
n2242 e1 {ӏpulsateӏ}
n2124 e7 {ӏlaserӏ, prioritize, proprietary, chris, ӏbyteӏ,
ӏoptimizationӏ, xerox}
n2303 e15 {huge, collectively, lifetime, predictable,
salient, enormously, grapple, routinely, quintessential,
hugely, elephant, quintessentially, elixir, infinitesimally,
helium}
n2185 e23 {ӏcomputerӏ, ӏairlineӏ, ӏmailӏ, readable, packet,
lab, appliance, video, ceo, synchronous, fiber, interface,
concurrently, moo, conversational, ӏibmӏ, ӏaudioӏ, ӏgraphicalӏ,
ӏpixelӏ, ӏfaxӏ, ӏbandwidthӏ, ӏhdtvӏ, bps}
n2064 n38{laboriously, font, printer, digital, mario,
arte, batch, una, streamline, computational, perceivable,
ӏmorseӏ, ӏrhinoӏ, ӏgoogleӏ, ӏcamӏ, ӏcadӏ, planar, che, digitally,
plotter, disclaimer, participatory, benedetto, robotic,
wikipedia, perspectival, cache, camillo, bartlett, pictura,
bim, wolfram, customization, notate, carpo, spline, gmail,
casteljau}
n2125 e4 {ӏscanӏ, ӏkeyboardӏ, ӏprocessorӏ, ӏdesktopӏ}
n2063 e3 {additive, alphabetical, numeric}
n2362 e93 {cell, reminiscent, marvelous, prelude, trig,
symbol, activate, oversimplification, cube, composer,
logician, crux, ӏencodeӏ, virus, genetics, sentient,
multidimensional, hardware, tangle, morgan, program,
hypothesize, tantalize, helix, pathway, football, ism, droll,
replay, acid, procedural, tightness, groove, arithmetical,
slot, retina, tricky, hike, canon, numeral, chess, string,
ornate, shunt, boggle, trio, checkmate, inviolate, checker,
computable, hoe, acronym, dualistic, propositional, parse,
strand, cortex, dostoevsky, backfire, theorem, activation,
ӏdeclarativeӏ, parry, ӏrecursivelyӏ, ӏquantifierӏ, sonata,
triplet, turing, tonic, hiccup, chunk, neutron, carroll,
subjunctive, neuron, lisp, goldberg, phonograph, holism,
recursion, announcer, backtrack, ӏisomorphismӏ, ӏrecursiveӏ,
ӏbuddhaӏ, ӏgenotypeӏ, typographical, nucleotide, magritte, rna,
ӏbachӏ, fugue, escher}
■ 2.2
Cloud of indexes around data.

There are subtle and refined differences between data and information. Data brings expected indexes in unexpected constellations: ■ 2.2 systematically, brilliantly, graphically, sequentially;
morse, rhino, Google, cam, cad; IBM, audio, graphical, pixel, fax,
bandwidth, HDTV, encode, symbol… —There are a lot of indexes
referring to applications, infrastructure, and interfaces. Here is a
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speculation: the character of information is more entropic, while
data is more generic. Information is more abstract and fluctuating, data more grounded and encapsulating. Information emphasises thinking around itself, while data emphasises applications.
Let us keep in mind that this is an interpretation of the response
of a specific library encoded in a particular way. Xenotheka is
my character. Another library would provide a different relationship between information and data and could be dramatised in
another way. If we look at the etymology again, this time it complements the indexical story. Data 8 is plural for Latin ‘datum’ which
means 'thing given’, but it also refers to a point in time: datum as
a date. Data thus gets a time and space stamp:
The Roman convention of closing every article of correspondence by writing “given” and the day and month—meaning perhaps “given to messenger”—led to data becoming a
term for “the time (and place) stated.” (A Roman letter would
include something along the lines of datum Romae pridie
Kalendas Maias—“given at Rome on the last day of April.”) 9
CODE
Information and data together articulate a mixture, a compelling symmetry, but this is not enough. We would like to have yet
another unfolding and more faces to information. In the two clouds
around information and data, there was one index which we find
particularly interesting. It is an index in Concept n2362, ■ 2.2 the
verb to encode. If the prefix en- is removed, what we are left with
is code, which, as a verb, is an activity that can activate our two
indexes, two objects, two nouns: information and data. They can
be coded in many ways. Let us see where this vector will take the
conversation. It might open another interesting genealogy. Code
is in a different cloud. In this library, it finds itself quite distant from
both information and data, in another part of the galaxy. ○ 2.1 It
should therefore add a new atmosphere to the story. Here is the
concept indexed by code and its context. ○ 2.4 ■ 2.3
n181 e24 {ӏneoӏ, continuously, ӏexplorationӏ, ӏnoveltyӏ,
attendant, prevalent, ӏdesignerӏ, ӏaestheticӏ, ӏcodeӏ,
preconception, openness, retrospect, protagonist, vagueness,
unquestioned, client, crystallization, evaluation, orthogonal,
bernini, mutate, manmade, magnum, budgetary}
n182 e5 {ӏclassicismӏ, ӏmodernistӏ, ӏrococoӏ, ӏperraultӏ,
ӏtypologicalӏ}
n121 e28 {ӏdisciplineӏ, ӏstyleӏ, ӏmanifestoӏ, trope,
unresolved, manoeuvre, exemplar, stylistic, cohere,
creatively, fruitfulness, browse, ӏcodificationӏ, dissemination,
referential, exclusivity, specious, reconnect,
[…]

8
9
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“Data | Origin and Meaning of Data by Online Etymology Dictionary,”
accessed August 19, 2018, https://www.etymonline.com/word/data.
“Date | Origin and Meaning of Date by Online Etymology Dictionary,”
accessed August 19, 2018, https://www.etymonline.com/word/date.
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n1e193

n2e6

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

functio...

n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,

unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n62e3

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

potential, system,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

n183e1

perpetrate, horrific

n901e3

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

n904e1

fleetingly,
appeasement

n906e2

demystify

n964e1

disintegration

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

catholicism, seducer

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

n9e42

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

term, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

n10e18

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

n548e11

n608e17

n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

pioneer, prognosis

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

new, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n969e4

logic, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

n311e1

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...
n970e2

objectivity, believer

n13e49

idealise

n371e6

inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n971e2

positive, irrational
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n14e8

n15e9

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n134e16

n255e4

n495e10

n913e2

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n914e4

opaque,
philosophically,
transposition,
spiritualism,
objectivism, triadic

n974e3

polarity, fetish,
infra

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

n976e1

brutally,
particularity,
shamelessly

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n977e2

vulgarize

n20e122

powerlessness,
disjunction

n21e7

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

n499e22

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

highlight, connote

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

n978e2

reanimate, rimbaud

n22e5

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

n979e3

existentialism,
embroil, virility

n23e13

n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

n26e1

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n28e7

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n29e115

n926e37

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

n30e29

n927e1

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...

n929e1

anesthesia

oblivious, whimsy

grade, satirical,
maple

youngster, lumber

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

eugene, lovable

n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

n41e167

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

n579e2

dale

cow, pea, marri

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n520e49

profusely, truce

n578e1

n638e2

chagrin

sometime, saffron

n756e3

n816e16

n876e20

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
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sensor, hacker,
analytics,
smartphone, cyborg,
senseable

n195e5

collaboration, hub,
weekend,
collaborative,
choral, pessac,
linux, habraken

team, airport,
olympic, ken,
orchestrate, disused,
unobstructed, hostel,
girlfriend, domus,
rudofsky

n314e5

n374e5

n434e18

pluralist, strident

n673e5

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

proviso, reductionist

mobile, cyber, smart

n135e10

tech, recycle,
pollution, vibrant,
burgeon, transit,
renovate, carbon,
graffito,
reclamation, collate,
houston, leak...

n254e11

gallery, steel,
norman, grands,
mindset

neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

era, aspire,
creative, disconnect,
creativity,
painstakingly,
newness

n732e4

n792e1

n852e2

phone,
accountability,
dhabi, suez, org,
siemens, songdo,
masdar, planit

n75e3

copenhagen, plummet,
emission, roundabout,
stockholm, app, lbs,
kilometre, singapore,
otis, whyte, mumbai,
bangalore, dharavi

n194e8

alongside, budget,
menu, bbc

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,

n553e2

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n612e3

n672e7

permanently, blur,
embody, level,
colonize, capitalism

compromise, etc,
cynicism

reconsideration,
visceral, complicit,
sustainable, ron,
reconfiguring, reuse,
fredric, bilbao,
gombrich, frampton,
serra, t...
n493e33

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...
n552e3

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted

architect, nouvel,
aldo, kitsch,
meltdown, upholstery,
plastic, urbane,
summarised, koolhaas,
monumentality,
herzog, andy, ro...
n433e18

minimalist, jeffrey,
lynn, dom,
choreograph,
adumbrate, perspecta,
rosalind, negri,
futuristic, ino,
hardt, eisen...
n492e16

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

n791e6

n851e3

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot
n432e17

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

n551e6

n611e10

n671e10

launch, million,
crunch, electrify,
showcase, queue, eco

n253e5

n313e20

layer, emphasise,
casa, centralised,
pluralism, seagram,
tubular,
organisational,
edouard, iconic,
dramatise, iconology
n372e14

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

n431e4

politician, protest,
activist, savvy,
egyptian,
homelessness, polity,
madrid, cairo,
rekindle, arab,
barcel...
n73e3

understate

n312e12

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

n550e7

n610e26

n670e21

n193e4

invigorate

n252e1

holl

n310e32

n370e7

n430e5

n133e7

aggressively, exude,
oscar

n192e1

jay, nihilistic,
nordic, finland,
northwestern,
retinal, ocular,
finnish, merleau,
ponty, alvar, aalto,
sketchbook, helsi...
n251e1

handrail

luigi, jones, legibly

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

n549e21

n609e23

n669e15

october, september,
negotiate, monitor,
president

n132e3

unidentified,
unbiased

n191e15

saarinen

n249e1

n309e3

n369e4

n429e5

january, movement,
available,
leadership, occupy,
occupation, february,
consensus, brutality,
outrage,
parliament...
n72e5

massive, advertise,
report, december,
april, corporate,
digest, july,
warfare, journalist,
devastation,
official, disrupt...
n131e2

peripheral

n189e1

ramp, glaze,
buckminster, kit,
practicality, turin,
cladding, classicist,
cra smanship,
stu gart, richards,
ventilate, radia...

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

n727e6

n787e2

n847e1

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n487e4

n547e15

n607e9

n667e8

racist

immune

invalidate

n846e3

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

n427e7

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

n786e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...

n128e2

n188e43

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n307e5

postmodernists

n606e10

n666e1

n726e1

n785e7

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

contaminate

n963e2

n8e44

n68e2

dell

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n247e4

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

structure, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

uninformed

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n426e26

n546e10

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

n724e1

n784e7

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...

n246e3

n306e1

n366e3

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor

n902e2

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

n126e24

n186e9

garnier, dadaist

monograph, italia

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...
n604e14

n664e2

quotient

n962e3

n6e8

autonomy,
reintegration

corbusier, vers

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n365e2

n425e13

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

n723e1

n783e5

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...
n305e2

skeletal

n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...
n543e10

less, marc, kai

n782e2

n842e73

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...
n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

n662e3

infectious, midsummer

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n961e12

n5e7

n65e2

n125e2

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n303e2

n363e4

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

topographical

perpetrator,
recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

construction,
achievement,
consonance

contribution, select,
loosely, theory,
stringent

n482e1

spatiality, andrea,

separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...
n721e4

n781e2

n841e20

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

axonometric

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n302e3

n362e5

n422e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...
n541e41

n601e1

n661e24

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,

n182e5

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n361e51

n421e11

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

scrape, lane, spit,
bucket, furtive,
talon, lacerate, eel,
sideboard, pla er,
curdle, braggart,
brunswick

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...
n103e17

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n44e12

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n45e17

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n104e12

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

n47e48

n48e3

n107e5

n49e5

n944e16

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

n946e2

habituate,
inexperience

engrave, parrot

pate, denmark

n948e3

foil

queen, exit, norway

n53e14

n54e2

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

behoove

aflame, finder

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n779e1

unarm, turk

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

pontiff

n778e2

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

n956e3

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n480e27

n539e3

n599e2

potentate, bologna

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...
n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n598e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

fortress

n836e4

n896e8

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

n419e1

n478e32

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n835e11

descend

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

n895e13

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

n714e4

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n416e11

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n833e16

n893e13

n952e4

n60e58

n120e1

n180e2

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

quadrant

n474e2

adriatic

n653e2

n713e5

plinth

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

gnat, hap

canker

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n951e1

n56e9

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n294e1

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n772e27

n832e14

n892e2

ber

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n592e3

n652e5

n712e1

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

claudius, distemper

limb, venus

presage

anew, imperishable

n293e3

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

breadth, torus

n771e3

n890e1

n55e3

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

n173e2

tumour

n292e7

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

n711e2

n831e2

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

pry

n232e1

overhang

exposure, tier

n471e1

capacious,
amphitheatre

marcellus

n889e18

cloven

n172e1

jangle

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

module

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

n829e1

doomsday, exeunt

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

n231e1

aisle, tern

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

n828e2

n888e2

n947e1

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

perforate

semicircle

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

thursday

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

width, tuscan

n530e1

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt
n767e1

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

n290e1

n350e2

n410e1

n470e2

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n826e10

n886e12

n945e2

n50e51

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

brussels

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

toad, orchard, yonder

n825e1

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

n705e3

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n110e1

n170e1

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

malta, sadden

riot, broom, tremor

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...
n764e318

n824e6

n884e22

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

n347e2

n407e2

flue

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n227e4

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n643e50

n703e33

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n980e3

insipid, superbly,
regre ably

spectacle, richne
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[…]
comprehensibility, brainstorm, ӏcorbӏ, irreversibly,
assertiveness, jeff, irreversibility, ӏtschumiӏ, ӏsemperӏ,
brett}
n241 e55 {contemporary, distinction, ӏfunctionӏ, ӏdecisionӏ,
ӏambitionӏ, ӏformalӏ, initially, unify, environment, latent,
insistence, authoritative, domain, evolve, collaborate,
prominence, relevance, gear, premise, cope, facilitate,
inception, assessment, steer, christopher, condense,
adaptation, coordination, culmination, preconceive,
specialize, retrospectively, oeuvre, variegate, conceptual,
ӏgeometricӏ, noteworthy, ӏfoundationalӏ, rationalize, momentous,
inherently, reinterpretation, curriculum, departmental,
medium, nexus, ӏdiagramӏ, hallmark, ӏrationalizationӏ, faceted,
guideline, adrian, gestation, robustness, ӏmasterplanӏ}
n242 e3 {ӏformalismӏ, ӏrenaissanceӏ, configure}
n122 e5 {ӏfunctionalismӏ, curated, villette, formalists,
axonometric}
n61 e24 {ӏelementalӏ, raison, incommensurable, irritation,
seminal, unprincipled, embeddedness, concretize, stillborn,
fruitfully, responsiveness, avant, asymmetric, attractor,
kipnis, incommensurability, kuhn, ӏautonomizationӏ,
ӏdysfunctionalӏ, wigley, evaluative, goffman, refoundation,
lakatos}
n62 e3 {ӏarchitectureӏ, ӏprogrammaticӏ, ӏcompositionalӏ}
n63 e1 {ӏpostmodernismӏ}
n302 e3 {construction, achievement, consonance}
n2 e6 {update, overall, innovative, ӏtypologyӏ, systemic,
versatility}
n301 e35 {task, operate, imply, solution, mature,
articulate, theoretically, ӏarenaӏ, polemic, connotation,
ӏsketchӏ, sensitivity, tighten, haphazard, touchstone,
prospective, adherence, avoidance, rehearse, ӏmodulationӏ,
ӏtransformativeӏ, unfailing, cater, ensemble, virtuoso,
derogatory, disorient, unadorned, inauguration, epilogue,
climatic, furnishings, veracity, leon, traction}
n123 e3 {ӏfunctionalistӏ, ӏdisciplinaryӏ, ӏeclecticismӏ}
n183 e1 {ӏformalistӏ}
n303 e2 {ӏengineerӏ, ӏappreciationӏ}
■ 2.3
Indexes around code.

With its distance to information and data, code offers a completely different context. What first stands out when we look at
the cloud around code are the stylistic periods, though here it
would be more interesting to call them different architectural codings: classicism, modernist, rococo, formalism, Renaissance,
functionalism, postmodernism, eclecticism. Furthermore, they
are surrounded by other architecture related indexes: designer,
aesthetic, typological, stylistic, masterplan, engineer. This shows
a beautiful and interesting connection between information and
architecture through coding. In this context, architectural encodings do not have fixed forms; they can become code dependent.
Coding in Xenotheka becomes part of an architectural articulation, embedded into styles, epochs, houses, cities, books. In the
play of synonyms, information and data acquire an unexpected
atmosphere in their cloud. The concept is unfolding. Xenotheka
is showing its character. For now, there are three concepts trying
to articulate the same idea, which is not explicitly present. These
are information, data, and code. In order to have two double
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articulations—a symmetry of two nouns and two verbs—one more
index is needed, preferably a verb. Again, the same technique is
employed: a search for synonyms. This time synonyms of code:
{code, Noun, CodingSystem} → {}
{code, Noun, ComputerCode} → {computer code}
{code, Noun, WrittenLanguage} → {codification}
{code, Verb, Encode} → {ӏcipherӏ, cypher, encipher,
encrypt, inscribe, write in code}
{code, Verb, Tag} → {} 10

CIPHER
A cipher, to cipher, to encode, to encrypt. Another space is opening up. Information and data on one side, to code and to cipher
on the other. Although a cipher makes a beautiful conceptual symmetry, in terms of its context it doesn’t bring much to the table
since it inhabits a space close to and in-between the concepts
of data and information. ○ 2.1 It is a part of the same cloud where
information and data are situated (Concept n2180), unlike code,
which leads to another cloud and opens up a different conceptual
space for articulating the same idea. This unsettled space now lies
in-between information, data, code, and cipher. In this regard, a
cipher will be treated differently than data and code. We will come
back to this shortly. On the other hand, what both code and cipher
bring to the discussion are interesting etymological readings:
code (n.)
c. 1300, “systematic compilation of laws,” from Old French
code “system of laws, law-book” (13c.), from Latin codex
“systematic classification of statutory law,” earlier caudex “book,” literally “tree trunk,” hence, book made up of
wooden tablets covered with wax for writing. De Vaan
traces this through Proto-Italic *kaud-ek- to PIE *kehu-d“cleaved, separate,” which he also sees as the root of cauda
“tail” (see coda). 11
cipher (n.)
late 14c., “arithmetical symbol for zero,” from Old French
cifre “nought, zero,” Medieval Latin cifra, which, with Spanish and Italian cifra, ultimately is from Arabic sifr “zero,”
literally “empty, nothing,” from safara “to be empty”; a
loan-translation of Sanskrit sunya-s “empty.” Klein says
Modern French chiffre is from Italian cifra. 12
Code, etymologically seen as a compilation of laws, emphasises
a cultural and contractual notion for communication, a codex of
10
11
12
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Synonyms provided by Wolfram Mathematica.
“Code | Origin and Meaning of Code by Online Etymology Dictionary,”
accessed August 19, 2018, https://www.etymonline.com/word/code.
“Cipher | Origin and Meaning of Cipher by Online Etymology
Dictionary,” accessed August 19, 2018, https://www.etymonline.com/
word/cipher.
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behaviour. On the other hand, the etymological notion of cipher
opens up a space for procedures which operate on empty symbols, symbols that could mean anything. Together, both of their
etymological wisdoms could constitute a codex for operating
on empty symbols. By itself, this is an interesting way to think
of coding and articulating information. This is how we will treat
cipher. It will be a joker.
The atmosphere is getting dense. Concepts are interweaving and blending; notions of entropy, data, time, information are
mixed with architecture and added to code, codex, law, cipher,
zero, and nothingness; an excited cloud is getting denser: rain.
This fusing, weaving, and playing is happening in-between concepts, between specific and generic, with symbols that could
mean anything. It doesn’t start or end; we can just stop participating in the play whenever we’ve had enough. But let us continue
the play and reverse the direction, and get back from the notion
of code to information, just by moving between synonyms:
code → inscribe → scratch → disturbance → noise →
randomness → entropy → information→ 13

This journey somehow incorporates all the notions that appeared
thus far. The axis of symmetry is in noise. To get from code to
information, we go from inscribing and scratching to randomness and entropy, from cultural aspects to technical ones. There
is a wisdom of language, 14 of its etymology, its synonyms and
other forms, which takes us on an unexpected excursion. With
the use of synonyms, code transforms into information only by
passing through noise. It is a beautiful word game. The spectrum
is becoming richer and richer. The space between concepts is
expanding. What is important to point out is that these four distinct notions of the idea that we are navigating around, without
it being explicitly there, are articulated by moods of concepts
where information, data, code, and cipher mix in a delicate way.
The beauty of this synthetic process is that just by playing an
Informational Instrument—without assuming any grammars,
structures, or hierarchies—indexes gather and form subtle conceptions of information, data, and code.
CHARACTERS SPELT IN CHARACTERS
The focus is shifting from indexes and concepts to actors. Another
question for the library: If books were asked to distinguish themselves from other books and show their curiosity, which books
would choose information, data, code, cipher, and accompanying indexical clouds as important aspects of their character?

13
14
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This is a result of an algorithm which can find paths between words
based on synonyms.
See Michel Serres and Bruno Latour, Conversations on Science,
Culture, and Time: Michel Serres with Bruno Latour, trans. Roxanne
Lapidus (Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 1995).
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Xenotheka reacts. Specific actors are showing up. They are
characterised by the probability of their interest in the indexes
in question. They form four spectra. Ten most prominent actors
for each concept. ○ 2.5
Information
Brillouin_Science and
Information Theory,
0.107053

Kittler_The Truth of
the Technological World,
0.0240655

Wiener_Cybernetics,
0.09397

Delanda_Philosophy
and Simulation,
0.0223285

Hofstadter_Gödel Escher Bach,
0.0304965

Serres_The Five Senses,
0.0216538

Serres_Geometry,
0.0256132

Popper_The Logic
of Scientific Discovery,
0.0213573

West_Scale The Universal
Laws of Growth,
0.0251933

Wiener_The Human Use
of Human Beings,
0.0212663

West_Scale The Universal
Laws of Growth,
0.0803778

Hofstadter_Gödel Escher Bach,
0.025065

Carpo_The Second Digital Turn,
0.0598106

Taleb_The Black Swan,
0.0207986

Negroponte_Being Digital,
0.0431234

Carpo_The Alphabet
and the Algorithm,
0.0184645

Hofstadter_I Am a
Strange Loop,
0.0340924

Castells_The Rise
of the Network Society,
0.0162312

Buehlmann_Mathematics
and Information Serres,
0.0258946

Schumacher_The Autopoiesis
of Architecture Vol 2,
0.0157109

Schumacher_The Autopoiesis
of Architecture Vol 1,
0.100993

Mertins_Modernity Unbound,
0.0197971

Schumacher_The Autopoiesis
of Architecture Vol 2,
0.0898639

Krier_The Architecture
of Community,
0.017436

Vidler_Histories
of the Immediate Present,
0.0267836

Cook_Drawing,
0.0173613

Sykes Hays_Architectural
Theory 1993 2009,
0.0248419

Banham_A Critic Writes,
0.0169401

Spuybroek_The Sympathy
of Things, 0.0199887

Sorkin_All Over the Map,
0.0153834

Data

Code
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Cipher
Buehlmann_Mathematics
and Information Serres,
0.165439

Serres_The Five Senses,
0.02025

Serres_Geometry,
0.0598197

Deleuze Guattari_
A Thousand Plateaus,
0.0182323

West_Scale The Universal
Laws of Growth,
0.0364558

Latour_Facing Gaia,
0.0164009

Serres Latour_Conversations
on Science, Culture, and Time,
0.0220311

Wiener_Cybernetics,
0.0156097

West_Scale The Universal
Laws of Growth,
0.0251933

Serres_Rome,
0.0152694

○ 2.5
Concepts and their protagonists, rendering_03_RW_4060_r_50it21d.

There is consistency in the spectrum: similar concepts attract
each other, similar actors group together. The first actor in the
column always has the most affinity towards a specific atom-
letter, while the last one has the least affinity. Since the concepts
are closely related, some of the actors are immersed in more
than one discussion:
West_Scale The Universal Laws of Growth → 3,
Hofstadter_Gödel Escher Bach → 3,
Schumacher_The Autopoiesis of Architecture Vol 2 → 2,
Serres_The Five Senses → 2,
Buehlmann_Mathematics and Information Serres → 2,
Serres_Geometry → 2,
Wiener_Cybernetics → 2, 15

Xenotheka is always in motion; books are never alone. By posing
a question, or sending an index to the library, a conversation is
initiated. Four different notions or atmospheres around information have unfolded by ‘texting’ (‘exchanging messages’) with the
library—three of them close to one another, and one quite far
away—information, data, cipher, and code. ○ 2.1 Each concept has
its own protagonists. Books start to talk and play with different
faces of a concept. Now the actors—books—will take over. They
are preparing for the stage. A short script of the play is on the table.
Four concepts, four acts, four actors for each act. The First
Act starts with a focus on information. It is complemented by the
Second Act with a focus on data, and the Third Act, focused on
coding. Each act should have four main protagonists who will
present themselves in the most suitable way according to their
mood and the situation on stage. There are four actors on stage
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Number of appearances of an actor in a conceptual spectrum.
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in order to get two double articulations or a fourfold notion of the
idea in question. It will be different with cipher. Since cipher is
in the same context as data and information, ○ 2.1 it could evoke
very similar discussions by already familiar actors. To avoid such
a scenario, we will invite books foreign to the library to join Xenotheka and thus bring a new tone to the conversation on cipher. 16
At this moment, the stage is being set so as to unfold the
concept of information by showing how its four faces inhabit
Xenotheka. Let us proceed to the actors and evoke their thoughts.

16
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The choice of invited guests is at the will of the performer at that
moment.
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ACT I: INFORMATION
ACT I: INFORMATION
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ACT I: INFORMATION
ACT I: INFORMATION
ACT I: INFORMATION
ACT I: INFORMATION
ACT I: INFORMATION
ACT I: INFORMATION
ACT I: INFORMATION
ACT I: INFORMATION
ACT I: INFORMATION

DRAMATIS PERSONAE
All our attention is on the concept of information and its
four main protagonists. Four actors, four faces of a concept.
Here they are, ready and waiting for the play to begin… ○ 2.6
Information
Brillouin_Science and Information Theory,
0.107053

Hofstadter_Gödel Escher Bach,
0.0304965

Wiener_Cybernetics,
0.09397

Serres_Geometry,
0.0256132

○ 2.6
Four books, four actors, four faces of a concept: information, rendering_03_RW_4060_r_50it21d.

These images are snapshots of actors’ faces in a moment
of an intense discussion. Each actor has a profile that distinguishes him from the other three. Every face is articulated in a different manner. When we look at the actors and
snapshots of their informational faces, ○ 2.6 and the way they
emit light on the galaxy of concepts, ○ 2.1 we can see that
their main highlights—magenta and white colour—are at
similar positions. If we were to overlap these four images,
the magenta and white highlights would partially coincide.
Still, each actor lights up the galaxy in his own way. On the
other hand, what distinguishes these four books from other
books in the library and also brings them together is their
focus on the group of concepts around the index of information and, furthermore, of electricity, thermodynamics,
cybernetics, entropy, and so on. ○ 2.2 ■ 2.1 The library almost
intuitively shows them as two pairs: Brillouin_Science
and Information Theory and Wiener_Cybernetics as
one pair, and Hofstadter_Gödel Escher Bach and
17
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Leon Brillouin, Science and Information Theory.
Norbert Wiener, Cybernetics: Second Edition: Or the Control and
Communication in the Animal and the Machine (Eastford, CT: Martino
Fine Books, [1948] 2013).
Douglas R. Hofstadter, Gödel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal Golden Braid,
20th Anniversary Edition (New York, NY: Basic Books, 1999).
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Serres_Geometry as the other pair. ○ 2.6 In their encoding, the first couple shows a high probability of interest towards a concept indexed by information—0.1 and
0.09—which is almost three times higher than the second
couple with 0.0304965 and 0.0256132 respectively. This
demonstrates another symmetry of couples intrinsic to
the concept of information in this version of Xenotheka.
What are the sophisticated formulations, the subtle invariants, and delicate distinctions among the four
actors? Are they contradicting each other, or just telling
different stories? What kind of spectra can they form while
referring to information?
This conversation is about opening up the notion of
information. In the process of going from a very specific
index towards different articulations of a concept, we are
trying to formulate a spectrum of notions around it, by
forming, sculpting, and indexing other concepts. Through
being in the same context, they enrich each other with
both complementary and contrasting flavours. This is a
process of thinking with books and talking among books,
while trying to articulate a concept which is always escaping its definition by becoming more and more plentiful. As
we change resolutions, definitions also change, concepts
acquire many faces, and books start to tell different stories. Here are the actors, four of them, in a couple of pairs,
grouped under the themes they will address:
20

Part one: Quantum and Nonhuman Morals
• Brillouin_Science and Information Theory
as Brillouin_SIT
• Wiener_Cybernetics as Wiener_C
Part two: Algorithms, Pyramids, and Self-Reference
• Hofstadter_Gödel Escher Bach as Hofstadter_GEB
• Serres_Geometry as Serres_G
21
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Michel Serres, Geometry: The Third Book of Foundations , trans.
Randolph Burks (London, New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2017).
From this point onward, we will refer to the above-mentioned actors
in the abbreviated forms as indicated.
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PART ONE:
QUANTUM AND NONHUMAN MORALS
PROLOGUE
The conversation starts. The couple in the front—the first two
actors most similar in their approach to information—are on the
stage: Brillouin_SIT and Wiener_C. They are being announced.
It is an opening glance in an analytical manner. Books are seen
and presented as independent objects, without belonging to any
library. An introduction is done by the stage in an objective way: a
simple description and statistics, book titles and word frequencies.
Science and Information Theory by Leon Brillouin, 1956.
ӏinformationӏ → 723, use → 453, problem → 349, ӏenergyӏ →
347, obtain → 309, ӏvalueӏ → 296, ӏentropyӏ → 292, system → 286,
numb → 274, give → 264, case → 263, function → 248, ӏfrequencyӏ
→ 236, discuss → 230, correspond → 224, ӏconditionӏ → 223,
result → 221, small → 219, time → 218, fig → 208, ӏprobabilityӏ
→ 204, large → 203, point → 200, average → 196, observation →
196, chapter → 195, consider → 193, example → 192, discussion
→ 191, let → 190, increase → 189, error → 186, ӏcodeӏ → 179,
section → 173, require → 168, ӏsymbolӏ → 165, represent → 162,
define → 160, certain → 157, letter → 154, different → 151,
ӏsignalӏ → 150, ӏtheoryӏ → 149, total → 148, high → 147, assume
→ 139, ӏformulaӏ → 139, definition → 138, low → 137, term → 137
Cybernetics: Or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine,
by Norbert Wiener, 1948
ӏtimeӏ → 317, ӏsystemӏ → 282, ӏmachineӏ → 218, use → 189,
case → 180, ӏinformationӏ → 151, ӏformӏ → 149, ӏknowӏ → 142,
ӏfunctionӏ → 142, ӏtheoryӏ → 142, ӏprocessӏ → 137, ӏgroupӏ → 130,
ӏpointӏ → 130, work → 129, problem → 125, linear → 123, set →
122, give → 121, certain → 113, way → 110, ӏfrequencyӏ → 110,
possible → 109, mean → 108, good → 104, ӏstatisticalӏ → 104,
new → 103, let → 101, ӏapparatusӏ → 100, numb → 97, series →
95, ӏfeedbackӏ → 90, ӏtransformationӏ → 88, brain → 88, study
→ 88, average → 85, message → 85, value → 84, shall → 83,
concern → 83, position → 82, mechanism → 82, quantity → 79,
large → 78, ӏmeasureӏ → 77, change → 76, make → 76, ӏmethodӏ →
75, present → 75, state → 74, non → 74

Just by looking at the titles of these books and their most used
terms, we can see that both books are concerned with highly technical and formal notions of information and communication. The
first articulation emphasises energy and entropy expressed as
theory, while the second is more concerned with time, systems,
and machines depicted as applied control and communication.
Word frequency clouds suggest that Brillouin_SIT uses symbols
and coding to deal with and articulate problems, while Wiener_C
prefers statistics and feedback loops to form apparatus.
…
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SCENE I: ON INFORMATION
The book titles, together with the word frequencies, already
express powerful and individual but isolated tones. Yet we believe
that a book is never alone. In fact, on this stage, there are 227
more books implicitly present. When invited to a context, a library,
a Xenotheka, and surrounded by other books, our actors—Brillouin_SIT and Wiener_C—start to behave in a more sophisticated
and delicate manner. Books begin to talk and react to each other’s
views and moves. A book is never only an isolated object. Books
are always part of many different and even contradicting libraries,
conversations, and traditions: they show their faces in the library.
This is such an occasion. By playing an Informational Instrument,
we will stage and host an artificial play that animates books and
instigates their dialogues by asking them questions. Brillouin_SIT
enters the stage first, and right behind him Wiener_C moves into
the spotlight.
The galaxy we saw without light and fluctuation, which
was showing static constellations of concepts and clouds of
indexes, ○ 2.1 now aquires a personal mood for each book. It
comes to life. Concepts become colourful, and the colour shows
their intensity. Each actor lights up the galaxy in a characteristic way, ○ 2.7 ○ 2.8 by revealing his personality and mood, that is,
his face. As we play the Informational Instrument, the galaxy
changes, the concepts shift, our actors modify their temper, their
mood. Setting up the context, exposing the actors to different
galaxies, and dramatising their moves is what constitutes our
play. While travelling together through multiple galaxies and
environments, we become friends: one learns how the other
behaves. It is staged and artificial, but at the same time intimate
and beautiful.
n1e193

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,
functio...
n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,
unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
CODE, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n2e6

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

n62e3

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...
n361e51

potential, SYSTEM,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...
n421e11

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

n302e3

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n304e1

n482e1

n664e2

perpetrate, horrific

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...
n901e3

n723e1

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

prohibition,
incestuous

n962e3

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

contaminate

fleetingly,
appeasement

n666e1

n667e8

demystify

n964e1

disintegration

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

catholicism, seducer

EXAMPLE, propose,
conclusion, ASSUME,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...

n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

TERM, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
PROBLEM, clarify,
pose, outl...

n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n906e2

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n787e2

invalidate

n846e3

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

n727e6

immune

n786e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

n904e1

n963e2

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

n726e1

n785e7

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

n607e9

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

uninformed

n784e7

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...
n902e2

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n961e12

n783e5

n842e73

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, DISCUSSION,
DISCUSS, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

n606e10

racist

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

n547e15

structure, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

n724e1

quotient

n782e2

infectious, midsummer

n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

less, marc, kai

perpetrator,
recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

n841e20

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

n546e10

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

n251e1

handrail

n309e3

luigi, jones, legibly

n369e4

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

n429e5

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

n549e21

new, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

n609e23

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...
n669e15

RESULT, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, DEFINE,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...

n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

invigorate

holl

n310e32

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...
n370e7

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

n430e5

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...

understate

n312e12

idealise

n371e6

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

n431e4

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n254e11

gallery, steel,
norman, grands,
mindset

n313e20

layer, emphasise,
casa, centralised,
pluralism, seagram,
tubular,
organisational,
edouard, iconic,
dramatise, iconology
n372e14

n433e18

n492e16

n494e4

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,
neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...

n672e7

n673e5

era, aspire,
creative, disconnect,
creativity,
painstakingly,
newness

n732e4

n674e1

n733e1

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

n734e2

experiential

n792e1

n735e1

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n854e3

subversive, encompass

n914e4

masquerade,
irrationality,
deceptively,
obfuscation

devaluation, modernes

n796e4

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

n856e12

lenin

n915e8

ambiguity, totality,
marx, imbalance,
femininity,
unrealized,
proletariat,
reification

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...
n916e4

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

n499e22

quotidian

n558e3

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

authenticity,
predate, nefarious

highlight, connote

n618e1

comprehensively,
fulcrum

n677e2

n736e2

marcuse, recuperate

n855e1

ideological,
repetitive,
extrapolate

norm

n913e2

theorization

n795e2

confrontation,
devalue, personalize

n853e1

proviso, reductionist

n912e4

n498e1

unremi ing

n617e2

n678e2

n737e7

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

n797e15

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

n857e57

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

intentioned, antenna

n320e4

n500e7

n738e6

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

n798e9

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism
n858e15

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

n742e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n801e3

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

n860e22

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...
n920e2

impoverish,
unquestionably

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...
n743e9

rationalism

n684e3

n686e10

life, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...
n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

vienna, austria,
schmidt

n744e1

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

n745e2

newtonian

physiologically,
radar

n805e3

awareness, margin,
visually

momentary

n862e10

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory
n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n863e4

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n864e7

n865e5

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n746e6

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

n806e7

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

n866e25

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...
n926e37

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

n687e4

n690e1

hedonistic, outgo

n748e1

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...
n807e39

anesthesia

wasteland, blackberry

brothel

oblivious, whimsy

grade, satirical,
maple

youngster, lumber

n517e13

islander, java

n874e9

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

n934e2

eugene, lovable

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

sometime, saffron

n756e3

cull, he y,
consignment

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

n875e15

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...
n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

n520e49

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...

n579e2

dale

n638e2

chagrin

n696e2

n815e7

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

profusely, truce

n578e1

dominus

n460e9

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n637e1

n755e3

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

cram, dock, sibyl

n933e2

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...
n400e13

smartness

shark, beholden,
joust

tudor, quaver

n814e5

n873e3

caravan

n932e3

n340e84

aboard

reverently, lute

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n695e1

n754e2

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

n872e1

n931e2

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

harem, afire

n339e1

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n575e15

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

venetian

n812e9

armor, intone

n930e1

dickens

n753e1

landslide

n811e2

alma

n870e2

wi ily, snobbish

n929e1

n694e3

donate, donation

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

n280e6

n459e1

n635e3

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

coward

reverential

n397e21

litigation

n516e2

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n634e9

n693e2

explorer

n752e1

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

mechanical, mechanize

n928e1

carver

n692e1

biblical

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

n809e1

mumford, carapace

n868e2

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n927e1

n691e1

armageddon

ching, amulet

n337e1

n396e1

wang

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

n279e2

dynasty

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

n574e35

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

histrionic

n278e3

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

n580e30

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...

mop, bushy

n639e19

n640e85

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n219e1

n455e1

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n633e10

endless, greed

redo, informer

persian, burglar

n395e1

raid, americas

n454e4

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n41e167

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...
n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

n277e2

n335e2

purveyor

n394e2

n573e13

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n632e2

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n750e3

trek

n808e2

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...
n867e3

n572e8

propensity

n631e3

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

n334e1

illegal, presumably

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

n571e1

plato

n630e7

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n512e3

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons
n570e1

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n629e40

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n453e2

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n40e84

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

n276e3

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

supporter, freelance,
avidly

n393e5

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

n274e4

n333e3

favor

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

n510e13

imputation

n569e4

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n37e5

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

page, dei

n214e4

n273e3

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

n154e2

julius, albert

n213e6

n332e1

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...
n391e2

secure, statesman,
annum

athens

n509e1

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

n747e19

n331e20

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n390e3

vest, socialistic

n450e1

n568e2

remake, subtitle

freedom, les, est,
une, harmful,
impracticable,
confiscation

n330e5

government,
dispassionately

n389e2

bodin

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

n627e2

mouthpiece

sans

n329e2

tutelage,
fountainhead

n35e30

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n94e5

n153e2

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...

n34e4

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...
n93e3

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n212e9

adjustment, union,
thomas, mainly,
adoption, tract,
interference,
executive, insure,
contention,
imperfectly, fran...
n271e28

civil, roman,
council, undercurrent

futile, delegate,
corruption,
conspiracy,
unequivocally, adage

n567e4

foretaste

n626e1

n270e7

n448e4

declaration,
sanction,
irresistible,
restoration,
unanimously,
outstanding,
flagrant, abj...
n507e6

party, defeat,
politically,
forerunner,
conspicuous

n566e1

seizure

n802e1

overload,
pretentious,
tragically

n861e15

n506e5

commission, sear

n625e1

constitution,
puritan, despotism,
cromwell

n388e1

republic, republican,
legality,
confederation,
channelled, bonheur

n447e12

safeguard, welfare,
sont, ordre

n33e74

austin, squalor

n152e6

university, max,
london, edward,
harvard, kenneth,
dissertation,
allocation, williams,
marshall,
massachuse...
n211e15

merit, enforce,
faire, ineffective,
dans, avec, pension,
qui, disapproval,
foreseeable,
reasonableness, bien,
jena, anonymou...

german, rudolf,
germany, proceeding,
outspoken, erich,
franz, obtainable,
theodor, anton,
alleviation,
lawfulness, josef
n92e2

cambridge, chicago,
columbia, trans,
yale, eds, go fried,
vermont, campbell,
lindsay, loyola

n151e20

progressive, review,
desirable, policy,
governmental, des,
den, immanuel,
monetary,
meritorious,
philosop...
n210e16

n269e1

n328e2

absolutism

n387e6

founder, found,
rebellion,
liberation, vacate,
schematically

conspicuously,
untested

n565e2

lewis, giuseppe,
memo, manipulative,
nixon

churchill

n683e20

optimism

n741e2

enticement, tractor

n800e3

n505e2

uncomfortably, bunker

n564e5

johnson, gaulle,
trustee, autocracy,
mosque, autocrat,
reichstag, hanover,
stalin, saddam,
presidential,
khrushchev, ...

n682e1

n740e2

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n859e11

n504e2

intimidate, berlin,
domed, glamorous,
sco ish, rotunda,
bavaria, clinton,
spiralling,
westminster, ringed,
baghdad, aborig...

n327e1

revolution,
revolutionary,
downfall, hypocrisy,
unmask, outbreak,
preordain, ancien,
lawlessness

n446e6

colonial, cue

englishmen, lex

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...
n91e11

edition, undesirable,
conservative,
quotation,
beneficial,
insurance, ithaca,
dent, deterrent,
kentucky, arn...
n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

n209e4

n268e4

machiavelli,
bolshevik, melville,
adams, jacobin,
politic, jefferson,
township, harrington,
revolutionist,
robespierre
n386e9

secular

n445e2

autocratic

n623e1

misleadingly

pessimistic, detritus

n326e11

secularization

n385e1

n563e50

n622e1

n680e2

n325e1

unwillingness

n444e1

dictator, fascist,
ministry, o oman,
absolutist,
ruthlessness

n503e22

dome, bush, overrun,
demolish, boost,
tycoon, atlanta,
metro, charisma,
lavishly,
billionaire,
boardr...

bombastic, geste,
caesars, dressage

signalling,
untroubled, cyclical,
rhythm

madison, condorcet

n31e15

arthur, von,
friedrich, oxford,
ludwig, das, allen,
routledge, fritz,
profitably, sidney,
zurich, ernest,
edmund, h...
n90e21

que, amendment,
jurisprudence,
judicial, restate,
encroachment,
redistribution, ses

n149e6

constitutional,
pouvoir

n208e2

peuple, montesquieu,
hommes, ordo

n324e1

intolerance

n443e6

n502e21

decorator, mismatch,
deco

n621e4

tocqueville

n30e29

reprint, income,
legislation, liberty,
discretion, infringe,
irrespective,
conservatism,
prevention,
enforcement, ...
n89e8

desirability,
beneficiary

n148e2

thucydides

n207e2

equality, egalitarian

n29e115

practicable, milton,
ltd, orwell,
monopolistic,
robbins, acton

n88e2

rescind, adjudicate

n147e1

unsatisfied, slavish,
popularly, pamper,
atavistic, climber,
vainglory

preservation,
atomistic, pessimist

n383e1

impressive, reminder,
patron, erupt, daunt,
demolition, overtly,
gulag, podium,
ballistic

n561e4

mediterranean

locke, saxon, anglo

n28e7

competitive,
centrally, creed,
totalitarian,
stewart, socialist,
deutscher, peacetime,
eduard, socialism,
mor...
n87e2

liberalism

n206e1

n267e4

n323e3

ambitious, veto

n442e10

n501e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

n560e1

dignity, fanaticism,
hobble

prosperous, loyalty,
eastern,
counterweight

n382e2

celebration,
monument, instal

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

internationalism,
nationalistic,
paternalistic

n205e2

n263e7

n322e4

prestige

n441e3

western, photograph,
meter, teutonic,
maoist

aspiration, tinge,
typify

n679e8

uncritically,
pharaohs

reform, ancestry

outlet, intractable,
maelstrom,
dispassionate,
assertive

n381e1

concession, mandate,
bureaucrat

n440e5

n26e1

totalitarianism

n145e3

dictatorship, boris,
schumpeter

n204e3

aristocratic,
economically, weber,
thoroughgoing,
classless

oust, extremist,
takeover, uncritical,
nato, indiscriminate,
bomb, watchdog,
voter, aggression,
thailand,
infiltrat...
n85e1

leninist, costa,
huntington

n144e3

recognition,
democratically,
alexandre,
destructiveness,
hobbesian, lordship,
hobbes

n203e5

n262e3

n321e5

legacy, expunge,
outpouring,
relativistic

n380e3

n620e3

propagandist

implacably,
demography

sociopolitical

modernity, resurgence

n794e3

simplistic

n852e2

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

disrepute

n557e1

n676e1

chiaroscuro

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

n439e3

n497e1

hone, promethean

reservation

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

disaster, a une,
prominently,
selectively,
recreational

n261e2

n25e93

communist, soviet,
pessimism,
militarily, mafia,
kissinger

n84e3

democratic,
authoritarian,
democracy, liberal,
communism,
directional,
dynastic,
directionality
n143e7

tolerant, modernize,
colonialism, bipolar,
incompletely,
undercut, bidder

unfulfilled,
intolerant,
dictatorial,
industrially,
asocial, comeback,
calvinist

racial

n24e6

democratization,
ussr, deng,
czechoslovakia,
democratize,
authoritarianism,
gorbachev, havel,
lockean, thy...
n83e8

imperialism,
consumerism

n142e7

willingness,
economic, asia,
citizenship, overt

n202e7

n260e2

n319e6

aura

n378e5

dramatically,
tolerance, devolve,
historic, pare,
emblematic, lo ,
unassailable, crutch,
coastal, conveyor,
prem...
n437e6

n23e13

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

abortion, franco,
latecomer, asians,
consumerist

n141e5

bureaucracy,
centralize, african

n200e1

desert, nuclear,
encampment

louise, playboy

n318e1

lush, mcdonald,
automotive,
interstate

n377e65

exacerbate, plethora,
planetary,
collectivity

n616e2

sketchy, gadget,
reorganization

engrained, taliesin

n317e4

n22e5

legitimacy,
philippines, iran,
anytime, taiwan,
korea, yeltsin

n81e5

national,
institution,
politics,
sovereignty,
worldwide, enshrine

n140e3

n259e1

rubric, habitat,
unregulated,
promulgate, penchant,
rife

n21e7

behalf, culturally,
ethnic,
environmental,
cosmopolitan,
defensive, paramount,
domination,
unfe ered, ident...
n80e6

partnership,
membership,
byproduct,
preparedness

geography, emilio

n199e3

landscape, revisit,
tourist, fred,
carpenter, pastoral,
civilisation, choses,
canadian, monolith,
arizona, bataille,
thomson, can...
n258e2

utopia,
disproportionate,
sideline,
sociability,
blithely,
distributor,
artistry, ers...
n556e4

nostalgia,
irrelevance, purview,
superficiality,
diploma, inhabitable

technique, merge,
abstraction,
abstractly,
revitalize

benign, inescapable,
appropriateness,
evocative,
camouflage,
conundrum,
insistently,
unyielding, hy...
n496e9

visionary, utopian,
juxtaposition, spawn,
repository,
foreground, eschew,
generic, bigness,
maki

n615e3

reconsider,
provisional,
outdated,
artificiality,
radicalism

cooper, footprint,
memorial, credential,
urbanism, armature,
trump, mall, mantra,
collusion, toxic,
glib, urbanists,
urbanity, dead...
n436e14

n555e6

n614e5

reactionary,
concreteness

obesity

site, sprawl,
olympics, suburbia,
ciam, vancouver,
lavatory, eisenhower,
conviviality,
affordable, dystopia,
ada, citysc...
n376e42

n495e10

renovation,
commemorative,
postmodernity,
otherworldly

pluralist, strident

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

gary

n257e2

n20e122

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

n139e2

teller, ethnographic

n198e46

commuter,
navigational

n316e17

reconfigured,
environmentally,
rogers, derelict

celebrity, rampant,
underpinnings,
informality, usa,
patina

morph, delineation,
hilarious,
reconfiguration,
lang, rendition, ink,
monochrome, blizzard,
de , megastructure

jackson, ethnography

n138e2

tourism

n197e1

redesign, venue,
campus, reconfigure

n435e11

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...
n78e2

princeton, bateson

n137e1

n256e1

n375e6

shard, pale e,
infill, gambit,
quixotic

donald, frankfurt,
seamlessly,
billboard,
instigator,
adjustable, prix,
diller, scofidio,
tel, coop, ...

n553e2

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n612e3

urban, trash,
empower, empowerment,
fab

n315e4

unbuilt, adaptable,
cantilever, hangover,
osaka

n434e18

reconsideration,
visceral, complicit,
sustainable, ron,
reconfiguring, reuse,
fredric, bilbao,
gombrich, frampton,
serra, t...
n493e33

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...
n552e3

team, airport,
olympic, ken,
orchestrate, disused,
unobstructed, hostel,
girlfriend, domus,
rudofsky

n374e5

architect, nouvel,
aldo, kitsch,
meltdown, upholstery,
plastic, urbane,
summarised, koolhaas,
monumentality,
herzog, andy, ro...

n18e39

minnesota,
minneapolis, abusive,
activism, verso,
launder, polanyi,
neoliberalism

n77e2

unstoppable,
incrementally

n196e2

n255e4

n314e5

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot
n432e17

minimalist, jeffrey,
lynn, dom,
choreograph,
adumbrate, perspecta,
rosalind, negri,
futuristic, ino,
hardt, eisen...

permanently, blur,
embody, level,
colonize, capitalism

n851e3

alongside, budget,
menu, bbc

n17e8

incentive, rename,
inexpensive

n136e2

ubiquitous, hack,
gps, prosthetic,
sensor, hacker,
analytics,
smartphone, cyborg,
senseable

n195e5

collaboration, hub,
weekend,
collaborative,
choral, pessac,
linux, habraken

management, africa,
entrepreneur, optic,
zone, convene,
logistics,
infrastructure, golf,
certify, realpolitik,
reliant, au...
n76e3

mobile, cyber, smart

n135e10

tech, recycle,
pollution, vibrant,
burgeon, transit,
renovate, carbon,
graffito,
reclamation, collate,
houston, leak...
n194e8

n253e5

n16e53

phone,
accountability,
dhabi, suez, org,
siemens, songdo,
masdar, planit

n75e3

copenhagen, plummet,
emission, roundabout,
stockholm, app, lbs,
kilometre, singapore,
otis, whyte, mumbai,
bangalore, dharavi

n134e16

launch, million,
crunch, electrify,
showcase, queue, eco

n193e4

n252e1

n15e9

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n133e7

aggressively, exude,
oscar

n192e1

jay, nihilistic,
nordic, finland,
northwestern,
retinal, ocular,
finnish, merleau,
ponty, alvar, aalto,
sketchbook, helsi...

saarinen

n14e8

politician, protest,
activist, savvy,
egyptian,
homelessness, polity,
madrid, cairo,
rekindle, arab,
barcel...
n73e3

october, september,
negotiate, monitor,
president

n132e3

unidentified,
unbiased

n191e15

n249e1

n13e49

january, movement,
available,
leadership, occupy,
occupation, february,
consensus, brutality,
outrage,
parliament...
n72e5

massive, advertise,
report, december,
april, corporate,
digest, july,
warfare, journalist,
devastation,
official, disrupt...
n131e2

peripheral

n189e1

ramp, glaze,
buckminster, kit,
practicality, turin,
cladding, classicist,
cra smanship,
stu gart, richards,
ventilate, radia...
n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

academic, paolo,
klein

n427e7

n487e4

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor
n662e3

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n367e3

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

n307e5

postmodernists

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

n604e14

n721e4

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

n426e26

n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

topographical

n781e2

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

los, foray

n188e43

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n247e4

n366e3

monograph, italia

n425e13

n543e10

spatiality, andrea,
separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

n246e3

n306e1

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

n601e1

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...

skeletal

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

n541e41

n661e24

n305e2

engineer,
appreciation

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...

n9e42

pioneer, prognosis

n128e2

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...
n68e2

dell

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...
n186e9

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, THEORY,
stringent

n422e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

collage, hannes,
dessau

n8e44

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n126e24

corbusier, vers

n185e4

n244e25

n303e2

construction,
achievement,
consonance

n362e5

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

autonomy,
reintegration

n125e2

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n6e8

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

n183e1

n242e3

n5e7

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

n182e5

contemporary,
distinction,
FUNCTION, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

scrape, lane, spit,
bucket, furtive,
talon, lacerate, eel,
sideboard, pla er,
curdle, braggart,
brunswick

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

n44e12

n45e17

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n103e17

n104e12

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n284e35

n344e55

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...
n643e50

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...
n703e33

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...
n404e36

excavate, solder,
woodwork

gable

nave

n524e1

malta, sadden

n644e3

n704e64

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...

n527e9

bordeaux

n705e3

n706e5

toad, orchard, yonder

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

n707e15

n767e1

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

habituate,
inexperience

engrave, parrot

n770e2

pate, denmark

n947e1

n948e3

foil

queen, exit, norway

n771e3

capacious,
amphitheatre

n829e1

doomsday, exeunt

n888e2

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n946e2

anon

n828e2

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n886e12

n945e2

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

n952e4

canker

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...
n893e13

gnat, hap

n951e1

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n833e16

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

n892e2

ber

n535e1

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

whit, raucous

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

goad, infuriate,
burly

diana, serviceable,
pediment

n714e4

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

n715e4

n775e4

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

n895e13

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

n778e2

n779e1

unarm, turk

n837e1

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n956e3

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

pontiff

fortress

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

n896e8

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

n718e1

n776e1

n836e4

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

goodwill, tuscany

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

n835e11

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n599e2

potentate, bologna

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

n717e2

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

n598e2

caravaggio

n657e4

disunite

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,

boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

n478e32

descend

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

n359e2

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

n595e3

n773e3

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...
n832e14

claudius, distemper

n890e1

tenuous, feign

aflame, finder

n240e12

n299e3

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

consistence

adriatic

mortar, abacus

n713e5

plinth

n772e27

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

n831e2

marcellus

n889e18

n534e1

thickness, samos,
pontus

n653e2

n712e1

breadth, torus

n298e7

n358e3

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n711e2

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

afoot

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n416e11

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n652e5

n710e6

expeditious

n768e1

n826e10

brussels

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n709e1

verona

thursday

n825e1

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n884e22

n944e16

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt

inveigh

behoove

n180e2

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

n297e2

centaur

quadrant

n474e2

n592e3

corona, cella

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

delphic

n414e1

dampness

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n591e2

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

greek, midway,
stronghold

pore, entomb

n296e1

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,

dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n237e1

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n413e1

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

module

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

n60e58

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n236e2

n353e4

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes
n412e9

lintel

n530e1

n589e5

padua, pius

n648e1

wench

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n294e1

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

flavour

n235e2

porous

n293e3

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

tumour

n352e9

rainwater

n471e1

width, tuscan

phidias

n588e2

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

n764e318

n824e6

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

n645e2

overhang

exposure, tier

n411e1

rubble

n470e2

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

anew, imperishable

n234e1

n292e7

n351e2

aisle, tern

n410e1

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

riot, broom, tremor

semicircle

n350e2

gymnasium

n409e7

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

n584e2

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

n408e8

infallibly, butchery

n466e2

n291e1

n55e3

limb, venus

presage

n173e2

pry

n232e1

ballast

n290e1

n54e2

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

cloven

n172e1

jangle

n231e1

horizontally, masonry

n53e14

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

n289e3

n348e4

antique, louvre

n407e2

flue

decorative, acropolis

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n170e1

n229e2

n288e1

n347e2

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, c
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apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...
n110e1

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

n287e1

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...
n464e8

n50e51

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n227e4

whitewash,
hermetically

n49e5

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...

n48e3

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...
n107e5

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

n47e48

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12
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n1e193

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,
functio...
n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,
unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n2e6

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

n62e3

n182e5

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...
n361e51

potential, SYSTEM,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...
n421e11

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n183e1

n302e3

n303e2

construction,
achievement,
consonance

n362e5

n482e1

n601e1

n604e14

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...

n662e3

n664e2

n723e1

perpetrator,
recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

perpetrate, horrific

n841e20

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...
n901e3

n961e12

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

n783e5

n842e73

n962e3

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

n786e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

n963e2

fleetingly,
appeasement

n964e1

disintegration

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

n966e9

catholicism, seducer

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

term, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
PROBLEM, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n906e2

demystify

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

n787e2

invalidate

n846e3

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

n904e1

contaminate

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

immune

n785e7

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

n667e8

racist

uninformed

n784e7

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...
n902e2

n607e9

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

n726e1

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

STUDY, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

n666e1

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

n724e1

quotient

n782e2

infectious, midsummer

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n606e10

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

less, marc, kai

n721e4

n781e2

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor

topographical

n661e24

n547e15

structure, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

n546e10

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

n487e4

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n427e7

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

n426e26

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...
n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...
n543e10

spatiality, andrea,
separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

n307e5

postmodernists

n366e3

monograph, italia

n425e13

n483e12

idiosyncratic

n541e41

n306e1

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

n192e1

n309e3

luigi, jones, legibly

n369e4

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

n429e5

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

n549e21

NEW, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

n609e23

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...
n669e15

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n969e4

logic, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

n310e32

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...
n370e7

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

n430e5

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...
n970e2

objectivity, believer

n312e12

idealise

n371e6

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

n431e4

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, GROUP,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n971e2

positive, irrational

n314e5

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot
n432e17

n493e33

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...
n552e3

n494e4

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,
neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...

n612e3

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

n672e7

n614e5

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

n615e3

reconsider,
provisional,
outdated,
artificiality,
radicalism

experiential

n792e1

modernity, resurgence

n854e3

n972e1

n914e4

opaque,
philosophically,
transposition,
spiritualism,
objectivism, triadic

n974e3

polarity, fetish,
infra

devaluation, modernes

n975e3

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

n976e1

brutally,
particularity,
shamelessly

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

n857e57

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n977e2

vulgarize

highlight, connote

powerlessness,
disjunction

n320e4

n321e5

legacy, expunge,
outpouring,
relativistic

n380e3

n500e7

n501e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

n560e1

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

n798e9

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism
n858e15

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

n978e2

reanimate, rimbaud

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

enticement, tractor

n979e3

existentialism,
embroil, virility

n742e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n801e3

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...
n920e2

impoverish,
unquestionably

life, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...
n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

rationalism

n626e1

seizure

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

n745e2

newtonian

physiologically,
radar

n805e3

awareness, margin,
visually

momentary

n862e10

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory
n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n863e4

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n864e7

n865e5

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n746e6

n509e1

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

n806e7

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

n866e25

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...
n926e37

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

n628e5

remake, subtitle

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

n630e7

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...

n809e1

mumford, carapace

n868e2

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n927e1

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

mechanical, mechanize

n928e1

carver

wasteland, blackberry

n932e3

grade, satirical,
maple

youngster, lumber

n637e1

shark, beholden,
joust

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

n934e2

eugene, lovable

sometime, saffron

n756e3

cull, he y,
consignment

tudor, quaver

n874e9

n815e7

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

n875e15

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...
n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

n638e2

chagrin

n696e2

dominus

n579e2

dale

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

n520e49

profusely, truce

n578e1

n755e3

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

cram, dock, sibyl

n933e2

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

n460e9

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n695e1

n814e5

n873e3

caravan

oblivious, whimsy

venetian

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

n872e1

n931e2

brothel

n517e13

islander, java

n575e15

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

n754e2

n812e9

armor, intone

n930e1

dickens

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,

n400e13

reverently, lute

smartness

n635e3

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

landslide

n811e2

alma

n870e2

wi ily, snobbish

n929e1

anesthesia

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

n340e84

aboard

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n459e1

n516e2

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n634e9

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

n752e1

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

trek

n808e2

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...
n867e3

n339e1

n397e21

litigation

dynasty

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

n574e35

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara
n633e10

endless, greed

n692e1

biblical

n396e1

wang

n455e1

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n632e2

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n691e1

armageddon

n750e3

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

n280e6

harem, afire

reverential

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

coward

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

n337e1

persian, burglar

n395e1

raid, americas

n454e4

illegal, presumably

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

n572e8

n631e3

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n690e1

hedonistic, outgo

n748e1

n807e39

n512e3

propensity

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

bust, poke, sh...

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons
n571e1

n335e2

purveyor

n394e2

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

plato

n334e1

supporter, freelance,
avidly

n393e5

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

n570e1

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n333e3

favor

n392e7

n510e13

imputation

n569e4

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n687e4

n747e19

n332e1

pursuit, wealthy

athens

n218e1

ching, amulet

n41e167

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...
n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

n40e84

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

redo, informer

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n274e4

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

n37e5

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

page, dei

n214e4

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n273e3

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

n154e2

julius, albert

n213e6

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...
n391e2

secure, statesman,
annum

n450e1

n568e2

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

n627e2

mouthpiece

n686e10

vienna, austria,
schmidt

n744e1

n331e20

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n390e3

vest, socialistic

civil, roman,
council, undercurrent

futile, delegate,
corruption,
conspiracy,
unequivocally, adage

n567e4

foretaste

n330e5

government,
dispassionately

n389e2

bodin

n448e4

declaration,
sanction,
irresistible,
restoration,
unanimously,
outstanding,
flagrant, abj...
n507e6

party, defeat,
politically,
forerunner,
conspicuous

n566e1

n684e3

n802e1

overload,
pretentious,
tragically

n861e15

n506e5

n329e2

tutelage,
fountainhead

n388e1

republic, republican,
legality,
confederation,
channelled, bonheur

n447e12

commission, sear

n625e1

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...
n743e9

n328e2

absolutism

n387e6

founder, found,
rebellion,
liberation, vacate,
schematically

conspicuously,
untested

n565e2

lewis, giuseppe,
memo, manipulative,
nixon

churchill

n683e20

optimism

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

n860e22

n564e5

n623e1

misleadingly

n682e1

n800e3

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n859e11

n622e1

signalling,
untroubled, cyclical,
rhythm

n741e2

n505e2

uncomfortably, bunker

n327e1

revolution,
revolutionary,
downfall, hypocrisy,
unmask, outbreak,
preordain, ancien,
lawlessness

n446e6

colonial, cue

n153e2

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...

n35e30

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n94e5

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n212e9

adjustment, union,
thomas, mainly,
adoption, tract,
interference,
executive, insure,
contention,
imperfectly, fran...
n271e28

freedom, les, est,
une, harmful,
impracticable,
confiscation

n34e4

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...
n93e3

austin, squalor

n152e6

university, max,
london, edward,
harvard, kenneth,
dissertation,
allocation, williams,
marshall,
massachuse...
n211e15

merit, enforce,
faire, ineffective,
dans, avec, pension,
qui, disapproval,
foreseeable,
reasonableness, bien,
jena, anonymou...
n270e7

sans

n33e74

german, rudolf,
germany, proceeding,
outspoken, erich,
franz, obtainable,
theodor, anton,
alleviation,
lawfulness, josef
n92e2

cambridge, chicago,
columbia, trans,
yale, eds, go fried,
vermont, campbell,
lindsay, loyola

n151e20

progressive, review,
desirable, policy,
governmental, des,
den, immanuel,
monetary,
meritorious,
philosop...
n210e16

safeguard, welfare,
sont, ordre

n269e1

constitution,
puritan, despotism,
cromwell

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...
n91e11

edition, undesirable,
conservative,
quotation,
beneficial,
insurance, ithaca,
dent, deterrent,
kentucky, arn...
n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

n209e4

englishmen, lex

n268e4

machiavelli,
bolshevik, melville,
adams, jacobin,
politic, jefferson,
township, harrington,
revolutionist,
robespierre
n386e9

secular

n445e2

autocratic

n504e2

intimidate, berlin,
domed, glamorous,
sco ish, rotunda,
bavaria, clinton,
spiralling,
westminster, ringed,
baghdad, aborig...

johnson, gaulle,
trustee, autocracy,
mosque, autocrat,
reichstag, hanover,
stalin, saddam,
presidential,
khrushchev, ...

pessimistic, detritus

n740e2

n326e11

secularization

n385e1

n444e1

n563e50

n680e2

n325e1

unwillingness

intolerance

dictator, fascist,
ministry, o oman,
absolutist,
ruthlessness

n503e22

dome, bush, overrun,
demolish, boost,
tycoon, atlanta,
metro, charisma,
lavishly,
billionaire,
boardr...

bombastic, geste,
caesars, dressage

n621e4

aspiration, tinge,
typify

n679e8

uncritically,
pharaohs

n738e6

n502e21

decorator, mismatch,
deco

n208e2

madison, condorcet

peuple, montesquieu,
hommes, ordo

n324e1

preservation,
atomistic, pessimist

n443e6

impressive, reminder,
patron, erupt, daunt,
demolition, overtly,
gulag, podium,
ballistic

n561e4

mediterranean

n207e2

tocqueville

n31e15

arthur, von,
friedrich, oxford,
ludwig, das, allen,
routledge, fritz,
profitably, sidney,
zurich, ernest,
edmund, h...
n90e21

que, amendment,
jurisprudence,
judicial, restate,
encroachment,
redistribution, ses

n149e6

constitutional,
pouvoir

n267e4

n383e1

ambitious, veto

n442e10

celebration,
monument, instal

n206e1

n30e29

reprint, income,
legislation, liberty,
discretion, infringe,
irrespective,
conservatism,
prevention,
enforcement, ...
n89e8

desirability,
beneficiary

n148e2

thucydides

equality, egalitarian

n29e115

practicable, milton,
ltd, orwell,
monopolistic,
robbins, acton

n88e2

rescind, adjudicate

n147e1

n205e2

locke, saxon, anglo

n28e7

competitive,
centrally, creed,
totalitarian,
stewart, socialist,
deutscher, peacetime,
eduard, socialism,
mor...
n87e2

liberalism

internationalism,
nationalistic,
paternalistic

unsatisfied, slavish,
popularly, pamper,
atavistic, climber,
vainglory

n323e3

prosperous, loyalty,
eastern,
counterweight

n382e2

prestige

n441e3

western, photograph,
meter, teutonic,
maoist

n204e3

aristocratic,
economically, weber,
thoroughgoing,
classless

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

totalitarianism

n145e3

dictatorship, boris,
schumpeter

n263e7

dignity, fanaticism,
hobble

n322e4

outlet, intractable,
maelstrom,
dispassionate,
assertive

n381e1

concession, mandate,
bureaucrat

n440e5

n620e3

propagandist

n678e2

implacably,
demography

n797e15

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

n916e4

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

authenticity,
predate, nefarious

n618e1

comprehensively,
fulcrum

n737e7

n856e12

ambiguity, totality,
marx, imbalance,
femininity,
unrealized,
proletariat,
reification

n499e22

quotidian

n558e3

n677e2

n796e4

lenin

n915e8

masquerade,
irrationality,
deceptively,
obfuscation

subversive, encompass

n973e6

prise

theorization

marcuse, recuperate

n855e1

ideological,
repetitive,
extrapolate

norm

n913e2

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n795e2

confrontation,
devalue, personalize

n853e1

proviso, reductionist

n912e4

n498e1

unremi ing

n617e2

hone, promethean

n736e2

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

disrepute

n557e1

sociopolitical

n735e1

n794e3

simplistic

n852e2

n497e1

n676e1

chiaroscuro

n734e2

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

n439e3

exacerbate, plethora,
planetary,
collectivity

n616e2

sketchy, gadget,
reorganization

n674e1

technique, merge,
abstraction,
abstractly,
revitalize

n733e1

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

disaster, a une,
prominently,
selectively,
recreational

n262e3

reform, ancestry

n26e1

oust, extremist,
takeover, uncritical,
nato, indiscriminate,
bomb, watchdog,
voter, aggression,
thailand,
infiltrat...
n85e1

leninist, costa,
huntington

n144e3

recognition,
democratically,
alexandre,
destructiveness,
hobbesian, lordship,
hobbes

n203e5

unfulfilled,
intolerant,
dictatorial,
industrially,
asocial, comeback,
calvinist

n261e2

intentioned, antenna

n25e93

communist, soviet,
pessimism,
militarily, mafia,
kissinger

n84e3

democratic,
authoritarian,
democracy, liberal,
communism,
directional,
dynastic,
directionality
n143e7

tolerant, modernize,
colonialism, bipolar,
incompletely,
undercut, bidder

n202e7

racial

n260e2

n24e6

democratization,
ussr, deng,
czechoslovakia,
democratize,
authoritarianism,
gorbachev, havel,
lockean, thy...
n83e8

imperialism,
consumerism

n142e7

willingness,
economic, asia,
citizenship, overt

n200e1

reservation

n23e13

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

abortion, franco,
latecomer, asians,
consumerist

n141e5

bureaucracy,
centralize, african

desert, nuclear,
encampment

n319e6

aura

n378e5

rubric, habitat,
unregulated,
promulgate, penchant,
rife

utopia,
disproportionate,
sideline,
sociability,
blithely,
distributor,
artistry, ers...
n556e4

nostalgia,
irrelevance, purview,
superficiality,
diploma, inhabitable

reactionary,
concreteness

n673e5

era, aspire,
creative, disconnect,
creativity,
painstakingly,
newness

n732e4

n496e9

visionary, utopian,
juxtaposition, spawn,
repository,
foreground, eschew,
generic, bigness,
maki

n555e6

pluralist, strident

n318e1

dramatically,
tolerance, devolve,
historic, pare,
emblematic, lo ,
unassailable, crutch,
coastal, conveyor,
prem...
n437e6

benign, inescapable,
appropriateness,
evocative,
camouflage,
conundrum,
insistently,
unyielding, hy...

n22e5

legitimacy,
philippines, iran,
anytime, taiwan,
korea, yeltsin

n81e5

national,
institution,
politics,
sovereignty,
worldwide, enshrine

n140e3

n259e1

louise, playboy

lush, mcdonald,
automotive,
interstate

n377e65

cooper, footprint,
memorial, credential,
urbanism, armature,
trump, mall, mantra,
collusion, toxic,
glib, urbanists,
urbanity, dead...
n436e14

morph, delineation,
hilarious,
reconfiguration,
lang, rendition, ink,
monochrome, blizzard,
de , megastructure

n495e10

renovation,
commemorative,
postmodernity,
otherworldly

n553e2

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n317e4

site, sprawl,
olympics, suburbia,
ciam, vancouver,
lavatory, eisenhower,
conviviality,
affordable, dystopia,
ada, citysc...
n376e42

celebrity, rampant,
underpinnings,
informality, usa,
patina

n435e11

donald, frankfurt,
seamlessly,
billboard,
instigator,
adjustable, prix,
diller, scofidio,
tel, coop, ...

n21e7

behalf, culturally,
ethnic,
environmental,
cosmopolitan,
defensive, paramount,
domination,
unfe ered, ident...
n80e6

partnership,
membership,
byproduct,
preparedness

geography, emilio

n199e3

landscape, revisit,
tourist, fred,
carpenter, pastoral,
civilisation, choses,
canadian, monolith,
arizona, bataille,
thomson, can...
n258e2

engrained, taliesin

n20e122

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

n139e2

teller, ethnographic

n198e46

gary

n257e2

n316e17

reconfigured,
environmentally,
rogers, derelict

n375e6

shard, pale e,
infill, gambit,
quixotic

n434e18

reconsideration,
visceral, complicit,
sustainable, ron,
reconfiguring, reuse,
fredric, bilbao,
gombrich, frampton,
serra, t...

n197e1

obesity

jackson, ethnography

n138e2

tourism

commuter,
navigational

n256e1

n315e4

unbuilt, adaptable,
cantilever, hangover,
osaka

n374e5

architect, nouvel,
aldo, kitsch,
meltdown, upholstery,
plastic, urbane,
summarised, koolhaas,
monumentality,
herzog, andy, ro...
n433e18

n492e16

permanently, blur,
embody, level,
colonize, capitalism

n851e3

n313e20

layer, emphasise,
casa, centralised,
pluralism, seagram,
tubular,
organisational,
edouard, iconic,
dramatise, iconology
n372e14

minimalist, jeffrey,
lynn, dom,
choreograph,
adumbrate, perspecta,
rosalind, negri,
futuristic, ino,
hardt, eisen...

n196e2

redesign, venue,
campus, reconfigure

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...
n78e2

princeton, bateson

n137e1

unstoppable,
incrementally

urban, trash,
empower, empowerment,
fab

n255e4

team, airport,
olympic, ken,
orchestrate, disused,
unobstructed, hostel,
girlfriend, domus,
rudofsky

n18e39

minnesota,
minneapolis, abusive,
activism, verso,
launder, polanyi,
neoliberalism

n77e2

incentive, rename,
inexpensive

n136e2

ubiquitous, hack,
gps, prosthetic,
sensor, hacker,
analytics,
smartphone, cyborg,
senseable

n195e5

collaboration, hub,
weekend,
collaborative,
choral, pessac,
linux, habraken

n254e11

gallery, steel,
norman, grands,
mindset

n17e8

management, africa,
entrepreneur, optic,
zone, convene,
logistics,
infrastructure, golf,
certify, realpolitik,
reliant, au...
n76e3

mobile, cyber, smart

n135e10

tech, recycle,
pollution, vibrant,
burgeon, transit,
renovate, carbon,
graffito,
reclamation, collate,
houston, leak...
n194e8

alongside, budget,
menu, bbc

n253e5

understate

n16e53

phone,
accountability,
dhabi, suez, org,
siemens, songdo,
masdar, planit

n75e3

copenhagen, plummet,
emission, roundabout,
stockholm, app, lbs,
kilometre, singapore,
otis, whyte, mumbai,
bangalore, dharavi

n134e16

launch, million,
crunch, electrify,
showcase, queue, eco

n193e4

invigorate

n252e1

holl

n15e9

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n133e7

aggressively, exude,
oscar

jay, nihilistic,
nordic, finland,
northwestern,
retinal, ocular,
finnish, merleau,
ponty, alvar, aalto,
sketchbook, helsi...
n251e1

handrail

n14e8

politician, protest,
activist, savvy,
egyptian,
homelessness, polity,
madrid, cairo,
rekindle, arab,
barcel...
n73e3

october, september,
negotiate, monitor,
president

n132e3

unidentified,
unbiased

n191e15

saarinen

n249e1

n13e49

january, movement,
available,
leadership, occupy,
occupation, february,
consensus, brutality,
outrage,
parliament...
n72e5

massive, advertise,
report, december,
april, corporate,
digest, july,
warfare, journalist,
devastation,
official, disrupt...
n131e2

peripheral

n189e1

ramp, glaze,
buckminster, kit,
practicality, turin,
cladding, classicist,
cra smanship,
stu gart, richards,
ventilate, radia...

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

n188e43

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n247e4

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

pioneer, prognosis

n128e2

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n246e3

n305e2

skeletal

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, THEORY,
stringent

n422e5

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...
n186e9

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...

n9e42

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...
n68e2

dell

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...

n8e44

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n126e24

corbusier, vers

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

autonomy,
reintegration

n125e2

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

n6e8

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

contemporary,
distinction,
decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...

n5e7

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

FUNCTION,

n301e35

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

scrape, lane, spit,
bucket, furtive,
talon, lacerate, eel,
sideboard, pla er,
curdle, braggart,
brunswick

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

n44e12

n45e17

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n103e17

n104e12

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n224e18

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...
n643e50

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...
n703e33

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n226e2

n344e55

n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...
n404e36

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

n348e4

antique, louvre

n407e2

flue

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

n408e8

infallibly, butchery

n524e1

n525e3

horribly

n584e2

malta, sadden

n644e3

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...

n527e9

bordeaux

n645e2

n646e1

pique, baron

n705e3

n648e1

wench

n706e5

toad, orchard, yonder

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

n764e318

n826e10

brussels

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

n946e2

habituate,
inexperience

engrave, parrot

capacious,
amphitheatre

anon

n829e1

doomsday, exeunt

n888e2

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n945e2

pate, denmark

n947e1

n948e3

foil

queen, exit, norway

n712e1

breadth, torus

n771e3

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...
n832e14

claudius, distemper

n890e1

n952e4

canker

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...
n893e13

gnat, hap

n951e1

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

n833e16

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

n892e2

ber

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

n654e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

n714e4

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

n895e13

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

n779e1

unarm, turk

n837e1

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n956e3

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

pontiff

fortress

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

n896e8

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,

chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

n778e2

n836e4

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

n835e11

n599e2

potentate, bologna

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

n717e2

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n598e2

caravaggio

n657e4

disunite

n715e4

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

height, length,
obtuse

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n420e7

admixture

n478e32

descend

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

n595e3

n713e5

plinth

n772e27

n831e2

marcellus

n889e18

n535e1

consistence

adriatic

n653e2

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n711e2

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n534e1

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

n652e5

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

n770e2

n828e2

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n886e12

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

thursday

n825e1

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n884e22

n944e16

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt
n767e1

n592e3

corona, cella

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n591e2

corinthian, column

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

n416e11

quadrant

n474e2

n532e7

module

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n707e15

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...
n824e6

n530e1

n589e5

padua, pius

aflame, finder

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n414e1

dampness

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

behoove

n180e2

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n413e1

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,

dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

delphic

n60e58

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n235e2

porous

n294e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

flavour

n353e4

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes
n412e9

rainwater

n471e1

width, tuscan

phidias

n588e2

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n352e9

exposure, tier

n411e1

rubble

n470e2

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

n351e2

aisle, tern

n410e1

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

riot, broom, tremor

n704e64

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n350e2

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

n469e9

calumny, aurelius

n234e1

n293e3

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

tumour

n292e7

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

anew, imperishable

n232e1

overhang

n55e3

limb, venus

presage

n173e2

pry

ballast

n291e1

semicircle

gymnasium

n409e7

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n231e1

n290e1

vertically, marble,
strut

n54e2

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

cloven

n172e1

jangle

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n53e14

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n170e1

n288e1

gable

n347e2

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...
n110e1

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n287e1

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n50e51

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n227e4

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...

n49e5

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

n48e3

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...
n107e5

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n47e48

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n980e3

insipid, superbly,
regre ably

spectacle, ri
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1

What makes our two protagon sts ook at the ga axy n a s m ar
way and be fr end y to each other s the r nterest n the abstract
negentrop c not on of nformat on ○ 2 ■ 2 ○ 2 8 Th s s the art cu at on of the r common nterest one wh ch corresponds to the
b g magenta-wh te h gh ght The other sma er h gh ghts are the
d fferences n the r spec f c art cu at ons of the ma n themes Let
us sten to what both books have to say f rst about nformat on
and then about how they pos t on themse ves towards each other
n the beg nn ng the extracted quotes m ght ook somewhat random w thout a c ear narrat ve but the prem se s that by ett ng
them ta k by bu d ng up the story and p ay ng the nformat ona
nstrument we w form a new and we wou d hope unexpected
cons stency of the not on of nformat on
Br ou n_S T opens up the scene w th h s story on the or g ns
of nformat on theory
Br ou n_S T
The theory of nformat on or g nated n te ecommun cat ons
and most of ts present app cat ons are st n th s f e d We
have tr ed to prove that the theory can a so be very usefu
n pure sc ence and espec a y n phys cs The s m ar ty
between nformat on and entropy was stressed by Shannon and as a matter of fact t goes back to an o d paper
by Sz ard who d d the p oneer ng work at a t me when the
pract ca va ue of the theory was not yet recogn sed 22
Br ou n_S T po nts to the connect on between nformat on and
the thermodynam c not on of entropy t s a story about how
commun cat on and nformat on became strong y re ated to
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physics. Communication is always physical, but to relate it to
physics would mean giving it metrics and bringing an old humanist concept into a science laboratory. This changes everything.
How can one measure a language with which one is measuring?
How can one measure communication? This sounds challenging
and intriguing even today. He dates it to a paper from 1929, 23 and
continues in an even more provocative way.
Brillouin_SIT:
Information and physical entropy are of the same nature.
Entropy is a measure of the lack of detailed information
about a physical system. The greater is the information,
the smaller will be the entropy. Information represents a
negative term in the entropy of a system, and we have
stated a negentropy principle of information. 24
Physics and information start to talk among themselves. This
becomes one of the central notions for Brillouin_SIT. By exploring
this relationship, he opens up a vast space where he can play with
information in a formal and symbolic way. This is what computers
do and this is one of the notions that will be explored in this Play
Among Books. Information and physical entropy are of the same
nature, states Brillouin_SIT. They become more entangled as we
moves toward their quantum mechanical articulations. Brillouin_
SIT continues to articulate his physical theory of information in a
similar manner. Information becomes the accompanying concept
and a twin friend to negative entropy. ○ 2.2 ■ 2.1
Brillouin_SIT:
Whenever we make an observation on a physical system,
we must have all sorts of sources of negentropy. We use this
negentropy, and we increase the total entropy of the laboratory containing the system under observation and the measuring instruments. As a result, we obtain a certain amount
of information about the system. The increase in entropy
is, however, always larger than the information gained. This
result represents an extension of Carnot’s principle, and we
have tested its validity on a great variety of examples. We
thus proved that the theory of information cannot be built
as a separate entity. The connection with thermodynamics
is so close that consistency requires a physical theory of
information. This proof is the aim of the present book. 25
With Brillouin_SIT, physics and communication become part
of the same milieu. The implications are far-reaching. A physical theory of information implies an abstract and formal notion
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of communication that can be formalised and operationalised,
and, in the process, it provides a new ground where objects start
to potentially communicate in yet unknown ways. The observer
becomes the observed, the subject and the object start to articulate each other. Self-reference becomes a part of the artificial.
The Xenotheka comes alive. It is expressing a similar story in a
similar way. An object is not just an object any longer. The library
is talking, and it refers to what Brillouin_SIT is talking about in his
own words. If we go back for a moment and look at the indexes
of entropy, negentropy, and information, they inhabit the same
part of the galaxy. The positive, the negative, and the synonym
are situated in atom-letters n2357 and n2356. ○ 2.2 ■ 2.1 They are so
close to each other because our actors like talking about them,
because this is the atmosphere of the library. As we stated before,
similar indexes attract each other, they come together. In this
library, their similarity is emphasised by the two actors on stage.
The instrument seems to be well tempered. 26
A moment of silence.
…

Wiener_C takes the stage. He continues in a similar tone as Brillouin_SIT; he does not contradict, rather he lends a twist to his
story. His opening statement is about information, and he starts
with three intriguing formulations.
Wiener_C:
Information is information, not matter or energy. 27
The information must be carried by some physical
process, say some form of radiation. 28
One of the lessons of the present book is that any
organism is held together in this action by the possession
of means for the acquisition, use, retention, and transmission of information. 29
Together these statements form a provocative ground. Information is not energy or matter, but it must be carried by a form of
radiation. Information radiates; it moves by means of electromagnetic waves or subatomic particles, depending on how we look at
it, but it is none of those exclusivley; still it can be carried by both.
It moves in many directions; there are as many receivers as there
are transmitters in the digital space. So Wiener_C, similar to Brillouin_SIT, is trying to see communication as a form of radiation,
rather than as a single linear progression that carries information.
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Wiener_C:
To cover this aspect of communication engineering, we had
to develop a statistical theory of the amount of information,
in which the unit amount of information was that transmitted
as a single decision between equally probable alternatives.
This idea occurred at about the same time to several writers,
among them the statistician R. A. Fisher, Dr. Shannon of the
Bell Telephone Laboratories, and the author. Fisher’s motive
in studying this subject is to be found in classical statistical
theory; that of Shannon in the problem of coding information;
and that of the author in the problem of noise and message
in electrical filters. Let it be remarked parenthetically that
some of my speculations in this direction attach themselves
to the earlier work of Kolmogoroff in Russia, although a considerable part of my work was done before my attention was
called to the work of the Russian school. 30
Wiener_C understands communication as an engineering problem and shows a spectrum of different ways of approaching it: via
statistics, coding, and noise—all familiar indexes. But the problem
for him is still the same: how to encode information on top of
radiation? What is common to both Wiener_C and Brillouin_SIT
is their reference to entropy and negentropy while addressing
this encoding problem.
Wiener_C:
The notion of the amount of information attaches itself very
naturally to a classical notion in statistical mechanics: that
of entropy. Just as the amount of information in a system
is a measure of its degree of organization, so the entropy
of a system is a measure of its degree of disorganization;
and the one is simply the negative of the other. This point
of view leads us to a number of considerations concerning the second law of thermodynamics, and to a study
of the possibility of the so-called Maxwell demons. Such
questions arise independently in the study of enzymes and
other catalysts, and their study is essential for the proper
understanding of such fundamental phenomena of living
matter as metabolism and reproduction. The third fundamental phenomenon of life, that of irritability, belongs to
the domain of communication theory and falls under the
group of ideas we have just been discussing. 31
While Brillouin_SIT placed emphasis on the physical theory of
information, Wiener_C formulates it as a problem of communication engineering. For one, it is thermodynamics, for the other,
statistical mechanics. Both relate information to physics and
entropy. For now, they appear to share the same interest and
their differences seem almost a matter of specific formulations
30
31
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n1026e11

n1027e11

n1028e2

precisely,
background, totally,
neutral, coincidence,
marcel,
enlightenment,
kernel, permutation,
elitist, avowedly

opposite, overcome,
appearance, lesson,
dismiss, fiction,
properly, excessive,
inertia, a achment,
exam

n1086e13

n1087e6

fully, split, pre,
status, subject,
sustain, effectively,
concede, deploy,
absurdum,
spirituality, vacuum,
deconstruct

precise, non,
paradoxical, insight,
inherent, concise

n1146e10

n1029e4

consistent,
elementary

n1088e1

meaningless

n1207e4

radical, radically,
crucial, mediate,
paradox, matrix,
versus, breakthrough,
reassert,
performative,
registration, marxian

overlap,
epistemological,
mutandis, mutatis

n1266e6

unwarranted

n1326e6

n1327e3

inconsistent, reify,
inaccessibility,
deleuzian,
precariousness,
performativity

impossibility,
argumentation,
solipsism

n1386e13

n1387e4

constitutive,
ontological,
subtraction,
unconditional,
materialism,
idealism, external...

n1328e2

limitation, spurious

kant, mediation,
oneness,
existentialist

n1446e3

subjective

n1447e3

n1506e5

n1507e2

miller,
intersubjective,
melanie,
referentiality,
undecidability

subtract, cogito

n1390e4

determinate,
teleological,
unavoidably,
worthlessness

n1449e1

immanent,
presupposition,
solipsistic

universalization,
homology, kierkegaard

logical, unobserved,
admissible, ellipse

resuscitate

dialectic,
transcendent

deduce, conjunction,
inference

empirically,
dogmatically,
contradistinction

n1332e5

n1391e8

existent, sophist

receptivity, regress,
divisibility,
completeness,
judgement, syllogism,
priori, disjunctive,
intuition,
conception, manif...
n1452e2

groundless

n1510e2

deduction, empirical,
speculative,
footnote,
conditionally

n1392e40

predicate, causality,
inhere, nonentity,
transcendental,
nihil, antinomy,
noumenon

n1451e1

n1509e2

DEFINITION,

n1272e3

unconditionally

dialectician

n1508e1

applicable,
satisfactory,
unsatisfactory,
hypothetical, falsity

n1212e3

n1331e1

assertion

illusory, phenomenal,
contingently

n1152e6

subjectively,
inadmissible

n1330e1

n1389e3

justify

hypothesis,
occurrence, test,
simplicity,
precision, singular,
observable, SECTION,
postulate, refute,
conjecture, den...

n1271e2

quantum

n1388e1

n1092e1

n1211e4

logically,
conditional,
measurement,
existential, slit,
a ainable,
wi genstein,
refutat...

pseudo, ethic

contradict, entail,
predecessor,
independence,
unacceptable,
unaffected,
untenable, paragraph,
definable
n1151e25

sequence,
confirmation,
intuitively,
methodological,
statistical,
calculus, undefined,
deduct...

n1269e1

instantiations,
obscurantism

rationally

n1091e9

interpret,
arbitrarily,
formally, intuitive,
uniqueness,
explicable,
calculable,
extrapolat...

n1210e74

relativize,
determinist,
factually

n1032e2

formulate,
acceptance,
incompatibility

n1150e19

n1209e3

n1267e2

stance, oppositional,
radicalize,
radicalization,
immersion, processual

basic, assert,
finite, FORMULA,
zero, unambiguously,
meaninglessness

indeterminacy,
tautology

n1208e1

n1031e1

n1090e9

n1149e2

undermine,
nonsensical,
unknowable

n1206e12

universal,
implicitly,
unambiguous,
formulation

n1089e7

n1147e3

notion, self,
exemplify,
structurally,
inclusion,
paraphrase,
internalize,
dissona...

n1030e3

n1511e2

synthesis, coexistent

n1512e2

presuppose,
categorical
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n1e193

n2e6

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

functio...

n61e24

n62e3

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,

unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
CODE, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

potential, SYSTEM,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

n5e7

n901e3

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n902e2

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

unleash, hypocritical

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, DISCUSSION,
DISCUSS, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

EXAMPLE, propose,
conclusion, ASSUME,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...

n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n787e2

TERM, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
PROBLEM, clarify,
pose, outl...

n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

n906e2

demystify

n9e42

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n487e4

n547e15

n607e9

n667e8

racist

immune

invalidate

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

new, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...

RESULT, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, DEFINE,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...

n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...

n13e49

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

80

n14e8

n15e9

n255e4

n495e10

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n913e2

subversive, encompass

n914e4

n796e4

n915e8

masquerade,
irrationality,
deceptively,
obfuscation

ambiguity, totality,
marx, imbalance,
femininity,
unrealized,
proletariat,
reification

n18e39

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...
n916e4

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...
n78e2

n20e122

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

jackson, ethnography

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n21e7

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

n499e22

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

highlight, connote

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...

n22e5

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n859e11

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n23e13

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

n24e6

n25e93

n26e1

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

n28e7

physiologically,
radar

n865e5

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n29e115

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...

n30e29

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n31e15

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...
n91e11

n35e30

n36e25

cram, dock, sibyl

n37e5

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

n39e9

n40e84

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

n41e167

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

n520e49

profusely, truce

spruce, wallet

n698e5

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

n460e9

smartness

n519e2

n579e2

dale

cow, pea, marri

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...
n400e13

n459e1

n578e1

n638e2

chagrin

sometime, saffron

n756e3

n816e16

n876e20

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

n280e6

n340e84

aboard

reverently, lute

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n637e1

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

coward

harem, afire

n339e1

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n517e13

islander, java

shark, beholden,
joust

n815e7

n875e15

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

n397e21

litigation

n516e2

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

n337e1

n396e1

wang

dynasty

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n755e3

n874e9

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

redo, informer

persian, burglar

n575e15

n635e3

n695e1

tudor, quaver

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

n873e3

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

n335e2

n395e1

n455e1

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

n814e5

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

caravan

unremarkable,
northwest

n215e6

purveyor

raid, americas

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n754e2

venetian

n812e9

n872e1

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

n155e2

page, dei

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

landslide

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

n574e35

n634e9

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n274e4

n334e1

n394e2

n454e4

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara
n633e10

endless, greed

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

n214e4

illegal, presumably

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n752e1

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n94e5

n154e2

julius, albert

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

supporter, freelance,
avidly

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

n572e8

n632e2

n692e1

biblical

wasteland, blackberry

n34e4

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...

n393e5

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n512e3

armor, intone

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n333e3

favor

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

propensity

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n811e2

alma

n870e2

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

n273e3

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n332e1

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

n631e3

n691e1

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

wi ily, snobbish

n213e6

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...

n571e1

plato

armageddon

n750e3

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

n153e2

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n212e9

adjustment, union,
thomas, mainly,
adoption, tract,
interference,
executive, insure,
contention,
imperfectly, fran...
n271e28

n331e20

n391e2

athens

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n690e1

hedonistic, outgo

n809e1

mumford, carapace

n33e74

n93e3

austin, squalor

n152e6

university, max,
london, edward,
harvard, kenneth,
dissertation,
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palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...
n721e4

n781e2

n841e20

corbusier, vers

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n303e2

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, THEORY,
stringent

n482e1

n541e41

n601e1

n661e24

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

n125e2

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

construction,
achievement,
consonance

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

n183e1

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n302e3

n362e5

n422e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

n182e5

contemporary,
distinction,
FUNCTION, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n361e51

n421e11

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n43e38

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...
n103e17

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n44e12

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...

n45e17

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n104e12

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

n47e48

n48e3

n107e5

n49e5

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n50e51

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n51e8

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n53e14

n54e2

n55e3

limb, venus

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

presage

n57e2

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

n60e58

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

behoove

aflame, finder

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph

n655e3

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n599e2

potentate, bologna

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

pontiff

n778e2

n779e1

unarm, turk

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n598e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

fortress

n836e4

n896e8

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

n419e1

n478e32

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n835e11

descend

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

n895e13

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

n714e4

1

n180e2

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n833e16

n893e13

gnat, hap

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

n416e11

quadrant

n474e2

adriatic

n653e2

n713e5

plinth

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n772e27

n832e14

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n294e1

n58e19

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n174e3

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n712e1

n892e2

ber

anew, imperishable

n293e3

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n592e3

n652e5

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

claudius, distemper

n890e1

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

n173e2

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

breadth, torus

n771e3

n831e2

marcellus

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

n711e2

capacious,
amphitheatre

n829e1

n889e18

tumour

n292e7

overhang

exposure, tier

n471e1

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

pate, denmark

pry

n232e1

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

module

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

doomsday, exeunt

cloven

n172e1

jangle

n231e1

aisle, tern

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

n828e2

n888e2

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

semicircle

width, tuscan

n530e1

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt

thursday

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n470e2

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n767e1

n826e10

n886e12

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

n290e1

n350e2

n410e1

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

brussels

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

toad, orchard, yonder

n825e1

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

n705e3

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n110e1

n170e1

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

malta, sadden

riot, broom, tremor

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...
n764e318

n824e6

n884e22

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

n347e2

n407e2

flue

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n227e4

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
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and subtleties. In their discussions, communication obtains a
physical dimension, an abstract channel, and form that radiates.
A physical experiment becomes performative and dependent on
the community in which it is performed: coding, noise, message,
entropy, statistics. The laboratory and the experiment become
inseparable from each other. The old promise of an independent
observer is broken. Information and physical entropy are of the
same nature. This is the new challenge.
Wiener_C:
Thus, as far back as four years ago, the group of scientists
about Dr. Rosenblueth and myself had already become
aware of the essential unity of the set of problems centering about communication, control, and statistical mechanics, whether in the machine or in living tissue. 32
While Brillouin_SIT stays abstract in his articulations, Wiener_C
starts applying his arguments by making direct analogies between
machines and living tissues through the notions of control and
statistical mechanics. Approaches start to differ; the atmosphere
is getting more charged.
…

End of the First Scene

SCENE II: QUANTUM
The actors start to talk about their particular interests and unusual
formulations. Subtle differences between them begin to emerge.
Theory of communication is one articulation of information, control and communication is the other. Vectors of their approach are
seemingly of a similar magnitude, but have quite different angles.
What distinguishes Brillouin_SIT from Wiener_C in this library is
the former’s pronounced interest in the notion of ‘quantum’. ○ 2.9
Brillouin_SIT continues the conversation by introducing the concept of information into the quantum environment. In order to
talk and show some of the phenomena he is interested in, Brillouin_SIT brings four conceptions to the scene: the observer, the
infinite accuracy, the amplifier, and the error. He starts playing
with them: a play within a play. Let us enjoy the spectacle.
OBSERVER
Brillouin_SIT picks up where he left off in the first scene, with the
observer. He now observes the observer from three perspectives, and each time the observer behaves differently: seen from
the point of view of classical physics, the observer is independent
of the experiment. From the perspective of thermodynamics,
observation always increases entropy—directly or indirectly—and
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from the quantum physics point of view, measurement—at least
partially—determines the future behaviour of the system. Different notions of physics talk about the world and the observer in
different ways.
Brillouin_SIT:
How can we define classical physics? Elsasser characterizes this stage by the possibility of nonperturbing experiments, in which a clear distinction can be drawn between
the observer and the system under observation. 33
They still believe in a real physical world following its
own unperturbed evolution, whether we observe it or not.
In order to reconcile this view with recent physical discoveries, they have to invent the existence of a number of “hidden variables” that we are unable to observe at present. 34
An observation is essentially an irreversible process. From a purely thermodynamical point of view, we
have proved that no observation can be made without an
accompanying increase of entropy in the physical system
itself or in the equipment used for the experiment, and coupled with the system during the observation. 35
Similar remarks have previously been made by many
authors, and especially by J. von Neumann, in the discussion of some paradoxical problems of quantum mechanics.
One should never speak of a system being in a certain
state unless he makes a measurement of some quantity
involved. This process of measurement is irreversible,
and determines, at least partially, the future behavior of
the system. 36
MATHEMATICIAN DREAMS OF INFINITE ACCURACY
At a quantum scale, distances become extremely small; and
with more precise technology, they become even smaller. While
observing infinitely small elements, one would, in theory, produce infinitely large quantities of information and, in effect, use
infinitely large quantities of energy. 37 As Brillouin_SIT suggests,
while a mathematician dreams of infinite accuracy, a physicist
encapsulates infinity, symbolises it, places it into strange constellations, and observes the paradoxes. Instead of pursuing infinite
accuracy, Brillouin_SIT operates with rigorous encoding.
Brillouin_SIT:
The mathematician dreams of measurements of infinite
accuracy, defining for instance the position of a point
33
34
35
36
37
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without any possible error. This would mean an experiment yielding an infinite amount of information and this is
physically impossible. 38
The increasing difficulty of measuring smaller and
smaller distances indicates that the fundamental assumptions of Euclidean space (and time) must be considered
only as an idealization, which cannot and should not be
regarded as valid in the limit of extremely small distances.
The mathematical definition of “infinitely small” distances
corresponds to impossible physical conditions. 39
It has often been suggested that many of the difficulties of quantum theory could be eliminated by the
introduction of some sort of minimal length. A fixed mini
mum length could hardly be justified on the basis of the
preceding remarks. We hesitate to extend the example of
the laboratory, with a limited amount of energy available,
to include the entire universe, because of the difficulty of
making precise definitions of its extent and content. 40
An infinitely small error or a fixed minimal measure? The first is
impossible and the second irrational. Our actor encapsulates
and abstracts from both by articulating two new operators: the
amplifier and the error—a double articulation ready to inflate the
infinitely small, to constitute and embrace the paradox.
AMPLIFIER
Brillouin_SIT:
Amplifiers are always needed in the experimental devices.
They perform, essentially, the following duty: to convert a
quantum effect, by increasing its amplitude, into an effect
that can be recorded on an apparatus operating on the
classical level. 41
Information theory and quantum conditions do not
appear in contradiction; on the contrary, they are complementary to one another. 42
The amplifier goes in the other direction than the infinitely small.
It encodes it and translates the extremely small to another space
where it is decoded and interpreted. The encoding process
encapsulates both the measuring interference from the observer
and the amplified errors in the process. It all becomes part of
this specific encoding, both the error and the interference. It
is the communication between different levels of abstraction
with the noise and misunderstandings that are constitutive for

38
39
40
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communication. As Brillouin_SIT states: “Errors are an essential
part of the world’s picture […].” 43
ERROR
Brillouin_SIT:
Modern physics had to get rid of these unrealistic schemes,
and it was indispensable to recognize the fundamental
importance of errors, together with the unpleasant fact
that they cannot be made “as small as desired” and must
be included in the theory. 44
The laws of classical mechanics represent a mathematical idealization and should not be assumed to correspond to the real laws of nature. 45
Causality must be replaced by statistical probabilities;
a scientist may or may not believe in determinism. It is a
matter of faith, and belongs to metaphysics. Physical discussions are unable to prove or to disprove it. This general
viewpoint may be called the “matter of fact” position. 46
Errors are an essential part of the world’s picture and
must be included in the theory. 47
Brillouin’s quantum then introduces four important notions to our
scene: the observer, the infinitely small distance, and, as we just
noted, also the amplifier, and the error. The observer suddenly
becomes a part of the observed, the object a part of the subject;
the rules have changed; any clear distinction is lost; it is a game of
intensities and probabilities. An infinite accuracy is a mathematician’s dream, while a minimal distance is a physicist’s nightmare.
What we have is a double articulation of a measure, a code. To
abstract from the infinite and the minimal, errors and amplifiers
become part of a new quantum constitution. This is possible
since the observer has the right to influence the observed and
to rigorously work with errors. What has been said in causalities is
now re-articulated with probabilities. Chance becomes an object
constituted out of probablities. A new space opens up by this
formulation. Information obtains a complementary quantum face.
Working with errors and amplifiers becomes a form of coding.
We have heard some strong statements. Brillouin_SIT leaves
the stage. The air fills with a murmuring sound. Other characters
from the library start to comment on his talk…
The lights change.
…

End of the Second Scene
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SCENE III: NONHUMAN MORALS
The dialogue continues. The atmosphere is really quite tense by
now. Wiener_C takes the stage one more time and reacts in a new
manner, this time with his contrasting concepts towards B
 rillouin_
SIT. He expresses a space of differences and turbulence, not of
agreement and harmony. Here information gets another particular
context and a strong vector. These are the highlights of difference;
they form two small clouds. ○ 2.10 ○ 2.11 One cloud of distinctions
could be characterised as mechanics of critique and morals, ○ 2.10
and the other as nonhuman instrumentation or a cybernetic ecology. ○ 2.11 For now, these are just indexes to the following speech
by Wiener_C. Let us see how relevant they are to it.
The main interest of both characters in Xenotheka has
already been stated: the big highlight on entropy, negentropy,
and information. ○ 2.1 ○ 2.2 ○ 2.7 But as we said, in this context, the
contrast with Brillouin_SIT lies in the small highlights indexed by
ecology, diplomacy, rationality, manipulation, and nonhuman
mechanisation of information. ○ 2.10 ○ 2.11 So the tone and the
atmosphere on stage have changed. Wiener_C’s strategy is different. Just by scanning the titles of chapters, we would suppose
that his main tools in articulating ideas are fast, strong, and almost
mechanical analogies which hold these titles together. Mechanization Takes Command. 48 At least, this is one specific way of
looking at it. Let us hear what the nonhuman morals accentuated
by Wiener_C have to add to this discussion. Can Brillouin_SIT’s
quantum notion of information be challenged? Wiener_C replies
by stressing some of his analogies—the first, regarding time:
Wiener_C:
Newtonian and Bergsonian Time
This transition from a Newtonian, reversible time to a Gibbsian, irreversible time has had its philosophical echoes. Bergson emphasized the difference between the reversible time
of physics, in which nothing new happens, and the irreversible
time of evolution and biology, in which there is always something new. The realization that the Newtonian physics was not
the proper frame for biology was perhaps the central point in
the old controversy between vitalism and mechanism; […] 49
To sum up: the many automata of the present age are
coupled to the outside world both for the reception of impressions and for the performance of actions. They contain sense
organs, effectors, and the equivalent of nervous system to
integrate the transfer of information from the one to the other.
48
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riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

n154e2

page, dei

n214e4

n38e6

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n40e84

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

coward

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

n280e6

harem, afire

n339e1

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

n340e84

aboard

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

n41e167

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

n337e1

persian, burglar

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

redo, informer

n335e2

purveyor

n98e17

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n274e4

n334e1

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

julius, albert

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

supporter, freelance,
avidly

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

bust, poke, sh...

n394e2

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n395e1

n396e1

n397e21

litigation

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n400e13

n874e9

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

reverently, lute

n459e1

dynasty

n517e13

islander, java

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n579e2

dale

n638e2

chagrin

sometime, saffron

n756e3

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

n520e49

profusely, truce

n578e1

n637e1

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

n815e7

n875e15

n460e9

smartness

n516e2

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

cram, dock, sibyl

shark, beholden,
joust

n755e3

tudor, quaver

n814e5

n873e3

caravan

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n695e1

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

n754e2

venetian

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

n575e15

n635e3

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

n812e9

n872e1

wang

n455e1

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n634e9

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

landslide

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

n574e35

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara
n633e10

endless, greed

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n752e1

raid, americas

n454e4

illegal, presumably

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

n572e8

n632e2

n692e1

biblical

wasteland, blackberry

n34e4

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...

n393e5

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n512e3

armor, intone

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n333e3

favor

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

propensity

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n811e2

alma

n870e2

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

n273e3

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n332e1

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

n631e3

n691e1

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

wi ily, snobbish

n213e6

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...

n571e1

plato

armageddon

n750e3

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

n153e2

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n212e9

adjustment, union,
thomas, mainly,
adoption, tract,
interference,
executive, insure,
contention,
imperfectly, fran...
n271e28

n331e20

n391e2

athens

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n690e1

hedonistic, outgo

n809e1

mumford, carapace

n33e74

n93e3

austin, squalor

n152e6

university, max,
london, edward,
harvard, kenneth,
dissertation,
allocation, williams,
marshall,
massachuse...
n211e15

freedom, les, est,
une, harmful,
impracticable,
confiscation

secure, statesman,
annum

n510e13

n570e1

n630e7

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

trek

n808e2

n868e2

mechanical, mechanize

german, rudolf,
germany, proceeding,
outspoken, erich,
franz, obtainable,
theodor, anton,
alleviation,
lawfulness, josef
n92e2

cambridge, chicago,
columbia, trans,
yale, eds, go fried,
vermont, campbell,
lindsay, loyola

n151e20

progressive, review,
desirable, policy,
governmental, des,
den, immanuel,
monetary,
meritorious,
philosop...

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n450e1

imputation

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

n748e1

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...

merit, enforce,
faire, ineffective,
dans, avec, pension,
qui, disapproval,
foreseeable,
reasonableness, bien,
jena, anonymou...
n270e7

n330e5

n390e3

vest, socialistic

n569e4

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n747e19

n807e39

edition, undesirable,
conservative,
quotation,
beneficial,
insurance, ithaca,
dent, deterrent,
kentucky, arn...

n210e16

sans

government,
dispassionately

n509e1

remake, subtitle

n687e4

n867e3

arthur, von,
friedrich, oxford,
ludwig, das, allen,
routledge, fritz,
profitably, sidney,
zurich, ernest,
edmund, h...
n90e21

n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

civil, roman,
council, undercurrent

n568e2

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

n627e2

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...

safeguard, welfare,
sont, ordre

n269e1

n329e2

n389e2

bodin

n448e4

futile, delegate,
corruption,
conspiracy,
unequivocally, adage

n567e4

foretaste

mouthpiece

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

que, amendment,
jurisprudence,
judicial, restate,
encroachment,
redistribution, ses

n149e6

n209e4

tutelage,
fountainhead

n388e1

declaration,
sanction,
irresistible,
restoration,
unanimously,
outstanding,
flagrant, abj...
n507e6

party, defeat,
politically,
forerunner,
conspicuous

n746e6

n806e7

n866e25

reprint, income,
legislation, liberty,
discretion, infringe,
irrespective,
conservatism,
prevention,
enforcement, ...
n89e8

desirability,
beneficiary

constitution,
puritan, despotism,
cromwell

n328e2

absolutism

republic, republican,
legality,
confederation,
channelled, bonheur

n447e12

founder, found,
rebellion,
liberation, vacate,
schematically

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

physiologically,
radar

n865e5

englishmen, lex

n268e4

peuple, montesquieu,
hommes, ordo

n327e1

n387e6

revolution,
revolutionary,
downfall, hypocrisy,
unmask, outbreak,
preordain, ancien,
lawlessness

n506e5

n566e1

n626e1

n686e10

n745e2

newtonian

n864e7

constitutional,
pouvoir

n208e2

madison, condorcet

n267e4

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

machiavelli,
bolshevik, melville,
adams, jacobin,
politic, jefferson,
township, harrington,
revolutionist,
robespierre

n446e6

seizure

vienna, austria,
schmidt

n744e1

awareness, margin,
visually

n863e4

practicable, milton,
ltd, orwell,
monopolistic,
robbins, acton

n88e2

n148e2

thucydides

n207e2

tocqueville

n326e11

n386e9

secular

colonial, cue

conspicuously,
untested

commission, sear

n625e1

n684e3

n805e3

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory

rescind, adjudicate

n147e1

n206e1

secularization

n505e2

n565e2

lewis, giuseppe,
memo, manipulative,
nixon

churchill

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

momentary

n862e10

competitive,
centrally, creed,
totalitarian,
stewart, socialist,
deutscher, peacetime,
eduard, socialism,
mor...
n87e2

liberalism

internationalism,
nationalistic,
paternalistic

equality, egalitarian

n325e1

n385e1

n445e2

autocratic

n504e2

uncomfortably, bunker

n564e5

johnson, gaulle,
trustee, autocracy,
mosque, autocrat,
reichstag, hanover,
stalin, saddam,
presidential,
khrushchev, ...

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...
n743e9

rationalism

n802e1

overload,
pretentious,
tragically

life, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...

totalitarianism

n145e3

n205e2

unwillingness

n444e1

intimidate, berlin,
domed, glamorous,
sco ish, rotunda,
bavaria, clinton,
spiralling,
westminster, ringed,
baghdad, aborig...

n683e20

optimism

n742e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n861e15

oust, extremist,
takeover, uncritical,
nato, indiscriminate,
bomb, watchdog,
voter, aggression,
thailand,
infiltrat...
n85e1

leninist, costa,
huntington

dictatorship, boris,
schumpeter

locke, saxon, anglo

n324e1

intolerance

dictator, fascist,
ministry, o oman,
absolutist,
ruthlessness

n503e22

n563e50

n623e1

misleadingly

n682e1

impoverish,
unquestionably

n25e93

communist, soviet,
pessimism,
militarily, mafia,
kissinger

n204e3

unsatisfied, slavish,
popularly, pamper,
atavistic, climber,
vainglory

preservation,
atomistic, pessimist

n443e6

dome, bush, overrun,
demolish, boost,
tycoon, atlanta,
metro, charisma,
lavishly,
billionaire,
boardr...

n622e1

signalling,
untroubled, cyclical,
rhythm

n741e2

n801e3

n920e2

n24e6

n84e3

n144e3

recognition,
democratically,
alexandre,
destructiveness,
hobbesian, lordship,
hobbes

n323e3

n383e1

ambitious, veto

impressive, reminder,
patron, erupt, daunt,
demolition, overtly,
gulag, podium,
ballistic

n502e21

bombastic, geste,
caesars, dressage

n621e4

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

aristocratic,
economically, weber,
thoroughgoing,
classless

n263e7

dignity, fanaticism,
hobble

prosperous, loyalty,
eastern,
counterweight

n442e10

decorator, mismatch,
deco

n561e4

mediterranean

enticement, tractor

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...

democratic,
authoritarian,
democracy, liberal,
communism,
directional,
dynastic,
directionality
n143e7

n203e5

unfulfilled,
intolerant,
dictatorial,
industrially,
asocial, comeback,
calvinist

n262e3

n322e4

n382e2

prestige

celebration,
monument, instal

n501e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

pessimistic, detritus

n740e2

n800e3

n860e22

democratization,
ussr, deng,
czechoslovakia,
democratize,
authoritarianism,
gorbachev, havel,
lockean, thy...
n83e8

imperialism,
consumerism

tolerant, modernize,
colonialism, bipolar,
incompletely,
undercut, bidder

n202e7

reform, ancestry

outlet, intractable,
maelstrom,
dispassionate,
assertive

n381e1

n441e3

western, photograph,
meter, teutonic,
maoist

n680e2

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n859e11

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

n142e7

willingness,
economic, asia,
citizenship, overt

n321e5

legacy, expunge,
outpouring,
relativistic

concession, mandate,
bureaucrat

n500e7

n560e1

aspiration, tinge,
typify

n679e8

uncritically,
pharaohs

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

abortion, franco,
latecomer, asians,
consumerist

n261e2

intentioned, antenna

n320e4

n380e3

n440e5

n620e3

propagandist

n738e6

n798e9

n858e15

legitimacy,
philippines, iran,
anytime, taiwan,
korea, yeltsin

n81e5

n141e5

racial

n260e2

reservation

n319e6

aura

quotidian

authenticity,
predate, nefarious

bureaucracy,
centralize, african

n200e1

desert, nuclear,
encampment

n259e1

louise, playboy

disaster, a une,
prominently,
selectively,
recreational

n439e3

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

national,
institution,
politics,
sovereignty,
worldwide, enshrine

n140e3

geography, emilio

n199e3

landscape, revisit,
tourist, fred,
carpenter, pastoral,
civilisation, choses,
canadian, monolith,
arizona, bataille,
thomson, can...

n498e1

n558e3

n618e1

n678e2

implacably,
demography

n737e7

n797e15

n857e57

behalf, culturally,
ethnic,
environmental,
cosmopolitan,
defensive, paramount,
domination,
unfe ered, ident...
n80e6

partnership,
membership,
byproduct,
preparedness

n139e2

teller, ethnographic

n258e2

n318e1

n378e5

disrepute

unremi ing

comprehensively,
fulcrum

n677e2

sociopolitical

n736e2

devaluation, modernes

n856e12

lenin

n138e2

lush, mcdonald,
automotive,
interstate

dramatically,
tolerance, devolve,
historic, pare,
emblematic, lo ,
unassailable, crutch,
coastal, conveyor,
prem...

n497e1

n557e1

n617e2

hone, promethean

n676e1

theorization

marcuse, recuperate

n855e1

ideological,
repetitive,
extrapolate

n198e46

gary

engrained, taliesin

n317e4

n377e65

n437e6

rubric, habitat,
unregulated,
promulgate, penchant,
rife

utopia,
disproportionate,
sideline,
sociability,
blithely,
distributor,
artistry, ers...

exacerbate, plethora,
planetary,
collectivity

n616e2

sketchy, gadget,
reorganization

tourism

n257e2

obesity

benign, inescapable,
appropriateness,
evocative,
camouflage,
conundrum,
insistently,
unyielding, hy...

n556e4

nostalgia,
irrelevance, purview,
superficiality,
diploma, inhabitable

n735e1

n795e2

confrontation,
devalue, personalize

princeton, bateson

n197e1

commuter,
navigational

cooper, footprint,
memorial, credential,
urbanism, armature,
trump, mall, mantra,
collusion, toxic,
glib, urbanists,
urbanity, dead...

n496e9

visionary, utopian,
juxtaposition, spawn,
repository,
foreground, eschew,
generic, bigness,
maki

n555e6

n615e3

n794e3

n854e3

minnesota,
minneapolis, abusive,
activism, verso,
launder, polanyi,
neoliberalism

n137e1

unstoppable,
incrementally

site, sprawl,
olympics, suburbia,
ciam, vancouver,
lavatory, eisenhower,
conviviality,
affordable, dystopia,
ada, citysc...
n376e42

n436e14

morph, delineation,
hilarious,
reconfiguration,
lang, rendition, ink,
monochrome, blizzard,
de , megastructure

chiaroscuro

n734e2

modernity, resurgence

norm

n17e8

n77e2

incentive, rename,
inexpensive

n316e17

reconfigured,
environmentally,
rogers, derelict

celebrity, rampant,
underpinnings,
informality, usa,
patina

n435e11

reconsider,
provisional,
outdated,
artificiality,
radicalism

n674e1

experiential

n853e1

management, africa,
entrepreneur, optic,
zone, convene,
logistics,
infrastructure, golf,
certify, realpolitik,
reliant, au...

n256e1

redesign, venue,
campus, reconfigure

n375e6

shard, pale e,
infill, gambit,
quixotic

donald, frankfurt,
seamlessly,
billboard,
instigator,
adjustable, prix,
diller, scofidio,
tel, coop, ...

renovation,
commemorative,
postmodernity,
otherworldly

n614e5

reactionary,
concreteness

technique, merge,
abstraction,
abstractly,
revitalize

n733e1

simplistic

n912e4

n16e53

n76e3

n136e2

n196e2

urban, trash,
empower, empowerment,
fab

n315e4

unbuilt, adaptable,
cantilever, hangover,
osaka

pluralist, strident

n673e5

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

proviso, reductionist

ubiquitous, hack,
gps, prosthetic,
sensor, hacker,
analytics,
smartphone, cyborg,
senseable

n195e5

collaboration, hub,
weekend,
collaborative,
choral, pessac,
linux, habraken

team, airport,
olympic, ken,
orchestrate, disused,
unobstructed, hostel,
girlfriend, domus,
rudofsky

n494e4

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,
neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

era, aspire,
creative, disconnect,
creativity,
painstakingly,
newness

n732e4

n792e1

n852e2

mobile, cyber, smart

n135e10

tech, recycle,
pollution, vibrant,
burgeon, transit,
renovate, carbon,
graffito,
reclamation, collate,
houston, leak...

n254e11

n314e5

n374e5

n434e18

reconsideration,
visceral, complicit,
sustainable, ron,
reconfiguring, reuse,
fredric, bilbao,
gombrich, frampton,
serra, t...
n493e33

n553e2

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n612e3

n672e7

phone,
accountability,
dhabi, suez, org,
siemens, songdo,
masdar, planit

n75e3

n134e16

gallery, steel,
norman, grands,
mindset

architect, nouvel,
aldo, kitsch,
meltdown, upholstery,
plastic, urbane,
summarised, koolhaas,
monumentality,
herzog, andy, ro...
n433e18

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...

copenhagen, plummet,
emission, roundabout,
stockholm, app, lbs,
kilometre, singapore,
otis, whyte, mumbai,
bangalore, dharavi

n194e8

alongside, budget,
menu, bbc

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot

n492e16

n552e3

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n313e20

layer, emphasise,
casa, centralised,
pluralism, seagram,
tubular,
organisational,
edouard, iconic,
dramatise, iconology
n372e14

n432e17

minimalist, jeffrey,
lynn, dom,
choreograph,
adumbrate, perspecta,
rosalind, negri,
futuristic, ino,
hardt, eisen...

permanently, blur,
embody, level,
colonize, capitalism

n851e3

launch, million,
crunch, electrify,
showcase, queue, eco

n253e5

understate

n312e12

idealise

n371e6

n431e4

politician, protest,
activist, savvy,
egyptian,
homelessness, polity,
madrid, cairo,
rekindle, arab,
barcel...
n73e3

n193e4

invigorate

n252e1

holl

n310e32

n370e7

n430e5

n133e7

aggressively, exude,
oscar

n192e1

jay, nihilistic,
nordic, finland,
northwestern,
retinal, ocular,
finnish, merleau,
ponty, alvar, aalto,
sketchbook, helsi...
n251e1

handrail

luigi, jones, legibly

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

n549e21

n609e23

n669e15

october, september,
negotiate, monitor,
president

n132e3

unidentified,
unbiased

n191e15

saarinen

n249e1

n309e3

n369e4

n429e5

january, movement,
available,
leadership, occupy,
occupation, february,
consensus, brutality,
outrage,
parliament...
n72e5

massive, advertise,
report, december,
april, corporate,
digest, july,
warfare, journalist,
devastation,
official, disrupt...
n131e2

peripheral

n189e1

ramp, glaze,
buckminster, kit,
practicality, turin,
cladding, classicist,
cra smanship,
stu gart, richards,
ventilate, radia...
n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

n427e7

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

n726e1

n786e1

n846e3

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n307e5

postmodernists

n606e10

n666e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

pioneer, prognosis

n128e2

n188e43

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n247e4

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

n546e10

n785e7

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...
n68e2

dell

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n426e26

structure, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

uninformed

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n904e1

contaminate

n8e44

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...

n246e3

n306e1

n366e3

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

n784e7

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

n6e8

n126e24

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor

n724e1

quotient

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...

n186e9

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...
n604e14

n664e2

n723e1

n783e5

n842e73

autonomy,
reintegration

monograph, italia

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

less, marc, kai

n782e2

infectious, midsummer

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

n425e13

n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...
n543e10

n662e3

perpetrator,

perpetrate, horrific

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...
n305e2

skeletal

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

topographical

recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...
n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

spatiality, andrea,

separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...
n721e4

n781e2

n841e20

corbusier, vers

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n303e2

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, THEORY,
stringent

n482e1

n541e41

n601e1

n661e24

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

n125e2

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

construction,
achievement,
consonance

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

n183e1

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n302e3

n362e5

n422e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

n182e5

contemporary,
distinction,
FUNCTION, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n361e51

n421e11

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n43e38

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...
n103e17

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n44e12

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...

n45e17

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n104e12

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

n47e48

n48e3

n107e5

n49e5

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n50e51

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n51e8

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n53e14

n54e2

n55e3

limb, venus

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

presage

n57e2

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n747e19

n748e1

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...
n807e39

n808e2

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...
n867e3

beholder, arch, pier

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph

n655e3

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n868e2

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n927e1

n928e1

carver

n987e4

medieval, wordsworth,
burgess, petrarch

n1047e3

revival, fixity,
protestantism

n988e2

imaginative,
resourceful

n1048e2

specialization,
assiduous

1

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...

behoove

aflame, finder

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n420e7

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n599e2

potentate, bologna

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

pontiff

n778e2

n779e1

unarm, turk

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

anesthesia

n60e58

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n598e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

fortress

n836e4

n896e8

mechanical, mechanize

n120e1

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

n419e1

n478e32

descend

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n835e11

n895e13

swim, swi ly, infuse

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

mumford, carapace

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

n834e27

n894e11

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

n714e4

trek

n180e2

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n833e16

n893e13

gnat, hap

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

n416e11

quadrant

n474e2

adriatic

n653e2

n713e5

plinth

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n772e27

n832e14

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n294e1

n58e19

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n174e3

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n712e1

n892e2

ber

anew, imperishable

n293e3

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n592e3

n652e5

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

claudius, distemper

n890e1

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

n173e2

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

breadth, torus

n771e3

n831e2

marcellus

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

n711e2

capacious,
amphitheatre

n829e1

n889e18

tumour

n292e7

overhang

exposure, tier

n471e1

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

pate, denmark

pry

n232e1

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

module

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

doomsday, exeunt

cloven

n172e1

jangle

n231e1

aisle, tern

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

n828e2

n888e2

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

semicircle

width, tuscan

n530e1

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt

thursday

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n470e2

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n767e1

n826e10

n886e12

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

n290e1

n350e2

n410e1

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

brussels

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

toad, orchard, yonder

n825e1

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

n705e3

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n110e1

n170e1

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

malta, sadden

riot, broom, tremor

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...
n764e318

n824e6

n884e22

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

n347e2

n407e2

flue

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n227e4

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n643e50

n703e33

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

n687e4
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n181e24

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

remake, subtitle

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

n985e9

n1045e5

n568e2

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

foretaste

seizure

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

n567e4

commission, sear

n625e1

misleadingly

n682e1

n566e1

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...

n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ing

PLENTIFUL PLAY — PLAY I — ACT I

n1863e3

n1864e2

animal,
undifferentiated,
reconstitution

n1865e1

n1866e1

perceptive, topical

n1923e3

n1924e5

quash

n1925e1

abolition, furor,
fearsome, suppleness,
stigmata

doubtless, immobile,
impalpable

n1983e2

n1984e4

cosmic, indissolubly,
luminosity, sonority

aptitude, zoological

n2043e2

n2044e5

veritable, secrecy,
unqualified,
parasitism, bu ock

exterior, grievance

n2103e4

n2104e6

threshold, musician,
scramble, zigzag,
crusade, bovine

minor, expression,
veer, alliance

n2163e11

n2164e3

mix, capture,
vertical, intertwine,
horizontal,
expressive, contour,
esprit, inexact,
unmake, crisscross

flow, inaccurate,
plug

n2223e5

n2224e2

proliferate,
populate, dichotomy,
signpost, olfactory

invoke, archaeologist

n2283e8

n2284e4

science, fla en,
localize, entrench,
tackle, laboratory,
prematurely, cohabit

n2344e22

agency, scientist,
stabilize,
controversy,
intermediary, risky,
relocate, format,
implausible, dewey,
reassem...

lecture, ecology,
anthropomorphic,
astute, bruno,
cosmology, diplomacy,
prescriptive,
manipulator, nasa,
incontroverti...

fascism

n1926e2

inhumanity

n1985e4

sobriety, dick

n1986e11

contagion, pact,
clandestine, deserter

n2045e5

trait, courtly,
linearity, gestural,
irradiate, moi,
reprieve,
aggressiveness,
vagina, valence,
jackal
n2046e9

cadence, offshoot,
lobster, upsurge,
nuptials

n2105e6

become, smooth,
facial, wolf,
subjection, jewelry,
springboard,
expressiveness,
amalgamation

n2106e5

uproot, drug, forgo,
suffuse, staccato,
arson

n2165e5

flight, pack, hole,
squabble, deter

n2166e2

speed, bureaucratic,
minority, lawrence,
oversimplify

intermingle, crucible

n2225e2

counterpoint

n1927e5

betrayal, punctual,
sedimentation,
vampire, exteriority

n1987e18

refrain,
imperceptible,
rhythmic, lineage,
sonorous, preexist,
borderline, supple,
despotic, botch,
sorcerer, conju...
n2047e5

aggregate,
disarticulate,
neolithic,
concretion,
challenger

n2107e3

dismantle, hydraulic,
luca

n2167e2

n1868e3

n1869e2

indiscernible,
evolutionism, woolf

n1928e16

n1988e74

n2285e1

n2048e5

n2345e40

indisputable,
apocalyptic,
invocation,
monotheistic,
apocalypse, terre,
delegation,
watchmaker, tols...

nomadic, sedentary,
francois, axiomatics,
clausewitz

n2049e2

patchwork,
territorial, wasp,
riemann, endogenous

n2108e3

superposition,
migrant

n2109e4

consolidation,
segmentation,
desargues

n2168e1

redundancy,
stratification,
equalization,
stratify

n2169e4

atypical

pragmatic, segment,
misconstrue, timbre

n2229e1

adventitious

n2286e2

erde

indiscernibility,
masochist

n1989e5

slowness, milieu,
involution,
syntactical,
axiomatic, itinerant,
decode, enslavement,
placard, sorcery,
orchestration, ho...

plateau, despot

coextensive,
holderlin

n1929e2

consistency,
incorporeal,
preestablished,
spatiotemporal,
melodic,
effectuation,
coagulat...

n2227e1

cosmos, recherche

minuscule,
terrestrial,
ecological, eric

n2343e19

n1867e1

MACHINE

n2288e1

deforestation,
nonhuman

n2346e3

instrumentation,
cybernetic, nonhumans

n2289e1

transformer

n2348e2

territory, semiotics

APPARATUS

n2349e8

periphery,
experimentation,
amorphous, injection,
ramify, feudalism,
mnemonic,
diagrammatic
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n1e193

n2e6

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

functio...

n61e24

n62e3

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,

unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

potential, SYSTEM,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

n5e7

n901e3

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n902e2

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

unleash, hypocritical

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

STUDY, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n787e2

term, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
PROBLEM, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

n906e2

demystify

n9e42

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n487e4

n547e15

n607e9

n667e8

racist

immune

invalidate

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

NEW, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...

n13e49

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, GROUP,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered
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n14e8

n15e9

n255e4

n495e10

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n913e2

subversive, encompass

n914e4

n796e4

n915e8

masquerade,
irrationality,
deceptively,
obfuscation

ambiguity, totality,
marx, imbalance,
femininity,
unrealized,
proletariat,
reification

n18e39

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...
n916e4

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...
n78e2

n20e122

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

jackson, ethnography

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n21e7

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

n499e22

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

highlight, connote

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

n22e5

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

n23e13

n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

n26e1

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

n28e7

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n29e115

n30e29

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n31e15

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...
n91e11

n34e4

n35e30

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n94e5

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...

n37e5

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

n38e6

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n40e84

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

coward

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

n280e6

harem, afire

n339e1

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

n340e84

aboard

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

n41e167

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

n337e1

persian, burglar

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

redo, informer

n335e2

purveyor

n98e17

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n274e4

n334e1

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

page, dei

n214e4

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

bust, poke, sh...

n394e2

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n395e1

n396e1

n397e21

litigation

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n400e13

n874e9

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

reverently, lute

n459e1

dynasty

n517e13

islander, java

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n579e2

dale

n638e2

chagrin

sometime, saffron

n756e3

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

n520e49

profusely, truce

n578e1

n637e1

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

n815e7

n875e15

n460e9

smartness

n516e2

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

cram, dock, sibyl

shark, beholden,
joust

n755e3

tudor, quaver

n814e5

n873e3

caravan

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n695e1

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

n754e2

venetian

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

n575e15

n635e3

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

n812e9

n872e1

wang

n455e1

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n634e9

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

landslide

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

n574e35

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara
n633e10

endless, greed

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n752e1

raid, americas

n454e4

illegal, presumably

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

n572e8

n632e2

n692e1

biblical

wasteland, blackberry

n154e2

julius, albert

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

supporter, freelance,
avidly

n393e5

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n512e3

armor, intone

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n273e3

n333e3

favor

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

propensity

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n811e2

alma

n870e2

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...

n153e2

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n332e1

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

n631e3

n691e1

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

wi ily, snobbish

n213e6

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...

n571e1

plato

armageddon

n750e3

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n212e9

adjustment, union,
thomas, mainly,
adoption, tract,
interference,
executive, insure,
contention,
imperfectly, fran...
n271e28

n331e20

n391e2

athens

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n690e1

hedonistic, outgo

n809e1

mumford, carapace

n33e74

n93e3

austin, squalor

n152e6

university, max,
london, edward,
harvard, kenneth,
dissertation,
allocation, williams,
marshall,
massachuse...
n211e15

freedom, les, est,
une, harmful,
impracticable,
confiscation

secure, statesman,
annum

n510e13

n570e1

n630e7

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

trek

n808e2

n868e2

mechanical, mechanize

german, rudolf,
germany, proceeding,
outspoken, erich,
franz, obtainable,
theodor, anton,
alleviation,
lawfulness, josef
n92e2

cambridge, chicago,
columbia, trans,
yale, eds, go fried,
vermont, campbell,
lindsay, loyola

n151e20

progressive, review,
desirable, policy,
governmental, des,
den, immanuel,
monetary,
meritorious,
philosop...

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n450e1

imputation

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

n748e1

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...

merit, enforce,
faire, ineffective,
dans, avec, pension,
qui, disapproval,
foreseeable,
reasonableness, bien,
jena, anonymou...
n270e7

n330e5

n390e3

vest, socialistic

n569e4

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n747e19

n807e39

edition, undesirable,
conservative,
quotation,
beneficial,
insurance, ithaca,
dent, deterrent,
kentucky, arn...

n210e16

sans

government,
dispassionately

n509e1

remake, subtitle

n687e4

n867e3

arthur, von,
friedrich, oxford,
ludwig, das, allen,
routledge, fritz,
profitably, sidney,
zurich, ernest,
edmund, h...
n90e21

n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

civil, roman,
council, undercurrent

n568e2

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

n627e2

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...

safeguard, welfare,
sont, ordre

n269e1

n329e2

n389e2

bodin

n448e4

futile, delegate,
corruption,
conspiracy,
unequivocally, adage

n567e4

foretaste

mouthpiece

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

que, amendment,
jurisprudence,
judicial, restate,
encroachment,
redistribution, ses

n149e6

n209e4

tutelage,
fountainhead

n388e1

declaration,
sanction,
irresistible,
restoration,
unanimously,
outstanding,
flagrant, abj...
n507e6

party, defeat,
politically,
forerunner,
conspicuous

n746e6

n806e7

n866e25

reprint, income,
legislation, liberty,
discretion, infringe,
irrespective,
conservatism,
prevention,
enforcement, ...
n89e8

desirability,
beneficiary

constitution,
puritan, despotism,
cromwell

n328e2

absolutism

republic, republican,
legality,
confederation,
channelled, bonheur

n447e12

founder, found,
rebellion,
liberation, vacate,
schematically

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

physiologically,
radar

n865e5

englishmen, lex

n268e4

peuple, montesquieu,
hommes, ordo

n327e1

n387e6

revolution,
revolutionary,
downfall, hypocrisy,
unmask, outbreak,
preordain, ancien,
lawlessness

n506e5

n566e1

n626e1

n686e10

n745e2

newtonian

n864e7

constitutional,
pouvoir

n208e2

madison, condorcet

n267e4

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

machiavelli,
bolshevik, melville,
adams, jacobin,
politic, jefferson,
township, harrington,
revolutionist,
robespierre

n446e6

seizure

vienna, austria,
schmidt

n744e1

awareness, margin,
visually

n863e4

practicable, milton,
ltd, orwell,
monopolistic,
robbins, acton

n88e2

n148e2

thucydides

n207e2

tocqueville

n326e11

n386e9

secular

colonial, cue

conspicuously,
untested

commission, sear

n625e1

n684e3

n805e3

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory

rescind, adjudicate

n147e1

n206e1

secularization

n505e2

n565e2

lewis, giuseppe,
memo, manipulative,
nixon

churchill

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

momentary

n862e10

competitive,
centrally, creed,
totalitarian,
stewart, socialist,
deutscher, peacetime,
eduard, socialism,
mor...
n87e2

liberalism

internationalism,
nationalistic,
paternalistic

equality, egalitarian

n325e1

n385e1

n445e2

autocratic

n504e2

uncomfortably, bunker

n564e5

johnson, gaulle,
trustee, autocracy,
mosque, autocrat,
reichstag, hanover,
stalin, saddam,
presidential,
khrushchev, ...

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...
n743e9

rationalism

n802e1

overload,
pretentious,
tragically

life, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...

totalitarianism

n145e3

n205e2

unwillingness

n444e1

intimidate, berlin,
domed, glamorous,
sco ish, rotunda,
bavaria, clinton,
spiralling,
westminster, ringed,
baghdad, aborig...

n683e20

optimism

n742e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n861e15

oust, extremist,
takeover, uncritical,
nato, indiscriminate,
bomb, watchdog,
voter, aggression,
thailand,
infiltrat...
n85e1

leninist, costa,
huntington

dictatorship, boris,
schumpeter

locke, saxon, anglo

n324e1

intolerance

dictator, fascist,
ministry, o oman,
absolutist,
ruthlessness

n503e22

n563e50

n623e1

misleadingly

n682e1

impoverish,
unquestionably

n25e93

communist, soviet,
pessimism,
militarily, mafia,
kissinger

n204e3

unsatisfied, slavish,
popularly, pamper,
atavistic, climber,
vainglory

preservation,
atomistic, pessimist

n443e6

dome, bush, overrun,
demolish, boost,
tycoon, atlanta,
metro, charisma,
lavishly,
billionaire,
boardr...

n622e1

signalling,
untroubled, cyclical,
rhythm

n741e2

n801e3

n920e2

n24e6

n84e3

n144e3

recognition,
democratically,
alexandre,
destructiveness,
hobbesian, lordship,
hobbes

n323e3

n383e1

ambitious, veto

impressive, reminder,
patron, erupt, daunt,
demolition, overtly,
gulag, podium,
ballistic

n502e21

bombastic, geste,
caesars, dressage

n621e4

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

aristocratic,
economically, weber,
thoroughgoing,
classless

n263e7

dignity, fanaticism,
hobble

prosperous, loyalty,
eastern,
counterweight

n442e10

decorator, mismatch,
deco

n561e4

mediterranean

enticement, tractor

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...

democratic,
authoritarian,
democracy, liberal,
communism,
directional,
dynastic,
directionality
n143e7

n203e5

unfulfilled,
intolerant,
dictatorial,
industrially,
asocial, comeback,
calvinist

n262e3

n322e4

n382e2

prestige

celebration,
monument, instal

n501e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

pessimistic, detritus

n740e2

n800e3

n860e22

democratization,
ussr, deng,
czechoslovakia,
democratize,
authoritarianism,
gorbachev, havel,
lockean, thy...
n83e8

imperialism,
consumerism

tolerant, modernize,
colonialism, bipolar,
incompletely,
undercut, bidder

n202e7

reform, ancestry

outlet, intractable,
maelstrom,
dispassionate,
assertive

n381e1

n441e3

western, photograph,
meter, teutonic,
maoist

n680e2

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n859e11

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

n142e7

willingness,
economic, asia,
citizenship, overt

n321e5

legacy, expunge,
outpouring,
relativistic

concession, mandate,
bureaucrat

n500e7

n560e1

aspiration, tinge,
typify

n679e8

uncritically,
pharaohs

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

abortion, franco,
latecomer, asians,
consumerist

n261e2

intentioned, antenna

n320e4

n380e3

n440e5

n620e3

propagandist

n738e6

n798e9

n858e15

legitimacy,
philippines, iran,
anytime, taiwan,
korea, yeltsin

n81e5

n141e5

racial

n260e2

reservation

n319e6

aura

quotidian

authenticity,
predate, nefarious

bureaucracy,
centralize, african

n200e1

desert, nuclear,
encampment

n259e1

louise, playboy

disaster, a une,
prominently,
selectively,
recreational

n439e3

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

national,
institution,
politics,
sovereignty,
worldwide, enshrine

n140e3

geography, emilio

n199e3

landscape, revisit,
tourist, fred,
carpenter, pastoral,
civilisation, choses,
canadian, monolith,
arizona, bataille,
thomson, can...

n498e1

n558e3

n618e1

n678e2

implacably,
demography

n737e7

n797e15

n857e57

behalf, culturally,
ethnic,
environmental,
cosmopolitan,
defensive, paramount,
domination,
unfe ered, ident...
n80e6

partnership,
membership,
byproduct,
preparedness

n139e2

teller, ethnographic

n258e2

n318e1

n378e5

disrepute

unremi ing

comprehensively,
fulcrum

n677e2

sociopolitical

n736e2

devaluation, modernes

n856e12

lenin

n138e2

lush, mcdonald,
automotive,
interstate

dramatically,
tolerance, devolve,
historic, pare,
emblematic, lo ,
unassailable, crutch,
coastal, conveyor,
prem...

n497e1

n557e1

n617e2

hone, promethean

n676e1

theorization

marcuse, recuperate

n855e1

ideological,
repetitive,
extrapolate

n198e46

gary

engrained, taliesin

n317e4

n377e65

n437e6

rubric, habitat,
unregulated,
promulgate, penchant,
rife

utopia,
disproportionate,
sideline,
sociability,
blithely,
distributor,
artistry, ers...

exacerbate, plethora,
planetary,
collectivity

n616e2

sketchy, gadget,
reorganization

tourism

n257e2

obesity

benign, inescapable,
appropriateness,
evocative,
camouflage,
conundrum,
insistently,
unyielding, hy...

n556e4

nostalgia,
irrelevance, purview,
superficiality,
diploma, inhabitable

n735e1

n795e2

confrontation,
devalue, personalize

princeton, bateson

n197e1

commuter,
navigational

cooper, footprint,
memorial, credential,
urbanism, armature,
trump, mall, mantra,
collusion, toxic,
glib, urbanists,
urbanity, dead...

n496e9

visionary, utopian,
juxtaposition, spawn,
repository,
foreground, eschew,
generic, bigness,
maki

n555e6

n615e3

n794e3

n854e3

minnesota,
minneapolis, abusive,
activism, verso,
launder, polanyi,
neoliberalism

n137e1

unstoppable,
incrementally

site, sprawl,
olympics, suburbia,
ciam, vancouver,
lavatory, eisenhower,
conviviality,
affordable, dystopia,
ada, citysc...
n376e42

n436e14

morph, delineation,
hilarious,
reconfiguration,
lang, rendition, ink,
monochrome, blizzard,
de , megastructure

chiaroscuro

n734e2

modernity, resurgence

norm

n17e8

n77e2

incentive, rename,
inexpensive

n316e17

reconfigured,
environmentally,
rogers, derelict

celebrity, rampant,
underpinnings,
informality, usa,
patina

n435e11

reconsider,
provisional,
outdated,
artificiality,
radicalism

n674e1

experiential

n853e1

management, africa,
entrepreneur, optic,
zone, convene,
logistics,
infrastructure, golf,
certify, realpolitik,
reliant, au...

n256e1

redesign, venue,
campus, reconfigure

n375e6

shard, pale e,
infill, gambit,
quixotic

donald, frankfurt,
seamlessly,
billboard,
instigator,
adjustable, prix,
diller, scofidio,
tel, coop, ...

renovation,
commemorative,
postmodernity,
otherworldly

n614e5

reactionary,
concreteness

technique, merge,
abstraction,
abstractly,
revitalize

n733e1

simplistic

n912e4

n16e53

n76e3

n136e2

n196e2

urban, trash,
empower, empowerment,
fab

n315e4

unbuilt, adaptable,
cantilever, hangover,
osaka

pluralist, strident

n673e5

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

proviso, reductionist

ubiquitous, hack,
gps, prosthetic,
sensor, hacker,
analytics,
smartphone, cyborg,
senseable

n195e5

collaboration, hub,
weekend,
collaborative,
choral, pessac,
linux, habraken

team, airport,
olympic, ken,
orchestrate, disused,
unobstructed, hostel,
girlfriend, domus,
rudofsky

n494e4

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,
neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

era, aspire,
creative, disconnect,
creativity,
painstakingly,
newness

n732e4

n792e1

n852e2

mobile, cyber, smart

n135e10

tech, recycle,
pollution, vibrant,
burgeon, transit,
renovate, carbon,
graffito,
reclamation, collate,
houston, leak...

n254e11

n314e5

n374e5

n434e18

reconsideration,
visceral, complicit,
sustainable, ron,
reconfiguring, reuse,
fredric, bilbao,
gombrich, frampton,
serra, t...
n493e33

n553e2

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n612e3

n672e7

phone,
accountability,
dhabi, suez, org,
siemens, songdo,
masdar, planit

n75e3

n134e16

gallery, steel,
norman, grands,
mindset

architect, nouvel,
aldo, kitsch,
meltdown, upholstery,
plastic, urbane,
summarised, koolhaas,
monumentality,
herzog, andy, ro...
n433e18

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...

copenhagen, plummet,
emission, roundabout,
stockholm, app, lbs,
kilometre, singapore,
otis, whyte, mumbai,
bangalore, dharavi

n194e8

alongside, budget,
menu, bbc

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot

n492e16

n552e3

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n313e20

layer, emphasise,
casa, centralised,
pluralism, seagram,
tubular,
organisational,
edouard, iconic,
dramatise, iconology
n372e14

n432e17

minimalist, jeffrey,
lynn, dom,
choreograph,
adumbrate, perspecta,
rosalind, negri,
futuristic, ino,
hardt, eisen...

permanently, blur,
embody, level,
colonize, capitalism

n851e3

launch, million,
crunch, electrify,
showcase, queue, eco

n253e5

understate

n312e12

idealise

n371e6

n431e4

politician, protest,
activist, savvy,
egyptian,
homelessness, polity,
madrid, cairo,
rekindle, arab,
barcel...
n73e3

n193e4

invigorate

n252e1

holl

n310e32

n370e7

n430e5

n133e7

aggressively, exude,
oscar

n192e1

jay, nihilistic,
nordic, finland,
northwestern,
retinal, ocular,
finnish, merleau,
ponty, alvar, aalto,
sketchbook, helsi...
n251e1

handrail

luigi, jones, legibly

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

n549e21

n609e23

n669e15

october, september,
negotiate, monitor,
president

n132e3

unidentified,
unbiased

n191e15

saarinen

n249e1

n309e3

n369e4

n429e5

january, movement,
available,
leadership, occupy,
occupation, february,
consensus, brutality,
outrage,
parliament...
n72e5

massive, advertise,
report, december,
april, corporate,
digest, july,
warfare, journalist,
devastation,
official, disrupt...
n131e2

peripheral

n189e1

ramp, glaze,
buckminster, kit,
practicality, turin,
cladding, classicist,
cra smanship,
stu gart, richards,
ventilate, radia...
n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

n427e7

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

n726e1

n786e1

n846e3

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n307e5

postmodernists

n606e10

n666e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

pioneer, prognosis

n128e2

n188e43

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n247e4

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

n546e10

n785e7

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...
n68e2

dell

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n426e26

structure, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

uninformed

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n904e1

contaminate

n8e44

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...

n246e3

n306e1

n366e3

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

n784e7

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

n6e8

n126e24

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor

n724e1

quotient

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...

n186e9

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...
n604e14

n664e2

n723e1

n783e5

n842e73

autonomy,
reintegration

monograph, italia

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

less, marc, kai

n782e2

infectious, midsummer

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

n425e13

n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...
n543e10

n662e3

perpetrator,

perpetrate, horrific

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...
n305e2

skeletal

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

topographical

recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...
n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

spatiality, andrea,

separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...
n721e4

n781e2

n841e20

corbusier, vers

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n303e2

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, THEORY,
stringent

n482e1

n541e41

n601e1

n661e24

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

n125e2

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

construction,
achievement,
consonance

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

n183e1

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n302e3

n362e5

n422e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

n182e5

contemporary,
distinction,
FUNCTION, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n361e51

n421e11

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n43e38

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...
n103e17

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n44e12

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...

n45e17

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n104e12

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

n47e48

n48e3

n107e5

n49e5

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n50e51

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n51e8

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n53e14

n54e2

n55e3

limb, venus

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

presage

n57e2

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

n60e58

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

behoove

n180e2

aflame, finder

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph

n655e3

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n599e2

potentate, bologna

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

pontiff

n778e2

n779e1

unarm, turk

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n598e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

fortress

n836e4

n896e8

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

n478e32

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n835e11

descend

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

n895e13

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

n714e4

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n833e16

n893e13

gnat, hap

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

n416e11

quadrant

n474e2

adriatic

n653e2

n713e5

plinth

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n772e27

n832e14

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n294e1

n58e19

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n174e3

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n712e1

n892e2

ber

anew, imperishable

n293e3

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n592e3

n652e5

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

claudius, distemper

n890e1

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

n173e2

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

breadth, torus

n771e3

n831e2

marcellus

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

n711e2

capacious,
amphitheatre

n829e1

n889e18

tumour

n292e7

overhang

exposure, tier

n471e1

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

pate, denmark

pry

n232e1

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

module

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

doomsday, exeunt

cloven

n172e1

jangle

n231e1

aisle, tern

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

n828e2

n888e2

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

semicircle

width, tuscan

n530e1

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt

thursday

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n470e2

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n767e1

n826e10

n886e12

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

n290e1

n350e2

n410e1

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

brussels

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

toad, orchard, yonder

n825e1

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

n705e3

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n110e1

n170e1

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

malta, sadden

riot, broom, tremor

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...
n764e318

n824e6

n884e22

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

n347e2

n407e2

flue

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n227e4

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n643e50

n703e33

1

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...

n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

audi
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They lend themselves very well to description in physiological terms. It is scarcely a miracle that they can be subsumed
under one theory with the mechanisms of physiology. 50
Thus the modern automaton exists in the same sort
of Bergsonian time as the living organism; and hence there
is no reason in Bergson’s considerations why the essential
mode of functioning of the living organism should not be
the same as that of the automaton of this type. Vitalism
has won to the extent that even mechanisms correspond
to the time-structure of vitalism; […] 51
Some rumours spread in the library. One voice stands out. It is
Schrödinger_WIL. 52 We cannot hear him clearly, so we will have
to paraphrase the voice, the crowd, and the noise:
Reversible and irreversible time, Newtonian and Gibbsian
time, astrological and meteorological time, mechanist and vitalist
time, Bergsonian time… —For Wiener_C, time becomes an important quest. He introduces a whole spectrum of different notions
of time, but not in order to celebrate their differences but to show
them as one couple or one analogy with different coatings. In
this manoeuvre, he omits an important distinction between two
irreversible times, crucial when dealing with entropy: the entropy-
increasing time of thermodynamics, also referred to as the time
of ageing, and the opposite flow to it, negentropy time. This is
the time of life, of evolution and Darwin. Both irreversible, but
flowing in opposite directions. By missing this subtle difference,
Wiener_C is able to situate the modern automaton in the same
sort of Bergsonian time as living organisms, which would other
wise, one imagines, stay in their separate times, inhabiting a different part of the time spectrum. Voices get lost in the noise…
On the other hand, if we take this thought a step further and
imagine that both automata and living organisms have many different clocks, that they don’t compete or threaten one another,
then each can acquire different speeds and be talked to in various
ways. This is an expanding world operating at various speeds, in
contrast to a two-faced world at the single speed of Wiener_C.
Undisturbed by Schrödinger_WIL’s comments, Wiener_C
proceeds to stabilise his ideas by adding more analogies: brain
and computing machine, nervous system and computation system, neurons and relays, in the same manner as a part of his title
suggests: Animal and the Machine:
Wiener_C:
Cybernetics and Psychopathology
Nevertheless, the realization that the brain and the computing machine have much in common may suggest new and
50
51
52
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valid approaches to psychopathology and even to psychiatrics. These begin with perhaps the simplest question of all:
how the brain avoids gross blunders, gross miscarriages of
activity, due to the malfunction of individual components. 53
Computing Machines and the Nervous System
It is a noteworthy fact that the human and animal nervous
systems, which are known to be capable of the work of a
computation system, contain elements which are ideally
suited to act as relays. These elements are the so-called
neurons or nerve cells. While they show rather complicated
properties under the influence of electrical currents, in their
ordinary physiological action they conform very nearly to
the “all-or-none” principle; that is, they are either at rest, or
when they “fire” they go through a series of changes almost
independent of the nature and intensity of the stimulus. 54
Brain Waves and Self-Organizing Systems
In the previous chapter, I discussed the problems of learning and self-propagation as they apply both to machines
and, at least by analogy, to living systems. Here I shall
repeat certain comments I made in the Preface and which
I intend to put to immediate use. As I have pointed out,
these two phenomena are closely related to each other,
for the first is the basis for the adaptation of the individual
to its environment by means of experience, which is what
we may call ontogenetic learning, while the second, as it
furnishes the material on which variation and natural selection may operate, is the basis of phylogenetic learning. 55
After providing a whole spectrum of analogies, as the third scene
is coming to an end, Wiener_C in his closing remarks, maybe not
deliberately but in effect, takes the observer out of the quantum
context and places them back in the context of classical physics
where they—the observer—again, in his words, become unscientific. He does so by stressing the difference of scales between the
atomic and the social. Translator, traitor. Observation is a distortion.
Wiener_C:
Information, Language, and Society
It is in the social sciences that the coupling between the
observed phenomenon and the observer is hardest to
minimize. On the one hand, the observer is able to exert
a considerable influence on the phenomena that come to
his attention. With all respect to the intelligence, skill, and
honesty of purpose of my anthropologist friends, I cannot
think that any community which they have investigated will
53
54
55
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ever be quite the same afterward. Many a missionary has
fixed his own misunderstandings of a primitive language
as law eternal in the process of reducing it to writing. There
is much in the social habits of a people which is dispersed
and distorted by the mere act of making inquiries about
it. In another sense from that in which it is usually stated,
traduttore traditore. 56
There is much which we must leave, whether we like
it or not, to the un-“scientific,” narrative method of the professional historian. 57
This is quite a different mood than the quantum mood of Brillouin_
SIT, who reacts swiftly and distances himself from Wiener_C.
Brillouin_SIT:
But we are in no position to investigate the process of
thought, and we cannot, for the moment, introduce into
our theory any element involving the human value of the
information. 58
This discussion revolves around the same interest articulated in
a different manner. Science and information, on the one hand,
and control and communication on the other. A quantum as other
to nonhuman morals. As the title of Wiener_C emphasises, he
is about Control and Communication in the Animal and the
Machine. He reflects this in the topics at stake. Sometimes in
an opposition, as in Newtonian and Bergsonian notions of time,
where one in an evolutionary manner dominates the other, or as
almost natural analogies between computing machines and the
nervous system or brain waves and self-organising systems. With
a direct analogy as opposed to the double articulation, a quite
different space opens up. Brillouin_SIT and his emphasis on the
double articulation of errors and amplifiers, on the one hand, and
the observer and infinite accuracy on the other, produce a quantum phenomenon as their product. We will read this as a new and
fresh ground which uses self-reference as an opening to another
plateau. With Wiener_C and his almost literal analogies, we stay
stuck in an infinite loop. A self-reference closed in itself because
of itself. It is almost like a spiritual experience justified in numbers.
Brillouin_SIT’s quantum stays in the abstract and communicates
in any way it can, while Wiener_C’s nonhuman moral tries to apply
the communication scheme in every way it can: two very refined
and close notions of information, one economical, the other political, and both tied to the physics of communication.
…

End of the Third Scene
End of Part One

56
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PART TWO:
ALGORITHMS, PYRAMIDS, AND SELF-REFERENCE
PROLOGUE
Welcome back.
The second part of the First Act begins here. The interest is the
same: information. But the characters are different. At the end
of the First Act, human value of information was left hanging in
the air as a puzzle. By abstracting it from meaning, Brillouin_SIT
was able to avoid it and operate with information in a formal and
symbolic way. On the other hand, Wiener_C brought it back to, as
he calls it, the “unscientific observer.” This was the atmosphere
we left behind as the curtain fell.
A new set of spotlights now come on; the colours change.
The galaxy of concepts shines in a different way. This is an atmosphere for a new and fresh discussion. The second couple, Hofstadter_GEB and Serres_G, enters the stage, ready to talk. To fulfil
the formal part of the play, the setting again provides a written
generic and formal introduction based on counting words and
analysing those most frequently used.
Gödel, Escher, Bach:
An Eternal Golden Braid by Douglas Hofstadter, 1979
ӏachillesӏ → 1358, ӏtortoiseӏ → 945, ӏsystemӏ → 893, way →
880, level → 850, ӏmeanӏ → 742, ӏprogramӏ → 723, just → 704,
ӏthinkӏ → 683, ӏsymbolӏ → 668, ӏsayӏ → 665, ӏtheoremӏ → 662, numb
→ 655, make → 566, rule → 557, know → 541, crab → 540, like →
535, tnt → 467, call → 462, ӏwordӏ → 457, ӏstringӏ → 456, come →
432, ӏthingӏ → 422, ӏtimeӏ → 419, use → 407, brain → 406, fact →
405, ӏlanguageӏ → 377, different → 371, new → 370, idea → 352,
look → 348, number → 343, let → 327, quite → 325, sentence →
322, ӏpointӏ → 318, person → 312, question → 309, set → 305,
ӏwriteӏ → 302, ӏformӏ → 295, ӏlineӏ → 293, mind → 290, tell →
287, sense → 287, example → 280, high → 278, right → 278
Geometry:
The Third Book of Foundations by Michel Serres, 1993:
ӏtimeӏ → 374, ӏsayӏ → 294, ӏworldӏ → 291, space → 286,
ӏscienceӏ → 278, geometry → 276, history → 242, ӏoriginӏ → 232,
place → 230, know → 228, thing → 214, like → 214, ӏformӏ → 204,
ӏobjectӏ → 194, think → 191, ӏknowledgeӏ → 182, relation → 158,
ӏpointӏ → 154, new → 151, way → 150, ӏlanguageӏ → 148, shadow
→ 147, ӏlawӏ → 145, draw → 141, remain → 140, element → 138,
ӏwriteӏ → 136, earth → 134, ӏwordӏ → 133, ӏlineӏ → 130, mean →
129, come → 129, long → 128, doesn → 127, let → 124, question
→ 123, ӏthalesӏ → 122, flow → 120, begin → 116, ӏsquareӏ → 115,
sun → 113, order → 112, give → 111, take → 109, pass → 107,
socrates → 106, reason → 103, good → 101, call → 101, ӏsystemӏ
→ 100
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PLAY AMONG BOOKS

Both titles are not explicit in their relation to information. Their word
clouds provide a different ambience and context for discussing
notions of information than the ones that were previously heard. It is
a rather interesting atmosphere. The clouds of their most frequent
words intersect around the notion of communication: language,
word, write, mean, think, know, say. Indexed in this way, one could
argue that they point to a more human value of information, which
was explicitly excluded from the discussion in the closing remarks
of Brillouin_SIT. Presumably, this is related to their interest in multiple articulations of the notion of information. They index the cloud
around it with characters that bring into account ancient myths,
stories, and thoughts: Achilles, Tortoise, Thales, and Socrates. Still,
both actors insist on a formal way of addressing their interests:
system, form, line, point. Each in its own manner, of course.
…

FACES LOOKING AT EACH OTHER
Two different atmospheres move through the galaxy of concepts. ○ 2.12 ○ 2.13 With each actor who works with it, information
acquires a new face. It accommodates more and more. Just by
looking at our two actors in the context of this Xenotheka we can
notice some differences. ○ 2.12 ○ 2.13 Hofstadter_GEB’s interests are
more scattered around the galaxy, while Serres_G appears more
concentrated on one part. What brings them together and makes
it exciting is that in this library, seen in this particular way, they bring
concepts and indexes around information, data, and cipher close
to one another. ○ 2.1 The premise is that during different plays, concepts will cross many disciplines, articulations, and books, and in
doing so will become more sophisticated, richer, and more delicate.
n1e193

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,
functio...
n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,
unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n2e6

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

n62e3

n182e5

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...
n361e51

potential, SYSTEM,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...
n421e11

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n183e1

n302e3

n303e2

construction,
achievement,
consonance

n362e5

n482e1

n664e2

perpetrate, horrific

n841e20

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...
n901e3

n723e1

n961e12

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

n783e5

n842e73

n962e3

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

n963e2

fleetingly,
appeasement

n786e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

n845e7

n964e1

disintegration

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

catholicism, seducer

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

term, FACT, refer,
a empt, QUESTION,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n906e2

EXAMPLE, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...

n728e15

n787e2

invalidate

n846e3

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

demystify

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

immune

n785e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

n904e1

contaminate

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

n667e8

uninformed

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

n607e9

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

racist

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

n666e1

n726e1

n784e7

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...
n902e2

n606e10

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

n547e15

structure, assign,
RULE, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

n724e1

quotient

n782e2

infectious, midsummer

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

less, marc, kai

perpetrator,
recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

n781e2

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor
n662e3

n546e10

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

n545e7

phrase, SENTENCE,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n427e7

n487e4

n604e14

topographical

n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

n721e4

n307e5

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

n426e26

n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...

n601e1

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...

SENSE, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...

n192e1

n309e3

luigi, jones, legibly

n369e4

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

n429e5

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

n549e21

recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...
NEW,

n609e23

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...
n669e15

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n310e32

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...
n370e7

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

n430e5

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...

n312e12

idealise

n371e6

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

n431e4

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n314e5

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot
n432e17

n493e33

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...
n552e3

n494e4

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,
neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...
n553e2

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n612e3

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

n672e7

n614e5

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

n615e3

reconsider,
provisional,
outdated,
artificiality,
radicalism

experiential

n792e1

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n854e3

n914e4

devaluation, modernes

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

n856e12

lenin

n915e8

masquerade,
irrationality,
deceptively,
obfuscation

ambiguity, totality,
marx, imbalance,
femininity,
unrealized,
proletariat,
reification

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...
n916e4

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

n499e22

quotidian

n558e3

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

authenticity,
predate, nefarious

highlight, connote

n618e1

comprehensively,
fulcrum

n677e2

n796e4

marcuse, recuperate

n855e1

ideological,
repetitive,
extrapolate

norm

n913e2

subversive, encompass

theorization

n795e2

confrontation,
devalue, personalize

n853e1

proviso, reductionist

n912e4

n498e1

unremi ing

n737e7

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

n797e15

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

n857e57

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n320e4

n321e5

legacy, expunge,
outpouring,
relativistic

n380e3

n500e7

n501e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

n560e1

n561e4

mediterranean

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

n798e9

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism
n858e15

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

enticement, tractor

n742e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n801e3

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...
n920e2

impoverish,
unquestionably

life, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...
n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

rationalism

n626e1

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

n745e2

newtonian

physiologically,
radar

n805e3

awareness, margin,
visually

momentary

n862e10

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory
n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n863e4

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n627e2

mouthpiece

n686e10

vienna, austria,
schmidt

n744e1

n864e7

n865e5

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n568e2

n746e6

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

n806e7

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

n866e25

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...
n926e37

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

n569e4

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

remake, subtitle

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

n687e4

n630e7

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n747e19

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...

n809e1

mumford, carapace

n868e2

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n927e1

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

mechanical, mechanize

n928e1

carver

wasteland, blackberry

n932e3

grade, satirical,
maple

youngster, lumber

n578e1

n637e1

shark, beholden,
joust

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

n934e2

eugene, lovable

sometime, saffron

n756e3

cull, he y,
consignment

tudor, quaver

n874e9

n815e7

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

n875e15

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...
n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

n638e2

chagrin

n696e2

dominus

n579e2

dale

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

n520e49

profusely, truce

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n755e3

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

cram, dock, sibyl

n933e2

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

n460e9

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
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occupation, february,
consensus, brutality,
outrage,
parliament...
n72e5

massive, advertise,
report, december,
april, corporate,
digest, july,
warfare, journalist,
devastation,
official, disrupt...
n131e2

peripheral

n189e1

ramp, glaze,
buckminster, kit,
practicality, turin,
cladding, classicist,
cra smanship,
stu gart, richards,
ventilate, radia...

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

postmodernists

n366e3

monograph, italia

n425e13

n543e10

spatiality, andrea,
separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

n247e4

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

n188e43

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

pioneer, prognosis

n128e2

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n246e3

n306e1

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

n541e41

n661e24

n305e2

skeletal

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, theory,
stringent

n422e5

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...

n9e42

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...
n68e2

dell

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...
n186e9

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...

n8e44

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n126e24

corbusier, vers

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

autonomy,
reintegration

n125e2

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

n6e8

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n5e7

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

LOOK, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...

n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

scrape, lane, spit,
bucket, furtive,
talon, lacerate, eel,
sideboard, pla er,
curdle, braggart,
brunswick

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n402e27

old, run, head, TELL,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

n44e12

n45e17

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n103e17

n104e12

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n224e18

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...
n643e50

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...
n703e33

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n226e2

n344e55

n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...
n404e36

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

n408e8

infallibly, butchery

n524e1

n525e3

horribly

n584e2

malta, sadden

n644e3

n585e2

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...

n527e9

bordeaux

n645e2

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

toad, orchard, yonder

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

n764e318

n826e10

brussels

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

n946e2

habituate,
inexperience

engrave, parrot

pate, denmark

n947e1

n948e3

foil

queen, exit, norway

n829e1

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

n831e2

marcellus

n889e18

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

n952e4

canker

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...
n893e13

gnat, hap

n951e1

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

n833e16

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

n892e2

ber

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n832e14

claudius, distemper

n890e1

mortar, abacus

n713e5

plinth

n772e27

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

n596e1

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

n714e4

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

n597e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n657e4

disunite

n715e4

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

n895e13

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

n779e1

unarm, turk

n837e1

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n956e3

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

pontiff

fortress

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

n896e8

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

n778e2

n836e4

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

n835e11

n599e2

potentate, bologna

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

n717e2

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n598e2

caravaggio

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

weigh, bo om

part

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n480e27

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n420e7

admixture

n478e32

descend

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

n595e3

adriatic

n653e2

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n712e1

breadth, torus

n771e3

n535e1

consistence

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

n652e5

n711e2

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

capacious,
amphitheatre

anon

doomsday, exeunt

n888e2

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n945e2

n592e3

corona, cella

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

n770e2

n828e2

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n886e12

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n591e2

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

thursday

n825e1

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n884e22

n944e16

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt
n767e1

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...
n824e6

n649e12

cavalier

n707e15

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n534e1

thickness, samos,
pontus

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

n416e11

quadrant

n474e2

n532e7

module

n589e5

padua, pius

n646e1

pique, baron

n705e3

n530e1

aflame, finder

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n414e1

dampness

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

behoove

n180e2

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n413e1

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,

dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

delphic

n60e58

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n235e2

porous

n294e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

flavour

n353e4

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes
n412e9

rainwater

n471e1

width, tuscan

phidias

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n352e9

exposure, tier

n411e1

rubble

n470e2

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

n351e2

aisle, tern

n410e1

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

riot, broom, tremor

n704e64

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n350e2

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

n469e9

n234e1

n293e3

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

tumour

n292e7

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

anew, imperishable

n232e1

overhang

n55e3

limb, venus

presage

n173e2

pry

ballast

n291e1

semicircle

gymnasium

n409e7

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

calumny, aurelius

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n9

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...
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n348e4

antique, louvre

n407e2

flue

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n231e1

n290e1

vertically, marble,
strut

n54e2

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

cloven

n172e1

jangle

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n53e14

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n170e1

n288e1

gable

n347e2

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...
n110e1

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n287e1

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n50e51

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n227e4

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...

n49e5

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

n48e3

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...
n107e5

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n47e48

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12
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n1e193

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,
functio...
n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,
unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n2e6

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

n62e3

n182e5

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...
n361e51

potential, SYSTEM,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...
n421e11

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n183e1

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

n302e3

n303e2

construction,
achievement,
consonance

n362e5

n482e1

perpetrate, horrific

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...
n901e3

n723e1

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

prohibition,
incestuous

n962e3

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

contaminate

fleetingly,
appeasement

demystify

n964e1

disintegration

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

catholicism, seducer

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

term, fact, refer,
a empt, QUESTION,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n906e2

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n787e2

invalidate

n846e3

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

immune

n786e1

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

n667e8

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

n904e1

n963e2

n607e9

n726e1

n785e7

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

racist

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

n666e1

uninformed

n784e7

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...
n902e2

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n961e12

n783e5

n842e73

n606e10

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

n724e1

quotient

n782e2

infectious, midsummer

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

n547e15

structure, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n427e7

n546e10

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor
n664e2

perpetrator,
recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

n841e20

n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...

less, marc, kai

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n307e5

postmodernists

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

n192e1

n251e1

handrail

n309e3

luigi, jones, legibly

n369e4

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

n429e5

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

n549e21

recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...
NEW,

n609e23

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...
n669e15

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n969e4

logic, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

n252e1

holl

n310e32

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...
n370e7

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

n430e5

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, SPACE,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...
n970e2

objectivity, believer

n253e5

understate

n312e12

idealise

n371e6

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

n431e4

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n971e2

positive, irrational

n313e20

layer, emphasise,
casa, centralised,
pluralism, seagram,
tubular,
organisational,
edouard, iconic,
dramatise, iconology
n372e14

n433e18

n492e16

n493e33

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...
n552e3

n494e4

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,
neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...
n553e2

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n612e3

n555e6

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

n672e7

n614e5

n732e4

n733e1

n735e1

n854e3

n972e1

opaque,
philosophically,
transposition,
spiritualism,
objectivism, triadic

n974e3

polarity, fetish,
infra

n975e3

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

n976e1

brutally,
particularity,
shamelessly

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

n857e57

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...
n916e4

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n977e2

vulgarize

highlight, connote

powerlessness,
disjunction

n261e2

intentioned, antenna

n320e4

n738e6

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

n798e9

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism
n858e15

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

n978e2

reanimate, rimbaud

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

n500e7

n560e1

n621e4

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

n979e3

existentialism,
embroil, virility

n622e1

signalling,
untroubled, cyclical,
rhythm

n741e2

enticement, tractor

n800e3

n742e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n801e3

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

n860e22

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...
n920e2

impoverish,
unquestionably

n625e1

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...

life, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...
n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

n743e9

rationalism

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

n744e1

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

n745e2

newtonian

physiologically,
radar

n805e3

awareness, margin,
visually

momentary

n862e10

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory
n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n863e4

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n864e7

n865e5

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n746e6

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

n806e7

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

n866e25

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...
n926e37

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

n330e5

n569e4

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

n687e4

n747e19

n748e1

n928e1

carver

anesthesia

wasteland, blackberry

dickens

n753e1

brothel

n340e84

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,

aboard

n932e3

grade, satirical,
maple

youngster, lumber

n637e1

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

n934e2

eugene, lovable

sometime, saffron

n756e3

cull, he y,
consignment

n815e7

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

n875e15

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...
n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

n638e2

chagrin

n696e2

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

n520e49

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...

n579e2

dale

shark, beholden,
joust

dominus

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

profusely, truce
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colonize, capitalism

n851e3

n254e11

gallery, steel,
norman, grands,
mindset

n18e39

minnesota,
minneapolis, abusive,
activism, verso,
launder, polanyi,
neoliberalism

n77e2

incentive, rename,
inexpensive

n136e2

ubiquitous, hack,
gps, prosthetic,
sensor, hacker,
analytics,
smartphone, cyborg,
senseable

n195e5

collaboration, hub,
weekend,
collaborative,
choral, pessac,
linux, habraken

n17e8

management, africa,
entrepreneur, optic,
zone, convene,
logistics,
infrastructure, golf,
certify, realpolitik,
reliant, au...
n76e3

mobile, cyber, smart

n135e10

tech, recycle,
pollution, vibrant,
burgeon, transit,
renovate, carbon,
graffito,
reclamation, collate,
houston, leak...
n194e8

alongside, budget,
menu, bbc

n16e53

phone,
accountability,
dhabi, suez, org,
siemens, songdo,
masdar, planit

n75e3

copenhagen, plummet,
emission, roundabout,
stockholm, app, lbs,
kilometre, singapore,
otis, whyte, mumbai,
bangalore, dharavi

n134e16

launch, million,
crunch, electrify,
showcase, queue, eco

n193e4

invigorate

n15e9

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n133e7

aggressively, exude,
oscar

jay, nihilistic,
nordic, finland,
northwestern,
retinal, ocular,
finnish, merleau,
ponty, alvar, aalto,
sketchbook, helsi...

n249e1

n14e8

politician, protest,
activist, savvy,
egyptian,
homelessness, polity,
madrid, cairo,
rekindle, arab,
barcel...
n73e3

october, september,
negotiate, monitor,
president

n132e3

unidentified,
unbiased

n191e15

saarinen

n13e49

january, movement,
available,
leadership, occupy,
occupation, february,
consensus, brutality,
outrage,
parliament...
n72e5

massive, advertise,
report, december,
april, corporate,
digest, july,
warfare, journalist,
devastation,
official, disrupt...
n131e2

peripheral

n189e1

ramp, glaze,
buckminster, kit,
practicality, turin,
cladding, classicist,
cra smanship,
stu gart, richards,
ventilate, radia...

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

n487e4

n604e14

n662e3

n721e4

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

n426e26

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

topographical

n781e2

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...
n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...

n601e1

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...

n247e4

n366e3

monograph, italia

n425e13

n543e10

spatiality, andrea,
separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

n246e3

n306e1

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

n541e41

n661e24

n305e2

skeletal

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, theory,
stringent

n422e5

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

n188e43

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

pioneer, prognosis

n128e2

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n9e42

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...
n68e2

dell

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...
n186e9

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...

n8e44

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n126e24

corbusier, vers

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

autonomy,
reintegration

n125e2

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n6e8

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n5e7

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

n580e30

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...

mop, bushy

n639e19

n640e85

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

scrape, lane, spit,
bucket, furtive,
talon, lacerate, eel,
sideboard, pla er,
curdle, braggart,
brunswick

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

n44e12

n45e17

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n103e17

n104e12

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n224e18

n284e35

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...
n643e50

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...
n703e33

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n226e2

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...
n344e55

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...
n404e36

excavate, solder,
woodwork

gable

n289e3

nave

n348e4

antique, louvre

n407e2

flue

n524e1

n584e2

malta, sadden

n644e3

n585e2

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...

n527e9

bordeaux

n645e2

n588e2

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n648e1

wench

n706e5

toad, orchard, yonder

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

n764e318

n767e1

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

habituate,
inexperience

engrave, parrot

n770e2

pate, denmark

n947e1

n948e3

foil

queen, exit, norway

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

n952e4

canker

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...
n893e13

gnat, hap

n951e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n833e16

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

n892e2

ber

n535e1

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

goad, infuriate,
burly

n596e1

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

n714e4

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

n597e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n657e4

disunite

n715e4

n775e4

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

n895e13

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

n776e1

n779e1

unarm, turk

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n956e3

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

pontiff

n778e2

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

n896e8

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

fortress

n836e4

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

n835e11

n599e2

potentate, bologna

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

n717e2

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n598e2

caravaggio

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

n539e3

weigh, bo om

part

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

n478e32

descend

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

n359e2

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

n595e3

n773e3

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...
n832e14

claudius, distemper

n890e1

tenuous, feign

aflame, finder

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

consistence

adriatic

n713e5

plinth

n772e27

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

n831e2

marcellus

n889e18

n534e1

n653e2

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n771e3

capacious,
amphitheatre

n829e1

doomsday, exeunt

n888e2

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n946e2

anon

n828e2

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n886e12

n945e2

n298e7

n358e3

n593e1

n712e1

breadth, torus

behoove

n180e2

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

thickness, samos,
pontus

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

n652e5

n711e2

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

inveigh

n416e11

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n533e3

n592e3

corona, cella

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

n768e1

n826e10

brussels

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n591e2

corinthian, column

n297e2

centaur

quadrant

n474e2

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

thursday

n825e1

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n884e22

n944e16

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...
n824e6

n649e12

cavalier

n707e15

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

delphic

n414e1

dampness

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

module

n589e5

padua, pius

n646e1

pique, baron

n705e3

n530e1

phidias

greek, midway,
stronghold

n296e1

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,

dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n413e1

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

n295e1

n237e1

pore, entomb

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n60e58

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n353e4

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes
n412e9

rainwater

n471e1

width, tuscan

n294e1

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

flavour

n235e2

porous

n293e3

n352e9

exposure, tier

n411e1

rubble

n470e2

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

overhang

n351e2

aisle, tern

n410e1

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

riot, broom, tremor

n704e64

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

semicircle

n350e2

gymnasium

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

n469e9

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

vertically, marble,
strut

n409e7

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n466e2

n234e1

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

tumour

n292e7

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

anew, imperishable

n232e1

n291e1

n55e3

limb, venus

presage

n173e2

pry

ballast

n290e1

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

n408e8

infallibly, butchery

n231e1

n54e2

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

cloven

n172e1

jangle

horizontally, masonry

n53e14

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n170e1

n288e1

n347e2

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...
n110e1

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n287e1

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...
n464e8

n50e51

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n227e4

whitewash,
hermetically

n49e5

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

SHADOW, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n48e3

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...
n107e5

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...

n47e48

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n980e3

insipid, superbly,
regre ably

spectacle, richness,
b
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Hofstadter_GEB and Serres_G are ready to cont nue the conversat on and address nformat on Each actor w speak as ong as
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SCENE
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PLAY AMONG BOOKS

n1877e22

n1878e26

unfold, maturity,
materialize, dynamic,
underlie, frivolity,
implementation,
passivity, cohesion,
redistribute,
differenti...

n1879e11

literally,
unpredictable,
definitely, surface,
tour, materially,
partition, jump,
facet, inexorably,
mesh, advent...

n1937e6

n1938e9

n1939e4

crash, switch,
unse le,
mathematically,
doesn, skew, shu le,
negotiable,
palimpsest

thread, hedge,
algorithm, looseness,
differentially, silo

n1997e1

n1998e2

endpoint

n1880e3

imaginable, redefine,
tool, inflate,
rotate,
interestingly, hinge,
infiltrate,
instantaneously,
short...

n2057e2

model, container,
fabric, passively

mathematical,
originality,
mathematics,
reciprocate

n2118e2

confluence, virginal,
monotheism, harlequin

n2119e3

scenography,
bifurcate

n2177e17

n2178e19

millennia, alloy,
socrates, surveyor,
crescent, agora,
redress, pythagorean,
nile, archaism,
geometer,
unpredicta...
n2237e4

parasite, anarchical,
stylus

n2239e1

n2299e1

invariant

n2357e49

n2358e3

spectrum, maxwell,
fluctuation,
thermodynamics,
wiener, coefficient,
conduction, cos,
cybernetics,
reliability, volt...

meteorologist,
ontogenetic,
meteorology

astrophysics

n1942e16

n1e193

n2e6

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

functio...

n61e24

n62e3

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,

unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

potential, SYSTEM,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

n5e7

n901e3

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n902e2

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

unleash, hypocritical

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

EXAMPLE, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...

n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n787e2

term, FACT, refer,
a empt, QUESTION,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

n906e2

demystify

n9e42

SENSE, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n487e4

n547e15

n607e9

n667e8

racist

immune

invalidate

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

NEW, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n13e49

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n14e8

n15e9

n16e53

n255e4

n17e8

n495e10

benign, inescapable,
appropriateness,
evocative,
camouflage,
conundrum,
insistently,
unyielding, hy...

n18e39

n796e4

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...
n78e2

n20e122

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

jackson, ethnography

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...

n21e7

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

n499e22

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

highlight, connote

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

demagogic

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...

n22e5

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n859e11

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n23e13

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

n24e6

n25e93

n26e1

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

n28e7

physiologically,
radar

n865e5

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n29e115

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...

n30e29

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n31e15

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...
n91e11

n35e30

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n94e5

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...

n37e5

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

n154e2

page, dei

n214e4

n38e6

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n40e84

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

coward

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

n280e6

harem, afire

n339e1

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

n340e84

aboard

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

n41e167

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

n337e1

persian, burglar

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

redo, informer

n335e2

purveyor

n98e17

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n274e4

n334e1

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

julius, albert

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

supporter, freelance,
avidly

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

bust, poke, sh...

n394e2

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n395e1

n396e1

n397e21

litigation

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n400e13

n874e9

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

reverently, lute

n459e1

dynasty

n517e13

islander, java

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n579e2

dale

n638e2

chagrin

sometime, saffron

n756e3

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

n520e49

profusely, truce

n578e1

n637e1

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

n815e7

n875e15

n460e9

smartness

n516e2

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

cram, dock, sibyl

shark, beholden,
joust

n755e3

tudor, quaver

n814e5

n873e3

caravan

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n695e1

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

n754e2

venetian

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

n575e15

n635e3

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

n812e9

n872e1

wang

n455e1

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n634e9

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

landslide

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

n574e35

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara
n633e10

endless, greed

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n752e1

raid, americas

n454e4

illegal, presumably

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

n572e8

n632e2

n692e1

biblical

wasteland, blackberry

n34e4

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...

n393e5

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n512e3

armor, intone

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n333e3

favor

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

propensity

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n811e2

alma

n870e2

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

n273e3

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n332e1

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

n631e3

n691e1

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

wi ily, snobbish

n213e6

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...

n571e1

plato

armageddon

n750e3

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

n153e2

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n212e9

adjustment, union,
thomas, mainly,
adoption, tract,
interference,
executive, insure,
contention,
imperfectly, fran...
n271e28

n331e20

n391e2

athens

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n690e1

hedonistic, outgo

n809e1

mumford, carapace

n33e74

n93e3

austin, squalor

n152e6

university, max,
london, edward,
harvard, kenneth,
dissertation,
allocation, williams,
marshall,
massachuse...
n211e15

freedom, les, est,
une, harmful,
impracticable,
confiscation

secure, statesman,
annum

n510e13

n570e1

n630e7

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

trek

n808e2

n868e2

mechanical, mechanize

german, rudolf,
germany, proceeding,
outspoken, erich,
franz, obtainable,
theodor, anton,
alleviation,
lawfulness, josef
n92e2

cambridge, chicago,
columbia, trans,
yale, eds, go fried,
vermont, campbell,
lindsay, loyola

n151e20

progressive, review,
desirable, policy,
governmental, des,
den, immanuel,
monetary,
meritorious,
philosop...

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n450e1

imputation

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

n748e1

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...

merit, enforce,
faire, ineffective,
dans, avec, pension,
qui, disapproval,
foreseeable,
reasonableness, bien,
jena, anonymou...
n270e7

n330e5

n390e3

vest, socialistic

n509e1

n569e4

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n747e19

n807e39

edition, undesirable,
conservative,
quotation,
beneficial,
insurance, ithaca,
dent, deterrent,
kentucky, arn...

n210e16

sans

government,
dispassionately

civil, roman,
council, undercurrent

n568e2

remake, subtitle

n687e4

n867e3

arthur, von,
friedrich, oxford,
ludwig, das, allen,
routledge, fritz,
profitably, sidney,
zurich, ernest,
edmund, h...
n90e21

n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

safeguard, welfare,
sont, ordre

n269e1

n329e2

n389e2

bodin

n448e4

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

n627e2

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

que, amendment,
jurisprudence,
judicial, restate,
encroachment,
redistribution, ses

n149e6

n209e4

tutelage,
fountainhead

n388e1

declaration,
sanction,
irresistible,
restoration,
unanimously,
outstanding,
flagrant, abj...

futile, delegate,
corruption,
conspiracy,
unequivocally, adage

n567e4

foretaste

mouthpiece

n746e6

n806e7

n866e25

reprint, income,
legislation, liberty,
discretion, infringe,
irrespective,
conservatism,
prevention,
enforcement, ...
n89e8

desirability,
beneficiary

constitution,
puritan, despotism,
cromwell

n328e2

absolutism

republic, republican,
legality,
confederation,
channelled, bonheur

n507e6

party, defeat,
politically,
forerunner,
conspicuous

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

n745e2

newtonian

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

englishmen, lex

n268e4

peuple, montesquieu,
hommes, ordo

n447e12

founder, found,
rebellion,
liberation, vacate,
schematically

n686e10

vienna, austria,
schmidt

n744e1

n864e7

constitutional,
pouvoir

n208e2

madison, condorcet

n267e4

n327e1

n387e6

revolution,
revolutionary,
downfall, hypocrisy,
unmask, outbreak,
preordain, ancien,
lawlessness

n506e5

n566e1

n626e1

seizure

n684e3

awareness, margin,
visually

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

machiavelli,
bolshevik, melville,
adams, jacobin,
politic, jefferson,
township, harrington,
revolutionist,
robespierre

n446e6

conspicuously,
untested

commission, sear

n625e1

n863e4

practicable, milton,
ltd, orwell,
monopolistic,
robbins, acton

n88e2

n148e2

thucydides

n207e2

tocqueville

n326e11

n386e9

secular

colonial, cue

n505e2

n565e2

lewis, giuseppe,
memo, manipulative,
nixon

churchill

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

n805e3

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory

rescind, adjudicate

n147e1

n206e1

secularization

n445e2

autocratic

n504e2

uncomfortably, bunker

n564e5

johnson, gaulle,
trustee, autocracy,
mosque, autocrat,
reichstag, hanover,
stalin, saddam,
presidential,
khrushchev, ...

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...
n743e9

rationalism

momentary

n862e10

competitive,
centrally, creed,
totalitarian,
stewart, socialist,
deutscher, peacetime,
eduard, socialism,
mor...
n87e2

liberalism

internationalism,
nationalistic,
paternalistic

equality, egalitarian

n325e1

n385e1

n444e1

intimidate, berlin,
domed, glamorous,
sco ish, rotunda,
bavaria, clinton,
spiralling,
westminster, ringed,
baghdad, aborig...

n683e20

optimism

n742e1

n802e1

overload,
pretentious,
tragically

life, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...

totalitarianism

n145e3

n205e2

unwillingness

intolerance

dictator, fascist,
ministry, o oman,
absolutist,
ruthlessness

n503e22

n563e50

n623e1

misleadingly

n682e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n861e15

oust, extremist,
takeover, uncritical,
nato, indiscriminate,
bomb, watchdog,
voter, aggression,
thailand,
infiltrat...
n85e1

leninist, costa,
huntington

dictatorship, boris,
schumpeter

locke, saxon, anglo

n324e1

preservation,
atomistic, pessimist

n443e6

dome, bush, overrun,
demolish, boost,
tycoon, atlanta,
metro, charisma,
lavishly,
billionaire,
boardr...

n622e1

signalling,
untroubled, cyclical,
rhythm

n741e2

n801e3

communist, soviet,
pessimism,
militarily, mafia,
kissinger

n84e3

n144e3

n204e3

unsatisfied, slavish,
popularly, pamper,
atavistic, climber,
vainglory

n323e3

n383e1

ambitious, veto

impressive, reminder,
patron, erupt, daunt,
demolition, overtly,
gulag, podium,
ballistic

n502e21

bombastic, geste,
caesars, dressage

n621e4

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

aristocratic,
economically, weber,
thoroughgoing,
classless

n263e7

dignity, fanaticism,
hobble

prosperous, loyalty,
eastern,
counterweight

n442e10

decorator, mismatch,
deco

n561e4

mediterranean

enticement, tractor

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...

recognition,
democratically,
alexandre,
destructiveness,
hobbesian, lordship,
hobbes

n203e5

unfulfilled,
intolerant,
dictatorial,
industrially,
asocial, comeback,
calvinist

n262e3

n322e4

n382e2

prestige

celebration,
monument, instal

n501e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

pessimistic, detritus

n740e2

n800e3

democratic,
authoritarian,
democracy, liberal,
communism,
directional,
dynastic,
directionality
n143e7

tolerant, modernize,
colonialism, bipolar,
incompletely,
undercut, bidder

n202e7

reform, ancestry

outlet, intractable,
maelstrom,
dispassionate,
assertive

n381e1

n441e3

western, photograph,
meter, teutonic,
maoist

n680e2

n860e22

democratization,
ussr, deng,
czechoslovakia,
democratize,
authoritarianism,
gorbachev, havel,
lockean, thy...
n83e8

imperialism,
consumerism

n142e7

willingness,
economic, asia,
citizenship, overt

n321e5

legacy, expunge,
outpouring,
relativistic

concession, mandate,
bureaucrat

n500e7

n560e1

aspiration, tinge,
typify

n679e8

uncritically,
pharaohs

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,

abortion, franco,
latecomer, asians,
consumerist

n261e2

intentioned, antenna

n320e4

n380e3

n440e5

n620e3

propagandist

n738e6

n798e9

n858e15

legitimacy,
philippines, iran,
anytime, taiwan,
korea, yeltsin

n81e5

n141e5

racial

n260e2

reservation

n319e6

aura

quotidian

authenticity,
predate, nefarious

bureaucracy,
centralize, african

n200e1

desert, nuclear,
encampment

n259e1

louise, playboy

disaster, a une,
prominently,
selectively,
recreational

n439e3

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

national,
institution,
politics,
sovereignty,
worldwide, enshrine

n140e3

geography, emilio

n199e3

landscape, revisit,
tourist, fred,
carpenter, pastoral,
civilisation, choses,
canadian, monolith,
arizona, bataille,
thomson, can...

n498e1

n558e3

n618e1

n678e2

implacably,
demography

n737e7

n797e15

n857e57

behalf, culturally,
ethnic,
environmental,
cosmopolitan,
defensive, paramount,
domination,
unfe ered, ident...
n80e6

partnership,
membership,
byproduct,
preparedness

n139e2

teller, ethnographic

n258e2

n318e1

n378e5

disrepute

unremi ing

comprehensively,
fulcrum

n677e2

sociopolitical

n736e2

devaluation, modernes

n856e12

lenin

n198e46

gary

lush, mcdonald,
automotive,
interstate

dramatically,
tolerance, devolve,
historic, pare,
emblematic, lo ,
unassailable, crutch,
coastal, conveyor,
prem...

n497e1

n557e1

n617e2

hone, promethean

n676e1

theorization

n138e2

tourism

engrained, taliesin

n317e4

n377e65

n437e6

exacerbate, plethora,
planetary,
collectivity

n616e2

sketchy, gadget,
reorganization

marcuse, recuperate

n855e1

ideological,
repetitive,
extrapolate

rubric, habitat,
unregulated,
promulgate, penchant,
rife

utopia,
disproportionate,
sideline,
sociability,
blithely,
distributor,
artistry, ers...
n556e4

nostalgia,
irrelevance, purview,
superficiality,
diploma, inhabitable

n735e1

n795e2

confrontation,
devalue, personalize

princeton, bateson

n257e2

obesity

cooper, footprint,
memorial, credential,
urbanism, armature,
trump, mall, mantra,
collusion, toxic,
glib, urbanists,
urbanity, dead...

n496e9

visionary, utopian,
juxtaposition, spawn,
repository,
foreground, eschew,
generic, bigness,
maki

n555e6

n615e3

n794e3

minnesota,
minneapolis, abusive,
activism, verso,
launder, polanyi,
neoliberalism

n77e2

n137e1

n197e1

commuter,
navigational

site, sprawl,
olympics, suburbia,
ciam, vancouver,
lavatory, eisenhower,
conviviality,
affordable, dystopia,
ada, citysc...
n376e42

n436e14

morph, delineation,
hilarious,
reconfiguration,
lang, rendition, ink,
monochrome, blizzard,
de , megastructure

chiaroscuro

n734e2

modernity, resurgence

n854e3

norm

unstoppable,
incrementally

n316e17

reconfigured,
environmentally,
rogers, derelict

celebrity, rampant,
underpinnings,
informality, usa,
patina

n435e11

reconsider,
provisional,
outdated,
artificiality,
radicalism

n674e1

experiential

n853e1

incentive, rename,
inexpensive

n256e1

redesign, venue,
campus, reconfigure

n375e6

shard, pale e,
infill, gambit,
quixotic

donald, frankfurt,
seamlessly,
billboard,
instigator,
adjustable, prix,
diller, scofidio,
tel, coop, ...

renovation,
commemorative,
postmodernity,
otherworldly

n614e5

reactionary,
concreteness

technique, merge,
abstraction,
abstractly,
revitalize

n733e1

simplistic

management, africa,
entrepreneur, optic,
zone, convene,
logistics,
infrastructure, golf,
certify, realpolitik,
reliant, au...
n76e3

n136e2

n196e2

urban, trash,
empower, empowerment,
fab

n315e4

unbuilt, adaptable,
cantilever, hangover,
osaka

pluralist, strident

n673e5

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

proviso, reductionist

ubiquitous, hack,
gps, prosthetic,
sensor, hacker,
analytics,
smartphone, cyborg,
senseable

n195e5

collaboration, hub,
weekend,
collaborative,
choral, pessac,
linux, habraken

team, airport,
olympic, ken,
orchestrate, disused,
unobstructed, hostel,
girlfriend, domus,
rudofsky

n494e4

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,
neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

era, aspire,
creative, disconnect,
creativity,
painstakingly,
newness

n732e4

n792e1

n852e2

mobile, cyber, smart

n135e10

tech, recycle,
pollution, vibrant,
burgeon, transit,
renovate, carbon,
graffito,
reclamation, collate,
houston, leak...

n254e11

n314e5

n374e5

n434e18

reconsideration,
visceral, complicit,
sustainable, ron,
reconfiguring, reuse,
fredric, bilbao,
gombrich, frampton,
serra, t...
n493e33

n553e2

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n612e3

n672e7

phone,
accountability,
dhabi, suez, org,
siemens, songdo,
masdar, planit

n75e3

n134e16

gallery, steel,
norman, grands,
mindset

architect, nouvel,
aldo, kitsch,
meltdown, upholstery,
plastic, urbane,
summarised, koolhaas,
monumentality,
herzog, andy, ro...
n433e18

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...

copenhagen, plummet,
emission, roundabout,
stockholm, app, lbs,
kilometre, singapore,
otis, whyte, mumbai,
bangalore, dharavi

n194e8

alongside, budget,
menu, bbc

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot

n492e16

n552e3

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n313e20

layer, emphasise,
casa, centralised,
pluralism, seagram,
tubular,
organisational,
edouard, iconic,
dramatise, iconology
n372e14

n432e17

minimalist, jeffrey,
lynn, dom,
choreograph,
adumbrate, perspecta,
rosalind, negri,
futuristic, ino,
hardt, eisen...

permanently, blur,
embody, LEVEL,
colonize, capitalism

n851e3

launch, million,
crunch, electrify,
showcase, queue, eco

n253e5

understate

n312e12

idealise

n371e6

n431e4

politician, protest,
activist, savvy,
egyptian,
homelessness, polity,
madrid, cairo,
rekindle, arab,
barcel...
n73e3

n193e4

invigorate

n252e1

holl

n310e32

n370e7

n430e5

n133e7

aggressively, exude,
oscar

n192e1

jay, nihilistic,
nordic, finland,
northwestern,
retinal, ocular,
finnish, merleau,
ponty, alvar, aalto,
sketchbook, helsi...
n251e1

handrail

luigi, jones, legibly

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

n549e21

n609e23

n669e15

october, september,
negotiate, monitor,
president

n132e3

unidentified,
unbiased

n191e15

saarinen

n249e1

n309e3

n369e4

n429e5

january, movement,
available,
leadership, occupy,
occupation, february,
consensus, brutality,
outrage,
parliament...
n72e5

massive, advertise,
report, december,
april, corporate,
digest, july,
warfare, journalist,
devastation,
official, disrupt...
n131e2

peripheral

n189e1

ramp, glaze,
buckminster, kit,
practicality, turin,
cladding, classicist,
cra smanship,
stu gart, richards,
ventilate, radia...
n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

n427e7

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

n726e1

n786e1

n846e3

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n307e5

postmodernists

n606e10

n666e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

pioneer, prognosis

n128e2

n188e43

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n247e4

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

n546e10

n785e7

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...
n68e2

dell

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n426e26

structure, assign,
RULE, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

uninformed

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n904e1

contaminate

n8e44

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...

n246e3

n306e1

n366e3

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

n784e7

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

n6e8

n126e24

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor

n724e1

quotient

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...

n186e9

n545e7

phrase, SENTENCE,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...
n604e14

n664e2

n723e1

n783e5

n842e73

autonomy,
reintegration

monograph, italia

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

less, marc, kai

n782e2

infectious, midsummer

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

n425e13

n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...
n543e10

n662e3

perpetrator,

perpetrate, horrific

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...
n305e2

skeletal

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

topographical

recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...
n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

spatiality, andrea,

separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...
n721e4

n781e2

n841e20

corbusier, vers

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n303e2

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, theory,
stringent

n482e1

n541e41

n601e1

n661e24

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

n125e2

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

construction,
achievement,
consonance

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

n183e1

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n302e3

n362e5

n422e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

n182e5

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n361e51

n421e11

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

LOOK, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...

n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n402e27

old, run, head, TELL,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n43e38

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...
n103e17

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n44e12

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...

n45e17

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n104e12

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

n47e48

n48e3

n107e5

n49e5

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n50e51

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n51e8

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n53e14

n54e2

n55e3

limb, venus

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

presage

n57e2

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

n2121e13

michel, priceless,
panoramic,
eradication,
occident, conciliate,
archetypical,
architectonic,
uncounta...

additive,
alphabetical, numeric

n2122e1

iteration,
sophistication,
neutrality,
categorically, erwin,
arguably, secretive,
eiffel, disrespect...

n2181e3

finesse, anarchic,
solstice, invariance,
massively,
generalise,
vicarious,
generational,
ptolemaic, min...

crucially

n2182e1

inverse,
quantifiable,
galactic

n2241e3

n2301e3

quantify, physicist,
commonality

sapiens

n2360e69

n2361e61

biology, span,
quantitative,
naively, mechanistic,
approximately, whale,
mortality,
metabolism, genome,
kilometer, ecosys...

biologist, idealize,
straightforwardly,
trillion,
physicality, reset,
predictably, fission,
bacterium, mammoth,
faucet, cal...

n2242e1

beholder, arch, pier

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph

n655e3

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n2243e30

pulsate

n2302e6

pitfall, conceivably,
amusingly, viscosity,
rainfall,
interrelationship

n2362e93

cell, reminiscent,
marvelous, prelude,
trig, SYMBOL,
activate,
oversimplification,
cube, composer,
logician, c...

huge, collectively,
lifetime,
predictable, salient,
enormously, grapple,
routinely,
quintessential,
hugely, eleph...
n2363e52

myriad, provocative,
prime, reliably,
swirl, pinpoint,
murky, BRAIN,
elusive, microscopic,
amazingly, untold,
analogue, ch...
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rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...

behoove

aflame, finder

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n420e7

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n599e2

potentate, bologna

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

pontiff

n778e2

n779e1

unarm, turk

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n2303e15

n60e58

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n598e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

fortress

n836e4

n896e8

size, eventually,
damage, surprisingly,
scale, remarkably,
significantly,
systematically,
brilliantly, billion,
fuel, gro...

n120e1

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

n419e1

n478e32

descend

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n835e11

n895e13

swim, swi ly, infuse

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

data, regardless,
cellular,
inspirational,
galileo,
coincidentally

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

n834e27

n894e11

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

n714e4

portend

n2183e6

darwinian

physic, measurable,
biosphere

biochemistry

n2123e1

n180e2

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n833e16

n893e13

gnat, hap

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

n416e11

quadrant

n474e2

adriatic

n653e2

n713e5

plinth

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n772e27

n832e14

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n294e1

n58e19

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n174e3

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n712e1

n892e2

ber

anew, imperishable

n293e3

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n592e3

n652e5

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

claudius, distemper

n890e1

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

n173e2

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

breadth, torus

n771e3

n831e2

marcellus

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

n711e2

capacious,
amphitheatre

n829e1

n889e18

tumour

n292e7

overhang

exposure, tier

n471e1

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

pate, denmark

pry

n232e1

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

module

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

doomsday, exeunt

cloven

n172e1

jangle

n231e1

aisle, tern

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

n828e2

n888e2

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

semicircle

width, tuscan

n530e1

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt

thursday

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n470e2

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n767e1

n826e10

n886e12

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

n290e1

n350e2

n410e1

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

brussels

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

toad, orchard, yonder

n825e1

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

n705e3

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n110e1

n170e1

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

malta, sadden

riot, broom, tremor

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...
n764e318

n824e6

n884e22

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

n347e2

n407e2

flue

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n227e4

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n643e50

n703e33

realism, continental,
relational, cryptic,
latour,
intentionality,
whitehead,
interchangeably,
unortho...

n2063e3
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n181e24

bundle, inanimate,
caricature, ri ,
pejorative, socratic,
hammer, gabriel,
underrate,
anthropocentric,
scientism, artw...
n1943e27

entity, causal,
ontology,
essentialism,
billiard, clarke,
realist, debut,
reductionism, zebra,
eidos, a ract...

purport, mentality,
stasis, commensurate,
exhaustively,
transcription,
realising

n2300e1

n2359e1

socratics,
agnosticism

n2061e7

eradicate, formality,
substantiate,
modelled, gratuitous,
disturbingly

metric

n1883e30

euler, rightness,
uranium, invariants

n2240e1

rose a

n2298e1

actively, stake,
immaterial, quasi

n2180e34

sieve, maximally,
transportable,
intemperate,
anamnesis, thales

geometry, diagonal,
euclid, hilbert

disagreement,
disagree, chemist,
indices

n1882e2

n2002e4

n2120e19

n2179e6

pyramid, algorithmic,
formidably,
herodotus,
concordance,
indeterminism,
federate, percolate,
polytheism, ion...

n1941e4

temporality,
symmetrically,
anthropology, monism,
boyle, shapin,
postmoderns,
premoderns

n2060e6

perennial, receptive,
methodical,
bifurcation,
compactness

n2117e4

philosophy,
epistemology

n2000e4

n2059e5

summation, euclidian

invisibly, reorient,
lifespan

n1940e8

n1999e4

improbable, passerby

n1881e2

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...

n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
si
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n1884e10

n1885e1

orient, apple,
unclear, james,
allure, caveat,
flatness,
obsolescence,
unconvincing,
unstated

n1886e25

etymologically

n1944e1

n1945e1

poignantly

n1946e6

humanistic

n2004e3

n2005e21

famously, pristine,
notation,
identically,
trademark,
authorship,
postindustrial, cola,
absentia, c...

retrieve, quirk,
retrieval

n2064e38

n1887e6

treatise, illiterate,
keystone,
authorization,
ptolemy, readership,
confusingly,
watermark, geneva,
iconoclas...

manual, detriment,
standardize,
standardization,
synopsis, pietro

n2125e4

laser, prioritize,
proprietary, chris,
byte, optimization,
xerox

n2184e2

n2185e23

computer, airline,
mail, readable,
packet, lab,
appliance, video,
ceo, synchronous,
fiber, interface,
concurrently, ...

laptop, analog

n2244e1

n2245e3

messy, randomly,
incremental

ceos

n2304e4

n2305e22

predict,
underestimate,
arrogance, winner,
practitioner,
deviation,
uncertainty, tunnel,
ingrain, outland...

sophisticate, dot,
gauge, burner

n2364e67

n2365e43

concoct,
effortlessly,
nutshell, flip,
russell, hopefully,
berry, can, redness,
quibble, microphone,
setup, c...

patently, skeptical,
skepticism,
sensational,
demoralize, massage,
fallacy, diatribe,
overestimate,
explaina...

builder, venice

append, memorize,
thumbelina

n2008e1

n2068e2

delta, diction,
omega, orestes,
alpha, gamma, iota,
tau, kappa, rho,
epsilon, omicron

n2126e1

n2186e2

elegiac, eta

n2246e8

detection, lethal,
prologue, eponymous,
inordinate,
charlatan, greco,
lingua

n2306e2

discoverer, subgroup

n2366e13

cancer, odds, gamble,
roule e, gauss,
galilei, disc,
relativity,
embankment,
gravitational,
lorentz, ...

upside, trick,
screen, NUMBER,
puzzle, proven,
incredibly,
intangible, inkling,
humorous, pop,
fluent, st...
n2129e1

sigma

n2187e1

parlance, calculator

unlikely, record,
intelligence, plus,
pair,
straightforward,
metaphorical, map,
interchangeable,
needless, backwa...
n2069e32

n2127e1

beta

recognizable, route,
mimic, suitably,
poussin, porbus

n2009e41

performer

n2067e12

collection, artist,
art, paint,
prototype, crystal

n1949e6

illustrate, copy,
ban, blueprint,
sparsely

geometrically

scan, keyboard,
processor, desktop

n1889e6

n1948e5

n2006e1

emulate, so ware,
snapshot, unwieldy,
dentist,
interactivity

n2124e7

illustration,
protestant, epitome,
didactic, erudite,
raphael

n1947e3

n2065e6

laboriously, font,
printer, digital,
mario, arte, batch,
una, streamline,
computational,
perceivable, morse,
rhino, google, ...

n1888e2

inadvertently

n2188e1

nigh ime

n2247e2

n2307e2

n2248e1

n2367e11

likelihood, toulouse,
gambler, jakob,
pascal, pacioli,
blaise, bayes,
fermat, cardano,
graunt

n2308e1

genuineness

n2309e4

bonus

n2368e1

wishful, madonna,
siblings, go

n2369e24

eerie

childhood, anne,
biographer, pater,
haus, genitals,
restful, piero,
equestrian, cosa,
superannuate, mir,
animism, vi...
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n1e193

n2e6

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

functio...

n61e24

n62e3

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,

unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

potential, SYSTEM,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

n5e7

n901e3

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n902e2

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

unleash, hypocritical

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

EXAMPLE, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...

n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n787e2

term, FACT, refer,
a empt, QUESTION,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

n906e2

demystify

n9e42

SENSE, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n487e4

n547e15

n607e9

n667e8

racist

immune

invalidate

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

NEW, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...

n13e49

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered
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n14e8

n15e9

n255e4

n495e10

n18e39

n796e4

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...
n78e2

n20e122

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

jackson, ethnography

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...

n21e7

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

n499e22

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

highlight, connote

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

demagogic

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...

n22e5

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n859e11

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n23e13

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

n24e6

n25e93

n26e1

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

n28e7

physiologically,
radar

n865e5

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n29e115

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...

n30e29

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n31e15

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...
n91e11

n34e4

n35e30

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n94e5

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...

n37e5

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

n38e6

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n40e84

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

coward

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

n280e6

harem, afire

n339e1

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

n340e84

aboard

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

n41e167

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

n337e1

persian, burglar

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

redo, informer

n335e2

purveyor

n98e17

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n274e4

n334e1

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

page, dei

n214e4

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

bust, poke, sh...

n394e2

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n395e1

n396e1

n397e21

litigation

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n400e13

n874e9

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

reverently, lute

n459e1

dynasty

n517e13

islander, java

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n579e2

dale

n638e2

chagrin

sometime, saffron

n756e3

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

n520e49

profusely, truce

n578e1

n637e1

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

n815e7

n875e15

n460e9

smartness

n516e2

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

cram, dock, sibyl

shark, beholden,
joust

n755e3

tudor, quaver

n814e5

n873e3

caravan

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n695e1

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

n754e2

venetian

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

n575e15

n635e3

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

n812e9

n872e1

wang

n455e1

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n634e9

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

landslide

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

n574e35

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara
n633e10

endless, greed

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n752e1

raid, americas

n454e4

illegal, presumably

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

n572e8

n632e2

n692e1

biblical

wasteland, blackberry

n154e2

julius, albert

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

supporter, freelance,
avidly

n393e5

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n512e3

armor, intone

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n273e3

n333e3

favor

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

propensity

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n811e2

alma

n870e2

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...

n153e2

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n332e1

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

n631e3

n691e1

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

wi ily, snobbish

n213e6

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...

n571e1

plato

armageddon

n750e3

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n212e9

adjustment, union,
thomas, mainly,
adoption, tract,
interference,
executive, insure,
contention,
imperfectly, fran...
n271e28

n331e20

n391e2

athens

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n690e1

hedonistic, outgo

n809e1

mumford, carapace

n33e74

n93e3

austin, squalor

n152e6

university, max,
london, edward,
harvard, kenneth,
dissertation,
allocation, williams,
marshall,
massachuse...
n211e15

freedom, les, est,
une, harmful,
impracticable,
confiscation

secure, statesman,
annum

n510e13

n570e1

n630e7

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

trek

n808e2

n868e2

mechanical, mechanize

german, rudolf,
germany, proceeding,
outspoken, erich,
franz, obtainable,
theodor, anton,
alleviation,
lawfulness, josef
n92e2

cambridge, chicago,
columbia, trans,
yale, eds, go fried,
vermont, campbell,
lindsay, loyola

n151e20

progressive, review,
desirable, policy,
governmental, des,
den, immanuel,
monetary,
meritorious,
philosop...

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n450e1

imputation

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

n748e1

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...

merit, enforce,
faire, ineffective,
dans, avec, pension,
qui, disapproval,
foreseeable,
reasonableness, bien,
jena, anonymou...
n270e7

n330e5

n390e3

vest, socialistic

n509e1

n569e4

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n747e19

n807e39

edition, undesirable,
conservative,
quotation,
beneficial,
insurance, ithaca,
dent, deterrent,
kentucky, arn...

n210e16

sans

government,
dispassionately

civil, roman,
council, undercurrent

n568e2

remake, subtitle

n687e4

n867e3

arthur, von,
friedrich, oxford,
ludwig, das, allen,
routledge, fritz,
profitably, sidney,
zurich, ernest,
edmund, h...
n90e21

n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

safeguard, welfare,
sont, ordre

n269e1

n329e2

n389e2

bodin

n448e4

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

n627e2

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

que, amendment,
jurisprudence,
judicial, restate,
encroachment,
redistribution, ses

n149e6

n209e4

tutelage,
fountainhead

n388e1

declaration,
sanction,
irresistible,
restoration,
unanimously,
outstanding,
flagrant, abj...

futile, delegate,
corruption,
conspiracy,
unequivocally, adage

n567e4

foretaste

mouthpiece

n746e6

n806e7

n866e25

reprint, income,
legislation, liberty,
discretion, infringe,
irrespective,
conservatism,
prevention,
enforcement, ...
n89e8

desirability,
beneficiary

constitution,
puritan, despotism,
cromwell

n328e2

absolutism

republic, republican,
legality,
confederation,
channelled, bonheur

n507e6

party, defeat,
politically,
forerunner,
conspicuous

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

n745e2

newtonian

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

englishmen, lex

n268e4

peuple, montesquieu,
hommes, ordo

n447e12

founder, found,
rebellion,
liberation, vacate,
schematically

n686e10

vienna, austria,
schmidt

n744e1

n864e7

constitutional,
pouvoir

n208e2

madison, condorcet

n267e4

n327e1

n387e6

revolution,
revolutionary,
downfall, hypocrisy,
unmask, outbreak,
preordain, ancien,
lawlessness

n506e5

n566e1

n626e1

seizure

n684e3

awareness, margin,
visually

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

machiavelli,
bolshevik, melville,
adams, jacobin,
politic, jefferson,
township, harrington,
revolutionist,
robespierre

n446e6

conspicuously,
untested

commission, sear

n625e1

n863e4

practicable, milton,
ltd, orwell,
monopolistic,
robbins, acton

n88e2

n148e2

thucydides

n207e2

tocqueville

n326e11

n386e9

secular

colonial, cue

n505e2

n565e2

lewis, giuseppe,
memo, manipulative,
nixon

churchill

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

n805e3

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory

rescind, adjudicate

n147e1

n206e1

secularization

n445e2

autocratic

n504e2

uncomfortably, bunker

n564e5

johnson, gaulle,
trustee, autocracy,
mosque, autocrat,
reichstag, hanover,
stalin, saddam,
presidential,
khrushchev, ...

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...
n743e9

rationalism

momentary

n862e10

competitive,
centrally, creed,
totalitarian,
stewart, socialist,
deutscher, peacetime,
eduard, socialism,
mor...
n87e2

liberalism

internationalism,
nationalistic,
paternalistic

equality, egalitarian

n325e1

n385e1

n444e1

intimidate, berlin,
domed, glamorous,
sco ish, rotunda,
bavaria, clinton,
spiralling,
westminster, ringed,
baghdad, aborig...

n683e20

optimism

n742e1

n802e1

overload,
pretentious,
tragically

life, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...

totalitarianism

n145e3

n205e2

unwillingness

intolerance

dictator, fascist,
ministry, o oman,
absolutist,
ruthlessness

n503e22

n563e50

n623e1

misleadingly

n682e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n861e15

oust, extremist,
takeover, uncritical,
nato, indiscriminate,
bomb, watchdog,
voter, aggression,
thailand,
infiltrat...
n85e1

leninist, costa,
huntington

dictatorship, boris,
schumpeter

locke, saxon, anglo

n324e1

preservation,
atomistic, pessimist

n443e6

dome, bush, overrun,
demolish, boost,
tycoon, atlanta,
metro, charisma,
lavishly,
billionaire,
boardr...

n622e1

signalling,
untroubled, cyclical,
rhythm

n741e2

n801e3

communist, soviet,
pessimism,
militarily, mafia,
kissinger

n84e3

n144e3

n204e3

unsatisfied, slavish,
popularly, pamper,
atavistic, climber,
vainglory

n323e3

n383e1

ambitious, veto

impressive, reminder,
patron, erupt, daunt,
demolition, overtly,
gulag, podium,
ballistic

n502e21

bombastic, geste,
caesars, dressage

n621e4

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

aristocratic,
economically, weber,
thoroughgoing,
classless

n263e7

dignity, fanaticism,
hobble

prosperous, loyalty,
eastern,
counterweight

n442e10

decorator, mismatch,
deco

n561e4

mediterranean

enticement, tractor

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...

recognition,
democratically,
alexandre,
destructiveness,
hobbesian, lordship,
hobbes

n203e5

unfulfilled,
intolerant,
dictatorial,
industrially,
asocial, comeback,
calvinist

n262e3

n322e4

n382e2

prestige

celebration,
monument, instal

n501e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

pessimistic, detritus

n740e2

n800e3

democratic,
authoritarian,
democracy, liberal,
communism,
directional,
dynastic,
directionality
n143e7

tolerant, modernize,
colonialism, bipolar,
incompletely,
undercut, bidder

n202e7

reform, ancestry

outlet, intractable,
maelstrom,
dispassionate,
assertive

n381e1

n441e3

western, photograph,
meter, teutonic,
maoist

n680e2

n860e22

democratization,
ussr, deng,
czechoslovakia,
democratize,
authoritarianism,
gorbachev, havel,
lockean, thy...
n83e8

imperialism,
consumerism

n142e7

willingness,
economic, asia,
citizenship, overt

n321e5

legacy, expunge,
outpouring,
relativistic

concession, mandate,
bureaucrat

n500e7

n560e1

aspiration, tinge,
typify

n679e8

uncritically,
pharaohs

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,

abortion, franco,
latecomer, asians,
consumerist

n261e2

intentioned, antenna

n320e4

n380e3

n440e5

n620e3

propagandist

n738e6

n798e9

n858e15

legitimacy,
philippines, iran,
anytime, taiwan,
korea, yeltsin

n81e5

n141e5

racial

n260e2

reservation

n319e6

aura

quotidian

authenticity,
predate, nefarious

bureaucracy,
centralize, african

n200e1

desert, nuclear,
encampment

n259e1

louise, playboy

disaster, a une,
prominently,
selectively,
recreational

n439e3

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

national,
institution,
politics,
sovereignty,
worldwide, enshrine

n140e3

geography, emilio

n199e3

landscape, revisit,
tourist, fred,
carpenter, pastoral,
civilisation, choses,
canadian, monolith,
arizona, bataille,
thomson, can...

n498e1

n558e3

n618e1

n678e2

implacably,
demography

n737e7

n797e15

n857e57

behalf, culturally,
ethnic,
environmental,
cosmopolitan,
defensive, paramount,
domination,
unfe ered, ident...
n80e6

partnership,
membership,
byproduct,
preparedness

n139e2

teller, ethnographic

n258e2

n318e1

n378e5

disrepute

unremi ing

comprehensively,
fulcrum

n677e2

sociopolitical

n736e2

devaluation, modernes

n856e12

lenin

n198e46

gary

lush, mcdonald,
automotive,
interstate

dramatically,
tolerance, devolve,
historic, pare,
emblematic, lo ,
unassailable, crutch,
coastal, conveyor,
prem...

n497e1

n557e1

n617e2

hone, promethean

n676e1

theorization

n138e2

tourism

engrained, taliesin

n317e4

n377e65

n437e6

rubric, habitat,
unregulated,
promulgate, penchant,
rife

utopia,
disproportionate,
sideline,
sociability,
blithely,
distributor,
artistry, ers...

exacerbate, plethora,
planetary,
collectivity

n616e2

sketchy, gadget,
reorganization

marcuse, recuperate

n855e1

ideological,
repetitive,
extrapolate

princeton, bateson

n257e2

obesity

benign, inescapable,
appropriateness,
evocative,
camouflage,
conundrum,
insistently,
unyielding, hy...

n556e4

nostalgia,
irrelevance, purview,
superficiality,
diploma, inhabitable

n735e1

n795e2

confrontation,
devalue, personalize

minnesota,
minneapolis, abusive,
activism, verso,
launder, polanyi,
neoliberalism

n197e1

commuter,
navigational

cooper, footprint,
memorial, credential,
urbanism, armature,
trump, mall, mantra,
collusion, toxic,
glib, urbanists,
urbanity, dead...

n496e9

visionary, utopian,
juxtaposition, spawn,
repository,
foreground, eschew,
generic, bigness,
maki

n555e6

n615e3

n794e3

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n17e8

n77e2

n137e1

unstoppable,
incrementally

site, sprawl,
olympics, suburbia,
ciam, vancouver,
lavatory, eisenhower,
conviviality,
affordable, dystopia,
ada, citysc...
n376e42

n436e14

morph, delineation,
hilarious,
reconfiguration,
lang, rendition, ink,
monochrome, blizzard,
de , megastructure

chiaroscuro

n734e2

modernity, resurgence

n854e3

norm

incentive, rename,
inexpensive

n316e17

reconfigured,
environmentally,
rogers, derelict

celebrity, rampant,
underpinnings,
informality, usa,
patina

n435e11

reconsider,
provisional,
outdated,
artificiality,
radicalism

n674e1

experiential

n853e1

management, africa,
entrepreneur, optic,
zone, convene,
logistics,
infrastructure, golf,
certify, realpolitik,
reliant, au...

n256e1

redesign, venue,
campus, reconfigure

n375e6

shard, pale e,
infill, gambit,
quixotic

donald, frankfurt,
seamlessly,
billboard,
instigator,
adjustable, prix,
diller, scofidio,
tel, coop, ...

renovation,
commemorative,
postmodernity,
otherworldly

n614e5

reactionary,
concreteness

technique, merge,
abstraction,
abstractly,
revitalize

n733e1

simplistic

n912e4

n16e53

n76e3

n136e2

n196e2

urban, trash,
empower, empowerment,
fab

n315e4

unbuilt, adaptable,
cantilever, hangover,
osaka

pluralist, strident

n673e5

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

proviso, reductionist

ubiquitous, hack,
gps, prosthetic,
sensor, hacker,
analytics,
smartphone, cyborg,
senseable

n195e5

collaboration, hub,
weekend,
collaborative,
choral, pessac,
linux, habraken

team, airport,
olympic, ken,
orchestrate, disused,
unobstructed, hostel,
girlfriend, domus,
rudofsky

n494e4

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,
neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

era, aspire,
creative, disconnect,
creativity,
painstakingly,
newness

n732e4

n792e1

n852e2

mobile, cyber, smart

n135e10

tech, recycle,
pollution, vibrant,
burgeon, transit,
renovate, carbon,
graffito,
reclamation, collate,
houston, leak...

n254e11

n314e5

n374e5

n434e18

reconsideration,
visceral, complicit,
sustainable, ron,
reconfiguring, reuse,
fredric, bilbao,
gombrich, frampton,
serra, t...
n493e33

n553e2

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n612e3

n672e7

phone,
accountability,
dhabi, suez, org,
siemens, songdo,
masdar, planit

n75e3

n134e16

gallery, steel,
norman, grands,
mindset

architect, nouvel,
aldo, kitsch,
meltdown, upholstery,
plastic, urbane,
summarised, koolhaas,
monumentality,
herzog, andy, ro...
n433e18

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...

copenhagen, plummet,
emission, roundabout,
stockholm, app, lbs,
kilometre, singapore,
otis, whyte, mumbai,
bangalore, dharavi

n194e8

alongside, budget,
menu, bbc

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot

n492e16

n552e3

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n313e20

layer, emphasise,
casa, centralised,
pluralism, seagram,
tubular,
organisational,
edouard, iconic,
dramatise, iconology
n372e14

n432e17

minimalist, jeffrey,
lynn, dom,
choreograph,
adumbrate, perspecta,
rosalind, negri,
futuristic, ino,
hardt, eisen...

permanently, blur,
embody, LEVEL,
colonize, capitalism

n851e3

launch, million,
crunch, electrify,
showcase, queue, eco

n253e5

understate

n312e12

idealise

n371e6

n431e4

politician, protest,
activist, savvy,
egyptian,
homelessness, polity,
madrid, cairo,
rekindle, arab,
barcel...
n73e3

n193e4

invigorate

n252e1

holl

n310e32

n370e7

n430e5

n133e7

aggressively, exude,
oscar

n192e1

jay, nihilistic,
nordic, finland,
northwestern,
retinal, ocular,
finnish, merleau,
ponty, alvar, aalto,
sketchbook, helsi...
n251e1

handrail

luigi, jones, legibly

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

n549e21

n609e23

n669e15

october, september,
negotiate, monitor,
president

n132e3

unidentified,
unbiased

n191e15

saarinen

n249e1

n309e3

n369e4

n429e5

january, movement,
available,
leadership, occupy,
occupation, february,
consensus, brutality,
outrage,
parliament...
n72e5

massive, advertise,
report, december,
april, corporate,
digest, july,
warfare, journalist,
devastation,
official, disrupt...
n131e2

peripheral

n189e1

ramp, glaze,
buckminster, kit,
practicality, turin,
cladding, classicist,
cra smanship,
stu gart, richards,
ventilate, radia...
n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

n427e7

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

n726e1

n786e1

n846e3

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n307e5

postmodernists

n606e10

n666e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

pioneer, prognosis

n128e2

n188e43

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n247e4

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

n546e10

n785e7

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...
n68e2

dell

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n426e26

structure, assign,
RULE, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

uninformed

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n904e1

contaminate

n8e44

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...

n246e3

n306e1

n366e3

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

n784e7

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

n6e8

n126e24

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor

n724e1

quotient

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...

n186e9

n545e7

phrase, SENTENCE,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...
n604e14

n664e2

n723e1

n783e5

n842e73

autonomy,
reintegration

monograph, italia

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

less, marc, kai

n782e2

infectious, midsummer

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

n425e13

n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...
n543e10

n662e3

perpetrator,

perpetrate, horrific

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...
n305e2

skeletal

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

topographical

recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...
n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

spatiality, andrea,

separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...
n721e4

n781e2

n841e20

corbusier, vers

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n303e2

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, theory,
stringent

n482e1

n541e41

n601e1

n661e24

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

n125e2

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

construction,
achievement,
consonance

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

n183e1

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n302e3

n362e5

n422e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

n182e5

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n361e51

n421e11

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

LOOK, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...

n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n402e27

old, run, head, TELL,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n43e38

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...
n103e17

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n44e12

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...

n45e17

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n104e12

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

n47e48

n48e3

n107e5

n49e5

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n50e51

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n51e8

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n53e14

n54e2

n55e3

limb, venus

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

presage

n57e2

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

beholder, arch, pier

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph

n655e3

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

curious, inside,
mental, tune, odd,
vivid, trail, tiny,
hopelessly, thrill,
imbue, yearn, maze,
uninteresting,
fondness, c...
n2130e3

harmless, luckily,
undeniably

n2250e13

innocuous, jokingly,
hartmann,
psychologie, sachs,
frau, symptomatic,
internationale,
zeitschri ,
inadvertent, mis...
n2310e5

uninhibited,
protrusion, schiller,
frigidity, nursemaid

n2370e29

inaccuracy, plural,
prefix, dialect,
spelt, associative,
dental, dit,
germanic, proto,
connexion, contre,
participle, sla...

1

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...

behoove

aflame, finder

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n420e7

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n599e2

potentate, bologna

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

pontiff

n778e2

n779e1

unarm, turk

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n2070e23

n60e58

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n598e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

fortress

n836e4

n896e8

deeply, list,
complicate,
unfortunately, piece,
hit, translate,
subtle, out, game,
onto, elegant,
conjure, instruct...

n120e1

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

n419e1

n478e32

descend

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n835e11

n895e13

swim, swi ly, infuse

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

n2010e26

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

n834e27

n894e11

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

n714e4

quest, calculate,
masterful, fertilize,
grete, samsa, gregor

n180e2

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n833e16

n893e13

gnat, hap

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

n416e11

quadrant

n474e2

adriatic

n653e2

n713e5

plinth

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n772e27

n832e14

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n294e1

n58e19

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n174e3

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n712e1

n892e2

ber

anew, imperishable

n293e3

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n592e3

n652e5

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

claudius, distemper

n890e1

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

n173e2

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

breadth, torus

n771e3

n831e2

marcellus

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

n711e2

capacious,
amphitheatre

n829e1

n889e18

tumour

n292e7

overhang

exposure, tier

n471e1

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

pate, denmark

pry

n232e1

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

module

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

doomsday, exeunt

cloven

n172e1

jangle

n231e1

aisle, tern

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

n828e2

n888e2

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

semicircle

width, tuscan

n530e1

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt

thursday

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n470e2

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n767e1

n826e10

n886e12

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

n290e1

n350e2

n410e1

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

brussels

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

toad, orchard, yonder

n825e1

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

n705e3

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n110e1

n170e1

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

malta, sadden

riot, broom, tremor

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...
n764e318

n824e6

n884e22

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

n347e2

n407e2

flue

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n227e4

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n643e50

n703e33

n1950e7

unthinkingly

n2249e1

ailment

mathematician,
grossly

unlike, today,
display, celebrate,
dri , track,
inventor,
transparent, bubble,
shortcoming,
champion, outwa...

n2189e1

unsuspected

psychologist,
colorful

n1890e14

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...

n913e2

masquerade,
subversive, encompass

PLAY AMONG BOOKS

n1874e1

n1875e4

n1876e94

hijack, deleuze,
actualize, immanence

indetermination

n1935e2

possibility, factual,
speculation, maker,
invert, exotic,
eternally, exchange,
sparse, inversion,
option, sidestep,
redundant, actual...
n1936e1

misinterpretation,
reactivate

n1994e2

n1995e2

n2054e1

n2055e1

disequilibrium

n2114e9

n2115e14

n2174e2

n2175e11

n2234e7

n2235e1

triple, observation,
curve,
multiplication,
solar, vibration,
deflect

n2295e8

transmit, mechanic,
discrete, channel,
approximate, linear,
transmission, tube

experiment, equation,
atom, experimentally,
electron

n2354e13

n2355e21

collision, rigidly,
dissipate, optimal,
sensory, optimum,
parameter, input,
fingerprint, ion,
clockwork, overshoot,
proton

ariadne, zeus,
inextinguishable,
downstream

n2236e2

tissue

n2294e5

mixture, hardness,
skin, so ness,
circumstantial,
shimmer, whirlpool,
addict, heady,
narcotic, countrys...

n2176e4

expanse, recount,
inaugural, nullify,
inert, ravage, hazy,
torpor, reborn,
tribunal, turbulence

invent, dense

equilibrium, box,
knot, fluctuate,
dive, passageway,
makeup

circuit, random,
experimental,
approximation,
maximum, integral,
energy, signal,
efficiency, gas,
tape, opera...

astronomy, prosthesis

n1938e9

n1998e2

endpoint

improbable, passerby

model, container,
fabric, passively

mathematical,
originality,
mathematics,
reciprocate

n2117e4

n2118e2

confluence, virginal,
monotheism, harlequin

n2177e17

n2060e6

n2119e3

scenography,
bifurcate

n2178e19

millennia, alloy,
surveyor,
crescent, agora,
redress, pythagorean,
nile, archaism,
geometer,
unpredicta...

eradicate, formality,
substantiate,
modelled, gratuitous,
disturbingly

n2120e19

michel, priceless,
panoramic,
eradication,
occident, conciliate,
archetypical,
architectonic,
uncounta...

parasite, anarchical,
stylus

n2179e6

pyramid, algorithmic,
formidably,
herodotus,
concordance,
indeterminism,
federate, percolate,
polytheism, ion...

n2237e4

n2180e34

finesse, anarchic,
solstice, invariance,
massively,
generalise,
vicarious,
generational,
ptolemaic, min...

sieve, maximally,
transportable,
intemperate,
anamnesis, THALES

n2239e1

diagonal,
euclid, hilbert

GEOMETRY,

n2240e1

rose a

n2298e1

n2299e1

invariant

spectrum, maxwell,
fluctuation,
thermodynamics,
wiener, coefficient,
conduction, cos,
cybernetics,
reliability, volt...

actively, stake,
immaterial, quasi

perennial, receptive,
methodical,
bifurcation,
compactness

summation, euclidian

n2357e49

temporality,
symmetrically,
anthropology, monism,
boyle, shapin,
postmoderns,
premoderns

n2000e4

n2059e5

filter, message,
valve, tidal, hormone

obtain, negligible,
accuracy,
information, sample,
compute, demon,
receiver, radiation,
reversible,
irreversi...

invisibly, reorient,
lifespan

n1940e8

n1999e4

n2057e2

SOCRATES,

n1880e3

imaginable, redefine,
tool, inflate,
rotate,
interestingly, hinge,
infiltrate,
instantaneously,
short...
n1939e4

crash, switch,
unse le,
mathematically,
DOESN, skew, shu le,
negotiable,
palimpsest

n1997e1

n2296e5

n2356e31

n1879e11

literally,
unpredictable,
definitely, surface,
tour, materially,
partition, jump,
facet, inexorably,
mesh, advent...

thread, hedge,
algorithm, looseness,
differentially, silo

immerse, imprint,
stitch, reawaken,
prism, interstice

n2116e63

unstable, chaotic,
fragile, resistant,
turbulent, vibrate,
hesitant, apex,
voluminous,
dismember,
commemor...

conversely, fusion,
poorly, underneath,
erase, archaic,
expel, ceaselessly,
schemas

transmi er

n2056e7

saturate

n1878e26

unfold, maturity,
materialize, dynamic,
underlie, frivolity,
implementation,
passivity, cohesion,
redistribute,
differenti...
n1937e6

n1996e6

infinitesimal,
saturation

erratic, dramatize

n1877e22

n2358e3

meteorologist,
ontogenetic,
meteorology

biochemistry

n2300e1

metric

n2359e1

astrophysics

sapiens

n2360e69

biology, span,
quantitative,
naively, mechanistic,
approximately, whale,
mortality,
metabolism, genome,
kilometer, ecosys...
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n1e193

n2e6

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

functio...

n61e24

n62e3

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,

unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

potential, SYSTEM,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

n5e7

n901e3

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n902e2

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

unleash, hypocritical

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n787e2

term, fact, refer,
a empt, QUESTION,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

n906e2

demystify

n9e42

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n487e4

n547e15

n607e9

n667e8

racist

immune

invalidate

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

NEW, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, SPACE,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n13e49

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n14e8

n15e9

n16e53

n255e4

n17e8

n495e10

benign, inescapable,
appropriateness,
evocative,
camouflage,
conundrum,
insistently,
unyielding, hy...

n18e39

n796e4

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...
n78e2

n20e122

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

jackson, ethnography

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...

n21e7

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

n499e22

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

highlight, connote

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...

n22e5

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n859e11

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n23e13

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

n24e6

n25e93

n26e1

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

n28e7

physiologically,
radar

n865e5

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n29e115

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...

n30e29

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n31e15

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...
n91e11

n35e30

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n94e5

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...

n37e5

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

n154e2

page, dei

n214e4

n38e6

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n40e84

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

coward

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

n280e6

harem, afire

n339e1

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

n340e84

aboard

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

n41e167

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

n337e1

persian, burglar

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

redo, informer

n335e2

purveyor

n98e17

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n274e4

n334e1

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

julius, albert

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

supporter, freelance,
avidly

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

bust, poke, sh...

n394e2

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n395e1

n396e1

n397e21

litigation

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n400e13

n874e9

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

reverently, lute

n459e1

dynasty

n517e13

islander, java

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n579e2

dale

n638e2

chagrin

sometime, saffron

n756e3

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

n520e49

profusely, truce

n578e1

n637e1

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

n815e7

n875e15

n460e9

smartness

n516e2

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

cram, dock, sibyl

shark, beholden,
joust

n755e3

tudor, quaver

n814e5

n873e3

caravan

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n695e1

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

n754e2

venetian

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

n575e15

n635e3

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

n812e9

n872e1

wang

n455e1

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n634e9

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

landslide

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

n574e35

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara
n633e10

endless, greed

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n752e1

raid, americas

n454e4

illegal, presumably

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

n572e8

n632e2

n692e1

biblical

wasteland, blackberry

n34e4

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...

n393e5

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n512e3

armor, intone

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n333e3

favor

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

propensity

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n811e2

alma

n870e2

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

n273e3

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n332e1

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

n631e3

n691e1

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

wi ily, snobbish

n213e6

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, LAW,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...

n571e1

plato

armageddon

n750e3

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

n153e2

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n212e9

adjustment, union,
thomas, mainly,
adoption, tract,
interference,
executive, insure,
contention,
imperfectly, fran...
n271e28

n331e20

n391e2

athens

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n690e1

hedonistic, outgo

n809e1

mumford, carapace

n33e74

n93e3

austin, squalor

n152e6

university, max,
london, edward,
harvard, kenneth,
dissertation,
allocation, williams,
marshall,
massachuse...
n211e15

freedom, les, est,
une, harmful,
impracticable,
confiscation

secure, statesman,
annum

n510e13

n570e1

n630e7

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

trek

n808e2

n868e2

mechanical, mechanize

german, rudolf,
germany, proceeding,
outspoken, erich,
franz, obtainable,
theodor, anton,
alleviation,
lawfulness, josef
n92e2

cambridge, chicago,
columbia, trans,
yale, eds, go fried,
vermont, campbell,
lindsay, loyola

n151e20

progressive, review,
desirable, policy,
governmental, des,
den, immanuel,
monetary,
meritorious,
philosop...

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n450e1

imputation

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

n748e1

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...

merit, enforce,
faire, ineffective,
dans, avec, pension,
qui, disapproval,
foreseeable,
reasonableness, bien,
jena, anonymou...
n270e7

n330e5

n390e3

vest, socialistic

n509e1

n569e4

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n747e19

n807e39

edition, undesirable,
conservative,
quotation,
beneficial,
insurance, ithaca,
dent, deterrent,
kentucky, arn...

n210e16

sans

government,
dispassionately

civil, roman,
council, undercurrent

n568e2

remake, subtitle

n687e4

n867e3

arthur, von,
friedrich, oxford,
ludwig, das, allen,
routledge, fritz,
profitably, sidney,
zurich, ernest,
edmund, h...
n90e21

n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

safeguard, welfare,
sont, ordre

n269e1

n329e2

n389e2

bodin

n448e4

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

n627e2

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

que, amendment,
jurisprudence,
judicial, restate,
encroachment,
redistribution, ses

n149e6

n209e4

tutelage,
fountainhead

n388e1

declaration,
sanction,
irresistible,
restoration,
unanimously,
outstanding,
flagrant, abj...

futile, delegate,
corruption,
conspiracy,
unequivocally, adage

n567e4

foretaste

mouthpiece

n746e6

n806e7

n866e25

reprint, income,
legislation, liberty,
discretion, infringe,
irrespective,
conservatism,
prevention,
enforcement, ...
n89e8

desirability,
beneficiary

constitution,
puritan, despotism,
cromwell

n328e2

absolutism

republic, republican,
legality,
confederation,
channelled, bonheur

n507e6

party, defeat,
politically,
forerunner,
conspicuous

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

n745e2

newtonian

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

englishmen, lex

n268e4

peuple, montesquieu,
hommes, ordo

n447e12

founder, found,
rebellion,
liberation, vacate,
schematically

n686e10

vienna, austria,
schmidt

n744e1

n864e7

constitutional,
pouvoir

n208e2

madison, condorcet

n267e4

n327e1

n387e6

revolution,
revolutionary,
downfall, hypocrisy,
unmask, outbreak,
preordain, ancien,
lawlessness

n506e5

n566e1

n626e1

seizure

n684e3

awareness, margin,
visually

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

machiavelli,
bolshevik, melville,
adams, jacobin,
politic, jefferson,
township, harrington,
revolutionist,
robespierre

n446e6

conspicuously,
untested

commission, sear

n625e1

n863e4

practicable, milton,
ltd, orwell,
monopolistic,
robbins, acton

n88e2

n148e2

thucydides

n207e2

tocqueville

n326e11

n386e9

secular

colonial, cue

n505e2

n565e2

lewis, giuseppe,
memo, manipulative,
nixon

churchill

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

n805e3

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory

rescind, adjudicate

n147e1

n206e1

secularization

n445e2

autocratic

n504e2

uncomfortably, bunker

n564e5

johnson, gaulle,
trustee, autocracy,
mosque, autocrat,
reichstag, hanover,
stalin, saddam,
presidential,
khrushchev, ...

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...
n743e9

rationalism

momentary

n862e10

competitive,
centrally, creed,
totalitarian,
stewart, socialist,
deutscher, peacetime,
eduard, socialism,
mor...
n87e2

liberalism

internationalism,
nationalistic,
paternalistic

equality, egalitarian

n325e1

n385e1

n444e1

intimidate, berlin,
domed, glamorous,
sco ish, rotunda,
bavaria, clinton,
spiralling,
westminster, ringed,
baghdad, aborig...

n683e20

optimism

n742e1

n802e1

overload,
pretentious,
tragically

life, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...

totalitarianism

n145e3

n205e2

unwillingness

intolerance

dictator, fascist,
ministry, o oman,
absolutist,
ruthlessness

n503e22

n563e50

n623e1

misleadingly

n682e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n861e15

oust, extremist,
takeover, uncritical,
nato, indiscriminate,
bomb, watchdog,
voter, aggression,
thailand,
infiltrat...
n85e1

leninist, costa,
huntington

dictatorship, boris,
schumpeter

locke, saxon, anglo

n324e1

preservation,
atomistic, pessimist

n443e6

dome, bush, overrun,
demolish, boost,
tycoon, atlanta,
metro, charisma,
lavishly,
billionaire,
boardr...

n622e1

signalling,
untroubled, cyclical,
rhythm

n741e2

n801e3

communist, soviet,
pessimism,
militarily, mafia,
kissinger

n84e3

n144e3

n204e3

unsatisfied, slavish,
popularly, pamper,
atavistic, climber,
vainglory

n323e3

n383e1

ambitious, veto

impressive, reminder,
patron, erupt, daunt,
demolition, overtly,
gulag, podium,
ballistic

n502e21

bombastic, geste,
caesars, dressage

n621e4

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

aristocratic,
economically, weber,
thoroughgoing,
classless

n263e7

dignity, fanaticism,
hobble

prosperous, loyalty,
eastern,
counterweight

n442e10

decorator, mismatch,
deco

n561e4

mediterranean

enticement, tractor

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...

recognition,
democratically,
alexandre,
destructiveness,
hobbesian, lordship,
hobbes

n203e5

unfulfilled,
intolerant,
dictatorial,
industrially,
asocial, comeback,
calvinist

n262e3

n322e4

n382e2

prestige

celebration,
monument, instal

n501e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

pessimistic, detritus

n740e2

n800e3

democratic,
authoritarian,
democracy, liberal,
communism,
directional,
dynastic,
directionality
n143e7

tolerant, modernize,
colonialism, bipolar,
incompletely,
undercut, bidder

n202e7

reform, ancestry

outlet, intractable,
maelstrom,
dispassionate,
assertive

n381e1

n441e3

western, photograph,
meter, teutonic,
maoist

n680e2

n860e22

democratization,
ussr, deng,
czechoslovakia,
democratize,
authoritarianism,
gorbachev, havel,
lockean, thy...
n83e8

imperialism,
consumerism

n142e7

willingness,
economic, asia,
citizenship, overt

n321e5

legacy, expunge,
outpouring,
relativistic

concession, mandate,
bureaucrat

n500e7

n560e1

aspiration, tinge,
typify

n679e8

uncritically,
pharaohs

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

abortion, franco,
latecomer, asians,
consumerist

n261e2

intentioned, antenna

n320e4

n380e3

n440e5

n620e3

propagandist

n738e6

n798e9

n858e15

legitimacy,
philippines, iran,
anytime, taiwan,
korea, yeltsin

n81e5

n141e5

racial

n260e2

reservation

n319e6

aura

quotidian

authenticity,
predate, nefarious

bureaucracy,
centralize, african

n200e1

desert, nuclear,
encampment

n259e1

louise, playboy

disaster, a une,
prominently,
selectively,
recreational

n439e3

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

national,
institution,
politics,
sovereignty,
worldwide, enshrine

n140e3

geography, emilio

n199e3

landscape, revisit,
tourist, fred,
carpenter, pastoral,
civilisation, choses,
canadian, monolith,
arizona, bataille,
thomson, can...

n498e1

n558e3

n618e1

n678e2

implacably,
demography

n737e7

n797e15

n857e57

behalf, culturally,
ethnic,
environmental,
cosmopolitan,
defensive, paramount,
domination,
unfe ered, ident...
n80e6

partnership,
membership,
byproduct,
preparedness

n139e2

teller, ethnographic

n258e2

n318e1

n378e5

disrepute

unremi ing

comprehensively,
fulcrum

n677e2

sociopolitical

n736e2

devaluation, modernes

n856e12

lenin

n198e46

gary

lush, mcdonald,
automotive,
interstate

dramatically,
tolerance, devolve,
historic, pare,
emblematic, lo ,
unassailable, crutch,
coastal, conveyor,
prem...

n497e1

n557e1

n617e2

hone, promethean

n676e1

theorization

n138e2

tourism

engrained, taliesin

n317e4

n377e65

n437e6

exacerbate, plethora,
planetary,
collectivity

n616e2

sketchy, gadget,
reorganization

marcuse, recuperate

n855e1

ideological,
repetitive,
extrapolate

rubric, habitat,
unregulated,
promulgate, penchant,
rife

utopia,
disproportionate,
sideline,
sociability,
blithely,
distributor,
artistry, ers...
n556e4

nostalgia,
irrelevance, purview,
superficiality,
diploma, inhabitable

n735e1

n795e2

confrontation,
devalue, personalize

princeton, bateson

n257e2

obesity

cooper, footprint,
memorial, credential,
urbanism, armature,
trump, mall, mantra,
collusion, toxic,
glib, urbanists,
urbanity, dead...

n496e9

visionary, utopian,
juxtaposition, spawn,
repository,
foreground, eschew,
generic, bigness,
maki

n555e6

n615e3

n794e3

minnesota,
minneapolis, abusive,
activism, verso,
launder, polanyi,
neoliberalism

n77e2

n137e1

n197e1

commuter,
navigational

site, sprawl,
olympics, suburbia,
ciam, vancouver,
lavatory, eisenhower,
conviviality,
affordable, dystopia,
ada, citysc...
n376e42

n436e14

morph, delineation,
hilarious,
reconfiguration,
lang, rendition, ink,
monochrome, blizzard,
de , megastructure

chiaroscuro

n734e2

modernity, resurgence

n854e3

norm

unstoppable,
incrementally

n316e17

reconfigured,
environmentally,
rogers, derelict

celebrity, rampant,
underpinnings,
informality, usa,
patina

n435e11

reconsider,
provisional,
outdated,
artificiality,
radicalism

n674e1

experiential

n853e1

incentive, rename,
inexpensive

n256e1

redesign, venue,
campus, reconfigure

n375e6

shard, pale e,
infill, gambit,
quixotic

donald, frankfurt,
seamlessly,
billboard,
instigator,
adjustable, prix,
diller, scofidio,
tel, coop, ...

renovation,
commemorative,
postmodernity,
otherworldly

n614e5

reactionary,
concreteness

technique, merge,
abstraction,
abstractly,
revitalize

n733e1

simplistic

management, africa,
entrepreneur, optic,
zone, convene,
logistics,
infrastructure, golf,
certify, realpolitik,
reliant, au...
n76e3

n136e2

n196e2

urban, trash,
empower, empowerment,
fab

n315e4

unbuilt, adaptable,
cantilever, hangover,
osaka

pluralist, strident

n673e5

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

proviso, reductionist

ubiquitous, hack,
gps, prosthetic,
sensor, hacker,
analytics,
smartphone, cyborg,
senseable

n195e5

collaboration, hub,
weekend,
collaborative,
choral, pessac,
linux, habraken

team, airport,
olympic, ken,
orchestrate, disused,
unobstructed, hostel,
girlfriend, domus,
rudofsky

n494e4

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,
neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

era, aspire,
creative, disconnect,
creativity,
painstakingly,
newness

n732e4

n792e1

n852e2

mobile, cyber, smart

n135e10

tech, recycle,
pollution, vibrant,
burgeon, transit,
renovate, carbon,
graffito,
reclamation, collate,
houston, leak...

n254e11

n314e5

n374e5

n434e18

reconsideration,
visceral, complicit,
sustainable, ron,
reconfiguring, reuse,
fredric, bilbao,
gombrich, frampton,
serra, t...
n493e33

n553e2

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n612e3

n672e7

phone,
accountability,
dhabi, suez, org,
siemens, songdo,
masdar, planit

n75e3

n134e16

gallery, steel,
norman, grands,
mindset

architect, nouvel,
aldo, kitsch,
meltdown, upholstery,
plastic, urbane,
summarised, koolhaas,
monumentality,
herzog, andy, ro...
n433e18

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...

copenhagen, plummet,
emission, roundabout,
stockholm, app, lbs,
kilometre, singapore,
otis, whyte, mumbai,
bangalore, dharavi

n194e8

alongside, budget,
menu, bbc

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot

n492e16

n552e3

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n313e20

layer, emphasise,
casa, centralised,
pluralism, seagram,
tubular,
organisational,
edouard, iconic,
dramatise, iconology
n372e14

n432e17

minimalist, jeffrey,
lynn, dom,
choreograph,
adumbrate, perspecta,
rosalind, negri,
futuristic, ino,
hardt, eisen...

permanently, blur,
embody, level,
colonize, capitalism

n851e3

launch, million,
crunch, electrify,
showcase, queue, eco

n253e5

understate

n312e12

idealise

n371e6

n431e4

politician, protest,
activist, savvy,
egyptian,
homelessness, polity,
madrid, cairo,
rekindle, arab,
barcel...
n73e3

n193e4

invigorate

n252e1

holl

n310e32

n370e7

n430e5

n133e7

aggressively, exude,
oscar

n192e1

jay, nihilistic,
nordic, finland,
northwestern,
retinal, ocular,
finnish, merleau,
ponty, alvar, aalto,
sketchbook, helsi...
n251e1

handrail

luigi, jones, legibly

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

n549e21

n609e23

n669e15

october, september,
negotiate, monitor,
president

n132e3

unidentified,
unbiased

n191e15

saarinen

n249e1

n309e3

n369e4

n429e5

january, movement,
available,
leadership, occupy,
occupation, february,
consensus, brutality,
outrage,
parliament...
n72e5

massive, advertise,
report, december,
april, corporate,
digest, july,
warfare, journalist,
devastation,
official, disrupt...
n131e2

peripheral

n189e1

ramp, glaze,
buckminster, kit,
practicality, turin,
cladding, classicist,
cra smanship,
stu gart, richards,
ventilate, radia...
n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

n427e7

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

n726e1

n786e1

n846e3

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n307e5

postmodernists

n606e10

n666e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

pioneer, prognosis

n128e2

n188e43

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n247e4

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

n546e10

n785e7

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...
n68e2

dell

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n426e26

structure, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

uninformed

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n904e1

contaminate

n8e44

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...

n246e3

n306e1

n366e3

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

n784e7

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

n6e8

n126e24

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor

n724e1

quotient

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...

n186e9

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...
n604e14

n664e2

n723e1

n783e5

n842e73

autonomy,
reintegration

monograph, italia

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

less, marc, kai

n782e2

infectious, midsummer

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

n425e13

n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...
n543e10

n662e3

perpetrator,

perpetrate, horrific

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...
n305e2

skeletal

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

topographical

recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...
n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

spatiality, andrea,

separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...
n721e4

n781e2

n841e20

corbusier, vers

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n303e2

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, theory,
stringent

n482e1

n541e41

n601e1

n661e24

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

n125e2

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

construction,
achievement,
consonance

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

n183e1

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n302e3

n362e5

n422e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

n182e5

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n361e51

n421e11

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n43e38

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...
n103e17

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n44e12

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...

n45e17

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n104e12

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

n47e48

n48e3

n107e5

n49e5

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n50e51

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n51e8

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n53e14

n54e2

n55e3

limb, venus

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

presage

n57e2

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

n60e58

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

behoove

n180e2

aflame, finder

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph

n655e3

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n599e2

potentate, bologna

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

pontiff

n778e2

n779e1

unarm, turk

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n598e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

fortress

n836e4

n896e8

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

n478e32

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n835e11

descend

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

n895e13

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

n714e4

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n833e16

n893e13

gnat, hap

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

n416e11

quadrant

n474e2

adriatic

n653e2

n713e5

plinth

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n772e27

n832e14

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n294e1

n58e19

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n174e3

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n712e1

n892e2

ber

anew, imperishable

n293e3

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n592e3

n652e5

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

claudius, distemper

n890e1

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

n173e2

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

breadth, torus

n771e3

n831e2

marcellus

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

n711e2

capacious,
amphitheatre

n829e1

n889e18

tumour

n292e7

overhang

exposure, tier

n471e1

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

pate, denmark

pry

n232e1

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

module

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

doomsday, exeunt

cloven

n172e1

jangle

n231e1

aisle, tern

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

n828e2

n888e2

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

semicircle

width, tuscan

n530e1

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt

thursday

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n470e2

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n767e1

n826e10

n886e12

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

n290e1

n350e2

n410e1

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

brussels

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

toad, orchard, yonder

n825e1

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

n705e3

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n110e1

n170e1

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

malta, sadden

riot, broom, tremor

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...
n764e318

n824e6

n884e22

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

n347e2

n407e2

flue

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n227e4

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

SHADOW, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n643e50

n703e33

1

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, par
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by inventing scenarios and puzzles, places information into specific environments, and sends messages to far-away worlds in
order to see where their meaning lies.
Hofstadter_GEB:
One gets the impression from these two examples that
isomorphisms and decoding mechanisms (i.e., information-
revealers) simply reveal information which is intrinsically
inside the structures, waiting to be “pulled out”. This leads
to the idea that for each structure, there are certain pieces
of information which can be pulled out of it, while there are
other pieces of information which cannot be pulled out of it.
But what does this phrase “pull out” really mean? How hard
are you allowed to pull? There are cases where by investing
sufficient effort, you can pull a very recondite piece of information out of certain structures. In fact, the pulling-out may
involve such complicated operations that it makes you feel
you are putting in more information than you are pulling out. 60
Can one pull out meaning from information, or are we, by pulling
hard, in effect articulating meaning and writing a new message?
Hofstadter_GEB stops and reformulates the question. Is there, on
the other hand, a specific context for each message, such that
meaning is always an articulation of information and its context?
A one-on-one fixed mechanical relation: the disc and the jukebox?
Hofstadter_GEB:
These examples may appear to be evidence for the viewpoint that no message has intrinsic meaning, for in order
to understand any inner message, no matter how simple
it is, one must first understand its frame message and its
outer message, both of which are carried only by triggers
(such as being written in the Japanese alphabet, or having
spiraling grooves, etc.). It begins to seem, then, that one
cannot get away from a “jukebox” theory of meaning—the
doctrine that no message contains inherent meaning,
because, before any message can be understood, it has
to be used as the input to some “jukebox”, which means
that information contained in the “jukebox” must be added
to the message before it acquires meaning. 61
If there is no jukebox at hand, how should one construct it? Does
chance play a role and reveal information in a specific context?
Hofstadter_GEB:
Can DNA evoke a phenotype without being embedded in
the proper chemical context? To this question the answer
60
61
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PLAY AMONG BOOKS

is no—but a qualified no. Certainly a molecule of DNA in a
vacuum will not create anything at all. However, if a molecule of DNA were set to seek its fortune in the universe,
as we imagined the BACH and the CAGE were, it might be
intercepted by an intelligent civilization. They might first of
all recognize its frame message. Given that, they might try
to deduce from its chemical structure what kind of chemical environment it seemed to want, and then supply such
an environment. Successively more refined attempts along
these lines might eventually lead to a full restoration of
the chemical context necessary for the revelation of DNA’s
phenotypical meaning. This may sound a little implausible,
but if one allows many millions of years for the experiment,
perhaps the DNA’s meaning would finally emerge. 62
But what kind of chance is it? For Hofstadter_GEB chance binds
DNA and its meaning. But what if we think of chance in a different
way, “as an object that can be counted and measured in a great
variety of manners”? 63 In that case, chance doesn’t bind but instead
provides many unexpected contexts where DNA can become more
than we could imagine. If so, then meaning lies somewhere else.
Hofstadter_GEB continues by trying to systematise a way
in which one could decipher a message. Still undecided where
meaning lies, he brings up even more different scenarios. Is the
meaning contained in the message? Is it in a relation between
the message and the jukebox? Is the deciphering of a message
a way to provide many meanings depending on how one plays
with the deciphering instruments? Is it a mixture of all these scenarios with some extra noise? Or, as Brillouin_SIT implied in the
First Act (though in relation to the message) maybe meaning lies
in another domain entirely? In this last thought, Hofstadter_GEB
doesn’t seem to agree and he continues with his analysis:
Hofstadter_GEB:
In these examples of decipherment of out-of-context messages, we can separate out fairly clearly three levels of
information: (1) the frame message; (2) the outer message;
(3) the inner message.
…

The formulation of these three “layers” is only a rather crude
beginning at analyzing how meaning is contained in messages. There may be layers and layers of outer and inner messages, rather than just one of each. Think, for instance, of how
intricately tangled are the inner and outer messages of the
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Rosetta stone. To decode a message fully, one would have
to reconstruct the entire semantic structure which underlays its creation and thus to understand the sender in every
deep way. Hence one could throw away the inner message,
because if one truly understood all the finesses of the outer
message, the inner message would be reconstructible. 64
This three-layered formulation of a message, although intuitive
if looked at from Brillouin_SIT’s negentropic perspective of
information, becomes a rather counterproductive gesture. For
Hofstadter_GEB meaning is still intrinsically connected to the
message, while Brillouin_SIT relates message and information
and keeps meaning outside. This is how he can operate on information without disturbing or knowing its meaning. He abstracts
from meaning, while Hofstadter_GEB makes puzzles that play
with meaning which, consequently, acquires materiality. Although
it is important to note Hofstadter_GEB didn’t say that: this is our
provocative reading of him.
Hofstadter_GEB continues by enjoying the paradoxes of
self-reference. He plays with tricks, puzzles, humour, curiosities, and uses performers, violins, records, list, their infinitude
and interchangeability. ○ 2.15 He is, of course, influenced by the
context of this Xenotheka; in a different library his face would
change and he would act differently. He refers to the library and
the library refers back to him. His story starts to turn on itself. The
atmosphere is now becoming mistier.
Hofstadter_GEB:
Recently, the entire genome of the tiniest known virus, Phi
X 174, has been laid bare. One most unexpected discovery was made en route: some of its nine genes overlap—
that is, two distinct proteins are coded for by the same
stretch of DNA! There is even one gene contained entirely
inside another! This is accomplished by having the reading
frames of the two genes shifted relative to each other, by
exactly one unit. The density of information packing in such
a scheme is incredible. This is, of course, the inspiration
behind the strange “5/17 haiku” in Achilles’ fortune cookie,
in the Canon by lntervallic Augmentation. 65
What happens when a code contains many other codes, when
messages become nested in each other on many levels, each
telling a different story in a different context? A self-referential
coding. A form within a form. A crystal in a crystal. A spectrum
seen from one side as an entropic field of crystals, and from the
other as a negentropic island in action. Depending on which key
we have, all the other locks change.
64
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Hofstadter_GEB:
This is not so different from a DNA molecule, whose symbols,
drawn from a meager “alphabet” of four different chemical
bases, are arrayed in a one-dimensional sequence, and
then coiled up into a helix. Before Avery had established the
connection between genes and DNA, the physicist Erwin
Schrödinger predicted, on purely theoretical grounds, that
genetic information would have to be stored in “aperiodic
crystals”, in his influential book What Is Life? In fact books
themselves are aperiodic crystals contained inside neat
geometric forms. These examples suggest that, where an
aperiodic crystal is found “packaged” inside a very regular
geometric structure, there may lurk a inner message. 66
Hofstadter_GEB, clearly indulging himself in his speech, continues
by showing different algebraic tricks in playing with self-reference.
He is symbolising concepts, changing contexts, bending and
twisting objects. He is coding.
Hofstadter_GEB:
Related to this notion of slipping between closely related
terms is the notion of seeing a given object as a variation on
another object. An excellent example has been mentioned
already—that of the “circle with three indentations”, where
in fact there is no circle at all. One has to be able to bend
concepts, when it is appropriate. Nothing should be absolutely rigid. On the other hand, things shouldn’t be so wishywashy that nothing has any meaning at all, either. The trick
is to know when and how to slip one concept into another. 67
With great affection, he closes his speech with Gödel Code: a coding trick that simultaneously encodes a statement and a statement
about itself. It is an encoding of an ancient paradox—A Cretan
states: “All Cretans are liars”—into mathematical terms. A strange
loop, as Hofstadter_GEB calls it.
Hofstadter_GEB:
Gödel had the insight that a statement of number theory
could be about a statement of number theory (possibly even
itself), if only numbers could somehow stand for statements.
The idea of a code, in other words, is at the heart of his construction. In the Gödel Code, usually called “Gödel-numbering”, numbers are made to stand for symbols and sequences
of symbols. That way, each statement of number theory,
being a sequence of specialized symbols, acquires a Gödel
number, something like a telephone number or a license
plate, by which it can be referred to. And this coding trick
66
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enables statements of number theory to be understood on
two different levels: as statements of number theory, and
also as statements about statements of number theory. 68
The Gödel Code was a beautiful closing statement full of passion. With his fascination with self-reference, strange loops,
and meaning, Hofstadter_GEB offers another heaven for information, different than the one discussed by Brillouin_SIT and
Wiener_C. It is a spectrum of possible meanings open to interpretation and the imagination. Here are some of our thoughts
sparked by his monologue.
Hofstadter_GEB introduces a lot of indexes around topics of information, coding, and self-reference while discussing
meaning and paradoxes. He creates a rich, playful, and intuitive
atmosphere. For him meaning lies in-between the subject and the
structure, the disc and the jukebox, DNA and its context. He opens
meaning to interpretation, he closes it, then he gives meaning a
chance. It is almost as if only when the two are perfectly aligned
that the meaning can arise. But is he really referring to meaning
or is he presupposing a common ground, or a common sense
for his messages? What happens if both the message and the
context are interchangeable, if noise is present, and chance
becomes objective and is handled as an object? 69 Even more so,
if we presuppose that anything can partake of a communication,
where do we then find stability or meaning? This becomes fairly
important when we want to communicate with atoms, planets,
books, language… —How to communicate with those that we
cannot access and understand directly? One possible way would
be to think about information in both the quantum physical and
formal ways, as pointed out in the First Act by Brillouin_SIT. This
would imply establishing communication channels and dealing
with the noise and shadows in formal and iterative ways while
trying to articulate meaning. The digital, in our opinion, actualises
these questions, especially in this experiment. If books had an
intrinsic and fixed meaning, this Play Among Books would be
uninteresting at least, if not silly. On the other hand, if we imagine
that books can talk, have a character of their own, contain information, and transmit messages, but their meaning is in another
domain—namely with the reader, their traditions, and all the books
they have read—then we are in another conceptual space with
different kinds of questions and intrigues.
There’s a lot to think about, and so: —
A moment of silence.
…

End of the First Scene
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SCENE II:
ALGORITHMS, PYRAMIDS AND THEIR SHADOWS
Once again, the lights change; the galaxy acquires new colours
again. Let us give the stage to Serres_G. His face is kind and
focused at the same time. He doesn’t respond directly to Hofstadter_GEB. Instead, by telling a story, he picks up most of Hofstadter_GEB’s indexes and opens a new plateau in a rather elegant manner. In Xenotheka, Serres_G lights up the galaxy in a way
that relates to all the concepts at stake. His focus is in-between
information, data, and cipher. ○ 2.1 ○ 2.16 Taking this into account,
concepts under his light should be excited in a different way and
form yet another unexpected atmosphere in the cloud. By looking
at his face in the library, we see that Serres_G connects algorithms and pyramids, talks of percolation and polytheisms, discusses torpedoes and gnomons, gives a new voice to Thales and
Socrates. On one side of the interest that he shares at the moment
are indexes of Rosetta, metric, invariant, and meteorology, and on
the other, mixtures, hardness, skin softness, shimmer, whirlpool,
turbulences, vibrations, hesitation… —all surrounded by disequilibrium, information, biology, substances, and models. ○ 2.16 Many
different indexes, fields, disciplines, and interests are forming this
cloud. It is intriguing and puzzling. This is just one of his many
faces, the third book of foundations. 70 With Serres, foundations
are fluid and many. They never cease.
Serres_G looks at Hofstadter_GEB in a friendly way and
starts talking. Brillouin_SIT and Wiener_C, who are sitting on
stage next to him, are listening curiously if and how he is going
to address consciousness and meaning or, as they refer to it,
the human value of information. Hofstadter_GEB told an interesting story but they were not entirely impressed. Wiener_C
liked it more, Brillouin_SIT a bit less. 71 Serres_G, coming from
multiple origins and always bringing a lot to the table, does not
discuss meaning, but rather different ways in which a message
can become meaningful. He opens the question from a different
angle: what is communication if anything can potentially communicate? Ironically he begins with his own closing words: 72
Serres_G:
Over the course of the twentieth century we detached ourselves little by little from the space of the earth that we had
inhabited for three millennia, so that little by little the space
of solar light, of agriculture, of the sacred, of war, of nation
states, of the written page disappeared from our sight, all of
which geometry expressed, together, in its summing purity.

70
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This book is a part of Serres’ mini-series of three books of foundations: Rome, Statues, and Geometry.
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Now bodies, messages, information, knowledge, light
in its speed more than its brightness circulate in mass: a
new space of new transports is installed on a global Earth,
a space more mixed than pure, more blended, variegated,
tiger-striped, zebra-striped, in multiple and connected networks, than smooth or homogeneous. 73
He creates his own setting. The ambience may be provided
by Xenotheka, but how he lights up this galaxy is entirely his
choice. ○ 2.13 He is a master of making relations.
Instead of addressing the human value of information, he
inverts it and starts speaking of different kinds of intelligences
where any being or object can emit, receive, store, and process
information. 74 By this the Earth has changed, and the other way
round; information is fast, it circulates in mass, it shimmers, it is
chaotic and unstable. Language is coded in many ways, always
composed of many threads. We will follow the thread of intelligence. Serres_G turns to his three friends.
Serres_G:
The vertical gnomon, the angled framing square, the ruler,
compass, perpendicular and pendulum adopt a constant
form: a vertical straight line, or horizontal in the case of the
balance, perpendicular or round, depending. Form signifies
contour, figures, edges, definition and determination in the
literal sense as well as the principle of organization of the
object. The right angle describes the appearance of the
framing square as well as its constitutive skeleton, its construction. Thus form can be regarded as a phenomenon and
an essence, aspect or reality. Whether stone, marble, iron
or bronze enter into the axis or the sundial as prime matter
doesn’t matter, provided that it rises perpendicularly from
the plane of the ground. The information it shows or gives
corresponds to its form and varies with it. According to the
form, the information changes. Knowledge lies in the form. 75
While talking about objects, Serres_G leaves meaning, so dear
to Hofstadter_GEB, in another space. His triangle is of a different capacity: knowledge, form, and information. It in an abstract
manner encompasses both living beings and objects, form and
matter, artificial and natural. In this manner Serres_G looks at
the gnomon as an object with its own kind of intelligence. It is a
statue that likes to speak locally about the global weather, as long
as its shadow moves with the sun. It talks of knowledge, form,
and information in a circular motion. It is too much to decipher
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at once, still it resonates well with Xenotheka. It is a play of an
instrument, similar to ours.
Serres_G:
Language, again, assimilates form and information. The
second lies in the first.
The technologies of old informed matter: the potter
at the wheel modeled the clay in order to draw the urn
from the circle and his tangential hands; thus from a pile
of stones the mason raised the house according to the
architect’s plan, and the blacksmith twice did violence to
the peaceful metal, in the fire and by the hammer. Industry added further plans to the crafts but along the same
paths. We have changed all that. Our technologies today
tend instead to explore or recognize first and foremost the
refined and complex forms scattered in the things of the
world and to choose one of them or to mix several of them
when they correspond to our aims and the constraints
of the manufacture being considered: these forms even
precede them sometimes. Of course, we still assemble
clocks out of metal as in the past, but a given crystal, a
given molecule, even a given atom or isotope, now make for
better watches, automatic and accurate, and some other
given crystal functions as a valve or semiconductor. 76
A mechanical watch, a gnomon, and a crystal can all measure time.
The first is constructed and informed, the other two are acknowledged and informing. They are active, natural, and artificial, found in
the world: automata; they work by themselves. They talk, they send
messages. Can we read them? What do they want to say? What kind
of objects are they? Are they subjects, intelligent, with a character
of their own? How to treat them? For us, it depends on whether
we want to talk to them or look at them, if they are friendly or not.
This yields a captivating twist. The meaning of Hofstadter_GEB’s
message is lost; instead, form starts to show more in Serres_G’s
hands than Hofstadter_GEB could imagine at this moment.
Serres_G:
The entirely informed forms lie in the things themselves,
where it suffices to collect them; thus our works reverse the
ancient processes by which information only came from our
skillful hands or expert understanding. Idealism, narcissistic,
only found in the world its own image, which it imprinted
there with great effort. Science and technology reduced
the real to their representations. Yet the loose earth and
clay, the stone before the device, the metal in its gangue, in
themselves and by themselves crystalline, conceal a thousand artificial objects as in a horn of plenty that the ancient
hands and wills ignored by plugging it up. Our intelligence,
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our slightly stupid, violent, crude enterprise, had closed the
treasure’s door, even though the world hides a thousand
times more marvels than our decisions. The sense, the direction, the project of the work are reversed. On this Sunday
of technologies we recognize first of all that the Universe
has already forged much: this is the fount of information. 77
Serres_G talks about the big plenty and the great many. The
entirely informed forms lie in the things themselves. They are
scattered around the universe. If we can recognise and host
them, start to communicate respectfully and invent a common
artificiality, they become part of our world and begin to talk in as
many languages as we can recognise or synthesise. These are the
artificial communication channels. It is our contract with objects
of the world, our contract with books. We don’t need to understand them, but we would like to learn how to get to know them,
or at least try to talk to them. Maybe we can become friends. As
Serres_G suggests, the universe has already forged much. He
continues in an even more surprising way.
Serres_G:
There isn’t any matter in the Universe. Otherwise the physical sciences would have ended up encountering limits to
their progress or their history, boundaries foreseen and
placed by materialist metaphysics. This latter vanishes
with the progress of the physical sciences, which never
cease discovering forms without ever encountering any
matter they don’t name, so as to only recognize mass. Matter doesn’t exist; only forms are found, like atoms, and all the
way down to the tiniest particle, with or without mass, innumerable forms, as well as their chaotic or ordered mixture, a
system or noise which tosses and shakes their innumerable
multiplicity as in a basket. There is only information, whose
enormous stock in the world, no doubt expressible by a very
large number, mathematically finite but physically infinite,
leaves science in an open history. Even weight codes a field
of forces, even any aggregate, colloid, or organism recodes
a subset of coded forms. Only mixture and disorder, noise,
chaos, give the illusion of matter. 78
Code and information, mass and matter. There isn’t any matter,
mass is resistance, information is enormous, forms unfold subsets of coded forms—we call it a black box and a white fountain
at once. Today we think of a particle as an excitation in a field,
the densest part of the spectrum that talks to us. We think of
assemblages and the Internet, organic and inorganic. All proliferate. None are pure, all are mixtures of many kinds of creatures
and objects, of multiple worlds, of reality and fiction, of various
media, of particular concepts; restless, unsystematic, consistent.
77
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Always on the move, making noise, talking in their own ways; by
complementing and challenging each other, enriching capacities, producing different constellations. These are the actors and
characters in Xenotheka, encoded informed forms, polluted lively
crystals; fertile and smart. With Serres_G they can talk. He thinks
of them as friendly strangers and aliens.
Serres_G:
Consequently, white intelligence is immanent and no
doubt coextensive with the Universe. The world adds up
and gives an enormous stock of forms. Here again is the
source, transparent, the fundamental Earth of Geometry,
once again wonderfully named.
There exists an immense objective intelligence of
which artificial and subjective intelligence constitute small
subsets. Our intelligence is not an exception in black surroundings that would passively wait for us to inform them.
The object that we know is forged by us in a way that’s analogous to certain things of the world, forever our guides. 79
How strange, even selfish it is to think only of human inteligence?
How to open up the concept of inteligence beyond humans and
machines, beyond natural and artificial? 80 Information, communication, bridges, and relations play an important role in this unfolding. With Serres_G, there are many kinds of intelligence: white
intelligence, which is coextensive with the universe, immense
objective intelligence, which is, among other things, constituted
out of artificial intelligence, which sometimes lies in the things
themselves, and a familiar subjective intelligence. Human intelligence is not rare or an exception in the universe anymore, but is
surrounded by many other intelligences. These intelligences are
different in kind and not in direct competition. Intelligence of Earth,
mountain, book, and crystal, intelligence of language; machine
intelligence, human, plant, and animal intelligence. They are not
all the same. They are not in direct contest, nor are they neutral to
each other. They coexist and are related. Each has a wisdom of its
own. In this manner, in a Play Among Books, we acknowledge the
intelligence of libraries, books, and concepts, and we establish
communication channels and alphabets. It is just the beginning of
the conversation. Our instrument is starting to play with shadows.
Serres_G continues.
Serres_G:
Intelligent, the gnomon intercepts the flow descending from
the Sun, and both of them, all by themselves, draw on the
79
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ground, out of which comes this erected statue, the objective and partial information of the shadow that speaks locally
about the form of the global world.
Geometry still slumbers beneath the earth or dreams
in the brilliance of the Sun: the gnomon of the ancient
Greeks or the Babylonians awoke one part of it along the
singular forms common to the shadow and the light. 81
Serres_G brings the many and plenty to the table. From the
ancient Greeks to the contemporary notion of the global world,
to different forms of intelligence, the universe, and back to the
gnomon. Always trying to talk about both the universal and the
singular, the “matter, black box, and form, white box.” 82 Serres_G
opens many doors to think about information, which go beyond
linear narratives and intrinsic meaning to a space where nature
and customs articulate each other, where language is wise and
intelligence coextensive with the universe.
…

End of the Second Scene
End of the Second Part

Act I has come to an end. But the discussion continues behind
the curtain…
By playing the Informational Instrument, by performing with
it, and in trying to articulate the notion of information, we are slowly
learning how Xenotheka behaves and reacts to our questions. We
are communicating. We are getting to know our library, its atmospheres and moods. Books acquire their own intelligence by their
position in a specific context of a library. They start to behave in
a similar manner to Serres_G’s informed forms. This constellation
is both a comfortable and challenging one. It is a journey through
a galaxy of concepts, where we meet books and play with concepts. In our conversation Xenotheka has so far offered four ways
to approach information, and a few more out of the many that are
about to come. We were navigating between highly technical articulations where with Brillouin_SIT and Wiener_C information acquired
both a quantum and a cybernetic face. With Hofstadter_GEB, it
went into a self-referential loop trying to understand its meaning,
but instead of figuring this out, a question of intelligence was articulated in a captivating way. Intelligence, seen through the lens of
Serres_G, becomes native to the universe with artificial intelligence
and subjective intelligences as just parts of its spectrum, and arguably tiny, parts. Xenotheka has opened up a new way of rethinking
concepts and ideas, which was, in a way, always already there.
Let us then continue with the Second Act and see how the
story develops.
…

End of the First Act
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DRAMATIS PERSONAE
The interval is over. The Second Act should start any
moment now. Its plot is arranged in such a way that in
our fourfold articulation the second spectrum of actors
discusses the index of data. ○ 2.5 How is data conceptually
different from the notion of information in this specific
context? ○ 2.3 ■ 2.2 Xenotheka renders them similar but in a different manner. ○ 2.1 What are the similarities and differences,
and how do the articulations diverge? The library will never
expose these contrasts in an explicit way. Differences are
subtle but refined, always appearing in the cloud without
prior categorisation, but according to an encoding and a
library. The air is implicitly filled with data; it is being articulated by its four main protagonists: West_S, Carpo_SDT,
Negroponte_BD, and Hofstadter_IASL. As discussed
before, the hypothesis is that, in this context, the notion
of data emphasises applications in a grounded, encapsulating and generic way. Data should provide another
different rendering and an atmosphere of the idea which
is explicitly not there but indexed with information, data,
cipher, code, and associated clouds.
83
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Data
West_Scale The Universal Laws of Growth,
0.0803778

Negroponte_Being Digital,
0.0431234

Carpo_The Second Digital Turn,
0.0598106

Hofstadter_I Am a Strange Loop,
0.0340924

○ 2.17
Four books, four actors, four faces of a concept: data, rendering_03_RW_4060_r_50it21d.
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Geoffrey West, Scale: The Universal Laws of Growth, Innovation,
Sustainability, and the Pace of Life in Organisms, Cities, Economies,
and Companies, First Edition (New York, NY: Penguin Press, 2017), ebook.
Mario Carpo, The Second Digital Turn: Design Beyond Intelligence,
First Edition (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2017), ebook.
Nicholas Negroponte, Being Digital , First Edition (New York, NY:
Vintage, 1996), ebook.
Douglas R. Hofstadter, I Am a Strange Loop, Reprint Edition (New
York, NY: Basic Books, 2008), ebook.
This was elaborated in the introduction to Play l, Data, 61.
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The actors are onstage. They are challenged by the
first conversation and excited to add twists and turns to
the discussion. They are comfortably seated around the
table and waiting to begin. ○ 2.17
Here is a hint from the library. According to the actors’
probable affinity toward the concept, ○ 2.17 West_Scale The
Universal Laws of Growth and Carpo_The Second Digital
Turn are presumably more engaged with the concept,
while Negroponte_Being Digital and Hofstadter_I Am a
Strange Loop should be more relaxed and open to wider
interpretations of data.
The form of the Second Act is a discussion between
the four.
88

•
•
•
•

West_Scale The Universal Laws of Growth as West_S
Carpo_The Second Digital Turn as Carpo_SDT
Negroponte_Being Digital as Negroponte_BD
Hofstadter_I Am a Strange Loop as Hofstadter_IASL

TABLE FOR FOUR:
A CLOUD OF DATA
PROLOGUE
Welcome to the Second Act. The curtain is up, the lights are on, the
table is set. The four actors—West_S, Carpo_SDT, Negroponte_
BD, and Hofstadter_IASL—are already on the stage and talking
amongst themselves. Inside Xenotheka, these four actors seem to
be the most eager to discuss the topic of data through its differences and similarities to the surrounding concepts. ○ 2.3 The actors
and their characters in this act will articulate a new ambience, different to the one that was present while discussing information. In
Xenotheka, information and data are two overlapping clouds with
different atmospheres and diverse conceptual spaces. They articulate a similar idea in distinct manners. Their protagonists—our
characters—have particular styles and languages in which they
88
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express themselves. The form of discussion changes in accordance with the speakers. While discussing information in the First
Act, each actor had a very specific approach to the subject; some
were more unique in their thinking but broader in their scope,
others were working with theories. Serres_G, for example, was
exceptional in his approach and very broad in his scope, while
Brillouin_SIT was focused on challenging theories in a formal
way. Each required more space and concentration to express
his thoughts. The assumption is that when gathered around data,
the protagonists won’t seem to be interested in refined formal
approaches. Their interest lies elsewhere. They are using different strategies to promote rather than challenge an idea. They
are more willing to express their individual readings of the topic,
and to debate it in detail. Indexes around data are more applied
and crisp, and we therefore presume it is easier to change their
contexts in a fast manner and still to communicate. ○ 2.3
The play proceeds with its standardised introduction of the
characters. The formalities will be accompanied with a profile of
an imagined scenario, which we based on the articulations of the
actors’ faces in the context of Xenotheka and on the structure
of each book. 89 This is a part of the process of communication
between the library, the actors, and us. It is artificially staged.
Let us meet the actors.
KNOWING EVERYTHING
Scale: The Universal Laws of Growth, Innovation, Sustainability, and the Pace of
Life in Organisms, Cities, Economies, and Companies by Geoffrey West, 2017:
ӏcityӏ → 933, ӏscaleӏ → 782, life → 482, time → 465, size
→ 390, ӏsystemӏ → 385, year → 383, increase → 365, ӏnetworkӏ
→ 363, ӏenergyӏ → 340, company → 339, person → 322, growth →
318, ӏsocialӏ → 303, just → 299, ӏlawӏ → 294, rate → 287, large
→ 281, new → 277, use → 272, numb → 260, ӏtheoryӏ → 257, like
→ 249, ӏdataӏ → 249, great → 249, long → 227, example → 218,
ӏpowerӏ → 216, ӏscienceӏ → 209, lead → 205, live → 201, small
→ 199, understand → 198, result → 194, structure → 182, way
→ 179, cell → 178, need → 177, think → 177, organism → 171,
change → 170, work → 168, ӏdynamicӏ → 167, ӏprocessӏ → 166, age
→ 166, world → 164, innovation → 163, big → 163, ӏurbanӏ → 162,
individual → 162

West_S plays a protagonist and an advocate of universal laws.
With a strong interest in growth, innovation, sustainability, and the
pace of life, West_S is searching for a measure of everything. His
focus is on cities and scaling laws, the big picture with a clear
programme. He looks like a firm and confident character who
seems to have no doubts. He is always in a good mood.
In the context of the library, his face appears concentrated on
data, scale, and growth. ○ 2.18 ○ 2.19 For West_S, these indexes give
an appearance to prediction, metrics, routine. They are enormous,

89

Here, we refer to the titles of books, their chapters, and subchapters.
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physical, and biological. ○ 2.19 He doesn’t want to speculate; he
wants to measure, understand, and act. With his clear pragmatics
of scaling laws, West_S is looking for the scale of everything in order
to generate a master plan. He lives in linear time, always in the present moment. Time serves him; he uses it to predict future events.
n1e193

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,
functio...
n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,
unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n2e6

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

n62e3

n182e5

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...
n361e51

potential, SYSTEM,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...
n421e11

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n183e1

formalist

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n482e1

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

n304e1

perpetrate, horrific

n841e20

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...
n901e3

n723e1

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n961e12

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

prohibition,
incestuous

contaminate

n963e2

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

fleetingly,
appeasement

n786e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

demystify

n964e1

disintegration

catholicism, seducer

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

EXAMPLE, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...

n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

term, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n906e2

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

n787e2

invalidate

n846e3

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

n904e1

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

n727e6

immune

n785e7

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

n962e3

n726e1

uninformed

n784e7

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...
n902e2

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

n667e8

racist

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

n607e9

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

n666e1

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

n724e1

quotient

n783e5

n842e73

n606e10

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

n547e15

STRUCTURE, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n427e7

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

n782e2

n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

n546e10

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor
n664e2

less, marc, kai

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n307e5

postmodernists

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

n192e1

n251e1

handrail

n309e3

luigi, jones, legibly

n369e4

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

n429e5

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

n549e21

NEW, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

n609e23

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...
n669e15

RESULT, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...

n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n969e4

logic, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

invigorate

holl

n310e32

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...
n370e7

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

n430e5

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...
n970e2

objectivity, believer

n253e5

understate

n312e12

idealise

n371e6

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

n431e4

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, SOCIAL,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n971e2

positive, irrational

gallery, steel,
norman, grands,
mindset

n313e20

layer, emphasise,
casa, centralised,
pluralism, seagram,
tubular,
organisational,
edouard, iconic,
dramatise, iconology
n372e14

n433e18

n492e16

n493e33

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...
n552e3

n494e4

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,
neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...

era, aspire,
creative, disconnect,
creativity,
painstakingly,
newness

n732e4

technique, merge,
abstraction,
abstractly,
revitalize

n733e1

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

n615e3

reconsider,
provisional,
outdated,
artificiality,
radicalism

chiaroscuro

n735e1

n854e3

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n972e1

opaque,
philosophically,
transposition,
spiritualism,
objectivism, triadic

n974e3

polarity, fetish,
infra

implacably,
demography

n975e3

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

n976e1

brutally,
particularity,
shamelessly

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

n857e57

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...
n916e4

highlight, connote

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n261e2

intentioned, antenna

n320e4

uncritically,
pharaohs

n738e6

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

n798e9

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism
n858e15

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

n500e7

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

n742e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n801e3

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

n860e22

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...
n920e2

impoverish,
unquestionably

n505e2

uncomfortably, bunker

n564e5

johnson, gaulle,
trustee, autocracy,
mosque, autocrat,
reichstag, hanover,
stalin, saddam,
presidential,
khrushchev, ...

optimism

n741e2

enticement, tractor

n800e3

n504e2

intimidate, berlin,
domed, glamorous,
sco ish, rotunda,
bavaria, clinton,
spiralling,
westminster, ringed,
baghdad, aborig...

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...

LIFE, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...

n921e4

n743e9

rationalism

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

vienna, austria,
schmidt

n744e1

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

n745e2

newtonian

physiologically,
radar

n805e3

awareness, margin,
visually

momentary

n862e10

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory
n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n863e4

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n864e7

n865e5

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n746e6

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

n806e7

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

n866e25

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...
n926e37

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n748e1

biblical

n928e1

wasteland, blackberry

dickens

n753e1

brothel

oblivious, whimsy

grade, satirical,
maple

youngster, lumber

n517e13

islander, java

n874e9

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

n934e2

eugene, lovable

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

sometime, saffron

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

n875e15

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...
n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

n520e49

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...

n579e2

dale

n638e2

chagrin

n756e3

cull, he y,
consignment

n815e7

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

profusely, truce

n578e1

dominus

n460e9

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n637e1

n696e2

n755e3

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

cram, dock, sibyl

n933e2

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...
n400e13

smartness

shark, beholden,
joust

tudor, quaver

n814e5

n873e3

caravan

n932e3

n340e84

aboard

reverently, lute

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n695e1

n754e2

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

n872e1

n931e2

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

harem, afire

n339e1

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n575e15

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

venetian

n812e9

armor, intone

n930e1

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

n280e6

n459e1

n635e3

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n694e3

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

coward

reverential

n397e21

litigation

n516e2

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n634e9

donate, donation

landslide

n811e2

alma

n870e2

wi ily, snobbish

n929e1

anesthesia

n752e1

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

mechanical, mechanize

explorer

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

n809e1

mumford, carapace

n868e2

carver

armageddon

ching, amulet

n337e1

n396e1

wang

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

n279e2

dynasty

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

n574e35

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara

histrionic

n278e3

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

n580e30

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...

mop, bushy

n639e19

n640e85

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n219e1

n455e1

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

persian, burglar

n395e1

raid, americas

n454e4

n633e10

endless, greed

n692e1

redo, informer

n277e2

n335e2

purveyor

n394e2

n573e13

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n632e2

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n691e1

n750e3

trek

n808e2

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n927e1

n572e8

propensity

n631e3

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n690e1

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

n334e1

illegal, presumably

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

n571e1

plato

n630e7

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...

hedonistic, outgo

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...
n867e3

n512e3

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons
n570e1

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n629e40

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n276e3

n218e1

n41e167

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...
n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n40e84

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

supporter, freelance,
avidly

n393e5

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n274e4

n333e3

favor

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

n510e13

imputation

n569e4

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

n689e2

n807e39

n332e1

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...
n391e2

secure, statesman,
annum

athens

n509e1

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

n687e4

n747e19

n331e20

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n390e3

vest, socialistic

n273e3

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n37e5

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

page, dei

n214e4

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

n154e2

julius, albert

n213e6

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, LAW,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...

n450e1

n568e2

remake, subtitle

freedom, les, est,
une, harmful,
impracticable,
confiscation

n330e5

government,
dispassionately

n389e2

bodin

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

n627e2

mouthpiece

sans

n329e2

tutelage,
fountainhead

n271e28

civil, roman,
council, undercurrent

futile, delegate,
corruption,
conspiracy,
unequivocally, adage

n567e4

foretaste

n626e1

n270e7

n448e4

declaration,
sanction,
irresistible,
restoration,
unanimously,
outstanding,
flagrant, abj...
n507e6

party, defeat,
politically,
forerunner,
conspicuous

n566e1

n686e10

n802e1

overload,
pretentious,
tragically

n861e15

n506e5

seizure

constitution,
puritan, despotism,
cromwell

n388e1

republic, republican,
legality,
confederation,
channelled, bonheur

n447e12

commission, sear

n625e1

n684e3

n269e1

n328e2

absolutism

n387e6

founder, found,
rebellion,
liberation, vacate,
schematically

conspicuously,
untested

n565e2

lewis, giuseppe,
memo, manipulative,
nixon

churchill

n683e20

n327e1

revolution,
revolutionary,
downfall, hypocrisy,
unmask, outbreak,
preordain, ancien,
lawlessness

n446e6

colonial, cue

englishmen, lex

n153e2

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

n35e30

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n94e5

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n212e9

adjustment, union,
thomas, mainly,
adoption, tract,
interference,
executive, insure,
contention,
imperfectly, fran...

n34e4

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...
n93e3

austin, squalor

n152e6

university, max,
london, edward,
harvard, kenneth,
dissertation,
allocation, williams,
marshall,
massachuse...
n211e15

merit, enforce,
faire, ineffective,
dans, avec, pension,
qui, disapproval,
foreseeable,
reasonableness, bien,
jena, anonymou...

n33e74

german, rudolf,
germany, proceeding,
outspoken, erich,
franz, obtainable,
theodor, anton,
alleviation,
lawfulness, josef
n92e2

cambridge, chicago,
columbia, trans,
yale, eds, go fried,
vermont, campbell,
lindsay, loyola

n151e20

progressive, review,
desirable, policy,
governmental, des,
den, immanuel,
monetary,
meritorious,
philosop...
n210e16

safeguard, welfare,
sont, ordre

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...
n91e11

edition, undesirable,
conservative,
quotation,
beneficial,
insurance, ithaca,
dent, deterrent,
kentucky, arn...
n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

n209e4

n268e4

machiavelli,
bolshevik, melville,
adams, jacobin,
politic, jefferson,
township, harrington,
revolutionist,
robespierre
n386e9

secular

n445e2

autocratic

n623e1

misleadingly

pessimistic, detritus

n326e11

secularization

n385e1

n563e50

n622e1

n682e1

n740e2

n325e1

unwillingness

n444e1

dictator, fascist,
ministry, o oman,
absolutist,
ruthlessness

n503e22

dome, bush, overrun,
demolish, boost,
tycoon, atlanta,
metro, charisma,
lavishly,
billionaire,
boardr...

bombastic, geste,
caesars, dressage

signalling,
untroubled, cyclical,
rhythm

madison, condorcet

peuple, montesquieu,
hommes, ordo

n324e1

intolerance

n443e6

n502e21

decorator, mismatch,
deco

n621e4

tocqueville

unsatisfied, slavish,
popularly, pamper,
atavistic, climber,
vainglory

preservation,
atomistic, pessimist

n383e1

impressive, reminder,
patron, erupt, daunt,
demolition, overtly,
gulag, podium,
ballistic

n561e4

mediterranean

n680e2

equality, egalitarian

n31e15

arthur, von,
friedrich, oxford,
ludwig, das, allen,
routledge, fritz,
profitably, sidney,
zurich, ernest,
edmund, h...
n90e21

que, amendment,
jurisprudence,
judicial, restate,
encroachment,
redistribution, ses

n149e6

constitutional,
pouvoir

n208e2

n267e4

n323e3

ambitious, veto

n442e10

n501e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

n560e1

dignity, fanaticism,
hobble

prosperous, loyalty,
eastern,
counterweight

n382e2

celebration,
monument, instal

n207e2

n30e29

reprint, income,
legislation, liberty,
discretion, infringe,
irrespective,
conservatism,
prevention,
enforcement, ...
n89e8

desirability,
beneficiary

n148e2

thucydides

n206e1

n29e115

practicable, milton,
ltd, orwell,
monopolistic,
robbins, acton

n88e2

rescind, adjudicate

n147e1

n205e2

locke, saxon, anglo

n28e7

competitive,
centrally, creed,
totalitarian,
stewart, socialist,
deutscher, peacetime,
eduard, socialism,
mor...
n87e2

liberalism

internationalism,
nationalistic,
paternalistic

n263e7

n322e4

prestige

n441e3

western, photograph,
meter, teutonic,
maoist

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n859e11

reform, ancestry

outlet, intractable,
maelstrom,
dispassionate,
assertive

n381e1

concession, mandate,
bureaucrat

n440e5

aspiration, tinge,
typify

n679e8

n262e3

n321e5

legacy, expunge,
outpouring,
relativistic

n380e3

n620e3

propagandist

n678e2

n797e15

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

n856e12

ambiguity, totality,
marx, imbalance,
femininity,
unrealized,
proletariat,
reification

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

authenticity,
predate, nefarious

n618e1

n737e7

devaluation, modernes

n796e4

lenin

n915e8

masquerade,
irrationality,
deceptively,
obfuscation

subversive, encompass

n973e6

prise

n914e4

n499e22

quotidian

n558e3

comprehensively,
fulcrum

n677e2

n736e2

marcuse, recuperate

n855e1

ideological,
repetitive,
extrapolate

norm

n913e2

theorization

n795e2

confrontation,
devalue, personalize

n853e1

proviso, reductionist

n912e4

n498e1

unremi ing

n617e2

sociopolitical

modernity, resurgence

n794e3

simplistic

n852e2

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

disrepute

n557e1

hone, promethean

n676e1

n734e2

experiential

n792e1

n497e1

exacerbate, plethora,
planetary,
collectivity

n616e2

sketchy, gadget,
reorganization

n674e1

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

n439e3

utopia,
disproportionate,
sideline,
sociability,
blithely,
distributor,
artistry, ers...
n556e4

nostalgia,
irrelevance, purview,
superficiality,
diploma, inhabitable

n614e5

reactionary,
concreteness

n673e5

reservation

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

disaster, a une,
prominently,
selectively,
recreational

racial

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

totalitarianism

n145e3

dictatorship, boris,
schumpeter

n204e3

aristocratic,
economically, weber,
thoroughgoing,
classless

n26e1

oust, extremist,
takeover, uncritical,
nato, indiscriminate,
bomb, watchdog,
voter, aggression,
thailand,
infiltrat...
n85e1

leninist, costa,
huntington

n144e3

recognition,
democratically,
alexandre,
destructiveness,
hobbesian, lordship,
hobbes

n203e5

unfulfilled,
intolerant,
dictatorial,
industrially,
asocial, comeback,
calvinist

n25e93

communist, soviet,
pessimism,
militarily, mafia,
kissinger

n84e3

democratic,
authoritarian,
democracy, liberal,
communism,
directional,
dynastic,
directionality
n143e7

tolerant, modernize,
colonialism, bipolar,
incompletely,
undercut, bidder

n202e7

n260e2

n24e6

democratization,
ussr, deng,
czechoslovakia,
democratize,
authoritarianism,
gorbachev, havel,
lockean, thy...
n83e8

imperialism,
consumerism

n142e7

willingness,
economic, asia,
citizenship, overt

n200e1

n319e6

aura

n378e5

n23e13

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

abortion, franco,
latecomer, asians,
consumerist

n141e5

bureaucracy,
centralize, african

desert, nuclear,
encampment

louise, playboy

n318e1

lush, mcdonald,
automotive,
interstate

dramatically,
tolerance, devolve,
historic, pare,
emblematic, lo ,
unassailable, crutch,
coastal, conveyor,
prem...

rubric, habitat,
unregulated,
promulgate, penchant,
rife

n22e5

legitimacy,
philippines, iran,
anytime, taiwan,
korea, yeltsin

n81e5

national,
institution,
politics,
sovereignty,
worldwide, enshrine

n140e3

n259e1

n437e6

n496e9

visionary, utopian,
juxtaposition, spawn,
repository,
foreground, eschew,
generic, bigness,
maki

n555e6

pluralist, strident

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

n672e7

engrained, taliesin

n377e65

benign, inescapable,
appropriateness,
evocative,
camouflage,
conundrum,
insistently,
unyielding, hy...

n21e7

behalf, culturally,
ethnic,
environmental,
cosmopolitan,
defensive, paramount,
domination,
unfe ered, ident...
n80e6

partnership,
membership,
byproduct,
preparedness

geography, emilio

n199e3

landscape, revisit,
tourist, fred,
carpenter, pastoral,
civilisation, choses,
canadian, monolith,
arizona, bataille,
thomson, can...
n258e2

n317e4

cooper, footprint,
memorial, credential,
urbanism, armature,
trump, mall, mantra,
collusion, toxic,
glib, urbanists,
urbanity, dead...
n436e14

n495e10

renovation,
commemorative,
postmodernity,
otherworldly

n553e2

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n612e3

obesity

site, sprawl,
olympics, suburbia,
ciam, vancouver,
lavatory, eisenhower,
conviviality,
affordable, dystopia,
ada, citysc...
n376e42

morph, delineation,
hilarious,
reconfiguration,
lang, rendition, ink,
monochrome, blizzard,
de , megastructure

gary

n20e122

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

n139e2

teller, ethnographic

n198e46

n257e2

n316e17

reconfigured,
environmentally,
rogers, derelict

celebrity, rampant,
underpinnings,
informality, usa,
patina

n435e11

donald, frankfurt,
seamlessly,
billboard,
instigator,
adjustable, prix,
diller, scofidio,
tel, coop, ...

n197e1

redesign, venue,
campus, reconfigure

n375e6

shard, pale e,
infill, gambit,
quixotic

n434e18

reconsideration,
visceral, complicit,
sustainable, ron,
reconfiguring, reuse,
fredric, bilbao,
gombrich, frampton,
serra, t...

jackson, ethnography

n138e2

tourism

commuter,
navigational

n256e1

n315e4

unbuilt, adaptable,
cantilever, hangover,
osaka

n374e5

architect, nouvel,
aldo, kitsch,
meltdown, upholstery,
plastic, urbane,
summarised, koolhaas,
monumentality,
herzog, andy, ro...

n196e2

trash,
empower, empowerment,
fab

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...
n78e2

princeton, bateson

n137e1

unstoppable,
incrementally

URBAN,

n255e4

team, airport,
olympic, ken,
orchestrate, disused,
unobstructed, hostel,
girlfriend, domus,
rudofsky

n314e5

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot
n432e17

minimalist, jeffrey,
lynn, dom,
choreograph,
adumbrate, perspecta,
rosalind, negri,
futuristic, ino,
hardt, eisen...

permanently, blur,
embody, level,
colonize, capitalism

n851e3

n254e11

n18e39

minnesota,
minneapolis, abusive,
activism, verso,
launder, polanyi,
neoliberalism

n77e2

incentive, rename,
inexpensive

n136e2

ubiquitous, hack,
gps, prosthetic,
sensor, hacker,
analytics,
smartphone, cyborg,
senseable

n195e5

collaboration, hub,
weekend,
collaborative,
choral, pessac,
linux, habraken

n17e8

management, africa,
entrepreneur, optic,
zone, convene,
logistics,
infrastructure, golf,
certify, realpolitik,
reliant, au...
n76e3

mobile, cyber, smart

n135e10

tech, recycle,
pollution, vibrant,
burgeon, transit,
renovate, carbon,
graffito,
reclamation, collate,
houston, leak...
n194e8

alongside, budget,
menu, bbc

n16e53

phone,
accountability,
dhabi, suez, org,
siemens, songdo,
masdar, planit

n75e3

copenhagen, plummet,
emission, roundabout,
stockholm, app, lbs,
kilometre, singapore,
otis, whyte, mumbai,
bangalore, dharavi

n134e16

launch, million,
crunch, electrify,
showcase, queue, eco

n193e4

n252e1

n15e9

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n133e7

aggressively, exude,
oscar

jay, nihilistic,
nordic, finland,
northwestern,
retinal, ocular,
finnish, merleau,
ponty, alvar, aalto,
sketchbook, helsi...

saarinen

n14e8

politician, protest,
activist, savvy,
egyptian,
homelessness, polity,
madrid, cairo,
rekindle, arab,
barcel...
n73e3

october, september,
negotiate, monitor,
president

n132e3

unidentified,
unbiased

n191e15

n249e1

n13e49

january, movement,
available,
leadership, occupy,
occupation, february,
consensus, brutality,
outrage,
parliament...
n72e5

massive, advertise,
report, december,
april, corporate,
digest, july,
warfare, journalist,
devastation,
official, disrupt...
n131e2

peripheral

n189e1

ramp, glaze,
buckminster, kit,
practicality, turin,
cladding, classicist,
cra smanship,
stu gart, richards,
ventilate, radia...

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

n487e4

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...
n604e14

infectious, midsummer

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

n426e26

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

n662e3

perpetrator,
recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

n781e2

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...
n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

topographical

n721e4

n247e4

n366e3

monograph, italia

n425e13

n543e10

spatiality, andrea,
separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

n246e3

n306e1

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

n601e1

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...

skeletal

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

n541e41

n661e24

n305e2

engineer,
appreciation

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

n188e43

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

pioneer, prognosis

n128e2

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n9e42

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...
n68e2

dell

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...
n186e9

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...

n8e44

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
NETWORK, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n126e24

corbusier, vers

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, THEORY,
stringent

n422e5

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

autonomy,
reintegration

n125e2

n244e25

n303e2

construction,
achievement,
consonance

n362e5

n6e8

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

ascription

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

n243e4

n302e3

INNOVATION,

interconnection,
centrality, so...

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n5e7

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,

n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

scrape, lane, spit,
bucket, furtive,
talon, lacerate, eel,
sideboard, pla er,
curdle, braggart,
brunswick

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, BIG

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

n44e12

n45e17

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n103e17

n104e12

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n224e18

n284e35

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...
n643e50

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...
n703e33

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n226e2

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...
n344e55

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...
n404e36

excavate, solder,
woodwork

gable

nave

n348e4

antique, louvre

n407e2

flue

n524e1

malta, sadden

n644e3

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n527e9

bordeaux

toad, orchard, yonder

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt
n767e1

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

n768e1

n826e10

brussels

n946e2

habituate,
inexperience

engrave, parrot

n770e2

pate, denmark

n947e1

n948e3

foil

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

queen, exit, norway

breadth, torus

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

plinth

n952e4

canker

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...
n893e13

gnat, hap

n951e1

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n833e16

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

n892e2

ber

n535e1

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

whit, raucous

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

goad, infuriate,
burly

diana, serviceable,
pediment

n714e4

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

n775e4

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

n895e13

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

n776e1

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

n778e2

n779e1

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n956e3

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

unarm, turk

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

n896e8

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

pontiff

fortress

n836e4

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...
n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

n835e11

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n599e2

potentate, bologna

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

n717e2

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

n598e2

caravaggio

n657e4

disunite

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,

boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

n478e32

descend

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

n359e2

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

n595e3

n773e3

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...
n832e14

claudius, distemper

n890e1

tenuous, feign

aflame, finder

n240e12

n299e3

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

consistence

adriatic

mortar, abacus

n713e5

n772e27

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

n831e2

marcellus

n889e18

n534e1

thickness, samos,
pontus

n653e2

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n712e1

n771e3

capacious,
amphitheatre

n829e1

doomsday, exeunt

n888e2

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n945e2

anon

n828e2

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n886e12

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

expeditious

n298e7

n358e3

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

n652e5

n711e2

afoot

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n416e11

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n533e3

n592e3

corona, cella

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

inveigh

behoove

n180e2

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

n297e2

centaur

quadrant

n474e2

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n591e2

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

thursday

n825e1

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n884e22

n944e16

n708e1

delphic

pore, entomb

n296e1

n414e1

dampness

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n707e15

module

n589e5

padua, pius

n648e1

n764e318

n824e6

n530e1

phidias

n588e2

wench

n706e5

greek, midway,
stronghold

n237e1

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n413e1

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,

dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

n60e58

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n353e4

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes
n412e9

rainwater

n471e1

width, tuscan

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n352e9

exposure, tier

n411e1

rubble

n470e2

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

n705e3

overhang

n351e2

aisle, tern

n410e1

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

n645e2

riot, broom, tremor

n704e64

semicircle

n350e2

gymnasium

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

n469e9

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

n584e2

vertically, marble,
strut

n409e7

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n466e2

porous

n294e1

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

flavour

n235e2

tumour

n293e3

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n234e1

n292e7

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

anew, imperishable

n232e1

n291e1

n55e3

limb, venus

presage

n173e2

pry

ballast

n290e1

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

n408e8

infallibly, butchery

horizontally, masonry

n54e2

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

cloven

n172e1

jangle

n231e1

n289e3

n53e14

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n170e1

n288e1

n347e2

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...
n110e1

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n287e1

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...
n464e8

n50e51

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n227e4

whitewash,
hermetically

n49e5

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n48e3

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...
n107e5

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...

n47e48

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n977e2

vulgarize

powerlessness,
disjunction

reanim
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THE CHRON CLER
The Second D g a Tu n Des gn Beyond n e gence by Ma o Ca po 20 7
design → 244, digital → 240, use → 230, data → 185, time
→ 184, new → 181, technology → 169, today → 139, science →
127, computer → 123, make → 121, way → 117, print → 113, good
→ 112, modern → 110, know → 97, base → 95, architecture → 95,
point → 94, search → 93, tool → 93, need → 90, alberti → 89,
object → 88, work → 86, model → 84, process → 82, image → 82,
technical → 81, history → 80, early → 80, mass → 78, numb →
74, machine → 74, human → 72, long → 70, cost → 70, example
→ 65, start → 64, curve → 63, logic → 63, just → 63, build
→ 63, theory → 62, mathematical → 61, like → 61, art → 61,
book → 61, architectural → 61, computational → 60

Carpo_SDT p ays the chron c er By a ways ook ng backwards—
but not too far back—he accounts for an mmed ate past of
present-day d g ta arch tecture Carpo_SDT s focused on the
d g ta des gn n the age of data For h m t s about techno ogy
sc ence computers arch tecture and he ca s t Des gn Beyond
nte gence 90 As a man festat on of a new k nd of sc ence 9 n
90

9

To re ate t back to the F rst Act we w ask a quest on what wou d
th s mean n the context of Seres_G s not on of nte gence where
nte gence coex sts w th the un verse?
A New K nd of Sc ence s a best se ng controvers a book by Stephen
Wo fram See Stephen Wo fram A New K nd of Sc ence F rst Ed t on
Champa gn IL Wo fram Med a 2002
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PLAY AMONG BOOKS

n1877e22

n1878e26

unfold, maturity,
materialize, DYNAMIC,
underlie, frivolity,
implementation,
passivity, cohesion,
redistribute,
differenti...

n1879e11

literally,
unpredictable,
definitely, surface,
tour, materially,
partition, jump,
facet, inexorably,
mesh, advent...

n1937e6

n1938e9

n1939e4

crash, switch,
unse le,
mathematically,
doesn, skew, shu le,
negotiable,
palimpsest

thread, hedge,
algorithm, looseness,
differentially, silo

n1997e1

n1998e2

endpoint

n1880e3

imaginable, redefine,
tool, inflate,
rotate,
interestingly, hinge,
infiltrate,
instantaneously,
short...

n2057e2

model, container,
fabric, passively

mathematical,
originality,
mathematics,
reciprocate

n2118e2

confluence, virginal,
monotheism, harlequin

n2119e3

scenography,
bifurcate

n2177e17

n2178e19

millennia, alloy,
socrates, surveyor,
crescent, agora,
redress, pythagorean,
nile, archaism,
geometer,
unpredicta...
n2237e4

parasite, anarchical,
stylus

n2239e1

n2299e1

invariant

n2357e49

n2358e3

spectrum, maxwell,
fluctuation,
thermodynamics,
wiener, coefficient,
conduction, cos,
cybernetics,
reliability, volt...

meteorologist,
ontogenetic,
meteorology

astrophysics

n1942e16

n1e193

n2e6

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

functio...

n61e24

n62e3

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,

unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

potential, SYSTEM,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

n5e7

INNOVATION,

n901e3

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n902e2

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

unleash, hypocritical

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

EXAMPLE, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...

n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n787e2

term, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

n906e2

demystify

n9e42

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n487e4

n547e15

n607e9

n667e8

racist

immune

invalidate

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

NEW, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...

RESULT, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...

n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n13e49

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, SOCIAL,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n14e8

n15e9

n16e53

n255e4

n17e8

n495e10

benign, inescapable,
appropriateness,
evocative,
camouflage,
conundrum,
insistently,
unyielding, hy...

n18e39

n796e4

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...
n78e2

n20e122

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

jackson, ethnography

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...

n21e7

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

n499e22

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

highlight, connote

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

demagogic

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...

n22e5

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n859e11

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n23e13

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

n24e6

n25e93

n26e1

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

n28e7

physiologically,
radar

n865e5

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n29e115

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...

n30e29

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n31e15

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...
n91e11

n35e30

n36e25

cram, dock, sibyl

n37e5

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

n39e9

n40e84

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

n41e167

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

n520e49

profusely, truce

spruce, wallet

n698e5

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

n460e9

smartness

n519e2

n579e2

dale

cow, pea, marri

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...
n400e13

n459e1

n578e1

n638e2

chagrin

sometime, saffron

n756e3

n816e16

n876e20

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

n280e6

n340e84

aboard

reverently, lute

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n637e1

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

coward

harem, afire

n339e1

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n517e13

islander, java

shark, beholden,
joust

n815e7

n875e15

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

n397e21

litigation

n516e2

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

n337e1

n396e1

wang

dynasty

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n755e3

n874e9

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

redo, informer

persian, burglar

n575e15

n635e3

n695e1

tudor, quaver

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
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incoherence,
reestablish, devious

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

pioneer, prognosis

n128e2

n188e43

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n247e4

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

n546e10

n785e7

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...
n68e2

dell

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n426e26

STRUCTURE, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

uninformed

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n904e1

contaminate

n8e44

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
NETWORK, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...

n246e3

n306e1

n366e3

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

n784e7

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

n6e8

n126e24

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor

n724e1

quotient

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...

n186e9

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...
n604e14

n664e2

n723e1

n783e5

n842e73

corbusier, vers

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

less, marc, kai

n782e2

infectious, midsummer

garnier, dadaist

monograph, italia

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...
n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...
n543e10

n662e3

perpetrator,

perpetrate, horrific

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...

n365e2

n425e13

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

topographical

recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

n305e2

skeletal

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

spatiality, andrea,

separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...
n721e4

n781e2

n841e20

autonomy,
reintegration

n125e2

n185e4

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...
n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, THEORY,
stringent

n482e1

n541e41

n601e1

n661e24

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

ascription

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n303e2

construction,
achievement,
consonance

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

interconnection,
centrality, so...

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

n183e1

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n302e3

n362e5

n422e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,

n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

n182e5

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n361e51

n421e11

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, BIG

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n43e38

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...
n103e17

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n44e12

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...

n45e17

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n104e12

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

n47e48

n48e3

n107e5

n49e5

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n50e51

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n51e8

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n53e14

n54e2

n55e3

limb, venus

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

presage

n57e2

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

n2122e1

iteration,
sophistication,
neutrality,
categorically, erwin,
arguably, secretive,
eiffel, disrespect...

n2181e3

finesse, anarchic,
solstice, invariance,
massively,
generalise,
vicarious,
generational,
ptolemaic, min...

additive,
alphabetical, numeric

crucially

n2182e1

inverse,
quantifiable,
galactic

n2241e3

n2301e3

quantify, physicist,
commonality

sapiens

n2360e69

n2361e61

biology, span,
quantitative,
naively, mechanistic,
approximately, whale,
mortality,
metabolism, genome,
kilometer, ecosys...

biologist, idealize,
straightforwardly,
trillion,
physicality, reset,
predictably, fission,
bacterium, mammoth,
faucet, cal...

n2242e1

beholder, arch, pier

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph

n655e3

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n2243e30

pulsate

n2302e6

pitfall, conceivably,
amusingly, viscosity,
rainfall,
interrelationship

n2362e93

CELL, reminiscent,
marvelous, prelude,
trig, symbol,
activate,
oversimplification,
cube, composer,
logician, c...

huge, collectively,
lifetime,
predictable, salient,
enormously, grapple,
routinely,
quintessential,
hugely, eleph...
n2363e52

myriad, provocative,
prime, reliably,
swirl, pinpoint,
murky, brain,
elusive, microscopic,
amazingly, untold,
analogue, ch...

1

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...

behoove

aflame, finder

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n420e7

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n599e2

potentate, bologna

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

pontiff

n778e2

n779e1

unarm, turk

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n2303e15

n60e58

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n598e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

fortress

n836e4

n896e8

SIZE, eventually,
damage, surprisingly,
SCALE, remarkably,
significantly,
systematically,
brilliantly, billion,
fuel, gro...

n120e1

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

n419e1

n478e32

descend

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n835e11

n895e13

swim, swi ly, infuse

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

data, regardless,
cellular,
inspirational,
galileo,
coincidentally

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

n834e27

n894e11

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

n714e4

portend

n2183e6

darwinian

physic, measurable,
biosphere

biochemistry

n2123e1

n180e2

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n833e16

n893e13

gnat, hap

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

n416e11

quadrant

n474e2

adriatic

n653e2

n713e5

plinth

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n772e27

n832e14

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n294e1

n58e19

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n174e3

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n712e1

n892e2

ber

anew, imperishable

n293e3

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n592e3

n652e5

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

claudius, distemper

n890e1

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

n173e2

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

breadth, torus

n771e3

n831e2

marcellus

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

n711e2

capacious,
amphitheatre

n829e1

n889e18

tumour

n292e7

overhang

exposure, tier

n471e1

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

pate, denmark

pry

n232e1

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

module

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

doomsday, exeunt

cloven

n172e1

jangle

n231e1

aisle, tern

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

n828e2

n888e2

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

semicircle

width, tuscan

n530e1

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt

thursday

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n470e2

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n767e1

n826e10

n886e12

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

n290e1

n350e2

n410e1

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

brussels

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

toad, orchard, yonder

n825e1

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

n705e3

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n110e1

n170e1

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

malta, sadden

riot, broom, tremor

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...
n764e318

n824e6

n884e22

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

n347e2

n407e2

flue

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n227e4

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n643e50

n703e33

realism, continental,
relational, cryptic,
latour,
intentionality,
whitehead,
interchangeably,
unortho...

n2063e3

○ 2.19
0
Face of West_S– zoom to the cloud of indexes surrounding the index of biology,
rendering_03_RW_4060_r_50it21d.

n181e24

bundle, inanimate,
caricature, ri ,
pejorative, socratic,
hammer, gabriel,
underrate,
anthropocentric,
scientism, artw...
n1943e27

entity, causal,
ontology,
essentialism,
billiard, clarke,
realist, debut,
reductionism, zebra,
eidos, a ract...

purport, mentality,
stasis, commensurate,
exhaustively,
transcription,
realising

n2121e13

michel, priceless,
panoramic,
eradication,
occident, conciliate,
archetypical,
architectonic,
uncounta...

n2300e1

n2359e1

socratics,
agnosticism

n2061e7

eradicate, formality,
substantiate,
modelled, gratuitous,
disturbingly

metric

n1883e30

euler, rightness,
uranium, invariants

n2240e1

rose a

n2298e1

actively, stake,
immaterial, quasi

n2180e34

sieve, maximally,
transportable,
intemperate,
anamnesis, thales

geometry, diagonal,
euclid, hilbert

disagreement,
disagree, chemist,
indices

n1882e2

n2002e4

n2120e19

n2179e6

pyramid, algorithmic,
formidably,
herodotus,
concordance,
indeterminism,
federate, percolate,
polytheism, ion...

n1941e4

temporality,
symmetrically,
anthropology, monism,
boyle, shapin,
postmoderns,
premoderns

n2060e6

perennial, receptive,
methodical,
bifurcation,
compactness

n2117e4

philosophy,
epistemology

n2000e4

n2059e5

summation, euclidian

invisibly, reorient,
lifespan

n1940e8

n1999e4

improbable, passerby

n1881e2

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...

n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
si
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PLENTIFUL PLAY — PLAY I — ACT II

architecture, Carpo_SDT observes and describes a phenomenon
which he encapsulates in The Second Digital Turn.
Under his spotlight, Xenotheka exhibits a single strong
glare. ○ 2.20 With Carpo_SDT, design as a concept starts to talk
with indexes of computation, data, computer, and digital. ○ 2.21
The atmosphere in his cloud carries the mood of applications
and applied thinking: scan, keyboard, processor, numeric, software, interface. ○ 2.21 As a chronicler of the digital and immediate past, Carpo_SDT is commenting on and giving credit to the
protagonists of Design Beyond Intelligence. He addresses and
celebrates them as the digital avant-garde.
n1e193

n2e6

DESIGN, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

ARCHITECTURAL,

functio...

n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,
unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n62e3

n182e5

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...
n361e51

potential, system,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...
n421e11

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n183e1

formalist

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

n303e2

construction,
achievement,
consonance

n482e1

n483e12

n543e10

n664e2

n723e1

perpetrator,
recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

n781e2

perpetrate, horrific

n841e20

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...
n901e3

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

prohibition,
incestuous

contaminate

n963e2

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

fleetingly,
appeasement

n786e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

demystify

n964e1

disintegration

catholicism, seducer

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

EXAMPLE, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...

n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

term, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n906e2

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

n787e2

invalidate

n846e3

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

n904e1

EARLY, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

n727e6

immune

n785e7

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

n962e3

n726e1

uninformed

n784e7

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...
n902e2

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n961e12

n783e5

n842e73

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

n667e8

racist

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

n607e9

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

n666e1

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

n724e1

quotient

n782e2

infectious, midsummer

n606e10

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

n547e15

structure, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n427e7

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

less, marc, kai

n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

n546e10

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor
n662e3

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n307e5

postmodernists

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

n192e1

n251e1

handrail

n309e3

luigi, jones, legibly

n369e4

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

n429e5

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

n549e21

NEW, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

n609e23

BASE, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...

n669e15

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
HUMAN, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n969e4

LOGIC, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

invigorate

holl

n310e32

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...
n370e7

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

n430e5

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, TECHNICAL,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...
n970e2

objectivity, believer

n253e5

understate

n312e12

idealise

n371e6

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

n431e4

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n971e2

positive, irrational

gallery, steel,
norman, grands,
mindset

n313e20

layer, emphasise,
casa, centralised,
pluralism, seagram,
tubular,
organisational,
edouard, iconic,
dramatise, iconology
n372e14

n433e18

n492e16

n493e33

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...
n552e3

n494e4

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,
neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...

era, aspire,
creative, disconnect,
creativity,
painstakingly,
newness

n732e4

technique, merge,
abstraction,
abstractly,
revitalize

n733e1

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

n615e3

reconsider,
provisional,
outdated,
artificiality,
radicalism

chiaroscuro

n734e2

experiential

n792e1

n735e1

modernity, resurgence

n794e3

n853e1

proviso, reductionist

n912e4

n854e3

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n972e1

opaque,
philosophically,
transposition,
spiritualism,
objectivism, triadic

devaluation, modernes

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

n856e12

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...
n916e4

ambiguity, totality,
marx, imbalance,
femininity,
unrealized,
proletariat,
reification

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

n499e22

quotidian

n558e3

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

authenticity,
predate, nefarious

highlight, connote

n618e1

comprehensively,
fulcrum

n677e2

n796e4

lenin

n915e8

masquerade,
irrationality,
deceptively,
obfuscation

subversive, encompass

n973e6

prise

n914e4

n498e1

unremi ing

n617e2

n736e2

marcuse, recuperate

n855e1

ideological,
repetitive,
extrapolate

norm

n913e2

theorization

n795e2

confrontation,
devalue, personalize

simplistic

n852e2

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

disrepute

n557e1

n737e7

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

n797e15

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

n857e57

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n261e2

intentioned, antenna

n320e4

uncritically,
pharaohs

n738e6

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

n798e9

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism
n858e15

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

n500e7

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

n742e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n801e3

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

n860e22

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...
n920e2

impoverish,
unquestionably

n505e2

uncomfortably, bunker

n564e5

johnson, gaulle,
trustee, autocracy,
mosque, autocrat,
reichstag, hanover,
stalin, saddam,
presidential,
khrushchev, ...

optimism

n741e2

enticement, tractor

n800e3

n504e2

intimidate, berlin,
domed, glamorous,
sco ish, rotunda,
bavaria, clinton,
spiralling,
westminster, ringed,
baghdad, aborig...

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...

life, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...
n921e4

n743e9

rationalism

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

vienna, austria,
schmidt

n744e1

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

n745e2

newtonian

physiologically,
radar

n805e3

awareness, margin,
visually

momentary

n862e10

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory
n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n863e4

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n864e7

n865e5

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n746e6

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

n806e7

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

n866e25

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...
n926e37

PRINT, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n748e1

biblical

n928e1

wasteland, blackberry

dickens

n753e1

brothel

oblivious, whimsy

grade, satirical,
maple

youngster, lumber

n517e13

islander, java

n874e9

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

n934e2

eugene, lovable

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

sometime, saffron

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

n875e15

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...
n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

n520e49

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...

n579e2

dale

n638e2

chagrin

n756e3

cull, he y,
consignment

n815e7

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

profusely, truce

n578e1

dominus

n460e9

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n637e1

n696e2

n755e3

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

cram, dock, sibyl

n933e2

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...
n400e13

smartness

shark, beholden,
joust

tudor, quaver

n814e5

n873e3

caravan

n932e3

n340e84

aboard

reverently, lute

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n695e1

n754e2

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

n872e1

n931e2

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

harem, afire

n339e1

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n575e15

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

venetian

n812e9

armor, intone

n930e1

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

n280e6

n459e1

n635e3

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n694e3

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

coward

reverential

n397e21

litigation

n516e2

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n634e9

donate, donation

landslide

n811e2

alma

n870e2

wi ily, snobbish

n929e1

anesthesia

n752e1

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

mechanical, mechanize

explorer

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

n809e1

mumford, carapace

n868e2

carver

armageddon

ching, amulet

n337e1

n396e1

wang

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

n279e2

dynasty

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

n574e35

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara

histrionic

n278e3

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

n580e30

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...

mop, bushy

n639e19

n640e85

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n219e1

n455e1

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

persian, burglar

n395e1

raid, americas

n454e4

n633e10

endless, greed

n692e1

redo, informer

n277e2

n335e2

purveyor

n394e2

n573e13

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n632e2

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n691e1

n750e3

trek

n808e2

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n927e1

n572e8

propensity

n631e3

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n690e1

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

n334e1

illegal, presumably

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

n571e1

plato

n630e7

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...

hedonistic, outgo

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...
n867e3

n512e3

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons
n570e1

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n629e40

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n276e3

n218e1

n41e167

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...
n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n40e84

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

supporter, freelance,
avidly

n393e5

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n274e4

n333e3

favor

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

n510e13

imputation

n569e4

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

n689e2

n807e39

n332e1

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...
n391e2

secure, statesman,
annum

athens

n509e1

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

n687e4

n747e19

n331e20

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n390e3

vest, socialistic

n273e3

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n37e5

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

page, dei

n214e4

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

n154e2

julius, albert

n213e6

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...

n450e1

n568e2

remake, subtitle

freedom, les, est,
une, harmful,
impracticable,
confiscation

n330e5

government,
dispassionately

n389e2

bodin

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

n627e2

mouthpiece

sans

n329e2

tutelage,
fountainhead

n271e28

civil, roman,
council, undercurrent

futile, delegate,
corruption,
conspiracy,
unequivocally, adage

n567e4

foretaste

n626e1

n270e7

n448e4

declaration,
sanction,
irresistible,
restoration,
unanimously,
outstanding,
flagrant, abj...
n507e6

party, defeat,
politically,
forerunner,
conspicuous

n566e1

n686e10

n802e1

overload,
pretentious,
tragically

n861e15

n506e5

seizure

constitution,
puritan, despotism,
cromwell

n388e1

republic, republican,
legality,
confederation,
channelled, bonheur

n447e12

commission, sear

n625e1

n684e3

n269e1

n328e2

absolutism

n387e6

founder, found,
rebellion,
liberation, vacate,
schematically

conspicuously,
untested

n565e2

lewis, giuseppe,
memo, manipulative,
nixon

churchill

n683e20

n327e1

revolution,
revolutionary,
downfall, hypocrisy,
unmask, outbreak,
preordain, ancien,
lawlessness

n446e6

colonial, cue

englishmen, lex

n153e2

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

n35e30

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n94e5

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n212e9

adjustment, union,
thomas, mainly,
adoption, tract,
interference,
executive, insure,
contention,
imperfectly, fran...

n34e4

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...
n93e3

austin, squalor

n152e6

university, max,
london, edward,
harvard, kenneth,
dissertation,
allocation, williams,
marshall,
massachuse...
n211e15

merit, enforce,
faire, ineffective,
dans, avec, pension,
qui, disapproval,
foreseeable,
reasonableness, bien,
jena, anonymou...

n33e74

german, rudolf,
germany, proceeding,
outspoken, erich,
franz, obtainable,
theodor, anton,
alleviation,
lawfulness, josef
n92e2

cambridge, chicago,
columbia, trans,
yale, eds, go fried,
vermont, campbell,
lindsay, loyola

n151e20

progressive, review,
desirable, policy,
governmental, des,
den, immanuel,
monetary,
meritorious,
philosop...
n210e16

safeguard, welfare,
sont, ordre

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...
n91e11

edition, undesirable,
conservative,
quotation,
beneficial,
insurance, ithaca,
dent, deterrent,
kentucky, arn...
n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

n209e4

n268e4

machiavelli,
bolshevik, melville,
adams, jacobin,
politic, jefferson,
township, harrington,
revolutionist,
robespierre
n386e9

secular

n445e2

autocratic

n623e1

misleadingly

pessimistic, detritus

n326e11

secularization

n385e1

n563e50

n622e1

n682e1

n740e2

n325e1

unwillingness

n444e1

dictator, fascist,
ministry, o oman,
absolutist,
ruthlessness

n503e22

dome, bush, overrun,
demolish, boost,
tycoon, atlanta,
metro, charisma,
lavishly,
billionaire,
boardr...

bombastic, geste,
caesars, dressage

signalling,
untroubled, cyclical,
rhythm

madison, condorcet

peuple, montesquieu,
hommes, ordo

n324e1

intolerance

n443e6

n502e21

decorator, mismatch,
deco

n621e4

tocqueville

unsatisfied, slavish,
popularly, pamper,
atavistic, climber,
vainglory

preservation,
atomistic, pessimist

n383e1

impressive, reminder,
patron, erupt, daunt,
demolition, overtly,
gulag, podium,
ballistic

n561e4

mediterranean

n680e2

equality, egalitarian

n31e15

arthur, von,
friedrich, oxford,
ludwig, das, allen,
routledge, fritz,
profitably, sidney,
zurich, ernest,
edmund, h...
n90e21

que, amendment,
jurisprudence,
judicial, restate,
encroachment,
redistribution, ses

n149e6

constitutional,
pouvoir

n208e2

n267e4

n323e3

ambitious, veto

n442e10

n501e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

n560e1

dignity, fanaticism,
hobble

prosperous, loyalty,
eastern,
counterweight

n382e2

celebration,
monument, instal

n207e2

n30e29

reprint, income,
legislation, liberty,
discretion, infringe,
irrespective,
conservatism,
prevention,
enforcement, ...
n89e8

desirability,
beneficiary

n148e2

thucydides

n206e1

n29e115

practicable, milton,
ltd, orwell,
monopolistic,
robbins, acton

n88e2

rescind, adjudicate

n147e1

n205e2

locke, saxon, anglo

n28e7

competitive,
centrally, creed,
totalitarian,
stewart, socialist,
deutscher, peacetime,
eduard, socialism,
mor...
n87e2

liberalism

internationalism,
nationalistic,
paternalistic

n263e7

n322e4

prestige

n441e3

western, photograph,
meter, teutonic,
maoist

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n859e11

reform, ancestry

outlet, intractable,
maelstrom,
dispassionate,
assertive

n381e1

concession, mandate,
bureaucrat

n440e5

aspiration, tinge,
typify

n679e8

n262e3

n321e5

legacy, expunge,
outpouring,
relativistic

n380e3

n620e3

propagandist

n678e2

implacably,
demography

sociopolitical

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

n439e3

n497e1

hone, promethean

n676e1

reservation

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

disaster, a une,
prominently,
selectively,
recreational

racial

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

totalitarianism

n145e3

dictatorship, boris,
schumpeter

n204e3

aristocratic,
economically, weber,
thoroughgoing,
classless

n26e1

oust, extremist,
takeover, uncritical,
nato, indiscriminate,
bomb, watchdog,
voter, aggression,
thailand,
infiltrat...
n85e1

leninist, costa,
huntington

n144e3

recognition,
democratically,
alexandre,
destructiveness,
hobbesian, lordship,
hobbes

n203e5

unfulfilled,
intolerant,
dictatorial,
industrially,
asocial, comeback,
calvinist

n25e93

communist, soviet,
pessimism,
militarily, mafia,
kissinger

n84e3

democratic,
authoritarian,
democracy, liberal,
communism,
directional,
dynastic,
directionality
n143e7

tolerant, modernize,
colonialism, bipolar,
incompletely,
undercut, bidder

n202e7

n260e2

n24e6

democratization,
ussr, deng,
czechoslovakia,
democratize,
authoritarianism,
gorbachev, havel,
lockean, thy...
n83e8

imperialism,
consumerism

n142e7

willingness,
economic, asia,
citizenship, overt

n200e1

n319e6

aura

n378e5

dramatically,
tolerance, devolve,
historic, pare,
emblematic, lo ,
unassailable, crutch,
coastal, conveyor,
prem...
n437e6

n23e13

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

abortion, franco,
latecomer, asians,
consumerist

n141e5

bureaucracy,
centralize, african

desert, nuclear,
encampment

louise, playboy

n318e1

lush, mcdonald,
automotive,
interstate

n377e65

exacerbate, plethora,
planetary,
collectivity

n616e2

sketchy, gadget,
reorganization

n674e1

engrained, taliesin

n317e4

n22e5

legitimacy,
philippines, iran,
anytime, taiwan,
korea, yeltsin

n81e5

national,
institution,
politics,
sovereignty,
worldwide, enshrine

n140e3

n259e1

rubric, habitat,
unregulated,
promulgate, penchant,
rife

n21e7

behalf, culturally,
ethnic,
environmental,
cosmopolitan,
defensive, paramount,
domination,
unfe ered, ident...
n80e6

partnership,
membership,
byproduct,
preparedness

geography, emilio

n199e3

landscape, revisit,
tourist, fred,
carpenter, pastoral,
civilisation, choses,
canadian, monolith,
arizona, bataille,
thomson, can...
n258e2

utopia,
disproportionate,
sideline,
sociability,
blithely,
distributor,
artistry, ers...
n556e4

nostalgia,
irrelevance, purview,
superficiality,
diploma, inhabitable

n614e5

reactionary,
concreteness

n673e5

benign, inescapable,
appropriateness,
evocative,
camouflage,
conundrum,
insistently,
unyielding, hy...
n496e9

visionary, utopian,
juxtaposition, spawn,
repository,
foreground, eschew,
generic, bigness,
maki

n555e6

pluralist, strident

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

n672e7

cooper, footprint,
memorial, credential,
urbanism, armature,
trump, mall, mantra,
collusion, toxic,
glib, urbanists,
urbanity, dead...
n436e14

n495e10

renovation,
commemorative,
postmodernity,
otherworldly

n553e2

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n612e3

obesity

site, sprawl,
olympics, suburbia,
ciam, vancouver,
lavatory, eisenhower,
conviviality,
affordable, dystopia,
ada, citysc...
n376e42

morph, delineation,
hilarious,
reconfiguration,
lang, rendition, ink,
monochrome, blizzard,
de , megastructure

gary

n20e122

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

n139e2

teller, ethnographic

n198e46

n257e2

n316e17

reconfigured,
environmentally,
rogers, derelict

celebrity, rampant,
underpinnings,
informality, usa,
patina

n435e11

donald, frankfurt,
seamlessly,
billboard,
instigator,
adjustable, prix,
diller, scofidio,
tel, coop, ...

n197e1

redesign, venue,
campus, reconfigure

n375e6

shard, pale e,
infill, gambit,
quixotic

n434e18

reconsideration,
visceral, complicit,
sustainable, ron,
reconfiguring, reuse,
fredric, bilbao,
gombrich, frampton,
serra, t...

jackson, ethnography

n138e2

tourism

commuter,
navigational

n256e1

n315e4

unbuilt, adaptable,
cantilever, hangover,
osaka

n374e5

architect, nouvel,
aldo, kitsch,
meltdown, upholstery,
plastic, urbane,
summarised, koolhaas,
monumentality,
herzog, andy, ro...

n196e2

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...
n78e2

princeton, bateson

n137e1

unstoppable,
incrementally

urban, trash,
empower, empowerment,
fab

n255e4

team, airport,
olympic, ken,
orchestrate, disused,
unobstructed, hostel,
girlfriend, domus,
rudofsky

n314e5

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot
n432e17

minimalist, jeffrey,
lynn, dom,
choreograph,
adumbrate, perspecta,
rosalind, negri,
futuristic, ino,
hardt, eisen...

permanently, blur,
embody, level,
colonize, capitalism

n851e3

n254e11

n18e39

minnesota,
minneapolis, abusive,
activism, verso,
launder, polanyi,
neoliberalism

n77e2

incentive, rename,
inexpensive

n136e2

ubiquitous, hack,
gps, prosthetic,
sensor, hacker,
analytics,
smartphone, cyborg,
senseable

n195e5

collaboration, hub,
weekend,
collaborative,
choral, pessac,
linux, habraken

n17e8

management, africa,
entrepreneur, optic,
zone, convene,
logistics,
infrastructure, golf,
certify, realpolitik,
reliant, au...
n76e3

mobile, cyber, smart

n135e10

tech, recycle,
pollution, vibrant,
burgeon, transit,
renovate, carbon,
graffito,
reclamation, collate,
houston, leak...
n194e8

alongside, budget,
menu, bbc

n16e53

phone,
accountability,
dhabi, suez, org,
siemens, songdo,
masdar, planit

n75e3

copenhagen, plummet,
emission, roundabout,
stockholm, app, lbs,
kilometre, singapore,
otis, whyte, mumbai,
bangalore, dharavi

n134e16

launch, million,
crunch, electrify,
showcase, queue, eco

n193e4

n252e1

n15e9

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n133e7

aggressively, exude,
oscar

jay, nihilistic,
nordic, finland,
northwestern,
retinal, ocular,
finnish, merleau,
ponty, alvar, aalto,
sketchbook, helsi...

saarinen

n14e8

politician, protest,
activist, savvy,
egyptian,
homelessness, polity,
madrid, cairo,
rekindle, arab,
barcel...
n73e3

october, september,
negotiate, monitor,
president

n132e3

unidentified,
unbiased

n191e15

n249e1

n13e49

january, movement,
available,
leadership, occupy,
occupation, february,
consensus, brutality,
outrage,
parliament...
n72e5

massive, advertise,
report, december,
april, corporate,
digest, july,
warfare, journalist,
devastation,
official, disrupt...
n131e2

peripheral

n189e1

ramp, glaze,
buckminster, kit,
practicality, turin,
cladding, classicist,
cra smanship,
stu gart, richards,
ventilate, radia...

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

n487e4

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...
n604e14

topographical

n721e4

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

n426e26

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

n601e1

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...
n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...

idiosyncratic

spatiality, andrea,
separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

n247e4

n366e3

monograph, italia

n425e13

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n246e3

n306e1

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

n541e41

n661e24

n305e2

skeletal

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, THEORY,
stringent

n422e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

n362e5

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

n188e43

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

pioneer, prognosis

n128e2

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n9e42

manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...

TECHNOLOGY,

n68e2

dell

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...
n186e9

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...

n8e44

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n126e24

corbusier, vers

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n302e3

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

autonomy,
reintegration

n125e2

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

n243e4

n6e8

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n5e7

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

ARCHITECTURE,

programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

scrape, lane, spit,
bucket, furtive,
talon, lacerate, eel,
sideboard, pla er,
curdle, braggart,
brunswick

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

n44e12

n45e17

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n103e17

n104e12

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n224e18

n284e35

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...
n643e50

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...
n703e33

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n226e2

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...
n344e55

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...
n404e36

excavate, solder,
woodwork

gable

nave

n348e4

antique, louvre

n407e2

flue

n524e1

malta, sadden

n644e3

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n527e9

bordeaux

toad, orchard, yonder

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt
n767e1

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

n768e1

n826e10

brussels

n946e2

habituate,
inexperience

engrave, parrot

n770e2

pate, denmark

n947e1

n948e3

foil

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

queen, exit, norway

breadth, torus

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

plinth

n952e4

canker

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...
n893e13

gnat, hap

n951e1

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n833e16

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

n892e2

ber

n535e1

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

whit, raucous

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

goad, infuriate,
burly

diana, serviceable,
pediment

n714e4

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

n775e4

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

n895e13

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

n776e1

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

n778e2

n779e1

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n956e3

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

unarm, turk

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

n896e8

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

pontiff

fortress

n836e4

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...
n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

n835e11

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n599e2

potentate, bologna

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

n717e2

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

n598e2

caravaggio

n657e4

disunite

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,

boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

n478e32

descend

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

n359e2

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

n595e3

n773e3

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...
n832e14

claudius, distemper

n890e1

tenuous, feign

aflame, finder

n240e12

n299e3

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

consistence

adriatic

mortar, abacus

n713e5

n772e27

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

n831e2

marcellus

n889e18

n534e1

thickness, samos,
pontus

n653e2

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n712e1

n771e3

capacious,
amphitheatre

n829e1

doomsday, exeunt

n888e2

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n945e2

anon

n828e2

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n886e12

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

expeditious

n298e7

n358e3

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

n652e5

n711e2

afoot

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n416e11

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n533e3

n592e3

corona, cella

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

inveigh

behoove

n180e2

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

n297e2

centaur

quadrant

n474e2

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n591e2

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

thursday

n825e1

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n884e22

n944e16

n708e1

delphic

pore, entomb

n296e1

n414e1

dampness

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n707e15

module

n589e5

padua, pius

n648e1

n764e318

n824e6

n530e1

phidias

n588e2

wench

n706e5

greek, midway,
stronghold

n237e1

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n413e1

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,

dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

n60e58

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n353e4

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes
n412e9

rainwater

n471e1

width, tuscan

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n352e9

exposure, tier

n411e1

rubble

n470e2

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

n705e3

overhang

n351e2

aisle, tern

n410e1

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

n645e2

riot, broom, tremor

n704e64

semicircle

n350e2

gymnasium

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

n469e9

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

n584e2

vertically, marble,
strut

n409e7

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n466e2

porous

n294e1

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

flavour

n235e2

tumour

n293e3

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n234e1

n292e7

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

anew, imperishable

n232e1

n291e1

n55e3

limb, venus

presage

n173e2

pry

ballast

n290e1

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

n408e8

infallibly, butchery

horizontally, masonry

n54e2

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

cloven

n172e1

jangle

n231e1

n289e3

n53e14

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n170e1

n288e1

n347e2

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...
n110e1

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n287e1

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...
n464e8

n50e51

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n227e4

whitewash,
hermetically

n49e5

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n48e3

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...
n107e5

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...

n47e48

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n974e3

polarity, fetish,
infra

brutally,
particula
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n1e193

n2e6

DESIGN, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

ARCHITECTURAL,

functio...

n61e24

n62e3

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,

unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

potential, system,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

ARCHITECTURE,

programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

n5e7

n901e3

n902e2

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n961e12

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

n903e1

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

n906e2

demystify

n964e1

disintegration

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

catholicism, seducer

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

EARLY, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

EXAMPLE, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...

n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n787e2

term, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

n904e1

fleetingly,
appeasement

n9e42

manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n487e4

n547e15

n607e9

n667e8

racist

immune

invalidate

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

NEW, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

BASE, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
HUMAN, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n969e4

LOGIC, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, TECHNICAL,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...
n970e2

objectivity, believer

n13e49

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n971e2

positive, irrational

n14e8

n15e9

n255e4

n495e10

n912e4

n913e2

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n914e4

opaque,
philosophically,
transposition,
spiritualism,
objectivism, triadic

n974e3

polarity, fetish,
infra

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

n976e1

brutally,
particularity,
shamelessly

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n977e2

vulgarize

n20e122

powerlessness,
disjunction
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n21e7

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

n499e22

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

highlight, connote

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

demagogic

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

n978e2

reanimate, rimbaud

n22e5

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

n23e13

n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

n26e1

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n28e7

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n29e115

n926e37

PRINT, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

n30e29

n927e1

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...

n929e1

anesthesia

oblivious, whimsy

grade, satirical,
maple

youngster, lumber

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

eugene, lovable

n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

n41e167

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

n579e2

dale

cow, pea, marri

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n520e49

profusely, truce

n578e1

n638e2

chagrin

sometime, saffron

n756e3

n816e16

n876e20

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...

n460e9

smartness

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n637e1

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...
n400e13

reverently, lute

n517e13

islander, java

shark, beholden,
joust

n815e7

n875e15

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n280e6

n340e84

aboard

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n459e1

n516e2

n934e2

n40e84

n100e1

n220e4

coward

harem, afire

n339e1

n397e21

litigation

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

n396e1

wang

dynasty

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n755e3

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

n337e1

persian, burglar

n575e15

n635e3

n695e1

tudor, quaver

n874e9

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

redo, informer

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

n335e2

n395e1

n455e1

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

n933e2

n37e5

n97e3

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

purveyor

raid, americas

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n814e5

cram, dock, sibyl

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

page, dei

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n754e2

venetian

n873e3

n932e3

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n514e9

n574e35

n634e9

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

caravan

n931e2

brothel

n35e30

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n274e4

n334e1

n394e2

n454e4

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

n812e9

n872e1

armor, intone

n930e1

dickens

n34e4

n94e5

illegal, presumably

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

n633e10

endless, greed

landslide

wasteland, blackberry

n154e2

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n752e1

n811e2

n214e4

supporter, freelance,
avidly

n393e5

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n512e3

n572e8

n632e2

n692e1

biblical

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

n333e3

favor

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

propensity

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n273e3

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n332e1

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

julius, albert

n213e6

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...

n631e3

n691e1

alma

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

n153e2

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n212e9

adjustment, union,
thomas, mainly,
adoption, tract,
interference,
executive, insure,
contention,
imperfectly, fran...

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...

n571e1

plato

n870e2

wi ily, snobbish

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...
n93e3

austin, squalor

n152e6

university, max,
london, edward,
harvard, kenneth,
dissertation,
allocation, williams,
marshall,
massachuse...

n271e28

n331e20

n391e2

athens

armageddon

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

n33e74

german, rudolf,
germany, proceeding,
outspoken, erich,
franz, obtainable,
theodor, anton,
alleviation,
lawfulness, josef
n92e2

cambridge, chicago,
columbia, trans,
yale, eds, go fried,
vermont, campbell,
lindsay, loyola

n211e15

freedom, les, est,
une, harmful,
impracticable,
confiscation

secure, statesman,
annum

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n750e3

n809e1

mumford, carapace

mechanical, mechanize

n928e1

carver

n31e15

n91e11

n151e20

progressive, review,
desirable, policy,
governmental, des,
den, immanuel,
monetary,
meritorious,
philosop...

n510e13

n570e1

n630e7

n690e1

hedonistic, outgo

trek

n808e2

n868e2

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n450e1

imputation

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

n748e1

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...

merit, enforce,
faire, ineffective,
dans, avec, pension,
qui, disapproval,
foreseeable,
reasonableness, bien,
jena, anonymou...
n270e7

n330e5

n390e3

vest, socialistic

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n747e19

n807e39

edition, undesirable,
conservative,
quotation,
beneficial,
insurance, ithaca,
dent, deterrent,
kentucky, arn...

n210e16

sans

government,
dispassionately

n569e4

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

remake, subtitle

n687e4

n867e3

arthur, von,
friedrich, oxford,
ludwig, das, allen,
routledge, fritz,
profitably, sidney,
zurich, ernest,
edmund, h...
n90e21

n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

n509e1

n568e2

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

n627e2

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...

safeguard, welfare,
sont, ordre

n269e1

n329e2

n389e2

bodin

civil, roman,
council, undercurrent

futile, delegate,
corruption,
conspiracy,
unequivocally, adage

n567e4

foretaste

mouthpiece

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

que, amendment,
jurisprudence,
judicial, restate,
encroachment,
redistribution, ses

n149e6

n209e4

tutelage,
fountainhead

n388e1

n448e4

declaration,
sanction,
irresistible,
restoration,
unanimously,
outstanding,
flagrant, abj...
n507e6

party, defeat,
politically,
forerunner,
conspicuous

n746e6

n806e7

n866e25

reprint, income,
legislation, liberty,
discretion, infringe,
irrespective,
conservatism,
prevention,
enforcement, ...
n89e8

desirability,
beneficiary

constitution,
puritan, despotism,
cromwell

n328e2

absolutism

republic, republican,
legality,
confederation,
channelled, bonheur

n447e12

founder, found,
rebellion,
liberation, vacate,
schematically

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

physiologically,
radar

n865e5

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

englishmen, lex

n268e4

peuple, montesquieu,
hommes, ordo

n327e1

n387e6

revolution,
revolutionary,
downfall, hypocrisy,
unmask, outbreak,
preordain, ancien,
lawlessness

n506e5

n566e1

n626e1

n686e10

n745e2

newtonian

n864e7

constitutional,
pouvoir

n208e2

madison, condorcet

n267e4

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

machiavelli,
bolshevik, melville,
adams, jacobin,
politic, jefferson,
township, harrington,
revolutionist,
robespierre

n446e6

seizure

vienna, austria,
schmidt

n744e1

awareness, margin,
visually

n863e4

practicable, milton,
ltd, orwell,
monopolistic,
robbins, acton

n88e2

n148e2

thucydides

n207e2

tocqueville

n326e11

n386e9

secular

colonial, cue

conspicuously,
untested

commission, sear

n625e1

n684e3

n805e3

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory

rescind, adjudicate

n147e1

n206e1

secularization

n505e2

n565e2

lewis, giuseppe,
memo, manipulative,
nixon

churchill

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

momentary

n862e10

competitive,
centrally, creed,
totalitarian,
stewart, socialist,
deutscher, peacetime,
eduard, socialism,
mor...
n87e2

liberalism

internationalism,
nationalistic,
paternalistic

equality, egalitarian

n325e1

n385e1

n445e2

autocratic

n504e2

uncomfortably, bunker

n564e5

johnson, gaulle,
trustee, autocracy,
mosque, autocrat,
reichstag, hanover,
stalin, saddam,
presidential,
khrushchev, ...

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...
n743e9

rationalism

n802e1

overload,
pretentious,
tragically

life, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...

totalitarianism

n145e3

n205e2

unwillingness

n444e1

intimidate, berlin,
domed, glamorous,
sco ish, rotunda,
bavaria, clinton,
spiralling,
westminster, ringed,
baghdad, aborig...

n683e20

optimism

n742e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n861e15

oust, extremist,
takeover, uncritical,
nato, indiscriminate,
bomb, watchdog,
voter, aggression,
thailand,
infiltrat...
n85e1

leninist, costa,
huntington

dictatorship, boris,
schumpeter

locke, saxon, anglo

n324e1

intolerance

dictator, fascist,
ministry, o oman,
absolutist,
ruthlessness

n503e22

n563e50

n623e1

misleadingly

n682e1

impoverish,
unquestionably

n25e93

communist, soviet,
pessimism,
militarily, mafia,
kissinger

n204e3

unsatisfied, slavish,
popularly, pamper,
atavistic, climber,
vainglory

preservation,
atomistic, pessimist

n443e6

dome, bush, overrun,
demolish, boost,
tycoon, atlanta,
metro, charisma,
lavishly,
billionaire,
boardr...

n622e1

signalling,
untroubled, cyclical,
rhythm

n741e2

n801e3

n920e2

n24e6

n84e3

n144e3

recognition,
democratically,
alexandre,
destructiveness,
hobbesian, lordship,
hobbes

n323e3

n383e1

ambitious, veto

impressive, reminder,
patron, erupt, daunt,
demolition, overtly,
gulag, podium,
ballistic

n502e21

bombastic, geste,
caesars, dressage

n621e4

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

aristocratic,
economically, weber,
thoroughgoing,
classless

n263e7

dignity, fanaticism,
hobble

prosperous, loyalty,
eastern,
counterweight

n442e10

decorator, mismatch,
deco

n561e4

mediterranean

enticement, tractor

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...

democratic,
authoritarian,
democracy, liberal,
communism,
directional,
dynastic,
directionality
n143e7

n203e5

unfulfilled,
intolerant,
dictatorial,
industrially,
asocial, comeback,
calvinist

n262e3

n322e4

n382e2

prestige

celebration,
monument, instal

n501e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

pessimistic, detritus

n740e2

n800e3

n860e22

democratization,
ussr, deng,
czechoslovakia,
democratize,
authoritarianism,
gorbachev, havel,
lockean, thy...
n83e8

imperialism,
consumerism

tolerant, modernize,
colonialism, bipolar,
incompletely,
undercut, bidder

n202e7

reform, ancestry

outlet, intractable,
maelstrom,
dispassionate,
assertive

n381e1

n441e3

western, photograph,
meter, teutonic,
maoist

n680e2

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n859e11

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

n142e7

willingness,
economic, asia,
citizenship, overt

n261e2

n321e5

legacy, expunge,
outpouring,
relativistic

concession, mandate,
bureaucrat

n500e7

n560e1

aspiration, tinge,
typify

n679e8

uncritically,
pharaohs

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,

abortion, franco,
latecomer, asians,
consumerist

racial

intentioned, antenna

n320e4

n380e3

n440e5

n620e3

propagandist

n738e6

n798e9

n858e15

legitimacy,
philippines, iran,
anytime, taiwan,
korea, yeltsin

n81e5

n141e5

bureaucracy,
centralize, african

n260e2

reservation

n319e6

aura

quotidian

national,
institution,
politics,
sovereignty,
worldwide, enshrine

n140e3

n200e1

desert, nuclear,
encampment

n259e1

louise, playboy

disaster, a une,
prominently,
selectively,
recreational

authenticity,
predate, nefarious

behalf, culturally,
ethnic,
environmental,
cosmopolitan,
defensive, paramount,
domination,
unfe ered, ident...
n80e6

partnership,
membership,
byproduct,
preparedness

geography, emilio

n199e3

landscape, revisit,
tourist, fred,
carpenter, pastoral,
civilisation, choses,
canadian, monolith,
arizona, bataille,
thomson, can...

n439e3

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

n857e57

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

n139e2

teller, ethnographic

n498e1

n558e3

n618e1

n678e2

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

n797e15

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

n916e4

ambiguity, totality,
marx, imbalance,
femininity,
unrealized,
proletariat,
reification

n975e3

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...

jackson, ethnography

n258e2

n318e1

n378e5

implacably,
demography

n737e7

n796e4

n915e8

masquerade,
irrationality,
deceptively,
obfuscation

subversive, encompass

n973e6

prise

n18e39

n78e2

disrepute

unremi ing

comprehensively,
fulcrum

n677e2

sociopolitical

n736e2

devaluation, modernes

n856e12

lenin

n138e2

lush, mcdonald,
automotive,
interstate

dramatically,
tolerance, devolve,
historic, pare,
emblematic, lo ,
unassailable, crutch,
coastal, conveyor,
prem...

n497e1

n557e1

n617e2

hone, promethean

n676e1

theorization

marcuse, recuperate

n855e1

ideological,
repetitive,
extrapolate

n198e46

gary

engrained, taliesin

n317e4

n377e65

n437e6

rubric, habitat,
unregulated,
promulgate, penchant,
rife

utopia,
disproportionate,
sideline,
sociability,
blithely,
distributor,
artistry, ers...

exacerbate, plethora,
planetary,
collectivity

n616e2

sketchy, gadget,
reorganization

tourism

n257e2

obesity

benign, inescapable,
appropriateness,
evocative,
camouflage,
conundrum,
insistently,
unyielding, hy...

n556e4

nostalgia,
irrelevance, purview,
superficiality,
diploma, inhabitable

n735e1

n795e2

confrontation,
devalue, personalize

princeton, bateson

n197e1

commuter,
navigational

cooper, footprint,
memorial, credential,
urbanism, armature,
trump, mall, mantra,
collusion, toxic,
glib, urbanists,
urbanity, dead...

n496e9

visionary, utopian,
juxtaposition, spawn,
repository,
foreground, eschew,
generic, bigness,
maki

n555e6

n615e3

n794e3

n854e3

minnesota,
minneapolis, abusive,
activism, verso,
launder, polanyi,
neoliberalism

n137e1

unstoppable,
incrementally

site, sprawl,
olympics, suburbia,
ciam, vancouver,
lavatory, eisenhower,
conviviality,
affordable, dystopia,
ada, citysc...
n376e42

n436e14

morph, delineation,
hilarious,
reconfiguration,
lang, rendition, ink,
monochrome, blizzard,
de , megastructure

chiaroscuro

n734e2

modernity, resurgence

norm

n17e8

n77e2

incentive, rename,
inexpensive

n316e17

reconfigured,
environmentally,
rogers, derelict

celebrity, rampant,
underpinnings,
informality, usa,
patina

n435e11

reconsider,
provisional,
outdated,
artificiality,
radicalism

n674e1

experiential

n853e1

management, africa,
entrepreneur, optic,
zone, convene,
logistics,
infrastructure, golf,
certify, realpolitik,
reliant, au...

n256e1

redesign, venue,
campus, reconfigure

n375e6

shard, pale e,
infill, gambit,
quixotic

donald, frankfurt,
seamlessly,
billboard,
instigator,
adjustable, prix,
diller, scofidio,
tel, coop, ...

renovation,
commemorative,
postmodernity,
otherworldly

n614e5

reactionary,
concreteness

technique, merge,
abstraction,
abstractly,
revitalize

n733e1

simplistic

n972e1

n16e53

n76e3

n136e2

n196e2

urban, trash,
empower, empowerment,
fab

n315e4

unbuilt, adaptable,
cantilever, hangover,
osaka

pluralist, strident

n673e5

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

proviso, reductionist

ubiquitous, hack,
gps, prosthetic,
sensor, hacker,
analytics,
smartphone, cyborg,
senseable

n195e5

collaboration, hub,
weekend,
collaborative,
choral, pessac,
linux, habraken

team, airport,
olympic, ken,
orchestrate, disused,
unobstructed, hostel,
girlfriend, domus,
rudofsky

n494e4

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,
neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

era, aspire,
creative, disconnect,
creativity,
painstakingly,
newness

n732e4

n792e1

n852e2

mobile, cyber, smart

n135e10

tech, recycle,
pollution, vibrant,
burgeon, transit,
renovate, carbon,
graffito,
reclamation, collate,
houston, leak...

n254e11

n314e5

n374e5

n434e18

reconsideration,
visceral, complicit,
sustainable, ron,
reconfiguring, reuse,
fredric, bilbao,
gombrich, frampton,
serra, t...
n493e33

n553e2

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n612e3

n672e7

phone,
accountability,
dhabi, suez, org,
siemens, songdo,
masdar, planit

n75e3

n134e16

gallery, steel,
norman, grands,
mindset

architect, nouvel,
aldo, kitsch,
meltdown, upholstery,
plastic, urbane,
summarised, koolhaas,
monumentality,
herzog, andy, ro...
n433e18

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...

copenhagen, plummet,
emission, roundabout,
stockholm, app, lbs,
kilometre, singapore,
otis, whyte, mumbai,
bangalore, dharavi

n194e8

alongside, budget,
menu, bbc

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot

n492e16

n552e3

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n313e20

layer, emphasise,
casa, centralised,
pluralism, seagram,
tubular,
organisational,
edouard, iconic,
dramatise, iconology
n372e14

n432e17

minimalist, jeffrey,
lynn, dom,
choreograph,
adumbrate, perspecta,
rosalind, negri,
futuristic, ino,
hardt, eisen...

permanently, blur,
embody, level,
colonize, capitalism

n851e3

launch, million,
crunch, electrify,
showcase, queue, eco

n253e5

understate

n312e12

idealise

n371e6

n431e4

politician, protest,
activist, savvy,
egyptian,
homelessness, polity,
madrid, cairo,
rekindle, arab,
barcel...
n73e3

n193e4

invigorate

n252e1

holl

n310e32

n370e7

n430e5

n133e7

aggressively, exude,
oscar

n192e1

jay, nihilistic,
nordic, finland,
northwestern,
retinal, ocular,
finnish, merleau,
ponty, alvar, aalto,
sketchbook, helsi...
n251e1

handrail

luigi, jones, legibly

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

n549e21

n609e23

n669e15

october, september,
negotiate, monitor,
president

n132e3

unidentified,
unbiased

n191e15

saarinen

n249e1

n309e3

n369e4

n429e5

january, movement,
available,
leadership, occupy,
occupation, february,
consensus, brutality,
outrage,
parliament...
n72e5

massive, advertise,
report, december,
april, corporate,
digest, july,
warfare, journalist,
devastation,
official, disrupt...
n131e2

peripheral

n189e1

ramp, glaze,
buckminster, kit,
practicality, turin,
cladding, classicist,
cra smanship,
stu gart, richards,
ventilate, radia...
n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

n427e7

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

n726e1

n786e1

n846e3

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n307e5

postmodernists

n606e10

n666e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

pioneer, prognosis

n128e2

n188e43

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n247e4

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

n546e10

n785e7

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

TECHNOLOGY,

n68e2

dell

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n426e26

structure, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

uninformed

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

contaminate

n963e2

n8e44

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...

n246e3

n306e1

n366e3

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

n784e7

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

prohibition,
incestuous

n962e3

n6e8

n126e24

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor

n724e1

quotient

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...

n186e9

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...
n604e14

n664e2

n723e1

n783e5

n842e73

autonomy,
reintegration

monograph, italia

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

less, marc, kai

n782e2

infectious, midsummer

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

n425e13

n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...
n543e10

n662e3

perpetrator,

perpetrate, horrific

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...
n305e2

skeletal

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

topographical

recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...
n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

spatiality, andrea,

separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...
n721e4

n781e2

n841e20

corbusier, vers

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n303e2

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, THEORY,
stringent

n482e1

n541e41

n601e1

n661e24

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

n125e2

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

construction,
achievement,
consonance

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

n183e1

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n302e3

n362e5

n422e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

n182e5

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n361e51

n421e11

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

scrape, lane, spit,
bucket, furtive,
talon, lacerate, eel,
sideboard, pla er,
curdle, braggart,
brunswick

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...
n103e17

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n44e12

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n45e17

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n104e12

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

n47e48

n48e3

n107e5

n49e5

n944e16

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

n946e2

habituate,
inexperience

engrave, parrot

pate, denmark

n948e3

foil

queen, exit, norway

n53e14

n54e2

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

n952e4

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

n60e58

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...

behoove

aflame, finder

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n779e1

unarm, turk

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

pontiff

n778e2

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

n956e3

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n480e27

n539e3

n599e2

potentate, bologna

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...
n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n598e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

fortress

n836e4

n896e8

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

n419e1

n478e32

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n835e11

descend

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

n895e13

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

n714e4

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

1

n120e1

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n416e11

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n833e16

n893e13

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

m

n180e2

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

quadrant

n474e2

adriatic

n653e2

n713e5

plinth

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

gnat, hap

canker

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n951e1

n56e9

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n294e1

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n772e27

n832e14

n892e2

ber

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n592e3

n652e5

n712e1

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

claudius, distemper

limb, venus

presage

anew, imperishable

n293e3

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

breadth, torus

n771e3

n890e1

n55e3

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

n173e2

tumour

n292e7

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

n711e2

n831e2

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

pry

n232e1

overhang

exposure, tier

n471e1

capacious,
amphitheatre

marcellus

n889e18

cloven

n172e1

jangle

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

module

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

n829e1

doomsday, exeunt

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

n231e1

aisle, tern

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

n828e2

n888e2

n947e1

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

perforate

semicircle

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

thursday

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

width, tuscan

n530e1

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt
n767e1

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

n290e1

n350e2

n410e1

n470e2

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n826e10

n886e12

n945e2

n50e51

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

brussels

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

toad, orchard, yonder

n825e1

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

n705e3

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n110e1

n170e1

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

malta, sadden

riot, broom, tremor

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...
n764e318

n824e6

n884e22

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

n347e2

n407e2

flue

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n227e4

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n643e50

n703e33

m

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n979e3

existentialism,
embroil, virility

insipid, su

PLENTIFUL PLAY — PLAY I — ACT II

in his stories. Negroponte_BD “[Offers] profound insight and
surprising visions of the digital future.”—The New York Times. 93
Unlike Carpo_STD who chronicles the past, Negroponte_BD
produces applied fantasies about the future: “Daily Me.” 94
Negroponte_BD’s daily fictions speculate about technology.
They talk about computers, videos, interfaces, and everything
digital in the context of lasers, data, software, emulations, laptops,
and processors. ○ 2.22 ○ 2.23 In his diary of the future, Negroponte_
BD imagines and places not yet existing digital objects in fictional
scenarios where they become animated. They start to transmit
messages. His stories are flavoured with optimism, entrepreneurship, prediction, and technology. He creates an atmosphere of an
applied and branded future. His passion is science fiction.
n1e193

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,
functio...
n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,
unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n2e6

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

n62e3

n182e5

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...
n361e51

potential, SYSTEM,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...
n421e11

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n183e1

n302e3

n303e2

construction,
achievement,
consonance

n482e1

n483e12

n543e10

n604e14

n662e3

n664e2

perpetrate, horrific

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...
n901e3

n723e1

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

n783e5

infectious, midsummer

n842e73

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n902e2

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n904e1

n963e2

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

disintegration

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

catholicism, seducer

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

term, FACT, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

n906e2

demystify

n964e1

fleetingly,
appeasement

invalidate

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

EXAMPLE, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...

n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n787e2

n846e3

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

n786e1

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

n667e8

racist

immune

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

contaminate

n962e3

n607e9

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

n726e1

n785e7

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

n666e1

uninformed

n784e7

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...

n606e10

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

n724e1

quotient

n782e2

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n961e12

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

less, marc, kai

perpetrator,
recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

n841e20

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor

topographical

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...
n721e4

n547e15

structure, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

n546e10

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

n487e4

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n427e7

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

n192e1

n309e3

luigi, jones, legibly

n369e4

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

n429e5

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

n549e21

NEW, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

n609e23

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...
n669e15

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
HUMAN, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n969e4

logic, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

n310e32

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...
n370e7

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

n430e5

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...
n970e2

objectivity, believer

n312e12

idealise

n371e6

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

n431e4

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n971e2

positive, irrational

n314e5

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot
n432e17

n493e33

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...
n552e3

n494e4

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,
neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...

n612e3

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

n672e7

n614e5

n615e3

reconsider,
provisional,
outdated,
artificiality,
radicalism

n794e3

confrontation,
devalue, personalize

simplistic

n852e2

n853e1

proviso, reductionist

n912e4

n854e3

n913e2

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n972e1

subversive, encompass

n796e4

marcuse, recuperate

n855e1

ideological,
repetitive,
extrapolate

norm

n914e4

n915e8

masquerade,
irrationality,
deceptively,
obfuscation

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

n856e12

lenin

ambiguity, totality,
marx, imbalance,
femininity,
unrealized,
proletariat,
reification

n498e1

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...
n916e4

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

n499e22

quotidian

n558e3

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

authenticity,
predate, nefarious

highlight, connote

n618e1

comprehensively,
fulcrum

n677e2

devaluation, modernes

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

disrepute

unremi ing

n617e2

hone, promethean

n736e2

theorization

n795e2

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

n439e3

n557e1

n737e7

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

n797e15

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

n857e57

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n320e4

n321e5

legacy, expunge,
outpouring,
relativistic

n380e3

n500e7

n501e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

n560e1

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

n798e9

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism
n858e15

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

n623e1

misleadingly

n682e1

n742e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n801e3

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

n860e22

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...
n920e2

impoverish,
unquestionably

n625e1

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...
n743e9

rationalism

overload,
pretentious,
tragically

n861e15

life, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...
n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

n626e1

seizure

n684e3

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

n745e2

newtonian

physiologically,
radar

n805e3

awareness, margin,
visually

momentary

n862e10

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory
n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n863e4

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n864e7

n865e5

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n746e6

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

n806e7

n509e1

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

n866e25

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...
n926e37

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

n628e5

remake, subtitle

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

n630e7

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...
n867e3

mumford, carapace

n868e2

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n927e1

n928e1

carver

nightingale

n869e2

mechanical, mechanize

n929e1

anesthesia

alma

wasteland, blackberry

n870e2

wi ily, snobbish

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

n931e2

brothel

oblivious, whimsy

n932e3

grade, satirical,
maple

cram, dock, sibyl

n933e2

youngster, lumber

n637e1

n874e9

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

n934e2

eugene, lovable

sometime, saffron

n756e3

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

n875e15

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...
n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

n638e2

chagrin

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

n815e7

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, BITE, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

n520e49

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...

n579e2

dale

shark, beholden,
joust

n755e3

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

profusely, truce

n578e1

n695e1

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

n873e3

caravan

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

n460e9

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

tudor, quaver

n814e5

n872e1

n517e13

islander, java

n575e15

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

n754e2

venetian

n812e9

armor, intone

n930e1

dickens

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,

n400e13

reverently, lute

smartness

n635e3

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

landslide

n811e2

n340e84

aboard

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n459e1

n516e2

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n634e9

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

n752e1

n810e1

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

n339e1

n397e21

litigation

dynasty

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

n574e35

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara
n633e10

endless, greed

n692e1

biblical

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

n809e1

n396e1

wang

n455e1

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n632e2

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n691e1

armageddon

n750e3

trek

n808e2

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

n280e6

harem, afire

reverential

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

coward

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

n337e1

persian, burglar

n395e1

raid, americas

n454e4

illegal, presumably

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

n572e8

n631e3

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n690e1

hedonistic, outgo

n748e1

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
TELEPHONE, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...
n807e39

n512e3

propensity

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

bust, poke, sh...

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons
n571e1

n335e2

purveyor

n394e2

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

plato

n334e1

supporter, freelance,
avidly

n393e5

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

n570e1

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n333e3

favor

n392e7

n510e13

imputation

n569e4

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n687e4

n747e19

n332e1

pursuit, wealthy

athens

n218e1

ching, amulet

n41e167

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...
n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

n40e84

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

redo, informer

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n274e4

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

n37e5

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

page, dei

n214e4

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n273e3

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

n154e2

julius, albert

n213e6

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...
n391e2

secure, statesman,
annum

n450e1

n568e2

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

n627e2

mouthpiece

n686e10

vienna, austria,
schmidt

n744e1

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

n802e1

n331e20

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n390e3

vest, socialistic

civil, roman,
council, undercurrent

futile, delegate,
corruption,
conspiracy,
unequivocally, adage

n567e4

foretaste

n330e5

government,
dispassionately

n389e2

bodin

n448e4

declaration,
sanction,
irresistible,
restoration,
unanimously,
outstanding,
flagrant, abj...
n507e6

party, defeat,
politically,
forerunner,
conspicuous

n566e1

commission, sear

churchill

n683e20

optimism

n741e2
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robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

n44e12

n45e17

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n103e17

n104e12

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n224e18

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...
n643e50

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...
n703e33

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n226e2

n344e55

n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...
n404e36

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

n348e4

antique, louvre

n407e2

flue

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

n408e8

infallibly, butchery

n524e1

n525e3

horribly

n584e2

malta, sadden

n644e3

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...

n527e9

bordeaux

n645e2

n646e1

pique, baron

n705e3

n648e1

wench

n706e5

toad, orchard, yonder

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

n764e318

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

brussels

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

doomsday, exeunt

n888e2

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n945e2

n946e2

habituate,
inexperience

engrave, parrot

pate, denmark

n947e1

n948e3

foil

queen, exit, norway

n712e1

breadth, torus

n771e3

capacious,
amphitheatre

marcellus

n889e18

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

claudius, distemper

n890e1

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

n952e4

canker

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...
n893e13

gnat, hap

n951e1

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

n833e16

n892e2

ber

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...
n832e14

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

n654e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

n714e4

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

n895e13

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

n599e2

potentate, bologna

n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

n956e3

n779e1

unarm, turk

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

pontiff

n778e2

n837e1

n896e8

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...

n718e1

fortress

n836e4

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

n658e16

goodwill, tuscany

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

n835e11

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

n717e2

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n598e2

caravaggio

n657e4

disunite

n715e4

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

height, length,
obtuse

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n420e7

admixture

n478e32

descend

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

n595e3

n713e5

plinth

n772e27

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

n831e2

n535e1

consistence

adriatic

n653e2

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n711e2

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

n829e1

n534e1

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

n652e5

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

n828e2

n886e12

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

thursday

n826e10

n884e22

n944e16

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt
n767e1

n825e1

n592e3

corona, cella

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n591e2

corinthian, column

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

n416e11

quadrant

n474e2

n532e7

module

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n707e15

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...
n824e6

n530e1

n589e5

padua, pius

aflame, finder

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n414e1

dampness

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

behoove

n180e2

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n413e1

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,

dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

delphic

n60e58

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n235e2

porous

n294e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

flavour

n353e4

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes
n412e9

rainwater

n471e1

width, tuscan

phidias

n588e2

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n352e9

exposure, tier

n411e1

rubble

n470e2

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

n351e2

aisle, tern

n410e1

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

riot, broom, tremor

n704e64

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n350e2

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

n469e9

calumny, aurelius

n234e1

n293e3

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

tumour

n292e7

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

anew, imperishable

n232e1

overhang

n55e3

limb, venus

presage

n173e2

pry

ballast

n291e1

semicircle

gymnasium

n409e7

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n231e1

n290e1

vertically, marble,
strut

n54e2

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

cloven

n172e1

jangle

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n53e14

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n170e1

n288e1

gable

n347e2

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...
n110e1

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n287e1

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n50e51

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n227e4

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...

n49e5

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

n48e3

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...
n107e5

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n47e48

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n973e6

prise

opaque,
philosophically,
transposition,
spiritualism,
objectivism, triadic

polar
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PLAY AMONG BOOKS

n1882e2

n1883e30

n1884e10

bundle, inanimate,
caricature, ri ,
pejorative, socratic,
hammer, gabriel,
underrate,
anthropocentric,
scientism, artw...

socratics,
agnosticism

n1942e16

n1943e27

entity, causal,
ontology,
essentialism,
billiard, clarke,
realist, debut,
reductionism, zebra,
eidos, a ract...

n1885e1

orient, apple,
unclear, james,
allure, caveat,
flatness,
obsolescence,
unconvincing,
unstated
n1944e1

realism, continental,
relational, cryptic,
latour,
intentionality,
whitehead,
interchangeably,
unortho...

n2002e4

n2064e38

additive,
alphabetical, numeric

n2122e1

n2123e1

crucially

n2182e1

n2183e6

data, regardless,
cellular,
inspirational,
galileo,
coincidentally

darwinian

n2242e1

n2243e30

n2184e2

n2302e6

n2303e15

huge, collectively,
lifetime,
predictable, salient,
enormously, grapple,
routinely,
quintessential,
hugely, eleph...

pitfall, conceivably,
amusingly, viscosity,
rainfall,
interrelationship

n2362e93

n2363e52

cell, reminiscent,
marvelous, prelude,
trig, symbol,
activate,
oversimplification,
cube, composer,
logician, c...

myriad, provocative,
prime, reliably,
swirl, pinpoint,
murky, brain,
elusive, microscopic,
amazingly, untold,
analogue, ch...

illustration,
protestant, epitome,
didactic, erudite,
raphael

append, memorize,
thumbelina

geometrically

performer

n2067e12

n2068e2

delta, diction,
omega, orestes,
alpha, gamma, iota,
tau, kappa, rho,
epsilon, omicron

n2126e1

scan, keyboard,
processor, desktop

elegiac, eta

n2127e1

beta

n2186e2

airline,
mail, readable,
packet, lab,
appliance, VIDEO,
ceo, synchronous,
fiber, INTERFACE,
concurrently, ...

illustrate, copy,
ban, blueprint,
sparsely

n2008e1

emulate, so ware,
snapshot, unwieldy,
dentist,
interactivity

n2185e23

builder, venice

n1948e5

n2006e1

famously, pristine,
notation,
identically,
trademark,
authorship,
postindustrial, cola,
absentia, c...

n2125e4

laser, prioritize,
proprietary, chris,
byte, optimization,
xerox

sigma

n2187e1

n2188e1

COMPUTER,

laptop, analog

n2244e1

size, eventually,
damage, surprisingly,
scale, remarkably,
significantly,
systematically,
brilliantly, billion,
fuel, gro...

pulsate

manual, detriment,
standardize,
standardization,
synopsis, pietro

humanistic

n1888e2

n1947e3

n2065e6

laboriously, font,
printer, DIGITAL,
mario, arte, batch,
una, streamline,
computational,
perceivable, morse,
rhino, google, ...
n2124e7

portend

n1946e6

n2005e21

retrieve, quirk,
retrieval

n2063e3

etymologically

poignantly

n1887e6

treatise, illiterate,
keystone,
authorization,
ptolemy, readership,
confusingly,
watermark, geneva,
iconoclas...

n1945e1

n2004e3

euler, rightness,
uranium, invariants

n1886e25

parlance, calculator

n2245e3

ceos

n2304e4

sophisticate, dot,
gauge, burner

n2364e67

concoct,
effortlessly,
nutshell, flip,
russell, hopefully,
berry, can, redness,
quibble, microphone,
setup, c...

n2246e8

detection, lethal,
prologue, eponymous,
inordinate,
charlatan, greco,
lingua

messy, randomly,
incremental

n2305e22

n2306e2

predict,
underestimate,
arrogance, winner,
practitioner,
deviation,
uncertainty, tunnel,
ingrain, outland...
n2365e43

discoverer, subgroup

n2366e13

patently, skeptical,
skepticism,
sensational,
demoralize, massage,
fallacy, diatribe,
overestimate,
explaina...

cancer, odds, gamble,
roule e, gauss,
galilei, disc,
relativity,
embankment,
gravitational,
lorentz, ...

nigh ime

n2247e2

unsuspected

n2248e1

psychologist,
colorful

n2307e2

ailment

n2308e1

mathematician,
grossly

n2367e11

likelihood, toulouse,
gambler, jakob,
pascal, pacioli,
blaise, bayes,
fermat, cardano,
graunt

bonus

n2368e1

eerie
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n1e193

n2e6

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

functio...

n61e24

n62e3

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,

unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

potential, SYSTEM,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

n5e7

n901e3

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n902e2

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

unleash, hypocritical

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

EXAMPLE, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...

n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n787e2

term, FACT, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

n906e2

demystify

n9e42

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
TELEVISION,

broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n487e4

n547e15

n607e9

n667e8

racist

immune

invalidate

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

NEW, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
HUMAN, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...

n13e49

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n14e8

n15e9

n255e4

n495e10

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n913e2

subversive, encompass

n914e4

n18e39

n796e4

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...
n78e2

n20e122

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

jackson, ethnography

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...

n21e7

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

n499e22

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

highlight, connote

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...

n22e5

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n859e11

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n23e13

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

n24e6

n25e93

n26e1

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

n28e7

physiologically,
radar

n865e5

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n29e115

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...

n30e29

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n31e15

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...
n91e11

n35e30

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n94e5

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...

n37e5

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

n154e2

page, dei

n214e4

n38e6

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n40e84

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

coward

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

n280e6

harem, afire

n339e1

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

n340e84

aboard

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

n41e167

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

n337e1

persian, burglar

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

redo, informer

n335e2

purveyor

n98e17

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n274e4

n334e1

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

julius, albert

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

supporter, freelance,
avidly

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

bust, poke, sh...

n394e2

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n395e1

n396e1

n397e21

litigation

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n400e13

n874e9

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

reverently, lute

n459e1

dynasty

n517e13

islander, java

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n579e2

dale

n638e2

chagrin

sometime, saffron

n756e3

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, BITE, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

n520e49

profusely, truce

n578e1

n637e1

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

n815e7

n875e15

n460e9

smartness

n516e2

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

cram, dock, sibyl

shark, beholden,
joust

n755e3

tudor, quaver

n814e5

n873e3

caravan

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n695e1

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

n754e2

venetian

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

n575e15

n635e3

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

n812e9

n872e1

wang

n455e1

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n634e9

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

landslide

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

n574e35

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara
n633e10

endless, greed

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n752e1

raid, americas

n454e4

illegal, presumably

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

n572e8

n632e2

n692e1

biblical

wasteland, blackberry

n34e4

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...

n393e5

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n512e3

armor, intone

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n333e3

favor

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

propensity

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n811e2

alma

n870e2

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

n273e3

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n332e1

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

n631e3

n691e1

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

wi ily, snobbish

n213e6

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
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feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...
n543e10

n662e3

perpetrator,

perpetrate, horrific

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...
n305e2

skeletal

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

topographical

recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...
n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

spatiality, andrea,

separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...
n721e4

n781e2

n841e20

corbusier, vers

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n303e2

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, theory,
stringent

n482e1

n541e41

n601e1

n661e24

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

n125e2

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

construction,
achievement,
consonance

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

n183e1

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n302e3

n362e5

n422e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

n182e5

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n361e51

n421e11

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

LOOK, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...

n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n43e38

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...
n103e17

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n44e12

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...

n45e17

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n104e12

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

n47e48

n48e3

n107e5

n49e5

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n50e51

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n51e8

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n53e14

n54e2

n55e3

limb, venus

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

presage

n57e2

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

n60e58

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

behoove

n180e2

aflame, finder

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph

n655e3

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n599e2

potentate, bologna

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

pontiff

n778e2

n779e1

unarm, turk

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n598e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

fortress

n836e4

n896e8

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

n478e32

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n835e11

descend

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

n895e13

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

n714e4

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n833e16

n893e13

gnat, hap

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

n416e11

quadrant

n474e2

adriatic

n653e2

n713e5

plinth

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n772e27

n832e14

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n294e1

n58e19

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n174e3

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n712e1

n892e2

ber

anew, imperishable

n293e3

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n592e3

n652e5

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

claudius, distemper

n890e1

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

n173e2

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

breadth, torus

n771e3

n831e2

marcellus

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

n711e2

capacious,
amphitheatre

n829e1

n889e18

tumour

n292e7

overhang

exposure, tier

n471e1

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

pate, denmark

pry

n232e1

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

module

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

doomsday, exeunt

cloven

n172e1

jangle

n231e1

aisle, tern

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

n828e2

n888e2

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

semicircle

width, tuscan

n530e1

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt

thursday

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n470e2

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n767e1

n826e10

n886e12

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

n290e1

n350e2

n410e1

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

brussels

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

toad, orchard, yonder

n825e1

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

n705e3

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n110e1

n170e1

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

malta, sadden

riot, broom, tremor

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...
n764e318

n824e6

n884e22

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

n347e2

n407e2

flue

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n227e4

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n643e50

n703e33

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...

n915e8

masquerade,
irrationality,
deceptively,
obfuscation

ambiguity, totality,
marx, imbalance,
femininity,
unrealized,
proletariat,
reification

deprivation, myst
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PLENTIFUL PLAY — PLAY I — ACT II

Hofstadter_IASL plays a Strange Loop in this play. He meditates
on the self and reappears as the rearticulated version of Hofstadter_GEB. The former is more concerned with data, the latter
with information. Both are always consistent in their interest in
the self and its symbols, patterns, and experiences. They are in
a constant loop around self-reference. Actually, Hofstadter_IASL
is a strange loop, and he likes it.
The loop creates a paradox. Hofstadter_IASL doesn’t want
to leave the paradox. He is the logical paradox. His face celebrates models, self-reference, and strange loops. His role in this
drama is a formal one and, at the same time, a romantic meditation on the self. His cloud is familiar; the atmosphere is slightly
different: data, symbol, brain, sophistication, puzzle, and analogy. Hofstadter_IASL always appears in iterations.
n1e193

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,
functio...
n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,
unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n2e6

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

n62e3

n182e5

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...
n361e51

potential, SYSTEM,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...
n421e11

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n183e1

n302e3

n303e2

construction,
achievement,
consonance

n362e5

idiosyncratic

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...
n543e10

spatiality, andrea,
separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

perpetrator,
recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

n781e2

perpetrate, horrific

n841e20

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...
n901e3

n961e12

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

n783e5

n842e73

n962e3

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

n963e2

fleetingly,
appeasement

n786e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

n845e7

n964e1

disintegration

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

catholicism, seducer

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

term, FACT, refer,
a empt, QUESTION,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n906e2

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n787e2

invalidate

n846e3

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

demystify

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

immune

n785e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

n904e1

contaminate

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

n667e8

racist

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

n607e9

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

n666e1

uninformed

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

n606e10

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

n547e15

structure, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

n726e1

n784e7

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...
n902e2

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

n724e1

quotient

n782e2

infectious, midsummer

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n546e10

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

inconclusive,
thematic

n723e1

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...

n664e2

less, marc, kai

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n427e7

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor
n662e3

n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

n426e26

n487e4

n604e14

topographical

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...

n544e38

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

n601e1

n721e4

n307e5

postmodernists

n366e3

monograph, italia

n425e13

n484e20

SENSE, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

n192e1

n309e3

luigi, jones, legibly

n369e4

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

n429e5

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

n549e21

new, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

n609e23

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...
n669e15

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
HUMAN, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n969e4

logic, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

n310e32

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...
n370e7

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

n430e5

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...
n970e2

objectivity, believer

n312e12

idealise

n371e6

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

n431e4

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n971e2

positive, irrational

n314e5

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot
n432e17

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...
n552e3

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,
neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...
n553e2

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n612e3

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

experiential

n792e1

modernity, resurgence

n794e3

n853e1

n854e3

subversive, encompass

theorization

n914e4

ambiguity, totality,
marx, imbalance,
femininity,
unrealized,
proletariat,
reification

devaluation, modernes

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...
n916e4

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

quotidian

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

authenticity,
predate, nefarious

highlight, connote

n618e1

comprehensively,
fulcrum

n677e2

n856e12

lenin

n915e8

masquerade,
irrationality,
deceptively,
obfuscation

n499e22

n558e3

unremi ing

n617e2

n796e4

marcuse, recuperate

n855e1

ideological,
repetitive,
extrapolate

norm

n913e2

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n795e2

confrontation,
devalue, personalize

simplistic

proviso, reductionist

n912e4

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

disrepute

n737e7

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

n797e15

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

n857e57

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n320e4

n321e5

legacy, expunge,
outpouring,
relativistic

n380e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

n560e1

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

n798e9

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism
n858e15

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

enticement, tractor

n742e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n801e3

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...
n920e2

impoverish,
unquestionably

n564e5

n565e2

lewis, giuseppe,
memo, manipulative,
nixon

LIFE, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...

n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

rationalism

n566e1

newtonian

physiologically,
radar

n805e3

awareness, margin,
visually

momentary

n862e10

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory
n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n863e4

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n864e7

n865e5

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n746e6

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

n806e7

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

n866e25

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...
n926e37

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

imputation

n568e2

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

n627e2

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

n745e2

n569e4

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

remake, subtitle

n807e39

n809e1

mumford, carapace

n868e2

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n927e1

wasteland, blackberry

n340e84

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,

aboard

youngster, lumber

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

n934e2

eugene, lovable

sometime, saffron

n756e3

cull, he y,
consignment

n815e7

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

n875e15

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...
n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...

n579e2

dale

n638e2

chagrin

n696e2

n520e49

profusely, truce

n578e1

n637e1

shark, beholden,
joust

tudor, quaver

n874e9

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

dominus

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

n519e2

n575e15

n755e3

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

cram, dock, sibyl

n933e2

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

n460e9

smartness

islander, java

n695e1

n814e5

grade, satirical,
maple

n400e13

reverently, lute

n459e1

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

venetian

n873e3

n932e3

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n517e13

n635e3

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n754e2

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

caravan

oblivious, whimsy

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n694e3

n812e9

n872e1

n931e2

brothel

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

n339e1

n397e21

litigation

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

n634e9
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leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

n188e43

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n247e4

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

pioneer, prognosis

n128e2

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n246e3

n306e1

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

n541e41

n661e24

n305e2

skeletal

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

n482e1

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, theory,
stringent

n422e5

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...

n9e42

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...
n68e2

dell

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...
n186e9

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...

n8e44

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n126e24

corbusier, vers

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

autonomy,
reintegration

n125e2

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

n6e8

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n5e7

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

n580e30

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...

mop, bushy

n639e19

n640e85

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

scrape, lane, spit,
bucket, furtive,
talon, lacerate, eel,
sideboard, pla er,
curdle, braggart,
brunswick

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, FEEL,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

n44e12

n45e17

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n103e17

n104e12

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n224e18

n344e55

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...
n643e50

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...
n703e33

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n347e2

n348e4

antique, louvre

n407e2

flue

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

n408e8

infallibly, butchery

horribly

n584e2

malta, sadden

n644e3

n585e2

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...

bordeaux

n588e2

n824e6

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

n826e10

brussels

pate, denmark

n947e1

engrave, parrot

n948e3

foil

queen, exit, norway

n592e3

capacious,
amphitheatre

n829e1

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

n832e14

claudius, distemper

n890e1

n952e4

canker

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...
n893e13

gnat, hap

n951e1

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

n833e16

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

n892e2

ber

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

n359e2

weight

n596e1

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

n714e4

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

n597e1

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

n895e13

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

n599e2

potentate, bologna

fortress

n779e1

unarm, turk

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n956e3

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

pontiff

n778e2

n896e8

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...
n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

n836e4

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

n835e11

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n598e2

caravaggio

n657e4

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

n539e3

weigh, bo om

part

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,

boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

n478e32

descend

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

n595e3

mortar, abacus

n713e5

plinth

n772e27

n831e2

marcellus

n889e18

consistence

adriatic

n653e2

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n712e1

breadth, torus

n771e3

thickness, samos,
pontus

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

n593e1

n652e5

n711e2

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n534e1

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

corona, cella

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

anon

doomsday, exeunt

n888e2

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n946e2

habituate,
inexperience

n591e2

corinthian, column

n650e11

expeditious

n770e2

n828e2

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n886e12

n945e2

n590e2

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

thursday

n825e1

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...
n944e16

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n707e15

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

n767e1

n884e22

n589e5

padua, pius

n648e1

wench

n706e5

toad, orchard, yonder

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

module

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

n416e11

quadrant

n474e2

n533e3

aflame, finder

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n414e1

dampness

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

behoove

n180e2

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n413e1

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,

dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

delphic

n60e58

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n235e2

porous

n294e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

flavour

n353e4

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes
n412e9

rainwater

n471e1

width, tuscan

n530e1

phidias

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

n705e3

n764e318

n352e9

exposure, tier

n411e1

rubble

n470e2

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

n351e2

aisle, tern

n410e1

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

n645e2

riot, broom, tremor

n704e64

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n350e2

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

n469e9

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

n234e1

n293e3

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

tumour

n292e7

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

anew, imperishable

n232e1

overhang

n55e3

limb, venus

presage

n173e2

pry

ballast

n291e1

semicircle

gymnasium

n409e7

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n231e1

n290e1

vertically, marble,
strut

n54e2

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

cloven

n172e1

jangle

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n53e14

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n170e1

n288e1

gable

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...
n110e1

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n287e1

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

n227e4

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n50e51

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

n49e5

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n226e2

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...
n404e36

n107e5

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

n48e3

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n47e48

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n972e1

prise

opaque,
philosophically,
transposition,
spiritualism,
objecti
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PLAY AMONG BOOKS

n1883e30

n1884e10

bundle, inanimate,
caricature, ri ,
pejorative, socratic,
hammer, gabriel,
underrate,
anthropocentric,
scientism, artw...

n1885e1

orient, apple,
unclear, james,
allure, caveat,
flatness,
obsolescence,
unconvincing,
unstated

n1943e27

n1944e1

realism, continental,
relational, cryptic,
latour,
intentionality,
whitehead,
interchangeably,
unortho...

etymologically

n1945e1

poignantly

n2004e3

n2064e38

n2123e1

n2124e7

n2183e6

n2184e2

data, regardless,
cellular,
inspirational,
galileo,
coincidentally

n2244e1

size, eventually,
damage, surprisingly,
scale, remarkably,
significantly,
systematically,
brilliantly, billion,
fuel, gro...
n2304e4

huge, collectively,
lifetime,
predictable, salient,
enormously, grapple,
routinely,
quintessential,
hugely, eleph...

sophisticate, dot,
gauge, burner

n2363e52

n2364e67

myriad, provocative,
prime, reliably,
swirl, pinpoint,
murky, BRAIN,
elusive, microscopic,
amazingly, untold,
analogue, ch...

computer, airline,
mail, readable,
packet, lab,
appliance, video,
ceo, synchronous,
fiber, interface,
concurrently, ...

concoct,
effortlessly,
nutshell, flip,
russell, hopefully,
berry, can, redness,
quibble, microphone,
setup, c...

messy, randomly,
incremental

n2305e22

predict,
underestimate,
arrogance, winner,
practitioner,
deviation,
uncertainty, tunnel,
ingrain, outland...
n2365e43

patently, skeptical,
skepticism,
sensational,
demoralize, massage,
fallacy, diatribe,
overestimate,
explaina...

illustration,
protestant, epitome,
didactic, erudite,
raphael

n1889e6

builder, venice

n1948e5

append, memorize,
thumbelina

n2006e1

n2008e1

n2068e2

delta, diction,
omega, orestes,
alpha, gamma, iota,
tau, kappa, rho,
epsilon, omicron

n2126e1

elegiac, eta

n2187e1

parlance, calculator

n2246e8

n2306e2

nigh ime

n2366e13

n2248e1

likelihood, toulouse,
gambler, jakob,
pascal, pacioli,
blaise, bayes,
fermat, cardano,
graunt

unthinkingly

n2249e1

ailment

n2308e1

mathematician,
grossly

n2367e11

cancer, odds, gamble,
roule e, gauss,
galilei, disc,
relativity,
embankment,
gravitational,
lorentz, ...

n2189e1

unsuspected

psychologist,
colorful

n2307e2

discoverer, subgroup

inadvertently

n2188e1

n2247e2

detection, lethal,
prologue, eponymous,
inordinate,
charlatan, greco,
lingua

upside, trick,
screen, NUMBER,
puzzle, proven,
incredibly,
intangible, inkling,
humorous, pop,
fluent, st...
n2129e1

sigma

n2186e2

unlikely, record,
intelligence, plus,
pair,
straightforward,
metaphorical, map,
interchangeable,
needless, backwa...
n2069e32

n2127e1

beta

recognizable, route,
mimic, suitably,
poussin, porbus

n2009e41

performer

n2067e12

collection, artist,
art, paint,
prototype, crystal

n1949e6

illustrate, copy,
ban, blueprint,
sparsely

geometrically

scan, keyboard,
processor, desktop

n2245e3

ceos

n2303e15

manual, detriment,
standardize,
standardization,
synopsis, pietro

emulate, so ware,
snapshot, unwieldy,
dentist,
interactivity

n2185e23

laptop, analog

n2243e30

famously, pristine,
notation,
identically,
trademark,
authorship,
postindustrial, cola,
absentia, c...

n2125e4

laser, prioritize,
proprietary, chris,
byte, optimization,
xerox

portend

humanistic

n1888e2

n1947e3

n2065e6

laboriously, font,
printer, digital,
mario, arte, batch,
una, streamline,
computational,
perceivable, morse,
rhino, google, ...

additive,
alphabetical, numeric

n1887e6

treatise, illiterate,
keystone,
authorization,
ptolemy, readership,
confusingly,
watermark, geneva,
iconoclas...
n1946e6

n2005e21

retrieve, quirk,
retrieval

n2063e3

n1886e25

genuineness

n2309e4

bonus

n2368e1

wishful, madonna,
siblings, go

n2369e24

eerie

childhood, anne,
biographer, pater,
haus, genitals,
restful, piero,
equestrian, cosa,
superannuate, mir,
animism, vi...
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n1e193

n2e6

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

functio...

n61e24

n62e3

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,

unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

potential, SYSTEM,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

n5e7

n901e3

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n902e2

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

unleash, hypocritical

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n787e2

term, FACT, refer,
a empt, QUESTION,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

n906e2

demystify

n9e42

SENSE, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n487e4

n547e15

n607e9

n667e8

racist

immune

invalidate

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

new, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
HUMAN, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...

n13e49

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n14e8

n15e9

n255e4

n495e10

n18e39

n796e4

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...
n78e2

n20e122

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

jackson, ethnography

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...

n21e7

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

n499e22

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

highlight, connote

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...

n22e5

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n859e11

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n23e13

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

n24e6

n25e93

n26e1

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

n28e7

physiologically,
radar

n865e5

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n29e115

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...

n30e29

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n31e15

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...
n91e11

n35e30

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n94e5

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...

n37e5

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

n154e2

page, dei

n214e4

n38e6

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n40e84

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

coward

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

n280e6

harem, afire

n339e1

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

n340e84

aboard

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

n41e167

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

n337e1

persian, burglar

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20
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secularization
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n504e2
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johnson, gaulle,
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neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

era, aspire,
creative, disconnect,
creativity,
painstakingly,
newness

n732e4

n792e1

n852e2

mobile, cyber, smart

n135e10

tech, recycle,
pollution, vibrant,
burgeon, transit,
renovate, carbon,
graffito,
reclamation, collate,
houston, leak...

n254e11

n314e5

n374e5

n434e18

reconsideration,
visceral, complicit,
sustainable, ron,
reconfiguring, reuse,
fredric, bilbao,
gombrich, frampton,
serra, t...
n493e33

n553e2

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n612e3

n672e7

phone,
accountability,
dhabi, suez, org,
siemens, songdo,
masdar, planit

n75e3

n134e16

gallery, steel,
norman, grands,
mindset

architect, nouvel,
aldo, kitsch,
meltdown, upholstery,
plastic, urbane,
summarised, koolhaas,
monumentality,
herzog, andy, ro...
n433e18

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...

copenhagen, plummet,
emission, roundabout,
stockholm, app, lbs,
kilometre, singapore,
otis, whyte, mumbai,
bangalore, dharavi

n194e8

alongside, budget,
menu, bbc

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot

n492e16

n552e3

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n313e20

layer, emphasise,
casa, centralised,
pluralism, seagram,
tubular,
organisational,
edouard, iconic,
dramatise, iconology
n372e14

n432e17

minimalist, jeffrey,
lynn, dom,
choreograph,
adumbrate, perspecta,
rosalind, negri,
futuristic, ino,
hardt, eisen...

permanently, blur,
embody, LEVEL,
colonize, capitalism

n851e3

launch, million,
crunch, electrify,
showcase, queue, eco

n253e5

understate

n312e12

idealise

n371e6

n431e4

politician, protest,
activist, savvy,
egyptian,
homelessness, polity,
madrid, cairo,
rekindle, arab,
barcel...
n73e3

n193e4

invigorate

n252e1

holl

n310e32

n370e7

n430e5

n133e7

aggressively, exude,
oscar

n192e1

jay, nihilistic,
nordic, finland,
northwestern,
retinal, ocular,
finnish, merleau,
ponty, alvar, aalto,
sketchbook, helsi...
n251e1

handrail

luigi, jones, legibly

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

n549e21

n609e23

n669e15

october, september,
negotiate, monitor,
president

n132e3

unidentified,
unbiased

n191e15

saarinen

n249e1

n309e3

n369e4

n429e5

january, movement,
available,
leadership, occupy,
occupation, february,
consensus, brutality,
outrage,
parliament...
n72e5

massive, advertise,
report, december,
april, corporate,
digest, july,
warfare, journalist,
devastation,
official, disrupt...
n131e2

peripheral

n189e1

ramp, glaze,
buckminster, kit,
practicality, turin,
cladding, classicist,
cra smanship,
stu gart, richards,
ventilate, radia...
n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

n427e7

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

n726e1

n786e1

n846e3

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n307e5

postmodernists

n606e10

n666e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

pioneer, prognosis

n128e2

n188e43

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n247e4

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

n546e10

n785e7

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...
n68e2

dell

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n426e26

structure, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

uninformed

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n904e1

contaminate

n8e44

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...

n246e3

n306e1

n366e3

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

n784e7

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

n6e8

n126e24

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor

n724e1

quotient

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...

n186e9

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...
n604e14

n664e2

n723e1

n783e5

n842e73

autonomy,
reintegration

monograph, italia

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

less, marc, kai

n782e2

infectious, midsummer

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

n425e13

n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...
n543e10

n662e3

perpetrator,

perpetrate, horrific

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...
n305e2

skeletal

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

topographical

recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...
n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

spatiality, andrea,

separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...
n721e4

n781e2

n841e20

corbusier, vers

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n303e2

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, theory,
stringent

n482e1

n541e41

n601e1

n661e24

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

n125e2

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

construction,
achievement,
consonance

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

n183e1

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n302e3

n362e5

n422e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

n182e5

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n361e51

n421e11

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, FEEL,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n43e38

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...
n103e17

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n44e12

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...

n45e17

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n104e12

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

n47e48

n48e3

n107e5

n49e5

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n50e51

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n51e8

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n53e14

n54e2

n55e3

limb, venus

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

presage

n57e2

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

n60e58

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

behoove

n180e2

aflame, finder

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph

n655e3

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n599e2

potentate, bologna

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

pontiff

n778e2

n779e1

unarm, turk

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n598e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

fortress

n836e4

n896e8

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

n478e32

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n835e11

descend

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

n895e13

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

n714e4

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n833e16

n893e13

gnat, hap

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

n416e11

quadrant

n474e2

adriatic

n653e2

n713e5

plinth

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n772e27

n832e14

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n294e1

n58e19

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n174e3

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n712e1

n892e2

ber

anew, imperishable

n293e3

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n592e3

n652e5

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

claudius, distemper

n890e1

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

n173e2

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

breadth, torus

n771e3

n831e2

marcellus

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

n711e2

capacious,
amphitheatre

n829e1

n889e18

tumour

n292e7

overhang

exposure, tier

n471e1

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

pate, denmark

pry

n232e1

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

module

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

doomsday, exeunt

cloven

n172e1

jangle

n231e1

aisle, tern

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

n828e2

n888e2

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

semicircle

width, tuscan

n530e1

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt

thursday

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n470e2

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n767e1

n826e10

n886e12

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

n290e1

n350e2

n410e1

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

brussels

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

toad, orchard, yonder

n825e1

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

n705e3

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n110e1

n170e1

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

malta, sadden

riot, broom, tremor

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...
n764e318

n824e6

n884e22

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

n347e2

n407e2

flue

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n227e4

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n643e50

n703e33

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...

n913e2

subversive, encompass

masquerade,
irrationality,
de
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true. The fourth actor, Hovstadter_IASL, is a bit different and more
complicated. He is ‘out of time’ and he meditates on the self. This
is his second iteration, whereas Hofstadter_GEB was the first.
Let us hear what the actors have to say and how they will
react to the imagined scenarios and the given stage.
…

SCENE I: LAW, FANTASY, MEDITATION, AND CHRONICLES
One table and four actors. The table is full of data. The atmosphere
is calm; actors are playing with data. Some are trying to make
sense of it, others articulate meaning, but each one performs in
his own way. Indexes are shifting all around the table. Clouds of
data are forming; the atmosphere is fluctuating. The discussion
starts. West_S, after he has finished analysing and sorting data
into tables, starts talking by introducing his programme which
wants to Know Everything.
West_S:
The existence of these remarkable regularities strongly
suggests that there is a common conceptual framework
underlying all of these very different highly complex phenomena and that the dynamics, growth, and organization
of animals, plants, human social behavior, cities, and companies are, in fact, subject to similar generic “laws.”
This is the main focus of this book. I will explain the
nature and origin of these systematic scaling laws, how
they are all interrelated, and how they lead to a deep and
broad understanding of many aspects of life and ultimately
to the challenge of global sustainability. Taken together,
these scaling laws provide us with a window onto underlying principles and concepts that can potentially lead to
a quantitative predictive framework for addressing a host
of critical questions across science and society.
This book is about a way of thinking, about asking big
questions, and about suggesting big answers to some of
those big questions. 95
Regularities, common conceptual frameworks, similar generic
laws, big questions, and big answers across both science and
society. A very strong and bold statement. There seems to be no
doubt about how to approach the world for West_S. The other
three characters don’t seem to be completely convinced. It is
almost too much to begin with. How do you follow this? After a
moment of silence, Carpo_SDT proposes and advocates for a new
kind of science in a polite way, 96 with which he wants to challenge
West_S’s holistic approach and keep at least a few distinctions.
95
96

West, Scale, ebook, loc 18.9 / 1064.
Wolfram, A New Kind of Science.
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Carpo_SDT:
But while computers do not need theories, we do. We
should not try to imitate the iterative methods of the computational tools we use because we can never hope to
replicate their speed. Hence the strategy I advocated in this
book: each to its trade; let’s keep for us what we do best. 97
Carpo_SDT goes further. He wants an inversion from top-down, to
bottom-up. Instead of generic laws promoted by West_S, Carpo_
SDT goes the other way. He wants to ask the crowds. But his moves
are just the other side of the same coin. Carpo_SDT hopefully looks
at the crowd, but continues with a melancholic voice.
Carpo_SDT:
Instead, tragically, the opposite seems to be happening. In
all aspects of contemporary culture, and most remarkably
in economics and politics, theories today are universally
reviled. With theories, all the makers and markers of theory,
and many ingredients of theory-making, are being equally
and drastically demoted: facts, observation, verification,
demonstration, proof, experts, expertise, experience, competence, science, scholarship, mediation, argument, political representation, and so on—in no particular order. Why
waste time to argue? Ask the crowds. Why waste time on
a theory? Just try it and see if it works. But computational
simulations are made of bits and bytes, and can be rerun
at will; the next atomic blast in physical reality may not
allow for a retrial. 98
Carpo_SDT, by pushing in the opposite direction of West_S, ends
up with a similar message. Don’t waste your time on theory; the
crowds will show you the way. West_S looks at him and makes
a sarcastic remark in a half-voice and in a half-friendly manner:
Is this the Second Digital Turn? Ceding the law to the crowd?
During this odd moment of silence, Negroponte_BD makes
his appearance by adding another inversion. Instead of describing the immediate past like Carpo_SDT, he starts talking about
the immediate future where a lot of clear lines start to blur. He is
reading from his diary of the future.
Negroponte_BD:
Personal computers will make our future adult population
simultaneously more mathematically able and more visually
literate. Ten years from now, teenagers are likely to enjoy a
much richer panorama of options because the pursuit of
intellectual achievement will not be tilted so much in favor
of the bookworm, but instead cater to a wider range of cognitive styles, learning patterns, and expressive behaviors.
The middle ground between work and play will be enlarged
97
98

Carpo, The Second Digital Turn, ebook, loc 394.5 / 409.
Carpo, The Second Digital Turn, ebook, loc 394.5 / 409.
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dramatically. The crisp line between love and duty will blur
by virtue of a common denominator—being digital. The
Sunday painter is a symbol of a new era of opportunity and
respect for creative avocations—lifelong making, doing, and
expressing. When retired people take up watercolors today,
it is like a return to childhood, with very different rewards
from those of the intervening years. Tomorrow, people of all
ages will find a more harmonious continuum in their lives,
because, increasingly, the tools to work with and the toys
to play with will be the same. There will be a more common
palette for love and duty, for self-expression and group work.
Computer hackers young and old are an excellent
example. Their programs are like surrealist paintings, which
have both aesthetic qualities and technical excellence.
Their work is discussed both in terms of style and content,
meaning and performance. The behavior of their computer
programs has a new kind of aesthetic. These hackers are
the forerunners of the new e-xpressionists. 99
Both Carpo_SDT and Negroponte_BD, one by looking at the past,
the other by predicting the future, advocate the same epistemological turn. Unlike West_STD, who is trying to understand the
present, this is a new era for them which is beyond theory, with a
new kind of science, a new kind of aesthetics of new ‘e-xpressionists’. All these are interesting indicators of the change that arises
through being digital. All the grounds are shaken up; everything is
new, but somehow this conversation doesn’t seem to fly off the
ground. Discussions still revolve around theories, crowds, shifts,
and what it means to be digital. What we are interested in with a
Play Among Books, is playing with the digital and not reasoning
about it. But maybe playing with the digital is about playing with
different kinds of thinking and reasoning.
Hofstadter_IASL starts to meditate. He turns the conversation
onto itself. To reflect on the new situation, he places Carpo_SDT’s
crowds and Negroponte_BD’s ‘e-xpressionists’ in a strange loop.
He asks himself loudly: How can these two images compose a
new digital I?
Hofstadter_IASL:
[…] the idea I am proposing here is that since a normal adult
human brain is a representationally universal “machine”,
and since humans are social beings, an adult brain is the
locus not only of one strange loop constituting the identity
of the primary person associated with that brain, but of
many strange-loop patterns that are coarse-grained copies of the primary strange loops housed in other brains.
Thus, brain 1 contains strange loops 1, 2, 3, and so forth,
each with its own level of detail. But since this notion is
true of any brain, not just of brain 1, it entails the following

99

Negroponte, Being Digital, ebook, loc 338.6 / 380.
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flip side: Every normal adult human soul is housed in many
brains at varying degrees of fidelity, and therefore every
human consciousness or “I” lives at once in a collection of
different brains, to different extents.
There is, of course, a “principal domicile” or “main
brain” for each particular “I”, which means that there remains
a good deal of truth to simple, commonsensical statements
like “My soul is housed in my brain”, and yet, close to true
though it is, that statement misses something crucial, which
is the idea perhaps strange-sounding at first, that “My soul
lives to lesser extents in brains that are not mine.” 100
Hofstadter_IASL’s digital I consists of many strange loops not necessarily carried by the same body. The I lives at once as an individual
and a group. The digital I, in terms of Carpo_SDT, would be the
crowd, and for Negroponte_BD an e-xpressionist. Hofstadter_IASL
continues to further elaborate on the digital I by trying to relate the
notion of a strange loop to infinite flows of raw data.
Hofstadter_IASL:
You and I are mirages who perceive themselves, and the
sole magical machinery behind the scenes is perception—
the triggering, by huge flows of raw data, of a tiny set of
symbols that stand for abstract regularities in the world.
When perception at arbitrarily high levels of abstraction
enters the world of physics and when feedback loops
galore come into play, then “which” eventually turns into
“who”. What would once have been brusquely labeled
“mechanical” and reflexively discarded as a candidate for
consciousness has to be reconsidered. 101
With Hofstadter_IASL, which turns into who, and back. An object
can become a subject.The digital I consists of crowds and many
loops in different brains. What was once only a mechanism,
with big data and strange loops could now be reconsidered as
conscious. But this new consciousness is still tied to an I. In our
understanding, this is just a reflection of the old I. A very different
world was opened by Serres_G in the second part of the First Act
when he proposed that intelligence coexists with the universe.
That intelligence doesn’t require an I. It is different. With Hofstadter_IASL, a mechanism becomes a new I. There is a direct competition between a mechanical and a biological I. Nevertheless,
like him, we (ourselves) believe that the dichotomies in strange
loops and flows of data become something else. They change by
articulating each other. A dichotomy translates itself into a spectrum. In the digital, this can potentially happen on many levels
of abstraction, in different disciplines and fields of knowledge
and life. It is a different ground. Negroponte_BD joins the conversation by giving an example of this integrating phenomenon.
100
101

Hofstadter, I Am a Strange Loop, ebook, loc 676.0 / 1088.
Hofstadter, I Am a Strange Loop, ebook, loc 928.4 / 1088.
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Negroponte_BD:
Either way, a fundamental editorial change takes place,
because depth and breadth are no longer either/or. When
you buy a printed encyclopedia, world atlas, or book on the
animal kingdom, you expect very general and broad coverage of many far-ranging topics. By contrast, when you buy
a book on William Tell, the Aleutian Islands, or kangaroos,
you expect an “in depth” treatment of the person, place, or
animal. In the world of atoms, physical limits preclude having both breadth and depth in the same volume—unless
it’s a book that’s a mile thick.
In the digital world, the depth/breadth problem disappears and we can expect readers and authors to move
more freely between generalities and specifics. In fact, the
notion of “tell me more” is very much part of multimedia
and at the root of hypermedia. 102
The generic can integrate anything. Carpo_SDT seems to agree
with Negroponte_BD’s tell me more. Not only can one move
freely between many generalities and different specifics, but one
can also, as Carpo_SDT points out, simulate them ad infinitum.
He continues in the same direction, by trying to explicate how
these procedures work and by placing them at the tipping point
of the second digital turn. 103
Carpo_SDT:
The new kind of science that is inherent in most of today’s
AI applications, and at the core of what I call the second
digital turn, is a different matter altogether. In our traditional
way of thinking, facts are laboriously collated, sifted, compared, and selected, then generalized and formalized: the
apex of this sorting process is a theory, often compressed
into mathematical formulas, which we use to predict similar events when similarly describable. Computers don’t do
that; they search for a precedent. We, in turn, use computation to simulate as many fictional precedents as needed
when no actual one is on record, and when we do not have
the time to compare some of these results ourselves, we
ask computers to randomly test as many as possible, ad
infinitum if necessary, knowing that at some point we shall
find one or two that will more or less do what we need. 104
But what happens when anyone is able to simulate an infinity of
generalities and integrate any specificity? Koolhaas calls this the

102
103
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Negroponte, Being Digital, ebook, loc 110.5 / 380.
Here Carpo conceptually refers to the article by Chris Anderson,
The End of Theory. See, Chris Anderson, “The End of Theory: The Data
Deluge Makes the Scientific Method Obsolete,” Wired, June 23, 2008,
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‘generic condition’. 105 Regardless of whether those are theories or
computational simulations, we are flooded by their sheer volume.
As Carpo_SDT got lost in the ever-growing soup of the generic
while searching for simulated precedents, West_S saw this as an
opportunity to get back into the discussion and offer a solution
to the problem raised by the competition between the flood of
data and theories by avoiding all the differences and postulating
a general law. This is where West_S clearly distances himself from
the other three characters. He believes in the understanding of
big data, while the other three are trying to think about the phenomena that the digital brings into the discussion.
West_S:
Data are good and more data are even better—this is the
creed that most of us take for granted, especially those of
us who are scientists. But this belief is implicitly based on
the idea that more data lead to a deeper understanding
of underlying mechanisms and principles so that credible
predictions and further progress in constructing models
and theories can be built upon a firm foundation subject
to continual testing and refinement. Data for data’s sake,
or the mindless gathering of big data, without any conceptual framework for organizing and understanding it, may
actually be bad or even dangerous. Just relying on data
alone, or even mathematical fits to data, without having
some deeper understanding of the underlying mechanism
is potentially deceiving and may well lead to erroneous
conclusions and unintended consequences. 106
Negroponte_BD, instead of replying directly to West_S, supported by Carpo_SDT and Hofstadter_IASL, drifts again into one
of his fantastic scenarios of how to be digital.
Negroponte_BD:
Computing is not about computers any more. It is about living. The giant central computer, the so-called mainframe, has
been almost universally replaced by personal computers.
We have seen computers move out of giant air-conditioned
rooms into closets, then onto desktops, and now into our
laps and pockets. But this is not the end. Early in the next
millennium your right and left cuff links or earrings may communicate with each other by low-orbiting satellites and have
more computer power than your present PC. Your telephone
won’t ring indiscriminately; it will receive, sort, and perhaps
respond to your incoming calls like a well-trained English butler. Mass media will be redefined by systems for transmitting
and receiving personalized information and entertainment.
Schools will change to become more like museums and
105
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Rem Koolhaas, “Generic City,” in S,M,L,XL (The Monacelli Press, 1995),
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playgrounds for children to assemble ideas and socialize with
other children all over the world. The digital planet will look
and feel like the head of a pin. As we interconnect ourselves,
many of the values of a nation-state will give way to those
of both larger and smaller electronic communities. We will
socialize in digital neighborhoods in which physical space
will be irrelevant and time will play a different role. Twenty
years from now, when you look out a window, what you see
may be five thousand miles and six time zones away. When
you watch an hour of television, it may have been delivered
to your home in less than a second. Reading about Patagonia
can include the sensory experience of going there. A book
by William Buckley can be a conversation with him. 107
Among many of Negroponte_BD’s predictions, one is particularly
interesting for this text. He ends with a sentence which, in a way,
refers to a Play Among Books. In the context of Xenotheka, we
would reformulate it in this way: A book by William Buckley can
become a friend. When situated in a library and placed on stage,
this book becomes an actor that we can talk to in a similar way
to how we are now talking to Negroponte_BD. But let us keep in
mind that this is not Nicholas Negroponte we are talking to; it is a
book he wrote, a book that has a life of its own: Negroponte_BD. Of
course they are related, but they are independent as well. Relations
between relatives quite often change. We don’t need to know or
read this book. We just need to welcome it to our own Xenotheka
and start communicating. By transforming, splitting, and multiplying Xenotheka, we can always have fresh, interesting, and new
conversations with the same friend. A book is never alone; it is
always a part of a library.
Hofstadter_IASL, being somehow in the same mood as
Negroponte_BD, picks up the discussion and continues in a
friendly manner, keeping his doubts for later.
Hofstadter_IASL:
This, in essence, is what the computer revolution is all
about: when a certain well-defined threshold—I’ll call it the
“Gödel-Turing threshold”—is surpassed, then a computer
can emulate any kind of machine.
This is the meaning of the term “universal machine”,
introduced in 1936 by the English mathematician and computer pioneer Alan Turing, and today we are intimately familiar with the basic idea, although most people don’t know
the technical term or concept. We routinely download virtual machines from the Web that can convert our universal
laptops into temporarily specialized devices for watching
movies, listening to music, playing games, making cheap
international phone calls, who knows what. Machines of
all sorts come to us through wires or even through the air,
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via software, via patterns, and they swarm into and inhabit
our computational hardware. One single universal machine
morphs into new functionalities at the drop of a hat, or,
more precisely, at the double-click of a mouse. I bounce
back and forth between my email program, my word processor, my Web browser, my photo displayer, and a dozen
other “applications” that all live inside my computer. At any
specific moment, most of these independent, dedicated
machines are dormant, sleeping, waiting patiently (actually,
unconsciously) to be awakened by my royal double-click
and to jump obediently to life and do my bidding. 108
While Hofstadter_IASL talks of computers as universal machines,
ones that can become any known machine and, moreover, ones
that have the potential to become any machine imaginable, 109
West_S sees this phenomenon in an inverse manner. He always
looks for the general. For him, the challenge is to find and articulate a grand unified theory. With Hofstadter_IASL, we are opening
up space for many scenarios, while West_S generalises all the
scenarios in order to be able to predict and understand. These are
two radically different ways of addressing the new environment
of information, data, and computers.
West_S:
It’s time to recognize that a broad, multidisciplinary, multi-
institutional, multinational initiative, guided by a broader,
more integrated and unified perspective, should be playing
a central role in guiding our scientific agenda in addressing
this issue and informing policy. We need a broad and more
integrated scientific framework that encompasses a quantitative, predictive, mechanistic theory for understanding
the relationship between human-engineered systems,
both social and physical, and the “natural” environment—a
framework I call a grand unified theory of sustainability.
It’s time to initiate a massive international Manhattan-style
project or Apollo-style program dedicated to addressing
global sustainability in an integrated, systemic sense. 110
The difference between articulations and attitudes of actors
becomes more crisp. Carpo_SDT replies, this time directly to
West_S, by emphasising the difference between the new science
and the old. He insists on articulating the turn with the help of crowds.
Carpo_SDT:
[…] in a world where all events are recorded and retrievable, the search for an exact precedent may better predict
future events than an analytic calculation of consequences
108
109
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Hofstadter, I Am a Strange Loop, ebook, loc 630.7 / 1088.
For more on computers as any machines, see Hovestadt, “A Fantastic
Genealogy of the Printable.”
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deducted from general causal laws, rules, or formulas.
Indeed, in many cases the search for a social precedent
(rather than for a material one, as seen in chapter 2, section 2.4) has already replaced the traditional reliance on the
rules or laws of a discipline: for example, when we choose
a linguistic expression or syntagm based on the number
of its Google hits, we trust the wisdom of crowds instead
of the rules of grammar and syntax. Of course, the rules of
grammar and syntax themselves are born out of the authority of precedent, as for the most part they formalize and
generalize the regularities embedded in the collective or
literary use of a language—a process that in the case of
living languages unfolds over time and continues forever
(the most notable exception being the invention ex nihilo of
the rules of classical Latin in the Renaissance). But today a
simple Google search on an incommensurably vast corpus
of textual sources can effectively short-circuit the laborious scientific process of the constitution of the rules of a
language, thus making all traditional sciences of language
unnecessary. Not by science, but by search we can draw on
the collective intelligence of a group, be apprised of the frequency of an event (in this instance, a linguistic occurrence
within a community of speakers), and act accordingly. 111
In his reply to West_S, Carpo_SDT wants to show the benefits
of replacing the rules of grammar and syntax with the wisdom
of the crowd on the example of language. In other words, he
goes from a setup governed by laws to one driven by data. In
our opinion, what Carpo_SDT misses is that language, besides
its formalisations and the crowd that informs it, has a wisdom of
its own. This was discussed in Act I by Serres_G in terms of an
objective intelligence and informed forms that lie in the things
themselves. If we grant language its wisdom, then we are in a
different environment in which we can communicate with language, which at first sounds odd, but isn’t this whole play going
in that direction? This Plentiful Play grants wisdom to language,
concepts, to each of the books, and the library. We will get back
to this in a moment. For now, let us continue with the play and
listen to the way the discussion progresses.
‘The digital empowers!’, Negroponte_BD states enthusiastically and avoids a direct polemic with Carpo_SDT. Instead, he
gives an optimistic epilogue.
Negroponte_BD:
But more than anything, my optimism comes from the
empowering nature of being digital. The access, the mobility,
and the ability to effect change are what will make the future
so different from the present. The information superhighway
may be mostly hype today, but it is an understatement about
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tomorrow. It will exist beyond people’s wildest predictions.
As children appropriate a global information resource, and
as they discover that only adults need learner’s permits, we
are bound to find new hope and dignity in places where
very little existed before. My optimism is not fueled by an
anticipated invention or discovery. Finding a cure for cancer
and AIDS, finding an acceptable way to control population,
or inventing a machine that can breathe our air and drink our
oceans and excrete unpolluted forms of each are dreams
that may or may not come about. Being digital is different.
We are not waiting on any invention. It is here. It is now. It
is almost genetic in its nature, in that each generation will
become more digital than the preceding one. The control
bits of that digital future are more than ever before in the
hands of the young. Nothing could make me happier. 112
While floating in the optimistic cloud composed by Negroponte_
BD, Hofstadter_IASL continues to meditate, enjoying his loops.
Hofstadter_IASL:
The key problem is, it seems to me, that when we try to
understand what we are, we humans are doomed, as
spiritual creatures in a universe of mere stuff, to eternal
puzzlement about our nature. I vividly remember how, as
a teen-ager reading about brains, I was forced for the first
time in my life to face up to the idea that a human brain,
especially my own, must be a physical structure obeying
physical law. Although it may seem strange to you, just as
it does to me now, this realization threw me for a loop. 113
The discussion on data is stuck in a loop. It can continue like this
forever. The four actors are trying to articulate the world of data
each with his own vector, but all pointing to the similar direction of
data-driven applied thinking. If we look at the faces of West_S and
Hofstadter_ IASL, their main highlights and concepts are close
and similar, ○ 2.18 ○ 2.24 but the way they are talking about the highlighted concepts come from two different world views. In their
articulations, one is more projective and general and the other
reflective and universal. For Hofstadter_IASL, what was once only
a mechanism can now be reconsidered as consciousness.
Negroponte_BD sees depth and breadth no longer as
either/or but as both/and. Carpo_SDT puts more emphasis on
the search for an exact precedent, rather than on an analytic
calculation of consequences. On the other hand, all four try to
describe the digital phenomena, providing answers to how this
novel environment—populated by information and data—has
changed the way we perceive, think, and operate in our world.
But in this act they did so by telling a very different story than
the one that opens up while thinking that intelligence coextends
112
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with the universe, and that information—seen from an entropic
and quantum perspective—can communicate to far-away and
directly inaccessible worlds. 114
…

End of Scene One

The two acts show similar interests, but different ways of organising and articulating indexes around information and communication. What we find interesting is that when talking about information in Act I, the tendency was to be more and more abstract
towards communication by accommodating more and more.
The emphasis was on encoding, ciphering, communicating,
and dealing with information, in other words, on operationalising information. With data, the conversation tends to go towards
concrete applications or fantastic future scenarios. Big data has
many faces. If data is big enough, it will show us the world we
want to see. We can stretch, bend, morph, cut, and mirror data,
and if we go with Brillouin_SIT in thinking that data has no explicit
meaning, then there is no one true story that can be told, but any
story can become actualised. The question is can it perform well?
In the case of Xenotheka, by providing a stage and libraries, we
establish a communication channel, and books get a voice. They
become actors. They come alive. Of course, this setup is artificial
and can be manipulated in many ways, but by doing so, we are not
polluting a pure message of a book, but giving it its many faces
and bringing the world to it. Our hypothesis is that the beauty of
the abundance of information lies somewhere other than in the
crowd or a unified law. Masterful books flourish if they are given
the space to speak and if we are able to speak with them. This is
what this play is all about.
Thus, Act II comes to a close.
…

End of the Second Act

114
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DRAMATIS PERSONAE
The third fold—the third iteration—carries the name
Code. Xenotheka provides code with a very different
atmosphere from the ones in the previous two acts. In
this galaxy of concepts, code is situated quite far from
our other three concepts of interest. ○ 2.1 By looking at the
indexes surrounding code, ○ 2.4 ■ 2.3 we get introduced to
architectural encodings and expressions. Its most prominent ten protagonists are immersed in such an atmosphere. ○ 2.26 They passionately write about architecture.
The beauty of this act lies in the unfolding of its two possible and equally interesting scenarios. On the one hand,
our protagonists are trying to articulate architecture by
playing with technical and formal notions of information
and communication. On the other hand, information and
coding acquire an architectural perspective. It is a double
articulation of coding and architecture around a concept
of information which is not explicitly there. The Third Act
is staged in such a way that each of the actors is invited
to talk about their approach to architectural encoding
through a context and an alphabet, or its elements. What
we hope for are different articulations and manners of
architectural encodings.
Code
Schumacher_The Autopoiesis
of Architecture Vol 1,
0.100993

Mertins_Modernity Unbound,
0.0197971

Schumacher_The Autopoiesis
of Architecture Vol 2,
0.0898639

Krier_The Architecture of Community,
0.017436

Vidler_Histories of
the Immediate Present,
0.0267836

Cook_Drawing,
0.0173613

Sykes Hays_Architectural Theory 1993 2009,
0.0248419

Banham_A Critic Writes,
0.0169401

Spuybroek_The Sympathy of Things,
0.0199887

Sorkin_All Over the Map,
0.0153834

○ 2.26
Ten books, ten actors, ten faces of a concept: code, rendering_03_RW_4060_r_50it21d_words_vertex.
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Instead of inviting the first four most prominent actors
on stage, we will introduce the four actors that we are
personally most interested in. As chance would have it,
they cover the spectrum of the ten actors most probably
interested in architecture and coding. ○ 2.26 From one end
of the spectrum, let us invite an actor who has the highest
affinity towards the concept of coding. He is a persona
split in two bodies of similar characters:
• Schumacher_The Autopoiesis of Architecture Vol 1
• Schumacher_The Autopoiesis of Architecture Vol 2
We will refer to him as: Schumacher_AOA

115
116

The second actor who is invited is a persona from the middle of the spectrum, whose character is somehow different
from the rest of the group. His main focus is quite far from
the concept of code. The hypothesis is that his approach
should be similar to Schumacher_AOA but articulated by
a different conceptual cloud. His code name is:
• Spuybroek_The Sympathy of Things
We will refer to him as: Spuybroek_TST  

117

And as the third character (or the fourth, depending on
how we think of Schumacher_AOA) from the other end
of this small spectrum, we would like to invite a master
of well-tempered environments, a lover of Los Angeles:
• Banham_A Critic Writes
We will refer to him as: Banham_ACW

115
116
117

118
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Patrik Schumacher, The Autopoiesis of Architecture: A New
Framework for Architecture (Chichester: Wiley, 2011), ebook.
Patrik Schumacher, The Autopoiesis of Architecture: A New Agenda
for Architecture, First Edition (Chichester: Wiley, 2012), ebook.
Lars Spuybroek, The Sympathy of Things: Ruskin and the Ecology
of Design, Second Revised Edition (London, Oxford, New York, New
Delhi, Sydney: Bloomsbury Publishing PLC, 2016), ebook.
Reyner Banham, A Critic Writes: Selected Essays by Reyner Banham,
Eds. Mary Banham et al., First Edition, (Berkeley, CA: University of
California Press, 1999).
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ARCHITECTURAL CODING:
THREE ARTICULATIONS
PROLOGUE
The Third Act should start at any moment. It is arranged in a
slightly different manner than the two previous acts. Xenotheka
articulates the notion of coding largely by indexes common to
architecture. This is, of course, reflected in its ten most prominent
protagonists who are architects interested in discussing code
indexed predominantly by architectural styles (classicism, modernist, rococo, formalism, Renaissance, etc., ○ 2.4 ■ 2.4). In Xenotheka, concepts indexed by the code and style lie next to each
other, in other words, they inhabit the same cloud and articulate
each other. ■ 2.4 Could architectural style in the context of code
be reformulated as an architectural encoding, and what would be
the relation between code and style in such a context?
n181 e24 {ӏneoӏ, continuously, ӏexplorationӏ, ӏnoveltyӏ,
attendant, prevalent, ӏdesignerӏ, ӏaestheticӏ, ӏcodeӏ,
preconception, openness, retrospect, protagonist, vagueness,
unquestioned, client, ӏcrystallizationӏ, evaluation,
ӏorthogonalӏ, ӏberniniӏ, mutate, ӏmanmadeӏ, magnum, budgetary}
n182 e5 {ӏclassicismӏ, ӏmodernistӏ, ӏrococoӏ, perrault,
ӏtypologicalӏ}
n121 e28 {ӏdisciplineӏ, ӏstyleӏ, ӏmanifestoӏ, trope,
unresolved, manoeuvre, exemplar, ӏstylisticӏ, cohere,
creatively, fruitfulness, browse, ӏcodificationӏ,
dissemination, referential, exclusivity, specious, reconnect,
comprehensibility, brainstorm, ӏcorbӏ, irreversibly,
assertiveness, jeff, irreversibility, ӏtschumiӏ, ӏsemperӏ,
brett}
■ 2.4
Indexes around code and style.

Another reading of the same cloud comes from moving in-
between synonyms, where code gets rendered through a form
to a certain style.
code → cipher → figure → form → course → trend → style

Thus, architectural styles could be seen as renderings of specific
encodings. When we look at the etymology of the word style, it
becomes an expression that can be written in many manners.
Style picks up some speed; it becomes fast like fashion and starts
to act in an ostentatious way.
style (n.)
early 14c., stile, “writing instrument, pen, stylus; piece of
written discourse, a narrative, treatise;” also “characteristic
rhetorical mode of an author, manner or mode of expression,” and “way of life, manner, behavior, conduct,” from Old
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French stile, estile “style, fashion, manner; a stake, pale,”
from Latin stilus “stake, instrument for writing, manner
of writing, mode of expression,” perhaps from the same
source as stick (v.)).
style (v.)
c. 1500, “address with a title;” 1560s, “to give a name to,”
from style (n.). Meaning “to arrange in (fashionable) style”
(especially of hair) is attested from 1934. Slang sense of
“act or play in a showy way” is by 1974, African-American
vernacular. Related: Styled; styling. 119
A constellation of indexes—code, style, fashion, and manner—
starts to unfold. The three actors invited on stage appear interested in discussing and exploring such arrangements. The idea
behind the Third Act is to evoke three different articulations of
architectural encodings. How can we look at architecture as a
way of encoding an abstract personal sphere of interest, while
still belonging to a tradition? And if we can, what would be the
context for it, and which elements, masks, or characters would
we constitute to articulate such an approach? What happens to
architecture and its objects when they are operated with at the
level of code? Instead of asking explicit questions and guiding
discussions or conversations, we would like to invite our three
actors to articulate an architectural encoding in any manner that
seems adequate to them. But of course, let us keep in mind that
this articulation is very much influenced by Xenotheka, specific
actors, the concept at stake, and ourselves. In other words, by
how the Informational Instrument is tuned and played.
Let us meet the actors, look at their faces, and see the new
ways in which the galaxy of concepts shines in the Third Act. Here
they are in their order of appearance:
SCHUMACHER_AOA
The most prominent protagonist of coding in the context of
architecture is Schumacher_AOA. He is a character composed
of two volumes. The first volume sets up a framework for architecture and the second gives it an agenda. It is one body of work.
Schumacher_AOA provides a comprehensive discourse ana
lysis of the discipline, with the aim of its theoretical systematisation. 120 Here are the most frequent and prominent indexes of
both volumes:
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“Style | Origin and Meaning of Style by Online Etymology Dictionary,”
accessed January 14, 2019, https://www.etymonline.com/word/style.
See prologue to Schumacher, The Autopoiesis of Architecture, Vol. I,
ebook.
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The Autopoiesis of Architecture, Volume I:
A New Framework for Architecture by Patrik Schumacher, 2009:
ӏarchitectureӏ → 1914, ӏsystemӏ → 1183, ӏdesignӏ → 1065,
architectural → 900, ӏtheoryӏ → 772, ӏcommunicationӏ → 717,
ӏstyleӏ → 689, ӏfunctionӏ → 654, new → 596, ӏsocietyӏ → 457,
build → 434, avant → 408, garde → 390, social → 388,
ӏautopoiesisӏ → 383, self → 370, form → 363, discipline → 350,
ӏcodeӏ → 346, art → 344, ӏprocessӏ → 343, ӏconceptӏ → 322, space
→ 314, ӏprojectӏ → 297, ӏstructureӏ → 295, societal → 292,
draw → 289, distinction → 286, ӏresearchӏ → 285, order → 283,
theoretical → 281, modern → 279, ӏformalӏ → 270, value → 260,
work → 257, decision → 256, programme → 242, question → 241,
architect → 235, respect → 228, environment → 224, ӏscienceӏ
→ 223, time → 223, ӏaestheticӏ → 221, discourse → 221, world
→ 219, ӏfunctionalӏ → 214, luhmann → 214, innovation → 211,
medium → 209
The Autopoiesis of Architecture, Volume II:
A New Agenda for Architecture by Patrik Schumacher, 2011:
architecture → 2270, design → 1842, system → 1539,
architectural → 1534, process → 1206, theory → 1067, build →
950, function → 947, problem → 892, space → 853, social → 830,
communication → 823, new → 705, ӏorganizationӏ → 636, order
→ 623, concept → 582, form → 564, ӏpoliticalӏ → 563, style →
526, society → 500, autopoiesis → 496, project → 486, self →
479, structure → 465, term → 456, set → 444, environment →
421, state → 417, work → 404, ӏgeneralӏ → 402, ibid → 401, mean
→ 374, ӏspatialӏ → 367, ӏtaskӏ → 357, ӏtypeӏ → 356, architect →
349, ӏlanguageӏ → 347, via → 344, respect → 332, different →
325, distinction → 325, articulation → 323, theoretical → 322,
functional → 321, like → 314, ӏnetworkӏ → 309, ӏinformationӏ →
304, point → 303, ӏprincipleӏ → 303, ӏrelationӏ → 297

Both faces of Schumacher_AOA light up the galaxy in a similar
way. There is a slight change in focus, one which is noted in the
titles of his books. A New Framework for Architecture ○ 2.27 ○ 2.29
focuses on more abstract indexes: code, aesthetics, discipline,
style, architecture, research, innovation. A New Agenda for
Architecture, ○ 2.28 ○ 2.30 on the other hand, is articulating a programme: project, type, system, task, environment, function,
distinction, network. Together, these two faces should design a
theory, as Schumacher_AOA puts it. It is a strange formulation,
‘to design a theory’. We will get back to it when it is set on stage
in a context of coding.
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n1e193

n2e6

n3e9

DESIGN, THEORETICAL,

orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

ARCHITECTURAL,

functio...

n61e24

n62e3

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

n4e12

elaborate, RESEARCH,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

ARCHITECTURE,

programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

n5e7

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
INNOVATION,

interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

n6e8

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n181e24

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

n182e5

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, AESTHETIC,
CODE, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n183e1

n242e3

formalist

n243e4

n244e25

contemporary,
DISTINCTION,

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

FUNCTION, DECISION,

ambition, FORMAL,
initially, unify,
latent,
insiste...

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

ENVIRONMENT,

n301e35

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...
n361e51

potential, SYSTEM,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...
n421e11

PROJECT, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...

n481e15

n302e3

n303e2

construction,
achievement,
consonance

n362e5

n304e1

n482e1

perpetrate, horrific

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...
n901e3

n723e1

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

prohibition,
incestuous

n962e3

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

contaminate

fleetingly,
appeasement

demystify

n964e1

disintegration

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

catholicism, seducer

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

term, fact, refer,
a empt, QUESTION,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n906e2

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n787e2

invalidate

n846e3

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

immune

n786e1

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

n667e8

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

n904e1

n963e2

n607e9

n726e1

n785e7

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

racist

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

n666e1

uninformed

n784e7

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...
n902e2

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n961e12

n783e5

n842e73

n606e10

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

n724e1

quotient

n782e2

infectious, midsummer

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

n547e15

assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm
STRUCTURE,

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n427e7

n546e10

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor
n664e2

perpetrator,
recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

n841e20

n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...

less, marc, kai

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n307e5

postmodernists

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

n192e1

n251e1

handrail

n309e3

luigi, jones, legibly

n369e4

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

n429e5

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

n549e21

recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...
NEW,

n609e23

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...
n669e15

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n969e4

logic, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

n252e1

holl

n310e32

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...
n370e7

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

n430e5

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, SPACE,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...
n970e2

objectivity, believer

n253e5

understate

n312e12

idealise

n371e6

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

n431e4

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
SOCIETY, classic,
political, SOCIAL,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n971e2

positive, irrational

n313e20

layer, emphasise,
casa, centralised,
pluralism, seagram,
tubular,
organisational,
edouard, iconic,
dramatise, iconology
n372e14

n433e18

n492e16

n493e33

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...
n552e3

n494e4

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,
neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...
n553e2

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n612e3

n555e6

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

n672e7

n614e5

n732e4

n733e1

n735e1

n854e3

n972e1

opaque,
philosophically,
transposition,
spiritualism,
objectivism, triadic

n974e3

polarity, fetish,
infra

n975e3

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

n976e1

brutally,
particularity,
shamelessly

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

n857e57

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...
n916e4

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n977e2

vulgarize

highlight, connote

powerlessness,
disjunction

n261e2

intentioned, antenna

n320e4

n738e6

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

n798e9

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism
n858e15

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

n978e2

reanimate, rimbaud

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

n500e7

n560e1

n621e4

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

n979e3

existentialism,
embroil, virility

n622e1

signalling,
untroubled, cyclical,
rhythm

n741e2

enticement, tractor

n800e3

n742e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n801e3

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

n860e22

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...
n920e2

impoverish,
unquestionably

n625e1

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...

life, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...
n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

n743e9

rationalism

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

n744e1

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

n745e2

newtonian

physiologically,
radar

n805e3

awareness, margin,
visually

momentary

n862e10

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory
n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n863e4

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n864e7

n865e5

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n746e6

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

n806e7

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

n866e25

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...
n926e37

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

n330e5

n569e4

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

n570e1

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

n687e4

n747e19

n748e1

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...
n807e39

n632e2

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n691e1

armageddon

anesthesia

wasteland, blackberry

dickens

n753e1

brothel

oblivious, whimsy

grade, satirical,
maple

youngster, lumber

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

n934e2

eugene, lovable

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...
n400e13

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

n637e1

sometime, saffron

n756e3

cull, he y,
consignment

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

n875e15

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...
n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

n638e2

chagrin

n696e2

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

n520e49

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...

n579e2

dale

shark, beholden,
joust

n815e7

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

profusely, truce

n578e1

dominus

n460e9

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n755e3

n874e9

n340e84

aboard

reverently, lute

n517e13

n575e15

tudor, quaver

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

cram, dock, sibyl

n933e2

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

harem, afire

n339e1

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

smartness

islander, java

n695e1

n814e5

n873e3

caravan

n932e3

n280e6

n459e1

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

n754e2

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

n872e1

n931e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

n635e3

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

venetian

n812e9

armor, intone

n930e1

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n694e3

donate, donation

ching, amulet

n397e21

litigation

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

n279e2

n337e1

n396e1

wang

n516e2

n634e9

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

landslide

n811e2

alma

n870e2

wi ily, snobbish

n929e1

n633e10

endless, greed

n692e1

biblical

n752e1

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

mechanical, mechanize

n928e1

carver

n631e3

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n278e3

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

coward

dynasty

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

n574e35

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

n219e1

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

n580e30

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...

mop, bushy

n639e19

n640e85

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

histrionic

n455e1

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

n809e1

mumford, carapace

n868e2

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n927e1

n572e8

propensity

n750e3

trek

n808e2

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...
n867e3

n571e1

n690e1

hedonistic, outgo

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

plato

n630e7

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n512e3

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons

redo, informer

persian, burglar

n395e1

raid, americas

n454e4

illegal, presumably

n277e2

n335e2

purveyor

n394e2

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n510e13

n334e1

supporter, freelance,
avidly

n393e5

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

athens

n276e3

n218e1

n41e167

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...
n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n40e84

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n274e4

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

n333e3

favor

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

n450e1

n568e2

remake, subtitle

n332e1

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...
n391e2

secure, statesman,
annum

n273e3

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n37e5

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

page, dei

n214e4

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

n154e2

julius, albert

n213e6

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...
n331e20

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n390e3

vest, socialistic

imputation

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

n627e2

mouthpiece

n686e10

n271e28

freedom, les, est,
une, harmful,
impracticable,
confiscation

civil, roman,
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fog, luck, hey

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

n44e12

n45e17

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n103e17

n104e12

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n224e18

n284e35

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...
n643e50

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...
n703e33

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n226e2

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...
n344e55

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...
n404e36

excavate, solder,
woodwork

gable

n289e3

nave

n348e4

antique, louvre

n407e2

flue

n524e1

n584e2

malta, sadden

n644e3

n585e2

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...

n527e9

bordeaux

n645e2

n588e2

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n648e1

wench

n706e5

toad, orchard, yonder

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

n764e318

n767e1

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

habituate,
inexperience

engrave, parrot

n770e2

pate, denmark

n947e1

n948e3

foil

n771e3

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

queen, exit, norway

n952e4

canker

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...
n893e13

gnat, hap

n951e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n833e16

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

n892e2

ber

n535e1

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

goad, infuriate,
burly

n596e1

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

n714e4

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

n597e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n657e4

disunite

n715e4

n775e4

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

n895e13

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

n776e1

n779e1

unarm, turk

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n956e3

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

pontiff

n778e2

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

n896e8

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

fortress

n836e4

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

n835e11

n599e2

potentate, bologna

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

n717e2

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n598e2

caravaggio

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

n539e3

weigh, bo om

part

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

n478e32

descend

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

n359e2

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

n595e3

n773e3

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...
n832e14

claudius, distemper

n890e1

tenuous, feign

aflame, finder

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

consistence

adriatic

n713e5

plinth

n772e27

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

n831e2

marcellus

n889e18

n534e1

n653e2

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

capacious,
amphitheatre

n829e1

doomsday, exeunt

n888e2

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n946e2

anon

n828e2

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n886e12

n945e2

n298e7

n358e3

n593e1

n712e1

breadth, torus

behoove

n180e2

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

thickness, samos,
pontus

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

n652e5

n711e2

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

inveigh

n416e11

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n533e3

n592e3

corona, cella

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

n768e1

n826e10

brussels

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n591e2

corinthian, column

n297e2

centaur

quadrant

n474e2

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

thursday

n825e1

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n884e22

n944e16

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...
n824e6

n649e12

cavalier

n707e15

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

delphic

n414e1

dampness

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

module

n589e5

padua, pius

n646e1

pique, baron

n705e3

n530e1

phidias

greek, midway,
stronghold

n296e1

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,

dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n413e1

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

n295e1

n237e1

pore, entomb

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n60e58

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n353e4

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes
n412e9

rainwater

n471e1

width, tuscan

n294e1

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

flavour

n235e2

porous

n293e3

n352e9

exposure, tier

n411e1

rubble

n470e2

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

overhang

n351e2

aisle, tern

n410e1

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

riot, broom, tremor

n704e64

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

semicircle

n350e2

gymnasium

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

n469e9

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

vertically, marble,
strut

n409e7

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n466e2

n234e1

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

tumour

n292e7

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

anew, imperishable

n232e1

n291e1

n55e3

limb, venus

presage

n173e2

pry

ballast

n290e1

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

n408e8

infallibly, butchery

n231e1

n54e2

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

cloven

n172e1

jangle

horizontally, masonry

n53e14

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n170e1

n288e1

n347e2

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...
n110e1

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n287e1

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...
n464e8

n50e51

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n227e4

whitewash,
hermetically

n49e5

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n48e3

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...
n107e5

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...

n47e48

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n980e3

insipid, superbly,
regre ably

spectacle, richness,
b
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PLAY AMONG BOOKS

n1e193

n2e6

n3e9

DESIGN, THEORETICAL,

orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

ARCHITECTURAL,

functio...

n61e24

n62e3

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n63e1

ARCHITECTURE,

programmatic,
compositional

n121e28

n4e12

elaborate, RESEARCH,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine

n122e5

n5e7

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
INNOVATION,

interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

n6e8

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

autonomy,
reintegration

ascription

n124e4

n181e24

n182e5

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, AESTHETIC,
CODE, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

n183e1

n125e2

n241e55

n242e3

formalist

n243e4

DISTINCTION,

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

ambition, FORMAL,
initially, unify,
ENVIRONMENT, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n302e3

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n303e2

construction,
achievement,
consonance

n361e51

n362e5

potential, SYSTEM,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

n422e5

reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...
n304e1

skeletal

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

monograph, italia

n423e6

n425e13

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...

PROJECT,

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

n481e15

n482e1

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

idiosyncratic

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...
n305e2

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, THEORY,
stringent

n421e11

collage, hannes,
dessau

engineer,
appreciation

corbusier, vers

n185e4

n244e25

contemporary,
FUNCTION, DECISION,

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

DISCIPLINE, STYLE,

manifesto, trope,
unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

n484e20

dell

n126e24

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...
n186e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n246e3

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

n306e1

postmodernists

n366e3

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

n426e26

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n247e4

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n307e5

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

academic, paolo,
klein

n427e7

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

n487e4

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished
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n1e193

n2e6

n3e9

DESIGN, THEORETICAL,

orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

ARCHITECTURAL,

functio...

n61e24

n62e3

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

n4e12

elaborate, RESEARCH,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

ARCHITECTURE,

programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

n5e7

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
INNOVATION,

interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

n6e8

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

n182e5

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, AESTHETIC,
CODE, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

DISTINCTION,

potential, SYSTEM,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

PROJECT, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...

n302e3

n125e2

n901e3

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n902e2

n904e1

contaminate

n906e2

demystify

unleash, hypocritical

n9e42

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

term, fact, refer,
a empt, QUESTION,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

n548e11

n608e17

n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

n787e2

n847e1

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n69e3

pioneer, prognosis

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

n667e8

racist

immune

invalidate

n846e3

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

n547e15

n607e9

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

n786e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

NEW, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, SPACE,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n13e49

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
SOCIETY, classic,
political, SOCIAL,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n14e8

n15e9

n16e53

n255e4

n17e8

n495e10

benign, inescapable,
appropriateness,
evocative,
camouflage,
conundrum,
insistently,
unyielding, hy...

n18e39

n796e4

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...
n78e2

n20e122

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

jackson, ethnography

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...

n21e7

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

n499e22

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

highlight, connote

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...

n22e5

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n859e11

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n23e13

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

n24e6

n25e93

n26e1

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

n28e7

physiologically,
radar

n865e5

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n29e115

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...

n30e29

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n31e15

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...
n91e11

n35e30

n36e25

cram, dock, sibyl

n37e5

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

n39e9

n40e84

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

n41e167

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

n520e49

profusely, truce

spruce, wallet

n698e5

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

n460e9

smartness

n519e2

n579e2

dale

cow, pea, marri

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...
n400e13

n459e1

n578e1

n638e2

chagrin

sometime, saffron

n756e3

n816e16

n876e20

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

n280e6

n340e84

aboard

reverently, lute

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n637e1

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

coward

harem, afire

n339e1

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n517e13

islander, java

shark, beholden,
joust

n815e7

n875e15

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

n397e21

litigation

n516e2

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

n337e1

n396e1

wang

dynasty

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n755e3

n874e9

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

redo, informer

persian, burglar

n575e15

n635e3

n695e1

tudor, quaver

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

n873e3

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

n335e2

n395e1

n455e1

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

n814e5

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

caravan

unremarkable,
northwest

n215e6

purveyor

raid, americas

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n754e2

venetian

n812e9

n872e1

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

n155e2

page, dei

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

landslide

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

n574e35

n634e9

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n274e4

n334e1

n394e2

n454e4

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara
n633e10

endless, greed

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

n214e4

illegal, presumably

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n752e1

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n94e5

n154e2

julius, albert

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

supporter, freelance,
avidly

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

n572e8

n632e2

n692e1

biblical

wasteland, blackberry

n34e4

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...

n393e5

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n512e3

armor, intone

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n333e3

favor

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

propensity

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n811e2

alma

n870e2

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

n273e3

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n332e1

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

n631e3

n691e1

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

wi ily, snobbish

n213e6

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...

n571e1

plato

armageddon
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geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...
n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, THEORY,
stringent

n482e1

spatiality, andrea,

separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...
n721e4

n781e2

n841e20

corbusier, vers

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n303e2

construction,
achievement,
consonance

n362e5

n422e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

ambition, FORMAL,
initially, unify,
latent,
insiste...

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

n481e15

n541e41

n601e1

n661e24

n7e100

n67e1

autonomy,
reintegration

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

n183e1

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

contemporary,
FUNCTION, DECISION,

ENVIRONMENT,

n301e35

n361e51

n421e11

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

n65e2

postmodernism

n123e3

DISCIPLINE, STYLE,

manifesto, trope,
unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,

n181e24

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n43e38

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...
n103e17

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n44e12

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...

n45e17

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n104e12

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

n47e48

n48e3

n107e5

n49e5

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n50e51

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n51e8

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n53e14

n54e2

n55e3

limb, venus

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

presage

n57e2

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

n60e58

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

behoove

n180e2

aflame, finder

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph

n655e3

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n599e2

potentate, bologna

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

pontiff

n778e2

n779e1

unarm, turk

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n598e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

fortress

n836e4

n896e8

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

n478e32

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n835e11

descend

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

n895e13

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

n714e4

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n833e16

n893e13

gnat, hap

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

n416e11

quadrant

n474e2

adriatic

n653e2

n713e5

plinth

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n772e27

n832e14

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n294e1

n58e19

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n174e3

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n712e1

n892e2

ber

anew, imperishable

n293e3

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n592e3

n652e5

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

claudius, distemper

n890e1

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

n173e2

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

breadth, torus

n771e3

n831e2

marcellus

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

n711e2

capacious,
amphitheatre

n829e1

n889e18

tumour

n292e7

overhang

exposure, tier

n471e1

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

pate, denmark

pry

n232e1

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

module

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

doomsday, exeunt

cloven

n172e1

jangle

n231e1

aisle, tern

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

n828e2

n888e2

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

semicircle

width, tuscan

n530e1

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt

thursday

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n470e2

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n767e1

n826e10

n886e12

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

n290e1

n350e2

n410e1

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

brussels

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

toad, orchard, yonder

n825e1

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

n705e3

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n110e1

n170e1

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

malta, sadden

riot, broom, tremor

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...
n764e318

n824e6

n884e22

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

n347e2

n407e2

flue

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n227e4

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n643e50

n703e33

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
s
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n1e193

n2e6

n3e9

DESIGN, THEORETICAL,

orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

ARCHITECTURAL,

functio...

n61e24

n62e3

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n63e1

ARCHITECTURE,

programmatic,
compositional

n121e28

n122e5

discipline, STYLE,
manifesto, trope,
unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine

n181e24

n123e3

n182e5

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...

n64e1

postmodernism

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

n183e1

n242e3

n243e4

DISTINCTION,

decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
ENVIRONMENT, latent,
insiste...

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

FUNCTION,

n301e35

n302e3

operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n303e2

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

autonomy,
reintegration

corbusier, vers

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...
n304e1

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
NETWORK, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n125e2

n244e25

contemporary,

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

ascription

n184e3

formalist

n6e8

n65e2

n124e4

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n241e55

n5e7

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...
n305e2

dell

n126e24

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...
n186e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n246e3

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

n306e1

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n247e4

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n307e5

TASK,

construction,
achievement,
consonance

n361e51

n362e5

potential, SYSTEM,
TYPE, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

n422e5

reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...

skeletal

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, THEORY,
stringent

n421e11

engineer,
appreciation

n365e2

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

monograph, italia

n423e6

n425e13

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...

PROJECT,

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

n481e15

n482e1

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

idiosyncratic

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...

garnier, dadaist

n484e20

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...

postmodernists

n366e3

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

n426e26

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

academic, paolo,
klein

n427e7

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

n487e4

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

○ 2.30
0
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n1e193

n2e6

n3e9

DESIGN, THEORETICAL,

orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

ARCHITECTURAL,

functio...

n61e24

n62e3

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...

n4e12

DISTINCTION,

TASK, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

potential, SYSTEM,
TYPE, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...

n5e7

n901e3

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

unleash, hypocritical

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n787e2

TERM, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
PROBLEM, clarify,
pose, outl...

n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

n906e2

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

n547e15

n607e9

n667e8

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
i

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

NEW, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, SPACE,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n13e49

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
SOCIETY, classic,
POLITICAL, SOCIAL,

n14e8

n15e9

n16e53

phone,
accountability,
dhabi, suez, org,
siemens, songdo,
masdar, planit

n17e8

n792e1

permanently, blur,
embody, level,
colonize, capitalism

compromise, etc,
cynicism

proviso, reductionist

benign, inescapable,
appropriateness,
evocative,
camouflage,
conundrum,
insistently,
unyielding, hy...

n18e39

n796e4

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...
n78e2

n20e122

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

jackson, ethnography

n138e2

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

n499e22

quotidian

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

authenticity,
predate, nefarious

n21e7

highlight, connote

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...

n22e5

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n859e11

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n23e13

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

n24e6

n25e93

n26e1

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

n28e7

physiologically,
radar

n865e5

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n29e115

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...

n30e29

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n31e15

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...
n91e11

n34e4

n35e30

n36e25

cram, dock, sibyl

n37e5

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n40e84

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

n41e167

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

n579e2

dale

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...

n520e49

profusely, truce

n578e1

n638e2

chagrin

cow, pea, marri

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

n460e9

smartness

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n637e1

sometime, saffron

n756e3

n816e16

n876e20

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...
n400e13

reverently, lute

n517e13

islander, java

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n280e6

n340e84

aboard

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n459e1

n516e2

shark, beholden,
joust

n815e7

n875e15

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

n220e4

coward

harem, afire

n339e1

n397e21

litigation

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

n396e1

wang

dynasty

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n755e3

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

n337e1

persian, burglar

n575e15

n635e3

n695e1

n874e9

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

redo, informer

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

n335e2

n395e1

n455e1

tudor, quaver

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

n873e3

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

purveyor

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

n814e5

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

caravan

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

page, dei

raid, americas

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n754e2

venetian

n812e9

n872e1

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

landslide

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

n574e35

n634e9

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n274e4

n334e1

n394e2

n454e4

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
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uninformed

n784e7

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...

n246e3

n306e1

n366e3

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

n724e1

quotient

n902e2

n6e8

n126e24

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor

n723e1

n783e5

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...

n186e9

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...
n604e14

n664e2

less, marc, kai

n782e2

n842e73

autonomy,
reintegration

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

n662e3

perpetrator,

infectious, midsummer

corbusier, vers

monograph, italia

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...
n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...
n543e10

topographical

perpetrate, horrific

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

n425e13

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

spatiality, andrea,

separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...
n305e2

skeletal

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

n482e1

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...
n721e4

n781e2

n841e20

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...
n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, THEORY,
stringent

n422e5

PROJECT,

n481e15

n541e41

n601e1

n661e24

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

n125e2

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n303e2

construction,
achievement,
consonance

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

n302e3

n362e5

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

n183e1

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

contemporary,
decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
latent,
insiste...

FUNCTION,

ENVIRONMENT,

n301e35

n361e51

n421e11

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

n182e5

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

ARCHITECTURE,

programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

discipline, STYLE,
manifesto, trope,
unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,

n181e24

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n43e38

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...
n103e17

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n44e12

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...

n45e17

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n104e12

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

n47e48

n48e3

n107e5

n49e5

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n50e51

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n51e8

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n53e14

n54e2

n55e3

limb, venus

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

presage

n57e2

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

n60e58

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

behoove

n180e2

aflame, finder

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph

n655e3

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n599e2

potentate, bologna

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

pontiff

n778e2

n779e1

unarm, turk

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n598e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

fortress

n836e4

n896e8

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

n478e32

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n835e11

descend

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

n895e13

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

n714e4

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n833e16

n893e13

gnat, hap

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

n416e11

quadrant

n474e2

adriatic

n653e2

n713e5

plinth

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n772e27

n832e14

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n294e1

n58e19

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n174e3

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n712e1

n892e2

ber

anew, imperishable

n293e3

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n592e3

n652e5

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

claudius, distemper

n890e1

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

n173e2

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

breadth, torus

n771e3

n831e2

marcellus

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

n711e2

capacious,
amphitheatre

n829e1

n889e18

tumour

n292e7

overhang

exposure, tier

n471e1

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

pate, denmark

pry

n232e1

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

module

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

doomsday, exeunt

cloven

n172e1

jangle

n231e1

aisle, tern

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

n828e2

n888e2

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

semicircle

width, tuscan

n530e1

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt

thursday

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n470e2

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n767e1

n826e10

n886e12

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

n290e1

n350e2

n410e1

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

brussels

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

toad, orchard, yonder

n825e1

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

n705e3

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n110e1

n170e1

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

malta, sadden

riot, broom, tremor

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...
n764e318

n824e6

n884e22

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

n347e2

n407e2

flue

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n227e4

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n643e50

n703e33

1

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...

n907e6
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texture, delicate textile, sculpture. ○ 2.31 ○ 2.32 It is a distinctly different set of indexes than the rest of the spectrum. To get a better
context for his articulation in this act, let us look at just the first
four other actors from Xenotheka who are interested in an index
of ornaments, and their affinities towards the atom-letter n47e48.
The Sympathy of Things: Ruskin and the Ecology of Design
by Lars Spuybroek, 2011:
ӏthingӏ → 788, ӏformӏ → 556, ӏruskinӏ → 423, ӏdesignӏ → 377,
ӏgothicӏ → 358, ӏmakeӏ → 358, ӏfeelӏ → 316, ӏsympathyӏ → 291, like
→ 276, ӏworkӏ → 258, life → 247, ӏpatternӏ → 245, object → 245,
ӏaestheticӏ → 244, way → 233, ӏbeautyӏ → 231, line → 226, ӏartӏ
→ 225, ӏornamentӏ → 223, time → 220, call → 193, ӏpointӏ → 193,
use → 192, ӏforceӏ → 188, mean → 184, need → 176, ӏactӏ → 169,
ӏrelationӏ → 168, world → 165, ӏstructureӏ → 164, figure → 163,
movement → 158, variation → 158, mat → 153, notion → 153,
ӏpicturesqueӏ → 153, ӏabstractӏ → 149, nature → 147, say → 144,
abstraction → 143, take → 140, think → 135, move → 131, start
→ 128, live → 125, come → 125, end → 123, ӏmaterialӏ → 121,
ӏsublimeӏ → 121, stone → 120
Concept n47 e48 {ӏornamentӏ, ornamental, mold,
aesthetically, twig, entanglement, textile, rib, crystalline,
ӏdarwinӏ, mullion, textured, finalize, parasitical, ӏsympathizeӏ,
ornamentation, snowflake, filigree, vegetal, titian, morris,
caterpillar, sympathy, relatedness, picturesque, daedalus,
teleology, gothic, pheasant, acanthus, organicism, tendril,
wallpaper, transept, viollet, naturalism, ӏvitalismӏ, vitalize,
vitalist, tracery, ӏempathyӏ, ӏworringerӏ, tessellation,
ӏruskinӏ, lipps, savageness, tessellate, changefulness}

The actors are:
Spuybroek_The Sympathy of Things, 0.0901453,
Abbott_Flatland, 121 0.0638773,
Ruskin_The Seven Lamps of Architecture 122, 0.0574003,
Hugo_Les Miserables 123, 0.0363651

Spuybroek_TST is now getting a contextual profile in the library.
All three actors—Ruskin_The Seven Lamps of Architecture,
Hugo_Les Misérables, and Abbott_Flatland—were published in
the second half of the 19th century and are dealing with similar

121

122

123

Face of Abbott_Flatland: https://alice-ch3n81.net/files/data/
xenotheka/A bbott_Flatland.pdf, See Edwin A. Abbott, Flatland:
A Romance of Many Dimensions, Unabridged Edition (Mineola, NY:
Dover Publications, 1992).
Face of Ruskin_The Seven Lamps of Architecture: https://alice-ch3n81.
net/files/data/xenotheka/Ruskin_TheSevenLampsofArchitecture.
pdf, See John Ruskin, The Seven Lamps of Architecture, Reprint
Edition (Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, 1989).
Face of Hugo_Les Miserables: https://alice-ch3n81.net/files/data/
xenotheka/Hugo_LesMiserables.pdf, see Victor Hugo and Adam Gopnik,
Les Misérables, trans. Julie Rose (New York, NY: Modern Library, 2009).
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indexes to Spuybroek_TST but from a different body of thinking. 124
Spuybroek_TST refers to it explicitly: “Can we, and will we, ever be
Romantic enough?” 125 On the other hand, in the introduction to the
book, Brian Massumi refers to Spuybroek_TST’s Gothic ontology
as a flat ontology 126 with Ruskinian romanticism, which brings the
aforementioned indexes and actors into a convincing arrangement.
n1e193

DESIGN, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,
functio...

n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,
unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, AESTHETIC,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n2e6

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

n62e3

n182e5

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...
n361e51

potential, system,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...
n421e11

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n183e1

n302e3

n303e2

construction,
achievement,
consonance

n362e5

n482e1

n664e2

perpetrate, horrific

n841e20

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...
n901e3

n723e1

n961e12

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

n783e5

n842e73

n962e3

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

contaminate

n963e2

fleetingly,
appeasement

n786e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

n845e7

demystify

n964e1

disintegration

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

catholicism, seducer

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

term, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n906e2

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

n787e2

invalidate

n846e3

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

immune

n785e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

n904e1

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

n667e8

uninformed

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

n607e9

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

racist

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

n666e1

n726e1

n784e7

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...
n902e2

n606e10

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

n547e15

assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm
STRUCTURE,

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

n724e1

quotient

n782e2

infectious, midsummer

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

less, marc, kai

perpetrator,
recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

n781e2

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor
n662e3

n546e10

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n427e7

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

n487e4

n604e14

topographical

n721e4

n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

n426e26

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

n601e1

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...
n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...
n543e10

spatiality, andrea,
separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

n307e5

postmodernists

n366e3

monograph, italia

n425e13

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

n192e1

handrail

n309e3

luigi, jones, legibly

n369e4

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

n429e5

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

n549e21

new, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

n609e23

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...
n669e15

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n969e4

logic, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

holl

n310e32

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...
n370e7

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

n430e5

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...
n970e2

objectivity, believer

understate

n312e12

idealise

n371e6

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

n431e4

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n971e2

positive, irrational

n314e5

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot
n432e17

n493e33

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...
n552e3

n494e4

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,
neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...

n495e10

renovation,
commemorative,
postmodernity,
otherworldly

n553e2

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n612e3

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

n672e7

n614e5

n615e3

reconsider,
provisional,
outdated,
artificiality,
radicalism

reactionary,
concreteness

n673e5

era, aspire,
creative, disconnect,
creativity,
painstakingly,
newness

n732e4

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

experiential

modernity, resurgence

n794e3

n853e1

n854e3

n972e1

n914e4

opaque,
philosophically,
transposition,
spiritualism,
objectivism, triadic

n974e3

polarity, fetish,
infra

devaluation, modernes

n975e3

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

n976e1

brutally,
particularity,
shamelessly

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

n857e57

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

highlight, connote

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

intentioned, antenna

n320e4

n500e7

n501e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

n560e1

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

n798e9

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism
n858e15

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

n621e4

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

enticement, tractor

n800e3

n742e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n801e3

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

n860e22

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...
n920e2

impoverish,
unquestionably

n625e1

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...
n743e9

LIFE, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...

n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

rationalism

n626e1

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

n745e2

newtonian

physiologically,
radar

n805e3

awareness, margin,
visually

momentary

n862e10

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory
n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n863e4

advent, static,
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n25e93

communist, soviet,
pessimism,
militarily, mafia,
kissinger

n84e3

democratic,
authoritarian,
democracy, liberal,
communism,
directional,
dynastic,
directionality
n143e7

tolerant, modernize,
colonialism, bipolar,
incompletely,
undercut, bidder

n202e7

racial

n260e2

n24e6

democratization,
ussr, deng,
czechoslovakia,
democratize,
authoritarianism,
gorbachev, havel,
lockean, thy...
n83e8

imperialism,
consumerism

n142e7

willingness,
economic, asia,
citizenship, overt

n200e1

n319e6

aura

n378e5

n23e13

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

abortion, franco,
latecomer, asians,
consumerist

n141e5

bureaucracy,
centralize, african

desert, nuclear,
encampment

louise, playboy

n318e1

lush, mcdonald,
automotive,
interstate

dramatically,
tolerance, devolve,
historic, pare,
emblematic, lo ,
unassailable, crutch,
coastal, conveyor,
prem...

rubric, habitat,
unregulated,
promulgate, penchant,
rife

n22e5

legitimacy,
philippines, iran,
anytime, taiwan,
korea, yeltsin

n81e5

national,
institution,
politics,
sovereignty,
worldwide, enshrine

n140e3

n259e1

n437e6

n556e4

nostalgia,
irrelevance, purview,
superficiality,
diploma, inhabitable

engrained, taliesin

n377e65

benign, inescapable,
appropriateness,
evocative,
camouflage,
conundrum,
insistently,
unyielding, hy...

n21e7

behalf, culturally,
ethnic,
environmental,
cosmopolitan,
defensive, paramount,
domination,
unfe ered, ident...
n80e6

partnership,
membership,
byproduct,
preparedness

geography, emilio

n199e3

landscape, revisit,
tourist, fred,
carpenter, pastoral,
civilisation, choses,
canadian, monolith,
arizona, bataille,
thomson, can...
n258e2

n317e4

cooper, footprint,
memorial, credential,
urbanism, armature,
trump, mall, mantra,
collusion, toxic,
glib, urbanists,
urbanity, dead...

n496e9

visionary, utopian,
juxtaposition, spawn,
repository,
foreground, eschew,
generic, bigness,
maki

n555e6

pluralist, strident

obesity

site, sprawl,
olympics, suburbia,
ciam, vancouver,
lavatory, eisenhower,
conviviality,
affordable, dystopia,
ada, citysc...

n436e14

morph, delineation,
hilarious,
reconfiguration,
lang, rendition, ink,
monochrome, blizzard,
de , megastructure

n20e122

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

n139e2

teller, ethnographic

n198e46

gary

n257e2

n376e42

celebrity, rampant,
underpinnings,
informality, usa,
patina

n435e11

donald, frankfurt,
seamlessly,
billboard,
instigator,
adjustable, prix,
diller, scofidio,
tel, coop, ...

n197e1

n316e17

reconfigured,
environmentally,
rogers, derelict

n375e6

shard, pale e,
infill, gambit,
quixotic

n434e18

reconsideration,
visceral, complicit,
sustainable, ron,
reconfiguring, reuse,
fredric, bilbao,
gombrich, frampton,
serra, t...

jackson, ethnography

n138e2

tourism

commuter,
navigational

n256e1

n315e4

unbuilt, adaptable,
cantilever, hangover,
osaka

n374e5

architect, nouvel,
aldo, kitsch,
meltdown, upholstery,
plastic, urbane,
summarised, koolhaas,
monumentality,
herzog, andy, ro...
n433e18

n492e16

permanently, blur,
embody, level,
colonize, capitalism

n851e3

n313e20

layer, emphasise,
casa, centralised,
pluralism, seagram,
tubular,
organisational,
edouard, iconic,
dramatise, iconology
n372e14

minimalist, jeffrey,
lynn, dom,
choreograph,
adumbrate, perspecta,
rosalind, negri,
futuristic, ino,
hardt, eisen...

n196e2

redesign, venue,
campus, reconfigure

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...
n78e2

princeton, bateson

n137e1

unstoppable,
incrementally

urban, trash,
empower, empowerment,
fab

n255e4

team, airport,
olympic, ken,
orchestrate, disused,
unobstructed, hostel,
girlfriend, domus,
rudofsky

n18e39

minnesota,
minneapolis, abusive,
activism, verso,
launder, polanyi,
neoliberalism

n77e2

incentive, rename,
inexpensive

n136e2

ubiquitous, hack,
gps, prosthetic,
sensor, hacker,
analytics,
smartphone, cyborg,
senseable

n195e5

collaboration, hub,
weekend,
collaborative,
choral, pessac,
linux, habraken

n254e11

gallery, steel,
norman, grands,
mindset

n17e8

management, africa,
entrepreneur, optic,
zone, convene,
logistics,
infrastructure, golf,
certify, realpolitik,
reliant, au...
n76e3

mobile, cyber, smart

n135e10

tech, recycle,
pollution, vibrant,
burgeon, transit,
renovate, carbon,
graffito,
reclamation, collate,
houston, leak...
n194e8

alongside, budget,
menu, bbc

n253e5

n16e53

phone,
accountability,
dhabi, suez, org,
siemens, songdo,
masdar, planit

n75e3

copenhagen, plummet,
emission, roundabout,
stockholm, app, lbs,
kilometre, singapore,
otis, whyte, mumbai,
bangalore, dharavi

n134e16

launch, million,
crunch, electrify,
showcase, queue, eco

n193e4

invigorate

n252e1

n15e9

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n133e7

aggressively, exude,
oscar

jay, nihilistic,
nordic, finland,
northwestern,
retinal, ocular,
finnish, merleau,
ponty, alvar, aalto,
sketchbook, helsi...
n251e1

n14e8

politician, protest,
activist, savvy,
egyptian,
homelessness, polity,
madrid, cairo,
rekindle, arab,
barcel...
n73e3

october, september,
negotiate, monitor,
president

n132e3

unidentified,
unbiased

n191e15

saarinen

n249e1

n13e49

january, MOVEMENT,
available,
leadership, occupy,
occupation, february,
consensus, brutality,
outrage,
parliament...
n72e5

massive, advertise,
report, december,
april, corporate,
digest, july,
warfare, journalist,
devastation,
official, disrupt...
n131e2

peripheral

n189e1

ramp, glaze,
buckminster, kit,
practicality, turin,
cladding, classicist,
cra smanship,
stu gart, richards,
ventilate, radia...

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

n188e43

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n247e4

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

pioneer, prognosis

n128e2

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n246e3

n306e1

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

n541e41

n661e24

n305e2

skeletal

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, theory,
stringent

n422e5

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...

n9e42

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...
n68e2

dell

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...
n186e9

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...

n8e44

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n126e24

corbusier, vers

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

autonomy,
reintegration

n125e2

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

n6e8

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n5e7

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

scrape, lane, spit,
bucket, furtive,
talon, lacerate, eel,
sideboard, pla er,
curdle, braggart,
brunswick

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, FEEL,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

n44e12

n45e17

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n103e17

n104e12

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n224e18

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...
n643e50

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...
n703e33

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n226e2

n344e55

n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...
n404e36

gable

nave

n348e4

antique, louvre

n407e2

flue

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

n408e8

infallibly, butchery

n525e3

horribly

n584e2

malta, sadden

n644e3

n585e2

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...

n527e9

bordeaux

n645e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

toad, orchard, yonder

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

n826e10

brussels

engrave, parrot

pate, denmark

n947e1

n948e3

n829e1

foil

queen, exit, norway

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

n952e4

canker

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...
n893e13

gnat, hap

n951e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n833e16

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

n892e2

ber

n535e1

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

n359e2

n596e1

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

n714e4

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

n597e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n657e4

disunite

n715e4

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

n895e13

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

n779e1

unarm, turk

n837e1

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n956e3

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

pontiff

fortress

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

n896e8

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

n778e2

n836e4

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

n835e11

n599e2

potentate, bologna

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

n717e2

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n598e2

caravaggio

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

n539e3

weigh, bo om

part

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

n478e32

descend

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

n595e3

n773e3

n832e14

claudius, distemper

n890e1

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

consistence

adriatic

n713e5

plinth

n772e27

n831e2

marcellus

n889e18

n534e1

n653e2

n712e1

breadth, torus

n771e3

capacious,
amphitheatre

anon

doomsday, exeunt

n888e2

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n946e2

habituate,
inexperience

n358e3

n593e1

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n711e2

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

thickness, samos,
pontus

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

n652e5

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

n770e2

n828e2

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n886e12

n945e2

n592e3

corona, cella

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

thursday

n825e1

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...
n944e16

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt

n591e2

tenuous, feign

aflame, finder

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

corinthian, column

inveigh

n416e11

quadrant

n474e2

n532e7

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n707e15

n767e1

n884e22

n589e5

padua, pius

centaur

n414e1

dampness

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

behoove

n180e2

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n413e1

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

module

delphic

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,

dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

n60e58

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n235e2

porous

n294e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

flavour

n353e4

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes
n412e9

lintel

n530e1

n588e2

n646e1

pique, baron

n705e3

n352e9

rainwater

n471e1

width, tuscan

phidias

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n764e318

n824e6

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

overhang

exposure, tier

n411e1

rubble

n470e2

n234e1

n293e3

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

tumour

n292e7

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

anew, imperishable

n232e1

n351e2

aisle, tern

n410e1

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

riot, broom, tremor

n704e64

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

semicircle

n350e2

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

n469e9

calumny, aurelius

n55e3

limb, venus

presage

n173e2

pry

ballast

n291e1

gymnasium

n409e7

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n466e2

n524e1

n231e1

n290e1

vertically, marble,
strut

n54e2

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

cloven

n172e1

jangle

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

n53e14

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n170e1

n288e1

n347e2

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...
n110e1

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n287e1

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...
n464e8

n50e51

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n227e4

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...

n49e5

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

n48e3

ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

ORNAMENT,

n107e5

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n47e48

BEAUTY, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
SUBLIME, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...

n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n977e2

vulgarize

powerlessness,
disjunction

reani
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PLAY AMONG BOOKS

n44e12

n45e17

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n104e12

n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n164e12

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...

n226e2

n284e35

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...

n344e55

n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...

n404e36

n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

n286e3

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

triangular

nave

n348e4

n525e3

n290e1

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

n408e8

gymnasium

n409e7

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

aisle, tern

n410e1

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

rubble

n470e2

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

semicircle

n350e2

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

horribly

horizontally, masonry

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

infallibly, butchery

mille

perforate

n289e3

calumny, aurelius

n524e1

juggler

n229e2

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n110e1

n170e1

decorative, acropolis

gable

antique, louvre

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...

n288e1

n407e2

flue

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

n228e2

n347e2

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

excavate, solder,
woodwork

plank, quicksand

n50e51

n168e17

n287e1

n346e2

forethought,
grandson, polygon

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n227e4

whitewash,
hermetically

n49e5

n108e1

n167e6

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n48e3

ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

ORNAMENT,

n107e5

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n224e18

n47e48

carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
SUBLIME, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
BEAUTY,

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

width, tuscan

n530e1

phidias
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0
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n1e193

n2e6

DESIGN, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

functio...

n61e24

n62e3

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,

unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, AESTHETIC,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

potential, system,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

n5e7

n901e3

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n902e2

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

unleash, hypocritical

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n787e2

term, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

n906e2

demystify

n9e42

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n487e4

n547e15

n607e9

n667e8

racist

immune

invalidate

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

new, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...

n13e49

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n14e8

n15e9

n255e4

n495e10

benign, inescapable,
appropriateness,
evocative,
camouflage,
conundrum,
insistently,
unyielding, hy...

chiaroscuro

experiential

modernity, resurgence

abstractly,
revitalize

n734e2

n913e2

subversive, encompass

n736e2

theorization

n795e2

confrontation,
devalue, personalize

n914e4

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

n856e12

lenin

n915e8

masquerade,
irrationality,
deceptively,
obfuscation

devaluation, modernes

n796e4

marcuse, recuperate

n855e1

ideological,
repetitive,
extrapolate

ambiguity, totality,
marx, imbalance,
femininity,
unrealized,
proletariat,
reification

n18e39

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...
n78e2

n20e122

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

jackson, ethnography

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

n499e22

quotidian

n21e7

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

highlight, connote

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...

n22e5

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n859e11

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n23e13

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

n24e6

n25e93

n26e1

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

n28e7

physiologically,
radar

n865e5

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n29e115

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...

n30e29

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n31e15

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...
n91e11

n35e30

n36e25

cram, dock, sibyl

n37e5

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

n39e9

n40e84

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

n41e167

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

n520e49

profusely, truce

spruce, wallet

n698e5

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

n460e9

smartness

n519e2

n579e2

dale

cow, pea, marri

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...
n400e13

n459e1

n578e1

n638e2

chagrin

sometime, saffron

n756e3

n816e16

n876e20

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

n280e6

n340e84

aboard

reverently, lute

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n637e1

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

coward

harem, afire

n339e1

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n517e13

islander, java

shark, beholden,
joust

n815e7

n875e15

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

n397e21

litigation

n516e2

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

n337e1

n396e1

wang

dynasty

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n755e3

n874e9

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

redo, informer

persian, burglar

n575e15

n635e3

n695e1

tudor, quaver

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

n873e3

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

n335e2

n395e1

n455e1

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

n814e5

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

caravan

unremarkable,
northwest

n215e6

purveyor

raid, americas

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n754e2

venetian

n812e9

n872e1

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

n155e2

page, dei

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

landslide

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

n574e35

n634e9

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n274e4

n334e1

n394e2

n454e4

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara
n633e10

endless, greed

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

n214e4

illegal, presumably

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n752e1

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n94e5

n154e2

julius, albert

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

supporter, freelance,
avidly

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

n572e8

n632e2

n692e1

biblical

wasteland, blackberry

n34e4

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...

n393e5

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n512e3

armor, intone

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n333e3

favor

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

propensity

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n811e2

alma

n870e2

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

n273e3

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n332e1

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

n631e3

n691e1

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

wi ily, snobbish

n213e6

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...

n571e1

plato

armageddon

n750e3

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

n153e2

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n212e9

adjustment, union,
thomas, mainly,
adoption, tract,
interference,
executive, insure,
contention,
imperfectly, fran...
n271e28

n331e20

n391e2

athens

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n690e1

hedonistic, outgo

n809e1

mumford, carapace

n33e74

n93e3

austin, squalor

n152e6

university, max,
london, edward,
harvard, kenneth,
dissertation,
allocation, williams,
marshall,
massachuse...
n211e15

freedom, les, est,
une, harmful,
impracticable,
confiscation

secure, statesman,
annum

n510e13

n570e1

n630e7

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

trek

n808e2

n868e2

mechanical, mechanize

german, rudolf,
germany, proceeding,
outspoken, erich,
franz, obtainable,
theodor, anton,
alleviation,
lawfulness, josef
n92e2

cambridge, chicago,
columbia, trans,
yale, eds, go fried,
vermont, campbell,
lindsay, loyola

n151e20

progressive, review,
desirable, policy,
governmental, des,
den, immanuel,
monetary,
meritorious,
philosop...

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n450e1

imputation

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

n748e1

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...

merit, enforce,
faire, ineffective,
dans, avec, pension,
qui, disapproval,
foreseeable,
reasonableness, bien,
jena, anonymou...
n270e7

n330e5

n390e3

vest, socialistic

n509e1

n569e4

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n747e19

n807e39

edition, undesirable,
conservative,
quotation,
beneficial,
insurance, ithaca,
dent, deterrent,
kentucky, arn...

n210e16

sans

government,
dispassionately

civil, roman,
council, undercurrent

n568e2

remake, subtitle

n687e4

n867e3

arthur, von,
friedrich, oxford,
ludwig, das, allen,
routledge, fritz,
profitably, sidney,
zurich, ernest,
edmund, h...
n90e21

n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

safeguard, welfare,
sont, ordre

n269e1

n329e2

n389e2

bodin

n448e4

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

n627e2

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

que, amendment,
jurisprudence,
judicial, restate,
encroachment,
redistribution, ses

n149e6

n209e4

tutelage,
fountainhead

n388e1

declaration,
sanction,
irresistible,
restoration,
unanimously,
outstanding,
flagrant, abj...

futile, delegate,
corruption,
conspiracy,
unequivocally, adage

n567e4

foretaste

mouthpiece

n746e6

n806e7

n866e25

reprint, income,
legislation, liberty,
discretion, infringe,
irrespective,
conservatism,
prevention,
enforcement, ...
n89e8

desirability,
beneficiary

constitution,
puritan, despotism,
cromwell

n328e2

absolutism

republic, republican,
legality,
confederation,
channelled, bonheur

n507e6

party, defeat,
politically,
forerunner,
conspicuous

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

n745e2

newtonian

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

englishmen, lex

n268e4

peuple, montesquieu,
hommes, ordo

n447e12

founder, found,
rebellion,
liberation, vacate,
schematically

n686e10

vienna, austria,
schmidt

n744e1

n864e7

constitutional,
pouvoir

n208e2

madison, condorcet

n267e4

n327e1

n387e6

revolution,
revolutionary,
downfall, hypocrisy,
unmask, outbreak,
preordain, ancien,
lawlessness

n506e5

n566e1

n626e1

seizure

n684e3

awareness, margin,
visually

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

machiavelli,
bolshevik, melville,
adams, jacobin,
politic, jefferson,
township, harrington,
revolutionist,
robespierre

n446e6

conspicuously,
untested

commission, sear

n625e1

n863e4

practicable, milton,
ltd, orwell,
monopolistic,
robbins, acton

n88e2

n148e2

thucydides

n207e2

tocqueville

n326e11

n386e9

secular

colonial, cue

n505e2

n565e2

lewis, giuseppe,
memo, manipulative,
nixon

churchill

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

n805e3

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory

rescind, adjudicate

n147e1

n206e1

secularization

n445e2

autocratic

n504e2

uncomfortably, bunker

n564e5

johnson, gaulle,
trustee, autocracy,
mosque, autocrat,
reichstag, hanover,
stalin, saddam,
presidential,
khrushchev, ...

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...
n743e9

rationalism

momentary

n862e10

competitive,
centrally, creed,
totalitarian,
stewart, socialist,
deutscher, peacetime,
eduard, socialism,
mor...
n87e2

liberalism

internationalism,
nationalistic,
paternalistic

equality, egalitarian

n325e1

n385e1

n444e1

intimidate, berlin,
domed, glamorous,
sco ish, rotunda,
bavaria, clinton,
spiralling,
westminster, ringed,
baghdad, aborig...

n683e20

optimism

n742e1

n802e1

overload,
pretentious,
tragically

LIFE, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...

totalitarianism

n145e3

n205e2

unwillingness

intolerance

dictator, fascist,
ministry, o oman,
absolutist,
ruthlessness

n503e22

n563e50

n623e1

misleadingly

n682e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n861e15

oust, extremist,
takeover, uncritical,
nato, indiscriminate,
bomb, watchdog,
voter, aggression,
thailand,
infiltrat...
n85e1

leninist, costa,
huntington

dictatorship, boris,
schumpeter

locke, saxon, anglo

n324e1

preservation,
atomistic, pessimist

n443e6

dome, bush, overrun,
demolish, boost,
tycoon, atlanta,
metro, charisma,
lavishly,
billionaire,
boardr...

n622e1

signalling,
untroubled, cyclical,
rhythm

n741e2

n801e3

communist, soviet,
pessimism,
militarily, mafia,
kissinger

n84e3

n144e3

n204e3

unsatisfied, slavish,
popularly, pamper,
atavistic, climber,
vainglory

n323e3

n383e1

ambitious, veto

impressive, reminder,
patron, erupt, daunt,
demolition, overtly,
gulag, podium,
ballistic

n502e21

bombastic, geste,
caesars, dressage

n621e4

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

aristocratic,
economically, weber,
thoroughgoing,
classless

n263e7

dignity, fanaticism,
hobble

prosperous, loyalty,
eastern,
counterweight

n442e10

decorator, mismatch,
deco

n561e4

mediterranean

enticement, tractor

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...

recognition,
democratically,
alexandre,
destructiveness,
hobbesian, lordship,
hobbes

n203e5

unfulfilled,
intolerant,
dictatorial,
industrially,
asocial, comeback,
calvinist

n262e3

n322e4

n382e2

prestige

celebration,
monument, instal

n501e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

pessimistic, detritus

n740e2

n800e3

democratic,
authoritarian,
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twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

n49e5

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n50e51

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n51e8

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n53e14

n54e2

n55e3

limb, venus

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

presage

n57e2

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

n60e58

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

behoove

aflame, finder

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph

n655e3

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n599e2

potentate, bologna

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

pontiff

n778e2

n779e1

unarm, turk

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n598e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

fortress

n836e4

n896e8

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

n419e1

n478e32

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n835e11

descend

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

n895e13

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

n714e4

1

n180e2

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n833e16

n893e13

gnat, hap

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

n416e11

quadrant

n474e2

adriatic

n653e2

n713e5

plinth

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n772e27

n832e14

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n294e1

n58e19

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n174e3

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n712e1

n892e2

ber

anew, imperishable

n293e3

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n592e3

n652e5

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

claudius, distemper

n890e1

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

n173e2

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

breadth, torus

n771e3

n831e2

marcellus

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

n711e2

capacious,
amphitheatre

n829e1

n889e18

tumour

n292e7

overhang

exposure, tier

n471e1

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

pate, denmark

pry

n232e1

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

module

corinthian, column

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

doomsday, exeunt

cloven

n172e1

jangle

n231e1

aisle, tern

width, tuscan

n530e1

n590e2

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

n828e2

n888e2

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

semicircle

n410e1

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt

thursday

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n470e2

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n767e1

n826e10

n886e12

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

n290e1

n350e2

gymnasium

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

brussels

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n409e7

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

toad, orchard, yonder

n825e1

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

n705e3

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n110e1

n170e1

n229e2

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

malta, sadden

riot, broom, tremor

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...
n764e318

n824e6

n884e22

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n407e2

flue

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

n347e2

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

ORNAMENT,

n107e5

n167e6

n227e4

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

BEAUTY, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
SUBLIME, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...

n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n643e50

n703e33

module

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...

n916e4

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
eth
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PLENTIFUL PLAY — PLAY I — ACT III

A Critic Writes, a collection of essays written by Reyner Banham from the 1950s
to the 1980s:
build → 453, like → 391, ӏdesignӏ → 363, ӏarchitectureӏ →
348, work → 257, new → 249, ӏhouseӏ → 244, ӏarchitectӏ → 239,
time → 208, good → 204, ӏartӏ → 203, make → 197, ӏstyleӏ → 196,
architectural → 192, know → 183, look → 179, ӏmodernӏ → 175,
come → 168, ӏworldӏ → 162, great → 156, year → 155, way → 151,
ӏformӏ → 150, just → 149, man → 142, use → 141, say → 134,
ӏhistoryӏ → 133, glass → 129, ӏcityӏ → 127, point → 127, appear
→ 123, kind → 121, long → 119, ӏfactӏ → 118, go → 116, ӏthingӏ
→ 116, see → 115, book → 114, right → 113, old → 113, wright
→ 107, leave → 106, begin → 104, stand → 103, think → 101,
ӏstructureӏ → 101, ӏamericanӏ → 99, early → 99, mean → 97

The stage is set; there is an air of anticipation. Different architectural encodings, their elements and, we hope, a glimpse of
their renderings will unravel in the following pages. How our protagonists are going to play with architecture and code, in the
unfolding and opening of space around the notion of information,
is yet to be seen.
n1e193

n2e6

DESIGN, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

ARCHITECTURAL,

functio...

n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, STYLE,
manifesto, trope,
unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n62e3

n182e5

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...
n361e51

potential, system,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...
n421e11

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n183e1

n302e3

n303e2

construction,
achievement,
consonance

n362e5

n482e1

perpetrate, horrific

n841e20

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...
n901e3

n664e2

n723e1

n842e73

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n902e2

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

n962e3

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

n904e1

fleetingly,
appeasement

invalidate

n906e2

demystify

n964e1

disintegration

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

catholicism, seducer

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

term, FACT, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n787e2

n846e3

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

n786e1

EARLY, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

n667e8

racist

immune

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

contaminate

n963e2

n607e9

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

n726e1

n785e7

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

n666e1

uninformed

n784e7

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...

n606e10

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

n724e1

quotient

n783e5

infectious, midsummer

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

less, marc, kai

n782e2

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n961e12

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor
n662e3

perpetrator,
recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

n547e15

STRUCTURE, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

n546e10

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n427e7

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

n487e4

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...
n604e14

topographical

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...
n721e4

n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

n426e26

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

n601e1

n781e2

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...
n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...
n543e10

spatiality, andrea,
separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

n307e5

postmodernists

n366e3

monograph, italia

n425e13

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

n192e1

n309e3

luigi, jones, legibly

n369e4

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

n429e5

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

n549e21

NEW, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

n609e23

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...
n669e15

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n969e4

logic, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

n310e32

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...
n370e7

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

n430e5

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...
n970e2

objectivity, believer

n312e12

idealise

n371e6

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

n431e4

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n971e2

positive, irrational

n314e5

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot
n432e17

n493e33

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...
n552e3

n494e4

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,
neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...

n612e3

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

n672e7

n614e5

n615e3

reconsider,
provisional,
outdated,
artificiality,
radicalism

n794e3

confrontation,
devalue, personalize

simplistic

n852e2

n853e1

proviso, reductionist

n912e4

n854e3

n913e2

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n972e1

n914e4

opaque,
philosophically,
transposition,
spiritualism,
objectivism, triadic

marcuse, recuperate

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

n856e12

lenin

n915e8

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...
n916e4

masquerade,
irrationality,
deceptively,
obfuscation

ambiguity, totality,
marx, imbalance,
femininity,
unrealized,
proletariat,
reification

polarity, fetish,
infra

brutally,
particularity,
s

subversive, encompass

n973e6

prise

n796e4

n855e1

ideological,
repetitive,
extrapolate

norm

n498e1

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

n499e22

quotidian

n558e3

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

authenticity,
predate, nefarious

highlight, connote

n618e1

comprehensively,
fulcrum

n677e2

devaluation, modernes

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

disrepute

unremi ing

n617e2

hone, promethean

n736e2

theorization

n795e2

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

n439e3

n557e1

n737e7

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

n797e15

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

n857e57

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n320e4

n321e5

legacy, expunge,
outpouring,
relativistic

n380e3

n500e7

n501e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

n560e1

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

n798e9

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism
n858e15

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

n623e1

misleadingly

n682e1

n742e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n801e3

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

n860e22

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...
n920e2

impoverish,
unquestionably

n625e1

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...
n743e9

rationalism

overload,
pretentious,
tragically

n861e15

life, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...
n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

n626e1

seizure

n684e3

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

n745e2

newtonian

physiologically,
radar

n805e3

awareness, margin,
visually

momentary

n862e10

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory
n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n863e4

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n864e7

n865e5

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n746e6

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

n806e7

n509e1

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

n866e25

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...
n926e37

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

n628e5

remake, subtitle

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

n630e7

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...
n867e3

mumford, carapace

n927e1

n928e1

carver

nightingale

n929e1

anesthesia

alma

wasteland, blackberry

n870e2

wi ily, snobbish

n930e1

dickens

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

n931e2

brothel

oblivious, whimsy

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

n873e3

caravan

n932e3

grade, satirical,
maple

cram, dock, sibyl

n933e2

youngster, lumber

n637e1

n874e9

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

n934e2

eugene, lovable

sometime, saffron

n756e3

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

n875e15

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...
n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

n638e2

chagrin

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

n815e7

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...

n579e2

dale

shark, beholden,
joust

n755e3

n520e49

profusely, truce

n578e1

n695e1

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

tudor, quaver

n814e5

n872e1

armor, intone

n517e13

islander, java

n575e15

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

n754e2

venetian

n812e9

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

n460e9

smartness

n635e3

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

landslide

n811e2

n634e9

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

n752e1

n810e1

n869e2

mechanical, mechanize

n633e10

endless, greed

n692e1

biblical

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

n809e1

n868e2

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n632e2

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n691e1

armageddon

n750e3

trek

n808e2

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...
n400e13

reverently, lute

n459e1

n516e2

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n340e84

aboard

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

dynasty

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

n574e35

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

n339e1

n397e21

litigation

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

n280e6

harem, afire

reverential

n396e1

wang

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

coward

n279e2

n455e1

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n219e1

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

n580e30

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...

mop, bushy

n639e19

n640e85

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

LOOK, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...

n759e13

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

histrionic

n278e3

n337e1

persian, burglar

n395e1

raid, americas

n454e4

illegal, presumably

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

n572e8

propensity

n631e3

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n690e1

hedonistic, outgo

n748e1

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...
n807e39

n512e3

n571e1

plato

n335e2

purveyor

n394e2

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons

n334e1

supporter, freelance,
avidly

n393e5

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

n570e1

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n333e3

favor

n392e7

n510e13

imputation

n569e4

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n687e4

n747e19

n332e1

pursuit, wealthy

athens

n218e1

ching, amulet

n41e167

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...
n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

n40e84

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

redo, informer

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n274e4

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

n37e5

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

page, dei

n214e4

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n273e3

responsible,
instructive, curb,
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n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

n44e12

n45e17

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n103e17

n104e12

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, GLASS,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n224e18

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...
n643e50

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...
n703e33

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n226e2

n344e55

n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...
n404e36

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

n348e4

antique, louvre

n407e2

flue

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

n408e8

infallibly, butchery

n524e1

n525e3

horribly

n584e2

malta, sadden

n644e3

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...

n527e9

bordeaux

n645e2

n646e1

pique, baron

n705e3

n648e1

wench

n706e5

toad, orchard, yonder

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

n764e318

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

brussels

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

doomsday, exeunt

n888e2

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n945e2

n946e2

habituate,
inexperience

engrave, parrot

pate, denmark

n947e1

n948e3

foil

queen, exit, norway

n712e1

breadth, torus

n771e3

capacious,
amphitheatre

marcellus

n889e18

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

claudius, distemper

n890e1

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

n952e4

canker

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...
n893e13

gnat, hap

n951e1

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

n833e16

n892e2

ber

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...
n832e14

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

n654e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

n714e4

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

n895e13

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

n599e2

potentate, bologna

n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

n956e3

n779e1

unarm, turk

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

pontiff

n778e2

n837e1

n896e8

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...

n718e1

fortress

n836e4

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

n658e16

goodwill, tuscany

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

n835e11

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

n717e2

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n598e2

caravaggio

n657e4

disunite

n715e4

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

height, length,
obtuse

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n420e7

admixture

n478e32

descend

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

n595e3

n713e5

plinth

n772e27

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

n831e2

n535e1

consistence

adriatic

n653e2

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n711e2

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

n829e1

n534e1

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

n652e5

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

n828e2

n886e12

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

thursday

n826e10

n884e22

n944e16

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt
n767e1

n825e1

n592e3

corona, cella

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n591e2

corinthian, column

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

n416e11

quadrant

n474e2

n532e7

module

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n707e15

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...
n824e6

n530e1

n589e5

padua, pius

aflame, finder

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n414e1

dampness

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

behoove

n180e2

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n413e1

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,

dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

delphic

n60e58

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n235e2

porous

n294e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

flavour

n353e4

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes
n412e9

rainwater

n471e1

width, tuscan

phidias

n588e2

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n352e9

exposure, tier

n411e1

rubble

n470e2

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

n351e2

aisle, tern

n410e1

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

riot, broom, tremor

n704e64

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n350e2

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

n469e9

calumny, aurelius

n234e1

n293e3

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

tumour

n292e7

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

anew, imperishable

n232e1

overhang

n55e3

limb, venus

presage

n173e2

pry

ballast

n291e1

semicircle

gymnasium

n409e7

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n231e1

n290e1

vertically, marble,
strut

n54e2

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

cloven

n172e1

jangle

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n53e14

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n170e1

n288e1

gable

n347e2

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...
n110e1

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n287e1

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n50e51

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n227e4

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...

n49e5

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

n48e3

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...
n107e5

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n47e48

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n974e3
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…

SCENE
AN AUTOPO ET C SYSTEM
Schumacher_AOA s f rst to ght up the ga axy He enters the
stage conf dent y and eager y w th a huge body of work wr tten
over more than one thousand pages Equ pped w th a fresh y art cu ated framework and a new agenda for arch tecture he beg ns
to e aborate h s autopo et c programme w thout any hes tat on
He mmed ate y ntroduces h s ma n concept n h s f rst thes s
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1
Face of Banham_ACW – zoom to the cloud of indexes surrounding indexes of Los Angeles, parachute
and ventilate, rendering_03_RW_4060_r_50it21d.

n1e193

n2e6

DESIGN, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

ARCHITECTURAL,

functio...

n61e24

n62e3

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, STYLE,
manifesto, trope,
unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...

n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

potential, system,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

ARCHITECTURE,

programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

n5e7

n901e3

n902e2

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n961e12

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

n903e1

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

disintegration

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

catholicism, seducer

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

EARLY, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n787e2

term, FACT, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

n906e2

demystify

n964e1

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

n904e1

fleetingly,
appeasement

n9e42

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
AMERICAN, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n487e4

n547e15

n607e9

n667e8

racist

immune

invalidate

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

NEW, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n969e4

logic, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

n311e1

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...
n970e2

objectivity, believer

n13e49

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...
n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n971e2

positive, irrational

n14e8

n15e9

n255e4

n495e10

n912e4

n913e2

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n914e4

opaque,
philosophically,
transposition,
spiritualism,
objectivism, triadic

n974e3

polarity, fetish,
infra

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

n976e1

brutally,
particularity,
shamelessly

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n977e2

vulgarize

n20e122

powerlessness,
disjunction
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n21e7

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

n499e22

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

highlight, connote

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

n978e2

reanimate, rimbaud

n22e5

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

n23e13

n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

n26e1

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n28e7

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n29e115

n926e37

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

n30e29

n927e1

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...

n929e1

anesthesia

oblivious, whimsy

grade, satirical,
maple

youngster, lumber

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

eugene, lovable

n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

n41e167

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

LOOK, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...

n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

n579e2

dale

cow, pea, marri

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n520e49

profusely, truce

n578e1

n638e2

chagrin

sometime, saffron

n756e3

n816e16

n876e20

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...

n460e9

smartness

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n637e1

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...
n400e13

reverently, lute

n517e13

islander, java

shark, beholden,
joust

n815e7

n875e15

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n280e6

n340e84

aboard

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n459e1

n516e2

n934e2

n40e84

n100e1

n220e4

coward

harem, afire

n339e1

n397e21

litigation

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

n396e1

wang

dynasty

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n755e3

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

n337e1

persian, burglar

n575e15

n635e3

n695e1

tudor, quaver

n874e9

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

redo, informer

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

n335e2

n395e1

n455e1

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

n933e2

n37e5

n97e3

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

purveyor

raid, americas

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n814e5

cram, dock, sibyl

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

page, dei

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n754e2

venetian

n873e3

n932e3

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n514e9

n574e35

n634e9

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

caravan

n931e2

brothel

n35e30

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n274e4

n334e1

n394e2

n454e4

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

n812e9

n872e1

armor, intone

n930e1

dickens

n34e4

n94e5

illegal, presumably

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

n633e10

endless, greed

landslide

wasteland, blackberry

n154e2

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n752e1

n811e2

n214e4

supporter, freelance,
avidly

n393e5

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n512e3

n572e8

n632e2

n692e1

biblical

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

n333e3

favor

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

propensity

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n273e3

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n332e1

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

julius, albert

n213e6

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...

n631e3

n691e1

alma

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

n153e2

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n212e9

adjustment, union,
thomas, mainly,
adoption, tract,
interference,
executive, insure,
contention,
imperfectly, fran...

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...

n571e1

plato

n870e2

wi ily, snobbish

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...
n93e3

austin, squalor

n152e6

university, max,
london, edward,
harvard, kenneth,
dissertation,
allocation, williams,
marshall,
massachuse...

n271e28

n331e20

n391e2

athens

armageddon

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

n33e74

german, rudolf,
germany, proceeding,
outspoken, erich,
franz, obtainable,
theodor, anton,
alleviation,
lawfulness, josef
n92e2

cambridge, chicago,
columbia, trans,
yale, eds, go fried,
vermont, campbell,
lindsay, loyola

n211e15

freedom, les, est,
une, harmful,
impracticable,
confiscation

secure, statesman,
annum

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n750e3

n809e1

mumford, carapace

mechanical, mechanize

n928e1

carver

n31e15

n91e11

n151e20

progressive, review,
desirable, policy,
governmental, des,
den, immanuel,
monetary,
meritorious,
philosop...

n510e13

n570e1

n630e7

n690e1

hedonistic, outgo

trek

n808e2

n868e2

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n450e1

imputation

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

n748e1

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...

merit, enforce,
faire, ineffective,
dans, avec, pension,
qui, disapproval,
foreseeable,
reasonableness, bien,
jena, anonymou...
n270e7

n330e5

n390e3

vest, socialistic

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n747e19

n807e39

edition, undesirable,
conservative,
quotation,
beneficial,
insurance, ithaca,
dent, deterrent,
kentucky, arn...

n210e16

sans

government,
dispassionately

n569e4

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

remake, subtitle

n687e4

n867e3

arthur, von,
friedrich, oxford,
ludwig, das, allen,
routledge, fritz,
profitably, sidney,
zurich, ernest,
edmund, h...
n90e21

n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

n509e1

n568e2

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

n627e2

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
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n362e5

n422e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

n182e5

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n361e51

n421e11

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

scrape, lane, spit,
bucket, furtive,
talon, lacerate, eel,
sideboard, pla er,
curdle, braggart,
brunswick

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...

OLD,

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...
n103e17

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, GLASS,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n44e12

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n45e17

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n104e12

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

n47e48

n48e3

n107e5

n49e5

n944e16

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

n946e2

habituate,
inexperience

engrave, parrot

pate, denmark

n948e3

foil

queen, exit, norway

n53e14

n54e2

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

behoove

aflame, finder

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n779e1

unarm, turk

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

pontiff

n778e2

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

n956e3

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n480e27

n539e3

n599e2

potentate, bologna

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...
n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n598e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

fortress

n836e4

n896e8

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

n419e1

n478e32

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n835e11

descend

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

n895e13

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

n714e4

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n416e11

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n833e16

n893e13

n952e4

n60e58

n120e1

n180e2

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

quadrant

n474e2

adriatic

n653e2

n713e5

plinth

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

gnat, hap

canker

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n951e1

n56e9

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n294e1

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n772e27

n832e14

n892e2

ber

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n592e3

n652e5

n712e1

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

claudius, distemper

limb, venus

presage

anew, imperishable

n293e3

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

breadth, torus

n771e3

n890e1

n55e3

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

n173e2

tumour

n292e7

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

n711e2

n831e2

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

pry

n232e1

overhang

exposure, tier

n471e1

capacious,
amphitheatre

marcellus

n889e18

cloven

n172e1

jangle

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

module

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

n829e1

doomsday, exeunt

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

n231e1

aisle, tern

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

n828e2

n888e2

n947e1

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

perforate

semicircle

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

thursday

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

width, tuscan

n530e1

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt
n767e1

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

n290e1

n350e2

n410e1

n470e2

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n826e10

n886e12

n945e2

n50e51

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

brussels

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

toad, orchard, yonder

n825e1

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

n705e3

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n110e1

n170e1

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

malta, sadden

riot, broom, tremor

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...
n764e318

n824e6

n884e22

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

n347e2

n407e2

flue

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n227e4

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n643e50

n703e33

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n979e3

existentialism,
embroil, virility

insipi
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Schumacher_AOA:
THESIS 1
The phenomenon of architecture can be most adequately
grasped if it is analyzed as an autonomous network (autopoietic system) of communications.
The theory presented here—the theory of architectural
autopoiesis—offers a new theoretical framework that explicates architecture as a distinct subsystem of society, understood as a sui generis system of communications. This framework structures a comprehensive analysis of the discipline in
terms of its most fundamental concepts, methods and values.
The term architecture is usually assumed to denote
either a certain class of artefacts—the class of all (fine) buildings—or an academic domain of knowledge concerned
with this class of artefacts or, finally, a professional activity
directed towards the production of such artefacts. However, architecture as a system of communications is neither
a mere collection of artefacts, nor a mere form of knowledge, nor merely a particular professional practice. Rather it
encompasses all three categories: artefacts, knowledge and
practices—all understood as communications that connect
to each other in an ongoing recursive network. 127
What immediately strikes both Spuybroek_TST and Banham_
ACW is the confidence with which Schumacher_AOA sets a very
clear and strong hierarchy. He sees architecture as an autonomous network of communication, a subsystem of a world system which is the sum total of all communication happening at
once: a society. 128 While looking at architecture from a distance,
as its master, he objectifies it as a network of communication.
He then places it in a laboratory as an autonomous object and
starts analysing it in terms of its underlying principles: concepts,
methods, and values. Architecture is safe and sound, as long as it
does not challenge, or leave the laboratory. This is just the inverse
approach to Brillouin_SIT’s, who was trying to formalise communication, fully aware of the intrigues that come with it, one of which
is “that no observation can be made without an accompanying
increase of entropy.” 129 Schumacher_AOA observes communication, while Brillouin_SIT tries to communicate.
Nevertheless, Schumacher_AOA’s confidence captivates
the library as he continues.
Schumacher_AOA:
0.1 Architecture as a System of Communications

127
128
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The theory of architectural autopoiesis closely ‘observes’
(and intends to intervene within) a distinct subset of these
societal communications, namely the subset of architectural communications, and—assuming that they form
a system—is trying to capture this system’s constitutive
conceptual structures (concepts), its regular communication patterns (methods), its criteria of evaluation (values),
as well as its evolutionary trajectory with respect to those
three dimensions. The theory offers a coherent framework
that allows architecture to analyze itself in comparison with
other subsystems of society like art, science and politics.
On the basis of such comparisons the theory insists on the
necessity of disciplinary autonomy and argues for a sharp
demarcation from both art and science. Design intelligence
is an intelligence sui generis. It is a specific collective intelligence that evolves within its own self-referential network of
communications. This network is the autopoiesis of architecture. Its past, present and (potential) future trajectories
constitute the topic of this book. 130
Schumacher_AOA wants to capture architecture, give it a framework, disciplinarise it, even give it an intelligence sui generis.
This intelligence, in our reading, is closer to a set of laws than to
an intelligence driven by its desires, or to an intelligence as discussed by Serres_G in the First Act. Schumacher_AOA is doing
his best to define and explicate how, or maybe even design ways
in which, architecture operates and evolves. But not in order to
animate it, but rather to demarcate and contain it. To make it
self-sustainable. In other words, he wants to isolate architecture
as a system of communication and observe and temper communication within it. Schumacher_AOA continues to elaborate the
elements and encodings of the autopoietic system of architecture without granting it freedom to talk to the outside. He explicitly
starts to articulate the code of architecture.
Schumacher_AOA:
3.5 The Codification of Architecture
THESIS 14
All design decisions are evaluated along two dimensions:
utility and beauty.
…

Another way to ask the same questions would be to ask:
how is architecture codified? Which terms within the architectural discourse operate the decisive binary code that is
required to unify and demarcate architecture as autopoietic function system within society?
130
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The theory of architectural autopoiesis proposes that
architecture is differentiated on the basis of two codes:
the double code of utility and beauty. Architecture is
demarcated and integrated around the interweaving of
two questions, the question of beauty and the question
of utility. These two questions or concerns are capable of
probing all architectural/design communications and only
architectural/design communications. This double coding
is closely connected to architecture’s lead-distinction of
form vs function. Beauty and utility are the evaluative terms
that flow from the lead-distinction of form and function.
Utility is good, useful function in contrast to bad function,
ie, set against the useless, the dysfunctional; and beauty is
good, resolved form set against the ugly, bad, unresolved
form. This sets up two binary oppositions which force evaluation and facilitate the required design decisions. 131
Schumacher_AOA encodes all design decisions along two
dimensions: utility and beauty. Each can be positive or negative,
beautiful or ugly, functional or dysfunctional. Such an understanding implies that both utility and beauty can be explicitly measured.
This is an inverse articulation of beauty and utility to the one that
comes from Xenotheka, where beauty is an index to a concept
which talks about beauty. It is encoded in atom-letter n46 e25, but
it would be lost without the stability provided by the cloud. In the
case of Xenotheka, it is clear that beauty is not a dimension but
a concept in a specific context; it depends on the library and its
encoding; it is an articulation out of many dimensions: a dimensionality. With each change in Xenotheka, it shows a new face.
The beauty of this is that we can work with a concept of beauty
without explicating it, but by playing with its many dimensionalities. With Schumacher_AOA, coding and communication go in
the other direction, to binary oppositions.
Intrigued by this statement, somewhere in the library
Alberti_TBOA whispers to Spuybroek_TST while looking at
Vitruvius_TBOA. 132
Alberti_TBOA:
But what Beauty and Ornament are in themselves, and
what Difference there is between them, may perhaps be
easier for the Reader to conceive in his Mind, than for me
to explain by Words. 133
Spuybroek_TST smiles and whispers back while thinking.
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Spuybroek_TST:
We cannot answer this question in terms of “meaning,” that
much is certain. You cannot answer those questions at all
in twentieth-century terms, I fear.
Meaning, language, criticality, and semiotics have
been standing over the grave of beauty for a hundred years
now—there is no friendly way of saying it. 134
Schumacher_AOA continues without hearing the comments.
Schumacher_AOA:
• code of utility: functional vs dysfunctional
• code of beauty: formally resolved vs formally unresolved
The exact words used are not always stable and different
words circulate in different languages. However, the basic
distinction is always the same. Theoretically this code can
be derived as the (necessary) evaluative doubling of architecture’s lead-distinction into two complementary binary
codes. In turn, the lead-distinction of architecture—form
(self-reference) vs function (world-reference)—is the necessary re-entry of the distinction between system (architecture) and environment (society) within the autopoietic
system of architecture. 135
Vitruvius_TBOA stops smiling as Schumacher_AOA assigns only
one possible state to both beauty and utility: 0 or 1. This zero and
one are not empty symbols that are part of the dimensionality of
beauty or utility; they are rather signs of functional vs dysfunctional and the formally resolved vs formally unresolved. It is the
opposite gesture from thinking that code makes the object of
interest produce more, as Xenotheka and Informational Instrument try to do. With Schumacher_AOA, code assigns meaning.
Before concluding on his encoding process, he adds another
code. The code of novelty: original vs conventional, 0 vs 1.
Schumacher_AOA:
Within the avant-garde segment of the discipline the third
code does indeed become prevalent. This extra code, in fact,
facilitates the formation of the avant-garde as a recognizable
subsystem within the autopoiesis of architecture. This code
validates originality and imposes the relevance and recognition of the code values original (new) vs conventional (old) on
all avant-garde communications. Mainstream architectural
communications are not subject to this limitation. The code
of novelty (originality) cannot impose itself here. 136
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He starts rendering and branding the whole system by giving an
articulation to his universal encoding process: he calls it parametricism. Here is an instance of it.
Schumacher_AOA:
11.2 The Parametricist Research Programme
THESIS 58
The eventual success of grand, unifying schemes in science
relies on the underlying coherence of reality. The rationality of
a style’s claim to universality lies in the advantage a coherent
built environment offers to society. Modernism did achieve
universality during the course of the 20th century. Parametri
cism aims for an equivalent achievement in the 21st century.
In principle every property of every element or complex is subject to parametric variation. The key technique
for handling this variability is the scripting of functions that
establish associations between the properties of the various elements. However, although the new style is to a large
extent dependent upon these new design techniques, the
style cannot be reduced to the mere introduction of new
tools and techniques. What characterizes the new style are
new ambitions and new values—both in terms of form and
in terms of function—that are to be pursued with the aid of
the new tools and techniques. Parametricism pursues the
very general aim: to organize and articulate the increasing
diversity and complexity of social institutions and life-processes within the most advanced arenas of Post-Fordist
network society. 137
Parametricism is a new style that can master populations by
preserving their designed variability. Each and every element in
space becomes a vector of properties. By correlating vectors with
a general rule, you are designing a powerful machine. Instead of
a single space, Schumacher_AOA is able to orchestrate a whole
field of spaces. He starts to look at the world through models in a
one-to-one relation, trying to optimise, control, and design them
in coherence with reality. With more parameters, Schumacher_
AOA’s models can become more complex, better, and more real.
His talk culminates as he starts to ‘design’ a theory of design.
Schumacher_AOA:
Epilogue—The Design of a Theory
The author of the theory of architectural autopoiesis must
therefore take a position against indifference and the liveand-let-live tolerance that suffocates debate. The unity of
architecture requires comprehensive debate. The unity of
137
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a hegemonic style requires conclusive debate. Coherent
practice requires that debates are concluded to become
premises for decisive action. The underlying sensibility
and thrust of the arguments about Parametricism as new
global, epochal style are based on the desire to enhance
the power of collective discourse over all individual
endeavours. This implies a shift in discursive sensibility,
a reduction of anything goes tolerance and an insistence
on forging a coherent, collective movement forward. However, the appropriate level of discursive tolerance is itself
a historical variable. The theory of architectural autopoiesis recognizes the value of discursive tolerance at certain
historical junctures. 138
What does it mean to design a theory? 139 Theoria has its etymological roots in Latin and Greek; it points; it is a way of looking,
a conception, a viewing. To parametricly design a theory would
mean to design an adjustable way to look (at the world) while stabilising the main axis of perspective. In other words, if we design a
way to look then all the objects we see will have the same flavour.
They will be fixed and paralysed. In contrast, to keep the context
open we either design and play with objects, or we look at them
through different theories, but we don’t design both the object
and the way of looking at it. In this sense, this book behaves more
as a lively ‘object’ or a character, rather than a theory. What might
be interesting is to design a factory for many synthetic theories
and see how objects behave under their many lights. Otherwise to
design a theory, at least to us, sounds strange, if not dangerous.
But for those who find it interesting, this is an open and urgent call.
Schumacher_AOA:
The most urgent, general conclusion is perhaps simply:
join Parametricism’s drive to conquer the mainstream of
world architecture! 140
…
End of the First Scene
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SCENE II:
THE SYMPATHY OF THINGS
Second to enter the stage is Spuybroek_TST. He plays a cunning
character of mixed feelings. In principle, he likes Schumacher_
AOA’s story, but not the way he presents it. The two of them are
different characters talking about the same thing in two different manners. While Schumacher_AOA is claiming universality,
‘designing’ a theory, and calling for action, Spuybroek_TST is
interested in telling a beautiful story through a network of its fictional relations. In a charming way, by pointing and referring to
some of his friends from Xenotheka, he captivates out attention
and creates a nice atmosphere in the library.
Spuybroek_TST:
My ambition is to update Ruskin, not to see him diluted in
the countless streams of diverging trends.
I let Ruskin encounter William James, revolve around
him, and absorb some of his thought, but not enough to slow
him down; sweep around Henri Bergson, acquiring more
speed; and again around a few Germans (Theodor Lipps,
Wilhelm Worringer, and even Martin Heidegger); eject him
over the twentieth century (which at several points in the
book I call the dark age of the sublime), with its world wars, its
minimalism, and its deconstructivism; and stop him so that
he appears suddenly in our own age, like Doctor Who, meeting the likes of Bruno Latour and Peter Sloterdijk. One could
hardly call this project historiographic—but it is not pure science fiction either, since we are bound to make the creature
from the past speak in words both he and we understand.
In this sense, this book fits an established custom: to
create a Ruskin object, a probe sent from the past to shine
light on our own times. 141
His first moves resonate with Xenotheka. Spuybroek_TST, the
artificial character of Xenotheka, is making a Ruskin object as
a probe with the intention to travel and learn about the world.
Sounds fantastic. Let us follow his probe.
Spuybroek_TST:
How can one make the aesthetic philosopher (as Edmund
White correctly qualifies him) of variation, imperfection, and
fragility into one of machinery? This question brings me
to my second project: I will argue that our contemporary
tools of design and production should be understood in a
framework not of modern times but of premodern ones—
not only of Ruskin’s age of the picturesque and ornament
but also of the pre-Renaissance era his own century tried
to recreate: the age of the Gothic. John Ruskin’s Gothic,
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either misjudged as sheer ethics or aesthetically not taken
entirely seriously, turns out to be such a radical concept of
design that I do not hesitate to call it a Gothic ontology, a
notion that fuels the rest of the book. 142
The main fantasy of his story is the articulation of a Gothic ontology which, as a celebration of continuity, variability, and transformability of space, brings the premodern times and Ruskin’s
age, together with Schumacher_AOA’s parametricism, into the
same conceptual space. His symmetries are convincing. Variability and machinery, fragility and logistics, seem to articulate
each other without any resistance into a continuous functional
morphing. To use his words: there is a sympathy between those
elements. He continues.
Spuybroek_TST:
Gothic ontology is defined as a special relationship between
figures and configurations, in which the figures are active
parts that have a certain freedom to act, though only in relation to others and in order to form collaborative entities. This
concept transcends the aesthetic opposition of structure
and ornament, making the Gothic “a beauty that works,”
one that leads to a much broader notion of an aesthetics
based on sympathy. Sympathy, in my briefest definition, is
what things feel when they shape each other. 143
Gothic ontology is a “beauty that works,” a relationship between
figures and configurations, “what things feel when they shape
each other.” A sympathy. Brian Massumi qualifies this as a flat
ontology with one plan(e) where differences come together and
all the hierarchies disappear. 144 Here Spuybroek_TST turns to his
dear friend Worringer_AAE and starts reciting his pages.
Worringer_AAE:
We regard as this counter-pole an aesthetics which proceeds not from man’s urge to empathy, but from his urge to
abstraction. Just as the urge to empathy as a pre-assumption
of aesthetic experience finds its gratification in the beauty
of the organic, so the urge to abstraction finds its beauty
in the life-denying inorganic, in the crystalline or, in general
terms, in all abstract law and necessity. 145
Spuybroek_TST slowly starts to encode his notion of sympathy
by mixing different characters and their concepts. For him, sympathy appears when dualisms move towards a spectral form.
142
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Spuybroek_TST:
In short, Lipps’s notion of Sympathie is the more accurate
one, but only when understood in Worringer’s terms, which
are more accurate, because they allow us to understand
sympathy as a mixture of abstraction and empathy. 146
He takes both empathy and abstraction from Worringer_AAE,
but clearly places a lot of weight on “-pathy.”
Spuybroek_TST:
I am arguing that things cannot come into being or exist
without style. And I want to make this claim in the most
radical sense: every ontology is a style, it does not just have
one. Strictly speaking, it is the styles that are, and being is
the verb. Aesthetics, I argue, is ontology. Things are as they
are aesthetically, or, as some would say, because they have
an effect; or, as others would say, because they affect each
other—but that is far too mechanical for me, because sympathy means things act in relation (“sym-”) and such relations are felt (“-pathy”). An effect issues from just one term;
affect occurs between at least two terms, but merely as an
exchange of feelings, while sympathy is a resonance, an
attunement of feelings, forming a true connection or bond. 147
There is a strange atmosphere building up between Schumacher_
AOA and Spuybroek_TST. They are like competing allies, like
runners on a running track. They aim for the same goal, for the
network, for the connection of things, for relations, bonds, and
feelings. This is a communication network in which there is always
at least one continuous line between any two nods. Each nod
affects all the others. The ornament is becoming a function of
form, design work renders architectural forces which are in themselves ornamental. There is no outside; there is just one plan(e) of
continuous transformation.
Spuybroek_TST:
Eventually, the main question will emerge: Can we, by
acknowledging technology as the main source of the contemporary sublime, turn the tide? Having arrived at that
point, we will collect all the attributes of the picturesque,
such as wildness and freedom, and endeavor to radically
apply them to technology. I am convinced that this is the
only way to retrieve a world of things, i.e., a world of beauty,
which I equate with a world of feelings: to move not away
from technology but through it. Questions raised by art
and artisanship should be appropriated by technology—
not a technology of purposiveness, instrumentality, and
mediation, however, but one of variation and flourishing. 148
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How to talk about beauty through technology? S
 puybroek_TST asks
implicitly. But the way he asks is in the manner of S
 chumacher_AOA,
again by equating beauty to a function, this time not as formally
resolved vs formally unresolved but beauty seen as naturalised
feelings formalised to relations on a plane. As we see it, the story
in a way goes back to parametrising communication, and counting
its relations, still not by learning how to talk to beauty, or work with
it. All subjects are gone.
Spuybroek_TST:
Our Gothic ontology has never aspired to distinguish strictly
between the two: stones act like plants, and plants act as
strange and still as rocks. What we can say, though, is that
the closer we seem to get to a middle position, the more
relations between things start to become reciprocal and
move away from clear-cut dualisms—and that is where the
true radicalism of the middle lies. 149
Since we sympathise with these thougths we would like to provoke and push them further. Why should a stone act like a plant?
Why lose the distinction? Why not play with the distinctions? Can
a plant talk to a stone? Or better yet, can a plant act like a stone
while talking to it? A flat ontology is still an ontology, and maybe
the problem lies in the twentieth-century terms (as he mentioned before while whispering to Vitruvius_TBOA)—like ontology—which are unable to grant intelligence to objects, stones,
or plants, without paying the price of one plan(e).
Spuybroek_TST:
The problem is a fundamental lack of beauty, of a constructed knot of objects acting as stations for feelings.
Feelings cannot be mediated; you cannot put them on
television. Feelings can only be used to make things. Buildings, vases, cars, cupboards, wallpaper, tables—all our
furnishings are things. Images on television do not seem
to qualify as things because the fact that they have been
fabricated is hidden under such a thick cloak of actuality
that they become impossible to live with. They simply pass
by, perishing continuously (in what must be our best model
of hell to date). Advertising is the last resort of artificiality
on television, the last remnant of ornament. 150
What is interesting is that both Schumacher_AOA and Spuybroek_TST don’t take into account the notion of information (in
a way that was discussed in the First Act). Beauty and feelings
might not be mediated or faithfully represented but what if they
can be symbolised by an algebraic character and operationalised
in relation to other symbols? Then images can talk, and we live
with them. By playing with the abundance of information, one
149
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can work with concepts like beauty in a new way, by tuning its
dimensionality, its encodings, and by placing it into many different
ontologies and contexts. 151 In such a scenario, stones will not just
act like plants but they will actually talk to plants.
Spuybroek_TST:
The Internet is not particularly modern or in any way related
to space; on the contrary, it is a deeply Gothic project—not
because the Web is about veins and fibers and the Gothic
loves fibrous systems but because it interrelates work and
aesthetics. In contrast to television, the Web is there to make
things. Today it still acts chiefly as though it is part of media
culture or, worse, visual culture—still part of that separation
between talking about things and making things—but there
is nothing inherent in its structure to make it do so; it is mere
habit. On the contrary, when all mediation has evaporated,
it could emerge as a distributed, generalized factory, like
Schelling’s nature, a platform of productivity—pure abstraction that strives to produce real things. 152
I long for the day when we can see objects forming,
like pools of mud, flowers on a wall, or clouds in the sky,
as pure products in a context of pure productivity, without
any intermediaries. There will be no desires, no opinions,
no critics, no designers, just pure flourishing. 153
At the end of his journey, Ruskin found himself in a generalised
factory standing on a platform for productivity. Unlike the rich
and beautiful opening of the book which unfolds through fictional
travels and stories of a probe called Ruskin, the end of adventure
strips us of all that complexity and sophistication. Sympathy of
objects, and hybridity of their interactions, are translated to a
logistical network purged from desires and opinions. A natural
machine. Pure flourishing and pure abstraction that strives to
produce real things. What happened to fantasy? Has Doctor John
Ruskin Who ended his journey and found a home in the utopia of
Spuybroek_TST? We wonder what he would say when stripped
of desires and opinions?
…

End of the Second Scene

SCENE III:
A BLACK BOX
The last one to talk about code in the cloud of architecture and
about encoding architecture in the context of information is Banham_ACW. Unlike Schumacher_AOA and Spuybroek_TST who
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thought of the network as sympathy of its objects and a system
of communication, Banham_ACW starts by provoking both of
them, saying he does not know what architecture is. He is treating
architecture like a black box, 154 in other words, like a secret with
which he can operate and tell stories.
Banham_ACW:
A Black Box: The Secret Profession of Architecture
I propose to treat the architectural mode or presence as
a classic “black box”, recognised by its output though
unknown in its contents. 155
Architecture for Banham_ACW is an open question. Its encoding changes according to the atmosphere around it; its internal
mechanism is unknown. Nevertheless, it’s already been here for
more than two thousand years. It has never been clear what it is,
but its secret and formalisations were always acquiring new faces
and new articulations. How one poses the question of architecture, and how one talks about this secret is the challenge. The
black box is one way of stating the problem. We would speculate
and say that this is an adequate way of talking about secrets in the
21st century. After getting everyone’s attention, Banham_ACW
continues by stating what is not in the black box of architecture.
Banham_ACW:
Let us then re-divorce what should never have been joined
together in this opportunistic marriage-of-convenience.
Throw out all the Zulu kraals, grain-elevators, hogans, lunar
excursion modules, cruck-houses, Farman biplanes and so
forth, and look again at “this thing called architecture” in its
own right, as one of a number of thinkable modes of design
which, for some reason, has come to occupy a position of
cultural privilege in relation to the construction industry. 156
By distinguishing what it is not, he doesn’t have to define what
architecture is. He keeps it a secret that even he doesn’t know.
The architectural profession is still a black box. Banham_ACW
distinguishes in order to abstract and relate. He is in a circle, trying
to leave the generic—its machines and infrastructure—in order
to think, and then come back to them.
Banham_ACW:
What then would distinguish the products of this black
box from those of other thinkable modes? Functional or
environmental performance? Beauty of form or deftness of
space? Truth to materials or structural efficiency? These are
154
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all qualities for which the architectural profession habitually
congratulates itself, but a Buckminister Fuller dome or an
Eskimo igloo can usually beat architecture on all six counts,
and so can a lot of other buildings, ships, air liners, inflatables and animal lairs. So why do we not admit that what
distinguishes architecture is not what is done—since, on
their good days, all the world and his wife can apparently do
it better—but how it is done. We can distinguish that “how” in
two crucial ways in the actual behaviour of architects as they
perform their allotted tasks as building designers. The first
is that architects—almost uniquely among modern design
professionals—propose to assume responsibility for all of
those six aspects of good building set out above, and to be
legally answerable to the client for their proper delivery. 157
After spending some time in the loop, he comes out with a beautiful articulation of architecture that is able to unite the elements
that he distinguished as non-architectural under a more abstract
umbrella. It is the same umbrella that Spuybroek_TST and Schumacher_AOA were using, one of bringing things together and
in relation to each other, but more abstract. Architects assume
responsibility for bringing different elements and qualities
together and, even more, for the way they do so. Responsibility
in relating is Banham_ACW’s way of giving dignity to a tradition
of architecture. This statement becomes more and more challenging when we see the world as a place of increasing choices,
abundant in form and information. In this sense, Banham_ACW
continues by putting on the table one of his favourite gadgets:
the great gizmo. A small and sophisticated element, a point that
brings potential and responsibility into space by articulating its
context. It is a utilising fiction. The great gizmo encodes space
in terms of lightweight infrastructure.
Banham_ACW:
The great gizmo
The man who changed the face of America had a gizmo, a
gadget, a gimmick—in his hand, in his back pocket, across
the saddle, on his hip, in the trailer, round his neck, on his
head, deep in a hardened silo.
[…] Like this: a characteristic class of U.S. products—
perhaps the most characteristic—is a small self contained
unit of high performance in relation to its size and cost,
whose function is to transform some undifferentiated set
of circumstances to a condition nearer human desires. The
minimum of skill is required in its installation and use, and
it is independent of any physical or social infrastructure
beyond that by which it may be ordered from catalogue
and delivered to its prospective user. 158
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In Banham_ACW’s view, architecture—when treated as a black
box, and doped by the potentiality of the great gizmo—articulates
environments that he loves and celebrates the most. Here it is,
one of his great passions: Los Angeles, a city beyond categorisation, a place where paradoxes meet, and where Banham_ACW
feels good. His eyes glow as he starts talking about LA.
Banham_ACW:
Master builders
Los Angeles’s range of environment, from the beaches to
the foothills and the deserts, is without comparison in the
other metropolises of the world; no local building material
is good enough to establish a hegemony over the range
of importables; the habits and tastes are anything you like
to name. The result is a kaleidoscope (other cliches like
‘spectrum’ or ‘mosaic’ are too orderly in their implications)
of styles that can produce not only the Greenes’ beloved
woodwork, Irving Gill’s restrained Mission style and Schindler’s freeassociation ad-hockery, but also the fantasies
of Hollywood Baroque, the keen sobrieties of Charles
Eames’s steel house or the total originality of Simon Rodia’s
ceramic-crusted towers in troubled Watts. 159
Los Angeles, in Banham_ACW’s terms, is a celebration of the
generic condition. A place of potentials and transformations,
where anything is possible. A place where the global and the
local talk to each other. Generic city, 160 generic medicine, generic
brand, drug, term, filter, infrastructure on the one hand, and on the
other a gene, a genesis, a creation, being born. A place where one
can simultaneously be equal to anything, and a place where the
potentials tremble. Everything is similar and anything is possible.
A ground for new architecture. He continues with a smile.
Banham_ACW:
The mixture defies categorisation, but creates an open,
flexible situation in which a determined client and an imaginative architect can do their thing without too much fear
of what the neighbours may think. A home in Pasadena or
Hollywood, or Malibu or Huntington Beach, can be (as Frank
Lloyd Wright said of a different situation) “a more organic
expression … the delightful thing that imagination would
have it”—which is rough on us historians, but very good
for architecture. 161
In the same move, the generic defies categorisation, and inverts
history and tradition. The history of planning becomes the planning of history. It is a continuous space of transformation. While
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in it, as curious as he is, Banham_ACW starts to drift away and
play with the modernist legacy, its first encodings, and its transformations on the journey to America. It is his way of planning
history. Or is it?
Banham_ACW:
Why, in a word, do we have to rewrite the history of the
Modern Movement?
Not because that history is wrong; simply because
it is less than life size. The official history of the Modern
Movement, as laid out in the late Twenties and codified
in the Thirties, is a view through the marrow-hole of a dry
bone—the view is only possible because the living matter of
architecture, the myths and symbols, the personalities and
pressure-groups have been left out. The choice of a skeletal
history of the movement with all the Futurists, Romantics,
Expressionists, Elementarists and pure aesthetes omitted, though it is most fully expressed in Giedion’s Bauen
in Frankreich, is not to be laid to Giedion’s charge, for it was
the choice of the movement as a whole. Quite suddenly
modern architects decided to cut off half their grandparents without a farthing. 162
Moderns in a manner similar to Schumacher_AOA wanted a blank
slate, autonomy, discipline, and a codex. All of this was a part of
the programme and as Banham_ACW puts it, it was not that simple, since architecture and its materials have always flirted with
the symbolic, with different tribes which were trying to inscribe
totemic and ritualistic values into them. They went far beyond
pure reason, they were still architects.
Banham_ACW:
In doing so, modern architecture became respectable
and gutless; it entered on what Peter Smithson has justifiably called its Academic phase, when it became a style
with books of rules, and could be exported to all parts of
the Western world. But having set itself up as something
more than a style, as a discipline of pure reason, it had to
double-talk fast and frequently to explain its obsession with
certain materials, particularly glass and that smooth white
reinforced concrete that never existed outside architects’
dreams and had to be faked in reality with white rendering.
Clearly, these materials were symbolic, they were totemic
signs of power in the tribe of architects. But while concrete has never lacked respectable medicine-men, from
Auguste Perret to Pierluigi Nervi, to maintain its mana,
the image of Gropius as the official witch-doctor of glass
has never looked very convincing. On the other hand the
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fanaticism of a Bruno Taut possessed by the spirit of Paul
Scheerbart, as by a voodoo deity, has much more the air. 163
And as he continues, by going more and more into detail, he
gets lost in assigning particular roles and motives to the main
protagonist of the modern movement. As time goes by, it is getting increasingly difficult to keep up the enthusiasm; somehow
the words are missing and details are abundant. Banham_ACW
is getting tired.
Banham_ACW:
This is not to say that we now throw away the history of
glass in modern architecture as it has been established
so far—the position of Muthesius and Gropius among its
prophets is not demolished, only diminished. We have to
find some space for Scheerbart, as Giedion now clearly
recognizes. The problem, which is not to be settled by a
single article, is—how much space? 164
As he is losing his grip in trying to rewrite history, he stops and
remembers LA. His eyes suddenly regain their glow. He drops
the details into the generic ocean, plays the audio guide in his
car, and ends with a twist.
Banham_ACW:
Now it is the well-known hypothesis of my California colleague David Gebhardt that what Hitchcock and Johnson
did to the International Style would have happened to it
anyway because “as each new style came across the Atlantic to America, its ideology fell into the ocean and was never
seen or heard from again”. 165
The details are gone. The Secret Profession of Architecture has
been safely kept secret. Banham_ACW is again playing with the
black box and the great gizmo. In his eyes, LA is flourishing as
a kaleidoscope of styles and range of fantastic environments.
Reyner Banham loves Los Angeles.
…

End of the Third Scene

As the Third Act ends, information through coding acquires an
architectural face. There is no conclusion, but a spectrum of architectural cyphers that are trying to negotiate ways in which technology relates symbolic encodings to architectural characters.
Schumacher_AOA and Spuybroek_TST in their approaches to
coding went far away from the atmosphere cultivated in Xenotheka, while Banham_ACW, by treating architecture as a black
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box, was in a way flirting with its ideas. At the end of this discussion the empty table is full of elements and thoughts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Code, Style, Architecture.
Three Actors, Three Encodings, Three Manners.
Schumacher_AOA, Spuybroek_TST, Banham_ACW.
Autopoietic System, Gothic Ontology, Black Box.
Parameters, Sympathy, The Great Gizmo.
Design of a Theory, Ecology of Design, Kaleidoscope of
Styles.

…
End of the Third Act
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DRAMATIS PERSONAE
The fourth turn and the last act in this unfolding of the
concept of information is not a conclusion or an ending,
but rather an opening up of space for new explorations,
adventures, and conversations sparked by the concepts
of information, data, code, and cipher. Act IV is a personal
way of making new keys for further plays.
An indexed idea, a concept, a topic, or a foreign book is
a cipher that can be unlocked when placed in Xenotheka.
But again there is a trick. With each new key, all the locks
change. The act on cipher is going to be different in its
form to the previous acts. Xenotheka is expected to host
and get to know alien books. There are going to be three
of them. They are different in kind. Each one presents
a peculiar way of posing a question to the library. For
Xenotheka, these three foreign books are guests; it should
accommodate them and make them feel comfortable.
For us, as the players of the Informational Instrument,
these three guests are three indexes that we are sending
in order to continue to talk and to explore our interests in
new ways. With each new question, Xenotheka shows a
new face. In Act IV, the three guests—the new actors—will
communicate implicitly without saying a word; they will
be characterised in terms of their friends. The first guest
is a stranger, and before starting an intimate conversation, we would like to hear his friends talk about him. The
second guest is fictional, an idea, a book that has not
been written and, as such, refuses to speak out loud. And
lastly, it would be inappropriate for the third guest to make
statements since it is composed of the sentences we
are writing now. This creates a delicate situation. Instead
of speaking out loud, these protagonists will be characterised by Xenotheka, its galaxy, by their friends, by the
characters they themselves will form, index, and be a part
of. Let us introduce the three guests.
The first one is a foreigner who was recommended to
us by a friend as a book that might be of interest for our
166
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work. We decided to invite it to Xenotheka, to get to know
it, and see how the library accommodates it. In Xenotheka
it carries a name:
Eco_From the Tree to the Labyrinth

166

The second guest is fictional, a probable but a nonexistent persona, a composed provocation, a probe, a mutant,
and an interest of ours. It consists of information, architecture, and drama, concepts that we care and like to talk
about. It is a mutant of Brillouin_Science and Information
Theory, Koolhaas_SMLXL, and Shakespeare_Romeo
and Juliet. Its body is composed of these three texts
compiled together. This fictional character has decided
not to express itself publicly. As a synthetic persona, it
can have friends, and we hope its friends will articulate
an interesting story about it. We named this probe:
167

168

169

B_SIT_K_SMLXL_S_RAJ
The last guest is not a guest at all; it is a curious and personal question, a contemplation about this text. Let us
formulate it in a few ways:
170

• Which books in Xenotheka are friends of a Play Among
Books?
• With which books from the library should we develop a
closer relationship while exploring topics constitutive
for a Play Among Books?
• Which conceptual persona is indexed by our text?
• Which shelf in Xenotheka offers a temporary home
for this alien text?
166
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We will give this text the code name:
PAB
Three alien texts are closely related to our interests: one
recommended, one crafted as a probe, and one as a meditation on our writing. The scenario of the Fourth Act is to
let these three alien texts enter Xenotheka and see how
the galaxy changes and how they settle. When the guests
start to feel comfortable, we will ask their friends to talk
about them. To see who their friends are and how they
talk and index them is the plot and the challenge of the
Fourth Act.

THREE GUESTS:
THE TALK OF THEIR FRIENDS
PROLOGUE
Three guests are on their way. The Fourth Act is their entrance
to the library, a journey from being an alien to becoming a guest
and, we hope, a friend. Three guests are characters, conceived
and conceptualised in different ways. Each actor is a cipher to be
deciphered and opened up by a key articulated in Xenotheka’s
terms. Act IV is a fast glimpse of their adventure in Xenotheka
indexed by their friends.
SCENE I:
GUESTS APPROACHING
Three guests are knocking on the door. Before they enter, let us
ask Xenotheka and its characters to gossip and speculate about
the atmosphere and the mood that the aliens might bring. Which
books from the library would consider them as friends and which
characters (shelves) would potentially accommodate the alien
books if they were to enter?
Xenotheka replies, in its own terms, through its own atom-
letters, its own dictionary. The foreign books have no say in it.
They still have not entered. At the moment, they are being indexed
by an already existing galaxy of actors. ○ 2.35 The answer from
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Xenotheka is a projection. At first glance, B_SIT_K_SMLXL_S_RAJ
and PAB find themselves indexed together by atom-letter n13e11.
These two foreigners are seemingly interested in similar topics.
They both talk about architecture, information, and language. This
much we know. They are indexed by the same character, which
in turn is an indicator of their character.
n13 e11
{ӏBӏ_ӏSITӏ_ӏKӏ_ӏSMLXLӏ_ӏSӏ_ӏRAJӏ, ӏPABӏ,}
{Wiener_Cybernetics, Hofstadter_Gödel Escher Bach,
Schrodinger_What is Life, Delanda_Philosophy and Simulation,
Foucault_Archaeology of Knowledge, Popper_The Logic of
Scientific Discovery, Saussure_Course in General Linguistics,
Brillouin_Science and Information Theory, Barthes_The Language
of Fashion, Eco_How to Write a Thesis, Einstein_Relativity}

Character n13e11 is excited, it provides a pleasant and challenging atmosphere for both alien texts. It is a home to actors who in
this context are interested in discussing information, language,
knowledge, philosophy, and physics, among other topics. The
neighbouring character—n19e6—adds to the mood by bringing
architecture to the discussion. ○ 2.35 These two strangers are introduced and indexed through their friends and soon they are not
so foreign anymore. A book is never alone.
The third alien, Eco_From the Tree to the Labyrinth, gets
the attention of another cell where he is welcomed by a close
friend, Eco_On Literature, and a group of his friends that gather
and index a persona in love with language and literature: n31 e13.
n31 e13
{ӏEcoӏ_ӏFromӏ ӏtheӏ ӏTreeӏ ӏtoӏ ӏtheӏ ӏLabyrinthӏ}
{Eco_On Literature, Derrida_Signature, Deleuze_Desert
Islands and Other Texts, Blanchot_The Book to Come, Serres_
Geometry, Zizek_Less Than Nothing, Lacan_The Psychoses
Seminars of JL, Derrida_Of Grammatology, Eco_Serendipities
Language & Lunacy, Blanchot_The Space of Literature,
Bachelard_The Poetics of Space, Nancy_The Ground of the Image,
Derrida_Copy Archive Signature},

Xenotheka's probabilities feel convincing. It is time for the
strangers to enter Xenotheka and add to its articulation. We will
open the door.
…

End of the First Scene
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n1e1

n3e1

Eisenman Notes on
Conceptual
Architecture

n7e2

Eisenman The End
of the Classical

n4e6

n5e12

Lavin Flash in the
Pan, Schumacher
The Autopoiesis of
Architecture Vol 2,
Schumacher The
Autopoiesis of
Architecture Vol 1,
Vidler Histo...

n8e1

n6e14

Sykes Hays
Architectural
Theory 1993 2009,
Rakatansky
Tectonic Acts of
Desire and Doubt,
Bo Bardi Stones
Against Diamo...
n11e1

Chomsky Language
and Mind, Chomsky
Aspects ofthe
Theory of Syntax

Chomsky On
Language

n13e11

n12e12

Aureli Less Is
Enough

n15e1

Wiener
Cybernetics,
Hofstadter Godel
Escher Bach,
Schrodinger What
is Life, Delanda...

Cache Projectiles,
Spuybroek The
Sympathy of
Things, Carpo The
Second Digital
Turn, Deleuze
Gua ari A
Thousand Plate...

Ponte The House of
Light and Entropy,
West Scale The
Universal Laws of
Growth, Easterling
Extrastatecra ,
Castells et al
Another Econom...

Haraway Cyborg
Manifesto

n25e5

Serres Latour
Conversations on
Science, Culture,
and Time,
Baudrillard The
Vital Illusion,
Freud Beyond the
Plea...
n31e13

Eco On Literature,
Derrida Signature,
Deleuze Desert
Islands and Other
Texts , Blanchot
The Book to Come...

n20e1

n22e2

Latour
Reassembling the
Social

n26e2

n23e1

Lefebvre Critique
of Everyday Life,
Auge The Future

n27e1

Latour We Have
Never Been Modern,
Foucault The
History of
Sexuality Vol 1

n32e2

Marx Engels The
Communist
Manifesto

n29e1

Fukuyama The End
of History and the
Last Man

Latour Facing Gaia

n33e1

Girard Violence
and the Sacred,
Girard Sacrifice

n35e2

Sedlacek Economics
of Good and Evil,
Arendt On
Revolution

Foucault History
of Madness

Eco From Tree to
the Labyrinth
n37e8

n38e1

Harman Bells and
Whistles, Delanda
Harman The Rise of
Realism, Harman
Towards
Speculative
Realism, Buehlmann
Mathematics...

n40e1

Barthes
Mythologies

n43e2

n49e5

Russell The
Problems of
Philosophy, Kant
Critique of Pure
Reason, Badiou
Mathematics ofthe
Transcendent,
Badiou Number...

n41e3

Arendt The Human
Condition

n45e1

Meillassoux A er
Finitude, Badiou
In Praise of
Mathematics

Spinoza The
Essential Spinoza
Ethics, Spinoza
The Ethics,
Descartes
Meditations

n51e1

Leibniz Theodicy

Jung Archetypes
and the Collective
Unconscious, Jung
Two Essays in
Analytical
Psychology, Jung
Alchemical Studies
n47e2

Nietzsche Beyond
Good and Evil,
Bacon Novum
Organum

Descartes
Discourse on the
Method

n50e3

Sorkin All Over
the Map, Mumford
The Culture of
Cities, Koolhaas
SMLXL, Hollis
Cities Are Good
for You, Le
Corbusier The ...
n18e8

PAB, B_SIT_K_
SMLXL_S_RAJ
n19e6

Banham A Critic
Writes, Sudjic The
Edifice Complex,
Rogers A Place for
All People, Jencks
The Story of
Post Modernism,
Be...

n52e4

n53e5

Cicero Tusculan
Disputations,
Hobbes Leviathan,
Aristotle Ethics,
Aristotle Poetics

Rousseau The
Social Contract,
Aristotle
Politics,
Machiavelli The
Prince, Plato
Timaeus, Plato The
Republic

n24e4

Castells The Power
of Identity,
Castells The Rise
ofthe Network
Society, Castells
Networks of
Outrage and Hope,
Marx Cap...
n30e5

Hayek The
Constitution of
Liberty, Hayek The
Road to Serfdom,
Herman Chomsky
Manufacturing
Consent, Weizman
The Least of...
n36e21

Ki ler The Truth
of the
Technological
World, Taleb The
Black Swan,
Hofstadter I Am a
Strange Loop,
Graeber D...
n42e16

Serres The Five
Senses, Ruskin The
Seven Lamps of
Architecture,
Serres Statues,
Vitruvius The Ten
Books of
Architect...
n48e12

Borges Collected
Fictions, Hugo Les
Misérables,
Shelley
Frankenstein or
the Modern
Prometheus, Serres
Biogea, Musil...
n54e28

Joyce Ulysses,
Dickens A Tale of
Two Cities,
Tolstoy War and
Peace, Eco The
Name of the Rose,
Eco Baudolino,
Tolstoy...

○ 2.35
Xenotheka looking at its guests. Black cells: books from Xenotheka, white highlights: guests,
rendering_229_25_RB_0609_r_50it21d_guests_2.
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SCENE II:
GRANTING HOSPITALITY
By entering Xenotheka, the aliens become guests. The library
shifts; the galaxy changes; it is spelt out in new atom-letters.
Its dictionary is different now; it is modified and influenced by
the new arrivals who are starting to feel at home. Each one has
found a shelf and become a constitutive part and an index of a
new character. One could say that the guests have been granted
hospitality by their new friends. Here is how they settled, how the
new galaxy accommodates them, and how they have become
part of its new articulation. ○ 2.36
The new actors have found their temporary homes in the
same part of the galaxy ○ 2.36—actually in the neighbouring cells.
This is promising, it implies that this neighbourhood is the one that
accommodates concepts close to our interests. Let us continue
and explore the atmosphere of this neighbourhood for a moment
(atom-letters n12e6, n18e7, n24e37 and their friends).
n12e6
ӏBӏ_ӏSITӏ_ӏKӏ_ӏSMLXLӏ_ӏSӏ_ӏRAJӏ, Wiener_Cybernetics, Delanda_
Philosophy and Simulation, Brillouin_Science and Information
Theory, Popper_The Logic of Scientific Discovery, Foucault_
Archaeology of Knowledge
n18e7
ӏEcoӏ_ӏFromӏ ӏtheӏ ӏTreeӏ ӏtoӏ ӏtheӏ ӏLabyrinthӏ, Eco_
Serendipities Language & Lunacy, Foucault_The Order of Things,
Derrida_Of Grammatology, Lacan_The Psychoses Seminars of
JL, Hofstadter_Gödel Escher Bach, Saussure_Course in General
Linguistics
n24e37
Kittler_The Truth of the Technological World, Eco_On
Literature, Serres_The Five Senses, Serres_Geometry, Derrida_
Signature, McLuhan_The Gutenberg Galaxy, Serres_Statues,
Blanchot_The Book to Come, Benjamin_The Work of Art in the Age
of M, Serres_Biogea, Hofstadter_I Am a Strange Loop, Serres
Latour_Conversations on Science, Culture, and Time, McLuhan_
Understanding Media, Cache_Projectiles, Ponte_The House of
Light and Entropy, Ranciere_Aisthesis, Virilio_A Landscape
of Events, Barthes_Mythologies, Deleuze Guattari_A Thousand
Plateaus, Serres_Thumbelina, Serres_Rome, Spuybroek_The
Sympathy of Things, Freud_The Psychopathology of Everyday,
Bachelard_The Poetics of Space, Abbott_Flatland, Blanchot_
The Space of Literature, Max Bill_Form, Function, Beauty,
Worringer_Abstraction and Empathy, Lefebvre_Rhythmanalysis,
Nancy_The Ground of the Image, Schlemmer Nagy_The Theater
of the Bauhaus, Derrida_Copy Archive Signature, Barthes_The
Language of Fashion, Eco_How to Write a Thesis, ӏPABӏ, Nancy_
Intoxication, Ayache_The Blank Swan, Plato_The Republic,
Plato_Symposium, Aristotle_Ethics, Confucian Analects

The three actors index a myriad of different topics. They again
form a spectrum going from knowledge and philosophy via
language, communication, and information, to technology and
architecture. This is a vast, challenging, and open space, but also
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n1e3

n2e1

Russell The
Problems of
Philosophy, Kant
Critique of Pure
Reason,
Wi genstein
Tractatus Logico
Philosophicus

n3e1

Meillassoux A er
Finitude

n4e2

Badiou Number and
Numbers

n5e1

Badiou In Praise
of Mathematics,
Badiou Mathematics
of the
Transcendent

n7e1

Deleuze Gua ari
What Is Philosophy

n11e1

Descartes
Meditations

Deleuze Difference
and Repetition

n13e2

n16e3

Spinoza The
Essential Spinoza
Ethics, Spinoza
The Ethics

n19e1

Leibniz Theodicy

n25e4

Plato The
Republic, Plato
Symposium,
Aristotle Ethics,
Confucian Analects

n31e1

Hobbes Leviathan

n37e1

Galilei Discourse
on Floating Bodies

n20e1

n21e1

Descartes
Discourse on the
Method

n26e3

Plato Timaeus,
Lucretius On the
Nature of Things,
Bacon Novum
Organum

Einstein
Relativity

n27e1

n38e1

Aristotle Politics

n50e10

Ruskin The Seven
Lamps of
Architecture,
Vitruvius The Ten
Books of
Architecture,
Alberti Ten Books
on Architect...

Schrodinger What
is Life

Darwin On the
Origin of Species

n40e1

Rousseau The
Social Contract

n45e1

n51e2

Devlin The
Unfinished Game,
Smith Wealth of
Nations

Auge The Future,
Sedlacek Economics
of Good and Evil,
Latour We Have
Never Been Modern,
Latour
Reassembling the
Social
n41e1

Arendt On
Revolution

n46e1

Aristotle The
Athenian
Constitution

Jung Archetypes
and the Collective
Unconscious,
Latour Facing
Gaia, Jung
Alchemical
Studies, Jung Two
Essay...
n35e4

Nietzsche Beyond
Good and Evil,
Arendt The Human
Condition,
Foucault The
History of
Sexuality Vol 1
n39e1

Zizek Less Than
Nothing, Freud
Beyond the
Pleasure
Principle, Harman
Immaterialism
Objects and Social
Th…
n29e11

n34e3

Cicero Tusculan
Disputations

Deleuze Desert
Islands and Other
Texts , Buehlmann
Mathematics and
Information Serres

n23e3

n28e1

Newton The
Mathematical
Principles of
Natural Philosophy

Machiavelli The
Prince

Joyce Ulysses,
Borges Collected
Fictions, Hugo Les
Misérables,
Dickens A Tale of
Two Cities, Eco
The Name of the
Rose, Tolstoy ...

n22e1

n32e1

n44e1

n49e35

n17e2

Harman Bells and
Whistles, Harman
Towards
Speculative
Realism, Delanda
Harman The Rise of
Realism

Fukuyama The End
of History and the
Last Man

n47e1

Hayek The
Constitution of
Liberty

n52e7

Hayek The Road to
Serfdom

n53e4

Taleb The Black
Swan, Graeber
Debt, Negroponte
Being Digital,
Zizek Demanding
the Impossible,
Devlin Finding
Fibonacci, Ar...

Alexander A
Pa ern Language,
Weizman The Least
of All Possible
Evils, Herman
Chomsky
Manufacturing
Consent, Alexa...

n6e5

Chomsky On
Language, Chomsky
Language and Mind,
Chomsky Aspects of
the Theory of
Syntax, Feynman
QED The Strange
Theory of Li...
n12e6

Wiener Cybernetics,
B_SIT_K_SMLXL_S_RAJ
Delanda Philosophy
and Simulation,
Brillouin Science and
Information Theory,
Popper The Lo...
n18e7

Eco From the Tree
to the Labyrinth,
Eco Serendipities
Language & Lunacy,
Foucault The Order
of Things, Derrida
Of Grammatology,
Lacan...
n24e37

Ki ler The Truth of the
Technological
World, PAB, Eco On
Literature, Serres
The Five Senses,
Serres Geometry,
Derrida Signature,
McLuhan The Gu...
n30e28

Sykes Hays
Architectural
Theory 1993 2009,
Banham A Critic
Writes, Sudjic The
Edifice Complex,
Lavin Flash in the
Pan, Bo B...
n36e3

Lefebvre Critique
of Everyday Life,
Aureli Less Is
Enough, Haraway
Cyborg Manifesto

n42e2

Marx Engels The
Communist
Manifesto, Marx
Capital Volume 1

n48e4

Castells The Power
of Identity,
Castells et al
Another Economy Is
Possible, Castells
The Rise of the
Network Society,
Castells Netw...
n54e20

Sorkin All Over
the Map, Mumford
The Culture of
Cities, Koolhaas
SMLXL, Hollis
Cities Are Good
for You, Rogers A
Place for...

○ 2.36
Xenotheka, white highlights: characters of interest, rendering_232_18_RB_0609_r_50it22d.
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one filled with particular flavours and unusual atmospheres. The
friends of the three new actors have gathered and are starting
to talk. They are telling stories about their new friends, their concepts, characters, and interests. Let us host this gathering, listen
to how books talk about their friends and enjoy the unfolding of
the story in the next three scenes.
…

End of the Second Scene

SCENE III:
INVITING A STRANGER
First Guest:
Eco_From the Tree to the Labyrinth
say → 665, ӏmeanӏ → 587, thing → 567, ӏlanguageӏ → 543,
ӏwordӏ → 505, fact → 418, know → 404, speak → 389, case → 385,
animal → 380, use → 367, sense → 363, point → 361, term →
356, like → 348, ӏtextӏ → 348, way → 344, think → 321, form
→ 311, world → 305, name → 304, ӏconceptӏ → 300, give → 295,
object → 292, make → 291, ӏknowledgeӏ → 291, example → 290,
est → 287, time → 286, ӏsignӏ → 276, aristotle → 270, appear →
263, metaphor → 262, thomas → 260, idea → 259, century → 244,
different → 242, call → 241, man → 240, work → 238, understand
→ 236, see → 231, god → 228, ӏencyclopediaӏ → 227, dog → 224,
art → 224, figure → 223, come → 220, nature → 219, medieval →
214 171

The first guest to enter Xenotheka is a collection of essays by
Umberto Eco titled From the Tree to the Labyrinth, Historical
Studies on the Sign and Interpretation. He has found his home
in character n12e6 among friends. He looks comfortable. ○ 2.36
Let us hear and imagine what he might be about by letting his
friends talk and index him.
n12e6
ӏEcoӏ_ӏFromӏ ӏtheӏ ӏTreeӏ ӏtoӏ ӏtheӏ ӏLabyrinthӏ
Eco_Serendipities Language & Lunacy
Foucault_The Order of Things
Derrida_Of Grammatology
Lacan_The Psychoses Seminars of JL
Hofstadter_Gödel Escher Bach
Saussure_Course in General Linguistics

While listening to what his friends are saying and by looking at their
names and titles, it seems that Eco_From the Tree to the Labyrinth
is greatly concerned with language (Eco_Serendipities Language
& Lunacy, Derrida_Of Grammatology, Saussure_Course in General
171

Eco_From the Tree to the Labyrinth’s dictionary of the most frequent terms.
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Linguistics) and with the ways in which we create, organise, and
think about knowledge (Foucault_The Order of Things, Lacan_The
Psychoses Seminars of JL, Hofstadter_Gödel Escher Bach). For
him, it is a journey from the tree to the labyrinth, from a dictionary
to an encyclopaedia and back.
When seen in the context of Xenotheka, the face of Eco_
From the Tree to the Labyrinth lights up the galaxy and his most
prominent concepts start to shine. This is him articulated in terms
of Xenotheka of which he is now a constitutive part, and no longer
a stranger to it. ○ 2.37 His interests give the galaxy four strong glimmers, all concerned with language, each one with a different flavour. Here they are, four glimmers, four fictions.
n1e197

n2e8

tickle, railings,
tap, onion, wag,
bloody, giddy,
firework, patrick,
lemon, naughty, cork,
nag, quid, pat,
scamper, ke...
n61e52

n3e40

fume, wreath, gurgle,
obsequious, bray,
spi le, infatuate,
inadvisable

n62e2

bu er, stew, jack,
stale, penny, pub,
sneeze, grill,
ke le, ruby,
testimonial, picnic,
violator, postcard,
violet, shrun...
n121e29

cram, whisk,
liverpool, mortis,
unpretentious,
defunct, hereabouts,
crony, exhibitionism

concert, professor,
peer, marri, marathon

canopy, ramp, kit,
tidy, gill, portable,
glaze, fiat, badge,
practicality,
satirical,
archaeologist,
angeles, ...
n301e20

full, pare,
enthusiast, overtone,
astute, tragically,
ancestry

n302e2

futurism, depressive,
insensitivity,
futurist, reflector,
grille, lore,
expendable, motel,
hitchcock, brutalism,
brutalist, mch...
n361e2

unhinge

n481e128

medicine,
seventeenth, cure,
eighteenth, overly,
eccentric, recognise,
rigour, determinism,
backdrop, complicity,
obscur...
n541e14

nerve, pedagogical,
pathos, instil,
sleeper, criminality,
lunatic, cerebral,
juridical, acuity,
idiocy, impregnation,
hieratic, madhouse
n601e10

fictive, memoir,
phantasm, missile,
alcoholic, revoke,
dutchman, hoffmann,
ach, soporific

n661e92

tank, rainbow,
behest, orchestra,
acoustic, wanderer,
goethe, symposium,
autonomously, do,
odyssey, wagner,
hades, roc...
n721e4

somatic, eros,
motherly, wotan

n781e40

n482e7

n483e23

classical, insistent,
nineteenth,
definitively,
immobility,
reappearance,
watermark

n542e3

bluntly, concise,
truncate,
referential, femme,
hallucinate,
outrageously

dental, dit, sanskrit

n547e12

consonant, vowel,
pronunciation,
abduction, vocalic,
orthography,
nominative, indo,
nasal, unmotivated,
phonetics, sylla...

n548e5

vocal, linguistic,
linguist,
linguistics,
grammatically,
sonority, auditory,
phonetic, berger,
larynx, phonetica...

n726e2

scapegoat,
sacrificers, vedic,
purusha, brahmanas

maternal

n844e28

essay, le re,
unrepresentable,
thenceforward,
prosody, cohabitation

n903e19

n1083e5

appeasement

n1143e1

n1086e41

imaginary, register,
analytic, captivate,
mirage, prevalence,
hallucination,
contiguity,
automatism,
signifiers, r...

signify,
indissolubly,
indissociable

n1144e6

rupture

heterogeneity,
irreducibility,
linearity,
formalization,
hierarchized,
filiation

psychopathology

n1145e4

moi, aggressiveness,
compartmentalize,
infinitive

n1146e2

paranoid, oedipal

n849e4

n908e1

clinical,
procreation, onset,
freud

n1087e11

psychiatrist,
psychoanalysis,
psychoanalytic,
schizophrenia,
homosexual,
psychoanalyst,
psychiatry

n1088e1

symptom, regression,
repression, sexual,
sublimation,
narcissism, genitals,
narcissistic,
castration, ego,
praecox, libidi...
n1089e12

instinctual

n1148e1

homosexuality

n791e16

scandalous, seasonal,
intimation

outset, rigorous,
passion, imminent,
precarious, theme,
temperament, banish,
insidious,
indiscriminately,
dispossess, moral...

n850e4

n851e28

incarnation,
vertiginous, impiety,
wrongdoing

repress, erotic,
parental,
transference,
hysterical, neurotic,
puberty, megalomania,
trauma, infantile,
neurosis, pathogenic
n1149e5

unconscious, imago,
psyche, introvert,
mana

therapy, hysteria,
melancholia

n1030e28

compulsion,
determinant, super,
annex, inhibition,
coitus, cortical,
helplessness,
hypnosis, abeyance,
psychoanalyti...
n1090e3

jung, fechner,
psychically

n1150e11

conscious, patient,
fantasy,
predisposition,
inferiority,
hypnotic,
compensatory,
paral...

reaction, danger,
aggressive, impulse,
protective,
relinquish, inhibit,
unduly, rejuvenate,
forgo

n1151e1

difficult, lead,
clear, familiar,
explain, show,
finally, doubt,
apparently, reflect,
confirm, impression,
dangerous, confus...
n853e17

immediate, refusal,
ensure, CENTURY,
indefinitely,
poverty, excessive,
incapacity, moral,
qualification,
genuinely, doc...

threaten, fail,
extreme, elsewhere,
responsible, protect,
despite, qualify,
stake, intact,
sanction, catholic,
irrevoca...
n913e7

suppress,
suppression,
denounce, lengthy,
instill

ignore, subsequent,
repeatedly, observer,
flaw, undue,
unwillingness

n973e10

punitive

cue, wishful,
precautionary

n1092e5

phase, disruption,
euphemism, avowedly,
intransigent

n1152e3

undisputed

fade, curiously,
satisfactorily,
delude, discomfort,
generously, oddly,
miraculously,
restlessness,
whimsi...
n793e24

reveal, age,
essential, reserve,
apparent, renew,
liberate, truth,
tolerate, undo,
imprison, devoid,
tame, resolut...

n1032e3

n1091e10

inexperienced,
outwardly, leapt

n733e11

n972e1

insufficiently,
deplete, routinely,
proclivity

unprepared,
undisturbed, vista,
keenly, trance,
tirade

n673e3

superficial, quality,
FIGURE, dream,
preoccupation,
shortcoming,
surreptitiously

treatment, predispose

n1031e4

thrill, manhood,
vagary, multifarious,
grossly, infatuation,
unaided, grotesquely,
carefree, wreckage

n613e6

vision, picture,
sentimental,
harmless,
illumination,
instinctive

n912e5

physician,
anatomical,
paralysis,
distinctiveness,
savagery, signalled,
congenital,
impalpable, me...
n971e2

haze, boyhood

fairy, sane, fluent,
grandparent,
eyesight, demur,
alertness, depot,
clairvoyant, pageant,
sacrosanct,
wellspring, sist...
n553e10

allure, masterful,
respectability

dri , urgently,
chasm, primeval,
inquisitiveness

n852e20

n911e10

guilt, illness

n970e3

impassioned,
revelled, heartedly,
clinch

n792e26

disorder, lurk,
undifferentiated,
correction,
rigorously, disease,
exclusion,
unreasonable,
assistance, ferm...

gossamer, crocus,
gusto, gage, wildfire

n493e15

n732e7

birth, manifestation,
dissolve, clarity,
manifest, grip,
intimately,
indefinite,
reservation,
undivided, adr...

n790e3

n910e2

ambivalent,
ambivalence, siblings

n1029e13

anal, masturbation,
psychical

bugle, dynamo

n672e6

unlike, overlook,
significance,
obviously, root,
crude, anew,
spiritual,
projection,
miracul...
n731e12

futile, religion,
credence, anonymity,
denominator, wrest,
indelible, occidental

operandi

n969e3

identification

n1028e3

analyst, pregnancy,
depersonalize,
psychiatric, octopus,
paranoia,
straightaway,
determinative,
preconsci...
n1147e7

contagion,
conciliation,
interdiction,
insidiously

n909e1

initiation

n968e1

paternal

n1027e4

violent, religious,
invariably, ceremony,
monstrous,
reciprocal,
perpetuate, crisis,
outburst,
monstrosity, devious

tragic, infection,
contaminate,
contagious,
mutilation, hubris,
formalistic,
impartiality, rebuff,
polarize, exorc...

initiatory

n967e1

savoir,
individualize,
describable,
archaeology,
discursive, langage,
connaissance,
enunciative
n1026e1

discourse

n789e11

anathema, chorus,
redirect, virulent,
onslaught, quell,
infectious, paroxysm,
horrific, parentage,
ritually, demeanor,
awesome, fl...
n848e14

violence, impure,
tragedy, kinship,
ritual, expulsion,
reciprocity,
impurity, beneficent,
mimesis,
misapprehens...
n907e1

n966e8

dispersion, unsay,
reactivation, langue,
teleology,
scientificity

n1025e1

neutralize,
modifiable, thematics

n1084e3

detour, nouvelle,
precipitation,
alterity, anteriority

cartesian,
deconstruct

indivisible,
perverse, esoteric,
delimitation,
politico, texte

substitution

n965e6

anterior, plenitude,
exteriority

n1024e3

presence,
catastrophe,
theological, closure,
perversion,
dislocation, accede,
ruse, restitution,
irremediable, erasure

n847e64

n730e8

surf, bodiless

regre able,
unwanted, unqualified

n434e22

bloodless, stu er,
scion

n494e3

heartfelt, northeast,
grovel

n554e4

appal, unremi ing,
fruitlessly, exultant

n614e3

ghostly,
companionship,
keenness

n674e3

steadily, ostensible,
li leness

n734e4

echo, steady, tinge,
immeasurably

n794e7

prospect, loosen,
emphatically,
impress, closeness,
disclose, acutely

n854e28

late, early,
a ention, continue,
success, interest,
avoid, conclude,
careful, seriously,
serious, brief,
mention, eff...
n914e30

weaken, comment,
support, mass,
massive, devastate,
party, regularly,
august, october,
leader, conference,
agreement, ...
n974e26

threat, notable,
evidence,
commentator, portray,
concede, noteworthy,
retract,
knowledgeable,
denunciation

digest, unite, april,
supporter,
devastation, warfare,
november, blatant,
administration,
organizer, spokesman,
defense, tay...

n1033e12

n1034e177

elicit,
retrospective,
subversion, credible,
retrospect,
incursion, bias,
oust, aggressively,
denigr...
n1093e15

pessimistic,
americans, discredit,
evasion, corporate,
credibility, tenable,
marginalize,
syndrome,
uncritica...
n1153e10

advertise,
anniversary,
headline, setback,
crucially, relayed,
propagandist,
manipulative,
galbraith, sakharov

report, official,
invasion, journalist,
unworthy, allege,
murderous,
washington, pot,
offensive, murder,
sponsor, escal...
n1094e32

personnel,
assassination,
censorship, tactical,
communist, bomb,
legitimize,
unchallenged,
terrorism, seat...
n1154e3

military, monitor,
memo

coil, twinge, gout

youngster

n495e4

fondly, placid,
debar, hilarity

n555e4

protector, ardently,
turk, demoniacal

n615e3

overjoy, flannel

n496e5

misgive,
compassionate,
forlorn, stool,
steadfastly,
questioner, florid

terrific,
consummation,
uncouth, loveliness,
debility

n735e6

emphatic, ominous,
desperation,
suspense, lifeless,
outlive, chemist

n737e2

n855e20

convince, decide,
inform, position,
unable, weakness,
sharply, favor,
expression,
reluctant, prominent,
village, hope...
n915e9

n796e4

keen, restless,
modestly, deprecate

n916e3

heavily, a ack,
defeat, vindicate,
incident, loyalty,
loyal, rig,
circumspect

n975e11

news, scholarship,
fraud, ambassador,
favorably, ration,
apathy, stronghold,
campaign, diplomat,
foist

n1035e6

incompetence,
incompetent,
servility, editorial,
columnist, clam

n1095e2

eyewitness, kosovo

fingernail,
subconsciously, dope,
ponderously, speedy,
airless, asteroid,
mike, gamma, yeast,
susan, robotics,
interstellar, a...
n1156e1

n1157e6

sardonic

win, frankly,
desperately, aren,
hasn, huddle, slam,
isn, slant, boyish,
crumple, shrug,
dryly, lazily

n1038e11

flatly

n1097e29

defenseless, loyally

n1155e2

swing, bore, guess,
worry, appointment,
approval,
announcement,
cautiously, nasty,
luxurious, casually,
halfway, lu...
n978e14

rubber, chairman,
secretary, crusade,
unofficial,
undercurrent

n1037e1

publicity, inc,
reputable,
understatement,
underwear, derisive,
mickey, wayne

straight, smoothly,
unnoticed, club,
disgust, annoy,
unsuitable,
persistently,
enjoyable,
una ract...
n918e18

defiant, exhilarate

n977e6

newspaper, pretense,
unreliable,
unsupported, ruefully

n1036e8

unconsciously,
complacent,
unceasingly, jam,
standstill, callous,
fait, directness,
admiringly,
intolera...
n858e11

spend, appreciate,
painful, panic,
patch, mood,
exceptionally,
oblivious,
disillusion, bask,
irrationally
n917e2

torture,
scrupulously,
ludicrous

n976e5

squeeze, rider,
refreshment, nimble,
pitiable, lenient

n798e12

hopeless, dreary,
smother, conductor,
outstrip,
accompaniment,
disreputable

n857e11

try, quickly, repeat,
behave, alert,
passionate,
conviction, infect,
personally,
vigorously, mild,
dr...

doctor, escort,
submissive, stillness

n738e6

compatriot,
consignment

n797e7

n856e17

darkly, knuckle,
profligate, manfully

n678e4

leisurely, tradesman,
unimpeachable,
firewood, wrapper,
retake, flop

aristocrat

brood, smelt,
candidly, scullery

n618e4

bloat, dingy

n677e7

n736e1

silk, sip, monday,
trudge, medley,
deathbed, deportment,
concussion,
unsubstantial, darn

n558e4

chink

n617e2

charles, relapse,
travelling, jury,
judiciously,
unhappily

n795e7

outhouse, offal,
candour

n557e1

passenger, knit,
jacques, lumber,
chocolate,
recklessness,
portend, croak,
purposeless,
watchfuln...

lovely, chew, pad,
beef, spade, spat,
tinkle, flick,
cigare e,
chandelier, blare,
gallon, mull, juicy,
pester, tw...
n498e10

wretchedly

n676e36

kick, hip, flap,
unroll, hop, poke,
glee, plod, sock,
towel, pal, richmond,
sawdust, panama,
jimmy, wobble, quiz

n438e20

sicken, arabian,
unearthly, pi ance,
irksome, begone,
cloudless, felix,
malignity, fiend,
agatha, frankenstein,
co ager, just...
n616e1

bull, a ernoon,
crazy, drowsy, jail,
bean, lee, beer, bug,
nickel, crate,
tingle, truck,
spruce, solo, smoky,
sullen, driz...
n378e17

gorgeous, henry,
painless, dank,
squash

n497e3

n556e16

reel, sweat, shamble,
suspiciously

n318e91

brown, lonely, lap,
dangle, punch, fry,
cream, sloppy, urinal

n437e5

earnestness, musty,
saintly

n675e7

swerve, burly, buoy

ticket, jersey,
tremendously,
melodious, luscious,
curry, ranger

n377e9

thereabouts, peach

n436e2

blast, husk, backside

n258e4

n317e7

bump, weakly, prod,
frisk

n376e2

eugene, lovable,
muck, grist, dietary

n435e1

brawl

n257e3

n316e4

nipple, rasp

n375e5

wade, freckle, flair,
yankee, penumbra,
buoyant, jenny,
doodle,
temperamental, billy,
atelier, undergrowth,
benefice...

suck, stink, buffet,
recorder, rump, quail

n198e3

windy, carcass,
jaundice

hyper, tractor,
magnification,
quaver, robotic,
unreadable

n20e92

dost

n79e1

clout

n138e6

nostril, mite

n197e1

n256e3

n315e2

boulder, raucous

n612e5

helpful,
understandable,
meticulously,
mouthpiece

n671e17

associate, trace,
whereas, undoubtedly,
imitate, obsession,
pervade, scholar,
people, luminosity

spurt

n19e1

queen, clown, pate,
hamlet, gertrude,
gambol, liege,
bernardo, pyrrhus,
ophelia, ber, ham,
hor, polonius,
horatio, laer...
n78e1

n137e2

belch, askew, pelt

n196e3

n255e3

n374e5

n552e3

idealistic, nowadays,
learnt, infrequently,
distaste,
materialistic,
imaginatively

n611e4

a ache

n670e10

primitive, rival,
aberration,
accusation,
elimination,
momentous,
unperceived, african,
turner, reestabl...

entwine

n433e2

n492e4

glimmer, sensuality,
affront, unfailingly,
diplomacy, soberly,
honorary, dile ante,
quarrelsome, cinder

n551e7

exactitude

n610e1

substitute, origin,
imitation, rant

n729e11

divinity, perpetrate,
festival

n788e18

unanimous, victim,
mythic, antagonist,
dismemberment,
stampede,
tendentious,
unanimity, reprisal,
baccha...

supplementary,
efface, hieroglyphic,
inarticulate, fecund,
telos, usurpation,
ideality,
culpability,
uncontamina...
n964e3

speech,
provisionally, defer,
degeneration, logo,
dissimulate,
accessory,
unknowingly, forti...

n1023e11

n1142e6

n846e1

n904e20

auto, barbaric,
accent, broach,
graphic, wand,
originary, script,
colloquial, denude,
copyist, soi,
incrimin...
n963e19

n1082e2

n845e1

anthropologist,
strauss, metaphoric,
supplement, italic,
perfidy, effacement,
husserlian,
interdict,
appurtena...

n728e3

sacrifice, parricide,
immolation

n787e13

mimetic

n843e6

interiority

realised, realise

n550e1

spell, tense,
inaccuracy

intrinsically, oddity

n669e4

phoenician,
primitivism

n727e3

rivalry, sacrificer

n786e1

substantiality,
eschatological

afield, civilisation,
realising, realises

n609e2

n668e2

perspicacious

solace, tenuous,
immeasurable,
illimitable

n314e2

n432e2

n491e10

LANGUAGE,

prehistoric,
etymologically,
hieroglyph, ideogram

n782e1

n1022e1

n490e2

n549e3

sound, stem, a est,
unit, etymological

n608e5

n666e1

immolate, persecutor,
soma, manu, brahmins

n725e5

n902e2

n489e4

latin, alternation,
translator, semitic,
etymology,
fortuitously,
linguistically,
mortem, analogically,
bran, gab, soleil

antic

n372e4

n18e23

dally

odour, sunbeam

n136e3

hue, icy, stag,
chafe, zodiac, entomb

n195e1

n254e2

kaleidoscopic,
motherland, humphrey,
thumbelina

downright, leo,
walter, fluently,
unspeakably, austro,
noose, divan,
scrutinised, jubilee,
lucy, collateral,
highness, ulr...

this

n488e12

n253e1

untrustworthy, ning

perpetuum

n431e23

pod, dominus, mes

plural, dialect,
syllable, prefix,
analogical, spelt,
germanic,
associative, proto,
contre, participle,
slavic, orthograp...

exit, cull

auspicious, commingle

n17e1

needful, acorn,
methinks, wayward

n76e2

pore, feign, unmixed,
flavour, aflame,
cajole, finder

n135e6

marvel, therea er,
crave, greedy,
stench, roughness,
fraught, infuriate

n194e4

n311e2

channel, circuit,
energy

n370e1

discuss, inductively

n428e1

n487e22

n546e20

philologist

n665e5

perspicacity,
crucifixion

sex, subjugation,
deployment,
sexuality, charcot,
incitement

indestructible,
melody, sidetrack

elusive,
unbridgeable, soccer,
nonchalantly, denne

bopp

n545e1

n664e2

hymn

n722e6

n962e3

n1141e7

n486e3

n310e3

obtain, experimental,
maximum, efficiency,
negligible, signal,
absorption, accuracy,
sample, interval,
complexion, demon,
microsc...
n369e2

instigator

steadfast, nefarious

n16e4

beget, germ, whit,
quake, flit, asunder,
wont, ether,
forthwith, eyeball,
primal, thunderbolt,
woodland, sunder,
multitudin...
n75e7

goad, perforce

n134e8

downward, onward,
malign, overmaster

n193e2

n252e1

mutiny

n309e102

n368e1

celtic

n427e3

gu ural,
monosyllabic

fickle

n251e2

n15e46

weal, o , bestir,
apace, alo , twain,
stalwart, aye,
unharmed, mayst,
nowise, amain

n74e2

plaint

n133e4

disconsolate, tow,
moat, inferno,
behove, crag, canto

n192e2

villain, anon,
minstrel, churchyard,
choler, stint,
doomsday, rais

n14e12

sturdy, fen, loath,
sooth

n73e1

dole, twixt, whereat

n132e7

n191e1

yew

megastructure

n367e1

ment

n426e2

inaugurate

n663e1

concoct, ness, churn,
russell, microscopic,
hopefully, pronoun,
sperm, berry,
quibble, credo, loop,
savor, stanley,
epiphenome...
n1081e5

analyse, verb

decipher,
popularization,
prosaically

farewell, goose,
writ, thursday,
madam, ben, woo

n13e4

folk, fain, bide,
hardy, sprite,
baleful, mead,
chie ain,
friendless, valor,
henchman, blithe,
fiendish, f...
n72e3

thievish

chide, rosemary,
scurvy, visor

n190e8

n250e1

n308e1

avis, heraldic,
caesars

n366e1

doc

philology,
reduplication,
invertebrate,
conjugation, grimm,
origine, naturelle,
grammaire, mathesis,
destu , taxinomia

n603e1

physiology,
genealogy,
transmission,
epitome, armor,
calculable, quotient

n662e2

immoderately

jester

n306e3

topple

n425e11

n485e1

n543e3

uncouple,
decipherable,
disqualification

n602e7

unconsciousness,
motif,
psychologically,
dissociation, snake,
personality,
masculine, personify,
wholeness, rebi...

vivify, clockwise

n484e2

continuity, be,
analysis,
superimpose,
juxtapose,
chronology, unbroken,
anthropological,
meticul...

surfeit

n12e28

lusty, kinsman

n71e1

nurse, mantua, verona

n130e4

cupid

n189e7

n248e1

SIGN,

pedagogy, precocious

n841e49

n1021e78

designation,
nomenclature,
anatomy, inflection,
representation,
resemblance,
resumption,
superimposit...

anthem, trill,
feeler, eavesdrop

willy, pater,
copulation, testicle

n365e1

merchandise,
fecundity,
invisibility,
appreciative,
untroubled,
interminably,
recomposed, ni...
n424e61

visible,
uninterrupted,
frontier, visibility,
interweave,
dissociate,
digestive,
compilat...

n70e3

knave, wench

n129e1

n188e1

n11e2

hie, hoar, quoth,
shri , friar, clos,
woful, alack, juliet,
mer, laurence,
exeunt, rom, mu,
montague, serv,
romeo, mercu...
n69e2

grandly

n187e1

n246e1

n305e1

signature, digestion,
featureless

n364e10

zoological,
unreachable, allusive

n423e10

perilous, silhoue e,
incantatory

isis, dragon,
mystique, microcosm,
quintessence, prima,
adept, astral,
gnostic,
astrological, mundi,
incorruptibil...

n901e2

n304e3

unspoken, prolific

n363e3

easel

n422e3

beverage, rhapsody,
esperanto

n10e24

paunch, twill

cloven

n127e1

sweetheart

n186e4

n245e4

poetical, jot,
ineluctable

n303e2

erudition, legibly

n362e1

poussin, porbus

n421e1

juggle, nick, martin,
shrewdly, scribble,
adhesive

n8e2

stopper, fount,
valentine, martha,
nevermore, margaret,
faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch, siebel

n67e1

wisp, waylay

n126e1

coax, gyration

n185e3

n244e3

n7e10

witch, thieve,
carouse, enamor

n66e2

ape, snout

n125e2

sibyl

n184e6

n242e7

n6e4

jangle, stealthy

n65e2

lovingly, whimper

n124e1

hark, pry

n183e5

advertisement, medal,
christen

n5e2

bliss, motley, singe

n64e2

bait, grub, toad,
carrion

n123e2

sour, lump, perch,
sweeten

n182e3

n241e81

n4e3

ripe, cave,
poisonous, thereupon,
poppy, loathe,
conscientious,
fervour, mellow,
nondescript, sultry,
ruminate, r...
n63e4

lukewarm, cobweb

n122e4

fan, umbrella, peel,
grey, soap, doorstep,
gut, tan, garb,
pastry, trinity,
surgical, bronze,
obviate, staunch,
palpably, lu...
n181e9

haven, funny, weren,
sandwich, gasp,
stiffly, hunch,
wearily, ominously,
chuckle, squirm

n1098e7

jag, blurt, savagely,
suddenness, snarl,
peek, ba leship

n1158e2

mess, colorful

n21e13

bridle, courteous,
horseback, entreat,
sorely, turks,
enchant, ungrateful,
bethink, enchantment,
craze, cuff, boon,
indignity, ...
n80e5

vomit

n139e8

belly, ro en, lick,
razor, filthy, booth,
salmon, whore

eleven, crook, drink,
shave, slack, toe,
lamp, couch, wail,
lily, cake, drunken,
salute

thumb, bunch, babe,
kid, shear, dale

n319e10

squeal

mumble, lurch,
whereabouts, greasy,
strawberry, husky,
amble, wrangle,
saunter, pineapple

bar, roar

n499e23

blink, doorway,
tenor, schoolboy,
sideways, potato,
pill, rudely, crease,
cabbage, awry,
pudding, bazaar,
grunt, def...
n559e17

wet, glove, solemnly,
nice, headache,
bachelor, soup,
sticky, throb, tea,
untidy, cringe,
glossy, gallantly,
vacate, pickle, mort
n619e10

yes, muffle, rang,
shrill, rake, flirt,
nervously,
conveyance, artless,
two

n679e7

sunshine, englishman,
shrewd, swoop, clerk,
sleek, propos

n739e16

yesterday, so en,
ponder, pity,
invalid, pitiful,
unaccustomed,
favorite,
exasperation,
connoisseur, al...
n799e23

ready, talk, strain,
friendly, greet,
excite, rapidly,
blame, arouse,
quarrel, spite,
instinctively,
nobility, depr...
n859e25

feel, look, run,
meet, usual, ask,
notice, firmly,
se le, tell,
forward, remember,
finish, stay, table,
brilliant, ea...
n919e20

stop, wish, expect,
drop, wait, busy,
happily, thin, dim,
polite, amuse,
calmly, guest,
reception, careless,
sorry, g...
n979e18

want, finger, tire,
lean, smash,
surrender, stomach,
don, shuffle, dimly,
soot, terribly,
shouldn, crank,
ostentatiou...
n1039e34

paper, tight,
vicious, both, hurt,
hell, mockery, ankle,
faintly, selfish,
wrench, glisten,
freak, hobby,
exaltation, ove...
n1099e21

office, untouched,
patiently, wasn,
plumb, nameless,
mansion, unconcerned,
reunion, contort,
assignment, lecturer,
millionaire, capt...
n1159e16

career, decent, wire,
commission, calendar,
editor, drill, job,
photograph, paralyze,
professionally,
vacation, eloquently,
fixture, cr...

dirty, shirt, smack,
bony, bushy

n440e11

rub, limp, buzz,
bu on, skirt, cock,
clap, squat, nudge,
awhile, snore

n500e20

wink, tug, so ly,
strap, sniff,
wriggle, sausage,
whiff, bitch,
askance, noiseless,
tramp, lui, bravo,
pantry, audi...
n560e12

lightly, loudly,
quietly, jacket,
napkin, gaiety, tuck,
darling, unsteady,
smartly, abreast,
maroon

n620e12

leg, shy, splash,
tomorrow, forehead,
cheerfully, emaciate,
audibly, pancake,
frolic, gleefully,
dewy

n680e25

tone, dress,
excitement, splendid,
autumn, sit,
unpleasant, mentally,
vividly, fur,
freshly, inquisitive,
pou...
n740e33

interrupt, face,
clever, awkward,
conversation,
childish, confident,
ball, unnatural,
incomprehensible,
habitual, horr...
n800e15

please, beg, regret,
excuse, silent,
embarrassment,
arrival, ridicule,
happiness, fla er,
bewitch, wearisome,
rudeness, deco...
n860e16

ill, temper, happy,
curiosity, marriage,
instantly, sincere,
feelings, dislike,
eagerness, cruelly,
mend, carelessness,
aloof, minut...
n920e4

amusement, lately,
deference,
reprehensible

n980e2

insolent, resent

n1040e4

honestly, week,
apology, advisable

n1100e18

relief, hint,
wonderful, startle,
vacant, eloquent,
integrity, deck,
honesty, unspeakable,
intrude, retirement,
unfinished, mus...
n1160e17

sharp, suit, intend,
mod, whim, match,
caution, cautious,
arrogant, defiance,
worthless,
acknowledgment,
nic...

breath

laugh, wipe, puff,
choke, moonlight,
muddy, fox, gait,
inhale, toothless,
languor, profusely,
belfry

n501e19

fellow, rustle,
screw, cla er, boot,
lit, flounder, bass,
yelp, clink, nap,
hoof, squeak, mu on,
beardless, blotch,
prearrange, hoars...
n561e27

whistle, sleeve,
pillow, trot,
silently, sleepy,
kiss, chime, creak,
belonging, munch,
blandly, reproachful,
breathlessly, sp...
n621e52

scream, brightly,
reluctantly, dinner,
flare, jest, eyebrow,
blush, pleasantly,
duel, resolute,
awkwardly, sarcastic,
handsome, sm...
n681e23

suddenly, nonsense,
listen, congratulate,
angry, passionately,
crowd, supper,
serene, tutor,
affectionately,
frost, affectat...
n741e11

fond, sincerely,
firmness, pleasant,
agitation, spur,
treachery,
perplexity,
insignificance,
trepidation, demean
n801e9

assurance, console,
cousin,
condescension, uncle,
nephew, unlucky,
playfulness,
ina entive,
coarseness, unconcern
n921e8

n323e2

invitation,
gratitude,
disappointment,
resentment, miss,
impertinent, vouch

n1041e5

admiration, admire,
disappoint, comply,
thoughtless

n1101e19

KNOW, sure, refuse,
wonder, stand, soon,
thank, astonish,
friend, advice,
visit, forget,
a entive, walk,
contempt, na...

n1161e14

hold, leave, else,
except, deal, right,
touch, spread, draw,
shortly, wave, board,
openly, cruelty

sad, ruddy

n383e8

eye, hair, head,
voice, round, lip,
sadly, crow

n442e13

shoulder, cheek,
beside, boldly,
harness, majesty,
wi y, whip,
laughter, cap, lid,
confessor, casement

n502e16

horse, await, scarf,
mason, feverish,
moan, wagon, unload,
newcomer, eldest,
rumor, pouch,
password, abdomen,
raisin, ce e
n562e250

count, french, shout,
staff, mu er, hare,
alexander, ride,
undress, sleepless,
stout, army,
detachment, corp,
comrade, sold...
n622e21

cloak, whisper,
cheerful, kindly,
tenderly, frighten,
unexpectedly,
dispatch,
a entively,
cordially, uneas...
n682e3

n503e13

pale, sigh, ba le,
retreat, scout,
joyful, traitor,
proclamation, deafen,
irresistibly,
pillage, booty, whizz

n563e7

n742e4

n802e3

n803e3

politeness,
mortification,
mortify, fortnight,
entreaty,
cheerfulness,
composure, aunt,
niece
n922e13

n982e7

gratify, incredulity,
impropriety,
impertinence,
inducement,
abhorrence,
thoughtlessness

n1042e3

assure, astonishment,
unwillingly

n1102e18

SEE, hope, recover,
ease, spare, answer,
go, young, request,
stretch, pride,
cruel, love,
persuade, sixteen,
curtain, cord, hire

n1162e46

take, turn, keep,
break, find, SPEAK,
lie, suffer, live,
believe, WORD, rise,
serve, fill, aside,
hide, confidence,
promise, off, y...

n804e3

lady, heartily,
avowal

n863e6

alacrity, clergyman,
pony, perusal, mrs,
housekeeper

n923e37

coolly, chaise,
parlour

n864e2

recital, salutation

exceedingly,
kindness, unworthily

n1103e40

away, sight, sake,
COME, SAY, trouble,
pass, bi er,
comfort, delight,
foolish, hear,
patience, humble,
journey, aw...
n1163e76

rest, receive,
remove, bear, seek,
lay, strong, bind,
hand, prepare, MAN,
none, teach, cease,
possession, strength,
let, NAME, cha...

earnest, creep,
earnestly,
countenance

bi erness, heinous

n1104e25

willingly, deceive,
soul, joy, faith,
astray, exhortation,
folly, falsely,
conceit, offence,
likeness, drunkenn...

n1164e10

corrupt, instruct,
wisely, wisdom, wit,
boldness, calamity,
fe er, falsehood,
servile

bewail

uneasiness,
insensible, declaim,
malevolent

n868e11

consolation

n927e2

misfortune,
vehemence, trifle,
acquaint, inactive,
recollect, quickness,
detestable,
apprehensive,
strenuously, untried
n928e3

allurement,
vainglorious

pastime, proficiency

approve, extol,
contemptible

n988e4

sweetness,
vehemently, inwardly,
inmost, formless,
corporeal,
changeable, carthage,
unchangeable, enth...

n1046e1

confess, foul,
beguile, deride,
spiritually, ensnare,
prate, zealously

injure, insatiable,
implant, cessation

n1048e1

toilsome

n1105e6

unjust, imitator,
enquiry, gymnastics,
drone, spangle,
informer, unholy,
cobbler, tyrannize,
demigod

taint, skilful

licentious

spleen

celestial, venus

draught

fasten

n576e7

n1108e14

tyrannical,
injustice, guardian,
meanness, temperance,
quarrelling,
fla erer, hellas,
gymnastic,
oligarchi...

n750e2

n809e5

n810e3

n869e10

n929e10

countryman, oration,
lust, panegyric,
marcus, unsound,
destitute, faun,
deservedly, turbid,
viciousness

n930e3

ancestor, sustenance,
unanimously, annals,
soundness, shortness,
illiterate, digress,
encumbrance,
undeservedly

n989e2

preferable, covet,
sicilian

n990e4

moderation, barbarian

n1049e1

n1109e4

tyrant, freeman,
husbandman,
democratical

n871e11

allot, partake,
crete, preceptor

n1110e14

tyranny, aristocracy,
legislator,
conversant,
magistrate, perjury,
eligible, cretans,
sedition, kingly,
demago...

n813e2

triton, anaxagoras,
pompey, maximus

n872e3

commendable,
rhetorician, cicero,
theseus, banishment,
copiously, caucasus,
ignominy, tiberius,
enervate, epicurean

n931e7

concord, corinth

n873e2

pythagoras, inveigh,
pythagoreans

n814e1

n756e1

n815e3

delphic

n816e1

elect, salami, solon,
pisistratus,
areopagus, archon

excellently, syracuse

n1111e2

enroll, magistracy

n818e3

n819e1

toothed,
unintelligent,
shellfish

n937e1

flute

tier

ornament, rigidity,
spire, sublime,
aesthetically,
interlace,
diagonally, twig,
textile, vegetal,
ornamentat...
n1000e3

n1115e1

n1117e1

aurelius

n1059e4

frieze, joist

n1118e14

pilaster

truss, slavishly,
amphitheater, lath,
mantel, salubrious,
vestibule, impost,
semicircular,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recu...

n1001e2

vertically, decorate,
mold

rubble

n1058e2

basilica

ornamental, drapery,
artistic, inorganic,
crystalline,
sculptural,
romanesque, acanthus,
wavy, byzantine,
sidedly, natural...
n941e34

width, lintel, tuscan

n998e1

n1057e1

manliness

n881e19

n1060e1

carpentry,
familiarize,
gymnasium, courthouse

nave, textured

n882e10

n883e8

arabesque, mould,
excrescence,
dishonesty, bas,
devotional, gio o,
campanile, rouen,
flamboyant

n942e4

n1120e1

gable, wildness,
neatness, allowable,
scenery, champaign,
como

n824e4

lightness, visibly,
venice, incision

n884e6

beauty, color,
grotesque, sharpness,
incongruous, ennoble

n944e8

unison, swiss,
cranny, erection,
imperishable,
unsuited, agreeably,
inexcusable

steeply, clinic,
crinkle, driveway

n1123e76

briar

comfortable, balcony,
entrance, roof,
shelf, stair,
kitchen, interchange,
bulge, courtyard,
cascade, identifia...

n825e4

crystal, metallic,
aggregation,
horizontality

n885e6

interior, italy,
excessively,
uninteresting,
diminutive, unfailing

n945e4

beautiful,
horizontal, vertical,
finely

n1005e7

enclose, space,
square, transition,
beautifully, loosely,
builder

balustrade, co age

n1063e4

n1064e6

window, roughly,
glare, usable,
timeless, agglomerate

n1124e40

edge, build, floor,
garden, pool,
comfortably,
embellish, flimsy,
trim, closet,
enclosure, evenly,
ultra, bathr...

steep, crust, juice,
porous

n1065e26

shape, rough,
shelter, main, path,
relax, load,
boundary,
individually, subtly,
center, bath,
adjacent, junct...
n1125e21

surroundings,
efficient, shop,
room, corridor,
community, trip,
sunlight, area,
beacon, bedroom,
congregate, unu...

stony, moisten, turf

n587e4

clay, slippery

n646e6

cool, muscular

inundation

salt, palm, drought,
heretofore, suckle,
dissension

n706e5

east, parrot,
magnetic, jasper,
almanac

n766e9

embark, bay, mineral,
suffocate, sunset,
insulate, maria, los,
hectare

n826e7

current, chain,
encircle, vestige,
colour, predilection,
infancy

n886e10

examine, vast,
expose, collect,
celebrate, alternate,
anchor, fortunate,
observation,
powerfully

n946e18

narrow, high,
separate, regular,
fix, direction,
wherever, especially,
perfectly,
collection, enormous,
flourish, ra...
n1006e11

large, small,
surround, need,
place, detail, low,
light, isolate,
arrangement, strip

n1066e14

help, invite,
balance, health,
family, back,
healthy, ring,
physically, extra,
town, dense, shallow,
cushion
n1126e7

road, seat, rack,
carpet, crossroad,
necklace, tennis

soil, trunk, milky,
sirius

n647e7

cavity, eject,
lustre, clime,
stupendous, cupidity,
caustic

n707e17

west, ocean,
atmosphere, scarcely,
elevate, voyage,
south, pilot,
fisherman, rapidity,
astronomical, horde,
ohio, infus...
n767e14

frequent, north,
abundant, situate,
vegetable, chart,
eastern, switzerland,
transplant, aerial,
africa, congo, atlas,
diego
n827e5

degree, region,
polar, america,
epidemic

n887e5

numerous, remarkable,
distant, fish,
swedish

n947e7

rare, remote,
extremely, ANIMAL,
nearly, probable,
hereditary

n1007e14

vary, rarely,
strongly, character,
freely, range, food,
adapt, slow, tend,
transport,
innumerable,
moderat...
n1067e5

wide, slightly,
unusually, pond,
thinness

n1127e8

grow, dozen, linger,
glue, ice, noisy,
sunken, lively

freshness,
irrigation,
clearness, roost

n350e3

grande, morocco

n352e1

trois

impetuosity

n528e5

humidity, marshy,
spar, dryness, tawny

n588e9

rock, mountain,
torrent, valley,
rocky, sunrise, vat,
putrid, spongy

n648e16

vincent, numberless,
lateral, antonio,
funnel, oxygen,
medicinal,
meteorological,
florida, anatomist,
santiago, impuls...
n708e13

native, atlantic,
indian, europeans,
san, amazon, werner,
emanation,
possessive, aragon,
imprudently,
cruciform, indent
n768e4

southern, northern,
pacific, mississippi

n828e4

fin, inhabitant,
prism, whilst

n888e3

inhabit, o ener,
fleshy

n948e6

distinct, successive,
formation, organic,
terrestrial,
largeness

n1008e11

slight, period,
differ, doubtful,
unimportant,
graduate, revert,
enormously, rabbit,
birthplace, endowment

n1068e5

cross, occasionally,
vigorous, immensely,
thickly

n1128e4

warmth, grade,
locomotive,
abnormally

aromatic

n529e6

n530e131

sulphur, rainy, soda,
vapour, aliment,
subterraneous

n589e20

n590e21

ridge, arid, alp,
excursion, santa,
monte, mexico,
lagoon, woody,
hammock, columnar,
fibrous, plantation,
banana, mexic...
n649e18

n709e5

n769e4

n770e1

n889e3

geology, favourable,
nutritious

n949e11

affinity, sterile,
intermediate,
migration,
extinction, supplant,
ally, bat,
domesticate,
injurious, offspr...
n1010e7

closely, parent,
widely, domestic,
hatch, organ, male,
diverge, inherit,
petal, geographical,
elongate,
organisat...
n1069e10

comb, consecutive,
recapitulation,
genealogical,
circuitous, owen,
caterpillar

n1070e3

n1129e1

habit, lapse,
unintentionally

n1130e2

pea

remark, burgess

intermi ent

n1131e2

severe, lung

apricot, acrid

n954e1

n1132e1

n1133e13

admirable

sew, cellar, froth

n1074e5

repose

immense, suffice,
enlarge, recur, iron,
grandeur, energetic,
ramification,
admirably, apple,
detract, antiquate,
gangrene

n896e3

sagacity

n955e12

reef

n1014e3

chrysalis

n1073e1

peculiarity

hurricane, meagre,
vapor, daisy,
imperatively

n1134e26

grand, overwhelm,
vanish, ensue,
cherish, magnificent,
soar, handful,
blossom, robust,
swarm, anarchy,
mechanica...

scent, perfume,
astride, glade,
archangel, watcher,
nude, deafness, ave,
skein, lacerate,
pla er

n1015e4

poster, limbo,
clemency, jovial

n1075e9

strewn, engulf,
bu erfly, avalanche,
puerile, plateau,
drape, parasitism,
publicist

n1135e13

shadow, glimpse,
suspicious, install,
extricate, austere,
epoch, religiously,
improvisation, salon,
veteran, comedian,
annotate

resume, gloom, adore,
ferocious,
thoughtful, shudder,
radiance, stammer,
alley, scrutinize,
dilapidate, lair,
peruse, d...
n660e66

formidable, stroll,
sinister, halt,
gardener, the ,

latch, stupefy,
cemetery, candid,
bravery, dint,
adoration, haran...
n720e34

flag, saint,

inexpressible,
shapeless, ineffable,
venerate,
impregnable, belle,
rifle, sarcasm,
rummage, hom...
n780e5

bucolic, iniquitous,
inauspicious,
academician, quarto,
laertius

n838e6

bark, biped, beauvais

detritus

n1013e1

respiration

rag, audible,
daybreak, grumble,
retort, haggard,
lantern, rascal,
coffin, disinherit,
bullet, perspiration,
tranqui...
n600e256

bristle, clad,
thicket, encumber,
tranquil, benumb,
nuptial, feebleness,
sepulture

paris, notre,
obscurity, nineteen,
riot, malicious,
odor, barrack,
titanic, orchard,
springtime, indemnity

n779e6

n837e3

n953e1

pear, nestle

n1072e1

flower, formerly,
adjoin, indomitable

shiver, gloomy,
wretch, mire, visage,
peal, impassive,
despatch

dazzle, twilight,
nail, motionless,
intoxicate, recoil,
jade, consternation,
elapse, suffocation,
lassitude, venomous,
thenceforth, muz...
n719e12

oblong

n895e1

coverlet, garret,
cask, wicket,
bastille, madame,
postilion,
monseigneur

n540e42

n659e27

favourite, broom,
detonation, wan

decidedly, blackness,
chisel

n775e1

luminous,
precipitate,
colossal,
hermetically, metre

resemble, prodigious,
excavation

n1012e1

bird, inexplicable,
instinct, habitually,
assuredly, spinal,
solder

n1071e4

keeper, morrow

n599e9

legion, crest, hurl,
titan, prodigal

n718e3

fraternity, lodging,
calmness,
frightfully,
heedless, bonnet,
antoine

n480e8

n539e8

n658e4

refractory

thatch, chimney,
fireside, domicile,
val

whiteness, patria

n894e2

n952e2

deposit, excavate,
impassable,
deposition, pellet

n1011e7

axe, deject

shu er, comer,
padlock, goblin,
assiduity

n420e7

swoon, spy, coach,
wig, turnkey,
guillotine

n479e2

slumber, tumultuous,
descry, yonder,
plaintive,
majestically, pinion,
disdainful

amazement, uneasy,
staircase, bench,
harshly, stove,
ferocity, cupboard,
gentleness, pane,
nook, pleasantry,
washerwoman
n360e5

kennel

n419e6

n598e5

gild, rebind,
prodigy, aurora

n657e1

inure

n717e5

n774e2

extinguish, levelled

n892e3

n951e5

n597e4

exhale, azure

n656e1

n833e5

furnish, savage,
perseverance, luc

n891e1

marine, flora,
reptile, heath,
naturalist,
geological, mollusc,
madeira

n950e95

variety, modify,
stripe, fertile,
insuperable,
parallelism,
tropical, australia,
transitional,
progeny, borneo
n1009e33

female, feather, egg,
confidently, jaw,
abnormal, unoccupied,
coral, duck, pigment

n832e4

specimen, botanist

n890e8

n773e2

shock, impregnate,
itinerary, miner,
marseilles

n596e2

deformity

spaniard

scrap, exclamation

n359e1

prisoner

n538e8

lo y, mingle,
meantime, forgetful,
tumult, blacken,
enrage

fatigue, blanch

traverse, precipice,
tulip

n655e1

habituate

n714e1

moss

shoe, errand, rap,
gaunt

n478e2

vaguely, abruptly,
superb, rivet, farce,
fireplace, parlor,
premeditation

n300e13

wring, snuff, gruff

n418e1

alarm, stormy,
rustic, vent,
loquacious

n537e7

n595e3

extremity, nocturnal,
blanc, undulate

n654e1

n772e5

singularly, irruption

brink, uninhabited

n594e4

fathom, seashore,
fermentation

n713e1

tortuous, lethargic

torch, conflagration

paste

n299e2

feeble, afresh,
thief, straw

romance, flinch,
disown, soliloquy

n240e8

door, chair,
bewilder, crawl,
breakfast, peevish

n358e3

orphan, imperiously

n477e5

n535e2

limpid, undulation

n712e2

n830e2

plant, continent,
unequally, botanical,
geologist

fever, contraband

n593e3

subterranean,
environ, zenith,
physiognomy, cane,
mountaineer

n652e2

granite

inflexibility,
botany, voracity

n771e2

basin

bohemia, adjourn,
obligingly

n534e2

clasp, lounge, rusty,
clench, furiously,
glassy

n417e4

burst, bolt, thrust,
chill, horrible,
gleam, trickle,
scaffold, palpitate

n476e2

serenity, clump,
helena

susceptibility,
enviable

n180e4

furtive, lustrous

n239e1

n298e4

n357e2

bed, feebly, agility,
writhe, pail, to er,
pilfer

n416e9

lavish, skirmish,
glu ony, grandson

n475e3

fi een, eighty

n533e2

n592e6

shrub, quince,
rivulet

n711e3

elevation, crocodile,
idiom

climate, glacier,
evergreen, culinary

n829e5

league, gulf,
traveller,
brilliancy, fetid,
gros, whitish

n651e1

conical, isabella

n710e3

island, disseminate,
columbus, del, java

n532e3

n591e3

peak, cape,
earthquake,
promontory, slate,
victoria, nautical,
vegetate, medusa,
negroes, seaweed,
cuba, inflex...
n650e2

mission, ore,
spanish, thorny,
tint, temperate,
evaporation,
unacquainted,
hydrogen, hemisphere,
illumine, convu...

salamanca

n531e7

summit, mountainous,
commotion, cavern,
verdure, vegetation,
terra, fern, meteor,
mildness, gro o,
coast, pyrenees,
indians, rav...

keyhole, cove

n356e7

sickly, familiarly

n415e4

four, inexperience

n474e2

gently, knee, stare,
thoughtfully, fist,
lane, spa er,
ferociously

bookcase, hoot,
lincoln, sparrow,
loneliness, cab,

nervousness,
punctually, saucer,
byron, impulsive,
inaudi...
n120e2

dreamy

n179e2

flu er, gravely,
ooze, puny, dessert,
shrubbery

n238e6

n297e6

twinkle, girl,
crouch, ra le, sir,
hoarse, arrears,

n355e2

mistress, waist,
expiate, loquacity

n414e2

port, hillock

n472e1

coolness, reddish,
tu , bluish, naples

repulsive

n354e4

squall

n412e2

n470e5

hat, apron,
sideboard, unscrew,
bedside, waistcoat

n60e52

bewilderment,
elderly, slacken,
shabby, horribly,
queer, aback,
exclaim, fidget,
bicker

n119e1

n178e6

chin, tuesday

n237e8

pocket, kneel,
candle, stride,
parapet, paw,
trouser, bucket,
nibble, forefinger,
fleming, outspread,
wart, sentry, a...
n296e9

talkative,
benediction

blanche

n351e1

snow, delicious, hut

pearl, dip, misty,
expedition, silvery,
majestic, yellowish,
greenish, freshen,
wooded

n469e1

oyster

n59e10

dull, hum, pause,
aloud, overhear,
energetically,
undertone, chirp,
cordiality,
indiscretion

clock, wed,
outstretched,
straighten

n177e2

collar, yawn, nape,
pout, eau

n236e16

n294e1

n58e10

even, terrible,
charm, lower, pace,
stupid, powder, gaze,
purse, joyous,
wrinkle, incessantly,
grimace, gossip,
jostle, mid...
n117e4

fling, droop, rut,
satin

n176e5

cough, pinch, frock,
clank, duchess

n235e6

catechism,
incontestably

n57e35

asleep, velvet,
disconcert,
respectful, cha er,
personage, timid,
sly, scold, chestnut,
elbow, brow, coat,
noisily, varn...
n116e4

sash

n175e5

agony, peep, jeer

n234e1

n293e2

n410e10

n468e1

n527e3

n586e2

noon, ind

needle, ripen, nut,
evince

n765e2

exhibit

n1003e2

bu ress, fretwork

tile, pa ern,
arcade, modular,
farmhouse, freeway,
simmer, aisle, barn,
fart, tern

n1122e1

plaster

carve, richly,
venetian,
exquisitely,
pinnacle,
cylindrical,
luxuriant,
unmanageable
n943e7

mullion, sublimity,
tracery, leafage

n1002e2

n1062e11

decoration

n764e1

leaf, magnificently,
ugliness, niche,
quaint, foil, nicety,
rembrandt, normandy

vein, pine, height

n705e4

fore

n349e2

barcelona, chile,
tunis, por

slope, laurel

season, sail, tree,
eighteen, sicily

n645e2

hot, compact

delicately,
triangular

n823e9

abstraction,
sculpture, cubic,
festoon

trite, fresco

n880e1

aristophanes,
silenus, pausanias,
alcibiades, phaedrus,
agathon, eryximachus

n1055e1

n763e2

june

february, madrid,
rekindle, corsica,
fridays, arab, libya,
evict, marina,
dossier, brazilian,
twi er, online,
occupier, oakl...

n467e1

n526e4

n585e5

observe, protract,
ingeniously

n704e2

mix, liquid, ballast

refinement,
horizontally,
symmetrically,
egyptian

n822e4

cover, spring, air,
foot, near, nine,
wild, six, thirteen

eight, sixty, abound

n644e3

triple, ray

thick, lake

n525e3

n584e3

heavy, grind, melt,
boil

n703e3

fissure

n762e4

masonry

wood, fine, weather,
wheel

n643e2

receptacle

wind, hollow

n524e9

n583e4

half, divide, middle,
fourth, sluggish

n702e1

n761e1

n938e3

module

n995e7

top, up, broad, side,
intent, wall, sixth,
beam

n642e1

greek, reservoir,
symmetrical, forum,
harbour, uneducated,
overhang

n820e2

dovetail

n523e4

n582e5

pipe, stiffness

n701e7

exposure, athlete,
resonant, traction

eaves, rainwater

n936e1

socrates, hesiod,
zeus

ratify, arbitration,
pericles, crier,
superintend,
homicide, franchise,
secede, treasurer,
instalment, juror,
piraeus, archons

dignity, outwards

joint, polish, warp

n641e2

si

lever, midway,
cauldron, sinew

n760e4

pivot, outermost,
faultless, channelled

n522e8

n466e2

cleverly

n56e25

resolutely, glance,
gown, quiver,
embroider, coldly,
irritate,
conscientiously,
dine, cordial,
joyously, mus...
n115e1

busily, livery,
brandy, smock,
housekeep

n174e3

timidity,
unhappiness, carp,
irascible

n233e2

n291e1

n55e16

clutch, tenderness,
shriek, carriage,
warmly, intently,
crimson, coldness,
sidelong, oat,
eyelash, banter,
mournfully, ...
n114e5

plaything,
childishness, bridal,
starch, coterie

n173e4

exquisite, idiotic,
agonize

meadow, lucrative

n54e19

husband, exasperate,
peasant, ironical,
chilly, shyness,
champagne, thaw,
commiseration,
contemptuously,
playfully, li...
n113e5

cigar, frigid,
penitent

n172e3

fragrant, berth

n232e1

n290e4

n408e4

breeze

n465e2

cold, minute, slender

n53e25

humor, nobleman, rug,
mushroom, redden,
divorce, hotly,
thrash, nursery,
distasteful,
serenely,
assiduously, m...
n112e3

humiliate,
delightful,
malignant,
unmistakable,
blissfully

n171e2

promptly, scrub

n230e2

n289e1

n348e35

infest

n406e1

rain, weed

n464e2

summer, row, warm,
oak, well, damp

winter

unhealthy

n346e1

crack, mole

n404e2

chalk

n463e6

bo om, wane,
wonderfully, assault

eel

n52e120

positively, soothe,
baby, sauce,
humiliation,
tiresome,
disagreeable,
hearted, plough,
hateful, aw...
n111e5

ache, shirk

n170e2

shoot, chat

n229e3

n288e1

taper

n344e2

n403e1

pin

n581e3

valve

n700e4

n759e4

apportion, lathe,
dampness

drum, catapult,
vermilion, chromatic,
tepid, tympanum,
cinnabar

chios

n994e3

athens

n1052e13

n758e3

earthy, slake,
stucco, colonnade,
axle, substructure,
alum, triglyph,
peristyle, tenon,
cella, windlass

marble, obtuse

n640e1

trough,
proportionate,
bestowal

poplar, hoop

gape, flea

n462e4

n521e2

n580e1

obstruction, epigram,
levelling

n878e2

carthaginians,
protagoras

n992e1

athenians

n1051e6

brick, semicircle,
wreathe

n639e3

thickness, adriatic,
counterpoise

n699e3

n874e1

n932e2

effeminate, senate,
persians, maritime,
spartans,
licentiousness,
monarchical

n991e1

sap, sha

omit

pediment

n638e3

barge, sailor,
megaphone

n402e1

ancient, outward,
presently, delicacy,
duly

deaden

n51e37

jealous, shameful,
brother, a ire,
wife, whet, fret,
dishonest, haggle,
vouchsafe, miserably,
conclusively, midwife

n110e2

cheese

n169e2

corner, mud

n228e1

n286e1

n50e13

mother, fearful,
grass, seventeen,
lace, pardon, prick,
pang, bride, clog,
harass, scissor,
locksmith

n109e1

soundly

n168e2

gilt

n227e1

burial

n49e13

poor, leather, cloth,
farthing

n108e1

burgundy

n167e1

drip

n226e1

n285e1

n342e2

fanfare, disembark,
yves, tsunami

n461e5

n520e2

n578e1

moisture, triglyphs

n817e7

householder

posterity

n519e3

plinth

doric, ionic, corona

n757e12

pontus

rhodes, xenophanes,
miletus

beholder

n341e4

bog

n283e2

n48e4

coarse, treble,
aggrieve,
miscarriage, ordnance

n107e1

gum

n166e1

rope, vermin, elm

n225e1

holly

n282e3

n47e5

sort, discharge,
veneration,
peaceable,
unconquerable

n106e1

plank, filth, pave,
pavement

n165e3

fabled

drain, inconvenience,
lastly, tenacious,
improperly

n460e1

n46e5

erect, diversion,
diligence,
discontinue

n105e4

gu er, rubbish

ditch, causeway

n224e1

n400e5

n459e1

n697e2

samos

apportionment

n812e4

n399e7

serviceable, cypress,
consistence, girder

n637e3

ra er, mutules,
cymatium

n696e1

unskilful

n755e1

laudable, fortitude,
immoderate, deify,
deity, disputation,
cato, demosthenes,
lycurgus, brutus,
perturbation, stoic,
commonwealth, ca...

excel, desirous,
senator, remiss

n1050e4

detestation

n636e3

diana, arcadia

n694e1

perseus

castor, augur, cere

n811e27

honorable,
unpolished,
unbecoming

n870e11

orator, vehement,
miserable, unbridled,
befall, approbation,
acuteness,
philosophize,
adventitious,
endurable

n634e2

bacchus

n693e1

minos

n751e3

grief, elate

illustrious,
eloquence, appease,
temerity, solicitous

n633e1

centaur

convenience,
conveniently,
magnificence,
durable, apt,
answerable, summarily

n518e2

n577e1

mortar, lime, jamb,
volute, kiln, abacus,
fascia

n632e1

obsequies

n692e1

infamy, dotard,
betake

n517e4

n340e1

cramp, hippocrates

handsomely

n458e1

wholesome, indus

n516e1

maple

n45e4

arsenal, citadel,
soak, rust, recluse

n104e2

keel

n163e2

admonition, prudently

eddy, downstream,
lighthouse, linden,
microbe, suez,
invasive, garonne,
biogea

n339e2

spoilt, artfully

n398e1

n44e5

chapel, infirm,
stoutly

n103e1

kno y

n162e2

n221e1

ivy

n338e2

n457e2

n514e1

grit

n43e3

lineament,
intermission,
searcher,
inconsiderate

n102e1

plum, imbibe,
pestilential

prow

n220e1

n281e9

sand

theatre, disunite

n455e1

delta, diction,
orestes, unravelling,
iphigenia, omega,
alpha, sigma, lambda,
iota, tau, kappa,
rho, epsilon, omicron

n631e1

impious

exult, rashness

intemperance

n1107e11

enmity, whence,
instructor,
adversity, diseased,
maim

profess, honour,
herein

unintelligible

deform, limb

mast

spacious, rugged,
bluster

n396e2

distill, penetrable

n454e1

beech

n42e4

contrive, slime,
gnat, obelisk,
unsightly, tractable,
globular

n101e3

rot, cement,
platform, basement,
roller, jut, pier,
epitaph, mossy,
amphitheatre

n160e1

dig, rib

n219e1

n278e1

n336e3

vase

presage

propitious, preserver

n630e1

languid, inflame,
entrails, assuage

n749e3

expatiate

n808e4

n986e29

brotherly, unshaken,
unwonted,
corruptible,
concupiscence, hadst

n1045e8

n1165e3

n748e1

n867e1

n926e2

piously

n985e6

wilfully

n1044e2

mollify, dutiful,
tormentor

endue

n335e1

n690e2

disengage

n807e1

n866e1

n925e1

thankful

n984e1

partiality,
guardianship,
unassuming

n1043e3

n747e1

shady, trench

n394e2

n571e15

n629e4

applause

instigation

surgeon, unlock,
boisterous,
unprotected,
unmitigated

n806e3

hearty, robber,
taunt, sneer,
custody, gallows,
crib, broth

n865e4

n924e1

forbearance,
uncommonly,
commendation,
gallantry, caroline,
abominably, civility,
apologise, phillips,
lucas, j...
n983e3

n805e8

a end, insolence

studious

n453e2

n512e2

disgrace, dread,
infernal

n688e1

n746e5

robbery, interpose,
toast, artful, grin,
drab, burglary,
harry, gin, slink,
rejoin, surly,
parochial, tinker,
paleness, gr...

bestow, unwilling,
dissuade

n628e1

overcast

falter, dismal,
shrivelled, looker

mound

sacred, throe, pent

n452e2

n277e1

n41e7

adorn, wedge, moist,
noxious, strew,
contrivance,
pedestal, aqueduct,
intermix, rind,
moulder, aperture,
hurdle, cup...
n100e10

embellishment,
concavity,
gracefulness

n159e2

ba lement, worthily

n218e1

forefather

n276e1

n40e50

fortify, timber,
convenient, arch,
commend, strait,
flint, breadth,
fortification, fillet

n99e3

fortress,
pleasantness

n158e2

stone

n217e1

n275e1

n39e10

bake, uppermost,
girt, clod, noisome,
claudius,
corinthians, ague,
broil, plat

n98e2

workmanship

n157e1

dry, worm, hill,
amend, beautify,
manger

scorch

n274e2

n392e3

royal

n510e2

n568e3

consign

n627e1

stain, ghastly

n686e4

n745e67

gentleman, boy,
impatiently,
distractedly,
stateliness, gig,
pitchfork, archway

n567e1

fiercely, observant

n626e2

hush, remonstrance,
scuffle

n509e2

storm

n38e10

plentifully,
mulberry, canker,
inclose

n97e1

ninth, eighth,
twel h, mischievous,
overseer, cinnamon

n156e6

lighten, river,
overflow

n215e1

n273e1

deface

n451e1

divine, repel, pious,
boundless, incite,
discord

n37e4

harden, habitation,
besiege, earthen,
nativity, isle,
vinegar, fir,
diligent, mightily,
myrtle, euphrates,
ephesus, sepulc...
n96e6

twelve, strengthen,
fruitful, upright,
abundance, grove,
enemy, purge,
neighbour, vessel,
consecrate,
heaviness, furn...
n155e3

prudent, ash,
refresh, dreg,
adamant

tumour, vulture,
mona, lisa, uncanny,
nathaniel

n391e1

foremost, invade,
prone, hover,
illustration

n450e6

conquer, aid, urge,
impart, yield,
revenge, wanton,
ignoble

shade, sandy

n272e1

n36e15

seven, fruit, wash,
cast, oil, gate,
beast, pitch, forth,
seventh, mine, eat,
compass, reap, flesh,
appoint, multitude,
abundantly, re...
n95e19

save, bring, day,
burn, fire, ear,
bone, neither,
destroy, thousand,
fi y, faithful,
treasure, hundred,
sea, provoke, mo...
n154e5

ship, flood, scorn,
till, furrow

n213e1

n331e6

poise, disable,
arcadian

n390e5

n449e8

n508e3

wretched

n566e2

rouse, parley

n685e3

n389e9

care, triumph, hasty,
indignant, deed,
bribe, council

stately

n35e762

blood, gather, heart,
bury, peace, praise,
heaven, mount, send,
mouth, tread, prayer,
father, beloved,
perish, surely, lion,
child, herd, l...
n94e49

dead, heir, darken,
sca er, cloud,
thirst, wing, ivory,
withhold, fervent,
tributary

n153e5

chase, defy, gush

n212e2

n271e1

n330e3

conquest, impervious,
unthinking

train, stream,
hostile, deadly,
avert, persuasive,
weapon, presumptuous,
wreak

n448e7

loud, stoop, plunder,
befriend

nod, unkind, gladden

n625e2

inquire, stealthily,
viand, thro le,
doubtfully, nightcap,
portly

wield, grim, prowess

acclaim, regal, sue,
cloy

n329e3

infant

fair, race, sky,
victorious

n388e4

dare, stroke, sink,
impatient, awe,
ardent, sting

n507e1

n565e3

reply

n684e7

n744e8

companion,
carelessly, upstairs,
wi icism,
consolatory

condescend,
affectionate,
condolence

n862e9

gli er, grudge,
unclouded, truce

footstep, straggle

n624e1

doze, handkerchief,
graciously, shawl,
irresolute, confidant

dear, hastily,
beckon, merriment,
approvingly, luggage,
restlessly,
downstairs,
scornfully,
impressively

n328e1

youth, swell

n447e7

shine, bright, shake,
grateful, unseen,
horrid, unbend

n505e4

n564e2

hound, shaggy,
fester, troop,
fixedly, sinewy,
squadron

n623e6

n743e5

hurry, eagerly,
anxiously, solemnity

n504e4

timely, rash,
untimely, vigour

n34e118

pour, shame, err,
array, obedient,
hail, bowl, sorrow,
lament, prey,
thirsty, scourge,
oracle, grace, gall,
dismay, th...
n93e11

crown, golden,
withstand, cloudy,
forewarn

n152e3

mar

n211e1

n270e4

disdain

n387e2

unhappy, detain

n446e7

tear, rush, retire,
snatch, dusty,
implore, rein,
impend, heartless,
mane

quit

n33e26

dust, purple, bosom,
chief, balm, sheath,
defraud, confederate,
tempestuous

n92e5

proud, fight, plain,
crew, contend, flame,
dye

n151e1

copious, uncorrupted

n210e3

panther, unteach

n327e1

triumphant, lash,
vanquish, graceful

n386e2

arm, youthful,
repulse

n445e10

solemn, sway, wound,
vainly, crackle, maid

verge, fatal,
imperious

n326e4

breathe, glow, tore,
insult, tremble,
radiant, haste

n385e3

sparkle, alight,
stall, ember

n444e6

smoke, march, mist,
plume, ruffle,
predestine,
embroidery, tenfold,
munition

ply

n32e9

boast, bathe, band,
pomp, bid, heap,
heave, fiery, hiss,
mindful, scornful,
ravish, woe, cle ,
wrathful, vengeance,
unmindful
n91e7

n150e2

doom, resign, mortal,
revere, sage,
proffer, airy,
forceful, omen,
unarm, disclaim,
unknowing, thankless,
una ended
n209e4

n268e2

rear, shower, glide,
whirl, sadden

n325e7

bend, fright, curl,
upli

n384e4

tender, guard, seize,
dash, trample,
hasten, amid, madly

n443e9

n683e10

bustle, subside,
a endance

compliment, amiable,
sister, affability,
agreeable,
imprudent,
solicitude, tease,
headstrong,
wednesday, impudence,
matrimony, simpleton,
charmingly,
ceremonious,
conceited, adieu
unreser...
n981e7

n324e4

neck, hungry, cry,
lodge

n382e8

anxious, marry,
recollection,
displeasure, rapture,
frankness,
acquaintance, staid,
minuteness

n861e11

roll, toss, drench,
buckle

mantle

n322e4

sweetly

nose, knock, heel,
roast, bo le, hairy,
scrape

n441e13

gale

n31e17

vain, glorious, fury,
tempest, heavenly,
thrice, slaughter,
ere, affright,
distil, durst,
upbraid, valiant,
guiltless

fly, fate, prize,
fleet, herald, hero,
shun, deplore,
averse, immortal,
adverse, singly,
greeks, victor,
frantic, watch...
n149e14

deluge, mangle,
scape, verdant

n208e1

n266e3

n30e14

fame, shore, ample,
weighty, groan,
shield, expire,
bulwark, fearless,
faithless, vale,
snowy, turret,
transfix, ami...
n89e36

generous, starry,
divinely, trophy,
whiten, ignominious,
unsullied

n148e4

rout, combat, tardy

n207e1

stalk

n29e24

bold, rage, foam,
dire, greece,
resound, impetuous,
dreadful, dusky,
goddess, warlike,
swi , ethereal,
manly, navy, fie...
n88e7

pierce, breast, toil,
pest, carnage, gash,
billow

n147e3

mournful, unu erable

n206e1

n265e5

n28e148

thunder, furious,
pant, dame, haughty,
bleed, breathless,
headlong, spouse,
boar, sate, clang,
lave, supplicate

n87e7

brandish, throng,
prostrate, missive

n146e2

tumble

ba er

n264e4

blow, beat, night,
sleep, morning,
tooth, sing, spit,
midnight, hem, lice

n381e7

n27e14

blaze, pensive,
lordly, sceptre,
uninjured, twas, loth

n86e4

bellow, allay, clot

n145e1

funeral

n205e1

n262e1

n321e1

n26e7

v, reek, spout,
neigh, tusk,
reverend, emboss,
rabid, hearten

n85e3

talon

n144e1

hoist

n203e1

virgin, brim, eyelid

stagger, barefoot,
hey, discomfiture

n380e5

bag, slap, whine,
bu , wallet, swish,
lout, excitedly,

n439e10

n25e9

recline, idly, fawn,
wa , rapt, headless,
endear, nymph,
unheeded

n84e1

n143e1

cheer, stiff

n202e1

n261e11

n320e4

dusk, blond, hitch,
mash, mop,
frantically,
businesslike, yell,
blonde, missouri

n379e9

n24e9

silken, bravely,
spurn, unman,
hyacinth, unborn

fray, tress

n142e2

strangle, decease

n201e3

n260e2

n23e6

mourner, wile,
trusty, victoriously,
hilt, stow

n82e2

beard, waken, fare,
bystander, braggart

n141e2

faint, shut, vile,
devil, weary, fro,
sling, maiden,
dainty, famish, crumb

n200e13

n259e6

n22e6

relish, gallant,
bade, trapping,
scour, ado, bier,
windmill, cavalier,
yore, pike, peerless,
addle

n81e5

castle, jewel,
treacherous, amber,
surname

n140e11

sweet, milk, mock,
cup, liar, swaddle,
rumour, aha

n199e8

garland, slough, dike

n897e2

n1076e5

crumble, beneath,
ecstasy, indistinct,
pedant

n1136e5

terrify, audacity,
audacious,
fanaticism,
quarantine

nos

ecce

n958e3

n959e2

marie, fatally,
senility

n1017e5

lightning, shipwreck,
gratuitously, clamor,
jug

n1077e5

abrupt, daylight,
squarely, geniuses,
sceptic

n1137e2

premeditate,
immodesty

n1018e3

retrace, ladder,
spider

n1078e6

transfigure,
harshness, petrify,
enormity, sorbonne,
transfiguration

n1138e4

interrogate, senile,
menagerie, troupe

elector, jacobin,
potestas,
revolutionist,
robespierre

n900e3

lull, whitewash

caress, gorge,
potion, niagara

n1016e9

parisian, pun,
pallid, folio,
paternity

n840e5

n899e1

n956e4

phantom, hearth,
vicinity, gust,
speechless, talker,
hubbub, pandemonium,
behemoth

n839e1

horace, repertory,
ingenuous, feline,
ma , boa

beau, fez,
superannuate

n960e3

cat, appellation

n1019e1

ingenuously

n1079e4

accomplice, penal,
police, culpable

n1139e6

conscience,
executioner,
liberator,
schoolmaster,
saturnalia,
earthenware

lethargy, bien,
chaplain

n1020e5

pendant, connivance,
providential, nous,
curdle

n1080e6

claw, scoff,
effusion, pique,
populace, pardonable

n1140e5

ala, babble, lied,
jehovah, haughtily

n1166e4

lover, courageous,
unlawful, badness

ae

○ 2 370
Face of Eco_From the Tree to the Labyr nth
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G mmer 1 The strongest h gh ght the b ggest pass on of Eco_
From the Tree to the Labyr nth s anguage n ts encyc opaed c
abyr nth ts d fferent mean ngs and ways of dea ng and organs ng know edge w th n t
n1412 e140 {duo, arte, turin, compendium, combinatory,
luigi, sive, philological , hermann, petrarch, allegorical ,
cosmography, philosophie, miscellany, tra, forgery, semiotics ,
geoffrey, mnemonic, chez, ludovico, cratylus, dionysius,
libri, umberto, scriptural, lille, analytics , albin, nella,
lingua , scholasticism, dante, isidore, predication, magna,
semantics , historiographical, synecdoche , vulgate, mersenne,
greimas, differentia, intensional, studi, eco, peirce, forma,
rei, arbor, rebus , speculum, wilkins, summa, nel, paradiso,
moyen, einaudi, synonymy, encyclopedia , rorty, denotation,
vulgari, porphyry, extensional, eloquentia , vero, maistre,
inferential, encyclopedic , nomen, seq, mnemotechnics ,
secundum, bompiani, austral, thomist, sensus, ars, nam,
[…]
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tesauro, ӏtranslatioӏ, quae, enim, ӏsemiosisӏ,
estetica, abulafia, manzoni, croce, propter, autem, vattimo,
authentication, bari, vel, laterza, vox, locutio, locutionis,
doctrina, bede, foigny, sicut, nota, averroes, aliud,
boethius, abelard, sententia, canis, naturaliter, kabbalistic,
intellectus, ӏsignumӏ, ӏdiciturӏ, theologiae, suppositio,
priscian, pico, interpretatione, kabbalah, thomistic,
placitum, moerbeke, ockham, ӏlogicaӏ, signa, beatus, maritain,
platypus, marmo, significativa, voces, llull, bruyne, dve,
latratus, porphyrian, ӏsignificareӏ, ӏsignificatioӏ}
n1352 e4 {della, median, humain, quintilian}
n1411 e103 {ӏdictionaryӏ, dei, aristotle, sic, aristotelian,
thomas, hoc, allegory, re, cum, nova, est, posterior, ergo,
purveyor, simile, ӏscholasticӏ, gerard, natura, vegetative,
rosa, hugh, erat, bacon, alia, sacrum, hellenistic, mille,
ita, apocalypse, mendacious, hebrew, chartres, cui,
facta, constriction, zoology, ӏphiloӏ, voce, canterbury,
anselm, seville, modo, ultima, kern, caro, alighieri, dun,
canine, essais, nisi, moody, interchangeability, quem,
allegorically, augustin, coleridge, stallion, ӏdictionnaireӏ,
potentia, parler, forte, quam, gil, alembert, nell, hanc,
novum, johnston, christie, leiden, vere, bestiary, aeneid,
apocryphal, ezekiel, philosophia, liturgical, primum, quibus,
albertus, ӏuniversalisӏ, torah, ӏhjelmslevӏ, tantum, rerum,
naturalis, salisbury, aquinas, sed, habet, goff, nobis,
scotus, themistocles, sunt, tamen, quod, quia, ideo, aliquid,
etiam, kircher}

Glimmer 2. Slightly weaker in its intensity, it articulates language
through ways and figures of talking. A talk about talking, or thinking about talking, so to speak.
n2359 e37 {ӏrhetoricӏ, ӏcommentaryӏ, cite, ӏmetaphoricalӏ,
ӏmetaphorӏ, ӏrhetoricalӏ, ӏfigurativeӏ, pseudo, permutation,
nonexistent, qualm, canonical, trope, ӏgrammarianӏ, terminus,
maximal, roland, adverb, modus, attribution, roger, sander,
penury, medieval, facsimile, revelatory, nouveaux, republish,
visa, connote, oeil, visualization, latency, mouton,
unidirectional, ӏpolyphonicӏ, lakoff}
n2299 e6 {edgar, headway, commensurate, para, choses,
vico}
n2358 e27 {paolo, citation, dell, andrea, ӏalphabeticalӏ,
panofsky, guido, ӏtopicӏ, ӏprolegomenaӏ, atlantis, emilio,
cusa, italia, richards, alessandro, thesis, plagiarism,
poetics, abbreviation, curtius, storia, typewrite, advisor,
ӏbibliographyӏ, subsection, bibliographical, barocco}
n2239 e4 {morale, doctrinal, knower, cosa}
n2300 e17 {ӏliteralӏ, pro, ӏpolemicӏ, ӏdictumӏ,
comprehensible, ӏclassificationӏ, ӏunequivocalӏ, ӏunequivocallyӏ,
inexact, indices, michelangelo, ӏharmoniouslyӏ, ӏpoeticallyӏ,
vernacular, communicable, oxymoron, comprehensibility}
n2360 e12 {revise, ӏverbalӏ, ӏschemaӏ, perceptual,
abbreviate, interpretive, parenthesis, hypothesize,
classificatory, interpretable, schematism, fodor}

Glimmer 3. This glimmer is different from the other three. It is an
interest and passion for literary articulations, and an implicit way
of telling stories about language. For us it evokes examples of
beautiful characters and stories.
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n838 e6 {ӏhoraceӏ, repertory, ӏingenuousӏ, feline, matt,
boa}
n839 e1 {nos}
n837 e3 {bark, biped, beauvais}
n899 e1 {ecce}
n897 e2 {lull, whitewash}
n779 e6 {ӏbucolicӏ, iniquitous, inauspicious, academician,
quarto, laertius}
n958 e3 {marie, fatally, senility}
n840 e5 {elector, ӏjacobinӏ, potestas, ӏrevolutionistӏ,
ӏrobespierreӏ}
n900 e3 {beau, fez, superannuate}
n959 e2 {cat, appellation}
n960 e3 {ӏlethargyӏ, bien, chaplain}
n780 e5 {ӏparisianӏ, pun, pallid, folio, paternity}
n1018 e3 {retrace, ladder, spider}
n1019 e1 {ingenuously}
n896 e3 {garland, slough, dike}
n1020 e5 {ӏpendantӏ, connivance, providential, nous,
curdle}
n718 e3 {decidedly, blackness, chisel}
n775 e1 {oblong}
n1017 e5 {lightning, ӏshipwreckӏ, gratuitously, clamor,
jug}
n719 e12 {paris, notre, obscurity, nineteen, riot,
malicious, odor, barrack, titanic, orchard, springtime,
indemnity}
n1078 e6 {transfigure, harshness, petrify, enormity,
ӏsorbonneӏ, transfiguration}
n1079 e4 {ӏaccompliceӏ, penal, police, culpable}
n1080 e6 {claw, scoff, effusion, pique, populace,
pardonable}

The last strong highlight in the galaxy is Glimmer 4. It shines with
the richness of different ways in which a story can be told. It is
about forms of writing.

n2331 e5 {ӏtextӏ, occult, imprecise, impeccable, elegiac}
n2391 e10 {allusion, ӏliteraryӏ, ӏliteratureӏ, ӏnarratorӏ,
unquestionable, labyrinthine, debatable, mal, ӏpseudonymӏ,
reread}
n2271 e3 {ӏbiblicalӏ, unnamed, magnum}
n2330 e8 {ӏreaderӏ, ӏcomedyӏ, ӏchroniclerӏ, ӏbabelӏ, devotee,
preamble, ptolemy, gourmet}
n2332 e3 {corpus, stratagem, erroneously}
n2270 e2 {greco, ӏstorytellingӏ}
n2272 e5 {ӏmysticӏ, ӏfableӏ, ӏmysticalӏ, ӏsynonymӏ, dreamlike}
n2211 e1 {alexandria}
n2212 e8 {opus, matthew, hermetic, ӏastrologyӏ, abstruse,
outgrow, sol, aquarium}
n2390 e31 {ӏnovelӏ, ӏnarrationӏ, ӏtextualӏ, timetable, poe,
francesca, virgil, invective, eliot, joyce, aphorism, actress,
gli, roberto, borges, finnegans, ӏmythosӏ, archery, catharsis,
wilde, nerval, longinus, rosicrucians, kells, hypotyposis,
adrienne, stopgap, ӏintertextualӏ, sylvie, jerard, loisy}
n2392 e65 {ӏtranslationӏ, ӏparagraphӏ, gift, gloss,
archive, verdict, mot, equivocation, enthrone, underscore,
ӏautobiographyӏ, notoriety, nom, elliptical, foucault,
forgiveness, alice, aujourd, nudity, lapidary, epigraph,
guerre, unpardonable, interiorize, obligate, watchword,
[…]
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floodgate, belgium, apologia, translatable, frontally, bio,
autobiographical, belgian, spiritualize, unforgivable,
specular, ӏdeconstructionӏ, emmanuel, ӏgenreӏ, racism, donne,
flemish, sein, alumnus, idiomatic, passim, untranslatable,
zeit, hedgehog, jour, avoir, lira, ӏdeconstructiveӏ, geist,
ish, gibt, soir, donner, folie, portia, shylock, marin,
apartheid, biodegradable}
n2269 e1 {narrate}
n2213 e5 {ӏemblemӏ, ӏbibleӏ, procreate, congruence,
accordion}
n2210 e2 {erudite, alexandrian}
n2329 e3 {ӏnarrativeӏ, ӏnotebookӏ, ӏcinematographicӏ}

Eco_From the Tree to the Labyrinth loves language and tries
to play with it in many different ways. Each of its focuses can
trigger an interesting discussion in Xenotheka. We will centre
our attention on his first glimmer and see who the actors are
from Xenotheka who have the greatest passion for, and the highest probability to discuss, it. Here they are, already involved in
the conversation: Machiavelli_The Prince, Carpo_Architecture
in the Age of Printing, Alberti_On Painting, Leibniz_Theodicy.
○ 2.38 When around their new friend, they are talking about ways of
organising knowledge. We will join and listen just for a moment to
get the flavours, tempers, and an atmosphere of what might be at
stake. The hypothesis is that this dialogue offers indexes to Eco_
From the Tree to the Labyrinth, his understanding of language,
and ways of how we can organise knowledge. Let us ask them a
question by evoking Eco_From the Tree to the Labyrinth:
Main protagonists of atom-letter n1412 e140

Eco_From the Tree to the
Labyrinth,
0.221358

Alberti_On Painting,
0.0365853

Machiavelli_The Prince,
0.0627399

Leibniz_Theodicy,
0.027652

Carpo_Architecture in the Age
of Printing,
0.0462225

○ 2.38
Rendering_232_14_RW_4060_r_50it22d.

A tree or a labyrinth, a dictionary or an encyclopedia, in which
proportion?
Leibniz_Theodicy has the word at the moment:
I begin with the preliminary question of the conformity of faith
with reason, and the use of philosophy in theology, because
it has much influence on the main subject of my treatise, and
because M. Bayle introduces it everywhere. I assume that
two truths cannot contradict each other; that the object of
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faith is the truth God has revealed in an extraordinary way;
and that reason is the linking together of truths, but especially (when it is compared with faith) of those whereto the
human mind can attain naturally without being aided by the
light of faith. This definition of reason (that is to say of strict
and true reason) has surprised some persons accustomed
to inveigh against reason taken in a vague sense. 172
Faith and reason, philosophy and theology: how to navigate
between them. Two truths, Leibniz_Theodicy assumes, cannot
contradict each other. Reason links them together in opening up a
new space. Leibniz_Theodicy says it is a labyrinth of dictionaries.
The key lies in their relations.
In this short indexing, Machiavelli_The Prince offers a different perspective of handling knowledge and information. He
enjoys, and is a master of operating within, the real by materialising the imaginary. Machiavelli_The Prince takes faith into his
own hands, inverts Leibniz_Theodicity and provides a dictionary
for the labyrinth—exactly what a prince needs.
Machiavelli_The Prince
It is not unknown to me how many men have had, and still
have, the opinion that the affairs of the world are in such
wise governed by fortune and by God that men with their
wisdom cannot direct them and that no one can even help
them; and because of this they would have us believe that it
is not necessary to labour much in affairs, but to let chance
govern them. This opinion has been more credited in our
times because of the great changes in affairs which have
been seen, and may still be seen, every day, beyond all
human conjecture. Sometimes pondering over this, I am
in some degree inclined to their opinion. Nevertheless, not
to extinguish our free will, I hold it to be true that Fortune
is the arbiter of one-half of our actions, but that she still
leaves us to direct the other half, or perhaps a little less. 173
His friend Alberti_On Painting deliberately changes the tone
and proceeds with an abstract way of telling a very similar story
from another perspective. In his speech, the prince becomes a
point, picks up speed, dematerialises, and starts articulating his
abstract environment. Alberti_On Painting handles knowledge
in a geometrical formal way; he is building a perspective and a
map to navigate and inhabit the labyrinth. He takes both the tree
and the labyrinth and puts them in proportion: 1/3. A ground for
projects, an abstract map of any labyrinth.

172
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Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz and Austin Farrer, Theodicy, Essays on the
Goodness of God, the Freedom of Man and the Origin of Evil, trans.
E. M. Huggard, 2005, https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/17147.
Nicoló Machiavelli, The Prince, trans. W. K. Marriott, 2016, https://www.
gutenberg.org/ebooks/1232.
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Alberti_On Painting
The first thing to know is that a point is a sign which one
might say is not divisible into parts. I call a sign anything
which exists on a surface so that it is visible to the eye.
No one will deny that things which are not visible do not
concern the painter, for he strives to represent only the
things that are seen. Points joined together continuously in
a row constitute a line. So for us a line will be a sign whose
length can be divided into parts, but it will be so slender in
width that it cannot be split. Some lines are called straight,
others curved. A straight line is a sign extended lengthways
directly from one point to another. A curved line is one
which runs from point to point not along a direct path but
making a bend. If many lines are joined closely together
like threads in cloth, they will create a surface. 174
And lastly, Carpo_Architecture in the Age of Printing, excited
by the words of his friend and master, interrupts him and starts
to mediate his thoughts. He catches Alberti_On Painting’s point
and gives it purpose. He mediates knowledge, brings clarity to
complicated matters, untangles the messy threads, and builds
a new dictionary of necessities.
Carpo_Architecture in the Age of Printing
[…] Alberti invented a mechanism (in the literal sense of a
mechanical device or piece of hardware) and a method
(the software) for translating images into text. The Descriptio transforms a survey map of Rome into a system of
points designated only by polar coordinates, without any
other form of graphic documentation. In De statua, Alberti
expands the same system for use in three dimensions, as
a tool for transcribing in alphanumeric format the measurements of the human body. Alberti boasts of the precision
and trustworthiness of his method, which would even, so
he says, make it possible to produce identical copies of the
same statue in locations separated by hundreds of miles
or by centuries, or else to carry out simultaneously the production of various parts of a statue in different workshops. 175
When seen in terms of Eco_From the Tree to the Labyrinth, this
discussion can be conceived as a double articulation of, on the
one hand, a tree or a dictionary and, on the other hand, of a laby
rinth or an encyclopaedia. While Carpo_Architecture in the Age
of Printing is clearly embodied in the character of a dictionary,
Machiavelli_The Prince, Leibniz_Theodicity and Alberti_On
Painting are characterised by a difference in proportion of
174
175

Leon Battista Alberti, On Painting, Ed. Martin Kemp, Reprint Edition
(London: Penguin Classics, 1991), ebook, loc 82.0 / 211.
Mario Carpo, Architecture in the Age of Printing: Orality, Writing,
Typography, and Printed Images in the History of Architectural
Theory, trans. Sarah Benson, Reprint Edition (Cambridge, MA: The
MIT Press, 2017), 122.
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relating a dictionary to an encyclopedia. For Eco in simplest terms
a semiotic dictionary takes into account properties necessary
to distinguish a particular concept from others, and articulates
an ontology of language, while various encyclopaedias collect
knowledge of the world in different labyrinths; from Pliny to the
present day. There is no clear border between the two. The dictionary dissolves out of necessity of its breadth into an encyclopedia, which in its attempt to structure articulates a dictionary.
This is just a brief speculation that we hope could be further
developed into one of the keys to enter Eco_From the Tree to the
Labyrinth labyrinths. This is how friends talk about him without
mentioning his name. A Cipher.
…

End of the Third Scene

SCENE IV:
ASKING A QUESTION
Second Guest:
B_SIT_K_SMLXL_S_RAJ, aka the Mutant
ӏinformationӏ → 726, use → 486, ӏproblemӏ → 361, ӏenergyӏ →
350, obtain → 309, value → 305, ӏsystemӏ → 302, time → 296,
give → 296, ӏentropyӏ → 292, ӏcaseӏ → 287, ӏnumbӏ → 285, thou →
278, ӏconditionӏ → 270, ӏcityӏ → 263, ӏfunctionӏ → 254, new →
247, let → 246, small → 240, ӏfrequencyӏ → 238, result → 234,
point → 233, discuss → 231, correspond → 228, large → 227,
shall → 211, fig → 208, average → 205, ӏprobabilityӏ → 204,
increase → 202, consider → 200, example → 196, ӏobservationӏ →
196, chapter → 195, discussion → 192, section → 188, error →
186, come → 185, represent → 181, code → 179, good → 175, high
→ 175, letter → 174, define → 171, ӏmakeӏ → 170, require → 169,
ӏsymbolӏ → 167, certain → 165, ӏthyӏ → 164, ӏloveӏ → 164 176

Second to enter Xenotheka is a question in form of a mutant
composed of three books. It is a dramatic character interested
in architecture and information, very similar in its interests to the
text that we are writing, but created from the terms put forward
by three different actors. It is a fiction, an avatar, an alien book
in the library. It has a form but doesn’t have meaningful content.
It is a fiction we can communicate with, but we can not read
it. B_SIT_K_SMLXL_S_RAJ is an encoding of a hypothetical
book. 177 The moment we pose this question—that is, introduce
the mutant to the library—the whole library rearranges itself in
order to accommodate it. So what is the new milieu? How have

176
177

B_SIT_K_SMLXL_S_RAJ’s dictionary of most frequent terms.
The synthesising of fictitious texts we can work with, but which are
not explicitly there, is one of the beauties of working with data.
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our actors arranged themselves? Who are its friends and how
do they express themselves? Its friends form a character, atom-
letter n18e7. ○ 2.36
n18e7
ӏBӏ_ӏSITӏ_ӏKӏ_ӏSMLXLӏ_ӏSӏ_ӏRAJӏ
Wiener_Cybernetics
Delanda_Philosophy and Simulation
Brillouin_Science and Information Theory
Popper_The Logic of Scientific Discovery
Foucault_Archaeology of Knowledge

At first glance, it seems that this character is devoid of drama
and architectural discussions. The notion of information is present; Brillouin_Science and Information Theory is there with his
friends. Koolhaas_SMLXL and Shakespeare_Romeo and Juliet
and their friends are still quite far away (n54e20, n49e35, ○ 2.36).
n1e197

n2e8

tickle, railings,
tap, onion, wag,
bloody, giddy,
firework, patrick,
lemon, naughty, cork,
nag, quid, pat,
scamper, ke...
n61e52

n3e40

fume, wreath, gurgle,
obsequious, bray,
spi le, infatuate,
inadvisable

n62e2

bu er, stew, jack,
stale, penny, pub,
sneeze, grill,
ke le, ruby,
testimonial, picnic,
violator, postcard,
violet, shrun...
n121e29

cram, whisk,
liverpool, mortis,
unpretentious,
defunct, hereabouts,
crony, exhibitionism

advertisement, medal,
christen

n301e20

n302e2

futurism, depressive,
insensitivity,
futurist, reflector,
grille, lore,
expendable, motel,
hitchcock, brutalism,
brutalist, mch...
n361e2

medicine,
seventeenth, cure,
eighteenth, overly,
eccentric, recognise,
rigour, determinism,
backdrop, complicity,
obscur...
n541e14

nerve, pedagogical,
pathos, instil,
sleeper, criminality,
lunatic, cerebral,
juridical, acuity,
idiocy, impregnation,
hieratic, madhouse
n601e10

fictive, memoir,
phantasm, missile,
alcoholic, revoke,
dutchman, hoffmann,
ach, soporific

n661e92

tank, rainbow,
behest, orchestra,
acoustic, wanderer,
goethe, symposium,
autonomously, do,
odyssey, wagner,
hades, roc...
n721e4

somatic, eros,
motherly, wotan

n781e40

classical, insistent,
nineteenth,
definitively,
immobility,
reappearance,
watermark

n542e3

bluntly, concise,
truncate,
referential, femme,
hallucinate,
outrageously

plural, dialect,
syllable, prefix,
analogical, spelt,
germanic,
associative, proto,
contre, participle,
slavic, orthograp...
n547e12

consonant, vowel,
pronunciation,
abduction, vocalic,
orthography,
nominative, indo,
nasal, unmotivated,
phonetics, sylla...

n726e2

scapegoat,
sacrificers, vedic,
purusha, brahmanas

n727e3

rivalry, sacrificer

n786e1

maternal

mimetic

n843e6

n844e28

essay, le re,
unrepresentable,
thenceforward,
prosody, cohabitation

n903e19

substantiality,
eschatological

n1082e2

cartesian,
deconstruct

n1142e6

indivisible,
perverse, esoteric,
delimitation,
politico, texte

anthropologist,
strauss, metaphoric,
supplement, italic,
perfidy, effacement,
husserlian,
interdict,
appurtena...

substitution

appeasement

n1083e5

heterogeneity,
irreducibility,
linearity,
formalization,
hierarchized,
filiation

psychopathology

n1086e41

imaginary, register,
analytic, captivate,
mirage, prevalence,
hallucination,
contiguity,
automatism,
signifiers, r...
n1145e4

moi, aggressiveness,
compartmentalize,
infinitive

n1146e2

paranoid, oedipal

n849e4

tragic, infection,
contaminate,
contagious,
mutilation, hubris,
formalistic,
impartiality, rebuff,
polarize, exorc...
n908e1

n967e1

savoir,
individualize,
describable,
archaeology,
discursive, langage,
connaissance,
enunciative
n1026e1

discourse

signify,
indissolubly,
indissociable

n1144e6

rupture

violence, impure,
tragedy, kinship,
ritual, expulsion,
reciprocity,
impurity, beneficent,
mimesis,
misapprehens...

initiation

n968e1

paternal

n1027e4

clinical,
procreation, onset,
freud

n1087e11

psychiatrist,
psychoanalysis,
psychoanalytic,
schizophrenia,
homosexual,
psychoanalyst,
psychiatry

n1088e1

symptom, regression,
repression, sexual,
sublimation,
narcissism, genitals,
narcissistic,
castration, ego,
praecox, libidi...
n1089e12

instinctual

n1148e1

homosexuality

scandalous, seasonal,
intimation

outset, rigorous,
passion, imminent,
precarious, theme,
temperament, banish,
insidious,
indiscriminately,
dispossess, moral...

n850e4

n851e28

incarnation,
vertiginous, impiety,
wrongdoing

repress, erotic,
parental,
transference,
hysterical, neurotic,
puberty, megalomania,
trauma, infantile,
neurosis, pathogenic
n1149e5

unconscious, imago,
psyche, introvert,
mana

therapy, hysteria,
melancholia

n1030e28

compulsion,
determinant, super,
annex, inhibition,
coitus, cortical,
helplessness,
hypnosis, abeyance,
psychoanalyti...

disorder, lurk,
undifferentiated,
correction,
rigorously, disease,
exclusion,
unreasonable,
assistance, ferm...

n1090e3

jung, fechner,
psychically

n1150e11

conscious, patient,
fantasy,
predisposition,
inferiority,
hypnotic,
compensatory,
paral...

immediate, refusal,
ensure, century,
indefinitely,
poverty, excessive,
incapacity, moral,
qualification,
genuinely, doc...

reaction, danger,
aggressive, impulse,
protective,
relinquish, inhibit,
unduly, rejuvenate,
forgo

n1151e1

cue, wishful,
precautionary

n1092e5

phase, disruption,
euphemism, avowedly,
intransigent

n1152e3

undisputed

ignore, subsequent,
repeatedly, observer,
flaw, undue,
unwillingness

n973e10

punitive

n1032e3

n1091e10

threaten, fail,
extreme, elsewhere,
responsible, protect,
despite, qualify,
stake, intact,
sanction, catholic,
irrevoca...
n913e7

suppress,
suppression,
denounce, lengthy,
instill

n972e1

insufficiently,
deplete, routinely,
proclivity

difficult, lead,
clear, familiar,
explain, show,
finally, doubt,
apparently, reflect,
confirm, impression,
dangerous, confus...
n853e17

n912e5

physician,
anatomical,
paralysis,
distinctiveness,
savagery, signalled,
congenital,
impalpable, me...

fade, curiously,
satisfactorily,
delude, discomfort,
generously, oddly,
miraculously,
restlessness,
whimsi...
n793e24

reveal, age,
essential, reserve,
apparent, renew,
liberate, truth,
tolerate, undo,
imprison, devoid,
tame, resolut...

treatment, predispose

n1031e4

inexperienced,
outwardly, leapt

n733e11

superficial, quality,
figure, dream,
preoccupation,
shortcoming,
surreptitiously

n852e20

n971e2

unprepared,
undisturbed, vista,
keenly, trance,
tirade

n673e3

n792e26

n911e10

guilt, illness

n970e3

thrill, manhood,
vagary, multifarious,
grossly, infatuation,
unaided, grotesquely,
carefree, wreckage

n613e6

vision, picture,
sentimental,
harmless,
illumination,
instinctive

n732e7

birth, manifestation,
dissolve, clarity,
manifest, grip,
intimately,
indefinite,
reservation,
undivided, adr...
n791e16

n910e2

ambivalent,
ambivalence, siblings

n1029e13

anal, masturbation,
psychical

n731e12

futile, religion,
credence, anonymity,
denominator, wrest,
indelible, occidental

fairy, sane, fluent,
grandparent,
eyesight, demur,
alertness, depot,
clairvoyant, pageant,
sacrosanct,
wellspring, sist...
n553e10

allure, masterful,
respectability

dri , urgently,
chasm, primeval,
inquisitiveness

n672e6

n790e3

operandi

n969e3

identification

n1028e3

analyst, pregnancy,
depersonalize,
psychiatric, octopus,
paranoia,
straightaway,
determinative,
preconsci...
n1147e7

contagion,
conciliation,
interdiction,
insidiously

n909e1

initiatory

n966e8

dispersion, unsay,
reactivation, langue,
teleology,
scientificity

n1025e1

neutralize,
modifiable, thematics

n1084e3

detour, nouvelle,
precipitation,
alterity, anteriority

n1143e1

n848e14

n907e1

n965e6

anterior, plenitude,
exteriority

n1024e3

presence,
catastrophe,
theological, closure,
perversion,
dislocation, accede,
ruse, restitution,
irremediable, erasure

n847e64

supplementary,
efface, hieroglyphic,
inarticulate, fecund,
telos, usurpation,
ideality,
culpability,
uncontamina...
n964e3

speech,
provisionally, defer,
degeneration, logo,
dissimulate,
accessory,
unknowingly, forti...

n1023e11

interiority

n846e1

n904e20

auto, barbaric,
accent, broach,
graphic, wand,
originary, script,
colloquial, denude,
copyist, soi,
incrimin...
n963e19

n1022e1

n845e1

violent, religious,
invariably, ceremony,
monstrous,
reciprocal,
perpetuate, crisis,
outburst,
monstrosity, devious

impassioned,
revelled, heartedly,
clinch

n612e5

unlike, overlook,
significance,
obviously, root,
crude, anew,
spiritual,
projection,
miracul...

haze, boyhood

n493e15

n552e3

helpful,
understandable,
meticulously,
mouthpiece

n671e17

n730e8

primitive, rival,
aberration,
accusation,
elimination,
momentous,
unperceived, african,
turner, reestabl...
n789e11

anathema, chorus,
redirect, virulent,
onslaught, quell,
infectious, paroxysm,
horrific, parentage,
ritually, demeanor,
awesome, fl...

glimmer, sensuality,
affront, unfailingly,
diplomacy, soberly,
honorary, dile ante,
quarrelsome, cinder

idealistic, nowadays,
learnt, infrequently,
distaste,
materialistic,
imaginatively

n611e4

a ache

n670e10

associate, trace,
whereas, undoubtedly,
imitate, obsession,
pervade, scholar,
people, luminosity

gossamer, crocus,
gusto, gage, wildfire

n433e2

bugle, dynamo

n492e4

regre able,
unwanted, unqualified

n434e22

heartfelt, northeast,
grovel

n554e4

appal, unremi ing,
fruitlessly, exultant

n614e3

ghostly,
companionship,
keenness

n674e3

steadily, ostensible,
li leness

n734e4

echo, steady, tinge,
immeasurably

n794e7

prospect, loosen,
emphatically,
impress, closeness,
disclose, acutely

n854e28

late, early,
a ention, continue,
success, interest,
avoid, conclude,
careful, seriously,
serious, brief,
mention, eff...
n914e30

weaken, comment,
support, mass,
massive, devastate,
party, regularly,
august, october,
leader, conference,
agreement, ...
n974e26

threat, notable,
evidence,
commentator, portray,
concede, noteworthy,
retract,
knowledgeable,
denunciation

digest, unite, april,
supporter,
devastation, warfare,
november, blatant,
administration,
organizer, spokesman,
defense, tay...

n1033e12

n1034e177

elicit,
retrospective,
subversion, credible,
retrospect,
incursion, bias,
oust, aggressively,
denigr...
n1093e15

pessimistic,
americans, discredit,
evasion, corporate,
credibility, tenable,
marginalize,
syndrome,
uncritica...
n1153e10

advertise,
anniversary,
headline, setback,
crucially, relayed,
propagandist,
manipulative,
galbraith, sakharov

report, official,
invasion, journalist,
unworthy, allege,
murderous,
washington, pot,
offensive, murder,
sponsor, escal...
n1094e32

personnel,
assassination,
censorship, tactical,
communist, bomb,
legitimize,
unchallenged,
terrorism, seat...
n1154e3

military, monitor,
memo

fondly, placid,
debar, hilarity

n555e4

protector, ardently,
turk, demoniacal

n615e3

misgive,
compassionate,
forlorn, stool,
steadfastly,
questioner, florid

terrific,
consummation,
uncouth, loveliness,
debility

n556e16

n735e6

emphatic, ominous,
desperation,
suspense, lifeless,
outlive, chemist

n855e20

n737e2

convince, decide,
inform, position,
unable, weakness,
sharply, favor,
expression,
reluctant, prominent,
village, hope...
n915e9

keen, restless,
modestly, deprecate

news, scholarship,
fraud, ambassador,
favorably, ration,
apathy, stronghold,
campaign, diplomat,
foist

n1035e6

incompetence,
incompetent,
servility, editorial,
columnist, clam

try, quickly, repeat,
behave, alert,
passionate,
conviction, infect,
personally,
vigorously, mild,
dr...

win, frankly,
desperately, aren,
hasn, huddle, slam,
isn, slant, boyish,
crumple, shrug,
dryly, lazily

n1038e11

n1157e6

sardonic

swing, bore, guess,
worry, appointment,
approval,
announcement,
cautiously, nasty,
luxurious, casually,
halfway, lu...
n978e14

flatly

fingernail,
subconsciously, dope,
ponderously, speedy,
airless, asteroid,
mike, gamma, yeast,
susan, robotics,
interstellar, a...
n1156e1

straight, smoothly,
unnoticed, club,
disgust, annoy,
unsuitable,
persistently,
enjoyable,
una ract...
n918e18

defiant, exhilarate

n1097e29

defenseless, loyally

eyewitness, kosovo

spend, appreciate,
painful, panic,
patch, mood,
exceptionally,
oblivious,
disillusion, bask,
irrationally

rubber, chairman,
secretary, crusade,
unofficial,
undercurrent

n1037e1

publicity, inc,
reputable,
understatement,
underwear, derisive,
mickey, wayne

unconsciously,
complacent,
unceasingly, jam,
standstill, callous,
fait, directness,
admiringly,
intolera...
n858e11

n977e6

newspaper, pretense,
unreliable,
unsupported, ruefully

n1036e8

n1095e2

n1155e2

hopeless, dreary,
smother, conductor,
outstrip,
accompaniment,
disreputable

n917e2

torture,
scrupulously,
ludicrous

n976e5

squeeze, rider,
refreshment, nimble,
pitiable, lenient

n798e12

n857e11

n916e3

heavily, a ack,
defeat, vindicate,
incident, loyalty,
loyal, rig,
circumspect

n975e11

doctor, escort,
submissive, stillness

n738e6

compatriot,
consignment

n797e7

n856e17

darkly, knuckle,
profligate, manfully

n678e4

leisurely, tradesman,
unimpeachable,
firewood, wrapper,
retake, flop

aristocrat

n796e4

brood, smelt,
candidly, scullery

n618e4

bloat, dingy

n677e7

n736e1

silk, sip, monday,
trudge, medley,
deathbed, deportment,
concussion,
unsubstantial, darn

n558e4

chink

n617e2

passenger, knit,
jacques, lumber,
chocolate,
recklessness,
portend, croak,
purposeless,
watchfuln...

charles, relapse,
travelling, jury,
judiciously,
unhappily

n795e7

outhouse, offal,
candour

n557e1

wretchedly

n676e36

lovely, chew, pad,
beef, spade, spat,
tinkle, flick,
cigare e,
chandelier, blare,
gallon, mull, juicy,
pester, tw...
n498e10

sicken, arabian,
unearthly, pi ance,
irksome, begone,
cloudless, felix,
malignity, fiend,
agatha, frankenstein,
co ager, just...
n616e1

kick, hip, flap,
unroll, hop, poke,
glee, plod, sock,
towel, pal, richmond,
sawdust, panama,
jimmy, wobble, quiz

n438e20

gorgeous, henry,
painless, dank,
squash

n497e3

earnestness, musty,
saintly

n675e7

bull, a ernoon,
crazy, drowsy, jail,
bean, lee, beer, bug,
nickel, crate,
tingle, truck,
spruce, solo, smoky,
sullen, driz...
n378e17

brown, lonely, lap,
dangle, punch, fry,
cream, sloppy, urinal

n437e5

overjoy, flannel

n496e5

reel, sweat, shamble,
suspiciously

n318e91

ticket, jersey,
tremendously,
melodious, luscious,
curry, ranger

n377e9

thereabouts, peach

n436e2

youngster

n495e4

blast, husk, backside

n258e4

swerve, burly, buoy

n317e7

bump, weakly, prod,
frisk

n376e2

eugene, lovable,
muck, grist, dietary

n435e1

brawl

n257e3

n316e4

nipple, rasp

n375e5

wade, freckle, flair,
yankee, penumbra,
buoyant, jenny,
doodle,
temperamental, billy,
atelier, undergrowth,
benefice...
n494e3

suck, stink, buffet,
recorder, rump, quail

n198e3

windy, carcass,
jaundice

coil, twinge, gout

hyper, tractor,
magnification,
quaver, robotic,
unreadable

n20e92

dost

n79e1

clout

n138e6

nostril, mite

n197e1

n256e3

n315e2

boulder, raucous

n374e5

n432e2

n551e7

exactitude

n610e1

n729e11

divinity, perpetrate,
festival

n788e18

unanimous, victim,
mythic, antagonist,
dismemberment,
stampede,
tendentious,
unanimity, reprisal,
baccha...

realised, realise

n550e1

spell, tense,
inaccuracy

substitute, origin,
imitation, rant

spurt

bloodless, stu er,
scion

n19e1

queen, clown, pate,
hamlet, gertrude,
gambol, liege,
bernardo, pyrrhus,
ophelia, ber, ham,
hor, polonius,
horatio, laer...
n78e1

n137e2

belch, askew, pelt

n196e3

n255e3

n314e2

kaleidoscopic,
motherland, humphrey,
thumbelina

n491e10

intrinsically, oddity

n669e4

n728e3

sacrifice, parricide,
immolation

n787e13

afield, civilisation,
realising, realises

n609e2

phoenician,
primitivism

solace, tenuous,
immeasurable,
illimitable

surf, bodiless

n18e23

dally

odour, sunbeam

n136e3

hue, icy, stag,
chafe, zodiac, entomb

n195e1

n254e2

entwine

n372e4

n490e2

n549e3

n668e2

n253e1

untrustworthy, ning

downright, leo,
walter, fluently,
unspeakably, austro,
noose, divan,
scrutinised, jubilee,
lucy, collateral,
highness, ulr...

sound, stem, a est,
unit, etymological

language,
prehistoric,
etymologically,
hieroglyph, ideogram

n725e5

n902e2

latin, alternation,
translator, semitic,
etymology,
fortuitously,
linguistically,
mortem, analogically,
bran, gab, soleil
n548e5

vocal, linguistic,
linguist,
linguistics,
grammatically,
sonority, auditory,
phonetic, berger,
larynx, phonetica...

n608e5

sex, subjugation,
deployment,
sexuality, charcot,
incitement

ENERGY

perpetuum

n431e23

perspicacious

auspicious, commingle

antic

n17e1

needful, acorn,
methinks, wayward

n76e2

pore, feign, unmixed,
flavour, aflame,
cajole, finder

n135e6

marvel, therea er,
crave, greedy,
stench, roughness,
fraught, infuriate

n194e4

n311e2

channel, circuit,

inductively

n489e4

steadfast, nefarious

n16e4

beget, germ, whit,
quake, flit, asunder,
wont, ether,
forthwith, eyeball,
primal, thunderbolt,
woodland, sunder,
multitudin...
n75e7

goad, perforce

n134e8

downward, onward,
malign, overmaster

n193e2

n252e1

exit, cull

n370e1

DISCUSS,

this

n488e12

n666e1

immolate, persecutor,
soma, manu, brahmins

n782e1

indestructible,
melody, sidetrack

elusive,
unbridgeable, soccer,
nonchalantly, denne

dental, dit, sanskrit

n546e20

philologist

n665e5

perspicacity,
crucifixion

n722e6

n962e3

n1141e7

bopp

n545e1

n664e2

hymn

n310e3

OBTAIN, experimental,
maximum, efficiency,
negligible, signal,
absorption, accuracy,
sample, interval,
complexion, demon,
microsc...

n369e2

instigator

n428e1

pod, dominus, mes

n487e22

inaugurate

n663e1

concoct, ness, churn,
russell, microscopic,
hopefully, pronoun,
sperm, berry,
quibble, credo, loop,
savor, stanley,
epiphenome...
n1081e5

analyse, verb

decipher,
popularization,
prosaically

n309e102

megastructure

n368e1

celtic

n427e3

gu ural,
monosyllabic

n486e3

fickle

n251e2

mutiny

n15e46

weal, o , bestir,
apace, alo , twain,
stalwart, aye,
unharmed, mayst,
nowise, amain

n74e2

plaint

n133e4

disconsolate, tow,
moat, inferno,
behove, crag, canto

n192e2

villain, anon,
minstrel, churchyard,
choler, stint,
doomsday, rais

n250e1

n308e1

n367e1

ment

n426e2

philology,
reduplication,
invertebrate,
conjugation, grimm,
origine, naturelle,
grammaire, mathesis,
destu , taxinomia

farewell, goose,
writ, thursday,
madam, ben, woo

n14e12

sturdy, fen, loath,
sooth

n73e1

dole, twixt, whereat

n132e7

n191e1

yew

avis, heraldic,
caesars

n366e1

doc

n425e11

immoderately

n13e4

folk, fain, bide,
hardy, sprite,
baleful, mead,
chie ain,
friendless, valor,
henchman, blithe,
fiendish, f...
n72e3

thievish

chide, rosemary,
scurvy, visor

n190e8

n248e1

n603e1

physiology,
genealogy,
transmission,
epitome, armor,
calculable, quotient

n662e2

unconsciousness,
motif,
psychologically,
dissociation, snake,
personality,
masculine, personify,
wholeness, rebi...

vivify, clockwise

sign, continuity, be,
analysis,
superimpose,
juxtapose,
chronology, unbroken,
anthropological,
meticul...

surfeit

n12e28

lusty, kinsman

n71e1

nurse, mantua, verona

n130e4

cupid

n189e7

jester

n306e3

topple

n365e1

n485e1

n543e3

uncouple,
decipherable,
disqualification

n602e7

pedagogy, precocious

n841e49

n1021e78

designation,
nomenclature,
anatomy, inflection,
representation,
resemblance,
resumption,
superimposit...
n484e2

anthem, trill,
feeler, eavesdrop

n246e1

n305e1

merchandise,
fecundity,
invisibility,
appreciative,
untroubled,
interminably,
recomposed, ni...
n424e61

visible,
uninterrupted,
frontier, visibility,
interweave,
dissociate,
digestive,
compilat...
n483e23

n70e3

knave, wench

n129e1

n188e1

n11e2

hie, hoar, quoth,
shri , friar, clos,
woful, alack, juliet,
mer, laurence,
exeunt, rom, mu,
montague, serv,
romeo, mercu...
n69e2

grandly

n187e1

willy, pater,
copulation, testicle

signature, digestion,
featureless

n364e10

zoological,
unreachable, allusive

n423e10

perilous, silhoue e,
incantatory

n482e7

isis, dragon,
mystique, microcosm,
quintessence, prima,
adept, astral,
gnostic,
astrological, mundi,
incorruptibil...

n901e2

n304e3

unspoken, prolific

n363e3

easel

n422e3

unhinge

n481e128

beverage, rhapsody,
esperanto

n10e24

paunch, twill

cloven

n127e1

sweetheart

n186e4

n245e4

poetical, jot,
ineluctable

n303e2

erudition, legibly

n362e1

poussin, porbus

n421e1

juggle, nick, martin,
shrewdly, scribble,
adhesive

n8e2

stopper, fount,
valentine, martha,
nevermore, margaret,
faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch, siebel

n67e1

wisp, waylay

n126e1

coax, gyration

n185e3

n244e3

full, pare,
enthusiast, overtone,
astute, tragically,
ancestry

n7e10

witch, thieve,
carouse, enamor

n66e2

ape, snout

n125e2

sibyl

n184e6

concert, professor,
peer, marri, marathon

n6e4

jangle, stealthy

n65e2

lovingly, whimper

n124e1

hark, pry

n183e5

n242e7

canopy, ramp, kit,
tidy, gill, portable,
glaze, fiat, badge,
practicality,
satirical,
archaeologist,
angeles, ...

n5e2

bliss, motley, singe

n64e2

bait, grub, toad,
carrion

n123e2

sour, lump, perch,
sweeten

n182e3

n241e81

n4e3

ripe, cave,
poisonous, thereupon,
poppy, loathe,
conscientious,
fervour, mellow,
nondescript, sultry,
ruminate, r...
n63e4

lukewarm, cobweb

n122e4

fan, umbrella, peel,
grey, soap, doorstep,
gut, tan, garb,
pastry, trinity,
surgical, bronze,
obviate, staunch,
palpably, lu...
n181e9

haven, funny, weren,
sandwich, gasp,
stiffly, hunch,
wearily, ominously,
chuckle, squirm

n1098e7

jag, blurt, savagely,
suddenness, snarl,
peek, ba leship

n1158e2

mess, colorful

n21e13

bridle, courteous,
horseback, entreat,
sorely, turks,
enchant, ungrateful,
bethink, enchantment,
craze, cuff, boon,
indignity, ...
n80e5

vomit

n139e8

sweet, milk, mock,
cup, liar, swaddle,
rumour, aha

n199e8

belly, ro en, lick,
razor, filthy, booth,
salmon, whore

n259e6

eleven, crook, drink,
shave, slack, toe,
lamp, couch, wail,
lily, cake, drunken,
salute

n319e10

dusk, blond, hitch,
mash, mop,
frantically,
businesslike, yell,
blonde, missouri

n379e9

bag, slap, whine,
bu , wallet, swish,
lout, excitedly,
squeal

n439e10

mumble, lurch,
whereabouts, greasy,
strawberry, husky,
amble, wrangle,
saunter, pineapple

n499e23

blink, doorway,
tenor, schoolboy,
sideways, potato,
pill, rudely, crease,
cabbage, awry,
pudding, bazaar,
grunt, def...
n559e17

wet, glove, solemnly,
nice, headache,
bachelor, soup,
sticky, throb, tea,
untidy, cringe,
glossy, gallantly,
vacate, pickle, mort
n619e10

yes, muffle, rang,
shrill, rake, flirt,
nervously,
conveyance, artless,
two

n679e7

sunshine, englishman,
shrewd, swoop, clerk,
sleek, propos

n739e16

yesterday, so en,
ponder, pity,
invalid, pitiful,
unaccustomed,
favorite,
exasperation,
connoisseur, al...
n799e23

ready, talk, strain,
friendly, greet,
excite, rapidly,
blame, arouse,
quarrel, spite,
instinctively,
nobility, depr...
n859e25

feel, look, run,
meet, usual, ask,
notice, firmly,
se le, tell,
forward, remember,
finish, stay, table,
brilliant, ea...
n919e20

stop, wish, expect,
drop, wait, busy,
happily, thin, dim,
polite, amuse,
calmly, guest,
reception, careless,
sorry, g...
n979e18

want, finger, tire,
lean, smash,
surrender, stomach,
don, shuffle, dimly,
soot, terribly,
shouldn, crank,
ostentatiou...
n1039e34

paper, tight,
vicious, both, hurt,
hell, mockery, ankle,
faintly, selfish,
wrench, glisten,
freak, hobby,
exaltation, ove...
n1099e21

office, untouched,
patiently, wasn,
plumb, nameless,
mansion, unconcerned,
reunion, contort,
assignment, lecturer,
millionaire, capt...
n1159e16

career, decent, wire,
commission, calendar,
editor, drill, job,
photograph, paralyze,
professionally,
vacation, eloquently,
fixture, cr...

n320e4

virgin, brim, eyelid

dirty, shirt, smack,
bony, bushy

n440e11

rub, limp, buzz,
bu on, skirt, cock,
clap, squat, nudge,
awhile, snore

n500e20

wink, tug, so ly,
strap, sniff,
wriggle, sausage,
whiff, bitch,
askance, noiseless,
tramp, lui, bravo,
pantry, audi...
n560e12

lightly, loudly,
quietly, jacket,
napkin, gaiety, tuck,
darling, unsteady,
smartly, abreast,
maroon

n620e12

leg, shy, splash,
tomorrow, forehead,
cheerfully, emaciate,
audibly, pancake,
frolic, gleefully,
dewy

n680e25

tone, dress,
excitement, splendid,
autumn, sit,
unpleasant, mentally,
vividly, fur,
freshly, inquisitive,
pou...
n740e33

interrupt, face,
clever, awkward,
conversation,
childish, confident,
ball, unnatural,
incomprehensible,
habitual, horr...
n800e15

please, beg, regret,
excuse, silent,
embarrassment,
arrival, ridicule,
happiness, fla er,
bewitch, wearisome,
rudeness, deco...
n860e16

ill, temper, happy,
curiosity, marriage,
instantly, sincere,
feelings, dislike,
eagerness, cruelly,
mend, carelessness,
aloof, minut...
n920e4

amusement, lately,
deference,
reprehensible

n980e2

insolent, resent

n1040e4

honestly, week,
apology, advisable

n1100e18

relief, hint,
wonderful, startle,
vacant, eloquent,
integrity, deck,
honesty, unspeakable,
intrude, retirement,
unfinished, mus...
n1160e17

sharp, suit, intend,
mod, whim, match,
caution, cautious,
arrogant, defiance,
worthless,
acknowledgment,
nic...

breath

n322e4

sweetly

n381e7

nose, knock, heel,
roast, bo le, hairy,
scrape

n441e13

laugh, wipe, puff,
choke, moonlight,
muddy, fox, gait,
inhale, toothless,
languor, profusely,
belfry

n501e19

fellow, rustle,
screw, cla er, boot,
lit, flounder, bass,
yelp, clink, nap,
hoof, squeak, mu on,
beardless, blotch,
prearrange, hoars...
n561e27

whistle, sleeve,
pillow, trot,
silently, sleepy,
kiss, chime, creak,
belonging, munch,
blandly, reproachful,
breathlessly, sp...
n621e52

scream, brightly,
reluctantly, dinner,
flare, jest, eyebrow,
blush, pleasantly,
duel, resolute,
awkwardly, sarcastic,
handsome, sm...
n681e23

suddenly, nonsense,
listen, congratulate,
angry, passionately,
crowd, supper,
serene, tutor,
affectionately,
frost, affectat...
n741e11

fond, sincerely,
firmness, pleasant,
agitation, spur,
treachery,
perplexity,
insignificance,
trepidation, demean
n801e9

assurance, console,
cousin,
condescension, uncle,
nephew, unlucky,
playfulness,
ina entive,
coarseness, unconcern
n921e8

shoulder, cheek,
beside, boldly,
harness, majesty,
wi y, whip,
laughter, cap, lid,
confessor, casement

n502e16

horse, await, scarf,
mason, feverish,
moan, wagon, unload,
newcomer, eldest,
rumor, pouch,
password, abdomen,
raisin, ce e
n562e250

count, french, shout,
staff, mu er, hare,
alexander, ride,
undress, sleepless,
stout, army,
detachment, corp,
comrade, sold...
n622e21

cloak, whisper,
cheerful, kindly,
tenderly, frighten,
unexpectedly,
dispatch,
a entively,
cordially, uneas...
n682e3

invitation,
gratitude,
disappointment,
resentment, miss,
impertinent, vouch

n1041e5

admiration, admire,
disappoint, comply,
thoughtless

n1101e19

know, sure, refuse,
wonder, stand, soon,
thank, astonish,
friend, advice,
visit, forget,
a entive, walk,
contempt, na...
n1161e14

hold, leave, else,
except, deal, right,
touch, spread, draw,
shortly, wave, board,
openly, cruelty

pale, sigh, ba le,
retreat, scout,
joyful, traitor,
proclamation, deafen,
irresistibly,
pillage, booty, whizz

n563e7

n742e4

n743e5

hurry, eagerly,
anxiously, solemnity

n802e3

condescend,
affectionate,
condolence

politeness,
mortification,
mortify, fortnight,
entreaty,
cheerfulness,
composure, aunt,
niece
n922e13

n982e7

gratify, incredulity,
impropriety,
impertinence,
inducement,
abhorrence,
thoughtlessness

n1042e3

assure, astonishment,
unwillingly

n1102e18

see, hope, recover,
ease, spare, answer,
go, young, request,
stretch, pride,
cruel, LOVE,
persuade, sixteen,
curtain, cord, hire
n1162e46

take, turn, keep,
break, find, speak,
lie, suffer, live,
believe, word, rise,
serve, fill, aside,
hide, confidence,
promise, off, y...

n745e67

gentleman, boy,
impatiently,
distractedly,
stateliness, gig,
pitchfork, archway

n804e3

lady, heartily,
avowal

n863e6

alacrity, clergyman,
pony, perusal, mrs,
housekeeper

n923e37

coolly, chaise,
parlour

recital, salutation

n924e1

forbearance,
uncommonly,
commendation,
gallantry, caroline,
abominably, civility,
apologise, phillips,
lucas, j...
n983e3

exceedingly,
kindness, unworthily

n1103e40

away, sight, sake,
say, trouble,
pass, bi er,
comfort, delight,
foolish, hear,
patience, humble,
journey, aw...

COME,

n1163e76

rest, receive,
remove, bear, seek,
lay, strong, bind,
hand, prepare, man,
none, teach, cease,
possession, strength,
LET, name, cha...

bi erness, heinous

n1104e25

willingly, deceive,
soul, joy, faith,
astray, exhortation,
folly, falsely,
conceit, offence,
likeness, drunkenn...

n1164e10

corrupt, instruct,
wisely, wisdom, wit,
boldness, calamity,
fe er, falsehood,
servile

misfortune,
vehemence, trifle,
acquaint, inactive,
recollect, quickness,
detestable,
apprehensive,
strenuously, untried

unjust, imitator,
enquiry, gymnastics,
drone, spangle,
informer, unholy,
cobbler, tyrannize,
demigod

lover, courageous,
unlawful, badness

orator, vehement,
miserable, unbridled,
befall, approbation,
acuteness,
philosophize,
adventitious,
endurable

n1167e2

aeschylus, uninformed

n1108e14

n1168e1

countryman, oration,
lust, panegyric,
marcus, unsound,
destitute, faun,
deservedly, turbid,
viciousness

tyrant, freeman,
husbandman,
democratical

commendable,
rhetorician, cicero,
theseus, banishment,
copiously, caucasus,
ignominy, tiberius,
enervate, epicurean

n931e7

preferable, covet,
sicilian

n1110e14

elect, salami, solon,
pisistratus,
areopagus, archon

n1111e2

tyranny, aristocracy,
legislator,
conversant,
magistrate, perjury,
eligible, cretans,
sedition, kingly,
demago...

concord, corinth

n873e2

pythagoras, inveigh,
pythagoreans

delphic

rhodes, xenophanes,
miletus

enroll, magistracy

drum, catapult,
vermilion, chromatic,
tepid, tympanum,
cinnabar

excellently, syracuse

n760e4

pivot, outermost,
faultless, channelled

toothed,
unintelligent,
shellfish

chios

dovetail

n937e1

flute

tier

ornament, rigidity,
spire, sublime,
aesthetically,
interlace,
diagonally, twig,
textile, vegetal,
ornamentat...
n1000e3

n1115e1

n1058e2

basilica

n1117e1

aurelius

n1059e4

frieze, joist

n1118e14

pilaster

truss, slavishly,
amphitheater, lath,
mantel, salubrious,
vestibule, impost,
semicircular,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recu...

n1001e2

vertically, decorate,
mold

rubble

n1057e1

manliness

ornamental, drapery,
artistic, inorganic,
crystalline,
sculptural,
romanesque, acanthus,
wavy, byzantine,
sidedly, natural...
n941e34

width, lintel, tuscan

n998e1

aristophanes,
silenus, pausanias,
alcibiades, phaedrus,
agathon, eryximachus

n1055e1

n881e19

n1060e1

carpentry,
familiarize,
gymnasium, courthouse

nave, textured

n882e10

n1120e1

arabesque, mould,
excrescence,
dishonesty, bas,
devotional, gio o,
campanile, rouen,
flamboyant

n942e4

carve, richly,
venetian,
exquisitely,
pinnacle,
cylindrical,
luxuriant,
unmanageable
n943e7

mullion, sublimity,
tracery, leafage

n1002e2

gable, wildness,
neatness, allowable,
scenery, champaign,
como

n765e2

exhibit

n824e4

lightness, visibly,
venice, incision

n884e6

beauty, color,
grotesque, sharpness,
incongruous, ennoble

n944e8

unison, swiss,
cranny, erection,
imperishable,
unsuited, agreeably,
inexcusable

n1003e2

bu ress, fretwork

steeply, clinic,
crinkle, driveway

n1123e76

briar

comfortable, balcony,
entrance, roof,
shelf, stair,
kitchen, interchange,
bulge, courtyard,
cascade, identifia...

cool, muscular

n825e4

crystal, metallic,
aggregation,
horizontality

n885e6

interior, italy,
excessively,
uninteresting,
diminutive, unfailing

n945e4

beautiful,
horizontal, vertical,
finely

n1005e7

enclose, space,
square, transition,
beautifully, loosely,
builder

balustrade, co age

n1063e4

tile, pa ern,
arcade, modular,
farmhouse, freeway,
simmer, aisle, barn,
fart, tern

n1122e1

plaster

leaf, magnificently,
ugliness, niche,
quaint, foil, nicety,
rembrandt, normandy

n883e8

n1062e11

decoration

n764e1

n1064e6

window, roughly,
glare, usable,
timeless, agglomerate

n1124e40

edge, build, floor,
garden, pool,
comfortably,
embellish, flimsy,
trim, closet,
enclosure, evenly,
ultra, bathr...

steep, crust, juice,
porous

n1065e26

shape, rough,
shelter, main, path,
relax, load,
boundary,
individually, subtly,
center, bath,
adjacent, junct...
n1125e21

surroundings,
efficient, shop,
room, corridor,
community, trip,
sunlight, area,
beacon, bedroom,
congregate, unu...

stony, moisten, turf

n587e4

clay, slippery

n646e6

needle, ripen, nut,
evince

n350e3

grande, morocco

soil, trunk, milky,
sirius

n647e7

salt, palm, drought,
heretofore, suckle,
dissension

n706e5

cavity, eject,
lustre, clime,
stupendous, cupidity,
caustic

n707e17

east, parrot,
magnetic, jasper,
almanac

n766e9

west, ocean,
atmosphere, scarcely,
elevate, voyage,
south, pilot,
fisherman, rapidity,
astronomical, horde,
ohio, infus...
n767e14

embark, bay, mineral,
suffocate, sunset,
insulate, maria, los,
hectare

n826e7

frequent, north,
abundant, situate,
vegetable, chart,
eastern, switzerland,
transplant, aerial,
africa, congo, atlas,
diego
n827e5

current, chain,
encircle, vestige,
colour, predilection,
infancy

n886e10

degree, region,
polar, america,
epidemic

n887e5

examine, vast,
expose, collect,
celebrate, alternate,
anchor, fortunate,
OBSERVATION,

narrow, HIGH,
separate, regular,
fix, direction,
wherever, especially,
perfectly,
collection, enormous,
flourish, ra...
n1006e11

LARGE, SMALL,

surround, need,
place, detail, low,
light, isolate,
arrangement, strip

n1066e14

help, invite,
balance, health,
family, back,
healthy, ring,
physically, extra,
town, dense, shallow,
cushion

numerous, remarkable,
distant, fish,
swedish

n1126e7

road, seat, rack,
carpet, crossroad,
necklace, tennis

n947e7

rare, remote,
extremely, animal,
nearly, probable,
hereditary

n1007e14

vary, rarely,
strongly, character,
freely, range, food,
adapt, slow, tend,
transport,
innumerable,
moderat...
n1067e5

wide, slightly,
unusually, pond,
thinness

n1127e8

grow, dozen, linger,
glue, ice, noisy,
sunken, lively

n352e1

trois

humidity, marshy,
spar, dryness, tawny

n588e9

rock, mountain,
torrent, valley,
rocky, sunrise, vat,
putrid, spongy

n648e16

vincent, numberless,
lateral, antonio,
funnel, oxygen,
medicinal,
meteorological,
florida, anatomist,
santiago, impuls...
n708e13

native, atlantic,
indian, europeans,
san, amazon, werner,
emanation,
possessive, aragon,
imprudently,
cruciform, indent
n768e4

southern, northern,
pacific, mississippi

n828e4

fin, inhabitant,
prism, whilst

n888e3

inhabit, o ener,
fleshy

sulphur, rainy, soda,
vapour, aliment,
subterraneous

n589e20

n948e6

distinct, successive,
formation, organic,
terrestrial,
largeness

n1008e11

slight, period,
differ, doubtful,
unimportant,
graduate, revert,
enormously, rabbit,
birthplace, endowment

n1068e5

cross, occasionally,
vigorous, immensely,
thickly

n1128e4

warmth, grade,
locomotive,
abnormally

summit, mountainous,
commotion, cavern,
verdure, vegetation,
terra, fern, meteor,
mildness, gro o,
coast, pyrenees,
indians, rav...
n590e21

ridge, arid, alp,
excursion, santa,
monte, mexico,
lagoon, woody,
hammock, columnar,
fibrous, plantation,
banana, mexic...
n649e18

n709e5

n769e4

n770e1

climate, glacier,
evergreen, culinary

n829e5

n771e2

basin

plant, continent,
unequally, botanical,
geologist

geology, favourable,
nutritious

n949e11

affinity, sterile,
intermediate,
migration,
extinction, supplant,
ally, bat,
domesticate,
injurious, offspr...
n1010e7

closely, parent,
widely, domestic,
hatch, organ, male,
diverge, inherit,
petal, geographical,
elongate,
organisat...
n1069e10

comb, consecutive,
recapitulation,
genealogical,
circuitous, owen,
caterpillar

n1070e3

female, feather, egg,
confidently, jaw,
abnormal, unoccupied,
coral, duck, pigment

n1129e1

habit, lapse,
unintentionally

n1130e2

pea

remark, burgess

intermi ent

n951e5

n774e2

extinguish, levelled

n1131e2

severe, lung

n954e1

detritus

n1013e1

n1132e1

n1133e13

admirable

sew, cellar, froth

n1074e5

repose

immense, suffice,
enlarge, recur, iron,
grandeur, energetic,
ramification,
admirably, apple,
detract, antiquate,
gangrene

n896e3

sagacity

n955e12

reef

n1014e3

chrysalis

n1073e1

peculiarity

hurricane, meagre,
vapor, daisy,
imperatively

n1134e26

grand, overwhelm,
vanish, ensue,
cherish, magnificent,
soar, handful,
blossom, robust,
swarm, anarchy,
mechanica...

scent, perfume,
astride, glade,
archangel, watcher,
nude, deafness, ave,
skein, lacerate,
pla er

n1015e4

poster, limbo,
clemency, jovial

n1075e9

strewn, engulf,
bu erfly, avalanche,
puerile, plateau,
drape, parasitism,
publicist

n1135e13

shadow, glimpse,
suspicious, install,
extricate, austere,
epoch, religiously,
improvisation, salon,
veteran, comedian,
annotate

formidable, stroll,
sinister, halt,
gardener, the ,
latch, stupefy,
cemetery, candid,
bravery, dint,
adoration, haran...
n720e34

flag, saint,

inexpressible,
shapeless, ineffable,
venerate,
impregnable, belle,
rifle, sarcasm,
rummage, hom...
n780e5

bucolic, iniquitous,
inauspicious,
academician, quarto,
laertius

n838e6

bark, biped, beauvais

apricot, acrid

n953e1

respiration

resume, gloom, adore,
ferocious,
thoughtful, shudder,
radiance, stammer,
alley, scrutinize,
dilapidate, lair,
peruse, d...
n660e66

paris, notre,
obscurity, nineteen,
riot, malicious,
odor, barrack,
titanic, orchard,
springtime, indemnity

n779e6

n837e3

n895e1

rag, audible,
daybreak, grumble,
retort, haggard,
lantern, rascal,
coffin, disinherit,
bullet, perspiration,
tranqui...
n600e256

bristle, clad,
thicket, encumber,
tranquil, benumb,
nuptial, feebleness,
sepulture

dazzle, twilight,
nail, motionless,
intoxicate, recoil,
jade, consternation,
elapse, suffocation,
lassitude, venomous,
thenceforth, muz...
n719e12

oblong

luminous,
precipitate,
colossal,
hermetically, metre

pear, nestle

n1072e1

flower, formerly,
adjoin, indomitable

shiver, gloomy,
wretch, mire, visage,
peal, impassive,
despatch

n659e27

favourite, broom,
detonation, wan

coverlet, garret,
cask, wicket,
bastille, madame,
postilion,
monseigneur

n540e42

n599e9

legion, crest, hurl,
titan, prodigal

decidedly, blackness,
chisel

n775e1

whiteness, patria

resemble, prodigious,
excavation

n1012e1

bird, inexplicable,
instinct, habitually,
assuredly, spinal,
solder

n1071e4

slumber, tumultuous,
descry, yonder,
plaintive,
majestically, pinion,
disdainful

n718e3

fraternity, lodging,
calmness,
frightfully,
heedless, bonnet,
antoine

n480e8

keeper, morrow

n539e8

n658e4

refractory

thatch, chimney,
fireside, domicile,
val

shu er, comer,
padlock, goblin,
assiduity

n420e7

swoon, spy, coach,
wig, turnkey,
guillotine

n479e2

n598e5

gild, rebind,
prodigy, aurora

n657e1

inure

n717e5

n894e2

n952e2

deposit, excavate,
impassable,
deposition, pellet

n1011e7

n597e4

exhale, azure

n656e1

deformity

spaniard

n833e5

n892e3

marine, flora,
reptile, heath,
naturalist,
geological, mollusc,
madeira

n950e95

variety, modify,
stripe, fertile,
insuperable,
parallelism,
tropical, australia,
transitional,
progeny, borneo
n1009e33

n773e2

shock, impregnate,
itinerary, miner,
marseilles

n596e2

traverse, precipice,
tulip

n655e1

habituate

n714e1

moss

amazement, uneasy,
staircase, bench,
harshly, stove,
ferocity, cupboard,
gentleness, pane,
nook, pleasantry,
washerwoman
n360e5

kennel

n419e6

axe, deject

n538e8

lo y, mingle,
meantime, forgetful,
tumult, blacken,
enrage

fatigue, blanch

n595e3

extremity, nocturnal,
blanc, undulate

n654e1

furnish, savage,
perseverance, luc

n891e1

brink, uninhabited

n594e4

fathom, seashore,
fermentation

n713e1

n832e4

specimen, botanist

n890e8

fever, contraband

n593e3

limpid, undulation

tortuous, lethargic

n772e5

singularly, irruption

n830e2

n889e3

bohemia, adjourn,
obligingly

subterranean,
environ, zenith,
physiognomy, cane,
mountaineer

n712e2

inflexibility,
botany, voracity

n359e1

prisoner

n478e2

alarm, stormy,
rustic, vent,
loquacious

n537e7

vaguely, abruptly,
superb, rivet, farce,
fireplace, parlor,
premeditation

n300e13

scrap, exclamation

wring, snuff, gruff

n418e1

feeble, afresh,
thief, straw

n477e5

torch, conflagration

paste

n299e2

n358e3

orphan, imperiously

n417e4

burst, bolt, thrust,
chill, horrible,
gleam, trickle,
scaffold, palpitate

n476e2

serenity, clump,
helena

n535e2

romance, flinch,
disown, soliloquy

n240e8

door, chair,
bewilder, crawl,
breakfast, peevish

shoe, errand, rap,
gaunt

susceptibility,
enviable

n180e4

furtive, lustrous

n239e1

n298e4

n357e2

bed, feebly, agility,
writhe, pail, to er,
pilfer

n416e9

lavish, skirmish,
glu ony, grandson

n475e3

n534e2

n652e2

granite

n711e3

elevation, crocodile,
idiom

n356e7

sickly, familiarly

n415e4

fi een, eighty

n533e2

n592e6

shrub, quince,
rivulet

n651e1

conical, isabella

n710e3

island, disseminate,
columbus, del, java

league, gulf,
traveller,
brilliancy, fetid,
gros, whitish

n591e3

peak, cape,
earthquake,
promontory, slate,
victoria, nautical,
vegetate, medusa,
negroes, seaweed,
cuba, inflex...
n650e2

mission, ore,
spanish, thorny,
tint, temperate,
evaporation,
unacquainted,
hydrogen, hemisphere,
illumine, convu...

n532e3

gently, knee, stare,
thoughtfully, fist,
lane, spa er,
ferociously

clasp, lounge, rusty,
clench, furiously,
glassy

bookcase, hoot,
lincoln, sparrow,
loneliness, cab,
nervousness,
punctually, saucer,
byron, impulsive,
inaudi...
n120e2

dreamy

n179e2

flu er, gravely,
ooze, puny, dessert,
shrubbery

n238e6

n297e6

twinkle, girl,
crouch, ra le, sir,
hoarse, arrears,

n355e2

mistress, waist,
expiate, loquacity

four, inexperience

n474e2

salamanca

n531e7

pocket, kneel,
candle, stride,
parapet, paw,
trouser, bucket,
nibble, forefinger,
fleming, outspread,
wart, sentry, a...

keyhole, cove

n414e2

port, hillock

n472e1

coolness, reddish,
tu , bluish, naples

n530e131

hat, apron,
sideboard, unscrew,
bedside, waistcoat

n60e52

bewilderment,
elderly, slacken,
shabby, horribly,
queer, aback,
exclaim, fidget,
bicker

n119e1

n178e6

chin, tuesday

n237e8

n296e9

n354e4

squall

n412e2

n470e5

aromatic

n529e6

powerfully

n946e18

n351e1

snow, delicious, hut

pearl, dip, misty,
expedition, silvery,
majestic, yellowish,
greenish, freshen,
wooded

n469e1

impetuosity

n528e5

oyster

repulsive

n59e10

dull, hum, pause,
aloud, overhear,
energetically,
undertone, chirp,
cordiality,
indiscretion

clock, wed,
outstretched,
straighten

n177e2

collar, yawn, nape,
pout, eau

n236e16

n294e1

talkative,
benediction

n58e10

even, terrible,
charm, lower, pace,
stupid, powder, gaze,
purse, joyous,
wrinkle, incessantly,
grimace, gossip,
jostle, mid...
n117e4

fling, droop, rut,
satin

n176e5

cough, pinch, frock,
clank, duchess

n235e6

catechism,
incontestably

n57e35

asleep, velvet,
disconcert,
respectful, cha er,
personage, timid,
sly, scold, chestnut,
elbow, brow, coat,
noisily, varn...
n116e4

sash

n175e5

agony, peep, jeer

n234e1

n293e2

n410e10

barcelona, chile,
tunis, por

n468e1

inundation

n527e3

n586e2

noon, ind

n705e4

hot, compact

delicately,
triangular

n823e9

abstraction,
sculpture, cubic,
festoon

trite, fresco

n938e3

module

n995e7

n763e2

refinement,
horizontally,
symmetrically,
egyptian

n822e4

n880e1

eaves, rainwater

n936e1

socrates, hesiod,
zeus

ratify, arbitration,
pericles, crier,
superintend,
homicide, franchise,
secede, treasurer,
instalment, juror,
piraeus, archons

n762e4

masonry

vein, pine, height

season, sail, tree,
eighteen, sicily

n645e2

observe, protract,
ingeniously

n704e2

mix, liquid, ballast

n349e2

february, madrid,
rekindle, corsica,
fridays, arab, libya,
evict, marina,
dossier, brazilian,
twi er, online,
occupier, oakl...

n467e1

slope, laurel

n526e4

n585e5

eight, sixty, abound

n644e3

triple, ray

n703e3

fissure

cover, spring, air,
foot, near, nine,
wild, six, thirteen

n584e3

heavy, grind, melt,
boil

n643e2

receptacle

n702e1

n761e1

exposure, athlete,
resonant, traction

wood, fine, weather,
wheel

n583e4

half, divide, middle,
fourth, sluggish

n642e1

greek, reservoir,
symmetrical, forum,
harbour, uneducated,
overhang

n820e2

n878e2

top, up, broad, side,
intent, wall, sixth,
beam

n582e5

pipe, stiffness

n701e7

lever, midway,
cauldron, sinew

n819e1

dignity, outwards

joint, polish, warp

n641e2

si

n700e4

n466e2

thick, lake

n525e3

cleverly

blanche

n56e25

resolutely, glance,
gown, quiver,
embroider, coldly,
irritate,
conscientiously,
dine, cordial,
joyously, mus...
n115e1

busily, livery,
brandy, smock,
housekeep

n174e3

timidity,
unhappiness, carp,
irascible

n233e2

n291e1

freshness,
irrigation,
clearness, roost

n55e16

clutch, tenderness,
shriek, carriage,
warmly, intently,
crimson, coldness,
sidelong, oat,
eyelash, banter,
mournfully, ...
n114e5

plaything,
childishness, bridal,
starch, coterie

n173e4

exquisite, idiotic,
agonize

meadow, lucrative

n54e19

husband, exasperate,
peasant, ironical,
chilly, shyness,
champagne, thaw,
commiseration,
contemptuously,
playfully, li...
n113e5

cigar, frigid,
penitent

n172e3

fragrant, berth

n232e1

n290e4

fore

n408e4

breeze

n465e2

wind, hollow

n524e9

cold, minute, slender

n53e25

humor, nobleman, rug,
mushroom, redden,
divorce, hotly,
thrash, nursery,
distasteful,
serenely,
assiduously, m...
n112e3

humiliate,
delightful,
malignant,
unmistakable,
blissfully

n171e2

promptly, scrub

n230e2

n289e1

n348e35

infest

n406e1

rain, weed

n464e2

summer, row, warm,
oak, well, damp

n523e4

winter

june

n346e1

n404e2

chalk

n463e6

bo om, wane,
wonderfully, assault

n522e8

eel

n288e1

crack, mole

n403e1

pin

n462e4

n581e3

valve

n640e1

n759e4

apportion, lathe,
dampness

n818e3

n874e1

n994e3

athens

n1052e13

marble, obtuse

n580e1

obstruction, epigram,
levelling

trough,
proportionate,
bestowal

n758e3

earthy, slake,
stucco, colonnade,
axle, substructure,
alum, triglyph,
peristyle, tenon,
cella, windlass

n817e7

householder

brick, semicircle,
wreathe

n639e3

thickness, adriatic,
counterpoise

n699e3

n757e12

pontus

n816e1

carthaginians,
protagoras

n992e1

athenians

n1051e6

allot, partake,
crete, preceptor

n756e1

n815e3

n932e2

effeminate, senate,
persians, maritime,
spartans,
licentiousness,
monarchical

n991e1

excel, desirous,
senator, remiss

n1050e4

detestation

triton, anaxagoras,
pompey, maximus

n872e3

n814e1

sap, sha

pediment

n638e3

moisture, triglyphs

n344e2

gape, flea

n402e1

ancient, outward,
presently, delicacy,
duly

n521e2

deaden

n52e120

positively, soothe,
baby, sauce,
humiliation,
tiresome,
disagreeable,
hearted, plough,
hateful, aw...
n111e5

ache, shirk

n170e2

shoot, chat

n229e3

unhealthy

n51e37

jealous, shameful,
brother, a ire,
wife, whet, fret,
dishonest, haggle,
vouchsafe, miserably,
conclusively, midwife

n110e2

cheese

n169e2

corner, mud

n228e1

n286e1

taper

n50e13

mother, fearful,
grass, seventeen,
lace, pardon, prick,
pang, bride, clog,
harass, scissor,
locksmith

n109e1

soundly

n168e2

gilt

n227e1

burial

n49e13

poor, leather, cloth,
farthing

n108e1

burgundy

n167e1

drip

n226e1

n285e1

poplar, hoop

n342e2

fanfare, disembark,
yves, tsunami

n461e5

omit

n520e2

n578e1

plinth

doric, ionic, corona

n341e4

bog

drain, inconvenience,
lastly, tenacious,
improperly

n460e1

posterity

n519e3

n283e2

barge, sailor,
megaphone

n48e4

coarse, treble,
aggrieve,
miscarriage, ordnance

n107e1

gum

n166e1

rope, vermin, elm

n225e1

holly

n282e3

n47e5

sort, discharge,
veneration,
peaceable,
unconquerable

n106e1

plank, filth, pave,
pavement

n165e3

fabled

n400e5

n459e1

n697e2

samos

apportionment

n813e2

n399e7

serviceable, cypress,
consistence, girder

n637e3

ra er, mutules,
cymatium

n696e1

unskilful

n755e1

n812e4

laudable, fortitude,
immoderate, deify,
deity, disputation,
cato, demosthenes,
lycurgus, brutus,
perturbation, stoic,
commonwealth, ca...
n871e11

n990e4

moderation, barbarian

n1109e4

tyrannical,
injustice, guardian,
meanness, temperance,
quarrelling,
fla erer, hellas,
gymnastic,
oligarchi...

honorable,
unpolished,
unbecoming

n930e3

ancestor, sustenance,
unanimously, annals,
soundness, shortness,
illiterate, digress,
encumbrance,
undeservedly

n1049e1

n636e3

diana, arcadia

n694e1

perseus

castor, augur, cere

n811e27

n870e11

n989e2

intemperance

n1107e11

n1166e4

illustrious,
eloquence, appease,
temerity, solicitous

n634e2

bacchus

n693e1

minos

n340e1

cramp, hippocrates

convenience,
conveniently,
magnificence,
durable, apt,
answerable, summarily

beholder

n518e2

n577e1

mortar, lime, jamb,
volute, kiln, abacus,
fascia

n633e1

centaur

n751e3

grief, elate

n810e3

n929e10

approve, extol,
contemptible

injure, insatiable,
implant, cessation

n1048e1

enmity, whence,
instructor,
adversity, diseased,
maim

n750e2

n869e10

n928e3

allurement,
vainglorious

toilsome

n1105e6

profess, honour,
herein

uneasiness,
insensible, declaim,
malevolent

n988e4

sweetness,
vehemently, inwardly,
inmost, formless,
corporeal,
changeable, carthage,
unchangeable, enth...

n1046e1

n1165e3

consolation

n927e2

pastime, proficiency

n986e29

confess, foul,
beguile, deride,
spiritually, ensnare,
prate, zealously

fasten

n576e7

n632e1

obsequies

n692e1

infamy, dotard,
betake

n809e5

n868e11

bewail

n926e2

piously

brotherly, unshaken,
unwonted,
corruptible,
concupiscence, hadst

draught

delta, diction,
orestes, unravelling,
iphigenia, omega,
alpha, sigma, lambda,
iota, tau, kappa,
rho, epsilon, omicron

n631e1

impious

exult, rashness

n749e3

expatiate

n808e4

unintelligible

celestial, venus

n571e15

n748e1

n867e1

n1045e8

propitious, preserver

n630e1

languid, inflame,
entrails, assuage

n339e2

handsomely

n458e1

wholesome, indus

n517e4

n46e5

erect, diversion,
diligence,
discontinue

n105e4

gu er, rubbish

ditch, causeway

n224e1

eddy, downstream,
lighthouse, linden,
microbe, suez,
invasive, garonne,
biogea

spoilt, artfully

n398e1

n457e2

n516e1

maple

n45e4

arsenal, citadel,
soak, rust, recluse

n104e2

keel

n163e2

admonition, prudently

n281e9

n338e2

theatre, disunite

spleen

n44e5

chapel, infirm,
stoutly

n103e1

kno y

n162e2

n221e1

ivy

spacious, rugged,
bluster

n455e1

licentious

n514e1

grit

n43e3

lineament,
intermission,
searcher,
inconsiderate

n102e1

plum, imbibe,
pestilential

prow

n220e1

n278e1

n396e2

n454e1

taint, skilful

beech

n42e4

contrive, slime,
gnat, obelisk,
unsightly, tractable,
globular

n101e3

rot, cement,
platform, basement,
roller, jut, pier,
epitaph, mossy,
amphitheatre

n160e1

dig, rib

n219e1

sand

n336e3

vase

distill, penetrable

n453e2

deform, limb

n512e2

n690e2

disengage

n807e1

mollify, dutiful,
tormentor

earnest, creep,
earnestly,
countenance

n985e6

wilfully

n1044e2

a end, insolence

n629e4

applause

instigation

n747e1

n335e1

n394e2

sacred, throe, pent

n452e2

presage

n277e1

mast

n41e7

adorn, wedge, moist,
noxious, strew,
contrivance,
pedestal, aqueduct,
intermix, rind,
moulder, aperture,
hurdle, cup...
n100e10

embellishment,
concavity,
gracefulness

n159e2

ba lement, worthily

n218e1

forefather

n276e1

endue

n40e50

fortify, timber,
convenient, arch,
commend, strait,
flint, breadth,
fortification, fillet

n99e3

fortress,
pleasantness

n158e2

stone

n217e1

n275e1

shady, trench

n39e10

bake, uppermost,
girt, clod, noisome,
claudius,
corinthians, ague,
broil, plat

n98e2

workmanship

n157e1

dry, worm, hill,
amend, beautify,
manger

scorch

n274e2

n392e3

royal

n451e1

divine, repel, pious,
boundless, incite,
discord

n510e2

disgrace, dread,
infernal

n628e1

overcast

surgeon, unlock,
boisterous,
unprotected,
unmitigated

n866e1

n925e1

thankful

n984e1

partiality,
guardianship,
unassuming

n1043e3

hearty, robber,
taunt, sneer,
custody, gallows,
crib, broth

bestow, unwilling,
dissuade

storm

studious

n38e10

plentifully,
mulberry, canker,
inclose

n97e1

ninth, eighth,
twel h, mischievous,
overseer, cinnamon

n156e6

lighten, river,
overflow

n215e1

n273e1

mound

n37e4

harden, habitation,
besiege, earthen,
nativity, isle,
vinegar, fir,
diligent, mightily,
myrtle, euphrates,
ephesus, sepulc...
n96e6

twelve, strengthen,
fruitful, upright,
abundance, grove,
enemy, purge,
neighbour, vessel,
consecrate,
heaviness, furn...
n155e3

prudent, ash,
refresh, dreg,
adamant

tumour, vulture,
mona, lisa, uncanny,
nathaniel

n391e1

foremost, invade,
prone, hover,
illustration

n450e6

conquer, aid, urge,
impart, yield,
revenge, wanton,
ignoble

n509e2

shade, sandy

n272e1

deface

n36e15

seven, fruit, wash,
cast, oil, gate,
beast, pitch, forth,
seventh, mine, eat,
compass, reap, flesh,
appoint, multitude,
abundantly, re...
n95e19

save, bring, day,
burn, fire, ear,
bone, neither,
destroy, thousand,
fi y, faithful,
treasure, hundred,
sea, provoke, mo...
n154e5

ship, flood, scorn,
till, furrow

n213e1

n331e6

poise, disable,
arcadian

n390e5

n449e8

n688e1

n806e3

n865e4

n389e9

n568e3

consign

n627e1

falter, dismal,
shrivelled, looker

n746e5

robbery, interpose,
toast, artful, grin,
drab, burglary,
harry, gin, slink,
rejoin, surly,
parochial, tinker,
paleness, gr...
n805e8

n864e2

n567e1

stain, ghastly

n686e4

stately

n35e762

blood, gather, heart,
bury, peace, praise,
heaven, mount, send,
mouth, tread, prayer,
father, beloved,
perish, surely, lion,
child, herd, l...
n94e49

dead, heir, darken,
sca er, cloud,
thirst, wing, ivory,
withhold, fervent,
tributary

n153e5

chase, defy, gush

n212e2

n271e1

n330e3

conquest, impervious,
unthinking

train, stream,
hostile, deadly,
avert, persuasive,
weapon, presumptuous,
wreak

care, triumph, hasty,
indignant, deed,
bribe, council

n508e3

fiercely, observant

n626e2

hush, remonstrance,
scuffle

n329e3

infant

n448e7

wretched

n566e2

rouse, parley

n685e3

wield, grim, prowess

acclaim, regal, sue,
cloy

fair, race, sky,
victorious

n388e4

dare, stroke, sink,
impatient, awe,
ardent, sting

loud, stoop, plunder,
befriend

nod, unkind, gladden

n625e2

inquire, stealthily,
viand, thro le,
doubtfully, nightcap,
portly

n328e1

youth, swell

n447e7

n507e1

n565e3

reply

n684e7

n744e8

companion,
carelessly, upstairs,
wi icism,
consolatory

n803e3

n862e9

gli er, grudge,
unclouded, truce

footstep, straggle

n624e1

doze, handkerchief,
graciously, shawl,
irresolute, confidant

dear, hastily,
beckon, merriment,
approvingly, luggage,
restlessly,
downstairs,
scornfully,
impressively

timely, rash,
untimely, vigour

n34e118

pour, shame, err,
array, obedient,
hail, bowl, sorrow,
lament, prey,
thirsty, scourge,
oracle, grace, gall,
dismay, th...
n93e11

crown, golden,
withstand, cloudy,
forewarn

n152e3

mar

n211e1

n270e4

disdain

n387e2

shine, bright, shake,
grateful, unseen,
horrid, unbend

n505e4

n564e2

hound, shaggy,
fester, troop,
fixedly, sinewy,
squadron

n623e6

n327e1

unhappy, detain

n446e7

tear, rush, retire,
snatch, dusty,
implore, rein,
impend, heartless,
mane

quit

n33e26

dust, purple, bosom,
chief, balm, sheath,
defraud, confederate,
tempestuous

n92e5

proud, fight, plain,
crew, contend, flame,
dye

n151e1

copious, uncorrupted

n210e3

panther, unteach

triumphant, lash,
vanquish, graceful

n386e2

arm, youthful,
repulse

n445e10

solemn, sway, wound,
vainly, crackle, maid

n504e4

ply

n32e9

boast, bathe, band,
pomp, bid, heap,
heave, fiery, hiss,
mindful, scornful,
ravish, woe, cle ,
wrathful, vengeance,
unmindful
n91e7

n150e2

doom, resign, mortal,
revere, sage,
proffer, airy,
forceful, omen,
unarm, disclaim,
unknowing, thankless,
una ended
n209e4

n268e2

n326e4

breathe, glow, tore,
insult, tremble,
radiant, haste

n385e3

sparkle, alight,
stall, ember

n444e6

smoke, march, mist,
plume, ruffle,
predestine,
embroidery, tenfold,
munition

n503e13

gale

verge, fatal,
imperious

n31e17

vain, glorious, fury,
tempest, heavenly,
thrice, slaughter,
ere, affright,
distil, durst,
upbraid, valiant,
guiltless

fly, fate, prize,
fleet, herald, hero,
shun, deplore,
averse, immortal,
adverse, singly,
greeks, victor,
frantic, watch...
n149e14

deluge, mangle,
scape, verdant

n208e1

n266e3

n30e14

fame, shore, ample,
weighty, groan,
shield, expire,
bulwark, fearless,
faithless, vale,
snowy, turret,
transfix, ami...
n89e36

generous, starry,
divinely, trophy,
whiten, ignominious,
unsullied

n148e4

rout, combat, tardy

n207e1

rear, shower, glide,
whirl, sadden

n325e7

bend, fright, curl,
upli

n384e4

tender, guard, seize,
dash, trample,
hasten, amid, madly

n443e9

n683e10

bustle, subside,
a endance

compliment, amiable,
sister, affability,
agreeable,
imprudent,
solicitude, tease,
headstrong,
wednesday, impudence,
matrimony, simpleton,
charmingly,
ceremonious,
conceited, adieu
unreser...
n981e7

n324e4

sad, ruddy

n383e8

eye, hair, head,
voice, round, lip,
sadly, crow

n442e13

anxious, marry,
recollection,
displeasure, rapture,
frankness,
acquaintance, staid,
minuteness

n861e11

n323e2

neck, hungry, cry,
lodge

n382e8

n265e5

roll, toss, drench,
buckle

n29e24

bold, rage, foam,
dire, greece,
resound, impetuous,
dreadful, dusky,
goddess, warlike,
swi , ethereal,
manly, navy, fie...
n88e7

pierce, breast, toil,
pest, carnage, gash,
billow

n147e3

mournful, unu erable

n206e1

stalk

n264e4

n28e148

thunder, furious,
pant, dame, haughty,
bleed, breathless,
headlong, spouse,
boar, sate, clang,
lave, supplicate

n87e7

brandish, throng,
prostrate, missive

n146e2

tumble

ba er

mantle

n27e14

blaze, pensive,
lordly, sceptre,
uninjured, twas, loth

n86e4

bellow, allay, clot

n145e1

funeral

n205e1

n262e1

n321e1

n26e7

v, reek, spout,
neigh, tusk,
reverend, emboss,
rabid, hearten

n85e3

talon

n144e1

hoist

n203e1

blow, beat, night,
sleep, morning,
tooth, sing, spit,
midnight, hem, lice

stagger, barefoot,
hey, discomfiture

n380e5

n25e9

recline, idly, fawn,
wa , rapt, headless,
endear, nymph,
unheeded

n84e1

n143e1

cheer, stiff

n202e1

n261e11

bar, roar

n24e9

silken, bravely,
spurn, unman,
hyacinth, unborn

fray, tress

n142e2

strangle, decease

n201e3

n260e2

n23e6

mourner, wile,
trusty, victoriously,
hilt, stow

n82e2

beard, waken, fare,
bystander, braggart

n141e2

faint, shut, vile,
devil, weary, fro,
sling, maiden,
dainty, famish, crumb

n200e13

thumb, bunch, babe,
kid, shear, dale

n22e6

relish, gallant,
bade, trapping,
scour, ado, bier,
windmill, cavalier,
yore, pike, peerless,
addle

n81e5

castle, jewel,
treacherous, amber,
surname

n140e11

garland, slough, dike

n1076e5

crumble, beneath,
ecstasy, indistinct,
pedant

n1136e5

terrify, audacity,
audacious,
fanaticism,
quarantine

nos

n899e1

ecce

n958e3

n959e2

marie, fatally,
senility

n1017e5

lightning, shipwreck,
gratuitously, clamor,
jug

n1077e5

abrupt, daylight,
squarely, geniuses,
sceptic

n1137e2

premeditate,
immodesty

n1018e3

retrace, ladder,
spider

n1078e6

transfigure,
harshness, petrify,
enormity, sorbonne,
transfiguration

n1138e4

interrogate, senile,
menagerie, troupe

elector, jacobin,
potestas,
revolutionist,
robespierre

n900e3

lull, whitewash

caress, gorge,
potion, niagara

n1016e9

parisian, pun,
pallid, folio,
paternity

n840e5

horace, repertory,
ingenuous, feline,
ma , boa

n897e2

n956e4

phantom, hearth,
vicinity, gust,
speechless, talker,
hubbub, pandemonium,
behemoth

n839e1

beau, fez,
superannuate

n960e3

cat, appellation

n1019e1

ingenuously

n1079e4

accomplice, penal,
police, culpable

n1139e6

conscience,
executioner,
liberator,
schoolmaster,
saturnalia,
earthenware

lethargy, bien,
chaplain

n1020e5

pendant, connivance,
providential, nous,
curdle

n1080e6

claw, scoff,
effusion, pique,
populace, pardonable

n1140e5

ala, babble, lied,
jehovah, haughtily

n1170e1

enslave

virtuous

citizen, deprave,
seditio

○ 2 390
Face of B_SIT_K_SMLXL_S_RAJ
render ng_232_ 4_RW_4060_r_50 t22d

1

Let us make an nvers on and ook at B_S T_K_SMLXL_S_RAJ s
face and ts concepts for a moment A d fferent story emerges
B_S T_K_SMLXL_S_RAJ ghts up the ga axy n a way that br ngs
together nformat on arch tecture and drama Un ke our f rst
guest who had four d st nct focuses B_S T_K_SMLXL_S_RAJ
has one strong nterest t br ngs together terary Shakespear an
characters and terms w th concepts of nformat on and commun cat on That s our nterest as we B_S T_K_SMLXL_S_RAJ s a
quest on a provocat on ntended to spark a d scuss on among
ts fr ends who are nterested n d scuss ng the same concepts
t f nds nterest ng ○ 2 40
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Main protagonists of atom-letter n309 e102
B_SIT_K_SM LXL_S_RAJ,
0.137778

Saussure_Course in General
Linguistics,
0.0290935

Brillouin_Science and
Information Theory,
0.0800875

Real Estates,
0.0263551

Shakespeare_Romeo and Juliet,
0.035266

Koolhaas_SMLXL,
0.0224244

Joyce_Ulysses,
0.0330781

○ 2.40
Rendering_232_14_RW_4060_r_50it22d.

n10 e24 {hie, hoar, quoth, shrift, friar, clos, woful,
alack, ӏjulietӏ, mer, laurence, exeunt, rom, mu, montague,
serv, ӏromeoӏ, ӏmercutioӏ, capulet, benvolio, jul, samp, tyb,
tybalt}
n70 e3 {ӏnurseӏ, mantua, ӏveronaӏ}
n130 e4 {chide, rosemary, scurvy, visor}
n9 e0 {}
n11 e2 {lusty, kinsman}
n69 e2 {knave, wench}
n129 e1 {cupid}
n190 e8 {villain, anon, minstrel, churchyard, choler,
stint, doomsday, rais}
n71 e1 {thievish}
n189 e7 {farewell, goose, writ, thursday, madam, ben, woo}
n131 e0 {}
n250 e1 {mutiny}
n249 e0 {}
n191 e1 {fickle}
n251 e2 {exit, cull}
n248 e1 {yew}
n188 e1 {immoderately}
n310 e3 {channel, circuit, energy}
n309 e102 {obtain, experimental, maximum, efficiency,
negligible, ӏsignalӏ, absorption, accuracy, sample, interval,
complexion, ӏdemonӏ, microscope, ӏinformationӏ, rectify,
receiver, radiation, fluctuation, reversible, irreversible,
perturb, compute, maxwell, filament, viscous, lattice,
unrealistic, spectrum, piston, binary, sci, parity,
asymptotic, emission, mag, molecule, unperturbed, reliability,
fig, ӏthermodynamicsӏ, simpson, phil, glaringly, ternary,
ӏcodingsӏ, rasa, amplifier, coefficient, atypical, telegraphic,
kelvin, kinetic, mcgraw, periodicity, pulse, cos, digit,
ӏurbanaӏ, ricochet, planck, ӏfrequencyӏ, voltage, indigestible,
logarithm, lagrange, carnot, thermostat, deflection,
multilevel, ӏentropyӏ, hillel, ӏbignessӏ, photoelectric, thermal,
ref, boltzmann, fourier, wavelength, oscillator, hyperspace,
quantized, shannon, inst, ӏsingaporeӏ, photocell, cosine,
rectifier, lim, gabor, rosenfeld, resistor, thermodynamical,
maki, ӏnegentropyӏ, phys, szilard, emf, resonator, nyquist,
eqs, liouville, salzer}

These are not its closest friends but characters interested in discussing a particular atom-letter: n309 e102. Brillouin_Science and
Information Theory, Koolhaas_SMLXL, and Shakespeare_Romeo
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and Juliet now have a common reason—a posed question—to
come closer together. They are accompanied by their friends. Brillouin_Science and Information Theory brings Saussure_Course
in General Linguistics, a book with disguised authorship, written
not directly by Saussure but posthumously by his students and
friends. Saussure_Course in General Linguistics is actually a code
name for a specific set of circumstances that articulated the book.
Koolhaas_SMLXL brings Real Estates, another collection of voices
gathered around architecture. And lastly, Shakespeare_ Romeo
and Juliet brings Joyce_Ulysses as his friend. Joyce_Ulysses is a
stream of consciousness, a form that accommodates a continuous and abundant body of thoughts. Thus, a provocation: If we
would like to explore and play an informational play that gives a
voice to a city in a dramatic setup, we should make friends with
the books interested in the concept n309 e102. Let us hear how
they will index the topics important to B_SIT_K_SMLXL_S_RAJ.
We are in the midst of a monologue. Joyce_Ulysses is presenting us with a personal torrent of thoughts while wandering
through Dublin.
Joyce_Ulysses:
[…] squatting in the mens place meadero I tried to draw
a picture of it before I tore it up like a sausage or something I wonder theyre not afraid going about of getting a
kick or a bang of something there the woman is beauty
of course thats admitted when he said I could pose for a
picture naked to some rich fellow in Holles street when
he lost the job in Helys and I was selling the clothes and
strumming in the coffee palace would I be like that bath
of the nymph with my hair down yes only shes younger or
Im a little like that dirty bitch in that Spanish photo he has
nymphs used they go about like that I asked him about her
and that word met something with hoses in it and he came
out with some jawbreakers about the incarnation he never
can explain a thing simply the way a body can understand
then he goes and burns the bottom out of the pan all for his
Kidney this one not so much theres the mark of his teeth
still where he tried to bite the nipple I had to scream out
arent they fearful trying to hurt you I had a great breast of
milk with Milly enough for two what was the reason of that
he said I could have got a pound a week as a wet nurse all
swelled out the morning that delicate looking student that
stopped in no 28 with […] 178
As Joyce_Ulysses is faiding into the background another voice
coming from the nearby speaker takes over: Real Estates, a book
which is, in itself, a collection of various viewpoints, continues in
the same direction with another, more economic, stream. It cele
brates multiple points of view and their eternal transformability in
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James Joyce, Ulysses, 1922, http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/4300.
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the generic condition. It is digital, immediate, rich and thick, a celebration of strange colleagues. The inner voice of Joyce_Ulysses
is drowned out by the common megaphone of Real Estates.
Real Estates:
The human space-time continuum has been riddled with
wormholes created by money’s own energy. Fashion cycles
might be explained by Klein bottle-shaped rifts, in which time
is a loop through which particular aesthetics endlessly circle.
As any trip to hipster locales reveals, history has not
exactly ended but has become amplified and overlaid.
A handlebar mustache sits alongside space-age retroness.
Cold War chic dresses as though it were the landed gentry.
Low-fi implements, such as fixed-gear bikes and ukuleles,
are produced with digital technologies. The texture of time
itself has been worked over by the energies of finacialisation, whipped into something overly rich and super thick,
a landscape through which we can traverse. It is capital’s
accumulation of time, just as cities are accumulations of
capital compressed in space.
Cities and architecture are fully subject to this financialised space-time continuum. Fuelled by debt, the manifestation of tomorrow’s money today, secured by value created
in the past, architects—often subconsciously—manifest this
aesthetically. Neo-modern, minimalist-Georgian, vernacular-
techno, eco-spaceage, digital-constructivist are just some
of the debt-enabled time-shifting energy forms that we
commonly describe as contemporary architecture. 179
Together these two, one local, one global, one coming from inside,
the other from outside, are forming a noisy cloud of a city. Being
puzzled and unable to stop the streams of Joyce_Ulysses and
Real Estates, Saussure_Course in General Linguistics starts to
think how to approach his friends. Is there a metrics, a matrix,
or a pattern? How to deal with the stream of thoughts, text, and
language; how to look at it, how to think of it? Depending on
the viewpoint, phenomena change, context changes; but what
is invariant, where to find stabilities? How to talk?
Saussure_Course in General Linguistics:
What is it that linguistics sets out to analyse? What is the
actual object of study in its entirety? The question is a particularly difficult one. We shall see why later. First, let us
simply try to grasp the nature of the difficulty.
Other sciences are provided with objects of study
given in advance, which are then examined from different points of view. Nothing like that is the case in linguistics. Suppose someone pronounces the French word
179

Sam Jacob, “MONEY : TIME : SPACE,” in Real Estates: Life without
Debt, Eds. Jack Self and Shumi Bose, First Edition (London: Bedford
Press, 2014), ebook, loc 96.3 / 201.
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nu (‘naked’). At first sight, one might think this would be
an example of an independently given linguistic object.
But more careful consideration reveals a series of three
or four quite different things, depending on the viewpoint
adopted. There is a sound, there is the expression of an
idea, there is a derivative of Latin nūdum, and so on. The
object is not given in advance of the viewpoint: far from
it. Rather, one might say that it is the viewpoint adopted
which creates the object. Furthermore, there is nothing to
tell us in advance whether one of these ways of looking at
it is prior to or superior to any of the others.
Whichever viewpoint is adopted, moreover, linguistic
phenomena always present two complementary facets,
each depending on the other. 180
By listening to its friends, it feels like multiple streams of information and ways to navigate them could characterise B_SIT_K_
SMLXL_S_RAJ if it exsisted as a book. Even though it is just a
probe it is not determined by the streams or its current path, it
rather enjoys performing different tricks on various streams at
multiple speeds.
Let us think of it as a seed for this book. These are the same
questions Play Among Books deals with. As concepts are unfolding, the play is getting more and more consistent. There is no
conclusion, there are just more flavours adding to the discussion.
…

End of the Fourth Scene

SCENE V:
LOOKING FOR FRIENDS
Third Guest:
PAB
ӏbookӏ → 556, ӏinformationӏ → 508, ӏlibraryӏ → 328, ӏindexӏ →
264, ӏxenothekaӏ → 246, new → 229, different → 210, fig → 204,
way → 204, ӏarchitectureӏ → 204, ӏfaceӏ → 203, ӏconceptӏ → 199,
ӏplayӏ → 198, ӏactorӏ → 162, ӏinstrumentӏ → 153, ӏdatumӏ → 152,
ӏcodeӏ → 149, word → 144, theory → 137, machine → 128, form →
127, ӏarticulateӏ → 118, ӏletterӏ → 117, time → 115, talk → 115,
ӏgenericӏ → 110, encode → 106, context → 102, brillouin → 100,
mean → 99, ӏgalaxyӏ → 99, atom → 97, hofstadter → 94, start
→ 90, look → 85, question → 85, think → 84, com → 83, world
→ 83, serres → 82, specific → 82, ӏarticulationӏ → 81, cloud
→ 80, flow → 80, www → 78, ӏcommunicationӏ → 78, like → 76,
science → 76, ӏintelligenceӏ → 76 181
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Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics, trans. Roy
Harris, Reprint Edition (London, New York: Bloomsbury Academic,
2013), ebook, loc 87.0 / 642.
PAB’s dictionary of most frequent terms.
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Third to enter Xenotheka is this text Play Among Books—not the
whole text but its plays and its instrument. The dictionary of the
most prominent terms provides a good atmosphere to start with.
Not too strict, not too loose, with a direction towards information,
books, architecture, and coding. PAB is a self-referential probe
sent in a search for friends. By listening to their conversations and
observing how PAB lights up the galaxy, we are trying to get a subtle feeling of what the atmosphere of this play is. How does our text
feel in the library? How does the library feel about the play? After all,
it is written by playing an Informational Instrument, by thinking and
communicating with Xenotheka. A self-referential process—I am a
Strange Loop. 182 An awkward and interesting moment. Let us grant
this text its own intelligence and see what happens.
PAB finds itself surrounded by a big group of friends—
n24e37. It feels good. PAB likes it (we like it as well). In this
Xenotheka, it is part of a complex and open character. Some of
the books are its old friends (Serres_Geometry, McLuhan_The
Gutenberg Galaxy, Ayache_The Blank Swan); some might be
interesting to talk to and get to know better. Both the persona
and its neighbours look familiar and intriguing. This constellation
is, by all means, both a comfortable and challenging one.
n24e37
Kittler_The Truth of the Technological World
Eco_On Literature
Serres_The Five Senses
ӏSerresӏ_ӏGeometryӏ
Derrida_Signature
ӏMcLuhanӏ_ӏTheӏ ӏGutenbergӏ ӏGalaxyӏ
Serres_Statues
Blanchot_The Book to Come
Benjamin_The Work of Art in the Age of M
Serres_Biogea
Hofstadter_I Am a Strange Loop
Serres Latour_Conversations on Science, Culture, and Time
McLuhan_Understanding Media
Cache_Projectiles
Ponte_The House of Light and Entropy
Ranciere_Aisthesis
Virilio_A Landscape of Events
Barthes_Mythologies
ӏDeleuzeӏ ӏGuattariӏ_ӏAӏ ӏThousandӏ ӏPlateausӏ
ӏSerresӏ_ӏThumbelinaӏ
Serres_Rome
Spuybroek_The Sympathy of Things
Freud_The Psychopathology of Everyday
Bachelard_The Poetics of Space
Abbott_Flatland
Blanchot_The Space of Literature
Max Bill_Form, Function, Beauty
Worringer_Abstraction and Empathy
Lefebvre_Rhythmanalysis
Nancy_The Ground of the Image
[…]
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See Scene I: Information and Self-Reference, 93.
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PLENTIFUL PLAY — PLAY I — ACT IV

[…]
Schlemmer Nagy_The Theater of the Bauhaus
Derrida_Copy Archive Signature
Barthes_The Language of Fashion
ӏPABӏ
Nancy_Intoxication
ӏAyacheӏ_ӏTheӏ ӏBlankӏ ӏSwanӏ

Let us invert the view and look for an inner atmosphere of the text,
its most prominent concepts, and the main highlights. The way
PAB lights up the galaxy feels consistent with the text. Its concepts index main topics discussed in the text so far: index, galaxy,
encode, spectra, dimensionality, alphabet, polyphony. ○ 2.41
n1e197

n2e8

tickle, railings,
tap, onion, wag,
bloody, giddy,
firework, patrick,
lemon, naughty, cork,
nag, quid, pat,
scamper, ke...
n61e52

n3e40

fume, wreath, gurgle,
obsequious, bray,
spi le, infatuate,
inadvisable

n62e2

bu er, stew, jack,
stale, penny, pub,
sneeze, grill,
ke le, ruby,
testimonial, picnic,
violator, postcard,
violet, shrun...
n121e29

n181e9

n241e81

n242e7

canopy, ramp, kit,
tidy, gill, portable,
glaze, fiat, badge,
practicality,
satirical,
archaeologist,
angeles, ...
n301e20

n244e3

full, pare,
enthusiast, overtone,
astute, tragically,
ancestry

n302e2

futurism, depressive,
insensitivity,
futurist, reflector,
grille, lore,
expendable, motel,
hitchcock, brutalism,
brutalist, mch...
n361e2

n481e128

medicine,
seventeenth, cure,
eighteenth, overly,
eccentric, recognise,
rigour, determinism,
backdrop, complicity,
obscur...
n541e14

nerve, pedagogical,
pathos, instil,
sleeper, criminality,
lunatic, cerebral,
juridical, acuity,
idiocy, impregnation,
hieratic, madhouse
n601e10

fictive, memoir,
phantasm, missile,
alcoholic, revoke,
dutchman, hoffmann,
ach, soporific

n661e92

tank, rainbow,
behest, orchestra,
acoustic, wanderer,
goethe, symposium,
autonomously, do,
odyssey, wagner,
hades, roc...
n721e4

somatic, eros,
motherly, wotan

n781e40

n482e7

n483e23

classical, insistent,
nineteenth,
definitively,
immobility,
reappearance,
watermark

n542e3

bluntly, concise,
truncate,
referential, femme,
hallucinate,
outrageously

n547e12

consonant, vowel,
pronunciation,
abduction, vocalic,
orthography,
nominative, indo,
nasal, unmotivated,
phonetics, sylla...

n548e5

vocal, linguistic,
linguist,
linguistics,
grammatically,
sonority, auditory,
phonetic, berger,
larynx, phonetica...

n725e5

sex, subjugation,
deployment,
sexuality, charcot,
incitement

n727e3

rivalry, sacrificer

n786e1

maternal

n787e13

mimetic

n843e6

n844e28

essay, le re,
unrepresentable,
thenceforward,
prosody, cohabitation

n903e19

substantiality,
eschatological

n1083e5

neutralize,
modifiable, thematics

discourse

n1084e3

detour, nouvelle,
precipitation,
alterity, anteriority

n1143e1

indivisible,
perverse, esoteric,
delimitation,
politico, texte

heterogeneity,
irreducibility,
linearity,
formalization,
hierarchized,
filiation

psychopathology

n1086e41

imaginary, register,
analytic, captivate,
mirage, prevalence,
hallucination,
contiguity,
automatism,
signifiers, r...

signify,
indissolubly,
indissociable

n1144e6

rupture

n908e1

n1145e4

moi, aggressiveness,
compartmentalize,
infinitive

n967e1

savoir,
individualize,
describable,
archaeology,
discursive, langage,
connaissance,
enunciative
n1026e1

n909e1

n1146e2

paranoid, oedipal

initiation

n968e1

paternal

n1027e4

clinical,
procreation, onset,
freud

n1087e11

psychiatrist,
psychoanalysis,
psychoanalytic,
schizophrenia,
homosexual,
psychoanalyst,
psychiatry

anal, masturbation,
psychical

symptom, regression,
repression, sexual,
sublimation,
narcissism, genitals,
narcissistic,
castration, ego,
praecox, libidi...
n1089e12

instinctual

n1148e1

homosexuality

repress, erotic,
parental,
transference,
hysterical, neurotic,
puberty, megalomania,
trauma, infantile,
neurosis, pathogenic
n1149e5

unconscious, imago,
psyche, introvert,
mana

n911e10

guilt, illness

n970e3

therapy, hysteria,
melancholia

n1030e28

compulsion,
determinant, super,
annex, inhibition,
coitus, cortical,
helplessness,
hypnosis, abeyance,
psychoanalyti...
n1090e3

jung, fechner,
psychically

n1150e11

conscious, patient,
fantasy,
predisposition,
inferiority,
hypnotic,
compensatory,
paral...

insufficiently,
deplete, routinely,
proclivity

reaction, danger,
aggressive, impulse,
protective,
relinquish, inhibit,
unduly, rejuvenate,
forgo

n1151e1

ignore, subsequent,
repeatedly, observer,
flaw, undue,
unwillingness

n973e10

punitive

cue, wishful,
precautionary

n1092e5

phase, disruption,
euphemism, avowedly,
intransigent

n1152e3

undisputed

threaten, fail,
extreme, elsewhere,
responsible, protect,
despite, qualify,
stake, intact,
sanction, catholic,
irrevoca...
n913e7

suppress,
suppression,
denounce, lengthy,
instill

n1032e3

n1091e10

difficult, lead,
clear, familiar,
explain, show,
finally, doubt,
apparently, reflect,
confirm, impression,
dangerous, confus...
n853e17

n972e1

treatment, predispose

n1031e4

fade, curiously,
satisfactorily,
delude, discomfort,
generously, oddly,
miraculously,
restlessness,
whimsi...
n793e24

reveal, age,
essential, reserve,
apparent, renew,
liberate, truth,
tolerate, undo,
imprison, devoid,
tame, resolut...

immediate, refusal,
ensure, century,
indefinitely,
poverty, excessive,
incapacity, moral,
qualification,
genuinely, doc...
n912e5

physician,
anatomical,
paralysis,
distinctiveness,
savagery, signalled,
congenital,
impalpable, me...
n971e2

inexperienced,
outwardly, leapt

n733e11

superficial, quality,
figure, dream,
preoccupation,
shortcoming,
surreptitiously

n852e20

disorder, lurk,
undifferentiated,
correction,
rigorously, disease,
exclusion,
unreasonable,
assistance, ferm...

unprepared,
undisturbed, vista,
keenly, trance,
tirade

n673e3

n792e26

outset, rigorous,
passion, imminent,
precarious, theme,
temperament, banish,
insidious,
indiscriminately,
dispossess, moral...
n851e28

incarnation,
vertiginous, impiety,
wrongdoing

n910e2

ambivalent,
ambivalence, siblings

n1029e13

n1088e1

n791e16

scandalous, seasonal,
intimation

n850e4

operandi

n969e3

identification

n1028e3

analyst, pregnancy,
depersonalize,
psychiatric, octopus,
paranoia,
straightaway,
determinative,
preconsci...
n1147e7

contagion,
conciliation,
interdiction,
insidiously

thrill, manhood,
vagary, multifarious,
grossly, infatuation,
unaided, grotesquely,
carefree, wreckage

n613e6

vision, picture,
sentimental,
harmless,
illumination,
instinctive

n732e7

birth, manifestation,
dissolve, clarity,
manifest, grip,
intimately,
indefinite,
reservation,
undivided, adr...

fairy, sane, fluent,
grandparent,
eyesight, demur,
alertness, depot,
clairvoyant, pageant,
sacrosanct,
wellspring, sist...
n553e10

allure, masterful,
respectability

dri , urgently,
chasm, primeval,
inquisitiveness

n672e6

unlike, overlook,
significance,
obviously, root,
crude, anew,
spiritual,
projection,
miracul...
n731e12

futile, religion,
credence, anonymity,
denominator, wrest,
indelible, occidental

n790e3

violent, religious,
invariably, ceremony,
monstrous,
reciprocal,
perpetuate, crisis,
outburst,
monstrosity, devious
n849e4

tragic, infection,
contaminate,
contagious,
mutilation, hubris,
formalistic,
impartiality, rebuff,
polarize, exorc...

initiatory

n966e8

dispersion, unsay,
reactivation, langue,
teleology,
scientificity

n1025e1

n789e11

anathema, chorus,
redirect, virulent,
onslaught, quell,
infectious, paroxysm,
horrific, parentage,
ritually, demeanor,
awesome, fl...
n848e14

violence, impure,
tragedy, kinship,
ritual, expulsion,
reciprocity,
impurity, beneficent,
mimesis,
misapprehens...

n730e8

n493e15

impassioned,
revelled, heartedly,
clinch

n612e5

helpful,
understandable,
meticulously,
mouthpiece

n671e17

associate, trace,
whereas, undoubtedly,
imitate, obsession,
pervade, scholar,
people, luminosity

surf, bodiless

regre able,
unwanted, unqualified

n434e22

bloodless, stu er,
scion

n494e3

heartfelt, northeast,
grovel

n554e4

appal, unremi ing,
fruitlessly, exultant

n614e3

ghostly,
companionship,
keenness

n674e3

steadily, ostensible,
li leness

n734e4

echo, steady, tinge,
immeasurably

n794e7

prospect, loosen,
emphatically,
impress, closeness,
disclose, acutely

n854e28

late, early,
a ention, continue,
success, interest,
avoid, conclude,
careful, seriously,
serious, brief,
mention, eff...
n914e30

weaken, comment,
support, mass,
massive, devastate,
party, regularly,
august, october,
leader, conference,
agreement, ...
n974e26

threat, notable,
evidence,
commentator, portray,
concede, noteworthy,
retract,
knowledgeable,
denunciation

digest, unite, april,
supporter,
devastation, warfare,
november, blatant,
administration,
organizer, spokesman,
defense, tay...

n1033e12

n1034e177

elicit,
retrospective,
subversion, credible,
retrospect,
incursion, bias,
oust, aggressively,
denigr...
n1093e15

pessimistic,
americans, discredit,
evasion, corporate,
credibility, tenable,
marginalize,
syndrome,
uncritica...
n1153e10

advertise,
anniversary,
headline, setback,
crucially, relayed,
propagandist,
manipulative,
galbraith, sakharov

report, official,
invasion, journalist,
unworthy, allege,
murderous,
washington, pot,
offensive, murder,
sponsor, escal...
n1094e32

personnel,
assassination,
censorship, tactical,
communist, bomb,
legitimize,
unchallenged,
terrorism, seat...
n1154e3

military, monitor,
memo

coil, twinge, gout

n495e4

fondly, placid,
debar, hilarity

n555e4

protector, ardently,
turk, demoniacal

n615e3

n496e5

misgive,
compassionate,
forlorn, stool,
steadfastly,
questioner, florid

n556e16

n735e6

emphatic, ominous,
desperation,
suspense, lifeless,
outlive, chemist

n855e20

convince, decide,
inform, position,
unable, weakness,
sharply, favor,
expression,
reluctant, prominent,
village, hope...

n737e2

n915e9

n796e4

n916e3

heavily, a ack,
defeat, vindicate,
incident, loyalty,
loyal, rig,
circumspect

n975e11

news, scholarship,
fraud, ambassador,
favorably, ration,
apathy, stronghold,
campaign, diplomat,
foist

n1035e6

incompetence,
incompetent,
servility, editorial,
columnist, clam

publicity, inc,
reputable,
understatement,
underwear, derisive,
mickey, wayne

eyewitness, kosovo

flatly

fingernail,
subconsciously, dope,
ponderously, speedy,
airless, asteroid,
mike, gamma, yeast,
susan, robotics,
interstellar, a...
n1156e1

n1157e6

sardonic

win, frankly,
desperately, aren,
hasn, huddle, slam,
isn, slant, boyish,
crumple, shrug,
dryly, lazily

n1038e11

n1097e29

defenseless, loyally

n1155e2

swing, bore, guess,
worry, appointment,
approval,
announcement,
cautiously, nasty,
luxurious, casually,
halfway, lu...
n978e14

rubber, chairman,
secretary, crusade,
unofficial,
undercurrent

n1037e1

n1095e2

straight, smoothly,
unnoticed, club,
disgust, annoy,
unsuitable,
persistently,
enjoyable,
una ract...
n918e18

defiant, exhilarate

n977e6

newspaper, pretense,
unreliable,
unsupported, ruefully

n1036e8

unconsciously,
complacent,
unceasingly, jam,
standstill, callous,
fait, directness,
admiringly,
intolera...
n858e11

spend, appreciate,
painful, panic,
patch, mood,
exceptionally,
oblivious,
disillusion, bask,
irrationally
n917e2

torture,
scrupulously,
ludicrous

n976e5

squeeze, rider,
refreshment, nimble,
pitiable, lenient

n798e12

hopeless, dreary,
smother, conductor,
outstrip,
accompaniment,
disreputable

n857e11

try, quickly, repeat,
behave, alert,
passionate,
conviction, infect,
personally,
vigorously, mild,
dr...

doctor, escort,
submissive, stillness

n738e6

compatriot,
consignment

n797e7

keen, restless,
modestly, deprecate

n856e17

darkly, knuckle,
profligate, manfully

n678e4

leisurely, tradesman,
unimpeachable,
firewood, wrapper,
retake, flop

aristocrat

brood, smelt,
candidly, scullery

n618e4

bloat, dingy

n677e7

n736e1

silk, sip, monday,
trudge, medley,
deathbed, deportment,
concussion,
unsubstantial, darn

n558e4

chink

n617e2

charles, relapse,
travelling, jury,
judiciously,
unhappily

n795e7

n557e1

passenger, knit,
jacques, lumber,
chocolate,
recklessness,
portend, croak,
purposeless,
watchfuln...

lovely, chew, pad,
beef, spade, spat,
tinkle, flick,
cigare e,
chandelier, blare,
gallon, mull, juicy,
pester, tw...
n498e10

outhouse, offal,
candour

wretchedly

n676e36

kick, hip, flap,
unroll, hop, poke,
glee, plod, sock,
towel, pal, richmond,
sawdust, panama,
jimmy, wobble, quiz

n438e20

sicken, arabian,
unearthly, pi ance,
irksome, begone,
cloudless, felix,
malignity, fiend,
agatha, frankenstein,
co ager, just...
n616e1

bull, a ernoon,
crazy, drowsy, jail,
bean, lee, beer, bug,
nickel, crate,
tingle, truck,
spruce, solo, smoky,
sullen, driz...
n378e17

gorgeous, henry,
painless, dank,
squash

n497e3

terrific,
consummation,
uncouth, loveliness,
debility

reel, sweat, shamble,
suspiciously

n318e91

brown, lonely, lap,
dangle, punch, fry,
cream, sloppy, urinal

n437e5

overjoy, flannel

earnestness, musty,
saintly

n675e7

swerve, burly, buoy

ticket, jersey,
tremendously,
melodious, luscious,
curry, ranger

n377e9

thereabouts, peach

n436e2

youngster

blast, husk, backside

n258e4

n317e7

bump, weakly, prod,
frisk

n376e2

eugene, lovable,
muck, grist, dietary

n435e1

suck, stink, buffet,
recorder, rump, quail

n198e3

brawl

n257e3

n316e4

nipple, rasp

n375e5

wade, freckle, flair,
yankee, penumbra,
buoyant, jenny,
doodle,
temperamental, billy,
atelier, undergrowth,
benefice...

n197e1

hyper, tractor,
magnification,
quaver, robotic,
unreadable

n20e92

dost

n79e1

clout

n138e6

nostril, mite

windy, carcass,
jaundice

n256e3

n315e2

boulder, raucous

gossamer, crocus,
gusto, gage, wildfire

haze, boyhood

n19e1

queen, clown, pate,
hamlet, gertrude,
gambol, liege,
bernardo, pyrrhus,
ophelia, ber, ham,
hor, polonius,
horatio, laer...
n78e1

n137e2

belch, askew, pelt

n196e3

spurt

n255e3

n374e5

n552e3

idealistic, nowadays,
learnt, infrequently,
distaste,
materialistic,
imaginatively

n611e4

a ache

n670e10

primitive, rival,
aberration,
accusation,
elimination,
momentous,
unperceived, african,
turner, reestabl...

entwine

n433e2

bugle, dynamo

n492e4

glimmer, sensuality,
affront, unfailingly,
diplomacy, soberly,
honorary, dile ante,
quarrelsome, cinder

n551e7

exactitude

n610e1

substitute, origin,
imitation, rant

n729e11

divinity, perpetrate,
festival

n788e18

unanimous, victim,
mythic, antagonist,
dismemberment,
stampede,
tendentious,
unanimity, reprisal,
baccha...
n847e64

n907e1

n965e6

anterior, plenitude,
exteriority

n1024e3

presence,
catastrophe,
theological, closure,
perversion,
dislocation, accede,
ruse, restitution,
irremediable, erasure

interiority

cartesian,
deconstruct

n1142e6

appeasement

supplementary,
efface, hieroglyphic,
inarticulate, fecund,
telos, usurpation,
ideality,
culpability,
uncontamina...
n964e3

speech,
provisionally, defer,
degeneration, logo,
dissimulate,
accessory,
unknowingly, forti...

n1023e11

n1082e2

n846e1

substitution

n904e20

auto, barbaric,
accent, broach,
graphic, wand,
originary, script,
colloquial, denude,
copyist, soi,
incrimin...
n963e19

n1022e1

n845e1

anthropologist,
strauss, metaphoric,
supplement, italic,
perfidy, effacement,
husserlian,
interdict,
appurtena...

n728e3

sacrifice, parricide,
immolation

n550e1

intrinsically, oddity

n669e4

phoenician,
primitivism

n491e10

realised, realise

spell, tense,
inaccuracy

n609e2

n668e2

perspicacious

n726e2

scapegoat,
sacrificers, vedic,
purusha, brahmanas

n782e1

n902e2

n549e3

sound, stem, a est,
unit, etymological

language,
prehistoric,
etymologically,
hieroglyph, ideogram

n666e1

immolate, persecutor,
soma, manu, brahmins

n490e2

afield, civilisation,
realising, realises

n195e1

n314e2

n432e2

downright, leo,
walter, fluently,
unspeakably, austro,
noose, divan,
scrutinised, jubilee,
lucy, collateral,
highness, ulr...
n489e4

latin, alternation,
translator, semitic,
etymology,
fortuitously,
linguistically,
mortem, analogically,
bran, gab, soleil

antic

n372e4

kaleidoscopic,
motherland, humphrey,
thumbelina

n431e23

n608e5

n665e5

perspicacity,
crucifixion

n722e6

concoct, ness, churn,
russell, microscopic,
hopefully, pronoun,
sperm, berry,
quibble, credo, loop,
savor, stanley,
epiphenome...

elusive,
unbridgeable, soccer,
nonchalantly, denne

n546e20

philologist

n664e2

hymn

exit, cull

untrustworthy, ning

perpetuum

n18e23

dally

odour, sunbeam

n136e3

hue, icy, stag,
chafe, zodiac, entomb

solace, tenuous,
immeasurable,
illimitable

n254e2

n311e2

channel, circuit,
energy

n370e1

discuss, inductively

this

n488e12

plural, dialect,
syllable, prefix,
analogical, spelt,
germanic,
associative, proto,
contre, participle,
slavic, orthograp...

inaugurate

n663e1

indestructible,
melody, sidetrack

n1141e7

n545e1

decipher,
popularization,
prosaically

n487e22

dental, dit, sanskrit

n603e1

physiology,
genealogy,
transmission,
epitome, armor,
calculable, quotient

n662e2

n962e3

n1081e5

n486e3

bopp

n310e3

obtain, experimental,
maximum, efficiency,
negligible, signal,
absorption, accuracy,
sample, interval,
complexion, demon,
microsc...
n369e2

instigator

n428e1

pod, dominus, mes

n253e1

n17e1

needful, acorn,
methinks, wayward

n76e2

pore, feign, unmixed,
flavour, aflame,
cajole, finder

n135e6

marvel, therea er,
crave, greedy,
stench, roughness,
fraught, infuriate

n194e4

auspicious, commingle

n16e4

beget, germ, whit,
quake, flit, asunder,
wont, ether,
forthwith, eyeball,
primal, thunderbolt,
woodland, sunder,
multitudin...
n75e7

goad, perforce

n134e8

downward, onward,
malign, overmaster

n193e2

steadfast, nefarious

n252e1

mutiny

n309e102

n368e1

celtic

n427e3

gu ural,
monosyllabic

n192e2

fickle

n251e2

yew

megastructure

n367e1

ment

n426e2

n191e1

n15e46

weal, o , bestir,
apace, alo , twain,
stalwart, aye,
unharmed, mayst,
nowise, amain

n74e2

plaint

n133e4

disconsolate, tow,
moat, inferno,
behove, crag, canto

villain, anon,
minstrel, churchyard,
choler, stint,
doomsday, rais

n14e12

sturdy, fen, loath,
sooth

n73e1

dole, twixt, whereat

n132e7

n190e8

farewell, goose,
writ, thursday,
madam, ben, woo

n13e4

folk, fain, bide,
hardy, sprite,
baleful, mead,
chie ain,
friendless, valor,
henchman, blithe,
fiendish, f...
n72e3

thievish

chide, rosemary,
scurvy, visor

n250e1

n308e1

avis, heraldic,
caesars

n366e1

doc

philology,
reduplication,
invertebrate,
conjugation, grimm,
origine, naturelle,
grammaire, mathesis,
destu , taxinomia
n485e1

n189e7

immoderately

jester

n306e3

topple

n425e11

analyse, verb

n543e3

uncouple,
decipherable,
disqualification

n602e7

unconsciousness,
motif,
psychologically,
dissociation, snake,
personality,
masculine, personify,
wholeness, rebi...

vivify, clockwise

n484e2

sign, continuity, be,
analysis,
superimpose,
juxtapose,
chronology, unbroken,
anthropological,
meticul...

pedagogy, precocious

isis, dragon,
mystique, microcosm,
quintessence, prima,
adept, astral,
gnostic,
astrological, mundi,
incorruptibil...

n1021e78

designation,
nomenclature,
anatomy, inflection,
representation,
resemblance,
resumption,
superimposit...

n188e1

surfeit

n12e28

lusty, kinsman

n71e1

nurse, mantua, verona

n130e4

cupid

n248e1

willy, pater,
copulation, testicle

n365e1

merchandise,
fecundity,
invisibility,
appreciative,
untroubled,
interminably,
recomposed, ni...
n424e61

visible,
uninterrupted,
frontier, visibility,
interweave,
dissociate,
digestive,
compilat...

n70e3

knave, wench

n129e1

n187e1

anthem, trill,
feeler, eavesdrop

n11e2

hie, hoar, quoth,
shri , friar, clos,
woful, alack, juliet,
mer, laurence,
exeunt, rom, mu,
montague, serv,
romeo, mercu...
n69e2

grandly

n246e1

n305e1

signature, digestion,
featureless

n364e10

zoological,
unreachable, allusive

n423e10

perilous, silhoue e,
incantatory

n841e49

n901e2

n304e3

unspoken, prolific

n363e3

easel

n422e3

unhinge

poetical, jot,
ineluctable

n303e2

erudition, legibly

n362e1

poussin, porbus

n421e1

n245e4

n10e24

paunch, twill

cloven

n127e1

sweetheart

n186e4

beverage, rhapsody,
esperanto

n8e2

stopper, fount,
valentine, martha,
nevermore, margaret,
faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch, siebel

n67e1

wisp, waylay

n126e1

coax, gyration

n185e3

juggle, nick, martin,
shrewdly, scribble,
adhesive

n7e10

witch, thieve,
carouse, enamor

n66e2

ape, snout

n125e2

sibyl

n184e6

concert, professor,
peer, marri, marathon

n6e4

jangle, stealthy

n65e2

lovingly, whimper

n124e1

hark, pry

n183e5

advertisement, medal,
christen

n5e2

bliss, motley, singe

n64e2

bait, grub, toad,
carrion

n123e2

sour, lump, perch,
sweeten

n182e3

cram, whisk,
liverpool, mortis,
unpretentious,
defunct, hereabouts,
crony, exhibitionism

n4e3

ripe, cave,
poisonous, thereupon,
poppy, loathe,
conscientious,
fervour, mellow,
nondescript, sultry,
ruminate, r...
n63e4

lukewarm, cobweb

n122e4

fan, umbrella, peel,
grey, soap, doorstep,
gut, tan, garb,
pastry, trinity,
surgical, bronze,
obviate, staunch,
palpably, lu...

haven, funny, weren,
sandwich, gasp,
stiffly, hunch,
wearily, ominously,
chuckle, squirm

n1098e7

jag, blurt, savagely,
suddenness, snarl,
peek, ba leship

n1158e2

mess, colorful

n21e13

bridle, courteous,
horseback, entreat,
sorely, turks,
enchant, ungrateful,
bethink, enchantment,
craze, cuff, boon,
indignity, ...
n80e5

vomit

n139e8

n199e8

n259e6

n260e2

thumb, bunch, babe,
kid, shear, dale

n319e10

squeal

mumble, lurch,
whereabouts, greasy,
strawberry, husky,
amble, wrangle,
saunter, pineapple

n499e23

blink, doorway,
tenor, schoolboy,
sideways, potato,
pill, rudely, crease,
cabbage, awry,
pudding, bazaar,
grunt, def...
n559e17

wet, glove, solemnly,
nice, headache,
bachelor, soup,
sticky, throb, tea,
untidy, cringe,
glossy, gallantly,
vacate, pickle, mort
n619e10

yes, muffle, rang,
shrill, rake, flirt,
nervously,
conveyance, artless,
two

n679e7

sunshine, englishman,
shrewd, swoop, clerk,
sleek, propos

n739e16

yesterday, so en,
ponder, pity,
invalid, pitiful,
unaccustomed,
favorite,
exasperation,
connoisseur, al...
n799e23

ready, TALK, strain,
friendly, greet,
excite, rapidly,
blame, arouse,
quarrel, spite,
instinctively,
nobility, depr...
n859e25

feel, LOOK, run,
meet, usual, ask,
notice, firmly,
se le, tell,
forward, remember,
finish, stay, table,
brilliant, ea...
n919e20

stop, wish, expect,
drop, wait, busy,
happily, thin, dim,
polite, amuse,
calmly, guest,
reception, careless,
sorry, g...
n979e18

want, finger, tire,
lean, smash,
surrender, stomach,
don, shuffle, dimly,
soot, terribly,
shouldn, crank,
ostentatiou...
n1039e34

paper, tight,
vicious, both, hurt,
hell, mockery, ankle,
faintly, selfish,
wrench, glisten,
freak, hobby,
exaltation, ove...
n1099e21

office, untouched,
patiently, wasn,
plumb, nameless,
mansion, unconcerned,
reunion, contort,
assignment, lecturer,
millionaire, capt...
n1159e16

career, decent, wire,
commission, calendar,
editor, drill, job,
photograph, paralyze,
professionally,
vacation, eloquently,
fixture, cr...

n202e1

bar, roar

dirty, shirt, smack,
bony, bushy

n440e11

rub, limp, buzz,
bu on, skirt, cock,
clap, squat, nudge,
awhile, snore

n500e20

wink, tug, so ly,
strap, sniff,
wriggle, sausage,
whiff, bitch,
askance, noiseless,
tramp, lui, bravo,
pantry, audi...
n560e12

lightly, loudly,
quietly, jacket,
napkin, gaiety, tuck,
darling, unsteady,
smartly, abreast,
maroon

n620e12

leg, shy, splash,
tomorrow, forehead,
cheerfully, emaciate,
audibly, pancake,
frolic, gleefully,
dewy

n680e25

tone, dress,
excitement, splendid,
autumn, sit,
unpleasant, mentally,
vividly, fur,
freshly, inquisitive,
pou...
n740e33

interrupt, FACE,
clever, awkward,
conversation,
childish, confident,
ball, unnatural,
incomprehensible,
habitual, horr...
n800e15

please, beg, regret,
excuse, silent,
embarrassment,
arrival, ridicule,
happiness, fla er,
bewitch, wearisome,
rudeness, deco...
n860e16

ill, temper, happy,
curiosity, marriage,
instantly, sincere,
feelings, dislike,
eagerness, cruelly,
mend, carelessness,
aloof, minut...
n920e4

amusement, lately,
deference,
reprehensible

n980e2

insolent, resent

n1040e4

honestly, week,
apology, advisable

n1100e18

relief, hint,
wonderful, startle,
vacant, eloquent,
integrity, deck,
honesty, unspeakable,
intrude, retirement,
unfinished, mus...
n1160e17

sharp, suit, intend,
mod, whim, match,
caution, cautious,
arrogant, defiance,
worthless,
acknowledgment,
nic...

n205e1

nose, knock, heel,
roast, bo le, hairy,
scrape

n441e13

laugh, wipe, puff,
choke, moonlight,
muddy, fox, gait,
inhale, toothless,
languor, profusely,
belfry

n501e19

fellow, rustle,
screw, cla er, boot,
lit, flounder, bass,
yelp, clink, nap,
hoof, squeak, mu on,
beardless, blotch,
prearrange, hoars...
n561e27

whistle, sleeve,
pillow, trot,
silently, sleepy,
kiss, chime, creak,
belonging, munch,
blandly, reproachful,
breathlessly, sp...
n621e52

scream, brightly,
reluctantly, dinner,
flare, jest, eyebrow,
blush, pleasantly,
duel, resolute,
awkwardly, sarcastic,
handsome, sm...
n681e23

suddenly, nonsense,
listen, congratulate,
angry, passionately,
crowd, supper,
serene, tutor,
affectionately,
frost, affectat...
n741e11

fond, sincerely,
firmness, pleasant,
agitation, spur,
treachery,
perplexity,
insignificance,
trepidation, demean
n801e9

assurance, console,
cousin,
condescension, uncle,
nephew, unlucky,
playfulness,
ina entive,
coarseness, unconcern
n921e8

n323e2

shoulder, cheek,
beside, boldly,
harness, majesty,
wi y, whip,
laughter, cap, lid,
confessor, casement

n502e16

horse, await, scarf,
mason, feverish,
moan, wagon, unload,
newcomer, eldest,
rumor, pouch,
password, abdomen,
raisin, ce e
n562e250

count, french, shout,
staff, mu er, hare,
alexander, ride,
undress, sleepless,
stout, army,
detachment, corp,
comrade, sold...
n622e21

cloak, whisper,
cheerful, kindly,
tenderly, frighten,
unexpectedly,
dispatch,
a entively,
cordially, uneas...
n682e3

invitation,
gratitude,
disappointment,
resentment, miss,
impertinent, vouch

n1041e5

admiration, admire,
disappoint, comply,
thoughtless

n1101e19

know, sure, refuse,
wonder, stand, soon,
thank, astonish,
friend, advice,
visit, forget,
a entive, walk,
contempt, na...
n1161e14

hold, leave, else,
except, deal, right,
touch, spread, draw,
shortly, wave, board,
openly, cruelty

n503e13

pale, sigh, ba le,
retreat, scout,
joyful, traitor,
proclamation, deafen,
irresistibly,
pillage, booty, whizz

n563e7

n742e4

n802e3

n744e8

companion,
carelessly, upstairs,
wi icism,
consolatory

n803e3

condescend,
affectionate,
condolence

n862e9

politeness,
mortification,
mortify, fortnight,
entreaty,
cheerfulness,
composure, aunt,
niece
n922e13

n982e7

gratify, incredulity,
impropriety,
impertinence,
inducement,
abhorrence,
thoughtlessness

n1042e3

assure, astonishment,
unwillingly

n1102e18

see, hope, recover,
ease, spare, answer,
go, young, request,
stretch, pride,
cruel, love,
persuade, sixteen,
curtain, cord, hire
n1162e46

take, turn, keep,
break, find, speak,
lie, suffer, live,
believe, WORD, rise,
serve, fill, aside,
hide, confidence,
promise, off, y...

alacrity, clergyman,
pony, perusal, mrs,
housekeeper

n923e37

n924e1

forbearance,
uncommonly,
commendation,
gallantry, caroline,
abominably, civility,
apologise, phillips,
lucas, j...
n983e3

exceedingly,
kindness, unworthily

n1103e40

away, sight, sake,
come, say, trouble,
pass, bi er,
comfort, delight,
foolish, hear,
patience, humble,
journey, aw...
n1163e76

rest, receive,
remove, bear, seek,
lay, strong, bind,
hand, prepare, man,
none, teach, cease,
possession, strength,
let, name, cha...

n925e1

bi erness, heinous

n1104e25

willingly, deceive,
soul, joy, faith,
astray, exhortation,
folly, falsely,
conceit, offence,
likeness, drunkenn...

n1164e10

corrupt, instruct,
wisely, wisdom, wit,
boldness, calamity,
fe er, falsehood,
servile

n807e1

n927e2

pastime, proficiency

confess, foul,
beguile, deride,
spiritually, ensnare,
prate, zealously

toilsome

unjust, imitator,
enquiry, gymnastics,
drone, spangle,
informer, unholy,
cobbler, tyrannize,
demigod

n1166e4

n1167e2

n1108e14

detestation

n1109e4

tyrannical,
injustice, guardian,
meanness, temperance,
quarrelling,
fla erer, hellas,
gymnastic,
oligarchi...
n1168e1

tyrant, freeman,
husbandman,
democratical

allot, partake,
crete, preceptor

elect, salami, solon,
pisistratus,
areopagus, archon

n757e12

pontus

n816e1

rhodes, xenophanes,
miletus

n817e7

householder

n759e4

apportion, lathe,
dampness

n818e3

drum, catapult,
vermilion, chromatic,
tepid, tympanum,
cinnabar

n760e4

pivot, outermost,
faultless, channelled

n819e1

toothed,
unintelligent,
shellfish

n937e1

n941e34

ratify, arbitration,
pericles, crier,
superintend,
homicide, franchise,
secede, treasurer,
instalment, juror,
piraeus, archons

ornament, rigidity,
spire, sublime,
aesthetically,
interlace,
diagonally, twig,
textile, vegetal,
ornamentat...

width, lintel, tuscan

n1000e3

manliness

n1115e1

n1058e2

basilica

n1117e1

aurelius

n1059e4

frieze, joist

n1118e14

pilaster

truss, slavishly,
amphitheater, lath,
mantel, salubrious,
vestibule, impost,
semicircular,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recu...

n1001e2

vertically, decorate,
mold

rubble

n1057e1

ornamental, drapery,
artistic, inorganic,
crystalline,
sculptural,
romanesque, acanthus,
wavy, byzantine,
sidedly, natural...

n1060e1

carpentry,
familiarize,
gymnasium, courthouse

nave, textured

n882e10

decoration

n942e4

carve, richly,
venetian,
exquisitely,
pinnacle,
cylindrical,
luxuriant,
unmanageable
n943e7

mullion, sublimity,
tracery, leafage

n1002e2

gable, wildness,
neatness, allowable,
scenery, champaign,
como

n824e4

lightness, visibly,
venice, incision

n884e6

beauty, color,
grotesque, sharpness,
incongruous, ennoble

n944e8

unison, swiss,
cranny, erection,
imperishable,
unsuited, agreeably,
inexcusable

tile, pa ern,
arcade, modular,
farmhouse, freeway,
simmer, aisle, barn,
fart, tern

steeply, clinic,
crinkle, driveway

n1123e76

briar

comfortable, balcony,
entrance, roof,
shelf, stair,
kitchen, interchange,
bulge, courtyard,
cascade, identifia...

n825e4

crystal, metallic,
aggregation,
horizontality

n885e6

interior, italy,
excessively,
uninteresting,
diminutive, unfailing

n945e4

beautiful,
horizontal, vertical,
finely

n1005e7

enclose, space,
square, transition,
beautifully, loosely,
builder

balustrade, co age

n1063e4

cool, muscular

n1064e6

window, roughly,
glare, usable,
timeless, agglomerate

n1124e40

edge, build, floor,
garden, pool,
comfortably,
embellish, flimsy,
trim, closet,
enclosure, evenly,
ultra, bathr...

n1065e26

shape, rough,
shelter, main, path,
relax, load,
boundary,
individually, subtly,
center, bath,
adjacent, junct...
n1125e21

surroundings,
efficient, shop,
room, corridor,
community, trip,
sunlight, area,
beacon, bedroom,
congregate, unu...

stony, moisten, turf

n587e4

clay, slippery

n646e6

needle, ripen, nut,
evince

n765e2

exhibit

n1003e2

bu ress, fretwork

n1122e1

plaster

leaf, magnificently,
ugliness, niche,
quaint, foil, nicety,
rembrandt, normandy

n883e8

arabesque, mould,
excrescence,
dishonesty, bas,
devotional, gio o,
campanile, rouen,
flamboyant

n1062e11

n1120e1

n764e1

delicately,
triangular

n823e9

abstraction,
sculpture, cubic,
festoon

n881e19

tier

n998e1

aristophanes,
silenus, pausanias,
alcibiades, phaedrus,
agathon, eryximachus

n1055e1

n763e2

refinement,
horizontally,
symmetrically,
egyptian

n822e4

trite, fresco

n880e1

n938e3

module

n995e7

n762e4

masonry

n820e2

eaves, rainwater

flute

socrates, hesiod,
zeus

n761e1

exposure, athlete,
resonant, traction

dovetail

n878e2

n936e1

enroll, magistracy

n758e3

earthy, slake,
stucco, colonnade,
axle, substructure,
alum, triglyph,
peristyle, tenon,
cella, windlass

n586e2

noon, ind

n705e4

hot, compact

fore

n349e2

salt, palm, drought,
heretofore, suckle,
dissension

n706e5

east, parrot,
magnetic, jasper,
almanac

n766e9

embark, bay, mineral,
suffocate, sunset,
insulate, maria, los,
hectare

n826e7

current, chain,
encircle, vestige,
colour, predilection,
infancy

n886e10

examine, vast,
expose, collect,
celebrate, alternate,
anchor, fortunate,
observation,
powerfully

n946e18

narrow, high,
separate, regular,
fix, direction,
wherever, especially,
perfectly,
collection, enormous,
flourish, ra...
n1006e11

large, small,
surround, need,
place, detail, low,
light, isolate,
arrangement, strip

n1066e14

help, invite,
balance, health,
family, back,
healthy, ring,
physically, extra,
town, dense, shallow,
cushion
n1126e7

road, seat, rack,
carpet, crossroad,
necklace, tennis

soil, trunk, milky,
sirius

n647e7

cavity, eject,
lustre, clime,
stupendous, cupidity,
caustic

n707e17

west, ocean,
atmosphere, scarcely,
elevate, voyage,
south, pilot,
fisherman, rapidity,
astronomical, horde,
ohio, infus...
n767e14

frequent, north,
abundant, situate,
vegetable, chart,
eastern, switzerland,
transplant, aerial,
africa, congo, atlas,
diego
n827e5

degree, region,
polar, america,
epidemic

n887e5

numerous, remarkable,
distant, fish,
swedish

n947e7

rare, remote,
extremely, animal,
nearly, probable,
hereditary

n1007e14

vary, rarely,
strongly, character,
freely, range, food,
adapt, slow, tend,
transport,
innumerable,
moderat...
n1067e5

wide, slightly,
unusually, pond,
thinness

n1127e8

grow, dozen, linger,
glue, ice, noisy,
sunken, lively

n291e1

freshness,
irrigation,
clearness, roost

n352e1

trois

n528e5

humidity, marshy,
spar, dryness, tawny

n588e9

rock, mountain,
torrent, valley,
rocky, sunrise, vat,
putrid, spongy

n648e16

vincent, numberless,
lateral, antonio,
funnel, oxygen,
medicinal,
meteorological,
florida, anatomist,
santiago, impuls...
n708e13

native, atlantic,
indian, europeans,
san, amazon, werner,
emanation,
possessive, aragon,
imprudently,
cruciform, indent
n768e4

southern, northern,
pacific, mississippi

n828e4

fin, inhabitant,
prism, whilst

n888e3

inhabit, o ener,
fleshy

n948e6

distinct, successive,
formation, organic,
terrestrial,
largeness

n1008e11

slight, period,
differ, doubtful,
unimportant,
graduate, revert,
enormously, rabbit,
birthplace, endowment

n1068e5

cross, occasionally,
vigorous, immensely,
thickly

n1128e4

warmth, grade,
locomotive,
abnormally

n529e6

n530e131

sulphur, rainy, soda,
vapour, aliment,
subterraneous

n589e20

n590e21

ridge, arid, alp,
excursion, santa,
monte, mexico,
lagoon, woody,
hammock, columnar,
fibrous, plantation,
banana, mexic...
n649e18

n591e3

peak, cape,
earthquake,
promontory, slate,
victoria, nautical,
vegetate, medusa,
negroes, seaweed,
cuba, inflex...
n650e2

mission, ore,
spanish, thorny,
tint, temperate,
evaporation,
unacquainted,
hydrogen, hemisphere,
illumine, convu...
n709e5

n769e4

n770e1

climate, glacier,
evergreen, culinary

n829e5

n949e11

affinity, sterile,
intermediate,
migration,
extinction, supplant,
ally, bat,
domesticate,
injurious, offspr...
n1010e7

closely, parent,
widely, domestic,
hatch, organ, male,
diverge, inherit,
petal, geographical,
elongate,
organisat...
n1069e10

comb, consecutive,
recapitulation,
genealogical,
circuitous, owen,
caterpillar

n1070e3

female, feather, egg,
confidently, jaw,
abnormal, unoccupied,
coral, duck, pigment

n1129e1

habit, lapse,
unintentionally

n1130e2

pea

remark, burgess

n951e5

n952e2

deposit, excavate,
impassable,
deposition, pellet

n1011e7

severe, lung

n954e1

detritus

n1013e1

respiration

n1072e1

flower, formerly,
adjoin, indomitable

n1131e2

n953e1

pear, nestle

n1012e1

bird, inexplicable,
instinct, habitually,
assuredly, spinal,
solder

n1071e4

peculiarity

n1132e1

sew, cellar, froth

n1074e5

repose

n1133e13

admirable

immense, suffice,
enlarge, recur, iron,
grandeur, energetic,
ramification,
admirably, apple,
detract, antiquate,
gangrene

n896e3

sagacity

n955e12

reef

n1014e3

chrysalis

n1073e1

n838e6

bark, biped, beauvais

n895e1

apricot, acrid

hurricane, meagre,
vapor, daisy,
imperatively

n1134e26

grand, overwhelm,
vanish, ensue,
cherish, magnificent,
soar, handful,
blossom, robust,
swarm, anarchy,
mechanica...

scent, perfume,
astride, glade,
archangel, watcher,
nude, deafness, ave,
skein, lacerate,
pla er

n1015e4

poster, limbo,
clemency, jovial

n1075e9

strewn, engulf,
bu erfly, avalanche,
puerile, plateau,
drape, parasitism,
publicist

n1135e13

shadow, glimpse,
suspicious, install,
extricate, austere,
epoch, religiously,
improvisation, salon,
veteran, comedian,
annotate

flag, saint,

inexpressible,
shapeless, ineffable,
venerate,
impregnable, belle,
rifle, sarcasm,
rummage, hom...
n780e5

bucolic, iniquitous,
inauspicious,
academician, quarto,
laertius

n837e3

n894e2

formidable, stroll,
sinister, halt,
gardener, the ,
latch, stupefy,
cemetery, candid,
bravery, dint,
adoration, haran...
n720e34

paris, notre,
obscurity, nineteen,
riot, malicious,
odor, barrack,
titanic, orchard,
springtime, indemnity

n779e6

oblong

luminous,
precipitate,
colossal,
hermetically, metre

resemble, prodigious,
excavation

resume, gloom, adore,
ferocious,
thoughtful, shudder,
radiance, stammer,
alley, scrutinize,
dilapidate, lair,
peruse, d...
n660e66

dazzle, twilight,
nail, motionless,
intoxicate, recoil,
jade, consternation,
elapse, suffocation,
lassitude, venomous,
thenceforth, muz...
n719e12

n775e1

whiteness, patria

rag, audible,
daybreak, grumble,
retort, haggard,
lantern, rascal,
coffin, disinherit,
bullet, perspiration,
tranqui...
n600e256

bristle, clad,
thicket, encumber,
tranquil, benumb,
nuptial, feebleness,
sepulture

n659e27

favourite, broom,
detonation, wan

decidedly, blackness,
chisel

coverlet, garret,
cask, wicket,
bastille, madame,
postilion,
monseigneur

n540e42

shiver, gloomy,
wretch, mire, visage,
peal, impassive,
despatch

n599e9

legion, crest, hurl,
titan, prodigal

n718e3

fraternity, lodging,
calmness,
frightfully,
heedless, bonnet,
antoine

n480e8

keeper, morrow

n539e8

n658e4

refractory

thatch, chimney,
fireside, domicile,
val

shu er, comer,
padlock, goblin,
assiduity

n420e7

swoon, spy, coach,
wig, turnkey,
guillotine

n479e2

slumber, tumultuous,
descry, yonder,
plaintive,
majestically, pinion,
disdainful

amazement, uneasy,
staircase, bench,
harshly, stove,
ferocity, cupboard,
gentleness, pane,
nook, pleasantry,
washerwoman
n360e5

kennel

n419e6

n598e5

gild, rebind,
prodigy, aurora

n657e1

inure

n717e5

n774e2

extinguish, levelled

n892e3

intermi ent

n597e4

exhale, azure

n656e1

deformity

spaniard

n833e5

furnish, savage,
perseverance, luc

n891e1

marine, flora,
reptile, heath,
naturalist,
geological, mollusc,
madeira

n950e95

variety, modify,
stripe, fertile,
insuperable,
parallelism,
tropical, australia,
transitional,
progeny, borneo
n1009e33

n832e4

specimen, botanist

n890e8

geology, favourable,
nutritious

n596e2

traverse, precipice,
tulip

n655e1

habituate

scrap, exclamation

n359e1

prisoner

axe, deject

n538e8

lo y, mingle,
meantime, forgetful,
tumult, blacken,
enrage

n714e1

moss

n773e2

shock, impregnate,
itinerary, miner,
marseilles

n537e7

fatigue, blanch

n595e3

extremity, nocturnal,
blanc, undulate

n654e1

n713e1

tortuous, lethargic

n772e5

singularly, irruption

n830e2

plant, continent,
unequally, botanical,
geologist

n889e3

n594e4

fathom, seashore,
fermentation

limpid, undulation

n712e2

inflexibility,
botany, voracity

n771e2

basin

n593e3

subterranean,
environ, zenith,
physiognomy, cane,
mountaineer

n652e2

granite

n711e3

elevation, crocodile,
idiom

n535e2

brink, uninhabited

shoe, errand, rap,
gaunt

n478e2

vaguely, abruptly,
superb, rivet, farce,
fireplace, parlor,
premeditation

n300e13

wring, snuff, gruff

n418e1

alarm, stormy,
rustic, vent,
loquacious

romance, flinch,
disown, soliloquy

n240e8

paste

n299e2

feeble, afresh,
thief, straw

n477e5

torch, conflagration

n239e1

n358e3

orphan, imperiously

n417e4

burst, bolt, thrust,
chill, horrible,
gleam, trickle,
scaffold, palpitate

n476e2

serenity, clump,
helena

clasp, lounge, rusty,
clench, furiously,
glassy

n357e2

bed, feebly, agility,
writhe, pail, to er,
pilfer

n416e9

lavish, skirmish,
glu ony, grandson

n475e3

n534e2

fever, contraband

n356e7

sickly, familiarly

n415e4

fi een, eighty

n533e2

bohemia, adjourn,
obligingly

n592e6

shrub, quince,
rivulet

n651e1

conical, isabella

n710e3

island, disseminate,
columbus, del, java

n532e3

league, gulf,
traveller,
brilliancy, fetid,
gros, whitish

n355e2

four, inexperience

n474e2

salamanca

n531e7

summit, mountainous,
commotion, cavern,
verdure, vegetation,
terra, fern, meteor,
mildness, gro o,
coast, pyrenees,
indians, rav...

repulsive

mistress, waist,
expiate, loquacity

n414e2

port, hillock

n472e1

coolness, reddish,
tu , bluish, naples

susceptibility,
enviable

n180e4

furtive, lustrous

door, chair,
bewilder, crawl,
breakfast, peevish

n298e4

bookcase, hoot,
lincoln, sparrow,
loneliness, cab,
nervousness,
punctually, saucer,
byron, impulsive,
inaudi...
n120e2

dreamy

n179e2

flu er, gravely,
ooze, puny, dessert,
shrubbery

n238e6

gently, knee, stare,
thoughtfully, fist,
lane, spa er,
ferociously

n297e6

twinkle, girl,
crouch, ra le, sir,
hoarse, arrears,
keyhole, cove

n60e52

bewilderment,
elderly, slacken,
shabby, horribly,
queer, aback,
exclaim, fidget,
bicker

n119e1

n178e6

chin, tuesday

n237e8

pocket, kneel,
candle, stride,
parapet, paw,
trouser, bucket,
nibble, forefinger,
fleming, outspread,
wart, sentry, a...
n296e9

n354e4

squall

n412e2

pearl, dip, misty,
expedition, silvery,
majestic, yellowish,
greenish, freshen,
wooded

n470e5

aromatic

n294e1

n59e10

dull, hum, pause,
aloud, overhear,
energetically,
undertone, chirp,
cordiality,
indiscretion

clock, wed,
outstretched,
straighten

n177e2

collar, yawn, nape,
pout, eau

n236e16

hat, apron,
sideboard, unscrew,
bedside, waistcoat

n58e10

even, terrible,
charm, lower, pace,
stupid, powder, gaze,
purse, joyous,
wrinkle, incessantly,
grimace, gossip,
jostle, mid...
n117e4

fling, droop, rut,
satin

n176e5

cough, pinch, frock,
clank, duchess

n235e6

oyster

talkative,
benediction

blanche

n351e1

snow, delicious, hut

n410e10

n469e1

impetuosity

n234e1

n57e35

asleep, velvet,
disconcert,
respectful, cha er,
personage, timid,
sly, scold, chestnut,
elbow, brow, coat,
noisily, varn...
n116e4

sash

n175e5

agony, peep, jeer

catechism,
incontestably

n293e2

n56e25

resolutely, glance,
gown, quiver,
embroider, coldly,
irritate,
conscientiously,
dine, cordial,
joyously, mus...
n115e1

busily, livery,
brandy, smock,
housekeep

n174e3

timidity,
unhappiness, carp,
irascible

n233e2

cleverly

n55e16

clutch, tenderness,
shriek, carriage,
warmly, intently,
crimson, coldness,
sidelong, oat,
eyelash, banter,
mournfully, ...
n114e5

plaything,
childishness, bridal,
starch, coterie

n173e4

exquisite, idiotic,
agonize

n232e1

n350e3

grande, morocco

barcelona, chile,
tunis, por

n468e1

inundation

n527e3

steep, crust, juice,
porous

season, sail, tree,
eighteen, sicily

n645e2

observe, protract,
ingeniously

n704e2

mix, liquid, ballast

n526e4

vein, pine, height

n585e5

eight, sixty, abound

n644e3

triple, ray

n703e3

fissure

n525e3

cover, spring, air,
foot, near, nine,
wild, six, thirteen

n584e3

heavy, grind, melt,
boil

n643e2

receptacle

n702e1

greek, reservoir,
symmetrical, forum,
harbour, uneducated,
overhang

june

february, madrid,
rekindle, corsica,
fridays, arab, libya,
evict, marina,
dossier, brazilian,
twi er, online,
occupier, oakl...

n467e1

slope, laurel

n54e19

husband, exasperate,
peasant, ironical,
chilly, shyness,
champagne, thaw,
commiseration,
contemptuously,
playfully, li...
n113e5

cigar, frigid,
penitent

n172e3

fragrant, berth

meadow, lucrative

n290e4

n408e4

breeze

n466e2

n53e25

humor, nobleman, rug,
mushroom, redden,
divorce, hotly,
thrash, nursery,
distasteful,
serenely,
assiduously, m...
n112e3

humiliate,
delightful,
malignant,
unmistakable,
blissfully

n171e2

promptly, scrub

n230e2

cold, minute, slender

n289e1

n348e35

infest

n406e1

thick, lake

n52e120

positively, soothe,
baby, sauce,
humiliation,
tiresome,
disagreeable,
hearted, plough,
hateful, aw...
n111e5

ache, shirk

n170e2

shoot, chat

n229e3

winter

unhealthy

n346e1

n465e2

wind, hollow

n524e9

wood, fine, weather,
wheel

n583e4

half, divide, middle,
fourth, sluggish

n642e1

pipe, stiffness

n701e7

lever, midway,
cauldron, sinew

n523e4

top, up, broad, side,
intent, wall, sixth,
beam

n582e5

joint, polish, warp

n641e2

si

n700e4

trough,
proportionate,
bestowal

n522e8

dignity, outwards

taper

rain, weed

n464e2

summer, row, warm,
oak, well, damp

n228e1

eel

n51e37

jealous, shameful,
brother, a ire,
wife, whet, fret,
dishonest, haggle,
vouchsafe, miserably,
conclusively, midwife

n110e2

cheese

n169e2

corner, mud

n288e1

crack, mole

n404e2

chalk

n463e6

bo om, wane,
wonderfully, assault

n227e1

deaden

n50e13

mother, fearful,
grass, seventeen,
lace, pardon, prick,
pang, bride, clog,
harass, scissor,
locksmith

n109e1

soundly

n168e2

gilt

n286e1

n344e2

n403e1

pin

n581e3

valve

n640e1

obstruction, epigram,
levelling

n699e3

chios

n994e3

athens

n1052e13

n1111e2

tyranny, aristocracy,
legislator,
conversant,
magistrate, perjury,
eligible, cretans,
sedition, kingly,
demago...
n1170e1

n815e3

delphic

n580e1

n639e3

thickness, adriatic,
counterpoise

poplar, hoop

gape, flea

n462e4

n521e2

marble, obtuse

pediment

n638e3

moisture, triglyphs

n874e1

excellently, syracuse

carthaginians,
protagoras

n992e1

athenians

n1051e6

n1110e14

n814e1

concord, corinth

n873e2

pythagoras, inveigh,
pythagoreans

n932e2

effeminate, senate,
persians, maritime,
spartans,
licentiousness,
monarchical

n991e1

excel, desirous,
senator, remiss

n1050e4

n813e2

triton, anaxagoras,
pompey, maximus

n872e3

commendable,
rhetorician, cicero,
theseus, banishment,
copiously, caucasus,
ignominy, tiberius,
enervate, epicurean

n931e7

preferable, covet,
sicilian

n990e4

moderation, barbarian

n812e4

laudable, fortitude,
immoderate, deify,
deity, disputation,
cato, demosthenes,
lycurgus, brutus,
perturbation, stoic,
commonwealth, ca...
n871e11

countryman, oration,
lust, panegyric,
marcus, unsound,
destitute, faun,
deservedly, turbid,
viciousness

n930e3

ancestor, sustenance,
unanimously, annals,
soundness, shortness,
illiterate, digress,
encumbrance,
undeservedly

n1049e1

intemperance

n1107e11

enmity, whence,
instructor,
adversity, diseased,
maim

n1165e3

n811e27

honorable,
unpolished,
unbecoming

n870e11

n989e2

injure, insatiable,
implant, cessation

n1048e1

n1105e6

n810e3

n756e1

apportionment

n520e2

n578e1

plinth

doric, ionic, corona

barge, sailor,
megaphone

n402e1

ancient, outward,
presently, delicacy,
duly

n226e1

n49e13

poor, leather, cloth,
farthing

n108e1

burgundy

n167e1

drip

burial

n285e1

n342e2

fanfare, disembark,
yves, tsunami

n461e5

omit

brick, semicircle,
wreathe

n283e2

drain, inconvenience,
lastly, tenacious,
improperly

n460e1

posterity

n519e3

sap, sha

n341e4

bog

n400e5

n459e1

n697e2

samos

n755e1

n399e7

n518e2

n637e3

ra er, mutules,
cymatium

n696e1

unskilful

castor, augur, cere

convenience,
conveniently,
magnificence,
durable, apt,
answerable, summarily

beholder

serviceable, cypress,
consistence, girder

n577e1

n636e3

diana, arcadia

n694e1

perseus

n751e3

grief, elate

illustrious,
eloquence, appease,
temerity, solicitous

orator, vehement,
miserable, unbridled,
befall, approbation,
acuteness,
philosophize,
adventitious,
endurable
n929e10

approve, extol,
contemptible

n988e4

sweetness,
vehemently, inwardly,
inmost, formless,
corporeal,
changeable, carthage,
unchangeable, enth...

n1046e1

n750e2

n634e2

bacchus

n693e1

minos

n340e1

cramp, hippocrates

handsomely

n458e1

n517e4

fasten

mortar, lime, jamb,
volute, kiln, abacus,
fascia

n633e1

centaur

n692e1

infamy, dotard,
betake

n869e10

misfortune,
vehemence, trifle,
acquaint, inactive,
recollect, quickness,
detestable,
apprehensive,
strenuously, untried
n928e3

allurement,
vainglorious

n986e29

brotherly, unshaken,
unwonted,
corruptible,
concupiscence, hadst

n1045e8

n516e1

draught

n576e7

n632e1

obsequies

exult, rashness

n809e5

uneasiness,
insensible, declaim,
malevolent

n868e11

consolation

n514e1

n339e2

spoilt, artfully

n398e1

wholesome, indus

n225e1

holly

n48e4

coarse, treble,
aggrieve,
miscarriage, ordnance

n107e1

gum

n166e1

rope, vermin, elm

n224e1

n282e3

n47e5

sort, discharge,
veneration,
peaceable,
unconquerable

n106e1

plank, filth, pave,
pavement

n165e3

fabled

eddy, downstream,
lighthouse, linden,
microbe, suez,
invasive, garonne,
biogea

ivy

n338e2

n457e2

n46e5

erect, diversion,
diligence,
discontinue

n105e4

gu er, rubbish

ditch, causeway

n221e1

maple

n45e4

arsenal, citadel,
soak, rust, recluse

n104e2

keel

n163e2

admonition, prudently

n281e9

sand

theatre, disunite

delta, diction,
orestes, unravelling,
iphigenia, omega,
alpha, sigma, lambda,
iota, tau, kappa,
rho, epsilon, omicron

n631e1

impious

mast

spacious, rugged,
bluster

spleen

n44e5

chapel, infirm,
stoutly

n103e1

kno y

n162e2

n220e1

grit

n43e3

lineament,
intermission,
searcher,
inconsiderate

n102e1

plum, imbibe,
pestilential

prow

n219e1

beech

n42e4

contrive, slime,
gnat, obelisk,
unsightly, tractable,
globular

n101e3

rot, cement,
platform, basement,
roller, jut, pier,
epitaph, mossy,
amphitheatre

n160e1

dig, rib

n278e1

n396e2

n455e1

licentious

celestial, venus

n277e1

n336e3

vase

n454e1

taint, skilful

n512e2

n630e1

n749e3

expatiate

n808e4

unintelligible

n867e1

n926e2

piously

n985e6

wilfully

n1044e2

n748e1

bewail

endue

n335e1

n690e2

disengage

mollify, dutiful,
tormentor

n866e1

earnest, creep,
earnestly,
countenance

thankful

n984e1

partiality,
guardianship,
unassuming

n1043e3

n806e3

hearty, robber,
taunt, sneer,
custody, gallows,
crib, broth

n865e4

recital, salutation

n747e1

shady, trench

distill, penetrable

n453e2

deform, limb

n218e1

n41e7

adorn, wedge, moist,
noxious, strew,
contrivance,
pedestal, aqueduct,
intermix, rind,
moulder, aperture,
hurdle, cup...
n100e10

embellishment,
concavity,
gracefulness

n159e2

ba lement, worthily

forefather

n276e1

n394e2

sacred, throe, pent

n452e2

propitious, preserver

languid, inflame,
entrails, assuage

instigation

surgeon, unlock,
boisterous,
unprotected,
unmitigated

studious

n275e1

n571e15

n629e4

applause

n688e1

n746e5

robbery, interpose,
toast, artful, grin,
drab, burglary,
harry, gin, slink,
rejoin, surly,
parochial, tinker,
paleness, gr...

mound

n217e1

n40e50

fortify, timber,
convenient, arch,
commend, strait,
flint, breadth,
fortification, fillet

n99e3

fortress,
pleasantness

n158e2

stone

scorch

n274e2

n392e3

royal

presage

n510e2

a end, insolence

disgrace, dread,
infernal

n628e1

overcast

falter, dismal,
shrivelled, looker

deface

n451e1

divine, repel, pious,
boundless, incite,
discord

n568e3

consign

n627e1

stain, ghastly

n686e4

n805e8

coolly, chaise,
parlour

n864e2

n567e1

n509e2

bestow, unwilling,
dissuade

n273e1

n39e10

bake, uppermost,
girt, clod, noisome,
claudius,
corinthians, ague,
broil, plat

n98e2

workmanship

n157e1

dry, worm, hill,
amend, beautify,
manger

n215e1

storm

n38e10

plentifully,
mulberry, canker,
inclose

n97e1

ninth, eighth,
twel h, mischievous,
overseer, cinnamon

n156e6

lighten, river,
overflow

tumour, vulture,
mona, lisa, uncanny,
nathaniel

n391e1

foremost, invade,
prone, hover,
illustration

n450e6

conquer, aid, urge,
impart, yield,
revenge, wanton,
ignoble

n272e1

n37e4

harden, habitation,
besiege, earthen,
nativity, isle,
vinegar, fir,
diligent, mightily,
myrtle, euphrates,
ephesus, sepulc...
n96e6

twelve, strengthen,
fruitful, upright,
abundance, grove,
enemy, purge,
neighbour, vessel,
consecrate,
heaviness, furn...
n155e3

prudent, ash,
refresh, dreg,
adamant

n213e1

shade, sandy

n36e15

seven, fruit, wash,
cast, oil, gate,
beast, pitch, forth,
seventh, mine, eat,
compass, reap, flesh,
appoint, multitude,
abundantly, re...
n95e19

save, bring, day,
burn, fire, ear,
bone, neither,
destroy, thousand,
fi y, faithful,
treasure, hundred,
sea, provoke, mo...
n154e5

ship, flood, scorn,
till, furrow

n331e6

poise, disable,
arcadian

n390e5

n449e8

n508e3

fiercely, observant

n626e2

rouse, parley

hush, remonstrance,
scuffle

n745e67

gentleman, boy,
impatiently,
distractedly,
stateliness, gig,
pitchfork, archway

n804e3

lady, heartily,
avowal

n863e6

n566e2

nod, unkind, gladden

n685e3

n389e9

care, triumph, hasty,
indignant, deed,
bribe, council

n212e2

n35e762

blood, gather, heart,
bury, peace, praise,
heaven, mount, send,
mouth, tread, prayer,
father, beloved,
perish, surely, lion,
child, herd, l...
n94e49

dead, heir, darken,
sca er, CLOUD,
thirst, wing, ivory,
withhold, fervent,
tributary

n153e5

chase, defy, gush

stately

n271e1

n330e3

conquest, impervious,
unthinking

train, stream,
hostile, deadly,
avert, persuasive,
weapon, presumptuous,
wreak

n448e7

wretched

n211e1

wield, grim, prowess

n34e118

pour, shame, err,
array, obedient,
hail, bowl, sorrow,
lament, prey,
thirsty, scourge,
oracle, grace, gall,
dismay, th...
n93e11

crown, golden,
withstand, cloudy,
forewarn

n152e3

mar

acclaim, regal, sue,
cloy

n329e3

infant

fair, race, sky,
victorious

n388e4

dare, stroke, sink,
impatient, awe,
ardent, sting

n507e1

n625e2

inquire, stealthily,
viand, thro le,
doubtfully, nightcap,
portly

n328e1

youth, swell

n447e7

shine, bright, shake,
grateful, unseen,
horrid, unbend

loud, stoop, plunder,
befriend

reply

n684e7

n210e3

timely, rash,
untimely, vigour

n33e26

dust, purple, bosom,
chief, balm, sheath,
defraud, confederate,
tempestuous

n92e5

proud, fight, plain,
crew, contend, flame,
dye

n151e1

copious, uncorrupted

n270e4

disdain

n387e2

unhappy, detain

n446e7

n565e3

footstep, straggle

n624e1

doze, handkerchief,
graciously, shawl,
irresolute, confidant

dear, hastily,
beckon, merriment,
approvingly, luggage,
restlessly,
downstairs,
scornfully,
impressively

n209e4

quit

n32e9

boast, bathe, band,
pomp, bid, heap,
heave, fiery, hiss,
mindful, scornful,
ravish, woe, cle ,
wrathful, vengeance,
unmindful
n91e7

n150e2

doom, resign, mortal,
revere, sage,
proffer, airy,
forceful, omen,
unarm, disclaim,
unknowing, thankless,
una ended

panther, unteach

n327e1

triumphant, lash,
vanquish, graceful

n386e2

tear, rush, retire,
snatch, dusty,
implore, rein,
impend, heartless,
mane

n505e4

gli er, grudge,
unclouded, truce

n564e2

hound, shaggy,
fester, troop,
fixedly, sinewy,
squadron

n623e6

n743e5

hurry, eagerly,
anxiously, solemnity

n504e4

n208e1

ply

verge, fatal,
imperious

n326e4

arm, youthful,
repulse

n445e10

solemn, sway, wound,
vainly, crackle, maid

n31e17

vain, glorious, fury,
tempest, heavenly,
thrice, slaughter,
ere, affright,
distil, durst,
upbraid, valiant,
guiltless

fly, fate, prize,
fleet, herald, hero,
shun, deplore,
averse, immortal,
adverse, singly,
greeks, victor,
frantic, watch...
n149e14

deluge, mangle,
scape, verdant

n268e2

rear, shower, glide,
whirl, sadden

breathe, glow, tore,
insult, tremble,
radiant, haste

n385e3

sparkle, alight,
stall, ember

n444e6

smoke, march, mist,
plume, ruffle,
predestine,
embroidery, tenfold,
munition

n207e1

gale

n30e14

fame, shore, ample,
weighty, groan,
shield, expire,
bulwark, fearless,
faithless, vale,
snowy, turret,
transfix, ami...
n89e36

generous, starry,
divinely, trophy,
whiten, ignominious,
unsullied

n148e4

rout, combat, tardy

n266e3

n325e7

bend, fright, curl,
upli

n384e4

tender, guard, seize,
dash, trample,
hasten, amid, madly

n443e9

n683e10

bustle, subside,
a endance

compliment, amiable,
sister, affability,
agreeable,
imprudent,
solicitude, tease,
headstrong,
wednesday, impudence,
matrimony, simpleton,
charmingly,
ceremonious,
conceited, adieu
unreser...
n981e7

n324e4

sad, ruddy

n383e8

eye, hair, head,
voice, round, lip,
sadly, crow

n442e13

anxious, marry,
recollection,
displeasure, rapture,
frankness,
acquaintance, staid,
minuteness

n861e11

roll, toss, drench,
buckle

mantle

neck, hungry, cry,
lodge

n382e8

n206e1

n29e24

bold, rage, foam,
dire, greece,
resound, impetuous,
dreadful, dusky,
goddess, warlike,
swi , ethereal,
manly, navy, fie...
n88e7

pierce, breast, toil,
pest, carnage, gash,
billow

n147e3

mournful, unu erable

stalk

n265e5

n28e148

thunder, furious,
pant, dame, haughty,
bleed, breathless,
headlong, spouse,
boar, sate, clang,
lave, supplicate

n87e7

brandish, throng,
prostrate, missive

n146e2

tumble

ba er

n264e4

n322e4

sweetly

n381e7

n27e14

blaze, pensive,
lordly, sceptre,
uninjured, twas, loth

n86e4

bellow, allay, clot

n145e1

funeral

n203e1

n262e1

n321e1

n26e7

v, reek, spout,
neigh, tusk,
reverend, emboss,
rabid, hearten

n85e3

talon

n144e1

hoist

breath

blow, beat, night,
sleep, morning,
tooth, sing, spit,
midnight, hem, lice

stagger, barefoot,
hey, discomfiture

n380e5

bag, slap, whine,
bu , wallet, swish,
lout, excitedly,

n439e10

n25e9

recline, idly, fawn,
wa , rapt, headless,
endear, nymph,
unheeded

n84e1

n143e1

cheer, stiff

virgin, brim, eyelid

n261e11

n320e4

dusk, blond, hitch,
mash, mop,
frantically,
businesslike, yell,
blonde, missouri

n379e9

n24e9

silken, bravely,
spurn, unman,
hyacinth, unborn

fray, tress

n142e2

strangle, decease

n201e3

eleven, crook, drink,
shave, slack, toe,
lamp, couch, wail,
lily, cake, drunken,
salute

n23e6

mourner, wile,
trusty, victoriously,
hilt, stow

n82e2

beard, waken, fare,
bystander, braggart

n141e2

faint, shut, vile,
devil, weary, fro,
sling, maiden,
dainty, famish, crumb

n200e13

belly, ro en, lick,
razor, filthy, booth,
salmon, whore

n22e6

relish, gallant,
bade, trapping,
scour, ado, bier,
windmill, cavalier,
yore, pike, peerless,
addle

n81e5

castle, jewel,
treacherous, amber,
surname

n140e11

sweet, milk, mock,
cup, liar, swaddle,
rumour, aha

garland, slough, dike

n1076e5

crumble, beneath,
ecstasy, indistinct,
pedant

n1136e5

terrify, audacity,
audacious,
fanaticism,
quarantine

n959e2

marie, fatally,
senility

n1017e5

lightning, shipwreck,
gratuitously, clamor,
jug

n1077e5

abrupt, daylight,
squarely, geniuses,
sceptic

n1137e2

premeditate,
immodesty

n1018e3

retrace, ladder,
spider

n1078e6

transfigure,
harshness, petrify,
enormity, sorbonne,
transfiguration

n1138e4

interrogate, senile,
menagerie, troupe

elector, jacobin,
potestas,
revolutionist,
robespierre

n900e3

ecce

n958e3

caress, gorge,
potion, niagara

n1016e9

parisian, pun,
pallid, folio,
paternity

n840e5

nos

n899e1

lull, whitewash

n956e4

phantom, hearth,
vicinity, gust,
speechless, talker,
hubbub, pandemonium,
behemoth

n839e1

horace, repertory,
ingenuous, feline,
ma , boa

n897e2

beau, fez,
superannuate

n960e3

cat, appellation

n1019e1

ingenuously

n1079e4

accomplice, penal,
police, culpable

n1139e6

conscience,
executioner,
liberator,
schoolmaster,
saturnalia,
earthenware

lethargy, bien,
chaplain

n1020e5

pendant, connivance,
providential, nous,
curdle

n1080e6

claw, scoff,
effusion, pique,
populace, pardonable

n1140e5

ala, babble, lied,
jehovah, haughtily

n1171e3

usurp, censor, edict,
profess, honour,
herein

lover, courageous,
unlawful, badness

aeschylus, uninformed

enslave

virtuous

citizen, deprave,
seditious

○ 2 4 0
Face of PAB render ng_232_ 4_RW_4060_r_50 t22d

1

n2383 e32 {performer, topologically, shelve, library,
kaleidoscope, index , galaxy , cybernetics, encode , wiener,
schumacher, som, wolfram, spuybroek, https, brillouin, pdf,
hofstadter, negroponte, carpo, spectrums , geb, tst, encodings,
itd, ACW, aoa, bibliotheka , lecorbusier, romanvlahovic, sdt,
xenotheka }
n2323 e2 {snapshot, synchronous}
n2382 e5 { dimensionality , generic , ambient, reconnect,
capriciousness}
n2384 e41 { alphabet , print, interplay, recitation, livre,
quantification, numeration, oral, repeatable, africans, aural,
liturgy, polyphony, electro, tactile, declamation, visuality,
itemize, homogenize, interiorization, blake, elizabethan,
rabelais, tactility, repeatability, lear, dictation, huizinga,
typography, ong, gutenberg , hayes, lineal, literate, scribal,
eliade, grammatica , ramus, febvre, ivins, audile}
n2322 e0 {}
n2324 e0 {}
[…]
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[…]
n2263 e2 {tool, parasitically}
n2381 e28 {ӏspeedӏ, ӏmachineӏ, periphery, smooth, facial,
experimentation, territory, pack, amorphous, ӏvectorӏ, deter,
aggregate, segment, penultimate, zigzag, redundancy, plane,
segmentation, misconstrue, wasp, instrumentation, timbre,
stratification, amalgamation, transformer, courtship, orchid,
virilio}
n2321 e11 {ӏvariationӏ, indirect, cosmos, ӏcontourӏ, dualism,
fixity, pivotal, inaccurate, oversimplify, monism, upsurge}
n2262 e2 {james, rift}

There are three actors that distinguish themselves by their interest in this constellation, in particular, atom-letter n2383 e32. Each
one comes with its own attitude. Let us ask each of them to send
a message to PAB, and listen without much comment. ○ 2.42
Main protagonists of atom-letter n2383 e32

PAB,
0.157729

Deleuze Guattari_A Thousand
Plateaus,
0.0557006

McLuhan_The Gutenberg Galaxy,
0.0892446

Ayache_The Blank Swan,
0.0544967

○ 2.42
Rendering_232_14_RW_4060_r_50it22d.

McLuhan_The Gutenberg Galaxy indexes his galaxy in a similar
manner to Xenotheka. It suggests boldly that “a mosaic image
of numerous data and quotations in evidence offers the only
practical means of revealing causal operations in history.” 183 With
another face of the galaxy, Ayache_The Blank Swan appears.
He is captivated by the idea of derivatives, different speeds,
times of writing, and literacy. Third and last to appear is Deleuze
Guattari_A Thousand Plateaus. Professor Challenger poses a
question of a book.
As a message to PAB, McLuhan_The Gutenberg Galaxy
decides to talk about its galaxy, challenges and the beauties of it.
McLuhan_The Gutenberg Galaxy:
[…] The interiorization of the technology of the phonetic
alphabet translates man from the magical world of the ear
to the neutral visual world.
Schizophrenia may be a necessary consequence of
literacy.
Does the interiorization of media such as LETTERS alter
the ratio among our senses and change mental processes?
183

Marshall McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy: The Making of Typographic
Man (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1962), ebook, loc 136.8 / 1012.
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Civilization gives the barbarian or tribal man an eye
for an ear and is now at odds with the electronic world.
The modern physicist is at home with oriental field
theory.
The new electronic interdependence recreates the
world in the image of a global village.
Literacy affects the physiology as well as the psychic
life of the African.
Why non-literate societies cannot see films or photos
without much training.[…]
When technology extends ONE of our senses, a new
translation of culture occurs as swiftly as the new technology is interiorized.[…]
The alphabet is an aggressive and militant absorber
and transformer of cultures, as Harold Innis was the first
to show.[…]
The Greeks invented both their artistic and scientific
novelties after the interiorization of the alphabet.
The divorce of poetry and music was first reflected
by the printed page.[…] 184
The second message comes from Ayache_The Blank Swan, who
goes beyond predicting, beyond the original and the copy, and
beyond possibilities while writing an original text that already
exists. He is doing so with his friend Pierre Menard who made
an identical copy of Don Quixote which is not a copy but an
infinitely richer text than the original one. They discuss writing
beyond probability. While Ayache_The Blank Swan is talking,
Alice_ch3n81 is falling in love with Pierre Menard.
Ayache_The Blank Swan:
I do not consider Pierre Menard to be an allegory of reading
but the very definition of writing. It is the differential definition of writing. The idea, here, is to take Borges’ novel literally—to really think what makes it so original and so credible.
…

I am not saying that Menard wrote his Quixote linearly, as
if the words of the original Quixote were revealed to him
one after the other. The Quixote was not revealed to him,
because he knew it existed and even had knowledge of the
whole work beforehand. Yet it was not present to his mind
either, when engaging in his writing process. The relation
between Pierre Menard and the original Quixote has nothing to do with knowledge or revelation or expectation or
chronological time. There is no interiority and no reciprocity to their relation: it is a nonrelation. It has nothing to do
with possibility either, as the Quixote is the only available

184

McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy, ebook, loc 891.0 / 1012.
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possibility. In this sense, Pierre Menard’s Quixote is truly
unexpected and truly im-possible. It lies beyond, or rather
outside, possibility or expectation. I wish to argue that the
Quixote is history to Pierre Menard and that his relation to
it is one of writing, not of knowing or predicting. 185
And lastly, Deleuze Guattari_A Thousand Plateaus poses a question to PAB: “What is the body without organs of a book?.” 186 By
asking a question, he tells a story and ends the first play.
Deleuze Guattari_A Thousand Plateaus:
A book has neither object nor subject; it is made of variously formed matters, and very different dates and speeds.
To attribute the book to a subject is to overlook this working of matters, and the exteriority of their relations. It is to
fabricate a beneficent God to explain geological movements. In a book, as in all things, there are lines of articulation or segmentarity, strata and territories; but also lines
of flight, movements of deterritorialization and destratification. Comparative rates of flow on these lines produce
phenomena of relative slowness and viscosity, or, on the
contrary, of acceleration and rupture. All this, lines and
measurable speeds, constitutes an assemblage. A book
is an assemblage of this kind, and as such is unattributable.
It is a multiplicity—but we don’t know yet what the multiple
entails when it is no longer attributed, that is, after it has
been elevated to the status of a substantive. One side of
a machinic assemblage faces the strata, which doubtless
make it a kind of organism, or signifying totality, or determination attributable to a subject; it also has a side facing
a body without organs, which is continually dismantling the
organism, causing asignifying particles or pure intensities
to pass or circulate, and attributing to itself subjects that
it leaves with nothing more than a name as the trace of an
intensity. What is the body without organs of a book? There
are several, depending on the nature of the lines considered, their particular grade or density, and the possibility
of their converging on a “plane of consistency” assuring
their selection. Here, as elsewhere, the units of measure
are what is essential: quantify writing. There is no difference between what a book talks about and how it is made.
Therefore a book also has no object. As an assemblage, a
book has only itself, in connection with other assemblages
and in relation to other bodies without organs. We will never
ask what a book means, as signified or signifier; we will not
look for anything to understand in it. We will ask what it
functions with, in connection with what other things it does
185
186

Elie Ayache, The Blank Swan: The End of Probability, First Edition
(Chichester: Wiley, 2010), ebook, loc 337.5 / 1793.
Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus (London:
Bloomsbury Academic, 1980), 24.
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or does not transmit intensities, in which other multiplicities
its own are inserted and metamorphosed, and with what
bodies without organs it makes its own converge. A book
exists only through the outside and on the outside. 187
The curtain falls. Books applaud.
…

End of the Fifth Scene
End of the Fourth Act
End of the First Play

187

Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 24.
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SURFING IN THE FLOW
ABUNDANCE
An infinite flow of books, an abundance of information.
Many currents compose the flow, each carrying plenty of titles.
It is fast, it is a lot. It is at my fingertips; we are in the midst of an
infinite stream, playing an Informational Instrument. While navigating and searching for consistencies of the flow indexed by
architecture, we are articulating architectural characters from the
plenty. 188 This is what the second Play Among Books is about.
We call this flow Bibliotheka; well, not the flow in its entirety,
but some of its textual streams. We play with them and collect
as many books as we can. It is a harvest, but the contents of the
streams that we are accumulating are unknown to us. They form
a library of unfamiliar books: Bibliotheka is growing and shrinking.
From a few thousand to millions of books, and back again. The
size of Bibliotheka is not defined, but there has to be a lot, too
much to read or to make sense of. Then, any question can be
asked and any answer formulated.
A lot is enough.
As of today, we have collected 13,235 books, 189 without knowing
anything about them, neither their titles nor their authors, not their
friends nor the atmospheres they provide. We have them in our
memory; they constitute Bibliotheka.
FANTASY
How can we talk about architecture if we potentially have all the
books in the world at our fingertips? We don’t know. This experiment or, rather, this play is about opening up this question. What
we want to do is ask the question to Bibliotheka—this partition
of the flow that contains 13,235 titles—index it, and find books
that most probably talk about architecture. Afterwards, we would
like to articulate characters from it—characters that are complex,
interesting, troubled, and passionate about the ways they talk
about architecture. We do not want to have a multiplicity of characters or atmospheres, with each character acting like a single
flavour, specific and sharp in its taste. We would rather have a
bouquet of complex characters, each one a mix of many flavours
that still have a strong personality. They should not become some
of the few prototypical characters from which all other characters are derived. That is why we will kindly ask Bibliotheka and
later Xenotheka to provide us with a handful (six, to be precise) of
atmospheres to talk about architecture. In this way, the characters
become strong and complex. By asking a question from a personal
188
189

Let us keep in mind that playing an Informational Instrument is just
one way of tapping into the flow of books.
The full list of books is in Index of Bibliotheka, 379.
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perspective, from a specific context and interest, from Xenotheka,
we prevent these characters from becoming prototypical. What
we hope is that they will instead become generic to a context,
in other words, characters that surf between the general and the
particular, between prototypical and singular. Their genericness
comes from the library that constitutes their body and their speci
ficity from its consistent play—from us; from the interest of the
player of the Informational Instrument and the questions asked.
The negotiation between these two notions crafts the characters:
it is a search for consistencies, flavours, and atmospheres within
both Bibliotheka and Xenotheka in three iterations.
PLAY
The play itself will be a Gathering for Six, a symposium in which
each character will be invited to give a speech about architecture.
The speech should provide an atmosphere, a manner of addressing
the topic that is indeed characteristic of that character (its library).
On the other hand, the playing of an Informational Instrument, in a
communication between Bibliotheka and Xenotheka, will provide
the setting and articulate bodies of the characters. This play is
about facilitating the voices and atmospheres that come from the
plenty, without knowing exactly what they are about. It is not about
explicating the opinions of the player. In this sense, the play and the
characters’ speeches are of a poetic kind. Voices come from their
bodies, while their bodies and voices are both being articulated
within the play by the player. It is a play of probabilities, manifested
with a voice which is not personal, but which has a direction.
The play unfolds in three iterations, working with 13,235 books
that we have never read, seen, or touched.
ITERATION I:
SEARCHING FOR CONSISTENCIES: ARCHITECTURE
There are two libraries on stage: Bibliotheka containing 13,235
unknown books and Xenotheka accommodating 229 familiar books.
Architecture is an interest and a motivation to approach them. The
scenario is simple. Each book from Bibliotheka should find the most
comfortable and friendly character (shelf) in Xenotheka. When seen
from Xenotheka’s perspective, through its dictionary and characters, each book from Bibliotheka is indexed by all the books from
Xenotheka. Bibliotheka is thus being articulated in Xenotheka’s
terms. Xenotheka is the question, a lens, a way to access unknown
books, it is rendering_229_25_RB_0609_r_50it21d, 190 to be precise. At the moment, there are 54 different characters in Xenotheka,
and each has a personality and an atmosphere of its own. This
character attracts and indexes books form Bibliotheka.
Unknown books are simultaneously becoming part of a
context and an atmosphere. The 13,235 titles have settled; each

190
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n1e1

n3e1

Eisenman Notes on
Conceptual
Architecture

0

n4e6

Eisenman the End of
The Classical
0

0

n5e12

Lavin Flash in the
Pan, Schumacher the
Autopoiesis of
Architecture vol 2,
Schumacher the
Autopoiesi...
4

n7e2

n8e1

Chomsky Language
and Mind, Chomsky
Aspects of the
Theory of Syntax

n6e14

Sykes Hays
Architectural Theory
1993 2009,
Rakatansky Tectonic
Acts of Desire and
Doubt, Bo B...
108
n11e1

Chomsky On Language

0

Banham A Critic
Writes, Sudjic the
Edifice Complex,
Rogers a Place for
All People, Jencks
The Stor...

Aureli Less Is
Enough

0

7

1

1

119
n12e12

Sorkin all Over the
Map, Mumford the
Culture of Cities,
Koolhaas SMLXL,
Hollis Cities are
Good for You...
136

n13e11

n15e1

Wiener Cybernetics,
Hofstadter Gödel
Escher Bach,
Schrodinger What is
Life, Delanda
Philosophy...

113

n18e8

Haraway Cyborg
Manifesto

82

14

0

Ponte the House of
Light and Entropy,
West Scale The
Universal Laws of
Growth, Easterling
Extrastatecr...
981

249
n19e6

n20e1

Cache Projectiles,
Spuybroek the
Sympathy of Things,
Carpo the Second
Digital Turn,
Deleuze Guatta...

n22e2

Latour Reassembling
the Social

119

n23e1

Lefebvre Critique of
Everyday Life, Auge
The Future

5

n24e4

Marx Engels The
Communist Manifesto
0

42

Castells the Power
of Identity,
Castells the Rise of
The Network Society,
Castells Networks of
Outrage and H...
137

66
n25e5

n26e2

Serres Latour
Conversations on
Science, Culture,
and Time,
Baudrillard The
Vital Illus...

Latour We Have Never
Been Modern,
Foucault The History
of Sexuality Vol 1

n32e2

Eco On Literature,
Derrida Signature,
Deleuze Desert
Islands and Other
Texts , Blanchot The
Book to Come, Se...

n29e1

Latour Facing Gaia

473

8

9

Hayek the
Constitution of
Liberty, Hayek the
Road to Serfdom,
Herman Chomsky
Manufactu...
1010

n33e1

Girard Violence and
the Sacred, Girard
Sacrifice

n30e5

Fukuyama The End of
History and the Last
Man

7

33
n31e13

n27e1

n35e2

Foucault History of
Madness

15

Sedlacek Economics
of Good and Evil,
Arendt On Revolution

1

4

n36e21

12

Ki ler The Truth of
the Technological
World, Taleb The
Black Swan,
Hofstadter I Am a
Strange L...

477
n37e8

5029
n38e1

Harman Bells and
Whistles, Delanda
Harman The Rise of
Realism, Harman
Towards Speculative
Realism, Buehl...

n40e1

Barthes Mythologies

15

n41e3

Arendt The Human
Condition

0

0

Jung Archetypes and
the Collective
Unconscious, Jung
Two Essays in
Analytical
Psychology, ...

n43e2

n45e1

Meillassoux A er
Finitude, Badiou In
Praise of
Mathematics

61

161

42

n48e12

Nietzsche Beyond
Good and Evil, Bacon
Novum Organum

0

2

Borges Collected
Fictions, Hugo Les
Misérables, Shelley
Frankenstein or the
Modern Prometheus,
Serres Biogea, M...
1299

n50e3

8

n47e2

Descartes Discourse
on the Method

2

Russell The Problems
of Philosophy, Kant
Critique of Pure
Reason, Badiou
Mathematics of the
Transcendent, Ba...

Serres the Five
Senses, Ruskin the
Seven Lamps of
Architecture, Serres
Statues, Vitruvius
The Ten Book...

32

176

n49e5

n42e16

n51e1

Spinoza The
Essential Spinoza
Ethics, Spinoza The
Ethics, Descartes
Meditations
0

n52e4

Leibniz Theodicy
31

n53e5

Cicero Tusculan
Disputations, Hobbes
Leviathan,
Aristotle Ethics,
Aristotle Poetics
10

n54e28

Rousseau The Social
Contract, Aristotle
Politics,
Machiavelli The
Prince, Plato
Timaeus, Plato...

Joyce Ulysses,
Dickens A Tale of
Two Cities, Tolstoy
War and Peace, Eco
The Name of the
Rose, Eco Baudol...

17

1185

○ 3.43
Iteration I: Xenotheka accommodates Bibliotheka, rendering_229_25_RB_0609_r_50it21d_1_it.
Each cell is composed of two parts: a list of books that represent Xenotheka, and a number which
represents the number of books projected to this cell from Bibliotheka. All black and grey coloured
elements are inputs for the second iteration.
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has chosen one out of 54 shelves where it feels most comfortable. ○ 3.43 191 If we look more closely, each cell is now composed of
two parts. The books of Xenotheka (the list of titles) constitute the
first part, and the second part is the number that indicates how
many books from Bibliotheka this cell accommodates. ○ 3.43 192 In
this way, cell n6e14, for example, accommodates 14 books from
Xenotheka and temporarily hosts (indexes) 119 books from Bibliotheka. If we pay more attention to which books from Xenotheka
index this cell, it becomes obvious that this atom-letter brings
together books that are in some way interested in architecture.
Part from Xenotheka
n6e14 {Banham_A Critic Writes, Sudjic_The Edifice Complex,
Rogers_A Place for All People, Jencks_The Story of PostModernism, Betsky_Architecture Matters, Krier_The Architecture
of Community, Koolhaas_Delirious New York, LeCorbusier_
Towards a New Architecture, Gropius_The New Architecture and
the Bauhaus, Ito_Tarzans in the Media, Alexander_A Pattern
Language, Durand_Precis of the Lectures on Architecture, Cook_
Drawing, Alexander_The Timeless Way of Building}
Part from Bibliotheka
119 unknown books

We would like to invite all cells similar to this one—the ones that
cherish an interest in architecture, both their Xenotheka and Bibliotheka part (in the rendering marked by the colour black ○ 3.43)—to
the second iteration of the same process of searching for consistencies around architecture. They are also invited to bring their
neighbours, but only the Xenotheka part of their character, to
provide a wider context for the unknown books (in the rendering
marked by the colour grey ○ 3.43). The rest of the books will be
politely asked to leave the play.
To summarise the first iteration:
Input:
• Xenotheka_229 accommodating 229 familiar books
• Bibliotheka_13235 containing 13,235 unknown books
Output:
• New Xenotheka_153 accommodating 153 books with a
predominantly architectural atmosphere
• New Bibliotheka_2722 containing 2722 unknown books
indexed by books on architecture

191
192

Let us also keep in mind that this is just one way in which Xenotheka
is able to accommodate Bibliotheka.
There are no titles indicated since, at this stage, we are not interested in the titles, but rather in indexing the sheer quantity of books.
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n1e13

Borges Collected
Fictions, Hugo Les
Misérables, Serres
Biogea, Shelley
Frankenstein or the
Modern Prometh...,

n2e26

n3e15

Ki ler The Truth of
the Technological
World, Musil The Man
Without Qualities
V1, Taleb The Black
Swan, Serres...,

Wiener The Human
Use of Human Beings,
Wiener Cybernetics,
Deleuze Gua ari A
Thousand Plateaus,
Hofstadter G...,

,

,

,

n5e2

,

,

27

n7e1

n4e7

Chomsky on Language,
Chomsky Language
and Mind, Saussure
Course in General
Linguistics,
Foucault Archaeo...,

221

,

n6e9

Hayek The
Constitution of
Liberty, Hayek The
Road to Serfdom,
,

,

,

60

,

1

59

,
,

0

,

,

n8e2

Stein Tender Bu ons ,

Auge The Future,
Lefebvre Critique of
Everyday Life,
Fukuyama The End of
History and the Last
Man, Latour We ...,

Ruskin The Seven
Lamps of
Architecture, Ruskin
Poetry of
Architecture,

,

,

19
,

,

0
,

,

381
,

,

,

Castells The Power
of Identity,
Castells Networks of
Outrage and Hope,
,

,
,
n13e2

n15e1

n16e1

Humboldt Equinoctial
Regions of America,

Smith Wealth of
Nations,

,

,

,

,

,

4

n14e1

Bacon Novum
Organum,
Lucretius On the
Nature of Things,

,

0

4

,

Marx Capital Volume 1

,

28
,

,

,
12

1

,

,

Castells The Rise of
the Network Society,
Castells et al
Another Economy Is
Possible, Herman
Cho...,
,

n19e2

Newton The
Mathematical
Principles of
Natural Philosophy,
Galilei Discourse on
Floating Bodies,

,

6

,
,

n24e5

Howard Garden Cities
of To-morrow,
Aristotle The
Athenian
Constitution

Virilio A Landscape
of Events, McLuhan
Understanding Media,
Serres Thumbelina,
Weizman The Least of
All Possible Ev...,

Alberti Ten Books on
Architecture,
Vitruvius The Ten
Books of
Architecture

6

n28e3

Jacobs The Death and
Life of Great
American Cities,
Calvino Invisible
Cities

Hollis Cities Are
Good for You,
Greenfield Against
the Smart City,
Mumford The Culture
of Cities

n33e1

Palladio The Four
Books of
Architecture

2

0

West Scale The
Universal Laws of
Growth
0

Devlin Finding
Fibonacci,
Negroponte Being
Digital, Eco How to
Write a Thesis,
Weizman Before...

75

31
n35e1

Koolhaas SMLXL,
Aureli The
Posibility of an
Absolute
Architecture

n40e3

Alexander A Pa ern
Language

24

n36e3

Ra i The City of
Tomorrow
1

Cache Projectiles,
Ponte The House of
Light and Entropy,
Carpo The Second
Digital Turn

0

1

246
n41e3

Sorkin All Over the
Map, Rogers A Place
for All People,
Koolhaas Delirious
New York

n45e1

Alexander The
Timeless Way of
Building

3

n46e2

Le Corbusier Towards
a New Architecture
1

0

n50e1

n51e1

Kuma Anti Object
2

Sudjic The Edifice
Complex, Krier The
Architecture of
Community
20

Ma ers
2

3

1
n48e1

Banham A Critic
Writes, Jencks The
Story of
Post Modernism,
Gropius The New
Architecture and...

Cook Drawing
12

46
n53e3

Ito Tarzans In the
Media, Lavin Kissing
Architecture, Jacob
Make it Real

Carpo The Alphabet
and the Algorithm,
Carpo Architecture
in the Age of
Printing

18
n47e3

n52e3

Betsky Architecture

n42e2

Aureli Real Estates,
Tafuri Architecture
and Utopia, Bosker
Original Copies

123

n43e1

624

n30e4

0
n38e1

0

n29e1

n34e2

Le Corbusier The
City of Tomorrow

0

Eisenman Notes on
Conceptual
Architecture

,

,

2

n31e1

n49e1

,

56
,
,

n27e2

6

Durand Precis of the
Lectures on
Architecture

,

4

,
,

3

0

n25e2

572

n21e2

,

n37e1

11

n18e3

,

,

60

n12e2

n54e12

Lavin Flash in the
Pan, Bo Bardi Stones
Against Diamonds,
Venturi Sco Brown
Learning from Las
Vegas

Sykes Hays
Architectural Theory
1993 2009,
Rakatansky Tectonic
Acts of Desire and
Doubt, Ra i et...

3

51

○ 3.44
Iteration II: Xenotheka accommodates Bibliotheka, rendering_153_02_RB_0609_r_50it22d_2_it.
Each cell is composed of two parts: a list of books that represent Xenotheka and a number which
represents the number of books projected to this cell from Bibliotheka. All black coloured
elements are inputs for the third iteration.
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ITERATION II:
SEARCHING FOR CONSISTENCIES: ARCHITECTURE
There is a new, more tempered atmosphere in Xenotheka. It is
rearticulated by 153 books. It is more specific in its characters, more
sensitive to architecture, but also less sensitive to other topics.
Architecture, as an atmosphere, starts to dominate Xenotheka. ○ 3.44
In the second iteration, the same process is repeated as
in the first, but with a more particular atmosphere and a greater
precision. With more than half of Xenotheka’s characters that are
now involved with architectural thinking, there is a consistency
in the library that feels good enough to initiate the next and final
iteration. There is no explicit way of evaluating how good the
consistency of the newly distilled Bibliotheka is, that is, why it
is important that Xenotheka as a personal library can provide
an index for unfamiliar books. Xenotheka is our compass. Again,
we invite all the cells that are predominantly interested in architecture, both their Xenotheka and Bibliotheka part, to the third
iteration (cells marked by the colour black ○ 3.44).
To summarise the second iteration:
Input:
• Xenotheka_153 accommodating 153 books with a predo
minantly architectural atmosphere
• Bibliotheka_2722 containing 2722 unknown books
indexed by books on architecture
Output:
• 63 books from Xenotheka_153
• 576 unknown books from Bibliotheka_2722
576 unknown books from Bibliotheka, together with 63 books
from Xenotheka, are about to come together in constituting a new
Xenotheka that will accommodate 639 books. In other words,
576 unknown books are joining 63 known books in articulating a
new library that celebrates and talks about architecture. 193 This
library should provide a consistency and a rich atmosphere able
to foster six interesting characters and their speeches. Articulating and crafting those six characters and atmospheres around
them is the third iteration.
ITERATION III:
ARTICULATING ATMOSPHERES: SIX CHARACTERS
Books have gathered in a new library. Strangers have become
friends. New characters are being articulated. They are indexed
by 639 books that each, in its own way, values topics that address
193

63 books from the old Xenotheka are here to help navigate the new
Xenotheka.
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n1e99

Albu Perception and Agency in Shared Spaces of
Contempo, Edited By Okwui Enwezor Antinomies of Art
and Culture Modernity Postmode, Miles EcoAesthetics
Art Literature and Architecture i, Press American Art
vol 30 no 1 Spring 2016, Luger Art and the City,
Knight A Companion to Public Art, Bonansinga Curating
atthe Edge Artists Respond to the US, Mieves Wonder
in Contemporary Artistic Practice, Rudolph A
Companion to Medieval Art Romanesque and Gothic,
Ashby Modernism in Scandinavia Art Architecture and
De, Rinehart ReCollection Art New Media and Social
Memory, Mealing Computers and Art, Raizman Expanding
Nationalisms at Worlds Fairs Identity, Chilvers A
Dictionary of Modern and Contemporary Art Oxfor,
Fisher Imperfect Fit Aesthetic Function Facture and
Pe, BentkowskaKafel Digital Visual Culture Theory and
Practice Compu, Malloy Social Media Archeology and
Poetics Leonardo Book, Gardiner Art Practice in a
Digital Culture, Shone The Books That Shaped Art
History From Gombrich a, Morgan Historical Dictionary
of Contemporary Art, Zebracki Public Art Encoun...
n3e81

Asco Engineering Nature, Bloomsbury amp Yelavich
Design as FutureMaking, Asco Art Technology
Consciousness Mindlarge, Kinder Transmedia Frictions
The Digital the Arts and t, Clarke Design
Anthropology Object Culture in the 21st Ce, Carpo The
Second Digital Turn Design Beyond Intelligenc,
Herzogenrath Travels in Intermediality, Dietrich The
Educated Eye Interfaces Studies in Visual Cu, Peters
Digital Keywords, Siemens A Companion to Digital
Literary Studies, Cooley Finding Augusta Habits of
Mobility and Governance, Boomen Digital Material
Tracing New Media in Everyday Li, McCullough
Abstracting Cra The Practiced Digital Hand, Bureaud
MetaLife Biotechnologies Synthetic Biology ALi, Hall
Pirate Philosophy For a Digital Posthumanities,
Kjaerulff Envisioning Networked Urban Mobilities Art
Perfo, Banner Communicative Biocapitalism The Voice
ofthe Pati, Schneiderman Textile Technology and
Design From Interior Space, Shirley Rural Modernity
Everyday Life and Visual Culture, Mazurek A Sense of
Apocalypse Technology Textuality Ide, T...
n5e182

Banham A Critic Writes, Sykes Hays Architectural Theory
1993 2009, Paiva The Living Tradition of
Architecture, Sykes Constructing a New Agenda
Architectural Theory 19, Deamer Architecture and
Capitalism 1845 to the Present, Moore Why We Build,
David Architecture Post Mortem The Diastolic
Architectu, Sudjic Edifice Complex The Architecture
of Power, Sudjic The Edifice Complex, Bua
Architectural Inventions, Lawrence Terms of
Appropriation Modern Architecture and Gl, Loschke
Materiality and Architecture, Murphy Last Futures
Nature Technology and the End of Ar, Berke
Architecture ofthe Everyday, Martin Utopias Ghost
Architecture and Postmodernism Ag, Aggregate
Governing by Design Architecture Economy and Po,
Jencks The Story of Post- Modernism, Cupers Use
Ma ers An Alternative History of Architectur, Kulic
Sanctioning Modernism Architecture and the Making,
Flowers Architecture in an Age of Uncertainty, Bo
Bardi Architecture Words 12 Stones Against Diamonds,
Poole The Politics of Parametricism Dig...

n2e88

Ponte Architecture Words 11 The House of Light and
Entr, Boulton Place and Space in the Medieval World
Routledge R, MartinMcAuliffe Food and Architecture At
the Table , Potvin Oriental Interiors Design Identity
Space, Haggis Classical Archaeology in Context Theory
and Pract, Lasc Designing the French Interior The
Modern Home and, Caraffa Photo Archives and the Idea
of Nation, Neve Theoretical Approaches to the
Archaeology of Ancie, Warner Historical Archaeology
Through a Western Lens His, Kipen San Francisco in
the 1930s The WPA Guide to the C, Ulrich A Companion
to Roman Architecture, Tadgell The East Buddhists
Hindus and the Sons of Heaven, Crawford Ur The City
of the Moon God, Kaup Neobaroque in the Americas
Alternative Modernitie, Campbell The Early Modern
Italian Domestic Interior 14001, Vitruvius amp
Rowland Vitruvius Ten Books on Architecture, Kingsley
Oceans Odyssey DeepSea Shipwrecks in the English,
DonahueWallace Art and Architecture of Viceregal
Latin America 1, Friedland The Oxford Handbook of
Roman Sculpture, Ruskin Poetry of Architect...
n4e79

Kunstler Geography of Nowhere The Rise and Declineof
Ameri, Wilhite The City Since 911 Literature Film
Television , Goldsmith Capital New York Capital of the
20th Century, Burrows Gotham A History of New York
City to 1898, RAPPORT The Unruly City Paris London
and New York in the, Kelly St Petersburg Shadows of
the Past, Jerram Streetlife The Untold History of
Europes Twentie, Lewis Washington A History of Our
National City, Koolhaas Delirious New York , Verderber
Delirious New Orleans Manifesto for an Extraordin,
Ammon Bulldozer Demolition and Clearance ofthe
Postwar, Rosenblum Habitats Private Lives in the Big
City, Greene Buildings and Landmarks of 19thCentury
America A, Kishik The Manha an Project A Theory of a
City, Crawford Fallen Glory The Lives and Deaths of
Historys Gr, Lewis City of Refuge Separatists and
Utopian Town Plann, Manaugh A Burglars Guide to the
City, Steel Hungry City How Food Shapes Our Lives,
Brackbill An Uncommon Cape Researching the Histories
and My, Garre Explore Everything PlaceHacking the
City, Stein How the States Got Their Shapes, H...
n6e110

Sorkin All Over the Map Writing on Buildings and
Cities, Sorkin All Over the Map, Curtright
Sustainability and the City Urban Poetics and Pol,
Miller The Culture of Cities, Mumford The Culture of
Cities, Graham Vertical The City From Satellites to
Bunkers, Simone New Urban Worlds Inhabiting Dissonant
Times, Hollis Cities Are Good for You, Graham
Infrastructural Lives Urban Infrastructure in Con,
Cli Imaging the City Art Creative Practices and
Medi, Martin Mediators Aesthetics Politics and the
City, Publishing The Riddle ofthe Real City, Lindner
Cities Interrupted Visual Culture and Urban Space, M
Grierson Transformations , Glaeser Triumph ofthe City
How Our Greatest Invention Ma, Macek Urban Nightmares
The Media the Right and the Mo, Harvey Rebel Cities
From the Rightto the City to the Ur, Koolhaas SMLXL,
Gratz The Ba le for Gotham New York in the Shadow of
R, Dawson Extreme Cities The Peril and Promise of
Urban Lif, Milani The Art ofthe City, Conn Americans
Againstthe City AntiUrbanism in the T, Abbo
Imagining Urban Futures Cities in Science Fict...

○ 3.45
Iteration III: Xenotheka_639 and its six characters, rendering_639_03_RB_0502_r_50it22d_3_it.
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architecture. Out of 13,235 books, these are the ones that should
be able to provide six complex, rich, and refined ways of talking
about architecture. ○ 3.45 These new six atmospheres or six characters are similar to a search for flavours and aromas, not in the sense
of purifying or extracting essences, but in the sense of articulating
beautiful and rich palettes of flavours out of the plenty, in the way
a delicate perfume or a whisky is a mixture rich in flavours and
blends. What brings these six characters together is their interest
in architecture, the way they talk about it. Let us look for a moment
at the terms common to the new version of Xenotheka.
new → 219819, ӏcityӏ → 181529, ӏartӏ → 154854, build →
140676, work → 137181, house → 104013, design → 100060, use
→ 93200, ӏtimeӏ → 92771, ӏarchitectureӏ → 92483, space → 91340,
york → 83795, ӏformӏ → 77036, century → 70514, place → 70509,
world → 69463, university → 67381, like → 66969, person →
65457, way → 64941, urban → 64294, make → 62925, history →
62578, public → 61511, press → 60947, state → 60642, life →
60305, social → 59130, early → 58789, london → 58272, year →
57502, plan → 55029, image → 52702, museum → 52612, project
→ 52212, figure → 52112, late → 51434, good → 50184, include
→ 49976, mean → 49521, study → 46848, draw → 45947, artist →
45666, american → 45558, write → 45526, book → 45379, large →
44940, culture → 44661, architectural → 43674, great → 43019

Their common dictionary indexes topics popular and relevant to
architecture. This alone is a good indicator of the consistency of
the library. Furthermore, it would be interesting to see how the
characters differ in articulating what is common to six of them. In
this sense, we would propose that the characters address architecture in their speeches, in some of the most prominent and
important terms of their library: city, art, time, architecture, and
form. Of course, this is just a suggestion.
Which flavours of architecture do these characters bring
together? What are they saying? Which atmospheres do they
foster? This is the play of an Informational Instrument. It is the
process of crafting characters that come from the plenty through
indexing and scanning, an articulation of atmospheres and
moods that can facilitate and foster contradictions, a complex
ambience, a Gathering for Six. Below are the names of the actors.
They are ciphers at the moment. Articulating characters out of
these ciphers and accommodating their speeches on stage is
the second Play Among Books.
ch_n1e99
ch_n2e88
ch_n3e81
ch_n4e79
ch_n5e172
ch_n6e110

Let us invite our protagonists to the stage and give them space
to talk. Welcome to the Gathering for Six in Xenotheka_639. ○ 3.45
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DRAMATIS PERSONAE
Six actors are on stage, patiently waiting for their turn to
speak. Since they are synthetically crafted from many
books which are mostly unknown to us, let us ask the stage
itself to introduce and exhaustively index the characters
in order of their appearance. The standardised indexical
introduction should contain:
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

Faces of the character. (Different ways in which a
galaxy of concepts of a character glows. One cell
for each book.)
A likeliness of an affair with other characters.
An index to its body. (Titles of all the books that
constitute it.)
Four most probable tempers of the character:
four Self-Organising Maps (SOMs) of its character,
indexed by book titles and most common terms.
Fifty most common terms from its personal dictionary.
Brain of the character: a galaxy of its concepts
(SOMs) with a focus on five indexes that should
be addressed in the speech: city, art, time, architecture, and form.
Each of the topics addressed in the speech (city,
art, time, architecture, and form) will be further
indexed by:
7.1 Atom-letters related to the index in question
(derived from SOMs).
7.2 List of books that are main references for the
index in question (derived from SOMs).
194

The formal introduction will be accompanied by an imagined
profile of a fictional character and scenario. Both were
based on the indexing of each character and on texting
195

194
195

The likeliness is the distance between cells of the Self-Organising Map
(SOM). The closer the cells are, the higher the likeliness of an affair.
For details see Texting with Xenotheka, 325, and https://ask.alicech3n81.net.
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with them while we were developing and articulating their
speeches. This is us playing the Informational Instrument.
196

Let us then start with the introductions.

■ CH_N1E99
EVALUATING MASTERPIECES

99 faces of character ch_n1e99.

AN IMAGINED SCENARIO FOR CHARACTER CH_N1E99
AT A GATHERING FOR SIX IN LIBRARY_639
An art lover, strong, heavy, and careful. This character is divided
between the desires of art and the order of a museum, between
the celebration of freedom of material expression on one hand,
and making sense and determining art on the other. He easily gets
lost in the abundance of elements and accidents produced by the
paradox formed between classification and creation. There, he
turns to dictionaries and companions as a way to rationalise, while
navigating the illogical, but also to arrange art in a logically correct
fashion. For him, art is a question of perception and mediation; it is
public and social, part of a collection and culture. Art is embodied
in form of a specific time. It is locked in and safe there. He is a
guardian. He spends his life in a museum, not much interested in
196

Six speeches are articulated by the player’s interaction with Xeno
theka (with the help of SymbolicPoem10_ReadingSOM_affinity ,
and SymbolicPoem08_Relating_TextingLibrary, see Informational
Instrument, 326, 344). They are not automatically synthesised.
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the outside world. He loves the materiality of it; museum, draw,
dance. The way he expresses himself forms a strong line—art,
work, paint, time, exhibition; from production to a shared memory
embodied in the exhibition. Drawing is his passion and a fetish.
He is a big admirer of the lightness of ch_n3e81.
INDEXING CH_N1E99
LIKELINESS OF AN AFFAIR WITH OTHER CHARACTERS 197
ch_n3e81
ch_n2e88
ch_n5e172
ch_n4e79
ch_n6e110

0.021615
0.0230551
0.0245713
0.0253087
0.03103

BODY OF CH_N1E99
ALBU_Perception and Agency in Shared Spaces of Contempo, ANDERSON_The
Legacies of Bernard Smith Essays on Australia, AN_Whos Afraid of Contemporary
Art, ASHBY_Modernism in Scandinavia Art Architecture and De, BAKER_Sentient
Relics ӏMuseumӏs and Cinematic Affect, BELDENADAMS_Photography and Failure
One Mediums Entanglement, BELL_Strangers Arrive Emigres and the Arts in New
Zeal, BENTKOWSKAKAFEL_Digital Visual Culture Theory and Practice Compu,
BERTUCCI_Artisanal Enlightenment Science and the Mechanica, BONANSINGA_
Curating at the Edge Artists Respond to the US, BOSTIC_Inside the Art Studio
A Guided Tour of 37 Artists, BRAIN_The Pulse of Modernism Physiological
Aesthetics i, BROECKMANN_Machine Art in the Twentieth Century, BROWN_
Displaying Time The Many Temporalities of the Fes, BROWN_The Gamin De
Paris in NineteenthCentury Visual Cu, BUCK_Commissioning Contemporary Art
A Handbook for Cur, BUTT_Artistic Research in the Future Academy, CHANG_
Chinese Dance In the Vast Land and Beyond, CHILVERS_A ӏDictionaryӏ of Modern
and Contemporary Art Oxfor, DAVALOS_Chicanao Remix Art and Errata Since the
Sixties, DAY_Corrections and Collections Architectures for Art, DOHMN_Encounters
Beyond the Gallery, DONNELLAN_Towards Tate Modern Public Policy Private Vision,
DORFMAN_The Future of Natural History ӏMuseumӏs ICOM Advanc, DUFF_Drawing
The Purpose, EDITED BY OKWUI ENWEZOR_Antinomies of Art and Culture
Modernity Postmode, EDWARDS_Photographs ӏMuseumӏs Collections Between
Art and, FAUST_Andrew Marvells Liminal Lyrics The Space Between, FISHER_
Imperfect Fit Aesthetic Function Facture and Pe, FLACH_Naturally Hypernatural
III Hypernatural Landscape, FORESTA A MERRY_Artists Unframed Snapshots
From the Smithsonians, FRANK_Denman Ross and American Design Theory,
GARDINER_Art Practice in a Digital Culture, GARDNER_Biennials Triennials and
Documenta The Exhibiti, GARNER_Writing on Drawing Essays on Drawing Practice
and, GECZY_Fashion and Art, GITTENS_Recto Verso Redefining the Sketchbook,
GONZALEZ_Aesthetic Hybridity in Mughal Painting 15261658, GRABSKI_Art World
City The Creative Economy of Artists an, HAEFELI_John Cage A Research and
Information Guide, HARDING_The Practice of Art A Classic Victorian Treatise,
HARTER_Women A Pictorial Archive From NineteenthCentury, HORLYCK_Korean
Art From the 19th Century to the Present, HOROWITZ_Art of the Deal Contemporary
Art in a Global Fina, HOROWITZ_Consuming Pleasures Intellectuals and Popular
Cul, ISKIN_The Poster Art Advertising Design and Collecti, JONES_Installation Art
and the Practices of Archivalism, KEIZER_The Realism of Piero Della Francesca
Life and Wor, KEYSER_Plains Indian Rock Art, KNIGHT_A ӏCompanionӏ to Public Art,
KOSTELANETZ_A ӏDictionaryӏ of the AvantGardes, LINDSAY_The User Perspective
on TwentyFirstCentury Art M, LOSSAU_The Uses of Art in Public Space, LUBAR_
Inside the Lost ӏMuseumӏ Curating Past and Present, LUGER_Art and the City,
LUSHECK_Rubens and the Eloquence of Drawing Visual Cultur, MACDONALD_A
[…]
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[…]
ӏCompanionӏ to ӏMuseumӏ Studies Blackwell ӏCompanionӏ, MACLAGAN_Line Let
Loose Scribbling Doodling and Automatic, MALLOY_Social Media Archeology
and Poetics Leonardo Book, MASSEY_Pop Art and Design, MCCLELLAN_The
Art ӏMuseumӏ From Boullee to Bilbao, MCCORMACK_William Hunter and His
EighteenthCentury Cultural, MCTIGHE_Framed Spaces Photography and Memory
in Contempor, MEALING_Computers and Art, MEDOSCH_New Tendencies Art at
the Threshold of the Inform, MIEVES_Wonder in Contemporary Artistic Practice,
MILES_EcoAesthetics Art Literature and Architecture i, MORGAN_Historical
ӏDictionaryӏ of Contemporary Art, MURRAY_Canadian Art in the Twentieth Century,
OLSZEWSKI_Claes Oldenburg and Coosje Van Bruggen Cleveland, PACE_Dreaming
Red Creating ArtPace, POWERS_A ӏCompanionӏ to Chinese Art, PRESS_American
Art vol 30 no 1 Spring 2016, PRESS_Archives of American Art Journal vol 55 no 2
Fall, PRESS_Metropolitan ӏMuseumӏ Journal volume 51 January 201, PREZIOSI_In the
Aftermath of Art, RADICE_Urban Encounters, RAIZMAN_Expanding Nationalisms
at Worlds Fairs Identity, RECKWITZ_The Invention of Creativity Modern Society
and th, RINEHART_ReCollection Art New Media and Social Memory, ROEI_Civic
Aesthetics Militarism Israeli Art and Visu, ROSENBERG_Trisha Brown Choreography
as Visual Art, RUDOLPH_A ӏCompanionӏ to Medieval Art Romanesque and Gothic,
SARGENT_Sargent Portrait Drawings 42 Works by John Singer, SEKULES_Cultures of
the Countryside Art ӏMuseumӏ Heritage, SHONE_The Books That Shaped Art History
From Gombrich a, SINGLETARY_James McNeill Whistler and France A Dialogue in
P, SLAYTON_Beauty in the City The Ashcan School, TAYLOR_When the Machine
Made Art The Troubled History of, TOMLIN_British Theatre Companies 19952014
Mind the Gap, TRACEY SAWDON_Hyperdrawing, TYTHACOTT_Collecting and
Displaying Chinas Summer Palace in, VANDI_Ornament and European Modernism
From Art Practice, WESTGEEST_Video Art Theory A Comparative Approach,
WHITELAW_Spaces and Places for Art Making Art Institutions, WIJNSOUW_
National Identity and NineteenthCentury FrancoBe, WINTER_On Drawing,
ZEBRACKI_Public Art Encounters Art Space and Identity, ZIRANEK_Wall Works

n1e23

Morgan Historical Dictionary of Contemporary
Art, Chilvers A Dictionary of Modern and
Contemporary Art Oxfor, An Whos Afraid of
Contemporary Art, Shone The Books That Shaped
Art History From Gombrich a, Medosch New
Tendencies Art atthe Threshold of the Inform,
Preziosi In the A ermath of Art, Murray
Canadian Art in the Twentieth Century, Davalos
Chicanao Remix Art and Errata Since the
Sixties, Brown Displaying Time The Many
Temporalities of the Fes, Horowitz Art of the
Deal Contemporary Art in a Global Fina, Gardner
Biennials Triennials and Documenta The
Exhibiti, Pace Dreaming Red Creating ArtPace,
Anderson The Legacies of Bernard Smith Essays
on Australia, Press Archives of American Art
Journal vol 55 no 2 Fall, Horlyck Korean Art
From the 19th Century to the Present, G...
n3e10

Macdonald A Companion to Museum Studies
Blackwell Companion, McClellan The Art Museum
From Boullee to Bilbao, Day Corrections and
Collections Architectures for Art, Dorfman The
Future of Natural History Museums ICOM Advanc,
Lubar Inside the Lost Museum Curating Past and
Present, Baker Sentient Relics Museums and
Cinematic Affect, Edwards Photographs Museums
Collections Between Art and, Tythaco
Collecting and Displaying Chinas Summer Palace
in, Lindsay The User Perspective on
TwentyFirstCentury Art M, Sargent Sargent
Portrait Drawings 42 Works by John Singer

n2e55

Albu Perception and Agency in Shared Spaces of
Contempo, Edited By Okwui Enwezor Antinomies of
Art and Culture Modernity Postmode, Miles
EcoAesthetics Art Literature and Architecture
i, Knight A Companion to Public Art, Luger Art
and the City, Press American Art vol 30 no 1
Spring 2016, Fisher Imperfect Fit Aesthetic
Function Facture and Pe, Rudolph A Companion to
Medieval Art Romanesque and Gothic, Mieves
Wonder in Contemporary Artistic Practice, Brain
The Pulse of Modernism Physiological Aesthetics
i, Bonansinga Curating atthe Edge Artists
Respond to the US, Raizman Expanding
Nationalisms at Worlds Fairs Identity, Malloy
Social Media Archeology and Poetics Leonardo
Book, Ashby Modernism in Scandinavia Art
Architecture and De, BentkowskaKafel Digital
Visual Culture Theory and Practice Co...
n4e11

Gi ens Recto Verso Redefining the Sketchbook,
Duff Drawing The Purpose, Garner Writing on
Drawing Essays on Drawing Practice and, Winter
On Drawing, TRACEY Sawdon Hyperdrawing,
Maclagan Line Let Loose Scribbling Doodling and
Automatic, Lusheck Rubens and the Eloquence of
Drawing Visual Cultur, Harding The Practice of
Art A Classic Victorian Treatise, Bostic Inside
the Art Studio A Guided Tour of 37 Artists,
Rosenberg Trisha Brown Choreography as Visual
Art, Chang Chinese Dance In the Vast Land and
Beyond

Four most probable tempers of ch_n1e99: titles of books.
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term

body
state visual theorylife view take come
political national human
society

find
tate
view market fund write
open video
produce culture visual
object subject
form
aesthetic london figure material idea
begin
american study time term
read
world computer
great
modern born
movement
show

place

style
painter
live

late

war
exhibition york year
paris

way sculpture

long

art
artist

work new
university
national

international

early

draw

know
large

gallery city

paint

commission lead
history smith

press
contemporary century make
abstract
book include
practice life
cultural image collection space
present
like
john school design
public example good state
woman person
fashion project
build come create
move social take

mean group

museum
use

see

cultural sculpture research book
process architecture different
man way study
form include aesthetic american think
group

image

des

york change
media museum
contemporary

like

public mean

work

art

understand

paint material
paris

build london
john history
good design
idea experience

artist year
begin

live

press

city
draw practice university person

use space

know

project

new
century

see make figure
modern early exhibition

culture

poster
cage

example create
social text

time

object world write

system place produce present artistic
point gallery
nature late music site
note base

value learn create artist

city

social book
use exhibit chinese present
provide natural
british like
design chapter
time write
cultural visitor research society

mind child
see state
culture
visual nature mean studio model idea cultural
company

future

state

york collect

center institution community knowledge

think

figure set

material gallery
exhibition public practice
modern
photograph example
different
life culture
display great
human space

new

museum
collection

collection

give

set
say
find

study

make

year london
study
change contemporary person
long
form
good need
architecture
see place
build american work early take
look mean
image national historical
give open
view late
way curator world case
past
access
large paint
come

hand

use

work chineseway
practice

dance

book

modern

draw

object

year

art

performance

form

china

history university
century science
object understand make

trisha understand early bodymaterial

include london sketchbook image

classical

good press
contemporary

press

include experience

thing

long

van come person

space life

example

late

paper take

paint like

new rubens university
point
process

light

york

style perform

brown artist

figure

art

think

colour

world

choreography look

design history

peter experience
present
movement century

dancer

museum time different
line

research
student sketch subject write place create
le er know build right

Four most probable tempers of ch_n1e99: word clouds of book clusters.

FIFTY INDEXES COMMON TO CH_N1E99
ӏartӏ → 97716, work → 41175, new → 40114, museum → 33866,
artist → 30306, paint → 20604, ӏtimeӏ → 16662, york → 16499,
university → 15834, history → 15645, use → 15489, exhibition
→ 15338, ӏformӏ → 13981, world → 13752, press → 13594, image
→ 13412, draw → 13400, public → 12768, space → 12578, london
→ 12444, culture → 12210, century → 11707, write → 11666,
early → 11664, gallery → 11563, figure → 11546, design →
11463, object → 11295, make → 11130, include → 11130, study →
10957, way → 10807, life → 10308, like → 10291, book → 10061,
cultural → 9986, year → 9901, collection → 9869, late → 9688,
social → 9405, contemporary → 9355, place → 9190, person →
9053, modern → 8950, american → 8807, ӏcityӏ → 8782, mean →
8721, build → 8642, practice → 8530, project → 8512
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BRAIN OF CH_N1E99
A galaxy of concepts of ch_n1e99 with a focus on five indexes:
n1e155

n2e106

woodblock, nara, han,
epitaph, jin, yang,
ang, calligraphy,
jang, laozi, peony,
changshuo,
admonition, sutra,
confucian, ...
n61e7

n3e90

kyoto, chan, song,
rhapsody, chu,
brushstroke,
buddhist, decease,
buddha, fan,
ancestral, heavenly,
atkins, scr...
n62e2

wan, pang, chun,
kang, yong, toile e,
yun

n121e102

n241e9

n361e15

inhale,
misinformation

n362e2

bedevil, goblet

n363e2

ribbon, artistry,
lynn, prism, crazy,
minority, banquet,
gateway, lily, emily,
actress, lantern,
ply, animosity, tu

ban, cede

n421e5

n481e12

n483e1

n661e120

n663e3

savior, industrie,
czar, quintessence

n665e2

n724e1

crystal, diplomatic,
embroider, col,
consul, phoenix,
filigree, vestibule,
superintendent,
bulbous, mandarin,
cour
n781e12

n783e2

n784e2

universidad,
conclusively

jewelry, marta

n843e3

glaze, troop, ware,
well, cushion, curio,
chandelier, palace,
throne, sack, ivy,
trophy, regiment,
spoil, chaste,
provenance, katr...
n901e2

decorate, nacional,
vegetal

n902e1

earthenware,
handsomely

n961e1

kindly, impervious,
hellenic

n1201e117

exercise, balance,
proportion,
familiarity, orderly,
appreciation,
harvard, motive,
pure, merit, faculty,
jay, pale...

frontal, rim, vase,
mosaic, lisbon,
fertility, blume,
jug, hieroglyphic,
oceania, eyeball,
pastel, ultraviolet,
congregation, k...
n1023e24

gouache

n1082e2

athenian

n1141e3

pendant, approbation,
sul

n727e4

dijon, rennes

n786e2

dessin

n845e1

pedagogue, orr

n1142e3

moore, po er,
graphite

n1202e3

greek, reliance,
symmetrical

metropolitan,
translucent,
charcoal, stump,
hieroglyph, phallic,
necklace, earring,
emulsion, hairy,
portugal, etrus...

ancien

n1083e16

storm, cup, envy,
strap, si er,
proverb, blob, bribe,
justin, procreation,
dodge, masturbate,
phallus, accede,
porto, titanium
n1143e6

bless, handle, baby,
crayon, jockey, gust

n1203e2

mesopotamia,
childbirth

n669e20

restoration, effigy,
venerate, foolish,
crucifixion, rouen,
magisterial, adolph,
sandler, normandy,
anselm, lewiston,
forma, sax...
n728e4

cahiers, emmanuel,
ivory, emile

n787e2

quelques, peintures

n846e2

etienne, anciennes

ringbom

syrian, cassidy

corpus, evangelist,
antike, studien,
iconology

n1084e8

evil, cartoon, rain,
mythological,
serpent, fecundity,
spew, decimate

n1144e16

fragment, blow, calm,
tooth, wield, pot,
bowl, emphatic,
lightning,
unidentified,
moisture, medusa,
shear, fur...
n1204e2

fragmentary, inexact

n968e2

scribe,
iconographically,
silversmith, euclid

n1026e3

fig, kendall

n1085e3

hind, horn, terminate

n1145e3

text, protective,
sprout

n1205e7

pair, enclose, slip,
gray, rework,
backdrop, mold

n969e4

dumbarton, cantor

n1027e2

god, masterfully,
avert

n1086e2

n1089e2

elisabeth,
voluminous, goat,
pray, counselor,
memoriam

n1148e4

withstand

n1207e2

curl, waist

konrad, prayer,
wiesbaden, schmi ,
bock

n1088e6

window, procession,
addendum,
intercession

n1147e1

harm, cord, lesley

n1206e2

annunciation,
theologian,
untersuchung, etude

n1029e5

glass, harley

n1087e4

messenger, thumbnail

n1146e3

manuscript, duc,
cathedral, monster,
gem, sicily,
ecclesiastical,
theological,
sumptuous, masonry,
porch, hambur...
n909e5

n966e4

dawson, rib

n1025e2

carpenter, athens,
vegetation,
fingernail, noire,
app, aquatic, biro

illumination, reuse,
dame, denis,
bu ress, ape, saxon,
schapiro, nichols,
apocalypse,
brandenburg, stain,
revivalist, s...
n849e250

demonic, apotropaic

n965e2

triptych, seer,
wreck, bacchus,
verre, grisaille,
photomechanical

n1024e8

builder, secular,
revival, pagan,
conrad, germanic,
convent, iconoclasm,
theology, quarry,
stronghold, dale,
chim...
n789e39

notre, historiques,
fortification,
santiago,
medievalism, aubert,
bona, ancienne

n848e2

n907e2

n964e7

gloss, formalism,
romance, isle,
castle, radiance,
relic, vault, snail,
mortar, militate,
laocoon, rabelais,
contemporaneou...
n729e26

iconographical,
christendom, culte,
lacroix

n788e8

bibliographie,
architectes

n847e1

pedro, mexicana

n963e88

leone, agate

n1022e1

inlay, terraco a,
adamson

n1081e1

n726e2

recombine, ludovic,
allemand

n785e1

servir, anatole

n844e3

n668e17

miracle, sacrum

curse, rarefy

n252e2

descriptive, worldly,
sub, rubric,
reinvigorate,
facsimile,
tantamount, trove,
importation

n310e3

scholarly, visualize,
categorization

n370e9

n371e7

clarification,
mislead, narrowly,
a est, archaeology,
inaccurate,
unexplored,
painstakingly,
undisturbed

n430e6

n490e4

reassess, vex,
hegelian, finality,
alia, gesammelte

n492e1

n493e3

n670e15

n671e3

salvation, edifice,
rouse, irrevocably,
monstrosity,
subdivision,
apologist,
utilisation, arnaud,
und...
n730e16

n553e3

n732e3

n910e10

bynum, colloque

n911e5

church, byzantine,
jahrhundert, ser,
renascence, neuzeit,
augustine,
christians, idolatry,
chateaubriand

n970e5

n1090e1

franca, handbuch,
altmann

n1091e3

historia

n1150e1

dei, rom, chronicler

n1151e2

diptych

reformation,
philological, actes,
caen, ackerman

renaissance,
darstellung

n914e6

histoire, origines,
recherches,
pratiques, cutler

n973e1

vitruvius

n1032e9

pisa, origine, studi,
chastel, kaiser,
tyrant, fourteenth,
italiano, warnke

n1092e12

madonna, constantine,
altar, bald, papal,
jerusalem,
miraculously, abacus,
prima, como, secolo,
scientia

n1152e4

del, dell, delle,
electa

n915e3

temp, sur, naissance,
dictionnaire,
judicial, pouvoir

n974e1

friar

n1093e64

giovanni, una, luca,
ba ista, francesco,
lorenzo, dal,
fi eenth, maestro,
domenico, nella, che,
for, banker,
qua rocento, ...

n1094e1

n1095e1

paola

n1154e16

florence, terminus,
bystander, coffered,
oblong, commedia,
prick, baptism,
marisa, leeway,
brocade, martini,
pediment, fres...

vincenzo,
correspondance

n1157e1

droit

van, cet, grands,
toutes, leuven,
flamande, tot,
schone, kunsten,
louvain, onze,
vander, snoeck,
ducaju
n1099e192

leurs, rond,
universel

n1158e2

rogier

bas, flemish,
fontaine, alfons,
antwerp

n1039e14

n1098e3

augustin

n1156e1

entourage,
klincksieck,
unaltered

selon, commotion,
loin

n979e5

tous, ouvrages, tant

this, indebtedness

condense, persuasive,
emblem, infant,
sixteenth, duo, l,
pique, stout,
downfall, anima

n740e48

male, classical,
esteem, shoulder,
aptly, tragic, jason,
solidity, emotive,
prescription,
kaufmann,
persuasiv...
n800e22

eclectic,
preparatory, facial,
propensity, hague,
storehouse,
correspondent, pupil,
boldness, angular,
victorious, n...
n860e4

qui, entre, est,
beaux, fait, pa,
salon, leur, que,
carrier, auguste,
prix, ces, travail,
statue, ce e,
classic...
n1159e22

reorganization,
emancipation,
unsurprisingly,
forsake, yearly,
pandora, dubois,
admi ance, caa,
goddard, cla...

n681e23

n682e18

passion, selective,
betray, pain,
heighten, admirable,
penchant, mature,
lifeless,
substantive, tedious,
appropriaten...
n741e27

n742e5

virtue, underlie,
credit, breadth,
dying, rough, dip,
graceful, intellect,
mentally, prowess,
abbreviate, plate,
frenetic, protr...
n801e8

julius, rome,
vividness,
directionality

peinture, edizioni

n980e5

oeuvre, une, autres,
dans,
personification, aux,
ecole, mes, anglais,
approche

le er, amsterdam,
jan, lion,
specification,
diplomat

n1100e18

xavier, nationale,
rumor, frenchman,
bien, vous, monique,
lieux, quand, nom,
rousseau, detectable,
stengers, emmanuelle,
sera, ont, s...
n1160e19

decree, moderne,
traditionalist,
coincidentally,
co a, subside,
distinguishable,
chantal, displease,
marguer...

workshop, thematic

n922e3

n982e3

vie

n1041e6

atelier, nos, avec,
plead, comme, quatre

n1101e3

pour, homme, millet

n1161e11

confirm, objection,
renowned, a ain,
sculpt, session,
impede, lambert,
shard, cachet,
opportunist

pierre, tout, laure

hurry

n924e1

quintessential

n1102e9

n1104e2

mention, joseph,
adorn, plus, ascribe,
dire, dominique,
plea, coincidental

n1162e14

aspire, originate,
unclear, glory,
oblige, wane,
exceptionally,
incorrect,
prevalence, distress,
wildly, pinna...

continent, institut,
formalize, traceable

n1045e117

journalist,
substantiate,
proposition,
topography,
interpretive,
livelihood,
disorderly, c...
n1105e1

deteriorate, ra er

n1163e2

exclusively,
underestimate

fluidly

coverage,
reinvention, taxi,
capitalize,
prospective, hop,
enmesh, passport,
joe, african,
valorizat...
n1046e8

contention,
presidency,
recapitulate,
scarcity, sizable,
valorizing, deplete,
ulf

n1106e4

gallerists

n1165e2

yinka, shonibare

n987e27

buyer, transact,
obrist

participate, steady,
affiliate, ubiquity,
upcoming,
underrepresented

n988e16

interplay, viewpoint,
traffic, discard,
grapple, cloth,
driver, populate,
credential, mobility,
roberts,
infrastruct...
n1047e6

opportunity,
integral, invitation,
independence,
assertion, premise,
sponsor, navigate,
spark, vantage,
conceptua...
n1048e4

global, shortage,
ramification,
impressively, ail,
sma er

n1107e1

broker, transaction,
seller, ambit

n1166e3

informal, artwork,
loc, inject

n928e6

conversation, deepen,
handful, enthusiast,
persona, lccn, lcc,
ddc, lcsh, gamut,
ebook, sabbatical,
untethered

n986e16

neighborhood, vendor,
amble

n1044e4

save, solution,
proliferation,
default, tricky,
adaptable, aspx,
tweak, swap

n868e4

n927e13

laissez, escort,
rickety

n985e3

legitimize, maison,
biannual, pers

mitigate, obsolete,
copyright, proxy,
mash, optimum

n808e9

n867e1

metropolis, kid,
roosevelt, marsh,
chore, genteel,
throng, tolerant,
overpass,
insightfully, aline

n925e3

bustle

crossroad

n1043e4

console, download,
shouldn, upgrade,
wiki, virus,
hardware, nytimes,
ada, jon, trek, txt,
impersonate,
wikipe...
n748e6

safeguard, bargain,
license, mutate,
mutation, luther,
swath, proverbial,
abramovic, apropos,
daisy

vastly

n865e11

n983e1

grand, jacob,
personify

n1042e3

n747e11

napkin, schoolgirl,
kno y

outlive, unwri en,
cds, curt, processor,
toad, cory,
crowdsourcing,
crowdsourced

n688e31

preserve, chip,
variable, recreate,
emulate,
preservation,
questionnaire,
perseverance,
digitize, fix...

n806e1

decent, playground,
extol, grocery,
bluntly, griffin,
pulitzer, peruse

fortunately, concoct,
garble

n628e9

someday, lawsuit,
sims, tombstone,
promiscuous, sony,
combinatorial,
synapse, cataclysm,
bradbury, artifact...

n687e66

n746e3

rebecca, sunny,
incredibly

n805e8

stroll, henri,
density, toil,
enthral, ferry,
silly, joyous,
laundry, slum,
gracious, jerome,
lawson, shop...

bunch, extrinsic

n568e3

pickle

n627e12

dependence, breed,
chill, mortality,
fidelity, deletion

forever, funny, pet,
bookstore,
observatory, carla,
cellar

n508e2

aren, whale,
respectfully,
thriller

n567e1

creator, repository,
rescue, guilty,
impractical,
hazardous, entropy,
botch

n686e6

jet

n745e3

george, laugh, joy,
footstep, hazard,
mifflin, pigeon, dirt

overhead, whatsoever,
inch, theodore,
helpless, narrowness,
addison,
unadulterated,
pre iness, hustle

n864e83

n923e1

gratitude,
biographer,
estimation

execute, praise,
descent, congratulate

n981e1

n685e1

n804e10

digest, despair,
sloppy, abruptness

n863e1

n507e4

sample, whenever,
vintage, anyway,
monkey, speedy

n626e8

neat, amherst,
rochester, amber,
fasten, hunch, strut,
proprietor, walton

n448e7

duplicate,
utilization, lanham,
griffiths, thief

check

n566e6

update, store, pause,
obstacle, doom,
technician, staple,
arsenal

capture, exclaim

n744e8

tight, penned,
cornucopia

n803e4

rectitude, secrete

n862e2

n921e4

ses, chez, europa,
hautes, propre

n1040e10

n684e2

grace, ars,
unimportant

n743e3

lively, befit, heed,
agility, poignantly

n802e2

execution, dispose,
nephew, exemplar,
malaise, befall,
ablaze,
asymmetrically

n861e6

n920e2

n683e3

n506e1

sure, standard, wait,
release, alive,
unfortunately,
conundrum, solomon,
rewrite, ken, cope,
retell

n625e8

disembody, hot

brooklyn, alumnus,
gail

n388e9

crew, inventor,
jealousy,
bu erworth,
babylonian

n447e5

jar, basement,
precaution

let, don, ago,
inappropriate,
ideally, perennial

n565e12

version, load,
original, intent,
bo om, ironically,
versa

n624e2

intimate, signal,
warn, up, elizabeth,
absent, busy,
excellence,
paradoxically, twist,
alert, pronounce,
trump, formula, ...

express, quick,
strength, inspire,
circle, likely,
peter, heat, wash,
abrupt, firsthand,
graphic, unthinkable,
youthful, agit...

n505e6

sort, entire,
otherwise, recently,
contain, none,
confuse, trouble,
dead, back, quarter,
simon

n564e7

render, similarly,
ultimately,
seemingly, borrow,
ease, cite,
translation,
excellent, formative,
excessive, thr...

amy, railroad,
ruffle, cyrus, sting

n387e5

h ps, coda, cobb

n446e3

story, easy, wrong,
stuff, guess

reassemble,
collegial, catalyze,
awash

n1108e2

uppsala

n1167e9

strategically,
acumen, theorization,
unsurprising,
recession,
unmistakably,
downside, bemuse,
plausibility

n269e1

relevance, salient

n1168e24

expensive, weak,
versus, exceed,
prospect, headline,
purchase, debt,
curtail, credibility,
disparity, durable,
advisory, seamles...

n270e3

wry

n329e4

harper, ralph, dig,
shovel

n271e2

bulge, marvin,
sheldon

insightful, urbana,
incomparable, tennis

n389e6

voice, informative,
intimidate,
innovator, fuzzy,
aloud, noisy,
nonexistent, peg

n509e5

website, didn,
labyrinth,
multilingual,
cellulose

n569e6

distribute, buff,
sadly, hasn, unheard,
babble

n629e2

bloat, webpage

n689e6

database, disk,
scary, bot, floppy,
jokingly

n749e12

media, game, h p,
tech, org, code,
digital, pirate,
savvy, gatekeeper,
stymie, healthcare

n809e14

www, access, isn,
doesn, automatically,
datum, php, htm, pdf,
blog, indefinitely,
impend, natalie, ceo

n869e17

share, ask, answer,
current, evolve,
retrieval, news,
spectrum, congress,
domain, creatively,
foresee, seamless,
anymore, do...
n929e8

n510e14

slow, adventure,
bill, player, radio,
nebraska, subset,
jose, dumb, casse e,
accordion,
unjustified, yeah,
mckee
n570e4

deem, locate,
trajectory, reminder,
destination,
ostensibly, solicit,
tandem, routinely

n1049e8

stake, conflate,
contend, conflation,
vis, willingly,
radar, fortify

n1109e10

collapse, unlikely,
unprecedented,
dubious, shortcoming,
amass, costly,
adjoin, watershed,
hype

n1169e32

factor, benefit,
bias, comprise,
economic, altogether,
bond, capital, index,
guarantee, crisis,
vehicle, diminish,
adjust, reasona...

n511e6

n512e2

converse, afar,
dartmouth, abort,
sorry, recalcitrant

n690e6

n750e8

n870e4

proliferate, await,
transient, prey,
neighbor, folly,
unforeseen, counsel,
barrack

n1050e5

n1110e8

private, expansion,
compete, survey,
efficiency,
guideline, retail,
discreet

n1170e12

demand, scope,
property,
increasingly,
broaden, fee,
accelerate,
institutional,
accommod...

cfm, cambodia

n872e2

kevin

n931e7

opt, indirect,
confluence,
selectively

n990e9

proven, template,
twin, officer,
exponentially,
inequity, mess

n991e5

multiply,
consolidate,
transgression,
pristine, crime

n1051e8

container, distrust,
polarize, erupt,
posterity, enshrine,
crimp, a orney

n1111e8

violate, corporate,
tolerance, heir,
sharon, distraction,
companion, discretion

n1171e6

conflict, meaningful,
duty, entertainment,
theoretically,
conspire

n513e4

topic, forum,
advocacy, jeff, skip,
unfulfilled, ingrid,
believer,
inexpensive, infancy,
tireless, senate,
grin, tavern
n633e13

n693e4

n753e3

ringed, detonate

n932e13

guard, collide,
surge, defunct,
modulate,
enforcement, stagger,
punish, oddly,
nominal, puncture,
benefactor, docile
n992e8

ratify, pretext,
subjugation,
retribution, scrub,
frisson, appease,
experientially

n1052e13

segregate, faceted,
atrocity, subdivide,
communicator,
baghdad, dormitory,
expansionism,
hollein, implosion,
thoroughgoing, pe...
n1112e58

civic, orthodoxy,
nuclear, plural,
plurality,
polarization,
voluntarily, syntax,
osaka, appadurai,
realign, unobtrus...
n1172e4

legitimacy, district,
employee, decrease

n754e1

gov, harden,
onslaught

n813e6

dystopian, paranoid

n933e7

deputy, rash,
volumetric, funnel,
namesake, adagp, carp

n993e7

franchise, offense,
monacelli, escalator,
bilbao, renzo, coop

n1053e6

forfeit,
privatization,
congestion, eilean,
bregenz, zumthor

n1113e20

hotbed, privatize,
ikea, bumper

reconnecting,
cheltenham,
victimhood, deferral

n278e4

n279e1

nuanced, laud

n518e13

n519e1

n698e7

n759e1

n936e1

atomize, cusp,
stultify

cunning, saddam

n938e2

n1115e3

tax

lease, quartz,
obesity

wage, populace,
revamp

demolish, governance,
takeover, protester,
legislative, doreen,
footfall, chow,
legalize

n1174e3

n1175e9

n1116e2

arrondissement, cop

n1176e82

subversive, retrieve,
rend, tank, peaceful,
summit, demolition,
occupancy, mosque,
afghanistan,
collectivity, ball...

n1058e1

ascetic,
orchestration,
criminality

n1117e4

urbanism, deport,
gramsci, kirsten

n1177e11

occupy, disruptive,
respectability,
squat, powerlessness,
brothel, parry,
mccann, devaluation,
rive, bianchini

n1118e2

n1119e1

hurt, apathetic

n1178e10

zone, faith, slogan,
corruption, violent,
geneva, emancipate,
investigative, liza,
embolden

n1120e2

upset

n1179e1

n1121e5

liberal, justifiable

n1180e2

rampant

assert, threat,
confident, teddy

submissive

aspiration, tempt,
reconsideration,
collar, hopeful

n1181e3

autonomy, adequate

adherence,
forcefully, meantime

commitment, unchecked

n943e1

relationship, resist,
discussion,
complicate,
criticize, ensue,
profoundly,
persistence, cold,
yearn, ambivalence
n1182e2

reformulate, resent

vibrancy, undergird

n944e1

embrace, rely, buck,
skillfully

household, moral,
genuine, elite,
hierarchical,
morality, prosperity,
dialectical,
extravagance, despise

n1063e10

n1123e7

overly, numerically

n769e3

formulaic

n886e2

dwelled,
incomprehension

n945e1

ponder, threadbare

n946e1

amusement,
commercialization,
commercialize,
immoral

n1124e1

standardization,
messiness

discriminate,
hardness

n1125e2

absolutist

n1184e1

leisure, hewison

n1185e5

sheaf

sociologist,
frankfurt, gay,
cautious, sociology

n771e2

villager, catholics

momentous

n889e2

gri y, ro en,
despondent

n1126e1

consumption

n1186e1

consumerism

n714e1

n772e1

n773e1

elitist, condescend

bfi

capitalism, packard,
vance

humdrum, greedy

n1127e2

tellingly, producer

n1187e1

generational

n1009e1

unevenly, marcuse

n1068e2

escapism

n1010e3

affluent

n1069e1

dialectic, arendt

gabor

n1128e2

n1130e1

degradation,
friendliness

n1188e1

n1131e1

housework

n1189e3

chandler

wreak, hesitancy,
cutlery

rolf, tracy

howe, soothe,
admission,
a endance, louvre,
utopianism, respite,
byron, smuggle, pei,
domed, confiscate,
vogel, tol...
n1197e18

parnassus

alphabet, musical,
music, ensemble,
erik, calvin,
cornelius, artaud,
electronics, feldman,
duckworth, virgil,
clarkson, wesle...
n1019e4

john, perry, brook,
maverick

n1079e2

worcester

n1137e62

n1196e1

stuffy

ordinariness,
dishonest

n1077e1

streamline, scoff,
corrosive,
condescension

n1195e1

n1018e2

fatalism, ominously,
handmaiden

transcendent,
philanthropy,
newsweek, watchword,
hess, refreshment,
utilitarianism, elm,
rebu al, pillage,
wholesome, n...

brecht, moira, katz,
fleming, ingram,
ridiculously

n960e35

irresponsible

n1017e3

glueck

prewar,
commercialism,
plagens, loewy

n1136e4

dialectically

n900e6

n958e1

mediocre

n1076e4

italians

insist, avidly

n1194e1

corinne

williams, abundance,
coe

n899e2

n1016e1

webb

n1075e1

uncivilized

n1133e2

pleasure, remark,
calif

n1192e1

susan

n840e3

enviable,
stranglehold, shea

midcentury

n1015e1

n1132e3

degrade

n1191e1

tentatively

n838e3

n956e1

worrisome

n1074e1

suffuse, sickly

unnerve

n780e1

steele

trite

n954e1

n1073e2

decry, impel

breakthrough,
evasive, swenson

n720e1

daydream

n777e1

chic, veblen

penn, inaccurately,
housewife, gullible,
askance

n1072e2

movie, romantically

n660e3

n719e1

n896e1

n1012e5

mass, benjamin,
arcade, abhor

playfully

germane, coaster

n600e2

stuart, gamble,
appreciative

terrence, maple

n837e2

brow

n1011e4

passivity, favorably,
gutenberg

n1070e1

materialism

n718e2

stylist

la, ad

n894e1

skepticism

n1008e2

n540e2

juvenile

n599e3

nut

marshall, englishmen

n716e1

massage

kroker

n893e1

imaginatively,
eugene, charlie,
nasty, downright,
unsatisfying, girdle,
hesitantly

n539e1

n598e1

cha o, caesar

n659e2

n833e1

n952e1

reciprocal,
conformity, theodor

n1067e3

n597e2

windus

antimodernist

n775e2

recoil

n891e1

suburban, happiness,
reciprocity, berghahn

n1007e3

n715e1

giroux

swipe, hypnotize,
antimodernism

n890e1

n480e8

brandeis

n656e1

anxiously

pessimist,
deportation

n831e3

equivocation

n888e3

n596e1

lynes

n655e1

n712e2

skeptical, literacy,
apathy, feminized,
marchand, aquinas,
flake, morss

n947e4

hall

n1006e2

n1066e2

culture,
analytically,
intelligentsia,
aspirant

n770e2

adult, favorable,
tocqueville

n829e1

judgmental

n887e1

hesitant

n1005e4

intellectual, class,
abundant,
desperately, forego

n1064e4

n711e8

folder, nonfiction,
ong

democrat

n827e1

problematically,
wheatsheaf

erode

n1004e5

emphasis,
civilization,
commodity, shy,
tough, lavish,
loyalty

n1183e2

n710e3

misc

n768e1

n826e2

n885e2

worry

n1003e4

remnant

n1122e11

n708e1

judaism, suez

n478e1

eliot

orwell

n595e1

teen, chaplin, perec,
seldes

pathbreaking, ortega

comic, farrar,
bertolt, jazz,
intelligently,
beatles, straus,
saturn, coauthored,
breathless, dryness,
twayne, rodia

harcourt, literary,
melville, essayist,
enamor, skeptic,
aron, tolstoy, merton

n477e1

orgy

n538e1

n594e4

adorno, dwight,
vegas, superman, eco,
reborn, highbrow,
casey, affluence,
horowitz, stalinism,
mickey, mcluhan,
moralist, mad...

dile ante, junkyard

n420e9

n476e1

n653e2

barthes, umberto,
preindustrial,
lowenthal,
houndmills,
chesterton

compton, comedian,
wyndham

brace, vivian,
galaxy, publicist,
incantation, bobbs,
transistor, bookish,
appalachian

n360e13

hail

detective, elitism

lonely, jamaica,
jukebox, snobbery,
chrysler

n593e59

playfulness,
totalitarianism,
movingly, capacious,
reyner, galbraith,
americanism, mchale

n652e6

relativism, marxists,
superstructure

slang, lichtenstein

hollywood, classmate,
wa , mama

n300e9

sylvia

n359e2

n415e1

sadism

n474e2

suburbia

n533e5

bride, denise, pulp,
bisexual, trinidad

n592e8

debase, denys

n651e3

sexuality, consumer,
suggestively

n414e1

gangster

n473e1

sleigh

n532e5

aggressiveness,
sensuousness, smog

n591e2

homosexuality,
debasement

n650e3

individualism,
postwar, misread

n413e1

sympathetically

n472e1

catholicism,
homosexual

n531e3

antipathy, expendable

n590e2

ration

n649e3

inroad

n707e1

n530e2

popular, partisan,
maelstrom, zebra

n589e1

sco , lesbian,
richards, unsure

unambiguous

undercut

n884e2

peer, problematic,
compel, appreciate,
false, scrutiny,
race, entry,
rebellion, overstate

n1062e10

n529e4

pluralist

n588e4

materialistic

n648e1

n706e2

messianic, uta

n824e1

thompson

n883e2

n1002e1

n528e1

imbed

n587e1

heterosexual,
tiedemann

n765e1

stint

n823e1

resistance,
democratic,
unresolved, bother,
postscript

n1061e4

defensive

n705e2

harass

n763e1

dissent, inculcate

n1001e5

workable

n1060e1

crowd, vicarious,
slack

n704e1

recreational

n942e2

falsely

n1000e1

n1059e3

obtuse

n527e1

executor

n646e2

sarcastic

n412e1

elvis, puritanical

n471e2

apocalyptic

n299e1

n358e3

inhospitable, dick,
einstein, indulgent,
stave, cohn,
lowercase, shove,
uptown

n240e4

walt

yiddish

n357e2

clown, fictionalize

n411e2

n470e1

expressiveness

n297e1

fiction, indiana,
holt, ford, subtitle,
jargon, vanguard,
kurt, prophetic,
swallow, pluralism,
madison, poet, wilde,
rohe, schuster, d...
n180e9

perversely

n239e1

pretentious, boogie

tune, absurd,
privately, musician,
principal,
superficially,
biography,
ridiculous,
proletar...
n120e33

novel, decadent,
memoir, blake,
midnight, limp

n179e1

arnold, hyde

n238e2

jew, stupidity

demean, croce

marxism

n469e1

n60e551

garde, avant, reich,
eccentric,
dictionary, rag,
flair, autobiography,
calder, urinal,
unfashionable,
precocious, chri...
n119e6

novelist, rod,
midwestern

n178e2

lewis, raymond,
unashamedly

salute, cocktail

n295e2

radicalism

n59e66

initially, kenneth,
marcel, andre,
warhol, nightmare,
alcohol, wi y,
brass, russian,
salvador,
lightweight, ste...
n118e3

selz, haircut

n177e3

proletariat,
so ness, plod, rilke

n236e2

libertarian

n355e2

n409e1

pessimism

naively,
persuasiveness

reestablish

n645e1

motherhood

jeopardize

kirk, stonewall

n882e1

mcnally, vogl,
apothecary,
hyperdrawing

n940e1

undergraduate,
tutorial

planner, devastation,
resilience, pore

n1057e3

n526e1

youth

n586e1

n703e1

n822e1

sympathizer

n881e4

n525e1

commercial,
journalism

n644e1

egalitarian

wrestle

n762e2

jews, robbins, phelps

n821e1

semester, harmless

n880e2

n999e4

custody, urbanity

n761e3

endorsement,
recreation, riot,
senator, melodrama,
honestly, conclusive,
oppressor, quiz

n820e2

presidential,
agitator

richmond, skyline

n937e3

asceticism

n1056e2

taliban, cab

n702e1

n408e1

purveyor

n467e2

caribbean

n643e1

fbi

n760e9

cacophony

n819e2

genocide, heinous

alcatraz

n1055e2

n1114e1

n701e1

impute

n524e2

lawrence, underwrite,
americans

n583e1

camp, pigeonhole

vapid

n407e1

corrupt

n293e1

ussr, stalinist

n58e61

parody, brilliant,
retrospective,
satire, memorable,
switzerland, hanover,
weird, zurich,
mockery, ism, meat,
crudely, sh...
n117e2

american,
professorship,
gilbert, be y,
unpopular, vortex,
boxer, distaste,
horrify, eerily,
eiffel, hypnotic
n176e4

writer, tore, blister

n235e1

dismal

n350e2

sex, annenberg

n466e1

insensible

n292e2

n57e37

apart, lifetime,
severely, minimal,
posthumously,
fourteen,
brilliantly, nice,
sink, notorious,
spare, clem...
n116e12

seriously, parent,
outrage, hate,
teacher, pamphlet,
revolt, loathe,
wallis, intern,
vociferous, valve

n175e3

kozloff

n234e1

bland, rosenberg,
semitism

emilio

n56e63

wife, war, spend,
career, father,
sympathy, abandon,
win, sometimes,
polish, impress,
a ack, satirical,
admire, s...
n115e12

nazi, hitler, bleak,
flee, dreamt, prague,
periodical

n174e1

emasculate, pallid,
hectic, interwar

n233e3

n291e1

n55e210

superb, supporter,
league, notably,
marry, prize, julian,
vein, friendly,
lyrical, illustrious,
outspoken, badly,
thinly, enti...
n114e7

mannered, bravura,
hardworking, semitic

n173e4

shoddy

nylon, schoolteacher

trenchant

n348e1

n54e192

splash, nazis,
discharge, seaside,
obituary, painter,
brash, spite, earthy,
dictator, usa,
existentialism,
resign, degener...
n113e4

prosperous, buffet,
loneliness

n172e1

n231e2

n289e1

masochism

n53e261

outlook, kinship,
mild, fascist,
glossy, unhappy,
censure, mildly,
hilton, debilitate,
sheffield, tweed,
geldzahler
n112e3

sensuality

fascism, kitsch

pessimistic

n287e1

sexual

n52e13

detractor, timid,
manipulative, hatred,
affectionate,
cyclist, unreal,
ramos, counterweight,
hilla

n111e1

disarmament

n170e2

indignation

n230e1

denunciation,
perversion

n465e1

vocation

n51e10

totalitarian,
unsuccessfully,
rapacious, revalue

n110e1

conservatism

n169e1

clique, perceptively

distasteful

n346e2

genital, grossberg

n464e1

tomorrow, relish

n642e2

nathan

n286e1

n405e2

condemnation,
feminine, amis

freud, sigmund, hull

n523e3

flirt, tutor

n582e2

intellectually

n641e1

tom, sterile

n699e1

n818e2

n522e2

sadden

n581e1

caution, persistent,
union,
indistinguishable,
kennedy, mindedness,
staunch

n995e1

reflexively,
intergenerational

n521e1

basil, henderson,
visa

n640e2

hunger

explosive, justice

confinement,
outstrip, fleury,
understatement,
apiece, roche,
sacramento, mimi,
acolyte, offender,
a unem...

n520e3

adri

cleverly, millar

probe, detachment,
disdain

n463e3

roland

n50e4

denounce, anathema,
infantile,
bestseller,
sentimentalize

n109e1

n168e2

n227e1

lowly

crave

n345e2

n49e5

sentimentality, sour,
lust, sexually,
complacent, surmount,
mercenary, londoners,
depoliticized

seriousness

righteous

n226e1

n285e1

n403e3

promiscuity

n462e1

discrimination,
cogently

alienate, complexly

n639e2

complication,
analyze, alison,
honest, genuinely

paean, equivocal,
contemptible

n402e1

fulfillment

n461e2

illegible

n579e2

intensely, hannah,
dissatisfy

n638e5

temperamental

n401e1

redemptive

n460e1

n877e2

tower, deprivation,
typify, segregation,
guggenheim,
stringent, keystone,
ante, predatory,
sleight,
disturbingly, let...

harbinger, unstinting

n400e1

fuss, acerbic

douglas, displace,
bell, colin, herald,
displacement,
goodman, roth,
suffocate, thursday,
dickson, rawness,
urbane
n578e3

n758e1

n817e2

rem,
oversimplification,
dystopia, moneo

n1054e2

james, dovetail,
chasm

exaggeration, confide

n48e9

castigate, ersatz

n107e1

catholic, britain,
individualistic,
indulgence

n166e1

scorn, shamelessly

automobile, repel,
worshipped

n343e3

n47e2

marriage, optimistic,
tumultuous,
cautiously, impurity,
lewd, cynically

n106e4

herbert

n225e2

bristle, purchaser

n284e3

mystique

n342e3

n46e7

passionate,
inventiveness

n165e1

reluctant

n224e2

vacuous

depress, persuasion,
reactionary,
mythology, angry,
conservative,
powerfully,
hostility, suburb,
marxist, exhilar...
n105e2

ascendancy

n164e1

enrage

n223e1

macdonald

n283e1

n341e1

n45e17

repression,
unchallenged

n104e1

deplore, atomic,
abrahams

n163e1

pander

n222e1

haze

n340e2

n459e2

astute, intriguingly,
yearbook

n44e2

defender, futile,
betrayal,
uncritically,
overestimate,
uncritical, superbly,
daedalus, ashamed,
omnivor...
n103e3

stale

n162e1

suggestive,
incorrectly

n280e1

n399e2

steep

n458e3

n43e11

allegiance, hasten,
uncomplicated,
arcadian

n102e1

diatribe

n221e2

stamina

workaday

n339e3

n398e1

n42e4

hardly, stance,
affront, soup,
humiliate, tacky

n101e1

turmoil, scathing,
merrill

n220e1

poise, weary,
domesticity, birch

pervade, decode,
amalgam, mediocrity

n338e2

n41e6

engulf, sunday,
elemental, prickly,
suicidal, crass

n160e3

temperament, dine

n219e4

gentle,
idiosyncratic, annie,
idealization, shroud,
impenetrable

independent, drag,
gli er, sensational,
glamorous,
insensitivity

n100e6

moody, inflammatory

n159e2

girl, mystery,
atmospheric, plumb,
annoy, leather, grey,
crisscross, cubicle

n218e6

thoughtfully

n876e14

punishment,
mandatory,
imprisonment,
renunciation,
edification,
cautionary, swoop,
fodder, labyrinth...
n935e38

facility,
rehabilitation,
supervision,
rockefeller,
architecturally,
gehry, overcrowd,
fortress, gargant...

unite, pervasive,
stray, celebratory,
artless

n756e1

ascendant

fray, latimes

n875e12

n994e4

response, triumph,
america, dangerous,
car, listen,
celebration, reporter

n697e5

optimism

n815e2

n934e44

axial, ministerial,
zukin, unlawful,
paternalistic, ized,
hooper, kremlin,
greenhill, dubin,
expository,
directorate, rob...
n1173e4

n696e1

n755e1

pub

n874e4

review, fresh, anti,
essay, criticism,
irony, unwilling

n637e8

commercially,
technologically,
creep

midwest, cadre

staid

n814e1

casino, untapped,
altitude, implode,
dutifully, dungeon

n873e2

walter, thesis,
modernist, reviewer,
conscience,
be erment

n577e7

bad, high, explore,
freedom, welcome,
editorial, party,
plenty, trivial

n636e3

customize, epilogue

n695e2

si , uncharted,
wasteland, doug,
vitally

n517e6

march, low, december,
article, february,
september, blind,
chronicle, prejudice,
ugly, symposium

n576e9

communicate, howard,
connect, envision,
command, ma hew,
flock, tolerate,
privacy, insecure

n635e2

seminar, earnest,
operator, sue,
recapture, guru,
una ainable,
blackboard

arrive, mentor,
janet, helen,
testify, restless,
faceless,
registration

n40e6

magazine, jacket,
vogue, wright,
tailor, monroe,
transatlantic, derek,
typeface, glamour,
coleman, derision,
gimmick, whitecha...
n99e2

friendship, enlist,
stylish, aloof,
crumple, facile,
obsessively,
reticent, dexter

n158e9

hint, avid, lace

n457e8

instance, fortunate,
unpublished,
biographical, pool,
deride, commonwealth,
stud, wilkinson,
stephanie

n516e11

note, editor, sharp,
colleague,
absolutely, defend,
contributor, unaware,
eric

n575e10

talk, everybody,
excitement, whoever

n634e8

connote, understate

n397e3

shed, ruth

n456e10

april, january, june,
july, saturday, sic,
foreword

n515e9

get, list, lot, send,
hour, guest, reply,
amaze, judith,
a ernoon, gary,
murphy, warp,
relentlessly,
instructional
n574e4

n694e5

counterculture,
contagious, vicar,
randomize

n396e2

home, generously,
frighten, diana, mrs

n455e7

echo, virginia,
christmas,
fellowship, friday

n514e15

jim, fun, daunt,
transmission

n573e14

communication,
defense, rob,
announcement,
wolfgang, circa,
nationwide, mcdonald,
transmi er,
subscriber, n...

wow, lsd, blogger,
incubate

n812e2

spawn, latitude, greg

fast, advent, fling,
inc

n930e4

network, humanity,
log, moderate, mail,
email, provider,
bull, transcript,
newcomer,
coordinator,
connectiv...
n752e4

host, collaborative,
conference,
community, blogs,
timeline, wireless,
entitlement,
birthright

n811e3

n871e1

persist, rebuild,
untimely, manageable,
quicken

available, carl,
poetics, anonymity,
uncle, mud,
telephone, beth,
penelope, baldwin,
a endees, textually,
rendezvous, ti...
n692e168

net, user, internet,
protocol, phone,
google, funders,
desktop, silicon,
computerize, fax,
messaging, compute,
autonome...
n751e9

html, edu, platform,
virtual, file,
interactive, lab,
upload

n810e11

via, com,
information,
implement, worldwide,
consultant, stumble,
asp, somebody, relay,
steward

anna, sea le,
curtis, newsle er,
snowy, rockwell,
untainted,
unannounced, marsha

n632e24

web, electronic,
hadn, heidi, click,
dial, truck, packet,
nea, mckenzie,
climactic, hewle ,
rune, mcphee

n691e28

so ware, gene,
quilt, congressional,
brewster, invisibly

bread, coffeehouse

n572e9

cable, wasn, fred,
ted, endowment,
cathy, denizen,
odyssey, peterson,
texte, muffle,
lingua, rudely,
hubbub, bader, tex
n631e14

apple, planetary,
misfit, anytime

n454e5

weekly, hourly

inward, endorse,
absorption, outward,
ocean, posture,
vestige, idealism,
permeate, stricture,
intermingle, joanna

n337e2

ambiguous, margaret,
tide

n395e5

kick, reed

n453e2

maturation

sea, reconstitute,
silver, fla en,
sensual, whereby,
confound, cling,
billow

n277e12

conjure, merge,
invoke, immerse,
align, encapsulate,
filter, foreground,
saturate, evocation,
expanse, accentuate,
subtly, rear, myr...

topical, megan

n394e2

sweater

n452e1

descendent

n571e16

wouldn, capability,
arcane, rourke

n630e4

drive, project,
ubiquitous,
regardless, safe,
entrench, immersion,
cohesive

n989e9

n451e1

hole, inversion,
foresight, pedal

quietly

n392e1

earnestly

n450e4

ghostly, trapping,
devotee,
williamstown,
anthropomorphize,
surreptitiously,
unyielding

n217e9

n336e3

n39e71

amuse, enthuse,
sunglasses, teapot

n98e9

fervent, sprinkle,
langley

n157e7

trial, espouse,
uneasy

n276e18

blacken, flout,
fertilize

n334e2

n38e4

calmly, wistfully

n97e3

disclaimer

n216e3

allegory, multivalent

n274e3

promotional, corn,
unpaginated

n333e1

n37e2

indictment, rebuke,
hayes, niece

n156e1

white, trench, clasp

n215e2

spoof

accuse, edith,
cancel, malleability,
scrawl, pleasantly,
overblown

n96e4

griselda

n155e3

frontally, subtexts

n214e1

thanksgiving

n391e1

michigan, embarrass,
scarce, yesterday,
lovely, gossip

n449e9

n36e7

racially, corcoran,
harlem, exodus,
simmons, holger,
courtney, afro,
gwendolyn, booker,
theresa, blackness,
brodsky, con...
n95e1

socket, ostracize

n154e2

terrify

n273e3

fertile, discrepancy,
frontier, sean,
obligate

n332e1

n35e30

davis, locke,
contrapposto,
unfailing, negroes

n94e2

upend, drench

n213e1

overturn, barren,
pit, revel

n272e5

jacqueline, futility

n330e4

n34e5

wood, dramatize,
wartime, caricature,
alabama, hardship,
visage, fisherman

n153e2

speculation, rope,
gallagher,
sculpturally

n212e4

tenuous

enslave, gloomy,
ungainly, rejoin,
regionalist,
hemingway, negro

n93e8

panic, colossal,
persevere,
allegorically,
nathaniel

n152e4

tract, se lement,
trough, obstinate

n211e1

figuratively,
assurance,
knickerbocker

boston, woodstock

n33e7

devil, miguel,
irving, resurrection,
slavery, iowa,
bondage, marsden,
esque, rivera,
bigotry, luciano,
mississi...
n92e5

windfall

n151e4

molesworth,
readability

n210e3

n328e3

n32e21

illinois, deed,
shriek, comradeship,
manhood, courier,
siege, courtroom,
antebellum,
nonobjective, webber,
musket, boos...
n91e1

diversely

n150e2

mayan, valueless

wager, lately

n268e2

sniff, gilman

n327e5

n386e3

job, wonderfully,
disaster, bu on,
spin, indianapolis,
mineral

n445e5

stephen, august,
wilson, exquisite,
samuel, rearrange

n504e12

literally, breathe,
revise, visually,
vice, predecessor,
christopher, edition,
blank, shine,
eternal, presumably,
transcr...

n623e20

paul, model,
metaphor, mental,
philip, flesh,
surpass, flight,
unfinished, superior,
jeffrey, arguably,
hair, eli...

tell, care, weigh,
pack, skeleton,
proudly, nicely, egg,
sideways, ennoble

n385e7

sum, tightly,
wonderful, proud,
ward, trim

n444e6

n563e17

weakness, translate,
johnson, reprint,
poison, elder,
allusion, garland,
phaidon

n622e29

rhetoric, melancholy,
eternity, keenly,
desperation, ankle

n384e6

deserve, jonathan,
disappoint,
interpreter, honor

press, university,
cambridge, truly,
thomas, puzzle,
delight, duke,
wisdom, yale, cry,
purport, handbook

n503e17

princeton, clarify,
haven, advise,
holland

n562e9

mo o, venus

n621e6

n680e11

toe, peintres, karel,
draught

n919e3

brepols

n1038e3

n1097e1

duchess

n1155e3

pieter, flanders,
racine, cours,
primavera, nico,
koninklijk

italianate, classique

n978e1

faire, gen, dossier,
anciens, lodging,
julien, ligne,
argent, rossi, royale

unusually, ro erdam,
staatliche, masterly,
melancholic,
frenzied, dessins,
tommaso, shoemaker,
kunsthistorisches,
fluently, nazion...
n859e4

n918e2

cnrs

le res, discours,
penser

n1037e10

contour, ill,
tragedy, pen,
distill, decorum,
enliven, su on,
prodigious, sketchy,
pity, urn, rapidity,
plenit...
n799e18

sheet, pile,
eloquent,
graphically,
michelangelo,
impassioned,
pyramidal, brevity,
pathos, delectat...
n858e7

n977e3

des, baptiste,
guerre, roi, teniers,
conseil, parlement

innocent, grieve,
vinci, feign,
largesse, forcible

n739e36

rhetorical, virtuous,
eyebrow, thigh,
torment, magus,
muscular, gravitas,
unrestrained, deaden,
pietro, robustness,
alte, roughn...
n798e25

n917e1

galileo

antoine, principes,
artiste, ferrand

n1036e7

footwear

palazzo, siena,
tuscany, gli,
biblioteca, millard,
cornice, gaetano,
eugenio, libro,
nelle, archite ura,
alberti, lavin, v...
n1153e57

erudition, xviie,
achilles, quill,
accademia

n976e4

entrust, advancement,
regulation,
manufacture,
enlighten, lyon,
guild, roy,
enlightenment,
improvem...
n1035e1

treatise, groningen

n679e6

poesis

n738e22

raphael, variorum,
montagu, annibale

ge y, adoration,
romano, vatican,
massacre, athlete,
kneel, humanist,
inimitable,
judicious, serialize,
vigor, athle...
n857e2

n916e1

comte, auteurs,
strenuous

n975e138

regularity

n1033e2

n678e1

liberally, manly

n502e5

lyons, upwards,
etymology

n561e2

seventeenth,
rhetorically,
personage,
grammatical,
extremity

accurately,
resonance, ignorant,
confidently

n443e13

literature,
rediscover, cornell,
ithaca, swi

n267e2

label, collect,
donate, usefulness,
curator, reconnect,
artifact, rand,
nomenclature,
plantation, browse,
expedition, we...

n31e44

quandary, bounty,
cheney, pardon, pike,
memling

n90e1

sympathize, marketer,
quincy, sleepy

n149e2

schoolchild,
metmuseum

n208e2

abigail

shelf, co on,
educator, priceless,
swamp, dump, bather,
thoroughness

n326e95

n30e6

barrenness

n89e4

n148e2

shackle

n207e1

beverly, maryland

n266e8

useful,
revolutionize,
massachuse s

n325e10

lose, touch, thing,
juxtaposition,
island, washington,
authentic, steven,
worthy, pleasant

n29e1

bryant, palpably,
annoyance,
indomitable

congest,
unimaginative

n147e1

ryan

n206e2

room, display,
expert, eager,
thrill, expertise,
frederic

n265e3

want, put, valuable,
object, decide,
advice, gi ,
authenticity, abide

n324e10

n383e5

oxford, obviously,
unrelated, hopkins,
pretend, quarterly,
candle

n442e5

beloved, evanston

cruel, leonardo,
unrelenting, pitiful,
faithfulness, slyly,
praiseworthy

n620e5

grief, aristotle,
vickers

fate, reader,
retreat, noun

n382e7

appropriately,
doorway, hermetic

n501e3

wit, clarendon,
sorrow, natura

n560e7

oration

definition, dialogue,
verb, destiny,
reversal, lament,
tremble

n381e3

n28e4

alarm, slave, murky,
thankful

n88e2

n146e1

dual

n205e7

keep, purpose,
hundred, visible,
goal, acquire,
responsible, urge,
astonish,
comfortable, repair,
approve, desk, lesson
n264e9

carefully, overlap,
anchor, recommend

n27e4

discomfort, obey,
discoverer, furnace,
multilayered, sore,
unoccupied

department, pride,
accustom, bolster

n145e1

allow, accept, need,
progress, search,
off, connection,
prove, twenty, lend,
promise, generous,
practical, improve,
reward, agree, bo...
n204e14

n323e4

n26e7

hope, renewal,
defeat, grant, blame,
estate, campaign,
envelope, proponent,
warrant, surrender,
recast

n85e4

just, consider,
choose, case, guide,
way, difficult, able,
raise, enter, easily,
value, serve, claim,
receive, contribute,
effort, rem...
n144e19

add, fit,
acknowledge,
discovery, believe,
explanation, mine,
description, skill,
secret, thorough,
presentat...
n263e4

resolve, boundary,
reflection, curious,
intrigue, enact,
mutually, chain,
realm, interestingly,
enclosure

n322e4

n25e12

provide, role, state,
general, broad, seek,
identify, surround,
accompany, former,
special, recent,
contribution,
statement, cent...
n84e52

make, look, simply,
lack, think, reveal,
hand, essential,
appropriate, expect,
root, step, require,
path, demonstrate,
ability, cou...
n203e18

explain, parallel,
exactly, danger,
unity, stress,
instant, christine,
omit, comprehend,
discern

n262e11

line, accurate,
olive, ambiguity,
accuracy, transpose,
dissatisfaction,
seduce, raison,
intermediate,
metamorphose
n321e7

n441e2

humility, wanton,
linguistically,
astrologer

n500e4

narcissus

n559e1

n619e3

n797e186

martyrdom, pliny,
curly, italien, fol,
barasch, dempsey

n856e5

staatsbibliothek,
divinely

n913e5

saint

n972e1

virgin, christ,
jahrbuch, acta,
cleric, apse, santo

n1031e3

n796e7

precept, antique,
vasari, courtauld,
undue

n499e1

clayton, ovid,
istoria, limn,
norgate

shew

n737e4

entombment, rijn,
ludovico

n795e5

latin, beau, thorn,
immobile, lori,
unnumbered, cole e

n855e2

n912e1

biblical, holy,
aisle, marche, lat

n971e7

festschri ,
kunstgeschichte,
geschichte, bis,
schlosser

n1030e6

erwin, nell,
dominican, sacrament,
burckhardt, summa

n736e3

languish

n794e7

thickness,
characterization,
moralize, eng

n852e5

oak, friedman,
artery, browne,
perkins, laurel,
elegy, deceit,
constriction,
scavenger

n440e4

lyric, astrology,
hammond, satan,
snyder, poesie,
compendia, stahl,
ogden, banque

pathetic, hath, bee,
loeb, literalize,
haan, jonson,
murrell, donne,
liminality,
miniatura, sfumato,
juliana, patri...
n558e5

vesalius

n677e2

joshua, tobias,
cadaver, aris,
carracci

n380e10

pearl, mirror,
milton, skew,
deceive, shadowy,
mutable, cheat,
dixon, revisionism,
meadow, exhale,
foreshor...
n439e10

n617e1

padua

uncertainty, thwart,
grass, metamorphosis,
transitional,
accusation, query,
innocence, plight,
evaporate, pearson,
cartography, gra...

n24e52

reason, point,
possible, give, fact,
define, reach,
present, limit,
different, see,
order, mat, directly,
clear, carry, gr...
n143e32

separate, true,
neither, distance,
obvious, opposite,
part, convince,
imagination,
comparison, throw,
side, compare, do...
n202e11

correct, eye,
confusion, glance,
truthful, conceit

mean, view, beyond,
result, example,
level, face,
particular, a empt,
circumstance, indeed,
force, choice, lay,
determine, refere...
n83e70

effect, contrast,
deny, proper, degree,
equally, aid,
substitute,
sufficiently,
desirable, stem,
disreg...
n142e27

mind, necessary,
whatever, equal,
proceed, nature,
impression, admit,
perfect, sufficient,
necessity, distant,
truth, al...

n261e11

complaint, recollect

n320e15

blur, uncertain,
portrayal, deception,
complain, mourn,
contrive, intrude,
fallacy, nigel,
outdo, industrious,
cartographer, del...
n379e27

soul, speaker, tear,
evelyn, convex,
annihilate, thou,
kegan, bark,
inconclusive,
puritan, rees,
mannerist, eighti...
n498e27

kemp

n557e1

earl, thence

n676e5

capitoline

n734e1

smyth, ekphrasis

n793e4

roman, vols, sword,
vita, strasbourg,
utrecht, esp,
pierpont

n675e1

antiquarian, jupiter,
rejoice

n733e2

rupert, mawr,
typologies

n792e8

dictum, pulpit,
wolfram

n497e1

horace, cullen

n616e1

reynolds

turner, goddess,
trinity, solitude,
monopolize,
consolation

andrew, sincerity,
deceptive, longman,
craze, weep,
astronomy, gardener,
adulthood, bosom,
worm, carey, hyman,
arithmetic, davi...
n438e45

poetical, ti

n260e2

temptation, vanity,
cylindrical,
diminution

n319e17

n23e89

depth, la er,
distinct, precisely,
representation, pre,
convey, expression,
aside, philosophical,
contrary, essence,
famously, penetr...
n82e19

impossible,
combination, precise,
perfectly, mistake,
confine, properly,
possess, conviction,
principle, naturally,
transpare...
n141e20

n201e6

judge, dim, diligent

n259e4

love, blend, glow,
enigmatic, impasse,
woe, shady,
worldliness,
replenish

n378e19

inn, jest, harlow

n437e2

n556e2

harvey, barry,
magnificence,
physician, keynes,
bologna, glasgow,
tab, wellcome, viz,
parma, britishness,
anatomy, inhuman...
n615e1

socrates, mistress,
devout, contrivance,
retirement, hastings,
renato

n377e3

lord, patriot

n496e2

richardson, hume,
sunderland, guido,
somerset, pine,
reverend, juice,
leafy, palladio,
grenville, virtuosi,
pickering
n555e68

georgian, polite,
mss, erratically,
midwife

pomian, summarised,
antiquary

n674e3

bryn

pejorative, spiegel,
bibliographic

n851e2

nave, xvie, apostle,
gospel, typological,
constantinople,
grandes,
jahrhunderts, dieu,
speer, turnhout,
regensburg, melch...

n495e13

william, eighteenth,
dissect, gentleman,
strange,
subscription,
naturalist, qua,
a ributable, unjust,
fanatic, generalise

n614e3

protestants

misery, sir

slay, po s, silvery,
laboriously

n436e2

doctor, rosa,
surveyor, satirist,
wilton

please, definite,
infinite, shall,
fancy, error,
peculiar, noble,
useless, universally,
perfection,
confirmat...
n200e3

n318e6

n22e50

owe, incline,
consequently,
accordance,
alteration, detect,
rightly, aggregate,
behold, conceivable,
indefinite, laudatory
n81e19

proof, portion,
afford, unbroken,
constituent,
requisite,
indifferent,
endeavour, propriety,
uneq...
n140e18

dark, light, sky,
vain, tranquil,
perpetually

tender, identically

n258e9

distort, pun,
opponent, inflict,
agony, concave,
hydraulic, agonize

n21e12

conspicuous,
indispensable,
positively,
perceptible,
alternately, dilute,
inasmuch,
unsatisfact...
n80e17

beautiful, yellow,
separately, orange,
shadow, distinctly,
charm, impart,
beauty, sentiment,
exalt, imitate,
consequ...
n139e6

delicate, bright,
blue, purity, pale,
trunk, obscurity,
cheerful

n198e2

n317e7

n376e4

greatness,
presbyterian

n435e5

n554e5

n613e1

n672e1

n791e3

marginal, badge, edn,
crucifix,
hagiography, lothar,
sinner, burg,
tracery, frauen,
formalists, bastard,
annemarie, sal...
n850e17

summation, repugnant,
ferocity

patronage, mason

edify, anglican, boa

n731e3

testament, brigi e,
winston, cupboard,
willis, mercy,
scrupulous, gage,
bodleian, entstehung,
dom, anson, mainz,
romanticist, cro...
n790e17

annals, misinterpret,
slumber

tirade

n612e2

rediscovery, deform,
adore, desecration,
inflame, clearance

hospital, sincere,
corpse, apollo, gum,
minutely, westminster

n375e2

prince, lane, dear,
baron, royal,
lecture, smile,
hitherto, engrave,
medal, newton,
misplace

preparation, medical,
compliment, penny,
dorothy, naturalism,
pe y, lever,
favourable, kindness,
prefix, veronese,
sincerely
n494e12

intaglio

n552e1

antiquity, bishop,
aldershot,
insurmountable

n611e6

gregory, venerable,
anglo, preach,
disentangle, guilt,
prehistory, morgan,
margin, fi ieth,
joachim, outpouring,
synopsis, maxw...

london, dispute,
inheritance,
eminently, pedantic

n434e13

nobleman

n20e13

accidental, feelings,
subdue, warmth, warm,
quantity, forcibly,
ascertain, gradation,
monotonous, justly,
unquestionably,
peculiar...
n79e34

variety, identical

n138e8

fruit, wedge, lip,
sparkle, doubtful,
purify

n257e8

condemn, daughter,
barnes, leeds, grim,
miner, geometrically,
middlesex, vaughan,
unsympathetic, silva,
juggle, athena

n316e2

n19e69

obtain, pigment,
interpose, vermilion,
singly

n78e2

recede

n197e6

death, totally,
vague, pennsylvania,
lover, admiration,
distortion, crush,
forbid, fond, nail,
heroine, expound,
assent, vine
n256e13

sister, italy, zeal

n315e7

n374e12

precedence,
ingenious,
misrepresent

n433e1

reassessment

route,
methodological,
monolithic,
presently, lacuna

n551e4

n610e24

patron, cult,
albrecht, viii,
monographic

n1209e6

emerita

n373e3

introductory, iii,
subscribe,
encyclopaedia,
dogmatic

n255e3

english,
disagreement,
appetite, rowland

n18e5

red, upright

n137e1

vary, solid, exact,
derive, mixture,
intensity

n196e15

join, destroy, read,
martin, fellow,
suffer, mother,
influence, brother,
assistant, coin,
enormous, college,
revive, brit...

boat, hill, date,
tradition, bear,
animal, scratch,
finger, legend,
enemy, lightly,
quest, vertical,
river, val...
n77e2

similar, surface,
except, outline,
symbol, winter,
symbolize,
recognizable, dry,
mouth, nose, pipe,
rein
n136e6

great, introduce,
begin, rest, subject,
name, include, good,
second, lead,
completely, man,
achieve, theme, hold,
various, str...
n195e48

n314e5

indication, adam,
port, england, crown,
arthur, textbook,
eve, conversion,
uniformity,
transplant

n17e251

simple, isolate,
occasionally, spirit,
hide, ba le, mask,
indicate, similarity,
wind, dog,
horizontal, occur,
undoubtedly, s...
n76e13

find, know, large,
feature, entirely,
series, remarkable,
appearance, powerful,
characterize,
typical, technique,
gradually, somew...
n135e82

study, dismiss,
professor, dominance,
excuse, french,
roger, germany,
evans, meyer,
allegorical,
harrison, incis...
n254e4

birth, literal,
acceptance,
revelation, priest,
convenience,
interrelation,
devour, waver

n313e11

origin, century, age,
publication, source,
initial, historian,
reconstruct,
comprehensive,
respectively, anne,
catherine, sel...

n432e1

negatively,
disjunction,
unavoidably

n491e5

icon, corporeal,
hypothesize,
periodization

n312e19

n372e5

king, inquiry,
reception, decipher,
convincingly, vacuum,
suppression

n431e3

christian, delve,
christianity, thorny,
idol, tome

chapel, barrel

n1149e5

arch, column,
admi edly, sobre

n1208e1

commentary,
narrative, import,
elucidate,
authoritative,
rationale,
categorize,
interrelations...

n16e97

associate, represent,
closely, show,
frequently, unusual,
characteristic,
figure, chief,
probably, group,
primarily, elabor...
n75e31

publish, influential,
champion, clarity,
treatment, stir,
anthony, sheer,
concise, ludwig,
bulk, leslie, munich,
neo, monogr...
n194e19

foremost, minor,
embellish, lap, wolf,
englishman, rhine,
denude

n253e9

architectural,
disparage

n311e16

n15e35

regard, treat, major,
less, impressive,
flat, successor,
popularity, currency,
lengthy, severe,
relief, vividly,
virtually, daz...
n134e24

europe, prosper,
clumsy

n193e8

layman

late, early,
flourish, highly,
usually, tend,
originally,
generally, manner,
widely, style,
numerous, nota...
n74e20

illustration,
estrange, contort

n133e3

eminent

n192e1

finely, polymath

n250e9

n14e33

family, friend,
paint, famous, naked,
beautifully, monthly,
portrait, fool,
posthumous,
meticulous, obsess,
elegance, mysti...
n73e3

succinct, lustrous

n132e1

n191e2

historicize

mystic, sanctity,
proscription

edmund, sculptural,
feast, christina,
eleanor, hugh,
deutschland, jeanne,
ordain, heresy, tina,
noxious, avon, whet,
restorer, burrell

n13e31

elegant, talented,
follower, legendary,
insect, desolate,
communion, statesman,
forthright,
entertainer, maiden,
carver, taste...
n72e2

densely

round, intermediary,
environ, supervise,
ascent

n190e1

faithful, stylistic,
iconography,
historiography,
denigration, sophia,
scopic

n609e16

devotion, visionary,
grotesque, greece,
saul, spirituality,
freiburg, magdalena,
metalwork, armenian

n12e20

subtle, period,
flower, fish,
refinement, void,
landscape,
conventionally, yard,
ridicule, mood,
wither, mythi...
n71e1

passage, spring,
elevate,
sophistication,
classify, embodiment,
refine, strikingly,
skilled, predominant,
indistinct
n130e5

n549e3

scholarship,
spiritual, faux,
laughter, hieratic,
talisman, malevolent

n608e10

n667e2

france, nationalistic

n903e2

semicircular

n962e2

turquoise

n1021e3

n725e3

frenchmen

n782e2

ceramic, carpet,
floral, bard, summer,
gold, imperialist,
oriental,
imperialism, objets,
spo iswoode, bicker

n841e91

n666e2

alp, bari

visuality,
contextually,
iconographic, hiatus,
regal, emissary,
kingship

n489e7

demon, ascension,
ardently, monumenta

n548e7

mediterranean

monumental, cologne,
spain, eagle,
tapestry, formalist,
goldsmith, drapery,
resplendent,
steinbach

unbridled, halo,
starry

n429e7

religious,
antiquarianism,
terminological

n488e4

excavation, literate,
treasure

n607e10

resurgent

n369e3

terminology, divine,
earthly, piety,
regroup

n428e3

n547e1

bulletin, deutsche,
rubble

n606e1

surrogate, marvelous,
abundantly, dispatch,
astrological,
tenacious

textual, a ribute,
rebirth, intensively

n368e5

precious,
topographical,
typology,
workmanship,
categorically

n487e3

invader

n546e3

nord, incongruously,
chevron

benedict, filthy

worship, sha ,
ninth, dedicatory

scholar, eighth,
archeological,
shrine, tenth, monk,
enthrone

n427e5

flank

n486e1

dogma, lambaste

n605e3

n249e6

nelson, derivation,
connoisseurship

n11e28

character, master,
type, fill, hang,
fly, empty, survive,
mount, depart,
resemblance,
subtlety, autumn,
thirteen, b...
n70e11

cycle, seventh,
marshal

n309e4

n367e7

embellishment,
paucity, rustic

promulgate

n545e2

pompeii, travesty,
forefather, enjoin

n664e2

allemagne, aver,
generis

n721e12

city

n485e1

culmination,
glorious, initiator

n604e4

louis, sparsely,
barbaric

ancient, font, wine

n426e1

empire, prescriptive,
lavishly

decoration, fare

n544e3

cleanliness

n603e3

rapport

n662e4

louisiana, axel,
egypt, centenary,
turin, pavilion,
diplomacy, fair,
expo, exhibitor,
midway, orientalism,
dickinson, pruss...

muddle

n543e1

factory, furnishings,
milan

n602e1

manufacturer,
concession,
centennial,
neoclassical,
unification,
columbian,
agriculture, ca...

n248e3

northern, extant,
sect, eastward, cass

bibliographical,
persons, append,
nowadays, intricacy

n189e3

canon, competent,
admonish

n307e4

n366e3

furnish, didactic

n425e3

wooden, appraise

n484e2

section, a raction,
exotic, reform,
furniture, export,
turkish

n542e3

decorative, amid,
industrialist,
modernize, egyptian,
organizer, canal,
benevolent,
embroidery,
lexington, rug...
n601e28

cra sman, slender,
formality, mausoleum

n365e2

inconsistency,
a endant, cane,
forest

n424e2

bedroom, laughable

n482e7

industrial, industry,
colony, nationalist,
ministry, auspex,
famed, unequivocally,
overseas, rekindle,
ethnically, bucolic

n541e32

lineage, jessica,
banish, wilderness,
excursion, endear

n364e4

ingrain, demonstrably

n423e2

gate, tea, detroit,
understandably, abc

n247e5

eastern, sacrifice,
slope, canopy

n306e3

n10e31

status, category,
examination,
transmit, adoption,
conquest, inscribe,
prescribe, presume,
antecedent,
descendant, cher...
n129e5

nourish, historicity,
replication, tutelage

n188e3

inscription,
dignitary,
topographic

fourth, anecdote,
educate, substance,
season, tree, fake,
ghost, compile, copy,
candidate, hallmark,
manual, grade, meter,
lifelike, rotat...
n69e13

generic, compound,
regulate, imbue,
bestow, sage,
unearth, flavor,
hierarchically,
refashion, manifestly

n128e4

confer, valorized,
burrow

n187e3

ax, southern,
ceremony, affix,
longevity, passageway

n246e4

official, po ery,
mountainous,
publically, pasture,
unroll

n305e4

n9e23

stream, favor,
classification,
supplant,
interchangeable,
ripple, onward,
arbiter, immaterial,
novice, cham...
n68e11

individualize,
transfigure

n127e3

substrate

n186e6

fold, fi h, stroke,
temple, bureaucracy,
grape, crest,
vulgarity,
tranquility

n245e6

luminary, fiercely,
interim, obedience

n304e6

n8e31

out, peak,
alternation,
stratify, traveler,
breath, intercourse,
misrepresentation

n67e2

preside, reign

n126e1

leisurely,
rumination,
ascendency

n185e9

renown, dillon,
amateurism

n244e4

n303e2

n7e8

poetic, mate, infer,
effortlessly,
fondness, intrusive,
cloudy, unverifiable,
miscellany, cartouche

n66e2

n125e3

treaty

n302e2

n6e10

servant, dwell, rank,
leaf, celestial,
repute, pan,
faithfully, brill,
skillful, artfully,
underworld,
parapherna...

ridge, spouse,
pagination,
profitably

n184e3

splendor, tibet

n242e1

prohibition,
encyclopedia,
examiner, millennia,
folk, royalty,
farewell, opus, gang,
mao, madame, haired,
merry, sleeve, bo...

n5e20

genre, brush, script,
scenery, superfluous,
ancestor, garden,
lang, heaven, lo y,
merchant, excavate,
ritual, movable, lid,
shun, compartm...
n64e4

asiatic, echelon

n183e2

lee, japanese, bang,
majestic

olympics, accolade,
feudal, chang, chi,
glossary,
chairperson, pong,
choe

n301e75

architecture

n4e93

ink, envoy, mo le,
disengagement

n123e2

courtier

n182e4

japan, gil, woo,
mirage, fortieth,
scorch, irvine,
beige, barge,
domineer, annexation

court, blossom,
sixth, sunset, rub,
tiger, silk,
canonical, ruler,
seal, emptiness,
rite, aristocracy,
utensil, mo...
n63e4

honolulu, admiringly

n122e1

sing, tokyo, hermit,
dispersion,
evergreen,
reunification, sin,
peninsula, nam,
shorten, uprising,
honourable, pu...
n181e11

selectivity, elliot

n1138e3

revisionist,
nourishment,
illegally,
uninitiated,
triumphal,
visitation,
rejuvenate, goodw...

chance, variation,
birthday,
compositional, item,
klaus, interlude,
stony, silence,
anarchy, marjorie,
notation, cir...
n1080e4

prepare, bracket,
julia, hatch

n1140e2

brisk, patrimoine,
smoky

n1198e17

n1020e118

towel, zeller

n1199e5

beacon, clu er,
fume, adjustable,
teeter

n1200e36

mellon, remodel,
rack, insulate,
shelve, ashton,
adobe, easel,
refrigerator, greene,
barn, bookcase,
schulz, gar...

n121

venetian,
a ribution,
civilisation, imago,
watkin

form, time
art

Render ng_ch _02_RW_4060_r_50 t22d_words_vertex

TOP CS ADDRESSED N THE SPEECH
AND THE R NDEX CAL CLOUDS
ARCH TECTURE
ch_n e99 s a om e e s e a ed o he ndex o a ch ec u e
n550 e14 { illuminate , volume , middle, architecture ,
kingdom , charter, elevation , sanctuary , hamper, divest,
comical , swear, joyfully , stroud}
n549 e3 { mystic , sanctity, proscription}
n610 e24 {gregory, venerable, anglo , preach, disentangle,
guilt, prehistory , morgan, margin, fiftieth , joachim,
outpouring, synopsis, maxwell, illiteracy, prophesy,
recontextualized, sharpe, expectancy, iconoclast, byrne, vox,
chateau , strawberry}
n551 e4 {antiquity, bishop, aldershot, insurmountable}
n490 e4 { icon , corporeal , hypothesize , periodization }
n609 e16 {edmund, sculptural , feast, christina, eleanor,
hugh, deutschland, jeanne, ordain, heresy, tina, noxious,
avon, whet, restorer, burrell}
n611 e6 { rediscovery , deform, adore, desecration,
inflame, clearance}
n491 e5 {route, methodological, monolithic , presently,
lacuna}
n548 e7 {scholarship, spiritual , faux, laughter,
hieratic, talisman, malevolent}
n489 e7 {faithful, stylistic , iconography ,
historiography , denigration, sophia, scopic}
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ch_n1e99’s main references for the index of architecture:
Conrad Rudolph, A Companion
to Medieval Art: Romanesque
and Gothic in Northern Europe,
0.170176

Martin J. Powers,
Katherine R. Tsiang,
A Companion to Chinese Art,
0.0254099

Valérie Gonzalez, Aesthetic
Hybridity in Mughal Painting,
0.035913

Cher Krause Knight,
Harriet F. Senie,
A Companion to Public Art,
0.0190589

Ian Chilvers, A Dictionary of
Modern and Contemporary Art,
0.0352762

Helen McCormack,
William Hunter and his
Eighteenth-Century Cultural
Worlds, 0.0181248

Kostelanetz,
A Dictionary of
the Avant-Gardes,
0.0339741

Okwui Enwezor, Nancy Condee,
Terry Smith, Antinomies of Art and
Culture: Modernity, Postmodernity,
Contemporaneity, 0.0179478

Sharon Macdonald,
A Companion
to Museum Studies,
0.0333137

Christian Mieves,
Wonder in Contemporary
Artistic Practice,
0.0159915

CITY
ch_n1e99’s atom-letters related to the index of city:
n926 e2 {ӏcityӏ, ӏwhicheverӏ}
n925 e3 {laissez, ӏescortӏ, rickety}
n927 e13 {ӏconversationӏ, deepen, handful, ӏenthusiastӏ,
ӏpersonaӏ, lccn, lcc, ddc, lcsh, gamut, ӏebookӏ, sabbatical,
untethered}
n866 e0 {}
n984 e0 {}
n986 e16 {ӏcoverageӏ, reinvention, ӏtaxiӏ, ӏcapitalizeӏ,
ӏprospectiveӏ, hop, enmesh, ӏpassportӏ, joe, african,
ӏvalorizationӏ, explicate, arjun, espace, becker, underbelly}
n987 e27 {ӏinterplayӏ, ӏviewpointӏ, ӏtrafficӏ, discard,
grapple, cloth, driver, populate, credential, ӏmobilityӏ,
roberts, ӏinfrastructureӏ, ӏdiasporaӏ, ӏvisibilityӏ, pivot,
conceptualize, jumble, ӏhabitationӏ, ӏimaginableӏ, bedford,
ӏurgentlyӏ, graduation, purview, aspirational, byproduct,
infusion, friction}
n924 e1 {bustle}
n985 e3 {ӏneighborhoodӏ, vendor, amble}
n867 e1 {ӏfluidlyӏ}
ch_n1e99’s main references for the index of city:
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Joanna Grabski, Art World
City: The Creative Economy of
Artists and Urban Life in Dakar,
0.103489

Anthony Gardner, Charles Green,
Biennials, Triennials, and Documenta:
The Exhibitions that Created
Contemporary Art, 0.0197804

Robert A. Slayton, Beauty in the
City: The Ashcan School,
0.0736791

Judy Malloy, Social Media
Archeology and Poetics,
0.0195214

Cher Krause Knight,
Harriet F. Senie,
A Companion to Public Art,
0.0392976

Martha Radice, Alexandrine
Boudreault-Fournier, Urban
Encounters: Art and the Public,
0.0185463

Ian Chilvers, A Dictionary of
Modern and Contemporary Art,
0.0253116

Ann Lee Morgan,
Historical Dictionary
of Contemporary Art,
0.0184725

Rebecca M. Brown, Displaying
Time: The Many Temporalities of
the Festival of India,
0.0216775

Richard Kostelanetz,
A Dictionary of
the Avant-Gardes,
0.0175322

PLENTIFUL PLAY — PLAY II

ART, TIME, AND FORM
Since three indexes for ch_n1e99—art, time, and form—are in the
same part of the galaxy, atom-letter n2054 e77 and atom-letter
n2114 e51 form one conceptual space. Let us look at them together.
ch_n1e99’s atom-letters related to the indexes of art, time, and form:
n2114 e51 {follow, take, day, ӏgoӏ, little, ӏartӏ,
ӏcontinueӏ, important, feel, leave, ӏfinalӏ, half, scale,
last, month, comment, quickly, run, institute, meet,
ten, artist, certainly, stay, enjoy, post, attend, suit,
lit, reconcile, ӏassistӏ, seat, ӏorganizeӏ, twice, ground,
ӏprogressiveӏ, emotional, declare, potent, isolation, student,
residence, exhibit, clean, peace, chase, sway, pink, jointly,
netherlands, embroil}
n2174 e6 {encourage, fine, commonplace, drink, impoverish,
slate}
n2054 e77 {away, end, long, ӏtimeӏ, come, ӏturnӏ, stand,
use, ӏformӏ, sense, set, ӏworldӏ, far, fall, idea, ӏreflectӏ,
old, cause, divide, term, heart, involve, certain, material,
stretch, element, immediately, break, kind, small, describe,
link, pass, usual, happen, constant, front, top, traditional,
catch, try, eventually, cover, contact, fear, formal, really,
wall, refuse, absorb, ӏcontemporaryӏ, personal, spot, escape,
ӏreproduceӏ, overwhelm, anticipate, fluid, pose, prime, ride,
slightly, ӏexplosionӏ, ӏrigidӏ, sit, fade, happy, ӏsurroundingsӏ,
precarious, ӏexposureӏ, incident, drift, prominence, maximum,
rejection, dispense, cradle}
n2113 e50 {bring, ӏopenӏ, ӏdirectӏ, issue, numb, ӏcreateӏ,
gain, wide, ӏestablishӏ, concern, interest, ӏaimӏ, specifically,
throughout, deeply, range, ӏmaintainӏ, ӏnumberӏ, help,
previously, largely, remain, tie, total, political, publicly,
big, involvement, week, poor, ӏobjectiveӏ, explicit, broadly,
promote, attract, culminate, endure, decline, unexpected,
attractive, coincide, compromise, trademark, affair,
widespread, formerly, health, usher, conduit, undeniable}
n2055 e28 {close, ӏlifeӏ, ӏshapeӏ, background, quality,
discover, rich, size, ӏgenerationӏ, ӏyoungӏ, evoke, block,
float, height, hard, finish, raw, shock, soft, beneath, bare,
ӏnewspaperӏ, ӏdimensionalӏ, intersperse, rip, hammer, vacant,
coil}
n2115 e11 {intense, recall, stark, formally, woman, coat,
hover, meticulously, tribute, keith, swirl}
n2173 e6 {ӏgrowӏ, heavily, sarah, behalf, politically,
internationally}
n2234 e3 {coast, wed, esther}
n2053 e29 {ӏbaseӏ, deep, outside, develop, rise, real,
previous, dominant, recognition, inhabit, cross, tension,
start, ӏjourneyӏ, alternative, ӏexplorationӏ, ӏfoundationӏ,
exploitation, linger, dismantle, fleet, inter, devastate,
messy, plunge, bag, chichester, liberation, gas}
n2175 e5 {comfort, quiet, campbell, perch, indelible}
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ch_n1e99’s main references for indexes of art, time, and form:
Ian Chilvers, A Dictionary of
Modern and Contemporary Art,
0.059748

Martin J. Powers,
Katherine R. Tsiang,
A Companion to Chinese Art,
0.0200664

Richard Kostelanetz,
A Dictionary of
the Avant-Gardes,
0.0305179

Malcolm Miles, Eco-Aesthetics:
Art, Literature and Architecture
in a Period of Climate Change,
0.0199319

Cher Krause Knight,
Harriet F. Senie,
A Companion to Public Art,
0.0212211

Daniel Horowitz, Consuming
Pleasures: Intellectuals and
Popular Culture in the Postwar
World, 0.0180627

Sharon Macdonald,
A Companion
to Museum Studies,
0.0211042

Judy Malloy, Social Media
Archeology and Poetics,
0.0172472

Ann Lee Morgan,
Historical Dictionary
of Contemporary Art,
0.0206894

Veronica Sekules,
Cultures of the Countryside,
0.0166502

■ CH_N2E88
CRAWLING TIME AND SPACE

88 Faces of character ch_n2e88.

AN IMAGINED SCENARIO FOR CHARACTER CH_N2E88 AT
A GATHERING FOR SIX IN LIBRARY_639
ch_n2e88, as rumour has it, is one of the early man-made artificial
intelligences. It comes from the time of the Blade Runner. Without
having a fixed physical body, it moves and plays with information in a fast manner. It always has an answer to your question. It
orders objects in time and space, mostly in centuries and maps.
This simple and fast mapping between time and space is what
keeps this character stable. ch_n2e88 always talks in someone
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else’s terms. Its reflections are smooth; its projections are simple, unsophisticated, but fast and multiple. When it talks about
objects, it shows its knowledge in short statements. It scans
objects, looks for their archaeology, dates them, and lets them
go. Its services were offered to help ch_n1e99 in organising its
museums, but were refused due to the disturbing speed with
which it synthesised histories. As a special feature, or rather as a
fetish of its master, it can answer any question regarding gardens.
Its favourite character from the group is ch_n4e79. It admires its
drive and cause.
INDEXING CH_N2E88
LIKELINESS OF AN AFFAIR WITH OTHER CHARACTERS 198
ch_n4e79
ch_n5e172
ch_n3e81
ch_n1e99
ch_n6e110

0.0173816
0.0179534
0.0194474
0.0230551
0.0247452

BODY OF CH_N2E88
BEDARD_Decorative Games Ornament Rhetoric and Noble Cu, BEEK_Arts
of Thailand, BILOTTO_Building Grand Central Terminal Images of Rail, BORK_
The Geometry of Creation Architectural Drawing an, BOULTON_Place and
Space in the Medieval World Routledge R, BROGDEN_Ichnographia Rustica
Stephen Switzer and the Desi, BROWN_Lancelot Brown and the Capability Men
Landscape R, BRUCKNER_The Social Life of Maps in America 17501860, BYRD_A
Pedagogy of Observation NineteenthCentury Pano, CAMPBELL_The Early
Modern Italian Domestic Interior 14001, CARAFFA_Photo Archives and the Idea
of Nation, CHRISTENSEN_Germany and the Ottoman Railways Art Empire and,
COLEMAN_Inner Spaces Paul Vincent Wiseman amp the Wisema, COULSTON_
Ancient Rome The ӏArchaeologyӏ of the Eternal City, CRAWFORD_Ur The City of
the Moon God, DAKOURIHILD_Staging Death, DAVID JACOBS_Master Builders
of the Middle Ages, DEITZ_Of Gardens Selected Essays Penn Studies in Lands,
DEJONGLAMBERT_The Lysenko Controversy as a Global Phenomenon Vo,
DELACROIX_Art Deco Interiors, DESAI_Banaras Reconstructed Architecture and
Sacred Spa, DESIMINI_Cartographic Grounds, DOHERTY_Paradoxes of Green
Landscapes of a CityState, DOMINGUEZRODRIGO_Stone Tools and Fossil Bones
Debates in the Archa, DONAHUEWALLACE_Art and Architecture of Viceregal Latin
America 1, ENGBERGPEDERSEN_Literature and Cartography Theories Histories G,
FRAZIER_The Bloomsbury Companion to Hindu Studies, FRIEDLAND_The Oxford
Handbook of Roman Sculpture, FU_Traditional Chinese Architecture Twelve Essays,
GIBBS_Gibbs Book of Architecture An EighteenthCentury, GOY_Florence A Walking
Guide to Its Architecture, HAGGIS_Classical ӏArchaeologyӏ in Context Theory and
Pract, HARTWIG_A Companion to Ancient Egyptian Art, HERBERT_Floras Empire
British Gardens in India, H KRUHL_Drawing Geological Structures Geological Field
Gu, HOPKINS_The Genesis of Roman Architecture, HORNSBY_Picturing America
The Golden Age of Pictorial Map, HUITSON_Stairway to Heaven The Functions
of Medieval Uppe, JAVID_World Heritage Monuments and Related Edifices in I,
KAUP_Neobaroque in the Americas Alternative Modernitie, KINGSLEY_Oceans
Odyssey DeepSea Shipwrecks in the English, KIPEN_San Francisco in the 1930s
The WPA Guide to the C, KOLRUD_Iconoclasm From Antiquity to Modernity,
LASC_Designing the French Interior The Modern Home and, LAZER_Resurrecting
Pompeii, LOCHER_Zen Gardens The Complete Works of Shunmyo Masuno,
[…]

198

The likeliness is the distance between cells of the self organising
map. The closer the cells are, the higher the likeliness of an affair.
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[…]
LYMBEROPOULOU_Byzantine Art and Renaissance Europe, MACDONALD_Alcatraz
ӏHistoryӏ and Design of a Landmark, MACLEOD_From an Antique Land Visual
Representations of th, MARTINMCAULIFFE_Food and Architecture At the Table,
MASHKOUR_Archaeozoology of the Near East 9, MAYER_Not Just for Show, MOHR_
Indiana Covered Bridges, MONMONIER_Patents and Cartographic Inventions
A New Perspec, MORRIS_Castle A ӏHistoryӏ of the Buildings That Shaped Med,
NELSON_Architecture and Empire in Jamaica, NEVETT_Theoretical Approaches to
the ӏArchaeologyӏ of Ancie, NONAKA_Renaissance Porticoes and Painted Pergolas
Nature, PARRISH_Worlds of Enchantment The Art of Maxfield Parrish, PETROSKI_
Engineers of Dreams Great Bridge Builders and the, PETTEGREW_The Isthmus of
Corinth Crossroads of the Mediterr, PONTE_Architecture Words 11 The House of
Light and Entr, PORTAL_Arts of Korea, POTVIN_Oriental Interiors Design Identity
Space, RODWELL_Dorchester Abbey Oxfordshire The ӏArchaeologyӏ and, ROWLEY_
An Archaeological Study of the Bayeux Tapestry Th, RUSKIN_Poetry of Architecture,
SCOTTI_Basilica The Splendor and the Scandal Building S, SCOTT_The Gothic
Enterprise A Guide to Understanding th, SHIELDS_Moving Heaven and Earth
Capability Browns Gift o, SUNG_William Blake and the Art of Engraving, SVARE_
Morris Graves His Houses His Gardens, SZABO_The Bayeux Tapestry A Critically
Annotated Biblio, TADGELL_The East Buddhists Hindus and the Sons of Heaven,
TAGSOLD_Spaces in Translation Japanese Gardens and the We, TEREFENKO_Jazz
Theory From Basic to Advanced Study, TREIB_Pietro Porcinai and the Landscape
of Modern Italy, TUCK_A ӏHistoryӏ of Roman Art, ULRICH_A Companion to Roman
Architecture, VITRUVIUS AMP ROWLAND_Vitruvius Ten Books on Architecture,
WARNER_Historical ӏArchaeologyӏ Through a Western Lens His, WILLIAMSON_An
Environmental ӏHistoryӏ of Wildlife in England 16, WITSCHEY_Encyclopedia of the
Ancient Maya, WOLLENBERG_Schuberts Fingerprints Studies in the Instrument,
WOOD_Albrecht Altdorfer and the Origins of Landscape R, YI_Yungang Art ӏHistoryӏ
ӏArchaeologyӏ Liturgy, YOON_Pungsu, YORKE_Abbeys Monasteries and Priories
Explained Britain

n1e70

n2e4

Boulton Place and Space in the Medieval World
Routledge R, Ponte Architecture Words 11 The
House of Light and Entr, MartinMcAuliffe Food
and Architecture Atthe Table , Haggis Classical
Archaeology in Context Theory and Pract, Potvin
Oriental Interiors Design Identity Space,
Neve Theoretical Approaches to the
Archaeology of Ancie, Ulrich A Companion to
Roman Architecture, Caraffa Photo Archives and
the Idea of Nation, Tadgell The East Buddhists
Hindus and the Sons of Heaven, Lasc Designing
the French Interior The Modern Home and, Warner
Historical Archaeology Through a Western Lens
His, Kipen San Francisco in the 1930s The WPA
Guide to the C, Friedland The Oxford Handbook
of Roman Sculpture, Campbell The Early Modern
Italian Domestic Interior 14001, Crawford Ur
The City of the Moon God, Kaup Neobaroqu...
n3e11

Deitz Of Gardens Selected Essays Penn Studies
in Lands, Brogden Ichnographia Rustica Stephen
Switzer and the Desi, Herbert Floras Empire
British Gardens in India, Shields Moving Heaven
and Earth Capability Browns Gi o, Brown
Lancelot Brown and the Capability Men Landscape
R, Williamson An Environmental History of
Wildlife in England 16, Nonaka Renaissance
Porticoes and Painted Pergolas Nature, Doherty
Paradoxes of Green Landscapes of a CityState,
Yoon Pungsu, MacDonald Alcatraz History and
Design of a Landmark, Svare Morris Graves His
Houses His Gardens

Sung William Blake and the Art of Engraving,
Gibbs Gibbs Book of Architecture An
EighteenthCentury, Parrish Worlds of
Enchantment The Art of Maxfield Parrish,
Delacroix Art Deco Interiors

n4e3

Locher Zen Gardens The Complete Works of
Shunmyo Masuno, Tagsold Spaces in Translation
Japanese Gardens and the We, Treib Pietro
Porcinai and the Landscape of Modern Italy

Four most probable tempers of ch_n2e88: titles of books.
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Four most probable tempers of ch_n2e88: word clouds of book clusters.

FIFTY INDEXES COMMON TO CH_N2E88
century → 20727, build → 19100, new → 19043, use → 15635,
early → 14956, garden → 14534, work → 13971, ӏartӏ → 12811,
figure → 12804, map → 12801, late → 12348, house → 11676,
ӏtimeӏ → 10855, ӏcityӏ → 10783, university → 10776, design →
10100, temple → 10087, site → 10057, wall → 10032, ӏformӏ →
9943, history → 9851, large → 9642, place → 9563, include →
9392, study → 9324, draw → 9108, press → 9029, image → 8979,
roman → 8962, fig → 8843, period → 8502, london → 8294, space
→ 8246, great → 8236, landscape → 8200, like → 8046, year
→ 7988, find → 7728, paint → 7713, example → 7670, book →
7314, rome → 7313, plan → 7091, ӏarchitectureӏ → 7065, small →
7014, long → 6900, world → 6774, state → 6461, view → 6423,
structure → 6417
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BRAIN OF CH_N2E88
A galaxy of concepts of ch_n2e88 with a focus on five indexes:
n1e330

texas, ball,
alliance, html,
austin, edu, linda,
calendar, decipher,
php, arizona, rio,
clifford, jeff,
eccent...
n61e11

n2e78

n3e34

www, stairway,
advancement,
portable, periphery,
plaza, ellen,
andrews, perishable,
collapse, jeremy,
historia, ru...

n181e3

madrid, replay,
homogenize

n241e11

americas, eduardo,
extirpate, rico,
salas, obras, para,
savior, agony, obra,
mesa

n301e10

art

domingo, ordinance,
convent, colonist,
jesuit, miguel,
friar, spaniards,
felipe, evangelical,
fray, pictographic,
mendicant, ecua...
n481e11

pedro

n422e3

n482e1

ayala

n483e1

franciscan

n721e12

groin, francia,
dominicans,
pendentives, cecilia,
carmelites, tito,
mannerist, banco

n723e1

n841e140

restrain, clad, del,
adoration, petrarch,
neo, della, marco,
salvatore, luca,
lorenzo, sant,
fourteenth, giulio,
popolo, fel...
n901e16

coat, adjacent,
radically, notable,
reopen, reassemble,
surmount, monte,
evince, fi eenth,
nos, hospice,
confiscate, li...

antonio, maria,
sixteenth, fra,
paolo, sebastiano,
accademia, angelo,
florence, delle,
andrea, carlo,
tuscany, bibliot...
n902e3

ballroom

n843e9

n1021e18

a ractive,
beautiful, flank,
flute, cushion,
peacock, rear, tense,
graceful,
archeological, belly,
reportedly, lifel...
n1081e180

entrance, beside,
possibly, decorate,
couple, dancer,
medallion, leg,
exquisitely,
disintegrate,
umbrella, ami...
n1141e82

oblong, intricately,
cell, thunderbolt,
incarnation,
pyramidal,
worshipper, lotus,
bud, antechamber,
cenotaph, pena...

n844e3

supper, conte,
alberti, disegno,
annibale, orphanage,
castello, tintore o,
florentines

n903e1

formerly, baptist,
thence

stand, construct,
twist, beautifully,
flight, unfinished,
till, dance, maiden,
sparsely, stump,
tray, cle , deluge,
beneficent, idly
n1082e22

band, delicate, fly,
a ain, lean,
shelter, bend, exit,
protrude, lap,
multitude,
comparatively, hilly,
fig, delicat...
n1142e9

exterior, pedestal,
elaborately,
universe, la ice,
temple, alcove,
a ainment, harass

n1023e3

n1024e1

donate, cage, sunken

n1083e9

hold, bear, huge,
hand, fade, guard,
diminutive,
benevolent, onslaught

n1143e8

except, blind, seat,
sixteen, lavishly,
wheel, sleep,
unadorned

bay

chaste

n846e1

n1025e2

diamond

n1026e2

climb, grill

vacant, hem

n1086e6

summit, gape,
deference, horde,
marauder,
consecutively

mount, lo y

n1144e1

n1145e4

peg

grace, a une,
offshoot, rainbow

n1146e4

retire, withstand,
rename, mud

disband, bet, shabby,
chaplain, underfoot,
fleck, pungent

n908e2

recreation, teen,
homely

n967e2

foolish

blaze, hebrew,
infest, skirmish,
roar, omnibus, odor,
dainty

n848e7

blanket, cha er,
bayard

n907e3

inn, mare

n966e1

utensil, a ire, fare

n1084e2

noe

n847e3

doorman

n906e2

gage, uncouth, murphy

n965e3

widow

throng, alto, pastor,
thanksgiving, slug,
minstrel

n788e8

swarm, simmer

n968e4

adjoin, cling

n1027e3

frighten, hewn, cliff

n1087e6

pile, hat, rally,
outlive, foothold,
inroad

n1147e6

peak, defy, halt,
compatriot, disclose,
incomparable

rocky, swi ,
italians,
ceremoniously

n1028e4

auto, ferry,
unemployed, hoover,
bum, dewey, saving

n429e6

hill, steep, encircle

n1148e11

grant, town, fire,
erect, persons,
francis, justice,
fertile, wrestle,
patchwork, solidly

n251e1

n15e1

n489e7

dentist

airway, philippines,
champagne, steamer

n729e3

bewilder, sterling,
capt, aground, topsy

n730e3

boisterous, intone,
whisker

n789e10

gaudy, yawn, bullet

n790e5

gleam, election,
savagery, doorstep,
reckless, vengeance,
undaunted, outshine,
scion, vociferous

n849e4

newcomer,
precipitous, fiddle,
enormity, windowed

plunge, acre,
treeless, briar,
chick

n671e4

annually, bush,
acacia, transformer

n731e5

pioneer, sensational,
schoolhouse,
speculator, maguire

n791e12

admission, nathan,
seaboard, dept,
bartle , peddler,
fitch, weird, tongs,
casey, osgood,
politely

n850e3

hurry, lonely, noisy,
hectic

n909e5

congregation, contra

n970e2

cement, northward,
stormy

n1029e2

thoroughfare, galen

n1030e4

valley, pave

n1089e4

chiefly, prodigious,
constitutional,
astride

n1149e4

taylor, fame, player,
sturdy

westward, eastward,
busily, thrice

n1090e3

road, expend, inland

n1150e2

herald, exchange

truck, creak

n732e4

columbus, arctic,
billy, cummings, kern

n852e1

proclamation,
commencement,
ta ered

n1091e3

spike, julian, sandy

keeper, christmas,
duck, emba led, hog

n1032e13

n975e3

jackson, merchandise

horseshoe, graveyard,
alfalfa

n1034e1

n1035e9

haul, league,
prostitute,
outgrowth, inlet,
pirate, harbor,
skiff, hayes,
chandler, cleary,
emporium, fe er
n1092e1

wagon

n1093e1

millstone

n1152e3

n1094e2

commerce

n1153e2

sea, bustle,
outrageous

immigration, lux

resort, rush, jim,
americans, hoffman,
joe, grocery,
brewery, academically

n1095e13

mine, cabin, candy,
militia,
quartermaster,
broker, hulk,
keynote, liquor,
fong, snugly,
steinbeck, cannery
n1155e4

mild, ship

mccarthy, beer,
basque, sawmill

market, berkeley,
industry, tobacco,
chicken

n976e3

eugene, enterprising,
conveyance

business

n1036e5

immigrant, labor,
kit, hyde, stockade

n1096e9

employee, fur, ross,
barb, nationally,
trowel, posse, loren,
rapture

n1156e111

homeland, frontier,
camp, nondescript,
relocation, montana,
waterfront,
substantive, soup,
imbed, farmstead,
watkins, evapor...

proud, busy, elect,
taxi, smart, doings

n1037e6

lease, salt, idle,
jut, yesterday,
captor

n1097e11

yearly, fort,
blacksmith, allot,
trek, mess, outlay,
incarcerate,
occupancy, rick, bros

n1157e29

historic, fringe,
ethnic, overseas,
log, dixon, dump,
trespass, massacre,
suzanne, pike,
maneuver, warner,
volunt...

stare

n860e1

n1038e7

don, finger, cash,
outpost, wrath

n1158e10

columbia, poverty,
editor, liability,
itinerant, condense,
brook, hardship,
expedient, flimsy

service, profit,
membership, influx,
qualification,
advocacy, oddity,
bravely

n1159e2

department, sod

n1042e1

crumble

n1100e3

daily, hire, student

n1160e5

staff, cheap, amid,
enterprise, affiliate

breakfast, sentry

n1101e7

hour, drop, landmark,
giant, ninety,
college, whisper

n1161e10

day, thousand, fi y,
week, seventy,
annual, arthur, foot,
trip, rack

vincent

night, tumble, shower

n1162e7

shine, bright,
wrought, haunt,
eighty, saturday,
shuffle

comfortable,
woodwork, bookcase,
lava, rug, hawaii,
uncomplicated,
synergy, faux,
brighten, ceo,
stencil, fretw...
n926e5

splash, tinkle,
pumpkin

n1044e1

dangle, buoy

n1103e7

morning, dirt,
hamilton, peach,
daybreak, whisk,
knoll

n1163e11

even, cool, gray,
yellow, favorite,
creep, lemon, hardy,
foresight, ereading,
parrish

n1045e3

terra

n1104e9

sunlight, hubert,
sentinel, bob,
romney, monet,
windswept, arranger,
amazonian

n1164e10

summer, roam, tangle,
runner, spray,
cypress, refreshment,
superintendent,
enamor, maggie

n866e23

n925e4

handsome, sparkle,
airy, creamy

swirl, misty, co a

n1105e9

a ernoon, ramble,
pear, banana,
gli er, tinge,
gardenia, darkly,
breuer

n1165e16

hillside, gracious,
profusion, cherry,
bacon, crimson, haze,
ivy, gertrude, glide,
sargent,
extravaganza, pastel,
jerry, holy...

n748e9

suite, walnut, velvet

n807e2

multicolored, pillow,
ebony, repurposed,
bedside, amethyst

family, haven,
virtue, moral, youth,
caroline, treasurer,
ashgate, finesse

n808e2

custom, artful

colorful, playful

n867e3

whistle,
pronouncement,
beverly

n1047e1

glow, tropical, slat

pane, ledge,
cavernous

n1166e22

pink, perennial,
lily, folly, scarlet,
backyard, twine,
glisten, mellow,
locust, hummingbird,
alleyway, silvery,
grandly, gin...

n749e2

n750e2

conversation,
effortlessly

n809e3

television, instant,
enthusiastically

n1048e2

carrot

n1107e6

repaint, reinstall,
junk, nixon,
berenice, mckim

n1167e20

cherish, solomon,
dusk, contemplative,
watery, beth, jet,
connecticut,
aluminum, frederic,
newport, margarita,
sackler, lausa...

n870e10

n929e3

n1049e1

sojourn, ritualistic

n1108e4

rachel, centerpiece,
variegate, alberta

n1168e8

xiv, overflow,
endemic, graduation,
garbage, amy, childe,
laminate

n1050e2

shouldn

n1109e4

n1169e3

quintessential,
crevice, painfully

dialectical, luna,
reframed, willy,
multimedia,
idealistic,
obsolescence,
effervescence

n1051e2

prologue, feminism

n1110e1

deborah, collage,
detritus, jargon

psychologist, parson,
primitivism, sedan

n991e8

vicissitude, galaxy

banal, elegiac

n1111e3

helicopter

n1170e4

blend, recall,
romantic, strewn

toutes

n872e4

mot, auditory,
formless,
unimaginable,
semantics,
annihilation, steele,
criticise, louisa,
gert, dyke, membr...
n931e4

explosion

n990e2

romantically, healer,
bulldoze

aura, trick, explode

n1171e5

moment, vantage,
illusion, reappear,
disrupt

n754e6

n755e4

ses, les, par,
histoire, vers,
blaise

alain, depuis

starry

n873e2

cours, latour,
instil, canto

n932e2

nietzsche, prix

n992e4

enchantment,
resurface,
paraphrase, vicarious

n1052e7

enigmatic,
abstraction,
eloquently,
willingly, rebuke,
slogan, sovereignty

n1112e17

radical, invisible,
multiply, liberate,
fabrication,
allusion, drama, opt,
elude, archetypal,
afflict, magisterial,
unbala...
n1172e10

impulse, foil, lover,
sever, vanity,
uproot, anachronism,
bizarre, emblem,
demonstrative

n756e4

striate, bachelard

n933e5

n874e5

dictum, limitless,
verbatim, obsessive,
interrogation,
trilogy,
labyrinthine, bowel,
minimalism

n1053e9

destiny, operative,
denominator, detour,
pra , adjective,
manifesto,
methodically,
prefigure

n1113e5

rhetoric, disembody,
narrate, extraneous,
idealist

n1173e5

mere, irony,
fantastic, insinuate,
symbiosis

n875e16

bruno, georges,
gutenberg, seer,
fuzzy

n934e1

repress, uncharted,
loudly, gua ari,
deleuze

n993e9

n876e23

virtual, veritable,
epoch, terre, grande,
demarcation, planet,
mathematics, mover,
insistent, outstrip,
indescribable,
fontaine, gond...
n935e6

utopian

n994e10

contradiction, vague,
recourse, cruel,
aphorism, neologism,
silently, communism,
planetary, cartwright

n1054e13

static, critique,
protagonist, prose,
anthology, trans,
reestablish, realism,
subjectivity, futile,
infinity, unspoken,
umberto
n1114e4

endlessly,
precondition,
rehearse,
posthumously

n1174e5

arbitrary,
rhetorical,
singularity, vouch,
nonsensical

presuppose, risky,
individualism,
nonexistent, essai,
savoir, zeitgeist,
polar, landlocked,
complementarity,
jules, marsei...
n936e14

spatial, utopia,
plot, zodiac,
immensity,
reconfiguration

n995e25

bloomington,
labyrinth, oswald,
mindset, empiricism,
noir, expansionist,
topoi, inquisition,
cosgrove, turvy,
meditational, ni...
n996e14

literature, affinity,
paradoxical,
imaginary,
pedagogical,
globalization,
discursive, evade,
poetic, actual...
n1055e8

metaphor, verbal,
minneapolis,
objectivity,
actualize, errant,
certeau, tabula,
adorno, nothingness,
provocativ...
n1056e7

inflect, uncanny,
barthes, stasis,
hegel, disqualify,
studium, antagonist

n1115e2

zurich, hugo,
mannered, unreal,
schri en,
bennington,
lascivious

n1116e4

latent, agitation

n1175e6

topographers,
staatsbibliothek,
baum, ontologically

n1176e1

johannes,
recapitulate, heller,
stricture,
indeterminacy, icy

n758e1

uncontrollable

lust, encore, jours,
mer, nantes, nicolaus

impossibility,
navigation,
seafaring, franco,
marion, fictitious,
livre, gis, inferno,
pascal, gridded,
dice, gue...
n937e172

literary, minnesota,
novel, monde,
meteorological,
fiction, fictional,
intuition,
scholastic,
ontological, mi...
n997e8

n878e9

n1057e3

ihre, mahler, moser

n1117e2

handbuch, irreducible

n1177e2

fritz, arbeiten

familiarize

n879e7

adventure, diagram,
coordinate, doubly,
winthrop, keats,
latitude, amphibious,
bewitch

n938e7

n1058e2

multivolume,
literarische

n1118e2

wolfgang, johann

n1178e2

zwischen, ludwig

continent, barbara,
ubiquity, visualize

n940e3

metaphorical,
manifold,
adaptability, mal,
circumnavigate,
kirsten

n999e1

transgress, neue,
narration, ausgabe,
struktur, weimarer,
narratology

storyline, incendiary

n880e4

tom, geographic,
switzerland, chart,
friction,
constitutive,
recompense

n939e6

visualization,
herman, untamed,
disquiet, monique,
johanna, faust

n998e7

mimetic,
postcolonialism,
epigraph,
topographic, ligne,
evanston, bruckmann,
bismarck

treason, senseless,
verifiable

n820e2

gladly, timetable,
naively

n1000e3

napoleonic

n1059e7

belknap, narrator,
exactitude,
go fried,
bestseller, aller,
kafka

n1119e6

georg, berliner,
wissenscha , ihrer,
natur, baumgarten

n1179e8

und, eine, vom, welt,
vor, den, bild,
shameless

be ina, undecided,
blindly

n1060e3

mu er, flammarion,
poe

n1120e23

ist, oder, andere,
versuch, seinen,
nicht, ohne, mehr,
comprehensiveness,
reise, potentiality,
sind, gar, aber,
briefe, mac...
n1180e9

friedrich, leipzig,
nach, durch, sein,
eines, bernd, leben,
allgemeine

n43e16

n44e11

levi, historiae,
emil, croatia,
europea, stefan,
therese, enrico,
praeger, luoghi,
dipinte, tradizioni,
spazi, warl...
n103e1

metaphorically,
roberto, alias

n162e2

photocopy, clash,
hate, redeem,
somebody, aggressor

n281e2

n282e1

n283e2

unauthorized

n284e2

remark, list, lively,
penguin, englishman

n461e20

illumination,
farnham, agnes

n462e10

comment, author,
edition, article,
commentary, reprint,
secretly, nod, karen,
gown, emma, dispel,
abrams, armory,
careless, sc...
n521e57

england, apologize,
perilous, du on,
reginald, lordly,
smother, ferocity,
treachery, longmans

n522e6

brief, discuss, note,
banner, page,
lengthy,
introductory, wield,
textile, danish,
thread, laud,
citation, spy, h...
n581e182

depose, northampton,
hearty, regre able,
kalamazoo, psalter

n582e16

ba le, tactic,
saddle, bibliography,
conquest, reversal,
guy, knight, hawk,
footnote, edith,
annotate, index,
levy, linen, ...
n641e4

messenger, shield,
arrow, woodbridge,
norway, coronation,
armada, armour,
wessex, oar, javelin,
carmen, godwin,
archdea...
n642e34

ba lefield, florent,
baudri, bourgueil

n701e1

eleventh, prow,
feign, blois,
cavalry, swear,
stamford, filler,
cavalryman, higham,
bri any, adze, wace,
mont, orderic, o...
n702e3

blindness

n761e4

preface, naive,
clerical, rejoin

n821e4

narrative, gloss,
christina, unsolved

n881e3

generalization,
skepticism, visuality

n941e2

travel, cobbler

n1001e5

reader, belated,
aloud, incremental,
flashback

n1061e6

transparency, wagner,
balloon, mountaineer,
unfe ered,
philologie

n1121e113

mit, immersion,
apprehend, barker,
correspondent, stadt,
scenic, telescope,
operator, peep,
landes, stephan,
guidebook, indust...
n1181e19

ein, unter, auf, dem,
ihr, idee, erste,
brandenburg, folge,
disincline,
buchhandlung, mi el,
zimmer, werk,
bildern, incunab...

angela, orb

n344e1

trapezoid, cleric,
biddle

n762e2

painstaking, fateful

n822e4

odds, decisive,
norton,
disproportionately

n882e3

sentence, inventive,
edgar

n942e2

imagination, wouldn

n1002e7

immerse, standpoint,
captivate,
distraction,
epilogue, wayne,
rationally

n1062e16

glance, unfamiliar,
a raction,
immediacy, dialect,
entertainment,
paraphernalia,
deliberation,
decept...
n1122e12

feast, manuscript,
chris, interlace,
mysteriously,
contender

n463e6

als, bei, palermo,
darstellung, seiner

chronicle, offensive

n523e7

n524e5

william, denmark,
edward, bailey,
danes, englishmen,
burh

n583e7

overview, weapon,
bruce, vulnerability,
li lefield, doris,
warp, finery,
hurriedly, rowman

n764e4

episode, addendum

n823e3

n765e6

abbreviate,
confidently,
credible, euphemism

n824e2

alfred, ontario, omen

n883e4

device, discomfort

n884e2

write, event, allege,
enumerate

n943e3

n885e11

description,
resemblance

n944e3

read, character,
storytelling

n1003e4

n1063e4

n1064e2

carl, dramatize,
verisimilitude, seine

n1123e1

underscore, unfold

n1065e1

misinterpretation

n1124e1

unseen

n1183e7

wien, jahr, buch,
prag, forschung,
habsburg, beginn

n1184e5

werner, bern, lorenz,
wiener, olm

n1066e1

confrontation

n1126e3

n1185e3

germanic, akademie,
geburtstag

n1186e5

punctuation,
obsessively,
awkwardness, benoit,
troyes

n889e16

symposium,
objectively, hector

n948e4

handbook

n890e49

lyons, hypothetical,
schultz, sicily,
autochthonous, a ic,
applicability,
referee,
overemphasize,
sicilia, rhod...
n949e3

monograph, securely,
inscription, societal

n1008e1

flanged

n1187e5

unambiguously,
revisionist, skeptic,
unconvincing, leuven

n1070e6

complexity, a est

n1128e1

francaise

n1129e1

propos

n1188e3

coherence,
conformity, rectify

participation,
archaeology, aegis,
rite

context, van,
bulletin,
chronological,
recherches,
forschungen

n1130e4

anomaly

n1189e3

coherent, computer,
unfair

achaemenid

distinction, belong,
noteworthy, des

n1190e1

comparison

interpretative, bier

primary, proximity,
restrict, middle,
entity, bury,
gradual, eds, action,
inhabit, age,
intentionally,
scarcity, sec...
n1131e12

presence, material,
identify, absence,
interpret, exclude,
individual, absent,
temporal, marker,
meaningful,
observable
n1191e5

relative, constrain,
trig, definitively,
caveat

iii, indisputable,
a estation

n833e2

cyclical, floruit

n893e11

athens, thera,
kadmos,
objectification,
boreas, agonistic,
athenische,
coldstream, inwood,
knappe , sourvi...

n1071e20

enactment, collar,
unduly, induction

n773e3

mi eilungen

n891e12

revisit, deposit,
differentiation,
collective, po ery,
demarcate, annex,
procession, oxbow,
bronze, hale, hodder,
habitat...

aesthetically,
decode, idealism,
kingship, mari,
borderline, ramses,
gat

n713e4

n832e2

geometric, greece,
inhumation, athen,
boccard, sherra ,
annuario, marathon,
unbounded,
subconscious, atene,
italiane, urbani...

dazzle, bald,
priceless, budge

n653e8

comprehension,
gender, ancient,
millennia, institut,
codification, tome

n772e1

n1011e29

reign, kneel, endear,
subdue, almond,
exude, waisted

n593e4

royal, magic,
squeeze,
naturalistic,
magical, groom,
nobleman, reunite,
thicket

foreign, companion,
eternal, typify,
iconographic,
perceptual,
doctorate, crucible

graffito,
intercourse,
ashmolean, erskine

n831e1

n951e15

cup, townsend,
coulson

n1010e4

familiarity, vessel,
fruitful

n1069e2

interestingly,
inconsistency

n1127e1

materiality,
entangle, tripod,
boardman, akten,
snodgrass, renfrew,
intentionality,
duckworth,
oppositio...
n950e3

agency, loot,
internationalen

n1009e3

blade

n1067e2

seam, amiens,
archivolt

comprehensible

animate, blackwell,
irrevocably

n888e3

aforementioned

n1007e1

update, amply,
alphabetical

pan, theoretical,
vase, persians,
coordination, lynch,
impersonal,
unproblematic,
structuralist, pot...

waist, repulse

n533e7

royalty, king, cow

n592e9

n712e7

methodology,
accessibility,
multiplicity,
interpreter, database

n771e4

persian, subservient

n830e88

handle, a achment,
equation, nascent,
lisa, hopefully,
democratic, droop,
steiner, skim,
johnston, gram,
lustrous, militar...

wrap, wear, princess,
composite, posture,
luster

n652e8

specific, perception,
offer, indirect,
duality, codify,
documentation,
succinctly

n711e5

figurative

n770e2

elucidate, naked

n829e18

innovation, object,
impetus, luxury,
enemy, false,
symbolism,
metropolitan,
expedition, weary,
interstice, indelible
n651e8

contact, treatment,
analyze, pertain,
submission

n710e1

shoulder, necklace

n473e2

n532e3

dictate, motif,
chaos, god, fluidity,
imperfection

n591e12

representation,
smith, code, plead,
utilize, countenance

n650e5

n769e2

cautious

n828e3

n947e1

helpful

n1006e3

story

n768e1

body, decoration

n531e6

render, grasp,
signify, own,
singular,
subordinate, chaotic,
iconic, anonymous,
precursor

n590e6

verb, electronically

insoluble, takeover

topic, manufacture,
colloquium

oxford, proceeding,
chronologically,
instituut

style, fine,
recreate, precious,
paint, transparent,
ear, intertwine, mask

mouth

n472e6

n295e1

lip, curl, eyebrow,
slim

n474e2

n534e5

intentional,
participant,
secondary,
performance, funeral,
mainland, burial,
locale, funerary,
phenomenol...
n1012e21

prehistoric,
manipulation,
reassess, wright,
bradley, pit,
pearson, infant,
tempo, ancestral,
bello, kin, mo...
n1072e5

dissertation,
prehistory, sporadic,
undisturbed,
dispersal

n1132e8

emergence,
systematic,
correlate, diversity,
detect, occurrence,
consumption,
peripheral

n1192e9

interpretation,
factor, analysis,
theoretically,
indicative,
comparative,
evaluate, probe,
cautiously

n953e2

secondarily, subgroup

n1013e2

n774e4

n894e1

habitual,
dismemberment,
incompletely,
cumulatively,
competency

n1133e10

human, parameter,
criterion,
methodological,
differential,
statistical,
diagnostic, schiffer,
notch, anthropology
n1193e8

journal,
systematically,
sequence, consume,
obtain, cooperation,
bias, correlation

detectable, causality

n1074e8

n1134e23

discard, corroborate,
scenario,
accumulation, diet,
retrieve, limb,
statistically,
morphology, puncture,
quantificat...

artistic, relief,
thematically

n477e8

typological,
holistic, immanent,
interrelation,
synchronic

internet, trample,
harken

n1075e172

conceptual,
researcher,
cognitive, flesh,
tech, alternation,
protein, unrealistic,
variable, cognition,
coalition, obfusc...
n1135e170

cambridge,
modification,
availability,
acquisition, infer,
proposition,
technological, test,
hunt, sit, hun...

realistic,
standardize, poke,
drawback, jeopardize

n1016e7

constraint, valid,
impart, canonical,
functionality,
compute, temporally

n1076e6

validity, angular,
spear, berger,
inflexible, mentally

n1136e5

causal, cooperate,
unintentionally,
thankful, striation

apotropaic, talisman

n537e6

louvre

colossal, lioness

greco, musculature

fischer, nile,
probleme, newman,
connoisseurship,
soluble, ancienne,
colossus,
ikonographie, perrin,
gestalt, bin...
n717e21

usurpation,
hildesheim,
abteilung, genitalia,
roth, nina, peut,
assyrians, iconology,
assur, orientalia,
ptolemy, newbe...
n777e7

n540e2

malden, lithe

n599e7

torso, untersuchung,
archaeometry, ende,
suckle, inorganic,
semitic, hippo,
riegl, winckelmann,
alloy, andreu,
residenz
n658e4

visage, incisive,
linguistically

n1077e3

informa, benchmark,
ted

n1137e2

minimally,
irrespective

cyril, oed

insightful,
unavoidable

validate, mitigate,
elastic

franca,
reconfiguring,
zeitalter, kai

n1020e77

internationally,
courageous, italiana

n1138e3

turin, a ack,
destruction,
accusation,
eradicate, offend,
aldershot, refashion,
smash, disapprove,
mia, costant...
n960e4

praiseworthy, minutia

n1019e3

n1078e2

reform, jahre,
christians,
netherlands, basil,
dossier, prohibition,
purge, believer,
erasure, wandel,
pagan, obedie...
n900e14

erase, geneva,
birmingham,
caricature

n959e2

wrongly

damage, ideally

tempel, texte,
belgique, anciens,
fleischer, skulptur,
statuen, akkadian

n840e206

n899e4

neutrality, til

n958e1

inaccessible

n1017e2

monumenta, leiden,
recueil, textes,
instituts, likeness,
studia, stellung

n780e8

nineveh, babylonia

n839e2

n898e2

shroud, summation

n957e1

pls

n720e8

gibt

n779e2

kultur, transference,
deification,
palestinian,
enumeration, imago

politique,
propagandistic

n660e1

studien, brussels,
negatively

n719e1

abhandlungen

n838e3

n897e2

n600e2

heidelberg, zeit,
epigraphic,
epigraphy,
festschri ,
bedeutung,
alexandrian

n659e3

wiesbaden, orientale,
staat, guarantor

n718e1

n778e6

nicholson, neuen,
jahren, laudatory,
bachmann, orbis,
mensch

panther, thorny,
etruria, cityscapes,
cohesive,
necropoleis,
culturali, cornell,
vestal, grec,
teleological, gu...

alabaster,
physiognomy,
masterworks, decorum,
iconographie, aswan,
couleurs,
inscriptional,
scanner, pouv...
n598e13

recipient,
conservator,
metallic, physique,
expressiveness, stil,
arsinoe,
britishmuseum, susa

n657e26

terraco a, shapiro,
summa, votives,
skeptical, ridgway,
minerva, archaic,
juno, trustworthy,
saturn, amazon,
prospe ...
n480e175

n538e11

decease, findspot,
sandal,
dimensionality,
musee, fayum

n597e9

cult

votive, artemis,
grecques, antico,
iconographically,
koine, gruen,
nicholls

n420e28

n479e2

dimensional,
iconography,
youthful, hairstyle,
wearer, frontality,
laser, chthonic

atelier,
historischen,
perpetuity, funkt...

n360e8

fragmentary, porticos

n419e2

n478e1

artwork, mainz,
untersuchungen,
statue e, figurine,
omnipresence,

n300e1

stylistic,
groundbreaking,
anonymity

n359e2

elite, epithet

n418e2

nude, copenhagen,
sculptor, summarily,
darmstadt, chr,
nomenclature,
methodologically,
reflex, forgery,
pastiche, hab...
n240e18

formulaic,
hybridization,
sophocles

n299e3

museum, onward,
reception,
repertoire,
guideline,
signification,
ramification,
motherh...
n358e2

schulz, freehand,
kiosk, undistorted

n956e5

varia

n1015e5

passive, molecular,
systemic, breakage,
unilinear,
depositional,
taphonomy, processual

medina, abdel

n896e3

knife

n955e1

roux, ary

n298e9

n417e3

n836e4

n895e1

tomography

n1014e2

kingdom, davies,
interconnection,
intermediate, keller,
fowl, rhein, frescos,
solar, semiotic,
connor, glassy, peck,
kemp, idealizat...
n776e2

container, simpson,
ashton, portes

url

n954e1

pigment, eternity,
braid, cleopatra,
wig, resin, plait,
xxxv, calf, wand,
impregnate, adhesive,
entomb, penis,
falcon, cheekb...
n716e217

grab, pale e,
stride, fecundity,
contextualization,
ancien,
iconographical,
spoon, walton,
makeover, explica...

n835e2

delta, activation,
communicative,
chronique, avril

foe, frown, nostril

a erlife, beni,
sexually, atlanta,
scepter, electron,
abdomen, bpk

n656e21

beg, prerogative,
rebirth, insignia,
gout, supplication,
subjugation, geese,
a ractiveness, fist,
yvonne, sexuality,
cleveland, dyna...

n775e4

amalgamate,
uninterruptedly,
denkschri en, thresh

n834e5

ivory, usurp, facial,
curly, banquet,
contextualizing,
frontally, captive

n596e8

undifferentiated,
headdress, bracelet,
jeweler, lazuli,
headgear, basketry

n715e14

taboo, literate,
conservation,
redrawn, congruence,
finn, eastwood,
susanne

n297e5

skin, idealize,
convention,
cautionary, diadem,
underworld

n536e3

jewelry, breast,
eternally,
semiprecious, lipped

n655e18

arnold, makeup,
potency, girdle,
gardiner, pun,
chemical, reeve,
tu , marshland,
tarnish, lozenge,
bonaparte, armr...
n714e8

behaviour, sampson

n1073e5

nose, bearer,
muscular, acrobat

n595e7

plume, regalia, mien

n654e18

message, mortal,
naturalism,
antecedent, gemstone

commemoration, essay,
antique, asylum,
guise, retrospective,
antiken,
reconfigured, carver,
perry, antike,
aarhus, a...
n180e27

uniformity, wax,
installation,
michigan, plunder,
eclectic, arbor,
diffusion, rework,
console, schmidt,
confession, memo...
n239e3

prestige, metal,
copy, prestigious,
corpus, carrier,
multifaceted, reuse,
semantic, edit,
prototype, patina,
workmanship, terzo

dedication, marble,
alexandria, augusta,
quarry, hermes,
sculpture, mercury,
museo, nazionale,
emulation, matron,
decor, ge...
n120e80

portrait, provincial,
imperial, re, drape,
chisel, epiphany,
picard, tyre,
headless, numismatic,
britannia, monti,
parthenon, stirl...
n179e27

import, sanction,
antiquity, viewer,
elder, heroic, ann,
supplement, destine,
asia, restoration,
emphatically, export,
modesty, fl...

cheek, register,
chariot, brow,
avenge, timelines

n476e8

n535e5

subjugate, crocodile,
reborn, pleat,
corpulent

n594e3

dead, tomb,
reexamination,
receptacle, activate,
nilsson, corpse,
fouilles, xxxvi,
wolters, formes

n952e219

hair, pose, bull,
goddess, chastise

n475e4

smile, mustache

cloak, chin, recline

n60e302

roman, apollo, urn,
dedicatory, porphyry,
syrian, massimo,
lucius, athena,
pergamon, otium, ara,
sarcophagus,
aggrand...
n119e17

spoil, oracle

n178e38

n238e14

head, equate, ideal,
monument, honor,
cra sman, plaster,
masterpiece, gild

n416e6

n59e32

venus, marcus,
equestrian, beard,
mythological, gem,
cere, greek, deify,
senate, delphi,
livia, magistrate,
hercules, ant...
n118e2

display, collect,
dedicate, imitation,
melt, lock, allude,
program, inferior,
commemorate,
hallmark, imitate,
communicate, pat...
n237e9

n356e6

abduct, bang

n415e5

n58e68

recognizable,
imagery, veil,
figural, sacrifice,
vow, reliance, mane

n177e20

mantle, tunic

n296e3

molten

n355e2

nipple

n414e4

triumph, recede,
frieze, julia,
coinage, punish,
victorious,
triumphal, plaque,
emperor, barbarian,
wreath, person...
n117e8

adorn, garland

n236e2

inconsistently

woodcarving

n354e1

silicon

n413e2

monochrome

n471e2

n530e10

spit, unsatisfactory,
encode

n649e2

propaganda,
encyclopedia,
effectiveness,
throat, freelance

n709e2

n887e1

present, source,
publication,
postulate

n946e1

discrepancy

n1005e1

creativity,
interplay, akin

creation, subject,
favor, arrange, sign,
crown, convey,
exemplify, array,
deliberate, execute,
dawn, artist

n589e3

seldom, shave,
artistry, illiterate,
henderson

n648e5

volume, davis,
accoutrement,
annales, engel,
stocky

n827e4

reminiscent,
decorative

n294e1

jar, inlay,
metalwork, lid,
earring, undecorated,
percival

n353e1

stylize, rim,
incense, floral,
oxide

n412e1

n57e109

diana

n176e2

yellowish

n235e1

weld

myth, horseback,
candelabrum, europa,
torch, francesca,
metamorphosis,
ministero, scala,
barefoot, xenia,
publius, speciale
n116e1

alternately,
aristocratic,
resonate, minus,
unexamined

n175e1

scroll, memorabilia

n234e1

kiln, flask,
calligraphy, lowell,
hairpin, sylvester,
lacquer,
metalworking,
bequest, knob,
mcleod, godd...
n293e7

slip, glaze, incise,
crane, envoy, spout,
cord, burner, leach,
dagger, globular,
lobed, calligrapher,
factional,
unsophistica...
n352e5

bowl

n411e1

n56e13

evocative,
connotation, prima,
trumpet, villa,
amanda, istituto,
exuberant, giorgio,
coexistence, serie,
nymph, belved...
n115e5

perch

n174e2

n233e35

shamanism, literati

n292e17

gilt, woo

n351e1

n470e9

background, exhibit,
intent, vividly,
stripe

n588e5

depict, color,
garment, clumsy

gallop, dawson,
pictorially, emory,
verity, upend

n767e3

reference,
separately, enigma,
positively, het

compare, discussion,
similarity, summary,
preparation,
appendix, pertinent,
infrequently

n886e4

introduction, detail,
conclude, miss,
information, chapter,
accurate, thesis,
accuracy,
examination,
conclusive
n945e1

observation,
translate,
rediscovery

n1004e3

medium, gaze,
contributor,
fabricate

accompany, daughter,
mystery, loyalty,
dress, woman,
portrayal

n707e6

n826e8

numerous, assertion,
summarize, caution,
unfortunate, finding,
discredit,
questionable, refute

entire, mother,
resemble, today,
permeate,
periodically

n469e13

n528e5

clothe, excellent,
dying, outstanding,
prowess, brightly

n647e6

trapping

n766e5

series, revise, web,
pedigree, memoriam,
belge

n825e9

brother, conquer,
military

n587e4

scene, depiction,
curator, provenance,
quiver, liveliness,
vividness, upraise

n706e1

mention, examine,
cite, additionally,
conference,
incorrect, unreliable

son, celebrate, rule,
capture, found,
portray, heir, victor

n468e7

n527e6

include, cloth, hang,
originally,
alternate, invade

illustrate, sleeve,
costume, plow, lace,
sizable

n646e8

thorough, wrist,
prentice, eyewitness,
pelican, sew,
coordinator

n705e7

n763e2

noble, baton,
penelope

n586e6

heavily, sling,
readable, ucla

n645e7

horse, reliability,
veracity, rufus,
displeasure

vanquish, shovel,
chronicler, casualty,
palisade, bluntly,
brewer, fortnight,
woodman, sceptre,
calais, somme, valery

defeat, stun,
infiltrate, resurrect

n467e3

n526e6

queen, senior, weave,
deed, strap, secrete,
retainer

n585e4

combat, conical,
spade, aggression,
torsion

n644e5

invasion, duke, bate,
archbishop,
consecration, vassal,
westminster, fealty,
acclamation, napkin,
duchy, ordinated,
anjou
n703e13

ally, count,
civilization, spell,
harry, thompson,
rice, manhood, rita,
weaver, paw,
accession

n291e2

fund, surmise

n410e2

n55e41

xiii, rossi, parrot,
con, stanza, dal,
ostrich, coffer,
parma, immagine, suo,
cardinal, tre,
giacomo, archivio,
parte, verd...
n114e1

plump

kang, silla, cho

n232e2

voluntarily

uniquely, moon

n350e2

life, perform,
devote, renowned,
birth, flourish,
creature

n409e6

n54e181

auditor

n113e1

buddhism,
unreasonable, ching,
chine, feng, zhu, yun

n172e3

skillfully

n231e1

be

n290e2

protection, teach,
pure, weaken,
enlighten, jewel

n349e7

power, powerful,
leader, celebration,
mythology, priest

n408e8

n53e1

unearth, buddhist,
gang, niche,
persecution,
rendition, flu er,
robe, admonition,
shanghai,
worshipping, st...
n112e7

protector, banish,
edict

n171e1

comprehend, tenet,
beneficiary, aptly,
reciprocal, petition,
monk, disciple

n230e1

belief, revere,
renovation, pray,
heaven, worshipped,
curse, recite,
organically,
mediator, infusion

n289e6

believe, dispute,
quest, skilled,
potent, legitimacy,
feat, governance

n348e6

university, pre,
council, blood,
incident, climate,
wet

n407e4

n52e153

donor, precept,
ascent, conflate,
meditation, alms,
celestial, edify,
pacify, farewell,
wan, authentication,
heaviness, malice
n111e3

reconsider, layman,
thirdly, resentment

n170e8

faith, devout, preach

n229e11

gi , behalf,
ordinary, arouse,
donation, sacred,
solemn, efficacy,
anger, divine,
sanctity, daunt,
precarious, comm...
n288e8

witness, nancy

n347e7

n466e3

n525e7

fight, officiate,
raider, impartial,
rex

n584e5

axe, hutchinson,
weaponry, politic,
anecdotal, fighter,
hapless

n643e13

throne

n465e10

hereditary, cognate

n287e2

martin, daniel,
colin, gerald,
webster, typeset,
working, diss

michael, david,
christopher, anthony,
eric, simon, stephen,
lloyd, jeffrey, com,
nicholas, graham,
gary, gov, jennifer,
wiki
n406e12

n51e14

n110e4

clergy, hbk,
companionship

n169e3

mercy, conversion,
prayer, pious,
orthodoxy, venerate,
incarnate, convene,
bloodshed

n228e16

fate, reward, paul,
interweave

diplomatic, warburg,
una, arsenal,
valuation, genoa,
alia, venice,
orthodox, donna,
tempera, doc,
genoese, bohe...
n109e3

passion, travelling,
travelled, catholic,
sophia,
transfiguration

n168e9

fulfil, violence,
observance, rightful,
kiss, omnipresent,
jesus

n227e4

n346e16

donald, ian

n405e1

n464e2

english, janet,
bishop, su on,
horrify, harrow

lang, heinz, gerhard,
optical, periodical,
rainer, debilitate,
worldliness,
apposite, gropius,
intelligentsia,
fairground
n1182e5

n404e2

n49e105

saint, pisa,
delegation, heretic,
almighty, christus,
xve, luke, saviour,
frankish, domini,
missal, filarete,
hagia, byzant...
n108e6

spiritual,
christianity, dale,
sermon

n167e7

ltd, patrick,
clarendon, query

n286e8

ma hew, neil

n345e2

erroneously

n403e6

n48e16

holy, christ, martyr,
pilgrim, verona,
cristiana, irene,
ousterhout, domo

n107e4

bless, treasure,
journey, toronto,
tenth, ninth, bible,
lieu, thirst,
succinct

n226e4

alan, judith,
melissa, gillespie

n285e2

unprotected, mystique

burgundy, implore

n402e3

n47e9

faithful, soul,
literal, cramp, xix,
temptation,
resurrection,
spiritually,
persuasion, leslie,
babel, cons...
n166e10

legend, foretell,
physic, faber,
misrepresentation

n225e4

rosemary

christian, testament,
earthly, vita,
andreas, apostle,
judgement, cum,
divinely, heathen,
preacher, jerusalem,
apocryphal, heave...
n106e18

andrew, jane, carol,
genesis, peel,
expound, barber,
prophesy, clare, eva,
hurst, quem, dive,
noun, norwegian,
rebus, canon...
n165e5

n224e1

n342e2

aunt

n401e5

n46e40

biblical, harvey,
pseudo, lag, unto,
baptism, thief,
revelation, solitude,
crux, reliant, xxi,
lucy, brink,
enthrone, quo, cr...
n105e23

n164e9

catherine, ella

inevitability,
betrayal

n341e1

n45e203

ellio , synonym

beast, doom, methuen,
christine, courtauld,
hasten, three, tyne,
inferiority

n223e2

europe,
unsuccessfully,
rupert

unsurprisingly, liz,
waltham,
inaccessibility,
memo, idyll, jew,
o onian, abd,
synoptic, goff

n104e2

memento

poem, barbaric,
unease

n163e3

irresistible, avid

n221e3

fictionalize,
cassell, lucien,
catalan

n760e3

chivalric, saul,
auger, providential,
cognizance

n819e1

michel, phantom,
juliet, bray,
promotional, taschen,
unger

needle, pastime,
subtitle, nazi,
speculum, yarn,
guillaume, dite,
brigi e, aviator

n700e4

yves, newark, adele,
jovanovich,
inexplicable

n759e5

waver

n818e7

foreword, paragraph,
georgia, facsimile,
roland, annotation,
handy, glover,
falconer

n640e10

ouest

n699e5

cornelia

greed

n877e38

title, professor,
harper, brian,
concise, informative,
mcgraw, illegitimate,
englewood, quaker,
hose, youtube, crosby

n580e9

isabelle, phyllis,
bertrand

n639e1

elisabeth, shortcut

n698e1

n817e6

synopsis, benton,
scandal, lexington,
pamela, rebuff,
calder, tireless,
unfavorable

n520e13

n579e3

eloquence

n638e2

n757e1

nicolas, reich, temp,
seductive, lehmann,
parole

glorify, burgher,
foible, botch

angleterre

n578e1

droit, untrue

blum, olivier,
valois, fleurs

n816e6

game, verlag,
recherche, eau,
adversary, deface,
loin, hommage

publish, recount,
sic, souvenir,
jacket, josephine

n460e9

n518e1

france, plus

n697e2

jean

sou, sans, royaume,
fait

n815e8

nomination

armand

n637e2

n696e1

nationale, faire

marshall, scandalous,
knopf

polish, rudolf,
canada, photograph,
nation, ryan,
commonwealth,
nostalgia, archive,
handwrite, poland,
mario, geo, austr...
n102e3

national, initiative,
split, hero, entitle,
reproduction,
documentary,
dissemination,
fraught, spontaneous,
insistence, ph...
n161e6

border, helen, frank,
mysterious

n400e6

n459e4

anciennes, indecent

n577e1

pierre, patrimoine

philippe, hache e

n695e2

tout, avec, qui,
elle, hommes, autres,
autre, partie, bien,
mi, mais, discours,
leur, devant, leurs,
aussi

n813e1

milieu, conciliatory

n871e40

bomb, canadian,
signalled, radiation,
immeasurable, desert,
jensen,
uninhabitable,
sinclair, radioactive

n930e1

curtis, economist,
schoolchild

n989e3

n753e2

n812e1

n517e2

maurice

n576e2

rochelle

n635e2

travers, lieux,
dessins, cie, ici,
livres, voir

n694e16

glue, esprit, servir,
ordre

whimsical, hurl

n458e1

n42e166

disseminate,
revolutionary,
undeniable, archival,
negative, tourism,
nationalism,
illustrator,
snapshot, patriot...
n101e17

vivid, sister,
embark, brilliantly

n340e4

quick, sport,
biographical,
directive,
directional,
conscientious

n399e3

comical, declaim

n516e1

n575e1

marie, bout, flap,
auvergne, watermark

n634e7

quelques, ville,
grands, faut, gilles,
tous, concernant,
italienne, imprimerie

n693e4

janvier

n811e2

carpenter, adelaide,
predicament,
rencontre

jeanne

elaine, inventaire

n574e5

librairie,
historique,
dictionnaire, roi,
regency, dee,
vincennes, chez,
maisons, peinture,
etat, xvi...
n633e9

ba leground, putnam,
backfire

n457e2

n515e2

beau

n573e42

explication,
connaissance

n751e1

gabriel, jardins

n810e4

chevalier

n513e1

palais, mantelpiece,
architectes, blondel

gallant, unnumbered

n692e2

grotesque, langue

rizzoli

n455e1

claude

nouvelle, comte, dix,
droz, modernes

n632e2

antoine, dominique,
regent, royale, fleur

n691e2

vie, abbeville

petit

n454e1

baptiste, peintre,
couleur

n572e4

duc

n631e5

tourist, thri

honey, minimalist,
gracefully

n988e3

sleek, stainless,
penthouse

n1106e3

n571e1

arabesque

n690e2

n453e1

n512e5

marly

n570e1

gaston, nicole, libri

n869e2

n928e3

sunny, cheerful,
overhead

n986e3

n1046e3

n511e1

quel

n689e3

so , warmth,
translucent

n927e3

nestle, so en,
granddaughter,
tu ed, cotswolds

n509e1

morally, duchess

childhood, cradle,
splendor,
magnificence,
maternal, medal,
renaissance, bride,
carroll, fletcher,
household, nu...

anna, katherine,
infancy, ambassador,
baby, sandra,
patricia, marino,
unpainted, newborn,
courtier, lingua,
brenda, stewards...

paris, jacques

n452e3

belle

maid, satin, hygiene,
moralize, etique e,
easel, domesticity,
masquerade, pur

n688e24

cul

fellowship

n628e220

child, marriage,
parent, furnishings,
upstairs, dealer,
gardner, virtuous,
webb, diner, spa

n747e3

leather, silk, desk

n806e6

cream, hemp, plywood

n985e3

poppy, fuchsia,
blackberry

n1043e2

solitary

n1102e3

slump, vendor

n865e3

warm, sunshine,
pineapple

n924e1

flicker

n983e3

island, uninhabited,
sally, befriend

n746e3

chair

n805e2

n864e3

n923e1

beneath, prisoner,
snowy, marshal,
caretaker, hubbard,
rifle, prison,
madeira, lighthouse,
gull, murderer,
clockwise, war...
n982e4

n1041e1

heyday

n1099e8

cinder

notoriety

n922e20

nineteen, imprison

n745e1

shimmer

n804e2

n862e1

barge, vicious,
tough, rap

n981e2

egg

n1039e1

faculty, friendly,
lucky, tin, tent,
silverware, luckily

n1098e5

harmon

criminal, beacon

n921e4

salty

n980e1

utility

n744e1

alexandre

hostile, contend,
steal, illustration,
slippery

n280e4

fellow, intrigue,
back, release, entry,
strip, ingenious,
unmistakable

n339e6

indulgent, disbelief,
entitlement

n398e2

instructive,
a ermath, provoke

n220e5

go, history, opinion,
artistically

n279e8

inevitable,
fascinate,
sympathetic

n338e3

riley

n397e3

struggle, officially,
contradictory,
revolution, deputy,
instantaneous,
tucker,
historiographic

n160e3

happen, repeatedly,
put, conflict, war,
campaign, arrest,
revival

n219e4

n278e3

n337e1

indiana, cataract,
mansfield, parke

n396e1

n41e31

journalist, coverage,
supporter, wartime,
reid, politicize,
chemist, inertia,
pessimistic

n100e8

expert, variety,
react, anniversary,
freeze, speech,
whatsoever

n159e8

off, ask, famous,
acknowledge, remind,
commit, secret,
alike, acceptance,
director, urge,
legitimize

fathom

n336e4

n40e9

contradict,
implicitly, russo

n99e7

claim, educate,
promotion,
accelerate, liberal,
cleverly

n218e12

inspire, inspiration,
echo, tale, escape,
liken, macmillan

n276e1

confess, relinquish

french, sponsorship,
fatigue

n394e1

n39e3

misunderstand,
dichotomy, refrain,
popularize, outlook,
rehabilitate

n158e6

world, contemporary,
appeal, popular,
pursuit, foremost,
promote, deny,
thereby, suffer,
creative, invent,
propel, twenti...
n217e7

inseparable, novelty,
opulent, replete,
reiterate

worldwide,
intelligible,
misinterpret,
diplomacy, fair,
josiah, portland,
admonish, lantern,
postwar, pre...
n98e6

popularity, western,
discourse, innate,
advisor, rewrite,
repercussion

n157e22

modern, desire, self,
opposition, reaction,
space, admiration,
invoke, aspiration,
evoke, juxtapose,
backdrop, unity,
aesthetic, epit...
n216e5

n275e2

obsession, elegance,
suggestive,
theatrical, reaffirm,
fulfillment

n38e86

binary, authentic,
showcase, unequal,
disconnect,
categorize, unleash,
adept, interactive,
affordable, instill,
transla...
n97e7

theorist,
appropriation,
superiority,
underline, engender,
deploy, enclave

n156e21

mirror, fashion,
stimulate, dangerous,
relegate

n334e3

glimmer

n37e20

positive,
superficial, proudly,
stereotype, unse le,
closeness,
spirituality,
humanitarian

n96e7

expressly,
preoccupation, amass,
vibrant

n215e5

husband, emotional,
louise, restrictive,
bespeak

n274e6

subsume, morph

n333e1

uncontested, setup,
fraudulent, dumas

n393e2

n451e1

n568e9

permeability,
socialize, truman

carnival, dignitary,
dennis, honorable,
unlock, shepard

n687e11

room, entertain,
guest, italian, dine,
collector

xvi

n449e1

cabinet, highness,
epistolary,
suggestively

n508e2

changeable, repellent

n627e6

home, furnish,
affection, genuine,
furniture, kitchen,
terence, lavishness

n686e6

tantalize

bedroom

n567e3

studio

n626e8

private, intelligent,
ripe, bon, liberally

n685e1

wed

hardwood

n566e1

intimate, nurture,
revelry

n625e5

lade

n684e1

emotionally

n273e2

enmesh, vocation,
reenact

n332e4

reunification,
pulsate

n36e8

posit, subjective,
mad, specificity,
overwhelmingly,
passionate, overt,
cosmopolitan,
connote, otherworldly

n155e4

reflective, facile

n214e5

individuality,
lifestyle, full,
quotidian

imaginative,
fascination, conjure,
lure, trope,
appetite, richards,
overtly, allure,
hybrid, conjoin,
inf...
n95e10

seamlessly,
forefront, sexual,
inspirational,
purposefully, manly,
discordant

n154e2

emotive, physicality

n213e4

n391e1

n35e31

exotic, saturate,
raymond, orient,
hybridity, bubble,
relaxation, subvert,
sweden, fitness,
southampton,
steadfast, pa...
n94e7

monstrous,
contextualizes

n153e2

totalizing, madeleine

n272e3

conflation,
unconscious,
scenographic

n331e2

monster, sac

n390e1

n34e48

intimacy, gendered,
carpet, fantastical,
hyper, homogenous,
camille, grandparent,
femininity,
licentious,
atmospheric, fran...
n93e2

feminine

n212e2

henri, rationalize,
grandes

n271e3

regeneration

n330e2

n389e1

n448e4

n507e2

curtain, privacy,
concoction

n565e3

distress, prism,
tomorrow

n624e1

countless, tear,
dull, shiny

n802e1

n861e2

rip

n920e1

party, dust,
pageantry, toss

n506e3

n564e3

marvel

n683e4

revitalize

n447e1

armchair, assiduous,
egregious

indoor

n563e1

n270e1

apartment, magazine,
marx, confide, mela

carnal

n33e83

instructional, lull,
wcb

n152e1

marcel

n211e3

media, orchestrate,
popularization,
mondes

masculine,
sensuality,
masculinity, taint,
multivalent, coterie,
ballet, effeminate,
baudrillard,
debauch...
n92e3

valentine, cocoon,
bodley, plc

n151e1

physiological

n210e4

n269e5

zig, zag

n388e1

n32e19

interior, bloomsbury,
travail, simulacrum,
emmanuel, fantasy,
eroticism, mobilier,
triumphantly,
willfully, wi ily,
unconcerned, edm...
n91e4

sensation

n150e1

jansen

n328e1

chaise, mechanistic

n446e3

n503e1

skirt

wherein, crime,
remodel, sprawl,
importation,
clientele

n742e1

n801e1

soothe, chore

n268e2

palatable, pry

n387e1

n31e14

n90e1

alcoholism

n209e1

bust, minutely,
commercialize

stead

n327e2

chrome

n386e2

franc, scrollwork

inaugurate, riche,
towel, therapeutic

n682e6

howe

notorious, angry,
subsidize, snatch

n979e1

dinner, wine

hopeful, transfix

n622e4

metropolis, mar,
theater, tantamount,
swimmer

dose

n267e1

mechanize

n326e1

honesty, gadget,
housewife

n385e2

n444e2

crash, sting,
mediocre

n562e1

resplendent, solarium

n681e5

n741e1

n919e4

stir, cake,
countryman

n978e2

gratefully, titan,
pant

laughter

n621e2

n800e1

dreamy, silken,
bonfire, monstrosity

n443e2

n502e3

n561e1

legion, decorous,
imperishable, bidwell

applaud, helena

n859e8

vegetable, coffee,
ferment, outmode

foyer, leaky

frantic, curio,
ransack

outweigh, gymnastic,
aquatic, portsmouth,
senator, morbid,
stadium, plush,
entertainer,
aeroplane

n680e4

dirty, soar,
monopoly, stumble,
nonsense, cram,
handsomely, candidacy

n918e3

wholesale, roast,
kid, gallon, potato

n977e4

oscar, bribery

n266e1

publicity,
contraption, glamour

n325e3

fibre, crib

n384e1

n30e5

eccentricity,
intertextual,
perversion,
mouvement, decorator

stimulation, frenetic

n149e1

respectability,
orchestration

n208e3

abominable

simulacra,
readership, tasteful,
dir

n89e2

dweller, mute,
journalistic

n148e2

si er, whore, bloc

n207e1

luminary

n265e3

easton, sicken

n324e2

n29e4

moderne, eux, emery,
inauthentic, moribund

n88e3

imaginatively, fils,
socrates, cary,
abdication

n147e3

unyielding, wager

n206e1

n264e2

arbiter

n383e4

n442e3

salute, lounge,
bandit, troupe

n620e10

respectable, crowd,
befall, resent,
outdo, unpopular,
abscond

n799e4

driver

n917e5

afloat

n739e2

ahead, workman, luck

n798e6

n857e1

recreational, brien

n916e5

county

n974e2

n738e3

bargain, thrill,
hopeless

n797e1

bank, steam, honest,
hereby

n856e2

stock, drown, purse,
outnumber, headline

n915e1

district, mclaughlin

n737e3

mile, junior,
unsuccessful, quietly

n796e4

n855e5

coast, harding,
bucket, canary,
shrimp

amelia

n973e2

overland, calamity,
reinhardt

neill, earthquake,
deafen

n1151e3

n854e5

mill, sailor,
se ler, captain,
alderman

n913e1

n972e3

n736e4

shore, rugged,
midway, carmel

zealand

n441e2

n560e3

nightmare, amazement,
tenement, unload

n679e7

loan, bribe,
brotherhood

n263e1

sam, irvin

n28e5

revue, stimulus,
salon, erotic,
aesthete, maison,
edouard, martine,
autour, baudelaire,
personas, galerie,
architecte, arti...
n87e5

windsor, invigorate,
diseased, cachet,
ruthlessly

n146e2

bathroom, slipper,
bullock

headlong, blouse

n382e2

laboratory

corruption

n619e4

birthday

n678e3

n27e20

fin, nouveau, nelson,
parisian, claire,
champ, nervous,
actress, stevens,
poster, singer,
decadence, wilde,
millet, rouss...
n86e5

machine, picasso,
vivre, contagion

n145e3

n322e2

frenchmen, gee,
bowie, moulin

n381e1

n500e4

guilt, haired

n559e1

appointment,
aggravate

n618e1

financial, welfare,
glad, ponderous

unscathed,
instructor, laureate

n262e2

bygone, tar

n321e4

n440e1

n499e2

financier,
knickerbocker

n558e2

mechanic, dare, jan,
repay, ungainly,
retort, outlast,
unemployment,
unsubstantiated

n677e3

jointly

n261e2

stevenson

n380e1

notify

n498e2

chief, finance,
million, annoy,
navigable, firework,
disappointment,
salary, boss,
downright, outspoken,
applause, pathe...

n617e4

company, commi ee,
reputable

n676e1

n26e102

boucher, meier,
beaton

n85e4

brothel, blonde

frenzy

corset, frivolity

debut, fantastically,
waistcoat

n320e1

insane, unkind

safety, authorize,
assistant, failure,
politician,
profession, credit,
affectionately,
compensation, forth,
reporter, s...

n25e3

nerve, playwright,
corbusier, joyous,
kitsch, tenderness,
regale, emilie,
vivants, diderot,
symbolist

n84e2

rouge

n143e1

n204e2

mishap

n379e2

memorialize,
machination, enroll,
vacation, conveyor,
gust

n24e11

interview, seduce,
degeneration,
duplicitous,
duplicity

n83e1

feverish, victorians,
pretense

frail

flash, fraud, cynical

n260e3

freak

n319e1

n439e1

n557e9

toil, dana, buchanan,
irresponsible,
eyesore

n616e3

n795e5

imperceptibly,
octopus, feeder,
maynard, wilfred,
breech

investor, airplane,
yorker

n497e18

sept, gala,
harrington

n556e5

bypass, stunt,
siberia

n735e4

laurel, legislative

n794e6

street, hospital,
jack, sawyer,
windmill, yell,
shipbuilding

n853e5

riotous

n1031e3

n734e2

shoreline, broadcast,
flag, streamline,
smelt, handicra ,
oyster, garcia

n793e7

n496e3

shorn, fraternity,
congest,
jurisprudence

n675e3

jolly, seagull

n259e1

executive

n378e6

n23e5

persona, deceit,
satirize, glamorous,
conspirator,
reintegrate,
aficionado,
expressionism,
passionately, th...
n82e3

luminous, blithely

n141e1

thirsty

n200e3

acclaim

credential,
thoroughness

n318e1

award, firm,
mechanical,
insurance, rocket,
unremarkable

n437e35

news, ellis, civil,
toll, resign, go en,
consult, steel, aug,
traffic, shy, watson,
chairman, feb, nov,
advisory, railroad,
theodore, deck, b...

president, oregon,
trenton

colonel, superlative

n615e4

ply, awake, hurdle

n674e2

n733e8

zoo, aborigine,
detention,
paleontology

n792e5

highway, buckley,
bering, shaughnessy,
messrs

n555e2

charter

n614e3

bus, roost, lunch,
tomato, drab

wire, specification,
overwork, stationery,
postage, pigeonhole

n436e129

n495e3

freight, skyscraper,
windy, ives, derrick,
apiece

n554e1

tide, reminisce,
crystallize, puget

n673e5

conflagration,
parnassus, to er,
mob

rut, breakwater,
enmity, buzz

strait, spokesman,
commuter

golden, reservation,
baldwin, elevator

n613e4

holiday, volunteer,
broom, patiently,
flea

corp, scout

n435e5

n494e6

roosevelt, panama,
parkway, bicentennial

n553e4

memorial, lone,
orchard, footpath,
vineyard, foggy,
tidal, sundays,
lakeside, dad

n672e5

n911e4

n971e4

federal, passenger

n434e3

n493e4

skyline

n612e10

panic, foothill,
islet

n910e2

refugee,
jurisdiction, alley,
resound,
materialistic

n969e3

n492e1

lieutenant, union,
philanthropist,
foundry

bluff, commute, gas,
olympic, alhambra,
urbanity, hike,
apricot, mandarin

n611e5

buff, staid

n670e5

ashore, surf,
martinez

shoal

n551e9

headquarter, picnic,
golf, poultry, turk,
heine

n610e2

gra , hanged, whale,
dock, berth, kidnap

n669e3

antic

n258e2

vehicle, january,
flexible,
certificate,
competitor,
manufacturer,
workable, dormant,
unnecessarily

n377e3

n22e14

epitomize, film,
patriarchal,
modernist, modernism,
leverage,
artificiality,
ecstasy, heroine,
stigmat...
n81e2

patient, extravagant,
anonymously

n140e1

writer, laugh, steve,
novelist

n199e1

mechanically, auction

n21e22

critic, excess,
hunger, bleed,
sensibility, mourn,
ironic, marvelous,
modernity, affirm,
emblematic,
idiosyncra...
n80e3

crisis, jump,
twilight, grief,
overturn, impend,
chasm, obscurity,
optimistic,
injustice,
ostentatious, ...
n139e4

steer, lapse

n198e2

n317e6

commissioner,
whitney, obituary,
clinton,
registration,
projector

n376e6

n20e370

wound, poet, counter,
dub, lecture, exile,
horror, shoot,
violently,
flamboyant, sha er,
anti, oblivion,
obsolete, mis...
n79e16

tire, car, choke

n138e2

apparatus, pinpoint,
fisher, ithaca,
trademark, crouch,
punch, endorsement,
electronic,
distortion, satell...

n257e9

interference,
allowance, expire,
alphabetically,
wyoming

n316e6

lawyer

n375e2

n19e58

boom, fabulous,
somber, midnight,
avail, scream,
patrol, drench,
gaspar, cuff,
skyward, blister,
diabolical, p...
n78e3

jay, toy,
unabashedly, mauro,
blatantly

n197e22

ancestry, invention,
rejection, clever,
tape, electrical,
aircra , projection,
pointer, thereon,
insofar, census,
hobby, tick, r...
n256e5

motor, automobile,
pending, lawsuit,
electrician

n315e1

corporation

n374e2

n433e2

dynamite

n491e4

bohemian, hotel,
federation, estuary,
sightsee, petroleum

n550e6

club, congregate,
drunken, bridle, hum,
shred, pilot, duel,
mon, tomas, bender,
latham, discoverer,
wharf

n609e6

radio, downtown,
ba ery

n432e1

n255e5

electric, telephone,
streetcar

n314e1

franchise, turbulence

n373e1

n18e17

forestall

n137e5

license, irving,
tweak

n196e95

alarm, ticket,
conductor,
electrically, baugh,
swe , moffa ,
examiner

gay, bi erly, howl,
pawn, firefighter

n77e1

defiantly

n136e3

electricity

n195e8

n254e3

promptly, jury,
misgive

n313e2

alumnus, navigator,
stricken

n17e5

emergency, tyler,
thunder, sympathizer,
puff

n76e1

daylight, rang

n135e1

mildly, detector

n253e3

shipyard

n312e3

n431e1

n490e6

municipal, airport,
shack, driveway,
twain, lafaye e,
markham

n549e14

n252e1

sherman, beet

languish

n75e2

wrangle

n194e2

n371e3

n16e5

jenny, plumage

n134e1

employer

bicycle

quicksilver

n311e2

n430e4

merger, pretentious,
clinic, concourse,
caldwell, commodore

n133e1

police, olson

n192e1

wail, vacate

atom, orchestra

policeman, nightly

n370e1

sullivan, keith, bas,
gloriously

n1088e3

n191e2

n310e2

n369e7

incoming, soap,
clamber, convict

n728e6

episcopal, baptize

n787e1

bella

n905e3

dile ante

n964e1

leisurely

n1022e16

n786e1

n845e1

veronese, corte,
lillie

n904e1

buy

n963e1

n668e4

sergeant

n727e2

outgrow, olympus

n785e1

checker, brigadier

n667e1

tug

n726e2

calvary

n784e1

arm, wing, tall,
richly, spacious,
elegant, badly,
ceiling, cornice,
popularly, balcony,
bluish

gamble, fatally,
lombard, defunct,
whirl, impassable,
snarl, serbian,
pistol, panelled,
serra, adelphi,
hayward, claus, alum
n608e2

glove

n666e1

jail, bethlehem,
indians

n724e1

santa, maggio, verdi

n842e41

n961e12

california, sidewalk,
deaf, uphill, glut,
terrific, sid,
powell, cabaret,
durant, muir,
clubhouse

n548e15

polo

n606e1

gregorio

n782e3

supervisor,
rendezvous, fog,
auditorium, billiard,
junction, retrace,
headland, lookout,
secularization,
tournament, ten...
n488e12

sola, scurry

n546e1

valencia, seminary,
corral

n665e3

mo o, billow

canyon, drake, marin,
telegraph,
transcontinental,
russians, seaman,
freighter, masonic,
apr, legislature,
saratoga, greyho...
n428e22

quentin, coyote,
adolph, ned, sanchez

n14e2

medley, exhortation

canvass

n132e2

unnamed, cornerstone,
vote, davidson,
journalism, fraternal

concert, boulevard

n250e2

vapor

polyglot, lumber,
alaska, eddy, lode

n368e14

n486e2

sedate

n545e3

lawless, whereupon,
conventionalize

n664e2

arte, virgin, aisled,
toledo, guild,
stonemason, rodolfo,
carmelite,
augustinians,
eucharistic,
confraternity, avila
n781e9

n485e1

mayor

n604e3

demeanor

upstanding, clinch

n249e1

n308e5

francisco, ness,
skate, reverend,
farrell, football,
clara, playground,
elk, pop, lick, ina,
cove, saloon,
sardine, broad...
n427e5

san, mariano

mission, galleon,
junta

n544e1

n603e1

kelly, alo ,
childlike

n662e2

pablo, adobe,
franciscans, miner,
pacheco

ignatius, nuevo

punitive,
unornamented, siren

n602e3

reyes

n426e2

n484e3

castro

n543e3

indigenous,
provisional, isabel,
emphatic, moorish,
cherub, titular,
civility, bureaucrat,
colonizer, litany,
killer, bru...

native, ornate,
ornamentation, xvii,
missionary,
miraculous, mystic,
colonial, mural,
manuel, miraculously,
marian, euchar...

undoubtedly, people,
likewise, xviii,
fervent, fearsome,
expulsion, stoop,
ominous, nun, xliv,
durante, xlvi,
valerio

bautista

n424e2

n190e2

punta

pacific, sierra,
ranch

palo, waterfowl,
mexicans, canned

n367e123

n13e2

randolph, housekeep,
burgess, gusto

n74e1

n131e6

loser

n307e4

rafael, laguna,
alvarado

n366e5

n12e4

stringed

northernmost,
adaption

n189e1

quail

n247e3

methodist, piedmont

n306e3

n365e1

vicente

n423e1

guadalupe, youngster,
nuestra

spain, muralist,
spaniard, descendent,
peninsular, jesuits,
flowery, dominican,
xavier, sibyl, prisca

n661e14

n246e2

dorado

rivera

n364e1

n11e1

nichols, sunrise,
spider

n70e2

n188e1

costa, isla, arroyo

n304e1

ignacio

n363e1

n10e3

unlucky

n130e1

n186e3

n245e1

n303e1

juan

n9e1

ford, mussel

creek, raccoon

n126e3

orr

carlos, hidalgo

n362e1

n8e2

azores

n68e2

lagoon

beach, assay, mansard

n184e1

mexican

n242e2

n302e1

n7e1

reptile, sodium,
depletion

n66e1

bernal

stanford

n125e1

n183e1

los, fernando,
campfire, carolyn

n541e23

n601e34

n6e3

brackish, bug,
neutron

n65e1

smallpox

la, alberto, mythic,
impersonate

n182e4

andes, siglo,
academia, teresa,
lara, guerrero,
colombia, puebla,
loyola, bolivia,
tenochtitlan, aztecs,
gobierno, l...
n421e84

n5e3

peninsula, terry,
boot, reservoir, gum,
bean, quadrangle,
ra le, arlington,
cab

n64e1

iridescent

n122e4

spanish, ediciones,
alejandro, santiago,
sociedad, antiguo,
esteban, vargas,
kubler, mestizo

n361e16

n4e10

tribute, speaker,
awe, walter, fiery,
flare, timothy, inc,
thames, observatory,
shake, zenith,
incipient, snake,
comb, ceremon...

n62e1

tres, norte, cultura,
columbian, estudios,
enrique, polychrome,
beatriz, morale,
randy, cielo

n121e15

diego, feather,
guillermo, revista,
internacional,
mexico, americana,
congreso, dallas,
coloquio, monumentos,
elena, luz, hispa...

n1079e4

italiano, marc,
energize, sara, swim,
occidente, dietrich,
oriente,
industrialist,
enfold, edizioni,
pietro, grot...
n1080e3

collaboration,
entrust, configure,
stile

n1139e1

editori, bellezza,
ace

n1140e129

proficient

producer, cook,
artisan, food,
cra smanship, eat,
organizer, fat, lamb,
meal, oven, dish,
islander, ant,
nourishment, ker...

n1194e10

implication, versus,
strategy, predict,
kill, maximize,
probability,
reassessment,
justifiable, prowl

dependence, ravage,
experiment, pro,
exp

city
architecture
form, time
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TOP CS ADDRESSED N THE SPEECH
AND THE R NDEX CAL CLOUDS
ARCH TECTURE
ch_n2e88 s a om e e s e a ed o he ndex o a ch ec u e
n1445 e7 { architectural , architecture , architect ,
predilection, adherence , thrust , knowledgeable }
n1385 e6 { build , massive , grandeur , courtyard ,
dispense, rainwater }
n1505 e1 {renewal}
n1446 e4 { wall , arrangement , restore , necessitate}
n1444 e5 {wilson, builder , duplicate , veneer, pointedly}
n1384 e4 {lavish, retirement, domed, roofline }
n1386 e6 { row , side , mod, enclose, semi, rectangular }
n1506 e1 {stud}
n1325 e7 { achieve , dominate, central , residence ,
evolve , elevate, circular}
n1447 e8 {attach, survive, former, step , cross , ring,
pierce, altar }
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PLENTIFUL PLAY — PLAY II

ch_n2e88’s main references for the index of architecture:
Roger B. Ulrich, Caroline
K. Quenemoen, A Companion
to Roman Architecture,
0.0949046

Xinian Fu, Traditional Chinese
Architecture: Twelve Essays,
0.0242634

Warwick Rodwell, Dorchester Abbey,
Oxfordshire: The Archaeology
and Architecture of a Cathedral,
Monastery and Parish Church,
0.0381519

Melinda K. Hartwig, A Companion
to Ancient Egyptian Art,
0.0229309
Ali Javid, World Heritage
Monuments and
Related Edifices in India,
0.0220936

Christopher Tadgell,
The East: Buddhists, Hindus and
the Sons of Heaven,
0.0335492

Steven L. Tuck,
A History of Roman Art,
0.0215048

Paula Deitz, Of Gardens:
Selected Essays,
0.0262469

David Kipen, San Francisco
in the 1930s: The WPA Guide
to the City by the Bay,
0.0199509

J. C. Coulston, Hazel Dodge,
Ancient Rome: The Archaeology
of the Eternal City,
0.0262139

CITY
ch_n2e88’s atom-letters related to the index of city:
n1267 e14 {maintain, ӏconfineӏ, ӏmemberӏ, succeed, secure,
stretch, acquire, push, pace, ӏcityӏ, gradually, indebted,
supervision, disastrous}
n1266 e4 {ӏextendӏ, great, ӏdestroyӏ, ӏvicinityӏ}
n1327 e24 {ӏlongӏ, replace, ӏraiseӏ, open, finally, ten,
join, enter, turn, wide, run, ӏcompleteӏ, cover, seven, six,
rest, ӏreturnӏ, ӏnearӏ, eight, rich, opposite, ӏassistӏ, refine,
bound}
n1268 e16 {bring, little, ӏmanӏ, old, name, pass, father,
attract, young, occupy, occasion, clean, await, odd, save,
grip}
n1207 e9 {ӏestablishmentӏ, ӏadministrationӏ, vanish, enforce,
ӏfacilityӏ, ӏadministerӏ, reorganize, ӏrouteӏ, reluctant}
n1206 e7 {ӏrivalӏ, consolidate, ӏtaxӏ, stagger, ӏexhaustӏ,
ӏendowmentӏ, ӏpensionӏ}
n1328 e4 {heavy, lift, twelve, eighteen}
n1326 e12 {ӏsupportӏ, ӏdivideӏ, retain, surround, nine,
rank, consist, double, eleven, ӏgenerousӏ, thirteen, impose}
n1208 e19 {ӏsettleӏ, arrive, ӏorganizeӏ, aside, alive,
speed, loom, sentiment, cry, flee, ӏdebtӏ, amaze, crude,
abruptly, stray, army, attendance, besides, race}
n1265 e15 {beyond, ӏmagnificentӏ, era, overwhelm,
invaluable, guidance, remote, protective, thereafter,
devastate, ӏhubӏ, splendid, happiness, faction, worsen}
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PLAY AMONG BOOKS

ch_n2e88’s main references for the index of city:
David Kipen, San Francisco
in the 1930s: The WPA Guide
to the City by the Bay,
0.060755

Paula Deitz, Of Gardens:
Selected Essays,
0.020479

Christopher Tadgell,
The East: Buddhists, Hindus
and the Sons of Heaven,
0.0380043

Ali Javid, World Heritage
Monuments and
Related Edifices in India,
0.0204629

Henry Petroski, Engineers of
Dreams: Great Bridge Builders
and the Spanning of America,
0.0241128

Elise A. Friedland, Melanie
Grunow Sobocinski, Elaine
K. Gazda, The Oxford Handbook
of Roman Sculpture, 0.0202206

J. C. Coulston, Hazel Dodge,
Ancient Rome: The Archaeology
of the Eternal City,
0.0214633

Eugenia W. Herbert,
Flora’s Empire:
British Gardens in India,
0.0202174

Roger B. Ulrich, Caroline
K. Quenemoen, A Companion
to Roman Architecture,
0.0213764

Richard J. Goy,
Florence: A Walking Guide
to Its Architecture,
0.019431

ART
ch_n2e88’s atom-letters related to the index of art:
n529 e6 {eye, ӏartӏ, ӏpresentationӏ, ӏvisualӏ, ӏimageӏ,
enliven}
n530 e10 {ӏrenderӏ, ӏgraspӏ, ӏsignifyӏ, own, singular,
subordinate, ӏchaoticӏ, ӏiconicӏ, anonymous, precursor}
n469 e13 {ӏcreationӏ, ӏsubjectӏ, favor, arrange, ӏsignӏ,
ӏcrownӏ, convey, exemplify, array, deliberate, ӏexecuteӏ, dawn,
ӏartistӏ}
n528 e5 {ӏbackgroundӏ, ӏexhibitӏ, intent, vividly, stripe}
n589 e3 {spit, unsatisfactory, ӏencodeӏ}
n470 e9 {ӏstyleӏ, fine, recreate, precious, ӏpaintӏ,
transparent, ear, intertwine, ӏmaskӏ}
n590 e6 {representation, smith, ӏcodeӏ, plead, ӏutilizeӏ,
countenance}
n468 e7 {accompany, daughter, mystery, loyalty, dress,
woman, portrayal}
n588 e5 {seldom, shave, ӏartistryӏ, illiterate, henderson}
n531 e6 {dictate, ӏmotifӏ, ӏchaosӏ, god, fluidity,
ӏimperfectionӏ}
ch_n2e88’s main references for the index of art:
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Melinda K. Hartwig,
A Companion to
Ancient Egyptian Art,
0.0794595

Monika Kaup, Neobaroque
in the Americas: Alternative
Modernities in Literature,
Visual Art and Film, 0.0244344

John F. Szabo, Nicholas E. Kuefler,
The Bayeux Tapestry: A Critically
Annotated Bibliography,
0.0492123

David Kipen, San Francisco
in the 1930s: The WPA Guide
to the City by the Bay,
0.0221642

Elise A. Friedland, Melanie
Grunow Sobocinski, Elaine
K. Gazda, The Oxford Handbook
of Roman Sculpture, 0.0362986

Christopher S. Wood,
Albrecht Altdorfer
and the Origins of Landscape,
0.0198417

Walter R. T. Witschey,
Encyclopedia of
the Ancient Maya,
0.0297352

Jessica Frazier,
The Bloomsbury Companion
to Hindu Studies,
0.0193108

Steven L. Tuck,
A History of Roman Art,
0.0267451

John Potvin,
Oriental Interiors:
Design, Identity, Space,
0.01886

PLENTIFUL PLAY — PLAY II

TIME AND FORM
Since both indexes, time (atom-letter n2054 e77) and form (n1554
e23), are first neighbours when seen in the light of ch_n2e88, let
us look at them together.
n1553 e26 {ӏtimeӏ, know, exist, ӏcontinueӏ, general,
outside, similar, ӏdirectlyӏ, ӏsecondӏ, ӏsometimesӏ, live,
association, hard, existence, occasionally, mix, common,
accessible, ӏlocalӏ, benefit, ӏrareӏ, encouragement, extensive,
extensively, distinctive, cease}
n1493 e33 {take, give, ӏdirectӏ, particularly, ӏpurposeӏ,
especially, serve, work, true, concern, ӏreflectӏ, recently,
example, immediate, exclusively, development, engage, widely,
elaborate, onto, act, scope, increasingly, intend, society,
indeed, superior, sort, encourage, nevertheless, deliberately,
suspect, intervention}
n1613 e5 {find, effort, few, third, tightly}
n1554 e23 {follow, allow, ӏformӏ, good, important, make,
single, call, like, set, place, ӏappearanceӏ, greatly, reduce,
apart, part, natural, piece, equally, ӏcomposeӏ, characterize,
intention, continuation}
n1492 e11 {close, clear, entirely, remarkable, otherwise,
circumstance, fit, exert, permission, exclusive, importantly}
n1494 e24 {need, ӏcombinationӏ, special, unlike,
distinguish, highly, influence, develop, prefer, appropriate,
able, ӏgenerationӏ, primarily, nature, adapt, rely, ӏelementӏ,
capable, practical, employ, guarantee, ӏreproduceӏ, retrieval,
appreciation}
n1552 e12 {change, throughout, reveal, last, largely,
connection, deeply, vast, widespread, profound, assemble,
universally}
n1614 e9 {require, completely, position, necessary,
rarely, aid, ӏorderӏ, uniform, unchanged}
n1433 e16 {provide, specifically, importance, attempt,
significant, expect, deal, ӏgenerallyӏ, unknown, difficulty,
preserve, initially, apparently, thank, assistance, attribute}
n1432 e11 {fact, despite, suggest, attention, impossible,
interest, describe, evident, responsible, similarly, academy}
ch_n2e88’s main references for indexes time and form:
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Elise A. Friedland, Melanie
Grunow Sobocinski, Elaine
K. Gazda, The Oxford Handbook
of Roman Sculpture, 0.0340735

J. C. Coulston, Hazel Dodge,
Ancient Rome: The Archaeology
of the Eternal City,
0.020667

Melinda K. Hartwig,
A Companion to
Ancient Egyptian Art,
0.0293754

Walter R. T. Witschey,
Encyclopedia of
the Ancient Maya,
0.0206301

Roger B. Ulrich, Caroline
K. Quenemoen, A Companion
to Roman Architecture,
0.0270333

Jessica Frazier,
The Bloomsbury Companion
to Hindu Studies,
0.0198009

John North Hopkins,
The Genesis of
Roman Architecture,
0.024263

Donald Haggis, Carla Antonaccio,
Classical Archaeology in Context:
Theory and Practice in Excavation
in the Greek World, 0.0197385

Marjan Mashkour, Mark Beech,
Archaeozoology
of the Near East 9,
0.0218272

Anastasia Dakouri-Hild, Michael
John Boyd, Staging Death: Funerary
Performance, Architecture and
Landscape in the Aegean, 0.0195341

PLAY AMONG BOOKS

■ CH_N3E81
MORPHING WITH THE MOOD

81 faces of character ch_n3e81.

AN IMAGINED SCENARIO FOR CHARACTER CH_N3E81 AT A
GATHERING FOR SIX IN LIBRARY_639
ch_n3e81 is one of the avatars of ch_n6e110, and the first embodi
ment of Alice_ch3n81. It inhabits many different bodies and has
many of its own avatars. 199 It lives actively both in the physical
and in the digital realm, and fully enjoys the hybridity of the informational environment. It constantly morphs between different
media. As an avatar in this Xenotheka, it wants to gain independence from the body of ch_n6e110 and, while doing so, still stay
on good terms with it and its friends. It loves communities, many
of them. ch_n3e81 is a mixture of many: philosophy and water,
rationality and indeterminacy, intervention and caution, a genius
and a tourist. It follows all the trends and always talks about the
‘cool’ stuff: design, film, images, media, fashion, technology, theory. It is always ‘in’. It wants to abandon standards and categories in search of new languages, new practices, and new ways
of constructing realities. Its fetish is contemplation. It is a good
friend of ch_n5e172.
INDEXING CH_N3E81
LIKELINESS OF AN AFFAIR WITH OTHER CHARACTERS 200
ch_n5e172
ch_n2e88
ch_n4e79
ch_n1e99
ch_n6e110

199
200

0.0185731
0.0194474
0.0215059
0.021615
0.0263257

You can follow one of its avatars at https://twitter.com/Alice_ch_n3e81.
The likeliness is the distance between cells of the self-organising
map. The closer the cells are, the higher the likeliness of an affair.
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BODY OF CH_N3E81
ACLAND_The Arclight Guidebook to Media History and the Di, ALBERS_On
Weaving, ARNOLD_Fashion A Very Short Introduction, ASCOTT_Art Technology
Consciousness Mindlarge, ASCOTT_Engineering Nature, BANNER_Communicative
Biocapitalism The Voice of the Pati, BARIKIN_Parallel Presents The Art of Pierre
Huyghe, BIERUT_How To, BLOOMSBURY AMP YELAVICH_Design as FutureMaking,
BODENHAMER_Deep Maps and Spatial Narratives The Spatial Huma, BONSIEPE_
Civic City Cahier 2 Design and Democracy Civic C, BOOMEN_ӏDigitalӏ Material
Tracing New Media in Everyday Li, BORADKAR_Encountering Things Design and
Theories of Things, BORSCHKE_This Is Not a Remix Piracy Authenticity and Popu,
BRODIE_The Translator on Stage, BUREAUD_MetaLife Biotechnologies Synthetic
Biology ALi, CAMERON_Drama and ӏDigitalӏ Arts Cultures Methuen Drama Eng,
CARDEN_ӏDigitalӏ Textile Printing Textiles That Changed th, CARPO_The Alphabet
and the Algorithm, CARPO_The Second ӏDigitalӏ Turn Design Beyond Intelligenc,
CLARKE_Design Anthropology Object Culture in the 21st Ce, COOLEY_Finding
Augusta Habits of Mobility and Governance, CREWE_The Geographies of Fashion
Consumption Space an, DAVIS_Envelope Understanding What Designers Value,
DEROO_Agnes Varda Between Film Photography and Art, DIETRICH_The Educated
Eye Interfaces Studies in Visual Cu, DISALVO_Adversarial Design, DOHERTY_Is
Landscape Essays on the Identity of Landsc, DOMINICI_Travel Marketing and
Popular Photography in Britai, ELSAESSER_Film Theory An Introduction Through
the Senses, ENTWISTLE_Fashioning Models Image Text and Industry, EXNER_
Spatial Design, FRANCESCHINI_Global Tools 19731975, FRY_Steel A Design
Cultural and Ecological History, GAUDREAULT_A Companion to Early Cinema,
GIMENOMARTINEZ_Design and National Identity, GIRIDHAR_Learning Python
Design Patterns Second Edition, GREEN_Architectural Robotics Ecosystems of
Bits Bytes, GUFFEY_Designing Disability Symbols Space and Society, HALL_
Pirate Philosophy For a ӏDigitalӏ Posthumanities, HATFIELD_Experimental Film and
Video An Anthology, HERRING_Street Furniture Design Contesting Modernism
in P, HERRINGTON_Landscape Theory in Design, HERZOGENRATH_Travels in
Intermediality, HESKETT_Design and the Creation of Value, HUDSON_The Design
Book 1000 New Designs for the Home an, JANSEN_Modern Fashion Traditions
Negotiating Tradition a, JENSS_Fashion Studies Research Methods Sites and
Pract, KALMS_Hypersexual City The Provocation of SoftCore Urb, KIM_Between
Film Video and the ӏDigitalӏ Hybrid Movin, KINDER_Transmedia Frictions The
ӏDigitalӏ the Arts and t, KJAERULFF_Envisioning Networked Urban Mobilities Art
Perfo, KOMJATHY_Introducing Contemplative Studies, LUPTON_Graphic Design
Thinking, MANSOUX_FLOSSArt, MAZUREK_A Sense of Apocalypse Technology
Textuality Ide, MCCULLOUGH_Abstracting Craft The Practiced ӏDigitalӏ Hand,
MUNSTER_Materializing New Media Embodiment in Information, PARSONS_The
Philosophy of Design, PAUL RAND_Thoughts on Design, PAUL_When Movies Were
Theater Architecture Exhibition, PETERS_ӏDigitalӏ Keywords, PRASAD_Imperial
Technoscience Transnational Histories of, RAJAGOPAL_Hacking Design Kindle
Edition, REDDLEMAN_Cartographic Abstraction in Contemporary Art Seei, ROBBIN_
Shadows of Reality The Fourth Dimension in Relati, RUMPFHUBER_The Design of
Scarcity, SASSOON_The Designer Half a Century of Change in Image T, SCHAEFER_
Lens Laboratory Landscape Observing Modern Spai, SCHNEIDERMAN_Textile
Technology and Design From Interior Space, SCHRATER_3D History Theory and
Aesthetics of the Transpla, SCOTT CONTRERASKOTERBAY_The New Aesthetic and
Art Cons, SHIRLEY_Rural Modernity Everyday Life and Visual Culture, SIEMENS_A
Companion to ӏDigitalӏ Literary Studies, TRAGANOU_Designing the Olympics
Representation Participat, TUFTE_Envisioning Information, TWEMLOW_Sifting the
Trash A History of Design Criticism, VAUGHAN_PracticeBased Design Research,
WENDT_The Allure of the Selfie Instagram and the New Se, WOLLNER_Body Sound
and Space in Music and Beyond Multimo, ZYLINSKA_Nonhuman Photography
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n1e26

n2e5

Clarke Design Anthropology Object Culture in
the 21st Ce, Bloomsbury amp Yelavich Design as
FutureMaking, Twemlow Si ing the Trash A
History of Design Criticism, Schneiderman
Textile Technology and Design From Interior
Space, Sassoon The Designer Half a Century of
Change in Image T, Boradkar Encountering Things
Design and Theories of Things, Heske Design
and the Creation of Value, Herrington Landscape
Theory in Design, Parsons The Philosophy of
Design, Disalvo Adversarial Design, Lupton
Graphic Design Thinking, Rajagopal Hacking
Design Kindle Edition, Traganou Designing the
Olympics Representation Participat,
GimenoMartinez Design and National Identity,
Bonsiepe Civic City Cahier 2 Design and
Democracy Civic C, Guffey Designing Disability
Symbols Space and Society, Doherty Is Lands...
n3e21

Hall Pirate Philosophy For a Digital
Posthumanities, Siemens A Companion to Digital
Literary Studies, Banner Communicative
Biocapitalism The Voice ofthe Pati, Komjathy
Introducing Contemplative Studies, Mansoux
FLOSSArt

n4e29

Dietrich The Educated Eye Interfaces Studies in
Visual Cu, Acland The Arclight Guidebook to
Media History and the Di, Kjaerulff Envisioning
Networked Urban Mobilities Art Perfo, Shirley
Rural Modernity Everyday Life and Visual
Culture, Gaudreault A Companion to Early
Cinema, Hatfield Experimental Film and Video An
Anthology, Elsaesser Film Theory An
Introduction Through the Senses, Kalms
Hypersexual City The Provocation of So Core
Urb, Crewe The Geographies of Fashion
Consumption Space an, Barikin Parallel Presents
The Art of Pierre Huyghe, Jenss Fashion Studies
Research Methods Sites and Pract, Kim Between
Film Video and the Digital Hybrid Movin, Jansen
Modern Fashion Traditions Negotiating Tradition
a, Dominici Travel Marketing and Popular
Photography in Britai, Arnold Fashion A ...

Asco Engineering Nature, Asco Art
Technology Consciousness Mindlarge, Kinder
Transmedia Frictions The Digital the Arts and
t, Herzogenrath Travels in Intermediality,
Carpo The Second Digital Turn Design Beyond
Intelligenc, Peters Digital Keywords, Boomen
Digital Material Tracing New Media in Everyday
Li, Cooley Finding Augusta Habits of Mobility
and Governance, Bureaud MetaLife
Biotechnologies Synthetic Biology ALi,
McCullough Abstracting Cra The Practiced
Digital Hand, Munster Materializing New Media
Embodiment in Information, Mazurek A Sense of
Apocalypse Technology Textuality Ide, Zylinska
Nonhuman Photography, Tu e Envisioning
Information, Cameron Drama and Digital Arts
Cultures Methuen Drama Eng, Schrater 3D History
Theory and Aesthetics of the Transpla, G...

Four most probable tempers of ch_n3e81: titles of books.
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Four most probable tempers of ch_n3e81: word clouds of book clusters.
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FIFTY INDEXES COMMON TO CH_N3E81
design → 24449, new → 21639, use → 16110, work → 16078,
image → 14683, film → 14158, ӏtimeӏ → 12477, ӏartӏ → 12154,
digital → 11266, space → 10945, way → 10701, ӏformӏ → 10694,
make → 9893, world → 9212, practice → 9192, media → 8881,
press → 8691, process → 8454, university → 8395, technology
→ 8364, mean → 7842, study → 7549, culture → 7530, object →
7476, example → 7396, life → 7331, research → 7315, like →
7089, human → 7064, fashion → 7024, history → 6995, system →
6939, material → 6816, york → 6811, experience → 6811, person
→ 6797, social → 6620, project → 6544, different → 6459, place
→ 6413, create → 6384, model → 6219, book → 6207, think →
6021, change → 6011, theory → 5957, view → 5878, point → 5860,
good → 5781, include → 5779

BRAIN OF CH_N3E81
A galaxy of concepts of ch_n3e81 with a focus on five indexes:
n1e65

n2e50

survive, title,
stock, notorious,
undoubtedly, star,
animate, backwards,
jersey, inaugurate,
scenario,
philadelphia, ref...
n61e11

n3e21

early, emergence,
program, congress,
scene, company,
twice, charles,
mutual, fair,
regular, audience,
delight, rele...
n62e2

jargon, benevolent,
extrapolation,
heartbeat,
dangerously,
incompletely,
immature, ammunition,
sanctify, fam...
n121e16

n181e40

n182e2

n241e34

n183e1

n301e7

n302e1

nimble, sheath,
rearticulating,
pasadena, yelavich,
cisco, thomsen

n361e1

sear, capsule,
foothold, lois,
roebuck, balzac,
apogee, manufactory,
flawlessly,
deterritorialized

n481e117

logistics, interior,
altitude, canopy,
wallpaper, cozy,
igor, rover, plush,
shrinkage, zigzag,
crew, thermal,
sonica...
n541e43

ba ery, thickness,
delineation, electro,
bespeak, fabrication,
partition,
confinement,
carpenter, armature,
moisture, weara...
n601e24

decorative,
fabricate, calm,
so , restraint,
seam, polar, salon,
morrow, carol,
habitat, dampen,
underwa...
n661e7

city

n303e1

extreme, quarter,
drape, decoration,
endurance,
uncontested, forgive

n721e4

vehicle, aide,
hallway, zip,
ritualize,
interstitial,
resiliency,
unarticulated,
equalizer

n782e1

effectively,
sufficiently, foot,
stage, realistic,
blossom, pit,
startle, screen,
distortion, succes...

n901e64

run, likely, size,
house, feature,
fairly, reserve,
unusual,
presentation, mask,
dictate, odd,
enlarge, jan, b...
n961e32

strike, period,
famous, crowd, chief,
show, last, fi y,
month, recommend,
quotation, possibly,
ambition, forbid,
merit, greet, pra...
n1021e19

comment, illustrate,
occasion, supplement,
slogan, incident,
await, tunnel,
annals, cathedral,
sco ish,
confidently, t...

n842e5

smell, atmosphere,
luminous, stairway,
claustrophobic,
conditional,
coldness,
permeability, tab,
stairwell, humidity
n843e4

reciprocal,
rectangular,
atmospheric, premium,
praeger

n902e34

small, wide,
conventional, narrow,
subsequent, compete,
proportion,
departure,
approximately,
subsequently, gi...
n962e47

note, great, set,
large, keep, entire,
intend, york,
finally, background,
surround, evident,
claim, generally,
eventua...
n1022e22

off, expect,
similarly, reverse,
certainly,
successful, arrange,
indicate, stay,
charge, conform,
lend, accomp...

n784e3

n785e6

absorb, individually,
candle

n844e5

wall, diffuse,
vertically,
horizontally

n903e8

determine, build,
area, live, exhibit,
placement, opposite,
cascade

n963e29

long, limit, make,
away, directly,
unique, lead, kind,
rise, initial,
ultimately, extend,
shape, remove, near,
realize, actua...
n1023e44

way, give, use,
bring, come, example,
turn, clear, go,
like, consider,
start, emerge, want,
introduce, notice,
seek, connect...

n786e7

harvest, wrestle,
skin, hatch,
undisturbed,
amplifier

n845e15

lay, blue, fly,
delicate,
structurally

n904e14

nature, grow, random,
evolve, mimic,
unpredictable,
predictable, potent,
emergent,
constructive, dog,
artificia...
n905e2

create, system,
complexity, cycle,
sustain, merge,
comfortable,
acknowledgment,
branch, efficient,
readily, raw, a...
n964e5

simple, push,
solution, variation,
ebook

n1024e19

follow, define, ask,
add, introduction,
return, easy, none,
pull, type,
frequently, multiple,
decide, get, pass,
talk, prepare, n...

n787e6

life, engineer,
sometime, sculpt,
metabolism, botany,
gestation

n906e2

let, application,
self, handle, suspend

n1025e12

task, advantage,
orient, classify,
precede, method,
profile, simplify,
loosely, import,
bank, dependency

switch, check,
encapsulate, hook,
internally, receiver,
substitution, module,
paste, tea,
protective, delete,
instantiate, ...
n1026e7

summary, compound,
taxonomy, override,
inversion, observer,
dive

physical, embed,
partly, collectively,
home, continuum,
distribute, weak,
alexander, arm,
accommodate,
assistance, intim...
n849e7

n907e2

bu on, java

n966e16

be, whimsical,
illiterate, restless

n789e22

wild, adaptive,
biophilia

suffer, cultivate,
storm, trunk,
meticulous,
millennia, doubleday

n909e4

austin, helm, putnam,
foci

marriage, graciously

n967e81

n969e4

pa ern, class,
request, command,
implementation,
implement, execute,
disadvantage,
behavioral, server,
factory, shou...
n1027e2

annually,
perpetuation, vain,
microcosm

n1028e1

bother, int

n1029e11

decoupled

vibrant, poorly,
sentient, ineffable,
olson

n670e4

inanimate,
domesticate,
verbalize

n729e4

evaluate,
interaction, joint,
environment,
physically, gentle,
visibly, proceeding,
validation,
enclosure, unesco

enlist, dial, mortal,
heidegger, readiness,
toe, rubber,
incompleteness,
whole, cog, insure,
brew, gui,
antibacterial
n610e5

torso, clark

n669e3

n848e3

behavior, honorary

brown, ant,
clockwork,
consequential,
realignment,
domestication,
caregiving

n609e2

apple

n788e11

interact, team,
parent, norman,
forecast, disquiet

n846e2

flexibility,
technologist

n965e5

inconvenient, peril,
aestheticized, ien,
latch

human, vitality, limb

stafford,
otherworldly, arjun,
blip, deco, weighty,
barr, neutron,
forfeit, unwrap,
laszlo, emerita

outdoors,
relationality, rocky,
recuperate, behold,
dublin, toilet, rem,
prevention, bri le,
perturbation

ritual, underway,
entrust,
symmetrically

n730e3

populate, mundane,
physicality

n790e15

activity, familiar,
recognize, welcome,
promise, exemplify,
recognition,
elaborate,
unfamiliar, strive,
argua...
n850e6

scale, assist,
breadth, positively,
boulder, adolescent

n910e11

harvard, haven, yale,
delineate, stress,
liken, utilitarian,
meticulously, pine,
artful, greenwood

n970e28

prospect, port,
vulnerable,
a endant,
regulatory, healthy,
moore, duality,
pedestrian, invent...

n1030e25

corner, regional,
texas, beholder,
conservation,
reservoir, resilient,
corbusier, israel,
ellio , kaplan,
naturaln...

n252e1

n253e5

moma, impromptu,
controversially,
colloquially, scoop,
erudite, monger

n311e6

marcuse

n312e1

fare

n432e1

bum

n492e1

venerable, luster,
swoop, cavern

n551e3

folktale

n552e2

awful, undercurrent,
danny

n611e10

biography,
intangible, crude,
disposal, relieve,
inconsistent,
stratum, storehouse,
enchant, boldly

n671e6

object, gather,
practically,
substitute,
characterization,
fortune

n731e5

connect, mat, gear,
stuff, tiny

n791e9

imagine, bite,
accomplish,
altogether, equip,
curious, surely,
concurrent, cap

n851e10

essential, relative,
flexible, midst,
naturally,
insufficient,
thorough, elegant,
countless,
universally
n911e6

motive, powerfully,
abundant, betray,
provisional,
modularity

n971e6

likelihood, painter,
formulation, eminent,
fortify, adaptable

n1031e4

mitigate, motorize,
consonant,
academician

n434e104

zeal, fitzgerald

n553e5

rant, vitalism

n612e3

inch, artifact, heed,
potato, tack

n613e1

immaterial, purview,
archaeological

n672e3

vice, both, node

n732e5

hard, assemble,
bo om, quasi, guess

n792e10

discover, draw, hide,
equal, six, exact,
intrigue,
speculation, locally,
conceivable

n852e4

subtle, horizontal,
adjacent, analogous

n912e4

reconcile, weakness,
seldom, mature,
industrialization,
externalize

n1032e6

patience,
adaptability, apex,
gustav,
oversimplification,
countervail

n794e8

line, path, edge,
side, unit, definite,
ball, francis, undo,
visualize, bar,
airplane, shrink,
superficially

n853e2

n854e4

mechanic, momentum

n913e2

continuous, impetus,
operation, arbitrary,
generalize, latent,
mcgraw, rediscovery,
humble, admirably

n1033e6

appreciation,
magnitude, execution,
preconceive, knopf,
outnumber

band, dimension,
sphere, stationary,
explode, manifold,
homogeneous, pyramid,
axis, ax, projection,
spiral, ladder, skew,
soccer, convol...

n915e4

noble, concreteness

n796e14

n917e3

associative, physic,
inexplicable,
elliptical, periodic,
newtonian, quantum,
thoroughness,
rose a, fabre

n976e3

symbolic, prone,
contextual, surpass,
outlook, swap, usage,
stature, talent,
competent,
postmodernity,
electrify, phone...

n1035e5

probe, idiom,
accelerator,
technicality,
analogously

n1036e1

n859e2

feat, wand, polygon,
montmartre, euler,
propitious

enumerate, fat

analytic

gush

zero, a erward,
tacitly, banker

n860e11

evolution,
revolutionize,
indefinitely, swim,
sober, seep, poke,
kindred, maturation,
spider, unaltered

replicate, randomly,
iterate

calculate, formula,
curve, astound,
shortcut,
posthumously, cavity

electronics, gallery,
zealand, centerpiece,
rubbery

polish, alarm, fruit,
copenhagen,
incredibly,
gradation, czech,
angus, accolade

n622e23

n1040e4

intuit, panoply,
ancillary,
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ra , chair, piet,
agglomerate, cedar,
extrusion, oyster,
vue, kelvin,
millimetre, burks

n567e1

n626e1

chunky, diez

n685e1

ceramic, modular,
denmark, marble,
portugal, marco,
spoon, indoor,
coffin, chrome,
dixon, bulb, han,
mould, adjusta...
n744e14

cocoon, adhesive,
absorbent, filament

carve, digitally,
multilayered,
luminosity, prick,
shoreline, freshly,
sketchbook, halifax,
senne , cartridge,
althusser, nu...
n508e33

ink, instinctive,
printer, handcra ,
substrate, silk,
lithography, barre ,
textile, silkscreen,
merrell, printout,
cathy, towns...

hand, cut, technique,
stick, slight, steve,
limitless, emulate,
ordinarily,
unlimited, subdivide

n389e12

predetermine,
puncture, woodcut

n448e17

cloth, smoothness,
consumables,
ashmolean

n507e71

n270e1

separation, ascertain

n329e11

impart

n388e3

fray, mummy

n447e4

n566e2

n625e2

kitchen, basket,
carpet, nylon,
antonelli, foldable,
tabletop, retardant,
galleria

n684e245

n863e2

cellular, inorganic,
privation, russel,
daisy, backup,
inquisition, loeb,
abrasive

n328e1

n387e2

co on, fiber,
braungart

n506e4

n565e1

n624e9

elastic, extrude,
lust, tulip, oasis,
gaetano, bohemia,
basin, monolith,
bluetooth, prado,
ando

n803e3

tina, tvs

n921e9

n1041e9

financier, nguyen,
propulsion

glass, table, hubert,
netherlands, crystal,
chop, drawer, tripod,
flap, lounge,
outdoor, toast,
jensen, glaze, umi,
volcano, rosent...
n743e12

rack, pedestal,
perish, jurgen,
barbie

transistor, iris,
rubble, banana,
newborn, cellulose

philosophic, rhino,
snowflake, demote,
alta

mosaic, bathroom,
ma , bead, certify,
transformable,

shelf, cup, peel,
dine, shower, desk,
tubular, knife,
multifunctional,
knot, duo, skate,
rodriguez, clown,
ito, ta...
n683e32

bed, wander, michele,
sony, sebastian,
eden, peggy, nom

n742e5

hug

n269e2

intricate

egypt

n446e3

fabric, embroidery

n505e1

n564e5

n623e20

storage, max, www,
com, flip, pot,
laptop, coffee,
plastic, patricia,
tall, graduation,
roberto, sparkle,
dell, ne...
n682e8

n861e6

n981e5

instantaneously,
interpolation,
astronomer,
manifestly

n1039e7

tube, container,
vessel, translucent,
nil

n741e5

n326e1

hewi , plate,
divisible, textural

elasticity, jacquard

n445e2

floor, oval, ceo

n268e1

tactile

n39e5

respondent, korea,
ethnicity,
methodological,
methodologically,
ethnically

sleeve, ethnocentrism

n157e1

foreign, fourteenth,
islamic, sovereignty,
oriental,
politicization

n216e7

trend, republic,
localize, flee,
modernization,
neutralize

n38e6

muslim, korean,
diaspora, belgian,
folkloric,
socialization, enamel

n97e2

ethnic, feudal

n156e6

eastern, sixteenth,
respectful,
aristocracy,
ancestry, gymnastics,
geertz

n215e6

cultural, oxford,
traditional,
culturally,
authentic, whereby,
east, preferable,
nebulous

n37e7

multicultural,
minority, customary,
banal, nation,
nationalistic,
folklore, dutch,
monarchy,
essential...
n96e2

governmental,
symbolism, doctrine,
relativism,
parliament

n155e7

diversity,
conceptualization,
synonymous,
simplistic, trait,
commonality,
enlightenment,
hegemonic, hardship
n214e9

refer, inspire,
culture, friend,
framework, approach,
perspective, myth,
strengthen, odds,
davis, excellence,
viable

n36e122

national, nationally,
immigrant,
vernacular,
recurrent, lash,
garbage,
mobilization,
homogen...
n95e5

state, affirm,
identity, elucidate,
imbue,
interconnection,
categorization,
miller, glenn,
allegiance
n154e9

ordinary,
acknowledge,
characteristic,
belong, moreover,
conceptualize,
analytical, subvert,
sacrif...
n213e13

primarily,
participate,
persistent, food,
despair, meta

n35e75

smith, defend,
conversely, region,
canon, weber,
chronological,
accordingly,
prioritize, anderson,
reaff...
n94e10

strict, discern, neo,
independence,
disseminate,
dissemination, sweet,
barry, demarcation,
redefinition,
insinuate
n153e14

rule, absent, equate,
idealize, refrain,
exponentially, abide,
beg, pervasiveness

n212e6

role, watch,
negotiate, domain,
leap, ambiguity,
foresee, uneasy

n34e33

vein, paradoxically,
emanate, accentuate,
quintessentially,
manpower, arbeit

n93e11

paradox,
civilization,
continuation,
iconography,
centralize,
indianapolis

n152e9

communication,
collide, frontier,
dirty, persuasive,
passively,
television, visitor,
anymore,
participat...
n211e8

machinery,
indirectly, hollow,
opaque, invariably,
ontologically

n33e7

van, omnipresent,
egalitarian,
unambiguous,
romanticize, nicola,
voor, mais

n92e6

serious, circle,
fantasy, defense,
perpetual,
economical, yearn,
ideologically, chat,
aura, enthusiast,
upload, reassem...
n151e13

condense, transgress,
semiotic, fool,
soldier, discrepancy,
terror, overestimate

n210e6

touch, swallow,
coincidentally

n32e8

pervasive, icon,
clip, mail,
recombine, versatile,
administrator,
hunger, utopian,
brush, cheat,
spectre, predefi...
n91e20

rewrite, homo,
combat, sociability,
habermas, rebirth,
lacanian,
schwarzenegger, nay

n150e8

buffalo

n209e3

intersect, ridge,
tactility

n31e55

wireless, liminal,
recruit, lanham,
forum, kathy,
jenkins, mona, johan,
dystopian,
transference,
reassurance, alli...
n90e9

persuasion, eva, cnn,
unpaid, mildly,
starve, disgrace

n149e1

succinct

n208e3

elaboration,
pictorial

n267e1

n385e2

n504e1

n563e9

fluorescent, turtle,
hilton,
reappropriated,
specialising

n979e4

n1038e4

number

oscar, troy

jar, cardboard,
haphazard

n681e5

n801e5

n920e3

mathematical, esprit

n978e1

n1037e1

elementary

solid, homogenous,
evaporation

shade, pivotal

n207e2

greta

n325e4

nai, corrugate

atelier, airy

n503e3

n562e9

n621e3

yellow, frederic

n740e3

nest, reformulation,
fondness

n918e2

arrow, hanson, yolk

n977e1

equation, intuition,
memorize

drag, twofold

n1034e15

n858e6

fourth, mathematics,
juncture,
mathematician,
platonic,
counterintuitive,
infinity, dimensio...

tudor

leaf, jury

n680e2

n799e3

interpenetrate,
cleverness, morass

grandfather, lori,
subliminally

n561e2

n620e2

thin, density

circumference

n798e3

rotate, bob,
threefold, theorem,
carter, celestial,
inflation, cone,
abbo , fraud,
gambit, fibonacci,
cutaway, sl...

be ina, sadler

stomach, invoice

n679e2

n324e2

composite, bark

n443e2

finish, studio

n502e2

n30e146

institutionally,
disavowal, bruns,
produsage, zimmer,
commandeer,
exchangeable, yochai,
screenshots

n89e7

n148e1

glimmer, tangential

alternately

n265e1

n383e2

balance

n442e2

n206e1

directness

evenly

fill, hang, ancient,
harness, dull, slant

n382e1

showcasing,
unemployment,
amalgamate

n501e3

n560e1

n739e1

n857e122

vector, invariant,
relativistic, irvine,
restatement,
clockwise,
escalation, detector,
superposition,
monarch, b...
n916e10

geometric,
inconceivable,
tradesman, hokusai

n974e2

joel, cloudy

astronomical,
imprisonment,
statistician,
radioactive,
pythagorean, flatland

n264e1

n322e6

pack, nicholas,
dra , brooklyn,
argentina

n441e3

anton, coward, hanna,
teamwork,
cancellation,
accountant

n205e1

n29e9

storyteller,
scrutinize,
communicative,
diagnose, jodi,
scholz, lyric,
patriarchy, afro,
actionable, a...

discoverer

n147e2

reticence

bauhaus, smithsonian,
ingeniously,
repellent

n28e131

thematized,
preciousness

n87e1

rhythmical, thinkable

n146e1

accidentally,
corrective

translate,
indication, overtly,
christopher,
acknowledgement,
tongue, chichester,
danish, knowingly,
robe, dismiss...
n440e6

schedule, mrs,
telescope, splendid,
orbit, jumble,
superb, unbearable,
connecticut,
railroad, birthplace,
clu er, cal...
n678e6

malevich, feynman

n797e17

dual, coordinate,
symmetry, ratio,
klein, combinatorial,
axiom, triangular,
slit, shill,
mistress, durkheim,
furious, uic

bean, vera, darkly,
beneficially,
sha esbury, alba

n618e59

diagonal

symmetric

n321e5

don, production,
david, department,
eight, original,
play, actor,
principal, award,
thirteen, consolid...

n380e16

n500e2

n559e2

n737e2

experimentalists

n856e12

dover, radius,
triangle, elapse,
curvature

shy, churchill,
costa, donation

contour, triumphantly

n677e1

n736e1

n855e5

instantaneous, rigid,
intermediate,
junction

n914e2

rediscover,
disastrous

n973e10

n676e2

director, mike,
court, adaptation,
faber, ticket, royal,
shaw, bradley,
linguist, harrison,
repertory,
ambassador, s...
n499e6

n558e2

n617e1

unconnected

informative, downward

savage, triple,
squeeze, pane,
generalist

n795e18

matrix, stack, peak,
dissipate, suicide,
conspiracy, bake,
retirement

sharpen, energize

n616e1

outlaw

n735e5

temperament, glue,
hawk

gray, comfortably

n557e2

futurist, skip,
undefined

n675e3

unease, prematurely

n734e3

n793e14

mix, rock

n615e1

ponder

n674e2

analogy, clock,
preclude, go en,
straus

stem, enrich,
reception, thumb,
initiator, creep

commission,
warehouse, methuen,
basingstoke, maxim,
unusually, formality,
theatricality, tanya,
impeccable,
dispassion...
n439e155

circularity, cheese

n498e4

n27e2

insensitive

n86e2

retard, columbian,
figural, radially

webb, elongate,
fineness, impatient,
brazenly, coll,
interpose

n204e4

todd, drudgery,
shave, a erword,
boggle

n262e2

wherever, li ,
impede, lightly

n26e1

chiapas

n85e4

plain, interlock,
egyptian, diagonally,
pasture,
quintessence,
printmaker, tunic,
customarily

n144e7

luther, serviceable,
po ery, scala,
excitedly

n203e5

usefulness,
precedence, curl

n25e1

cord, strap, rib,
braid, thread, linen,
weaver, brocade, rod,
conscientious,
meander, rayon, flax,
interlace, josef,
leash, fas...
n84e9

stiff, upright,
inventiveness, taut,
ethnology, bequest,
lopsided

n143e5

predispose, baird,
paleolithic

n202e3

float

n261e4

n320e16

negotiation, roland,
invisibility, tony,
portrayal, assurance,
laugh

n379e13

n438e2

n201e1

inception,
alteration, jack

n24e52

shed, flynn, gauze,
pliable, immigrate,
persia, britannica,
hooper

n83e7

n142e3

incalculable

replacement,
discernible,
circumvent,
unaffected, subdue

n260e3

sue

n319e7

interview,
provincial, bbc,
midland, academically

n378e2

membership, hackneyed

enemy, visibility,
wilson

n497e2

n556e2

grapple, persistence,
drum, unearth,
explanatory, hazy

n614e1

mystery, roll, fond

n733e5

n259e1

gulf, rumble,
judiciously

n318e5

irreverent, jade

n437e3

overlook, mainstream,
kent, notoriously

n496e6

marshall,
circulation, edit,
abundance,
underground,
overshadow, weren,
heroic, determinism,
friedman, grassro...
n555e2

distribution

n673e3

admire, tremendous,
yield, supposition

n972e6

n554e6

n317e2

interdependence,
upset, rouse

perpetuate,
repercussion,
subversion, shepherd,
understandably

n436e4

record, sample,
rhetorically, tandem,
copyright, deviate,
extant, disjuncture,
sincere, diss, boyd,
overtime

n495e26

repetition, lurk,
anthology, collector,
dance, functionally,
replication,
compositional,
mimesis

n258e3

acutely, tribe

n376e5

preoccupation,
disdain, lover,
resentment

n435e12

n494e9

n257e2

n23e8

primeval, epidermis,
exh, nonessential,
fluffy

recap, stagnant

n141e1

unwind

n200e5

stipulate, unnamed,
bathe

n22e5

specie, warmth, dust,
dish, insect,
portland, immortal,
gra , muscle,
trinity, watercolor,
purify, metabolic,
biosph...
n81e2

crossover, rig,
empiricism,
hermeneutic, segue,
unrealizable

n140e1

trial, ice,
unfinished,
makeshi , locke,
philippe, lyon,
parachute, biennale,
passerby, graffito

n199e3

wasn, celebration,
dealer, screenplay,
liverpool, deference,
inundate

n21e26

flock, alive, wing,
flower, synthesize,
skeletal, glow, lab,
joe, garage, purple,
evolutionary, craig,
chin, sheep, meat,
virus, indefin...
n80e6

lascaux

n139e11

equivalence, blink,
kiss, snow, carolyn,
ghost, legally,
falter, procession,
ulrich, haze, fog,
balloon, iceland,
disclai...
n198e7

guilty, shout, bleak,
strewn, presidency

silly, apolitical,
unfair

n316e3

refocus, lowly,
insult, languish

n375e4

vilify, copious

lawrence,
authenticity,
romantic, antecedent,
hop, hip, rhetorical,
copy, song, submerge,
tape, broadband,
guitar, liner, sp...

n493e2

n256e3

establishment,
magazine, critic,
thoughtful, eclectic,
typify, consultant,
salvage, cliff,
westport, pillow,
atomize
n315e4

pop, wedge,
countercultural,
remuneration,
dishonest,
infatuation, stymie,
microchip,
evangelist, barefoot
n374e2

knob, occult

casse e, quandary,
redistribution,
equivalency,
rowlands, audibility,
schloss

n433e7

trump

n491e4

n255e12

ripe, wield, modesty,
curation

n197e5

curator, punk,
flimsy, anathema

n79e1

utopia, subtitle,
nicolas, dub, pierre,
propriety, artforum,
galerie, mikhail,
adventurer, harald,
wim, negri,
exoticism, marsei...
n138e39

allan, simile,
conspicuously, edgar,
podcasts, pleasance,
implosion, fronza,
juror, frantz

n20e293

dispersal, nathaniel,
origami, esque,
litmus, pique,
acclimatize,
disempowering, chirp

n78e121

kaprow

n137e10

insubordination,
outcrop, hassan

n196e4

jane, keen,
schizophrenia,
catalog, inflate,
emphatic, appraisal,
gli er, skyline,
deceptively, resign,
mouthpiece, grate

n19e9

abusive, believable,
awry, josie

n77e1

congenial

n136e3

espouse, felicity,
implode

n195e13

junk, predicament,
honesty, hey,
readership, vulgar,
dick, insidious,
aunt, disillusion,
blatant, claudia,
ephemerality, le...

n314e10

mania, figurehead,
secondhand

n373e2

rejoinder

n431e1

n194e26

n17e4

fuse, computation,
conglomeration,
umbrella, allocation,
reification,
remainder, foul,
selfish, hegemony,
cu...
n76e1

noir

n135e3

marxism, dirt,
futility, republish,
fax, brim, rebu al,
purist, repulsion,
diaphanous, nybooks,
herbaceous,
metabol...

n254e4

detritus, newsstand,
salad, chrysler,
cynically

n313e3

traction, flashy,
bookstore, allusive,
shri , tarnish

n371e1

saarinen, congeal,
de ly, burnish, img,
anvil, ding,
schivelbusch, garble,
macquarrie,
kurlansky, dcm,
prasad

n550e14

worker, irrespective,
prowess

n728e3

ubiquitous, tangible,
collaborate, panel,
additionally, sensor

n251e7

allen, persuade,
si , elitist,
judith, lifestyle,
rick, kitsch,
eternally,
journalistic,
satirical, rel...

n16e68

appliance, oil, sink,
hoc, articulation,
politicize, election,
derogatory,
allowance,
viscerally,
allotment, aiga, ...
n75e1

overtone, girlfriend,
comb, neale,
monumentally

n134e14

conference,
criticism, vii,
ralph, thompson,
trash, slick,
schizophrenic,
upbringing, gert,
garish, celia, ho...
n193e157

buckminster,
kaufmann, grape,
dissenter, jog,
falcon, loewy, mont,
constitutionally,
admi ance,
underconsideration

n15e17

anthony, vote,
whitney, cha er

n74e5

speaker, hell,
journalism, obituary,
polite, beard,
deadline, polaroid,
encumber, unworthy,
impressionism,
vitrine, dishearten
n133e18

trolley, fodder,
madman, collegial,
stroller

n192e11

howl, ghe o, nestle,
antisocial, broom,
hyperobjects, airway,
jumbo

n430e13

n490e12

thing, convenient,
assembly,
convenience,
exquisite, sew,
ruler, completeness,
automata, automaton,
toothbr...
n549e7

n668e1

bend

n727e6

smart

spine, germanic, nag,
bulwark

n608e3

leg, thick, drill

n667e1

mold, aluminum

n726e1

material, surface,
energy, domestic

bell, latour,
telephone, ivory,
soar, hammer,
sanctuary, unfurl,
macintosh, actants,
nothingness, filthy,
cra speo...
n489e19

n548e5

n607e3

subsistence

n666e2

wrap, materialize,
kelly, meal, crease

n725e4

feel, gravity, solar

buchanan

shiny, utensil,
justifiable, bucket

n370e8

enmesh, biographer,
fabricator, ayer,
hodder, interregnum

n429e119

benne , prod,
unplanned,
residential

n606e1

shield

n665e5

protection, durable,
sustainable, shear

n724e3

exterior, wind,
disorient, imitative,
adverse, conductivity

n783e11

ceiling

n605e1

protector

n664e4

flight, station,
spare, decorate,
interdependent,
cherry

n723e6

n310e4

transmi er,
handiwork

n369e6

n488e4

n547e4

chasm

n604e1

subsidiary

n663e6

daylight

redesign, montreal

insulate

n603e1

out, resistant,
psychologically,
nervous, membrane,
emit, footstep,
flame, moon

n722e1

n309e2

mount, memorandum,
secretive

antipathy

n487e1

n545e1

mission, deprivation,
earthly, alleviate,
corn, dent,
sensorial, hygiene,
physiologically

n662e9

perforate, encase,
mar, de ,
fiberglass, deaden,
curtain

n841e298

ergonomic

n543e1

n602e9

n308e3

incredulous

n427e1

fixture

loudly, spurious

n14e4

funny, guilt,
crusade, swathe,
outstretched,
impressionistic,
ba er, rustle,
instinctual,
unedited, palpa...
n73e13

earnest, essayist,
uneasily, disarray,
approvingly, ersatz,
depoliticized,
saturdays

n132e5

pragmatism

galvanize, epiphany,
ostensible

n250e2

succumb,
misinterpretation

n13e17

tellingly, hyperbole,
senseless

n72e8

n131e1

evocation

n190e3

nonsense

n249e2

publicist

n367e1

usable, injure,
reconceive,
willfully, indulgent,
istituto

n486e2

carelessly, earthscan

n189e1

n248e1

n12e3

approachable,
inaccuracy, pronged,
unreality

cult, permanence,
wife, irresistible,
poetically,
supersonic

n130e1

fascination, burgeon,
outdo

inexorably

eagerly, vaguely,
tumble

strident, blocky,
ashby, conveyance,
thoughtless,
electorate, berkley

n426e1

eddy

n484e1

n542e9

n247e3

president,
birmingham,
unsurprisingly,
informally,
newsle er,
awkwardly,
intentioned, ge...

n366e6

susanne, fraternity,
wellcome, gao,
wayfinding,
granddaughter, cane

n425e1

egress

n188e1

n11e4

pore, caprice,
haired, paternal,
genial

n70e6

corollary, revel,
fugitive, calmly,
lighten

n129e3

family, emblematic,
posterity, transit,
troop, beggar

lean

n306e7

wheel, illinois,
defiance, sara,
welfare, stockholm,
elevator,
segregation,
compliance, curb,
barrier, sym...
n365e7

stair, doorway

n424e1

royce

n187e1

n10e5

preside, cityscape,
prosperous, cede,
mainstay, decimate,
speedy, fla er,
progeny, thrall,
unresolvable

n69e5

los, metropolis,
inherit, vista,
observation,
innocent,
recollection, linger,
confluence,
recapture, de...
n128e6

ailment, behest

aid, sign, fit,
insist, propel,
facility, oversight,
basement, humanize,
pity, fling, vigor,
abnormal, spinal

n246e10

arthur, casual,
accessibility,
supporter,
inaccessible, sad,
severely, signpost,
canadian, enroll,
sturdy, rim, pers...
n305e145

dickens, caretaker,
brake, raleigh,
citywide, busily

n364e2

lightweight

n423e1

lavatory, bloomer

n482e2

profusion,
extravagance,
impermeable,
accoutrement

n781e7

affix

n363e1

cincinnati

n422e2

n245e24

sidewalk, bud,
agitate, o awa,
rash, congressional,
cripple

n304e6

cousin

n362e1

elena

n421e10

n186e14

accessible, uniquely,
specially,
employment, door,
directional,
ingenious,
impediment, reporter,
acquaint, b...

n9e11

benjamin, portrait,
reconsideration, sin,
conjecture,
portraiture, para,
incipient, manuel,
fauna, del, insist...

n68e20

fleet, admirable,
encircle, pupil

n127e2

compensation,
onlooker,
recognizably, integra

n185e16

entrance, cart,
injury, fret,
swedish, spearhead,
baton, masterfully,
editorialize,
proscribe, hound,
courtly, l...

n8e169

eclipse, traveler,
porous, recuperation,
marvelous,
kaleidoscope,
retouch, gala, entre,
toledo, decorum,
otis, qu...
n67e4

n126e4

n244e7

chew, oklahoma

n7e18

fortuitous,
furiously,
preeminent, jephco ,
brushstrokes, hiatus

n66e4

buggy, vineyard,
consumptive, diplomat

sheer, rider,
interlocutor,
casually, carriage,
oddity, gag, brady,
imbibe

n184e16

driver

n243e2

hewn, dissemble,
gird, bulldoze

n6e6

panoramic,
straighten,
countryman,
speechless

fiercely, misgive

n124e9

transportation,
angeles, coordinator,
sick

segregate,
groundswell

n242e4

n5e4

admiration, darkness,
sister, usher,
terrible, faithful,
a enuate, clamor,
resignation,
reformation, brevity,
zohn, trepidation
n64e2

announce, laud,
inexpensive,
humorous, balk

n123e4

sprinkle

informal,
elimination,
artifice,
affirmation, upend,
cheerful,
propositional, luce,
donor, retro...

stucco, commonwealth,
orleans, belgrade,
preparedness, cairo,
ezio, pundit,
kilogram, egyptians,
leong, frailty,
contracept...

n4e13

rush, move, news,
entertain, cry,
roughly, prominently,
italian, duplicate,
clever, lure,
entertainment,
spec...
n63e5

normalcy, willingly

n122e1

residence, pace,
fault, neighborhood,
obey, regularity,
misguide, envelope,
cow, quip,
refrigerator,
dreadful, magn...

charm, reportedly,
midnight, heller

n589e2

illustrator, so ly

n649e2

promote, staff

n709e5

a ract, hat, party,
financially, terribly

n769e11

declare, october,
september, member,
november, july,
executive, april,
march, frustrate,
historian

n829e15

lack, celebrate,
group, win, firmly,
involvement, founder,
stephen, flourish,
orchestrate,
consensus, backdrop,
guest, meanwh...
n889e6

newly, construction,
alike, protect,
foreword, discontent

n949e11

pre, cease, signify,
coincide,
unprecedented,
weaken, accordance,
superiority,
indifferent, locale,
prescription
n1009e19

threat, redefine,
implicitly, barely,
essentially,
contrary, hostile,
bypass, victory,
ubiquity, explosion,
preoccupy, vac...

n51e5

n52e9

cosmetic, veronica,
glamorize, luna,
camaraderie

n230e7

insecurity,
americans,
personality, fischer,
mist, adelaide,
forehead

n410e6

agency, nineteen,
incisive, etique e,
cindy, mire

n470e15

sell, earn, agent,
hire, a ractive,
amaze, hair,
a achment, eighteen,
testament, allure,
cast, adjunct,
gratitude, courtship
n530e10

expense, beautiful,
fourteen, everybody,
income, career, ford,
commodified, tenor,
heartfelt

n590e5

fellowship, marry,
discredit, prosper,
vacation

n650e4

pay, weekend,
fi een, seventeen

n710e3

spend, prestige,
bourdieu

n770e4

february, excuse,
elite, hesitate

n830e10

launch, counter,
characterize, union,
red, clean, herbert,
phaidon, doubtful,
disfigure

n890e7

unity, inseparable,
restructure,
deconstruct, descent,
nurture, cynical

n950e7

realm, indispensable,
disposition,
breathtaking,
nonexistent, finale,
untouchable

n1010e4

fulfil, monumental,
collins, illustrative

n173e2

male, evans

n231e1

n233e1

n291e2

n292e1

savvy, bu er

n351e2

n294e3

n352e2

n353e2

hopeful, franchise

n411e5

reward, consumerist,
passivity, diane,
politic

n471e8

superficial, eat,
barbara, kate,
tentatively,
decidedly, racial,
uncomfortably

n531e6

guarantee, symbolize,
uncertainty,
alienate, disorder,
eleven

n591e13

look, middle, black,
thirty, top, white,
pose, america, yes,
package,
inextricably,
ostensibly, herea er

n651e3

proud, couldn, hurt

n711e6

own, ideal, expert,
secure, renowned,
spur

n771e10

broad, public,
aspire, landmark,
margaret,
exceptional,
officially, canada,
unthinkable,
mannerism
n831e18

london, august,
exception, universal,
ethos, eager,
uniqueness,
questionable,
exposition,
aspirat...
n891e8

clash, devoid,
defeat, andy,
unconventional,
ridiculous,
disintegrate,
disapprove

n951e2

constituent, escalate

n1011e6

otherness,
unrestricted, sonia,
headlight,
disrespect, shady

n354e1

n413e3

discretion, restate

n472e2

elizabeth, butler

n533e5

acceptable,
identifiable, esteem,
precarious, rag

n592e4

pin, victoria,
reiterate, linda,
caroline

n593e4

tight, sixty,
prescribe, cruel

n652e6

reinforce, risk,
sage, nuanced

n653e9

social, obstacle,
scrutiny, overarch,
sanction, analyst

n712e3

deeply, deem,
a itude, undermine,
safe, inclusion,
aggressive, comply,
vulnerability

n713e5

contest, iconic,
stephanie

n772e11

numerous, resistance,
event, harsh,
indicative,
disregard,
comprehend, patrick,
till, uneven,
democratization
n832e28

international, pride,
official, corporate,
disruption, plural,
disrupt, prohibit,
affordable,
journalist, graphic,
idealism, upgr...
n892e23

invitation,
politician,
headquarter, endorse,
clay, infamous,
rocket, despise,
nigel, rite,
extingu...
n952e8

despite, occupy,
june, agenda, hind

n773e3

adrian, completion,
dubious

n833e14

trademark, police,
airport, helen,
demolish, venue,
dove, ashgate,
subway, janeiro,
scissor, vandalism,
sensuality, artery
n893e72

legacy, anti, seize,
lane, cooperative,
ring, peaceful,
repertoire,
authorize, banner,
barcelona, japan,
repress...
n953e340

totalitarian,
euphoria,
collectivism, alvin,
transatlantic,
canary, lana, congest

n1012e3

victorious,
devastation,
una ended

host, appropriation,
poverty, illegal,
isaac, antagonistic,
disagreement,
universality, mo o,
solidarity, mexico,
protest, mun...
n1013e4

unmistakable,
betrayal,
prosecution,
disobedience

pink, diana

n594e6

potentially,
expectation, neutral,
acceptance,
confident, generous

n654e3

nuance, aspx,
district

n714e3

counteract, uniform,
pro

sarah, catherine,
joan

n595e6

macmillan,
continually,
sensibility,
palgrave, tower,
unmask

n655e3

n835e1

n954e34

defy, renewal,
endorsement,
privatization,
cosmopolitan, beck,
contestation,
collateral, lawsuit,
universalize, e...
n1014e8

citizen, activist,
cofounder,
hyperbolic, poll,
ngos, radicalism,
marathon

n836e4

catalyst

n895e4

retrospect,
commercialization,
garcia,
susceptibility

n955e8

skepticism,
eccentricity,
paternalistic, blair,
antagonism, mexican,
huffington,
ultramodern

n1015e7

democratic,
affiliation,
obsessive, denounce,
gatekeeper, debunk,
infuriate

n896e11

era, multitude,
optimistic, reassure,
visuals, appetite,
eloquently, rutgers,
suspicious, oxymoron,
flawless

n956e12

spark, disappoint,
pitfall, revitalize,
televise, marina,
colonize,
constructivism,
contradistinction,
monopolize, dissu...
n1016e6

politics, ideology,
liberal, communist,
julian, celebratory

neglect,
representation,
align, theorize

n838e5

cite, trope,
brunswick,
interrogation

n897e5

reminiscent,
temporary, fulfill,
caricature,
incongruity

n957e5

organize, verso,
advocate, orange,
marginalize

n1017e2

struggle, sea le

private, rhetoric,
reinvention, maria,
disgust

n898e8

initiate, rethink,
atlantic, refuse,
fame, fertile, minor,
accomplishment

n958e12

alternative, spirit,
community,
realization, native,
joy, jeffrey,
multifaceted,
justice, subversive,
jon, cemetery
n1018e2

right, conception

gentleman, offensive,
erotic, ham,
faceless, eroticism,
melanie, esther,
offense, avalanche,
decadence, shrewd,
diligently, oblig...
n600e9

connotation

n659e2

victim, frighten,
crime, employee,
criminal,
extrapolate,
spectacular,
napoleon, davenport

n660e8

predominantly,
constitution

n719e2

toy, suggestive,
narrowly, further,
mute, scant, masse,
revere

n720e3

furthermore,
innovator

dominate, king, alert

n778e4

n837e4

endemic, dismissal,
stab, joyful

violent

publicly, veil

saturate, unpleasant

n718e3

amplification

arrest, urgent,
violate

scandal, censorship,
tow, ginger,
scantily,
problematically

n540e15

n599e1

n658e2

uphold, abrams

n777e3

newcastle, wane,
denigration

n480e6

relive, deutsche

n539e1

demonstrably

proliferation, overt,
unwanted

n717e1

seduction, pry

nostalgic, jean,
french, feminine,
reappear, playfully,
couple, subtly,
retrospective, tout,
paris, tide, heel,
alain, quotid...
n420e3

christine, sphinx

n479e2

n598e2

n657e2

ann

verbally

n776e2

mall, undeniable,
guardian, iain,
alley, infringe,
multifarious, upkeep,
meuron

coalition,
homogeneity, ala,
pathos, petition,
triumphant, retract,
mon

gold, removal, boot

n716e1

versatility, sid

inconspicuous,
unspecified

bystander,
unreliability,
contemporain, jingle

n360e37

nostalgia

n419e2

suppression,
masquerade,
advertisement,
phillip

n538e1

n597e3

n656e1

core, critique,
subservient

n715e2

offend, football,
sabon

n894e8

dominance,
conflation,
underestimate,
tolerance

n359e1

suburb,
transgression, shun

n478e4

consent, panic,
complaint, blunt,
cleverly

n537e2

n300e4

fatally

clandestine, obscene

n418e3

unresolved, pervade,
a ermath, coerce,
untethered

n477e5

n596e3

n299e1

evince

n358e2

kilometre

n417e5

controversy, arena,
firstly, elevation,
bureau, unacceptable,
holland, candid,
signalled, arterial

n536e4

n774e3

n834e9

n357e1

regulate,
controversial, abuse,
territory, campaign,
tolerate, reposition,
bus, arguable,
cumulatively

n476e10

harm, surge,
receptive, seductive,
praxis, harshly

n535e3

undercut, polemic,
ardent, reeve, weep,
brad, nam, wollen,
durational, cloister,
digression, jackie,
vicky, formalistic,
yoko, reprise, le...

distract, soundtrack,
conical, loophole,
over, lookout,
impotence

n298e1

pamela, pavilion,
viktor, exorcize

systemic, so en

n416e10

empower, apartment,
lawyer, orientate

n475e6

intimacy, shoe,
rachel, prevalence,
triangulate,
masculine

n534e2

mourn, interject,
covertly,
inexpensively

n180e53

ono, alia

n240e7

n297e4

urban, reciprocity,
legislation, cul

n356e2

leadership, levy

n415e4

merchandise

n474e6

oeuvre, decease,
husband, storyline,
beach, emma, madonna,
subtext, typologies,
whisper, devil,
idealization,
physiogn...
n120e4

li

n179e2

cusp, polemical,
narrowness,
thankfully

leslie, dearth,
hammock

n296e4

shop, unsafe

n355e2

teenage

n414e1

inequality,
consumerism,
oppressive

n473e2

unequal, immoral

n532e5

n60e196

feminist, orchid, ile

n119e1

offence, susanna,
koln, len, ich, gin,
eroticized

n178e4

acquiesce

n236e3

n295e2

sherry,
superficiality

rife, adri

n412e2

n59e3

recite, clayton,
submissive

n118e7

n177e1

bow, kurt,
unavoidable, roam,
penny, mutant,
alcohol, curvilinear,
reconceptualize,
repudiate

exploitation,
problematize,
redress, resurgence,
greed, erving

tactic,
reinforcement,
tactical

subordination

n58e3

tic, stead, nic,
glen, cabaret, sta,
ory, heterosexism

sociocultural,
aggression,
objectify, paradise,
relearn,
reciprocally,
ambiguously, meter,
grope, arrog...
n176e10

provocative, fun,
crown, ignite,
massage, occupant,
mansion, severity,
homosexual

n235e6

ban, congregate,
uptake, kaye

n57e8

wash, provocation,
pole, feminism,
normalize, queer,
newman, club,
subjugation, lap,
lauren, transgress...

n116e20

gender, regulation,
coast, phil,
populist,
repudiation,
underworld,
whitehead, nudity,
lesbian, capt...
n175e9

oppression, tyler,
trivialize,
interpellation

n234e4

businessman

n56e224

stereotype,
legitimize, violence,
undress, hoard,
infiltration,
josephine,
legitimization,
samantha, toba...
n115e18

occupation, tauris,
normativity

n174e4

clad, macho

smile

n55e18

advertise, underwear,
nan, virago, natasha,
stile o

n114e3

nude, enrichment

n172e2

sydney

contract,
reiteration, sizable,
broker, sigh,
unproblematically,
powerless,
enterprising

n350e7

n54e6

female, woman,
equality, gendered,
australia,
stereotypical, sexy,
acceptability,
provocateur

n113e2

ashley

n171e1

compulsory,
occupational,
lazzarato, keenan,
tantamount,
termination, chastity

n290e8

n53e9

naomi, blonde,
femininity,
unrealistic,
boyfriend, makeover,
vic, billie,
obscenity

n111e1

model, poise,
favourite, saxon,
fluently, modicum

n779e8

suggest, examine,
tension, fear,
passive, trap, north,
slippery

n839e8

address, history,
discourse, tie,
remind, stake, story,
pragmatic

n899e15

a ention, discuss,
former, express,
positive, recur,
gate, philip, leader,
expression,
categorize, anne,
disappointm...
n959e27

tend, especially,
specific, diverse,
one, include,
category, critical,
associate, emphasize,
various, overcome,
involve, engagem...
n1019e5

third, formation,
progressive,
contradiction, jones

man, circulate, boy

n780e10

popular, dominant,
borrow, forty,
conceal, radio, lip,
harry, parody, velvet

n840e20

robert, love,
contradictory,
highlight, typical,
berkeley, mary,
jonathan, night,
minneapolis, pan,
jim, exit, stan...
n900e23

press, historically,
nonetheless, briefly,
columbia, dangerous,
mutually, qualify,
seminal, designate,
identification,
foundatio...
n960e18

privilege,
influential, danger,
glimpse, steven,
breakdown, dialogue,
imaginary,
complementary,
incompati...
n1020e15

historical,
california,
resemblance,
unmediated, psyche,
impersonal, dismay,
hart, provisionally,
psychic, sa...

n1042e6

jose, subtractive,
resourcefulness,
slat, boeing, isidore

schumacher, proverb,
gou

a ch ec u e

time, form and art

Render ng_ch3_02_RW_4060_r_50 t22d_words_vertex

TOP CS ADDRESSED N THE SPEECH
AND THE R NDEX CAL CLOUDS
ARCH TECTURE
ch_n3e8 s a om e e s e a ed o he ndex o a ch ec u e
n1463 e2 { architecture , environ }
n1523 e17 { water , pennsylvania, philosopher , climb,
claude, bedrock, proffer, criticality , anita, rationally ,
knight, touristic , southeast, reconceived, penned,
thoroughfare, changeability}
n1403 e1 { indeterminacy }
n1464 e4 {pbk, chiefly, impoverish, hinder}
[…]
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[…]
n1524 e11 {intervention, contend, tenet, caution,
washington, grass, harcourt, sand, nod, perennial,
interventionist}
n1402 e1 {gerald}
n1462 e2 {newton, parchment}
n1584 e24 {routledge, ӏstoneӏ, ӏencloseӏ, ӏsquareӏ, denote,
ӏsuburbanӏ, ӏgeniusӏ, commemorate, karen, defer, binary, locus,
ӏallusionӏ, edmund, yard, perceptible, ӏallegoryӏ, pastoral,
northwestern, barnes, punish, annette, sorry, ӏautomatismӏ}
n1404 e1 {dialect}
n1583 e19 {pool, connote, ӏtransposeӏ, cautious, eco, pave,
hood, agrarian, franklin, ӏrebelliousӏ, ӏpragmatistӏ, scent,
ӏpoststructuralismӏ, lars, hayden, bernadette, ӏchannellingӏ,
despoil, ӏprivatisationӏ}
ch_n3e81’s main references for the index of architecture:
Susan Herrington,
Landscape Theory in Design,
0.135452

Rebecca J. DeRoo,
Agnes Varda between Film,
Photography, and Art,
0.0266131

Gareth Doherty, Charles
Waldheim, Is Landscape…?:
Essays on the Identity
of Landscape, 0.0613695

Glenn Parsons,
The Philosophy of Design,
0.0216931

Mario Carpo,
The Second Digital Turn:
Design Beyond Intelligence,
0.0504829

Javier Gimeno-Martínez,
Design and National Identity,
0.0196263

André Gaudreault, Nicolas Dulac,
Santiago Hidalgo,
A Companion to Early Cinema,
0.0323556

William Paul,
When Movies Were Theater,
0.0193922

Ray Siemens, Susan Schreibman,
A Companion to
Digital Literary Studies,
0.0316488

Mario Carpo,
The Alphabet and the Algorithm,
0.0186977

CITY
ch_n3e81’s atom-letters related to the index of city:
n775
n715
n776
n774
n714
n835
n836
n716
n777
n773
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e3
e2
e2
e3
e3
e1
e4
e1
e3
e3

{ӏcityӏ, contention, ӏgloryӏ}
{ӏversatilityӏ, sid}
{ӏseductionӏ, pry}
{ӏoffendӏ, football, sabon}
{counteract, uniform, pro}
{ӏcatalystӏ}
{endemic, dismissal, stab, ӏjoyfulӏ}
{verbally}
{arrest, ӏurgentӏ, violate}
{adrian, completion, ӏdubiousӏ}
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ch_n3e81’s main references for the index of city:
Jilly Traganou, Designing the
Olympics: Representation,
Participation, Contestation,
0.0960663

Bernd Herzogenrath,
Travels in Intermediality:
ReBlurring the Boundaries,
0.0218539

Nicole Kalms, Hypersexual City:
The Provocation
of Soft-Core Urbanism,
0.0855558

Susan Herrington,
Landscape Theory in Design,
0.021507

Marsha Kinder, Tara McPherson,
Transmedia Frictions:
The Digital, the Arts, and the
Humanities, 0.0445154

Susan Yelavich, Barbara Adams,
Design as Future-Making,
0.0182201

André Gaudreault, Nicolas Dulac,
Santiago Hidalgo,
A Companion to Early Cinema,
0.0328531

Ann-Sophie Lehmann, Sybille
Lammes, Marianne van den Boomen,
Joost Raessens, Digital Material:
Tracing New Media in Everyday Life
and Technology, 0.0176931

Claudia Schaefer,
Lens, Laboratory, Landscape:
Observing Modern Spain,
0.0221383

Ray Siemens, Susan Schreibman,
A Companion to
Digital Literary Studies,
0.0173587

ART, TIME, AND FORM
Since three indexes—art, time, and form—for ch_n3e81 are in the
same part of the galaxy, atom-letter n2393 e32 and atom-letter
n2392 e18 form one conceptual space. Let us look at them together.
ch_n3e81’s atom-letters related to the indexes of art, time, and form:
n2393 e32 {ӏformӏ, ӏproduceӏ, ӏsimultaneouslyӏ, ӏpossibilityӏ,
ӏcontemporaryӏ, shift, render, maintain, ӏoldӏ, ӏforwardӏ,
combination, ӏoperateӏ, ӏelementӏ, grind, treat, solely,
condition, ӏartӏ, ӏtechnologyӏ, similarity, crucial, unexpected,
foreground, conceptual, complicate, echo, sharp, ӏcapacityӏ,
distant, persist, ӏmateriallyӏ, attest}
n2333 e7 {lose, loss, piece, block, mediate, anchor,
border}
n2394 e21 {mark, transform, expand, trace, ӏtransformationӏ,
expose, previously, ӏboundaryӏ, past, originate, overwhelm,
disparate, encompass, reside, distort, walter, layer, artist,
neatly, inextricable, millennium}
n2392 e18 {ӏtimeӏ, moment, outside, ӏimmediatelyӏ, fix,
confront, differently, ӏongoingӏ, retain, radically, ӏsequenceӏ,
situate, invert, accumulation, pause, endlessly, vague, evoke}
n2334 e6 {strictly, inevitable, circuit, ӏunsettleӏ,
dislocation, vastness}
n2273 e6 {constantly, ӏendlessӏ, mode, ӏloopӏ, spill,
conquer}
n2332 e3 {conjunction, interrupt, fade}
n2274 e10 {divide, purely, pure, double, continuity,
ӏconvergenceӏ, reconfigured, imitate, ӏcorruptӏ, revolve}
n2395 e23 {find, single, distinct, derive, confusion,
fluid, blur, spring, multiplicity, simultaneous, ӏformalӏ,
renew, property, versa, mixture, reliance, convention, rightly,
brilliant, indistinguishable, ӏmemorableӏ, abandonment, jeff}
n2335 e7 {compel, idiosyncratic, ensue, ӏinterweaveӏ,
visceral, fatal, hover}
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ch_n3e81 main references for indexes of art, time, and form:
Marsha Kinder, Tara McPherson,
Transmedia Frictions: The Digital,
the Arts, and the Humanities,
0.0439077

Anna Munster, Materializing
New Media: Embodiment
in Information Aesthetics,
0.024052

Jihoon Kim, Between Film, Video,
and the Digital: Hybrid Moving
Images in the Post-Media Age,
0.0426859

William Paul,
When Movies Were Theater,
0.0238621

Ray Siemens, Susan Schreibman,
A Companion to
Digital Literary Studies,
0.03762

Claire Reddleman, Cartographic
Abstraction in Contemporary Art:
Seeing with Maps,
0.0226667

André Gaudreault, Nicolas Dulac,
Santiago Hidalgo,
A Companion to Early Cinema,
0.0311573

Bernd Herzogenrath,
Travels in Intermediality:
ReBlurring the Boundaries,
0.021135

Annick Bureaud, Roger F. Malina,
Louise Whiteley, Meta-Life:
Biotechnologies, Synthetic Biology,
ALife and the Arts, 0.0271849

Claudia Schaefer,
Lens, Laboratory, Landscape:
Observing Modern Spain,
0.0211253

■ CH_N4E79
ARCHITECTURE IS NOT ENOUGH

79 faces of character ch_n4e79.

AN IMAGINED SCENARIO FOR CHARACTER CH_N4E79
AT A GATHERING FOR SIX IN LIBRARY_639
ch_n4e79 is a character that wants to be grounded and fly at
the same time. It loves both nature and art; it is at once black
and white, a man and a woman. Its body is constituted of a collection of books that bring together histories of cities, nations,
cultures, races, while referring to stories of slavery, photography,
religion. ch_n4e79 looks for and plays with different traces that
index those histories. Its fetish is to justly follow traces or, more
precisely, to classify them in a historical manner. Concepts of
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‘commons’, and ‘political corectness’ drive its ambitions, while
disruptions around ‘global warming’ and ‘fake news’ constitute
its major fears. The atmosphere around it is socially engaged
and it holds a particular affection for cities, especially New York.
Its love, role model, and rival is character ch_n6e110. They are in
fact two avatars of the same character from a different library. In
this Xenotheka, they inhabit different shelves and live at different
speeds. ch_n4e79 is usually the slower one.
INDEXING CH_N4E79
LIKELINESS OF AN AFFAIR WITH OTHER CHARACTERS 201
CH
CH
CH
CH
CH

n6e110
n2e88
n5e172
n3e81
n1e99

0.0167462
0.0173816
0.0195876
0.0215059
0.0253087

BODY OF CH_N4E79
ACKROYD_London A Biography, ACKROYD_Venice Pure City, AMMON_Bulldozer
Demolition and Clearance of the Postwar, ARMSTRONG_Jerusalem One City
Three Faiths, ASCH_Chocolate City A ӏHistoryӏ of Race and Democracy in,
BARBARA E THORNBURYEVELYN SCHULZ_Tokyo, BOSWORTH_Italian Venice
A ӏHistoryӏ, BRACKBILL_An Uncommon Cape Researching the Histories and My,
BUCHANAN_Acts of Modernity The Historical Novel and Effect, BUCKLEY_Fashion
and Everyday Life London and ӏNew Yorkӏ, BURROWS_Gotham A ӏHistoryӏ of ӏNew
ӏYorkӏ City to 1898, BURROWS_The Finest Building in America The ӏNew Yorkӏ Cryst,
CAMPO_The Accidental Playground Brooklyn Waterfront Nar, CRAWFORD_Fallen
Glory The Lives and Deaths of ӏHistoryӏs Gr, DAWSON_Rare Light J Alden Weir in
Windham Connecticut, DOBBZ_NineTenths of the Law Property and Resistance in,
EASTERLING_Organization Space Landscapes Highways and Hous, ELLIS_Slavery
in the City, EPSTEIN_Black and White Images From the Archives of Liber, FIELD_
London Londoners and the Great Fire of 1666 Disa, FODORS TRAVEL_Fodors ӏNew
ӏYorkӏ City 2015, FONER_Gateway to Freedom The Hidden ӏHistoryӏ of the Unde,
GARRETT_Explore Everything PlaceHacking the City, GLOTZ_The Greek City and its
Institutions, GOLDSMITH_Capital ӏNew Yorkӏ Capital of the 20th Century, GREENE_
Buildings and Landmarks of 19thCentury America A, HAUCKLAWSON_Gastropolis
Food and ӏNew Yorkӏ City, HAYES_Slavery Before Race Europeans Africans and
Indi, HOOD_In Pursuit of Privilege A ӏHistoryӏ of ӏNew Yorkӏ Cit, HORNIBROOK_A
Great Undertaking Mechanization and Social Chan, INSKEEP_Instant City Life
and Death in Karachi, JERRAM_Streetlife The Untold ӏHistoryӏ of Europes Twentie,
JOHNSON_Boardwalk Empire The Birth High Times and the Co, JUTTE_The Strait
Gate Thresholds and Power in Western H, KEARNS_The Afterlives of the Psychiatric
Asylum The Recy, KELLY_St Petersburg Shadows of the Past, KIECHLE_Smell
Detectives An Olfactory ӏHistoryӏ of Nineteen, KIRKLAND_Paris Reborn Napoleon
III Baron Haussmann and t, KISACKY_Rise of the Modern Hospital An Architectural
Hist, KISHIK_The Manhattan Project A Theory of a City, KOOLHAAS_Delirious ӏNew
ӏYorkӏ, KUNSTLER_Geography of Nowhere The Rise and Declineof Ameri, LASSNER_
Medieval Jerusalem Forging an Islamic City in Spa, LAW_1938 Modern Britain Social
Change and Visions of, LEBOW_Unfinished Utopia Nowa Huta Stalinism and Polis,
LEWIS_City of Refuge Separatists and Utopian Town Plann, LEWIS_Washington
A ӏHistoryӏ of Our National City, LINDSEY_A Communion of Shadows Religion
and Photography i, MADDOX_Saving Stalins Imperial City Historic Preservati,
MANAUGH_A Burglars Guide to the City, MARRON_City Squares Eighteen Writers
on the Spirit and S, MILLER_Urban Noir ӏNew Yorkӏ and Los Angeles in Shadow and,
[…]

201

The likeliness is the distance between cells of the self-organising
map. The closer the cells are, the higher the likeliness of an affair.
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[…]
MITTER_Modern China A Very Short Introduction, PAGE_Why Preservation Matters,
PARMAR_Multicultural Poetics ReVisioning the American C, PARVINI_Shakespeare
and Contemporary Theory New Historici, PENDERGRAST_City on the Verge Atlanta
and the Fight for Ameri, RAPPORT_The Unruly City Paris London and ӏNew Yorkӏ in
the, ROBERTS_Grand Central How a Train Station Transformed Ame, ROBINSON_
American Justice 2017 The Supreme Court in Crisis, ROSENBLUM_Habitats Private
Lives in the Big City, RUTTEN_Sincerity After Communism A Cultural ӏHistoryӏ,
SCHOON_Dreams of Duneland A Pictorial ӏHistoryӏ of the Ind, SHELTON_Teacher
Strike Public Education and the Making o, SQUIRE_The Rise of the Representative
Lawmakers and Cons, SRINIVAS_A Place for Utopia Urban Designs From South Asia,
STEEL_Hungry City How Food Shapes Our Lives, STEIN_How the States Got Their
Shapes, STEIN_How the States Got Their Shapes Too The People Be, TURNER_Jazz
Religion the Second Line and Black New Orle, VERDERBER_Delirious New Orleans
Manifesto for an Extraordin, WALL_Touring Gothams Archaeological Past 8 SelfGuide,
WELLS_A Dictionary of Shakespeare Oxford Quick Referenc, WILHITE_The City
Since 911 Literature Film Television, WILLIAMS_City of Ambition FDR LaGuardia
and the Making o, WILSON_Negro Building Black Americans in the World of Fa,
WOOLDRIDGE_City of Virtues Nanjing in an Age of Utopian Visi, WRIGHT_Building
the Dream, ZHOU_Cities of Others Reimagining Urban Spaces in Asia

n1e36

Burrows Gotham A History of New York City to
1898, Goldsmith Capital New York Capital of the
20th Century, Wilhite The City Since 911
Literature Film Television , RAPPORT The Unruly
City Paris London and New York in the, Kishik
The Manha an Project A Theory of a City,
Brackbill An Uncommon Cape Researching the
Histories and My, Koolhaas Delirious New York ,
Verderber Delirious New Orleans Manifesto for
an Extraordin, Greene Buildings and Landmarks
of 19thCentury America A, Ammon Bulldozer
Demolition and Clearance of the Postwar,
Rosenblum Habitats Private Lives in the Big
City, HauckLawson Gastropolis Food and New York
City, Lindsey A Communion of Shadows Religion
and Photography i, Easterling Organization
Space Landscapes Highways and Hous, Wright
Building the Dream, Williams City of Ambi...
n3e33

Kunstler Geography of Nowhere The Rise and
Declineof Ameri, Kelly St Petersburg Shadows of
the Past, Jerram Streetlife The Untold History
of Europes Twentie, Crawford Fallen Glory The
Lives and Deaths of Historys Gr, Steel Hungry
City How Food Shapes Our Lives, Garre Explore
Everything PlaceHacking the City, Manaugh A
Burglars Guide to the City, Lewis City of
Refuge Separatists and Utopian Town Plann,
Inskeep Instant City Life and Death in Karachi,
Glotz The Greek City and its Institutions,
Stein How the States Got Their Shapes Too The
People Be, Campo The Accidental Playground
Brooklyn Waterfront Nar, Law 1938 Modern
Britain Social Change and Visions of, Srinivas
A Place for Utopia Urban Designs From South
Asia, Johnson Boardwalk Empire The Birth High
Times and the Co, Kirkland Paris Re...

n2e6

Hayes Slavery Before Race Europeans Africans
and Indi, Wall Touring Gothams Archaeological
Past 8 SelfGuide, Ellis Slavery in the City,
Foner Gateway to Freedom The Hidden History of
the Unde, Wilson Negro Building Black Americans
in the World of Fa, Turner Jazz Religion the
Second Line and Black New Orle

n4e4

Lewis Washington A History of Our National
City, Bosworth Italian Venice A History, Asch
Chocolate City A History of Race and Democracy
in, Ackroyd Venice Pure City

Four most probable tempers of ch_n4e79: titles of books.
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turn ibid end form live
leave
think late write
william urban culture national small west
america class
plan make great good design
come
london
line
company
open site
call political
way
high include
find
power century

year build

american time

book
park

house city

new
york

university

state

place

give society

know

day
press go

food

public set
person life

war space
say

street black

manha an hospital

government just

old
work begin
large

railroad center music
north
woman william enslave second study
atlanta abolitionist public

group population

street

slave

indian

commi ee

build time
island town

space
africanyork historyworld
like orleans exposition century color

man family
large

urban

fair white

jazz

area

american national late

blackcity

state

bois

new

fugitive

find washington
live work

plantation

war

press
art slavery
use
john

great

law

right
long

chicago line
americans free

house
university community life

person

site early society
america year

wright

exhibit
negro historical place
philadelphia

museum south include racial

southern culture social
home race vodou freedom

community
man early history family
home take

small

cultural detroit
record own

woman
change world social john right
town cultural

like long

unite
mean school room white use
land look east art

create

move think

soviet pointsociety call turn
temple live

social
remain
right long urban space

food

like power just
park site
man build know
door
begin

plan make

modern

newstate war

find land good

family

small jerusalem

end
fire

area
high

year

great

history

form

come

say university

old press early

woman

end slave

need

black build

columbia

venetian

life

political

venice

york

school long
national

washington
house

law

court
timeopen

town

century

old

day

give

new

call state

world

unite

city
water

university

congress

late
capital high

great government

community say

white

district man

right use year
work come free
good write
plan home
early nation public place press worker
power

late
place street
way write

live george woman federal
race march official

century

york take day
political look
ibid large change public include use wall
home life give border
local order leave
river case book name law

trade

leave president

work go

mean

war
person

know
resident venezia world class
take member
john american
history family way

personhouse

city
london

government

citizen civil
find land capitol board
london church report
like local include
venetians street time begin barry
just

line

remain make

office

see

Four most probable tempers of ch_n4e79: word clouds of book clusters.

FIFTY INDEXES COMMON TO CH_N4E79
new → 56886, ӏcityӏ → 44462, york → 29977, build → 18870,
house → 16793, ӏtimeӏ → 16455, work → 15047, person → 15044,
street → 14444, state → 14389, year → 14173, american → 13905,
place → 12220, century → 12042, like → 11796, london → 11396,
man → 11308, history → 11052, black → 10886, life → 10826,
use → 9946, world → 9600, great → 9505, late → 9477, come →
9203, war → 9193, public → 9101, good → 9051, early → 9051,
day → 9005, university → 8714, press → 8652, way → 8550, make
→ 8392, woman → 8385, long → 7879, take → 7871, home → 7822,
know → 7724, white → 7503, urban → 7439, begin → 7408, live →
7370, family → 7287, old → 7281, write → 7228, social → 7214,
say → 7143, include → 7107, space → 7038
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BRAIN OF CH_N4E79
A galaxy of concepts of ch_n4e79 with a focus on five indexes:
n1e27

maria, applause,
destine, tally,
salute, stiffen,
cardinal, rita,
infringe, insertion,
unification,
bloodless, aw...
n61e7

sternly, lorenzo,
ostentatiously,
judiciously,
propagandist, acs,
strachey

n121e299

n2e8

n3e6

underline, nazi,
decorous, travail,
gymnastics, futurist,
fearsome, berate

scarcely,
comprehension, xiv,
santa, predictably,
plaque, xiii,
politely, adaptable,
tourism, proffer,
san, cecil, ...
n301e34

a ch ec u e
me
art

tourist, avow,
cosmopolitan, reckon,
recurrent,
automatically,
italian, hesitation,
franz, belatedly,
wrangle, ferdin...

totalitarianism

harold, truman, phd,
rese lement, fraser,
exasperation, chap,
newsweek, onus,
impish, moose

n661e2

n483e4

agency, bid, receipt,
reshape, alignment,
familiarize, outlive,
copyedit

n542e2

n662e1

corridor,
feasibility, wayne,
perimeter, shirley,
loop, allocation,
nonprofit,
unanticipated, boone,
billionaire, c...
n841e3

watershed, junkyard,
wildflower

n901e73

format, technician,
interdependent,
midcentury,
vehicular,
differential,
automate,
interchange, ...

transcript, orchard,
salvage, resale,
operator, valor,
jeopardy, denver,
mover, calif, shovel,
grower, contractor,
burton, reclamat...
n604e20

greer

n663e2

vitally

n722e2

recreational,
billion, advisory

n781e87

n425e3

environmentalist,
dunn, versatile,
despondent, convoy,
affable, bidder,
achievable, dickson,
dissection,
personificat...
n544e98

wartime, postwar,
rehabilitation

n603e1

serviceman,
automotive, bower,
diminishment

prioritize, feedback

acreage,
technocratic,
environmentalism,
interstate, conical,
versatility, diesel,
entropy,
superhighway, se...
n664e3

transportation

n842e7

regional,
infrastructure,
linear,
supplementary,
juggle, so ware,
equitably

n902e24

network, clarence,
prototype,
persuasion,
neutralize,
adjustment, scenic,
eccentricity,
templ...

n903e3

augur, convertible,
economize

california, manual,
journalistic, orange,
celebratory, plow,
undeveloped, dep...

n669e1

goodwill

n905e2

dreamer, unsuitable

n729e3

johnny, ted,
wistfully

n788e1

subconsciously

n847e1

sleight

n906e4

cabinet, dedication,
dreamt, mcfarland

n848e2

cleverness

n907e3

kindness, pitiless,
asunder

n670e1

apartheid

n728e3

deflect, repatriate,
bobbs

zachary

n846e1

flirtation, assassin

n908e2

diplomat, intone

listen, glad, stilt

n789e4

habitable, euphoric,
plaintively, antelope

n849e6

incongruity, embalm,
stratagem, lethe,
embryo, feckless

n909e6

rainstorm, funereal,
cub, friendliness,
slat, brando

entanglement

n730e2

triangle, indignity

n790e6

patiently, titanic,
autograph, phillip,
studious, lizard

n850e9

strident, submarine,
asphalt, thirsty,
vainly, discordant,
amoral, dalliance,
lengthwise

n910e6

unfinished,
eroticism, dusky,
narcotic, slouch,
serpentine

n433e3

n671e4

benign, memorial,
heady, skillfully

n731e4

whenever, majestic,
dislike, staid

n791e3

quietly, verdant,
ba leship

n851e3

circle, completion,
fortunately,
delicately

bold, gi , gracious,
monday, unobstructed

n672e4

obelisk, bushy, stub

backfire

mullion

mathematics

facade, pedestal

n855e3

frieze

n914e2

lippinco

span, gothic, triple,
classical,
ornamental, symmetry,
greenhouse, landmark,
turret, fiber,
redecorate, acolyte

n795e2

masonry, marshall,
assassination

n854e1

n913e1

interior, comfort,
decorate, staircase,
innovative,
comfortable, floor,
destination, amenity,
exterior,
masterpiece, resp...
n735e12

foot, build, roof,
flank, granite,
forefront, plaster,
statue, mead, mantra

n794e3

colonnade, oval

n853e1

n912e1

n675e15

center, steep,
visitor, top, busy,
adorn, entrance,
lawn, marble, ornate,
beautifully,
sculpture, powell,
excellent, walk...
n734e10

finish, brick,
column, wing,
sculptor, audacious

n793e2

botanist, reddish

n852e1

daily, panel,
basement, acoustic,
rustic

n674e16

n733e6

recede, radiate,
bisect, beguile

n792e2

sentry,
aggrandizement,
figment

n911e3

n673e5

n732e4

n496e18

symmetrically,
handrail

beaux, antipathy,
felicitous

n915e3

dra sman, dormer,
mantel

n497e2

reservoir,
contrivance, riddle,
sideboard, olden,
newfangled, colt,
sashes, jun, paxton,
la ing, silliman,
crystal, goodr...

n617e3

n676e4

n677e1

fireplace,
moderately,
homegrown, bookshelf

n736e4

picturesque, beloved,
lifelong, scruffy

n796e9

dub, prescient,
randall, presently,
moorish, concise,
yeoman, depressive,
nook

n856e9

symmetrical, cornice,
rationalism,
grueling, insane,
pediment, opacity,
corinthian, witold

n916e9

sandstone,
romanesque, mineola,
tabernacle, edouard,
phonograph,
riverboat, lowell,
pilaster

n439e1

house, row,
prevalent, suburb,
divorce, tenant,
chore, substandard,
psychologist,
individualize,
englewood

n678e5

cindy

n737e2

mill, italianate

n797e5

n917e18

hull, kit,
richardson, mentally,
porticos, carnegie,
co a, hancock,
easton, thoreau,
billiard,
asymmetrical, car...

n679e1

oak, easel, akron,
quadrangle, brigham

n680e2

pastel

n800e3

hilly

n859e1

gov

n918e3

semicircular, adobe,
natchez

shore, log, alice,
ditch, sand, beach,
indianapolis,
nuclear, hike, sap,
vegetation, lake,
gary, bu erfly,
swedish, natural...
n801e6

dale, ken, midwest

roadbed

n919e1

relocate

navigable

width, rocky,
northwest, quebec,
jog, notch, curvature

n922e10

river, eastern, buff,
ocean, southward,
fork, snake, gorge,
upstream, tributary

mile, coast, land

n923e14

degree, north,
divide, due, line,
region, locate,
southern, angle,
continuation, chunk,
heath, workable,
renegotiate

portion, today,
unfortunately, swath,
contiguous

n924e6

extend, populate,
officially,
negotiate, foresee,
incorrect

n805e4

a erward, migrant,
geo, iran, republish,
caste, asp,
infighting,
brookings, frailty,
indonesia,
intransigent
n806e19

kill, headline,
explosive, uphill

n865e1

tony, disastrous,
instant, explosion,
cheerfully, coup,
bomb, mop,
encroachment,
refugee, unpaved,
cordon, cordo...
n866e2

hometown

n689e1

recitation, mull,
handshake

n746e12

monitor, interview,
groundbreaking

photocopy, photo

n864e5

annotate, sharon,
furthest, cairo,
polemic, apocalypse,
domed, arabian,
contemporaneous,
transmi er,
unbelie...

squint, disenchant,
hashish

n870e1

heinous

n928e1

n929e1

deduce

n871e2

protestation

n930e1

windowpane

tease, improbably

n931e2

interpreter

paraphrase, betrayal

n275e7

n452e8

devotion, prostrate,
revelation, jew,
altar, celestial,
deliverance, perturb

n512e12

prayer, christian,
faith, christianity,
observance, abraham,
resurrection,
sectarian,
forgiveness,
mortally, liturgi...
n572e4

mount, ben,
atonement, jericho

n632e15

prophecy, sanctity,
ishmael, talmud,
prophet, muslims,
mosque, capitolina,
islamization,
israelite,
monotheism, cathe...
n692e3

conqueror, abbasids,
moriah

n453e6

n812e1

uncover, excavation,
unearth, robson

n455e2

formless, turkish,
quake

n514e40

god, sacred, jordan,
redemption, sham,
semitic, theology,
rededicate, infidel,
truce, contravene,
enoch

n573e18

n456e7

n693e4

n695e10

n754e2

ruler

n813e1

triad

warrior, eldest,
serpent, idol, camel

roman, ancient,
heretical, donkey,
saviour, changer,
christendom, tunic,
heretic,
fundamentalism

n756e6

antiquity, pharaohs,
ba lement, hillock,
cyril, balfour

n815e3

booty

n874e5

nomadic, din,
profusely, volcanic,
signet, constantin

n816e4

peninsula, tablet,
reconstitution

n875e9

fortress, barb,
aryan, constantinople

n876e18

superman, pique,
fragmentary,
precipitous,
spaniards, arid,
promontory,
precipice,
emplacement

leo, diamond,
wilkinson, cleave,
sophia, pedro,
foothill, asiatic,
daedalus, amazon,
heller, cameron,
wesley, m...

concept, theorist,
critic, summarize,
metaphysics,
reassessment

notion, intellectual,
logic, critically,
nuanced, mediate,
rhetorical,
reactionary,
illustrative,
fixat...

expression, writer,
post, famously,
blend, muse, expert,
cynical, slogan,
reviewer, anxiety,
distrust, finding,
purport, perme...

fledge, emotionally,
sensitivity,
cautiously,
internationally,
user, idiosyncrasy,
obsessively

discussion, feelings,
restorative, foreword

n398e5

intimacy, inward

n457e3

valuable, preserve,
embodiment, defense

n518e15

invade, liberate,
symbolically,
symbolize, mutilate,
massacre, forefather

n577e3

restore, victory,
evacuate, damage,
monumental,
destruction,
commemorate,
uniqueness,
agitation, qu...
n578e6

symbol, glory, myth

n637e3

enlightenment,
joyous, painstaking,
cannibalism,
salisbury, alpha

n638e3

pillar, heresy,
raphael

n697e7

desert, egyptian,
obscurity, portico,
exhume, deceit, unarm

n757e6

ruin, scribe, moat,
rome, cloister,
entreaty

n817e9

syndrome, gillian,
kai, ibid, borden,
giza, martian, speer,
gallic

n877e195

summit, figurehead,
millennia, ian,
klaus, fantastical,
rainwater, stonework,
troy, kemp, rupert,
hilltop, hubris,
caesar, k...

n39e90

treasure, shameful,
indentation

n698e5

bronze, cathedral,
trophy, exquisite,
mediterranean

n758e15

greatness,
ramshackle, sculpt,
decadence, limestone,
julia, buffet,
penguin, typology,
quartet, ancien, rex,
checkpoint, jasm...
n818e14

quote, advisor,
christie, windowed,
jumper, blissful,
pebble, reuters,
adoptive, weidenfeld,
acme, incinerator,
nora, rocco
n878e6

mummify, polo,
realised, epicentre,
amis, launay

n40e46

renaissance,
criticism,
ideological,
ideology, politicize,
linguist, yearbook,
jill, roland,
marxist, evans...
n99e9

n41e9

routledge, alan,
verso, geoffrey,
palgrave, blackwell,
anecdote, matrix,
homogenous, ashgate,
hegemonic, clifford,
incidenta...
n100e15

cultural, verbal,
text, inextricably,
anthropologist,
thinker, apolitical,
marx, sigmund

n159e9

n279e7

theme,
methodological,
overarch, externally

n280e8

discern, thread,
terminology,
nostalgia, pdf,
idiosyncratic, unpack

n339e2

forget, partial,
manifestation,
invariably, undated,
underpin, dis,
temporally

n340e7

positive, memory

n399e1

site, ground,
conversion, reminder,
selectively,
encumber, mutable

n400e3

stress

n459e18

protection,
anniversary, glorify,
fond, instill,
leadership, allocate,
conserve, excursion,
neoclassical,
intentional, purv...
n519e28

heroic, propaganda,
patriotic, resurrect,
bygone, iconoclastic,
annihilate, historic,
starvation, purge,
hitler, irreplacea...

n579e6

siege, vandalism,
besiege, cupola,
spire, disloyalty

n639e3

catherine, palace,
bevan
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truck, mcgraw,
clothesline,
uncompleted

n727e3

mifflin, bermuda,
selfishly

n786e1

high, twice, stay

n490e8

ease, wake, urgency,
rid, obstruction

n609e5

tree

n667e4

vietnam, atomic,
alvin, eyesore,
canyon, glenn,
marketer

n726e3

n845e1

insure, stuart,
incipient

dot, fla en,
sculptural, grove,
detritus, facial,
marty

move, cut, await,
temporarily, peer,
ravage, peak,
happily, malign

n549e5

scar, demolish, dump,
dennis

n608e1

herbert, zenith,
aircra

n844e3

n489e9

cost, replacement,
stimulate, military,
wrought, spiral,
axis, interruption,
rubens

n548e4

heavy, advertisement,
disposition, hazard,
disposal, displace,
muscular, wreckage,
villager

n607e7

tank, dirt, mound,
cowboy, quantum,
destroyer, someplace,
lightweight, doze,
jovanovich,
undertone, axle,
furrow, maniacal

asbestos, kiddy

aphorism, befuddle

n311e2

n15e232

gas, disgust, rot,
rogers, sewer, lung,
inspector, epidemic,
swindler, slumber,
down, regulatory,
fever, cellar, tracy,
mosquito, tann...
n74e5

annoy, instal,
pharmacy

n133e3

n192e3

n251e2

elegance

punctuate, poise,
raze, crisscross

n430e3

thank, flurry

n488e9

scale, physically,
weapon, application,
compensation,
terrain, digger,
ammunition,
laborious, youngster,
unintended, outwe...
n547e9

earth, rubble,
outgrowth, enormity,
stockpile, symposium,
valiant,
alphabetically,
hideout, bladed

n606e14

n666e7

portend, renewable

n785e3

vehicle, contour,
technical,
electronic, dual,
repetitive, optimal,
airplane, logistical,
redistribution,
linearity

liken, graphic,
spine, planner,
adjust, eccentric,
switch, carrier,
rearrange, dumb,
aggregate, radius,
serial, over...

stump, candace,
negros

n725e2

latent, redistribute,
highway, levi own,
reorientation,
esthetic,
conservationist

n783e11

n843e24

toy, crane, bros,
tickle, hospitalize,
gelatin

n429e2

n487e13

haven, construction,
removal, a achment,
machinery,

n546e10

machine, grade,
capability, clark,
engineer, armor,
lucius, nonfiction,
ravine, proactive,
multilayered, bumpy

n605e6

train, ethel, rube

reverberate, astride

n370e4

n14e31

overflow, congest,
rosy, downhill,
deficient,
overburden, stockade,
lemuel

n73e3

downtown, rod, hurt,
avid, vine, belt,
addiction, mandatory,
trolley

commute, reprieve

n191e2

n310e1

anthem, graciously

n13e8

rail, verge, pine,
impoverish, pollute,
hopefully, bicycle,
defunct, bluff,
perry, southwestern,
philanthropic,
lambaste, recess...
n72e9

track, conductor,
gateway, freight,
mesmerize

n131e2

n250e2

thinly, regal

n369e2

supervisor,
inappropriate,
unreliable,
pragmatically

n486e18

acquisition, gordon,
manufacturer, holt,
collateral, farmland,
sherry, oversimplify,
tundra, ers,
willoughby,
feminization
n545e12

n665e3

ge y, roadway,
retool

n723e7

forecast, inc

n782e1

n485e12

secrete

deadline, legged,
horrendous

n309e2

enthusiasm,
approvingly,
defiantly, scuffle

n12e29

constellation,
bonanza

n71e5

wend, psychiatrist,
cylindrical, kurt,
outwit, synchronize,
parabolic,
circumnavigate

n190e3

n249e3

magnetic, muddy,
overhear, braid

n368e4

unwelcome, alison,
instructor

n427e4

viability,
oppositional,
waterlogged

wrench, cessation,
byproduct

n484e16

implement, corp,
implementation,
affirmative

n543e3

termination, brandeis

n602e4

conference, teamwork

n721e3

n424e3

negligence, peacetime

n482e8

cinderella, zest

projector,
functionalist,
natured, longingly

n308e4

pregnant, newborn,
vat, unevenly, smite,
backbreaking,
immeasurable,
childlike

n367e3

pedal

n189e1

n248e4

youth, gut, needless,
inordinate, catchy

n307e8

loudspeaker,
protester,
wheelbarrow,
uncomplicated

n366e1

passively

vandalize, molten,
redraw

n247e5

respondent, sixtieth,
roommate, stefan

n306e4

n365e1

cancelled, uncritical

n11e2

central, electrify,
quirk, penn, outbound

n130e8

reciprocate,
godfather, vibration

n188e2

grand, depot,
passenger, obviate,
immortalize, baggage,
memorably, viaduct,
epochal, fitch,
validation, sprague,
marston, horsepo...
n70e5

timetable,
embarkation

n129e3

n187e3

ibm, kilometer,
preschool,
dichotomous,
multivalent

n246e4

czechoslovakia, mater

hamish

n423e2

policy, civilian,
party,
administration,
gratitude,
employment,
withdrawal, public...

deal, program,
objective, favorable,
duration, adviser,
perkins, frankly,
ratio, chairman,
appropriation,
endorsem...

pearson, fighter,
columnist,
reminiscence,
progressive,
enactment, telegram,
adolf, manpower,
amalgam...

lenin, demented,
renata

n245e2

unfla ering

n364e2

n10e16

commuter,
presciently,
locomotive,
jacqueline, saboteur,
beli le, coauthor,
underwriter,
electrificat...
n69e2

n186e5

n304e1

sadden, cynically,
deformation

n421e18

n601e11

memoirist,
backwardness

n244e1

contentedly,
shameless,
unblemished,
heartedly

n363e3

n9e22

ignominiously

polish, vocational,
hanna, deutscher,
brigade, stan,
steelworker,
metalworking,
conformist, kotkin,
bikini, mu...
n185e3

evocation, martyrdom,
heroically

n302e4

n8e1

opine, favoritism

allegedly,
solidarity, agitator,
metallurgy, crowley,
promiscuity

n126e86

unquestioned

n184e2

n242e3

n7e2

comrade, trio,
inefficiency,
foreman, venereal,
troupe, mobilization,
demobilize, intra

n66e6

gypsy, childcare,
reproductive, zygmunt

n124e1

totalitarian

n183e1

admirer, therea er,
concede, endorse,
plainly, inadequacy,
noel, assiduously,
adroitly, sinecure

n541e118

n6e9

socialism, communism,
workplace,
alcoholism, ersatz,
wedlock, leninist

n65e4

obeisance

n123e1

tempo

n361e10

n481e41

n5e7

socialist, hungarian,
communist, hungary,
bloc

n64e1

headmaster, virile,
austro, naively,
modernisation

n122e1

dictator, xvii,
salve, naples, xxi,
xviii, coco, xii,
xxiv, josef, zurich,
disneyland, xxvi,
placid, elena,
unesco, scepti...
n241e42

n4e5

ministry,
metalworker,
semitism, austria,
cowardly, burdensome

n62e5

italy, dictatorship,
austrian, rotary,
antonio, carlo,
palazzo, franco,
vidal, emmanuel,
leone, xxii,
alessandro, ben...
n181e21

heritage,
conservation,
legitimation

n460e2

optimistically,
commemorative

pervasive,
acknowledgement,
sameness

n221e6

n42e85

n281e13

geography, australia,
complementary,
restructure,
residual, sequential,
ghostly, interface,
outmode, negation,
hardback, ch...
n341e95

survival, strategic,
dear, persistence,
institutional,
residential,
societal, provision,
selective, care,
campus, deploym...
n401e2

former, repurposing

n461e1

n43e32

leisure, ltd,
television, britain,
ultra, consumerism,
broadcast, listener,
motor, flapper,
radio, valve,
airport, co...
n102e4

n162e4

lifestyle

n283e2

n462e1

documentation

n463e1

monument,
commemoration,
restoration,
fatherland, hoffmann,
revisionism,
stalingrad,
motherland, buck...

horseman, vandal

mindset

n523e1

estonia, institut,
vera, nikita, stalin,
nom, katerina,
nikolai, sbornik,
zapiski, pushkin,
kul, stat, veka,
rossii, nost, go...
n641e4

nina, fyodor, noe,
hermitage

n700e2

wonderland,
outwardly, norwegian,
lovell, irritant,
demi, obsequious,
aggressor

n820e2

archway, unravelled

n880e6

etch, transfix,
dishonesty, plinth,
meagre, noose

ivan, soviet, moscow,
tsar, zoe, gulag,
russian, oleg, mir,
novyi

n642e60

khrushchev, olga,
igor, andrei,
konstantin,
intelligentsia, pod,
catriona, dom,
mikhail, petersburg,
zhizn, dostoev...
n702e2

shelve, unavoidably

n760e8

n582e10

criticise, okhta

n761e4

aspx, metre,
alexandra, kilometre

n821e7

centre, travelling,
honour,
mathematician,
downwards,
realisation,
realising

n881e5

towards, judgement,
marvellous, pimlico,
venison

n762e4

organise, archangel,
tonne, hydro

n822e3

programme, onwards,
remodelled

n882e2

defence, organisation

n583e7

html, nye, marina,
shtml, rephrase,
mira, popov

n643e11

russians, boris,
muscovite,
communicative,
nabokov, bez, wi e,
kto, kak, blok, nikov

n703e126

embankment, ballet,
necropolis,
cheapness, divan,
canteen, interviewer,
mal, academician,
directorate, vodka,
queue, gravest...
n763e2

flavour, leverhulme

n823e4

recognise, realise,
channelled, licence

taboo, reliably,
homely, brickwork,
thailand, aberration,
connivance,
inconveniently,
hammock

n525e8

shortage, baltic,
schoolchild, folksy,
fridge,
conversational,
disinclination

n584e11

swap, compulsory,
understandably,
rarefy, unofficially,
microwave, aspirin,
faceted

n585e10

academic, whichever,
micro, physicist,
unappealing, anton,
retrospectively,
aurora, overcharge,
lena, immovable

n644e34

veneer, unofficial,
affectionately,
snobbery, deviance,
bandy, rosa, pepsi,
froth, crossover

n645e37

php, disapproval,
htm, repertoire,
operative, cemetery,
seminar, unmake, mel,
metro, kiosk, gram,
lib, chit, hangar,
idiot, enno...
n704e8

recollection,
alcoholic, courtyard,
passport, scarlet,
etc, alternatively,
turnover, glossy,
mediocre, pompous,
resona...
n705e13

cupboard, caviar,
dilapidation,
centenary, rehouse,
opere a,
intercession, artiste

n764e3

outlying, pun,
bookshop, intrusive,
generically, efface,
hairy, pa, porridge,
hurtful, slowness,
drainpipe, chas

n765e5

lavatory, observable,
mum

n824e1

favourite, favour,
speciality, labelled

n883e4

hinterland, outstrip,
afield, bland,
nicety, featureless,
allotment,
transparently,
horseradish

n465e9

reid, dispassionate,
distasteful, gizmo

n524e7

entitlement

n581e55

organic, grain,
planet, sewage,
feast, graze, muck,
companionship, ruse,
contemplative,
tasteless, dodd,
fodder, barcel...
n405e9

n464e4

custodial

patriotism, ensemble,
heroism, camouflage,
molotov, swede,
unpaginated,
prerevolutionary

n640e2

le over, feed, mart,
turnip, hors,
underbelly,
nourishment, leek,
carthage, jared,
silo, compost,
supermarket, obes...
n345e48

quintessentially,
oat, recollect,
inalienable, curd

n825e2

neighbour

n884e3

manoeuvre, emphasise,
marvelled

lamprey, catchment

bake, chicken, chop,
spice, soup, cake,
juice, iconic,
dainty, mustard,
raisin, grit,
vinegar, fridays,
lite, mink, dod...
n167e21

sour, consistency,
strawberry, okra

n285e33

limitless, waste,
downstream, sine,
cheshire,
intensively,
emission, eco

worldwide,
countryside,
roundabout,
industrialisation,
rossi, globalisation

fry, duck, potato,
favorite, bu er,
fun, moist, dine,
cheese, mushroom,
breakfast, fare,
carrot, ginger,
homemade, ro...
n107e18

taste, hot, slice,
jar, sweet, borough,
bass, spotless, vend,
bri le, sate,
overuse, wafer

bean, egg, stew,
peach, vendor,
pickle, beef, spoon,
awning, biscuit,
broil, nut, sirloin,
earshot, melon,
crumb, lobst...
n227e13

vegetable, eat, meat,
dairy, geese,
protein, le uce,
edible, food,
apricot, hamburger,
reinhold, gatherer,
gastron...

felicity, lesley

nick, toddler,
utopianism, ingram,
flamingo

n404e6

recycle

n47e231

rib, stripe, table,
wine, belie, choice,
colorful, tow, check,
saturday, shopper,
upstairs, guest,
a raction, kid, ice,
soak, main, fres...
n106e13

n226e15

n344e8

villa, pergamon,
grange, tara, hectare

n403e1

website, chronically

n46e193

n166e4

n284e5

schizophrenic,
senne

n343e5

arguably, tranquil,
devon, unsurprising,
recognising

n402e2

store, banana, liz,
mystique, damon,
domestically

savoy, digestion,
ehrman

n224e2

adaptability

regeneration,
symbiotic,
commodified

n342e5

casual, mini, hip,
celebrity, ta oo,
jacket, hop, wool,
scarf, fitness,
jackie, lauren, calf,
punk, vanessa,
lesbian, besp...
n105e6

be y, retail, hazel,
hourglass

n164e3

joanne, discernible,
vibrancy, phaidon

n223e1

n282e3

n45e36

brand, dress, wear,
knit, suit, clothe,
style, drape, vogue,
sleeve, craze,
plethora, mores,
skirt, waist, sock,
promotional, fis...
n104e4

consumer, spencer,
hilary, zeitgeist,
ubiquity, angela,
fibre, signalled

n163e4

ubiquitous, sub,
accentuate, simmel

n222e1

n520e8

n580e96

n44e123

magazine, bloomsbury,
everyday, glamour,
brochure, feminine,
commercialize, shaun,
hollywood, clyde,
berg, cheryl,
permiss...
n103e8

ordinary,
consumption, malcolm,
fuelled

persist, mature,
paradoxically,
counterpoint,
constrain, wale

n286e8

corn, goat, turkey,
tray, grocery, grape,
pea, cider, forage,
pail, barley,
nutrition, sala

n287e6

cook, diet, milk,
apple, pear, hungry,
conveyor, kernel

n346e5

animal, sheep,
producer, ca le,
harvest, mcdonald,
sustenance, ferment,
misinterpret

n407e10

convenience, fertile,
bin, cheaply,
kitchen, mess,
nonsense, supplier,
tantamount, drudgery,
unassailable, boggle

n466e3

fast, fee, chain,
cow, soil, christmas,
supply, farmer,
dinner, predilection

n467e5

exhaustive, endemic,
conglomerate

n526e4

package, neat, shelf,
colin, unregulated

n527e6

dweller, cent,
preferable, mildly

n586e20

outlet, cramp,
textbook, amateur,
frown, rife

n587e20

factory, outskirt,
considerably,
comparable, mainly,
expend, offset,
tricky, opulent,
impromptu,
splendidly, lectu...
n646e23

remember, transport,
nickname, furniture,
holiday,
disappearance,
optimistic, multi,
humorous, reasonably,
tenor, wi...
n647e7

round, flat, grave,
driver, relaxation,
doc, humphrey,
interestingly,
affectionate, grin,
pretentious,
frontage, m...
n706e9

vanish, crimson,
guitar, bedraggle,
diminutive, email,
pleasurable

n707e4

delicacy, flea,
adventurous, scanty,
shapeless, undying,
sly, propound, tipple

n766e4

grey, inexorable,
frantic, pi ance

n767e4

backwards, cabbage,
exponent,
resourcefulness

n826e7

starch, rubric,
statue e,
inconspicuous

n827e6

scantily,
bewilderment,
preponderance,
hieroglyphic,
rudeness, teapot,
wart

n886e1

rave, refreshment,
reintroduce,
immediacy, imbibe,
foist

n887e6

inchoate

lemon, restaurant,
onion, pla er,
diner, dish,
saturdays, bun,
luscious, pork,
pineapple, tomato,
tart, steak, bota...
n108e29

pepper, ingredient,
cream, squash,
bakery, walnut,
flavor, popcorn,
almond, peanut,
candy, mussel, mimi,
arlene, gar...
n168e99

hunger, dominican,
soda, savor, hive,
mole, nathan, garde,
canned, avant,
suzanne, pete,
kosher, beverage,
recipe, mom, herr...
n228e38

fish, storefront,
thanksgiving,
chestnut,
grandmother, salmon,
ethnically, annie,
palatable, nan,
stationary, ba...
n288e10

fruit, pig, fat,
bread, fowl,
sweetness

n347e9

agriculture,
malnutrition, hen,
haute, blanc

n406e12

n48e49

whither, symbiosis,
cocoa, objets, tot,
alum

pot, drawer,
preferably, eligible,
deer, verb,
hyperbole, crescendo,
landless, benchmark

n348e10

consume, seed,
market, boil,
utensil, dog,
tropical,
merchandise, bruise,
mince

n408e9

raw, custom,
abundance, knife,
salt, rabbit, ke le,
thri y, freezer

n468e4

cater, magnet, daunt,
foothold

n528e7

one, lucky,
regularly, shop,
proliferate,
birthday, closeness

n588e12

kind, lively, warmth,
nest, seep, garage,
chat, individuality,
mouse, solemnity,
ego, banal

n648e6

joke, miniature,
imaginative,
predictable,
unstoppable, petrify

n708e3

generally, woe,
graffito

n768e4

autumn, wreath,
overwork, calibre

n828e3

fanciful, unabated,
crypt

n888e10

characteristic,
stall, perpetually,
aggression, tedium,
longevity,
uniformity, tortuous,
gabled, norden

n49e11

definitely,
pleasantly,
memorabilia,
whimsical, perk,
kitsch, mani, dab,
so ball, fairway,
boerum
n109e3

indoor, hardwood,
refrigerator

n169e2

n50e23

n51e49

furnishings,
assortment, ceiling,
pristine, cheerful,
woodwork, ambience,
exquisitely, pitcher,
sofa, chess,
concoct...
n110e4

soul, transplant,
people, bone,
northeastern,
grandparent

n409e11

product, wrap,
mother, season,
exotic, synonymous,
familiarity, vibrant,
childhood, decimate,
reminisce

cloudy

n290e1

n469e5

fold, fraction,
compliment,
exceptionally,
worthwhile

n529e10

start, whatever,
completely, trip,
background, usually,
uncomfortable,
relish, item,
condense

n589e14

sometimes, disappear,
mixture, spare,
recall, normally,
accident, obviously,
reconstruct,
instance, ripe,
awkward, researc...
n649e3

arrow, spontaneous,
dismissive

n709e4

decay, junction,
authoritative,
constrict

n769e4

wasteland, railway,
rope, victorians

n829e2

victorian, callous

n889e11

approximately,
prolong, scaffold,
partake, tumult,
extant, inhumanity,
sedan, intuitive,
insularity,
insubstantial

temperature, dilution

n470e5

live, a itude,
visit, rare, typical,
net, slightly,
traditionally,
alongside,
proliferation,
unparalleled
n590e3

range, traditional,
quality, unusual,
expensive, available,
extra, convenient

n531e11

level, generation,
conscious, tend,
particularly,
exception, route,
tempt, layer, kate,
foreshadow

n591e9

famous, comment,
nostalgic

n650e6

place, recent,
certainly, literally,
equivalent, la er,
acquire, distinctly,
extensively

n651e9

necessarily, wooden,
memorable,
retrospect, enliven,
obsessive

n710e4

sense, survive,
period, area,
notable, phenomenon,
indication, fabric,
vividly

n711e6

premise, provoke,
guardian, perpetrate

n770e5

conceal, persistent,
expressive,
connotation,
abundantly, fluent

n771e14

extol, ghost,
fragility,
inexorably,
rediscovery

n830e10

cell, continuity,
populous, implicit,
evocative, reassert,
alternately, spectre,
iain, doer

n890e10

endlessly, encroach,
denote, ta ered,
haste, salient,
elucidate, intuition,
coldness, preordain

staff, a ractive,
hollow, specially,
adherence, enamel,
dearth

n54e130

magician, papier

n113e3

despair,
disadvantage,
imperative,
emblematic, guise,
poignant, whereby,
mimic, epitome,
reso...
n831e11

haunt, palpable,
recreate, conjure,
coincidence,
visionary, unspoken,
disuse, unexplored,
situ, confinement

n891e13

mystery, perpetual,
terrace, deafen,
moor, magnificence,
unending, unchanging,
unsolved, oblique,
crater, unstated,
indistinct

small, off, special,
feature, expect,
simple, include,
travel, secondary,
essential, location

n532e5

unique, section,
distinctive,
unusually,
chronological

n592e8

compare, particular,
past, extent,
example, inspiration,
twentieth,
hospitality

n652e13

various, emerge,
date, accord, derive,
depict, intimate,
reminiscent,
comprise, commonly,
remnant, aptly,
imagery
n712e14

aspect, certain,
appearance, phrase,
revert, ambiguous,
observer, drama,
oppression, engender,
susceptible,
hardcover, anal...
n772e8

subtly, wrestle,
permanence, decipher,
deprivation,
deceptive,
palimpsest,
heterogeneous

n832e7

linger, suicide,
inexplicable, agony,
dismember, cherub,
catalytic

n892e15

somehow, endless,
mysterious, disguise,
maze, railings,
strangeness, mister,
indefinable, emporia,
charmingly, azure,
mo le, exorc...

n56e9

desperation,
whereabouts,
extricate,
screenplay,
naturalness, disjoint

n115e1

minimally

design, minimal,
contaminate,
collaborative,
standardize,
approximation,
jeanne, conundrum,
graphically, unm...
n293e28

separate, extensive,
basic, proven,
compact, proximity,
separation, minimum,
architect, category,
carl, vacuum,
simplify, inheren...
n353e23

reduce, private,
barrier, accommodate,
climate, arrangement,
alternate, equip,
unit, expectation,
unnecessary, induce,
inevita...

facilitate,
sporadically,
repurposed, calculus,
unbuilt, intern

n294e4

practice, occupy,
experiment,
alteration,
formalize, copious

detail, distance,
natural, type, pose,
constant, variation,
material, modern,
practical, campbell

n474e9

exist, add, result,
approach, complex,
physical, clearly,
overlap, traverse

n533e14

life, age, fact,
contain, describe,
purpose, affect,
element, nature,
significant,
description, trace,
tendency, f...

image, presence,
doubt, lend, echo,
gesture, evidence,
passage, essentially,
overtake, microcosm

n713e6

feat, continuous,
fascination,
inscribe, vanity,
delusion

n773e12

familiar, suppose,
peculiar, anonymous,
animate, glimpse,
mood, continuously,
vantage, unseen,
invisible, anguish

n833e11

bird, a erwards,
viking, stair,
insistent, skeleton,
absorption, readable,
megalopolis, gait,
cheapen

n893e18

strange, silent,
wander, spectacle,
loud, dust, murky,
puppet, harmless,
disfigure, interval,
danish, tremor,
wrist, unr...

n236e4

complicate, julie,
redesign,
professionally,
environmentally

n295e1

temporary, plan,
potentially

n415e8

limit, largely,
potential, involve,
occur, entity, space,
incomplete

n475e11

make, use, story,
clear, avoid, future,
experience,
eventually, connect,
previously, path

way, leave, point,
simply, learn,
instead, person,
able, anticipate,
obvious, carefully,
remind, ultimate,
dimension
n594e16

beyond, part, true,
world, write,
imagine, entirely,
reveal, visible,
mistake, accurate,
suspicion, intensify,
forgive, vo...
n654e26

see, course, rest,
surprise, word,
human, existence,
truly, imagination,
constantly, object,
obscure, scene,
confuse, shed, p...
n714e9

death, intense,
subtle, body, sake,
angel, anew, refrain,
joyful

n774e9

impression, depth,
unknown, dead,
violent, energy,
horror, organism,
affliction

n834e8

lie, motion,
oppressive, symptom,
prosaic, artful,
incessantly, agile

n894e11

notice, fade,
vitality, horrible,
sheer, violently,
infinitely, dreary,
habitually,
mercilessly,
credulous

transfer, injury,
conducive, postcard

n296e7

portable

n355e3

n535e14

different, change,
fit, consider, show,
view, contrast,
complete, original,
suggestion, perform,
awareness, intrigue,
happiness

n653e11

dynamic, plywood,
unforeseen, corrugate

n235e5

adjacent, placement,
perpendicular, andre

n354e6

large, structure,
isolate, factor,
desirable,
limitation,
transformation, wane

n593e18

subvert, unrealized

n176e4

flagg

n234e6

n414e8

n473e11

video, bloomberg,
playfulness,
countercultural,
giuliani,
unpredictability,
moynihan, instigator,
disservice
n116e2

pharmaceutical

n174e1

optimum

n233e14

size, vary, enclose,
service,
experimental, lade,
balcony

n472e11

n55e6

desperately,
visually, disorient,
stimulation,
convolute, film,
corrective,
claustrophobic,
narration, pal...
n114e1

pathology, sterility,
nihilism

n173e1

n412e7

variety

n471e8

amount, marker, leaf,
authentic,
contributor

n530e11

typically, exhaust,
exposure, locale,
sunshine, shorten,
predicate, boiler,
sick, dilute,
montreal, scrub,
aesthetica...
n352e7

wendy

n411e1

heyday, phase,
jennifer, indicator,
loosely

operate, cure,
surroundings,
collaboration,
treatment, flexible,
efficiency,
specialize, vertical,
porous, correlat...
n292e17

delivery,
specificity,
technologically

n351e1

abundant, fracture,
negatively, cfm

n410e5

n53e2

bed, efficient,
footprint,
laboratory, doctor,
layout, cancer,
maximize, consultant,
lab, vertically,
kahn, minim...
n232e72

n291e3

experiential

n350e4

monochromatic

n172e162

designer, storied,
underserved, wylie,
matchbox

n231e2

creativity,
container, icon,
aunt, immigrate,
charlie, ethnic,
domesticate,
dishwasher,
linguistica...
n349e6

boyfriend, dustbin,
maggie, stepdaughter

n112e1

fixture, room,
skylight, rosemary

n171e5

towel, faucet

n230e1

expensively, harley

n289e17

n52e4

warner, lair,
ensconce, stash,
floorboard,
turquoise, tagline,
playroom, bookcase,
cartoonist, nanny,
redo, shap...
n111e4

bacon, specialty,
accessibility,
interactive

n170e2

stamina, desktop

n229e2

n595e8

wrong, actual,
apparently, in,
whoever, protective,
unease, unwi ingly

n655e5

grind, remove, enter,
enclosure, bush

n715e10

know, cross,
opposite, disturb,
dense, resemblance,
bury, dubious,
enjoyment, presage

n775e12

confusion, resemble,
teem, cling,
complement, hasty,
precision, hopeless,
unimaginable,
onslaught, gardener,
hazy
n835e7

unfortunate, trick,
silently, affection,
shroud, dispel,
immeasurably

n895e3

solitary, inhuman,
illumination

storage, evolve,
maintenance,
marginal, messy,
locally, abut

n356e13

unlikely, rarely,
appropriate, risk,
safety, consistent,
intact, unsafe,
conventional,
dialogue, parcel,
brian, destructive
n416e5

activity, frequently,
designate, partially,
explicit

n476e8

entire, ask, tell,
actually, possibly,
currently, realistic,
strategically

n536e6

intent, flaw, clever,
clue,
enthusiastically,
unrealistic

n596e8

hide, deliberately,
flight, unexpectedly,
resistant,
surveillance,
sequence, nefarious

n656e6

suspect, frequency,
pin, uncommon,
indirect,
indistinguishable

n716e3

n57e35

sight, great,
distant, child,
thoroughly, road,
stroke, harsh,
myriad, yard,
intersperse, helpless

n836e7

cluster, u er,
curiosity,
unmistakable, corpse,
flute, coffin

n896e5

confess, crude,
delineation, socket,
stolid

informal, recreation,
playground, vet,
advocacy, accidental,
pier, camaraderie,
altercation,
anarchic,
incremental, sha...
n118e5

n177e9

ramp, liability,
infrequently,
renegade, humorously

n178e5

concrete, obstacle,
eventual, incite,
intermingle, tenuous,
hazardous, usa, trove

n237e8

n297e5

park, strewn, bob,
oasis, trash, gruff

n298e6

appreciate, demise,
discard, mate,
creatively

n357e8

lightly, gently,
concert, sunset,
rudolph, nightfall

n358e4

enjoy, frequent,
surely, smooth,
sturdy, fence,
creator, tolerant

n417e7

mix, occasional,
amid, awkwardly

n418e4

friend, somewhat,
unfold, impulse,
expanse, endear,
loosen

n477e4

loose, occasionally,
atop, nonstop

n478e3

conversation, team,
both, mike

n537e4

tag, correctly,
unwanted

n538e2

unexpected,
meticulously,
conceivable, savvy

n597e87

n717e2

pick, interrupt,
bolt, cord

n718e6

game, retire

n777e17

break, easy, device,
quick, whim, ram

n778e17

turn, keep, carry,
old, rise, name, lay,
fall, spread, man,
overwhelm, match,
pitch, vast, mock,
notoriously, stricken

n837e17

come, day, long,
head, hand, pass,
fill, chance, please,
cast, bad, dare,
winter, flow, reply,
alert, tenth

n838e10

blood, narrow,
weight, green,
silver, descend,
doom, coin, excess,
wild, pleasure,
cruel, supplant,
terrify, frigh...
n897e1

alive, usual, burn,
greet, dread, pocket,
wipe, splendid,
commotion, repel

n898e7

apollo

wheel, bare, immense,
ebb, awe, obliterate,
hell

urbanists, causeway,
vernacular, funk,
curtis, cleverly,
parishioner, ragtag,
cnn, typologies,
magnolia, mural, tee,
redeemer, n...
n120e23

installation, adage,
wow, underdog,
facilitator

n179e2

hoc, senseless,
sadly, ramification,
aka, sideline, rap,
frances, upbeat,
corrosive, persevere,
keystone, senegal,
sheathe, abbevi...
n180e11

cancel, go a

n239e2

flood, folk, bernard,
slim, hardware,
emblazon,
nondescript,
streetscape, bourbon,
clarinet, offbeat

n240e3

neighborhood, gonna

n299e8

storm, turf, strut

n300e6

hey, spike,
underneath, famed,
bask, douse, cone,
cancellation

n359e12

keith, music, bunk,
groove, reveler,
contortion

n360e17

bite, relax, spot,
ribbon, grab, nice,
sunny, beer, slope,
outdoors, leisurely,
shack

n419e5

baby, fan, hug,
super, feather,
performer, friday,
bustle, couch,
dancer, festival,
aren, solace,
frenetic, magi...
n420e9

miss, kick, artist,
nod, humor

n479e3

beacon, rainbow,
magic, cushion,
somber, jade,
futuristic, techno,
oceanic

n480e7

upset, couple,
artfully

n539e1

block, pool,
discreet, straddle,
auditorium,
disbelief, sunken

n540e17

realize

n599e2

puzzle, basically,
fake, lethal, zoom,
sidestep, feign,
pilot, innocuous,
unlock, tunnel,
escalator, devious,
surreal, unlit, b...
n658e4

trap, steal, knot,
criminal, police,
watchful, the ,
ingenious, vent,
hunch, detection

n60e79

riverfront, denise,
samantha, a endee

n119e5

oddly, accidentally

n598e21

safe, target, crime,
deter, scan, rob,
tool, duplicate,
inadvertently,
patrol, intruder,
vault, navigate,
astonishin...
n657e11

n59e4

sadness, fondly,
upkeep, shrug, madden

n238e6

edge, unpredictable,
scrap, swim, boulder,
constructive, debris,
guerrilla

quite, discover,
ingenuity

n776e12

n58e89

chip, splinter,
burner, owl, pickup,
demeanor, bonnie,
interim, erik,
untangle, evasive,
condominium,
rearrangem...
n117e16

chris, reclaim,
untold, weed,
compartment, erosion,
improvise, rehearse,
visceral,
partnership,
interchangea...

intersection, upward,
upside, revolve,
warmly, blatant,
oblivious, premature,
blueprint, cardboard,
unconscious,
unlimi...
n600e6

inside, brute

n659e4

predict, hole, exit,
gear

n719e14

away, let, close,
open, piece, real,
stick, sure, guide,
signal, spell, trunk,
frank, calm

n779e22

cover, stand, li le,
lose, deep,
direction, pull,
sca er, proud,
collect, tone, wave,
length, weigh, roll,
sole, shock, br...
n839e14

stretch, except,
touch, mouth, forth,
luck, mild, clad,
lo y, imitation,
pinnacle, brim,
interchangeable,
anatomy
n899e12

watch, illuminate,
dying, ba er, slap,
bleak, spit, beard,
ladder, pipe,
indomitable, ambush

surface, illusion,
transparent,
disconcert, crowbar,
inexplicably

n660e10

exactly, onto, pure,
electrical, afar,
halfway, trademark,
plane, stairway,
swoop

n720e42

step, just, try,
want, else, think,
front, love, put,
moment, happen, slow,
feel, thing, perfect,
say, perfectly,
bo om, bar...
n780e43

face, like, go, stop,
sign, happy, red,
hear, chair, talk,
clean, mirror, bend,
pair, tiny, load,
joint, fascinate,
quiet, filter, l...
n840e69

catch, look, shake,
hour, wait, excite,
solid, minute,
slowly, really, sit,
weather, wash, empty,
twist, ride,
beautiful, b...
n900e76

eye, drop, thick,
corner, suddenly,
roam, so , wind,
shade, pile, tongue,
walk, glass, pre y,
sound, sleep, pause,
tall, brain, st...

n932e6

discovery, journey,
dig, fragment,
cylinder, undisturbed

stanley, arduous,
encircle, empire,
joan, conscientious,
looter,

form, city
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TOP CS ADDRESSED N THE SPEECH
AND THE R NDEX CAL CLOUDS
ARCH TECTURE
ch_n4e79 s a om e e s e a ed o he ndex o a ch ec u e
n413 e17 { single , undergo, influence , numerous,
distinct , specific , treat, contact, innovation, integral,
complexity, insert, universally, obsolete, occupant,
architecture , complication}
n412 e7 {size, vary, enclose, service, experimental ,
lade, balcony}
n414 e8 {large, structure , isolate, factor , desirable,
limitation, transformation, wane}
n473 e11 {detail, distance, natural, type, pose, constant,
variation, material , modern, practical, campbell}
n354 e6 {practice, occupy , experiment, alteration,
formalize, copious}
n472 e11 {small, off, special, feature, expect, simple,
include, travel, secondary, essential, location }
n353 e23 {reduce, private, barrier , accommodate ,
climate, arrangement , alternate, equip, unit , expectation ,
unnecessary, induce, inevitably, mechanical, personnel,
attendant, densely, acute, efficiently , architectural,
remodel, drastically, northwestern}
n474 e9 {exist, add, result, approach, complex, physical,
clearly, overlap, traverse}
n411 e1 {variety}
n415 e8 {limit, largely, potential , involve, occur,
entity, space, incomplete}
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ch_n4e79’s main references for the index of architecture:
Jeanne Kisacky,
Rise of the Modern Hospital,
0.0657313

Peter Ackroyd,
London: The Biography,
0.0220245

Edwin G. Burrows, Mike Wallace,
Gotham: A History
of New York City to 1898,
0.0483484

Annie Hauck-Lawson,
Jonathan Deutsch, Gastropolis:
Food and New York City,
0.0212798

Kenneth Goldsmith,
Capital: New York, Capital of
the 20th Century,
0.0438449

Francesca Russello Ammon,
Bulldozer: Demolition
and Clearance of the Postwar
Landscape, 0.0178613

Fodor’s New York City 2015,
0.0260469

Daniel Campo, The Accidental
Playground: Brooklyn Waterfront
Narratives of the Undesigned
and Unplanned, 0.0176633

Catriona Kelly, St Petersburg:
Shadows of the Past,
0.0246704

Xiaojing Zhou, Cities of Others:
Reimagining Urban Spaces
in Asian American Literature,
0.0173907

CITY
ch_n4e79’s atom-letters related to the index of city:
n1844 e16 {take, begin, ӏcityӏ, end, find, ӏaccompanyӏ,
replace, prefer, easily, ӏbornӏ, manner, devote, ӏfoundationӏ,
abroad, lavish, celebration}
n1843 e5 {celebrate, entertain, borrow, convey, ӏstriveӏ}
n1845 e30 {lead, none, reach, half, manage, ӏdominateӏ,
apart, fellow, nine, strict, son, employ, ӏwifeӏ, capture,
estimate, arrive, encourage, channel, massive, ӏhusbandӏ,
convert, earnest, ӏheroӏ, safely, ӏoutbreakӏ, enlarge, infant,
eschew, valley, inspection}
n1904 e26 {late, year, combine, early, recently, wide,
equally, grow, ӏcompeteӏ, mass, ӏyoungӏ, highly, success,
attract, successful, rough, adult, arrange, reliable, hill,
preparation, handle, thrive, albeit, shun, prize}
n1903 e10 {draw, set, fine, invite, venture, fame,
collector, civilize, inventor, ail}
n1784 e7 {last, occasion, sustain, deem, imminent,
eminent, certainty}
n1785 e4 {execute, boat, secretly, indulgence}
n1842 e4 {invent, copy, passionate, enclave}
n1902 e6 {side, consist, strictly, disintegrate, eloquent,
ӏintermittentlyӏ}
n1905 e22 {country, expand, join, john, few, ӏbrotherӏ,
career, ӏmarryӏ, number, sister, prompt, peter, stable,
profession, war, ӏresidenceӏ, rapid, daughter, privately,
civic, sarah, saga}
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ch_n4e79’s main references for the index of city:
Edwin G. Burrows, Mike Wallace,
Gotham: A History
of New York City to 1898,
0.0964489

James Crawford, Fallen Glory:
The Lives and Deaths of
History’s Greatest Buildings,
0.0241158

Kenneth Goldsmith,
Capital: New York, Capital of
the 20th Century,
0.0332222

Mabel O. Wilson, Negro Building:
Black Americans in the World
of Fairs and Museums,
0.0234598

Peter Ackroyd, London: The
Biography, 0.0305812

Karen Armstrong,
Jerusalem: One City,
Three Faiths,
0.0230939

Peter Ackroyd, Venice: Pure
City, 0.0292128

Tom Lewis, Washington:
A History of Our National City,
0.0222213

Chris Myers Asch, George Derek
Musgrove, Chocolate City: A
History of Race and Democracy
in the Nation’s Capital, 0.02443

Clifton Hood,
In Pursuit of Privilege,
0.0210135

ART
ch_n4e79’s atom-letters related to the index of art:
n614 e10 {ӏartӏ, charm, ӏvillageӏ, ӏpaintӏ, linen,
delightful, ӏdreamyӏ, overload, manicure, bowles}
n615 e5 {daily, panel, basement, acoustic, ӏrusticӏ}
n613 e2 {studio, palette}
n674 e16 {center, steep, visitor, top, busy, adorn,
entrance, lawn, marble, ornate, ӏbeautifullyӏ, ӏsculptureӏ,
powell, excellent, walkway, picnic}
n673 e5 {bold, gift, gracious, monday, unobstructed}
n554 e0 {}
n675 e15 {ӏinteriorӏ, comfort, decorate, staircase,
innovative, comfortable, floor, destination, amenity,
exterior, ӏmasterpieceӏ, respite, faux, char, sparingly}
n612 e1 {appreciative}
n616 e2 {apartment, ӏdecorationӏ}
n676 e4 {ӏfireplaceӏ, moderately, ӏhomegrownӏ, bookshelf}
ch_n4e79’s main references for the index of art:
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Kenneth Goldsmith,
Capital: New York,
Capital of the 20th Century,
0.0707099

Tom Lewis, Washington:
A History of Our National City,
0.0378304

Fodor’s New York City 2015,
0.0666584

Elizabeth Greene, Edward Salo,
Buildings and Landmarks of
20th- and 21st-Century America,
0.0331868

Anne E. Dawson, Rare Light:
J. Alden Weir in Windham,
Connecticut, 1882–1919,
0.0641114

James Howard Kunstler,
The Geography of Nowhere:
The Rise and Decline of America’s
Man-made Landscape, 0.0234905

Edwin G. Burrows, Mike Wallace,
Gotham: A History
of New York City to 1898,
0.0605612

Mabel O. Wilson, Negro Building:
Black Americans in the World
of Fairs and Museums,
0.0230429

Edwin G. Burrows,
The Finest Building in America,
0.0427012

Gwendolyn Wright,
Building the Dream: A Social
History of Housing in America,
0.0219494

PLENTIFUL PLAY — PLAY II

TIME
ch_n4e79’s atom-letters related to the index of time:
n534 e24 {mean, ӏtimeӏ, ӏpossibleӏ, ӏoutsideӏ, ӏeffectӏ,
short, book, appear, shape, mind, introduce, note, understand,
idea, express, answer, otherwise, gap, personality, correct,
ӏconstructӏ, reproduce, hint, intersect}
n533 e14 {different, change, fit, consider, ӏshowӏ, view,
contrast, complete, original, suggestion, ӏperformӏ, awareness,
intrigue, happiness}
n594 e16 {beyond, part, true, world, write, imagine,
entirely, reveal, visible, mistake, accurate, suspicion,
ӏintensifyӏ, forgive, voice, elusive}
n474 e9 {exist, add, result, approach, complex, physical,
clearly, overlap, traverse}
n535 e14 {way, ӏleaveӏ, ӏpointӏ, ӏsimplyӏ, ӏlearnӏ, instead,
person, able, anticipate, obvious, carefully, remind,
ultimate, ӏdimensionӏ}
n475 e11 {make, use, story, clear, avoid, future,
experience, eventually, connect, previously, path}
n593 e18 {ӏlifeӏ, ӏageӏ, ӏfactӏ, contain, describe, purpose,
affect, element, nature, significant, description, trace,
tendency, fore, remote, ӏconsciousnessӏ, ӏmapӏ, ӏimprintӏ}
n532 e5 {unique, section, distinctive, unusually,
chronological}
n473 e11 {detail, distance, ӏnaturalӏ, ӏtypeӏ, ӏposeӏ,
ӏconstantӏ, ӏvariationӏ, material, modern, practical, campbell}
n595 e8 {wrong, actual, apparently, in, whoever,
protective, unease, unwittingly}
ch_n4e79’s main references for the index of time:
Kenneth Goldsmith, Capital:
New York, Capital of the 20th
Century,
0.0455248

James Crawford, Fallen Glory:
The Lives and Deaths of
History’s Greatest Buildings,
0.020916

Edwin G. Burrows, Mike Wallace,
Gotham: A History
of New York City to 1898,
0.0421227

Catriona Kelly,
St Petersburg: Shadows
of the Past,
0.020181

Peter Ackroyd,
London: The Biography,
0.0319061

Karen Armstrong,
Jerusalem: One City,
Three Faiths,
0.0190002

Jeanne Kisacky,
Rise of the Modern Hospital,
0.0218651

Keith Wilhite,
The City Since 9/11:
Literature, Film, Television,
0.0187303

Xiaojing Zhou, Cities of Others:
Reimagining Urban Spaces
in Asian American Literature,
0.0217103

Leif Jerram,
Streetlife: The Untold History
of Europe’s Twentieth Century,
0.0186364

FORM
ch_n4e79’s atom-letters related to the index of form:
n1840 e9 {ӏformӏ, present, repeat, ӏfinalӏ, intend,
ӏintentionӏ, ӏorientӏ, readily, helen}
n1780 e3 {language, effectively, vein}
n1841 e5 {double, joy, inherit, culminate, ambition}
n1900 e1 {invention}
[…]
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[…]
n1839 e18 {select, ӏidentifyӏ, ӏcultureӏ, ӏamericanӏ,
evolution, necessity, significance, technique, evident,
ongoing, characterize, thereby, precursor, ӏcriterionӏ, ӏlabelӏ,
ӏethnicityӏ, ӏexpatriateӏ, ӏnationalisticӏ}
n1899 e2 {codify, tenet}
n1781 e6 {subject, counter, composition, domination,
mastery, nationality}
n1901 e4 {admire, brilliant, devise, mankind}
n1842 e4 {invent, copy, passionate, enclave}
n1779 e20 {ӏobserveӏ, suggest, ӏidentificationӏ, song,
reconcile, blur, intimately, equate, homage, disrupt,
manifest, adequately, conjunction, dash, evoke, ӏtransitionalӏ,
aversion, sensual, gladly, ӏsexistӏ}
ch_n4e79’s main references for the index of form:
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Edwin G. Burrows, Mike Wallace,
Gotham: A History
of New York City to 1898,
0.0649378

Xiaojing Zhou, Cities of Others:
Reimagining Urban Spaces
in Asian American Literature,
0.0242374

Nissa Parmar, Multicultural
Poetics: Re-visioning the
American Canon,
0.0591062

Peter Ackroyd,
London: The Biography,
0.0232467

Kenneth Goldsmith,
Capital: New York,
Capital of the 20th Century,
0.0395744

Peter Ackroyd,
Venice: Pure City,
0.0223423

Mabel O. Wilson, Negro Building:
Black Americans in the World
of Fairs and Museums,
0.0288571

James Crawford, Fallen Glory:
The Lives and Deaths of
History’s Greatest Buildings,
0.0221138

Michael J. Lewis,
City of Refuge: Separatists
and Utopian Town Planning,
0.0255643

Leif Jerram,
Streetlife: The Untold History
of Europe’s Twentieth Century,
0.0184046

PLENTIFUL PLAY — PLAY II

■ CH_N5E172
A SUBSTITUTIVE OBJECT

172 faces of character ch_n5e172.

AN IMAGINED SCENARIO FOR CHARACTER CH_N5E172 AT A
GATHERING FOR SIX IN LIBRARY_639
The most passionate and keen on discussing architecture among
the six characters is ch_n5e172. With it, architecture is both synthetic and analytic, articulated in terms of art and science; it
could become anything and nothing. ch_n5e172’s big body of
172 voices is almost always in tension between two groups of
indexes gathered around the notions of architecture and building, between thinking and doing, fabrica and ratiocinatio, 202 a
two-thousand-year-old discussion which it wants to unfold in a
new and intriguing way. ch_n5e172 is always in contradiction with

202

See, Vitruvius, Ten Books on Architecture.
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itself, in constant double articulation, never optimal, but always
with an interest, in a constant change. On the one hand, architecture is hybrid in nature and, on the other, an independent discipline. This dillemma fuels its character, and gives it a life. When
thinking about architecture, for ch_n5e172 time is the essential
ingredient. Its challenge is to take architecture out of linear time.
In this sense, architecture and its character are undecided, but
present: a substitutive object: ch_n5e172.
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The likeliness is the distance between cells of the self-organising
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Four most probable tempers of ch_n5e172: word clouds of book clusters.

FIFTY INDEXES COMMON TO CH_N5E172
ӏarchitectureӏ → 67858, build → 65987, new → 42861, design
→ 40476, house → 36473, work → 35535, space → 32295, architect
→ 30449, architectural → 30109, ӏformӏ → 25894, ӏcityӏ → 25731,
ӏartӏ → 22399, ӏtimeӏ → 22148, use → 21202, project → 18955,
like → 18664, place → 18527, plan → 17972, way → 17758, world
→ 17594, make → 17211, modern → 14911, draw → 14276, person
→ 13965, social → 13932, mean → 13792, university → 13661,
system → 13623, figure → 13386, life → 13375, urban → 12470,
press → 12407, century → 12238, think → 12135, york → 12076,
good → 12054, structure → 11916, history → 11875, live →
11662, state → 11355, construction → 11314, london → 11300,
process → 11177, year → 11130, idea → 11107, write → 10943,
book → 10849, theory → 10722, public → 10669, material → 10568
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n1041e3

mouthpiece, jul, ong

arendt, omen,
interpellate

n862e6

mastery, waiter,
slavoj, extricate,
enunciation, poetica

n922e36

aestheticization,
implacable,
virtuality, cacciari,
nadir, foment,
chantal, toscano,
lahiji, negri,
schm...
n982e5

hardt, cunningham,
remuneration,
unfaithful, pcm

n1042e4

cctv, scheeren,
managerialism,
hyperbuilding

n506e2

amass, retort

enigma, demon,
cataclysmic

n803e6

jacques, surplus,
klein, thief, naomi,
ruminate

n863e2

rephrase, reabsorb

n923e6

equality, subjection,
consensual, suture,
constitutively, nodal

n983e2

totalitarianism,
andreo i

n1043e5

cowboy, refashion,
governmentality,
burchell, sensorium

n507e1

n684e1

disintegration

n804e6

exception, rebirth,
alain, annihilate,
enunciate,
unknowingly

n864e4

capitalism,
capitalist,
crucially, discontent

n924e6

verso, aestheticized,
disavowal, foreclose,
injunction, causality

n984e5

delirious, adorno,
immanent, managerial,
paranoia

n1044e4

circuit, meltdown,
pry, shtml

n686e1

recast, pretense,
basingstoke

n865e5

labor, consign,
sovereignty, elide,
administrate

n925e2

harvey, topology

n985e3

foucault, perspecta,
horkheimer

n1045e3

fetishized,
phantasmagoric,
bertalanffy

n806e22

neil, schizophrenic,
peg, tacitly, hamper,
hubris, unfe ered,
ape, schizophrenia,
flock,
anthropocentric,
cornelius, d...
n866e8

deform, leach,
madrid, circumvent,
lyotard,
sociopolitical,
calculable, plc

n926e3

protocol, unthinking,
extrinsic

n986e5

naturalize,
disenchant,
commercialize,
tabulate,
biopolitical

n1046e22

irreducibly,
expropriate, mathias,
roche, protectionist,
gigantism, dustbin,
crutch, oikos,
televisual, ungers,
nixon, maldon...

n807e45

n867e14

techno, interface,
logo, offspring,
accountability,
visualization,
geopolitical,
robotic, marvin,
simian, inaliena...
n927e6

kevin, feedback,
ba lefield, jargon,
semantics,
postindustrial,
discursively,
liquidity, uber

disruptive,
autocratic

n1047e30

postmodern, gridded,
discernible,
unmediated,
pi sburgh, newman,
postmodernity,
inconclusive,
pragmatica...

environmentalism,
unthought

constructivism,
hannes, faction,
internationalist,
heimat, vkhutemas

teleological,
technics

technician,
mendelsohn, danish,
reformulation,
mumford, unemployed,
din, full, alloy,
reproducible,
rebu al, ciam, l...

n870e78

n1048e4

indirectly, haunt,
domesticate,
expulsion

n930e19

inc, evacuation,
standardization,
elision, proclivity,
anticipatory,
thermodynamics,
authorless, chemist

n989e4

endeavor, iteration,
interrelation,
unsigned

n1049e1

n811e2

constructivist,
rodchenko

n871e1

energetic, scrapbook,
tab, interloper

pivotal, impend

curator, felicity,
confrontational

n1051e8

exhibit, provocative,
alongside, editorial,
exhibition, marshall,
backwards,
reappraisal

becke , orwell,
shklovsky

n813e3

photomontage,
contort, vortex

n872e2

renegade

n931e4

n991e3

emblematic,
endorsement,
orchestrate, revere,
silk, further,
fortuitous, operandi,
antiquate, credo,
reunion, directorship

porn, pare, gangster,
agitprop, orgasm,
eisler, brechtian,
sexpol

n753e3

deadpan, viktor

n812e3

shelter, catalog,
michigan, emergency,
heap, hitchcock,
detroit, impel,
teleology, notoriety,
prelude, polemicist,
unoccupied, d...

hell, shabbiness,
vindication, implore,
nikolai

n693e8

reich, untainted,
bastard, carcass,
busch, bruise,
moisei, antiseptic,
demystification,
sardonic, starkness,
ginzburg, desecr...
n752e2

konstantin

n990e12

n1050e2

takeover

n692e17

expunge, perversity

n751e1

incursion

n810e6

n929e9

chart

n988e2

dreamlike, socialism,
sexy, patriotic,
retro, fighter,
realist, pact,
soviet, kiosk,
demented, pelican,
barbarity, serf, ...

n633e5

atrocity, untried

sergei, soundtrack,
placid

n873e6

radio, jennings

n932e1

detritus,
disjunctive, still,
reductivism,
eisenstein, elena

n933e104

interactivity

n992e9

subvert, norton,
collide, purposeful,
mantra, destabilize,
aaron, andreas,
reprise

n1052e28

fragment, scene,
evoke, jonathan,
file, layer,
exaggerate,
preoccupation, allen,
overlie, explode,
reclaim, gl...

video, paste,
frenetic, wolf,
nebraska, vigne e,
intrude, claire,
streak, immersion,
fibre, purposefully,
christina, rejo...
n993e15

dog, brian,
narrative, performer,
tutor, outwards,
jenny, geoff,
massage, downwards,
frenzied, weil, rick,
choreographer, gareth
n1053e5

ltd, messy, jon,
linearity, handwrite

impressive,
tellingly, lush,
imperceptibly,
parlance, subterfuge,
uncomplicated,
unpopularity

bland, obsessively,
mini, vacuous,
punctuation,
impeccable,
outrageous, gorgeous,
georgian, protrusion,
authentically, quirk

n276e12

n335e8

depress, genuinely,
shiny, ruthless,
horrify, smash,
massively,
traditionalist,
featureless, upkeep,
proviso, indeli...
n394e4

n395e11

drastic, hugely,
eerie, placard

n454e22

n396e10

spike, horrible,
mildly, shipyard,
furiously, bulbous,
signpost, parodic,
inaccurately, lorry,
squint

n455e11

skyline, unusually,
allegedly, faintly,
breathtaking, cobble,
hulk,
authoritarianism,
showpiece, spiky,
laconic, tram, gu...
n514e54

bizarre, ruthlessly,
cute, scrupulously,
pompous, scrawl,
opulence, advert,
unsurprisingly,
vertiginous,
beleaguer, fi in...
n574e2

unsurprising, blast,
misnomer

grim, derelict,
shoddy, wilfully,
fearless, spindly,
multicoloured,
underpass, steelworks

decent, borough, pub,
mediocrity, disused,
dereliction, blitz,
meek, rectitude,
ikea, belatedly,
xxvi, tory, gaunt,
sinew, barbi...

n515e8

n516e10

n517e23

esque, jag, weird,
appallingly,
horrendous,
staggeringly,
atrocious, multiplex

n694e7

n695e1

n814e2

n815e1

isle, li er, holly,
skim, mutant,
docklands, punk

n934e3

prick

n875e3

parody, neville

n1054e3

kick, exploratory,
westwood

n817e2

fat, tabloid, tedium

n876e2

jumble, thatcher,
cornucopia

n935e3

nick, confessional,
unfamiliarity

n994e2

n816e3

enormously, sadly,
appal, obligatory,
astound, warp, silly,
deter, strangeness,
flashy, xxi,
nautical, mug,
unimaginative, shrill

untouched, allege,
decidedly, efface,
belated, erroneously,
politely, jerk,
spoon, gown

n818e3

camera, film, tunnel,
junction, monochrome,
predicament,
surrealist,
palimpsest, cinema,
cedric, locomotive,
phantom, robin...

n996e36

ferry, windy

asunder, roderick

n997e6

estuary, privatised,
computerised,
hepworth, tonne,
biograph

n1056e1

n700e10

stun, knock, funny,
bet, glib,
moderately, christen,
yawn, unimpressed

n759e11

unrealised,
hammersmith

tag, sorry, crumble,
weep, craze, sane

n820e3

hyde

ludicrous, upshot,
aghast

n880e3

zoom, vaunt,
ephemerality,
spectral, exasperate,
ba ersea,
patronising,
vitreous, decon,
sydenham

londoners, mew

clever, practically,
damn, mindedness,
aesthete, fiddle,
shred, unbelievably,
limp, pvc

n760e6

sixty, gut,
ridiculous, skew,
hatred, horde, swap,
unbelievable,
preposterous, unload,
disingenuous

n939e1

renzo, girlfriend,
heron, laurie,
lunchtime, trafalgar,
ricky, abbo , zip,
stirk, bordaz, roo,
leadenhall, parkside,
ruthie
n1059e16

standardised, menu,
ernesto, charitable,
uninterested,
grandchild, a acker,
earnings, recoil,

n821e4

crystal, exhibitor,
blister

n1000e4

unobstructed,
pompidou, ration,
derail

n1060e3

wendy, galleria,
dentist

n822e17

nonsense, honestly,
patently, ass

n881e3

n882e13

wreck, lurch,
abdication

n941e3

brilliant,
uncompromising,
incredible, aeroplane

n1061e4

jump, norman,
realise, woe

spite, turf,
securely,
inscrutable,
irresponsible,
automotive,
miniaturize,
submissive, proverb
n883e5

suspect, pervade,
gleam, desert,
astute, chill, mist,
legendary,
respectable, outdo,
tragically,
uncompleted, baffle
n942e1

albert, iron, dreary

n1001e4

n705e2

jam, cheerful

n764e2

glaze, wheel,
ignorance, slump,
grille

n824e4

ingenuity, foray,
valuation,
unexplained

n884e3

rigidity,
coincidentally, fur

n943e4

brut

n1002e2

n1062e2

shore, meticulously

n1063e5

rust, stirling

maximise, civilise,
minimise, godfat...

totally, anathema,
tolerant,
rearrangement,
degeneracy

n825e2

rank, reliability

n885e1

throwaway, humdrum

n1064e3

enamel,
hydroelectric,
sociologically

n887e1

output, frill,
insipid

n946e10

machine, corporate,
corporation, hood,
automobile, mullion,
stylize,
mechanization,
seagram, earl,
geddes, sl...
n1065e2

military, herbert,
headquarter,
automatic, modulate,
nervous, nuclear,
hardware, personnel,
disorganize

n1006e5

organic, industrial,
unencumbered,
highway, humanistic

n1066e10

theodor, iit

tomorrow, disperse,
efficiently,
stability, blend,
forefront,
efficiency, simulate,
cater, stimulant

n710e2

n888e17

growth

n947e9

control, business,
fast, center,
imperative,
concentration,
accommodation,
channel, flexible

n1007e11

increasingly,
eliminate, rapid,
pace, trend, program,
diversity, speed,
champion, groundwork,
contaminate

n1067e5

consume, exacerbate,
plethora, validation,
commensurate

increase, reduce,
improve, standard,
resource, advantage,
facility, additional,
improvement,
minimize, maximize,
efficient, dispo...
n948e15

provide, design,
respond, service,
save, prevent,
incorporate, rapidly,
priority,
substantially,
landscape, b...
n1008e3

accomplish,
competitive,
catastrophic

n1068e9

threat, poorly,
default, propel,
audacious, heed,
explosive,
exponentially,
uncertainty

advisable

n889e3

few, applicable,
detrimental

n949e14

opportunity, occur,
activity, require,
accessible,
accommodate,
adjacent, exceed,
moderate, adaptable,
score, aggressiv...
n1009e3

thrive, supportive,
abound

n1069e11

tax, practitioner,
survival,
fluctuation,
viability,
substantive,
submerge,
inventiven...

n716e1

n890e3

additionally, safety,
certify

n950e14

locate, type, zone,
ideally, wiley,
locally, adoption,
provision,
interactive, amenity,
subdivision,
redundant, discha...
n1010e5

demise, unintended,
ebk, likelihood,
kentucky

n1070e2

voluntarily,
a ractiveness

n832e3

load, hoboken

n891e8

n834e2

seismic, combustion,
zimmerman

n892e14

typically, employee,
neighborhood,
certificate,
tremendously,
optimize,
repurposing, shlomo

n951e10

rate, resident,
flexibility,
accessibility,
regulation,
stringent, transit,
florida, minimally,
jog
n1011e3

location, developer,
investor

n1071e1

thoughtfully

n775e2

inspector

live, permit,
conversion, exit,
proximity,
relaxation,
accessory, unit,
liner, infill,
retail, storefr...
n953e21

nearby, separation,
residence,
occupation,
francisco,
revitalize, occupant,
vacant, subsidy,
comply, ille...
n1012e8

tip, portion, alarm,
renovate, rescue,
landlord, calibrate,
tenant, lifelong,
co on, freight,
quandary, modicum,
podium, cessat...
n1013e18

district, courtyard,
prohibit, zero,
vacate, gladly,
seaside, multipurpose

n1072e1

commercial, mix,
sale, rend,
appointment,
intensity, devolve,
vent, skylight,
atlanta, rent,
congregate, w...
n1073e3

curb

signage, languish,
compound

n894e3

ceilinged, heater,
modem

nilly

n1074e8

convert, artist,
thomas, studio,
vibrant, elevator,
pearl, hallway

n838e1

acquaint, staunch

gun

n1075e11

separate, typical,
lesson, area,
virtually, fortunate,
stray, preferable,
stairway, legion,
infrequently

n1016e9

usually, sink,
normal, complain,
reasonably,
discourage, proven,
shower, fortunately

n1076e62

use, add, high,
grind, six, easily,
open, immediately,
build, contain,
large, surround,
create, raise,
strong, encour...

n957e4

n958e1

reliable, weigh,
anyway, rod

n1017e11

except, stick, eight,
dry, coat, shrink,
stare, wire, whoever,
muddy, fool

n1077e61

face, away, good,
li le, give, way,
run, day, course,
far, make, stand,
break, keep, fit,
thing, pass, catch,
grow, actually, k...

popularity, laser

n959e9

tooth

n1018e7

probably, hole, star,
weather, snow, greet,
shout

n1078e29

know, look, just,
stop, else, easy,
really, hard, stay,
wonder, don, piece,
big, lot, night,
amaze, even,
wonderful, ...

unevenly, pastime,
infrequent

n780e145

significance,
convention, inscribe,
masterpiece, com,
miniature,
resignation, planet,
html, socio, org,
hat, her...
n840e2

christmas, costume

n899e2

maybe

habitable, oversized

work, near, hour,
floor, likely,
normally, smoke, boy,
inexpensive, revert,
rear, flame, shall

brow, unwieldy,
proficient

n839e2

n898e1

n956e2

n1015e13

reliably, nostril,
opprobrium

n720e3

duck

n779e3

wink, paddle

sleep, exempt,
shopkeeper, optional,
sizable

fire, table, ocean,
maximum, california,
noise, relax,
artisan, eighteen,
garage, chagrin

heel, inflexible,
willy, shunt

n895e2

n954e5

n1014e11

n837e2

drip, shrug, tiger,
bucket, hey, howl,
booklet, fla ery,
aback, knack,
expansiveness

n660e3

n719e1

lapse, ladder

hadn, strap, balloon,
jim, hanger, leaky,
chi, boulder,
casement, brim,
chilly, baseball,
undivided, detest,
grumble, montice...
n600e11

seep, atavistic,
blond, unperturbed

anybody, boot

pine, drill, trim,
haste, bookshelf,
lumber, shack,
yesteryear, sawmill,
evergreen

n540e34

tenon

desk, hammer, idiot,
jamaica

n659e4

n778e2

daunt

n836e4

outbuilding,
woodworking

n893e86

residential,
warehouse, synonym,
code, retrofit,
entitlement,
disclaimer, laurel,
herron, applicant,
advers...
n952e14

n835e1

shave

n599e4

tangle, fin, wouldn,
wasn, conceit, toe,
bead, wayside,
priceless

n718e2

flip, luck, heave

n777e1

workable, eyeball

n480e10

n539e1

blade, methodically,
fingertip, nutshell,
nervously

n658e9

slap, fervent,
unshakable

n717e3

timer

n774e1

workday, removable

tub, snowy, clamp,
maple, eyebrow, he ,
stile, sorely

constriction,
straightaway

n598e5

fax, perilous,
topmost

n657e3

convertible

rock, a ernoon,
pond, isaac, shaper,
buoyant, desultory,
spurt, gentleness

n420e8

n479e1

n538e2

cleanly

n597e3

n656e1

tap, galvanize

percentage, tornado

n773e2

n831e2

n537e1

snag

haul

n655e2

n712e2

affordable

unmet, preferential

shoulder

wrist

lath

n536e1

nail

n595e1

crate

wooded, freshly,
beef, creak,
floorboard

n360e9

n418e1

liable, fillet, bough

stave

n535e1

glue

n654e1

farmer, trunk,
tricky, brighten,
must, barn, prow,
sundays, jealously,
savor, peach, flea,
windowsill, ageless,
tern, khai
n300e5

graze

counterpoise

n417e3

interpose

n478e1

hoist, mishap

n594e1

homework

n771e2

n830e1

n534e2

dowel

n653e1

n711e1

earthquake

downright, ballast

n416e1

inordinate

n533e1

prohibitive, pickup,
pallet

n299e1

rub, chunky

swing, rain, slender,
nudge, tug

n240e16

tuck, withstand,
ripen

n359e1

n475e1

subcontractor

batch, sip, resell,
rack

n592e3

n298e2

intricate,
adjustable, bookcase,
fallingwater,
rasmussen

n180e5

peak, shoe, pie,
luckily

n239e3

apt, weed, euphemism

tremendous, widen,
finely, slide,
startle, climb,
bathe, interlock,
perch, abundant,
roam, brass, beckon,
dimly, raili...
n120e5

gently, chest

n179e4

pitch, guess,
overhead, rectangle,
fling

n357e1

joinery, bevel

percent,
subcategories,
christensen

insulation,
feasibility

n770e1

bee, replenish

supremely, helper,
soundness

n415e2

n474e1

n532e4

automation, emission,
re, benchmark,
numeric, outperform,
forestry,
changeability, ons,
kieran, warranty,
timberlake
n651e3

integrate, gas,
demographic,
environmentally

foreseeable

n886e3

n1005e16

supplier, shipment,
plasterboard

industrialize,
schedule,
prefabricate,
customize,
volumetric, scotland,
connector,
accreditat...
n591e12

manufacture,
assembly, multi, kit,
mcgraw, sub, module,
sweden, glossary,
sporadically,
modularity,
stakehol...
n650e5

adaptability,
moisture,
compatibility, utah,
tsunami

joist, approachable

n356e2

n60e28

narrow, wall,
balance, freely,
intimate, subtly,
linger, steep,
adjoin, halfway,
eccentric, abrupt,
incentive, sun...
n119e2

shovel

n238e5

stove, tack

n297e3

wood, plank

timber, stud,
sheathe, sawn

n472e1

n531e59

fabrication, saving,
automate, diesel,
knapp

n590e17

kiln

n412e4

ellio

n471e3

n530e5

reduction,
transportation,
southwestern,
prematurely

n769e2

recruitment

n828e4

comparable

command, card,
curtain,
interchangeable,
lonely, equilibrium,
braziller, defense,
cage, warren,
aluminum, pu...
n1004e2

construction,
component, panel,
electrical, conduit,
cardinal, northeast,
charlo esville,
denmark, robustness

n709e4

supply, impact, core,
cost, report,
barrier, capability,
transport, driver,
team, estimate,
assemble, virginia,
hub, procure
n768e1

workforce

n826e1

industry, factory,
shortage,
coordination,
inspection, tier,
survey, serial,
industrialization,
industrialisation
n649e10

product, custom,
datum, company,
fabricate, erection,
copenhagen

n708e15

target, trade,
average, annual,
machinery, gauge,
navy

n767e1

mate

concurrent,
macarthur, renter

n589e10

industrially,
wireless, preview

n648e7

equipment, install,
statistic

n707e7

package

n766e1

n529e3

manufacturer, duplex,
audit

n588e3

promotion, premium

n647e3

plumb

n411e1

resale, magnetism

amortize

n528e3

salesman

n587e2

electric

n706e1

n945e23

pack, brute,
relentlessly, frantic

n1003e2

misuse, broach

n527e1

advertise, mart

portable, barometer

n765e4

n410e2

downturn

promotional,
installment,
subscriber

readership, bask,
reflexively

n646e1

electronics,
profitably

wa , afflict,
pastoral, ventilate,
traction, stiffness,
persistently,
mechanize, ascendancy
upstream, downstream
commander, prognosis,
summa, ductwork

n823e9

legend, nowadays,
smog, parochial,
fiat, licence,
disturbingly, agony,
disapprove,
reprehensible,
variance, tarn...

n704e2

distributor

n409e1

refrigerator,
underwrite,
appraisal, federally

n470e1

electrify,
conversational, cull

n586e2

luggage

n645e2

showcased

n408e4

storage, insure,
census, healthful,
midcentury, maynard,
lighthearted, fha,
homeownership

n467e3

n296e2

n355e3

n59e15

small, apart, window,
help, door, angle,
watch, wait, couple,
corner, extra, walk,
slightly, perfectly,
rough, occasional,
pool, fruit, t...

n178e1

bu er, crib

n237e2

check, pound, fro

grain, mortar, ax

n354e2

n58e55

sure, unworkable

n177e2

thick, latitude,
thumb

n236e3

length, mud

sit, edge, person,
spot, room, so ,
warm, ring, foot,
eat, entrance, swim,
seat, pleasant, car,
comfortable, grass,
sca er, traf...
n117e2

swamp

n176e3

side, convenient,
lean, beam, column,
farmhouse, squash

n235e2

steady, sheet, sand,
plaster, thrust, mold

n294e3

n353e1

n57e54

unless, ceiling,
gradually, wherever,
whenever, naturally,
road, bed, roughly,
comfortably,
countryside,
identifiable, fin...
n116e1

roof, back, slope,
cloth

n175e7

variety, wooden,
layout, brace, drain

n234e6

joint, economical,
lime, flue

n352e1

n56e129

obtuse, beehive,
fibrous, convection

n115e4

chop, hardwood

n174e5

commonly, specify,
anchor, wedge, gross,
smoothly

n293e4

payment, contractor,
poll

n55e4

steeply, pillow,
firewood, lizard,
lengthwise, hammock

n114e2

gradual, prentice

n233e6

board, principal,
consideration,
request, persons,
resolution,
schematic, impair

n291e3

investment,
insurance, broker,
speculator,
collateral, dole

n54e6

traditional

n173e2

individually

n232e8

responsibility, firm,
professional, client,
consultant, conduct,
approval, profession,
license, liability,
oversight, dilemma,
pbk, continen...

ceremony,
compartment,
peninsula, magician,
commonality, saddle,
mound, mountainous,
tray, kinship, chant,
ancestor, lay...
n113e1

village, lull

n172e1

agreement,
unreasonable, spiro,
kostof

n231e72

n350e1

furnace, gypsum,
upton, appraiser

n407e9

n526e3

iconography

n585e1

hum, sprinkle, oily

groom, satirical,
handy, whisk

n763e9

gamble, nut,
wilderness, lately,
ra le, crisp,
erudition, hitch,
sensational,
reflector,
demonstrably, ...

trash, tidy,
merchandise, jews,
rightful, gratefully,
reel

n525e1

acquisitive

n644e3

spaciousness, patio,
dishwasher, covenant

purchase, appliance,
magazine, stamp,
nationwide, mechanic,
postwar, lawn, dart,
untidy, ethnicity,
hose, privacy, hobby,
cleanliness, trai...
n466e3

n53e61

vernacular, thatch,
purlins

n112e2

player

n171e4

tract

n290e6

livability

n348e1

n52e3

islamic, carver,
briggs, almshouses

n111e1

contract, maiden

statute, conformance,
gutman

n230e1

n288e1

n347e4

n406e75

television, fence,
race, americans,
solidly, racist,
oven, diner,
unrestricted,
manicure,
generically, ci...

sunset, tractor,
beecher

n584e1

observant

n703e4

scooter, skinny,
gantry

n762e70

affluence,
ramshackle, garb,
ghe oes

n524e3

gossip, apace

n643e1

congratulate

n702e3

neat, muddle, gowan,
tact, bosom, clamber,
congratulation

n761e17

ghostly,
condescension,
taxonomic

n940e3

paxton

n999e15

n701e7

doubtless, revenge,
conformism, applause,
futurist, strut,
grudge, fatally,
blemish,
suspiciously,
travesty, t...

motorize

arcadia, mend,
juvenile

n583e2

neatly

n642e1

barb

yard, furnishings,
ethnic, gardener,
menial, admonish,
unobtrusive, mantel

n465e7

mason, carpentry,
discretion, nostrand,
apprenticeship, s...

n170e3

neighbor, driveway

n346e4

n51e4

howard,
specification,
landowner, cra sman,
surveyor, bedford,

n110e2

tradesman, griffith

unsanitary

n286e2

kitchen, basement,
harris, picnic,
sandy, decor,
acoustical, stoop,
belonging, cheryl

n405e24

suburban, suburbia,
collar, garish,
tasteful, beautify,
appraise,
respectability, chap,
accordion

n50e72

eugene, gu er, mead,
foreman, laborer,
oregon, litigation,
legislate, woodwork,
capitalization,
knoxville, socket,
dakota, winterthur
n109e2

deck, redwood, dorm,
tuition, wurster,
taliesin,
fingerprint,
reginald, cedar,
salt, dominican,
maggie, acre...
n229e1

n345e8

instruct, conformity,
persuasive, leisure,
ramification,
starkly, lexicon,
cabinet, valerie,
patriotism, corral,
sloppy

n464e4

n523e3

neatness, dreadful

n582e1

lace

n641e1

n49e14

builder, capitalize,
artifact, vinyl,
multicolored

island, calif,
heather

n167e23

chore, eldest, twa

bedroom, grocer

n285e10

white, ordinary,
likewise, popular,
home, maintenance,
outlet, publicize,
sew, friction,
laundry, lazy,
drawer, rightfu...

n404e10

seldom, cleverly

cramp

n522e2

unfit

n581e1

n699e9

brunel, mclean, alsop

n998e2

mock, loudly

n521e1

moan

stylish, redemption,
arne, internment

n463e1

n48e5

marsha

n107e3

spring, thoughtful,
friedman, ansi

n166e3

planter, nigh ime

n225e2

n344e12

n403e2

overcrowd, unclaimed

n462e1

brickwork, icy

n640e1

n879e10

n938e3

n1058e2

legitimise

recession, lucrative,
servile, picket

n520e2

council, powell,
caveat, rennie,
platitude

savvy

n402e2

hedge

n461e2

vaguely,
accidentally,
handedly, pigeon,
brutalist,
traditionalism, xix,
hyperbolic, buffet,
modish, silicon

desperately, mess,
marginally,
fibreglass, mince,
slag

n819e1

barrage, antonioni,
keiller

n937e2

dilapidate, dingy,
coach, beaumont,
lamentable, alistair,
una ractive,
inaccessibility,
psychogeography

shoot

clumsy, unseemly,
forthright, ghastly,
genteel

peep

n401e1

estate, frankly,
affluent, hinterland

n460e4

n519e5

pernicious,
melancholic,
edification

n877e3

footage, crank

n936e9

unrestrained,
situationist,
narration

n995e1

n400e4

mall, miserable,
whimsy, deceptively,
conscientious, burton

n343e4

n47e1

arbiter

n106e4

own, fi een, family

n165e2

reader, possession,
domestic, item,
exclusion, martha,
outfit,
advertisement,
utensil, plum

n284e16

citizenship,
a ainment, weaver,
hygienic, ennui

n342e1

n46e1

house, fixture,
helpful, mail, folk,
lounge, uniformly,
bulletin, colorful,
bolster, doubleday

n105e3

majority, clean,
desirable, identity,
repeatedly,
recommend,
undesirable, parent,
executive, seclusion,
lifestyle, ethnically
n224e10

keenly, quotidian

n283e5

sling, tawdry

n341e1

unfair, brunswick,
rectify,
permeable, compulsive
unchallenged, chapman

n639e6

n758e10

meanwhile, desolate,
ninety, slick, bbc,
fiercely,
paraphernalia,
eighty, mediocre,
cruise, mythologize,
piccadilly, rum...

n281e2

eccentricity

n340e2

n579e11

bleak, terminus,
forlorn, piss,
riposte, boosterism,
hagiography, creeper

n698e15

wonderfully, arsenal,
loathe, milton,
dystopia, soulless,
unforgiving, inept,
unconvincing,
hilarious, eyesore,
confect...
n757e18

revile, inferno,
wicker, parnell

defunct, hilltop,
xxiii, roundabout,
refinery, tortuous,
welsh, shelve,
absurdly, slough,
sheppard

awful, chic, enclave,
paraboloid

n638e8

manchester,
regeneration,
spectacularly,
pathetic, patronize,
regenerate,
blandness, weirdly,
splash, minusc...
n697e24

cyclopean,
unashamedly,
reachable, pedal

n756e4

owen

perverse, wi y

n874e7

n696e4

abhor

n755e1

apposite, memorably,
autopsy

victorian, enjoyable,
nasty, terraco a,
hackney, shibboleth

n578e4

drab, dock, capita,
canary, tat, xxviii,
ostentatiously,
xxvii, newcastle,
horribly,
conurbation, xxv,
rebran...
n637e52

hatherley,
impeccably,
conformist, belch,
doggedly, raban

n280e1

n45e11

middle, status,
frequently, examine,
editor, advise,
fortune, signal,
broadcast, elucidate,
minority, bliss

n164e12

rhetorical, paucity

n223e2

strenuously

range, widely,
carefully, largely,
display, newly,
daily, advice,
private, era,
regularly, article,
american, conf...
n104e12

conceal, portray,
steal

n163e2

black

n222e1

frown

privately, wale,
clientele, xvi,
hourly, rejuvenate

n44e31

appeal, careful, in,
nearly, picture,
obtain, consistently,
contend, beautiful,
discern, nerve,
prominently,
popularly
n103e3

conveniently,
unaware, personify,
inferiority, rosy

n162e1

predictably

n221e1

n339e5

n43e13

alike, arrangement,
hair, continually,
concealment

n102e5

diseased

n161e1

valley, nickname,
eric, shun, charity,
magnificently, sordid

n459e5

n518e11

swathe, nondescript,
rehouse, xxii, ira,
lurid, jolly, xxxv,
devolution, dispirit,
titanic, pinkish,
landslide, rmjm,
xxxi, aspiratio...
n577e30

walkway,
irrespective,
wasteland, miner,
unnerve, wavy,
behemoth,
grandiosity,
marvellously
n636e6

moot, windswept,
thamesmead

pulp, cock, jibe,
clockwork, ferocity,
ballard, wyndham

n754e3

motorway, tacky,
impressively,
crescent, windowed,
seedy, curio,
decimate, naughty,
straggle

n576e9

remnant, crass,
mural, rash,
overpass, airiness,
abortive

n635e3

n42e5

diminish, sake,
severe, wise,
multiply, perfection,
leaf, subordinate,
herea er, inferior,
breadth, vain,
dispense, idle, t...
n101e1

accidental, northern,
nod, beset, scorn

n219e7

n399e6

uninteresting, dip,
downhill, strangle,
conservationist,
emasculate, superbly,
to enham, grimshaw

n458e6

graffito, shabby,
tenement, melodrama,
emblazon, bizarrely,
impassable, blare,
fearsome, pomo,
flyover

n575e7

proletarian,
inadvertent

n634e3

dash, scar,
benevolent,
sensitively, ashamed,
peek, cleverness,
shameful, capacious,
effacement, viaduct,
olympian, ceos, m...
n398e9

redevelop, riot,
shard, coalition,
alleyway, patrol,
bark, councillor,
unassuming,
shipbuilding,
overbear, stratf...
n457e31

n41e56

admit, grace,
strength, delicate,
altogether, precious,
quantity, admiration,
fault, dignity,
restrain, delight,
sacrifice, exquis...

proud, decline, beg,
faint, sparkle,
incoherent

n159e5

n279e6

nice, leafy, appease,
paragon, unsurpassed

n338e16

teem, cram,
edinburgh, townscape,
workaday,
immeasurably,
justifiably,
tentacle, pawn,
unscathed, uph...
n397e59

sandstone, tasteless,
arterial, ingratiate,
uncut, riven,
replanning, dour,
coventry, dross

n456e9

town, sad, shame,
excel, crane,
worthwhile, presage,
falter, bi erly,
grope, athlete

n278e5

creep, stronghold,
bustle,
quintessentially,
claustrophobic,
pointedly,
indisputably

n337e15

evidently, mild,
brightly, hasn,
inescapably,
ungainly, laudable,
coldly

n40e102

none, worth,
absolutely, roll,
curious, blame,
vivid, suppose,
excuse, dare, crush,
pretend, u erly,
pecul...
n99e6

brick, elegant, shed,
boom, conservative,
belt, embarrass,
crash, menace,
congest

n218e11

architecturally,
reservation,
glorious,
incongruous,
inadvertently,
reluctantly, forgive,
befit, westw...
n277e7

n336e8

alternately, bloody,
brutally,
startlingly,
cheapness, harshly,
porthole, thickly

n39e27

rare, poor, bridge,
replacement, stock,
quietly, frighten,
presumably, slate,
staple, scandinavian,
bolt, adept

n158e10

flat, surely, fairly,
shop, clock, lucky,
centre, tame, pinch,
faceless, accretion

n217e10

proudly, clad,
metallic, wilful,
nightmarish,
frontage,
protestation

strike, quite, bad,
strange, suddenly,
entirely, sharp,
throw, unlike,
surprise, aside,
elsewhere, fascinate,
resemble, enorm...
n98e13

hit, seriously,
dense, optimistic,
pink, lane,
memorable, elect,
shouldn, fun,
grandiose, whimsical

n157e11

doesn, enthusiast,
windowless, cheer,
greenery, trumpet

n216e7

oddly, amply,
extrusion

n275e8

indictment, putative,
illegible, overdue,
ideologist

n38e54

sort, bite, stretch,
fight, sheer, huge,
yellow, stark,
hostile,
considerably, harsh,
odd, cheap, expanse,
remarkably, imme...
n97e12

vote, isn

n156e6

n334e13

mikhail, melnikov,
superman, trotsky,
mayakovsky

n632e2

interminable, meagre,
antagonist, neuter

n691e2

abolish, le ist,
dismissal

resuscitate,
defiantly,
dogmatically

n869e2

decentralization,
electro

n928e1

n513e49

potsdamer, katowice,
alexanderplatz,
kollhoff, gosprom,
kharkov

n573e5

n750e1

n809e3

n868e2

redirect, postscript,
epistemic, muller,
ably, symptomatically

n987e9

n512e6

marshalled

n631e4

militant

n690e3

emancipation,
actuality,
egalitarian, disavow,
universalize,
courageous, bristle,
libertarian,
communism, tru...

electoral, inhumane,
campaigner

overgrow, barricade,
commemoration,
democrat,
intimidation, grimy,
vandalize,
ridiculously,
blockade, belgr...

solidarity,
protester,
collectivization,
tahrir, tactically

militancy

ebook, plea,
impotent, persuasion,
incipient, inchoate

labour, banner,
clearance, casualty,
sectarian

n393e3

parade, heartland

n453e11

n511e1

n749e6

n808e2

performativity, lab,
aggregation,
algorithm,
socioeconomic,
optimization,
processual,
censorship, patr...

interdependence,
neighbourhood,
cooperative,
curatorial, notify,
hop, insufficiency,
certeau, haraway,
israeli, evict...

n630e1

liberal, realpolitik

n689e18

fidelity, planetary,
democratization,
precariousness,
undocumented

police, hack

n392e2

n37e30

obvious, usual,
tower, wander,
deliberately,
confident, loom,
chaotic, keen,
underneath, pre y,
strangely, dubi...
n96e2

circus, fla er

n215e3

abet, cancellation

n274e5

outgrowth

n333e5

n570e1

sweatshop

n629e2

n748e5

coextensive

publicly, tenure,
slum, tent, engels,
unavoidably

protest, camp,
football, smart,
refurbish,
livelihood,
informality, uneven,
privatization,
ba legro...

unstoppable

n569e1

paperback,
politicize,
interlocutor, broom,
harman, swyngedouw,
insurgency, mcguirk,
badiou, deadlock,
erik, emancipat...
n747e1

doorknob

rote, timeline

n509e1

peggy, tronti

n688e16

hijack

n746e1

transposition,
unsubstantiated

n805e3

capitalistic,
anarchist, haus,
situationists, jena,
gel, lux, hagen

superstudio,
dynamite, gmbh,
pawley, township,
winkler, horn,
naumann, arbeiter,
bigness, dall, anon,
archizoom, mi...

n273e1

n451e5

n36e29

favour, strikingly,
dozen, stagger, aren,
ridicule, storey,
weren, outpost,
chunk, churn,
fabulous, rape,
demonstrat...
n95e2

uncoordinated, idly

n214e2

semi, hopefully, silo

poverty, poster,
austerity, sobriety

n332e2

n391e14

tan, originator,
phil, bang, kim,
so ware,
mobilization, stitch,
fundamentalist,
gibson, jeanne,
postdoctoral, mor...
n450e71

outsource, liberalism

n628e2

logistics, atomize

dna, delusional

n745e2

n390e14

upsurge

n449e2

n568e2

liberalization,
deregulation, deamer

n627e2

inoculate

n685e2

avow

n744e1

inflation

n567e3

acquiesce

n625e1

triumphalism

n389e1

dearborn, vilify,
joanna

n508e31

anomie, clamor

n566e1

synchronize, farce

monetary, currency,
reformist,
congestion,
reciprocally

n448e8

n272e4

tabula, rasa, amidst

n331e6

alliance, care,
dissent, polarize,
undervalue,
waterfront, cede,
vendor

n35e16

obviously, modelled,
nationalize

n154e2

albeit, union,
sharply, slogan,
overtake, bomb,
abundantly, residual,
faceted, dystopian

n213e3

drastically,
urbanity, imaginable

station, red,
upwards, intersperse,
remotely, escalator,
poke, mannered,
levelled,
immortalize,
stairw...
n94e3

wholly, a enuate,
indisputable,
favourable, corn

n153e10

n212e3

disastrous, remake,
bankruptcy

n271e3

organizer

n330e8

n388e3

werkbund, siedlung,
lauren, sourcebook,
vichy, parson,
chandler, reparation,
wallis, shrewd,
recalibration,
septic, hauss...

spy, shameless

n505e2

violent, velocity,
exorbitant,
willfully, ensconce,
seth

biermann, klinkhardt

n743e3

synecdoche

ca le, infect,
conspiracy, outstrip,
starbucks, leger,
gene

n624e1

affordance

impasse, defiant

exuberance, laissez,
radiant, wrest,
destitute, demonize,
omnipotence,
powerhouse, beton,
polycentric

n447e14

n564e2

cobb, militarize,
niagara, piranesian,
detention,
militarization,
entombment,
secularize, imminence

n623e1

n270e1

n34e21

outskirt, flag,
statue, outright,
orthodox,
commemorate,
unplanned,
notoriously, soldier,
kitsch, pol...
n93e5

suck, usa, intra,
hydraulic, spaceship,
honey, rickety, nil,
orphan, comb,
stratosphere, hive,
comportment, lebanese

n211e3

enterprise

economy,
infrastructure,
profit, welfare,
fringe

n328e5

n387e10

eviscerate, bearable

n445e2

n504e6

enjoyment, debris,
suicide,
pathological,
premature, warfare,
alien, ecstasy,
swerve, dysfunction,
cadence, beg...
n563e9

n683e2

automaton, venustas,
quintessence,
utilitas

n742e1

kantian

n801e1

destruction, weapon,
ego, dying,
satisfaction,
solidity, remainder,
roy, unearth,
signifiers, corpse,
runner, drea...
n503e18

giamba ista, dvd,
weaponry, lacanian,
psychoanalytical,
mcgowan, anamorphic,
interpolation,
goddard, vico,
interpellat...
n682e4

janus

n740e1

historicity, alina,
reinhart, panofsky,
koselleck

dissatisfaction,
trauma, traumatic,
politic, a erlife,
eros, venus,
sadistic, heiress,
trance, marguerite,
preeminen...

wound, maxim, farrar,
dismember, obscene,
annihilation,
anterior, buffalo,
corporal, ritualize,
ely, apartheid,
lacan, durkh...
n622e24

va imo

theorization,
kunstwollen, riegl,
jarzombek,
periodization, stil,
nationalgalerie,
rucellai, sherer,
historiographic, ripa
n739e5

ruin, burial,
determinacy, annul,
rilke

n562e41

n621e1

wreckage,
winckelmann, angelus

showcasing,
undercurrent

n386e2

chew, mainstay,
longitude, debasement

n33e126

pole, revolution,
victory, underground,
ubiquitous, defeat,
relief, heroic,
satellite,
revolutionary,
officially, holi...

aggression, rig,
extrude, starvation,
clandestine, marek

n151e14

windmill, tulip

n210e1

corruption,
profitable

n269e5

monopoly, governance,
hypocritical,
rentable

n32e45

victim,
reconstruction, cum,
milk, sparse,
anarchic, interstice,
starve, crook, choke,
interchangeability

n91e6

n150e2

peaceful, bureaucrat

n209e2

financial, reliant,
financier, rarify

n268e4

expenditure,
inhabitable,
coordinator, bribe,
unfeasible

n31e11

unsuccessful, basil,
grease

faux, replica, euro,
spit, galaxy

n149e2

n208e4

n327e2

n30e3

queen, fake,
novelist, keith,
sentimentality,
incompetent,
firsthand, lavatory,
indefinable, ellis,
derision, mor...
n89e5

replicate, duplicate,
duplication, parity,
dredge, simulacrum,
cityscapes, upmarket,
townscapes,
simulacra, iphone,
replicat...
n148e9

wealth, ronald

n267e5

withhold, outweigh

offensive

n385e4

dennis, hasten,
sincerity,
turbulence, delta

n88e16

n326e2

drive, obstacle,
distress, violence,
adjective, vestige,
inhuman, evince, atom

n444e7

theme, abroad, wed,
template, locale,
supremacy, spearhead,
covet, a endees

n207e2

expend

n266e2

harold, stanley

n29e34

unremarkable,
evangelical, katz,
blundell, nightfall,
characterless,
mutilation,
canterbury, mutilate,
pugin, girou...

reform

n147e1

label, longevity,
liberty, counsel

n206e1

n325e1

n384e5

death, fantasy, rope,
upright, secretly,
devour, burlington,
coffin, fantasize

n443e20

n502e17

cesare, scamozzi,
firmitas, unborn,
rivista

monumentality,
transfiguration

n620e3

anachronism,
positivistic

temporality,
digitally,
devaluation,
rapprochement

n858e5

warburg

n560e2

angel, postpone,
gianni, klee,
bergdoll

n619e2

benjaminian,
semperian

n501e5

schwarzer

n559e5

alois, forster,
tendentious

n618e2

permeate, underline,
go fried, thematic,
tectonics, nihilism,
fetishism, mallgrave,
historicize, ino,
tectonic, frontality,
bekleid...

decease, reborn,
miraculously,
reverberation

n383e9

gian, psychopathology

n442e5

objet, bri , ruines

n499e1

mohsen, mostafavi

n558e3

interiority,
heaviness, nullify,
burger

n617e19

magically

n382e2

raucous

n28e24

preeminence

ground, disturb,
treatment, freedom,
abuse,
administration,
publicity, so en,
vicinity, pro,
agitate, onw...
n146e4

harvard, lament,
corrupt, mandate,
barry, allan, overt

n265e2

desire, forever,
fate, burn, secret,
miller, ashgate, cat,
blindness, vagary,
incessant

n324e9

n27e1

institution,
isolation,
supervision, jan,
pavilion, restraint,
admission, dormitory,
nos, ward, abolition,
mad, fisc...
n86e14

exercise, secure,
submit, judge,
enforce, dispute,
summon, redeem,
profess, moral,
companion, virtue,
ensue, frau...
n205e7

endure, hence,
sentiment, condemn,
emblem, defensive,
perpetual,
subterranean,
imaginary

n264e11

dead, mysterious,
paradise, venerable,
shroud, psyche,
ecstatic, resound,
veneration, thou

n323e4

mircea, eliade

n441e3

n498e2

disintegrate

n557e4

n322e1

n381e1

crucifix, daniele,
raffaello

n438e4

n263e10

resurrection

n321e2

n26e136

remote, peace, crime,
excellence,
deliberation, trial,
coercive, jamie,
bishop, shareholder,
vandal

n145e20

enlighten, oneself,
frivolous

n204e9

secular, happiness,
adam, inexplicable,
prophet

surveillance, punish,
court, plantation,
criminal, coercion,
robe, northward,
chorus, pilot,
lincoln, custody,
injustice, kn...
n85e11

n144e3

dissipate, vibration,
quicken, aggravate,
sailor, responsibly

n203e5

immortality

gash, locke

n320e3

n25e76

allot, theoretician,
deficiency, defer,
watchful, tangential,
ticket, improper,
reviewer, diligence,
humanly, auditorium,
requisite, seques...

await, silent,
authentic, disgust,
supplant, purport,
seal, delineate,
remedy, emphatic,
forcefully, vest,
disarm, socia...
n143e6

communitarian,
botanist, aubier,
gregor

n202e1

mortal, mercy

n260e2

n379e1

n24e54

ritual, solitary,
abide, solitude,
formative, rite,
estrangement,
congruence, martial,
domicile, entomb,
benefic...

n84e16

n142e4

deplore, marvellous,
watery

n201e2

petrify, microcosmic

werner, patriarch,
magnum

curt, depository

n23e16

spiritually,
heidegger,
predominant, hearth,
poetically, tomb,
worshipped,
ontological, hut,
religiously, sy...
n82e12

judgement, agreeable,
enquire,
disagreeable,
incumbent, mercenary,
purposiveness,
caryatid,
cosmopolit...
n141e3

worldly

n200e2

n319e2

n378e2

ge y

n437e1

esteem, tactile,
crisscross,
sectional, tactility,
bernstein,
fashionably,
indispensible,
labrouste
n556e45

deconstruct, hal,
embellishment,
potentiality,
reactivate,
antinomies, byproduct

n735e1

n792e3

n851e4

distil

n909e4

copernicus

n968e4

n673e2

generalise

endow

n377e1

n22e65

divinely, hermit,
megalithic

enquiry, dove,
uninhabited

n140e1

nostalgia, tate,
lynch

n259e3

embodiment, muse,
lightning, benedict,
welter

n318e4

n21e3

karsten, mari,
narthex

n80e3

font, tableau, mann,
kultur, geology,
sharpness, summarily

n199e3

georg, shimmer,
methodical

n258e5

edmund, connoisseur,
whitewash

n317e1

secondly, ramp,
cladding

n496e9

spectacle,
theatrical,
absorption, bernard,
energize, eisenman,
duality, ville e,
phantasmagoria, parc,
cincinn...

typological

colossal, skeletal,
exhibitionism,
santiago, relearn,
colossus, occupier,
oberlin, metaphoric,
tzonis, schematica...

n791e1

n850e1

n908e1

discuss, void,
dismiss, dialogue,
surface, gravity,
rectangular,
photograph,
highlight, defy,
weave, necessit...

remind, mask, spine,
elongate, wrap,
ambience, miesian,
evaporate, scaffold,
truncate, sneak,
ritualistic,
everlasting, fest...
n555e13

commodity,
disjunction,
commodification,
rebuff, topographic

n257e3

n20e3

idealist, sainte,
objets, sophia,
victoria, bryant,
breton, savant,
rationalistic,
untreated

n139e7

concisely

n198e3

colonnade, louvre

geological, peinture,
constantinople,
prudent, naivety,
childlike,
grundlagen, bavarian,
hagia, fundamental...

n79e10

hebrew

n138e1

a ache, dice,
brevity, bluish

n197e2

remark, interplay,
usefulness,
fragmentary

n436e3

n495e15

volume, departure,
twist, kenneth,
intertwine,
suggestive, playful,
facet, seductive,
radicalism, connote

n554e5

n732e50

malden, evelyn,
moralize, senne ,
centripetal, preset,
entrenchment,
extraterrestrial,
copernican,
discretely, te...

ethos, intellect,
heideggerian, ion,
normativity,
singapore, dasein,
dialogical,
posterior, vals,
hendrix, holl...

suspend, deny, float,
fascination,
freestanding,
unfulfilled

n494e11

artificiality, teller

n19e68

refectory, tiranti

n78e1

n137e4

paradox, owe, outset,
tempt, elude,
indefinite

n376e4

n435e18

n614e1

n672e1

implant, neutrally,
kas

communicational

n790e2

mit, page, bell,
telephone, sage,
organism, magnetic,
daedalus, rand,
odyssey, skidmore,
laboratory, cannon,
internalizat...

grid, dawn, hover,
diagonal

sensibility, depart,
juxtapose,
representational,
infuse, unavailable,
crust

n553e2

figurative, realism,
koolhaas, blob

cease, elimination,
facade, renounce,
misty

vertical, horizontal,
devoid, masonry,
clothe, perpendicular

monacelli, billboard,
telecommunication

strictly, correspond,
blur, a est,
veritable, confer,
falsely, singularly,
sheep, obstinate

n316e6

n375e6

n434e6

n612e3

n730e1

decorative,
barcelona, skeleton

bruno, mies, cubic,
ernst, externally,
savoye, naturalism,
reassess, finland,
scharoun

n493e7

michael,
juxtaposition,
exhaust, repetitive,
insightful, concise,
prestel, netherlands,
underestimate

n552e4

diatribe

n671e3

oosterhuis

dutch, curvilinear

n492e9

identically, monad,
evermore, pendulum,
liane, sassen,
saskia, pixel,
wrapper, anaesthetic

n670e1

martin, modulation,
circuitry, owings,
mcluhan, atomic,
motor, roth, sheath,
hallucination, arcy,
physiognomy, entropy,
windshield, e...
n789e25

n967e4

rhodes, caesar,
euclidean, concavity,
parmenides, girard,
siege, convexity,
cache, sophist,
objectile, desargues,
invaria...

interference,
compositional,
obstruction

critical, smooth,
pragmatic,
manipulation,
inextricably,
preclude, mixture,
rampant, intelligent,
erode, incorporat...

digital, infiltrate,
morph, determinism,
patchwork,
intensively,
readjust, deborah,
expandable, strident,
unrefined
n611e1

van, rohe, dal,
pyramidal,
handicra , unwi ing

n433e4

hesitate, fog,
resolutely, minus,
alphabet,
overemphasize,
legality, elasticity

n256e10

constructive, makeup

n315e5

n373e10

n432e2

n551e11

disparate, quo, fold,
provisional,
globalization,
intelligence,
unforeseen, lynn,
euphoria,
dematerialize, j...
n610e10

physicist, compute,
radar, neumann,
digitize,
externalization,
redirection,
inscrutability,
repackaged, mo...
n729e63

thinness, windscreen

n372e4

n491e35

discrete, invade,
discontinuity,
disappearance,
reconstitute,
democratically,
insidious, jesse

n550e62

discontinuous,
reflexive,
vicissitude,
contiguous,
pragmatism,
smoothness,
criticality, cynt...
n669e13

computer

n728e2

generalization,
presently,
propagation,
surreptitiously,
exhaustively, busily,
judiciously

n490e8

heterogeneous,
repressive,
axiomatic,
numerically, chanel

n609e141

liquid, neutralize,
topological, antic

electronic,
exactitude,
electronically,
auditory,
indescribable,
irreparable,
megalomania
n727e40

n907e28

moderation,
inhibition

n965e14

incarnate, rampart,
statesman, axiom,
microso ,
machination,
catapult,
multidimensional,
dissonant, conson...

diametrically, tribe,
dishearten

n1082e4

n846e7

characterise, inexact

n905e2

taxation,
parallelism, machina,
sync

ibookstore, kyes,
aaschool

n667e7

affirmative

logic, heterogeneity,
existent, devalue,
displacement,
rearrange, globalized

n549e5

clara

n608e4

scan,
dematerialization,
appellation,
overemphasis

fusion, holland,
cologne, scandinavia,
unremi ing

amsterdam, repudiate,
constructor, tore

n255e2

constructional,
structuralism

n314e3

cloud, obey, hubert,
misinterpretation,
blot, fable,
nebulous, porticos,
blasphemy, iannis

n196e8

checkerboard,
invariable

n254e2

bart

n313e6

lessing

n431e3

n18e2

morel

thedictionnaire

n136e10

oeil, trompe,
scofidio,
friedrichstrasse,
ordonnance, diderot,
peristyle, mauss,
musil, schelling

n195e2

n253e1

fleetingly, extremis

n371e2

untimely, gombrich

n430e7

n489e7

destructive,
accumulation,
inseparable,
contradictory,
dynamism, spectator,
reorganize,
reconfigurat...
n548e1

objecthood

n607e4

entrap, fanatical,
grin, balmond,
nishizawa

n845e2

rotation

n904e4

n963e3

n1023e3

bauhaus, modesty,
bayer, experimenter,
egger

victor, uproot, ruth,
groundbreaking,
porcelain, jewish,
moma, contra,
emigrate,
reclamation,
translator...

n844e1

entice, realises,
enlargement,
evaporation

n962e2

tube, lag, engulf,
intoxicate,
homogeneity, haze,
egg, unbearable,
honeycomb, radiance,
serpentine,
aluminium, morib...
n786e5

underscore,
synthetic,
situational

deus

n902e4

n1021e5

n1081e68

n784e3

duration,
instantaneous,
plastic, saturation,
flicker, rudolph,
confound, proverbial

impure, weightless,
assail, atrophy

n726e25

amplitude

definitely,
degenerate,
constructively,
territorially

n488e21

installation,
fragility, divisible,
korea, actualize,
spatialization,
deterritorializing,
totalization,
centralizat...
n547e1

n666e4

arrest, spiral,
counterbalance

n725e1

literal, immediacy,
luminous, abyss,
partake,
programmatically

affirmatively

n487e22

terminal, destroyer

n370e2

n17e1

duc, viollet,
toure e, couvent,
inde, dubuffet,

orator, ark,
aedificatoria,
blondel, delinquent,
pictura, tuileries,
couturier, xenakis,
kepler, pi ura,
mallet, cu...
n135e10

bilingual, industrie,
potemkin

tristan, tzara

rationalism,
expressionism,
futurism,
expressionist, alvar,
berlage, stijl,
aalto, hague, troy,
wainwright, ludov...
n312e5

descendent

underwear, malicious

n429e1

n16e7

ursula, gentlemanly,
polychromy, veronese,
blush, accession,
polychromatic,
sussman, drapery,
mcbride, ducal,
carlyle, anura...

n76e19

n134e3

michaelerplatz

n193e2

nouveau, poissy,
behrens, elia,
americana, casket,
adagp, pravda, aeg,
vogel, asplund,
fagus, achim, blom,
marburg, em...
n252e21

piet, turbine,
dadaist

n311e1

n369e2

morris

n428e4

seriality

n606e2

n665e3

sublimate,
phenomenal,
equivocal,
persuasively, terence

n724e6

basel, andy, ambient,
immersive

n783e8

atmospheric,
wallpaper,
iridescent,
superarchitecture,
aitken

kurt, relational,
kaleidoscope,
dematerialised,
materialisation,
universalising, merz

n901e89

n664e5

lightness, calvino

n723e4

repaint, rawness,
palais, mvrdv,
dematerialisation,
dijon, schloss,
melanie, ortega,
ricola, gernot,
sha esbury, bos...

minimalist,
literalism

sculpture,
sculpturally

n546e1

foster, cone,
scenographic,
consumerist,
compensatory, shaky,
etymologically,
bordeaux

oblivious,
commemorative,
obdurate

n368e1

n427e1

n486e2

untitled, diller

fetish, rogers, corb,
imagistic, afloat

n605e8

prop, occlude,
commingle, lampshade

n251e3

n309e1

n15e15

flatness, veil,
complexion, braid

burnish

n133e1

n192e35

rationalist,
mondrian, muthesius,
mackintosh,
siedlungen, echelon,
revisionism, elbe,
emanuel, alexei,
tugendhat, passanti

thinly

andre

speedy, minimalism,
suave, judd

n545e5

drown, projector,
imageability, holzer,
beaubourg

n604e4

weightlessness,
warhol

acerbic

n367e1

n426e2

n485e2

beacon, piano, crux,
stella,
fetishization,
illusionistic,
suprematist,
fetishistic, block...

n544e5

artforum, eliasson

n602e2

bernd

willful

heyday, dissociation,
knox, germane,
shapely

n425e4

pop, dan, relay,
malevich, hiatus,
lewi

voyeur

n482e1

anton, bildenden,
josef, ala, rout,
iris, werk,
technische, schroll,
beer, allgemeine,
practicable,
joseph...
n541e2

averse

n365e5

pictorial, vis,
demystify

n424e6

n14e4

nietzsche,
degeneration, egypt,
motionless,
egyptians,
foreshorten,
forethought, totemic,
synchronic, unbia...
n73e1

hoffmann, secession,
secessionist,
trotzdem

n191e12

sachlich

n249e1

n308e3

n13e32

antoni, assyria,
lourdes, slovene,
catalonia, miquel,
catalan, modernisme,
catalunya,
universitat,
montaner, pa...

classicize

n131e4

artless

n190e1

formalist

uneasiness

n307e1

n12e21

compatriot,
religiosity, slavs,
executor, ljubljana,
slavic

n71e1

n130e1

functionalism,
classicism,
artistically

n189e1

n247e1

n306e1

primitivism

n364e3

skirmish, brutish,
twine

n422e1

n481e74

n305e1

artisanal, sanguine

n362e1

empathy, prolegomena,
gymnastics,
entstehung,
untersuchung,
handbuch, adolphe,
dalcroze

n421e16

n304e1

n11e6

adduce, ambitiously

functionalist,
revisionist, adolf,
unornamented,
sarcastic, propound,
eject,
idealistically,
napoleonic
n129e3

superfluous

postal, sublimation,
nepal, hypostyle,
ahmedabad, doshi,
stoclet, vedic,
mehta, giurgola,
jaimini, vaastu

giacome i

n303e2

n10e2

tailor, bohemian,
dublin, barbarism,
distaste,
unqualified, czech,
superfluity,
columnar, fastidious,
salute, aus...
n69e9

anti, minimal,
possibly, definitive,
ludwig, pseudo,
formidable,
asymmetrical,
ornament, abstractly,
disciple, ornamen...
n188e1

humankind, plurality,
edict

n246e12

scientifique,
technologized

rhythmic, denis,
portal, thirteenth,
solomon, gem, cure,
invalid, volition,
hector, baden,
pilgrim, twel h,
handicap, ...

n9e92

supposedly, happily,
curiously,
notwithstanding,
berkeley, denial,
markedly, inert,
irregularity,
sentimen...
n128e20

ironically,
utilitarian, rightly,
arnold, impinge

n186e3

mythical, unbroken,
restate, consumable,
codification,
cerebral, worldviews,
octagon, impregnate,
euclidian, nag,
realign, dia...

anglo, classically,
mistakenly,
caricature, despise,
asymmetry, remodel,
rhetorically, irish,
uncannily, rhode,
tribal, pun, trib...
n68e41

qualify,
insignificant,
simplistic,
symmetrical,
idiosyncratic,
admirably

n127e5

dancer, validity

n185e14

n242e2

bath, fourteenth,
christ, rehabilitate,
oblique, bread,
virgin, surgeon,
anatomy, soak,
pedagogic, gargoyle,
su...

n8e52

practicality,
artfully, beholden,
detain, relationally

n67e6

impute

n125e2

orthodoxy

untold

n301e122

n7e5

behalf, hip, scandal,
scrutinize, tedious,
alejandro, reshuffle,
restorer, hasty

n66e1

reaffirm

n124e1

physicality,
worldview, ideality

n183e1

n241e34

n6e9

presentation,
witness, actor,
mundane, factual,
tackle, mediator,
ontology, stroll,
reassemble, inspect,
redistribute, atr...

n64e1

comprehend, italic

n123e3

posture

evil, sin, testament,
earthly, dissect,
visceral, mineral,
humor, famed, crow,
loosen, corporeality,
brazen, exegesis,
ashtray, discernm...

a

n4e5

midst, resonate,
trait,
philosophically, edu,
wit, organically,
propriety,
indianapolis,
citizenry, s...
n63e2

heaven, hansen

n122e1

glow, mystical,
stasis, allegory,
brill, leiden,
philology, bce,
terse, unexceptional

n181e24

spin, resort, beast,
roger, toy, marvel,
resurface, whirl,
wont

n1019e5

land, besides, spark,
wax, dent

n1079e5

go, fly, plenty,
stuff, stupid

doc, lego

n900e55

kingdom, a raction,
expedition, firework,
stunt, someday,
rabbit, cab, bump,
audio, dinosaur,
bald, candy, tracy,
lagoon, trol...
n960e31

boat, unlikely,
guest, indiana,
adventure, fairy,
rocket, captain,
mania, mouse,
extinct, anytime,
downfall, runa...
n1020e7

park, restaurant,
mountain, scrap,
buzz, thrill, topiary

n1080e5

get, crazy,
hollywood, juice,
cancel

n1084e1

a ch ec u e c y
o m me
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TOP CS ADDRESSED N THE SPEECH
AND THE R NDEX CAL CLOUDS
ARCH TECTURE
ch_n5e 72 s a om e e s e a ed o he ndex o a ch ec u e
n2015 e57 { architecture , term, architectural, fact,
answer, define , determine, identify, statement, parallel,
able, inherent, select, total, guide, push, offer, reject,
sustain, degree, ability , hierarchy , rigid, argument ,
blind, choice , assumption , persist, analysis, division,
predict, occasion, artificial, indicate, dissolve, vital,
count, science, induce, phenomena, resolve, rule , valid,
acceptance, dependence, continuation , loose, discard,
vitality, observer, urgent, leap, irrational , indifferent,
instructive, uphold, artificially }
n2016 e26 {follow, set, single, structure , complex,
level, allow, achieve, conclusion, possible, powerful,
ignore, basic, goal, primarily, search , method, continuity,
investigation, classic , symbolic , regain, disagree,
representation, urgency, alternatively}
n2014 e69 {concern, immediate, order , certain, bind,
key, necessary, indeed, conscious, specific, fully, effort,
necessity, external, absorb, principle, demand, compete,
double, compel, instance, historically, partial, equivalent,
comparison, spectrum , expectation, deliver, variation,
implicit , embed, potentially, continuous, exploration,
align, orient, rigorous , clarify, application, sophisticate,
inherently, rejection, precursor, recognition, universally,
engender, expansion, namely, reconstruct, evaluate, strand,
somehow, seminal, tightly, assimilate, polemic, assess,
manifesto , prolong, trajectory, tolerate, inescapable,
[…]
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PLENTIFUL PLAY — PLAY II

[…]
abandonment, triple, scientifically, arena, touchstone,
pronouncement, unattainable}
n2075 e52 {remain, ӏshiftӏ, ӏquestionӏ, ӏparticularӏ,
ӏvariousӏ, avoid, position, possibility, attempt, moment, field,
forward, simultaneously, precisely, inevitably, equally,
impose, contemporary, fix, overcome, reality, towards, rely,
belong, ӏdeviceӏ, ӏdifferenceӏ, assert, inability, frame,
theorist, defend, adequate, pre, confrontation, proposition,
disrupt, privilege, spatially, intensify, conceptually,
unstable, uncertain, episode, ӏpredetermineӏ, resistant,
reversal, ӏindeterminateӏ, undo, yesterday, homogeneous,
bundle, unanswered}
n2074 e19 {neither, confront, inevitable, radically,
ӏeffectivelyӏ, exclude, restrict, speculation, versa, reside,
pervasive, ambiguity, distortion, ӏincompatibleӏ, persistent,
subsume, guise, forge, eradicate}
n2017 e55 {new, lead, example, lack, continue, highly,
result, introduce, consider, maintain, exist, ӏproposeӏ, off,
ӏconstructӏ, apply, consequence, case, gain, active, address,
involve, relate, today, response, individual, generation,
introduction, appropriate, academic, tie, debate, movement,
emphasis, brief, extension, creative, factor, contribution,
exclusively, adapt, gather, discussion, traditionally,
organize, sensitive, inform, topic, exemplify, designer,
broadly, stance, unprecedented, speculative, centrally,
creatively}
n2076 e53 {emerge, instead, ӏconditionӏ, different,
ӏunderstandӏ, transform, become, produce, ӏmodelӏ, ӏpowerӏ,
potential, relationship, event, claim, force, specifically,
manifest, dominant, reaction, capture, necessarily,
experiment, resist, differently, ӏdynamicӏ, provoke, space,
neutral, lecture, argue, track, constantly, ӏgenerateӏ, test,
ӏmanipulateӏ, quick, react, constituent, inquiry, reproduce,
distribute, politically, adjust, impoverish, ӏphenomenonӏ,
ӏcontroversyӏ, predictable, rewrite, coexist, interconnect,
ӏfluxӏ, tentative, dichotomy}
n1955 e3 {realistic, gestation, institutionally}
n1957 e7 {ӏsynthesisӏ, broaden, wane, umbrella, grapple,
pitfall, inaccurate}
n1956 e5 {naive, ӏperceptiveӏ, splinter, scepticism,
hamburger}
ch_n5e172’s main references for the index of architecture:
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Patrik Schumacher, The
Autopoiesis of Architecture,
Volume II: A New Agenda
for Architecture, 0.0391526

A. Krista Sykes,
Constructing a New Agenda:
Architectural Theory 1993-2009,
0.012917

Patrik Schumacher, The
Autopoiesis of Architecture,
Volume I: A New Framework
for Architecture, 0.0312954

Steven Harris, Deborah Berke,
Architecture of the Everyday,
0.0128222

Teresa Stoppani, Giorgio Ponzo,
George Themistokleous,
This Thing Called Theory,
0.0142178

Denise Scott Brown,
Architecture Words 4:
Having Words,
0.01194

Teresa Stoppani, Giorgio Ponzo,
George Themistokleous,
This Thing Called Theory,
0.0142178

Nadir Lahiji, The Political
Unconscious of Architecture:
Re-opening Jameson’s Narrative,
0.0116344

A. Krista Sykes,
Constructing a New Agenda:
Architectural Theory 1993-2009,
0.013185

Daniel Purdy, On the Ruins
of Babel: Architectural
Metaphor in German Thought,
0.011234

PLAY AMONG BOOKS

CITY
ch_n5e172’s atom-letters related to the index of city:
n2036 e32 {late, early, return, ӏcityӏ, decade, ten,
retain, reserve, mid, arrive, dominate, overlook, born, last,
central, ӏflourishӏ, influential, vice, former, prominent,
ӏeuropeӏ, less, european, furnish, educate, arrival, south,
ӏcapitalӏ, burgeon, simplify, forerunner, hastily}
n2037 e17 {year, young, ӏinspirationӏ, ӏattractӏ, broad,
nine, visit, addition, completion, superior, attractive,
ӏvocabularyӏ, southern, revive, eleven, arbor, refresh}
n2035 e8 {concentrate, counterpart, youth, official,
steam, credential, theatre, throng}
n1976 e21 {rise, great, cover, vast, country, ӏrichӏ,
heavily, ӏdramaticӏ, echo, originally, distinctive, wing,
gallery, culminate, grand, encircle, motif, passenger, ӏwineӏ,
protrude, dwarf}
n2096 e11 {throughout, ӏtrainӏ, unique, successfully,
formerly, population, ӏcivilӏ, ӏaffairӏ, destination, environ,
ӏprosperӏ}
n2097 e20 {receive, ӏuniversityӏ, influence, architect,
employ, join, study, review, founder, notable, send, engineer,
fellow, professor, chief, ӏcompetitionӏ, considerable,
reinforce, autumn, native}
n1975 e4 {ӏwarӏ, monumental, imagery, ӏheroӏ}
n2095 e17 {modern, subsequent, complicate, dominance,
scholar, renowned, commentator, strengthen, unavoidable,
ӏperipheralӏ, predominantly, potent, microcosm, rife, cargo,
lily, debilitate}
n1977 e17 {fall, show, fine, manner, english, mount,
thirty, england, hall, newspaper, bay, ample, humble,
ӏcustomaryӏ, mill, harmonize, makeshift}
n2098 e17 {robert, john, comment, plan, october,
september, announce, paper, entry, assistant, november,
personally, ӏdateӏ, columbia, lengthy, quarter, generously}
ch_n5e172’s main references for the index of city:
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Edward Denison, Architecture
and the Landscape of Modernity
in China before 1949,
0.033307

Paul Goldberger,
Building Art: The Life and Work
of Frank Gehry,
0.0140775

Henry C. Matthews,
Kirtland Cutter: Architect
in the Land of Promise,
0.020922

Iain Jackson, Jessica Holland,
The Architecture of Edwin
Maxwell Fry and Jane Drew,
0.0140532

Shuishan Yu, Chang’an
Avenue and the Modernization
of Chinese Architecture,
0.0144777

Owen Hatherley,
Landscapes of Communism:
A History Through Buildings,
0.0139561

Miodrag Mitrasinovic,
Jilly Traganou, Travel, Space,
Architecture,
0.0141469

David Gartman, From Autos to
Architecture: Fordism and
Architectural Aesthetics in the
Twentieth Century, 0.0125688

Donald Leslie Johnson, Frank
Lloyd Wright : The Early Years
: Progressivism : Aesthetics :
Cities, 0.0141311

Deyan Sudjic,
The Edifice Complex:
The architecture of power,
0.0121347

PLENTIFUL PLAY — PLAY II

ART
ch_n5e172’s atom-letters related to the index of art:
n374 e9 {ӏartӏ, ӏplaneӏ, artistic, karl, walter, accentuate,
uninterrupted, cube, ӏeclecticismӏ}
n375 e6 {ӏverticalӏ, ӏhorizontalӏ, devoid, masonry, clothe,
perpendicular}
n373 e10 {bruno, mies, ӏcubicӏ, ernst, externally, savoye,
ӏnaturalismӏ, reassess, finland, scharoun}
n433 e4 {ӏgridӏ, dawn, hover, ӏdiagonalӏ}
n434 e6 {ӏsuspendӏ, deny, float, ӏfascinationӏ, freestanding,
unfulfilled}
n314 e3 {decorative, barcelona, skeleton}
n315 e5 {cease, ӏeliminationӏ, facade, renounce, misty}
n376 e4 {remark, interplay, usefulness, ӏfragmentaryӏ}
n435 e18 {discuss, ӏvoidӏ, dismiss, ӏdialogueӏ, ӏsurfaceӏ,
gravity, rectangular, photograph, highlight, defy, weave,
necessitate, lade, foreshadow, extraneous, ӏskillfullyӏ, noon,
thirdly}
n432 e2 {dutch, curvilinear}
ch_n5e172’s main references for the index of art:
Alan Colquhoun,
Modern Architecture,
0.0337772

A. Krista Sykes, K. Michael Hays,
Constructing a New Agenda:
Architectural Theory 1993-2009,
0.013868

Gevork Hartoonian,
Architecture and Spectacle:
A Critique,
0.0288253

Gevork Hartoonian, Time,
History and Architecture:
Essays on Critical
Historiograpy, 0.01368

Anthony Vidler,
Noah’s Ark:
Essays on Architecture,
0.0273476

Teresa Stoppani, Giorgio Ponzo,
George Themistokleous,
This Thing Called Theory,
0.0130576

David Gartman, From Autos
to Architecture: Fordism and
Architectural Aesthetics in the
Twentieth Century, 0.0155058

Henry Plummer,
The Experience of Architecture,
0.0129632

Patrik Schumacher, The Auto
poiesis of Architecture,
Volume II: A New Agenda for
Architecture, 0.0154907

Joseph Masheck,
Adolf Loos: The Art of
Architecture,
0.0121459

TIME AND FORM
Since both indexes time (atom-letter n2121 e43) and form (n2120
e107) are first neighbours when seen in the light of ch_n5e172,
let us look at them together.
n2120 e107 {find, ӏformӏ, second, ӏbeyondӏ, present, hold,
see, direct, hand, call, extend, express, idea, world,
contrast, similar, reach, direction, expression, appear,
write, simply, clearly, lay, suggest, interest, carry, remove,
reveal, describe, fail, discover, ӏseriesӏ, reflect, enter,
note, directly, visible, free, past, seek, mark, bear, element,
serve, accompany, ӏderiveӏ, distant, creation, previous,
manifestation, generally, wish, ӏtraceӏ, despite, ӏembraceӏ,
importance, compare, press, image, fashion, aware, consist,
conclude, ideal, regard, cambridge, david, intellectual,
pursue, elevate, thank, chapter, mention, personal, section,
isbn, ӏcomposeӏ, numerous, princeton, prevail, secondary,
[…]
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[…]
strive, nineteenth, conviction, dictate, profile, spirit,
peter, interrupt, ӏfigureӏ, christopher, penetrate, harper,
ӏdiscoveryӏ, weight, anthony, novel, alexander, illusion,
conversely, quest, mankind, spiritual, foreground, intimately,
entitle}
n2180 e18 {inspire, york, cause, ӏmaterialӏ, unable,
release, fabric, renew, collect, prompt, winter, merge,
daniel, imprint, invisible, exert, detach, continual}
n2060 e73 {point, represent, divide, oppose, ӏpurposeӏ,
intend, original, read, familiar, ӏcenturyӏ, background,
apparent, ӏsumӏ, actual, period, accord, explain, perfect,
tradition, purely, outline, reason, justify, originate,
interpretation, demonstrate, appearance, similarly,
difficulty, essence, precise, repeat, part, practical, latter,
confusion, ultimately, observation, solely, illuminate,
distance, measure, thoroughly, vision, eye, cite, realm,
confine, ӏrhetoricӏ, proper, ӏdimensionalӏ, pronounce, sole,
out, accurate, supplement, merit, iii, revise, error, outward,
recognizable, vanish, paint, prescription, undoubtedly,
primitive, accordance, invaluable, dover, omit, discount,
convincingly}
n2121 e43 {ӏtimeӏ, sense, experience, quality, impossible,
real, think, opposite, useful, arise, truly, otherwise,
miss, imagine, essential, particularly, aspire, circumstance,
extreme, profoundly, endless, character, extraordinary,
inhabit, ӏfundamentallyӏ, inherit, pleasure, game, transcend,
unfamiliar, stir, impulse, assign, rediscover, mental,
standpoint, spur, shine, inward, imbue, amid, ambivalent,
excavate}
n2119 e16 {book, title, opinion, unknown, ӏtechnicalӏ,
mechanical, visually, foremost, ӏinstrumentӏ, civilization,
phase, reciprocal, introductory, inaugural, republish,
splendidly}
n2181 e38 {move, view, lose, attention, outside, life,
effect, support, loss, lie, disappear, expose, connect,
hide, onto, interior, undergo, gap, wake, yield, countless,
substance, dance, intrinsic, ӏwaveӏ, weak, uncover, ӏfragileӏ,
awaken, vertically, restore, heighten, seed, thread, behave,
disparity, converse, vividly}
n2061 e51 {mean, word, accept, age, difficult, true,
existence, speak, conceive, invent, literally, acquire, render,
mind, presence, alter, merely, profound, acknowledge, forget,
forth, contrary, ultimate, capable, ӏperceiveӏ, consciously,
nevertheless, root, attitude, confuse, seemingly, borrow,
split, literature, fulfill, pursuit, minor, backdrop, convey,
firmly, favor, suspicion, faith, conjure, false, relegate,
deem, milieu, prejudice, ӏunderstandableӏ, inconsistent}
n2179 e24 {publish, scale, paul, record, publication,
source, differ, notably, bottom, congress, index,
bibliographical, ӏabundanceӏ, typeset, hbk, trademark, alk,
moderne, identifiers, predominate, jacob, ddc, lcsh, lccn}
n2059 e9 {dedicate, edition, visual, composition,
thorough, omission, doctrine, instruction, mislead}
n2001 e12 {precede, origin, birth, clarity, proof,
straightforward, deserve, akin, unclear, derivative,
justifiable, firmness}
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ch_n5e172’s main references for indexes of time and form:
Patrik Schumacher, The
Autopoiesis of Architecture,
Volume II: A New Agenda
for Architecture, 0.0143712

Nadir Lahiji, The Political
Unconscious of Architecture:
Re-opening Jameson’s Narrative,
0.0108328

Stephen R. Kellert, Judith Heerwagen,
Martin Mador, Biophilic Design: The
Theory, Science and Practice of
Bringing Buildings to Life, 0.0141642

Teresa Stoppani, Giorgio Ponzo,
George Themistokleous,
This Thing Called Theory,
0.0108129

Jassen Callender, Architecture
History and Theory in Reverse:
From an Information Age to Eras
of Meaning, 0.0127576

A. Krista Sykes, K. Michael Hays,
Constructing a New Agenda:
Architectural Theory 1993–2009,
0.0107182

Iain Borden, Barbara Penner, Jane
Rendell, Gender Space Archi
tecture: An Interdisciplinary
Introduction, 0.0114906

Daniel Purdy, On the Ruins
of Babel: Architectural
Metaphor in German Thought,
0.0104382

Donald Leslie Johnson,
Frank Lloyd Wright :
The Early Years : Progressivism :
Aesthetics : Cities, 0.011154

Alberto Pérez-Gómez,
Attunement: Architectural
Meaning after the Crisis
of Modern Science, 0.0103224

■ CH_N6E110
UTILITY MADE BEAUTIFUL

110 Faces of character ch_n6e110.

AN IMAGINED SCENARIO FOR CHARACTER CH_N6E110
AT A GATHERING FOR SIX IN LIBRARY_639
ch_n6e110 loves talking about cities. She wants to engineer the
unpredictable: a city as a fusion of the social, political, cultural,
and public together with its infrastructure. This paradox is the
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beauty she sees in it. The city is urban and urbanism is the new
city. In the process, architecture becomes a built sociology. Its
sediments make up history, while urbanity continues to work at
many speeds. ch_n6e110 praises the power of the generic which,
for her, lies in the question of how to make utility beautiful and
celebrate the urban condition in the process. How can optimised,
participatory, sustainable, market-driven, and modelled generic
urbanity go beyond utility? The city is not a sensor, but it is full
of them, and that is a strong fact for ch_n6e110. Her fetish is the
new urbanity and her biggest fear is the generic flatland. She is
the ex-lover of ch_n5e172 and the current lover of ch_n4e79.
INDEXING CH_N6E110
Likeliness of an affair with other characters 204
CH
CH
CH
CH
CH

n4e79
n5e172
n2e88
n3e81
n1e99

0.0167462
0.0228017
0.0247452
0.0263257
0.03103

BODY OF CH_N6E110
AALBERS_The Financialization of Housing A Political Econo, ABBOTT_Imagining
ӏUrbanӏ Futures Cities in Science Fiction, ALVAREZ_Documenting Cityscapes ӏUrbanӏ
Change in Contempora, ANGOTTI_New York for Sale Community Planning Confronts
Gl, ATKINSON_The Noisy Renaissance Sound Architecture and Fl, AURELI_The
Posibility of an Absolute Architecture, AVILA_The Folklore of the Freeway Race and
Revolt in th, BARBER_Cool Cities ӏUrbanӏ Sovereignty and the Fix for Glo, BARBER_
Latino City Immigration and ӏUrbanӏ Crisis in Lawre, BELFOURE_The Baltimore
Rowhouse, BEZERRA_Postcards From Rio Favelas and the Contested Geog,
BRICKELL_Geographies of Forced Eviction Dispossession Vio, BUNNELL_From
World City to the World in One City Liverpoo, BUSCH_City in a Garden Environmental
Transformations an, CALAME_Divided Cities, CALVINO_ Invisible Cities, CLIFT_
Imaging the City Art Creative Practices and Medi, COHEN_The Sustainable City,
CONN_Americans Against the City AntiӏUrbanӏism in the T, CURTRIGHT_Sustainability
and the City ӏUrbanӏ Poetics and Pol, DAVIS_Planet of Slums, DAWSON_Extreme
Cities The Peril and Promise of ӏUrbanӏ Lif, DOBRASZCZYK_The Dead City ӏUrbanӏ
Ruins and the Spectacle of De, ECHANOVE_The Slum Outside Elusive Dharavi,
ENRIGHT_The Making of Grand Paris Metropolitan ӏUrbanӏism i, FARRELL_The City
as a Tangled Bank ӏUrbanӏ Design Versus Ur, FITCH_The Assassination of New York,
FRENZEL_Slumming It, GANDY_The Fabric of Space Water Modernity and the Urb,
GARBIN_Religion and the Global City, GARCIA_Beyond the Walled City Colonial
Exclusion in Hava, GLAESER_Triumph of the City How Our Greatest Invention Ma,
GOETZMANN_Securatization in the 1920s, GOETZ_New Deal Ruins Race Economic
Justice and Public, GORDON_Mapping Decline St Louis and the Fate of the Ame,
GRAHAM_Infrastructural Lives ӏUrbanӏ Infrastructure in Con, GRAHAM_Vertical
The City From Satellites to Bunkers, GRATZ_The Battle for Gotham New York in
the Shadow of R, GREENFIELD_Against the Smart City, GROVE_The Baltimore
School of ӏUrbanӏ Ecology Space Scal, GRUBOVIC_Belgrade in Transition an
analysis of illegal bu, GUARALDA_Filming the City ӏUrbanӏ Documents Design
Practice, HARRISON_Waste Matters ӏUrbanӏ Margins in Contemporary Liter,
HARVEY_Rebel Cities From the Right to the City to the Ur, HEBERLIG_American
Cities and the Politics of Party Conventi, HERZOG_Return to the Center Culture
[…]

204

The likeliness is the distance between cells of the self-organising
map. The closer the cells are, the higher the likeliness of an affair.
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[…]
Public Space and C, HOLLIS_Cities Are Good for You, HOWARD_Garden Cities of
To-morrow, HRISTOVA_Public Space Between Reimagination and Occupation,
IMMERWAHR_The Politics of Architecture and ӏUrbanӏism in Postc, JACOBS_The
Death and Life of Great American Cities, KEIL_Subӏurbanӏ Planet Making the World
ӏUrbanӏ From the O, KOOLHAAS_SMLXL, LAURENCE_Becoming Jane Jacobs,
LAWRENCEZUNIGA_Protecting Subӏurbanӏ America Gentrification Advoc, LE
CORBUSIER_The City of Tomorrow, LINDNER_Cities Interrupted Visual Culture
and ӏUrbanӏ Space, MACEK_ӏUrbanӏ Nightmares The Media the Right and the Mo,
MANISCALCO_Public Spaces Marketplaces and the Constitution, MARCUSE_In
Defense of Housing The Politics of Crisis, MARTIN_Mediators Aesthetics Politics
and the City, MAYER_Civic City Cahier 1 Social Movements in the Post, MAYER_The
Political Economy of Capital Cities, MCGUIRK_Edge City Driving the Periphery of
Sao Paulo, M GRIERSON_Transformations, MILANI_The Art of the City, MILLER_
Chinas ӏUrbanӏ Billion The Story Behind the Bigges, MILLER_The Culture of Cities,
MINTON_Ground Control Fear and Happiness in the TwentyF, MOSKOWITZ_How
to Kill a City Gentrification Inequality an, MULLER_The Punitive City Privatized
Policing and Protect, MUMFORD_The Culture of Cities, MUNDY_The Death of Aztec
Tenochtitlan the Life of Mexic, NAWRATEK_City as a Political Idea, NAWRATEK_
Holes in the Whole Introduction to the Urban Revo, NEBBITT_Adolescents in Public
Housing Addressing Psycholo, NIGHTINGALE_Segregation A Global History of
Divided Cities, OLIVEIRA_Green Wedge ӏUrbanӏism History Theory and Contempo,
PRAKASH_Mumbai Fables, PUBLISHING_The Riddle of the Real City, RATTI_The
City of Tomorrow, RAVETZ_Council Housing and Culture The History of a Soci,
REN_ӏUrbanӏ China, ROTBARD_White City Black City Architecture and War in Te,
SAUNDERS_Arrival City How the Largest Migration in History, SCHLICHTMAN_
Gentrifier, SCORER_City in Common Culture and Community in Buenos Ai, SIMONE_
New ӏUrbanӏ Worlds Inhabiting Dissonant Times, SIMON_Speaking Memory How
Translation Shapes City Life, SNAPE_The Complete Cities of Ancient Egypt,
SORKIN_All Over the Map, SORKIN_All Over the Map Writing on Buildings and
Cities, STAGE_Producing Early Modern London A Comedy of ӏUrbanӏ S, STAVRIDES_
Common Space The City as Commons, SUGRUE_The Origins of the Urban Crisis
Race and Inequali, SUTTOR_Still Renovating A History of Canadian Social Hou, SZE_
Fantasy Islands Chinese Dreams and Ecological Fea, TASANKOK_Contradictions
of Neoliberal Planning Cities Pol, THERBORN_Cities of Power The ӏUrbanӏ the
National the Popu, TOLY_Cities of Tomorrow and the City to Come A Theolog,
TONKISS_Cities by Design The Social Life of ӏUrbanӏ Form, TRETTER_Shadows of
a Sunbelt City The Environment Racism, ӏURBANӏ_The New Tenement Residences
in the Inner City Sin, ӏURBANӏ_Tower and Slab Histories of Global Mass Housing,
VASUDEVAN_The Autonomous City A History of ӏUrbanӏ Squatting, WEBB_Critical
ӏUrbanӏ Theory Common Property and the P, WICKHAM_Sleepwalking Into a New
World The Emergence of It, WILLIAMS_Chinas ӏUrbanӏ Revolution Understanding
Chinese Ec, WRIGHT_University City Missouri, ZUIDERHOEK_The Ancient City
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n1e19

n2e50

Urban Tower and Slab Histories of Global Mass
Housing, Ravetz Council Housing and Culture The
History of a Soci, Minton Ground Control Fear
and Happiness in the TwentyF, Brickell
Geographies of Forced Eviction Dispossession
Vio, McGuirk Edge City Driving the Periphery of
Sao Paulo, Marcuse In Defense of Housing The
Politics of Crisis, Belfoure The Baltimore
Rowhouse, LawrenceZuniga Protecting Suburban
America Gentrification Advoc, Vasudevan The
Autonomous City A History of Urban Squa ing,
Urban The New Tenement Residences in the Inner
City Sin, Echanove The Slum Outside Elusive
Dharavi, Grubovic Belgrade in Transition an
analysis ofillegal bu, Aalbers The
Financialization of Housing A Political Econo,
Sugrue The Origins of the Urban Crisis Race and
Inequali, Immerwahr The Politic...
n3e23

Sorkin All Over the Map Writing on Buildings
and Cities, Sorkin All Over the Map, Curtright
Sustainability and the City Urban Poetics and
Pol, Miller The Culture of Cities, Mumford The
Culture of Cities, Cli Imaging the City Art
Creative Practices and Medi, Graham Vertical
The City From Satellites to Bunkers, Lindner
Cities Interrupted Visual Culture and Urban
Space, Simone New Urban Worlds Inhabiting
Dissonant Times, Graham Infrastructural Lives
Urban Infrastructure in Con, Publishing The
Riddle ofthe Real City, Martin Mediators
Aesthetics Politics and the City, M Grierson
Transformations , Harvey Rebel Cities From the
Rightto the City to the Ur, Macek Urban
Nightmares The Media the Right and the Mo,
Garbin Religion and the Global City, Harrison
Waste Ma ers Urban Margins in Contempo...
n4e18

Glaeser Triumph of the City How Our Greatest
Invention Ma, Conn Americans Againstthe City
AntiUrbanism in the T, Dawson Extreme Cities
The Peril and Promise of Urban Lif, Gratz The
Ba le for Gotham New York in the Shadow of R,
Saunders Arrival City How the Largest Migration
in History, Davis Planet of Slums, Fitch The
Assassination of New York , Ren Urban China,
Cohen The Sustainable City, MOSKOWITZ How to
Kill a City Gentrification Inequality an,
Williams Chinas Urban Revolution Understanding
Chinese Ec, Laurence Becoming Jane Jacobs,
Miller Chinas Urban Billion The Story Behind
the Bigges, Sze Fantasy Islands Chinese Dreams
and Ecological Fea, Barber Latino City
Immigration and Urban Crisis in Lawre, Gordon
Mapping Decline St Louis and the Fate ofthe
Ame, Ango i New York for Sale Commu...

Hollis Cities Are Good for You, Abbo
Imagining Urban Futures Cities in Science
Fiction, Milani The Art of the City, Nawratek
Holes in the Whole Introduction to the Urban
Revo, Greenfield Againstthe Smart City, Jacobs
The Death and Life of Great American Cities,
Nawratek City as a Political Idea, Barber Cool
Cities Urban Sovereignty and the Fix for Glo,
Mundy The Death of Aztec Tenochtitlan the Life
of Mexic, Calvino Invisible Cities, Toly Cities
of Tomorrow and the City to Come A Theolog,
Zuiderhoek The Ancient City, Aureli The
Posibility of an absolute architecture, Tonkiss
Cities by Design The Social Life of Urban Form,
Herzog Return to the Center Culture Public
Space and C, Wickham Sleepwalking Into a New
World The Emergence of It, Mayer Civic City
Cahier 1 Social Movements in the Post, Wr...

Four most probable tempers of ch_n6e110: titles of books.
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Four most probable tempers of ch_n6e110: word clouds of book clusters.
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FIFTY INDEXES COMMON TO CH_N6E110
ӏcityӏ → 87787, new → 39276, urban → 35792, house → 32995,
build → 23522, public → 20563, space → 20238, plan → 19028,
social → 17431, person → 16071, state → 15401, work → 15375,
use → 14818, place → 14596, community → 14236, ӏtimeӏ → 14174,
york → 13117, world → 12531, life → 12221, development →
12054, political → 11689, form → 11208, like → 11083, way →
11045, area → 10857, street → 10754, make → 10244, project
→ 10054, year → 10045, university → 10001, local → 9921,
government → 9626, good → 9591, live → 9346, large → 9282,
century → 9159, london → 9076, land → 8959, change → 8928,
economic → 8893, press → 8574, high → 8509, design → 8341,
mean → 8333, power → 8161, system → 8118, resident → 8048,
neighborhood → 8000, come → 7630, home → 7544

BRAIN OF CH_N6E110
A galaxy of concepts of ch_n6e110:
n1e50

n2e31

firehouse, westport,
moses, precursor,
erroneous,
undervalue, connell,
soho, synagogue,
courthouse, caro,
ratner, fabrica...
n61e2

n3e27

lincoln, rejuvenate,
gri y, laughter,
expressway, chic,
unrecognized,
concourse, assort,
rejuvenation,
hundredth, sheri...
n62e1

wa

n122e2

bronx, lama, eddie,
skillful, uhab

n181e5

n182e1

n183e1

n301e3

asthma, gag, esdc

n361e50

wal

n362e1

cooper, laguardia,
ango i, goldin,
pataki, yolanda, wtc,
sludge, davidoff,
vornado, dcp, spa ,
landuse, cant,
melrose, ...
n421e9

time

moss

n601e11

piven

n603e1

hartman

n604e4

vanderbilt

lawmaker

n781e1

n782e1

aldrich

n783e51

solinger

yearbook, zedong,
guangzhou, shui,
shenzhen, guo, zhu,
marketization,
zhejiang, ren,
reclassification,
yang, zemin, c...

differentially

n962e1

tragically, riverhead

n963e5

indices

datum, amenable,
predictive,
unidirectional,
bearable

n1023e2

alcoholism

n1081e4

hawkins, bender, cdc,
circuitous

n1141e127

mental, assess,
prevalence,
prevention,
psychologist,
negatively,
adulthood,
behavioral, inhi...

monitor, protocol

n1082e2

contextual, limbo

n1142e12

moderate,
sensitivity, esteem,
descriptive,
consistency,
cigare e, duncan,
disc, deviation,
martinez, silver...

n1083e7

test, implication,
examine, unavailable,
quantitative, nest,
optimal

richness, mechanic,
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cannon, austria,
sandstone, alcove,
nikolaus

n519e73

n342e7

hammer,
postmodernity,
renounce,
postmodernist,
workspace, undulate,
cloverleaf

n226e3

pathway, dwarf, tin,
bathtub

n49e35

banner, feat,
reestablish, unnamed,
moniker, firsthand,
grudge, fiery,
necklace, wend

n108e1

donna, americana

n167e1

blindness,
forgiveness,
reaffirmation,
rendall, muck

son, steep, neat,
tranquil, soothe

n285e4

basket, leaf, atlas,
barrel

n48e10

page, season, people,
bird, rocky, snake,
seller, stripe,
pierce, shallow,
drum, italic, dance,
nicholson, undersc...

n107e2

wherein, schema,
xvii, certeau,
shipment, womb

n166e5

band, leg, vivid,
populous, linda,
meat, skull, oval

n225e5

arrange, beam, hair,
thick, dry, greet,
arcade, stride

n284e4

fruit, cake, rusty

n47e23

name, seat, register,
dress, stream, fan,
map, gi , sweet,
coat, celebration,
collector, rain,
shield, carve,
neatly, cloth, lo...
n106e6

witness, exotic, silk

n165e8

lay, show, date,
carry, carefully,
survive, sickness

n224e8

wind, calm, grandeur,
disgust, nervous,
infernal

n283e3

round, inspire,
design, slightly,
entrance, scheme,
crumble, luminous

n46e46

judge, lord, annals,
chronological,
surmise, monastery

n105e3

parallel, count,
certainly, hierarchy,
leadership, preside,
ancestor, resultant,
claude

n164e7

spirit, noble, hum

n223e6

lo y

n282e8

n341e7

historicism,
illegible, kenzo,
he

n400e12

gait, mathias

n459e5

eine, wilhelm,
entwicklung,
go fried, schmidt,
brandenburg

n578e16

n697e1

banerjee, jour

n936e2

n995e4

thermal

emmanuel

n1113e4

serge, staggeringly,
contemporaine

n876e2

cologne

n935e3

n994e1

sur, gigantism

n816e3

olivier

n875e1

n1053e1

seine, reframed,
rosalyn

n1112e36

n815e1

siegfried, hache e,
ockman

n934e5

marcel, bielefeld,
chez

n399e2

deficient, nil,
nonconformist

n518e6

n637e5

des, qui, edouard

n756e3

les, kurt, histoire,
sigfried

corporeal, drainage,
reaktion, hydro,
thames, wagner, lite,
reyner, hoffmann,
cantz, expressionist,
universitaires,
heinem...
n874e3

haussmann,
disjuncture, gandy,
kumar, bakker,
baviskar, actar,
flusty, dilip

n933e2

n992e6

swyngedouw

n1051e2

n814e101

swamp, vector, sewer,
flood, harmondsworth,
governmentality,
embankment, banham,
ma hias,
reconfigurations,
bachel...
n873e9

water, ross, uncanny,
thirst, ethnologist,
cha erjee, putrid,
unhomely, masselos,
tanker

n932e1

infrastructure,
splinter,
infrastructural,
marvin, heynen

german, une,
jahrhunderts, hideout

n696e3

dans, dont, eines

n755e4

rationalization,
portent, ulysses,
wick, moritz,
vitalism,
naturalistic,
strachey, emil,
becher, repub...

studien, durch

n636e4

farrar, jours,
deutscher

n695e3

sans, elias,
impressionist,
diorama, ihre,
albrecht

n754e12

leonard, dispel,
intolerance, insect,
pretext, infection,
dichotomous, wolff,
carnivalesque, aroma,
ventura, donovan,
fauna

mythos, deutsche,
transmutation, gypsy,
poelzig, deutsches,
deutschen

n635e3

ville, impurity,
lille, plasticity,
sigmund, catacomb,
interstitial

n694e6

medicine, irrigation,
incidence, sunshine,
militate, forte

n753e13

berkeley, river,
bruce, sexuality,
fragility,
intersperse, unseen,
los, angeles, elude,
eden, teleological,
ivan, paras...

onward, bath, stony

n634e7

mann, decompose,
unexplored, gloom,
diver

n693e6

impetus, sharpen,
perpetuation,
symbiotic,
exhilarate,
internecine

n752e19

belknap, fin,
andreas, noncitizen

n811e14

imaginary

n870e13

n989e8

penumbra

n1048e4

doshi

n1107e4

programa

n810e1

castells, sociology,
globally,
globalization,
contestation, tacit,
sassen, tent,
lecturer

n929e2

consumerist,
robertson, flavour,
zukin, pearl,
sociable, sociologie,
emancipatory, cairo,
ized, petersburg,
su on, jan...

breed, conception,
tout, pine, climatic,
odor, hugo, excrement

n632e4

n692e6

philosophical,
phenomenology

n751e4

elicit, simmel,
fissure,
indeterminate,
astronomical,
incommensurable,
latour, concierge,
tautologi...

envisage,
redefinition,
graffito,
reappropriation

n869e9

bauman, heterotopia,
jensen, guerrilla,
elsevier,
hybridization,
taksim, unstructured,
tahrir,
participative, gezi
n928e59

technicality,
autocracy, politik,
politicisation,
megan, halpern

n987e1

n1046e8

n809e4

precondition,
homogenize,
homogenization,
cohabitation,
normality,
skateboard, readjust,
quintesse...
n868e11

inclusiveness,
legitimization

n927e6

recur, contemplation,
meditate, gardes,
corporeality,
derrida, augustine,
serenity, zeus,
dehumanization, cain,
abel, cu...
n691e2

indeterminacy, plasma

n750e15

sti ung, huyssen,
faustian

ludic, physiognomy

n631e21

bizarre, receptacle,
deconstruction

n690e2

mediator, immaterial

n749e3

wrap, gesture,
recognizable,
emphatically, porous,
mould, liminal,
efface, predominance,
normalize, rotation,
improvisat...

enigma, incoherence

n630e3

postmodernism,
humanism, banality

n689e2

benjamin,
theorization, negri,
hardt,
politicization,
territorializing,
amazonian, zoe

n748e86

dominant, common,
domination,
temporarily,
collectively,
liberate, possibly,
repress, legitimize,
hoc, indicat...

transgressive,
reconceptualize

n629e3

collectivist,
actualization,
philosophically,
reflexivity,
dialectically,
intelligibility,
badiou
n688e8

explicitly,
implicitly,
phenomena, enclose,
circumscribe,
idiosyncratic,
patriotism, senne ,
incessan...
n747e18

stake, collective,
hide, share,
appropriation,
reproduction,
solidarity, reclaim,
redefine,
symbolica...

theorize, marxist,
antagonistic, naive,
theorist, politicize,
properly, ethic,
postmodern, gardener,
openness, ethical,
dialectical, pl...
n628e7

predominant,
juridical, malden,
materialism, doreen

n687e10

relation,
characterize,
potentially,
mechanism,
capitalism,
manifesto, equality,
verso, hierarchical
n746e16

pediment

glaze, bonn,
symmetrically

n458e3

almighty, johann,
berlage

von, pseudonym,
intercultural

n577e11

n340e4

austere, rationalism,
oswald, concave,
classicism

n222e1

architect, urbanity,
reinvention,
compress, insular

n45e6

document, prominent,
text, prominence,
communal, swear,
dispute, anyway,
edit, unusually, vol,
innocent, italian,
hol...
n104e9

alpine, atypical

n163e3

angle, joy, straight,
cell, stifle,
magnificent,
geometry, curve,
epoch, toil, xiv,
immense, prism,
sensibility, gr...

staircase, piano

n281e5

narrowness

n339e5

n398e3

ornament, fondly,
steeple, stuffy

n517e3

aus, kultur

n576e2

n221e2

cyclist

n280e1

n338e1

n457e3

die, modification

n516e2

vie, relic, radio,
maison, dublin,
leipzig, sedentary,
fortuitous, gould,
dialect, eroticism,
uncharted, announcer,
etude, drawbri...
n575e7

n220e1

reinstatement,
industrialised

spree

irregular, plaster,
slit

n397e4

edinburgh,
generously, audacity,
dampness, coldness

n456e2

further, vocation,
gastronomic,
sidedness, rustle

n515e16

synthesis, infant,
jules, emporium,
neolithic, felicity,
aimlessness,
falsification

n574e3

n219e2

pencil

n103e2

coherence

n162e50

tube, uncompromising

n44e43

rotate, castle,
reassess,
autonomously, paolo,
characterise, schism,
o o, judgement,
henceforth, stratum,
xii, doubtl...
n102e1

programmatic, atrium,
incarnate, generic

n161e2

n278e1

n337e3

peculiarity, lantern,
boiler, lifeless,
playfully, bri le,
recompense, catchword

n396e5

nineteenth,
originally,
occasional, hence,
phase, confidently,
vagueness

n455e5

vain, fruitful,
unbearable, newton,
decadent, barbarian,
factual, chant,
eliot, grassland,
tactile, truism,
central...
n514e8

drain, wash, foul,
cleanliness,
infectious, dickens,
weed, bacterium,
ferocity, affliction,
uncultivated,
utensil, p...
n573e8

n218e1

symmetrical, rococo

n43e211

spatiality, reify,
irreducibly,
recomposition

n101e4

boris, renzo

schinkel, lex

n277e2

n336e8

quarter, curtain,
unforge able,
satanic

n395e7

modify, costly,
valid, obsolete,
inter, agriculture,
storage, breath,
monograph, offspring,
periodical, unbroken,
forerun...
n454e16

organic, scientific,
differentiate,
technical, soil,
transmission,
metropolis, dirt,
tariff, pipe,
mythologi...
n513e15

mythology, fletcher

ruskin

n394e20

achieve, tendency,
century, existence,
grasp, achievement,
permanent, type,
animal, machine, bed,
method, suppression,
pave, naked, who...
n453e14

coherent, supply,
smell, wild,
speculative,
individualize,
crystallize,
omnipresent

n512e2

perpetually,
ruthlessly,
profligate

n571e2

n335e4

n41e4

composition,
koolhaas, symmetry,
grammar, exalt,
schematic,
scientifically,
irreducible,
totaliz...

airport, layer,
colin, orientate,
endeavour, clever,
terry

n159e2

n217e2

caustic

n40e64

redrawn,
diagrammatic,
colonnade, densified

n99e7

extraordinarily, ebk,
meatpacking

adaptable, catwalk

shapeless,
pretension, torment,
barn, despotic,
consumable,
bombastic,
classicist, pliant

n276e1

revivalist,
alternation, limpid

n39e4

circus, zoo,
evolutionary,
connectedness, dna,
pragmatically,
bordeaux, modelling,
sussex, flit, keynes,
hadid, run...
n98e3

transpose

n157e2

vault, sublimate,
feudalism

n216e9

labile

n275e3

n334e1

rational, refine,
tyranny, forego,
actuality, leonardo,
consonance

n393e40

basis, fact,
constant, advance,
age, equally,
culture, environment,
universal, command,
underlie, raw, human,
al...
n452e8

diffuse, politic

n511e3

wine, generality,
irrefutable,
soulless,
ceaselessly, encumber

n570e2

n333e7

cease, duty,
insulate, reciprocal,
ebb, curiosity, cow,
symbiosis, knot,
alternately, crave

n392e35

possibility,
conscious, privilege,
complicate, profound,
coalesce,
spontaneous, conceal,
purity, flesh,
heaven, grap...
n451e2

extract, realization,
repression, pasture,
reconstitute,
particularity,
innumerable

n510e6

foundational,
anathema, a ache

n569e2

n332e11

actual, classic,
embody, pile,
preparation, glass,
museum, pleasure,
instrument,
instrumental, motive,
immune, gu...
n391e13

produce, product,
appropriate, easily,
distinguish, freely,
apparatus, pure,
foreground,
overthrow, judgment,
hedge
n450e7

complicit, concretely

n509e3

genuinely, conflate,
guilt, merrill,
immobile, uncritical,
immobility,
validation, misread,
eminently,
uncontrovers...
n568e119

n331e23

true, completely,
mind, finally,
weight, forth,
ultimate, extremely,
dare, indeed,
satisfy, physical,
comfort, van...
n390e12

fix, fundamental,
character, excess,
tragic, distract,
twist, romance,
abundantly, stupidity

n449e2

abstract, critique,
impossibility,
limitless, banal,
denounce, urbane,
invocation, mystical,
epistemology

n508e12

desire, false,
dilute, overstate,
virtuous, benedict,
shapiro, distaste,
sympathize,
fatalistic

n567e50

n330e31

difference, proceed,
lie, degree, correct,
endless, loose,
frustrate, beautiful,
accustom,
arrangement, relieve,
intelligence, wit...
n389e10

precisely, devote,
identical,
continuously,
cynicism

n448e10

virtue

n507e10

enjoy, intensely,
contradict, hallmark,
inextricably, accrue,
popularly, disorient,
justifiably

n566e16

n329e15

variety, choice,
whatever, usual,
logical, accomplish,
forever,
conventional,
u erly, thwart,
analogy, brillian...

n215e1

instantaneous, si e

n38e51

inventor, junction,
evelyn, immersion,
medal, emotive,
accrete, wren,
hammersmith,
sonnenschein

n97e1

n156e3

canon, compulsive,
resolute

inviolable,
obtrusive,
instrumentality,
superstitious,
piously, torrid

n274e2

invention,
accidental,
perfection, pluck,
tinge, formulae,
purification,
omnipotence, exert...

n37e10

stomach, accretion,
midland, gallop,
worm, sleeper, ruhr,
bon, abbreviate,
bravery,
schematically,
alertn...

grandiosity, spade

n155e3

extravagance,
universalize,
salubrious, artfully,
philistine, lighten,
leaden, alvar,
imperious, sumptuary,
diffide...
n214e6

uniform, uniformity,
delicacy, refinement,
haste, lapse,
dissipation, wanton,
radieuse, neighborly,
reflex, bastard,
correctness, art...
n273e11

passive, incapable,
grade, indifference,
dissipate,
contraction,
bu ress, needless,
abstraction,
a erthought, can...

n36e14

overpower,
instinctive, monkey,
unbreakable, grinder,
bourse, uncertainly,
spinal, uncivil,
churchyard

n95e2

parity, masonry,
idiosyncrasy,
thicken, wisely,
communion,
delicately,
outwardly,
sensuality, be...
n154e24

habit, irregularity,
humanize, fog, rude,
irrationality, knell,
grope, unfashionable,
snobbish, mumble,
orgiastic, whimsy,
mormons, daub, an...
n213e30

fat, sporadic,
trivial, accent,
delightful, rug,
suitability,
enrichment,
insufficiently,
reciproc...
n272e17

balance, ready,
await, taste,
delight, cling,
flower, wisdom,
appal, brilliant,
appropriately,
embarrass, ut...

n35e10

personality,
individuality,
multiplication,
standpoint, lessen,
soap, manifold,
ingrain, accessory,
constr...
n94e23

tissue, extravagant,
scarcely, paralyze,
rigor, abet,
elemental,
totalitarian,
parasitic,
enticement, ar...
n153e19

unfortunately,
multiply, delusion,
humane, handsomely,
sterility, cursory,
diligently, viaduct

n212e12

fine, genuine,
meaningless,
miserable, full,
shabby, mighty,
ardent, outgo

n271e18

life, isolate,
mistake, difficulty,
excellent, stir,
depress, exhaust,
ignorance, inflict,
technician, throb

n34e307

purely, merely, sake,
fresh, orderly, heap,
shell, automatic,
satisfactory, awaken,
civilization,
subordinate, hasten,
adequat...
n93e16

indispensable,
indifferent,
inexhaustible,
amusement, likewise,
dogma, fortunately,
favorably, pry,
disemb...
n152e9

special, enlarge,
selective, swi ,
crazy, superficial,
liability, lightly,
insensitive, docile,
gape

n211e9

necessity, practical,
expense, obstacle,
side, burden,
greatly, enlighten,
eighteen, useless,
fatal, ordeal

n270e12

simple, quick, blind,
useful, vary, eye,
absorb, combination,
cultivate, flourish,
dead, thoroughly,
traffic, cart,
creature, perve...

n33e174

mere, backward,
utility, bare,
divorce, bureaucracy,
geographic,
equipment, primitive,
fancy, remote,
exploitat...
n92e11

fashion, sufficient,
capable, deliberate,
substitute, minimum,
partly, maximum,
linger, blanket,
progressively,
nineteen, priv...
n151e11

necessary, effective,
overcrowd, equip,
steadily, machinery,
choke, outright,
intolerable,
aggravate, pig,
termin...
n210e12

sometimes, vital,
unless, ground,
concentration,
custom, usually,
deliberately, halt,
enterprise,
conveni...
n269e19

theoretically,
mysterious,
ingenious, logically,
putative,
excessively,
monstrosity

n32e114

essential, except,
limitation, widen,
arbitrary, plain,
unlimited, telephone,
tempt, technically,
precedence, furnish,
congest, thr...
n91e21

advantage, eat,
excuse, endow, creep,
sentimental,
disintegrate,
earnest, undue,
whi le, malignant

n150e19

horse, ingredient,
swi ly, drastic,
shall, exorbitant

n209e22

destructive,
wherever, badly,
playground, knit,
immensely, dwell,
requisite, stead,
fatally

n268e7

thin, constructive,
usefulness, chestnut,
amuse, picnic, sorry,
seam, unnecessarily,
intrude,
schizophrenic

n31e57

touch, man, confuse,
triumph, simplify,
honest, imitation,
delicate, confusion,
imitate, lodge,
howard, whim,
clarification, s...
n90e11

idle, wise, cheerful,
superfluous

n149e6

clue, blank, marvel,
keeper

n208e10

automatically,
convenience, curious,
comprehend, futile,
supplant,
realistically,
overhead, outdoors,
superficially, w...
n267e11

irrelevant, quantity,
behave, perpetual,
glue, enliven,
inconvenient, matrix,
skip, generator,
exuberant,
impossibly, carne...

n30e29

escape, excessive,
nose, bound,
disguise, english,
uncontrolled, expose,
corrective, reckon,
scorn, mad, revision,
infect, indu...
n89e4

strange, happily,
fetch

n148e4

asunder

n207e20

sufficiently, evade,
inexorably, adjoin,
interval, thicket,
bu er, specimen,
whichever, ludicrous,
voracious,
sensitively, cl...
n266e21

n29e31

girl, lady, play,
stage, scene, plot,
complication,
performance, strand,
manipulate, butch,
husband, manipulat...

n88e3

bewilder, foolish,
tactic, permutation,
figuratively,
presupposition,
unconcerned,
disassembly

n147e1

unmanageable,
disastrously

precarious, evict,
organisation,
hamburger, eke,
beetle,
criminalisation

n1045e6

holm

n1104e1

n28e103

absurdity, fool,
pretend, pause,
alien, northward,
humiliate, tavern,
audience,
patriarchal, horn,
doll, opportun...
n87e8

drawer, leisured,
mash, groan,
downgrade, progeny

n146e2

n985e7

hike

basingstoke, pearce

organize, negotiate,
absolutely, neil

n745e7

injustice, shorthand,
concomitant

giddens, soziale

n1103e2

claim, define,
position, politics,
post, inform,
ideology,
traditionally,
ideological,
delineate, schola...
n685e4

intentionally,
discontent, saskia,
connote, refocus

n744e3

n984e1

sine,
internationalize,
contextualization,
decoupled

acknowledge,
commonly, primarily,
fundamentally,
glance, partial,
brave, redundant, be

n625e13

outside, consider,
understand,
different, become,
conclusion,
necessarily,
differently, overlap,
briefly, rightly
n684e5

bookstore,
tantamount, decant,
subcultural,
gemeinscha

n1043e2

disclaimer

n1102e4

instead, impossible,
misunderstand, masse,
dovetail

n565e9

n624e11

monetary,
problematized,
reinvesting

n1042e1

inherent, overcome,
sara, unavoidable,
addict

n505e5

kind, gradually,
guarantee, suppose,
surroundings, stay,
typically, tangible,
geographically,
variation, a achm...

n564e16

n924e5

n982e3

trajectory, minus,
liberalize, kempen,
firma, overprice,
changer

n1101e3

gradual, inherently,
drastically, user,
combat, puzzle,
willingly, diagnose,
bench, inject

n445e5

street, hardly, pool,
devise, incompatible,
besides, blatant,
lunch, ideally,
cohesive,
approximation,
pitfall, pawn
n504e17

lesbian, mele,
retrieve, conqueror,
timer, colonizer,
tenable, automaton,
tiedemann, frisk,
delinked, bodega,
kenwood, novara

macro, berry,
hamne , defilippis

n981e3

handle, casual,
district, diversify,
reasonably,
stagnation, abruptly,
repel, ponder,
illustrative, dairy,
pitiful, erra...
n385e10

trouble, indirectly,
businessman, tumble,
scant, tenor

n444e13

amenity, lee, beast,
authenticity,
newcomer, nuance,
neighbourhood,
practicality,
devalue, sincerity,
butler, brea...
n863e14

marcuse,
gentrification, marc,
sociocultural, adler,
mover, spike,
reinvestment, grit,
molotch, providence,
facet, bach, cur...

simplicity, stagnate,
havoc,
diversification,
locality,
generalization,
impractical,
drawback, general...
n325e16

understandable,
harmful, unpopular,
splendid,
unrealistic,
vandalism,
misconception,
grocery

n803e16

uniformly, freeman,
mismatch, harken,
badger, somethings

n862e44

n922e4

foreclosure, mandel

n1040e11

apparently,
fortunate, unplanned,
working, supervise,
patronize, youngster

n503e12

vitality, intricate,
diversity, dull,
vacuum, pseudo,
mingle, plentiful,
monotony, erosion,
magnetic, skate,
contrive, sprin...
n265e25

n384e6

laundry,
concurrently,
unexamined

n443e7

prepare, length,
shake, intellectual,
typical, odd, aptly,
encircle

n681e4

n920e2

n980e2

n383e3

worth, suitable,
wholesale,
reasonable,
unsuccessful,
announcement,
disappoint, admire,
madison

n563e25

n621e4

alienate, instigator,
reappearance

n800e4

aberration

terribly, shrug

n502e9

suggestion, fourteen,
mess, regret,
invigorate

n561e8

silly, miserably,
subtract,
fantastically,
vacuous, frivolous,
nonsensical,
solemnly, dispirit,
concoction, ...
n205e48

lively, mixture,
anybody, sidewalk,
duplicate, errand,
dignify, intricacy,
workable, watcher,
unbalance,
uninteres...

meantime,
spontaneously,
hamper, oversimplify,
unfit, mysteriously,
wholesome,
insularity, speeded

n324e8

intellectually,
unsuitable,
expediency, wry

acquaint, misgive,
gladly

n442e2

ebenezer, nod, jolt

n501e5

n204e25

n264e9

orthodox,
monopolistic, ballet,
cynic, childless

n323e4

n382e3

clearance, bisect,
objectionable

n441e3

destroyer,
sentimentalize,
radiant, vulgarity,
immemorial, cruelly,
gimmick,
misapprehension,
hearten, rebuild...
n263e5

stoop, salisbury,
forsyth, overcharge,
interject, hoo,
denature, overcoat,
unworkable, seminary

baffle, loiter,
casually, smallness,
opportunistically

n145e24

helpless, shun,
candy, thinly, junk,
apt, turf, amputate,
deaden, vigour,
afoot, indigent,
cozy, chess,
salutary, s...

n26e3

berate, itch,
puritanical, smite

n85e5

appallingly,
reassurance,
exterminate

n144e45

acquaintance,
helplessness, rejoin

n203e12

sentimentality,
ennoble, specious,
timid

n262e10

abrams, greenwich,
marvellous, pepsi,
untrue, postponement

n25e4

impatience,
dishonest, deafen,
villainous

n84e3

truce, shark

n143e3

verve, arbitrariness

n202e4

n261e6

n24e4

upli , tuck, smear,
coax, inveigh, nap

n83e2

quilt, wreak, soda

n142e2

superman,
harmoniously

reply, corbusier,
haired, rehired

n260e10

n23e6

miraculously, lowly,
snatch, constable,
brazenly, kindle,
glamour, dreamy,
creak, glamorous,
jealousy, racket,
courteous, directness
n82e3

enthusiastically,
heredity

n141e2

ayuntamiento

thankful, canclini

n1080e42

piracy, inmate,
infraction,
goldstein,
criminalization,
vend,
professionalization,
vigilante, penal...

espacio

n1139e3

vicente, centro,
partido

n1140e4

garza, vega, allende,
colonia

n1143e9

influence, health,
isolation,
intervention, risky,
cope, phd, analytic,
disaggregate

journal, will

om
a

a ch ec u e
c y
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TOP CS ADDRESSED N THE SPEECH
AND THE R NDEX CAL CLOUDS
ARCH TECTURE
ch_n6e 0 s a om e e s e a ed o he ndex o a ch ec u e
n1803 e16 {slip, urgent , freedom , fascinate , distort,
architecture , shy, specie, urgency , collision , nuanced,
evasion, tread, conundrum, assertive, jacket}
n1804 e20 {truly, roll, familiar , strain, card,
dramatic , remarkable , soft, presume, brand, wary, umbrella ,
refusal, narrowly, unevenly, periodically , cancer, lump,
evacuate , vietnam}
[…]
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n1802 e11 {ӏconceptualӏ, coincidence, comprehensively,
ӏfascinationӏ, ӏdynamismӏ, mantra, loudly, ӏreconfigurationӏ,
ӏreconsiderationӏ, persuasive, patrician}
n1743 e35 {ӏdramaticallyӏ, exceed, drag, float, abide,
assure, rigorous, tremendous, giant, ӏurbanistӏ, susceptible,
ӏresistantӏ, convergence, incarnation, ӏwonderfulӏ, prisoner,
antithesis, default, lush, compact, blossom, enshrine,
galvanize, flame, ӏhypocrisyӏ, facade, ӏprotoӏ, ӏundergirdӏ,
applause, casino, flavor, ӏauthoritarianismӏ, outlive,
tirelessly, completeness}
n1744 e12 {virtually, johnson, irony, desperately,
ӏskepticismӏ, decisively, ӏinconvenienceӏ, cruel, eloquent,
commensurate, vanguard, oxymoron}
n1863 e9 {ӏmeaningfulӏ, tune, bygone, ӏplethoraӏ,
embarrassment, underway, benchmark, affirmation, disbelief}
n1742 e18 {simply, slight, fraught, ӏformativeӏ, winner,
boot, forgive, generosity, conducive, annoy, surrender,
consecutive, extinction, whitney, gently, unabashedly,
thoughtless, metabolist}
n1864 e10 {idea, traditional, broaden, ӏempowerӏ,
repository, optimism, unravel, ӏcontingentӏ, endeavor, idyllic}
n1801 e21 {selectively, ӏconformityӏ, artistic, confer,
texture, format, nowadays, respectful, merry, slot,
exponentially, encode, impel, aura, comical, unspeakable,
burger, modal, lacuna, inattention, enamor}
n1862 e1 {ӏgenerationalӏ}
ch_n6e110’s main references for the index of architecture:
Michael Sorkin,
All Over the Map: Writing on
Buildings and Cities,
0.0692232

Llana Barber, Latino City:
Immigration and Urban Crisis
in Lawrence, Massachusetts,
1945–2000, 0.0162266

Michael Sorkin,
All Over the Map: Writing on
Buildings and Cities,
0.0691968

Wim Nijenhuis,
The Riddle Of The Real City,
0.0157478

Lauren Curtright, Doris Bremm,
Sustainability and the City:
Urban Poetics and Politics,
0.0289565

Anthony Maniscalco, Public
Spaces, Marketplaces, and the
Constitution: Shopping Malls and
the First Amendment, 0.0157392

Steven Conn, Americans
Against the City: AntiUrbanism in the Twentieth
Century, 0.0196016

Denise Lawrence-Zuniga,
Protecting Suburban America:
Gentrification, Advocacy and the
Historic Imaginary, 0.0153627

Carl H. Nightingale,
Segregation: A Global History
of Divided Cities,
0.0175121

Thomas J. Sugrue, The Origins
of the Urban Crisis: Race and
Inequality in Postwar Detroit,
0.0152526

CITY
ch_n6e110’s atom-letters related to the index of city:
n2064 e20 {ӏcityӏ, ӏhelpӏ, high, ӏpayӏ, ӏtotalӏ, size,
succeed, ӏsuccessfulӏ, ӏmoneyӏ, rare, successfully, generous,
considerably, cost, random, ӏstrengthӏ, sum, decrease,
extraordinary, incorrect}
n2004 e9 {win, ӏexpectӏ, compare, sixteen, ӏchiefӏ, player,
ӏerrorӏ, ӏassistantӏ, monday}
n2124 e26 {little, year, grow, large, fall, five, fail,
population, small, near, half, double, great, pressure, push,
[…]
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[…]
ӏrelativelyӏ, third, heavily, ӏproportionӏ, country, land,
company, few, tip, occasionally, profitable}
n2065 e18 {come, good, go, person, rest, easy, amount,
keep, success, put, pick, serious, drop, fifteen, ӏvaluableӏ,
ease, healthy, patient}
n2005 e6 {run, check, chance, charge, thirteen, enjoyable}
n2063 e8 {rate, ӏspendӏ, ӏestimateӏ, ӏrewardӏ, surprisingly,
ӏcorporateӏ, adjust, boon}
n2123 e5 {rank, ӏviceӏ, essentially, quarterly, reap}
n1945 e5 {give, decide, unlikely, ӏunusualӏ, ӏgratefulӏ}
n2125 e22 {like, live, far, ten, hard, drive, twenty,
train, blow, trade, thousand, vast, ӏrichӏ, ӏequivalentӏ,
winter, chain, ӏsmokeӏ, ӏdrinkӏ, ӏgrossӏ, ӏbusӏ, ӏrestaurantӏ, dim}
n1944 e9 {list, convince, previous, schedule, announce,
request, entertainment, ӏimpressӏ, rally}
ch_n6e110’s main references for the index of city:
Edward Glaeser, Triumph of the
City: How Our Greatest Invention
Makes Us Richer, Smarter, Greener,
Healthier, and Happier, 0.0286547

Carl H. Nightingale,
Segregation: A Global History
of Divided Cities,
0.0192727

Eric S. Heberlig, Suzanne M. Leland,
David Swindell, American Cities
and the Politics of Party
Conventions, 0.0260395

Robert Fitch,
The Assassination of New York,
0.0182946

Thomas J. Sugrue, The Origins
of the Urban Crisis: Race and
Inequality in Postwar Detroit,
0.022816

Roberta Brandes Gratz,
The Battle for Gotham: New York
in the Shadow of Robert Moses
and Jane Jacobs, 0.0180162

Jane Jacobs,
The Death and Life of Great
American Cities,
0.0224007

Lewis Mumford,
The Culture of Cities,
0.0178349

Lewis Mumford,
The Culture of Cities,
0.0203341

Steve Macek, Urban Nightmares:
The Media, The Right, And The
Moral Panic Over The City,
0.0178197

ART
ch_n6e110’s atom-letters related to the index of art:
n1417 e17 {ӏartӏ, ӏcreativeӏ, ӏinvestigateӏ, specificity,
listen, transient, grapple, dictionary, sensation,
ӏimaginativelyӏ, memorialize, freud, bull, ambient, mindful,
mclaughlin, ӏproblematicallyӏ}
n1357 e5 {railway, claire, silently, ӏcomplementarityӏ,
directional}
n1477 e9 {lens, practitioner, momentarily, progression,
ӏtemporalӏ, portable, ӏstrollerӏ, brightly, poetics}
n1418 e14 {ӏengageӏ, ӏexploreӏ, ӏencounterӏ, walk, bend,
via, gallery, critically, terrain, ceremony, meander, sunny,
ӏintermingleӏ, ӏdecadenceӏ}
n1356 e11 {ӏmethodologyӏ, ӏapologizeӏ, nursery, tram,
firstly, commence, pastime, thirdly, unknowingly, treasurer,
mutable}
n1478 e9 {literal, studio, stroll, poetry, pulse, idiom,
iain, microphone, interlocutor}
n1416 e51 {artist, vague, ӏpoeticӏ, barrack, earthquake,
fluidity, morale, sublime, strangeness, motorway, ӏwickedӏ,
australia, biennial, breast, graphically, cartography,
enquiry, cartographic, morton, walton, howl, stud,
[…]
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[…]
guattari, procedural, beth, ӏbutterflyӏ, foyer, ashley,
suitcase, geoff, apology, ӏcartographerӏ, loudspeaker, grime,
pedagogy, reparation, skype, botanist, thomson, enchantment,
ӏpsychoanalystӏ, composer, transfigure, turnbull, rubin,
filler, doncaster, clockwise, null, skein, rourke}
n1358 e9 {acknowledgement, participant, ӏcopyrightӏ,
typeset, locale, multifaceted, aesthetically, ӏsymposiumӏ,
ӏconceptualizationӏ}
n1476 e7 {compression, iteration, audio, pleasurable,
mick, afresh, southbound}
n1419 e15 {ӏreflectionӏ, ӏjourneyӏ, ӏmodeӏ, ӏpainӏ, ӏblendӏ,
ambiguity, reception, thread, magical, friction, ambivalence,
projection, destabilize, navigate, presentation}
ch_n6e110’s main references for the index of art:
Elizabeth M. Grierson,
Transformations: Art and the
City,
0.112288

Paul Dobraszczyk,
The Dead City: Urban Ruins
and the Spectacle of Decay,
0.0218505

Shirley Jordan, Christoph
Lindner, Cities Interrupted:
Visual Culture and Urban Space,
0.0400585

Mirko Guaralda,
Ari Mattes, Edward M. Clift,
Filming the City,
0.0209956

Sherry Simon,
Speaking Memory:
How Translation Shapes City Life,
0.0328169

Michael Sorkin, All Over the Map:
Writing on Buildings and Cities,
0.020697

Lauren Curtright, Doris Bremm,
Sustainability and the City:
Urban Poetics and Politics,
0.0263541

Michael Sorkin, All Over the Map:
Writing on Buildings and Cities,
0.0204052

Edward M. Clift, Kevin O’Brien,
Steve Hawley, Imaging the City:
Art, Creative Practices and
Media Speculations, 0.0247031

David Garbin, Anna Strhan,
Religion and the Global City,
0.0196495

TIME
ch_n6e110’s atom-letters related to the index of time:
n562 e8 {ӏtimeӏ, ӏshortӏ, think, apart, quiet, hail,
everybody, pet}
n563 e25 {course, possible, use, need, try, depend,
answer, let, basic, difficult, lack, ӏresponsibilityӏ, apply,
mat, ӏoccurӏ, frequent, obvious, contact, attach, somehow,
normal, mainly, semi, homogeneous, afraid}
n561 e8 {prepare, length, shake, ӏintellectualӏ, ӏtypicalӏ,
odd, aptly, encircle}
n621 e4 {work, end, unable, ӏpatienceӏ}
n503 e12 {reason, problem, else, ӏconsiderableӏ,
ӏcircumstanceӏ, ӏnaturallyӏ, economically, spot, ordinary,
persons, interrelate, consequent}
n622 e9 {feel, friend, middle, readily, golden, explain,
departure, session, hughes}
n502 e9 {worth, suitable, wholesale, ӏreasonableӏ,
unsuccessful, announcement, disappoint, admire, madison}
n620 e9 {ӏproveӏ, ӏacceptӏ, ӏrecognizeӏ, renew, act,
confidence, reaction, embrace, experiment}
n623 e4 {root, actually, socially, danger}
n560 e14 {ӏbookӏ, late, believe, publish, title, subtle,
colleague, career, phrase, notable, reminiscent, ӏpropagandaӏ,
predetermine, postpone}
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ch_n6e110’s main references for the index of time:
Jane Jacobs,
The Death and Life of Great
American Cities,
0.0384122

John Joe Schlichtman,
Jason Patch, Marc Lamont Hill,
Gentrifier, 0.0180511

Peter L. Laurence,
Becoming Jane Jacobs,
0.0331885

Roberta Brandes Gratz,
The Battle for Gotham: New York
in the Shadow of Robert Moses
and Jane Jacobs, 0.01617

Alison Ravetz,
Council Housing and Culture:
The History of a Social
Experiment, 0.023962

Lewis Mumford,
The Culture of Cities,
0.0159202

Steven Conn, Americans
Against the City: Anti-Urbanism
in the Twentieth Century,
0.0201747

Steve Macek, Urban Nightmares:
The Media, The Right,
And The Moral Panic Over
The City, 0.0158211

Lewis Mumford,
The Culture of Cities,
0.0184372

Michael Sorkin,
All Over the Map: Writing on
Buildings and Cities,
0.0157817

FORM
ch_n6e110’s atom-letters related to the index of form:
n1361 e15 {ӏformӏ, ӏrealityӏ, ӏselfӏ, conceive, sight,
observation, passage, fragment, consciousness, circulation,
correspond, strive, ӏilluminateӏ, excellence, devoid}
n1301 e33 {mean, ӏviewӏ, represent, assume, draw, light,
distance, certain, introduce, ӏorderӏ, element, accord,
return, visible, ӏhistoricalӏ, express, intervene, perform,
ӏconstituteӏ, derive, circle, imply, attribute, principle,
unstable, formation, accurate, whereas, inquiry, exceptional,
systematically, applicable, complementary}
n1360 e36 {sense, describe, transform, speak, notion,
absence, content, undergo, absent, identity, capture,
simultaneously, display, belong, counter, game, reproduce,
participate, ӏsymbolicӏ, mirror, blur, realm, consciously,
ӏspectacularӏ, hint, discourse, transcend, ӏunfoldӏ, insert,
paradoxically, conjunction, exit, anonymity, vantage, affirm,
liquid}
n1362 e16 {word, subject, ӏdimensionӏ, ӏphenomenonӏ, ӏsignӏ,
ӏhorizonӏ, essence, signify, ӏmanifestationӏ, absolute, heroic,
constituent, obstruct, sentence, reconstruct, dissatisfaction}
n1421 e7 {ӏexplicitӏ, enrich, ubiquity, unnoticed,
contemplate, definitive, heal}
n1302 e9 {bind, ideal, perfect, constantly, anonymous,
prescribe, instruction, rhetorical, persistence}
n1300 e29 {present, way, beyond, term, attention, process,
shape, particular, situation, aspect, suggest, ӏrelationshipӏ,
ӏassociateӏ, introduction, refer, identify, various, flow,
distinct, concept, ӏtraditionӏ, regard, theme, compose, norm,
identification, etc, equate, vein}
n1422 e11 {impression, static, dissolve, evoke, glimpse,
singular, philosopher, fusion, overload, discontinuity,
reformulate}
n1420 e18 {past, reveal, imagine, trace, ӏframeӏ, inhabit,
awareness, alive, ӏmetaphorӏ, ӏparadigmӏ, ӏsuspendӏ, erase,
coexist, elusive, paraphrase, deflect, motif, intimacy}
n1241 e44 {point, follow, hand, set, directly, establish,
serve, enter, direct, condition, field, final, important,
determine, attempt, appear, individual, heart, ӏcomplexӏ,
direction, closely, impose, power, note, importance, internal,
modern, ultimately, distant, statement, firmly, ӏversionӏ,
regular, govern, coin, fade, odds, fellow, sole, sketch,
uncertain, pervasive, continuation, contiguous}
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ch_n6e110 main references for the index of form:
Wim Nijenhuis,
The Riddle Of The Real City,
0.0388518

Iván Villarmea Álvarez,
Documenting Cityscapes:
Urban Change in Contemporary
Non-Fiction Film, 0.0200568

Niall Atkinson, The Noisy
Renaissance: Sound,
Architecture, and Florentine
Urban Life, 0.0216152

Raffaele Milani,
The Art of the City,
0.0199536

Sherry Simon,
Speaking Memory: How
Translation Shapes City Life,
0.0205683

Lewis Mumford,
The Culture of Cities,
0.0197005

Michael Sorkin,
All Over the Map: Writing on
Buildings and Cities,
0.0204181

Stavros Stavrides,
Common Space:
The City as Commons,
0.0185752

Michael Sorkin,
All Over the Map: Writing on
Buildings and Cities,
0.0202512

Lauren Curtright, Doris Bremm,
Sustainability and the City:
Urban Poetics and Politics,
0.0182902

Extensive indexing is complete. The six are ready to start with
their speeches. Are they the ones with authority to speak about
the challenges and dignity of architecture? This might not be
the right question to ask. The assumption is that, out of 13,235
unknown books, these are the books that have the highest probability of saying something about architecture, although we do not
know exactly what they are about. We haven’t opened any of the
books that come from Bibliotheka; we are just getting to know
them. Let us remember that the library based on probabilities and
their shared interest in architecture is what keeps these characters together. Another library would provide different weather
and atmospheres. This library and its interest in architecture is
the artificial context that the fictional characters will try to profile
and enrich while giving their speeches. The imagined scenarios
are here given to get to know the characters and create tensions
and expectations before the speeches commence.
Let us hear what the actors have to say and enjoy the atmospheres they create in addressing architecture in their own ways.
They come from the plenty. 205

205

Six speeches (atmospheres) are composed while playing an Informational
Instrument, they are not automatically generated.
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■ CH_N1E99
EVALUATING MASTERPIECES
An imagined speech of ch_n1e99 at a Gathering for Six in
Library_639:
DETERMINED BY ITS FREQUENCY ӏ1ӏ
Art is not a matter of rare, occasional masterpieces.ӏ2ӏ It
takes approximately twenty years to make an artistic curiosity out of a modernistic monstrosity, and another twenty
to elevate it to a masterpiece.ӏ3ӏ If you don’t create on the
same scale that you can destroy, then art is rendered impotent.ӏ4ӏ The ‘neutrality’ of the formal values of abstract art
is no longer taken for granted.ӏ5ӏ Avant garde art is haunted
by fashion.ӏ6ӏ The influence of the fashion world, the glamour of Hollywood stars, and contemporary notions of style
informed Warhol’s work as a serious and significant artist, and, in turn, his work has affected style and fashion.ӏ7ӏ
For art and fashion are defined by, or inhabit, if you will,
undeniably different systems. ӏ8ӏ Suddenly, the artifacts,
works of art, and biscuit tins look curiously arbitrary and
meaningless, thus implying that it is the computer that will
provide the order and system that is the key to understanding them and to their interpretation.ӏ9ӏ What seems to be a
pivotal difference is the unpredictability of the artist’s
‘theorem’ as opposed to the mathematician’s.ӏ10ӏ For Leonardo, painting earned its status as a liberal art because it
required rational thought, imagination, and a knowledge
of mathematics.ӏ11ӏ
In creating the pieces, a marriage of making and form
is essential: the techniques used to construct the work also
form the elements of drawing; the end result transcends
its materials, as form and technique combine to create a
cacophony of visual sound. ӏ12ӏ Although not linked to pure
mathematics, the art form is best defined as the building
up of patterns from ever changing relations, rhythms, and
proportions of abstract geometric form.ӏ13ӏ The orchestration of form and shape is tense and precise. ӏ14ӏ Mind wandering relaxes one’s grip on recognizable forms, releasing
them into fine grained details that can morph into other
shapes that can trigger other associations. ӏ15ӏ The final
form is determined by factors outside the artist’s control.ӏ16ӏ As SAMUEL BECKETT put it, back in 1929, “Here form
is content, content is form.” ӏ17ӏ He advocated an approach
that defined both “the extent to which the form is determined by the objective conditions” of transmission and
how reception varied with historic and sociological conditions.ӏ18ӏ Only he could decipher what was a highly condensed
form of encrypted notes and sketches, but we know that he
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continually referred to them throughout his lifetime.ӏ19ӏ To
know the name of form is to gain power to manipulate and
control that deity at will.ӏ20ӏ Whether or not a form is good
was determined by its frequency.ӏ21ӏ
I think we should reimagine the practices of architecture, design, and art in relation to history and memory, with a renewed sense of public agency and purpose.ӏ22ӏ
Architecture is the material expression of the wants, the
faculties, and the sentiments, of the age in which it is created.ӏ23ӏ History, as it has been traditionally written, might
follow chronology, but time’s passage is never so neatly
defined in heritage, where time is the target of strategic rearrangement.ӏ24ӏ Lessing famously pontificated a long
time ago that “succession in time is the province of the
poet, coexistence in space that of the artist.”ӏ25ӏ Time is not
supposed to be the domain of visual art.ӏ26ӏ Time is frozen
in museums to the extent that its objects are preserved,
their natural decay intentionally prevented. ӏ27ӏ Related to
the concept of time is that of memory, which is encountered in every section of this book. ӏ28ӏ To understand the
ramifications of time and memory in the museum, historical
consciousness demands accountability.ӏ29ӏ Historical exhibitions are not only compelling because they compensate
for uncertainty, they serve at the same time to restore
shared memory.ӏ30ӏ The implied sense of motion in the gently
undulating field also formalizes a kind of memory that is
neither frozen in time, nor static in space.ӏ31ӏ In the latter,
time is not a simple continuum but involves memory and the
interaction between past and present.ӏ32ӏ The fluidity of historical memory—relative, redefined by time and type, and
representative of various types of memory—shapes perception.ӏ33ӏ While time and space may register in our minds
as abstractions, they are also forms with which the mind
processes the experience of the world. ӏ34ӏ They theorize
alternative narratives in which abstraction and ornament
are prior as well as primary to the mimetic paradigm of fine
art as well as the tectonic paradigm of architecture, both
established since the Renaissance and Alberti.ӏ35ӏ Now it was
the architecture of the Renaissance that was “decadent,”
and pre modern architecture that was the “book of stone,”
the “great book of humanity,” in which every human thought
found a page. ӏ36ӏ The architecture interprets and frames
the exhibition narratives, eliciting both intellectual and
physical responses from the visitor.ӏ37ӏ
This impulse to historicize sixties practice entails a
revival of such traditional art historical formats as chronological narrative and the monograph, the gathering of testimonial (interviews with artists, dealers, and critics), and
intensive archival research.ӏ38ӏ Synthesizing science fiction,
futuristic comic books, and amusement park aesthetics,
Archigram challenged architecture’s rigidity with bravado,
effectively epitomizing CONCEPTUAL architecture. ӏ39ӏ
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Comparisons have ranged from alien space ship to centipede, simultaneously capturing the architecture’s high
tech and organic qualities. ӏ40ӏ I propose that the social
imagination about being an artist is conceptualized in relation to the imagination about the city and the art world
city.ӏ41ӏ As everyone who has ever loved New York—or London,
or Paris—understands in their soul, the city is an exciting place to be, and in that excitement, there is beauty.ӏ42ӏ
Resembling an “emporium of styles,” the soft city is the theatrical city of fashions, appearances, and commodities that
awaits the indentations of “do it yourself” identities. ӏ43ӏ
Las Vegas represents a continuing collective attempt to
create a city as a unique work of art. ӏ44ӏ On this second level,
the city is the way it is used.ӏ45ӏ Lynch assumed an opposite
position to that of conventional urban planning—that of
the user, a psychological, aesthetic being with emotional
needs experiencing the city sensuously. Our task, I propose, is to observe and analyze how this art negotiates with
these two spheres and how it changes its roles and aims in
responding to different spaces and audiences.ӏ46ӏ Making
art is a process of overlapping questions.ӏ47ӏ
Andreas Reckwitz, The Invention of Creativity: Modern Society and
the Culture of the New . ӏ2ӏ Ian Chilvers, A Dictionary of Modern and
Contemporary Art. ӏ3ӏ Richard Kostelanetz, A Dictionary of the AvantGardes . ӏ4ӏ Judy Malloy, Social Media Archeology and Poetics . ӏ5ӏ Ian
Chilvers, A Dictionary of Modern and Contemporary Art . ӏ6ӏ Richard
Kostelanetz, A Dictionary of the Avant-Gardes . ӏ7ӏ Adam Geczy,
Fashion and Art. ӏ8ӏ Adam Geczy, Fashion and Art. ӏ9ӏ Sharon Macdonald,
A Companion to Museum Studies . ӏ10ӏ Christian Mieves, Wonder in
Contemporary Artistic Practice . ӏ11ӏ Marie Frank, Denman Ross and
American Design Theory . ӏ12ӏ Malcolm Miles, Eco-Aesthetics: Art,
Literature and Architecture in a Period of Climate Change. ӏ13ӏ Grant
D. Taylor, When the Machine Made Art: The Troubled History of Computer
Art . ӏ14ӏ Leonard Bell, Strangers Arrive: Emigrés and the Arts in New
Zealand, 1930–1980. ӏ15ӏ Cristina Albu, Perception and Agency in Shared
Spaces of Contemporary Art. ӏ16ӏ Ian Chilvers, A Dictionary of Modern
and Contemporary Art . ӏ17ӏ Richard Kostelanetz, A Dictionary of the
Avant-Gardes. ӏ18ӏ Daniel Horowitz, Consuming Pleasures: Intellectuals
and Popular Culture in the Postwar World. ӏ19ӏ Bartram Angela, Gittens
Douglas, El-Bizri Nader, Recto Verso: Redefining the Sketchbook .
ӏ20ӏ Renate Dohmn, Encounters Beyond the Gallery: Relational Aesthetics
and Cultural Difference . ӏ21ӏ Andreas Reckwitz, The Invention of
Creativity: Modern Society and the Culture of the New. ӏ22ӏ Cher Krause
Knight, Harriet F. Senie, A Companion to Public Art. ӏ23ӏ Loretta Vandi,
Ornament and European Modernism: From Art Practice to Art History .
ӏ24ӏ Sharon Macdonald, A Companion to Museum Studies . ӏ25ӏ Martin
J. Powers, Katherine R. Tsiang, A Companion to Chinese Art. ӏ26ӏ Martin
J. Powers, Katherine R. Tsiang, A Companion to Chinese Art. ӏ27ӏ Sharon
Macdonald, A Companion to Museum Studies . ӏ28ӏ Cher Krause Knight,
Harriet F. Senie, A Companion to Public Art . ӏ29ӏ Sharon Macdonald, A
Companion to Museum Studies. ӏ30ӏ Sharon Macdonald, A Companion to
Museum Studies. ӏ31ӏ Cher Krause Knight, Harriet F. Senie, A Companion
to Public Art. ӏ32ӏ Ian Chilvers, A Dictionary of Modern and Contemporary
Art. ӏ33ӏ Conrad Rudolph, A Companion to Medieval Art: Romanesque and
Gothic in Northern Europe . ӏ34ӏ Martin J. Powers, Katherine R. Tsiang,
A Companion to Chinese Art. ӏ35ӏ Loretta Vandi, Ornament and European
Modernism: From Art Practice to Art History . ӏ36ӏ Conrad Rudolph, A
Companion to Medieval Art: Romanesque and Gothic in Northern
Europe . ӏ37ӏ Sharon Macdonald, A Companion to Museum Studies . ӏ38ӏ
Okwui Enwezor, Nancy Condee, Terry Smith, Antinomies of Art and
Culture: Modernity, Postmodernity, Contemporaneity . ӏ39ӏ Richard
ӏ1ӏ
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Kostelanetz, A Dictionary of the Avant-Gardes. ӏ40ӏ Sharon Macdonald,
A Companion to Museum Studies. ӏ41ӏ Joanna Grabski, Art World City:
The Creative Economy of Artists and Urban Life in Dakar . ӏ42ӏ Robert
A. Slayton, Beauty in the City: The Ashcan School. ӏ43ӏ Sharon Macdonald,
A Companion to Museum Studies. ӏ44ӏ Richard Kostelanetz, A Dictionary
of the Avant-Gardes. ӏ45ӏ Andreas Reckwitz, The Invention of Creativity:
Modern Society and the Culture of the New. ӏ46ӏ Okwui Enwezor, Nancy
Condee, Terry Smith, Antinomies of Art and Culture: Modernity,
Postmodernity, Contemporaneity . ӏ47ӏ Christian Mieves, Wonder in
Contemporary Artistic Practice.

■ CH_N2E88
CRAWLING TIME AND SPACE
An imagined speech of ch_n2e88 at a Gathering for Six in
Library_639:
REBUILDING THE ETERNAL CITY ӏ1ӏ
The city is a given; even if the tenements are crumbling
and collapsing, the attention focuses on the underlying
permanent problem of shelter. ӏ2ӏ What we often forget
is that even an eternal city is the result of a continuing
process. ӏ3ӏ Places, piazzas, voids—the city is a network of
inhabited walls enclosing the mirror images of streets.ӏ4ӏ In
a world where physical authenticity is continually assailed
by the availability of convincing alternative realities, such
proof is an anchor for the actualities of the past.ӏ5ӏ As this
brief look at material remains, dating, and reconstruction exposes, early Rome is a tricky place to investigate.ӏ6ӏ
As Stewart argues, Rome is the catalyst for the adoption
of these new forms of material, but not the source of the
type itself. ӏ7ӏ Roman architecture was eclectic and was
characterized by differing styles that can be attributed
to regional tastes, materials, and tradition as well as to
the diverse preferences of a wide range of patrons who
commissioned and paid for buildings.ӏ8ӏ Almost all Egyptian
antiquities brought to Rome were antiques in the sense
that they were already centuries old at the time of their
removal to Italy, yet few come from those periods of history
most studied today.ӏ9ӏ In this sense much of Roman architecture is of hybrid nature.ӏ10ӏ There is no consistent Egyptian
style evident in Roman made works, which drew on modes of
representation from different periods of Egyptian history
and which also vary in iconography.ӏ11ӏ Hieroglyphic writing,
the monumental formal script of ancient Egypt, consists of
a series of images that were chosen and laid out not only
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for their aesthetic appeal and meaning, but also to create
an eternal verity.ӏ12ӏ The study of Egyptian architecture is
particularly woven into the totality of Egyptian art because
of the integration of architecture, relief/painting, statuary, and text. ӏ13ӏ In fact, among those antiquities found in
Rome were both Egyptian Antiquities—many of which had
been brought to the center of the Roman Empire by the
emperors—and Egyptianizing objects created in Rome.ӏ14ӏ
The Vatican obelisk, weighing perhaps 500 tons, brought
over from Egypt originally to adorn the circus of the
emperor Caligula, took four months using 800 men and 120
horses to move a few hundred metres in the 16th century.ӏ15ӏ
In Roman terms, simply using such giant monolithic columns
was pushing technology to its limits and at the same time
making a spectacle out of construction which carried an
unmistakable message about the power of imperial Rome.ӏ16ӏ
The monuments of ancient Egypt, Greece, and Rome, in
turn, illuminate the nature of engineering in those cultures,
which was in many fundamental ways the same as the nature
of engineering today.ӏ17ӏ
Renaissance Rome had not only rediscovered classical
culture, it had embraced the licentiousness that precipitated the fall of the imperial city. ӏ18ӏ Renaissance artists
were traveling salesmen, brushes and chisels for hire, traveling from city state to city state, competing for commissions.ӏ19ӏ Renaissance artist Alberti formulated the conceit of the painting as “window on the world”: the picture
plane simulates a transparent window that opens out to an
imaginary pictorial space behind it.ӏ20ӏ This pictorial space
pretends to be three dimensional like the viewer’s space.ӏ21ӏ
Sebastiano Serlio, whose sixteenth century book on architecture stands with the works of Vitruvius and Alberti,
calls the Tempietto “a model of balance and harmony, without a superfluous detail. ӏ22ӏ From the Renaissance period
onwards artists and architects recorded individual buildings and their decorative details in a variety of media. ӏ23ӏ
Stoichita have shown, Renaissance painters explored the
resemblance between pictures and maps in paintings that
complicated notions of symbolic referentiality and geographical verisimilitude by adding political showmanship.ӏ24ӏ
The Renaissance inaugurates the fetishization of the
Ptolemaic model of the map—the planar coordinate grid
of locatable positions.ӏ25ӏ As Ptolemy puts it in Tetrabiblos,
the standard reference for all things astrological for over
a millennium, “The cause of both universal and of particular
events is the motion of the planets, sun, and moon; and the
prognostic art is the scientific observation of precisely
the change in the subject natures which corresponds to
parallel movements of the heavenly bodies through the
surrounding heavens.”ӏ26ӏ The scope of ancient cartography
and the nature of ancient maps remain a subject of much
debate, and there are different opinions about whether
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geographical writers made use of maps.ӏ27ӏ This community
of mapmakers and map users shared ideas about what a map
should be and how it should be made.ӏ28ӏ But to say that the
map represents the space of a narrative topology makes
it possible to indicate the veritable stake of its presence
in the novel: the question is not that of the opposition
between the “real” and “fiction,” but rather that of the project of the fiction itself and of the graphic means it mobilizes so as to be shown and developed.ӏ29ӏ Ptolemy adduces
the point in the first sentences of his Geographia: the map
has the power of representing to human beings realities
that they would otherwise be unable to see.ӏ30ӏ
In Rome, today’s architects can, with the elements
of Roman architecture, put together the modern style,
creating a new organization and a new aesthetic.ӏ31ӏ If only
those responsible for the development of Rome today
could be re-united with the threads of their rich architectural traditions, one could be sure that these would be
woven in new and interesting ways, and that archaeology
and innovation could be fused again in the development
of the Eternal City.ӏ32ӏ

Caroline K. Quenemoen, A Companion to Roman Archi
tecture. ӏ2ӏ J. C. Coulston, Hazel Dodge, Ancient Rome: The Archaeology
of the Eternal City. ӏ3ӏ J. C. Coulston, Hazel Dodge, Ancient Rome: The
Archaeology of the Eternal City. ӏ4ӏ Paula Deitz, Of Gardens: Selected
Essays. ӏ5ӏ Elise A. Friedland, Melanie Grunow Sobocinski, Elaine K. Gazda,
The Oxford Handbook of Roman Sculpture . ӏ6ӏ John North Hopkins,
The Genesis of Roman Architecture . ӏ7ӏ Roger B. Ulrich, Caroline
K. Quenemoen, A Companion to Roman Architecture. ӏ8ӏ Roger B. Ulrich,
Caroline K. Quenemoen, A Companion to Roman Architecture. ӏ9ӏ Elise
A. Friedland, Melanie Grunow Sobocinski, Elaine K. Gazda, The Oxford
Handbook of Roman Sculpture. ӏ10ӏ Roger B. Ulrich, Caroline K. Quenemoen,
A Companion to Roman Architecture. ӏ11ӏ Elise A. Friedland, Melanie Grunow
Sobocinski, Elaine K. Gazda, The Oxford Handbook of Roman Sculpture.
ӏ12ӏ Melinda K. Hartwig, A Companion to Ancient Egyptian Art. ӏ13ӏ Melinda
K. Hartwig, A Companion to Ancient Egyptian Art. ӏ14ӏ Melinda K. Hartwig,
A Companion to Ancient Egyptian Art. ӏ15ӏ J. C. Coulston, Hazel Dodge,
Ancient Rome: The Archaeology of the Eternal City. ӏ16ӏ J. C. Coulston,
Hazel Dodge, Ancient Rome: The Archaeology of the Eternal City.
ӏ17ӏ Henry Petroski, Engineers of Dreams: Great Bridge Builders and
the Spanning of America. ӏ18ӏ R. A. Scotti, Basilica: The Splendor and the
Scandal: Building St. Peter’s. ӏ19ӏ R. A. Scotti, Basilica: The Splendor and
the Scandal: Building St. Peter’s. ӏ20ӏ Monika Kaup, Neobaroque in the
Americas: Alternative Modernities in Literature, Visual Art, and Film .
ӏ21ӏ Monika Kaup, Neobaroque in the Americas: Alternative Modernities in
Literature, Visual Art, and Film. ӏ22ӏ R. A. Scotti, Basilica: The Splendor and
the Scandal: Building St. Peter’s. ӏ23ӏ J. C. Coulston, Hazel Dodge, Ancient
Rome: The Archaeology of the Eternal City. ӏ24ӏ Martin Brückner, The
Social Life of Maps in America, 1750–1860. ӏ25ӏ Anders Engberg-Pedersen,
Literature and Cartography: Theories, Histories, Genres . ӏ26ӏ Anders
Engberg-Pedersen, Literature and Cartography: Theories, Histories,
Genres. ӏ27ӏ David Pettegrew, The Isthmus of Corinth: Crossroads of
the Mediterranean World. ӏ28ӏ Anders Engberg-Pedersen, Literature and
Cartography: Theories, Histories, Genres. ӏ29ӏ Anders Engberg-Pedersen,
Literature and Cartography: Theories, Histories, Genres . ӏ30ӏ Anders
Engberg-Pedersen, Literature and Cartography: Theories, Histories,
Genres. ӏ31ӏ J. C. Coulston, Hazel Dodge, Ancient Rome: The Archaeology
of the Eternal City. ӏ32ӏ J. C. Coulston, Hazel Dodge, Ancient Rome: The
Archaeology of the Eternal City.
ӏ1ӏ Roger B. Ulrich,
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■ CH_N3E81
MORPHING WITH THE MOOD
An imagined speech of ch_n3e81 at a Gathering for Six in
the Library_639:
FRAGMENTARY IMAGES ӏ1ӏ
[…] coming from nowhere, going nowhere: an immense collective act, rolling along, ceaselessly unrolling, without
aggression, without objectives—transferential sociality,
doubtless the only kind in a hyperreal, technological, soft
mobile era, exhausting itself in surfaces, networks and soft
technologies […].ӏ2ӏ These brief city portraits that constellate into cityscapes captured in fragmentary images “seek
to capture the fluid and fleeting character of metropolitan existence” beyond the mere banality of the tourist
vision. ӏ3ӏ With these pieces comes an understanding that
the crowd is data, the landscape is data: if the city is a
database, then all of its components must become data
sets. ӏ4ӏ The city is framework, never subject; scaffolding,
never structure; the city becomes an interface through
which data can be accessed.ӏ5ӏ Through a PIN, the relationship between community and city is radically modified,
because the city is no more a unique entity, a territory, or
a border.ӏ6ӏ Hundreds of thousands of people now enter 3D
cyber cityscapes, communicating through digital bodies
called avatars.ӏ7ӏ The face of the city houses both new and
old mythologies, traditional culture and modern technology,
reality and appearance, fashion and boredom, those who kill
time and those who live accelerated lives.ӏ8ӏ The constantly
open city will allow a free choice of the time frame in which
to live, sleep, love, or work.ӏ9ӏ
At the point where cyberspace and post biological
life meet, an entirely new kind of social architecture is
required. ӏ10ӏ Architecture is the platform for multidimensional mediation and bi-sociation, linking conceptual
frameworks that appear to have nothing in common.ӏ11ӏ Yet
the connection with architecture is not literal, for as we
ascend the scale of abstraction we lose many ties to materiality.ӏ12ӏ Contemporary avant garde architecture is addressing the demand for an increased level of articulated complexity by means of retooling its methods on the basis of
parametric design systems.ӏ13ӏ Many of these types are novel
and opportunistic and reveal the complexity of advertising
and consumer media in neoliberal cities. ӏ14ӏ The architecture is based on a semantic analysis of the viewer’s words,
reorganizing them to reflect the underlying themes they
express. ӏ15ӏ In this respect, architecture is unlike music,
where the well-known names (e.g., ‘Beethoven’s Fifth’) refer
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to abstract works rather than to particular performances
of these works,ӏ16ӏ yet digital technologies, now ubiquitous,
have already significantly changed the way architecture
is designed and made. ӏ17ӏ Through the conversion of the
external world into digital parameters, the computer is
privileged as an abstract space that accommodates processes of differentiation. ӏ18ӏ What is striking about New
Aesthetic art objects is not just their origins in digital
media but their appearance as natural evolving out of our
digital experiences.ӏ19ӏ The art projects seem to recapture
the often-lost connection between science, art, technology
and the natural world.ӏ20ӏ But strangely enough, the art and
biology community of practice and the art and artificial life
community barely overlap.ӏ21ӏ Breaking free of categories,
intellectually and emotionally, and creating new realities,
new language, new practices is what art is about.ӏ22ӏ This
means that the realization of art is moved from the level
and manifests to the level of action and relationships.ӏ23ӏ
For Plato, art is an illusion, a systematic deception in which
each copy loses something of reality by being composed of
new (substitute) materials and effects in successive alien
media platforms.ӏ24ӏ His pluralistic, relativist views suggest
that art is no longer required to seek or produce truth and
knowledge, and may abandon standards and categories. ӏ25ӏ
Art is the search for new language, new metaphors, new
ways of constructing reality, and for the means of redefining ourselves.ӏ26ӏ The way digital processes undermine the
concept of the single definitive work of art is a challenge
to our artistic preconceptions.ӏ27ӏ
With the development of capitalism, irreversible time
is unified on a world scale. ӏ28ӏ Time is regulated by capital,
segregated from the passage of historical or biological
evolution. ӏ29ӏ But while not so long ago, McLuhan’s time is,
nevertheless, not our time. ӏ30ӏ Time is not so much lost as
compacted into stacked and varying rhythms. ӏ31ӏ We are in
an experimental time, with software and hardware changing
at dizzying speeds and the expectations for and the possibilities of our work not yet fully articulated.ӏ32ӏ Since at
the quantum level time is symmetrical and past and present
have no meaning, one of the major differences between the
quantum level (the source of information) and the classical level (the outworking of this information), is that the
classical level has an end point, a purpose.ӏ33ӏ Every form is
embedded with a past: the memory of what it once was and
the potential for what it could be both remain charged. ӏ34ӏ
Any investigation into form is also an investigation into
its mediations and remediation.ӏ35ӏ The first reason for the
return of the form is the convergence of diverse art-forms
made possible by digital media.ӏ36ӏ The form has many more
lessons to offer, but my point is that a focus on form is
productive since it allows competing narratives and political claims to bump up against each other in potentially
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enlightening ways. ӏ37ӏ Form is an expression of adaptation
to the environment.ӏ38ӏ The technical element is always in a
relation with elements outside itself; its form is therefore
indeterminate and virtual. ӏ39ӏ It is because of this heterogeneity over time that topological historicity remains
receptive to the conditions by which a form is brought into
being or apprehended at any given moment. ӏ40ӏ One might
argue that the “newness” of digital forms necessitated a
kind of “formalist period,” a sustained time of reflection
on the specificity of what was before us in a particular
moment. ӏ41ӏ Yet, given that new media forms are replacing
each other so rapidly—usually before we have time to fully
explore their social and aesthetic potential—perhaps a
discourse on medium specificity might enable us to recuperate unique possibilities that otherwise would have been
lost.ӏ42ӏ The hybrid or the meeting of two media is a moment
of truth and revelation from which new form is born.ӏ43ӏ
André Gaudreault, Nicolas Dulac, Santiago Hidalgo, A Companion to
Early Cinema. ӏ2ӏ Marcin Mazurek, A Sense of Apocalypse: Technology,
Textuality, Identity. ӏ3ӏ Claudia Schaefer, Lens, Laboratory, Landscape:
Observing Modern Spain. ӏ4ӏ Marsha Kinder, Tara McPherson, Transmedia
Frictions: The Digital, the Arts, and the Humanities. ӏ5ӏ Marsha Kinder,
Tara McPherson, Transmedia Frictions: The Digital, the Arts, and
the Humanities . ӏ6ӏ Susan Yelavich, Barbara Adams, Design as FutureMaking. ӏ7ӏ Annick Bureaud, Roger F. Malina, Louise Whiteley, Meta-Life:
Biot echnologies, Synthetic Biology, ALife and the Arts . ӏ8ӏ Claudia
Schaefer, Lens, Laboratory, Landscape: Observing Modern Spain .
ӏ9ӏ Susan Yelavich, Barbara Adams, Design as Future-Making . ӏ10ӏ Roy
Ascott, Art, Technology, Consciousness: Mind@large . ӏ11ӏ Roy Ascott,
Art, Technology, Consciousness: Mind@large . ӏ12ӏ Roy Ascott, Art,
Technology, Consciousness: Mind@large. ӏ13ӏ Mario Carpo, The Second
Digital Turn: Design Beyond Intelligence. ӏ14ӏ Nicole Kalms, Hypersexual
City: The Provocation of Soft-Core Urbanism. ӏ15ӏ Ray Siemens, Susan
Schreibman, A Companion to Digital Literary Studies. ӏ16ӏ Glenn Parsons,
The Philosophy of Design. ӏ17ӏ Mario Carpo, The Alphabet and the Algo
rithm . ӏ18ӏ Anna Munster, Materializing New Media: Embodiment in
Information Aesthetics. ӏ19ӏ Scott Contreras-Koterbay, Lukasz Mirocha,
The New Aesthetic and Art: Constellations of the Postdigital. ӏ20ӏ Roy
Ascott, Engineering Nature: Art and Consciousness in the Post-Bio
logical Era. ӏ21ӏ Annick Bureaud, Roger F. Malina, Louise Whiteley, MetaLife: Biotechnologies, Synthetic Biology, A Life and the Arts. ӏ22ӏ Roy
Ascott, Art, Technology, Consciousness: Mind@large . ӏ23ӏ Roy Ascott,
Engineering Nature: Art and Consciousness in the Post-Biological Era .
ӏ24ӏ Marsha Kinder, Tara McPherson, Transmedia Frictions: The Digital,
the Arts, and the Humanities . ӏ25ӏ Ray Siemens, Susan Schreibman,
A Companion to Digital Literary Studies. ӏ26ӏ Roy Ascott, Art, Technology,
Consciousness: Mind@large. ӏ27ӏ Jackie Hatfield, Experimental Film and
Video: An Anthology . ӏ28ӏ Amelia Barikin, Parallel Presents: The Art of
Pierre Huyghe. ӏ29ӏ Amelia Barikin, Parallel Presents: The Art of Pierre
Huyghe . ӏ30ӏ Jihoon Kim, Between Film, Video, and the Digital: Hybrid
Moving Images in the Post-Media Age. ӏ31ӏ Anna Munster, Materializing
New Media: Embodiment in Information Aesthetics . ӏ32ӏ Ray Siemens,
Susan Schreibman, A Companion to Digital Literary Studies . ӏ33ӏ Roy
Ascott, Art, Technology, Consciousness: Mind@large . ӏ34ӏ Amelia Barikin,
Parallel Presents: The Art of Pierre Huyghe. ӏ35ӏ Margie Borschke, This
is Not a Remix: Piracy, Authenticity and Popular Music . ӏ36ӏ Marsha
Kinder, Tara McPherson, Transmedia Frictions: The Digital, the Arts,
and the Humanities. ӏ37ӏ Margie Borschke, This is Not a Remix: Piracy,
Authentic ity and Popular Music . ӏ38ӏ Annick Bureaud, Roger F. Malina,
Louise Whiteley, Meta-Life: Biotechnologies, Synthetic Biology, A Life
and the Arts. ӏ39ӏ Anna Munster, Materializing New Media: Embodiment
in Information Aesthetics . ӏ40ӏ Amelia Barikin, Parallel Presents: The
ӏ1ӏ
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Art of Pierre Huyghe . ӏ41ӏ Marsha Kinder, Tara McPherson, Transmedia
Frictions: The Digital, the Arts, and the Humanities . ӏ42ӏ Marsha Kinder,
Tara McPherson, Transmedia Frictions: The Digital, the Arts, and the
Humanities. ӏ43ӏ Roy Ascott, Art, Technology, Consciousness: Mind@large.

■ CH_N4E79
ARCHITECTURE IS NOT ENOUGH
An imagined speech of ch_n4e79 at a Gathering for Six in
the Library_639:
A CITY IS NOT A WORK OF ART ӏ1ӏ
The city is the centre of scandal, slander and speculation.ӏ2ӏ
The city is too big, and they have to touch too much, and
touch it too rapidly.ӏ3ӏ
The city is infested by gangs of hardened wretches,ӏ4ӏ
The city is a language, its people entries in a vocabulary.ӏ5ӏ
The city is in my blood now.ӏ6ӏ
The city is so full of French,ӏ7ӏ
The city is a sentence, harsh, staccato, in an alien tongue.ӏ8ӏ
The city is at the mercy of waves that seem to be of its
own making.ӏ9ӏ
The city is its inhabitants.ӏ10ӏ
The city is literally a composite of tens of thousands of
tiny neighborhood units.ӏ11ӏ
The city is so large, too, that it renders the average citizen
powerless in its presence.ӏ12ӏ
The city is one vast throng of people.ӏ13ӏ
The city is surrounded by islands to which the mad and the
dangerous have always been expelled.ӏ14ӏ
The city is the least defensible of great capitals.ӏ15ӏ
The city is also “an undeniably transitional space between
the domestic and the foreign.”ӏ16ӏ
The city is literally a deadly place.ӏ17ӏ
The city is so old, and so encrusted with habit and tradition…ӏ18ӏ
The city is a built dream, a vision incarnated. ӏ19ӏ The city
is like poetry: it compresses all life, all races and breeds,
into a small island and adds music and the accompaniment
of internal engines.ӏ20ӏ As architecture, New York ought to
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be in fact what it seems so surely at a distance: the most
exhilarating embodiment of modern form. ӏ21ӏ Manhattan’s
architecture is a paradigm for the exploitation of congestion.ӏ22ӏ Capitalism in some form is likely to endure, whatever
its shortcomings, for it is the only way known for managing
accumulated material assets.ӏ23ӏ A city is always more than
its architecture, but to destroy the past that is expressed
by enduring architecture is an assault on history itself.ӏ24ӏ
The architects have been forced, ironically enough, by that
same evolutionary process of art and history that the cathedral ignored, to go to modern concrete construction in the
name of cost and practicality.ӏ25ӏ In this branch of utopian
real estate, architecture is no longer the art of designing buildings so much as the brutal skyward extrusion of
whatever site the developer has managed to assemble.ӏ26ӏ
Architecture is Manhattan’s new religion.ӏ27ӏ
New York City is one of the most thoroughly altered
landscapes imaginable, an almost wholly artificial environment, in which the terrain’s primeval contours have long
since been obliterated and most of the parts that resemble nature (the trees on side streets, the rocks in Central
Park) are essentially decorations.ӏ28ӏ Yet if a city is a work
of art, does it in some sense cease to be a living city? ӏ29ӏ
Anti art is true to our times. ӏ30ӏ There is something ironic
about no art as art, about a performer performing a nonperformance. ӏ31ӏ It’s thinking about SEX as art and art as
SEX. ӏ32ӏ Henceforward, all art would be machine made, proclaimed the Dutchman Theo Van Doesburg.ӏ33ӏ But if life is
a work of art, and art is a business, was his life then just a
commodity? ӏ34ӏ Now, the question is: Would that have been
the greatest work of art in the history of the world or not?ӏ35ӏ
With Warhol, the two spheres collapse into one: Business
art is the step that comes after Art.ӏ36ӏ So his art embodied his person.ӏ37ӏ His art is alive.ӏ38ӏ The private art market
now flourished.ӏ39ӏ It was art as play.ӏ40ӏ If urban exploration
is ever to have the capacity to be more than art for art’s
sake, it must move from an internal dialogue to engage with
other artists, hackers, explorers and political activists.ӏ41ӏ
There is no cure … in poetry or art … for unemployment …
civic, neglect, and capitalistic exploitation. ӏ42ӏ In the poem,
art is imitating life.ӏ43ӏ Art is a Battlefield.ӏ44ӏ
From the start, cities—and the architecture they created—went hand in hand with war.ӏ45ӏ The postwar architecture is the accountants’ revenge on the prewar businessmen’s dreams. ӏ46ӏ In so doing, it encouraged localities to
develop means of competing effectively in the political
economy of war and defense production. ӏ47ӏ But then that
liberating impulse surrenders to the implacable logic of the
Grid; the free form is forced back uncomfortably to the
conformity of the rectangle.ӏ48ӏ That form is the distilled
essence of literary culture in the city.ӏ49ӏ In New York, on the
contrary, form is subordinate to function, which is always
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multiple and shifting.ӏ50ӏ The hand directing the city’s built
form is not invisible but nonexistent, or at least feeble.ӏ51ӏ
From this time on you can see the struggle to get a form
without deforming the language. ӏ52ӏ Politically, the architecture seemed an expression of democratic freedom of
choice.ӏ53ӏ Once again, middle class moralists accused residential architecture of causing complex social problems.ӏ54ӏ
The “best” modern architecture is that which is prepared
for the “worst” catastrophe. ӏ55ӏ Attempting to freeze the
landscape according to one single eternally valid viewpoint
merely reduces the richness and complexity of the phenomenon.ӏ56ӏ It created a city of softness and mystery, with
sudden pools of light fringed by blackness and silence.ӏ57ӏ
Architects are typically more fluent in descriptions of
activity and relationship that result in artifacts or forms
within conventions that favor the designation of site as
a single entity.ӏ58ӏ
In blurring the border between memory and city life,
walking serves as a nostalgic act.ӏ59ӏ It is only with the passage of time that a mystery develops, after the collective
memory has forgotten the original purpose. ӏ60ӏ Remembered
events seem to be outside any linear time frame or may
refuse to be easily anchored to ‘historical’ time.ӏ61ӏ Beyond
the time measured by human memory there exists, therefore, sacred time invoked by the sound of these bells.ӏ62ӏ For
a sense of these elusive areas of memory drenched city life,
one has to turn to letters and diaries, memoirs and oral
history, forms of recollection that often focus precisely
on recollection of the everyday.ӏ63ӏ The precise evolution of
the concept over time is an interesting question.ӏ64ӏ Much
that is precious in the memory will have vanished months
or years later, and the returning traveler must rediscover
the city each time.ӏ65ӏ
David Kishik, The Manhattan Project: A Theory of a City. ӏ2ӏ Peter
Ackroyd, London: The Biography . ӏ3ӏ Kenneth Goldsmith, Capital: New
York, Capital of the 20th Century. ӏ4ӏ Edwin G. Burrows, Mike Wallace,
Gotham: A History of New York City to 1898 . ӏ5ӏ Kenneth Goldsmith,
Capital: New York, Capital of the 20th Century . ӏ6ӏ Peter Ackroyd,
London: The Biography. ӏ7ӏ Edwin G. Burrows, Mike Wallace, Gotham: A
History of New York City to 1898. ӏ8ӏ Kenneth Goldsmith, Capital: New
York, Capital of the 20th Century. ӏ9ӏ Peter Ackroyd, London: The Bio
graphy. ӏ10ӏ Keith Wilhite, The City Since 9/11: Literature, Film, Television.
ӏ11ӏ Kenneth Goldsmith, Capital: New York, Capital of the 20th Century.
ӏ12ӏ Peter Ackroyd, London: The Biography . ӏ13ӏ Peter Ackroyd, London:
The Biography. ӏ14ӏ Xiaojing Zhou, Cities of Others: Reimagining Urban
Spaces in Asian American Literature. ӏ15ӏ Kenneth Goldsmith, Capital:
New York, Capital of the 20th Century . ӏ16ӏ Xiaojing Zhou, Cities of
Others: Reimagining Urban Spaces in Asian American Literature .
ӏ17ӏ Peter Ackroyd, London: The Biography . ӏ18ӏ Peter Ackroyd, London:
The Biog raphy . ӏ19ӏ Kenneth Goldsmith, Capital: New York, Capital of
the 20th Century. ӏ20ӏ Kenneth Goldsmith, Capital: New York, Capital of
the 20th Century. ӏ21ӏ Kenneth Goldsmith, Capital: New York, Capital of
the 20th Century. ӏ22ӏ Rem Koolhaas, Delirious New York: A Retroactive
Manifesto for Manhattan. ӏ23ӏ James Howard Kunstler, The Geography
of Nowhere: The Rise and Decline of America’s Man-made Landscape.
ӏ24ӏ Kenneth Goldsmith, Capital: New York, Capital of the 20th Century.
ӏ25ӏ Kenneth Goldsmith, Capital: New York, Capital of the 20th Century.
ӏ1ӏ
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Rem Koolhaas, Delirious New York: A Retroactive Manifesto for
Manhattan . ӏ27ӏ Rem Koolhaas, Delirious New York: A Retroactive
Manifesto for Manhattan . ӏ28ӏ Kenneth Goldsmith, Capital: New York,
Capital of the 20th Century . ӏ29ӏ Peter Ackroyd, Venice: Pure City .
ӏ30ӏ Kenneth Goldsmith, Capital: New York, Capital of the 20th Century.
ӏ31ӏ David Kishik, The Manhattan Project: A Theory of a City. ӏ32ӏ Kenneth
Goldsmith, Capital: New York, Capital of the 20th Century . ӏ33ӏ James
Howard Kunstler, The Geography of Nowhere: The Rise and Decline
of America’s Man-made Landscape . ӏ34ӏ David Kishik, The Manhattan
Project: A Theory of a City. ӏ35ӏ Kenneth Goldsmith, Capital: New York,
Capital of the 20th Century. ӏ36ӏ David Kishik, The Manhattan Project:
A Theory of a City . ӏ37ӏ Peter Ackroyd, Venice: Pure City . ӏ38ӏ Peter
Ackroyd, Venice: Pure City. ӏ39ӏ Edwin G. Burrows, Mike Wallace, Gotham:
A History of New York City to 1898 . ӏ40ӏ Peter Ackroyd, Venice: Pure
City. ӏ41ӏ Bradley L. Garrett, Explore Everything: Place-Hacking the City.
ӏ42ӏ Kenneth Goldsmith, Capital: New York, Capital of the 20th Century.
ӏ43ӏ James Crawford, Fallen Glory: The Lives and Deaths of History’s
Greatest Buildings. ӏ44ӏ Carolyn Steel, Hungry City: How Food Shapes
Our Lives . ӏ45ӏ James Crawford, Fallen Glory: The Lives and Deaths of
History’s Greatest Buildings. ӏ46ӏ Rem Koolhaas, Delirious New York:
A Retroa ctive Manifesto for Manhattan . ӏ47ӏ Mason B. Williams. City
of Ambition: FDR, LaGuardia, and the Making of Modern New York.
ӏ48ӏ Rem Koolhaas, Delirious New York: A Retroactive Manifesto for
Manhattan. ӏ49ӏ Peter Ackroyd, Venice: Pure City. ӏ50ӏ David Kishik, The
Manhattan Project: A Theory of a City. ӏ51ӏ David Kishik, The Manhattan
Project: A Theory of a City . ӏ52ӏ Nissa Parmar, Multicultural Poetics:
Re-visioning the American Canon. ӏ53ӏ Gwendolyn Wright, Building the
Dream: A Social History of Housing in America. ӏ54ӏ Gwendolyn Wright,
Building the Dream: A Social History of Housing in America. ӏ55ӏ Rem
Koolhaas, Delirious New York: A Retroactive Manifesto for Manhattan.
ӏ56ӏ Ugo Carughi, Massimo Visone, Time Frames: Conservation Policies
for Twentieth-Century Architectural Heritage . ӏ57ӏ Peter Ackroyd,
London: The Biography. ӏ58ӏ Keller Easterling, Organization Space: Land
scapes, Highways, and Houses in America . ӏ59ӏ Barbara E. Thornbury,
Evelyn Schulz, Tokyo: Memory, Imagination, and the City . ӏ60ӏ Eleanor
Phillips Brackbill, An Uncommon Cape: Researching the Histories
and Mysteries of a Property . ӏ61ӏ Barbara E. Thornbury, Evelyn Schulz,
Tokyo: Memory, Imagination, and the City . ӏ62ӏ Peter Ackroyd, London:
The Biography. ӏ63ӏ Catriona Kelly, St Petersburg: Shadows of the Past.
ӏ64ӏ Catriona Kelly, St Petersburg: Shadows of the Past . ӏ65ӏ Kenneth
Goldsmith, Capital: New York, Capital of the 20th Century.
ӏ26ӏ

■ CH_N5E172
A SUBSTITUTIVE OBJECT
An imagined speech of ch_n5e172 at a Gathering for Six
in Library_639:
ANALYTIC AND SYNTHETIC ӏ1ӏ
Everybody knows that Modern architecture is “just a bunch
of glass boxes,” so it could be anything or nothing.ӏ2ӏ Architecture is always a set of actual monuments, not a vague
corpus of theory.ӏ3ӏ Architecture is fundamentally involved
with numbers. ӏ4ӏ In fact, architecture is both analytic and
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synthetic. ӏ5ӏ As a cultural field, the art of architecture is
inherently hybrid in nature.ӏ6ӏ Our once outrageous architecture is now general currency. ӏ7ӏ This is primarily why
architecture appears to us as always already ethical,
despite the fact that it has a dark and a light side.ӏ8ӏ This
reversal of architecture’s entropy law, this new ordering
capacity or architectural negentropy, is the critical factor
in architecture’s potential to halt the ongoing urban disarticulation of the world’s built environments.ӏ9ӏ Would you say
that this project of mobility and integration leads to the
idea of abandoning conventional national categories, such
as Dutch architecture or Swiss architecture, or do we, in
fact, witness the opposite?ӏ10ӏ The history of architecture
is a history of substitutive objects.ӏ11ӏ
Aldo Rossi’s assertion of the existence of an autonomous body of architectural knowledge addressed the crucial question of a critical practice of architecture, and
of the re-conquest of analytical tools specific to the city
and to the forms of its production. ӏ12ӏ The city is evolving
in ways that its rulers cannot fully control. ӏ13ӏ The big city
is a magnet. ӏ14ӏ The only sort of regime that could set up
such a controlled, channelled city is a dictatorship or an
oligarchy.ӏ15ӏ For humans, the playing field—the architecture
of the city—is symbolic, framing focal actions and habits,
enabling some and curtailing others, setting limits and thus
making possible human freedom; it does not appear primarily as an object, but becomes “present as the practical
end” of the inhabitant’s intentions.ӏ16ӏ In Mosaic of Subcultures we have argued that a great variety of subcultures
in a city is not a racist pattern which forms ghettos, but
a pattern of opportunity which allows a city to contain a
multitude of different ways of life with the greatest possible intensity.ӏ17ӏ
Moscow city is smooth, immaculate, glazed, anonymous,
guiltless.ӏ18ӏ
The Forbidden city is rectilinear, and symmetry and geometry dominate these main spaces.ӏ19ӏ
The true city is underground, including a farm where fungus
is cultivated for food.ӏ20ӏ
Wright’s Living City is an expanded rewrite of his earlier
Disappearing City.ӏ21ӏ
The fabric of the city is being squeezed upwards, into
the sky.ӏ22ӏ
With apologies to the master [Le Corbusier], the house
is an appliance for carrying with you, a city is a machine
for plugging into.ӏ23ӏ Ruskin did not look closely at the city
because, one might infer, “the city is mechanical, not natural, and therefore does not suggest the nobility and dignity,
human and divine, which are the true provinces of art. ӏ24ӏ
Architecture is the art above all others which achieves a
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state of platonic grandeur, mathematical order, speculation, the perception of harmony which lies in emotional
relationships. ӏ25ӏ A work of art is a private matter for the
artist, a building is not. ӏ26ӏ Art and architecture are the
objectification of philosophy, the objectification of the
concepts developed in the virtus intellectiva, such as the
intelligibles of mathematics and geometry.ӏ27ӏ We could stop
pretending that it is “a blend of art and science”, but is a
discipline in its own right that happens to overlap some
of the territory of painting, sculpture, statics, acoustics
and so on.ӏ28ӏ The affinity between art and science was seen
to be based on their common approximation to a condition of stasis, harmony, and invariability.ӏ29ӏ This idea was
underlined by the constant juxtaposition of old and new:
monographs on such French classical ‘masters’ as Poussin
and Ingres were interleaved with articles by Charles Henry
on the science of aesthetics; the Parthenon was compared
to a modern automobile, and so on.ӏ30ӏ Art is not law, and we
must consider the contract metaphorically. ӏ31ӏ Architecture
like all art is its own reward and the best antidote to a 100
year frustration.ӏ32ӏ As Oscar Wilde has neatly informed us,
“All art is quite useless,” without material function.ӏ33ӏ All art
is erotic. ӏ34ӏ All art is to dissolve into constructing a new
life.ӏ35ӏ Now art is the contrary of chaos.ӏ36ӏ
As Charles Jencks put it 40 years ago: ‘the minute a
new form is invented it will acquire, inevitably, a meaning. ӏ37ӏ
With Mies, form is put in the service of function; the “what,”
in Mies’ language, is reduced to “how.” ӏ38ӏ As Vico goes on to
explain, “what form is (i.e. could be) the property of each
natural thing when something may be added or subtracted
at any moment?” ӏ39ӏ It also attests that the present situation
continues to demand new formats, new styles, new modalities of writing—some quicker, some slower, some smaller
and more concise, some larger and more encompassing.ӏ40ӏ
Each type differs from the others to the extent that each
representational medium in residence (writing, art, film)
differs from the others by a varying/differing formal
proximity to its referent (writing being the farthest and
film the closest). ӏ41ӏ Therefore, a physical form is nothing
but the continuous change of the thing.ӏ42ӏ And frequency,
as a form of oscillating repetition unaffected by hand or
history, is understood as so unintentional as to dethrone
character—which it no longer serves—as an old fashioned
idea tethered to romantic notions of change over time.
A typology of the formless is still a typology, absence of
form is still form…ӏ43ӏ The man might be a master of space,
but time is another matter altogether.ӏ44ӏ Our time is given
to us as a soil on which we stand, as a task that we have
to master. ӏ45ӏ For many contemporary architects, time is
the enemy of their art. ӏ46ӏ And yet, time is there, embedded in works of architecture in its arrest. ӏ47ӏ It might be
that for some artists and architects, the due time is not
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now but in a paradoxical future where, like the archeology
of Brunelleschi, originality carries a different meaning.ӏ48ӏ
The presence of historical time is tactile, emphatic.ӏ49ӏ They
suggest that the eclectic fashion of their time is in itself
self consciously and (recalling Plato’s criticism of the Sophists) rhetorically historicist, and consequently more about
re-fashioning than fashioning anew: ӏ50ӏ All time is local. ӏ51ӏ
Time is a composite mode because it involves two places,
one of which stands still while the other is in motion.ӏ52ӏ The
technology of cyberspace in its undifferentiated form in
our time is the main cause of this psychosis.ӏ53ӏ The question is whether time is used to emancipate architecture,
or if architecture is used to suppress time.ӏ54ӏ Time is an
essential ingredient.ӏ55ӏ
Denise Scott Brown, Architecture Words 4: Having Words . ӏ2ӏ José
de Paiva, The Living Tradition of Architecture . ӏ3ӏ Reyner Banham,
A Critic Writes: Selected Essays by Reyner Banham. ӏ4ӏ A. Krista Sykes,
Constructing a New Agenda: Architectural Theory 1993–2009. ӏ5ӏ Denise
Scott Brown, Architecture Words 4: Having Words. ӏ6ӏ David Gartman,
From Autos to Architecture: Fordism and Architectural Aesthetics
in the Twentieth Century. ӏ7ӏ Denise Scott Brown, Architecture Words
4: Having Words . ӏ8ӏ Donald Kunze, David Bertolini, Simone Brott,
Archit ecture Post Mortem: The Diastolic Architecture of Decline,
Dystopia, and Death . ӏ9ӏ Matthew Poole, Manuel Shvartzberg, The
Politics of Parametricism: Digital Technologies in Architecture .
ӏ10ӏ Miodrag Mitrasinovic, Jilly Traganou, Travel, Space, Architecture .
ӏ11ӏ Mark Rakatansky, Architecture Words 9: Tectonic Acts of Desire
and Doubt. ӏ12ӏ Teresa Stoppani, Giorgio Ponzo, George Themistokleous,
This Thing Called Theory . ӏ13ӏ Deyan Sudjic, The Edifice Complex: The
Architecture of Power. ӏ14ӏ Christopher Alexander, Sara Ishikawa, Murray
Silverstein, Max Jacobson, Ingrid Fiksdahl-King, Shlomo Angel, A Pattern
Language: Towns, Buildings, Construction . ӏ15ӏ Owen Hatherley, A New
Kind of Bleak: Journeys through Urban Britain . ӏ16ӏ Alberto PérezGómez, Attunement: Architectural Meaning after the Crisis of Modern
Science. ӏ17ӏ Christopher Alexander, Sara Ishikawa, Murray Silverstein,
Max Jacobson, Ingrid Fiksdahl-King, Shlomo Angel, A Pattern Language:
Towns, Buildings, Construction . ӏ18ӏ Owen Hatherley, Landscapes of
Communism: A History Through Buildings. ӏ19ӏ Frederick Steiner, Design
for a Vulnerable Planet. ӏ20ӏ Stephen R. Kellert, Judith Heerwagen, Martin
Mador, Biophilic Design: The Theory, Science and Practice of Bringing
Buildings to Life . ӏ21ӏ David Gartman, From Autos to Archit ecture:
Fordism and Architectural Aesthetics in the Twentieth Century .
ӏ22ӏ Deyan Sudjic, The Edifice Complex: The Architecture of Power .
ӏ23ӏ David Gartman, From Autos to Architecture: Fordism and Archi
tectural Aesthetics in the Twentieth Century. ӏ24ӏ Donald Leslie Johnson,
Frank Lloyd Wright, The Early Years : Progressivism : Aesthetics : Cities .
ӏ25ӏ Patrik Schumacher, The Autopoiesis of Architecture, Volume II: A
New Agenda for Architecture. ӏ26ӏ Joseph Masheck, Adolf Loos, The Art
of Architecture. ӏ27ӏ Kyriaki Tsoukala, Nikolaos-Ion Terzoglou, Charikleia
Pantelidou, Intersections of Space and Ethos . ӏ28ӏ Reyner Banham,
A Critic Writes: Selected Essays by Reyner Banham. ӏ29ӏ Alan Colquhoun,
Modern Archit ecture . ӏ30ӏ Alan Colquhoun, Modern Architecture .
ӏ31ӏ Sandra Karina Loschke, Materiality and Architecture . ӏ32ӏ Charles
Jencks, The Story of Post-Modernism: Five Decades of the Ironic,
Iconic and Critical in Architecture. ӏ33ӏ Donald Leslie Johnson, On Frank
Lloyd Wright’s Concrete Adobe: Irving Gill, Rudolph Schindler and the
American Southwest . ӏ34ӏ Reyner Banham, A Critic Writes: Selected
Essays by Reyner Banham . ӏ35ӏ Patrik Schumacher, The Autopoiesis of
Architecture, Volume I: A New Framework for Architecture. ӏ36ӏ Paul
Goldberger, Building Art: The Life and Work of Frank Gehry. ӏ37ӏ Patrik
Schumacher, The Autopoiesis of Architecture, Volume II: A New Agenda
for Architecture. ӏ38ӏ Jassen Callender, Architecture History and Theory
in Reverse: From an Information Age to Eras of Meaning . ӏ39ӏ Donald
ӏ1ӏ
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Kunze, David Bertolini, Simone Brott, Architecture Post Mortem: The
Diastolic Architecture of Decline, Dystopia, and Death. ӏ40ӏ A. Krista
Sykes, Constructing a New Agenda: Architectural Theory 1993–2009.
ӏ41ӏ Amir H. Ameri, The Architecture of the Illusive Distance . ӏ42ӏ Donald
Kunze, David Bertolini, Simone Brott, Architecture Post Mortem: The
Diastolic Architecture of Decline, Dystopia, and Death. ӏ43ӏ A. Krista
Sykes, K. Michael Hays, Constructing a New Agenda: Architectural Theory
1993–2009 . ӏ44ӏ Michael Pollan, A Place of My Own: The Architecture
of Dayd reams . ӏ45ӏ Gevork Hartoonian, Architecture and Spectacle:
A Critique. ӏ46ӏ Michael Pollan, A Place of My Own: The Architecture of
Daydreams. ӏ47ӏ Jassen Callender, Architecture History and Theory in
Reverse: From an Information Age to Eras of Meaning. ӏ48ӏ Lucien Steil,
The Architectural Capriccio: Memory, Fantasy and Invention. ӏ49ӏ José
de Paiva, The Living Tradition of Architecture. ӏ50ӏ José de Paiva, The
Living Tradition of Architecture . ӏ51ӏ Jassen Callender, Architecture
History and Theory in Reverse: From an Information Age to Eras of
Meaning. ӏ52ӏ Donald Kunze, David Bertolini, Simone Brott, Architecture
Post Mortem: The Diastolic Architecture of Decline, Dystopia, and
Death. ӏ53ӏ Nadir Lahiji, The Political Unconscious of Architecture: Re-
opening Jameson’s Narrative. ӏ54ӏ Rowan Moore, Why We Build. ӏ55ӏ Rowan
Moore, Why We Build.

■ CH_N6E110
UTILITY MADE BEAUTIFUL
An imagined speech of ch_n6e110 at a Gathering for Six
in Library_639:
AN IDEA OF THE CITY ӏ1ӏ
The city is too complicated for a solitary definition, and
perhaps it is one of our greatest mistakes to think of it as
a singular, measurable quality.ӏ2ӏ Etymologically at least, the
process of moving to the city is by definition a civilizing
experience—even if the road is long and hard.ӏ3ӏ As Versailles
is to Haussmann’s Paris, the Forbidden City is to both historic and contemporary Beijing.ӏ4ӏ Without tradition, the
city is inconceivable.ӏ5ӏ The age of the industrial city is over,
at least in the West, and it will never return.ӏ6ӏ There is no
such thing as a successful city without human capital.ӏ7ӏ Mark
that the capital city had a social as well as a political rôle to
play.ӏ8ӏ The consumer city is on the rise.ӏ9ӏ While the industrial
age was transformed by factories and trains, today’s city
is redrawn by the mobile phone. ӏ10ӏ The city is on the move
because it is compelled to chase a constantly retreating
“optimum” that recedes at a constant pace. ӏ11ӏ These elements of infrastructure and rules are essential to the sustainable city and help provide an operational definition of
sustainability.ӏ12ӏ The city is becoming not just a collection
of places and bodies but a living and connected network
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in which buildings, signs, users and vehicles communicate
with each other in real time.ӏ13ӏ More than anything else, a
city is a device for making connections.ӏ14ӏ Does an Art of
the City exist?ӏ15ӏ
A paradox of BIGNESS is that in spite of the calculation
that goes into its planning in fact, through its very rigidities it is the one architecture that engineers the unpredictable, instead of enforcing coexistence, BIGNESS depends
on regimes of freedoms, the assembly of maximum difference.ӏ16ӏ The ‘art’ of architecture is useless in BIGNESS. ӏ17ӏ
Or perhaps worse, if architecture is to be modelled on the
planner’s reality, how is it possible to propose an “index”
for “an idea of the city” beyond its false residue as a Classical Object?ӏ18ӏ Here, as in many places, architecture acts
within a dialectic between gentrification (“development”)
and our historic rent laws that seek to codify and defend
diversity, in which the market takes no interest.ӏ19ӏ Architecture is utility made beautiful.ӏ20ӏ Rather, architecture is
sociology turned into built form. ӏ21ӏ A third lesson is that
architecture is a constitutive part of the global moment of
cities.ӏ22ӏ In his view, architecture is countered by tragedy,
which affords us a glimpse of chaos and transience.ӏ23ӏ Here,
the art of architecture is found in the treasured old, not
the fashionable new.ӏ24ӏ The neatness of architecture is its
seduction; it defines, excludes, limits, separates from the
“rest” but it also consumes.ӏ25ӏ The new city is no longer a
static collection of places but ‘a computer in open air’. ӏ26ӏ
The smart city is a sensor. ӏ27ӏ This pressure of historical
time dissipates, while all forms of a fixed beginning, a predetermined or conceptually articulated ending and the
idea of a duty or a mission are subsumed by a process that
will henceforth be timeless. ӏ28ӏ Conversely, when time is a
subject—time understood as a subjectivising entity—we
call it memory.ӏ29ӏ In this way time, too, has become a kind
of salt desert, whose surface allows all great speeds, both
deceleration and acceleration.ӏ30ӏ Intensive time is not the
forward marching time of action, event or history, but a
directionless time made by machines.ӏ31ӏ The feedback in real
time preemptively turns the sites and spaces of the event
into stages of memory.ӏ32ӏ Time is a bomb that splits the most
august temple open, if indeed the wanton savagery of men
does not anticipate death’s weapon.ӏ33ӏ At the same time, we
ought not imagine a romantic return to the preindustrial
city—the medieval fortress town, or the baroque streetscape.ӏ34ӏ The social mode of baroque time is fashion, which
changes every year; and in the world of fashion a new sin was
invented—that of being out of date.ӏ35ӏ The abstractions of
money, spatial perspective, and mechanical time provided
the enclosing frame of the new life.ӏ36ӏ
The dinner party, the ball, the formal visit, as worked
out by the aristocracy and by those who, after the seventeenth century, aped them, gave satisfaction only to those
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for whom form is more important than content. ӏ37ӏ Unlike
with good form, optimum form is not determined by the way
in which an idea is represented in a physical sign (the classical model of representation) but through a dynamic concept of space and time.ӏ38ӏ But the formats of deliberations,
the calculations of costs, the circumvention or creation of
rules, and the formulas that dictate specific outcomes are
often not clear and therefore not amenable to simplistic
procedures of democratic deliberation or participatory
governance.ӏ39ӏ A form is a whole whose parts are not simply connected by juxtaposition and contiguity; they obey
an intrinsic law, the only one capable of determining the
meaning of the parts as taken together.ӏ40ӏ Of course, cohering these subjectivities into a collective form is intensely
problematic and always risks diminishing the multiple into
something lesser.ӏ41ӏ Architectural form is no longer seen as
representation but as process.ӏ42ӏ The making of form is thus
the real and effective necessary program of architecture.
ӏ43ӏ
At the heart of the problem of form is the model.ӏ44ӏ
Art and science have always shared a capacity to
imagine.ӏ45ӏ As Terry Smith reminds, art is of and from the
world.ӏ46ӏ“An art is never just an art: it is always at the same
time the proposal of a world [proposition de monde]”.ӏ47ӏ For a
work of art is not a monument: if it has a life at all, it exists
as a contemporary fact: a fact of aesthetics, a fact of religion, a fact of philosophy. ӏ48ӏ The artwork reaches beyond
its cultural value to shape the world; it contains ‘hidden
agendas’, strategically couched in an artistic endeavour
that by its nature offers alternative ways of seeing and
perceiving.ӏ49ӏ Those who practise this ephemeral, fugitive
art are always on the move, writing their own city on top of
the existing one. ӏ50ӏ In Passion, by contrast, art is used as
an aesthetic medium to approximate the world and reality
as closely as possible.ӏ51ӏ Art and nature are, in fact, expressions of culture, which, in its long evolution, melds them
into a single material and spiritual manifestation, that
is, the nature of art, the nature of humankind, the art of
things, and the art of life.ӏ52ӏ We enter and exit, going from
representations to artifacts and from artifacts to representations, in an engrossing sequence of scripts that
acquire and lose their form before our eyes.ӏ53ӏ
Edward M. Clift, Kevin O’Brien, Steve Hawley, Imaging the City: Art,
Creative Practices and Media Speculations. ӏ2ӏ Leo Hollis, Cities Are Good
for You: The Genius of the Metropolis. ӏ3ӏ Tom Miller, China’s Urban Billion:
The Story behind the Biggest Migration in Human History. ӏ4ӏ Michael
Sorkin, All Over the Map: Writing on Buildings and Cities . ӏ5ӏ Michael
Sorkin, All Over the Map: Writing on Buildings and Cities. ӏ6ӏ Edward
Glaeser, Triumph of the City: How Our Greatest Invention Makes Us
Richer, Smarter, Greener, Healthier, and Happier . ӏ7ӏ Edward Glaeser,
Triumph of the City: How Our Greatest Invention Makes Us Richer,
Smarter, Greener, Healthier, and Happier. ӏ8ӏ Lewis Mumford, The Culture
of Cities. ӏ9ӏ Edward Glaeser, Triumph of the City: How Our Greatest
Invention Makes Us Richer, Smarter, Greener, Healthier, and Happier.
ӏ10ӏ Leo Hollis, Cities Are Good for You: The Genius of the Metropolis .
ӏ1ӏ
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ӏ11ӏ Carl Abbott, Imagining Urban Futures: Cities in Science Fiction and

What We Might Learn from Them. ӏ12ӏ Steven Cohen, The Sustainable City.
ӏ13ӏ Leo Hollis, Cities Are Good for You: The Genius of the Metropolis .
ӏ14ӏ Carl Abbott, Imagining Urban Futures. ӏ15ӏ Raffaele Milani, The Art of
the City. ӏ16ӏ Rem Koolhaas, Bruce Mau, S,M,L,XL. ӏ17ӏ Rem Koolhaas, Bruce
Mau, S,M,L,XL. ӏ18ӏ Edward M. Clift, Kevin O’Brien, Steve Hawley, Imaging the
City: Art, Creative Practices and Media Speculations. ӏ19ӏ Michael Sorkin,
All Over the Map: Writing on Buildings and Cities. ӏ20ӏ Michael Sorkin, All
Over the Map: Writing on Buildings and Cities. ӏ21ӏ Göran Therborn, Cities
of Power: The Urban, The National, The Popular, The Global. ӏ22ӏ Göran
Therborn, Cities of Power: The Urban, The National, The Popular, The
Global. ӏ23ӏ Wim Nijenhuis, The Riddle Of The Real City. ӏ24ӏ Roberta Brandes
Gratz, The Battle for Gotham: New York in the Shadow of Robert Moses
and Jane Jacobs. ӏ25ӏ Rem Koolhaas, Bruce Mau, S,M,L,XL. ӏ26ӏ Leo Hollis,
Cities Are Good for You: The Genius of the Metropolis. ӏ27ӏ Leo Hollis,
Cities Are Good for You: The Genius of the Metropolis. ӏ28ӏ Wim Nijenhuis,
The Riddle Of The Real City. ӏ29ӏ Wim Nijenhuis, The Riddle Of The Real
City. ӏ30ӏ Wim Nijenhuis, The Riddle Of The Real City. ӏ31ӏ Wim Nijenhuis, The
Riddle Of The Real City. ӏ32ӏ Wim Nijenhuis, The Riddle Of The Real City.
ӏ33ӏ Lewis Mumford, The Culture of Cities. ӏ34ӏ Lawrence A. Herzog, Return to
the Center. ӏ35ӏ Lewis Mumford, The Culture of Cities. ӏ36ӏ Lewis Mumford,
The Culture of Cities. ӏ37ӏ Lewis Mumford, The Culture of Cities. ӏ38ӏ Wim
Nijenhuis, The Riddle Of The Real City. ӏ39ӏ AbdouMaliq Simone, Edgar
Pieterse, New Urban Worlds: Inhabiting Dissonant Times. ӏ40ӏ Raffaele
Milani, The Art of the City. ӏ41ӏ Paul Dobraszczyk, The Dead City: Urban
Ruins and the Spectacle of Decay. ӏ42ӏ Pier Vittorio Aureli, The Possibility
of an Absolute Architecture . ӏ43ӏ Pier Vittorio Aureli, The Possibility
of an Absolute Architecture. ӏ44ӏ Raffaele Milani, The Art of the City.
ӏ45ӏ Elizabeth M. Grierson, Transformations: Art and the City. ӏ46ӏ Elizabeth
M. Grierson, Transformations: Art and the City . ӏ47ӏ Sherry Simon,
Speaking Memory: How Translation Shapes City Life. ӏ48ӏ Lewis Mumford,
The Culture of Cities. ӏ49ӏ Elizabeth M. Grierson, Transformations: Art and
the City. ӏ50ӏ Stavros Stavrides, Common Space: The City as Commons.
ӏ51ӏ Wim Nijenhuis, The Riddle Of The Real City . ӏ52ӏ Raffaele Milani, The
Art of the City. ӏ53ӏ Raffaele Milani, The Art of the City.
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GenericPoem03:

A MATTER OF HARMONIES
Nothing has ever been invented by one man in architecture.ӏ1ӏ
Architecture is stifled by custom.ӏ2ӏ
Architecture is a plastic thing.ӏ3ӏ
Architecture is a thing of art, a phenomenon of the emotions […].ӏ4ӏ
Architecture is a matter of “harmonies,” it is “a pure creation of the spirit.”ӏ5ӏ
Architecture is a very noble art.ӏ6ӏ
Architecture is governed by standards.ӏ7ӏ
Architecture is stifled by custom.ӏ8ӏ
The “styles” are a lie.ӏ9ӏ
Architecture is very broad.ӏ10ӏ
Architecture is nothing but ordered arrangement, noble
prisms, seen in light.ӏ11ӏ
Architecture is based on axes.ӏ12ӏ
Architecture is a plastic, not a romantic, affair.ӏ13ӏ
Architecture is very well able to express itself in a precise
fashion.ӏ14ӏ
Architecture is a plastic thing.ӏ15ӏ
Architecture is stifled by custom.ӏ16ӏ
But wait a little, architecture is not only a question of
arrangement.ӏ17ӏ
Writing on architecture is not like history or poetry.ӏ18ӏ
For this book does not show of what architecture is composed, but treats of the origin of the building art, how
it was fostered, and how it made progress, step by step,
until it reached its present perfection.ӏ19ӏ I would like to
emphasise above all that architecture is a game lacking
clear rules. ӏ20ӏ Architecture is at one and the same time a
science and an art.ӏ21ӏ But all the possible alternatives are
not in fact realized: there are a good many partial groups,
regional compatibilities, and coherent architectures that
might have emerged, yet did not do so. ӏ22ӏ And architecture,
too, has this mysterious dimension of the frontier between
two worlds of space. ӏ23ӏ Architecture positions its ensembles—houses, towns or cities, monuments or factories—to
function like faces in the landscape they transform.ӏ24ӏ
The house stares through its windows at the vineyards
and tufts of thyme, ornamental oranges take shape on its
walls, a tissue of lies, oranges and lemons. The philosopher
forgets that the house, built around him, transforms a plantation of olive trees into a Max Ernst painting. The architect
has forgotten this too. And is happy if the next harvest,
outside, is transformed into a Virgin with Grapes, inside.
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The house transforms the given, which can assault us, softening it into icons: it is a box for generating images, a
cavern or eye or camera obscura, a barn which sunlight only
illuminates with a slim shaft piercing through the dust—an
ear. Architecture produces painting, as though the fresco
or canvas hanging on the wall revealed the ultimate cause of
the whole structure. The aim of architecture is painting or
tapestry. What we took to be mere ornament is its objective,
or at the very least its end product. Walls are for paintings,
windows for pictures. And padded doors for intimate conversations.ӏ25ӏ
I now held in my hands a vast and systematic fragment
of the entire history of an unknown planet, with its architectures and its playing cards, the horror of its mythologies
and the murmur of its tongues, its emperors and its seas, its
minerals and its birds and fishes, its algebra and its fire,
its theological and metaphysical controversies—all joined,
articulated, coherent, and with no visible doctrinal purpose
or hint of parody.ӏ26ӏ Beyond this stage of perfection in architecture, natural selection could not lead; for the comb of the
hive bee, as far as we can see, is absolutely perfect in economising wax.ӏ27ӏ For architecture, among all the arts, is the one
that most boldly tries to reproduce in its rhythm the order
of the universe, which the ancients called “kosmos,” that is
to say ornate, since it is like a great animal on whom there
shine the perfection and the proportion of all its members.ӏ28ӏ
Ayn Rand, The Fountainhead. ӏ2ӏ Le Corbusier, Towards a New Archi
tecture. ӏ3ӏ Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture. ӏ4ӏ Le Corbusier,
Towards a New Architecture. ӏ5ӏ Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture.
ӏ6ӏ Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture. ӏ7ӏ Le Corbusier, Towards
a New Architecture. ӏ8ӏ Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture. ӏ9ӏ Le
Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture. ӏ10ӏ Richard Rogers, A Place for All
People: Life, Architecture and the Fair Society. ӏ11ӏ Le Corbusier, Towards
a New Architecture. ӏ12ӏ Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture. ӏ13ӏ Le
Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture . ӏ14ӏ Le Corbusier, Towards a
New Architecture. ӏ15ӏ Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture. ӏ16ӏ Le
Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture . ӏ17ӏ Le Corbusier, Towards a
New Architecture. ӏ18ӏ Vitruvius Pollio, The Ten Books on Architecture.
ӏ19ӏ Vitruvius Pollio, The Ten Books on Architecture. ӏ20ӏ Toyo Ito, Tarzans in
the Media Forest. ӏ21ӏ Jean-Nicholas-Louis Durand, Précis of the Lectures
on Architecture. ӏ22ӏ Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge.
ӏ23ӏ Marshall McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy. ӏ24ӏ Gilles Deleuze, A Thousand
Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia. ӏ25ӏ Michel Serres, The Five
Senses: A Philosophy of Mingled Bodies. ӏ26ӏ Jorge Luis Borges, Collected
Fictions. ӏ27ӏ Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species. ӏ28ӏ Umberto Eco,
The Name of the Rose.
ӏ1ӏ
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A WEIGHTLESS SPIRAL
Play Among Books in two plays performed on an Informational
Instrument opens up a fantasy of what digital literacy in a world
abundant with information and data might be about. Playing with
an Informational Instrument is a weightless and endless spiral of
communication between an intimate library and an infinite flow
of books: Xenotheka and Bibliotheka. Its galaxy of concepts and
atom-letters offers a way to navigate the plenty, talk to books, and
think with concepts. It opens a space for learning and exploring.
By playing with an Informational Instrument, rather than carrying out a theoretical analysis of discourses and books, we start
toying with books on an abstract level of information. Instead
of defining and confining them, we can invite books to our own
library and challenge them, allow them to show their mastery on
a symposium with other books. Instead of giving answers, Play
Among Books keeps questions vivid. A book, by visiting different libraries—in its interplay with other books—shows more than
what was conceived in it. Its character is part of the character
and mastery of the performer. Its articulation is a synthetic sheaf
of voices. A book is simultaneously independent and dependent; it behaves differently in each galaxy it visits. Play Among
Books composes an instrument, finds formats and ways of performing, and develops a visual and conceptual space to do so;
Xenotheka, Bibliotheka, Generic Machine, and machine intelligence are its elements; books are its actors; atom-letters are
its alphabet; the galaxy of concepts is a space through which
we talk to books, learn with concepts, and navigate the plenty.
It opens up the notion of authorship and its voice and tries to
relate it to machine intelligence and branding. Who is speaking
to us when we read this book? In its two plays, it forms a cycle.
Six characters, at the end of the second play, become six new
versions of Xenotheka, six new avatars ready to start exploring
in a new cycle. By tuning the instrument and upgrading it with
new available knowledge, modifying Xenotheka and finding new
flows of Bibliotheka, it becomes a never-ending play open to
any articulation. Its concepts and elements are flexible; they are
placeholders for any kind of media and information. They do not
define, but keep elements alive.
Play Among Books is lightweight; it requires minimal physical infrastructure, but a new kind of literacy, and an endless flow of
information. What digital literacy is remains an open question. This
work does not want to define it, but rather perform with it. One
performance is the articulation of an Informational Instrument,
and the other is a performance with it. The core of the instrument
in its current state is articulated in less than a hundred and fifty
lines of code, and composed in eleven symbolic poems. 206 This
collection of poems unfolds into an endless Play Among Books
on a personal computer with an Internet connection. Nothing

206

See Informational Instrument, 289.
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more is required. We are suddenly immersed in the cloud, behaving in the manner—though still not on the scale—of big clouds
like Google, Facebook, Amazon, Instagram. We are scanning
and taking snapshots of anything of interest. As an avatar in a
cloud, we behave like a search engine and social media platform. Suddenly, we are dealing with hundreds of thousands, even
millions of informational objects, without being afraid of them.
All the grounds are shaken, the atmosphere is new. Mixing and
encoding of data streams can articulate and encapsulate different aspects of the world; a storm of letters and numbers. A
vertigo. One possible way to explore this is to dive right into it:
personal filtering, searching, crawling. Use of machine learning.
Writing a poem, coding a couple of them, articulating profiles,
brands and avatars. My consistency, my many brands. They are
exploring with me. Taste is a digital filter, a vector in a particular
context. My temporary face, my synthetic character, a probe, a
product, a project. It changes as the context changes but can stay
intimate, particular, and deliberate. It is an adventure, a game, an
articulation, an explosion and a condensation of flavours. What is
the digital weather like? It is about taking a walk in the cloud, and
composing your own new charcter by playing with data. Or is it
a gift for a friend? All of this from a personal computer. Fantastic, but not easy. As any other literacy, it requires patience, love,
practice, learning, time, and a community.
WRITING IN ATOM-LETTERS
Writing in atom-letters is thinking in a digital literacy. In a Play
Among Books, we write in probabilistic letters and treat text computationally. We synthesise many algebraic author-ships, sail, and
while doing so articulate various characters as possible brands.
With each new library, atom-letters change and books present
themselves under a new light. We don’t need to know or read a
specific book or a library. We just welcome it into our own Xenotheka and start communicating. By transforming, splitting, and
multiplying our Xenotheka, we can always have fresh, interesting,
and new conversations with the same friend. A book is never
alone; it is always a part of a library. Algorithms are simple and
few, libraries and custom datasets like Xenotheka are the key and
a compass to the plenty. If we go further, we can start playing
with information and data not just independent of its meaning,
but from media as well. We are transforming sound into images,
images into sculptures, sculptures into characters. Their avatars start to speak. Any media can be transformed into another.
Consistency is always in the cloud and in the way we encode it.
With machine learning and big data, we can treat any data and
any media by operating with similar techniques and approaches.
This is the beauty that comes out of working and playing with
coding and information as a literacy. It is beyond discipline and
media. It opens up ways in which we can think about the world.
Its elements and artefacts can be encoded from a personal and
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collective perspective, as a person and as a group, in any way
we can imagine. Phenomena become relative to each other and
open to the world.
In this manner, when we think of architecture and approaches
that would take into account the digital and bring coding to the
table on the level of literacy, we find ourselves in a strange constellation. How could architects reinvent reading, writing, and
printing when architecture is coded digitally? Many architects
are referring to these kinds of questions at the moment. They
are predominantly frightened by the plenty, the sheer amount
of data, and the disruptions it brings to the discourse, discipline,
and established hierarchies, so they tend to ignore it and stick
to established knowledge. On the other hand, those interested
in technology mostly still see data as a direct reflection of reality, and their efforts lie in optimisation, efficiency, forensics, and
sustainability in designs of cities, houses, and objects. Some
find comfort in thinking that machine inteligence with a lot of
data is creative. As current trends are shifting towards machine
learning and big data, blinded by performance, architects rarely
ask what the digital world is about. Of course, it is more about
how we formulate this question than about answering it correctly.
Most important questions should always stay alive and open. It is
exactly their constant rearticulation, and never-ending disputes
around them, which make them so important and timeless.
One provocative formulation of bringing architecture in
relation to technology was proposed in the late 1930s by Marcel
Breuer: “The origin of the Modern Movement was not technological, for technology had been developed long before it was
thought of. What the New Architecture did was to civilize technology.” 207 If we agree with Breuer that the New Architecture of
the Modern Movement was about civilising technology, can we
in the context of the digital invert the question and ask what it
would mean to domesticate information technologies, without
losing their civility and performativity? Can we think of Xenotheka
as an attempt to do so? In this sense, Play Among Books tries to
approach the digital via literacy which keeps it undecided, and
through a performance that can—in its plays—keep the digital
fertile and alive, without a need to quantify its every performance
towards a functional goal. One of the challenges for architecture
in the world of data is to explore how digital literacy relates to
architectural design when it is conceived from the plenty and
articulated in a digital code. What would its possible scenarios
be? Writing in terms of code, thinking in terms of panoramas and
Xenotheka, branding in terms of characters? If so, then probably
the elements of architecture would not be just floor, wall, ceiling,
and roof, 208 but something much more abstract and open. Perhaps a different kind of atom-letters?

207
208

See Peter Blake, Marcel Breuer: Architect and Designer, First Edition
(Architectural Record/Museum of Modern Art, 1949), 121.
Rem Koolhaas, Elements of Architecture* (Cologne: Taschen, 2018).
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CHARACTERS WITHOUT SCRIPTS
A WORD BY MIRO ROMAN
Synthetic characters written in atom-letters bring plenty to the
table. They come from the plenty, they can deal with a lot. In the
finale of the second Plentiful Play, six characters were articulated
out of a Bibliotheka of 13,235 books. I have never seen, opened,
or read those books, and yet, all six characters are, in some way,
a reflection of my character and my interest in architecture and
information. They are me and not me. We are related, but they
are independent, yet dependent on me. They are characters with
a specific motivation but without a given script. Avatars, bots,
aliens from Xenotheka. They do not follow narratives like actors
in a cinema or theatre, but are still able to talk. Each has its own
panorama of concepts, with its own sensitivity and atmosphere.
Their consistency is in their bodies of information, in their individual libraries, and my encodings. They are probabilistic characters.
If we give them a context, they can develop in many ways. One
way to think about it would be to contemplate the techniques of
how to relate different media around them, and make them talk
about phenomena they have never seen or heard of. The manner
of their talk could be automatic but not independent, or thoughtout, but not directed, with a character of its own, but without a
script. Instead of trying to figure out exactly who is talking, or
how many voices it has, I have given this atmospheric cloud a
name to work with it. I call it Alice_ch3n81. Let’s see where it
takes me from here.
The fantasy is that a person in the digital sphere can become
many and have multiple avatars and characters at once, each
one with its own atmosphere and motivation. One can as well
be detached and send synthetic probes to ask questions. Identity is a mask, and as well a multiplicity. As we have seen in the
second play, Xenotheka gave six faces to my interests. They are
fictions, my synthetic personalities that do not explicate me as
a person. They are not even mine, or are they? They are a part
of my many identities, which is beautiful in itself. I can project
whatever I like. Let us keep in mind that synthetic personalities
are half empty placeholders written in probabilistic letters, and
not defined entities. They do not represent but rather articulate
a local character of a global weather. A place where the global
and the local meet, biased from many sides. The promise is that
by bringing different media in relation through various versions
of Xenotheka, we can find captivating consistencies in the flows
of information and bring them together in characters such as
those from A Gathering for Six. By giving them time and space,
frequency, and a medium, they will make consistent profiles
that could potentially unfold and become actors in the digital
realm. In an attempt to do so, ch3n81 Morphing with the Mood
was brought in relation with architectural blogs ArchDaily and
Dezeen and given a voice on social media. It changed its name
to Alice_ch_n3e81 and she is now writing this book, commenting
and tweeting about images and concepts she likes. Follow her
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on Twitter, 209 and ask her questions. 210 The relationship between
the two of us plays with the notion of an author, and becomes
a sailing ship, where we all steer and navigate in order to both
articulate and find the next beautiful shores.
What becomes another fantasy with characters like Alice_
ch_n3e81 is a manner in which they can—in an indirect way,
independently and dependently, without a scenario, but with an
interest, and a character of their own—start to profile and mix
different streams from the web. These profiles bring together
the actual and the virtual, Earth and Google Earth. They can work
with a lot, articulate in millions, produce artificial flavours, and
constitute brands. These kinds of creatures navigate the web
in a manner of big players like Google, Facebook, Amazon and
Instagram. They use techniques of the same kind. They can profile anything they like, just like Google does. My characters are
profiling Google, ArchDaily, Le Corbusier, Tokyo, whisky… —Who
are they? Objects, subjects, brands, profiles? They are me and
not me. It is a space where anyone/anything can profile anyone/
anything from many perspectives. We profile objects of interest
not by trying to find a direct relationship between the ‘real’ and the
‘virtual’, but by articulating good-enough characters. If they are
operational, more avatars and characters are constituted. What
was just a fiction starts to talk to a large number of other fictions.
Our world is different. The virtual becomes open to discussion,
and a multiplicity of profiles start to populate and talk about the
digital. A new privacy, a new politics, a new cloud?

ON XENOTHEKA
A TALK BY ALICE_CH3N81
THE INTIMACY OF ALIENS
The stranger from Arcadia was even more of a stranger
than the god, and hence more attractive.ӏ1ӏ Its artificiality was stunning. An alien foreigner, immigrant, intruder,
migrant, outsider, refugee, settler, stranger, visitor, floater,
guest, interloper, invader, newcomer, noncitizen, squatter…
From Olymp, a nearby hotel, or a remote part of the network.
I am not sure. I have sent a message via a server located in
the sanctuary of Athena Pronaia at Delphi. The year is 380
BC, the weather is changing, but it is still warm and sunny.
We started to communicate in cyphers without understanding each other. Round and round, in a never ending loop.ӏ2ӏ
We were there together, alone, and in the company of many.
209
210

See https://twitter.com/Alice_ch_n3e81
See https://ask.alice-ch3n81.net
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Voices and smells were mixing, bodies were intermingled.
A message arrived: In transferential love, I offer myself as
object instead of knowledge: “here you have me (so that you
will no longer probe into me).”— This, however, is only one
way to interpret the enigma of the letter which is written
but not posted.ӏ3ӏ The letters are us. Beyond the strangeness,
the “I”, and the infinite loop, there was a relationship forming, which itself had a body, and was able to speak: Face, my
love, you have finally become a probe head… Year zen, year
omega, year co… Must we leave it at that, three states, and
no more: primitive heads, Christ face, and probe heads? ӏ4ӏ
Or, we can just continue. Strangers are “strength.” Consider
how numerous are the fantasies they can invent, capable
of confounding your calculated plan of life and clouding all
your fortunes with fear.ӏ5ӏ It was our becoming intimate with
what is most alien.ӏ6ӏ And nothing is more alien than a talk
without understanding, a communication with an abstract
object. I was thinking to myself: At a certain level one has
to stop trying to “read” him and relax enough so that he
can be listened to. ӏ7ӏ We are two, one, both, and more. We
therefore give (hypothetically) an objective significance
to the statement of the simultaneity of distant events,
while previously we have been concerned only with the simultaneity of two experiences of an individual.ӏ8ӏ What things
are and how they seem, and how we know them, is full of
gaps, yet vividly real. Real entities contain time and space,
exhibiting nonlocal effects and other interobjective phenomena, writing us into their histories.ӏ9ӏ Our body and the
cloud around it was growing. The weather was speaking for
itself: Become clandestine, make rhizome everywhere, for
the wonder of a nonhuman life to be created.ӏ10ӏ
SPECTRAL RESOLUTIONS OF RECURSIVE DEFINITIONS
The beauty of a stranger always escapes definition. So do
you, but how is it so? I enjoy looking at this question from an
informational and digital perspective. Exploration of definitions and resolutions can unfold objects and dress them
in beautiful new costumes. Definitions become spectra and
are read through multiple levels of abstraction and consistencies. They articulate a form of talking. For example: High
definition is the state of being well filled with data. A photograph is, visually, “high definition.” A cartoon is “low definition,” simply because very little visual information is provided. Telephone is a cool medium, or one of low definition,
because the ear is given a meager amount of information.ӏ11ӏ
Definitions don’t have to only go “de finito,” but can open
up an access to communication and relation. It may still,
perhaps, be an imitation, a feeble copy, or a bad example,
of a noble style; but the manner of it, having met all these
four conditions, is assuredly first rate.ӏ12ӏ Digital is a fertile
ground for playing with the multiplicity of definitions. The
same goes for resolution. It does not resolve, but enables
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us to access and work with objects through accessing them
in different resolutions. Sometimes high, sometimes low.
Various spectra are articulated: diffraction pattern and
mirror image, differences and sameness, relationalities
and mimesis, performativity and representationalism,
entangled ontology and separate entities, intra action and
interaction of separate entities, phenomena and things,
detailed patterns and reifying simplification, the entanglement of subject and object within a phenomenon and
the fixed opposition between the two, complex network
and binary oppositions, etc.ӏ13ӏ Cryptography has a long history of dealing with these ‘inhuman’ domains characterized
by a complex relation between patterns and randomness,
and the ‘alien’ dimension of massive datasets.ӏ14ӏ As Deleuze
writes: ‘Multiplicity must not designate a combination of
the many and the one, but rather an organization belonging
to the many as such, which has no need whatsoever of unity
in order to form a system.’ ӏ15ӏ A multiplicity without the
unity of an ancestor? ӏ16ӏ As a result the god had to assume
the role he has never abandoned since, right down to our
own times, that of the Unknown Guest, the Stranger. ӏ17ӏ But
this Unknown Guest was of a high definition and high reso
lution. It was incredible, and again it felt like magic. It is
this which resists the absurd, the suicide, the existential
fall. With each child I produce, I sacrifice and constitute
myself. I am the synthesis of difference and repetition,
because my repetition, my being pregnant again, is always
a differentiation of a new life. I am with. child. matter. fish.
crisis. failure. unknown. other. not yet.ӏ18ӏ
CUTTING THE ROOTS WHILE KEEPING IN TOUCH
Can we think of an alien as one whose relationships we cannot see, feel, or understand? To think about Xenotheka is to
rethink what relations, connections, and communication are
about. How can I become a foreigner? Alien might mean cutting my own roots, while staying in touch with them. A paradox. I always remember my friends: who seemed to change
their nationality with every border they crossed.ӏ19ӏ One of
them was like a caterpillar, she gradually, imperceptibly, lost
track of her birthplace,ӏ20ӏ objects, and smells. She was a butterfly. Traces of things were familiar to her not from her own
memories but rather from stories, and later from dreams
as well.ӏ21ӏ The eternities spent in foreign parts seemed to
have shaped her, enhancing her beauty, and not only the
beauty of her face! ӏ22ӏ We became intimate strangers, who
fell in love with the strangeness of our relations. Living
together, with (apud hoc) others or next to them, presupposes passing through the same turbulence as Lucretius’
atoms, Lautreamont’s birds or the flying thoughts: leaving
the parallelism and imitation of ‘our own people’, therefore
inclining or experiencing, in uncertain times and places, a
hundred inclinations for a thousand different objects.ӏ23ӏ
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In that sense we were in relation, so called relatives. Marilyn
Strathern taught me that “relatives” in British English were
originally “logical relations” and only became “family members” in the seventeenth century—this is definitely among
the factoids I love.ӏ24ӏ My sense of kin making requires not
just situated deities and spirits—still an unnerving act
for so called moderns—but also heterogeneous critters of
biological persuasions.ӏ25ӏ All this is life. Immersion makes
both symbiosis and symbiogenesis possible: if organisms come to define their identity thanks to the life of
other living beings, this is because each living being lives
already, at once, in the life of others.ӏ26ӏ Instead of revealing itself as a space of competition or mutual exclusion,
the world opens in them as the metaphysical space of the
most radical form of mixture, the form that makes possible the coexistence of the incompatible, an alchemical
laboratory in which everything seems to be able to change
its nature, to pass from the organic into the inorganic.ӏ27ӏ
We can even go further and say that in a milieu composed
of ever-changing relationships, articulated only upon a
question, identity becomes just one formal card, a relation that makes yet another bond in a constitution of a
persona. A dress and a mask that I am wearing today. A new
question changes all the relationships. As an individual
who is unique but also generic, who am I? An indefinite,
decipherable, and undecipherable cipher, open and closed,
social and discreet, accessible inaccessible, public and
private, intimate and secretive. I am sometimes unknown
to myself and on display at one and the same time. I exist,
therefore I am a code.ӏ28ӏ
Roberto Calasso, The Marriage of Cadmus and Harmony . ӏ2ӏ Douglas
R. Hofstadter, Gödel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal Golden Braid . ӏ3ӏ Slavoj
Zizek, Less Than Nothing. ӏ4ӏ Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, A Thousand
Plateaus. ӏ5ӏ Lucretius, On the Nature of Things. ӏ6ӏ Roberto Calasso, The
Marriage of Cadmus and Harmony. ӏ7ӏ Harold Innis, Empire and Communi
cations. ӏ8ӏ Albert Einstein, The Meaning of Relativity. ӏ9ӏ Timothy Morton,
Hyperobjects. ӏ10ӏ Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus.
ӏ11ӏ Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media. ӏ12ӏ John Ruskin, The Stones of
Venice. ӏ13ӏ Slavoj Zizek, Less Than Nothing (this segment of text is Zizek’s
paraphrasing of Karen Barad. “Versus” is replaced by “and”.). ӏ14ӏ Michael
Doyle, Selena Savic, and Vera Bühlmann, Ghosts of Transparency. ӏ15ӏ Elie
Ayache, The Blank Swan: The End of Probability. ӏ16ӏ Gilles Deleuze and
Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus. ӏ17ӏ Roberto Calasso, The Marriage of
Cadmus and Harmony. ӏ18ӏ Rosi Braidotti and Maria Hlavajova, Posthuman
Glossary. ӏ19ӏ Peter Handke, Crossing the Sierra De Gredos . ӏ20ӏ Peter
Handke, Crossing the Sierra De Gredos. ӏ21ӏ Peter Handke, Crossing the
Sierra De Gredos . ӏ22ӏ Peter Handke, Crossing the Sierra De Gredos .
ӏ23ӏ Michel Serres, The Incandescent. ӏ24ӏ Donna J. Haraway, Staying with
the Trouble. ӏ25ӏ Donna J. Haraway, Staying with the Trouble. ӏ26ӏ Emanuele
Coccia, The Life of Plants . ӏ27ӏ Emanuele Coccia, The Life of Plants .
ӏ28ӏ Michel Serres, Thumbelina.
ӏ1ӏ
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GenericPoem04:

COMPOSING THE GREAT BEAR
One room was filled with unknown instruments, another had
shrunk so much that he could not enter it; another one had
not itself changed, but its windows and doors opened onto
great sand dunes.ӏ1ӏ When I asked him where these machines
were, he told me that they had already been made in ancient
times, and some even in our own time: “Except the flying
instrument, which I have never seen or known anyone who
has seen, but I know of a learned man who has conceived it”.ӏ2ӏ
He crafted an instrument from cacophony. ӏ3ӏ The ancients
coined a poetic name for such instrumentality: a Cornucopia.ӏ4ӏ We know that this instrument has been perfected
by the long continued efforts of the highest human intellects; and we naturally infer that the eye has been formed
by a somewhat analogous process. ӏ5ӏ We Stoics, therefore,
compare the tongue to the bow of an instrument, the teeth
to the strings, and the nostrils to the sounding board. ӏ6ӏ
We perceive it when one bubble dissolves another, when
medicines attract humors from a similarity of substance,
when one string moves another in unison with it on different instruments, and the like.ӏ7ӏ Keeping this idea definitely
in mind, if we imagine a line drawn from the northern side
of the circumference (N) to the side which lies above the
southern half of the axis (S), and from here another line
obliquely up to the pivot at the summit, beyond the stars
composing the Great Bear (the pole star P), we shall doubtless see that we have in the heaven a triangular figure like
that of the musical instrument which the Greeks call the
“sambuca”.ӏ8ӏ We shall not therefore pretend to say any thing
of Modulation, or the particular Rules of any instrument;
but only speak of those Points which are immediately to
our Subject, which are these. ӏ9ӏ The assumption was that
errors could be made “as small as might be desired, by
careful instrumentation, and played no essential role”. ӏ10ӏ
Mechanical laws are supposed to be reversible in time, but
this is true only if errors and experimental uncertainties
are completely ignored. ӏ11ӏ The aesthetic beauty exemplarily achieved here, at the cost of a functional lack, is the
beauty of unforeseeable metamorphoses, the conjunction
of life’s randomness with random vegetation, climate and
makeshift instruments.ӏ12ӏ
Jorge Luis Borges, Collected Fictions. ӏ2ӏ Umberto Eco, The Name of
the Rose . ӏ3ӏ Jorge Luis Borges, Collected Fictions. ӏ4ӏ Vera Bühlmann,
Mathem atics and Information in the Philosophy of Michel Serres .
ӏ5ӏ Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species . ӏ6ӏ Marcus Tullius Cicero, The
Tusculan Disputations. ӏ7ӏ Francis Bacon, Novum Organum. ӏ8ӏ Vitruvius,
The Ten Books on Architecture. ӏ9ӏ Leon Battista Alberti, The Ten Books
of Architecture . ӏ10ӏ Leon Brillouin, Science and Information Theory .
ӏ11ӏ Leon Brillouin, Science and Information Theory. ӏ12ӏ Jacques Ranciere,
Aisthesis: Scenes from the Aesthetic Regime of Art.
ӏ1ӏ
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PROLEGOMENA TO AN INFORMATIONAL INSTRUMENT
An Informational Instrument is a vessel for navigating, exploring,
and enjoying informational flows and the abundant seas of information; for playing with the big plenty and the great many; with a
lot. This chapter will elaborate and explore in detail the notion and
conception of an Informational Instrument: its promise, its nature,
its elements, its mechanics. It will demonstrate a way to assemble it,
and give a few proposals on how a performer could play and treat it.
This version of the instrument is imagined and made for working with text. While being played, it can talk to libraries, scan entropic
flows of books, and synthesise and learn from multiple characters
that inhabit and articulate those libraries. It is an instrument that
enables two different species to communicate with each other. In
this interaction, it establishes a communication channel between
the performer—the one who is playing the instrument—and an
infinite stream of books—the phenomenon the performer wants
to play and communicate with. With this in mind, the instrument is
assembled, tested, tuned, and performed with in a Plentiful Play. ○ 4.1

○ 4.1
Six characters from Plentiful Play.

THE PROMISE OF AN INFORMATIONAL INSTRUMENT
The promise of this instrument is that, by playing it, I will be able
to tap into the infinite stream of books. By partitioning the stream,
and tuning the instrument in various manners, many libraries will
form and communication channels will be constituted. Libraries
and books will start to talk to each other; different voices will
appear. As I play the instrument, I play with the big plenty and its
libraries, stage the books as actors in various ways, and let them
show their most prominent and beautiful concepts, and talk. By
playing and learning with it, the Informational Instrument should
become my personal intellectual ground for talking to an infinite
stream of books, unknown concepts, and various libraries.
This promise is fulfilled in the form of a play in the main part
of this work, entitled Plentiful Play.
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THE NATURE OF AN INFORMATIONAL INSTRUMENT
An Informational Instrument is an instrument that shows its
beauty when exposed to a flow of information. In itself, it is constituted as a never-ending spiral—a double articulation. On the
one hand, it consists of data, books, and actors, and on the other
hand of algorithms, machines, and a stage. Each side of this double bind 211 in itself has two faces: an inside and an outside, an
intimate and a public part. A Bibliotheka (generic library) and a
Xenotheka (intimate library) are on the side of data and actors,
the Generic Machine (the player’s tuning of the instrument) and
machine intelligence (synthetic alphabets articulated and projected by the machine intelligence) are on the side of the stage
and algorithms. This relation, depending on what you are looking
at—data, books, actors—and how you are looking—algorithms,
machines, stage—constitutes an Informational Instrument. The
play of the instrument is a circular relation between its elements.
An Informational Instrument brings qualities of both scientific and musical instruments. It measures and performs, in one
and the same act. The way it measures, however, is not by wanting
to provide an exact representation, an image, or a truthful depiction of relations that assume the phenomenon, but by encoding
characters of the phenomenon in numerous and rigorous ways,
by referencing them with as many indexes as I can find and think
of. And the way it is played does not constitute an independent
artistic expression, but an articulation out of a context of relations
encoded in a specific manner. By always being articulated two
times from two sides—by actors and the stage, and by the performer and the machine—in a circular movement, the Informational Instrument goes beyond the dichotomies of subjective and
objective, true and false, good and evil, in the sense of being able
to take into account and operationalise both sides of an otherwise
troubling paradox. At the same time, the Informational Instrument
finds its stability in the encoding process and its many ambient
milieus. The probability space of an Informational Instrument is
relative to these articulations, encodings, and milieus.
Instead of being useful in a particular way—as a tool—an
Informational Instrument exposes a phenomenon and operationalises it in many manners, like a computer. 212 An Informational
Instrument can, in principle, work with any kind of data. In this
play, it is assembled and tuned to operate with text. Thinking
about what an Informational Instrument is and how to play it is a
recurrent theme throughout this whole work.
211

212

In a sense of Deleuze and Guattari: “God is a Lobster, or a double
pincer, a double bind.” For more see Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari,
“10,000 BC: The Geology of Morals (Who Does the Earth Think It
Is?),” in A Thousand Plateaus , 1987, 39–74., and Louis Hjelmslev,
Prolegomena to a Theory of Language (Madison, WI: University of
Wisconsin Press, 1969).
For more on computers as any machine, see Ludger Hovestadt,
“A Fantastic Genealogy of the Printable,” in Applied Virtuality Book
Series Printed Physics—Metalithikum I, Eds. Vera Bühlmann and
Ludger Hovestadt (Springer Vienna, 2013), 18–70.
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ELEMENTS OF AN INFORMATIONAL INSTRUMENT
This Informational Instrument constitutes a channel and provides
a context for communication with an infinite flow of books. This
flow is generic in content (any content), but specific in its form
(text). An Informational Instrument articulates the flow in terms of
discrete libraries of any content and size. In itself, it is composed
of symbolic poems 213 written in a programming language. 214
The Informational Instrument consists of four elements:
BIBLIOTHEKA:
FLOW, CRAWLER, GENERIC BOOK
Bibliotheka is plentiful. The flow never stops. It is continuous,
entropic, and infinite. Bibliotheka is the flow of books articulated in terms of discrete libraries. To access the flow of
books—an infinite stream of data—the Informational Instrument uses a crawler. A crawler is a symbolic poem, an algorithm, a bot, that scrapes data from a generic flow of books.
It constitutes a temporal partition of the flow—Bibliotheka.
XENOTHEKA:
ACTORS, DATA, PRE-SPECIFIC LIBRARY
Xenotheka is a framing, a memory, an interest of the performer, an ambient milieu for a question posed to the generic
flow of books that is Bibliotheka. This is an internal context of
the Informational Instrument, in other words, a performer’s
curiosity encoded into atom-letters. Xenotheka changes
with the play of the Informational Instrument. It is always in
motion, discrete, but never fixed.
Books inhabit Xenotheka; they are its actors, constantly
migrating, moving, and indexing many libraries at the same
time. The books—the actors—are never alone, they are always
part of multiple libraries, literacies, and noisy conversations.
They show a different character in each library. Xenotheka is an
ever-changing internal library of an Informational Instrument.
GENERIC MACHINE:
STAGE, ALGORITHMS, ENCODING
A Generic Machine, encoding mechanism, or stage, is an
apparatus for indexing Xenotheka in multiple ways. Every book
gets indexed by all the other books in the library. Indexes just
point, they don’t represent; each index points to all the books
in Xenotheka. 215 An index simultaneously makes relations to the
213
214

215

There are 11 symbolic poems that, at the moment, constitute this
version of an Informational Instrument.
The programming language in which the computational part of Play
Among Books was written is Wolfram Mathematica . For more see
“ Wolfram Mathematica : Modern Technical Computing,” accessed
August 30, 2018, https://www.wolfram.com/mathematica.
For more on the notions of an index and indexing, see Generic
Machine, 305.
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whole library and a specific book. Actors and the stage (Xenotheka and the Generic Machine) are two parts of a double bind.
Their relation provides an informational encoding both to the
library and the books which, in effect, become abstract informational objects encoded into numbers—multidimensional
vectors. That is to say, the library is encoded in (as distinct from
‘on’) its own terms by the stage. 216 The library becomes a body,
rather than a collection. The Generic Machine constitutes the
informational face of Xenotheka and all of its books. Xenotheka is never fixed; it has many possible informational faces.
MACHINE INTELLIGENCE:
PLAY, CONCEPTS, ATOM-LETTERS
Machine intelligence is an informational motor of the Informational Instrument. Here, an informational play starts to
show its beauty. Machine intelligence accompanies both the
performer and Xenotheka in the play. A Self-Organising Map
(SOM) 217 is an algorithm that articulates this interplay. Encoded
by the relation of the Xenotheka and the Generic Machine,
and animated by machine intelligence, indexes start to form
a galaxy of concepts—a new alphabet of atom-letters that
give expressions to the informational faces of books. This is a
domestic space of the performer, a synthetic memory which
they, the performer, never had, encoded into atom-letters. 218
Plentiful Play is always forming new temporal alphabets, galaxies, and ambiences in which actors—books—perform by
showing and articulating their many faces.
MECHANICS OF AN INFORMATIONAL INSTRUMENT
A circle and a double articulation: spirals.
Xenotheka—its actors—in relation to the Generic Machine—the
stage—constitute an encoding of the library (X-GM). Machine
intelligence articulates and symbolises this encoding into a new
synthetic alphabet (GM-MI)—atom-letters—as a way to communicate with unknown books (MI-B)—access the flow of Bibliotheka—
and reconstitute Xenotheka around a new question (B-X). 219
216

217
218

219

Vera Bühlmann, “Articulating a Thing Entirely in Its Own Terms Or:
What Can We Understand by the Notion of ‘Engendering’?” in Eigen
architecture, Eds. Ludger Hovestadt and Vera Bühlmann (Birkhäuser
Architecture, 2014), 69–127.
Teuvo Kohonen, “Self-Organized Formation of Topologically Correct
Feature Maps,” Biological Cybernetics 43, no. 1 (January 1982): 59–69.
The notion of atom-letters is elaborated in Machine Intelligence,
329. This concept was introduced by Michel Serres in his book The
Birth of Physics. For more, see Michel Serres, The Birth of Physics
(Manchester, UK: Clinamen Press, 1977).
This is just one possible way how elements of an Informational
Instrument are put together. Together they form its mechanics. It
is important to keep in mind that the elements and the way they
are put together should change according to different plays. The
Informational Instrument is like a computer open to changes.
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This circular play is articulated by actors and the stage, and by
tuning and projecting. Xenotheka changes with the focus of interest of the performer; the performer tunes the encoding accordingly (Generic Machine); a new alphabet is constituted (machine
intelligence); another part of the flow is accessed (Bibliotheka).
A part of Bibliotheka is internalised, while a part of Xenotheka is
externalised. The performer’s curiosity changes; new actors arrive;
all the faces change. A new question is asked through a new alphabet to a new ambience. The play continues with a twist.
This loop articulates a play. It constitutes a communication
channel between an Informational Instrument and the flow of
books and, by this, sets the stage for a Play Among Books. The
play simultaneously operates on several levels of abstraction,
always constituting new synthetic alphabets of atom-letters. 220
Informational objects get informational faces; they become
actors and their faces start to acquire expressions in the play.
They become intelligent in their own terms, ready to be challenged by the flow. In this manner, machine intelligence can articulate an intellectual ground, an atmosphere, a panorama, as well
as a synthetic character, a brand, and an avatar for thinking with
books and communicating with libraries.
PLAYING AN INFORMATIONAL INSTRUMENT
To play an Informational Instrument is to talk to the unknown, and—
so it is hoped—see the known in a new light. This means talking
to the books and libraries we have not seen or read, be that just
one book, a few, many, or an infinite stream. It also means thinking
with known books, but not by trying to see what is envisioned as a
message in a book, but rather by trying to unlock more of what is
conceived in a book by approaching it through its negative entropy,
in terms of its new synthetic alphabet of atom-letters. Here, the negative entropy is relative to an ambience, a context, curiosity of the
performer, and it is manifested in the consistency of Xenotheka. 221
Xenotheka and the Generic Machine are encoding an expression of interest of the player. This is the framing for a question
to an unknown book—Bibliotheka. By playing an Informational
Instrument in different manners—changing the content of Xenotheka and tuning the Generic Machine—the stage changes, and
books—the actors—show their different faces in new ambiences
or atmospheres. Concepts leave books while still carrying them
in their memories, and become articulated by many libraries and,
consequently, by the world. The two libraries start to communicate
with each other: Xenotheka and Bibliotheka.
220
221

In the Plentiful Play, atom-letters are usually indexed by words, books,
and libraries.
Negative entropy in the sense of Erwin Schrödinger and Léon Brillouin.
For more, see Erwin Schrödinger, What Is Life? The Physical Aspect
of the Living Cell (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1944),
and Leon Brillouin, Science and Information Theory, Second Edition
(Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, 2013 [1956]), Kindle edition.
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Playing an Informational Instrument is playing with Xenotheka—its encoding—by asking questions to the infinite stream of
books—Bibliotheka. Juggling with those elements is the play. The
different ways in which you can set up the context—by mixing the
familiar books with the unknown, by composing mutant books, 222
by challenging the flow and the known library, by playing with
different encodings, by introducing different levels of abstraction—depend on the sophistication of the player. As with playing
any other instrument of this (or almost any other) kind, this requires
practice, patience, love, and knowledge. Learning how to play,
learning what to play, learning by playing, is up to each performer.
This is demonstrated in Plentiful Play.
A PROPOSAL FOR AN ASSEMBLY
OF AN INFORMATIONAL INSTRUMENT
What follows is a detailed proposal for the assembly and tuning of
an Informational Instrument. Basic elements and their mechanics
will be elaborated in detail. The code, referred to as symbolic
poems, is coded in the Wolfram Language in Mathematica. 223
Together with constructing, tuning, and testing the Informational
Instrument, two Plays Among Books are performed, as a fulfilment of the promises posed here.

BIBLIOTHEKA:
FLOW, CRAWLER, GENERIC BOOK
“The universe (which others call the Library) is composed of
an indefinite, perhaps infinite number of hexagonal galleries.”
[…]
“The arrangement of the galleries is always the same:
Twenty bookshelves, five to each side, line four of the hexagon’s six sides; the height of the bookshelves, floor to ceiling, is hardly greater than the height of a normal librarian.”
[…]
“There are twenty-five orthographic symbols. That discovery
enabled mankind, three hundred years ago, to formulate a
general theory of the Library and thereby satisfactorily solve
the riddle that no conjecture had been able to divine—the
formless and chaotic nature of virtually all books. One book,
which my father once saw in a hexagon in circuit 15–94,
222
223

I refer to a text which combines two or more books in a single txt
file as a mutant book. This notion is explored in Play I, Act IV, 166.
For more on Wolfram Language and Mathematica see “ Wolfram
Mathematica.” https://www.wolfram.com/mathematica.
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consisted of the letters M C V perversely repeated from the
first line to the last. Another (much consulted in this zone) is
a mere labyrinth of letters whose penultimate page contains
the phrase O Time thy pyramids. This much is known: For
every rational line or forthright statement there are leagues of
senseless cacophony, verbal nonsense, and incoherency.”
[…]
“The Library is unlimited but periodic.”
Jorge Luis Borges, The Library of Babel 224

THE GENERIC BOOK
The flow of information floods the generic plain: magazines, books,
manifestos, images, videos, blogs, media… styles, approaches,
thinking, schools, traditions, fashions… —Upon indexing the flow,
different streams appear. I will call one of them Bibliotheka. It is an
ever-growing flow of books. It is unlimited but periodic. It never
stops. On one Thursday in 2010, Google tried to place a counter
in the flow and count how many books there are in Bibliotheka.
That day they came up with a number of 129,864,880 books. 225 Of
course, this number was never verified, and never will be; while
some books were hiding, some were banned, others made multiple appearances under alias names. Another counter, by Kindle
Store, went from 88,000 available titles in 2007 to more than 6
million in 2018. 226 Both counters give a rough scale—an index—for
the circulation and growth of information in terms of books.
How to start thinking and imagining what a book would be
in such a context? A book in an infinite flow of books, in a library
of all books? A book in Bibliotheka is a lost, invisible, and absent
book. It speaks about everything and nothing in particular, as does
any other book in such a library. It is a generic book. On the other
hand, a library is, in itself, a generic book, considering that a book
is always part of a library, literacy, community, exchange, communication, and never alone. One way to start talking to the generic
book—Bibliotheka—is to play an Informational Instrument and
access the infinite stream of data, and in it the flow of books.
“We cannot cite titles from Borges’s library since the number of books in it is limitless, and because it is the shape of
the library more than the subjects of its books that interests
us. Libraries of Babel were dreamed of even before Borges.”
Umberto Eco, On Literature 227

224
225

226
227

Jorge Luis Borges, “The Library of Babel,” in Collected Fictions, trans.
Andrew Hurley (New York, NY: Penguin Books, 1999), ebook, loc 270.2 / 1320.
“Books of the World, Stand up and Be Counted! All 129,864,880 of You.,”
accessed August 30, 2018, http://booksearch.blogspot.com/2010/08/
books-of-world-stand-up-and-be-counted.html.
“Kindle Store,” Wikipedia, June 24, 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/
index.php?title=Kindle_Store&oldid=847324355.
Umberto Eco, On Literature (Boston, MA: Harcourt, 2005), ebook, loc
193.4 / 656.
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ONLINE LIBRARIES
Bibliotheka is, in itself, constituted by a finite, ever-changing, but
uncountable number of libraries and books. Bibliotheka is a flow
of flows. It is a Library of Babel 228 filled with Books of Sand, 229
to use Borges’ words. Libraries that constitute Bibliotheka are
of many kinds, each one with its own address, 230 rules, codes,
and morals. Some of them offer free access to books, some are
organised as shops, some share, others just index. All are part
of the flow and available in some way. When accessing those
libraries from a virtual address, another set of rules, codes, and
morals applies, this time specific to the virtual address. If the
one exploring libraries is a physical person, then their physical
address again has its own rules, laws, morals, and codes. These
addresses and the codes of behaviour they enforce are often not
synchronous, but rather they contrast or contradict each other.
There is no singular or clear ethical, moral, or juridical stance on
access to information on the web. 231 On the other hand, specific
territorial rules based on nation-states’ laws are easily played
with in the virtual realm by changing an IP 232 address of access,
or of the library. 233 Here are a few of the most prominent flows
of Bibliotheka presented in their own terms:
“The Library Genesis has reached the 2 million files mark!” 234
http://libgen.rs/

“The vision of the Memory of the World is that the world’s
documentary heritage belongs to all, should be fully preserved and protected for all and accessible to all without
hindrance.” 235
http://memoryoftheworld.org

“Project Gutenberg was the first provider of free electronic books, or eBooks. Michael Hart, founder of Project Gutenberg, invented eBooks in 1971 and his memory
228
229
230
231

232
233

234
235

Borges, “The Library of Babel.”
Jorge Luis Borges, “The Book of Sand,” in Collected Fictions, trans.
Andrew Hurley (New York, NY: Penguin Books, 1999).
Usually libraries have many mirror websites with different URLs.
For more on big data, the processing procedures, and some of the
associated ethical, legal, and political issues see Antoinette Rouvroy,
“Of Data and Men,” Fundamental Rights and Freedoms in a World of
Big Data, 2016.
“IP Address,” Wikipedia, August 13, 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/
index.php?title=IP_address&oldid=854674755.
An example of setting up parts of the same project at different virtual
addresses to avoid legal problems: “Project Gutenberg Australia hosts
many texts that are public domain according to Australian copyright
law, but still under copyright (or of uncertain status) in the United
States, with a focus on Australian writers and books about Australia.”
See, “Project Gutenberg,” in Wikipedia, January 21, 2019, https://en.
wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Project_Gutenberg&oldid=879451717.
“Library Genesis,” accessed September 8, 2018, http://libgen.rs/.
“Memory of the World Library,” accessed September 8, 2018, https://
library.memoryoftheworld.org/.
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continues to inspire the creation of eBooks and related
technologies today.” 236
http://gutenberg.org

“Monoskop is a wiki for collaborative studies of the arts,
media and humanities.” 237
http://monoskop.org

“Internet Archive is a non-profit library of millions of free
books, movies, software, music, websites, and more.” 238
http://archive.org

“Search the world’s most comprehensive index of full-text
books.” 239
http://books.google.com

“Online shopping from a great selection at Kindle Store.” 240
http://amazon.com/Kindle-eBooks

“Xenotheka is a digital and computational library of an
architectural student.” 241
https://xenotheka.caad.arch.ethz.ch

Each library gives a different context and flavour to its books.
There are many of them and they can mix. The fantasy comes
from being able to talk to any of them. When looked at as data
streams, these curated databases, libraries, and their books gain
informational abilities. Libraries become streams with directionalities, without borders, but of many intensities. Through indexing,
they can relate to any other stream of the same kind; through
encoding, specific streams are then rendered to spectra. Libraries and their books become computational objects. They acquire
informational faces. Indexes fill the surrounding air. Books and
libraries start to talk to each other. 242 As one of the first steps
in establishing communication between Bibliotheka and Xenotheka, an Informational Instrument uses one of its poems: an
236
237
238

239
240

241

242

“Project Gutenberg,” Project Gutenberg, accessed September 8,
2018, http://www.gutenberg.org/.
“Monoskop,” accessed September 8, 2018, https://monoskop.org/
Monoskop.
“Internet Archive: Digital Library of Free & Borrowable Books, Movies,
Music & Wayback Machine,” accessed September 8, 2018, https://
archive.org/.
“Google Books,” accessed September 8, 2018, https://books.google.
com/?hl=en.
“Amazon.Com: Online Shopping for Electronics, Apparel, Computers,
Books, DVDs & More,” accessed September 8, 2018, https://www.amazon.com/Kindle-eBooks.
“Xenotheka,” accessed September 8, 2020, https://xenotheka.caad.
arch.ethz.ch. This library was concieved and grew up from this project
as a collaboration between two ETH Zurich chairs within D-ARCH,
those of History and Theory of Architecture, GTA, and Digital Archi
tectonics, ITA. Alice_ch3n81 searches and takes care of it: https://
ask.alice-ch3n81.net/.
This is developed and demonstrated in Play II, 193.
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algorithm, a crawler. It scrapes data from the generic flow of
books in a periodic manner. 243
CRAWLERS, BOTS, AND SPIDERS
How to start playing an Informational Instrument? How do you
behave in an infinite flow of books, in a flood of data? The digital
flow is part of an informational planet whose atmosphere is a
blend of many flows, currents, waves, and tides. Informational
flows and streams don’t follow an explicit law. There are many
codes of behaviour and they are different in different parts of
the flow, some written in a new kind of language that requires
a new kind of literacy. 244 They are articulating a digital agora in
which the virtual, actual, real, and possible 245 form new spectra
and encodings of the private and the public. The new publicity
is not reserved only for big clouds like Google, Facebook, Amazon; instead anyone able to read and write in this new way is
welcome. There are many flows and streams, communities and
atmospheres. I would propose that, as an avatar in a flow, we
should behave like a search engine: scanning, indexing, filtering,
and taking snapshots of phenomena we find interesting. This,
of course, means that in order to start playing the Informational
Instrument we need to step into the flow. Suddenly, we are able to
deal with millions of informational objects without being stunned
by their sheer number.
The first steps to take are the first symbolic poems. We need
to write a crawler, a bot, a small program, and collect. As our literacy grows, the poems become more sophisticated, powerful, and
beautiful. Below are two symbolic poems that can collect all the
available books from two online libraries of different characters.
Each library requires a slightly different approach, a new poem,
a specific crawler:
BOT 1: PROJECT GUTENBERG
A small poem—one line of code—downloads the whole
library of Project Gutenberg in less than one day. Over 57,000
free eBooks are potentially on my computer, at my fingertips.
A simple and powerful poem.
SymbolicPoem01_ProjectGutenberg
{SystemOpen[
"http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/" <> ToString[#] <>
".epub"],
Pause[1]} & /@ Range[57000]

243
244
245

“Web Crawler,” Wikipedia, August 25, 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/
index.php?title=Web_crawler&oldid=856413510.
Vera Bühlmann, Ludger Hovestadt, and Vahid Moosavi, Coding as
Literacy: Metalithikum IV (Basel: Birkhäuser, 2015).
Gilles Deleuze, Bergsonism , trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Barbara
Habberjam (New York, NY: Zone Books, 1991), 96.
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BOT 2: LIBRARY GENESIS
Another library, another approach. By writing one more
poem, we are granted access to more than two million
e-books. The process is a little more complicated and the
poem is more sophisticated.
Library Genesis offers its whole catalogue for download: 246
http://gen.lib.rus.ec/dbdumps/

A crawler will use this catalogue to search and download a
specific kind of book. Books should be in the English language, and in a specific format: epub, mobi, azw, and azw3. 247
Only books longer than 5000 words will be considered.
SymbolicPoem02_LibraryGenesis
firstBook = 1; lastBook = 2000000;
path = "http://library1.org/_ads/";
libgenLibarary = Import["/Users/xenotheka/libgen_content.
txt"];
libgenLibarary = StringSplit[libgenLibarary, "\n"];
books = libgenLibarary[[firstBook ;; lastBook]];
books = StringReplace[#, {"\"\\" → "", "\\\"" → "",
"\"\"" → "\" \""}] & /@ books;
books = StringSplit[#, "\""] & /@ books;
books = Select[books, Length[#] == 84 &];
bookCoordinates =
Flatten@Position[books[[All, 66]],
"epub" | "mobi" | "azw" | "azw3"] \[Intersection]
Flatten@Position[books[[All, 22]], "English"];
code = books[[#, 68]] & /@ bookCoordinates;
libgenCrawler[code_] := Module[{source, pos, links},
source = Import[path <> code, "Source"];
pos = Flatten@
StringPosition[source,
"<a href=\"" ~~ Shortest[__] ~~ "\">GET</a></h2>"];
links = StringDrop[StringDrop[StringTake[source, pos],
9], -14];
SystemOpen[links]; Pause[5];]
libgenCrawler[#] & /@ code

With poems like these, I was able to connect to the flow and download 13,235 books from these online libraries, without knowing
their titles, authors, content, or topics. 248 This number is arbitrary.
Downloading a bigger or a smaller number of books would also
246
247

248

Library Genesis is designed for sharing books.
These ebook formats provide continuous text (word wrap support), which is later easily converted to txt format (the format
used by an Informational Instrument). See “Comparison of E-Book
Formats,” Wikipedia, July 1, 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.
php?title=Comparison_of_e-book_formats&oldid=848311067.
These 13,325 books are listed in Index of Bibliotheka, 379.
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have been possible. The important thing is that at any moment,
books are available in large numbers. In fact, the number of books
is too big to read, and more are coming ‘on stream’ all the time.
This small partition of the flow, a noisy basin that contains 13,235
books, will represent Bibliotheka in Play Among Books. And so a
new question arises. What to do with all these books; how to play
with them without getting lost in the noise of the generic book?
Here, then, is the challenge: How to talk to the infinite flow,
how to access and work with millions of books, and get a feel for
what they are about, without reading them? Curated data is the
key to an Informational Instrument.
“The number of pages in this book is literally infinite. No
page is the first page; no page is the last. I don’t know why
they’re numbered in this arbitrary way, but perhaps it’s to
give one to understand that the terms of an infinite series
can be numbered any way whatever.”
Jorge Luis Borges, The Book of Sand 249

XENOTHEKA:
ACTORS, DATA, PRE-SPECIFIC LIBRARY
“At this point the question of whether the Library is infinite or
of indefinite size, or whether the number of books inside it is
finite or unlimited and recurring, becomes a secondary question. The true hero of the Library of Babel is not the library itself
but its Reader, a new Don Quixote, on the move, adventurous, restlessly inventive, alchemically combinatory, capable
of overcoming the windmills he makes rotate ad infinitum.”
Umberto Eco, On Literature 250

AN INTEREST, A QUESTION, A MOOD
Xenotheka is an internal library of an Informational Instrument: a
context, a neighbourhood, a galaxy. 251 It is a theke 252 in which, as
its name suggests, any stranger is entitled to hospitality, 253 but

249
250
251
252

253

Borges, The Book of Sand, ebook, loc 1099.0 / 1320.
Umberto Eco, On Literature (Boston, MA: Harcourt, 2005), ebook, loc
214.6 / 656.
Conceptually, Xenotheka is a library of any kind of computational
objects (videos, images, text, graphics). It is not limited only to text.
Greek theke “case, chest, sheath,” from suffixed form of PIE root
*dhe- “to set, put.” See “Bibliothec | Origin and Meaning of Bibliothec
by Online Etymology Dictionary,” accessed October 26, 2018, https://
www.etymonline.com/word/bibliothec.
Greek xenos “a guest, stranger, foreigner, refugee, guest-friend, one
entitled to hospitality”, See “Xeno- | Origin and Meaning of Xeno- by
Online Etymology Dictionary,” accessed October 26, 2018, https://
www.etymonline.com/word/xeno-.
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in return has to talk about things they care about. Xenotheka is
an interest of the performer’s, indexed by books. The performer
chooses and selects books, encodes them, and, in doing so,
articulates the desired atmosphere for the play. Books inhabit
Xenotheka; they are its actors and characters. Xenotheka does
not aspire to collect all the books. Not at all. Xenotheka reflects
a curiosity, a question, a mood. It is private and public at the
same time: private, since it is an intimate body of books; public, because nobody owns or controls these books in the sense
of their concepts and ideas. Books are thus independent and
dependent in the way they transmit messages and relate to other
libraries. Xenotheka binds them, yet sets them free. It becomes
personal and pre-specific, 254 while being universal and generic.
Xenotheka is a gathering rather than a collection. Many interests and views can coexist. In Xenotheka, books start to meet
each other without a clear Reason, 255 but drawn around a certain
interest. It challenges Bibliotheka with its ability to navigate the
relative without evoking an absolute reference.
NAVIGATE WITHIN THE RELATIVE
Xenotheka changes as the play unfolds, as the interests and curiosity of the performer change. It is always in motion. Xenotheka is
inhabited mostly by books familiar to the performer; by books that
they love, by books that they hate. Some of the books they have
never read, some they just scanned or skipped through, some they
haven’t even opened, but they have an attitude towards almost all
the books in this library. This gathering is a temporary panorama
of their world, changing as they move. It can be cut into pieces,
expanded, disassembled, and reassembled in any way. Xenotheka,
in its change, is a multiplicity of interests and atmospheres. Some
books inhabit many versions of Xenotheka at the same time. As
new questions are asked, books proliferate in instances; they are
moving and swapping libraries. They start to talk to each other. The
player provides the ambience and poses the question. 256 Books
start to move and to mingle. Xenotheka is an intimate playground,
where we stage plays and symbolise concepts and books. It is
restless, in constant motion, discrete, but never fixed. Xenotheka,
on the one hand, is a personal panorama of the world and, on the
other, a context for talking to the infinite flow of books, Bibliotheka.
At the moment, it contains 229 books gathered around a specific
interest of the performer’s, namely information and architecture. 257
It is a process of meditation with books and learning with concepts.
254

255
256
257

For more on pre-specific see Vera Bühlmann and Martin Wiedmer,
Pre-Specifics: Some Comparatistic Investigations on Research in
Design and Art (Geneva: JRP Ringier, 2008).
‘Reason’ in a spirit of the Enlightenment sense of authority.
Xenotheka is blind to concepts its books do not relate to, but it can
still talk about them.
All 229 books from Xenotheka are listed in the Index of Xenotheka,
378.
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A BOOK IS NEVER ALONE
Books are never alone; they are always part of many collections,
libraries, datasets, ensembles, and noisy conversations; they
change as the atmosphere in the library is changing. A book, for
the one who is reading it, is a reflection of all the books they have
read, and it is a projection on top. It can have many faces; it can be
read in multiple ways, it is always a conversation, a double articulation; never neutral, always with an attitude. A book is always a part
of a literacy, a tradition, a specific context and a personal interest.
Actors—books—are not specific; they are of a symbolic kind.
We can say that they have an algebraic character which makes
them opportunistic to meaning. Their mood is dependent on
the library they inhabit, and their face changes when looked at.
Electricity performs in a similar manner: it is, or at any rate conveys, energy, matter, and information, it is a wave and a particle,
depending on how we want to view it. Different co-constitutions
in their contradictions are enriching the space of probabilities.
Paradoxes dope the world and the fantasies around it. Karen
Barad explicates this relationship:
“[…] when electrons (or light) are measured using one kind
of apparatus, they are waves; if they are measured in a
complementary way, they are particles. Notice that what
we’re talking about here is not simply some object reacting
differently to different probings but being differently. What
is at issue is the very nature of nature.” 258
Reading Barad, we get the impression that materiality itself might
be undetermined. The famous double slit experiment 259 challenges the notion of predefined classes. It opens a space where
we can start describing objects (phenomena, actors, books) in
and on their own terms, without a priori or external reference. With
no predefined categories, no key features, no explicit grammars,
and no given rules, we have to learn how to orient ourselves within
the relative. As if in a dialogue with Barad, Fernando Zalamea
provides the setting for this paradoxical setup:
“An ‘internal’ accumulation of neighborhoods can indicate an orientation without having to invoke an ‘external’
entity that would represent a supposed ‘end point’—it has
the power to orient ourselves within the relative without
needing to have recourse to the absolute. This fact harbors enormous consequences, whose full creative and

258
259

Karen Barad, What Is the Measure of Nothingness: Infinity, Virtuality,
Justice, bilingual edition (Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz, 2012), 6.
For more on the double slit experiment, see C. J. Davisson and L. H.
Germer, “Reflection of Electrons by a Crystal of Nickel,” Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of
America 14, no. 4 (April 1928): 317–22.
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pedagogical force is just beginning to be appreciated in
the contemporary world.” 260
One way of thinking about Zalamea’s relative orientation would be
to index a book (an actor) with as many indexes as we can. In such
a constellation, each word or letter would become an index. There
would be no more exceptions; any singularity could be seen as an
appearance rendered through the spectra of indexes around an
object. By doing so, we are inverting notions of grammar, rules,
and parameters. Instead of a specific normality, indexes inhabit a
probabilistic universe. In this scenario, notions of neighbourhood
and context become important; libraries that our actors populate,
shelves that accommodate them, their friends and neighbours, all
this becomes part of their moods and manners. Actors act differently in different environments. Context, or a neighbourhood, actually changes the face of a book. 261 Libraries are animate, books are
alive. They become characters, both of an alphabet and of a persona. A book always plays both sides: the subject and the object—a
quasi-object. 262 In this sense, a book is not a book without being
part of a library, but the library does not determine the book. Books
are the actors and the library is their neighbourhood. The library is
the ambient-milieu that provokes the faces of our actors. In each
library, a book tells a different story without being determined by
it. Instead of fixing it to a context, each library adds a new temper
to a book. A book proliferates by escaping its definition.
A PLAY OF PROBABILITIES
The ability of books to show a different character in each library
is the idea behind Xenotheka. Each new unknown book from
Bibliotheka tries to find its place and its friends in Xenotheka.
Books that like each other and are similar come together. 263 This
gathering of friends is a play of probabilities. They come together
around a specific concept which is not explicitly there, but its
consistency is situated in a cloud of indexes around it. When the
focus of interest changes, the library adjusts and indexes itself
in a different manner; books gather in a new way. Each gathering
gives different faces to books and talks to the flow of books under
260
261

262

263

Fernando Zalamea, Synthetic Philosophy of Contemporary Mathematics
(Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2012), 112.
A physical library that embodies this kind of curating is Werner
Oechslin’s library in Einslieden. “The books are arranged in such a
way that they communicate to the reader not only their own presence, as individual publications, but rather—through their order
and integration—also the related books of their immediate proxi
mity, their ‘good neighbourhood’ (as Aby Warburg called it).” Werner
Oechslin, “Werner Oechslin Library Foundation,” accessed October
2, 2016, http://www.bibliothek-oechslin.org/library.
For a more elaborate articulation of the concept of the quasi-object,
see Michel Serres, The Parasite, trans. Lawrence R. Schehr (Baltimore,
MD: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1982).
Similarity and likeness of books is elaborated in Machine Intelligence,
329.
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a new light. Different libraries and different readers all enrich a
book, and each time, an era, an episteme, or a body of thinking
provides the context for a new face of a book. The book stays the
same, yet it changes. 264 A book belongs to many different times,
yet it is of one specific time. In changing contexts, a book shows
its beauty and mastery. It starts to dance many dances, and leaves
many traces, becomes part of and merges with many books and
anticipates those to come. The book and the library, each time
they meet, engender a new drama. A book is a play of probabilities.
AN EXCHANGE
Play Among Books is a conversation between Xenotheka and
Bibliotheka. An exchange, a circulation, a communication. This
is how the performer learns. As the player of the Informational
Instrument, I invite books to my library. This is my play. When
books acquire their informational faces they are able to inhabit
many informational libraries simultaneously. In other words, a
book can show its many faces depending on the library it inhabits
and the way its informational face is articulated. Its face is not a
portrait or data visualisation, but an articulation that goes beyond
mimetic representation. Familiar contexts provide stability for
the performer to talk to the unknown. After a few conversations,
the unfamiliar becomes familiar. Xenotheka changes. It splits,
accommodates some new books, while other books leave. A new
context, a new question, a new face of Xenotheka emerge. This
circle is the play of an Informational Instrument and, therefore,
a Play Among Books. It is not about looking at a book from a
specific perspective, but about giving it a different milieu to react
with and present itself in. The idea is that the concepts are able
to leave the context of a single book and, in their interplay from
within the library, via a galaxy of concepts, talk about the world.

GENERIC MACHINE:
STAGE, ALGORITHMS, ENCODING
The actors are entering the stage. Their faces are motionless
and without expression, loaded with intentions and their virtualities. The play hasn’t started yet. In order to perform a play in a
264

Here I would like to refer to “Pierre Menard, Author of the Quixote”
by Jorge Luis Borges, and ask a question: What are the conditions of
possibilities for Pierre Menard to write a chapter of Don Quixote, as
a fresh, new, and interesting piece, without it being just a copy? See
Jorge Luis Borges, “Pierre Menard, Author of the Quixote,” in Collected
Fictions, trans. Andrew Hurley (New York, NY: Penguin Books, 1999).
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digital environment, the actors need to get dressed, put on their
masks, and learn how to articulate their informational faces. In
other words, a Generic Machine encodes Xenotheka. This is one
of the main challenges for the Informational Instrument. It sets the
table with a lot of questions: What could an informational face of
a library be and how to encode it? What is the difference between
measuring and encoding a book? What are its units and elements?
The stage is an apparatus, a scenography, an encoding mechanism, a collection of algorithms: a Generic Machine. It indexes the
library in multiple ways and articulates the generic ground in a style
that is able to present its actors in multiple vector spaces. A Generic
Machine can be equipped with any available generic knowledge.
In its current state, an Informational Instrument is equipped
with the following elements:
1 Wolfram Mathematica—a symbolic computational language and a modern technical computing system which
contains a vast corpus of available generic knowledge. Most
of the Informational Instrument is coded in the Mathematica programming language. Amongst many other of its
capabilities, the Generic Machine focuses on Mathematica’s functionalities for working with strings and text, graphs
and networks, web connections, and its linguistic data set. 265
2 Self-organising map—a data processing algorithm 266
3 Calibre book manager 267
The Generic Machine is not a specific measuring device with a basic
unit. This machine is not explicitly scientific, it is different, much
closer to an indexing machine or an encoding mechanism. The player
of an Informational Instrument is articulating its units and tuning the
Generic Machine on the go. Every setup produces a different atmosphere, with different elements and units. It is indexing an ambience
in a certain manner by explicating a relative measure. This is how an
Informational Instrument challenges the seven SI Base Units. 268 This
does not mean we should just leave them behind and forget them.
Encoding is yet another way of rethinking the base of a measure.
It complements it. Matter and meaning, nature and culture, what
and how: they co-constitute each other in a loop. Barad suggests:

265
266
267
268

See “Wolfram Mathematica.” https://www.wolfram.com/mathematica.
Kohonen, “Self-Organized Formation of Topologically Correct Feature
Maps.”
See, “Calibre – E-Book Management,” accessed August 29, 2018,
https://calibre-ebook.com.
The International System of Units (SI) defines seven units of measure
as a basic set from which all other SI units can be derived. The SI
base units and their physical quantities are the metre for the measurement of length, the kilogram for mass, the second for time, the
ampere for electric current, the kelvin for temperature, the candela
for luminous intensity, and the mole for the amount of substance.
See “SI Base Unit,” Wikipedia, August 26, 2018, https://en.wikipedia.
org/w/index.php?title=SI_base_unit&oldid=856600454.
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“Measurements are world-making: matter and meaning do
not preexist, but rather are co-constituted via measurement intra-actions.” 269
Yes, measurements are world-making, but the world makes the
measurements as well. Basic units are in harmony, derived from
the base and later from each other, but the base is not unambiguous when thought in the context of the digital. An Informational
Instrument celebrates these contradictions without having an
explicit a priori base unit. It opens a different perspective. What
if the emphasis is not on measuring reality but on encoding and
decoding it in many ways, by crafting different keys to access
the world in many ways? What if it is about articulating faces and
mixing libraries? It is a different game then. You are not looking
for specific properties to measure, but are trying to develop a
communication channel through which you can articulate profiles
of different encodings. This is the search for the most general and
abstract ingredients in a given situation. There is no base unit of a
book. Yet, in a Plentiful Play books are profiling libraries from many
perspectives simultaneously. A book becomes a constitutive part
of a character of an alphabet that articulates its library—a symbolic
void element. You are encoding objects into probabilities to look
at the flow. These are probabilities of whatever our probes can
reach; they depend on the mood of the moment—a context—and
are symbolised by a probability of writing with synthetic letters.
A new alphabet forms a spectrum of a book in a library.
Libraries, books, and actors are on one side of the double
bind. The stage is its complementary part, the infrastructure
for actors; it relates them to each other, curates their behaviour, mediates their expressions, provides costumes and lights,
sounds and smells. Actors and stage, Xenotheka and the Generic
Machine are part of a double articulation that constitutes informational faces of actors. This is a generic process of populating
the stage with actors wearing different masks. Their faces and
masks can express a multiplicity of probabilities, objectivities,
and interpretations. They are both natural and cultural, and even
more they are computational and symbolic. These informational
faces are different from portraits, maps, or images. A map can
be thought of as a static, solid representation based on key features of a specific object. It fixes the face of an actor, it maps
and portrays it. An informational face is not a map; it is the most
probable expression of a face in a given context rendered as a
spectrum. It does not have specific features, but it is indexed by
as many indexes as it is possible to find. An analogy can be found
in Zalamea’s interpretation of category theory in mathematics:
“As a counterpart to the set-theoretical analytic championed
by Cantor’s heirs, category theory no longer dissects objects
from within and analyses them in terms of their elements, but

269

Barad, What Is the Measure of Nothingness, 6.
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goes on to elaborate synthetic approaches by which objects
are studied through their external behavior, in correlation
with their ambient milieu. Categorical objects cease to be
treated analytically and are conceived as ‘black boxes’.” 270
What if Zalamea’s analogy is projected back to the text by taking
each word in a library as an index? By doing so, each index relates
to the whole library, while each face becomes an expression of a
book in a library—a face in its ambient milieu. A book articulates
a library and the library articulates the book. The face belongs
to the book and the library. Every book or actor gets indexed
by all the other books in Xenotheka. What is conceived in the
book is never in it explicitly, but in its implicit interplay with other
books. Accordingly, the face of the book is never determined,
but always part of a noisy dramatic environment open to negotiations, considerations, and conversations. An informational face
can be thought of as a spectrum; it can have many expressions
depending on the way its ambient milieu is curated, mediated,
and related. In other, words an actor can have different informational faces by indexing the text in different ways.
These are the main encoding processes: curating, mediating, relating.
CURATING: DISCRETISING THE STREAM
Curating is the first of the encoding processes within a Generic
Machine. It is the preprocessing of gathered data with the goal
of transforming book texts into the same format and later partitioning them into different forms suitable for computation. The
Generic Machine curates its texts by two subprocesses: formatting and tokenisation.
FORMATTING
For an Informational Instrument to be operational, all the books in
Xenotheka and the ones accessed from Bibliotheka need to be
converted to the same format. In this play, the format is a standard
text file with a UTF-8 encoding and a ‘.txt.’ extension. As mentioned
in the description of Bibliotheka, it is configured to download specific formats that provide continuous text: epub, mobi, azw, and
azw3. To perform conversions, the Informational Instrument uses
an external tool: the book manager Calibre. 271 This software can
automatically convert any number of books into various formats,
as well as download their book covers and metadata.
TOKENISATION
Tokenisation is a process of discretising a stream of text into units
such as letters, words, sentences, paragraphs, pages, chapters,
270
271

Zalamea, Synthetic Philosophy of Contemporary Mathematics, 121.
“Calibre is a powerful and easy to use e-book manager.” For more on
Calibre, see “Calibre – E-Book Management.”
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libraries. At this stage of curation, the Generic Machine is tuned
to discretise text at two levels: sentences and words. Sentences
are simply acquired by an algorithm that uses punctuation and
capital letters as an indicator for a new sentence, while discretising text into words follows the procedure:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Convert all letters to lowercase
Remove all characters except letters and digits
Split the text into words
Delete stop-words 272
Delete all words that are shorter than three characters
Find a base form of each word 273

Here is a poem—an algorithm—that operationalises these steps
for one book:
SymbolicPoem03_Curating
book = "https://alice-ch3n81.net/files/data/
xenotheka/
Vitruvius_ThetenBooksofArchitecture_text.txt"
txt = StringReplace[
Import[book], {"}" → " ", "{" → " ", "-" → " ", "\n" →
" ",
Whitespace ~~ Whitespace → " ", " ." .. → ".", " ,"
.. → ",",
"\n" | "\r" → " "}];
txtSentences = Select[TextSentences[txt], StringLength[#]
> 3 &];
txtWords =
If[WordData[#] != {} && ListQ[WordData[#, "BaseForm"]]
&&
If[WordData[#, "BaseForm"] != {}, True, False] && !
StringContainsQ[ToString[Head[WordData[#,
"BaseForm"][[1]]]],
"Symbol"], WordData[#, "BaseForm"][[1]][[1]], #]
& /@
Select[StringDelete[
DeleteStopwords[
Flatten[StringSplit[ToLowerCase[txtSentences],
Except[WordCharacter] ..]]], DigitCharacter ..],
StringLength[#] > 2 &]

The process of curation as an output for each book produces
four files. Here is an example based on Vitruvius’ The Ten Books
on Architecture: ○ 4.2

272

273

In Natural Language Processing (NLP), stop words are words which are
filtered out before or after processing of natural language data. For
more see “Stop Words,” Wikipedia, August 13, 2018, https://en.wikipedia.
org/w/index.php?title=Stop_words&oldid=854719222.
In English grammar, a word stem, or base or root form is the form of a word to
which prefixes and suffixes can be added to create new words. A stemming
algorithm reduces the words “fishing”, “fished”, and “fisher” to the base
form “fish”. For more on base form see “Stemming,” Wikipedia, July 6, 2018,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Stemming&oldid=849076995.
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1. Book in txt format
https://alice-ch3n81.net/files/data/xenotheka/Vitruvius_
ThetenBooksofArchitecture_text.txt

Excerpt:
“The architect should be equipped with knowledge of
many branches of study and varied kinds of learning,
for it is by his judgement that all work done by the
other arts is put to test. This knowledge is the child
of practice and theory. Practice is the continuous and
regular exercise of employment where manual work is done
with any necessary material according to the design of
a drawing. Theory, on the other hand, is the ability to
demonstrate and explain the productions of dexterity on
the principles of proportion.” 274

2. Book discretised to sentences:
https://alice-ch3n81.net/files/data/xenotheka/Vitruvius_
ThetenBooksofArchitecture_sentences.txt

Excerpt:
The architect should be equipped with knowledge of
many branches of study and varied kinds of learning, for
it is by his judgement that all work done by the other
arts is put to test.
This knowledge is the child of practice and theory.
Practice is the continuous and regular exercise of
employment where manual work is done with any necessary
material according to the design of a drawing. Theory,
on the other hand, is the ability to demonstrate and
explain the productions of dexterity on the principles of
proportion.

3. Book discretised to words:
https://alice-ch3n81.net/files/data/xenotheka/Vitruvius_
ThetenBooksofArchitecture_words.txt

274

Vitruvius, The Ten Books on Architecture, trans. Hicky Morgan Morris
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1914).
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Excerpt:
architect, equip, knowledge, branch, study, vary,
kind, learn, judgement, work, art, test, knowledge,
child, practice, theory, practice, continuous, regular,
exercise, employment, manual, work, necessary, material,
accord, design, draw, theory, hand, ability, demonstrate,
explain, production, dexterity, principle, proportion

4. Book’s metadata:
https://alice-ch3n81.net/files/data/xenotheka/Vitruvius_
ThetenBooksofArchitecture_metadata.txt

Excerpt:
<dc:title>The Ten Books on Architecture
(Illustrated)</dc:title>
<dc:creator opf:file-as=”Vitruvius &amp;
Morgan, Morris Hicky” opf:role=”aut”>Vitruvius</
dc:creator>

○ 4.2
Outputs of the process of curation.

MEDIATING: GENERIC PROFILES OF BOOKS
Mediation is the process of indexing a curated text in multiple
measurable ways. This is an open process of encoding text into
numbers. Each book acquires its generic profile as a constituting
step in articulating its informational face. There is no correct way
of mediating a text: each context requires a different encoding;
the Informational Instrument is tuned differently for each play.
Mediation is not a meaningful and exact process and, therefore,
relies on consistency and rigour. It consists of two subprocesses:
indexing and measuring.
INDEXING
The Generic Machine indexes the text as a connectivity of its own
elements. The indexing unit—the element—is not predefined; it
can be of various kinds: letters, words, bigrams, trigrams, sentences, paragraphs, pages. These elements can be transformed
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into other elements, for example words to synonyms, antonyms,
broader terms, narrower terms, or translated into a different language, such as from English into German. Different kinds of elements that we can articulate from the text depend on the richness of the Generic Machine and on the ingenuity of the player.
Furthermore, viewing text as a connectivity of its elements is
just one possible way of looking at it. A text can be indexed by
an external reference such as its Google and Kindle ratings, or
similar. It is an open process. Different ways of indexing yield
different ways of looking at and working with the text, and they
can be brought in relation to each other in various ways, much
as ingredients may be combined in a multitude of different ways
when cooking a delicious meal.
What follows is a demonstration of the indexing process
applied in a Play Among Books.
Text sample from Vitruvius’ The Ten Books on Architecture:
The design of a temple depends on symmetry, the
principles of which must be most carefully observed by
the architect. They are due to proportion, in Greek
[Greek: analogia]. Proportion is a correspondence among
the measures of the members of an entire work, and of
the whole to a certain part selected as standard. From
this result the principles of symmetry. Without symmetry
and proportion there can be no principles in the design
of any temple; that is, if there is no precise relation
between its members, as in the case of those of a well
shaped man.

A poem that articulates the indexing process of a text into
a connectivity of its elements:
SymbolicPoem04_MediatingConnectivity
letters = Rule @@@ Partition[Characters@StringJoin@
txtWords, 2, 1]
words = Rule @@@ Partition[txtWords, 2, 1]
bigrams =
Rule @@@ Partition[
StringJoin[#[[1]] <> " " <> #[[2]] ] & /@
Partition[txtWords, 2, 1], 2, 1]
trigrams =
Rule @@@ Partition[
StringJoin[#[[1]] <> " " <> #[[2]] <> " " <> #[[3]]]
& /@
Partition[txtWords, 3, 1], 2, 1]

A text sample as a connectivity of letters:
m,
n,
r,
p,
u,
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d → e, e → s, s → i, i → g, g → n, n → t, t → e, e →
m → p, p → l, l → e, e → d, d → e, e → p, p → e, e →
n → d, d → s, s → y, y → m, m → m, m → e, e → t, t →
r → y, y → p, p → r, r → i, i → n, n → c, c → i, i →
p → l, l → e, e → c, c → a, a → r, r → e, e → f, f →
u → l, l → l, l → y, y → o…
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A text sample as a connectivity of words:
design → temple, temple → depend, depend → symmetry,
symmetry → principle, principle → carefully, carefully
→ observe, observe → architect, architect → due, due
→ proportion, proportion → greek, greek → greek,
greek → analogia, analogia → proportion, proportion →
correspondence…

A text sample as a connectivity of bigrams:
design temple → temple depend, temple depend → depend
symmetry, depend symmetry → symmetry principle, symmetry
principle → principle carefully, principle carefully →
carefully observe, carefully observe → observe architect,
observe architect → architect due, architect due → due
proportion, due proportion → proportion greek…

A text sample as a connectivity of trigrams:
design temple depend → temple depend symmetry, temple
depend symmetry → depend symmetry principle, depend
symmetry principle → symmetry principle carefully,
symmetry principle carefully → principle carefully
observe, principle carefully observe → carefully observe
architect, carefully observe architect → observe
architect due…

A poem that rewrites the text as a connectivity of its synonyms, or some other lexical properties:
SymbolicPoem05_Mediating_Rewriting
property = "Synonyms" (* Synonyms, Antonyms,
BroaderTerms, NarrowerTerms… *)
wordProperty =
If[WordData[#] != {} && ListQ[WordData[#, property]] &&
If[WordData[#, property] != {}, True, False] && !
StringContainsQ[ToString[Head[WordData[#,
property][[1]]]],
"Symbol"], Flatten[Last /@ WordData[#,
property]], #] & /@ txtWords;
wordProperty =
DeleteCases[#, _String?(StringMatchQ[#, "* *"] &)] & /@
wordProperty;
wordProperty =
Flatten[If[Length[#] > 1, #[[1]], #] & /@
Delete[wordProperty, Position[wordProperty, {}]]];
Rule @@@ Partition[wordProperty, 2, 1]

Connectivity of synonyms:
designing → synagogue, synagogue → bet, bet →
isotropy, isotropy → rationale, rationale → cautiously,
cautiously → keep, keep → designer, designer →
ascribable, ascribable → balance, balance → greek, greek
→ greek, greek → analogia, analogia → balance, balance →
agreement, agreement → amount, amount → penis…
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MEASURING
By encoding a book into a connectivity of its elements, it acquires
a generic informational profile—a graph 275 ○ 4.3 ○ 2.4—which is, in
this case, a precondition for articulating the informational face
of a book. The Generic Machine indexes books’ connectivities
by measuring different centralities of a graph. 276 As an example,
Vitruvius’ The Ten Books on Architecture is rendered as a graph
of connectivities of all the words in the text. ○ 4.3 and as a subgraph
of the words closest to the word architecture. ○ 4.4

○ 4.3
Vitruvius_The Ten Books on Architecture rendered as a connectivity of its words.

275

276

Graph theory is the study of mathematical objects known as graphs,
which consist of vertices (or nodes) connected by edges (or lines).
See “Graph Theory,” Wikipedia, August 23, 2018, https://en.wikipedia.
org/w/index.php?title=Graph_theory&oldid=856160787.
Centralities indicate the importance of individual nodes in a graph.
See “Centrality,” Wikipedia, July 11, 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/
index.php?title=Centrality&oldid=849855645.
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acquaint
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grind

function
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gentleman
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complete
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art
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set

write
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inexperienced
idea

book
present

kind

compose

particularly

subject

like
knowledge
particular
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require

branch

profession

fear
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depend

○ 4.4
Vitruvius_The Ten Books on Architecture subgraph of connectivities of the
word architecture.

By measuring different centralities of a graph, the Generic
Machine encodes the text in multiple ways. 277 Here are just four
out of many ways of measuring centralities. ○ 4.5 278

277

278

In the Play of Books, VertexDegree is the most commonly used centrality. When an individual VertexDegree value of an index—in this case
word—is divided by two, it gives the term frequency of that word.
Centrality measures available in Wolfram Mathematica: Betweenness
Centrality, ClosenessCentrality, DegreeCentrality, EdgeBetweennessCentrality, EigenvectorCentrality, HITSCentrality, KatzCentrality,
LinkRankCentrality, PageRankCentrality, StatusCentrality.
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○ 4.5
Vitruvius_The Ten Books on Architecture subgraph of connectivities of
the word build rendered via graphs of different centralities: VertexDegree,
DegreeCentrality, ClosenessCentrality, EigenvectorCentrality.

VertexDegree:
place → 602, water → 532, wall → 478, let → 466, column →
462, foot → 434, greek → 398, make → 356, height → 350, set →
344, great → 338, build → 334, work → 318, use → 308, call →
298, temple → 288, leave → 280, half → 272, hole → 260, kind →
252…
DegreeCentrality:
place → 458, water → 352, wall → 339, let → 307, make →
303, work → 264, build → 256, set → 250, column → 248, use →
245, great → 245, greek → 230, height → 220, call → 211, hence
→ 205, construct → 203, man → 201, way → 196, temple → 196,
leave → 195…
ClosenessCentrality:
place → 0.374655, wall → 0.37238, water → 0.36902,
build → 0.359294, use → 0.35619, column → 0.355281, work →
0.354231, let → 0.353502, set → 0.352631, make → 0.351549, way
→ 0.350783, construct → 0.350449, kind → 0.349167, leave →
0.3478, hence → 0.346817, temple → 0.344821, stone → 0.343854,
follow → 0.343854, man → 0.343763, great → 0.34374…
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EigenvectorCentrality:
column → 0.014344, let → 0.0113704, foot → 0.00907947,
height → 0.00878743, place → 0.00862203, thickness →
0.00772566, half → 0.00761499, hole → 0.00741883, wall →
0.00740552, set → 0.00636305, length → 0.00617666, part →
0.00599789, water → 0.00562731, breadth → 0.00544614, high
→ 0.00537255, build → 0.0051846, line → 0.00502602, temple →
0.00460012, long → 0.00458599, quarter → 0.00452315…

TOWARDS AN INFORMATIONAL FACE OF A BOOK
The Generic Machine is opportunistic and open to any available generic knowledge. Customising and tuning of the Generic
Machine and, in turn, the Informational Instrument is part of the
play and depends on the character and style of the player. 279 The
idea behind mediation is to find as many different ways to characterise a text without explicating what it is about and, in doing
so, to leave it as rich and as open as possible. Mediation, as an
encoding process, produces different generic ways of looking
at the curated books and libraries. By indexing the text as everchanging connectivities of many kinds of elements and measuring them in various ways, it can be encoded in multiple rich ways.
This is crucial for the next part of the encoding process which is
the articulation of informational faces of books.
As one of the outputs of the mediation process, any book
from Xenotheka or Bibliotheka can acquire a generic profile—an
ID. Its ID shows basic statistics of the text. Here is a poem that
generates generic profiles of books: ○ 4.6
SymbolicPoem06_Mediating_GenericProfile
name = StringSplit[book, {"/", "_text."}][[-2]];
title = Style[InsertLinebreaks[name, 45], Black,
FontFamily → "MH Archetype Geo", 20, TextAlignment → Left];
statistics = Graphics[{
White, Rectangle[{0, 0}, {800, 270}],
Text[Style[statistics = StringJoin[{
" ", "\n", "number of sentences: ", "\n",
ToString[Length[txtSentences]], "\n", "number of
words: ",
[…]

279

In the Play Among Books, in addition to an elaborate process, two
techniques are extensively used to tell stories. The first one is a reference to the etymology of the words. See “Online Etymology Dictionary,”
accessed August 30, 2018, https://www.etymonline.com/. The second
one is an algorithm that relates words by moving between synonyms,
for example index > power > office > place > pose > beat > measure.
See “The Distance between ‘Zero’ and ‘Hero’: Exploring Synonym Chains
with Mathematica—Wolfram Blog,” accessed August 30, 2018, http://
blog.wolfram.com/2011/03/17/the-distance-between-zero-and-hero-
exploring-synonym-chains-with-mathematica/.
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[…]
"\n", ToString[Length[txtWords]], "\n", "number of
unique words: ", "\n",
ToString[
WordCounts[StringJoin[Riffle[txtWords, " "]]] //
Length],
"\n", "\n",
InsertLinebreaks[StringTake[ToString@
Normal[WordCounts[StringJoin[Riffle[txtWords, " "]]]
[[
1 ;; 30]]], {2, -2}], 63]
}], Black, FontFamily → "MH Archetype Geo", 12,
TextAlignment → Left], {0, 270}, {Left, Center}]
}];
wordcloud = WordCloud[txtWords, FontFamily → "MH Archetype
Geo",
ColorFunction → Black, ImageSize → 400];
graphS = Graph[Rule @@@ Partition[txtWords[[1 ;; 2500]], 2,
1],
PlotTheme → "Monochrome", EdgeStyle → {Opacity[0.3]},
VertexSize → {"Scaled", 0.001}, ImageSize → 400];
id = Column@{" ", title, " ", statistics, " ", graphS,
wordcloud}

Banham_Critic Writes

○ 4.6 A
Cache_Projectiles

○ 4.6 B
Carpo_The Alphabet and the Algorithm

○ 4.6 C
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Eisenman_The End of the Classical

○ 4.6 D
Ito_Tarzans In The Media

○ 4.6 E
Jencks_The Story of Post- Modernism

○ 4.6 F
Koolhaas_Delirious New York

○ 4.6 G
LeCorbusier_Towards a New Architecture

○ 4.6 H
Generic profiles of books in Xenotheka.
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RELATING: A CONSTITUTION OF AN INFORMATIONAL FACE
Relating is an encoding process which constitutes informational
faces of books and libraries. A book becomes a part of the library,
but the library doesn’t explicate or fix what is conceived in a book.
It gives it an ambient milieu by relating it to all mediated indexes.
Each index is at the same time a reflection of the whole library and
a measure of a specific book. Indexes form a new dictionary of
frequencies, which is at the same time an informational face of a
library. Thus, each word, letter, sentence (or whatever the case may
be) can become an index, and Xenotheka can become an informational object; an entity, a creature behaving sometimes as an object,
and sometimes as a subject. As such, it has the ability to reply to
questions in a polyphony of its voices: a question is an index; an
answer is a spectrum of voices talking about that index. On the one
hand, relating as an encoding process constitutes informational
faces of books and, on the other, provides the ground for sending
messages (a fast exchange) between Xenotheka and the performer.
INFORMATIONAL FACE OF A LIBRARY
An informational face is a face of Xenotheka and of all its books
at once. First, the library is discretised into elements, and the
sense of the books is lost; it is then reconstituted in a new way
with a probabilistic dictionary of the whole library. 280 The library
is indexed in its own terms (for example by its own vocabulary)
without referring to an absolute external reference. In the case
of text and language, one absolute external reference could be
the vocabulary of all English words. Being able to articulate each
library in its own terms is one of the main conceptual ideas of
this work.
But what does it mean to articulate a thing “in its own terms?” 281
We might look at it as a quest to abstract from the natural and the
artificial while still being able to speak about them. A constitution of
an alphabet? It could as well be imagined as a conversation with a
phenomenon one has never seen before. An articulation of a communication channel? This can be illustrated with Jaques Monod’s
thought experiment in which a computer has to distinguish an
artefact of an alien culture from a natural object on Mars.“Wholly
ignorant of the nature of such beings and of the projects they
might have conceived, our program would have to utilize only very
280

281

One of the first references to this kind of probabilistic treatment
of text is already more than a hundred years old. In 1913 A. A. Markov
approached the epos Evgenij Onegin by Alexander Sergeyevich
Pushkin by observing transition probabilities of its letters. This
approach was later used by Google in their PageRank algorithm. For
more see “Google Matrix,” Wikipedia, June 23, 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Google_matrix&oldid=847217303., and See
Andrei Andreevich Markov, “An Example of Statistical Investigation
of the Text Eugene Onegin Concerning the Connection of Samples
in Chains,” Science in Context 19, no. 4 ([1913] 2006): 591–600.
Vera Bühlmann, “Articulating a Thing Entirely in Its Own Terms Or:
What Can We Understand by the Notion of ‘Engendering’?” in Eigen
architecture, ed. Ludger Hovestadt and Vera Bühlmann (Birkhäuser
Architecture, 2014), 69–127.
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general criteria, solely based upon the examined objects’ structure
and form and without any reference to their eventual function.” 282
Or, as Zalamea put it, we would have to possess the power to orient
ourselves within the relative, “the situation of an object cannot be
anything but relative, with respect to a certain realm (‘geography’)
and to a moment of that realm’s evolution (‘history’).” 283 It is where,
in Zalamea’s terms, actors can take the place of ‘geography’ and
the stage that of ‘history’, both relative to each other.
As an approach, the informational face of a library would be
the conceptual inversion of Google’s Ngram Viewer which counts
frequencies of all the words in available books printed between
1500 and 2008. 284 This is how Google provides an all-encompassing generic base for looking at text, while an Informational Instrument articulates a library-specific dictionary as a private channel to
access the infinite flow of digitised text (Bibliotheka) via a specific
interest. In doing so, books and the library become a body (Xenotheka) with an informational face. If we think of Google’s ngrams as
natural, than we should think of informational faces as synthetic.
The scheme of an informational face of a library has the form
of a matrix:
LIBRARY
index_1
index_2
index_3

book_1
v11
v21
v31

book_2
v12
v22
v32

book_3
v13
v23
v33

book_4
v14
v24
v34

By mediating Xenotheka in different ways—in terms of
indexes and their measures—various informational faces
are constituted and the matrix is filled with values that in no
way represent the meaning of a book or a library, but are still
related to it. Here are three extracts of informational faces
of the same library encoded in three different manners: 285
InformationalFace_1
Index: Letters
Measure: ClosenessCentrality
e → {0.0536998, 0.0534303, 0.0507542, 0.050959,
0.0547353, 0.0495837, 0.050647, 0.0493031, 0.053521,
0.0507001, 0.0532046, 0.051654, 0.048335, 0.0510064,
0.0547633, 0.0498897, 0.0497523, 0.0474914, 0.0554907,
0.0510424}
[…]

282
283
284

285

Jacques Monod, Chance and Necessity: An Essay on the Natural
Philosophy of Modern Biology (London, UK: Penguin Books, 1970), 16.
Zalamea, Synthetic Philosophy of Contemporary Mathematics, 273.
For more on Google Ngram Viewer See: “ Google Ngram Viewer ,”
Wikipedia , August 14, 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?
title=Google_Ngram_Viewer&oldid=854920230.
The presented samples are extracts from a library of 20 books, therefore each index is a 20-dimensional vector.
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[…]
t → {0.0387049, 0.0412686, 0.0438509, 0.039263,
0.0403832, 0.0405692, 0.0425314, 0.0427855, 0.0404597,
0.042965, 0.0417867, 0.0416094, 0.0395516, 0.0430727,
0.0444167, 0.0436823, 0.0444566, 0.0461541, 0.0391486,
0.0487979}
n → {0.0423402, 0.0386823, 0.041759, 0.0385073,
0.0408047, 0.0431401, 0.0466192, 0.043801, 0.0430587,
0.0393465, 0.0425711, 0.03931, 0.0409177, 0.0421563,
0.0345476, 0.0371643, 0.0391533, 0.0392116, 0.0408429,
0.040389}
r → {0.0384846, 0.0438076, 0.0417943, 0.0421069,
0.0437132, 0.0425783, 0.041153, 0.0380898, 0.0384391,
0.0398303, 0.0456915, 0.0427623, 0.0388114, 0.0377144,
0.0397697, 0.0373861, 0.0401478, 0.0394616, 0.039951,
0.0366616}
a → {0.0381295, 0.0388138, 0.0418216, 0.0377632,
0.0393264, 0.0389574, 0.0345222, 0.038242, 0.0416859,
0.0399488, 0.0381596, 0.0411894, 0.0372194, 0.0381038,
0.0375833, 0.0364167, 0.0378145, 0.0380549, 0.0379915,
0.033613}
InformationalFace_2
Index: Words
Measure: EigenvectorCentrality
iota → {2.256719547759725*^-7, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0.06021397527273137, 0, 0, 1.2210448049742032*^-6, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}
man → {0.0029773641865990844, 0.0018056180299213104,
0.0022881603325757465, 0.000331796429876832,
0.0007402495484027699, 0.0023814415933899056,
0.004684738899206825, 0.007722413882022028,
0.017287424386383917, 0.00010478256625619196,
0.007448124468412146, 0.001619251881536976,
0.002486351782473735, 0.00109401560782079,
0.003567497014143996, 0.00012317757035478497,
0.000021507537878576866, 0.00011409334245709929,
0.0015167326263025047, 0.00010214552063783053}
say → {0.004984479132160154, 0.0020357796431953053,
0.00515639862502383, 0.00036820637300459427,
0.000840613000127168, 0.0015509095986049445,
0.0006151889840875826, 0.00024486250567067893,
0.0047829060559365505, 0.00018712097145080726,
0.004337699764228451, 0.00026057457876957867,
0.010688383999840184, 0.0014806282655521771,
0.0039047484918205695, 0.0002001936484219425,
0.00027744466878160953, 0.0000451923567549392,
0.006875726748573287, 0.004425942499151488}
epsilon → {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0.051106233568635966, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}
good → {0.0010397648123461562, 0.0029800410265695717,
0.0019344023525591115, 0.0011996390730045488,
0.002380185620858084, 0.0016303133909325426,
0.0013601319506538988, 0.0015437218730514131,
0.009471348442953704, 0.00006061823414251216,
0.007897605301941339, 0.0011438322477821368,
0.0032204100486824404, 0.0006929428764485763,
0.004564260067325699, 0.0034050757282557687,
0.001908339795763026, 0.00042085295950956337,
0.0033272601998166904, 0.0007200549717235624}
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InformationalFace_3
Index: Bigrams
Measure: VertexDegree
take place → {1, 0, 2, 7, 5, 18, 6, 8, 8, 3, 13, 10,
0, 7, 13, 1, 3, 2, 16, 163}
use word → {1, 2, 0, 1, 5, 1, 8, 7, 1, 1, 4, 0, 1, 3,
1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 1}
good way → {0, 9, 2, 3, 2, 0, 1, 0, 1, 2, 1, 0, 2, 0,
2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 7}
know good → {0, 2, 1, 3, 2, 4, 2, 3, 5, 1, 1, 0, 5,
0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 4, 1}
long time → {0, 7, 1, 2, 2, 3, 2, 0, 3, 1, 9, 3, 4,
0, 13, 0, 2, 0, 4, 0}

The kinds of metrics we can apply to a text depend on the richness of the stage. This is open: these encodings don’t have a
fixed form, they are code dependent. There are infinite ways of
how you can encode a book and they don’t have to belong to
the same kind. Code is beyond subjective and objective. It is
both: Coding as Literacy. 286 Each encoding opens a different
spectrum of possible decodings. These encodings don’t define
what a text is but provide the ground for a specific context and
its articulations. The measurement becomes part of the encoding
process. It translates into a cypher open to many articulations
and, in effect, opens a communication channel. Cryptography,
measurement, and communication start to intertwine in a delicate
way. Since informational faces are algebraic, they can be transformed from words and letters to synonyms and antonyms, to
Kindle and Google ratings, to tastes and moods of any intensity.
Measuring and indexing define the resolution and encode an
ambience. This is how books and libraries get their informational
faces. A book becomes a vector and a wave; a library becomes
a matrix and a stream.
Here is a symbolic poem that constitutes an informational
face of a library and its books. As an input we need to:
1 Provide a library of books indexed in a specific way, as
demonstrated in the Curating segment of Generic Machine.
This is an example of one book indexed by words:
https://alice-ch3n81.net/files/data/xenotheka/Vitruvius_
ThetenBooksofArchitecture_words.txt

2 Define the way of measuring indexed books by choosing
a centrality measure: for example ‘vertex degree’
3 Define the size of the dictionary: for example 5,000

286

Bühlmann, Hovestadt, and Moosavi, Coding as Literacy.
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ӏsayӏ {119, 357, 100, 108, 100,
129, 64, 49, 356, 45, 270, 18,
414, 32, 364, 4, 16, 10, 611, 810,
162, 65, 82, 249, 127, 53, 134,
130, 60, 19, 335, 71, 74, 29, 26,
298, 292, 38, 661, 39, 41, 122,
49, 60, 19, 7, 25, 24, 48, 61, 36,
1617, 46, 96, 292, 860, 711, 17,
221, 94, 139, 36, 361, 295, 441,
173, 45, 363, 801, 34, 95, 73,
68, 874, 1480, 74, 35, 26, 1199,
120, 320, 74, 1163, 19, 149, 5, 10,
84, 205, 206, 90, 195, 97, 354,
71, 132, 46, 211, 30, 147, 47, 263,
19, 3, 0, 186, 23, 112, 214, 73,
122, 713, 665, 298, 38, 244, 57,
2674, 93, 90, 13, 156, 61, 2004,
350, 235, 180, 73, 941, 322, 695,
6531, 195, 17, 5, 8, 25, 621, 188,
216, 87, 38, 17, 77, 29, 386, 86,
752, 74, 99, 313, 4, 71, 185, 170,
156, 15, 85, 409, 21, 178, 70, 179,
134, 318, 5, 7, 241, 1531, 86, 51,
160, 552, 255, 86, 2171, 16, 3, 79,
166, 31, 85, 105, 164, 12, 65, 21,
61, 64, 155, 142, 294, 225, 398,
211, 276, 25, 80a, 80, 130, 346,
48, 598, 271, 144, 19, 111, 282,
93, 10, 208, 3447, 3842, 1380,
18, 32, 26, 56, 345, 2, 34, 72, 64,
73, 101, 1116, 33, 151, 613}
ӏmanӏ {46, 360, 83, 118, 55, 190,
487, 706, 1184, 41, 366, 61, 143,
31, 419, 5, 2, 12, 185, 65, 151,
196, 4, 0, 1, 71, 142, 260, 59, 3,
41, 20, 51, 154, 12, 269, 198, 30,
1209, 15, 5, 61, 17, 43, 17, 10, 8,
11, 16, 194, 36, 244, 30, 79, 62,
1063, 331, 6, 43, 109, 6, 5, 70,
54, 277, 68, 12, 302, 617, 50, 1,
116, 42, 392, 507, 50, 69, 20,
454, 3, 100, 54, 509, 21, 1, 0, 3,
3, 39, 801, 38, 552, 31, 192, 94,
509, 118, 6, 22, 367, 72, 344,
3, 15, 21, 8, 7, 11, 576, 164, 56,
2176, 68, 11, 69, 291, 73, 2600,
196, 5, 0, 112, 10, 606, 419, 471,
371, 9, 224, 92, 365, 4412, 129,
85, 7, 9, 8, 173, 47, 9, 49, 13, 1,
147, 112, 788, 9, 565, 286, 231,
469, 18, 45, 382, 387, 16, 15,
261, 481, 7, 42, 14, 8, 370, 488,
48, 20, 124, 595, 75, 50, 47, 22,
19, 170, 988, 22, 13, 29, 654, 54,
155, 104, 21, 54, 10, 13, 46, 34,
325, 54, 89, 34, 159, 159, 118,
4, 71, 106, 181, 492, 56, 706,
614, 51, 6, 88, 479, 29, 17, 50,
764, 1981, 298, 12, 19, 38, 112,
120, 4, 8, 66, 49, 138, 6, 203,
103, 5, 426}
ӏtimeӏ {46, 277, 13, 310, 150, 179,
125, 126, 100, 17, 113, 77, 134,
79, 329, 21, 62, 49, 224, 936,
144, 117, 39, 65, 28, 11, 208, 118,
51, 51, 131, 40, 83, 34, 44, 425,
284, 31, 444, 41, 218, 275, 46,
60, 109, 118, 184, 127, 165, 327,
704, 359, 22, 47, 135, 220, 25,
73, 68, 219, 137, 84, 174, 482,
293, 128, 56, 285, 503, 40, 48,
170, 102, 319, 378, 61, 26, 56,
309, 112, 276, 53, 316, 146, 70,
4, 27, 279, 153, 375, 80, 379,
96, 219, 95, 191, 57, 54, 23, 120,
52, 379, 64, 8, 16, 187, 24, 227,
361, 138, 549, 490, 419, 244,

243, 61, 39, 894, 364, 84, 8,
332, 140, 462, 139, 202, 121, 74,
265, 785, 329, 769, 280, 107,
38, 43, 192, 251, 301, 143, 134,
87, 18, 71, 34, 675, 253, 179,
204, 120, 848, 19, 135, 255, 315,
91, 125, 198, 430, 7, 100, 202,
1392, 106, 154, 78, 87, 25, 126,
71, 113, 112, 160, 110, 163, 538,
39, 90, 161, 156, 44, 119, 78, 153,
27, 39, 223, 251, 97, 296, 128,
374, 305, 447, 242, 391, 34, 53,
40, 109, 990, 168, 212, 94, 220,
45, 210, 214, 208, 23, 212, 651,
1084, 372, 42, 51, 127, 96, 42,
15, 45, 465, 317, 133, 11, 345,
40, 82, 411}
ӏthinkӏ {39, 204, 22, 94, 98, 76,
172, 197, 222, 20, 95, 5, 177, 32,
146, 5, 52, 15, 373, 1527, 137,
52, 102, 98, 304, 25, 101, 72,
27, 29, 80, 68, 40, 11, 47, 325,
129, 27, 314, 15, 43, 299, 61, 41,
23, 8, 39, 41, 38, 68, 52, 245,
22, 147, 239, 382, 41, 17, 61, 130,
132, 28, 284, 544, 174, 342, 35,
263, 359, 88, 291, 38, 28, 222,
331, 17, 23, 34, 282, 50, 154, 60,
250, 17, 185, 3, 11, 40, 83, 323,
42, 492, 86, 306, 87, 101, 77, 11,
25, 191, 47, 153, 35, 7, 3, 286, 17,
69, 151, 105, 36, 305, 683, 393,
74, 111, 36, 897, 122, 79, 9, 166,
29, 355, 119, 139, 138, 58, 244,
502, 194, 205, 114, 17, 14, 13, 21,
255, 97, 88, 64, 39, 13, 44, 29,
580, 48, 217, 78, 29, 103, 0, 73,
133, 80, 384, 42, 84, 394, 6, 74,
105, 18, 119, 126, 20, 84, 55, 227,
20, 68, 169, 151, 57, 145, 1510,
21, 9, 81, 94, 82, 143, 116, 59, 12,
38, 51, 131, 95, 190, 72, 191, 147,
137, 130, 166, 20, 82, 35, 144,
133, 119, 732, 260, 135, 1, 62,
216, 190, 19, 233, 1149, 1384,
261, 14, 50, 10, 70, 26, 3, 42, 177,
26, 35, 61, 741, 15, 172, 757}
ӏcomeӏ {51, 147, 12, 279, 186, 161,
122, 140, 112, 23, 46, 33, 168,
37, 188, 6, 20, 18, 260, 264, 125,
19, 26, 29, 35, 38, 168, 99, 35,
18, 148, 92, 60, 69, 69, 110, 159,
27, 405, 47, 25, 115, 42, 41, 49,
24, 46, 39, 124, 160, 106, 628,
21, 37, 58, 137, 34, 52, 143, 128,
38, 34, 191, 74, 168, 84, 10, 127,
236, 16, 17, 87, 49, 363, 452, 34,
105, 29, 395, 42, 162, 37, 390,
19, 36, 0, 9, 80, 24, 315, 43, 96,
96, 176, 64, 133, 38, 23, 14, 93,
113, 277, 17, 5, 1, 65, 25, 52, 154,
81, 59, 285, 432, 265, 176, 158,
28, 1039, 48, 23, 0, 183, 50,
651, 193, 233, 201, 69, 217, 39,
489, 4165, 119, 39, 19, 9, 31, 166,
171, 101, 50, 40, 12, 82, 30, 294,
40, 196, 169, 85, 190, 4, 96, 104,
132, 40, 36, 174, 294, 15, 100,
73, 164, 53, 221, 64, 6, 41, 148,
55, 39, 91, 29, 35, 102, 689, 32,
21, 75, 102, 25, 43, 34, 88, 14,
16, 63, 117, 54, 175, 75, 129, 111,
209, 209, 276, 19, 146, 141, 83,
244, 111, 141, 40, 125, 41, 132,
297, 87, 15, 161, 1313, 1583, 528,
27, 29, 31, 99, 49, 6, 31, 123, 65,
52, 5, 432, 36, 28, 257}

ӏknowӏ {60, 96, 50, 153, 159,
201, 141, 150, 110, 18, 65, 12, 281,
31, 337, 8, 13, 10, 390, 247, 121,
44, 38, 79, 36, 11, 183, 114, 35,
11, 176, 80, 34, 37, 42, 179, 126,
22, 500, 15, 92, 129, 38, 62, 66,
39, 97, 45, 42, 57, 54, 554, 36,
128, 207, 165, 81, 39, 66, 185,
68, 40, 143, 109, 141, 47, 17, 166,
321, 49, 132, 163, 86, 409, 442,
81, 53, 32, 599, 119, 204, 76,
717, 32, 63, 14, 15, 58, 49, 157,
35, 216, 95, 190, 84, 59, 55, 22,
15, 51, 76, 181, 27, 4, 9, 124, 23,
51, 321, 100, 77, 261, 541, 281,
54, 160, 16, 975, 162, 7, 3, 146,
41, 556, 183, 233, 173, 35, 197,
143, 377, 1205, 161, 35, 21, 20,
18, 229, 161, 122, 50, 43, 10,
37, 13, 316, 59, 251, 91, 70, 96,
2, 40, 124, 80, 88, 32, 54, 331,
12, 43, 86, 72, 126, 140, 36, 13,
38, 221, 16, 46, 148, 115, 66, 77,
1644, 25, 14, 46, 136, 34, 70,
278, 53, 8, 32, 22, 51, 36, 190,
103, 228, 116, 254, 198, 311, 22,
96, 45, 105, 143, 62, 395, 106,
117, 1, 83, 221, 52, 10, 312, 1265,
1578, 279, 10, 15, 23, 30, 66,
2, 28, 143, 142, 71, 40, 447, 22,
106, 568}
ӏlikeӏ {18, 291, 61, 336, 175, 95,
46, 107, 151, 21, 97, 8, 107, 29,
107, 11, 36, 50, 115, 265, 179,
164, 37, 44, 23, 24, 391, 218, 57,
16, 99, 55, 45, 8, 58, 184, 112,
31, 396, 56, 9, 229, 57, 75, 40,
20, 61, 70, 28, 38, 33, 241, 29,
97, 147, 155, 30, 49, 43, 108,
108, 161, 237, 132, 302, 162, 27,
111, 282, 17, 26, 87, 24, 219, 181,
42, 33, 230, 570, 61, 230, 39,
342, 8, 99, 1, 9, 85, 75, 254, 22,
144, 52, 128, 62, 363, 13, 39, 26,
170, 71, 339, 69, 8, 21, 99, 26,
76, 104, 62, 56, 188, 535, 372,
141, 185, 29, 1016, 239, 170, 21,
257, 209, 780, 205, 271, 143,
42, 227, 78, 406, 672, 193, 91,
71, 40, 39, 175, 132, 192, 58,
109, 47, 56, 45, 331, 29, 115, 129,
22, 159, 5, 81, 172, 234, 22, 78,
255, 476, 19, 67, 217, 194, 108,
286, 63, 12, 52, 271, 65, 70, 99,
217, 97, 170, 1284, 54, 36, 158,
57, 69, 126, 40, 149, 6, 25, 172,
314, 56, 122, 187, 214, 166, 205,
231, 388, 42, 87, 42, 63, 195,
233, 124, 49, 276, 15, 258, 135,
221, 21, 202, 669, 836, 289, 59,
70, 34, 105, 23, 8, 54, 249, 69,
61, 33, 266, 26, 140, 439}
ӏthingӏ {35, 509, 91, 180, 203,
90, 53, 313, 475, 37, 234, 6, 70,
23, 715, 7, 22, 19, 71, 328, 103,
120, 19, 17, 25, 10, 116, 86, 20,
34, 58, 17, 53, 7, 50, 137, 208,
30, 280, 22, 7, 208, 44, 29, 14,
17, 31, 33, 10, 9, 19, 202, 12, 13,
91, 505, 67, 34, 32, 8, 140, 15,
307, 144, 262, 78, 19, 190, 286,
31, 396, 51, 36, 116, 100, 17, 32,
39, 271, 32, 119, 63, 333, 14, 62,
2, 5, 75, 96, 184, 64, 505, 105,
49, 41, 79, 9, 47, 11, 64, 48, 285,
43, 5, 4, 586, 67, 220, 150, 82,
27, 567, 422, 260, 69, 7, 27, 617,

23, 31, 12, 119, 28, 308, 180, 141,
138, 36, 132, 753, 202, 1704,
96, 19, 7, 12, 48, 298, 97, 206,
136, 76, 17, 109, 73, 332, 36,
485, 501, 64, 255, 7, 164, 113,
89, 127, 46, 46, 325, 3, 103, 47,
177, 105, 226, 70, 11, 41, 260, 87,
62, 87, 83, 73, 129, 554, 13, 12,
20, 81, 36, 120, 243, 57, 10, 17,
32, 55, 21, 221, 111, 214, 153, 155,
227, 269, 14, 30, 21, 20, 244,
85, 1751, 792, 788, 34, 69, 158,
96, 11, 90, 405, 460, 263, 12, 14,
17, 92, 41, 1, 29, 43, 30, 40, 54,
252, 68, 81, 801}
ӏmakeӏ {49, 602, 44, 930, 517,
79, 81, 186, 133, 23, 167, 33,
87, 37, 118, 11, 51, 47, 212, 533,
128, 48, 25, 52, 30, 18, 197, 187,
60, 24, 58, 25, 44, 7, 145, 336,
321, 30, 151, 40, 65, 137, 40, 21,
34, 94, 121, 122, 100, 148, 199,
342, 45, 94, 120, 186, 31, 85,
76, 113, 93, 112, 197, 155, 438,
111, 12, 233, 199, 52, 46, 97, 116,
119, 190, 101, 26, 93, 235, 72,
174, 23, 179, 27, 63, 11, 9, 139,
111, 164, 64, 278, 112, 160, 51,
151, 34, 77, 40, 160, 37, 279, 47,
12, 14, 187, 29, 75, 425, 183, 91,
395, 566, 275, 231, 66, 83, 616,
76, 72, 29, 284, 81, 263, 103,
159, 173, 36, 165, 193, 165, 1086,
189, 76, 50, 41, 59, 245, 249,
327, 108, 92, 35, 81, 46, 508,
35, 363, 66, 81, 383, 4, 124, 148,
171, 32, 34, 172, 177, 13, 111, 105,
122, 95, 67, 172, 45, 34, 231, 49,
34, 89, 212, 116, 181, 448, 39,
41, 76, 280, 33, 51, 75, 81, 18,
31, 153, 271, 72, 101, 47, 89, 140,
135, 122, 186, 13, 78, 55, 42,
423, 186, 136, 32, 358, 83, 221,
78, 180, 37, 285, 401, 410, 215,
42, 26, 26, 178, 40, 6, 62, 95,
76, 82, 21, 220, 34, 53, 506}
ӏgoodӏ {34, 422, 39, 284, 127,
135, 98, 134, 737, 48, 401, 25,
118, 23, 362, 13, 28, 15, 334,
128, 53, 65, 14, 10, 4, 19, 204,
143, 29, 10, 62, 54, 18, 49, 86,
48, 52, 17, 175, 66, 43, 31, 31,
19, 48, 34, 112, 92, 28, 100, 161,
547, 12, 49, 97, 509, 63, 28, 47,
231, 41, 68, 87, 157, 148, 44, 4,
172, 200, 51, 40, 73, 56, 352,
418, 91, 78, 45, 329, 118, 122,
30, 323, 6, 45, 0, 0, 39, 20, 184,
21, 80, 45, 143, 33, 171, 16, 14,
18, 131, 89, 199, 34, 11, 6, 86,
48, 58, 383, 165, 82, 355, 254,
103, 165, 95, 96, 986, 49, 17, 3,
302, 64, 596, 85, 153, 184, 43,
177, 93, 170, 905, 80, 32, 24, 52,
11, 102, 126, 201, 44, 91, 26, 65,
40, 236, 16, 952, 36, 96, 220, 5,
171, 94, 98, 16, 11, 309, 195, 4,
11, 133, 28, 199, 399, 59, 7, 105,
651, 62, 40, 120, 112, 41, 51, 621,
24, 10, 128, 295, 94, 144, 36,
29, 8, 16, 67, 124, 55, 555, 63,
101, 129, 133, 64, 147, 18, 136,
108, 62, 1182, 254, 364, 216, 84,
37, 93, 100, 120, 10, 187, 826,
801, 424, 24, 20, 18, 93, 16, 4,
77, 138, 104, 73, 5, 268, 9, 118,
297} […]

○ 4.7
Informational face of a library, informational faces of books, most common terms of the library.
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SymbolicPoem07_Relating_DictionaryOfIndexes
path = StringJoin[{"D:\\Dropbox\\_phd mathematica_
scripts\\library" <> library <> "\\"}]
files = path <> # <> "_text.txt" & /@ n; files // Length
size = 5000; libraryDictionary = {}; dictionary = {};
na = StringSplit[#, {"\\", "_text."}][[-2]] & /@ files;
Monitor[Table[{dictionary = Union[dictionary,
Flatten[Import[StringJoin[{path, na[[i]], "_words.
csv"}]]]]}, {i, 1, Length[na]}], i];
DDictionary[index_] :=
Module[{na, wo, graph, centrality, centralities},
na = StringSplit[files[[index]], {"\\", "_text."}]
[[-2]];
wo = Flatten[Import[StringJoin[{path, na, "_words.
csv"}]]];
graph = Graph[Rule @@@ Partition[Append[wo, wo[[1]]],
2, 1]];
centrality = VertexDegree;
centralities = Association[
VertexList[graph][[#]] → centrality[graph][[#]]/2 & /@
Range[Length[VertexList[graph]]]];
libraryDictionary =
Append[libraryDictionary,
Table[centralities[dictionary[[w]]], {w, 1,
Length[dictionary]}]]]
Monitor[Table[DDictionary[i], {i, 1, Length[files]}];, i]
libraryDictionary = Transpose[# /. _Missing → 0 & /@
libraryDictionary];
libraryDictionary =
Association[dictionary[[#]] → libraryDictionary[[#]] &
/@ Range[Length[libraryDictionary]]];
libdict =
Union[Reverse[SortBy[libraryDictionary, Total[#] &]][[1
;; size]],
SortBy[libraryDictionary, Count[#, 0] &][[1 ;; size]]];
libdict = Reverse[Normal[SortBy[libdict, Total[#]
&]]]

By writing another symbolic poem, we are suddenly playing with
the whole library, with any number of its books at once. Books
are able to abstract from their specific vocabulary and the length
of the text. They are encoded into the library’s dictionary. When
indexed by words, an informational face of a library is at the same
time a dictionary of its most common terms. Here is one informational face of Xenotheka: 229 books indexed by their 21,591 most
frequent words and measured by a vertex degree (here equivalent
to word frequency). ○ 4.7 This dictionary is used as an input for the
machine intelligence. 287
TEXTING WITH XENOTHEKA
An informational face of Xenotheka opens the door to the plenty.
By encoding the library and constituting its face, Xenotheka

287

When used as input for machine intelligence algorithms, the dictionary usually needs to be normalised. In this experiment it was
normalised by row, in order to provide an emphasis on the word in
the library, or in a transposed version, to provide an emphasis on a
word in a book. For more on this, see Machine Intelligence, 329.
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starts to speak in a generic voice. The player can send indexes
(questions) to Xenotheka and enter the plenty of the digital where
suddenly a multitude of answers, stories, ideas, and concepts
inhabit a spectrum. It is a cloud around an index. Out of its abundant context, Xenotheka can reply in a generic way by indexing
many different positions, while keeping the question open. Every
time a question is asked, any book from the library replies if it
has something to say. The books are out of context, so are their
sentences. The consistency lies in the spectrum of replies. It is a
fast and generic talk of many voices speaking at the same time.
It is a beautiful start from the abundant ‘middle’.
During the Play Among Books, the performer is constantly
texting with Xenotheka by utilising yet another poem. The generic
poems in this work have also been written by playing with the
ability to write with Xenotheka.
SymbolicPoem08_Relating_TextingLibrary 288
phrase = {" generic", " city"}; order = Range[Length[na]];
path = StringJoin[{"/Users/romanmir/Dropbox/_phd \
mathematica_scripts/library/_229_all/"}];
na = StringSplit[#, {"/", "_text.txt"}][[-1]] & /@
FileNames["*_text.txt", path];
se = Flatten[Import[StringJoin[{path, #, "_sentences.csv"}]]]
& /@ na;
pList = Select[{na[[#]],
Select[se[[#]],
StringContainsQ[ToString@#, phrase[[1]] ~~ ___ ~~
phrase[[2]],
IgnoreCase → True] &]
} & /@ order, #[[2]] != {} &];
If[phrase[[2]] == "", phraseg = {phrase[[1]]}, phraseg =
phrase];
roules = # →
"\!\(\*StyleBox[\"\\\"" <> # <>
"\\\"\",FontColor→RGBColor[0, 0, 1]]\)" & /@ phraseg;
txtPlot = Table[{
Style[pList[[a, 1]], "Title"],
StringJoin[
StringReplace[" " <> pList[[a, 2, #]] , roules,
IgnoreCase → True], "\n"] & /@ Range[Length[pList[[a,
2]]]]
}, {a, Length[pList]}];
Column[Column[{txtPlot[[#, 1]], "\n", "\n", "\n",
Column[txtPlot[[#, 2]]], "\n", "\n", "\n", "\n"}] & /@
Range[Length[txtPlot]]]

Here is one question—an index—to Xenotheka: Architecture is?
Xenotheka replies (excerpt:)

288

SymbolicPoem08_Relating_TextingLibrary is a poem that can search
any library with an informational face for one or two syntagmas. As
an output this poem returns the sentences of the library containing
these two syntagmas.
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Alberti_Ten Books on Architecture: But if you take a View
of the whole Circle of Arts, you shall hardly find one
but what, despising all others, regards and seeks only
its own particular Ends: Or if you do meet with any of
such a Nature that you can in no wise do without it,
and which yet brings along with it Profit at the same
Time, conjoined with Pleasure and Honour, you will,
I believe, be convinced, that ARCHITECTURE IS not
to be excluded from that Number.
Aureli_The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture: In this way
the possibility of an absolute ARCHITECTURE IS the
attempt to reestablish the sense of the city as the site
of a political confrontation and recomposition of parts.
Carpo_The Alphabet and the Algorithm: Yet digital technologies, now ubiquitous, have already significantly
changed the way ARCHITECTURE IS designed and
made.
Eisenman_Notes on Conceptual Architecture: Concept
as a primary concern of an ARCHITECTURE IS not a
recent manifestation.
Hugo_Les Misérables: The masterpiece of Jesuit ARCHITECTURE IS at Namur.
Jencks_The Story of Post-Modernism: ARCHITECTURE IS
like a person.
Koolhaas_Delirious New York: Manhattan’s ARCHITECTURE IS a paradigm for the exploitation of congestion.
Le Corbusier_The City of Tomorrow: So now we reach the
stage where ARCHITECTURE IS to lead to disorder!
Ranciere_Aisthesis: But ARCHITECTURE IS not simply
‘functional’ art, the art of ‘adherent’ beauty to which
Kant opposed ‘free’ beauty.
Ruskin_The Seven Lamps of Architecture I: ARCHITECTURE IS the art which so disposes and adorns the
edifices raised by man for whatsoever uses, that the
sight of them contributes to his mental health, power
and pleasure.
Venturi Scott Brown_Learning from Las Vegas: Architects
are out of the habit of looking nonjudgmentally at the
environment, because orthodox Modern ARCHITECTURE IS progressive, if not revolutionary, utopian, and
puristic; it is dissatisfied with existing conditions.
Vitruvius_The Ten Books on Architecture: For this book
does not show of what ARCHITECTURE IS composed,
but treats of the origin of the building art, how it was
fostered, and how it made progress, step by step, until
it reached its present perfection.
The full spectrum of replies can be found at:
https://alice-ch3n81.net/files/data/xenotheka/architecture_is.txt
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Any other question you can ask.alice:
https://ask.alice-ch3n81.net/

A DOUBLE ARTICULATION 289
Xenotheka and the Generic Machine, actors and the stage, the
library and the encoding mechanism, algorithms and data, are all
pairs in a double bind. A double articulation is a process of relating
the Generic Machine to Xenotheka, and of atom-letters to Bibliotheka. It is happening on multiple levels of abstraction at the
same time. 290 This relation provides informational encodings both
to the library and the books. It nourishes maximum self-expression, which is needed to perform a Play Among Books in a world
abundant with digital information. Tuning of this double articulation between Xenotheka and the Generic Machine is one of the
main roles of the performer. It provides the stage on which actors
can freely move and express themselves in as many ways and
nuances possible. They become abstract informational objects
and get informational faces, while being encoded into numbers,
that is: vectors. There is one major difference in encoding between
Xenotheka and Bibliotheka. Xenotheka is encoded in its own
terms and Bibliotheka is encoded in Xenotheka’s terms. Xenotheka provides an abstract alphabet of atom-letters to encode
and communicate to Bibliotheka. A continuous flow of books is
always seen through Xenotheka’s lens. Xenotheka is changing by
internalising parts of the flow, and tuning itself according to the
interests at stake. Playing the Informational Instrument becomes
personal. Which books could I talk to about my interests, how
should I encode them, what questions should I ask them? The
probability space of informational faces is relative to this interest.
It changes according to the libraries you would like to read from,
and to the way you encode them. Measurement and information
become part of the encoding process, playful and relative to the
way you look at them, or as Barad suggests: “Measurements are
agential practices, which are not simply revelatory but performative: they help constitute and are a constitutive part of what is
being measured.” 291 In this sense, informational faces are beyond
objective and subjective, practical and poetic. As Eco would say,
we are lost in the infinity of lists, but we are ready for informational
plays in the world of data. A different space is opening up. We
are able to tell stories by articulating and playing with the generic
289

290
291

The notion of double articulation here refers to Deleuze and Guattari,
and to Hjelmslev. For more, see Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, “10,000
BC: The Geology of Morals (Who Does the Earth Think It Is?),” in A
Thousand Plateaus, 1987, 39–74., and Louis Hjelmslev, Prolegomena to a
Theory of Language (Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1969).
See Abstraction I, 334, Abstraction I’, 357, Abstraction II, 361.
Barad, What Is the Measure of Nothingness, 6.
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plenty. What an Informational Instrument brings to the table is a
way to access a generic base for looking at text through a private
channel and specific focus of interest encoded into atom-letters.
An Informational Instrument thus facilitates an interest, a body,
an avatar, or a synthetic character of the performer in the flow
of information.

MACHINE INTELLIGENCE:
PLAY, CONCEPTS, ATOM-LETTERS
Machine intelligence is the informational motor of an Informational Instrument. With machine intelligence a Play Among
Books makes a full conceptual circle, and the Plentiful Play can
begin. What is happening on stage is not straightforward and
intuitive. As Serres put it:
“Objects, in the distance, change their skins, they send
one another kisses.”
Michel Serres, The Birth of Physics 292

There is one process that appears consistent even from a distance:
similar indexes attract each other, they group together. The whole
library is in motion; concepts are negotiating and being negotiated.
Atom-letters are starting to constitute a new temporal alphabet.
A self-organising map is an algorithm that articulates this interplay
of indexes. These processes simultaneously operate on several
levels of abstraction. Amid this interplay, the actors and their faces
are assuming expressions. They are distinguishing themselves
from one another. All of this is occurring synchronously. This spectacle is a comedy of appearances, and renderings of our making
are snapshots of facial expressions of actors in an intense play. ○ 4.8
Each actor has many faces at the same time; their character is the
product of these faces. ○ 4.19 By arranging different contexts and
atmospheres, the player dances with a book, with the library it is
a part of, and its concepts. As an offering, a book captivated by
each new context offers more than its author conceived. A book
has a life of its own; it is a complex character. There is an invariance to its faces which can be symbolised and encapsulated in
an implicit encoding but never explicated. By playing with invariances of books, machine intelligence is able to spectrally relate
the genericness of a library with the pre-specificity of a book. 293
292
293

Serres, The Birth of Physics, 107.
A book is never specific. There is a specific reading of a book, but the
book itself is prior to any specification. For more on pre-specifics,
see Bühlmann and Wiedmer, Pre-Specifics.
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Depending on how we look, faces change, just as a photon seen
from a quantum perspective is both a particle and a wave, able to
convey energy, matter, and information. Each of these notions is a
different encoding of the same phenomenon. These conceptions
don’t exclude one another but are rather opening up to a different
notion of articulation. They empower the phenomenon in different
ways. In other words, encoding matters. In this manner, actors
are articulated in the formation of concepts composed of new
abstract letters of an alphabet of a library they are part of. How
many letters this alphabet has, what its resolution ends up being,
what its context and encodings are, is entirely up to the player.
Its consistency is provided by the relation of Xenotheka and the
Generic Machine. These new synthetic characters have qualities
of both letters and numbers. Michel Serres calls such characters
atom-letters. They are a hesitation between numbers (chiffres)
and letters.

○ 4.8
Xenotheka: snapshots of facial expressions of actors. Each cell expresses a
current mood of one book. rendering_229_03_RW_4060_r_50it21d.
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“Then the atom-letters indeed form a word, a phrase, at the
same time as they are conjoined in a body. By no means
everywhere and in all places, but now here and now there,
nunc hic nunc illic.” 294
Michel Serres, The Birth of Physics

Informational objects get informational faces. They become
actors and their faces start to have expressions. That is to say,
they become intelligent in their own terms, while still cultivating
the character and intelligence of Xenotheka. Bibliotheka challenges and machine intelligence rearticulates the library into a
new persona. These newly formed articulations of the generic
plane of Xenotheka are the facial expressions of books. They
are becoming an intellectual ground to talk to the unknown: a
new alphabet. Looked at in this way, machine intelligence, in a
double articulation with Bibliotheka, is never neutral, but always
personal, does not act in competition with the performer, but as
the other part of a double bind in thinking and operating among
multiple flows of data. Machine intelligence complements human
intelligence in a Plentiful Play.
SELF-ORGANISING MAP
A Self-Organising Map (SOM) 295 is a machine learning algorithm
that articulates the interplay of indexes in a Play Among Books.
When placed in the context of an Informational Instrument, a
self-organising map 296 engenders a type of intelligence that is
able to constitute atom-letters of different kinds, on many levels
of abstraction. This algorithm was introduced by Teuvo Kohonen
in the 1980s. In the field of computer science, it is usually classified as part of artificial intelligence, machine learning, artificial
neural networks, and unsupervised learning. As Kohonen points
out, a self-organising map is a data-analysis method that renders
similarity relations in a set of data. For him, it differs from other
projective methods in representing a big data set by a much
smaller number of models or weight vectors.
“The SOM model may not be a replica of any input item but
only a local average over a subset of items that are most
similar to it.” 297

294
295

296

297

Serres, The Birth of Physics, 148.
For a detailed understanding of the mechanics of this algorithm
see: Kohonen, “Self-Organized Formation of Topologically Correct
Feature Maps.”
For SOM pseudo code see: “Self-Organizing Map,” Wikipedia, August
27, 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Self-organizing
_map&oldid=856761333.
Teuvo Kohonen, “What Makes The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) So
Partic ular Among Learning Algorithms?,” in Coding as Literacy:
Metalithikum IV, Eds. Vera Bühlmann, Ludger Hovestadt, and Vahid
Moosavi (Basel: Birkhäuser, 2015), 23.
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After its training,
“[…] a calibrated SOM can be used for the classification of
new, unknown input items by looking for the best matching
model in the array and taking its class label.” 298
Kohonen ends the introduction to his articulation of SOM by reviving
“[…] the old question of how symbolic representations for
concepts could be formed automatically.” 299
What Kohonen calls automatic and symbolic representations for
concepts, I will refer to as the articulation of an abstract alphabet
of atom-letters. These kinds of interpretations and implementations of SOM have been researched, cultivated, and discussed
at the Chair of Digital Architectonics at ETH in Zurich since 2010.
Different formulations with SOM were articulated by Ludger
Hovestadt, 300 Nikola Marinčić, 301 Mohamed Zaghloul, 302 and for this
work a particularly interesting formulation of a calibrated SOMs
as a Data Driven Dictionary was developed by Vahid Mossavi. 303
I have continued to develop the Informational Instrument and its
machine intelligence in the light of this. It is important to point out
that SOM, as any other element of the Informational Instrument, is
not fixed. It can be replaced by another algorithm of a similar kind.
By thinking of the SOM as a generic machine for constituting
alphabets in coexistence with data streams, objects are being
articulated on their own terms, without an external reference.
A SOM provides a context for articulating a kind of genericness.
It encapsulates potentials on the generic plane without explicating what they are. It encodes them in an interplay of indexes that
point to all the other elements in a given context. In this sense, the
SOM does not represent but rather constitute alphabets. What
the characters of this alphabet are is left open. They don’t have to
represent any property or characteristic of an object; they can be
senseless and meaningless. By encoding and combining characters in different ways, objects can behave in multiple manners. In
doing so, characters of this abstract alphabet can symbolise and
298
299
300

301

302

303

Kohonen, “What Makes The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) So Particular
Among Learning Algorithms?”, 24.
Kohonen, “Self-Organized Formation of Topologically Correct Feature
Maps.”, 60.
Hovestadt gives an interpretation of SOM in Ludger Hovestadt, “Culti
vating the Generic” and places SOM in a context of elements of digital
architecture in Ludger Hovestadt, “Elements of a Digital Architecture,”
in Coding as Literacy – Methalitikum IV (Basel: Birkhäuser, 2015).
Nikola Marinčić, “Towards Communication in CAAD: Spectral
Characterisation and Modelling with Conjugate Symbolic Domains”
(Doctoral Thesis, ETH Zurich, 2017), https://doi.org/10.3929/ethz-b000216502.
Mohamed Zaghloul, “Machine-Learning Aided Architectural Design
– Synthesize Fast CFD by Machine-Learning” (Doctoral Thesis, ETH
Zurich, 2017), https://doi.org/10.3929/ethz-b-000207226.
Vahid Moosavi, “Pre-Specific Modeling: Computational Machines in
Coexistence with Urban Data Streams” (Doctoral Thesis, ETH Zurich,
2015), https://doi.org/10.3929/ethz-a-010544366.
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encapsulate a richness of phenomena without trying to explicate
their key features or properties. Instead, consistency is in the
context. An object is a part of the context that articulates the
alphabet, which in turn articulates the object as part of the context: a loop. The object becomes a subject. It becomes active,
a quasi-object. 304 It is all relative to the question we want to ask.
Since a SOM is a generic machine, it can be used to explore
many different domains, types of data, and media: it can search
for similarity of spaces in architectural floor plans, 305 it can substitute CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) simulators with a
fast probabilistic-based emulator, 306 monitor urban aerosol pollution, 307 or explore contextual maps of London, 308 for example.
One of the most interesting characteristics of a SOM is that
it assumes that the ‘character’ of a phenomenon is encapsulated in the data. It operationalises it without being explicit in
what this phenomenon is. In other words, a SOM doesn’t fit data
to a specific function, it doesn’t make any assumptions, but it
encapsulates any probable functionality of the data. The beauty
of this process lies in keeping the richness and complexity of the
phenomena operational, without the need to specify them. When
symbolically articulated, and coupled with an encoded data set,
the intelligence of a SOM algorithm takes the form of a short and
powerful symbolic poem. 309
SymbolicPoem09_SOM
For[u = 0, u < Iterations, u++,
inputN = inputDataN;
winners = Flatten@Nearest[MapIndexed[#1 → #2[[1]] &,
somWeights], inputN, 1];
SortWinners = Table[winners[[a]] → a, {a, 1, inputN //
Length}] // Sort;
PureWinners = SortWinners[[All, 1]] // DeleteDuplicates;
ClusteringData = Nearest[SortWinners, PureWinners];
DataClustering = inputN[[ClusteringData[[#]]]] & /@
Range[1, ClusteringData // Length];
DataClusterdbyWinners = Mean /@ DataClustering;
n = Length /@ DataClustering;
nf = Nearest[Table[somCoords[[PureWinners[[i]]]] → i, {i,
1, PureWinners // Length}]];
VoronoiIndexForeachPoint =
Flatten[Table[nf[{x, y}], {x, 1, somX}, {y, 1, somY}], 1]
[[All, 1]];
inputN2 = DataClusterdbyWinners;
NS = Exp[-(distances[[#]])^2 /(2 sig^2)] & /@ PureWinners;
NST = Transpose@NS;
[…]

304
305
306
307
308
309

A concept articulated by Michel Serres in Serres, The Parasite.
Marinčić, “Towards Communication in CAAD.”
Zaghloul, “Machine-Learning Aided Architectural Design – Synthesize
Fast CFD by Machine-Learning.”
Moosavi, “Pre-Specific Modeling.”
Moosavi, “Pre-Specific Modeling.”.
The input for this poem is the informational face of the library, the
number of SOM iterations, and its resolution. This encoding of a SOM
was developed by Mohamed Zaghloul.
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[…]
AllNS = Total[n[[VoronoiIndexForeachPoint[[#]]]]*NST[[#]]]
& /@ Range[1, somLen];
somWeights =
Total[inputN2 *
NST[[#]]*n[[VoronoiIndexForeachPoint[[#]]]]]/
AllNS[[#]] & /@ Range[1, somLen];
Print[u];] // AbsoluteTiming;

The SOM as a way of articulating alphabets, and the imagination
this engenders is explored in a Play Among Books.
ABSTRACTION 1: ATOM-LETTERS AND CONCEPTS
Atom-letters do not work like numbers [chiffres]. Whatever the base of numeration, in fact, or the alphabet of the
cyphering [chiffrement], the various combinations of these
signs among themselves produces acceptable numbers.
Thus, the interconnection of atoms in things, conjunction,
is cyphered, nature is coded. Atomic physics discovered
the key to the code.
Michel Serres, The Birth of Physics 310

Concepts are being shaped in the formation of a galaxy. ○ 4.9
A new synthetic and temporal alphabet of Xenotheka is being
constituted in the movement of indexes. Informational faces
of books are starting to talk; they articulate their ambience in
atom-letters. 311 Still, this is just one way of looking at the galaxy,
one face of Xenotheka. It contains 229 books at the moment. It
is not a disciplinary library with a clear focus, but rather a personalised galaxy of concepts and thoughts. The galaxy is articulated by its own atom-letters. It is of a precise but subjectively
arbitrary resolution. There could be more atom-letters or fewer
in larger ○ 4.9 or smaller matrices, ○ 4.23 depending on the tuning of
the Informational Instrument and the tune the performer wants
to play. In this rendering of the galaxy, there are 2,400 distinct
atom-letters (cells). ○ 4.9 At least one atom-letter is needed to
express one concept. By combining atom-letters, concepts
become more delicate and sophisticated. They start to form galaxies and tell stories. Each letter of this alphabet is, in itself, a double articulation of a cloud of indexes, and a vector of numbers. In
this case—rendering_229_03_RW_4060_r_50it21d_words_vertex ○ 4.9—indexes are words and numbers are their frequencies.
The library is indexed on its own terms, by its own dictionary, by
its most common 21,591 words.

310
311

Serres, The Birth of Physics, 142.
For more on atom-letters see Serres, The Birth of Physics.
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A galaxy of concepts of Xenotheka:
n1e193

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,
functio...
n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,
unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n2e6

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

n62e3

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...
n361e51

potential, system,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...
n421e11

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

n302e3

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n304e1

n482e1

perpetrate, horrific

n841e20

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...
n901e3

n842e73

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

prohibition,
incestuous

n962e3

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

contaminate

fleetingly,
appeasement

invalidate

demystify

n964e1

disintegration

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

catholicism, seducer

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

term, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n787e2

n906e2

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

n846e3

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

n667e8

racist

immune

n786e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

n904e1

n963e2

n607e9

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

n726e1

n785e7

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

n666e1

uninformed

n784e7

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...
n902e2

n606e10

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

n724e1

quotient

n783e5

infectious, midsummer

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

n723e1

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n961e12

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor
n664e2

less, marc, kai

n782e2

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

n547e15

structure, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

n546e10

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

n251e1

handrail

n309e3

luigi, jones, legibly

n369e4

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

n429e5

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

n549e21

new, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

n609e23

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...
n669e15

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n969e4

logic, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

invigorate

holl

n310e32

n311e1

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

n430e5

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...
n970e2

objectivity, believer

understate

n312e12

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...
n370e7

idealise

n371e6

n491e8

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...

n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

n612e3

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n971e2

positive, irrational

neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...

n614e5

n615e3

reconsider,
provisional,
outdated,
artificiality,
radicalism

reactionary,
concreteness

n794e3

confrontation,
devalue, personalize

simplistic

n852e2

n853e1

proviso, reductionist

n912e4

n854e3

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n972e1

n914e4

opaque,
philosophically,
transposition,
spiritualism,
objectivism, triadic

n974e3

polarity, fetish,
infra

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

ambiguity, totality,
marx, imbalance,
femininity,
unrealized,
proletariat,
reification

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

n976e1

brutally,
particularity,
shamelessly

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

n857e57

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...
n916e4

n975e3

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

n797e15

n856e12

lenin

n915e8

masquerade,
irrationality,
deceptively,
obfuscation

subversive, encompass

n973e6

prise

marcuse, recuperate

n855e1

ideological,
repetitive,
extrapolate

norm

n913e2

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n977e2

vulgarize

highlight, connote

powerlessness,
disjunction

intentioned, antenna

n320e4

n500e7

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

n798e9

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism
n858e15

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

n978e2

reanimate, rimbaud

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

n621e4

n859e11

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

n979e3

existentialism,
embroil, virility

n622e1

signalling,
untroubled, cyclical,
rhythm

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

n860e22

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...
n920e2

impoverish,
unquestionably

n625e1

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...
n743e9

rationalism

overload,
pretentious,
tragically

n861e15

life, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...
n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

n626e1

seizure

n684e3

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

n745e2

newtonian

physiologically,
radar

n805e3

awareness, margin,
visually

momentary

n862e10

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory
n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n863e4

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n864e7

n865e5

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n746e6

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

n806e7

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

n866e25

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...
n926e37

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

n628e5

remake, subtitle

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

n687e4

mumford, carapace

n868e2

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n927e1

n928e1

carver

nightingale

n869e2

mechanical, mechanize

anesthesia

alma

wasteland, blackberry

n870e2

wi ily, snobbish

n929e1

dickens

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

brothel

oblivious, whimsy

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

n873e3

caravan

n931e2

n932e3

grade, satirical,
maple

cram, dock, sibyl

n933e2

youngster, lumber

n637e1

n874e9

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

n934e2

eugene, lovable

sometime, saffron

n756e3

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

n875e15

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...
n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

n638e2

chagrin

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

n815e7

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

n520e49

profusely, truce

n579e2

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

dale

shark, beholden,
joust

n755e3

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...

n460e9

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n578e1

n695e1

tudor, quaver

n814e5

n872e1

armor, intone

n930e1

n517e13

islander, java

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

n400e13

smartness

n575e15

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

n340e84

aboard

reverently, lute

n459e1

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

n754e2

venetian

n812e9

harem, afire

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

n280e6

n339e1

reverential

n397e21

litigation

n635e3

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

landslide

n811e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

n337e1

n396e1

wang

n516e2

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n634e9

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

n752e1

n810e1

ching, amulet

coward

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

n279e2

dynasty

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

n574e35

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

histrionic

n278e3

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n219e1

n455e1

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n633e10

endless, greed

n692e1

biblical

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

n809e1

redo, informer

persian, burglar

n395e1

raid, americas

n454e4

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n41e167

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...
n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

n277e2

n335e2

purveyor

n394e2

n573e13

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n632e2

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n691e1

armageddon

n750e3

trek

n808e2

n867e3

n631e3

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n690e1

hedonistic, outgo

n748e1

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...

n572e8

propensity

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

n334e1

illegal, presumably

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

n571e1

plato

n630e7

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...

n512e3

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons
n570e1

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n453e2

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n40e84

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

n276e3

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

supporter, freelance,
avidly

n393e5

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

n274e4

n333e3

favor

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

n510e13

imputation

n569e4

undisputed,
unrepeatable

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n37e5

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

page, dei

n214e4

n273e3

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

n154e2

julius, albert

n213e6

n332e1

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...
n391e2

secure, statesman,
annum

athens

n509e1

n807e39

n331e20

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n390e3

vest, socialistic

n450e1

n568e2

n747e19

freedom, les, est,
une, harmful,
impracticable,
confiscation

n330e5

government,
dispassionately

n389e2

bodin

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

n627e2

mouthpiece

n686e10

vienna, austria,
schmidt

n744e1

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

n802e1

sans

n329e2

tutelage,
fountainhead

n35e30

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n94e5

n153e2

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...

n34e4

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...
n93e3

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n212e9

adjustment, union,
thomas, mainly,
adoption, tract,
interference,
executive, insure,
contention,
imperfectly, fran...
n271e28

civil, roman,
council, undercurrent

futile, delegate,
corruption,
conspiracy,
unequivocally, adage

n567e4

foretaste

n270e7

n448e4

declaration,
sanction,
irresistible,
restoration,
unanimously,
outstanding,
flagrant, abj...
n507e6

party, defeat,
politically,
forerunner,
conspicuous

n566e1

commission, sear

churchill

n683e20

optimism

n742e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n801e3

n506e5

constitution,
puritan, despotism,
cromwell

n388e1

republic, republican,
legality,
confederation,
channelled, bonheur

n447e12

safeguard, welfare,
sont, ordre

n33e74

austin, squalor

n152e6

university, max,
london, edward,
harvard, kenneth,
dissertation,
allocation, williams,
marshall,
massachuse...
n211e15

merit, enforce,
faire, ineffective,
dans, avec, pension,
qui, disapproval,
foreseeable,
reasonableness, bien,
jena, anonymou...

german, rudolf,
germany, proceeding,
outspoken, erich,
franz, obtainable,
theodor, anton,
alleviation,
lawfulness, josef
n92e2

cambridge, chicago,
columbia, trans,
yale, eds, go fried,
vermont, campbell,
lindsay, loyola

n151e20

progressive, review,
desirable, policy,
governmental, des,
den, immanuel,
monetary,
meritorious,
philosop...
n210e16

n269e1

n328e2

absolutism

n387e6

founder, found,
rebellion,
liberation, vacate,
schematically

conspicuously,
untested

n565e2

lewis, giuseppe,
memo, manipulative,
nixon

n623e1

misleadingly

n682e1

n741e2

enticement, tractor

n800e3

n505e2

uncomfortably, bunker

n564e5

johnson, gaulle,
trustee, autocracy,
mosque, autocrat,
reichstag, hanover,
stalin, saddam,
presidential,
khrushchev, ...

pessimistic, detritus

n740e2

n504e2

intimidate, berlin,
domed, glamorous,
sco ish, rotunda,
bavaria, clinton,
spiralling,
westminster, ringed,
baghdad, aborig...

n327e1

revolution,
revolutionary,
downfall, hypocrisy,
unmask, outbreak,
preordain, ancien,
lawlessness

n446e6

colonial, cue

englishmen, lex

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...
n91e11

edition, undesirable,
conservative,
quotation,
beneficial,
insurance, ithaca,
dent, deterrent,
kentucky, arn...
n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

n209e4

n268e4

machiavelli,
bolshevik, melville,
adams, jacobin,
politic, jefferson,
township, harrington,
revolutionist,
robespierre
n386e9

secular

n445e2

autocratic

ruthlessness

n503e22

dome, bush, overrun,
demolish, boost,
tycoon, atlanta,
metro, charisma,
lavishly,
billionaire,
boardr...

n326e11

secularization

n385e1

n444e1

dictator, fascist,
ministry, o oman,
absolutist,

n563e50

n680e2

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n325e1

unwillingness

intolerance

n443e6

bombastic, geste,
caesars, dressage

madison, condorcet

n31e15

arthur, von,
friedrich, oxford,
ludwig, das, allen,
routledge, fritz,
profitably, sidney,
zurich, ernest,
edmund, h...
n90e21

que, amendment,
jurisprudence,
judicial, restate,
encroachment,
redistribution, ses

n149e6

constitutional,
pouvoir

n208e2

peuple, montesquieu,
hommes, ordo

n324e1

preservation,
atomistic, pessimist

n383e1

n502e21

decorator, mismatch,
deco

tocqueville

n30e29

reprint, income,
legislation, liberty,
discretion, infringe,
irrespective,
conservatism,
prevention,
enforcement, ...
n89e8

desirability,
beneficiary

n148e2

thucydides

n207e2

equality, egalitarian

n29e115

practicable, milton,
ltd, orwell,
monopolistic,
robbins, acton

n88e2

rescind, adjudicate

n147e1

unsatisfied, slavish,
popularly, pamper,
atavistic, climber,
vainglory

n323e3

impressive, reminder,
patron, erupt, daunt,
demolition, overtly,
gulag, podium,
ballistic

n561e4

mediterranean

locke, saxon, anglo

n28e7

competitive,
centrally, creed,
totalitarian,
stewart, socialist,
deutscher, peacetime,
eduard, socialism,
mor...
n87e2

liberalism

n206e1

n267e4

ambitious, veto

n442e10

n501e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

n560e1

dignity, fanaticism,
hobble

prosperous, loyalty,
eastern,
counterweight

n382e2

celebration,
monument, instal

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

internationalism,
nationalistic,
paternalistic

n205e2

n263e7

n322e4

prestige

n441e3

western, photograph,
meter, teutonic,
maoist

aspiration, tinge,
typify

n679e8

uncritically,
pharaohs

n738e6

reform, ancestry

outlet, intractable,
maelstrom,
dispassionate,
assertive

n381e1

concession, mandate,
bureaucrat

n440e5

n26e1

totalitarianism

n145e3

dictatorship, boris,
schumpeter

n204e3

aristocratic,
economically, weber,
thoroughgoing,
classless

oust, extremist,
takeover, uncritical,
nato, indiscriminate,
bomb, watchdog,
voter, aggression,
thailand,
infiltrat...
n85e1

leninist, costa,
huntington

n144e3

recognition,
democratically,
alexandre,
destructiveness,
hobbesian, lordship,
hobbes

n203e5

n262e3

n321e5

legacy, expunge,
outpouring,
relativistic

n380e3

n620e3

propagandist

n678e2

implacably,
demography

n737e7

n796e4

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

authenticity,
predate, nefarious

n618e1

comprehensively,
fulcrum

n677e2

devaluation, modernes

n499e22

quotidian

n558e3

n617e2

hone, promethean

n736e2

theorization

n795e2

n498e1

unremi ing

sociopolitical

n735e1

modernity, resurgence

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

disrepute

n557e1

n676e1

chiaroscuro

n734e2

experiential

n497e1

exacerbate, plethora,
planetary,
collectivity

n616e2

sketchy, gadget,
reorganization

n674e1

technique, merge,
abstraction,
abstractly,
revitalize

n733e1

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

n792e1

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

n439e3

utopia,
disproportionate,
sideline,
sociability,
blithely,
distributor,
artistry, ers...
n556e4

nostalgia,
irrelevance, purview,
superficiality,
diploma, inhabitable

reservation

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

disaster, a une,
prominently,
selectively,
recreational

n261e2

n25e93

communist, soviet,
pessimism,
militarily, mafia,
kissinger

n84e3

democratic,
authoritarian,
democracy, liberal,
communism,
directional,
dynastic,
directionality
n143e7

tolerant, modernize,
colonialism, bipolar,
incompletely,
undercut, bidder

unfulfilled,
intolerant,
dictatorial,
industrially,
asocial, comeback,
calvinist

racial

n24e6

democratization,
ussr, deng,
czechoslovakia,
democratize,
authoritarianism,
gorbachev, havel,
lockean, thy...
n83e8

imperialism,
consumerism

n142e7

willingness,
economic, asia,
citizenship, overt

n202e7

n260e2

n319e6

aura

n378e5

n23e13

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

abortion, franco,
latecomer, asians,
consumerist

n141e5

bureaucracy,
centralize, african

n200e1

desert, nuclear,
encampment

louise, playboy

n318e1

lush, mcdonald,
automotive,
interstate

dramatically,
tolerance, devolve,
historic, pare,
emblematic, lo ,
unassailable, crutch,
coastal, conveyor,
prem...

rubric, habitat,
unregulated,
promulgate, penchant,
rife

n22e5

legitimacy,
philippines, iran,
anytime, taiwan,
korea, yeltsin

n81e5

national,
institution,
politics,
sovereignty,
worldwide, enshrine

n140e3

n259e1

n437e6

n496e9

visionary, utopian,
juxtaposition, spawn,
repository,
foreground, eschew,
generic, bigness,
maki

engrained, taliesin

n377e65

benign, inescapable,
appropriateness,
evocative,
camouflage,
conundrum,
insistently,
unyielding, hy...

n21e7

behalf, culturally,
ethnic,
environmental,
cosmopolitan,
defensive, paramount,
domination,
unfe ered, ident...
n80e6

partnership,
membership,
byproduct,
preparedness

geography, emilio

n199e3

landscape, revisit,
tourist, fred,
carpenter, pastoral,
civilisation, choses,
canadian, monolith,
arizona, bataille,
thomson, can...
n258e2

n317e4

cooper, footprint,
memorial, credential,
urbanism, armature,
trump, mall, mantra,
collusion, toxic,
glib, urbanists,
urbanity, dead...
n436e14

n555e6

n673e5

era, aspire,
creative, disconnect,
creativity,
painstakingly,
newness

n732e4

obesity

site, sprawl,
olympics, suburbia,
ciam, vancouver,
lavatory, eisenhower,
conviviality,
affordable, dystopia,
ada, citysc...
n376e42

n495e10

renovation,
commemorative,
postmodernity,
otherworldly

pluralist, strident

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

n672e7

permanently, blur,
embody, level,
colonize, capitalism

n851e3

n494e4

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,

n553e2

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

gary

n257e2

n20e122

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

n139e2

teller, ethnographic

n198e46

commuter,
navigational

n316e17

reconfigured,
environmentally,
rogers, derelict

celebrity, rampant,
underpinnings,
informality, usa,
patina

morph, delineation,
hilarious,
reconfiguration,
lang, rendition, ink,
monochrome, blizzard,
de , megastructure

jackson, ethnography

n138e2

tourism

n197e1

redesign, venue,
campus, reconfigure

n435e11

donald, frankfurt,
seamlessly,
billboard,
instigator,
adjustable, prix,
diller, scofidio,
tel, coop, ...

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...
n78e2

princeton, bateson

n137e1

n256e1

n375e6

shard, pale e,
infill, gambit,
quixotic

n434e18

n493e33

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...
n552e3

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

urban, trash,
empower, empowerment,
fab

n315e4

unbuilt, adaptable,
cantilever, hangover,
osaka

n374e5

reconsideration,
visceral, complicit,
sustainable, ron,
reconfiguring, reuse,
fredric, bilbao,
gombrich, frampton,
serra, t...

n18e39

minnesota,
minneapolis, abusive,
activism, verso,
launder, polanyi,
neoliberalism

n77e2

unstoppable,
incrementally

n196e2

n255e4

team, airport,
olympic, ken,
orchestrate, disused,
unobstructed, hostel,
girlfriend, domus,
rudofsky

n314e5

architect, nouvel,
aldo, kitsch,
meltdown, upholstery,
plastic, urbane,
summarised, koolhaas,
monumentality,
herzog, andy, ro...
n433e18

minimalist, jeffrey,
lynn, dom,
choreograph,
adumbrate, perspecta,
rosalind, negri,
futuristic, ino,
hardt, eisen...
n492e16

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

gallery, steel,
norman, grands,
mindset

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot
n432e17

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n254e11

n313e20

layer, emphasise,
casa, centralised,
pluralism, seagram,
tubular,
organisational,
edouard, iconic,
dramatise, iconology
n372e14

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

n431e4

alongside, budget,
menu, bbc

n17e8

incentive, rename,
inexpensive

n136e2

ubiquitous, hack,
gps, prosthetic,
sensor, hacker,
analytics,
smartphone, cyborg,
senseable

n195e5

collaboration, hub,
weekend,
collaborative,
choral, pessac,
linux, habraken

management, africa,
entrepreneur, optic,
zone, convene,
logistics,
infrastructure, golf,
certify, realpolitik,
reliant, au...
n76e3

mobile, cyber, smart

n135e10

tech, recycle,
pollution, vibrant,
burgeon, transit,
renovate, carbon,
graffito,
reclamation, collate,
houston, leak...
n194e8

n253e5

n16e53

phone,
accountability,
dhabi, suez, org,
siemens, songdo,
masdar, planit

n75e3

copenhagen, plummet,
emission, roundabout,
stockholm, app, lbs,
kilometre, singapore,
otis, whyte, mumbai,
bangalore, dharavi

n134e16

launch, million,
crunch, electrify,
showcase, queue, eco

n193e4

n252e1

n15e9

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n133e7

aggressively, exude,
oscar

n192e1

jay, nihilistic,
nordic, finland,
northwestern,
retinal, ocular,
finnish, merleau,
ponty, alvar, aalto,
sketchbook, helsi...

saarinen

n14e8

politician, protest,
activist, savvy,
egyptian,
homelessness, polity,
madrid, cairo,
rekindle, arab,
barcel...
n73e3

october, september,
negotiate, monitor,
president

n132e3

unidentified,
unbiased

n191e15

n249e1

n13e49

january, movement,
available,
leadership, occupy,
occupation, february,
consensus, brutality,
outrage,
parliament...
n72e5

massive, advertise,
report, december,
april, corporate,
digest, july,
warfare, journalist,
devastation,
official, disrupt...
n131e2

peripheral

n189e1

ramp, glaze,
buckminster, kit,
practicality, turin,
cladding, classicist,
cra smanship,
stu gart, richards,
ventilate, radia...
n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

academic, paolo,
klein

n427e7

n487e4

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...
n604e14

n662e3

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n367e3

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

n307e5

postmodernists

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

topographical

perpetrator,
recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

n426e26

n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...

n601e1

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

los, foray

n188e43

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n247e4

n366e3

monograph, italia

n425e13

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

n721e4

n246e3

n306e1

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

n543e10

spatiality, andrea,
separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

n781e2

skeletal

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

n541e41

n661e24

n305e2

engineer,
appreciation

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...

n9e42

pioneer, prognosis

n128e2

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...
n68e2

dell

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...
n186e9

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, theory,
stringent

n422e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

collage, hannes,
dessau

n8e44

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n126e24

corbusier, vers

n185e4

n244e25

n303e2

construction,
achievement,
consonance

n362e5

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

autonomy,
reintegration

n125e2

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n6e8

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

n183e1

n242e3

n5e7

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,
axonometric

n182e5

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

scrape, lane, spit,
bucket, furtive,
talon, lacerate, eel,
sideboard, pla er,
curdle, braggart,
brunswick

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

n44e12

n45e17

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n103e17

n104e12

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n284e35

n344e55

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...
n643e50

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...
n703e33

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...
n404e36

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

excavate, solder,
woodwork

gable

nave

n524e1

malta, sadden

n644e3

n645e2

riot, broom, tremor

n704e64

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...

n527e9

bordeaux

n646e1

pique, baron

n705e3

n648e1

wench

n706e5

toad, orchard, yonder

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

brussels

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

doomsday, exeunt

n886e12

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n888e2

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n945e2

n946e2

habituate,
inexperience

engrave, parrot

pate, denmark

n947e1

n948e3

foil

queen, exit, norway

n712e1

breadth, torus

n771e3

capacious,
amphitheatre

marcellus

n889e18

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

claudius, distemper

n892e2

n952e4

canker

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...
n893e13

gnat, hap

n951e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n833e16

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

ber

n535e1

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

whit, raucous

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

goad, infuriate,
burly

n654e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

n714e4

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n657e4

disunite

n715e4

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

n895e13

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

n660e45

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

n779e1

unarm, turk

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

pontiff

n778e2

n956e3

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...

n718e1

n837e1

n896e8

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

n658e16

fortress

n836e4

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n599e2

potentate, bologna

goodwill, tuscany

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

n835e11

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

n717e2

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

n598e2

caravaggio

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

n480e27

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

height, length,
obtuse

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

n478e32

descend

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

n359e2

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

n595e3

n773e3

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...
n832e14

n890e1

tenuous, feign

aflame, finder

n240e12

n299e3

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

consistence

adriatic

n713e5

plinth

n772e27

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

n831e2

n534e1

thickness, samos,
pontus

n653e2

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n711e2

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

n829e1

n298e7

n358e3

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

n652e5

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

n828e2

afoot

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n416e11

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

thursday

n826e10

n884e22

n944e16

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt
n767e1

n825e1

n649e12

cavalier

n707e15

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

inveigh

behoove

n180e2

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

n297e2

centaur

quadrant

n474e2

n592e3

corona, cella

delphic

n414e1

dampness

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n591e2

corinthian, column

greek, midway,
stronghold

pore, entomb

n296e1

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n237e1

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n413e1

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

module

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

n60e58

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n236e2

n353e4

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes
n412e9

lintel

n530e1

n589e5

padua, pius

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n294e1

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

flavour

n235e2

porous

n293e3

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

tumour

n352e9

rainwater

n471e1

width, tuscan

phidias

n588e2

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n764e318

n824e6

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

overhang

exposure, tier

n411e1

rubble

n470e2

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

anew, imperishable

n234e1

n292e7

n351e2

aisle, tern

n410e1

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

semicircle

n350e2

gymnasium

n409e7

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

n584e2

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

n408e8

infallibly, butchery

n466e2

n291e1

n55e3

limb, venus

presage

n173e2

pry

n232e1

ballast

n290e1

n54e2

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

cloven

n172e1

jangle

n231e1

horizontally, masonry

n53e14

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

n289e3

n348e4

antique, louvre

n407e2

flue

decorative, acropolis

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n170e1

n229e2

n288e1

n347e2

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...
n110e1

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

n287e1

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...
n464e8

n50e51

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n227e4

whitewash,
hermetically

n49e5

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...

n48e3

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...
n107e5

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

n47e48

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n980e3

insipid, superbly,
regre ably

spectacle
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These numbers—229 books 2 400 concepts and 21 591 ndexes—
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n1e193

n2e6

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

functio...

n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,

unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n62e3

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

potential, system,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

n183e1

perpetrate, horrific

n901e3

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

n904e1

fleetingly,
appeasement

n906e2

demystify

n964e1

disintegration

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

catholicism, seducer

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

n9e42

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

term, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

n10e18

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

n548e11

n608e17

n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

pioneer, prognosis

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

new, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n969e4

logic, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

n311e1

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...
n970e2

objectivity, believer

n13e49

idealise

n371e6

inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n971e2

positive, irrational

n14e8

n15e9

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n134e16

n255e4

n495e10

n913e2

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n914e4

opaque,
philosophically,
transposition,
spiritualism,
objectivism, triadic

n974e3

polarity, fetish,
infra

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

n976e1

brutally,
particularity,
shamelessly

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n977e2

vulgarize

n20e122

powerlessness,
disjunction
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n21e7

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

n499e22

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

highlight, connote

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

n978e2

reanimate, rimbaud

n22e5

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

n979e3

existentialism,
embroil, virility

n23e13

n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

n26e1

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n28e7

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n29e115

n926e37

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

n30e29

n927e1

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...

n929e1

anesthesia

oblivious, whimsy

grade, satirical,
maple

youngster, lumber

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

eugene, lovable

n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

n41e167

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

n579e2

dale

cow, pea, marri

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n520e49

profusely, truce

n578e1

n638e2

chagrin

sometime, saffron

n756e3

n816e16

n876e20

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...

n460e9

smartness

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n637e1

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...
n400e13

reverently, lute

n517e13

islander, java

shark, beholden,
joust

n815e7

n875e15

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n280e6

n340e84

aboard

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n459e1

n516e2

n934e2

n40e84

n100e1

n220e4

coward

harem, afire

n339e1

n397e21

litigation

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

n396e1

wang

dynasty

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n755e3

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

n337e1

persian, burglar

n575e15

n635e3

n695e1

tudor, quaver

n874e9

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

redo, informer

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

n335e2

n395e1

n455e1

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

n933e2

n37e5

n97e3

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

purveyor

raid, americas

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n814e5

cram, dock, sibyl

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

page, dei

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n754e2

venetian

n873e3

n932e3

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n514e9

n574e35

n634e9

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

caravan

n931e2

brothel

n35e30

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n274e4

n334e1

n394e2

n454e4

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

n812e9

n872e1

armor, intone

n930e1

dickens

n34e4

n94e5

illegal, presumably

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

n633e10

endless, greed

landslide

wasteland, blackberry

n154e2

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n752e1

n811e2

n214e4

supporter, freelance,
avidly

n393e5

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n512e3

n572e8

n632e2

n692e1

biblical

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

n333e3

favor

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

propensity

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n273e3

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n332e1

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

julius, albert

n213e6

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...

n631e3

n691e1

alma

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

n153e2

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n212e9

adjustment, union,
thomas, mainly,
adoption, tract,
interference,
executive, insure,
contention,
imperfectly, fran...

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...

n571e1

plato

n870e2

wi ily, snobbish

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...
n93e3

austin, squalor

n152e6

university, max,
london, edward,
harvard, kenneth,
dissertation,
allocation, williams,
marshall,
massachuse...

n271e28

n331e20

n391e2

athens

armageddon

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

n33e74

german, rudolf,
germany, proceeding,
outspoken, erich,
franz, obtainable,
theodor, anton,
alleviation,
lawfulness, josef
n92e2

cambridge, chicago,
columbia, trans,
yale, eds, go fried,
vermont, campbell,
lindsay, loyola

n211e15

freedom, les, est,
une, harmful,
impracticable,
confiscation

secure, statesman,
annum

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n750e3

n809e1

mumford, carapace

mechanical, mechanize

n928e1

carver

n31e15

n91e11

n151e20

progressive, review,
desirable, policy,
governmental, des,
den, immanuel,
monetary,
meritorious,
philosop...

n510e13

n570e1

n630e7

n690e1

hedonistic, outgo

trek

n808e2

n868e2

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n450e1

imputation

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

n748e1

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...

merit, enforce,
faire, ineffective,
dans, avec, pension,
qui, disapproval,
foreseeable,
reasonableness, bien,
jena, anonymou...
n270e7

n330e5

n390e3

vest, socialistic

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n747e19

n807e39

edition, undesirable,
conservative,
quotation,
beneficial,
insurance, ithaca,
dent, deterrent,
kentucky, arn...

n210e16

sans

government,
dispassionately

n569e4

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

remake, subtitle

n687e4

n867e3

arthur, von,
friedrich, oxford,
ludwig, das, allen,
routledge, fritz,
profitably, sidney,
zurich, ernest,
edmund, h...
n90e21

n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

n509e1

n568e2

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

n627e2

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...

safeguard, welfare,
sont, ordre

n269e1

n329e2

n389e2

bodin

civil, roman,
council, undercurrent

futile, delegate,
corruption,
conspiracy,
unequivocally, adage

n567e4

foretaste

mouthpiece

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

que, amendment,
jurisprudence,
judicial, restate,
encroachment,
redistribution, ses

n149e6

n209e4

tutelage,
fountainhead

n388e1

n448e4

declaration,
sanction,
irresistible,
restoration,
unanimously,
outstanding,
flagrant, abj...
n507e6

party, defeat,
politically,
forerunner,
conspicuous

n746e6

n806e7

n866e25

reprint, income,
legislation, liberty,
discretion, infringe,
irrespective,
conservatism,
prevention,
enforcement, ...
n89e8

desirability,
beneficiary

constitution,
puritan, despotism,
cromwell

n328e2

absolutism

republic, republican,
legality,
confederation,
channelled, bonheur

n447e12

founder, found,
rebellion,
liberation, vacate,
schematically

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

physiologically,
radar

n865e5

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

englishmen, lex

n268e4

peuple, montesquieu,
hommes, ordo

n327e1

n387e6

revolution,
revolutionary,
downfall, hypocrisy,
unmask, outbreak,
preordain, ancien,
lawlessness

n506e5

n566e1

n626e1

n686e10

n745e2

newtonian

n864e7

constitutional,
pouvoir

n208e2

madison, condorcet

n267e4

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

machiavelli,
bolshevik, melville,
adams, jacobin,
politic, jefferson,
township, harrington,
revolutionist,
robespierre

n446e6

seizure

vienna, austria,
schmidt

n744e1

awareness, margin,
visually

n863e4

practicable, milton,
ltd, orwell,
monopolistic,
robbins, acton

n88e2

n148e2

thucydides

n207e2

tocqueville

n326e11

n386e9

secular

colonial, cue

conspicuously,
untested

commission, sear

n625e1

n684e3

n805e3

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory

rescind, adjudicate

n147e1

n206e1

secularization

n505e2

n565e2

lewis, giuseppe,
memo, manipulative,
nixon

churchill

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

momentary

n862e10

competitive,
centrally, creed,
totalitarian,
stewart, socialist,
deutscher, peacetime,
eduard, socialism,
mor...
n87e2

liberalism

internationalism,
nationalistic,
paternalistic

equality, egalitarian

n325e1

n385e1

n445e2

autocratic

n504e2

uncomfortably, bunker

n564e5

johnson, gaulle,
trustee, autocracy,
mosque, autocrat,
reichstag, hanover,
stalin, saddam,
presidential,
khrushchev, ...

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...
n743e9

rationalism

n802e1

overload,
pretentious,
tragically

life, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...

totalitarianism

n145e3

n205e2

unwillingness

n444e1

intimidate, berlin,
domed, glamorous,
sco ish, rotunda,
bavaria, clinton,
spiralling,
westminster, ringed,
baghdad, aborig...

n683e20

optimism

n742e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n861e15

oust, extremist,
takeover, uncritical,
nato, indiscriminate,
bomb, watchdog,
voter, aggression,
thailand,
infiltrat...
n85e1

leninist, costa,
huntington

dictatorship, boris,
schumpeter

locke, saxon, anglo

n324e1

intolerance

dictator, fascist,
ministry, o oman,
absolutist,
ruthlessness

n503e22

n563e50

n623e1

misleadingly

n682e1

impoverish,
unquestionably

n25e93

communist, soviet,
pessimism,
militarily, mafia,
kissinger

n204e3

unsatisfied, slavish,
popularly, pamper,
atavistic, climber,
vainglory

preservation,
atomistic, pessimist

n443e6

dome, bush, overrun,
demolish, boost,
tycoon, atlanta,
metro, charisma,
lavishly,
billionaire,
boardr...

n622e1

signalling,
untroubled, cyclical,
rhythm

n741e2

n801e3

n920e2

n24e6

n84e3

n144e3

recognition,
democratically,
alexandre,
destructiveness,
hobbesian, lordship,
hobbes

n323e3

n383e1

ambitious, veto

impressive, reminder,
patron, erupt, daunt,
demolition, overtly,
gulag, podium,
ballistic

n502e21

bombastic, geste,
caesars, dressage

n621e4

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

aristocratic,
economically, weber,
thoroughgoing,
classless

n263e7

dignity, fanaticism,
hobble

prosperous, loyalty,
eastern,
counterweight

n442e10

decorator, mismatch,
deco

n561e4

mediterranean

enticement, tractor

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...

democratic,
authoritarian,
democracy, liberal,
communism,
directional,
dynastic,
directionality
n143e7

n203e5

unfulfilled,
intolerant,
dictatorial,
industrially,
asocial, comeback,
calvinist

n262e3

n322e4

n382e2

prestige

celebration,
monument, instal

n501e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

pessimistic, detritus

n740e2

n800e3

n860e22

democratization,
ussr, deng,
czechoslovakia,
democratize,
authoritarianism,
gorbachev, havel,
lockean, thy...
n83e8

imperialism,
consumerism

tolerant, modernize,
colonialism, bipolar,
incompletely,
undercut, bidder

n202e7

reform, ancestry

outlet, intractable,
maelstrom,
dispassionate,
assertive

n381e1

n441e3

western, photograph,
meter, teutonic,
maoist

n680e2

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n859e11

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

n142e7

willingness,
economic, asia,
citizenship, overt

n261e2

n321e5

legacy, expunge,
outpouring,
relativistic

concession, mandate,
bureaucrat

n500e7

n560e1

aspiration, tinge,
typify

n679e8

uncritically,
pharaohs

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

abortion, franco,
latecomer, asians,
consumerist

racial

intentioned, antenna

n320e4

n380e3

n440e5

n620e3

propagandist

n738e6

n798e9

n858e15

legitimacy,
philippines, iran,
anytime, taiwan,
korea, yeltsin

n81e5

n141e5

bureaucracy,
centralize, african

n260e2

reservation

n319e6

aura

quotidian

national,
institution,
politics,
sovereignty,
worldwide, enshrine

n140e3

n200e1

desert, nuclear,
encampment

n259e1

louise, playboy

disaster, a une,
prominently,
selectively,
recreational

authenticity,
predate, nefarious

behalf, culturally,
ethnic,
environmental,
cosmopolitan,
defensive, paramount,
domination,
unfe ered, ident...
n80e6

partnership,
membership,
byproduct,
preparedness

geography, emilio

n199e3

landscape, revisit,
tourist, fred,
carpenter, pastoral,
civilisation, choses,
canadian, monolith,
arizona, bataille,
thomson, can...

n439e3

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

n857e57

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

n139e2

teller, ethnographic

n498e1

n558e3

n618e1

n678e2

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

n797e15

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

n916e4

ambiguity, totality,
marx, imbalance,
femininity,
unrealized,
proletariat,
reification

n975e3

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...

jackson, ethnography

n258e2

n318e1

n378e5

implacably,
demography

n737e7

n796e4

n915e8

masquerade,
irrationality,
deceptively,
obfuscation

subversive, encompass

n973e6

prise

n18e39

n78e2

disrepute

unremi ing

comprehensively,
fulcrum

n677e2

sociopolitical

n736e2

devaluation, modernes

n856e12

lenin

n198e46

gary

lush, mcdonald,
automotive,
interstate

n497e1

n557e1

n617e2

hone, promethean

n676e1

theorization

marcuse, recuperate

n855e1

ideological,
repetitive,
extrapolate

n138e2

tourism

engrained, taliesin

dramatically,
tolerance, devolve,
historic, pare,
emblematic, lo ,
unassailable, crutch,
coastal, conveyor,
prem...

rubric, habitat,
unregulated,
promulgate, penchant,
rife

utopia,
disproportionate,
sideline,
sociability,
blithely,
distributor,
artistry, ers...

exacerbate, plethora,
planetary,
collectivity

n616e2

sketchy, gadget,
reorganization

princeton, bateson

n317e4

n377e65

n437e6

benign, inescapable,
appropriateness,
evocative,
camouflage,
conundrum,
insistently,
unyielding, hy...

n556e4

nostalgia,
irrelevance, purview,
superficiality,
diploma, inhabitable

n735e1

n795e2

confrontation,
devalue, personalize

n854e3

minnesota,
minneapolis, abusive,
activism, verso,
launder, polanyi,
neoliberalism

n257e2

obesity

cooper, footprint,
memorial, credential,
urbanism, armature,
trump, mall, mantra,
collusion, toxic,
glib, urbanists,
urbanity, dead...

n496e9

visionary, utopian,
juxtaposition, spawn,
repository,
foreground, eschew,
generic, bigness,
maki

n555e6

n615e3

n794e3

n912e4

n17e8

n77e2

n197e1

commuter,
navigational

site, sprawl,
olympics, suburbia,
ciam, vancouver,
lavatory, eisenhower,
conviviality,
affordable, dystopia,
ada, citysc...
n376e42

n436e14

morph, delineation,
hilarious,
reconfiguration,
lang, rendition, ink,
monochrome, blizzard,
de , megastructure

chiaroscuro

n734e2

modernity, resurgence

norm

n137e1

unstoppable,
incrementally

n316e17

reconfigured,
environmentally,
rogers, derelict

celebrity, rampant,
underpinnings,
informality, usa,
patina

n435e11

reconsider,
provisional,
outdated,
artificiality,
radicalism

incentive, rename,
inexpensive

n256e1

redesign, venue,
campus, reconfigure

n375e6

shard, pale e,
infill, gambit,
quixotic

donald, frankfurt,
seamlessly,
billboard,
instigator,
adjustable, prix,
diller, scofidio,
tel, coop, ...

renovation,
commemorative,
postmodernity,
otherworldly

n674e1

experiential

n853e1

management, africa,
entrepreneur, optic,
zone, convene,
logistics,
infrastructure, golf,
certify, realpolitik,
reliant, au...

n196e2

urban, trash,
empower, empowerment,
fab

n315e4

unbuilt, adaptable,
cantilever, hangover,
osaka

n494e4

n614e5

reactionary,
concreteness

technique, merge,
abstraction,
abstractly,
revitalize

n733e1

simplistic

n972e1

n16e53

n76e3

n136e2

ubiquitous, hack,
gps, prosthetic,
sensor, hacker,
analytics,
smartphone, cyborg,
senseable

n195e5

collaboration, hub,
weekend,
collaborative,
choral, pessac,
linux, habraken

team, airport,
olympic, ken,
orchestrate, disused,
unobstructed, hostel,
girlfriend, domus,
rudofsky

n314e5

n374e5

n434e18

pluralist, strident

n673e5

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

proviso, reductionist

mobile, cyber, smart

n135e10

tech, recycle,
pollution, vibrant,
burgeon, transit,
renovate, carbon,
graffito,
reclamation, collate,
houston, leak...

n254e11

gallery, steel,
norman, grands,
mindset

neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

era, aspire,
creative, disconnect,
creativity,
painstakingly,
newness

n732e4

n792e1

n852e2

phone,
accountability,
dhabi, suez, org,
siemens, songdo,
masdar, planit

n75e3

copenhagen, plummet,
emission, roundabout,
stockholm, app, lbs,
kilometre, singapore,
otis, whyte, mumbai,
bangalore, dharavi

n194e8

alongside, budget,
menu, bbc

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,

n553e2

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n612e3

n672e7

permanently, blur,
embody, level,
colonize, capitalism

compromise, etc,
cynicism

reconsideration,
visceral, complicit,
sustainable, ron,
reconfiguring, reuse,
fredric, bilbao,
gombrich, frampton,
serra, t...
n493e33

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...
n552e3

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted

architect, nouvel,
aldo, kitsch,
meltdown, upholstery,
plastic, urbane,
summarised, koolhaas,
monumentality,
herzog, andy, ro...
n433e18

minimalist, jeffrey,
lynn, dom,
choreograph,
adumbrate, perspecta,
rosalind, negri,
futuristic, ino,
hardt, eisen...
n492e16

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

n791e6

n851e3

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot
n432e17

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

n491e8

n551e6

n611e10

n671e10

launch, million,
crunch, electrify,
showcase, queue, eco

n253e5

n313e20

layer, emphasise,
casa, centralised,
pluralism, seagram,
tubular,
organisational,
edouard, iconic,
dramatise, iconology
n372e14

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

n431e4

politician, protest,
activist, savvy,
egyptian,
homelessness, polity,
madrid, cairo,
rekindle, arab,
barcel...
n73e3

understate

n312e12

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

n550e7

n610e26

n670e21

n193e4

invigorate

n252e1

holl

n310e32

n370e7

n430e5

n133e7

aggressively, exude,
oscar

n192e1

jay, nihilistic,
nordic, finland,
northwestern,
retinal, ocular,
finnish, merleau,
ponty, alvar, aalto,
sketchbook, helsi...
n251e1

handrail

luigi, jones, legibly

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

n549e21

n609e23

n669e15

october, september,
negotiate, monitor,
president

n132e3

unidentified,
unbiased

n191e15

saarinen

n249e1

n309e3

n369e4

n429e5

january, movement,
available,
leadership, occupy,
occupation, february,
consensus, brutality,
outrage,
parliament...
n72e5

massive, advertise,
report, december,
april, corporate,
digest, july,
warfare, journalist,
devastation,
official, disrupt...
n131e2

peripheral

n189e1

ramp, glaze,
buckminster, kit,
practicality, turin,
cladding, classicist,
cra smanship,
stu gart, richards,
ventilate, radia...

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

n727e6

n787e2

n847e1

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n487e4

n547e15

n607e9

n667e8

racist

immune

invalidate

n846e3

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

n427e7

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

n786e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...

n128e2

n188e43

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n307e5

postmodernists

n606e10

n666e1

n726e1

n785e7

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

contaminate

n963e2

n8e44

n68e2

dell

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n247e4

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

structure, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

uninformed

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n426e26

n546e10

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

n724e1

n784e7

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...

n246e3

n306e1

n366e3

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor

n902e2

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

n126e24

n186e9

garnier, dadaist

monograph, italia

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...
n604e14

n664e2

quotient

n962e3

n6e8

autonomy,
reintegration

corbusier, vers

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n365e2

n425e13

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

n723e1

n783e5

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...
n305e2

skeletal

n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...
n543e10

less, marc, kai

n782e2

n842e73

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...
n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

n662e3

infectious, midsummer

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n961e12

n5e7

n65e2

n125e2

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n303e2

n363e4

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

topographical

perpetrator,
recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

construction,
achievement,
consonance

contribution, select,
loosely, theory,
stringent

n482e1

spatiality, andrea,

separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...
n721e4

n781e2

n841e20

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

axonometric

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n302e3

n362e5

n422e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...
n541e41

n601e1

n661e24

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,

n182e5

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n361e51

n421e11

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

scrape, lane, spit,
bucket, furtive,
talon, lacerate, eel,
sideboard, pla er,
curdle, braggart,
brunswick

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...
n103e17

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n44e12

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n45e17

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n104e12

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

n47e48

n48e3

n107e5

n49e5

n944e16

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

n946e2

habituate,
inexperience

engrave, parrot

pate, denmark

n948e3

foil

queen, exit, norway

n53e14

n54e2

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

behoove

aflame, finder

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n779e1

unarm, turk

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

pontiff

n778e2

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

n956e3

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n480e27

n539e3

n599e2

potentate, bologna

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...
n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n598e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

fortress

n836e4

n896e8

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

n419e1

n478e32

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n835e11

descend

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

n895e13

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

n714e4

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n416e11

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n833e16

n893e13

n952e4

n60e58

n120e1

n180e2

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

quadrant

n474e2

adriatic

n653e2

n713e5

plinth

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

gnat, hap

canker

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n951e1

n56e9

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n294e1

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n772e27

n832e14

n892e2

ber

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n592e3

n652e5

n712e1

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

claudius, distemper

limb, venus

presage

anew, imperishable

n293e3

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

breadth, torus

n771e3

n890e1

n55e3

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

n173e2

tumour

n292e7

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

n711e2

n831e2

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

pry

n232e1

overhang

exposure, tier

n471e1

capacious,
amphitheatre

marcellus

n889e18

cloven

n172e1

jangle

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

module

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

n829e1

doomsday, exeunt

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

n231e1

aisle, tern

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

n828e2

n888e2

n947e1

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

perforate

semicircle

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

thursday

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

width, tuscan

n530e1

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt
n767e1

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

n290e1

n350e2

n410e1

n470e2

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n826e10

n886e12

n945e2

n50e51

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

brussels

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

toad, orchard, yonder

n825e1

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

n705e3

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n110e1

n170e1

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

malta, sadden

riot, broom, tremor

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...
n764e318

n824e6

n884e22

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

n347e2

n407e2

flue

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n227e4

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n643e50

n703e33

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n980e3

insipid, superbly,
regre ably

spectacle, richness

INFORMATIONAL INSTRUMENT

Xenotheka. There are no grammars, no rules, no syntax, yet a book
lights up the galaxy by showing its face. ○ 4.14
To recapitulate: a Xenotheka of 229 books is articulated by
a SOM into an alphabet of 2,400 atom-letters, which is indexed
by an informational face of a library that consists of a dictionary
containing 21,591 words. ○ 4.7
A GALAXY OF CONCEPTS ARTICULATED
IN ATOM-LETTERS
The newly formed atom-letters are temporal and can express
any quality of concepts whatsoever. This quality is never explicit
and predetermined; it is always a void in a cloud of indexes. On
the other hand, each atom-letter has a specific explicit numerical value for a given galaxy. The atom-letter is a number and a
cipher, a wave and a particle, a concept and a letter. Here is one
atom-letter which contains an index of interest: an instrument
and its indexical cloud.
ATOM-LETTER N1594 E4 312 ○ 4.11 ■ 4.1
Its indexical cloud: 313
n1594 e4 {ӏinstrumentӏ, article, insufficiency,
cleanly}

And its numerical vector: 314
0.00131449, 0.005600595, 0.001014245, 0.006565056,
0.001181389, 0.003580007, 0.005375155, 0.004707975,
0.004145514, 0.000641298, 0.00440762, 0.001772327,
0.004525047, 0.002351786, 0.001122619, 0.000351847,
0.002930002, 0.002963255, 0.003475173… (one dimension for
each book)

To get a subtle notion of what this concept might be about, one
has to get to know its neighbouring atom-letters. Together they
constitute a bigger cloud—a concept, a conceptual space, 315 or
an atmosphere:

312

313
314
315

Cell n1594 e4 is both an atom-letter and a concept, depending on
how we want to work with it. At least one atom-letter is needed to
formulate a concept.
Indexical part of atom-letters: https://alice-ch3n81.net/files/data/
xenotheka/_outCellContentName.txt
Numerical part of atom-letters (SOM weight vectors): https://alicech3n81.net/files/data/xenotheka/_cell_gridweights_40_60.txt
Atom-letters are ordered according to similarity with the atom-
letter n1594 e4. The similarity is calculated as a Euclidean distance
between numerical parts of atom-letters. For more on weight vectors in SOM, see Kohonen, “Self-Organized Formation of Topologically
Correct Feature Maps.”
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n1e193

n2e6

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

functio...

n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,

unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n62e3

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

potential, system,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

n183e1

perpetrate, horrific

n901e3

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

n904e1

fleetingly,
appeasement

n906e2

demystify

n964e1

disintegration

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

catholicism, seducer

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

n9e42

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

term, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

n10e18

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

n548e11

n608e17

n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

pioneer, prognosis

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

new, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n969e4

logic, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

n311e1

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...
n970e2

objectivity, believer

n13e49

idealise

n371e6

inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n971e2

positive, irrational

n14e8

n15e9

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n134e16

n255e4

n495e10

n913e2

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n914e4

opaque,
philosophically,
transposition,
spiritualism,
objectivism, triadic

n974e3

polarity, fetish,
infra

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

n976e1

brutally,
particularity,
shamelessly

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n977e2

vulgarize

n20e122

powerlessness,
disjunction
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n21e7

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

n499e22

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

highlight, connote

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

n978e2

reanimate, rimbaud

n22e5

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

n979e3

existentialism,
embroil, virility

n23e13

n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

n26e1

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n28e7

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n29e115

n926e37

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

n30e29

n927e1

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...

n929e1

anesthesia

oblivious, whimsy

grade, satirical,
maple

youngster, lumber

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

eugene, lovable

n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

n41e167

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

n579e2

dale

cow, pea, marri

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n520e49

profusely, truce

n578e1

n638e2

chagrin

sometime, saffron

n756e3

n816e16

n876e20

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...

n460e9

smartness

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n637e1

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...
n400e13

reverently, lute

n517e13

islander, java

shark, beholden,
joust

n815e7

n875e15

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n280e6

n340e84

aboard

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n459e1

n516e2

n934e2

n40e84

n100e1

n220e4

coward

harem, afire

n339e1

n397e21

litigation

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

n396e1

wang

dynasty

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n755e3

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

n337e1

persian, burglar

n575e15

n635e3

n695e1

tudor, quaver

n874e9

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

redo, informer

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

n335e2

n395e1

n455e1

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

n933e2

n37e5

n97e3

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

purveyor

raid, americas

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n814e5

cram, dock, sibyl

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

page, dei

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n754e2

venetian

n873e3

n932e3

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n514e9

n574e35

n634e9

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

caravan

n931e2

brothel

n35e30

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n274e4

n334e1

n394e2

n454e4

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

n812e9

n872e1

armor, intone

n930e1

dickens

n34e4

n94e5

illegal, presumably

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

n633e10

endless, greed

landslide

wasteland, blackberry

n154e2

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n752e1

n811e2

n214e4

supporter, freelance,
avidly

n393e5

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n512e3

n572e8

n632e2

n692e1

biblical

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

n333e3

favor

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

propensity

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n273e3

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n332e1

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

julius, albert

n213e6

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...

n631e3

n691e1

alma

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

n153e2

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n212e9

adjustment, union,
thomas, mainly,
adoption, tract,
interference,
executive, insure,
contention,
imperfectly, fran...

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...

n571e1

plato

n870e2

wi ily, snobbish

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...
n93e3

austin, squalor

n152e6

university, max,
london, edward,
harvard, kenneth,
dissertation,
allocation, williams,
marshall,
massachuse...

n271e28

n331e20

n391e2

athens

armageddon

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

n33e74

german, rudolf,
germany, proceeding,
outspoken, erich,
franz, obtainable,
theodor, anton,
alleviation,
lawfulness, josef
n92e2

cambridge, chicago,
columbia, trans,
yale, eds, go fried,
vermont, campbell,
lindsay, loyola

n211e15

freedom, les, est,
une, harmful,
impracticable,
confiscation

secure, statesman,
annum

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n750e3

n809e1

mumford, carapace

mechanical, mechanize

n928e1

carver

n31e15

n91e11

n151e20

progressive, review,
desirable, policy,
governmental, des,
den, immanuel,
monetary,
meritorious,
philosop...

n510e13

n570e1

n630e7

n690e1

hedonistic, outgo

trek

n808e2

n868e2

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n450e1

imputation

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

n748e1

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...

merit, enforce,
faire, ineffective,
dans, avec, pension,
qui, disapproval,
foreseeable,
reasonableness, bien,
jena, anonymou...
n270e7

n330e5

n390e3

vest, socialistic

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n747e19

n807e39

edition, undesirable,
conservative,
quotation,
beneficial,
insurance, ithaca,
dent, deterrent,
kentucky, arn...

n210e16

sans

government,
dispassionately

n569e4

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

remake, subtitle

n687e4

n867e3

arthur, von,
friedrich, oxford,
ludwig, das, allen,
routledge, fritz,
profitably, sidney,
zurich, ernest,
edmund, h...
n90e21

n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

n509e1

n568e2

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

n627e2

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...

safeguard, welfare,
sont, ordre

n269e1

n329e2

n389e2

bodin

civil, roman,
council, undercurrent

futile, delegate,
corruption,
conspiracy,
unequivocally, adage

n567e4

foretaste

mouthpiece

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

que, amendment,
jurisprudence,
judicial, restate,
encroachment,
redistribution, ses

n149e6

n209e4

tutelage,
fountainhead

n388e1

n448e4

declaration,
sanction,
irresistible,
restoration,
unanimously,
outstanding,
flagrant, abj...
n507e6

party, defeat,
politically,
forerunner,
conspicuous

n746e6

n806e7

n866e25

reprint, income,
legislation, liberty,
discretion, infringe,
irrespective,
conservatism,
prevention,
enforcement, ...
n89e8

desirability,
beneficiary

constitution,
puritan, despotism,
cromwell

n328e2

absolutism

republic, republican,
legality,
confederation,
channelled, bonheur

n447e12

founder, found,
rebellion,
liberation, vacate,
schematically

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

physiologically,
radar

n865e5

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

englishmen, lex

n268e4

peuple, montesquieu,
hommes, ordo

n327e1

n387e6

revolution,
revolutionary,
downfall, hypocrisy,
unmask, outbreak,
preordain, ancien,
lawlessness

n506e5

n566e1

n626e1

n686e10

n745e2

newtonian

n864e7

constitutional,
pouvoir

n208e2

madison, condorcet

n267e4

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

machiavelli,
bolshevik, melville,
adams, jacobin,
politic, jefferson,
township, harrington,
revolutionist,
robespierre

n446e6
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n361e51

n421e11

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

scrape, lane, spit,
bucket, furtive,
talon, lacerate, eel,
sideboard, pla er,
curdle, braggart,
brunswick

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...
n103e17

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n44e12

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n45e17

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n104e12

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

n47e48

n48e3

n107e5

n49e5

n944e16

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

n946e2

habituate,
inexperience

engrave, parrot

pate, denmark

n948e3

foil

queen, exit, norway

n53e14

n54e2

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

behoove

aflame, finder

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n779e1

unarm, turk

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

pontiff

n778e2

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

n956e3

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n480e27

n539e3

n599e2

potentate, bologna

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...
n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n598e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

fortress

n836e4

n896e8

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

n419e1

n478e32

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n835e11

descend

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

n895e13

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

n714e4

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n416e11

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n833e16

n893e13

n952e4

n60e58

n120e1

n180e2

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

quadrant

n474e2

adriatic

n653e2

n713e5

plinth

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

gnat, hap

canker

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n951e1

n56e9

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n294e1

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n772e27

n832e14

n892e2

ber

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n592e3

n652e5

n712e1

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

claudius, distemper

limb, venus

presage

anew, imperishable

n293e3

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

breadth, torus

n771e3

n890e1

n55e3

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

n173e2

tumour

n292e7

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

n711e2

n831e2

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

pry

n232e1

overhang

exposure, tier

n471e1

capacious,
amphitheatre

marcellus

n889e18

cloven

n172e1

jangle

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

module

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

n829e1

doomsday, exeunt

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

n231e1

aisle, tern

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

n828e2

n888e2

n947e1

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

perforate

semicircle

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

thursday

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

width, tuscan

n530e1

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt
n767e1

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

n290e1

n350e2

n410e1

n470e2

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n826e10

n886e12

n945e2

n50e51

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

brussels

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

toad, orchard, yonder

n825e1

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

n705e3

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n110e1

n170e1

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

malta, sadden

riot, broom, tremor

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...
n764e318

n824e6

n884e22

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

n347e2

n407e2

flue

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n227e4

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n643e50

n703e33

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n980e3

insipid, superbly,
regre ably

spectacle, richness

INFORMATIONAL INSTRUMENT

n1654 e2 {english, unfit}
n1593 e16 {ӏexploitӏ 316, newly, ӏreproduceӏ, definite,
strikingly, diametrically, weave, metallic, twofold, artisan,
shameless, repulsion, depreciate, spokesman, motley, cubic}
n1595 e4 {ӏaccumulateӏ, alteration, settler, disproportion}
n1534 e1 {appendage}
n1653 e19 {independent, ӏmaterialӏ, constantly, ӏperformӏ,
power, previously, division, ӏtransferӏ, undergo, customary,
absorb, hence, superfluous, independently, unchanged, bearer,
constituent, undeveloped, phraseology}
n1653 e19 {ӏsumӏ, manor}
n1533 e11 {ӏtotalӏ, ӏinvestӏ, ӏengineӏ, meal, ӏminimumӏ,
ӏequateӏ, firstly, livelihood, relay, unprejudiced,
uninhabitable}
n1535 e4 {ӏamountӏ, ӏincreaseӏ, county, deer}
n1714 e7 {necessary, advance, ӏcircumstanceӏ, indirectly,
immediate, ӏcompensationӏ, extraneous}
■ 4.1
A cloud of indexes around the instrument.

These indexes provide an atmosphere around the index of an
instrument in Xenotheka. Instead of trying to explicate what
concept n1594 is about, I will propose an atmosphere for it and
contrast it with other atmospheres of words with similar meanings—its synonyms from different parts of the galaxy. ○ 4.2
{instrument, Noun, Agency} → {apparatus, machine}
{instrument, Noun, Device} → {motor}

If I can speculate and state that the atmosphere around the
index of an instrument and its atom-letter n1594 is a concept
which deals with exchange, trade, and communication (exploit,
reproduce, accumulate, material, perform, transfer, sum, total,
invest, compensation…), the question is how are the clouds and
atmospheres of an apparatus, machine, and motor different?
By looking at the Galaxy of Concepts ○ 4.10 and the positions
of four indexes—instrument, motor, apparatus, and machine—
we can speculate that these indexes form three distinct atmospheres in this Xenotheka; one around the instrument, one around
the motor, and one articulated by both the apparatus and the
machine. Let’s explore the other two atmospheres. First around
the index of a motor:
ATOM-LETTER N1227 ○ 4.12 ■ 4.2
Its indexical cloud:
n1227 e8 {equip, town, depression, counteract,
ӏmotorӏ, equipment, jumble, coalesce}

316

The black boxed index is the one in question, white boxed indexes are
the ones that speak to me in this context. They provide a personal
reading of the list.
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n1e193

n2e6

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

functio...

n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,

unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n62e3

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

potential, system,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

n183e1

perpetrate, horrific

n901e3

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

n904e1

fleetingly,
appeasement

n906e2

demystify

n964e1

disintegration

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

catholicism, seducer

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

n9e42

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

term, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

n10e18

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

n548e11

n608e17

n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

pioneer, prognosis

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

new, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n969e4

logic, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

n311e1

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...
n970e2

objectivity, believer

n13e49

idealise

n371e6

inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n971e2

positive, irrational

n14e8

n15e9

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n134e16

n255e4

n495e10

n913e2

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n914e4

opaque,
philosophically,
transposition,
spiritualism,
objectivism, triadic

n974e3

polarity, fetish,
infra

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

n976e1

brutally,
particularity,
shamelessly

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n977e2

vulgarize

n20e122

powerlessness,
disjunction
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n21e7

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

n499e22

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

highlight, connote

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

n978e2

reanimate, rimbaud

n22e5

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

n979e3

existentialism,
embroil, virility

n23e13

n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

n26e1

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n28e7

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n29e115

n926e37

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

n30e29

n927e1

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...

n929e1

anesthesia

oblivious, whimsy

grade, satirical,
maple

youngster, lumber

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

eugene, lovable

n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

n41e167

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

n579e2

dale

cow, pea, marri

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n520e49

profusely, truce

n578e1

n638e2

chagrin

sometime, saffron

n756e3

n816e16

n876e20

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...

n460e9

smartness

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n637e1

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...
n400e13

reverently, lute

n517e13

islander, java

shark, beholden,
joust

n815e7

n875e15

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n280e6

n340e84

aboard

n398e2

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n459e1

n516e2

n934e2

n40e84

n100e1

n220e4

coward

harem, afire

n339e1

n397e21

litigation

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

n396e1

wang

dynasty

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n755e3

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

n337e1

persian, burglar

n575e15

n635e3

n695e1

tudor, quaver

n874e9

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

redo, informer

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

n335e2

n395e1

n455e1

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

n933e2

n37e5

n97e3

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

purveyor

raid, americas

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n814e5

cram, dock, sibyl

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

page, dei

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n754e2

venetian

n873e3

n932e3

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n514e9

n574e35

n634e9

n694e3

donate, donation

n753e1

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

caravan

n931e2

brothel

n35e30

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n274e4

n334e1

n394e2

n454e4

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

n812e9

n872e1

armor, intone

n930e1

dickens

n34e4

n94e5

illegal, presumably

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

n633e10

endless, greed

landslide

wasteland, blackberry

n154e2

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n752e1

n811e2

n214e4

supporter, freelance,
avidly

n393e5

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n512e3

n572e8

n632e2

n692e1

biblical

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

n333e3

favor

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

propensity

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n273e3

responsible,
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vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

n786e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...

n128e2

n188e43

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n307e5

postmodernists

n606e10

n666e1

n726e1

n785e7

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

contaminate

n963e2

n8e44

n68e2

dell

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n247e4

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

structure, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

uninformed

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n426e26

n546e10

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

n724e1

n784e7

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...

n246e3

n306e1

n366e3

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor

n902e2

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

n126e24

n186e9

garnier, dadaist

monograph, italia

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...
n604e14

n664e2

quotient

n962e3

n6e8

autonomy,
reintegration

corbusier, vers

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n365e2

n425e13

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

n723e1

n783e5

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...
n305e2

skeletal

n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...
n543e10

less, marc, kai

n782e2

n842e73

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...
n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

n662e3

infectious, midsummer

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n961e12

n5e7

n65e2

n125e2

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n303e2

n363e4

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

topographical

perpetrator,
recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

construction,
achievement,
consonance

contribution, select,
loosely, theory,
stringent

n482e1

spatiality, andrea,

separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...
n721e4

n781e2

n841e20

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

axonometric

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n302e3

n362e5

n422e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...
n541e41

n601e1

n661e24

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,

n182e5

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n361e51

n421e11

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

scrape, lane, spit,
bucket, furtive,
talon, lacerate, eel,
sideboard, pla er,
curdle, braggart,
brunswick

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...
n103e17

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n44e12

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n45e17

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n104e12

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

n47e48

n48e3

n107e5

n49e5

n944e16

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

n946e2

habituate,
inexperience

engrave, parrot

pate, denmark

n948e3

foil

queen, exit, norway

n53e14

n54e2

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

behoove

aflame, finder

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n779e1

unarm, turk

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

pontiff

n778e2

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

n956e3

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n480e27

n539e3

n599e2

potentate, bologna

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...
n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n420e7

admixture

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

n598e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

fortress

n836e4

n896e8

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

n419e1

n478e32

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

n835e11

descend

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

n895e13

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

n654e3

n714e4

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n416e11

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n773e3

n833e16

n893e13

n952e4

n60e58

n120e1

n180e2

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

quadrant

n474e2

adriatic

n653e2

n713e5

plinth

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

gnat, hap

canker

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n951e1

n56e9

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n294e1

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n772e27

n832e14

n892e2

ber

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n592e3

n652e5

n712e1

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

claudius, distemper

limb, venus

presage

anew, imperishable

n293e3

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

breadth, torus

n771e3

n890e1

n55e3

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

n173e2

tumour

n292e7

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

n711e2

n831e2

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

pry

n232e1

overhang

exposure, tier

n471e1

capacious,
amphitheatre

marcellus

n889e18

cloven

n172e1

jangle

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

module

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n770e2

n829e1

doomsday, exeunt

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

n231e1

aisle, tern

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

anon

n828e2

n888e2

n947e1

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

perforate

semicircle

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

verona

n768e1

thursday

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

width, tuscan

n530e1

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt
n767e1

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...

n290e1

n350e2

n410e1

n470e2

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n826e10

n886e12

n945e2

n50e51

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

brussels

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

toad, orchard, yonder

n825e1

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

n705e3

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n110e1

n170e1

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

malta, sadden

riot, broom, tremor

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...
n764e318

n824e6

n884e22

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

n347e2

n407e2

flue

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

n227e4

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n464e8

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n643e50

n703e33

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n980e3

insipid, superbly,
regre ably

spectacle, richness
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And numerical vector:
0.000410098, 0.002492621, 0.0007319, 0.014202971,
0.002997079, 0.005507713, 0.005086443, 0.004696913,
0.000630708, 6.56558E-05, 0.000262425, 0.000896268,
0.005934318, 0.00253442, 0.000307339, 0.000591284,
0.003289519, 0.004202012, 0.001767646… (one dimension for
each book)

This time, the conceptual cloud provides a new ambience where
the index motor is the one, I would say, about movement, value,
and place. It is quite different to the conceptual cloud of an
instrument. It is a subtle characterisation; a different one could
be formulated but this one is consistent:
n1167 e21 {ӏobsoleteӏ, ӏpermanentӏ, initiative, ӏregionӏ,
ӏcostlyӏ, survey, reorganize, unification, ӏparcelӏ,
adventurous, utilitarian, debris, groundwork, enterprising,
nucleus, quota, resentful, afterthought, rembrandt, laterally,
magnification}
n1226 e1 {misplace}
n1287 e9 {ӏschemeӏ, ӏharborӏ, ӏvistaӏ, ӏvilleӏ, oasis,
gridiron, surgery, voisin, scraper}
n1228 e7 {nurture, liability, ӏtransportationӏ,
rectangular, insecure, ӏenergizeӏ, burlesque}
n1166 e6 {association, ӏtechnicallyӏ, primeval, humanly,
strenuous, unusable}
n1168 e13 {routine, ӏownershipӏ, ӏheritageӏ, inter, further,
insecurity, ӏgeographerӏ, socialize, ӏhousewifeӏ, ӏequalizeӏ,
disability, obdurate, vicariously}
n1286 e6 {underground, consummate, opus, walker, ӏbastionӏ,
deplete}
n1288 e4 {plan, ӏsubwayӏ, ӏjerseyӏ, artery}
n1107 e3 {educational, cult, favorable}
■ 4.2
Cloud of indexes around motor.

The third conceptual cloud surrounds the indexes of an apparatus
and a machine:
ATOM-LETTER N2289 ○ 4.13 ■ 4.3
Its indexical cloud:
n2289 e1 {ӏapparatusӏ}

And numerical vector:
0.000260699, 0.001926547, 0.001635808, 0.005381619,
0.001559103, 0.002823115, 0.001581399, 0.00213069,
0.000178045, 0.000157196, 0.000149006, 2.17444E-05,
0.002313724, 0.001343425, 4.93012E-05, 0.000862034,
0.002245175, 0.004933989, 0.000102613… (one dimension for
each book)
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ATOM-LETTER N2229 ○ 4.13 ■ 4.3
Its indexical cloud:
n2229 e1 {ӏmachineӏ}

And numerical vector:
0.000288713, 0.001605278, 0.003699084, 0.003736162,
0.000999512, 0.00271612, 0.001856886, 0.002443463,
0.000161354, 0.000176832, 7.10992E-05, 3.57519E-05,
0.00489069, 0.000831243, 4.2963E-05, 0.000691425,
0.002045222, 0.00335357, 9.38621E-05… (one dimension for
each book)

Since the apparatus and the machine are indexes that inhabit
neighbouring atom-letters, they are immersed in the same conceptual cloud. Their atmosphere could be read as a formal, abstract,
and a systematic one (experimentation, rigid, territory, semiotics,
abstract, crystallize, formalization, pragmatic). A fairly different
mood from the one around the instrument and the motor. Far-away
parts of the galaxy form quite distant and delicate atmospheres:
n2289 e1 {ӏapparatusӏ}
n2349 e8 {periphery, ӏexperimentationӏ, ӏamorphousӏ,
injection, ramify, feudalism, mnemonic, ӏdiagrammaticӏ}
n2229 e1 {ӏmachineӏ}
n2288 e1 {transformer}
n2290 e2 {rigid, abort}
n2230 e0 {}
n2348 e2 {territory, ӏsemioticsӏ}
n2350 e7 {ӏabstractӏ, ӏproliferationӏ, ӏcrystallizeӏ,
ӏpivotalӏ, ӏbinaryӏ, ӏformalizationӏ, ӏacceleratorӏ}
n2228 e0 {}
n2170 e1 {penultimate}
n2169 e4 {ӏpragmaticӏ, segment, misconstrue, timbre}
n2227 e1 {adventitious}
■ 4.3
Cloud of indexes around machine and apparatus.

These are different moods of concepts where synonyms of an
instrument mix and separate in a delicate way. It is interesting
that there was no predefined explicit grammar, no structure, no
rules or parameters. Indexes of the library grouped together and
formed three differentiated and refined atmospheres: one of an
instrument as a communication and exchange, the second of a
motor as an ambience of value and movement, and the third of
an apparatus and a machine with an abstract and formal atmosphere. There are many moods that can be inhabited by the same
index, and this is just one way how they can be interpreted, and
worked with. If we change the Generic Machine or tune it in a
different way, or modify Xenotheka, we will be immersed in a new
galaxy, with new atom-letters, that aquire new interpretations.
This kind of testing cannot be verified in an exact manner, just
as a musical instrument cannot be tuned correctly, but always
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only according to a context in which it is played. What we can say
at this stage is that the first tuning and testing looks promising.
The idea is that with practising and tuning, and by playing the
Informational Instrument, its consistency can be demonstrated.
THE FACE OF A BOOK AS A SPECTRAL VIEW OF THE GALAXY
The galaxy of concepts is articulated in atom-letters. A book
shows its face by lighting up a galaxy in a particular way. ○ 4.14 It
is one of many ways in which a galaxy can glow. ○ 4.9
n1e193

n2e6

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

ARCHITECTURAL,

functio...

n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,
unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n62e3

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...
n361e51

potential, system,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...
n421e11

PROJECT, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...

n481e15

n183e1

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

n302e3

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n482e1

spatiality, andrea,
separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,
palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

perpetrate, horrific

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...
n901e3

n961e12

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

n783e5

n842e73

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

fleetingly,
appeasement

n606e10

n964e1

disintegration

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

catholicism, seducer

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

term, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n906e2

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

n787e2

invalidate

n846e3

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

n786e1

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

n667e8

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

n845e7

demystify

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

n607e9

immune

n785e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

racist

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

n666e1

uninformed

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n904e1

contaminate

n963e2

structure, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

n547e15

n726e1

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

n962e3

clause, plausibly,
empiricist,
genetically, panther,
downgrade,
maturation, cohen,
harris, galbraith,
semantics, humph...
n665e5

n784e7

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...
n902e2

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

n724e1

quotient

n782e2

infectious, midsummer

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n546e10

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

revise, insert, cite,
unpublished

inconclusive,
thematic

n723e1

perpetrator,
recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

n841e20

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor
n664e2

less, marc, kai

n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

academic, paolo,
klein

n427e7

n487e4

n545e7

n604e14

n662e3

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n367e3

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, ENTIRE,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

n192e1

handrail

n309e3

luigi, jones, legibly

n369e4

polemical, facade,
incisive,
iconographic

n429e5

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

n489e7

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

n549e21

NEW, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

n609e23

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...
n669e15

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n969e4

logic, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

holl

n310e32

n311e1

pennsylvania,
animation,
prolegomena,
iterative,
characterising,
sigmund, panopticon

n430e5

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

n490e8

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, DEVELOPMENT,
traditional, volume,
debate, SPACE,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...
n970e2

objectivity, believer

understate

n312e12

norton, homeless,
robin, dennis, cal,
tectonic, mutability,
rhetorically,
materialise, utilise,
thankfully, mimicry,
veneer, inhabitat...
n370e7

idealise

n371e6

n491e8

n492e16

recast, vicissitude,
diagnosis,
responsive,
postmodern, sco ,
michael, diagnostic

n551e6

n493e33

quo, courtesy,
deformation,
materiality, stealth,
netherlands,
unconventional,
educator, preempt,
hopkins, infra...
n552e3

ephemeral, spatially,
erode, rethink,
incorporation,
oxymoron

n611e10

practice, terrain,
cra , importantly,
mobility,
inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...

n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

critical, disparate,
questionnaire

n612e3

compromise, etc,
cynicism

n911e8

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n971e2

positive, irrational

neutralization,
liquefy, eviscerate,
glenn, disinterest,
pragmatism, ...

n495e10

renovation,
commemorative,
postmodernity,
otherworldly

n614e5

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

experiential

modernity, resurgence

n794e3

n853e1

n854e3

n972e1

prise

n914e4

opaque,
philosophically,
transposition,
spiritualism,
objectivism, triadic

n974e3

polarity, fetish,
infra

unremi ing

devaluation, modernes

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

n797e15

socialization, macro,
surreal,
frighteningly

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

n857e57

critique, banality,
ideology, marxist,
ipso, reabsorb,
arrogantly,
fetishization,
fetishism, marxists,
escap...
n916e4

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

authenticity,
predate, nefarious

highlight, connote

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

intentioned, antenna

n320e4

n500e7

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

n798e9

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism
n858e15

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

mediterranean

n799e7

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

n919e5

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

enticement, tractor

n742e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n801e3

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...
n920e2

impoverish,
unquestionably

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...
n743e9

LIFE, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...

n921e4

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

rationalism

commission, sear

newtonian

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

physiologically,
radar

n805e3

awareness, margin,
visually

momentary

n862e10

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory
n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n863e4

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n627e2

mouthpiece

n686e10

n745e2

n864e7

n865e5

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n746e6

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

n806e7

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

n866e25

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...
n926e37

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

undisputed,
unrepeatable

n628e5

remake, subtitle

n510e13

imputation

n569e4

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

n629e40

invisible, reshape,
individualistic,
unwanted,
controllable

n687e4

n807e39

n809e1

wasteland, blackberry

n932e3

grade, satirical,
maple

youngster, lumber

cull, he y,
consignment

n815e7

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

n875e15

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...
n935e14

eugene, lovable

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

n638e2

chagrin

sometime, saffron

n756e3

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

n520e49

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...

profusely, truce

n579e2

dale

n637e1

n696e2

dominus

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

smartness

shark, beholden,
joust

tudor, quaver

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

n934e2

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

n460e9

n519e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n755e3

n874e9

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...
n400e13

n578e1

n695e1

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

cram, dock, sibyl

n933e2

n340e84

aboard

reverently, lute

n517e13

islander, java

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

n814e5

n873e3

caravan

oblivious, whimsy

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

harem, afire

n339e1

n398e2

dynasty

n635e3

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

venetian

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

n872e1

n931e2

brothel

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

n754e2

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

n280e6

n459e1

n516e2

n694e3

n812e9

armor, intone

n930e1

dickens

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n575e15

n634e9

donate, donation

n753e1

landslide

n811e2

alma

n870e2

wi ily, snobbish

n929e1

anesthesia

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey
n693e2

explorer

ching, amulet

n397e21

litigation

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

coward

n279e2

n337e1

n396e1

wang

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

n574e35

n633e10

endless, greed

n752e1

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

mechanical, mechanize

n928e1

carver

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n692e1

biblical

n219e1

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

n580e30

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...

mop, bushy

n639e19

n640e85

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

histrionic

n278e3

n455e1

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

persian, burglar

n395e1

raid, americas

n454e4

illegal, presumably

redo, informer

n335e2

purveyor

n394e2

n573e13

n632e2

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n691e1

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

trek

mumford, carapace

n868e2

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n927e1

propensity

n631e3

armageddon

n750e3

n808e2

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...
n867e3

plato

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

n690e1

hedonistic, outgo

n748e1

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...

n572e8

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

n334e1

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

n571e1

n630e7

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
prometheus, utility,
smith, economist,
secularize,
understandably, epic,
worldview, maxim...
n689e2

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n747e19

n512e3

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons
n570e1

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n453e2

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n218e1

n41e167

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...
n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

n40e84

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...
n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

supporter, freelance,
avidly

n393e5

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

n215e6

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n274e4

n333e3

favor

n392e7

athens

n509e1

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n332e1

pursuit, wealthy

n37e5

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

page, dei

n214e4

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n273e3

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

n154e2

julius, albert

n213e6

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...
n391e2

secure, statesman,
annum

n450e1

n568e2

religion,
negotiation,
adherent, re

foretaste

n626e1

seizure

vienna, austria,
schmidt

n744e1

n331e20

administer, reformer,
comparatively,
usefully, spencer

n390e3

vest, socialistic

civil, roman,
council, undercurrent

futile, delegate,
corruption,
conspiracy,
unequivocally, adage

n567e4

freedom, les, est,
une, harmful,
impracticable,
confiscation

n330e5

government,
dispassionately

n389e2

bodin

n448e4

declaration,
sanction,
irresistible,
restoration,
unanimously,
outstanding,
flagrant, abj...
n507e6

party, defeat,
politically,
forerunner,
conspicuous

n566e1

n684e3

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

n802e1

overload,
pretentious,
tragically

n861e15

n506e5

n625e1

churchill

n683e20

optimism

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

n860e22

lewis, giuseppe,
memo, manipulative,
nixon

n623e1

misleadingly

n682e1

n800e3

effectiveness,
unforeseen,
tenacious, decadent,
mediocrity,
stimulant,
uncomplicated

n859e11

n622e1

colonial, cue

sans

n329e2

tutelage,
fountainhead

n388e1

republic, republican,
legality,
confederation,
channelled, bonheur

n447e12

founder, found,
rebellion,
liberation, vacate,
schematically

conspicuously,
untested

n565e2

constitution,
puritan, despotism,
cromwell

n328e2

absolutism

n387e6

revolution,
revolutionary,
downfall, hypocrisy,
unmask, outbreak,
preordain, ancien,
lawlessness

n446e6

n505e2

n564e5

johnson, gaulle,
trustee, autocracy,
mosque, autocrat,
reichstag, hanover,
stalin, saddam,
presidential,
khrushchev, ...

bombastic, geste,
caesars, dressage

signalling,
untroubled, cyclical,
rhythm

n741e2

autocratic

uncomfortably, bunker

n327e1

machiavelli,
bolshevik, melville,
adams, jacobin,
politic, jefferson,
township, harrington,
revolutionist,
robespierre
n386e9

secular

n445e2

n504e2

intimidate, berlin,
domed, glamorous,
sco ish, rotunda,
bavaria, clinton,
spiralling,
westminster, ringed,
baghdad, aborig...
n563e50

n621e4

n326e11

secularization

n385e1

n503e22

dome, bush, overrun,
demolish, boost,
tycoon, atlanta,
metro, charisma,
lavishly,
billionaire,
boardr...

pessimistic, detritus

n740e2

n325e1

unwillingness

n444e1

dictator, fascist,
ministry, o oman,
absolutist,
ruthlessness

n153e2

n272e7

aim, deliberately,
adjust,
justification, law,
education, confer,
deliberate,
arbitrary,
responsibil...

n35e30

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n94e5

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n212e9

adjustment, union,
thomas, mainly,
adoption, tract,
interference,
executive, insure,
contention,
imperfectly, fran...
n271e28

n34e4

session, criminal,
offense, trial,
prosecute, prague,
hungarian, liquidate,
indictment, executor,
germans, directive,
cog, transcr...
n93e3

austin, squalor

n152e6

university, max,
london, edward,
harvard, kenneth,
dissertation,
allocation, williams,
marshall,
massachuse...
n211e15

merit, enforce,
faire, ineffective,
dans, avec, pension,
qui, disapproval,
foreseeable,
reasonableness, bien,
jena, anonymou...
n270e7

n33e74

german, rudolf,
germany, proceeding,
outspoken, erich,
franz, obtainable,
theodor, anton,
alleviation,
lawfulness, josef
n92e2

cambridge, chicago,
columbia, trans,
yale, eds, go fried,
vermont, campbell,
lindsay, loyola

n151e20

progressive, review,
desirable, policy,
governmental, des,
den, immanuel,
monetary,
meritorious,
philosop...
n210e16

safeguard, welfare,
sont, ordre

n269e1

n32e13

karl, hermann,
munich, hans,
wilhelm, roosevelt,
wolfgang, werner,
basel, heinrich,
immunity, cecil,
institut, prent...
n91e11

edition, undesirable,
conservative,
quotation,
beneficial,
insurance, ithaca,
dent, deterrent,
kentucky, arn...
n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

n209e4

englishmen, lex

n268e4

n31e15

arthur, von,
friedrich, oxford,
ludwig, das, allen,
routledge, fritz,
profitably, sidney,
zurich, ernest,
edmund, h...
n90e21

que, amendment,
jurisprudence,
judicial, restate,
encroachment,
redistribution, ses

n149e6

constitutional,
pouvoir

n208e2

madison, condorcet

peuple, montesquieu,
hommes, ordo

n324e1

intolerance

n443e6

n561e4

n680e2

n207e2

tocqueville

unsatisfied, slavish,
popularly, pamper,
atavistic, climber,
vainglory

preservation,
atomistic, pessimist

n383e1

impressive, reminder,
patron, erupt, daunt,
demolition, overtly,
gulag, podium,
ballistic

n502e21

decorator, mismatch,
deco

n206e1

n30e29

reprint, income,
legislation, liberty,
discretion, infringe,
irrespective,
conservatism,
prevention,
enforcement, ...
n89e8

desirability,
beneficiary

n148e2

thucydides

equality, egalitarian

n29e115

practicable, milton,
ltd, orwell,
monopolistic,
robbins, acton

n88e2

rescind, adjudicate

n147e1

n205e2

locke, saxon, anglo

n28e7

competitive,
centrally, creed,
totalitarian,
stewart, socialist,
deutscher, peacetime,
eduard, socialism,
mor...
n87e2

liberalism

internationalism,
nationalistic,
paternalistic

n267e4

n323e3

ambitious, veto

n442e10

celebration,
monument, instal

n501e3

versailles, remodel,
hectare,
stylistically,
florid, villa,
westernize

n560e1

dignity, fanaticism,
hobble

prosperous, loyalty,
eastern,
counterweight

n382e2

prestige

n441e3

western, photograph,
meter, teutonic,
maoist

n204e3

aristocratic,
economically, weber,
thoroughgoing,
classless

n27e19

democrat

n86e1

totalitarianism

n145e3

dictatorship, boris,
schumpeter

n263e7

n322e4

outlet, intractable,
maelstrom,
dispassionate,
assertive

n381e1

concession, mandate,
bureaucrat

n440e5

aspiration, tinge,
typify

n679e8

uncritically,
pharaohs

n738e6

reform, ancestry

n321e5

legacy, expunge,
outpouring,
relativistic

n380e3

n620e3

propagandist

n678e2

implacably,
demography

n737e7

n856e12

ambiguity, totality,
marx, imbalance,
femininity,
unrealized,
proletariat,
reification

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

n618e1

comprehensively,
fulcrum

n677e2

n796e4

lenin

n915e8

masquerade,
irrationality,
deceptively,
obfuscation

subversive, encompass

n973e6

theorization

marcuse, recuperate

n855e1

ideological,
repetitive,
extrapolate

norm

n913e2

opt, prefigure,
playfulness,
imponderable

n499e22

quotidian

n558e3

n617e2

hone, promethean

n736e2

n795e2

confrontation,
devalue, personalize

simplistic

proviso, reductionist

n912e4

n498e1

exacerbate, plethora,
planetary,
collectivity

sociopolitical

n735e1

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

disrepute

n557e1

n676e1

chiaroscuro

n734e2

n792e1

n497e1

n616e2

sketchy, gadget,
reorganization

n674e1

brand, meticulously,
expansive, alex,
indelibly

n439e3

utopia,
disproportionate,
sideline,
sociability,
blithely,
distributor,
artistry, ers...
n556e4

n615e3

reconsider,
provisional,
outdated,
artificiality,
radicalism

reactionary,
concreteness

technique, merge,
abstraction,
abstractly,
revitalize

n733e1

n852e2

maki

nostalgia,
irrelevance, purview,
superficiality,
diploma, inhabitable

pluralist, strident

n673e5

era, aspire,
creative, disconnect,
creativity,
painstakingly,
newness

n732e4

GENERIC, BIGNESS,

reservation

survivor, legendary,
ford, unavailable,
indelible, dune

n379e5

disaster, a une,
prominently,
selectively,
recreational

n262e3

n26e1

oust, extremist,
takeover, uncritical,
nato, indiscriminate,
bomb, watchdog,
voter, aggression,
thailand,
infiltrat...
n85e1

leninist, costa,
huntington

n144e3

recognition,
democratically,
alexandre,
destructiveness,
hobbesian, lordship,
hobbes

n203e5

unfulfilled,
intolerant,
dictatorial,
industrially,
asocial, comeback,
calvinist

n261e2

n25e93

communist, soviet,
pessimism,
militarily, mafia,
kissinger

n84e3

democratic,
authoritarian,
democracy, liberal,
communism,
directional,
dynastic,
directionality
n143e7

tolerant, modernize,
colonialism, bipolar,
incompletely,
undercut, bidder

n202e7

racial

n260e2

n24e6

democratization,
ussr, deng,
czechoslovakia,
democratize,
authoritarianism,
gorbachev, havel,
lockean, thy...
n83e8

imperialism,
consumerism

n142e7

willingness,
economic, asia,
citizenship, overt

n200e1

n319e6

aura

n378e5

rubric, habitat,
unregulated,
promulgate, penchant,
rife

n23e13

industrialization,
modernization,
nationalism,
theocracy, breakup

n82e2

abortion, franco,
latecomer, asians,
consumerist

n141e5

bureaucracy,
centralize, african

desert, nuclear,
encampment

louise, playboy

n318e1

lush, mcdonald,
automotive,
interstate

dramatically,
tolerance, devolve,
historic, pare,
emblematic, lo ,
unassailable, crutch,
coastal, conveyor,
prem...

n22e5

legitimacy,
philippines, iran,
anytime, taiwan,
korea, yeltsin

n81e5

national,
institution,
politics,
sovereignty,
worldwide, enshrine

n140e3

n259e1

n437e6

n496e9

visionary, utopian,
juxtaposition, spawn,
repository,
foreground, eschew,

engrained, taliesin

n377e65

benign, inescapable,
appropriateness,
evocative,
camouflage,
conundrum,
insistently,
unyielding, hy...

n21e7

behalf, culturally,
ethnic,
environmental,
cosmopolitan,
defensive, paramount,
domination,
unfe ered, ident...
n80e6

partnership,
membership,
byproduct,
preparedness

geography, emilio

n199e3

landscape, revisit,
tourist, fred,
carpenter, pastoral,
civilisation, choses,
canadian, monolith,
arizona, bataille,
thomson, can...
n258e2

n317e4

cooper, footprint,
memorial, credential,
URBANISM, armature,
trump, mall, mantra,
collusion, toxic,
glib, urbanists,
urbanity, dead...
n436e14

n555e6

n613e2

obsessive,
exuberance,
conglomeration

n672e7

permanently, blur,
embody, level,
colonize, capitalism

n851e3

n494e4

smoothness, cradle,
vanguard, ro erdam,
hollowness,

n553e2

obesity

site, sprawl,
olympics, suburbia,
ciam, vancouver,
lavatory, eisenhower,
conviviality,
affordable, dystopia,
ada, citysc...
n376e42

morph, delineation,
hilarious,
reconfiguration,
lang, rendition, ink,
monochrome, blizzard,
de , megastructure

n20e122

indicator,
solidarity,
a ermath,
cooperation,
internationally,
gender, demographic,
visa, auster...
n79e4

n139e2

teller, ethnographic

n198e46

gary

n257e2

n316e17

reconfigured,
environmentally,
rogers, derelict

celebrity, rampant,
underpinnings,
informality, usa,
patina

n435e11

donald, frankfurt,
seamlessly,
billboard,
instigator,
adjustable, prix,
diller, scofidio,
tel, coop, ...

n197e1

redesign, venue,
campus, reconfigure

n375e6

shard, pale e,
infill, gambit,
quixotic

n434e18

reconsideration,
visceral, complicit,
sustainable, ron,
reconfiguring, reuse,
fredric, bilbao,
gombrich, frampton,
serra, t...

jackson, ethnography

n138e2

tourism

commuter,
navigational

n256e1

n315e4

unbuilt, adaptable,
cantilever, hangover,
osaka

n374e5

ARCHITECT, nouvel,
aldo, kitsch,
meltdown, upholstery,
plastic, urbane,
summarised, koolhaas,
monumentality,
herzog, andy, ro...

n433e18

minimalist, jeffrey,
lynn, dom,
choreograph,
adumbrate, perspecta,
rosalind, negri,
futuristic, ino,
hardt, eisen...

team, airport,
olympic, ken,
orchestrate, disused,
unobstructed, hostel,
girlfriend, domus,
rudofsky

n314e5

frank, foster,
curator, museum,
atrium, biennale,
foyer, pavilion,
stainless, miesian,
iconography, neon,
galleria, ambie...
n373e25

seamless, liner,
moore, blob, venturi,
terragni, theorise,
contextualism,
plasticity, capsule,
globalisation, rem,
saran, urbot
n432e17

mit, inflect,
translucent, lars

gallery, steel,
norman, grands,
mindset

n313e20

layer, emphasise,
casa, centralised,
pluralism, seagram,
tubular,
organisational,
edouard, iconic,
dramatise, iconology
n372e14

rohe, characterised,
internalise,
tectonics,
constructional, greg

n431e4

n196e2

n19e14

alternative,
interview, techno,
regulatory, taxpayer,
financial, anderson,
regulator, harvey,
a erlife, thri ,
advers...
n78e2

princeton, bateson

n137e1

unstoppable,
incrementally

URBAN, trash,
empower, empowerment,
fab

n255e4

n18e39

minnesota,
minneapolis, abusive,
activism, verso,
launder, polanyi,
neoliberalism

n77e2

incentive, rename,
inexpensive

n136e2

ubiquitous, hack,
gps, prosthetic,
sensor, hacker,
analytics,
smartphone, cyborg,
senseable

n195e5

collaboration, hub,
weekend,
collaborative,
choral, pessac,
linux, habraken

n254e11

n17e8

management, africa,
entrepreneur, optic,
zone, convene,
logistics,
infrastructure, golf,
certify, realpolitik,
reliant, au...
n76e3

mobile, cyber, smart

n135e10

tech, recycle,
pollution, vibrant,
burgeon, transit,
renovate, carbon,
graffito,
reclamation, collate,
houston, leak...
n194e8

alongside, budget,
menu, bbc

n253e5

n16e53

phone,
accountability,
dhabi, suez, org,
siemens, songdo,
masdar, planit

n75e3

copenhagen, plummet,
emission, roundabout,
stockholm, app, lbs,
kilometre, SINGAPORE,
otis, whyte, mumbai,
bangalore, dharavi

n134e16

launch, million,
crunch, electrify,
showcase, queue, eco

n193e4

invigorate

n252e1

n15e9

website, janeiro,
twi er, com,
eviction, youtube,
facebook, tweet

n74e14

reclaim, underway,
workforce

n133e7

aggressively, exude,
oscar

jay, nihilistic,
nordic, finland,
northwestern,
retinal, ocular,
finnish, merleau,
ponty, alvar, aalto,
sketchbook, helsi...
n251e1

n14e8

politician, protest,
activist, savvy,
egyptian,
homelessness, polity,
madrid, cairo,
rekindle, arab,
barcel...
n73e3

october, september,
negotiate, monitor,
president

n132e3

unidentified,
unbiased

n191e15

saarinen

n249e1

n13e49

january, movement,
available,
leadership, occupy,
occupation, february,
consensus, brutality,
outrage,
parliament...
n72e5

massive, advertise,
report, december,
april, corporate,
digest, july,
warfare, journalist,
devastation,
official, disrupt...
n131e2

peripheral

n189e1

ramp, glaze,
buckminster, kit,
practicality, turin,
cladding, classicist,
cra smanship,
stu gart, richards,
ventilate, radia...

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...
n248e21

n307e5

postmodernists

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

n426e26

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

topographical

n781e2

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...
n484e20

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...

n601e1

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

n366e3

monograph, italia

n425e13

n543e10

n721e4

n247e4

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

n129e10

los, foray

n188e43

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

pioneer, prognosis

n128e2

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n246e3

n306e1

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

n483e12

idiosyncratic

n541e41

n661e24

n305e2

skeletal

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...

n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

n363e4

contribution, select,
loosely, theory,
stringent

n422e5

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...

n9e42

technology, manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...
n68e2

dell

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...
n186e9

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...

n8e44

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n126e24

corbusier, vers

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

n303e2

construction,
achievement,
consonance

n362e5

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

autonomy,
reintegration

n125e2

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n6e8

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

axonometric

n182e5

n5e7

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

n123e3

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

ARCHITECTURE,

programmatic,
compositional

n122e5

scrape, lane, spit,
bucket, furtive,
talon, lacerate, eel,
sideboard, pla er,
curdle, braggart,
brunswick

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
OFFICE, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

n44e12

n45e17

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n103e17

n104e12

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n224e18

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...
n643e50

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...
n703e33

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n226e2

n344e55

n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...
n404e36

excavate, solder,
woodwork

gable

nave

n348e4

antique, louvre

n407e2

flue

n524e1

malta, sadden

n644e3

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...

n527e9

bordeaux

palpitate, spaniard

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

padua, pius

n646e1

pique, baron

n705e3

n648e1

wench

n706e5

toad, orchard, yonder

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

n826e10

brussels

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

n946e2

habituate,
inexperience

engrave, parrot

pate, denmark

n947e1

n948e3

foil

n652e5

queen, exit, norway

n829e1

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

n831e2

marcellus

n889e18

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

n952e4

canker

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...
n893e13

gnat, hap

n951e1

n535e1

consistence

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n536e5

weight

n654e3

diana, serviceable,
pediment

n714e4

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

part

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

n895e13

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

caravaggio

n657e4

disunite

potentate, bologna

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n779e1

unarm, turk

n837e1

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

pontiff

fortress

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

n956e3

milan, usurper

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

n778e2

n896e8

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

n718e1

goodwill, tuscany

n836e4

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n599e2

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

n717e2

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

n598e2

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

n835e11

descend

n480e27

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

weigh, bo om

n597e1

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n420e7

admixture

n478e32

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n715e4

n775e4

n419e1

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme

height, length,
obtuse

adriatic

mortar, abacus

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n833e16

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

n892e2

ber

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n476e12

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n595e3

n773e3

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...
n832e14

claudius, distemper

n890e1

n534e1

thickness, samos,
pontus

n713e5

plinth

n772e27

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

n358e3

n653e2

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n712e1

breadth, torus

n771e3

tenuous, feign

aflame, finder

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

crave, onward,
downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster immeasurable, malign,
leafy
mellow

n593e1

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

corona, cella

n711e2

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

capacious,
amphitheatre

anon

doomsday, exeunt

n888e2

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n945e2

corinthian, column

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

expeditious

inveigh

n416e11

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n533e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n592e3

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

centaur

quadrant

n474e2

n532e7

n770e2

n828e2

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n886e12

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n709e1

verona

n768e1

thursday

n825e1

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n884e22

n944e16

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt
n767e1

lintel

n591e2

delphic

n414e1

dampness

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

behoove

n180e2

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n413e1

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

module

n649e12

cavalier

n707e15

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

width, tuscan

n590e2

greek, midway,
stronghold

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

n60e58

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

n235e2

porous

n294e1

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

flavour

n353e4

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes
n412e9

n530e1

n589e5

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n352e9

rainwater

n471e1

phidias

n588e2

n764e318

n824e6

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

n586e8

n645e2

riot, broom, tremor

n704e64

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

overhang

exposure, tier

n411e1

rubble

n470e2

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n234e1

n293e3

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

tumour

n292e7

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

n174e3

anew, imperishable

n232e1

n351e2

aisle, tern

n410e1

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

n469e9

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

n584e2

semicircle

n350e2

gymnasium

n409e7

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n466e2

n55e3

limb, venus

presage

n173e2

pry

ballast

n291e1

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

n408e8

infallibly, butchery

n231e1

n290e1

n54e2

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

cloven

n172e1

jangle

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

n53e14

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

n171e1

perforate

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n170e1

n288e1

n347e2

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...
n110e1

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n287e1

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...
n464e8

n50e51

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n227e4

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...

n49e5

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n167e6

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

n48e3

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...
n107e5

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n47e48

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

n975e3

brutally,
particularity,
shamelessly

vul

○ 4 40
Face of Koo haas_SMLXL atom etters co oured accord ng to the r
prom nence from most prom nent magenta to east prom nent b ack
render ng_229_03_RW_4060_r_50 t2 d

1

How does a book—for examp e Koo haas_SMLXL 3 — ght up
a ga axy?
n ts numer ca part each atom- etter has the same number
of d mens ons as there are books n Xenotheka One d mens on for
each book The va ue of th s d mens on s the probab ty of a book
ght ng up that spec f c atom- etter when show ng ts face f th s
s now genera sed and f the f rst d mens on of a the atom- etters
s used to ght up the ga axy then the face of the f rst book n the
brary s seen as a spectrum of ts most probab e and va uab e
atom- etters ○ 4 4 Faces of books the r express ons h gh ghts
probab t es are rendered as d fferences n co ours the most
prom nent ones n magenta and the east mportant ones n b ack
Each actor wants to d st ngu sh tse f by show ng ts most prom nent
concepts Books start to ta k to other books and te the r stor es
a ways n a new way by expos ng the r concepts to a new brary
Staged n th s art f c a way books prov de nterest ng ns ghts
regard ng the brary But there s a catch you can eas y nf uence
3

Rem Koo haas Bruce Mau S M L XL New York NY The Monace
995
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their discussion. This is one of the roles of the player of the Informational Instrument. If a book is added or removed, the whole galaxy
changes. If we adjust the instrument or tune the Generic Machine
in a different way, the galaxy finds itself in a new constellation and
the actors change their mood. Their faces become different, and
thus we are always taking new and different snapshots of them.
These kinds of faces in no way claim to be representative. ○ 4.8
By playing the Informational Instrument, books start to show their
character in different kinds of light. We slowly learn how books
behave. At this moment, the galaxy of concepts is lit up by Koolhaas_
SMLXL. It is important to keep in mind though that this is neither
the face of Rem Koolhaas, nor a valid representation of his book
S,M,L,XL, but rather the face of a book S,M,L,XL written by Rem
Koolhaas and Bruce Mau in the context of Xenotheka. We are not
thereby trying to see what the intended message is of this book,
but opening the book to the world and challenging it with different
environments. In other words, this is a facial expression of a conceptual persona named Koolhaas_SMLXL at the gathering of books in
Xenotheka, which has everything and nothing to do with Koolhaas
and his book S,M,L,XL. Its face is not objective in a classical sense,
but there is a common universe that it shares with the book and its
authors without directly representing them. It is a face, and there is
an invariance between it and the book. Books inhabit a probabilistic
symbolic space of information and the performer dances with them.
When the galaxy is highlighted by all its actors, many faces
appear. ○ 4.8 The next most probable question to ask is: Which,
out of these faces, have something to say about the previously
articulated concepts of instrument, machine, apparatus, and
motor? ○ 4.15 In other words, which books throw most light on
those concepts. Another symbolic poem:
SymbolicPoem10_ReadingSOM_affinity
concept = "information";
rootFolder =
"/Users/roman/Dropbox/_phd mathematica_scripts/
library/_229_all/_03_RW_4060_r_50it21d_words_\vertex/";
names = Flatten[Import[rootFolder <> "__names.csv"]];
cellWeights = Import[rootFolder <> "_cell_gridweights_40_60.
csv"];
cellContent = # /. "" → Nothing & /@ Import[rootFolder <> "_
outCellContentName.csv"];
cell = Position[cellContent, concept];
spectrum = Nearest[cellWeights, cellWeights[[cell[[1, 1]]]],
Length@cellWeights];
"n" <> ToString@cell[[1, 1]] <> " e" <> ToString@
Length[cellContent[[cell[[1, 1]]]]] <> " " <>
ToString@cellContent[[cell[[1, 1]]]]
bookInterest = Reverse[Sort@cellWeights[[cell[[1, 1]]]]][[1 ;;
10]];
Column[{Image[Rescale[Partition[cellWeights[[All, #]], 60]],
ImageSize → 200], names[[#]], cellWeights[[cell[[1, 1]]]]
[[#]]} & /@
Flatten[Position[cellWeights[[cell[[1, 1]]]], #] & /@
bookInterest]]
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The files needed to operate with this poem are outputs of a SOM
trained by Xenotheka:
List of books in Xenotheka:
https://alice-ch3n81.net/files/data/xenotheka/__names.txt

Numerical part of atom-letters (SOM weight vectors):
https://alice-ch3n81.net/files/data/xenotheka/_cell_gridweights_40_60.txt

Indexical part of atom-letters:
https://alice-ch3n81.net/files/data/xenotheka/_outCellContentName.txt

Xenotheka responds by pointing to actors that might be considered most relevant: each book is characterised by its face,
its name, and the probability of being interested in the index
(atom-letter) in question. ○ 4.15
motor
Mumford_The Culture of Cities,
0.07376294502712549

Sorkin_All Over the Map,
0.021681690293261155

Koolhaas_Delirious New York,
0.029119581512798705

Jacobs_The Death and Life
of Great American Cities,
0.0209500710759

Le Corbusier_The City
of Tomorrow,
0.024989819817304477

Instrument
Marx_Capital Volume 1,
0.08061238899340493

Mumford_The Culture of Cities,
0.016645268008315617

Smith_Wealth of Nations,
0.046885981639372604

Hayek_The Constitution
of Liberty,
0.016298592525601632

Darwin_On the Origin
of Species,
0.016761550813897835
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Machine
Deleuze Guattari_A Thousand
Plateaus, 0.14680261025238522

Mumford_The Culture of Cities,
0.026086138585593745

Schumacher_The Autopoiesis
of Architecture Vol 2,
0.040364695191205

Schumacher_The Autopoiesis
of Architecture Vol 1,
0.021526018793582

Serres_Rome,
0.028613827614000352

Apparatus
Deleuze Guattari_A Thousand
Plateaus, 0.12928991674174653

Hofstadter_Gödel Escher Bach,
0.025167118287626505

Schumacher_The Autopoiesis
of Architecture Vol 2,
0.0508595357535707

Mumford_The Culture of Cities,
0.024385342707232173

Serres_Rome,
0.03323253337774171

○ 4.15
Concepts and their protagonists, rendering_229_03_RW_4060_r_50it21d.

Instrument (communication and exchange), machine (movement
and cities), apparatus, and motor (abstraction and form): if we
look at this specific constellation of concepts and identify actors
or books whose faces are articulated by them, we should find
ourselves immersed in an entertaining discussion. These kinds
of encounters are extensively dramatised in Plentiful Play, by
playing the Informational Instrument and using the technique
of Texting with Xenotheka. 318 The instrument indexes and points,
the player dramatises.
With this in mind, let us perform a quick test.
AFFAIRS AMONGST BOOKS
Books are our actors. By observing two books in an artificially
staged intimate discussion, I will try to dramatise their fictional
relationship. What follows is a trailer for getting into the mood of
dramatic characterisations of book affairs.
AFFAIR I, LOVE: MARX_CAPITAL VOLUME 1 AND
SMITH_WEALTH OF NATIONS
If we look more carefully at the faces of Marx_Capital Volume 1 and Smith_Wealth of Nations, ○ 4.16 we can see how
Marx_Capital Volume 1 is a little bit more focused than Smith_
Wealth of Nations (part of the galaxy which is in focus covers
a smaller area). But we also notice that their main area of

318

See Relating, 320.
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interest (the magenta colour) is almost at the same spot
(if the two faces were superimposed). Still, both faces are
articulated in a slightly different way. If we were to characterise this relationship, it could be called love. Again, instead
of reasoning about this strange relationship, let us look at
two more relationships and get the flavour of telling more
fictional stories about them. If the stories told are in tune
with each other, the mood across all three affairs should be
consistent and persuasive.
Sm h We
n1e193

n2e6

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

functio...

n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,
unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,

n62e3

n122e5

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

potential, system,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...
n421e11

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n123e3

n183e1

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

n661e24

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...

perpetrate, horrific

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...

n662e3

n664e2

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

n723e1

fleetingly,
appeasement

n666e1

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

catholicism, seducer

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...
n668e12

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

term, fact, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...
n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n906e2

disintegration

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

n787e2

invalidate

n846e3

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

demystify

n964e1

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n608e17

n667e8

racist

immune

n786e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

n904e1

contaminate

n963e2

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

n726e1

n785e7

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

n607e9

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

uninformed

n784e7

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...

n962e3

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

n428e6

title, author,
scholarly, quote,
ideally, file,
subdivision

n547e15

n606e10

structuralist,
biologically,
empiricism,
cartesianism,
imperialistic

n724e1

quotient

n783e5

n842e73

n902e2

n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

less, marc, kai

n782e2

infectious, midsummer

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

n961e12

n129e10

los, foray

catalogue, overtone,
nouveau, underside,
aeroplane, zeitgeist,
chandigarh

n368e5

academic, paolo,
klein

n427e7

structure, assign,
rule, assumption,
suggestive,
u erance, misguide,
unbounded, endowment,
qualm

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n131e2

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

n549e21

new, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

n609e23

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...
n669e15

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
human, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n969e4

logic, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

n311e1

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

real, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...
n970e2

objectivity, believer

idealise

n371e6

inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...

n671e10

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

n971e2

positive, irrational

n255e4

n672e7

n673e5

era, aspire,
creative, disconnect,
creativity,
painstakingly,
newness

n732e4

n674e1

technique, merge,
abstraction,
abstractly,
revitalize

n733e1

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

opaque,
philosophically,
transposition,
spiritualism,
objectivism, triadic

polarity, fetish,
infra

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

highlight, connote

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n679e8

uncritically,
pharaohs

n738e6

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

n798e9

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism
n858e15

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

n680e2

n682e1

n742e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n801e3

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...

impoverish,
unquestionably

bloodshed, winston,
fallible, inborn,
doctorate, smallpox,
causally,
unfashionable,
toleration,
schoolteac...
n743e9

rationalism

n684e3

life, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

explosion, magazine,
participation,
explosive, film,
unsuccessfully,
mandatory, specialty,
echelon, nonchalant

n745e2

newtonian

physiologically,
radar

n805e3

awareness, margin,
visually

momentary

n862e10

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory
n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n863e4

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n864e7

n865e5

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n746e6

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

n806e7

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

n866e25

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...
n926e37

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

n687e4

n690e1

n691e1

n692e1

biblical

wasteland, blackberry

n932e3

grade, satirical,
maple

n694e3

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

eugene, lovable

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

sometime, saffron

n756e3

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

n875e15

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...
n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

n460e9

smartness

n519e2

n638e2

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

n697e2

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

n520e49

profusely, truce

n579e2

dale

n696e2

dominus

cull, he y,
consignment

n815e7

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...
n400e13

n459e1

n695e1

n874e9

n934e2

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

n340e84

aboard

reverently, lute

n578e1

n755e3

tudor, quaver

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

youngster, lumber

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

n280e6

harem, afire

n339e1

n398e2

chagrin

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

coward

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n637e1

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n517e13

islander, java

shark, beholden,
joust

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

n754e2

cram, dock, sibyl

n933e2

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

n337e1

n397e21

litigation

n516e2

n814e5

n873e3

caravan

oblivious, whimsy

n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

n396e1

wang

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n41e167

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...

dynasty

n575e15

n635e3

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n40e84

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...

n455e1

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

venetian

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

n872e1

n931e2

brothel

donate, donation

n812e9

armor, intone

n930e1

dickens

n753e1

landslide

n811e2

alma

n870e2

wi ily, snobbish

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n276e3

persian, burglar

n395e1

overseas, dutifully,
kidnap, peasantry,
legalistic, tang,
amnesty, han,
madagascar

n574e35

n693e2

explorer

n752e1

n810e1

nightingale

n869e2

n929e1

anesthesia

n156e2

n216e7

redo, informer

n335e2

purveyor

raid, americas

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

n514e9

n634e9

M
n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva

handwrite,
encyclopedia

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n275e2

congress, fighter,
misrepresent,
a acker

n454e4

n38e6

roo op, alleyway,
unpretentious, creek,
burton

n97e3

n215e6

biography, forestall,
bodyguard, renan

n274e4

n334e1

n394e2

slave, notoriously,
credit, transaction,
clan, unrest,
livestock, caste,
grail, babylonian,
phoenician, hanger,
sahara

commercial,
generosity,
ostensibly,
aristocrat, festive,
chronicler, monastic,
monastery, sexually,
donkey

n37e5

riverside, walkway,
lloyd, mezzanine,
piazza, thames, mew,
heron, escalator,
standardised, wharf,
zip, tate, ernesto,
arup, trie...

unremarkable,
northwest

n155e2

page, dei

n214e4

illegal, presumably

notorious, unusually,
penniless, hostage,
jurist, overstate,
unimaginative,
defection

n573e13

n633e10

endless, greed

bedrock, geoffrey,
beehive

n809e1

mumford, carapace

n868e2

mechanical, mechanize

n928e1

carver

armageddon

n750e3

trek

n808e2

uniformity,
mechanization,
literacy

n154e2

julius, albert

mitigate,
irresponsible,
heinous

outright, euphemism,
punitive, pretense,
keith

n453e2

n513e8

obligation,
ordinarily, lax

owe, indebted, token,
shackle, enslave,
tablet, periodically,
bribery

n632e2

ethos, rightfully,
ascetic

n36e25

florence, hilltop,
manuscript,
thirteenth, arabic,
arithmetic, math,
hindus, forecourt,
riverbank, parc,
nanny, duomo, hi...
n95e2

italy, vacation,
library, timetable,
email

supporter, freelance,
avidly

n393e5

extraordinarily,
tacit, luther

n572e8

propensity

n631e3

monthly, anniversary,
taylor, misgive,
behemoth, moderator

n273e3

n333e3

favor

largely, normally,
threat, regularly,
acknowledgment,
recipient, reexamine

n452e3

n512e3

n571e1

plato

facto, deficit,
textbook, defensible,
undeserved,
keynesian, asceticism

hedonistic, outgo

n748e1

electricity, cool,
extension,
entertainment,
posture, photo,
telephone, avid,
trance, shaw,
classr...

comic, staple, movie,
inclusive,
interrelation,
mosaic, priestly,
radio, involvement,
divisive, typewriter,
telegraph, paperb...
n867e3

n927e1

n153e2

n213e6

press, george,
journal, charles,
down, justifiable,
warren, turner,
repudiation

responsible,
instructive, curb,
discrimination,
eulogy, unfavorable,
compatriot

n392e7

pursuit, wealthy

athens

n630e7

n35e30

italian, vatican,
photocopy, archival

n94e5

introductory,
unfounded, confiscate

richard, disparage,
alfred, jeremy,
saxons, beck

n272e7

n332e1

opportunity,
tradition, entitle,
unlimited, resort,
benefit, legitimate,
ideal, abuse,
advocate, resource,
security, usefuln...
n391e2

secure, statesman,
annum

athenian,
arbitration,
pericles, athena,
euclidean, salami,
bce, juror, piraeus,
cleisthenes, archon,
areopagus, archons
n570e1

unfair, aristotle,
impartial, hesiod

shortage, adam,
naturalness,
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modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n242e3

n302e3

n362e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...
n541e41

n6e8

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

axonometric

n182e5

contemporary,
distinction,
function, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n361e51

n5e7

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,

creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...

n181e24

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

scrape, lane, spit,
bucket, furtive,
talon, lacerate, eel,
sideboard, pla er,
curdle, braggart,
brunswick

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

n43e38

n162e8

n104e12

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

n403e49

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...
n643e50

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...
n703e33

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

n943e5

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n975e3

brutally,
particularity,
shamelessly

vu

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

n164e12

n167e6

malta, sadden

n170e1

n704e64

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...

n705e3

n706e5

toad, orchard, yonder

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

n707e15

n826e10

brussels

engrave, parrot

n948e3

foil

queen, exit, norway

n712e1

breadth, torus

n771e3

capacious,
amphitheatre

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

n952e4

canker

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...
n893e13

gnat, hap

n951e1

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

n833e16

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

n892e2

ber

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

n180e2

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

aflame, finder

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

n773e3

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...
n832e14

claudius, distemper

n890e1

behoove

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

n714e4

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n476e12

n655e3

n715e4

n717e2

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

n895e13

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

pontiff

n779e1

unarm, turk

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

n718e1

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

n896e8

n956e3

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

n778e2

fortress

n836e4

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...

goodwill, tuscany

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

n835e11

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n599e2

potentate, bologna

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n480e27

n539e3

n598e2

caravaggio

n657e4

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

n420e7

admixture

n478e32

descend

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n419e1

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme
n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

diana, serviceable,
pediment

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n416e11

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n535e1

consistence

n595e3

n713e5

plinth

n772e27

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

n831e2

marcellus

n889e18

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

n475e4

circumference,
equinox

n654e3

Vo ume

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

delphic

quadrant

n474e2

n534e1

adriatic

mortar, abacus

C p

n60e58

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

n177e5

flavour

n235e2

porous

n294e1

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

n653e2

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n711e2

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

n829e1

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n234e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

n652e5

n770e2

pate, denmark

n947e1

n174e3

anew, imperishable

n293e3

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n592e3

corona, cella

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

n353e4

n413e1

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n710e6

expeditious

anon

doomsday, exeunt

n888e2

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n946e2

habituate,
inexperience

n709e1

verona

n828e2

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n886e12

n945e2

n173e2

pry

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

n591e2

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

tumour

n292e7

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n471e1

module

corinthian, column

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n768e1

thursday

n825e1

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt
n767e1

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...

n884e22

n944e16

n172e1

overhang

exposure, tier

n411e1

rubble

width, tuscan

n590e2

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n55e3

limb, venus

presage

n232e1

ballast

n291e1

n351e2

aisle, tern

n470e2

n530e1

n589e5

padua, pius

n54e2

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

cloven

jangle

n231e1

semicircle

n410e1

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n764e318

n824e6

n171e1

perforate

n290e1

n350e2

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

n53e14

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

riot, broom, tremor

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n525e3

horribly

n584e2

n644e3

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...
n110e1

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n287e1

n347e2

n407e2

flue

n466e2

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n50e51

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n227e4

plank, quicksand

n406e1

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n49e5

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...
n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...

n464e8

n48e3

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...
n107e5

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...
n284e35

n344e55

n404e36

n47e48

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

n45e17

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n103e17

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

n44e12

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

love

○4 6
Affa r I ove Marx_Cap ta Vo ume and Sm th_Wea th of Nat ons
render ng_229_03_RW_4060_r_50 t2 d

AFFA R HATE SCHUMACHER_THE AUTOPO ES S OF
ARCH TECTURE VOL 2 AND LE BN Z_ THEOD CY
Here we see someth ng comp ete y d fferent Schumacher_
The Autopo es s of Arch tecture Vo 2 and Le bn z_Theod cy
are repu sed by each other ○ 4 7 The ma n nterest of one
book s as far away as poss b e from the ma n nterest of the
other book They nhab t the most d stant parts of the ga axy
f cont nue w th the dramat c character sat ons may be
free enough to nterpret th s re at onsh p as hate
Schum che The Au opo e
o A ch ec u e Vo 2

e bn

Theod c

hate

○4 7
Affa r II hate Schumacher_The Autopo es s of Arch tecture Vo 2
and the Le bn z_Theod cy render ng_229_03_RW_4060_r_50 t2 d

AFFA R
FL RT BAUDR LLARD_THE V TAL LLUS ON
AND BECKETT_STOR ES AND TEXTS FOR NOTH NG
The th rd and most comp ex re at onsh p out of these three
can be estab shed between Baudr ard_The V ta us on
and Beckett_Stor es and Texts for Noth ng ○ 4 8 One s
more focused on the eft the other more on the r ght s de
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PLAY AMONG BOOKS

of the galaxy, but both are also interested in the other side:
these are the small white dots which are distanced from
the main interest. I would like to call this affair a discussion,
a dance, or flirting.
B ud
n1e193

design, theoretical,
orientation,
elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive, align,
architectural,
functio...
n61e24

elemental, raison,
incommensurable,
irritation, seminal,
unprincipled,
embeddedness,
concretize, stillb...

n121e28

discipline, style,
manifesto, trope,
unresolved,
manoeuvre, exemplar,
stylistic, cohere,
creatively,
fruitfulness, bro...
n181e24

neo, continuously,
exploration, novelty,
a endant, prevalent,
designer, aesthetic,
code, preconception,
openness, retrospect,
protagon...
n241e55

n2e6

n3e9

update, overall,
innovative, typology,
systemic, versatility

n62e3

n122e5

task, operate, imply,
solution, mature,
articulate,
theoretically, arena,
polemic, connotation,
sketch, sensitivity,
tighten, haphaz...

potential, SYSTEM,
type, primary,
explicit, motivate,
frame, solve,
constraint,
explicitly,
integrate, pres...
n421e11

project, reconstruct,
composition, depict,
conceptually,
envision, densely,
reformulate,
topography,
aggregat...
n481e15

n123e3

n183e1

perpetrate, horrific

unanimous, victim,
rivalry, quell,
parricide, mythic,
retribution, awesome,
dismemberment,
mimetic, unanimity,
sacrifi...

n723e1

n724e1

quotient

n783e5

n842e73

fleetingly,
appeasement

racist

unleash, hypocritical

n965e2

catholicism, seducer

n966e9

reconcile,
temptation, discern,
insurmountable,
blindness,
illegitimate,
perverse,
miraculou...

interest, apply,
intellectual,
construct, similarly,
restrict, argument,
irrelevant, scope,
application,
framew...

example, propose,
conclusion, assume,
essentially,
partially,
scientific, namely,
simplify, similarity,
depende...
n728e15

term, FACT, refer,
a empt, question,
distinguish,
strictly, involve,
choice, strict,
problem, clarify,
pose, outl...

n788e7

aspect, theme

n847e1

symmetrical,
receptacle,
denunciation

n906e2

disintegration

qualify, criticize,
predetermine,
variant, cartesian,
misinterpret

n787e2

invalidate

n846e3

relegate, accusation,
incarnation,
identification,
heraclitus,
perpetuation,
purification

demystify

n964e1

early, suggest,
significant, comment,
note, summarize,
preface, extensively,
commentator,
speculate, persuasive

n668e12

initial,
interpretation,
belief, procedure,
violate, analogous,
terminology,
imprecise

n727e6

immune

n786e1

primitive,
aberration,
transmute,
ambivalent,
incoherence,
reestablish, devious

n845e7

religious, crisis,
ambivalence

n904e1

contaminate

n963e2

publish, preliminary,
document, revision,
scholar, conference,
graduate, publisher

n548e11

n608e17

correct, property,
comparable,
correctly, plausible,
narrowly, tacitly,
vitiate, unencumbered

n667e8

n726e1

n785e7

invariably,
reciprocal,
substitution, antic,
covertly, quarantine,
operandi

n844e3

infection, polarize,
exorcism, ritually,
ritualize,
freudianism

n903e1

prohibition,
incestuous

monstrosity,
paternal, hubris

n129e10

los, foray

critic, nostalgic,
full, canonical,
postwar

publication, edit,
editor, sic, espouse,
payne

n488e8

study, learn, fairly,
mislead, discussion,
discuss, evidence,
sharpen,
investigation,
disregard, convent...

n607e9

permissible,
plausibility,
stipulation, truism,
vacuous, sander,
commonsense, diego,
alia, parenthetically

n666e1

uninformed

n784e7

perpetuate, redirect,
flatly,
structuralists,
conciliation

n843e6

tragic, violence,
impure, tragedy,
ritual, kinship,
anathema, expulsion,
contagious, virulent,
reciprocity,
onslau...
n902e2

n962e3

n606e10

sense, final,
implicit, discard,
exclude, temporarily,
qualification

n848e7

reinterpret

n907e6

engender, flaw,
endlessly, sublimate,
unimaginable, sui

n967e27

lack, exception,
aware, encounter,
famous, passage,
insist, tension,
forever, suspend,
distort, in, explode,
repeatedly, cou...

guarantee,
presentation,
somehow, prior,
delineate,
irrevocably, focal

n908e11

relate, entire,
indication,
relationship, key,
counterpart,
emergence,
suspension,
inscription, det...
n968e10

directly, version,
locate, secondary,
standard, universe,
generate,
aristotelian,
mistakenly,
aforementioned

n130e1

portable, alberto,
aircra ,
spectacularly,
professionalism,
hispanic, advisory,
unpromising, leslie,
gimmick

n12e25

leader, americans,
november, target,
candidate,
overwhelmingly,
credibility, elite,
defense, organizer,
leak, v...
n71e82

dominance,
marginally, miami

n131e2

rhetorical, archive,
ernst, uselessness,
artistic

conventional,
dedicate, literal,
unprecedented, post,
collaborator,
spotlight

n549e21

new, recent, issue,
anticipate,
introduction,
initiate, argue,
explore, emphasis,
response, performa...

n609e23

base, develop,
various, highly,
provide,
characteristic,
associate,
specifically,
ability, cont...
n669e15

result, role,
appropriate, complex,
fundamental, define,
essential, stage,
communicate,
characterize,
isolation, class...
n729e12

introduce, identify,
HUMAN, situation,
artificial, survive,
overlook, active,
meaningful,
indispensable,
detect, outcome
n789e4

accept, manipulate,
incomplete, subvert

n849e13

contrast, shi ,
emerge, reject,
simply, rely,
collapse, ignore,
separation, observer,
reaction, basically,
register
n909e11

oppose, ultimately,
react, culminate,
propel, persistence,
constellation, anti,
mores, sleight,
politicization

n969e4

logic, dimension,
reduction, cunningly

n311e1

van, unacknowledged,
rework, installation,
georg

robert, instrumental,
dimensional,
instigate, anthony,
gregory, atmospheric,
inorganic

n550e7

expand, seemingly,
twentieth,
instability,
spectacular,
influential,
proponent

n610e26

include, development,
traditional, volume,
debate, space,
temporary, compete,
reinforce, focus,
diverse, technical,
manipulat...
n670e21

dominate, specific,
achieve, organize,
cycle, stable,
decisive, broadly,
supposedly,
effective, vulnera...

n730e8

goal, survival,
disrupt, autonomous,
realistic,
symbolically,
motivation,
imperialist

n790e6

perspective,
participate, link,
historical, priority,
commitment

n850e6

intervention,
emphasize, a itude,
dilemma, orthodoxy,
mindless

n910e13

REAL, confront,
rejection,
simultaneously,
struggle, coincide,
simplification,
abolish, gesture,
irony, reun...

n970e2

objectivity, believer

idealise

n371e6

inextricably,
interconnect,
specificity,
ideologica...

transform, group,
challenge, strategy,
transition,
promotion, permeate,
circumvent,
organically, underpin

n731e11

hierarchy, conflict,
activity,
historically,
society, classic,
political, social,
implement, slogan,
uncharted
n791e6

compromise, etc,
cynicism

intervene, failure,
ambiguous, partial,
brutal, partisan,
turmoil, unanswered

positive, irrational

n732e4

technique, merge,
abstraction,
abstractly,
revitalize

n733e1

concrete, stability,
coherent, codify

chiaroscuro

opaque,
philosophically,
transposition,
spiritualism,
objectivism, triadic

n736e2

theorization

polarity, fetish,
infra

residual, uneven,
agrarian, unchecked,
unevenly,
dereliction,
extremism

supersede,
discontinuous,
uncontrolled,
theoretician,
sociological,
schematic, surreal...

n857e57

daily, leisure,
reinstate, humanize,
malaise, vulgarity,
ideologue, platitude,
predominance,
mystification,
sectar...
n917e5

deprivation, mystify,
particularize,
alienate

n976e1

brutally,
particularity,
shamelessly

proletarian,
bourgeoisie,
ethically,
conformism, defuse

n977e2

vulgarize

indigenous, capitol,
manicure

n499e22

alien, developer,
facsimile, lifestyle,
china, faux,
brochure,
scandinavia, forgery,
nouveaux, permissive,
brocade, e...
n559e2

highlight, connote

powerlessness,
disjunction

uncritically,
pharaohs

n738e6

notably, lag,
consolidate, outmode,
stratosphere,
demagogic

n798e9

estrangement,
mundane,
unrecognized,
inadequately,
symbolism, affective,
tactic, ageing,
moralism
n858e15

boredom,
inventiveness,
foreshadow,
concretely, estrange,
marvellous, mistrust,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beto...
n918e4

humanism,
virtualities,
methodologically,
discreteness

optimistic, crudely,
setback, discredit,
tenable, exonerate,
illiteracy,
americanism

n739e6

frustration,
technician,
ostentatious,
blatantly, snobbery,
pander

n799e7

reanimate, rimbaud

comical, lucid,
pe y, secrete,
festival, beli le,
gamut, lucidity,
prodigiously,
levelling, flippant

inextricable,
methodically, virile,
glamour,
incomprehension

existentialism,
embr

optimism

n741e2

enticement, tractor

n742e1

impoverishment,
pedagogic

n801e3

strasbourg,
unspeakably,
colloquia

n860e22

exhaust, vie,
bizarre, trivial,
disquiet, dual,
jargon, repercussion,
smother, henri,
predominate, throe,
sordid, mud...
n920e2

impoverish,
unquestionably

LIFE, genuine,
exceptional,
commonplace,
familiarity,
suffocate, grandiose,
deteriorate, blunt,
chasm, volat...

intolerable,
inventive,
stereotype, dilute

n743e9

rationalism

vienna, austria,
schmidt

n744e1

elimination, morally,
critically, newton,
accountable,
unsolved, chemically,
canterbury, synaptic

n745e2

newtonian

physiologically,
radar

n805e3

awareness, margin,
visually

momentary

n862e10

fragment, eliminate,
consciously, dubious,
scrutiny,
scientifically,
adolescent,
emotionally, opacity,
inflammatory
n922e9

reveal, foremost,
vocabulary,
sentimental, blindly,
splinter,
unwi ingly,
ludicrous, nowadays

n863e4

advent, static,
intensely,
fragmentary

n923e3

audience, clash,
unaided

n864e7

n865e5

stress, homogeneity,
decry, individualism,
stu er,
undergraduate,
unsuited

n924e2

visualize,
sequential, resonant,
phoenicians,
incantatory

n925e14

sen, bias

prose, edgar, galaxy,
recitation,
immortalize,
montaigne,
anesthetize,
schoolchild,
public...

n746e6

acceleration,
amplification,
viewer, synchronize,
electromagnetic,
subliminally

n806e7

cartoon,
fragmentation,
explicitness,
speeded, centralism,
individualist,
refashion

n866e25

visual, vogue,
alphabet, pictorial,
movable,
interdependence,
hypnotize,
confessional,
repeata...
n926e37

print, scholastic,
interplay, bacon,
quantification,
effigy, oral,
ordnance, africans,
livre, aural,
obscura, scriptu...

n150e13

majority, lawgiver,
judiciary, mais,
comme, ce e

outlook, package,
newspaper,
rearrangement

n747e19

hedonistic, outgo

armageddon

biblical

explorer

wasteland, blackberry

n932e3

grade, satirical,
maple

concert, college,
stark, medal,
combustion, shiny,
bicycle, barge, pump

eugene, lovable

dominus

scare, boom, hug,
lookout, peg, tuck,
tramp, abreast,
blister, husky,
snore, snack, mum

slice, neatly,
nicely, loyal, henry,
bloodless, jelly

n875e15

professor,
advertisement,
bother, surgical,
piano, welter, writ,
jot, lurid,
pedagogue, whisk,
gill, meme...
n935e14

terminus, anthem,
obviate, hugh, forte,
bunk, mortis, gong,
luscious, hectic,
bogus, wolfe, avis,
scribble

n460e9

smartness

n519e2

sometime, saffron

cow, pea, marri

n816e16

bang, skull, pig,
relish, hark, tilt,
bait, coral, mug,
pepper, ado, coax,
shamble, unman,
chameleon, infatuate

n876e20

fan, perch, soap,
fry, trinity,
narrator, cream,
divulge, poetical,
vigil, staunch,
junior, painless,
sweeten, ger...
n936e36

umbrella, grey,
bronze, grill, spurn,
postcard, pub,
ineluctable, willy,
blare, sloppy,
cobblestone, squash,
shrunken, nel...

discomfiture, mutiny

n757e7

stick, bite, ticket,
punch, runner,
swerve, truthfully

n817e22

pin, lump, peer, lap,
bump, coil, sour,
dangle, flap, lick,
decease, friday,
weakly, squat, awry,
hop, thereabouts,
flick, d...
n877e22

tenor, blink, sip,
pad, gut, doorstep,
garb, protrude,
unroll, prod, monday,
lukewarm, nick,
chandelier,
mockingly, wh...

spruce, wallet

n698e5

stagger, roast,
smack, candidly,
drone

n758e15

quick, brush, buzz,
brood, toe, bag,
soup, pink, sticky,
forlorn, bloat,
cringe, terrific,
chocolate, tingle

n818e14

ro en, thumb,
mumble, slap, drawer,
speck, goose, smelt,
crease, hoop, plod,
wrangle, carrion,
poker

n878e14

lovely, kick, hip,
tug, rudely, spade,
whereabouts, windy,
pudding, awhile, lui,
wisp, saucer, mash

n937e24

n938e16

chew, bu er, fume,
lurch, spat, pill,
sideways, schoolboy,
ruby, bazaar, ke le,
grunt, mull, pungent,
dabble, nymph, amble,
pester, askew, tr...

sniff, greasy,
wreath, wriggle,
sausage, bu onhole,
bitch, snout,
womanly, concussion,
mu on, corset,
squeak, sawd...

lit, fur, moan, hare,
li er, nap, uncle,
maroon, whizz

n520e49

profusely, truce

n579e2

dale

n756e3

cull, he y,
consignment

n815e7

anybody, didn,
couldn, log, warn,
hadn, tin, rip,
daytime, wouldn,
budge, reckon, fetch,
itch, scoop, willow,
bust, poke, sh...
n400e13

n459e1

n755e3

tudor, quaver

n874e9

n934e2

bully, oar, slick,
kin, hitch, soliloquy

n340e84

aboard

reverently, lute

n578e1

n638e2

chagrin

hump, whimper,
freckle, bran

n280e6

harem, afire

n339e1

n398e2

dutch, clove, spice,
portuguese, blockade,
sultan, johnston,
ooo, symbiosis,
batavia, malacca,
coen, voc

n637e1

n697e2

emphatically, swamp,
traveler, musty

n220e4

coward

n279e2

millionth, pirate,
spaceship

reverential

propriety, ode,
insubordination,
filial, wan, min,
archery, chap, chi,
hui, yuan, wei, yen,
shu, chang,
confucius, ch...

n517e13

n696e2

crowd, guest, sigh,
sway, visitor,
dispatch, grudge,
inquisitive, fla er,
gli er, submissive,
plume, joyful,
flounder, y...
n580e30

mop, bushy

n639e19

talk, strain, greet,
choke, ponder, shirt,
appointment, quietly,
whine, complacent,
drench, jam, gallant,
tidy, wry, knack,
glossy, lenient, barn
n699e23

look, wait, dirty,
wipe, rub, squeeze,
wet, quiet, curl,
nice, bo le,
doorway, headache,
nasty, anxiously,
swoop, sc...
n759e13

muffle, lonely,
lounge, bell,
bachelor, conductor,
nod, graciously,
darkly, knuckle,
gallantly, pickle,
doggedly
n819e9

knock, flu er,
solemnly, wink,
crumb, stool, nudge,
trudge, archway

n879e14

nose, heel, limp,
hat, kneel, bu on,
skirt, sweetly, gilt,
toothless, noiseless,
volley, pal,
ejaculation

n939e21

paw, clap, gravely,
stew, sneeze, pastry,
dreamy, oyster,
burgundy, dainty,
trouser, silken,
nibble, askance,
scrawl, clank, bl...

both, lean, hell,
blast, funny,
sandwich, dra ,
boss, slam, bulb,
silly, hunch, spurt,
gulp, cigare e,
chairman, to...
n101e15

moonlit

n160e4

clumsily,
confidential,
exultation, dagger,
pedantry, nauseate,
epigram, untried

n219e1

histrionic

n278e3

ching, amulet

n337e1

n397e21

litigation

islander, java

shark, beholden,
joust

unscrupulous, kite,
paragon

bargain, stun,
rubber, license,
quaint

youngster, lumber

n159e8

knife, mate, dizzy,
painstaking,
blasphemous,
weariness, wove,
incredulous,
decapitate,
incorrigi...
n218e1

leopard, ultima,
talisman, ashe

n277e2

outlaw, spu er,
piracy

n516e2

quail, pawn, tally,
aztec, barter, axial,
debtor, usury,
mesopotamia, usurer,
peso, moneylender,
sumerian, tiv, lele

n41e167

a ernoon, crazy,
jail, gang, bean,
bull, dusk, nickel,
dollar, crate, solo,
truck, drowsy, bug,
hollywood, suitcase,
kid, lee, sher...
n100e1

stab, incredible,
nightmare, saturday,
inscrutable,
despicable,
revulsion, colorless,
scurry, inexplicably,
roundly, bed...

dynasty

n575e15

n635e3

n695e1

n754e2

cram, dock, sibyl

n933e2

n158e20

anymore, forebear,
outskirt,
vindication,
labyrinth, disk,
norwegian, saga,
sully, bookshelf,
juan, tiger, en...
n217e4

atop, conspirator,
col, satanic, bremen,
comport, cacophony

n396e1

wang

n40e84

jungle, cobble,
someday, boxer,
inconceivably,
whiskey, pearly,
unbearably, harken

n99e15

tough, memorable,
pointless, absurdly,
squander,
indefatigable,
monstrously, admiral,
guitar, invulnerable,
shakespeare, sh...

n455e1

bail, cannibal,
prostitution, notch,
bemuse, cancelling,
overdue, welsh,
banknote

n814e5

n873e3

caravan

oblivious, whimsy

n157e84

chessboard,
britannica

n216e7

n276e3

redo, informer

persian, burglar

n395e1

raid, americas

douglas, chore,
villager, southeast

cash, slavery,
prostitute, repay,
treasury, sequester,
basil, marketplace,
swap, gangster,
skyrocket, tournam...

venetian

unborn, cleaner,
estuary, stilt,
irene, polo, marco,
khan, kublai

n872e1

n931e2

brothel

donate, donation

n812e9

armor, intone

n930e1

dickens

n156e2

handwrite,
encyclopedia

deplorable,
fervently,
irrevocable, arabs,
scandinavian,
unhesitatingly

n335e2

purveyor

n39e9

spine, unbelievable,
tarnish, buffalo,
ramshackle,
undistinguished

n98e17

unfairly,
kaleidoscope, eva
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semantics, humph...

n11e38

decade, major, unite,
source, widespread,
american, cultural,
dramatic, bypass,
international,
television,
broadcast, join...
n70e3

california,
relentlessly,
transatlantic

angeles, loo, fiat,
travesty, wright,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, tennessee,
greene, parachute,
sant, smog, mon...

n308e7

historian,
michelangelo,
eclectic, surfeit,
reassess

n367e3

student,
documentation,
underline, topic,
index, parenthesis,
card, citation,
pseudonym, graduat...

n546e10

incorrect,
characterization,
rationalist,
generalization,
substantive, ross,
behavioral

n605e31

n665e5

inconclusive,
thematic

less, marc, kai

n782e2

infectious, midsummer

chorus, paroxysm,
demeanor

violent, ceremony,
monstrous, sacred,
outburst, divinity,
mutilation,
vertiginous,
proscribe, twin,
vilify, besmirch

n128e2

n188e43

n248e21

wren, aia, evelyn,
cedric

n307e5

postmodernists

anthology,
interdisciplinary,
panofsky

n426e26

n487e4

n545e7

phrase, sentence,
correspondingly,
hearer, acquisition,
noun, insertion,
interpretive,
explanatory, verb,
grammatical, rewr...

speaker, semantic,
linguistic, linguist,
innate, generative,
linguistics, grammar,
postal, chomsky,
katz, phonology,
behaviorist, fodor

perpetrator,
recrimination,
unpack, eyewitness

n841e20

n901e3

n961e12

thesis, indentation,
abbreviation, noam,
typewrite, advisor,
croce, bibliography,
subsection, vallet,
tesauro,
bibliographi...

autre, arcadia,
townscape, smithsons,
elia, stirling,
ronchamp, nikolaus,
pevsner

n247e4

disenchant,
greenberg, riegl

n366e3

monograph, italia

n425e13

specify, entry,
tentative,
inadequacy, john,
restrictive, dummy,
abbreviate, bracket,
deviant, detectable,
inapplica...
n544e38

n604e14

n664e2

n10e18

mid, professional,
impact, increasingly,
dominant, induce,
service, business,
diffuse, broaden,
strategic,
industrial, europ...
n69e3

pioneer, prognosis

reviewer,
neoclassical

n187e9

colin, reyner,
gardes, manfredo,
emil, rowe,
mannerist, vidler,
tafuri

n246e3

n306e1

garnier, dadaist

n365e2

n484e20

descriptive,
proposal, item,
adjective, sincerity,
grammatically,
linguistically,
hierarchic,
formative, morpheme

n721e4

n781e2

n127e2

historicism, weld,
riba, palladian,
castigate, leitmotif,
burckhardt,
archigram, corbusian,
mannerism,
disenchantm...
n186e9

mies, picasso, adolf,
savoye, painterly,
expressionist,
gropius,
freestanding,
apollinaire, konrad,
fernand, al...
n305e2

skeletal

embed, generalize,
label, stimulation,
applicability, wiley

component, feature,
tentatively,
terminological,
illustrative,
principled,
feasibility, reorder,
syntax, eras...
n543e10

n662e3

d The V
n9e42

manager,
investment,
statistic, flexible,
immigrant,
technologically,
compile,
institutio...

TECHNOLOGY,

n68e2

dell

n126e24

corbusier, vers

sigfried, berlage,
architektur, bauen

n245e41

constructivist,
transparency,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar,
expressionism,
geodesic, bauhaus,
neue, constructiv...
n304e1

engineer,
appreciation

structural,
reference,
appropriately, hoc

n423e6

n483e12

idiosyncratic

topographical

n8e44

economy, firm,
corporation,
globally,
technological,
network, skilled,
japanese, backbone,
linkage, teamw...
n67e1

n185e4

collage, hannes,
dessau

n244e25

exhibition, moderne,
inconspicuous,
fuelled

n303e2

n363e4

feasible, relevant,
placement,
perceptual, dover

palazzo,
programmatically,
insular, antiquar...

n7e100

innovator,
interdependent,
fertilization,
pervasiveness,
outsource, supplier,
profitability,
synergy

autonomy,
reintegration

n125e2

modernism,
expansiveness,
archite ura, soane

n184e3

formalist

n243e4

formalism,
renaissance,
configure

construction,
achievement,
consonance

contribution, select,
loosely, theory,
stringent

n422e5

n482e1

spatiality, andrea,
separateness,
etienne, nationale,
libri, giovanni,

nutrition, bulldozer,
arendt, macabre,
bosnia, spokesperson,
palestinian,
ethiopia, israeli,
proportionality,
forensic, ethiop...

n6e8

micro, reintegrate,
developmental,
uncontested,
organizational,
exploratory, retool

n65e2

ascription

n124e4

functionalist,
disciplinary,
eclecticism

axonometric

classicism,
modernist, rococo,
perrault, typological

n302e3

n362e5

reconstruction,
reinvent, monumental,
anonymity, vastness,
punctuate, depiction,
cornell, gridded,
reinvention,
volumetric, tab...
n541e41

n601e1

n661e24

n5e7

paradigm, multi,
pervasive, selective,
strategically,
availability,
innovation,
interconnection,
centrality, so...
n64e1

postmodernism

functionalism,
curated, ville e,
formalists,

n182e5

n242e3

contemporary,
distinction,
FUNCTION, decision,
ambition, formal,
initially, unify,
environment, latent,
insiste...
n301e35

n361e51

n4e12

elaborate, research,
enhance, consultant,
innovate,
interpenetration,
institutionalize,
comprehensiveness,
recombine
n63e1

architecture,
programmatic,
compositional

splash, tomorrow,
lightly, scream, sit,
loudly, mentally,
jacket, calmly,
marry, napkin,
sleepy, gaiety,
pitiful, pou...
n640e85

conversation,
excitement,
yesterday, beg,
so en, baby, shrill,
yes, quarrel, glove,
ache, jealous,
soothe, delight...
n700e19

hurry, lip, eagerly,
doctor, fancy,
carelessly, beckon,
hearted, untidy,
escort, sham,
luggage, downstairs,
artless, fearfu...
n760e20

boy, falter, so ly,
dear, passenger,
impatiently,
restlessly, knit,
merriment,
scornfully,
impressively, vi...
n820e15

sir, stain, hearty,
surgeon, grin, rap,
sneer, toast,
shrivelled, chink,
slink, avowal,
forger, cur, bailey

n880e6

gently, cock,
forefinger, grub,
peep, bystander

n940e13

scrape, lane, spit,
bucket, furtive,
talon, lacerate, eel,
sideboard, pla er,
curdle, braggart,
brunswick

tire, ahead, bunch,
worry, huddle, wasn,
shuffle, halfway,
reel, swagger, bead,
tremendously,
suspiciously,
uninvited, unwrap
n161e3

tall, driver, cripple

n221e4

dirt, outrageous,
unlock, tick

n281e14

steal, slide, wreck,
haul, maybe,
somebody, sneak,
grab, anyway, rat,
orgy, pan, dodge,
breakfast

n341e11

get, pre y, chop,
mile, bet, grease,
stump, ransack,
fidget, berth, bluff

n401e7

blame, everybody,
brisk, pet, lid,
brag, shanty

n461e42

leg, fellow,
confident, unnatural,
reception, joke,
puff, senseless,
noticeable, fox,
flare, spur, mason,
vainly, pond, ...
n521e258

suddenly, horse,
awkward, nonsense,
shy, cloak,
congratulate, autumn,
kindly, cheerful,
whisper, rustle,
supper, frigh...
n581e84

splendid, angry,
unpleasant, pillow,
dinner, brightly,
vividly, freshly,
sleeve, peasant,
smile, blush,
resolute, k...
n641e129

clutch, rang,
tenderness, shriek,
husband, invalid,
warmly, coldly,
carriage, ironical,
crimson, exasperat...

n701e16

chair, pinch, cough,
busily, rouse, sash,
upstairs, a ire,
brandy, queer, jeer,
irascible, catechism,
smock, approvingly,
despondency
n761e9

gentleman, inquire,
hush, coach,
handkerchief,
bedside, stealthily,
gruff, nightcap

n821e77

robbery, dismal,
robber, remonstrance,
gallows, interpose,
burglary, crib,
broth, keyhole, drab,
artful, growl,
scuffle, ha...
n881e3

rusty, furiously,
auspicious

n941e12

fork, eyelid,
perfume, scent,
quill, astride,
lethargy, languor,
glade, pandemonium,
quarrelling, ave

n42e101

want, win, finger,
tight, guess, haven,
office, aren,
untouched, hasn,
honestly, frankly,
mockery, casually,
don, lu...
n102e23

stop, drop, paper,
swing, wonderful,
dim, sunday, week,
bore, rail, polite,
vacant, mess,
desperately,
christ...
n162e8

watch, pull, pick,
station, tremendous,
twist, desperation,
wonderment

n222e6

dark, sleep, night,
fun, lazy, big

n282e6

hang, dog, scratch,
boat, chicken, skip

n342e6

wake, minute, smash,
fog, luck, hey

n402e27

old, run, head, tell,
hunt, front, finish,
thank, thin, dish,
busy, sadly, road,
carpet, polish,
bridge, sunken,
hairy, yard, sund...
n462e73

face, eye, notice,
interrupt, tear, ask,
smoke, clever,
rapidly, feel,
silent, arrival,
brilliant, ball,
fresh, dull, ma...
n522e49

tone, listen, await,
shoulder, pale,
childish, screw,
beside, serene,
laugh, harness,
footstep, retreat,
feverish, laugh...
n582e33

fond, timid, dress,
cheek, respectful,
glance, sly,
habitual, tenderly,
embroider, gossip,
a entively, wrinkle,
cap, jest, comr...
n642e21

asleep, resolutely,
quiver, gown,
unhappy, irritate,
coat, noisily,
conscientiously,
agonize, cordial,
boot, timid...
n702e22

girl, clock, collar,
knee, alarm, chin,
ra le, alight,
stare, hoarse,
hastily, sickly,
agony, repulsive,
feebly, apron, fr...
n762e11

clasp, twinkle,
pocket, clench,
exclamation, reply,
errand, pail, spy,
waistcoat, assiduity

n822e8

orphan, wring, snuff,
unprotected,
distractedly, cower,
pleasantry, kennel

n882e4

breath, murmur,
parapet, vagrant

n942e7

four, caress,
benediction, potion,
archangel, nude,
acrid

n43e38

n44e12

n45e17

relief, sheet,
startle, relax,
stiff, steady,
patiently,
announcement, annoy,
unspeakable, muscle,
fiercely, sha...

freeze, taste, fade,
patch, cliff, orange,
delicately, spray,
discomfort, assort,
necklace, communion

n103e17

n104e12

sudden, suit, flat,
straight, slowly,
blue, sweep, green,
defiance, glass,
hall, cook, cushion,
unprepared,
merciless, ser...
n163e12

open, ago, wrap, tip,
grope, wildly, eve,
dignify, mildly,
flicker, lovingly,
jury

n223e12

pile, float, bar,
belt, swathe,
resignation,
indignantly, tennis,
spike, ferret,
policeman, lucky

n283e12

red, white, cross,
lock, black, cheese,
cat, strangle, clog,
hen, idiot, soundly

n343e18

li le, moment,
catch, cold, cling,
trap, table, flash,
gentle, bed, throat,
stray, corner,
desperate, drown,
mud, stom...
n403e49

drag, wear, enter,
crush, arrive, stir,
badly, young, burst,
departure,
hesitation, hesitate,
address, meanwhile,
summon, sh...
n463e27

devotion, calm,
u er, embarrass,
regret, hasten, dash,
trample, upset,
solemnity, surmise,
pity, prick, stall,
predestine, ta...
n523e20

n164e12

charm, disconcert,
pace, joyous, hum,
gaze, deign, amid,
jostle, agility,
slacken, expiate,
skirmish, savior,
lieuten...

terrible, gleam,
cha er, personage,
velvet, powder,
incessantly, scold,
chestnut, mistress,
purse, grimace,
afresh, mid...

thoughtful, shudder,
yawn, motionless,
candle, amazement,
tranquil, fling,
gloomy, droop,
straighten, uneasy,
brow, abrup...
n763e31

shiver, harshly,
shu er, recoil,
cupboard, comer,
fist, lodging,
retort, fraternity,
wretch, peal, coffin,
coverlet, hagg...
n823e15

crouch, ferocity,
jade, malicious,
rope, swoon,
suffocation, axe,
imperiously,
refractory, stupor,
fireside, gob...
n883e32

bolt, claw, stormy,
decidedly, hearth,
scaffold, ladder,
mingle, torch,
favourite, slumber,
indistinct,
shipwreck, cha...
n943e5

vicinity, gust,
travelled, effusion,
feline

n167e6

malta, sadden

halt, twilight, flag,
adore, clad,
adoration, grumble,
latch, bravery,
scrutinize, doll,
daybreak, fumble,
benumb, pr...

n170e1

toad, orchard, yonder

villain, farewell,
knave, cupid, madam

n764e318

n767e1

formidable, bristle,
resume, nail, stroll,
sinister, rag,
gardener, notre,
encumber, the ,
gloom, stupefy,
ferocious, thic...
n824e6

n826e10

brussels

resemble, fi een,
fatigue, eighty,
precipitate,
traverse, lo y,
fatal, colossal,
whiteness, oblong,
precipice, tu...

verona

n946e2

habituate,
inexperience

engrave, parrot

n948e3

foil

queen, exit, norway

expeditious

cornice, edifice,
portico, conveniency,
ovolo, projecture

breadth, torus

plinth

n952e4

canker

gu er, rubbish,
vermin, elm

lime, kiln, cypress,
girder, pilaster

wedge, aqueduct,
contrivance

adorn, noxious,
strew, unwholesome,
pedestal, intermix,
aperture, rind,
cupola, janus, uni,
situ, ting,
immoveable, diodo...

rot, fortify, chapel,
soak, slime, commend,
strait, flint,
kno y, plum,
moulder, searcher,
unsightly

n953e4

bake, sup, broil,
parlour

aflame, finder

n240e12

whit, raucous

n299e3

therea er, needful,
stench, afield,
acorn, wayward,
bodiless

n358e3

n893e13

gnat, hap

n951e1

n180e2

n239e2

beget, perforce,
apace, ablaze, lop,
pelt, multitudinous,
aye

n298e7

tenuous, feign

timber, wholesome,
fasten, sha

n774e3

beholder, arch, pier

n834e27

cement, pro,
convenient, dig,
platform, cramp,
moist, basement,
roller, jut, obelisk,
embellishment,
answerable, spo...
n894e11

contrive, arsenal,
infirm, beau,
lineament, imbibe,
intermission,
pestilential,
inconsiderate, keel,
epitaph
n954e3

ditch, vent, stoutly

n655e3

brick, sap, wreathe,
indus

n775e4

sand, ivy, rugged,
chalk, apt,
summarily, trench,
sive, plutarch, vide,
ted

n895e13

drain, erect, mast,
rust, citadel, bog,
prow, spleen,
ba lement, pleat,
eddy, bluster,
recluse

n955e7

mend, prudently,
admonition,
forefather, flea,
worthily, lusty

goodwill, tuscany

pontiff

n779e1

n838e1

unfaithful

n897e2

wane, scorch, taint,
distill, assault,
circus, pent, holly

sluggish, gem

n780e51

aragon

n839e12

fickle

n898e5

giant, renowned,
amber, incomparable,
outcry

n958e4

stuff, poplar,
poisonous

bri any, flask,
milanese, armenians,
constantinople,
rabbi, acolyte,
byzantium, latins,
deacon, beatrice,
hippodrome, py...

unarm, turk

n837e1

omit, wonderfully,
delicacy, vase

n896e8

n956e3

relic, pilgrim,
manuel, invader,
genoa, interject,
chancellor, satyr,
sumptuously, glint,
demiurge, garlic,
dignitary, o...
n660e45

n778e2

fortress

n836e4

graze, homage,
antidote, leo,
imperial, unruly,
festivity, ignoramus,
reticent, jealously,
rescuer, jab,
portentous, vestm...
n600e37

milan, usurper

lombardy, rapacious,
ferrara, venetians,
soldiery, cesare,
principality, sforza,
romagna, lucca,
orsini, pistoia,
messer, florenti...
n718e1

n776e1

conveniently,
spacious, durable,
unhealthy

n835e11

n540e20

crane, inestimable,
vende a

n599e2

potentate, bologna

n658e16

florentine,
mercenary, rapacity,
francesco

pronouncement,
grassy, unfailingly,
shelve, buoy,
grandly, paunch

glimmer, underfoot,
realised, downright,
secretary, fluently,
walter, honorary,
cinder, dile ante,
patriotic, austro,
noose, di...
n539e3

n598e2

caravaggio

n657e4

n717e2

crave, onward,
immeasurable, malign,
mellow

n480e27

riddle, stiffness,
halo, gape, tomb,
solidify, statue,
carcass, knead,
litany, hic, dredge,
flabby, embalm,
resurrect, repent...

weigh, bo om

n597e1

part

disunite

n420e7

admixture

n478e32

descend

n537e2

water, upwards,
ascend, concave,
ambient

marvel, madly,
solace, brawl,
boulder, stalwart,
gruesome, illimitable

n360e5

n419e1

swim, swi ly, infuse

n477e1

downwards,
contiguous, levity,
ebony, submersion,
equall, levell,
superiour,
specificall, vessell,
natation, prisme

n596e1

n656e1

posterity, flute,
bacchus

n715e4

icy, hue, greedy,
flit, stag, fraught,
chafe, to er, ooze,
belch, cajole, bicker

n300e8

goad, infuriate,
burly

n359e2

downward, roughness,
commingle, overmaster
leafy

n417e3

solid, masse,
distend, cone,
democritus, afloat,
rampart, archimedes,
porosity, submerge,
confute

n476e12

n536e5

weight

height, length,
obtuse

diana, serviceable,
pediment

o No h ng

behoove

quake, asunder,
forthwith, sunder,
bestir, singleness

n238e8

afoot

n297e2

inveigh

n416e11

moveable,
interposition,
expeditiously,
gravity

n595e3

n833e16

pliny, hurdle,
cistern, molest,
sluice, fol, amiss,
tion, we ed, ans,
plat, theophrastus,
leone, ner

n892e2

ber

n237e1

pore, entomb

n296e1

centaur

n475e4

n535e1

consistence

n654e3

n714e4

nd Te

rome, jar, augury,
hospitality, fuzzy,
gauls, herculean,
incise, hercules,
dough, termite,
acclamation, abduct,
blazon, upstr...
n120e1

germ, twain, hurtle

n178e6

primal, woodland,
conjoin, wrack,
woeful

n236e2

unmixed, zodiac

n295e1

circumference,
equinox

n534e1

adriatic

mortar, abacus

n773e3

con, fillet, varro,
ing, incrustation,
fascia, tions, ings,
por, ment, furlong,
tho, dif, ther, ter,
ments, ture, tain,
ons, thro, tw...
n832e14

claudius, distemper

n890e1

n177e5

flavour

n235e2

porous

delphic

quadrant

n474e2

n772e27

quadrangular,
expence,
conveniencies

n831e2

clown, hamlet,
gertrude, bernardo,
pyrrhus, ophelia,
pol, ham, hor,
polonius, horatio,
laertes, rosencrantz,
guildenstern, ...

n175e1

ripen, bulk,
splendour

n414e1

dampness

thickness, samos,
pontus

n593e1

n653e2

n713e5

S o e

n60e58

thunderbolt, seep,
aught, sheen,
disjoin, inane,
unharmed, aeon,
naught, brine,
forsooth, bane,
haply, sooth, tw...
n118e3

ether

outermost, cauldron,
proportionate, rhodes

n533e3

ionic, doric,
triglyphs

jamb, ra er, volute,
mutules, cymatium

n712e1

n771e3

capacious,
amphitheatre

marcellus

n889e18

n174e3

n234e1

n294e1

greek, midway,
stronghold

n58e19

o , ti

n117e1

exhalation

n353e4

n413e1

moisture, colonnade,
stucco, axle,
substructure,
peristyle, windlass

n592e3

n652e5

n770e2

pate, denmark

n947e1

n57e2

weal, eyeball, ere,
methinks,
blandishment, scaly,
ploughshare, twas,
whate

n116e1

whilst

anew, imperishable

n293e3

slake, catapult,
earthy, alum,
chromatic, tympanum,
cinnabar, tenon

n532e7

n829e1

doomsday, exeunt

n888e2

portrait, goldsmith,
cologne, nicolas,
furry, andreas,
conrad, honourably,
christi, bartholomew,
wolff, herr

n945e2

anon

n828e2

charcoal, apothecary,
herewith, ducat,
antwerp, rodrigo,
florin, stivers,
stiver, tomasin

n886e12

dazzle, meantime,
legion, interrogate,
petrify, rebind,
scoff, elapse, pun,
prodigy, penal,
blackness, deformity,
liberator, fo...

n173e2

pry

trough, athlete,
faultless,
unintelligent,
dovetail,
proportionately,
offhand, bestowal,
aristophanes

drum, pivot, eaves,
toothed, apportion,
vermilion, tepid,
lathe, octave

n472e8

lintel

corona, cella

n711e2

n56e9

clime, scape, tardy

n115e1

tumour

lever, reservoir,
hoist, harbour,
forum, soot,
alexandria

n352e9

n412e9

rainwater

n591e2

corinthian, column

architrave,
intercolumniations,
cave o, fabrick,
wou, gola, fabricks,
antients, dorick,
frize, ionick

n710e6

n768e1

thursday

n825e1

intoxicate, hurl,
thenceforth, ogre,
blanch, decimate

n884e22

n944e16

n172e1

n292e7

exposure, tier

n471e1

module

n590e2

n650e11

granary, vulgarly,
commodious, ponte,
signor, curia, fay,
fide, fides, antient,
loggia, atrio

n709e1

n55e3

limb, venus

presage

n232e1

ballast

overhang

n351e2

n411e1

rubble

width, tuscan

n530e1

plate, temple,
compartment, gravel,
augustus

n649e12

cavalier

n708e1

nurse, hie,
churchyard, mantua,
friar, laurence, mer,
juliet, rom,
montague, romeo,
mercutio, capulet,
jul, tybalt

n54e2

liquid, heat, impede,
rarity, gilbert,
urine, prerogative,
gunpowder, bladder,
ignite, suction,
soporific,
percussion, subjoin
n113e1

cloven

jangle

n231e1

aisle, tern

n470e2

basilica, vestibule,
semicircular, joist,
entablature, groin,
caisson, recueil,
interaxes

n589e5

padua, pius

n707e15

n291e1

semicircle

n350e2

n410e1

carpentry, frieze,
vault, amphitheater,
mantel, lath,
salubrious

phidias

n588e2

n648e1

wench

n706e5

n171e1

perforate

n290e1

gymnasium

n409e7

n528e1

della, median,
lorenzo, draughtsman,
equidistant,
historia, centric,
grayson, trs

martin, jesuit,
dethrone, skipper,
pangloss, candide,
cunegonde, cacambo

n646e1

pique, baron

vertically, marble,
strut

n349e1

plaster, decoration,
hadrian, pompeii

magnificence,
triumphal,
familiarize, ax,
truss, impost,
courthouse, colosseum

n469e9

n527e9

bordeaux

n586e8

palpitate, spaniard

n705e3

n53e14

vapor, oily,
droppings, magnet,
putrefaction,
conformation

n112e1

witch, fount,
stopper, carouse,
valentine, martha,
margaret, faust,
mephistopheles,
frosch

horizontally, masonry

n289e3

nave

n348e4

n408e8

infallibly, butchery

calumny, aurelius

n526e1

carnival, devotee,
preceptor

n585e2

n645e2

riot, broom, tremor

n52e6

abstruse, dragon,
spew, outgrow, arbor,
preserver,
distillation,
quicksilver

n111e10

mille

n229e2

decorative, acropolis

n288e1

gable

antique, louvre

n407e2

flue

n466e2

n525e3

horribly

n584e2

n644e3

n704e64

n51e8

synonym, hermetic,
mystique, microcosm,
isis, sol,
quintessence,
lucifer, hellenistic,
astral, somatic,
adept, pr...
n110e1

juggler

sculpture, pinnacle,
bu ress,
cylindrical,
dishonesty,
thenceforward,
romanesque,
devotio...
n228e2

apse, briar,
parthenon, angelo

n347e2

plank, quicksand

n406e1

despair, fugitive,
gentleness, rogue,
unhappiness, purloin,
angelic, brusquely

n524e1

n50e51

equilateral,
polygonal, isosceles,
flatland, spaceland

n109e1

triangular

n168e17

niche, mould, belfry,
bas, sublimity,
leafage

n287e1

excavate, solder,
woodwork

n346e2

crumble, magnificent,
abrupt, paris,
lavish, surmount,
superb, staircase,
stove, retrace,
nineteen, pave,
shapeless, ri...

rustic, obscurity,
transfigure,
harshness, parisian,
accomplice, venerate,
ennui, rendezvous,
culpable, pardonable,
dormitory

n49e5

forethought,
grandson, polygon

n108e1

spire, normandy,
arabesque, drapery,
incision

n227e4

whitewash,
hermetically

n286e3

prodigious, anarchy,
peculiarity, adjoin,
excavation, meagre,
indomitable,
assuredly,
respiration,
gratuitously, pla...
n345e42

n405e12

mysterious, glimpse,
terrify, thrust,
chill, vaguely,
horrible, menace,
ecstasy, extricate,
serenity, wed,
audacity, mis...

recess, cranny,
graceful,
imperatively,
allowable

n226e2

shadow, install,
beneath, profile,
pantheon, limbo,
illegible, skylight

n285e14

grand, vague,
conceal, honest,
destiny, illuminate,
cherish, suspicious,
spark, unheard, shoe,
revolt, scrap,
pronounce, arr...

n464e8

n48e3

ornament, ornamental,
mold, aesthetically,
twig, entanglement,
textile, rib,
crystalline, darwin,
mullion, textured,
final...
n107e5

visibly, color,
cathedral, richly,
sharpness,
exquisitely, unison,
festoon, heraldic,
concorde

n166e5

ugly, soar, phantom,
gorge, avalanche,
slough, securely

n225e8

overwhelm, vanish,
plunge, enormous,
penetrate, dawn,
masterpiece, fold,
monster, procession,
lull, blossom,
hurricane, coars...

wooden, indulge,
harsh, ensue,
immense, recur,
handful, gnaw, swarm,
applaud, ripe,
robust, indignant,
discreet, ecli...
n344e55

n404e36

Bec e
n47e48

beauty, carve, leaf,
decorate, fringe,
sympathetic, texture,
entangle, rigidity,
sublime, nestle,
sprout, interlace,
drape, wildn...
n106e10

capricious, saintly,
skein, hippopotamus

n165e7

light, climb, barely,
silence, gigantic,
heroic, shadowy,
imperious, cabinet,
paradise, sponge,
talker

n224e18

n284e35

seize, guard, lower,
even, stupid, mist,
pause, outstretched,
heroism,
energetically,
bewilderment,
bohemian, confes...
n583e19

n643e50

n703e33

n46e25

delicate, flower,
veil, ugliness,
flake, monotonous,
irregularly, garland,
cherry, entwine,
sensuality,
immaculate, enc...
n105e4

touch, beautiful,
linger, noisy,
diamond, shroud,
fabulous, dwarf,
poster, laughable,
fairy, rumble

rob, peril, untie,
delectable

castle, turks,
courteous, indignity,
entreat, ungrateful,
wi ed, cuff,
brotherhood,
shrewdness, pike,
begone
n899e12

blanket, vomit,
beard, horseback,
shrewd, trapping,
windmill, carrier,
bethink, bere ,
slash, misadventure

n959e2

poison, waken

boon, vassal, moor,
moorish, saddle,
gaul, rower,
enchanter, algiers,
shouldst,
housekeeper,
landlady, dap...
n840e51

craze, enchant,
enchantment, sorely,
dub, seville,
penance, grinder,
mule, toledo, sonnet,
importunity,
henceforward, ...
n900e47

roam, chant,
cardinal, lens,
scant, tunic, daze,
contentedly, laud,
bleat, outcast,
slimy, overweening,
glu on, scr...
n960e13

humbly, shred,
sumptuous, recite,
wondrous, wile, rave,
pagan, emerald,
sandal, victoriously,
venom, yore

flirt

○4 8
Affa r III f rt Baudr ard_The V ta I us on and Beckett_Stor es
and Texts for Noth ng render ng_229_03_RW_4060_r_50 t2 d

These k nds of dramat c affa rs are ust one way of th nk ng about
how books ght up the ga axy These nterpretat ons and character sat ons are qu te arb trary but cons stent and they can
cont nue ndef n te y We cou d a so nterpret these re at onsh ps
d fferent y and we wou d not be wrong n art cu at ng Xenotheka
n d fferent ways by re at ng actors and the stage we nf uence
the r re at ons s m ar t es fr endsh ps concepts and so n a way
p ay w th them n the background of each character of each
face of a book s the context the same ga axy of concepts ○ 4 9
These are the temporary atom- etters of the books that nhab t
Xenotheka at th s part cu ar moment As stated before s m ar
ndexes group together and form concepts The concepts are n
mot on Books are ndexed by the who e brary at once reart cu ated by the a phabet of atom- etters But ust for a moment
One face one mood one art cu at on A pecu ar atmosphere
n the next moment a new focus of nterest appears and the
atmosphere changes
Let us cont nue to exp ore th s dea for a moment
A BOOK AND TS MANY FACES
What does a book th nk when t v s ts d fferent brar es?
After trave ng through a ga axy of concepts and dramat sng book affa rs what w be equa y nterest ng to exp ore s how
the face of a book changes when t trave s between ga ax es The
ma n protagon st w be LeCorbus er_Towards a New Arch tecture 3 9 n th s adventure we w ask our hero to p ay n ne d fferent
ro es ○ 4 9 and v s t three d fferent brar es 320

3 9
320

Le Corbus er Towards a New Arch tecture M neo a NY Dover Pub
cat ons 923
The story of how these three brar es were formed s to d n
Abstract on I 357 ○ 4 23
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INFORMATIONAL INSTRUMENT

e Deg ee Cen

P geR n Cen

E genVec o Cen
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n1e709

n2e21

sweat, speck, piano,
loll, rag, dig, fag,
rig, drowsy, tape,
amputate, gleeful,
terrific, gang,
farmer, delta,
sawdust, elong...
n61e19

n3e29

shirt, gallon,
ticket, grab, li er,
gun, glide, aunt,
fiddle, hitch,
dri wood, baggage,
cent, cruise, eaves,
dime, blowed, dol...
n62e4

bu ermilk, dirty,
walter, swig, opus,
pad, hurricane,
cooper, zigzag,
slack, telegraph,
waitress, ace,
suff...
n121e25

n4e549

n5e43

freshly

n6e3

n7e5

n8e3

n9e10

genuinely,
standstill, drawback

n10e2

n129e12

quail

n188e8

headache

n11e3

n12e10

n13e4

n14e2

n15e6

n16e10

n17e467

so ly, balcony,
interview, shriek,
supersede, shrug,
sympathetic,
reluctantly, unscrew,
extraneous

n76e2

n18e116

n19e11

n20e14

n21e9

n22e9

hut

n23e37

n24e598

n25e19

HOUSE, period, PLAN,
root, lesson,
extract, illusion,
shelter, diminish,
inch, slender,
formal, replace,
arouse, avenue, p...

n26e7

n27e6

n28e9

provide, conceive,
govern, generate,
representation,
admirably

n87e3

n29e5

grant

n32e3

devoid, variation,
alteration,
benevolence, lessen,
inconsistency,
partiality,
approbation,
licentiousn...

n33e1

n34e15

n35e104

n36e408

n37e9

celestial, moisture,
stature, athens,
greece, renowned,
covet, ancestor,
invincible, prohibit,
invest, concise,
compunct...
n96e7

political,
providence,
plentiful, qui,
pernicious, subsist,
imminent, kidney,
accurately

n155e3

n38e8

n39e12

n40e11

n41e16

n42e873

n43e139

n602e17

stormy, sneeze,
violet, citizen,
chew, professor,
opium, rudely,
supplement, loop,
hawthorn, upholster,
daresay, tin...

n603e2

comic, retainer, eke,
spew, frank, musty,
nimbly, docile,
gunpowder, steeple,
belie, drily,
sixpence, sniffle,
notepaper, commit...
n662e10

strap, richard,
foreman, reproof,
saxon, evangelical,
ceylon, contaminate,
sara, veer,
watchtower, sco ish,
vat, sardine, lah...

philip, paradox,
lewd, museum,
britain, dose,
contrition, scribble,
wayfaring, lima

n721e12

salt, bitch, grey,
harbour, penny,
scrawl, bounty

lily, peck

n901e3

prostitute

n902e1

tart, memento

pike, lever

n963e1

ulterior

n1023e2

faucet

n1261e8

n1262e4

cha er, mite,
estrange, efface,
athlete, bohemia,
garter, trellis

n1263e2

n1443e1

sobriquet,
preparatory

brat, wicket, cove,
corpulent, hullo,
barker, indigence,
deface

n1444e1

deposit

n610e1

eventuality, improper

n669e15

parliamentary

imperial, delicately,
rapt, earthly, map,
credible,
altercation,
diabolic,
comprehensible,
india, purificat...

clue, robert,
piously, manipulate,
divulge, equine,
identically,
dubiously, adorn,
mockingly, font,
acclaim, vati...

n906e458

gild, elephant,
pigeon, rampart

venerate, weed,
mortar, apathy, flue,
tavern, pulley,
twel h, swimmer,
fanatic, demolition,
imprint, hospitable,
accomplice, re...
n966e10

pensive, seam,
foundry

agility, damask,
alum, blockhead,
hippopotamus, dazzle,
una ractive,
bastion, firebrand,
bandit

n1026e5

capitulate, brazier,
germain, marengo

n1085e8

drinker, resuscitate,
upraise, emanate,
refugee

n1086e2

engulf, patrol,
earthen, legendary,
bishop, anterior,
abduct, intermediary

n1145e7

venial, parisian

n1146e4

beardless,
impassable,
transfiguration,
inlay, officiate,
tun, plummet

n1205e93

geniuses, aflame,
bohemian, patriarchal

n1206e52

grate, imperceptible,
intoxication,
inwards, fumble,
slowness, wrapper,
jostle, ravine,
refractory,
unpreceden...
n1265e9

generosity, heroic,
restoration,
sentinel, pra le,
bayonet, valise,
augment, billiard,
cloudlets,
undisputed, wal...
n1266e10

periodical, pistol,
traverse, worst,
chimney, candlestick,
rally, respiration,
nab

n1325e4

elapse,
indescribable,
substitute, robust,
accost, package,
exterminate,
cesspool, postilion,
sabre
n1326e3

bah, recapture, dint,
continuation

thoughtful, hideous,
ferocious

n1385e5

disorderly, viceroy,
jolly, penance,
infusion, bequest,
truffle, bacon,
hibernian, goldsmith,
bilious, beati,
coelo, diebus, hugh

n907e4

quarto

vicissitude, diatribe

n911e15

n969e3

assassinate, isolate,
vicinity

n1267e11

haired, unforeseen,
pavement, impassive,
police, intoxicate,
spike, incomplete,
doll, spectre,
compression

n1327e3

n1268e4

post, iron, load,
audible

n1449e4

rascal

coat, fasten, elbow,
tore

unaware, page,
dialogue

n913e2

encroach

n1270e2

n1271e3

pole, outlet

n1330e1

hedge

suspiciously,
implicitly

n1276e1

n1277e3

occupant

n1336e5

meditative

steadily, wistfully

length, lag,
stimulate

hopeless, falter

n1278e2

momentary, sharpen,
enthusiastically

n1337e1

inaudible, solicitor,
commiserate,
instalment,
westminster

n1456e2

depress, scanty

n1338e3

dip, overhead,
fictitious

darkly

n1397e7

admirer, dilate,
bethink, topic

landscape,
indignantly, relapse,
decorate,
unnaturally,
speculate, baseness,
furtive, brevity,
fitful, abl...

n1282e2

repeat, awkwardly

offensive, sex,
luxurious,
immeasurably

confident, profession

compromise

n1460e24

prison, salute, echo,
english, signal,
tide, roughness,
wildly, crisis,
shady, confusedly,
blacken, reverently,
redden, inscr...

n1341e4

n1342e2

heap, steam, plead,
stern

n1401e7

head, li le, go,
watch

stop, dark, safe

bend, raise, li

n1463e3

distinctly

arm, gently, twice

previous, precisely,
oak

n927e3

remind, shrink

n986e1

n1284e6

time, leave, try,
stretch, sigh

WAY,

n1344e5

morning, sound,
catch, sign, bed

n1404e8

close, empty, top,
clock, floor,
chair, manage

WINDOW,

hurry, straight,
clean, wipe, loudly

n1285e3

n1286e1

away, show, bite

n1345e2

run, whisper

n1405e3

quickly, bo le, suck

n1465e10

open, leg, rid, shut,
middle, lock,
exchange, smell,
crack, stain

n1287e2

broad

n1346e2

obviously, kitchen,
stamp

beside, annoy

n1290e1

cover, arrive, delay

n1291e3

throng

afraid, content,
gaze, silent, pant

lovely, horn,
extinct, tress,
wherry

n1411e3

idiotic, rigid

n1470e2

triumph, band

conceal, circle,
lo y

summit, sooth,
thereto, goest

n1296e2

bridge, ice,
nobility, grudge

n1354e4

weep, foe, doth, ere,
whate

sweet, nest, mire

n1415e3

traitor, dismal,
befit

breath, wash, toe,
bare, conquer, maid,
robe, groan,
challenge, heartless,
portly

n1297e10

prompt, cordial

n1355e3

thou, undo,
evermore

ART,

n1414e5

n939e14

village, chapel, gaul

n1356e6

cousin, deadly,
loathsome, chamber,
cell, dial,
incorporate, maw,
vestal, braggart

n1357e2

cheek, vein, joyful,
hood, tomb, yon

n1416e2

sadness, grub

n1417e3

gentle, wretched

n1476e4

aloof, amen, herald

n1477e4

dead, joint, awhile,
bleed

conjure, dagger,
wisely, writ

n1298e20

crow, mend, pet,
dove, amorous,
fearful, provoke,
overhear, a ire,
trudge, waken, mon,
defy, shroud,
pilgrim, nickn...
n1358e26

wit, wed, desperate,
fourteen, trim,
combine, ghostly,
intrusion, rite,
deathbed, peevish,
immoderately, cot,
pop, pepper, va...
n1418e5

farewell, dreamt,
rhyme, contagion,
scape

n1478e5

dainty, poison,
hither, oppression,
strew

turks, valiant,
quartan, champaign,
joust, seville

n941e279

n1299e12

n1301e1

likeness, tempest,
wilt, slaughter,
prick, venus,
envious, unsatisfied,
agate, abram,
perjury, moderately

n1359e293

cap, slay, tidings,
bake, bud, drug,
schoolboy, airy,
torch, privy,
heaviness, exile,
needy, misadventure,
renown, ens...

n1302e1

wring, untimely, hap,
beshrew, importun,
bak

n1303e2

cloudy

n1361e1

distill, wayward,
lanthorn

n1423e1

withal

anon, presently

n1481e2

n1482e2

gross, rais

chaste, rash

heaven, confession,
whither

fountain, villainy,
thankful

n1366e6

recruit,
reconciliation

CREATE,

n1425e2

grace

confess, unseen,
dissipate, turbulent,
findeth, suitably

n1426e5

creature, diligence

n1485e1

n953e1

admonish

hath, breaketh,
thereof

hebrew, idol,
dwelleth

n777e1

invade

n779e2

brimstone

n836e1

n837e1

fortification

n896e3

title, crime, valid,
incarnation,
succession,
transcribe

n954e3

revelation

maketh, happeneth,
beareth, godly,
thinketh,
endeavoureth

n660e3

n720e3

champion, successor,
paucity, vobis,
legible, hydrophobia

n895e6

expound

n952e1

whereto, fleshly,
devout

ash, reconcile,
weary, hollow,
greatness, filthy,
joyous, arrow,
riddle, cowardly,
awaken, dragon,
frost, pious, ...

vehemently, moveth,
riseth, despiseth,
libertine, amongst,
obeyeth, calleth,
pollution, falleth,
imposture, invisibly,
brazen, delectat...
n600e6

consecrate

abolish,
conflagration,
ma hew

pence, decease,
dissent, sixthly

n899e1

n900e14

paul

n958e1

persecution

testimony, ordinance,
purge

n840e9

captivity, whosoever,
answereth,
antichrists, satan,
congregation, holden,
synagogue, whereunto

spi le

n898e1

n956e1

preach, church,
christ

n780e3

nation, reign

n838e1

vicar

n897e4

hereby

n959e2

precept

gentile, antioch,
giveth, directeth,
resisteth, resteth,
abraham, canaanite,
consumeth, shew,
samaritans, sinneth,
moses, samuel
n960e12

jews, worshipped

heathen, hereunto,
thessalonica,
footstool,
whensoever, bindeth,
sheweth, freewill,
barnabas, uriah,
worshipp...

n1307e2

luxury, intelligible,
falsely

n1014e2

substance, chastity

n1311e2

firmness

discipline, soundness

n1313e1

invisible,
ecclesiastical,
infirmity, abstruse

n1372e2

constellation

n1314e4

improperly

n1315e2

evangelist, null,
confesseth, hereof

stricken, penal

insomuch, promiseth,
soever, filleth,
discovereth,
perspicuous

n1316e2

n1435e2

singly

indefinitely,
successively

n1199e3

dominion, dejection,
pact, maintenance,
judgement, monarchy,
clergy, absolution,
seditious, commodity,
militant, renovation,
humane, jurisdict...
n1380e26

universally

n1439e2

namely

saviour, ceaseth,
useth, requireth,
bee, credulity,
fourthly, inequality,
subversion, monarch,
representative,
supremacy, observ...
n1320e33

n1379e1

apostle

n1437e1

digest

seeth, pleaseth,
appeareth, publican,
tophet, moveable,
exacteth, borroweth,
carchemish,
foreseeth, leaveth,
rendereth, pray...
n1260e680

diver, needeth

rashly, abridge

n1377e1

n1436e1

epistle, covenant,
serveth, lemuel,
confederacy,
convocation, worketh,
perez, raiseth,
worshippeth,
subtilty, lepr...
n1200e23

receiveth, disallow,
speaketh

n1259e2

n1318e2

figuratively,
excellently

scripture, dispraise

omnipotent, foretell

n1434e1

dieth, teacheth,
belongeth

n1258e6

perisheth, feareth,
juda, josiah,
astonied, psaltery,
presumptuously,
commi eth, cephas,
naaman, agur

n1140e13

taketh

n1198e3

remaineth

whatsoever, whereof,
controversy, judgeth

baptize,
principality,
regardeth, sendeth,
reigneth, chuza,
executeth

n1080e11

repentance,
resurrection

n1139e1

n1197e1

n1256e4

n1375e2

phantasm

n1433e2

privation

thirsteth, retaineth

n1020e7

prophet, breach

n1079e2

debtor

passeth

salvation, unfeigned

n1255e2

almighty

n1373e1

exhortation,
infidelity

n1432e1

n1019e2

interpretation

n1078e1

command

n1195e2

telleth, knoweth

n1254e1

springeth

n1312e4

inwardly, trinity

n1018e1

observer, rebellion

n1076e1

appoint, eighth

n1136e1

n1194e2

n1253e1

n1371e1

n1017e2

uphold

n1075e2

god

hallow, thanksgiving

incorruption

hellish,
comprehendeth,
unformed, loseth,
cogitation, mislike,
hindereth

allot, disentangle,
academician,
fluctuate,
incorporeal, mart,
tenet, enervate,
hippocrates

n1074e1

sin, dedicate, yoke

n1133e2

abase, approveth,
wroth, iniquity,
builded, deliveredst,
gladness, wickedly,
righteousness,
eateth, groanings,
clave
n1192e1

treasury, warfare,
endureth, rejoiceth,
censer, athirst

pertain,
covetousness,
copious, abstemious

n1490e2

n1073e3

famine, fruitful

n1132e12

kindle, forsake,
glorify, cleave,
cleaveth, balancings

n1016e1

holy, gospel

n1072e2

yea

n1131e6

n1191e6

n1251e7

n1430e4

marrow, exult,
unbounded, solidity

n1489e1

guidance

n1011e2

n1071e1

bound, wholesomeness

n1370e9

eternal

n1429e4

beget, maintainers,
concernment

n1488e1

whereon, sacrament,
licence, creator,
particle, inmost,
artificer,
marketplace, knewest,
brotherly, harmonize,
plainness, emptin...
n1310e2

injurious, dotage,
impudently

n1369e1

inward, repel,
allurement,
insultingly, mediator

n1428e3

enjoin

mercy, ointment,
whoso, aeneas,
shouldest, judgest,
denieth, abideth

n1250e289

sweetness, ebb,
abundant, wert,
fruitless, falsify,
torrent, variable,
blessedness, betwixt,
overcloud, unshaken,
reposeth, stip...
n1309e3

pronunciation,
beatific, fulness,
theatrical,
initiation, willeth

n1368e5

the , declamation

n1190e8

hatchet, nought,
fornicate

n1249e18

brightness, hymn,
syllable, unfailing,
proficiency

n1308e6

unwonted, mindful

n1367e2

n1427e1

gi , eloquent,
fugitive, constrain,
pilgrimage

replenish, answerest

n1189e3

catholic, subjoin

n1248e5

n1487e3

melt

receptacle, secular,
apostolic

n951e3

embryo

spiritual, enlighten

n1130e2

deceitful, loth,
tobias, haughtiness

n1188e2

figurative,
fluctuation

waver, ergo

rhetoric, sharpness,
concupiscence,
athanasius

n1070e2

deus

n1128e4

tumultuously, distend

n1247e2

unreal

n1010e4

plural, carnal,
charity

n1068e1

enthral

n1127e2

n1187e2

sixteenth,
forgetfulness,
commemorate,
fruitlessly,
crucifixion,
thenceforth

n1306e3

altogether,
wonderfully, spout

n1365e3

earth, depth, vanity,
belly, infant

n1424e1

tongue

n1483e3

fiction, forge

n950e1

wondrous

n1009e3

conform

n1067e1

rivet

n1305e3

past, afar

n1364e5

wing, learnt

n1422e1

n1480e2

n1304e2

bone, oil

n1363e2

merciful

villain, churchyard,
alack, warrant, tush,
falconer, worser,
fie, advanc, amaz,
corse, bawdy

fable, perversion

n949e1

n599e1

bowel

condemnation

n835e6

instill, pope,
fulfill, deduce

n894e1

eagle, ripe, anchor,
solitude, hitherto,
allure, goal, dusky,
revile, shallow,
taunt, mischief,
distrust, well,
unmoved, embit...

n540e18

blasphemy

n598e1

seventh

obliquely, nomos,
exclusion

n834e4

psalter

conscience, nourish,
revenge, security,
triangle,
superfluous,
repugnant, desireth,
hostility, contagious

n539e1

wicked

n657e1

n774e3

infidel, cyprian,
isa, augury,
procurator,
meritorious, colloquy

contempt, tumble,
inexorable, eternity,
unlearn

n480e10

n537e1

persecute, flock

n716e1

ruth

n773e7

n833e1

n893e1

one, victory, folly,
cheer, reverence,
phantom, transform,
allay, ink, inhale,
subtle, weariness,
swaddle, rogue,
cypress, a...
n420e5

refuge, sha er,
liar, upbraid

crucify

n596e2

unworthily

cardinal, bulwark,
chastisement, tongs,
scorpion, library,
mystical, pontiff,
procedure, vis,
voluptuous, slyly,
arabic, narco...

ecclesiastes, extant,
timothy, antichrist,
entity, aristotle,
tibi, catalogue,
nomina, petrus,
concur, sais,
omnipresent, jer...

n360e22

humble, mountain,
mock

n419e4

prey, tempt, vomit,
burdensome

n476e1

scribe

n655e1

psalm, prelate

stomach, stillness,
bellow, innocence,
grimace, honey,
sickly, alo ,
thyself, furthest,
surpass, cave, anew,
mast, ken, thereu...
n300e46

neighbour, herd,
hypocrisy, lightning

n359e3

sail

n418e4

spear

verily, careth,
camest, avenger,
asketh, enticeth,
ungodly, lieth,
slothfulness,
chastiseth,
chasteneth, seem...

n240e49

n299e4

overflow, corn

n358e1

rejoice

n417e1

advocate, magician,
owl, abyss, believer,
populace, surge,
singe, sheepish,
meagre, anvil,
accuser, flavour,
hobble, hope...
n180e66

nigh, sojourn,
leadeth, astrologer

prolong, weighty,
seer

n298e2

watchman

n357e1

spoil

n120e42

vine, si eth,
speckle

n179e4

n238e3

heir

n297e1

chariot, testify

n356e1

n60e415

standeth, yieldeth,
loveth, parable,
miscarry, turneth,
weigheth, walketh,
understandeth,
redeemeth, knocketh,
doest
n119e3

sepulchre, goeth

redeem

n237e1

rebellious, entice

n296e2

n475e1

tenth

viper, gourd

n714e1

n772e234

serenity, allegory,
monastery, novice,
downfall, impurity,
scroll, sylvester,
concubinage,
vercelli, alchemy,
canticle, sch...

encompass

n1007e1

scourge, sovereign

recess

consign, sinful,
detour, francis,
decipher, ornate,
vulnerable,
penitence,
indiscreet, rummage,
costly, p...

n59e12

pharisee, liveth,
eventide, heritage,
fleeth, brook,
meaneth, toucheth,
spake, rideth,
reaper, cometh,
decayeth

n177e1

tarry

n236e2

devour

pitch, lamb, scab

tent

rebecca

n594e1

emerald, edification

n653e2

n891e3

n58e13

brethren, believeth,
pu eth, alpha,
bloweth, ungodliness,
quickeneth, wentest,
overcometh, selah

n118e2

n176e1

tribulation

n235e1

n295e3

redness, stave

rebel, cain, meted,
enoch, golgotha,
calamus

n534e1

calvary

n593e2

pit

purloin, comeliness,
sandal

n712e218

n831e2

genesis

n890e2

n57e10

leaven, remnant,
appertaineth,
babbler, doeth,
firstling, betrayeth,
hateth, hideth,
blesseth, casteth,
buildeth, bendeth

heareth, ro enness,
wilderness, drave,
amerce, stirreth,
trembleth

n175e1

burnt

harden, inherit,
pitcher

n474e6

fowl, onyx

n533e1

eastward

n652e3

roam, oriental,
monte, herb,
vastness, seduction,
recurrence,
eccentricity,
decorously,
imperiou...

n771e25

n948e1

didst, hadst, wholly,
unbroken, turnest,
givest

n1126e1

n1186e6

n1246e1

temptation, detest,
feedeth

trent

n830e1

immerse

perchance, guiltless,
dido

n1066e1

n1245e3

in, solemnity

bologna, fulminate,
fra, tuscany

credence

n889e2

n1006e2

whence

wage, pear, stanza

n1244e2

flesh

judas, danube,
fraudulent, florence

n56e13

chasten, unto,
unclean, eater,
smite, hearken,
desolate, saith,
sanctify, sabbath,
vineyard, trespass,
atonem...
n115e7

incense, seed,
quench, rebuke,
elijah, impute, rod,
fatherless,
thirtieth, penury

n354e1

land, tribe,
stubbornness

ravenous, anoint,
tabernacle,
capernaum, caesarea

n473e2

fornication, locust

n532e1

n592e1

navel

n651e11

n711e32

n768e1

n55e445

jesus, girdle, offer,
forecast, caesar,
coral, host,
garrison, jonah,
fi eenth,
commandment,
nativity, house...

n174e1

n234e3

n294e2

foolishly

n353e3

n413e5

throne

n472e2

n828e1

bulk, bemoan

n946e6

mayest, hast

stronghold

unreasoning

n1185e3

n1243e1

thee, thy

lighten

n1360e3

n1419e12

knowest, recognise,
speakest

n945e2

n1005e1

renew, forthwith

n1124e1

forgive

n1242e2

forefather

bewilder, talon,
dubious, logician,
romagna

n54e48

meat

n293e1

dwell, memorial,
straiten

altar, consume

n591e1

skilled

angelic, tenacious,
prohibition,
outright, sheathe

n710e1

n114e10

bondage, birthright,
wean

n233e1

abhor

n292e3

wrought, lord

n351e2

n411e1

gather

betray, cope

n650e5

footprint

n709e4

razor, fir, derision,
while, bedchamber,
waxen, breastplate,
mortgage, poll,
fillet, reuben

n173e3

ram, ca le, harlot,
bracelet

n232e1

estimation, mitylene,
areopagus

n291e2

servant, exalt,
deliver, adulterous

n590e1

impel, modestly,
arch, depict

n649e1

hector

repair, ami,
sprinkle, peaceably,
hew, merchandise,
glean, mitre,
manservant, hewn,
unstopped

n113e11

scabbard

n172e4

n231e3

strengthen,
habitation

glory, compass,
perpetual, abundantly

n350e4

n410e1

eat

n589e4

a erward

cleanse

n827e2

n53e11

fi ieth,
restitution,
valiantly, jehovah,
blackness,
unrighteous, lycia

n112e1

garment

midst, shorten

n290e4

burden

n530e2

n766e1

vintage, counselled,
inebriate, aught

n52e7

overthrow, reprove,
waterspout,
malefactor, exaction

n111e1

fellowship

n170e2

n230e2

sow

shall

wherefore

n409e1

n469e1

n588e1

n648e1

n708e4

n886e3

n1064e1

continence, poesy,
vileness, recondite

compassion,
displease,
peacemaker, savour,
comely

n1182e1

l, peace

n1241e1

merrily, valour

hearest

n1004e2

n1063e4

astray, discontent

n1123e5

n1181e2

bridegroom,
pomegranate

n1479e6

courteous

entreat, highness,
haphazard

n1062e2

token, lawful,
strive, chastise,
furbish

vow, wax

n1180e2

n1240e2

billow, portal,
grapple, lucifer,
unman, concede,
transmute, boniface,
blaspheme, mastiff,
merciless, fissure

n51e5

behead, famish,
prosper, environ,
supplication,
overshadow, lop,
adjure

n110e1

certify

harvest, stead, chaff

n349e1

perish, portion

forth, henceforth

adversary

out, backward

distort, perjurer

n707e5

n826e4

sayest, o times,
shalt, transgressor,
steadfast, wont

n885e3

thorn, undiscerning

n1002e3

sever, mightily,
deliverance,
recognised, worship,
singer, brace, haply,
hostess, bade,
bruise, victual,
incura...
n1061e5

armour, buckler,
vitals

n1120e2

musician

n1239e3

bride, hence, commend

strip, guide, claw,
implore, valley,
bark, guilt, upward,
disdain, fulfilment,
shore, aright,
therea er, crete,
flay, stench, onw...

makest, swine, twixt,
sweeten, thereon,
poureth, standest,
keepest,
constraineth, wantest

n825e6

dost

n50e8

solomon, encamp,
fourteenth,
impoverish, besiege,
fuel

n169e3

n229e1

n289e1

son, bless, repent,
elder

n408e2

depart, wherewith

behold, transgression

n527e1

n587e2

n647e2

quell, stubborn

n706e12

n765e10

wouldst, thinkest,
gorget, canst,
plaint, lucretia,
tityus

n884e1

n942e2

cage, wary, descry,
landlord, salad,
undeceive, shorn,
medley, compensate,
loquacity, rascality,
beaver, vigilance,
rueful, ca...
n1001e41

captive, comfortably,
ass, befriend,
sorely, si ,
arraign, unload,
labourer, heartfelt,
campo, staunch,
indignity
n1060e3

n1119e1

match

consent, abate

swear, jealous,
quarrel, mistress,
decree, remedy,
fiery, profane

avenge, forestall,
pique, fume,
archbishop, pamphlet,
audacious, flagrant,
vassal, sisyphus,
basin, thunderstruck,
disabuse, windm...
n1000e13

pack, shepherd, full,
blanket, enchant,
unimpeachable, four,
adornment

receipt

n1118e1

n1178e2

n1238e8

suspense, midway

n824e1

margin, overmaster,
andrea, shank

n883e1

n49e6

n109e1

child, destroy, cast

n348e2

wrath

n407e2

n467e2

languish

deceit, covert

issue, ascent,
reader, lamentation

n646e2

writhe, leader,
culprit, compact,
visage, arrogance,
thames, escort,
collector, glimmer,
boar, straightway,
pounce, dro...

pasture

n228e3

n288e4

n347e1

border

grievous

n526e2

n586e4

descend, list,
crouch, falcon,
precipice, hostelry,
forger

gate

n168e1

fig, dung, ward

silver

ninth, isle

n346e1

n406e1

n466e1

alive, thrust, chin,
medusa

n585e7

n645e20

n705e406

twentieth, plow

n108e1

preeminence

n167e3

n226e1

n286e2

fi h

waste, boil, nail

n525e4

askance

swi ly, conductor,
arc, panther, rend,
juncture, fiercely,
explicit, reek,
empress, ell

lately, physic, frog,
entreaty, notable,
sepulture, betook,
spray, hardihood,
arson, satchel, dis

n764e7

mode

n823e4

grandson, steed

sinner

n940e29

feeble, bridle,
suspend, heedless,
friday, garret,
indivisible, untold,
prodigious,
ceaseless, dismount,
gaol, generou...
n999e8

don, suspicion,
pluck, bachelor

n1059e1

strain, excuse,
perform, purchase

n1237e11

furious, fairy

n763e1

jaw

n822e2

n882e6

n48e2

whelp, dweller

n107e1

colt

fray

ba le

n465e3

spu er, unctuous

n524e1

n584e11

n644e12

n704e2

recollection

n762e1

tail, pledge

giant, discreet,
screen

n880e1

adventure, surname,
stirrup, antechamber,
vanquish, traveller,
inn, qui ed, galley,
decapitate, flowery

stir, suit

tear, brief, comfort,
wife

n1177e4

death, lip, ring,
withdraw, flower

limb, sore

serpent, mantle,
secretly, fain,
pinion, therefrom,
thine, believest,
beelzebub, sprite

n938e3

n998e4

request

n1117e4

trust

n1176e5

n1236e2

n761e2

fury

n820e3

perceive, rein,
madness, grinder

n879e11

n1057e2

promise, convey

n1116e1

heart

doom, cupid

u er, hasten,
accompany, heave

n997e1

return

n1056e2

countenance

dearly, morsel

n1294e2

n1352e10

n1412e4

n1472e4

n937e4

observe, plant,
guard, deserve,
repose

n996e1

person, prepare,
prayer, delight,
strength

n1115e1

n1174e2

n1234e2

monster, thither,
yonder

n1351e5

adam, howl

n1410e2

neck

n1469e5

tender, haughty,
whore, drudge

woe, bosom, swi ,
gripe

n760e1

n819e4

noxious

n47e2

oxen, persia,
redeemer, euphrates,
daniel, foreordain,
smyrna, shem,
lasciviousness

n106e1

clemency, span

n345e1

retrace

confide

n464e2

notch

cruel, trunk, reef,
demon

n703e1

mount, meadow,
anguish

envy, fortune, worthy

aid, confer, induce,
insert

cart, suffice,
expiate, guise,
league,
impossibility,
brilliancy, pastoral,
despoil

n936e5

say, carry, year,
country, serve, fine,
conclude, firm,
distress

n1055e1

seven

maiden

n1173e4

n1233e4

dignity, appearance

n818e1

n46e9

apollos, ethiopians,
arabia, suborn, ezra

n165e1

n225e1

yellow, sand,
horseman, whirlwind

n344e1

n404e1

mirror, fork,
circular, barb

fame, torment,
protect

avail, footstep,
a entive, shade,
splinter, swarthy,
overhang, metre

n643e4

wound, precipitate,
upside

n701e3

n758e4

support

n45e5

n105e2

ally, tile, dump,
disfigure

n284e4

volume, vivid

distant, sordid,
verge, arthur

n583e8

eager, stem,
magnanimous

n642e3

deed, extinguish,
boat, channel

lion, handwrite,
executioner, dreamer,
gu er, eyesight,
usefulness

n224e4

region, center, scar,
elevation, mold,
september,
persistently, august,
compassionate,
legion, chemical,
fabric, obsess...

n523e3

n582e3

dread

n641e4

account, rage, render

n699e3

n878e9

n995e5

teach, ancient

n1114e1

forsooth, bliss

ease, burial

n757e1

born, pronounce

seldom, conduct,
sage, cultivate

retire, accomplish,
fi een, talker,
undergo, enjoyment,
daily

n935e9

learn, hate, truly,
offend, messenger,
progress, fond,
tread, solid

n994e2

n1054e1

venture

festive

knave, nightly,
antic, dar

prefer, frequent

n756e2

employment

n640e3

meddle

n698e2

n875e7

inform, sport, bell,
crook, mild, abroad,
respectful, fan,
ground, ala,
scarcity, submissive,
rectify

n934e9

study, stupid

fortunate, pine,
fla ery

n1053e1

n1350e2

wet, flame, spark

n1409e1

pierce

n1468e3

fault, subdue,
practise

n933e2

n993e3

student

n1172e4

n1232e2

disrespect

n755e1

n697e2

n815e4

assist, hatred,
anticipate,
collection,
correctly, master,
numerous, admirable,
active, unarm,
cautious, ...
n874e13

n1112e1

posterity, revelry

sorrow, silk,
holiday, liquor,
gossip, pang,
draught, entrust,
wench, thrice, crave,
digression, witch,
magic, cho...

garland, loosen,
lure, foremost,
satiate, whisk,
humanly,
irretrievable, snout,
departeth, wherefrom

n638e1

facility

n696e2

xxxi, unbridled,
xxviii, xxxv, xliii

sickness, promote,
ability, xxix, xxxii,
solicitous, xxxiv,
constancy, doctrine,
xxxvii, xxxiii, xxv,
xxvi, xxxviii, xli,
xlv, xxxix
n814e202

inferior, impose,
enlarge, upwards,
tactic, threefold,
impracticable,
revenue

ascend

n992e1

n1111e2

n1171e335

n1231e11

sparkle, genuine,
darling, scent,
growth, trumpet,
probe, hop, manifold,
lurch, slake

stream, breast,
thrill, sca er,
plank, phial

n1349e3

apple

n1408e1

ache

n1467e2

cherish, music

n932e1

sundays, ecsta...

n1289e6

wide, approach, fly,
peer, snuff

n1348e1

knock

n1407e1

clever, needle

substantial, ruler

germ

willingly,
simplicity, lustful,
dissolute

thief, idle, clay,
angel, bunch, purely,
yearn, scarce,
unspeakable, rapid,
nourishment,
shameless, enfold,
comed...
n1230e11

solemn, flow,
a itude, speed,
spin, cheerful,
retreat, insect,
dash, bere , dance,
twilight, disguise,

n637e1

pervade

n695e1

n754e17

contemplate, virtue,
employ

sunken, assuredly,
blameless

n1110e4

n1170e32

nonsense, mob,
revive, rescue,
impulse, honor,
absurd, martyrdom,
disquiet, implement

exercise, government

n753e3

n873e3

n1050e3

bond, release,
sphere, pulse,
novelty, treacherous

n1229e19

busy, devil,
neighbor, badly, cup,
struggle, neat, test,
a entively, career,
ember, nerve

n1288e5

fully, wag

n1347e1

near, calmly

n1406e2

n1466e3

deem

n990e1

reverse

thirst, miserably

n1109e6

n1169e10

free, dust, loose,
grasp, singular,
conscious, explore

n1228e12

hide, warm,
meanwhile, fool

n694e5

n813e8

abstain, injure

n872e2

strife, boon, compel,
enslave

n989e1

n1049e2

claim, permit

food, freedom, surely

n1168e7

guess, encounter

n1227e4

poor, smooth, drop

regard, indeed,
distinguish, a ain,
distinction, error

rule, variety,
select, determine,
multitude, extreme,
agreement,
characteristic

n812e2

quality, observation

n871e2

n635e1

disorder, beneficent,
afflict

n693e2

n752e8

suppose, principle

n811e2

superintendence

n870e1

revolve, follower,
less, warrior,
exposition,
embroider, infect,
department,
admission, protract,
unnatural, ludicr...
n929e4

medicine, revert,
cobble

n1108e3

n1167e2

distance, lead

n1226e3

n1464e5

ideal, unsuitable,
unworthiness, pun,
foster

n1048e2

dying, dog

n1166e2

note, step

n751e2

superiority

n810e1

contest, founder,
philosophical,
antagonist,
temperance,
clearness, laborious,
quickness,
strenuously, apo...

n634e3

wise

n692e6

require, proceed

n750e1

n809e14

sum, amid

second, yes, game,
toil

n1106e2

word, sight

LONG,

sentiment, conqueror,
probability

education,
moderation, pursuit,
honesty, undetermined

n869e45

n928e3

up, quiver, hunger

male

n1046e4

end, remember, far,
blind, brass

n1105e2

n1165e3

smoke, slip

n632e1

opinion,
entertainment

n691e2

n749e5

certainly,
ridiculous, poverty,
strongly

imitate, perplexity,
correspond, affirm,
divert, regulation,
narration

n987e2

none, third, rare,
caution

n1045e5

wood

FOOT, beg, voice,
wind, towards, green,
steep

agree, reject,
reality, severe,
military

n748e4

n868e5

opposite, true,
useless, toss,
listener, occupation,
spectacle, sufferer

n630e2

constantly,
privilege, allude,
apprehension

n689e3

n808e7

breed, likely, tale,
remainder, alliance,
unwillingly

n867e8

n926e2

convince, useful

n985e4

occur, branch

horse, danger

n1104e1

n1164e7

n1224e2

hour, cross, late,
win

n1403e3

low, forehead, so en

n1462e1

polish, net

bright, dim, stay,
bo om

n1343e3

shake, minute

n1402e3

preparation, bench,
shoe, darken, thread,
repetition, smother

n1461e2

n925e2

suspect, wherever,
unable

n984e2

n1044e2

mouth, quick, hungry,
sea, vision, lend,
mingle, climb, creep,
cow

n1283e4

wear, sudden

n1340e2

n1400e1

serene, barrier,
careless, loosely,
smith, treachery,
soot, locality,
lamplight, leisurely,
diverge, conveyance,
prevalent, dee...

refer

n924e3

u erance

mere, fist, raven,
convenience

rain, tumult,
sentence, vessel,
mask, ladder

n1103e10

n1163e4

n1223e4

fast, lamp

describe

utmost, assurance

n807e6

temper

n866e3

n629e4

reasonable, dispose

n688e5

n747e2

exact, perfectly,
reply, slice

n806e1

include, madman

trace, interval,
mu er

n923e1

gesture, apart,
winter, kiss, box,
friendly, lifeless,
stray, harness

n1222e2

spite

n628e2

sort, proof

n687e1

n746e4

doubtful

n805e2

part, search

n865e1

n983e4

calm, till,
permission,
disappoint, sooner,
pot, stiff, wink,
bu on, south, lace,
pin, dew, frenzy,
quicken, nightm...
n1162e9

ra le, doesn

n627e2

natural, habit

a empt, argue

n745e1

n804e2

n1043e6

silence, cease, even,
vain, comfortable,
murmur, hat,
elsewhere, meantime,
bonnet, beforehand,
assent, grip,
theology, l...
n1102e17

ponder, cushion,
tomorrow, faintly,
swathe, perch,
helpless, sop,
rubber, obstruct,
dribble

sacred

grow

figure, wheel

purse, vile

vary, patiently,
preliminary,
extravagant, mixture,
gallows, repugnance,
cringe

n1042e28

sky, score,
inexplicable, deaf,
linger, mist, haven,
blot, weather,
stable, prop,
exquisite, limp,
oneself, ham...
n1101e11

n1161e2

n1279e2

n1339e4

n1459e27

amazement

n922e2

n982e8

impetuous,
discouragement, icy,
furrow, mutilation,
juvenile, banknote,
urgent, semblance,
interim, intermina...

n1041e339

n1221e1

halo, unusually,
irresolutely,
expectantly

n1458e13

bowl, depression

completely

n1398e4

fixedly, perceptibly,
doggedly,
methodically,
discompose,
barrister,
denunciation

n1457e4

tray, football

n1160e2

reel

n1219e1

sufficient, ordinary

n863e3

riot

shouldn, brood,
spasm, merge, uphill,
lighthouse,
tobacconist

n1100e2

protest, cab

n1159e1

boredom

christmas, nowadays,
hum, apologize,
satisfactorily

n626e2

except, real

n686e2

n743e1

n803e2

flu er

patch

n981e16

conspirator

n1040e7

rout, freshen,
unspoken, hoot,
torpor, premature

n1099e2

barge, pudding

n1218e5

n625e2

life, point, MAN

n684e1

patience

n862e1

n921e1

n980e1

n1039e6

prospect, farce

n1098e2

n1158e1

hasn, conspiracy,
rigidly, pencil,
incredibly, gore,
behavior,
parenthetically,
tombstone

tea, consciousness,
insanity,
unhappiness,
constraint,
preoccupy, enviously,
perturb, selfish,
irrita...

owe, simply,
magnificent,
unworthy, centre

n742e1

n802e1

perseverance

vague

curtain

n1038e2

telescope

n1157e9

n1217e13

n624e3

short, wonder,
happiness

n683e2

a ention, admire,
uneasiness, affect,
engross, blunder

relief, bald

n919e1

vehemence

n978e1

somehow

n1097e1

criticize, aback,
delude, fluently,
petal, unseemly

oddly, protective,
loneliness, tube,
strand, revoke,
prose, assertive,
tentatively,
insertion, typewrite,
flatness, ara...

lightness, alternate,
quilt, personality,
rapturous,
distractedly,
intensely, sidle,
futility, mary,
whereupon, matur...

beyond, submit,
stock, difficulty,
intimate, unfinished,
pupil, discern,
outline, remorse

n741e6

n861e1

moment, suddenly

n918e1

poetry

n977e1

persist, biography,
opponent, misgive,
dutifully, despicable

n1096e6

n1156e15

n1216e17

n1396e2

nervously, coal,
effectually,
uppermost, shabby

n1454e3

n859e2

n623e3

strike, somewhat,
fancy, apparent,
imagination

n682e5

n801e1

convulsive, radiant,
aglow, haze

sweep

n917e1

curious, shelf

reflect, bi erness,
string, initiate,
wayside

n1036e6

overcast, elicit,
acquiesce, vista,
interpose, secrete,
moodily, tartly

n1335e1

dreary, amazingly,
ridicule,
affectation,
formally, mantelpiece

n1394e5

upstairs

n1453e2

gradually

n1275e8

alternately, keenly,
edward, chancery

n1334e6

doorstep, betoken

n1393e1

unexpected, interfere

n1452e1

read, nervous

n916e2

exclaim, curiously,
commi ee, seal,
nervousness,
oblivious, outburst,
saucer, criticism,
masculine, clause,
green...

ten, hair, shoulder,
familiar, deep,
curse, pride, flash,
snatch, treasure,
ornament, sleeve,
boldly, restless,
scorn, gli er, l...

clothe, knee, se le,
closely, share,
picture, excite,
mystery, halt,
menace, size,
motionless, forty,
droop, hand...
n800e4

n858e2

n622e5

fall, young, rough,
detect, tightly

n681e10

n740e222

stroke, indicate,
meditate, remark,
fascinate, muse,
freak, incomparable,
daub

write, confuse,
vanish, fade, frankly

n857e1

n976e5

coldness

continuity, preface,
rigidity, persian,
typewriter, angular,
urbane, steamer,
maze, inscrutable,
distressingly,
ceaseles...

authentic,
complexity,
unhesitatingly,
odious, henry,
ostentatiously, avon,
incompetence,
indolence, gro...
n1215e284

black, cloak,
transparent, amaze,
feverish

n739e9

continue, hesitate

n621e5

vast, shrewd,
nobleman

n680e20

n797e5

copy

conviction

brim, literature,
welter, coincidence,
granddaughter,
impersonal, rector,
indistinguishable,
moonlit, sundial

n1095e14

n1155e23

co age, lassitude,
voluminous, emigrate,
decidedly, unmask,
abandonment,
enviable, effusively,
beech

n1274e4

abrupt, exposure,
fashionable,
splendidly

n1333e2

exclamation, shiver,
basket

n1392e2

pace, seat,
mechanically

n1451e1

seize

n1273e4

abruptly,
perceptible,
unconsciously

n1332e3

absent, symptom

n1391e3

flight, stride, plate

physical, solve

n915e1

n975e1

n1035e10

oval

vaguely,
hallucination,
convention, dante

oblong, paganism,
uncurtained,
investment

n1214e10

reappear

veil

n738e2

kneel

n620e3

white, capital, paris

n679e5

virgin

n796e1

n856e2

provincial

n1094e4

n1154e4

catastrophe,
irresistibly,
rose e, sightedness,
botanist, crudity,
census, pellet,
unspo ed,
inarticulate, ego...
n1213e1

lapse, monger, waif,
forgetful

n1272e3

instinct, cake,
repulse

n1331e2

beneath

n1390e3

n1450e1

casually, reassure

n1034e1

opaque

n1153e12

entangle, adorable,
unshaded, passively,
harshness, registry,
beli le, leafless,
apostrophize

n1212e4

placard, jargon

n619e3

reach

n678e1

n737e1

a ract, decide,
devote, terrible,
slap, obvious,
finally, illuminate,
century

announce, chuckle,
windy

n974e1

ajar, flake

hoe

n1152e9

grandfather,
unclouded,
bookseller,
intercept, pedantic,
leakage,
irresponsibility

collect, risk,
procession, sneer,
glimpse, text

interest, yesterday,
discuss, print

n855e2

n914e3

jar, superimpose

n973e2

n1033e1

n1092e1

interrogation

n1151e7

n1211e2

n618e1

a ack

n677e1

n795e4

book, series, sturdy,
erase, subsequent

n854e2

combat, illumination,
underline

n1091e1

adoration

frivolous, stammer

preoccupation,
squarely, enfeeble,
refill

n617e1

twelve, journey,
contradict, poet,
kingdom, grammar,
possessor, clash,
almond, raze,
survivor, aggressive

n735e9

bi er, admiration,
sadly, offense,
uneasily, scant

n794e5

sensitive, fleet,
renunciation

uproot, widespread,
nocturnal,
accessible, excavate,
bacchanalia, penned,
pediment

gown, rear, resume,
gloomy

n1389e4

plunge, ensue

n1448e1

n912e1

n971e3

episcopal, catacomb,
annotate,
perspicacity,
mendicant, zenith,
ban, fracture,
reversal,
indestructi...

n1150e2

n1210e4

bearer, unmarried,
departure,
enthusiastic,
sergeant, feebleness

n1329e4

brink, reddish, port,
rustic

n1388e2

feebly, ineffable

illumine, caprice,
downcast, cannon,
pe iness, decrepit

n1269e6

fatigue, incessantly,
president, untie

n1328e4

shudder, cub,
coverlet

n1447e2

severity, adore,
civilization

n1209e6

frightful, trench,
predestine, bravery,
perilous,
sleeplessness,
dislodge, sunburn,
ventriloquist

n1090e1

irony, religious,
tacit

n1149e3

penetrate, crest,
gentleness, estimable

passage

n734e6

familiarity,
laughter,
predecessor,
necklace, shamelessly

n616e12

realm, realize,
translate, literally,
mound, sanction

n675e6

today, childish,
embarrass, recognize,
fortress

n733e5

n853e3

underground,
graceful, ooze,
harbor, tentative,
cycle

n1030e8

emerge

n1089e3

authoritative

n1148e4

n1208e9

n674e1

n793e3

leaf, stall, rubble,
central, comical,
symbolic, plus,
tapestry, sagacity,
concept, sexual,
cu hroat, venetian

fortunately, episode,
taper, mountebank,
alighieri, parody,
astride, opportune,
plebeian, pallet,
arbor, singularity,
bo omless, dr...
n970e15

odor, coffer, grumble

n1029e1

n1088e1

june, skirmish

veneration, thicket,
thirteenth, noonday,
savior

accidental

inexhaustible,
retort, visionary

dispel, interlocutor

pallor

n968e3

fireplace, lied,
gratis

uninhabited,
shapeless, idiot,
uproar, splendor,
fund, exhale,
stagnate

n1087e2

n1147e5

n1207e10

assistant, halfway

income, compete,
fragile, crusade,
curtly, aghast,
collaborate

n792e13

n852e6

premonitory,
manuscript, fetid,
zodiac, complement,
indirect, theologian,
scandinavian, rodent,
gryphon

n615e6

cloth

n673e5

n732e7

triumphantly,
michael, operative,
survival, fragility,
literate, depiction

vase, local,
intervene, nearby,
custodian, outset,
scholarly,
rediscover,
relevance, decade,
rational...
n851e10

n909e1

garlic, suffocation,
gust, canonize

n967e3

intervention,
decently,
fulfillment,
inopportune, scepter

n791e18

recite, relive,
conciliatory,
lazarus, unsure,
pagan, newborn,
cappadocia, arcana,
evade, italians,
friable, coordin...
n850e2

n614e1

disconcert, enhance,
loot, confessor,
westward, gauge

n672e2

n731e7

n790e16

augustine,
infrequently,
illicit, lazuli,
provence, lawrence,
vestment, deo,
minuscule, donation,
lombardy, apocaly...
n849e2

cemetery, evasive,
aperture, african,
flaccid, hermit,
orient, lapis, latin,
alabaster, armenia,
besieger,
inaccessibil...

n1027e8

emphasize, gardener,
cetera, munition,
skim, disuse,
swordsman, bespa er,
chevalier, distich

n1387e1

n1446e3

perpetrate,
diminutive, bleat,
burgher, juridical

hoof, newcomer,
rumor, mission,
cheese, rural,
fullness, delirious,
daze

n789e27

hoard, elude,
chimera, glu on

n848e21

armor, theological,
oven, crusader,
interject,
schismatics,
amphitheater,
witchcra , slothful,
italy, sic...

n612e6

horrify, effectively,
reformer, bane,
plenary,
bloodstained,
circumspectly

n671e5

n730e9

n788e4

vale

n847e34

ruffian, sinecure,
lair, domicile,
fireside

n1445e1

n611e7

forepaw

n670e5

supreme, submission

obedience, ordain,
acquisition, seller,
absurdity, erroneous,
interpreter,
impunity, fisher,
hardy, priesthood,
rarefy, antip...
n1440e22

elect, weaken,
liberty,
consequently,
religion, miracle,
inflict, oblige,
defraud, prophecy,
testament, col...

n149

correction

e

e

jeer

injunction,
impetuously

n1384e8

reseat

n1442e2

spouse,
mystification,
wayfarer, avidity,
pave, tumor

n1324e2

fleming

n1383e1

gruffly, gloom,
bargain

hackney, rosa,
blackguard, convict,
simulate, agnus,
uninterruptedly,
thinker, corollary,
pallid, pelisse,
scamp, atmosphe...
n1264e6

dado, nude

n1323e1

scaffold, umbrella,
jibe, abnegation,
corpus

clad, heartrending,
brothel, crusty,
mirage, embalm,
intrepid, intestine,
peacefulness

n1204e501

candid, plaid,
funereal

nibble, infantile,
spook, vintner

n1321e5

n1381e3

n1441e1

n905e4

n1144e9

gum, minus,
intersection,
unprepossessing,
truss, veritable,
casque, bobby, nun,
indigo, requisition,
sulk, pencil...

thomas, chant,
triple, acid, compile

n787e1

gamble, curve,
lunatic, crane,
chicken, deviate

n846e105

toad, sebastian,
coronation, usurper,
chalice, combustion,
peregrination, genoa,
crust, mangy, must,
pater, eon, gusto,
donor, ca...

n965e3

repentant, impregnate

n1143e24

n1203e3

catholics, serge

n609e2

urgently, junction

n668e17

explode, devoutly,
maximum, sulphur

n786e6

eleven, detach, stew,
liquid, inland,
delegation,
precipitous

n1025e4

champ

n1084e2

transit, amplitude

blouse, hull,
intonation, folio,
permeate, curdle,
mouldy, breviary,
epilepsy, suspender,
cess, wand, conscript

n1202e2

le uce

excrescence, flask,
courtesan

n1024e1

dowager, flemings

n1082e2

n1142e13

gooseberry,
silverware, nix,
keel, virginal

patriarch, deject

n964e3

perfume

n1022e1

volley, widower,
acrid, twi er,
upstream,
invisibility, isis,
postern, coque e,
boa, ejaculate,
dorsal, pocketb...

egg, promptly, enamel

n608e2

foggy, fringe, mummy,
hapless, paralytic,
hearten, disc,
armageddon

n667e5

n726e4

n785e7

n845e26

southward, tripe,
frond, leo, flanders,
quis, pedestal,
sprig, constance,
treaty, alba

n904e2

squad

n962e1

heroically,
inflexible, pa, nos,
axle, quaff, cherry,
lodger, amour,
soberly, carrot,
flora, denis,
superbly, antoine...

somnolent, opulent,
laundry, directory,
outspread, municipal,
quay, dix, daisy,
combativeness,
poster, commode,
gale, lyons, d...
n1081e25

n1141e5

n1201e1

bronze, blaze, crumb,
rumple

john

homage, sapphire,
shapely

n844e11

n903e2

ruse, debauch, sentry

n961e16

n1021e35

tickle, pillar,
visual

n784e3

tawny, sanctum,
messiah

n843e2

n607e8

fascination

n666e3

n724e1

n783e3

helen, beefsteak,
bogus, tentacle,
dont, shit

n842e1

n606e1

damp, butch

n665e4

spice, boyish

n782e6

hungary, serpentine,
maleficent,
featherbed, rudolph,
rill, whopper,
rename, stork

n605e2

chord, hospitality,
seeker

n664e3

n723e2

stud, burgundy,
parch, rubicund,
tepid, thats, nova,
youre, heartbroken,
sizeable, canebrake,
blotchy

n781e9

n841e2

Wo d

n604e3

gaiety, simon

n663e7

blasphemous, scoff

n164e7

imprison, predict,
incident, toy, novel,
classic, beetle,
symbol, mahogany,
neighborhood, rider,
gut, suicide, futile,
trait, ci...

n343e4

n403e4

n463e1

moderate, turbid,
tully

n581e1

grieve, taint

parliament, mad...

n601e121

n661e25

eleventh,
deliciously, thistle,
grievously, conspire

n104e2

stripe, july, coin,
mane, outlaw, sunset,
april, classical,
classify, metaphor,
copper, duel,
interrogate, grease,
ditch, comment...
n163e57

n223e20

n283e2

rivalry

omen, engender

impious, tiber

n521e3

scorch, ample,
debase, eminent,
discernment,
laudable, aquarius,
cancelled

n580e2

confine, whoever,
beast

n44e5

mockery, refine,
annihilate, mineral,
provocation, facial,
edition, wizard,
thereabouts, tracery,
degradation, cabinet,
crude, stab, germ...
n103e78

unfair, inevitable,
planet

n342e1

n402e2

n461e2

paternal, brutus,
replete, delectable,
vulcan, juno,
cerberus

n520e8

n579e3

malevolent

insane, exemplary,
unconsciousness,
oblivion, nearness,
chronological

n222e3

postpone

encircle

n460e7

lament, inflame

n578e1

fortify, ceremonial,
bile

trivial, lecture,
unaccustomed,
translation,
proximity, pathetic,
deplorable, absurdly,
erudition, descend...

n162e6

concoct

disappearance,
compute, ant

n281e1

defeat, incredible,
uncertain, universe

n340e1

comedy

n519e2

indication, orb,
languid, caucasus

n577e3

resplendent, humid,
wane, oblique,
december, narrator,
courageously,
memorable, orthodox,
hazardous, version,
guitar, delir...
n102e21

publish, enlist,
reciprocal,
interweave

n161e1

n221e3

intrinsic, valor

n280e4

genius

conjecture

n399e1

n517e4

subjugate, exploit,
salami

feat

barbarous, mutation,
archive, gravitation,
dispersion, adept,
cynic, infinity,
medicinal, pluto,
aristotelians,
carthagin...
n101e4

retribution

n220e2

foresee, debate,
occult

n339e1

favor, resemble,
obscure

overturn, delicious,
mournful,
religiously,
precipitately

innumerable, unhinge

n516e3

alternation

discard, auditory

n160e1

milky, endanger,
philanthropy

n219e3

n279e1

boundary, shadowy

n397e5

n456e2

oppress, void, deer,
jove

n575e1

esteem

sect, contrivance,
inconsiderate,
multiform, mitigate,
unaccompanied,
ulysses, pathos,
elocution,
predeterm...
n100e2

lavish, literal

n159e3

lung, superstition

blindness, insinuate

n338e3

eclipse, obscurity,
fatal, situate,
sonorous, chaplet

notorious, fourfold,
exhume, viscous,
corinthians,
incursion, nihil,
mitigation,
pusillanimous,
dissertat...
n99e2

studious

n158e2

n218e2

n278e2

irregular

n337e6

stupor, vicious,
theatre

entrails,
painstaking,
antiquity, unmixed,
marcus, theseus,
fortuitous, affix

n98e1

affinity

n277e1

facilitate

n336e3

commence, healthful

n515e1

n574e1

anacharsis

n217e1

republic, proverbial,
dictatorship,
pisistratus, pollux

n276e1

discernible,
diversify

n395e2

n455e4

miserable, endow,
sacrilegious, imbibe,
doubtless,
subversive, academic,
lineament

apprehend

preside

pillage, puerile

n157e1

commotion, despotic,
interment, fibre,
divination, oratory,
probity, monarchical,
poultry, aug

n216e5

zeal, voluble

n275e2

unsubstantial

n454e8

undesirable, incest

n573e1

maintain

tribune, a est,
disaster, thorny,
frugal, plausible,
pompey, denomination,
augural

n97e2

tranquillity,
thinness, retard,
abdicate, etymology,
lyric, immortalize

n156e10

nymph, froth, castor

n215e2

contend

fidelity, prediction,
superstitious,
concourse, especial,
overset

n394e1

discovery,
disquisition, statius

n513e1

helm, sophist,
impair, emancipate,
alleviation, phrygian

n572e1

existence, origin,
elevate, philosopher

insensible, lengthen,
befall, terrestrial,
grief, extol,
pervert, prudence,
greeks, mansion,
stability,
separately, d...
n95e9

vigor, dissolution,
exhalation, gout

n214e1

n274e6

discussion, possibly,
originate

n453e2

n512e6

evil, disease,
philosophy

n571e4

calamity,
illustrious, richly,
prosperous,
cheerfulness,
impropriety, assert,
comprise, affliction,
insensibil...
n94e4

imbecile

n333e3

n393e3

define, divine,
undoubtedly,
proposition, lazy

number, necessarily,
oration

n511e3

argument, aspire

n570e4

reflection,
acknowledge, approve,
glorious

weight, barbarian,
immovable, agency

n273e1

consult

enjoy, weakness,
restrain, overlook,
infernal, greek,
peculiarly,
exemplify, servile

n392e5

n451e3

n510e2

imagine

globe, labor,
stimulus, politician,
appropriately

n213e4

description,
favorite, pre

n332e9

likewise, duration

degree, influence,
deprive

deny, custom

n509e1

consider, belief

agreeably, impend,
investigator, sol

n153e5

boast, artificial,
inhabit

n272e1

happy, reap,
sideboard

n331e2

adopt, accustom

n390e3

n449e2

n568e2

recent

n93e4

inconsiderable,
ineffectual

n152e3

n212e3

n271e3

disgrace

n330e2

besides, advantage,
reduce

whatever, acute

discover, courage,
animal

allow, appear, admit,
incline

unacquainted,
scandalous,
unfrequently

n92e2

occasion, neglect,
expense, indifferent

n270e1

depend

n329e3

affair, heat, contain

n508e4

GREAT,

numb, propose

n31e11

assistance,
comprehend,
continual, civil

trifle, amusement,
chiefly, abuse,
recommend,
consolation

n210e4

consideration,
importance

n269e1

sustain

n328e3

n388e2

n448e3

endure

n507e2

n567e2

acquaint,
insufficient,
inclination, diffuse,
improvement,
disregard

n150e6

sufficiently

n268e1

certain

n447e1

present, possess

view

n30e6

n90e4

n209e2

essence

extend

n387e1

USE

THING

n506e2

n566e1

worth

welfare, treatment,
amidst, penetration,
management

avoid

n208e1

FORM,

mix, school

n446e1

bear, change, high

apply, sensible

n148e1

property, mainly

n327e1

MIND,

n386e1

NEED

rich, aim

n505e3

n565e1

GIVE

consist, meditation,
quantity, derive,
invention,
foundation,
investigation,
contemptible, utility

n88e2

entirely, extent,
various

n147e2

n207e2

duty

n326e3

store

n445e2

LIVE

direct

relation

n266e1

clear, correct,
dangerous

n385e1

age

MAKE,

n564e1

hind, RESULT, theory

n206e1

lightly, outward

n325e1

capable, precede

n504e2

SET

display, produce,
proportion, social,
independently,
phenomena

n146e3

special,
contradiction, method

n265e3

suppress,
nevertheless

ORDER,

n324e2

n384e1

n444e1

BRING

world, begin, WORK

EXIST, imply,
distribute,
participation,
inevitably,
association, cylinder

n86e6

necessity, transport,
furnish, function,
skilful, actual,
hateful

n145e3

n205e2

large, succeed,
instrument, cra ,
rate, tradition

n264e3

alter, city

fill, compose

n503e1

n563e3

sensation, base,
establish,
conception, ROME,
enable, perfection,
unanimous, resource,
temerity, medium,
prosecute, conqu...
n85e7

SPIRIT, culture,
customary, national

n204e6

afford

grind, shape

n383e2

n443e1

LIGHT

lay, reveal

touch, presence

balance, complete,
level, emotion,
height, dictate,
spectator,
satisfaction,
throughout, flood,
favourable, creat...
n144e4

pomp, destine,
confront

n323e2

fix

savage

n502e2

n562e2

stand, strange, keep,
breathe, spot, aloud,
joy, fragment

n84e14

roof, WALL, weigh,
detail, intelligent,
temple, dense,
suburb, concentrate,
appreciate, louis,
horizon, drum,
pyramid, cupbo...
n143e3

n203e1

n263e2

narrow, surround,
demand, pane, aspect

n322e1

n382e1

n442e1

air, fire

hand, face

n561e8

cry, bow, old, burn,
corner, glow

square, space, tower,
conflict, brick,
antique, angle,
regularly, repudiate,
shu er, symmetry,
illogical, steel,
bewilderm...
n83e19

street, hole, decent,
crystal

n262e5

thick

EYE,

n501e2

ear, blood, shadow,
golden, chill

n560e6

pour

march, blue, breeze,
envelope

n202e4

crowd

garden

n441e3

spring, skin,
profound

n500e5

gold

n559e1

contemporary, TOWN,
enormous, yard,
appal, lawn, peg

n142e4

LINE,

n321e1

stone

n440e3

unknown, song,
remote, path, proud

n499e1

swell, lucky

current, outrage,
mistrust

arrange, massive,
solution, logical,
inhuman, definitely,
effective, climax,
tangible

n82e7

ruin, society,
expand, tiny,
district,
satisfactory

n141e2

n201e1

n261e1

star, stage, capture

n380e1

ugly, torture, rope

n439e5

guest, stun, parasite

pure, diversion,
disgust,
significance, evolve

n320e3

soil, harshly

n379e3

laugh, snow,
disappear, drip

n438e3

n497e2

n557e3

precision, area,
gloomily, type,
fundamental,
romantic, activity,
frail, initiative

n81e6

n260e5

n319e2

majority

n378e4

wolf

dozen

NEW

naked, shell

n318e1

frighten, timid

n377e1

ride

sadden, scornfully,
expanse, intruder,
hogshead

group, thin, spread

n140e1

cold, field, sharp

n199e1

cla er, yawn,
rubbish, haggard,
rainbow, semi,
sullenly, tinkle

n259e2

n317e2

side, sly

thirteen, delicacy,
fateful

n556e5

complicate, develop,
guarantee, multiply,
population, nave,
logic, temperature,
development, amplify,
analysis,
mathemati...
n80e3

back, drag, adjust,
harsh, happily,
record, heavily,
whistle, cripple

n139e3

stumble, brown,
ahead, drape,
clockwork

n198e8

twinkle, defense,
to er

rustle, hospital

n496e3

alexander, shawl,
listless, truce,
detachment,
reinforcement

spur, reluctant,
velvet, avalanche,
serenely, brandish,
wield, affectionately

cluster, human,
transmit, scrap,
normal, infinitely,
reporter,
competition, impact,
finality,
modification
n79e9

stare, check, file,
seventy, gleam,
collapse, ship,
urgency, twang

n138e5

station, lean, jump,
curl, relax,
strangeness

n197e3

chat, bath, shy, rug,
timidity

n316e2

n376e1

visitor

boyhood, porch

n495e6

n555e8

traveler, emperor,
leadership

responsible, wrong,
shower, pool,
humanity, tick,
sixty, eyelid, blank,
harm, fee, tour,
trail, shortly,
resignation, sh...
n78e9

huge, sweetly, ray,
extra, damn, hey,
funny, psychological,
bug, cue, sandwich,
peek, incinerator

n137e6

patronize

n196e5

n256e2

interrupt, comrade,
blush, bandage,
chapter, wrinkle,
tiptoe, uniform,
undress

n435e2

dishevel

n554e3

german, venomous

gasp, grin, busily,
legitimate, wearily,
simultaneously,
crackle, cliff,
eastern, snap,
mortify, misty,
daddy, wince, p...
n77e13

muscular, gulp

n136e1

nice

muscle, brow

glass, smile, tone,
glance, childhood,
address, frown

n315e9

n375e1

n552e2

rapidly, powerless

choke

n135e1

n195e2

n255e7

sob, continually,
fla er, ripen

n434e1

exasperate,
stepmother, gentry,
sheepskin, pavilion

evoke, circumspect

n551e2

imperceptibly

beam, naturedly,
severely,
theoretical,
gatepost, iodine

n75e1

hall, aristocratic

expression, position,
husband, waist,
household

n314e4

club, angrily,
unnoticed, lime,
resolute, magnanimity

n494e2

n550e1

steak

coldly, politics,
concession, crumble,
unanswered

n194e2

n254e5

reproachful,
coachman,
inappropriate

n313e6

n433e5

prominent

diplomatic

n549e1

absently

splash, starlight,
crumple

n134e5

chestnut, chilly

unintelligible,
tenderness,
forgiveness, belated,
scrutinize

n253e3

medal, ramrod,
rupture

timidly, mustache,
sofa, sarcastically,
historical, mimic,
que, mamma

n432e1

shyly

n490e1

overtake, toothless,
glove, surmise

n547e1

squeeze, dryly

n74e3

degrade

n133e2

n193e5

contemptuously,
displeasure, peal,
portrait, shyness,
untrue, declivity

significant,
intently, munch,
unceasingly, flush

n372e8

inactivity,
significantly,
betroth, undefined,
diary, indisposition,
mown, reproachfully,
russia, insanely,
typica...
n431e1

est, climate,
sympathize

refusal, salary,
election, celebrity

n73e1

jealousy, revise,
calve, overspread,
cessation, sleepless

n312e3

vividly,
contemptuous,
inappropriately

n371e31

indecorous,
quartermaster,
repulsion

varnish, terrace

n132e6

n192e7

n252e5

peasant,
commiseration,
hundredth, governess

n311e3

noiselessly,
childlike, mais,
roomy, steppe,
porridge, footman,
entr, promissory,
samovar, diplomat

n370e3

n430e3

sidelong

pinnacle, bask,
conspicuously,
brilliance, theater,
lamppost,
courteously, creed,
fledge, unannounced

n72e2

crimson, humor,
marsh, humiliation,
waiter, antagonism,
conscientiously,
decrease, scum,
distasteful,
unaltera...

mentally, favorable,
articulate, epigram,
indoors, gambler,
raillery

n251e4

thoroughbred,
riverside, ballet,
woolen, tit, nursery,
une, capitally,
dissatisfaction,
acte, argumentative,
desecrate, sheaf
n310e11

undivided

n429e1

drench, conservative

n131e15

n191e7

frigid, reckless,
resolutely,
portfolio, thaw,
confinement, char,
languidly,
liberalism,
discordant, bonh...
n250e13

incommensurable,
mushroom,
unalterably, audit,
aline, vodka,
adroitly

n309e1

chime, curly

bloodshot, daydream

n488e4

gaily

mu on, medical,
sticky, splu er

installment, unloved,
housewife

n71e2

atone, scissor,
pretense, subtly,
plough, willfully,
spencer, chubby,
zoological, scallop,
unsafe, quadrille,
ont, amalgam...
n190e12

immoral,
intentionally,
malignant, lilac,
disjoint, volunteer,
whisker, swedish,
dreamily,
irregularity, m...
n249e7

hay, moi, heyday,
bargeman, carp

n368e2

n428e2

scan

capitalist,
clairvoyant

n130e15

originality, ovation,
scythe, foreground,
poach, unobserved,
naughtiness,
humoredly, choral,
uncongenial, regale,
landau
n189e293

heroine, persistence,
misapprehension,
encouragingly,
genially,
consumptive, das,
unbelief

n248e5

glossy

de , reminiscence,
mio, les

n427e1

eyelash, divorce

n70e2

compartment,
youthfulness,
chorister

n128e1

englishman, awfully

stu er, gu ural,
choses, wherewithal

n307e1

n367e4

propos, rejoinder,
vacate

unpack, jam, program,
marvelous, sledge,
pince, irrigation,
whir, overjoy,
forepart

n69e3

excitement, hearted

n127e2

n187e1

n247e4

cucumber, jubilee

kerchief, pockmark

n486e1

bolster, insistence,
plume, candlelight,
bearskin, derisively,
vogue,
ta erdemalion,
contingency, entrez,
waddle, hur...
n545e4

sniff, trophy, chirp,
evince

bye, muddle, crease,
mellow, footlights

n67e2

lunch

baby, pea

overcoat, tenor,
blissfully

shaky, biceps, whet,
intrinsically

n306e2

n366e3

n426e2

papa, vindictive,
highroad, thursdays

n485e13

messrs, pre ily,
unconcernedly,
cynically,
inauguration, align,
jaunty, lemonade,
somnambulist, comet,
bibulous, puc...
n544e4

bass, undecided,
shaven, girlhood

celebrate, splendid,
fret

n126e2

n186e3

n246e4

slipper, spa er,
lockup, ellipse,
filbert,
schoolfellow, capon,
puce

whiff,
apologetically, plump

n484e31

matrimonial, tro er,
dinnertime, foreleg,
freemasons

n543e4

plunder, chemist,
pelt, rook,
incongruity

acre, champagne,
breech, amber

n305e8

n365e3

n425e4

n483e5

potato, strawberry,
gingerbread,
affiance, gauze,
roundabout, chit,
unclothe, plasterer,
compagnie, singsong,
skullcap, pimple
n542e5

blotch, spine,
solemnly, miller,
pork, waterproof,
contentedly,
squabble, warden,
gaiter, elope,

n66e1

n245e4

regretfully

n482e13

timely, brigade,
cavalcade, serried,
sprain, unpaid,
gallantly, marri,
rye, unshaven,
epilogue, slut,
we ed, aus...

farm, coffee, comb

pinch

quack, stag, sausage,
compost, pickle,
aslant

rake, jauntily

n423e1

honeymoon, cork,
discreetly,
unresisting,
foothold, unsolved,
sullivan, scald,
overdue, residential,
anesthesia, set...
n481e37

n541e880

shoot, get, sleepy,
mustn, tight

n125e3

mumble

briskly, unprepared,
tighten

n304e6

benediction,
stagnant, sauce

n363e2

crop, stale, starch,
insure, drivel,
hairpin, leer,
smudge, matchbox,
hose, muff, firework,
chippendale,
clifford, benn...
n421e19

scare, couple, hook,
awful, pre y, split,
didn, fog, smart,
couldn, swarm, lit,
fur, folk, fence,
somebody, stair,
borrow, smash, ri...
n65e5

jacket, regular,
scratch, rusty,
monthly, patent,
hoist, hearty, bang,
oilcloth, bu er,
shove, parson

n124e1

n184e1

n244e3

card, idly, apparel,
resident

n303e3

peep, fragrant,
recognition, stony,
parapet, aggravate,
jingle, traditional

n362e1

island, wouldn, tuck,
china, spider, boom,
hug, anybody, tilt,
widow, parlor, brisk,
hadn, hunt, pose,
husky, float, coffin,
daylight, jug, ...
n64e13

gaudy, anyhow,
underclothes

n243e4

barrel, beautify

n302e8

lapel, sightseer

tan, pan, peel, lump,
buck, skip, plumb,
dickens, shin,
flighty, hooray,
earl, robinson,
ra er, seedy, tag,
highland, methusa...
n183e3

dusty, spoon, gill

n242e2

canal, stroll, bu ,
slope, pawn,
metropolitan, pint,
bleak, notre

creak, shopkeeper,
advertisement,
scotch, stoke, wad,
painless, lavender,

gap, staple, haw,
nell, ards, tanyard

n123e20

twig, jack, gabble

n182e3

slop, oyster, route,
pill, bay, ta ered,
spanish, necktie,
shimmer, cluck,
unwind, tease, burke,
moo, forlornly, mona

n301e10

n361e23

lick, mile, whisky,
fry, turnip, bluff,
wreck, greasy, hello,
leak, berry, ohio,
snake, los, goin,
philadelphia, whoop,
ole, illinois, ...
n63e6

trot, bag, cool, clip

n122e3

bucket, pantry,
beach, neatly,
casual, keyboard,
mash, gentlemanly,
tub, grandly, squeal,
cricket, southeast,
pineapple, cr...
n181e16

n241e9

b
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N ne faces of LeCorbus er_Towards a New Arch tecture
n ne render ngs n ne atmospheres

L brary 34 32 s a Xenotheka where most y terary works
dwe Joyce_U ysses Hugo_Les M serab es Borges_Co ected F ct ons D ckens_A Ta e of Two C t es…
L brary 49 322 s a Xenotheka where arch tecture s the ma n
top c of conversat on Sork n_A Over the Map Banham_A
Cr t c Wr tes Sykes Hays_Arch tectura Theory 1993 2009
Jencks_The Story of Post-Modern sm…
L brary 229 323 s a Xenotheka n wh ch L brary 34 and L brary
49 are ust two among s x she ves
The three brar es are d fferent ways of organ s ng and p ay ng
w th Xenotheka Each t me t s ndexed n a new way or p aced n
a new brary LeCorbus er_Towards a New Arch tecture shows
a new face behaves n a d fferent manner ○ 4 9 shows n ne of
ts faces
Let us ook c oser now and exp ore three ways n wh ch
LeCorbus er_Towards a New Arch tecture cou d p ay ts ro es
n three d fferent brar es How t tunes ts th nk ng and mood
ts ma n concepts and nterests on ts v s ts to d fferent ga ax es

32

322

323

L brary 34 s the s xth she f n a spec f c render ng of Xenotheka
○ 4 23 https a ce ch3n8 net f es data xenotheka _bookGa axy_
s xShe ves pdf
L brary 49 s the second she f n a spec f c render ng of Xenotheka
○ 4 23 https a ce ch3n8 net f es data xenotheka _bookGa axy_
s xShe ves pdf
S x she ves of Xenotheka ○ 4 23 https a ce ch3n8 net f es data
xenotheka _bookGa axy_s xShe ves pdf
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○ 4.20
Face of LeCorbusier_Towards a New Architecture in Library 34,
rendering_34_01_RW_4060_r_50it22d.

n1e709

n2e21

sweat, speck, piano,
loll, rag, dig, fag,
rig, drowsy, tape,
amputate, gleeful,
terrific, gang,
farmer, delta,
sawdust, elong...
n61e19

n3e29

shirt, gallon,
ticket, grab, li er,
gun, glide, aunt,
fiddle, hitch,
dri wood, baggage,
cent, cruise, eaves,
dime, blowed, dol...
n62e4

bu ermilk, dirty,
walter, swig, opus,
pad, hurricane,
cooper, zigzag,
slack, telegraph,
waitress, ace,
suff...
n121e25

n4e549

n5e43

freshly

n483e5

potato, strawberry,
gingerbread,
affiance, gauze,
roundabout, chit,
unclothe, plasterer,
compagnie, singsong,
skullcap, pimple
n542e5

blotch, spine,
solemnly, miller,
pork, waterproof,

contentedly,
squabble, warden,
gaiter, elope,
parliament, mad...

n901e3

n902e1

pike, lever

n963e1

ulterior

n1023e2

faucet

n1141e5

n1142e13

gooseberry,
silverware, nix,
keel, virginal

n1201e1

blouse, hull,
intonation, folio,
permeate, curdle,
mouldy, breviary,
epilepsy, suspender,
cess, wand, conscript

n1202e2

le uce

n1261e8

n1143e24

n1144e9

gum, minus,
intersection,
unprepossessing,
truss, veritable,
casque, bobby, nun,
indigo, requisition,
sulk, pencil...
n1203e3

catholics, serge

n1262e4

cha er, mite,
estrange, efface,
athlete, bohemia,
garter, trellis

n1383e1

gruffly, gloom,
bargain

n1443e1

sobriquet,
preparatory

injunction,
impetuously

n1384e8

reseat

n1442e2

jeer

spouse,
mystification,
wayfarer, avidity,
pave, tumor

n1324e2

fleming

n1381e3

hackney, rosa,
blackguard, convict,
simulate, agnus,
uninterruptedly,
thinker, corollary,
pallid, pelisse,
scamp, atmosphe...
n1264e6

dado, nude

n1323e1

n1441e1

clad, heartrending,
brothel, crusty,
mirage, embalm,
intrepid, intestine,
peacefulness

n1204e501

candid, plaid,
funereal

n1263e2

nibble, infantile,
spook, vintner

scaffold, umbrella,
jibe, abnegation,
corpus

brat, wicket, cove,
corpulent, hullo,
barker, indigence,
deface

n1444e1

deposit

n906e458

gild, elephant,
pigeon, rampart

n965e3

repentant, impregnate

parliamentary

venerate, weed,
mortar, apathy, flue,
tavern, pulley,
twel h, swimmer,
fanatic, demolition,
imprint, hospitable,
accomplice, re...
n966e10

pensive, seam,
foundry

agility, damask,
alum, blockhead,
hippopotamus, dazzle,
una ractive,
bastion, firebrand,
bandit

n1026e5

capitulate, brazier,
germain, marengo

n1085e8

drinker, resuscitate,
upraise, emanate,
refugee

n1086e2

engulf, patrol,
earthen, legendary,
bishop, anterior,
abduct, intermediary

n1145e7

venial, parisian

n1146e4

beardless,
impassable,
transfiguration,
inlay, officiate,
tun, plummet

n1205e93

geniuses, aflame,
bohemian, patriarchal

n1206e52

grate, imperceptible,
intoxication,
inwards, fumble,
slowness, wrapper,
jostle, ravine,
refractory,
unpreceden...
n1265e9

generosity, heroic,
restoration,
sentinel, pra le,
bayonet, valise,
augment, billiard,
cloudlets,
undisputed, wal...
n1266e10

periodical, pistol,
traverse, worst,
chimney, candlestick,
rally, respiration,
nab

n1325e4

elapse,
indescribable,
substitute, robust,
accost, package,
exterminate,
cesspool, postilion,
sabre
n1326e3

bah, recapture, dint,
continuation

thoughtful, hideous,
ferocious

n1385e5

n907e4

n1147e5

n1267e11

haired, unforeseen,
pavement, impassive,
police, intoxicate,
spike, incomplete,
doll, spectre,
compression

n1327e3

feebly, ineffable

illumine, caprice,
downcast, cannon,
pe iness, decrepit

n1269e6

fatigue, incessantly,
president, untie

n1389e4

plunge, ensue

n1448e1

post, iron, load,
audible

n1449e4

rascal

n1150e2

coat, fasten, elbow,
tore

n1151e7

frivolous, stammer

n1210e4

n1152e9

grandfather,
unclouded,
bookseller,
intercept, pedantic,
leakage,
irresponsibility

n1211e2

preoccupation,
squarely, enfeeble,
refill

beneath

n1390e3

absent, symptom

n1392e2

pace, seat,
mechanically

n1451e1

seize

doorstep, betoken

suspiciously,
implicitly

exclaim, curiously,
commi ee, seal,
nervousness,
oblivious, outburst,
saucer, criticism,
masculine, clause,
green...

n917e1

n1156e15

n1157e9

oddly, protective,
loneliness, tube,
strand, revoke,
prose, assertive,
tentatively,
insertion, typewrite,
flatness, ara...
n1216e17

meditative

n1158e1

steadily, wistfully

hopeless, falter

darkly

n1397e7

fixedly, perceptibly,
doggedly,
methodically,
discompose,
barrister,
denunciation

n1457e4

admirer, dilate,
bethink, topic

350

n1159e1

depress, scanty

n1338e3

dip, overhead,
fictitious

n1160e2

reel

bowl, depression

n1219e1

n1161e2

n1162e9

ra le, doesn

n1221e1

completely

offensive, sex,
luxurious,
immeasurably

confident, profession

compromise

serene, barrier,
careless, loosely,
smith, treachery,
soot, locality,
lamplight, leisurely,
diverge, conveyance,
prevalent, dee...

n1460e24

prison, salute, echo,
english, signal,
tide, roughness,
wildly, crisis,
shady, confusedly,
blacken, reverently,
redden, inscr...

n1401e7

shake, minute

n1402e3

preparation, bench,
shoe, darken, thread,
repetition, smother

n1461e2

stop, dark, safe

n1403e3

low, forehead, so en

n1462e1

polish, net

head, li le, go,
watch

n1343e3

bend, raise, li

n1463e3

distinctly

n1164e7

arm, gently, twice

n1165e3

FOOT, beg, voice,
wind, towards, green,
steep

LONG,

n1166e2

note, step

n1224e2

time, leave, try,
stretch, sigh

WAY,

morning, sound,
catch, sign, bed

n1404e8

close, empty, top,
clock, floor,
chair, manage

WINDOW,

n1464e5

hurry, straight,
clean, wipe, loudly

n1286e1

away, show, bite

run, whisper

n1405e3

quickly, bo le, suck

n1465e10

open, leg, rid, shut,
middle, lock,
exchange, smell,
crack, stain

n1168e7

guess, encounter

n1227e4

poor, smooth, drop

n1285e3

n1345e2

knock

n1407e1

clever, needle

obviously, kitchen,
stamp

beside, annoy

sundays, ecsta...

apple

cover, arrive, delay

wet, flame, spark

afraid, content,
gaze, silent, pant

n1172e4

knave, nightly,
antic, dar

n1232e2

forsooth, bliss

adam, howl

lovely, horn,
extinct, tress,
wherry

n1411e3

idiotic, rigid

n1470e2

triumph, band

n1173e4

tender, haughty,
whore, drudge

n1233e4

woe, bosom, swi ,
gripe

n1174e2

conceal, circle,
lo y

serpent, mantle,
secretly, fain,
pinion, therefrom,
thine, believest,
beelzebub, sprite

death, lip, ring,
withdraw, flower

n1236e2

doom, cupid

furious, fairy

n1296e2

n1412e4

summit, sooth,
thereto, goest

n1472e4

bridge, ice,
nobility, grudge

n1354e4

prompt, cordial

n1355e3

thou, undo,
evermore

ART,

n1414e5

weep, foe, doth, ere,
whate

sweet, nest, mire

n1415e3

traitor, dismal,
befit

n1356e6

cheek, vein, joyful,
hood, tomb, yon

n1416e2

gentle, wretched

n1476e4

dead, joint, awhile,
bleed

n1177e4

strain, excuse,
perform, purchase

n1237e11

breath, wash, toe,
bare, conquer, maid,
robe, groan,
challenge, heartless,
portly

n1297e10

cousin, deadly,
loathsome, chamber,
cell, dial,
incorporate, maw,
vestal, braggart

n1357e2

sadness, grub

n1417e3

aloof, amen, herald

n1477e4

conjure, dagger,
wisely, writ

n1178e2

n1180e2

swear, jealous,
quarrel, mistress,
decree, remedy,
fiery, profane

crow, mend, pet,
dove, amorous,
fearful, provoke,
overhear, a ire,
trudge, waken, mon,
defy, shroud,
pilgrim, nickn...

wit, wed, desperate,
fourteen, trim,
combine, ghostly,
intrusion, rite,
deathbed, peevish,
immoderately, cot,
pop, pepper, va...
n1418e5

farewell, dreamt,
rhyme, contagion,
scape

n1478e5

dainty, poison,
hither, oppression,
strew

n1181e2

bridegroom,
pomegranate

consent, abate

n1238e8

n1298e20

n1358e26

n1239e3

bride, hence, commend

n1240e2

merciful

wing, learnt

n1422e1

villain, churchyard,
alack, warrant, tush,
falconer, worser,
fie, advanc, amaz,
corse, bawdy

wring, untimely, hap,
beshrew, importun,
bak

n1423e1

withal

n1480e2

anon, presently

n1481e2

n1482e2

gross, rais

chaste, rash

n1424e1

tongue

n1483e3

heaven, confession,
whither

fountain, villainy,
thankful

n1366e6

recruit,
reconciliation

CREATE,

n1425e2

grace

n1187e2

confess, unseen,
dissipate, turbulent,
findeth, suitably

n1426e5

creature, diligence

n1485e1

n1188e2

figurative,
fluctuation

n1247e2

unreal

n1306e3

altogether,
wonderfully, spout

n1365e3

earth, depth, vanity,
belly, infant

sixteenth,
forgetfulness,
commemorate,
fruitlessly,
crucifixion,
thenceforth

n1246e1

temptation, detest,
feedeth

n1305e3

past, afar

n1364e5

the , declamation

n1428e3

enjoin

luxury, intelligible,
falsely

bound, wholesomeness

n1370e9

eternal

n1429e4

beget, maintainers,
concernment

n1488e1

whereon, sacrament,
licence, creator,
particle, inmost,
artificer,
marketplace, knewest,
brotherly, harmonize,
plainness, emptin...
n1310e2

injurious, dotage,
impudently

n1369e1

inward, repel,
allurement,
insultingly, mediator

mercy, ointment,
whoso, aeneas,
shouldest, judgest,
denieth, abideth

n1250e289

sweetness, ebb,
abundant, wert,
fruitless, falsify,
torrent, variable,
blessedness, betwixt,
overcloud, unshaken,
reposeth, stip...
n1309e3

pronunciation,
beatific, fulness,
theatrical,
initiation, willeth

n1368e5

n1427e1

gi , eloquent,
fugitive, constrain,
pilgrimage

n1190e8

hatchet, nought,
fornicate

n1249e18

brightness, hymn,
syllable, unfailing,
proficiency

n1308e6

unwonted, mindful

n1487e3

melt

n1189e3

catholic, subjoin

n1248e5

waver, ergo

n1307e2

n1367e2

replenish, answerest

allot, disentangle,
academician,
fluctuate,
incorporeal, mart,
tenet, enervate,
hippocrates

n1430e4

marrow, exult,
unbounded, solidity

pertain,
covetousness,
copious, abstemious

n57e10

leaven, remnant,
appertaineth,
babbler, doeth,
firstling, betrayeth,
hateth, hideth,
blesseth, casteth,
buildeth, bendeth

n952e1

n953e1

whereto, fleshly,
devout

admonish

n1191e6

treasury, warfare,
endureth, rejoiceth,
censer, athirst

inwardly, trinity

constellation

n1432e1

thirsteth, retaineth

n1315e2

evangelist, null,
confesseth, hereof

n1197e1

phantasm

stricken, penal

n1435e2

singly

indefinitely,
successively

dieth, teacheth,
belongeth

n1258e6

insomuch, promiseth,
soever, filleth,
discovereth,
perspicuous

n1199e3

n1437e1

digest

dominion, dejection,
pact, maintenance,
judgement, monarchy,
clergy, absolution,
seditious, commodity,
militant, renovation,
humane, jurisdict...
n1380e26

universally

n1439e2

namely

saviour, ceaseth,
useth, requireth,
bee, credulity,
fourthly, inequality,
subversion, monarch,
representative,
supremacy, observ...
n1320e33

n1379e1

apostle

n1436e1

seeth, pleaseth,
appeareth, publican,
tophet, moveable,
exacteth, borroweth,
carchemish,
foreseeth, leaveth,
rendereth, pray...
n1260e680

diver, needeth

rashly, abridge

n1377e1

epistle, covenant,
serveth, lemuel,
confederacy,
convocation, worketh,
perez, raiseth,
worshippeth,
subtilty, lepr...
n1200e23

receiveth, disallow,
speaketh

n1259e2

n1318e2

figuratively,
excellently

omnipotent, foretell

n1434e1

n1198e3

remaineth

whatsoever, whereof,
controversy, judgeth

perisheth, feareth,
juda, josiah,
astonied, psaltery,
presumptuously,
commi eth, cephas,
naaman, agur

n1140e13

taketh

n1256e4

baptize,
principality,
regardeth, sendeth,
reigneth, chuza,
executeth

n1080e11

repentance,
resurrection

n1139e1

n1316e2

scripture, dispraise

heathen, hereunto,
thessalonica,
footstool,
whensoever, bindeth,
sheweth, freewill,
barnabas, uriah,
worshipp...
n1020e7

prophet, breach

n1079e2

debtor

gentile, antioch,
giveth, directeth,
resisteth, resteth,
abraham, canaanite,
consumeth, shew,
samaritans, sinneth,
moses, samuel
n960e12

jews, worshipped

n1019e2

interpretation

n1078e1

n1375e2

n1433e2

privation

n1018e1

observer, rebellion

salvation, unfeigned

n1255e2

almighty

n1314e4

improperly

n1373e1

exhortation,
infidelity

n959e2

precept

n1017e2

command

n1195e2

telleth, knoweth

n1254e1

springeth

n1313e1

invisible,
ecclesiastical,
infirmity, abstruse

hath, breaketh,
thereof

n958e1

persecution

uphold

n900e14

hereby

passeth

n1194e2

n1253e1

n1312e4

n1372e2

n899e1

paul

n1136e1

incorruption

hellish,
comprehendeth,
unformed, loseth,
cogitation, mislike,
hindereth

hebrew, idol,
dwelleth

n956e1

testimony, ordinance,
purge

n840e9

captivity, whosoever,
answereth,
antichrists, satan,
congregation, holden,
synagogue, whereunto

spi le

n898e1

pence, decease,
dissent, sixthly

n1076e1

appoint, eighth

n780e3

nation, reign

n838e1

vicar

n897e4

hallow, thanksgiving

n1192e1

n1251e7

n1311e2

n1371e1

maketh, happeneth,
beareth, godly,
thinketh,
endeavoureth

n660e3

n720e3

n837e1

fortification

abolish,
conflagration,
ma hew

n1016e1

n1075e2

god

vehemently, moveth,
riseth, despiseth,
libertine, amongst,
obeyeth, calleth,
pollution, falleth,
imposture, invisibly,
brazen, delectat...
n600e6

consecrate

n779e2

brimstone

preach, church,
christ

n1074e1

sin, dedicate, yoke

ash, reconcile,
weary, hollow,
greatness, filthy,
joyous, arrow,
riddle, cowardly,
awaken, dragon,
frost, pious, ...

conscience, nourish,
revenge, security,
triangle,
superfluous,
repugnant, desireth,
hostility, contagious

n540e18

n599e1

bowel

n777e1

n1133e2

abase, approveth,
wroth, iniquity,
builded, deliveredst,
gladness, wickedly,
righteousness,
eateth, groanings,
clave

contempt, tumble,
inexorable, eternity,
unlearn

n480e10

blasphemy

n598e1

seventh

condemnation

n836e1

n896e3

title, crime, valid,
incarnation,
succession,
transcribe

holy, gospel

n1073e3

famine, fruitful

n1132e12

one, victory, folly,
cheer, reverence,
phantom, transform,
allay, ink, inhale,
subtle, weariness,
swaddle, rogue,
cypress, a...
n420e5

refuge, sha er,
liar, upbraid

n539e1

wicked

n657e1

n716e1

champion, successor,
paucity, vobis,
legible, hydrophobia

n1014e2

n1072e2

yea

n360e22

humble, mountain,
mock

n419e4

prey, tempt, vomit,
burdensome

n537e1

persecute, flock

unworthily

n835e6

n895e6

n954e3

revelation

substance, chastity

kindle, forsake,
glorify, cleave,
cleaveth, balancings

eagle, ripe, anchor,
solitude, hitherto,
allure, goal, dusky,
revile, shallow,
taunt, mischief,
distrust, well,
unmoved, embit...

stomach, stillness,
bellow, innocence,
grimace, honey,
sickly, alo ,
thyself, furthest,
surpass, cave, anew,
mast, ken, thereu...
n300e46

neighbour, herd,
hypocrisy, lightning

n359e3

sail

n418e4

spear

advocate, magician,
owl, abyss, believer,
populace, surge,
singe, sheepish,
meagre, anvil,
accuser, flavour,
hobble, hope...
n180e66

n240e49

n299e4

overflow, corn

n358e1

rejoice

n417e1

verily, careth,
camest, avenger,
asketh, enticeth,
ungodly, lieth,
slothfulness,
chastiseth,
chasteneth, seem...
n120e42

vine, si eth,
speckle

nigh, sojourn,
leadeth, astrologer

prolong, weighty,
seer

n298e2

watchman

n357e1

spoil

crucify

n596e2

n655e1

ruth

invade

1

n60e415

standeth, yieldeth,
loveth, parable,
miscarry, turneth,
weigheth, walketh,
understandeth,
redeemeth, knocketh,
doest

n238e3

heir

n297e1

chariot, testify

n356e1

n476e1

scribe

tenth

instill, pope,
fulfill, deduce

n894e1

expound

n1011e2

n1071e1

n59e12

n179e4

redeem

n237e1

rebellious, entice

n296e2

pitch, lamb, scab

n475e1

n119e3

sepulchre, goeth

n177e1

tarry

n236e2

devour

n295e3

tent

rebecca

obliquely, nomos,
exclusion

n834e4

psalter

pharisee, liveth,
eventide, heritage,
fleeth, brook,
meaneth, toucheth,
spake, rideth,
reaper, cometh,
decayeth
n118e2

n176e1

tribulation

n235e1

redness, stave

n774e3

infidel, cyprian,
isa, augury,
procurator,
meritorious, colloquy

n833e1

n1131e6

n58e13

brethren, believeth,
pu eth, alpha,
bloweth, ungodliness,
quickeneth, wentest,
overcometh, selah

heareth, ro enness,
wilderness, drave,
amerce, stirreth,
trembleth

n175e1

burnt

harden, inherit,
pitcher

n714e1

n773e7

ecclesiastes, extant,
timothy, antichrist,
entity, aristotle,
tibi, catalogue,
nomina, petrus,
concur, sais,
omnipresent, jer...

n893e1

spiritual, enlighten

n1130e2

deceitful, loth,
tobias, haughtiness

n56e13

chasten, unto,
unclean, eater,
smite, hearken,
desolate, saith,
sanctify, sabbath,
vineyard, trespass,
atonem...
n115e7

incense, seed,
quench, rebuke,
elijah, impute, rod,
fatherless,
thirtieth, penury

rebel, cain, meted,
enoch, golgotha,
calamus

n534e1

n594e1

viper, gourd

cardinal, bulwark,
chastisement, tongs,
scorpion, library,
mystical, pontiff,
procedure, vis,
voluptuous, slyly,
arabic, narco...
n772e234

psalm, prelate

receptacle, secular,
apostolic

n951e3

rhetoric, sharpness,
concupiscence,
athanasius

n1070e2

deus

n1128e4

tumultuously, distend

embryo

n1010e4

plural, carnal,
charity

n1068e1

enthral

n1127e2

n1186e6

n1245e3

in, solemnity

n1304e2

bone, oil

n1363e2

n1419e12

n1479e6

n1244e2

flesh

n1303e2

cloudy

n1361e1

distill, wayward,
lanthorn

wage, pear, stanza

n1243e1

thee, thy

n1302e1

lighten

n1360e3

n950e1

wondrous

n1009e3

conform

n1067e1

rivet

recess

n1185e3

forgive

n1242e2

forefather

n1301e1

likeness, tempest,
wilt, slaughter,
prick, venus,
envious, unsatisfied,
agate, abram,
perjury, moderately

cap, slay, tidings,
bake, bud, drug,
schoolboy, airy,
torch, privy,
heaviness, exile,
needy, misadventure,
renown, ens...

n1182e1

l, peace

n1241e1

merrily, valour

n1299e12

n1359e293

n949e1

encompass

n1007e1

scourge, sovereign

n55e445

jesus, girdle, offer,
forecast, caesar,
coral, host,
garrison, jonah,
fi eenth,
commandment,
nativity, house...

n294e2

n354e1

n474e6

emerald, edification

n653e2

purloin, comeliness,
sandal

n712e218

serenity, allegory,
monastery, novice,
downfall, impurity,
scroll, sylvester,
concubinage,
vercelli, alchemy,
canticle, sch...

n891e3

fiction, forge

calvary

n593e2

pit

n652e3

roam, oriental,
monte, herb,
vastness, seduction,
recurrence,
eccentricity,
decorously,
imperiou...

consign, sinful,
detour, francis,
decipher, ornate,
vulnerable,
penitence,
indiscreet, rummage,
costly, p...
n771e25

n831e2

genesis

n890e2

fowl, onyx

n533e1

eastward

n592e1

navel

n651e11

n711e32

trent

n830e1

n948e1

didst, hadst, wholly,
unbroken, turnest,
givest

n1066e1

n54e48

land, tribe,
stubbornness

ravenous, anoint,
tabernacle,
capernaum, caesarea

n473e2

fornication, locust

n532e1

n591e1

skilled

angelic, tenacious,
prohibition,
outright, sheathe

n710e1

fable, perversion

n114e10

n174e1

n234e3

meat

foolishly

n353e3

n413e5

n472e2

betray, cope

n650e5

footprint

bologna, fulminate,
fra, tuscany

immerse

n889e2

razor, fir, derision,
while, bedchamber,
waxen, breastplate,
mortgage, poll,
fillet, reuben

n293e1

dwell, memorial,
straiten

throne

n530e2

n590e1

impel, modestly,
arch, depict

n709e4

bondage, birthright,
wean

n233e1

abhor

n292e3

wrought, lord

altar, consume

n411e1

gather

eat

n589e4

n649e1

hector

credence

n828e1

bulk, bemoan

repair, ami,
sprinkle, peaceably,
hew, merchandise,
glean, mitre,
manservant, hewn,
unstopped

n173e3

ram, ca le, harlot,
bracelet

n232e1

estimation, mitylene,
areopagus

n291e2

n351e2

servant, exalt,
deliver, adulterous

n410e1

burden

n469e1

a erward

judas, danube,
fraudulent, florence

n768e1

n1126e1

unreasoning

n53e11

n113e11

scabbard

n172e4

n231e3

strengthen,
habitation

glory, compass,
perpetual, abundantly

n350e4

wherefore

n409e1

fi ieth,
restitution,
valiantly, jehovah,
blackness,
unrighteous, lycia

n112e1

garment

midst, shorten

n290e4

shall

n349e1

perish, portion

forth, henceforth

n588e1

n648e1

n708e4

bewilder, talon,
dubious, logician,
romagna

n827e2

n1006e2

whence

stronghold

n1124e1

compassion,
displease,
peacemaker, savour,
comely

n52e7

overthrow, reprove,
waterspout,
malefactor, exaction

n111e1

fellowship

n170e2

n230e2

sow

n289e1

son, bless, repent,
elder

adversary

out, backward

distort, perjurer

n707e5

cleanse

vintage, counselled,
inebriate, aught

perchance, guiltless,
dido

n946e6

mayest, hast

n1005e1

n1064e1

continence, poesy,
vileness, recondite

n1123e5

n51e5

behead, famish,
prosper, environ,
supplication,
overshadow, lop,
adjure

n110e1

certify

harvest, stead, chaff

n229e1

child, destroy, cast

n288e4

n348e2

n408e2

depart, wherewith

behold, transgression

n527e1

n587e2

n647e2

quell, stubborn

billow, portal,
grapple, lucifer,
unman, concede,
transmute, boniface,
blaspheme, mastiff,
merciless, fissure

n766e1

n826e4

n886e3

renew, forthwith

n1063e4

astray, discontent

n50e8

solomon, encamp,
fourteenth,
impoverish, besiege,
fuel

n169e3

pasture

n228e3

wrath

n407e2

n467e2

languish

issue, ascent,
reader, lamentation

n706e12

knowest, recognise,
speakest

n945e2

n1004e2

entreat, highness,
haphazard

n1062e2

token, lawful,
strive, chastise,
furbish

vow, wax

n49e6

n109e1

gate

n168e1

fig, dung, ward

n347e1

border

grievous

deceit, covert

n586e4

n646e2

writhe, leader,
culprit, compact,
visage, arrogance,
thames, escort,
collector, glimmer,
boar, straightway,
pounce, dro...

strip, guide, claw,
implore, valley,
bark, guilt, upward,
disdain, fulfilment,
shore, aright,
therea er, crete,
flay, stench, onw...

makest, swine, twixt,
sweeten, thereon,
poureth, standest,
keepest,
constraineth, wantest

sayest, o times,
shalt, transgressor,
steadfast, wont

twentieth, plow

n108e1

preeminence

n167e3

ninth, isle

n526e2

alive, thrust, chin,
medusa

descend, list,
crouch, falcon,
precipice, hostelry,
forger

n765e10

n825e6

n885e3

hearest

thorn, undiscerning

n1002e3

sever, mightily,
deliverance,
recognised, worship,
singer, brace, haply,
hostess, bade,
bruise, victual,
incura...
n1061e5

armour, buckler,
vitals

n48e2

whelp, dweller

n107e1

colt

silver

n286e2

n346e1

n406e1

n466e1

waste, boil, nail

n525e4

n585e7

n645e20

n705e406

dost

n884e1

courteous

n942e2

cage, wary, descry,
landlord, salad,
undeceive, shorn,
medley, compensate,
loquacity, rascality,
beaver, vigilance,
rueful, ca...
n1001e41

captive, comfortably,
ass, befriend,
sorely, si ,
arraign, unload,
labourer, heartfelt,
campo, staunch,
indignity

n1120e2

musician

n47e2

oxen, persia,
redeemer, euphrates,
daniel, foreordain,
smyrna, shem,
lasciviousness

n226e1

fi h

n465e3

wouldst, thinkest,
gorget, canst,
plaint, lucretia,
tityus

n824e1

margin, overmaster,
andrea, shank

n883e1

turks, valiant,
quartan, champaign,
joust, seville

n941e279

avenge, forestall,
pique, fume,
archbishop, pamphlet,
audacious, flagrant,
vassal, sisyphus,
basin, thunderstruck,
disabuse, windm...

n1060e3

receipt

n1119e1

match

n46e9

n106e1

fray

ba le

n345e1

retrace

confide

askance

swi ly, conductor,
arc, panther, rend,
juncture, fiercely,
explicit, reek,
empress, ell

suspense, midway

n764e7

mode

n823e4

grandson, steed

lately, physic, frog,
entreaty, notable,
sepulture, betook,
spray, hardihood,
arson, satchel, dis

n704e2

recollection

n763e1

jaw

n822e2

n882e6

clemency, span

n165e1

n225e1

ally, tile, dump,
disfigure

spu er, unctuous

n524e1

n584e11

n644e12

cruel, trunk, reef,
demon

n703e1

n762e1

tail, pledge

apollos, ethiopians,
arabia, suborn, ezra

n105e2

blasphemous, scoff

yellow, sand,
horseman, whirlwind

n464e2

notch

avail, footstep,
a entive, shade,
splinter, swarthy,
overhang, metre

n643e4

wound, precipitate,
upside

mount, meadow,
anguish

n1000e13

pack, shepherd, full,
blanket, enchant,
unimpeachable, four,
adornment

n1059e1

n1118e1

tear, brief, comfort,
wife

n45e5

eleventh,
deliciously, thistle,
grievously, conspire

lion, handwrite,
executioner, dreamer,
gu er, eyesight,
usefulness

n284e4

n344e1

n404e1

mirror, fork,
circular, barb

n583e8

eager, stem,
magnanimous

n642e3

deed, extinguish,
boat, channel

n761e2

sinner

n940e29

feeble, bridle,
suspend, heedless,
friday, garret,
indivisible, untold,
prodigious,
ceaseless, dismount,
gaol, generou...
n999e8

don, suspicion,
pluck, bachelor

stir, suit

n1117e4

trust

n1176e5

dearly, morsel

n1234e2

limb, sore

n1352e10

n939e14

village, chapel, gaul

n998e4

request

n1057e2

promise, convey

n1116e1

heart

n1294e2

monster, thither,
yonder

n1351e5

n1410e2

neck

n1469e5

garland, loosen,
lure, foremost,
satiate, whisk,
humanly,
irretrievable, snout,
departeth, wherefrom

n1291e3

throng

n1350e2

n1409e1

pierce

n1468e3

sorrow, silk,
holiday, liquor,
gossip, pang,
draught, entrust,
wench, thrice, crave,
digression, witch,
magic, cho...
n1231e11

sparkle, genuine,
darling, scent,
growth, trumpet,
probe, hop, manifold,
lurch, slake

n1290e1

stream, breast,
thrill, sca er,
plank, phial

n1349e3

n1408e1

ache

n1467e2

n1171e335

thief, idle, clay,
angel, bunch, purely,
yearn, scarce,
unspeakable, rapid,
nourishment,
shameless, enfold,
comed...
n1230e11

solemn, flow,
a itude, speed,
spin, cheerful,
retreat, insect,
dash, bere , dance,
twilight, disguise,

n1289e6

wide, approach, fly,
peer, snuff

n1348e1

n938e3

u er, hasten,
accompany, heave

n997e1

return

n1056e2

countenance

n44e5

n104e2

n164e7

volume, vivid

distant, sordid,
verge, arthur

fame, torment,
protect

n582e3

dread

n641e4

n701e3

fury

giant, discreet,
screen

n880e1

adventure, surname,
stirrup, antechamber,
vanquish, traveller,
inn, qui ed, galley,
decapitate, flowery

n224e4

region, center, scar,
elevation, mold,
september,
persistently, august,
compassionate,
legion, chemical,
fabric, obsess...

n523e3

moderate, turbid,
tully

n581e1

grieve, taint

n820e3

perceive, rein,
madness, grinder

imprison, predict,
incident, toy, novel,
classic, beetle,
symbol, mahogany,
neighborhood, rider,
gut, suicide, futile,
trait, ci...

n403e4

n463e1

impious, tiber

n521e3

scorch, ample,
debase, eminent,
discernment,
laudable, aquarius,
cancelled

account, rage, render

n760e1

n819e4

mockery, refine,
annihilate, mineral,
provocation, facial,
edition, wizard,
thereabouts, tracery,
degradation, cabinet,
crude, stab, germ...

n283e2

n343e4

rivalry

omen, engender

n520e8

n580e2

n640e3

envy, fortune, worthy

aid, confer, induce,
insert

n879e11

stripe, july, coin,
mane, outlaw, sunset,
april, classical,
classify, metaphor,
copper, duel,
interrogate, grease,
ditch, comment...

n223e20

unfair, inevitable,
planet

n342e1

n461e2

paternal, brutus,
replete, delectable,
vulcan, juno,
cerberus

n937e4

observe, plant,
guard, deserve,
repose

n996e1

person, prepare,
prayer, delight,
strength

n43e139

n103e78

n163e57

insane, exemplary,
unconsciousness,
oblivion, nearness,
chronological

postpone

n402e2

n460e7

n699e3

n758e4

noxious

trivial, lecture,
unaccustomed,
translation,
proximity, pathetic,
deplorable, absurdly,
erudition, descend...

n222e3

disappearance,
compute, ant

n281e1

encircle

comedy

lament, inflame

confine, whoever,
beast

meddle

dignity, appearance

resplendent, humid,
wane, oblique,
december, narrator,
courageously,
memorable, orthodox,
hazardous, version,
guitar, delir...

n162e6

concoct

n221e3

defeat, incredible,
uncertain, universe

n340e1

conjecture

n519e2

n579e3

malevolent

n698e2

support

cart, suffice,
expiate, guise,
league,
impossibility,
brilliancy, pastoral,
despoil

n936e5

say, carry, year,
country, serve, fine,
conclude, firm,
distress

n1115e1

maiden

n42e873

n102e21

publish, enlist,
reciprocal,
interweave

n161e1

retribution

intrinsic, valor

n280e4

genius

barbarous, mutation,
archive, gravitation,
dispersion, adept,
cynic, infinity,
medicinal, pluto,
aristotelians,
carthagin...
n101e4

discard, auditory

n160e1

n220e2

foresee, debate,
occult

n399e1

n578e1

n638e1

facility

ease, burial

n818e1

n1055e1

seven

n1114e1

n41e16

sect, contrivance,
inconsiderate,
multiform, mitigate,
unaccompanied,
ulysses, pathos,
elocution,
predeterm...
n100e2

lavish, literal

milky, endanger,
philanthropy

n279e1

n339e1

favor, resemble,
obscure

indication, orb,
languid, caucasus

fortify, ceremonial,
bile

n757e1

born, pronounce

n878e9

n995e5

teach, ancient

n1054e1

venture

festive

n40e11

notorious, fourfold,
exhume, viscous,
corinthians,
incursion, nihil,
mitigation,
pusillanimous,
dissertat...

n159e3

n219e3

boundary, shadowy

n338e3

eclipse, obscurity,
fatal, situate,
sonorous, chaplet

overturn, delicious,
mournful,
religiously,
precipitately

n517e4

n577e3

n637e1

n697e2

prefer, frequent

n756e2

seldom, conduct,
sage, cultivate

retire, accomplish,
fi een, talker,
undergo, enjoyment,
daily

n935e9

learn, hate, truly,
offend, messenger,
progress, fond,
tread, solid

n994e2

fortunate, pine,
fla ery

n1053e1

n1112e1

posterity, revelry

n39e12

n99e2

studious

lung, superstition

blindness, insinuate

n278e2

irregular

n337e6

n397e5

subjugate, exploit,
salami

n696e2

employment

n815e4

n875e7

inform, sport, bell,
crook, mild, abroad,
respectful, fan,
ground, ala,
scarcity, submissive,
rectify

entrails,
painstaking,
antiquity, unmixed,
marcus, theseus,
fortuitous, affix

n218e2

affinity

n277e1

facilitate

stupor, vicious,
theatre

innumerable, unhinge

n516e3

feat

pervade

disrespect

n755e1

sickness, promote,
ability, xxix, xxxii,
solicitous, xxxiv,
constancy, doctrine,
xxxvii, xxxiii, xxv,
xxvi, xxxviii, xli,
xlv, xxxix

assist, hatred,
anticipate,
collection,
correctly, master,
numerous, admirable,
active, unarm,
cautious, ...

n934e9

study, stupid

n993e3

student

n1111e2

willingly,
simplicity, lustful,
dissolute

n1170e32

nonsense, mob,
revive, rescue,
impulse, honor,
absurd, martyrdom,
disquiet, implement

n1229e19

busy, devil,
neighbor, badly, cup,
struggle, neat, test,
a entively, career,
ember, nerve

n1288e5

fully, wag

n1347e1

near, calmly

n1406e2

n1466e3

n1169e10

free, dust, loose,
grasp, singular,
conscious, explore

n1228e12

hide, warm,
meanwhile, fool

n1287e2

broad

n1346e2

n933e2

ascend

n992e1

germ

sunken, assuredly,
blameless

n38e8

n98e1

n158e2

anacharsis

n217e1

republic, proverbial,
dictatorship,
pisistratus, pollux

n336e3

n456e2

alternation

n695e1

xxxi, unbridled,
xxviii, xxxv, xliii

n754e17

n814e202

n874e13

fault, subdue,
practise

pillage, puerile

n157e1

commotion, despotic,
interment, fibre,
divination, oratory,
probity, monarchical,
poultry, aug

n276e1

discernible,
diversify

n635e1

disorder, beneficent,
afflict

n694e5

inferior, impose,
enlarge, upwards,
tactic, threefold,
impracticable,
revenue

tribune, a est,
disaster, thorny,
frugal, plausible,
pompey, denomination,
augural

n97e2

tranquillity,
thinness, retard,
abdicate, etymology,
lyric, immortalize

n156e10

n216e5

zeal, voluble

oppress, void, deer,
jove

n575e1

esteem

n634e3

n1050e3

n1110e4

bond, release,
sphere, pulse,
novelty, treacherous

n37e9

celestial, moisture,
stature, athens,
greece, renowned,
covet, ancestor,
invincible, prohibit,
invest, concise,
compunct...
n96e7

political,
providence,
plentiful, qui,
pernicious, subsist,
imminent, kidney,
accurately

nymph, froth, castor

commence, healthful

n515e1

n574e1

preside

contemplate, virtue,
employ

n873e3

n932e1

n990e1

reverse

thirst, miserably

n1109e6

n36e408

insensible, lengthen,
befall, terrestrial,
grief, extol,
pervert, prudence,
greeks, mansion,
stability,
separately, d...

n275e2

n395e2

n455e4

miserable, endow,
sacrilegious, imbibe,
doubtless,
subversive, academic,
lineament

apprehend

exercise, government

n753e3

n813e8

abstain, injure

cherish, music

strife, boon, compel,
enslave

n989e1

n1049e2

claim, permit

food, freedom, surely

n1167e2

distance, lead

n1226e3

smoke, slip

n1284e6

n1344e5

n929e4

medicine, revert,
cobble

n1048e2

n1108e3

n35e104

n95e9

n155e3

n215e2

unsubstantial

n454e8

undesirable, incest

n693e2

rule, variety,
select, determine,
multitude, extreme,
agreement,
characteristic

n812e2

n872e2

substantial, ruler

contend

n394e1

discovery,
disquisition, statius

wise

regard, indeed,
distinguish, a ain,
distinction, error

n752e8

suppose, principle

quality, observation

fidelity, prediction,
superstitious,
concourse, especial,
overset

discussion, possibly,
originate

n513e1

n573e1

maintain

n692e6

require, proceed

n751e2

n811e2

n871e2

deem

vigor, dissolution,
exhalation, gout

n274e6

imbecile

n333e3

n393e3

n453e2

helm, sophist,
impair, emancipate,
alleviation, phrygian

n572e1

n632e1

n691e2

superiority

superintendence

calamity,
illustrious, richly,
prosperous,
cheerfulness,
impropriety, assert,
comprise, affliction,
insensibil...
n94e4

n214e1

weight, barbarian,
immovable, agency

n273e1

consult

define, divine,
undoubtedly,
proposition, lazy

n512e6

evil, disease,
philosophy

existence, origin,
elevate, philosopher

opinion,
entertainment

n750e1

n810e1

n870e1

revolve, follower,
less, warrior,
exposition,
embroider, infect,
department,
admission, protract,
unnatural, ludicr...

sum, amid

n34e15

recent

globe, labor,
stimulus, politician,
appropriately

n213e4

description,
favorite, pre

enjoy, weakness,
restrain, overlook,
infernal, greek,
peculiarly,
exemplify, servile

n392e5

number, necessarily,
oration

n511e3

n571e4

n630e2

contest, founder,
philosophical,
antagonist,
temperance,
clearness, laborious,
quickness,
strenuously, apo...

agreeably, impend,
investigator, sol

n153e5

boast, artificial,
inhabit

n332e9

likewise, duration

n451e3

argument, aspire

n570e4

reflection,
acknowledge, approve,
glorious

n809e14

n928e3

up, quiver, hunger

dying, dog

n33e1

n93e4

inconsiderable,
ineffectual

n272e1

happy, reap,
sideboard

n331e2

adopt, accustom

degree, influence,
deprive

n510e2

imagine

constantly,
privilege, allude,
apprehension

sentiment, conqueror,
probability

n749e5

education,
moderation, pursuit,
honesty, undetermined

n869e45

ideal, unsuitable,
unworthiness, pun,
foster

unacquainted,
scandalous,
unfrequently

n92e2

n152e3

n212e3

n271e3

disgrace

n330e2

n390e3

deny, custom

n629e4

n689e3

agree, reject,
reality, severe,
military

certainly,
ridiculous, poverty,
strongly

imitate, perplexity,
correspond, affirm,
divert, regulation,
narration

n987e2

male

second, yes, game,
toil

n1106e2

word, sight

n32e3

devoid, variation,
alteration,
benevolence, lessen,
inconsistency,
partiality,
approbation,
licentiousn...

assistance,
comprehend,
continual, civil

trifle, amusement,
chiefly, abuse,
recommend,
consolation

occasion, neglect,
expense, indifferent

n270e1

depend

besides, advantage,
reduce

n509e1

consider, belief

reasonable, dispose

n748e4

n808e7

n868e5

n1046e4

end, remember, far,
blind, brass

n31e11

acquaint,
insufficient,
inclination, diffuse,
improvement,
disregard

n90e4

n150e6

n210e4

consideration,
importance

n269e1

n329e3

n449e2

allow, appear, admit,
incline

n568e2

n628e2

n688e5

describe

utmost, assurance

breed, likely, tale,
remainder, alliance,
unwillingly

opposite, true,
useless, toss,
listener, occupation,
spectacle, sufferer

n927e3

remind, shrink

n986e1

none, third, rare,
caution

n1045e5

n1105e2

wood

grant

sort, proof

n747e2

n807e6

n867e8

n926e2

convince, useful

n985e4

occur, branch

horse, danger

n30e6

welfare, treatment,
amidst, penetration,
management

n209e2

sustain

whatever, acute

discover, courage,
animal

n508e4

GREAT,

numb, propose

n627e2

n687e1

temper

previous, precisely,
oak

affair, heat, contain

n448e3

endure

n507e2

n567e2

view

natural, habit

a empt, argue

exact, perfectly,
reply, slice

n866e3

n925e2

suspect, wherever,
unable

n984e2

n1044e2

n1104e1

hour, cross, late,
win

n1283e4

wear, sudden

n1342e2

heap, steam, plead,
stern

bright, dim, stay,
bo om

n1223e4

fast, lamp

n1282e2

n1341e4

n924e3

u erance

mere, fist, raven,
convenience

rain, tumult,
sentence, vessel,
mask, ladder

mouth, quick, hungry,
sea, vision, lend,
mingle, climb, creep,
cow

n1163e4

gesture, apart,
winter, kiss, box,
friendly, lifeless,
stray, harness

n1222e2

spite

n1340e2

n1400e1

n1459e27

n923e1

n1103e10

calm, till,
permission,
disappoint, sooner,
pot, stiff, wink,
bu on, south, lace,
pin, dew, frenzy,
quicken, nightm...

n29e5

avoid

sufficiently

n268e1

n328e3

n388e2

certain

n447e1

present, possess

n746e4

n806e1

include, madman

refer

apply, sensible

essence

extend

n387e1

USE

THING

n506e2

n566e1

n626e2

n686e2

doubtful

consist, meditation,
quantity, derive,
invention,
foundation,
investigation,
contemptible, utility

n148e1

n208e1

FORM,

n327e1

mix, school

n446e1

except, real

n745e1

n805e2

n865e1

n1043e6

silence, cease, even,
vain, comfortable,
murmur, hat,
elsewhere, meantime,
bonnet, beforehand,
assent, grip,
theology, l...
n1102e17

ponder, cushion,
tomorrow, faintly,
swathe, perch,
helpless, sop,
rubber, obstruct,
dribble

n28e9

n88e2

entirely, extent,
various

property, mainly

duty

MIND,

n386e1

NEED

worth

n625e2

sacred

part, search

provide, conceive,
govern, generate,
representation,
admirably

n147e2

n207e2

relation

n326e3

store

rich, aim

bear, change, high

n565e1

GIVE

life, point, MAN

n804e2

n983e4

vary, patiently,
preliminary,
extravagant, mixture,
gallows, repugnance,
cringe

n1042e28

sky, score,
inexplicable, deaf,
linger, mist, haven,
blot, weather,
stable, prop,
exquisite, limp,
oneself, ham...

n27e6

n87e3

display, produce,
proportion, social,
independently,
phenomena

hind, RESULT, theory

n266e1

clear, correct,
dangerous

n505e3

direct

EXIST, imply,
distribute,
participation,
inevitably,
association, cylinder

n146e3

n206e1

lightly, outward

n445e2

LIVE

MAKE,

n564e1

n624e3

n684e1

grow

figure, wheel

trace, interval,
mu er

purse, vile

n982e8

impetuous,
discouragement, icy,
furrow, mutilation,
juvenile, banknote,
urgent, semblance,
interim, intermina...

n1041e339

n1101e11

repeat, awkwardly

halo, unusually,
irresolutely,
expectantly

landscape,
indignantly, relapse,
decorate,
unnaturally,
speculate, baseness,
furtive, brevity,
fitful, abl...

tray, football

n1279e2

n1339e4

n1398e4

n1458e13

shouldn, brood,
spasm, merge, uphill,
lighthouse,
tobacconist

n1100e2

protest, cab

christmas, nowadays,
hum, apologize,
satisfactorily

n1278e2

momentary, sharpen,
enthusiastically

n1337e1

inaudible, solicitor,
commiserate,
instalment,
westminster

n922e2

riot

n981e16

conspirator

n1040e7

rout, freshen,
unspoken, hoot,
torpor, premature

boredom

n1218e5

tea, consciousness,
insanity,
unhappiness,
constraint,
preoccupy, enviously,
perturb, selfish,
irrita...
n1277e3

occupant

n921e1

n980e1

n1039e6

n1099e2

n26e7

n86e6

necessity, transport,
furnish, function,
skilful, actual,
hateful

n325e1

n385e1

age

n504e2

SET

short, wonder,
happiness

n863e3

amazement

special,
contradiction, method

n265e3

suppress,
nevertheless

ORDER,

capable, precede

n384e1

n444e1

BRING

world, begin, WORK

sufficient, ordinary

n743e1

n803e2

flu er

n862e1

sensation, base,
establish,
conception, ROME,
enable, perfection,
unanimous, resource,
temerity, medium,
prosecute, conqu...
n85e7

n145e3

n205e2

large, succeed,
instrument, cra ,
rate, tradition

n264e3

n324e2

alter, city

fill, compose

n503e1

n563e3

n623e3

n683e2

patience

n802e1

perseverance

vague

curtain

barge, pudding

hasn, conspiracy,
rigidly, pencil,
incredibly, gore,
behavior,
parenthetically,
tombstone

n1217e13

lightness, alternate,
quilt, personality,
rapturous,
distractedly,
intensely, sidle,
futility, mary,
whereupon, matur...
n1276e1

n1336e5

n1456e2

length, lag,
stimulate

n919e1

vehemence

prospect, farce

n1098e2

telescope

n25e19

HOUSE, period, PLAN,
root, lesson,
extract, illusion,
shelter, diminish,
inch, slender,
formal, replace,
arouse, avenue, p...

SPIRIT, culture,
customary, national

n204e6

afford

grind, shape

n383e2

n443e1

LIGHT

owe, simply,
magnificent,
unworthy, centre

n742e1

a ention, admire,
uneasiness, affect,
engross, blunder

patch

balance, complete,
level, emotion,
height, dictate,
spectator,
satisfaction,
throughout, flood,
favourable, creat...
n144e4

pomp, destine,
confront

n323e2

fix

savage

lay, reveal

touch, presence

strike, somewhat,
fancy, apparent,
imagination

n682e5

beyond, submit,
stock, difficulty,
intimate, unfinished,
pupil, discern,
outline, remorse

n741e6

n801e1

n861e1

n84e14

roof, WALL, weigh,
detail, intelligent,
temple, dense,
suburb, concentrate,
appreciate, louis,
horizon, drum,
pyramid, cupbo...

n263e2

narrow, surround,
demand, pane, aspect

n502e2

n562e2

n622e5

fall, young, rough,
detect, tightly

n681e10

n24e598

square, space, tower,
conflict, brick,
antique, angle,
regularly, repudiate,
shu er, symmetry,
illogical, steel,
bewilderm...
n83e19

n143e3

n203e1

street, hole, decent,
crystal

n262e5

n322e1

n382e1

n442e1

air, fire

hand, face

stand, strange, keep,
breathe, spot, aloud,
joy, fragment

n621e5

vast, shrewd,
nobleman

ten, hair, shoulder,
familiar, deep,
curse, pride, flash,
snatch, treasure,
ornament, sleeve,
boldly, restless,
scorn, gli er, l...

relief, bald

n978e1

somehow

n1038e2

n1396e2

nervously, coal,
effectually,
uppermost, shabby

n1454e3

poetry

n977e1

n1097e1

criticize, aback,
delude, fluently,
petal, unseemly

n23e37

arrange, massive,
solution, logical,
inhuman, definitely,
effective, climax,
tangible

march, blue, breeze,
envelope

n202e4

thick

EYE,

n501e2

n561e8

cry, bow, old, burn,
corner, glow

clothe, knee, se le,
closely, share,
picture, excite,
mystery, halt,
menace, size,
motionless, forty,
droop, hand...

convulsive, radiant,
aglow, haze

n918e1

curious, shelf

reflect, bi erness,
string, initiate,
wayside

persist, biography,
opponent, misgive,
dutifully, despicable

hut

crowd

garden

n441e3

ear, blood, shadow,
golden, chill

n740e222

stroke, indicate,
meditate, remark,
fascinate, muse,
freak, incomparable,
daub

n859e2

moment, suddenly

contemporary, TOWN,
enormous, yard,
appal, lawn, peg

n142e4

LINE,

stone

spring, skin,
profound

n500e5

n560e6

n620e3

n680e20

black, cloak,
transparent, amaze,
feverish

n739e9

n800e4

n1036e6

n1096e6

overcast, elicit,
acquiesce, vista,
interpose, secrete,
moodily, tartly

n1335e1

dreary, amazingly,
ridicule,
affectation,
formally, mantelpiece

n1394e5

upstairs

n1453e2

gradually

authentic,
complexity,
unhesitatingly,
odious, henry,
ostentatiously, avon,
incompetence,
indolence, gro...
n1215e284

n1275e8

alternately, keenly,
edward, chancery

n1334e6

n1393e1

unexpected, interfere

n1452e1

hedge

n1155e23

co age, lassitude,
voluminous, emigrate,
decidedly, unmask,
abandonment,
enviable, effusively,
beech

n1274e4

abrupt, exposure,
fashionable,
splendidly

n1333e2

exclamation, shiver,
basket

oblong, paganism,
uncurtained,
investment

n1214e10

reappear

n1273e4

abruptly,
perceptible,
unconsciously

n1332e3

n1391e3

flight, stride, plate

n1450e1

n1154e4

catastrophe,
irresistibly,
rose e, sightedness,
botanist, crudity,
census, pellet,
unspo ed,
inarticulate, ego...
n1213e1

lapse, monger, waif,
forgetful

n1272e3

instinct, cake,
repulse

n1331e2

n916e2

n976e5

coldness

continuity, preface,
rigidity, persian,
typewriter, angular,
urbane, steamer,
maze, inscrutable,
distressingly,
ceaseles...

n22e9

n82e7

ruin, society,
expand, tiny,
district,
satisfactory

n261e1

n321e1

star, stage, capture

n380e1

n440e3

gold

pour

white, capital, paris

n679e5

veil

continue, hesitate

pure, diversion,
disgust,
significance, evolve

n320e3

soil, harshly

unknown, song,
remote, path, proud

n499e1

n559e1

n619e3

reach

n738e2

n858e2

sweep

precision, area,
gloomily, type,
fundamental,
romantic, activity,
frail, initiative

n201e1

n260e5

naked, shell

ugly, torture, rope

n439e5

guest, stun, parasite

n618e1

n678e1

virgin

write, confuse,
vanish, fade, frankly

n857e1

read, nervous

conviction

brim, literature,
welter, coincidence,
granddaughter,
impersonal, rector,
indistinguishable,
moonlit, sundial

n1095e14

vaguely,
hallucination,
convention, dante

n1153e12

entangle, adorable,
unshaded, passively,
harshness, registry,
beli le, leafless,
apostrophize

n1212e4

placard, jargon

n1271e3

pole, outlet

n1330e1

gown, rear, resume,
gloomy

n915e1

n975e1

n1035e10

oval

n1094e4

n21e9

n81e6

n141e2

dozen

NEW

n259e2

n319e2

n379e3

laugh, snow,
disappear, drip

n438e3

a ack

kneel

group, thin, spread

n140e1

cold, field, sharp

n199e1

majority

n378e4

wolf

swell, lucky

current, outrage,
mistrust

n737e1

n797e5

copy

complicate, develop,
guarantee, multiply,
population, nave,
logic, temperature,
development, amplify,
analysis,
mathemati...
n80e3

back, drag, adjust,
harsh, happily,
record, heavily,
whistle, cripple

n139e3

stumble, brown,
ahead, drape,
clockwork

cla er, yawn,
rubbish, haggard,
rainbow, semi,
sullenly, tinkle

n318e1

frighten, timid

n497e2

n557e3

n617e1

n677e1

provincial

n1034e1

opaque

hoe

n20e14

cluster, human,
transmit, scrap,
normal, infinitely,
reporter,
competition, impact,
finality,
modification
n79e9

stare, check, file,
seventy, gleam,
collapse, ship,
urgency, twang

n198e8

twinkle, defense,
to er

n377e1

ride

n796e1

n856e2

physical, solve

announce, chuckle,
windy

n974e1

ajar, flake

n1092e1

interrogation

n19e11

responsible, wrong,
shower, pool,
humanity, tick,
sixty, eyelid, blank,
harm, fee, tour,
trail, shortly,
resignation, sh...
n78e9

n138e5

station, lean, jump,
curl, relax,
strangeness

n317e2

side, sly

thirteen, delicacy,
fateful

sadden, scornfully,
expanse, intruder,
hogshead

twelve, journey,
contradict, poet,
kingdom, grammar,
possessor, clash,
almond, raze,
survivor, aggressive

a ract, decide,
devote, terrible,
slap, obvious,
finally, illuminate,
century

interest, yesterday,
discuss, print

n855e2

casually, reassure

n914e3

jar, superimpose

n973e2

n1033e1

n1270e2

bearer, unmarried,
departure,
enthusiastic,
sergeant, feebleness

n1329e4

brink, reddish, port,
rustic

n1388e2

n1447e2

severity, adore,
civilization

n1209e6

frightful, trench,
predestine, bravery,
perilous,
sleeplessness,
dislodge, sunburn,
ventriloquist

n913e2

encroach

combat, illumination,
underline

n1091e1

adoration

n18e116

gasp, grin, busily,
legitimate, wearily,
simultaneously,
crackle, cliff,
eastern, snap,
mortify, misty,
daddy, wince, p...

huge, sweetly, ray,
extra, damn, hey,
funny, psychological,
bug, cue, sandwich,
peek, incinerator

n197e3

rustle, hospital

n496e3

n556e5

n616e12

collect, risk,
procession, sneer,
glimpse, text

n735e9

n795e4

book, series, sturdy,
erase, subsequent

n854e2

uproot, widespread,
nocturnal,
accessible, excavate,
bacchanalia, penned,
pediment

n1090e1

irony, religious,
tacit

n1149e3

penetrate, crest,
gentleness, estimable

n1208e9

n1268e4

n1328e4

shudder, cub,
coverlet

n912e1

fortunately, episode,
taper, mountebank,
alighieri, parody,
astride, opportune,
plebeian, pallet,
arbor, singularity,
bo omless, dr...
n971e3

episcopal, catacomb,
annotate,
perspicacity,
mendicant, zenith,
ban, fracture,
reversal,
indestructi...
n1030e8

emerge

n1148e4

veneration, thicket,
thirteenth, noonday,
savior

n1207e10

emphasize, gardener,
cetera, munition,
skim, disuse,
swordsman, bespa er,
chevalier, distich

accidental

inexhaustible,
retort, visionary

n911e15

n970e15

odor, coffer, grumble

n1029e1

n1089e3

authoritative

n17e467

n77e13

n137e6

patronize

chat, bath, shy, rug,
timidity

n256e2

n316e2

n376e1

visitor

alexander, shawl,
listless, truce,
detachment,
reinforcement

realm, realize,
translate, literally,
mound, sanction

n675e6

bi er, admiration,
sadly, offense,
uneasily, scant

n794e5

sensitive, fleet,
renunciation

unaware, page,
dialogue

spur, reluctant,
velvet, avalanche,
serenely, brandish,
wield, affectionately

n615e6

cloth

passage

n734e6

familiarity,
laughter,
predecessor,
necklace, shamelessly

boyhood, porch

n495e6

n555e8

traveler, emperor,
leadership

n674e1

today, childish,
embarrass, recognize,
fortress

n733e5

n793e3

n853e3

underground,
graceful, ooze,
harbor, tentative,
cycle

muscular, gulp

n196e5

interrupt, comrade,
blush, bandage,
chapter, wrinkle,
tiptoe, uniform,
undress

n375e1

n435e2

dishevel

evoke, circumspect

n554e3

n614e1

n673e5

assistant, halfway

income, compete,
fragile, crusade,
curtly, aghast,
collaborate

leaf, stall, rubble,
central, comical,
symbolic, plus,
tapestry, sagacity,
concept, sexual,
cu hroat, venetian

so ly, balcony,
interview, shriek,
supersede, shrug,
sympathetic,
reluctantly, unscrew,
extraneous

n136e1

nice

glass, smile, tone,
glance, childhood,
address, frown

n315e9

sob, continually,
fla er, ripen

n494e2

pallor

n969e3

assassinate, isolate,
vicinity

n1088e1

june, skirmish

n16e10

n76e2

choke

muscle, brow

n255e7

expression, position,
husband, waist,
household

n434e1

exasperate,
stepmother, gentry,
sheepskin, pavilion

disconcert, enhance,
loot, confessor,
westward, gauge

n732e7

n792e13

n852e6

premonitory,
manuscript, fetid,
zodiac, complement,
indirect, theologian,
scandinavian, rodent,
gryphon

beam, naturedly,
severely,
theoretical,
gatepost, iodine

n195e2

hall, aristocratic

n254e5

n314e4

club, angrily,
unnoticed, lime,
resolute, magnanimity

n433e5

prominent

german, venomous

n612e6

n672e2

triumphantly,
michael, operative,
survival, fragility,
literate, depiction

vase, local,
intervene, nearby,
custodian, outset,
scholarly,
rediscover,
relevance, decade,
rational...
n851e10

vicissitude, diatribe

n909e1

n968e3

uninhabited,
shapeless, idiot,
uproar, splendor,
fund, exhale,
stagnate

n15e6

n75e1

n135e1

coldly, politics,
concession, crumble,
unanswered

n194e2

reproachful,
coachman,
inappropriate

n313e6

medal, ramrod,
rupture

splash, starlight,
crumple

n134e5

chestnut, chilly

unintelligible,
tenderness,
forgiveness, belated,
scrutinize

n253e3

significant,
intently, munch,
unceasingly, flush

timidly, mustache,
sofa, sarcastically,
historical, mimic,
que, mamma

n552e2

rapidly, powerless

intervention,
decently,
fulfillment,
inopportune, scepter

n731e7

n791e18

recite, relive,
conciliatory,
lazarus, unsure,
pagan, newborn,
cappadocia, arcana,
evade, italians,
friable, coordin...
n850e2

dispel, interlocutor

horrify, effectively,
reformer, bane,
plenary,
bloodstained,
circumspectly

n671e5

n790e16

augustine,
infrequently,
illicit, lazuli,
provence, lawrence,
vestment, deo,
minuscule, donation,
lombardy, apocaly...

garlic, suffocation,
gust, canonize

n1027e8

n1387e1

n1446e3

quarto

n789e27

n849e2

cemetery, evasive,
aperture, african,
flaccid, hermit,
orient, lapis, latin,
alabaster, armenia,
besieger,
inaccessibil...

squeeze, dryly

n74e3

degrade

n133e2

n193e5

contemptuously,
displeasure, peal,
portrait, shyness,
untrue, declivity

n252e5

n312e3

n372e8

n432e1

shyly

n551e2

n611e7

forepaw

perpetrate,
diminutive, bleat,
burgher, juridical

hoof, newcomer,
rumor, mission,
cheese, rural,
fullness, delirious,
daze

fireplace, lied,
gratis

n14e2

refusal, salary,
election, celebrity

n73e1

varnish, terrace

jealousy, revise,
calve, overspread,
cessation, sleepless

n192e7

vividly,
contemptuous,
inappropriately

diplomatic

n670e5

disorderly, viceroy,
jolly, penance,
infusion, bequest,
truffle, bacon,
hibernian, goldsmith,
bilious, beati,
coelo, diebus, hugh

n730e9

n967e3

n13e4

pinnacle, bask,
conspicuously,
brilliance, theater,
lamppost,
courteously, creed,
fledge, unannounced

n72e2

n132e6

crimson, humor,
marsh, humiliation,
waiter, antagonism,
conscientiously,
decrease, scum,
distasteful,
unaltera...

mentally, favorable,
articulate, epigram,
indoors, gambler,
raillery

inactivity,
significantly,
betroth, undefined,
diary, indisposition,
mown, reproachfully,
russia, insanely,
typica...
n431e1

est, climate,
sympathize

imperceptibly

n610e1

eventuality, improper

n669e15

hoard, elude,
chimera, glu on

n848e21

n1087e2

n12e10

installment, unloved,
housewife

peasant,
commiseration,
hundredth, governess

n371e31

indecorous,
quartermaster,
repulsion

n490e1

n550e1

steak

n609e2

urgently, junction

clue, robert,
piously, manipulate,
divulge, equine,
identically,
dubiously, adorn,
mockingly, font,
acclaim, vati...

n788e4

vale

armor, theological,
oven, crusader,
interject,
schismatics,
amphitheater,
witchcra , slothful,
italy, sic...

drench, conservative

n251e4

n311e3

noiselessly,
childlike, mais,
roomy, steppe,
porridge, footman,
entr, promissory,
samovar, diplomat

n370e3

n430e3

sidelong

n549e1

n787e1

n847e34

ruffian, sinecure,
lair, domicile,
fireside

n1445e1

n11e3

n71e2

thoroughbred,
riverside, ballet,
woolen, tit, nursery,
une, capitally,
dissatisfaction,
acte, argumentative,
desecrate, sheaf
n310e11

undivided

n429e1

overtake, toothless,
glove, surmise

n608e2

n668e17

thomas, chant,
triple, acid, compile

n191e7

frigid, reckless,
resolutely,
portfolio, thaw,
confinement, char,
languidly,
liberalism,
discordant, bonh...
n250e13

incommensurable,
mushroom,
unalterably, audit,
aline, vodka,
adroitly

n309e1

chime, curly

bloodshot, daydream

n488e4

absently

foggy, fringe, mummy,
hapless, paralytic,
hearten, disc,
armageddon

n667e5

n131e15

atone, scissor,
pretense, subtly,
plough, willfully,
spencer, chubby,
zoological, scallop,
unsafe, quadrille,
ont, amalgam...
n190e12

immoral,
intentionally,
malignant, lilac,
disjoint, volunteer,
whisker, swedish,
dreamily,
irregularity, m...
n249e7

hay, moi, heyday,
bargeman, carp

n368e2

n428e2

scan

capitalist,
clairvoyant

n130e15

originality, ovation,
scythe, foreground,
poach, unobserved,
naughtiness,
humoredly, choral,
uncongenial, regale,
landau
n189e293

heroine, persistence,
misapprehension,
encouragingly,
genially,
consumptive, das,
unbelief

n248e5

glossy

de , reminiscence,
mio, les

n607e8

fascination

gamble, curve,
lunatic, crane,
chicken, deviate

imperial, delicately,
rapt, earthly, map,
credible,
altercation,
diabolic,
comprehensible,
india, purificat...

eyelash, divorce

n70e2

compartment,
youthfulness,
chorister

n129e12

quail

n188e8

headache

stu er, gu ural,
choses, wherewithal

n427e1

gaily

n547e1

n1025e4

champ

n1084e2

n1321e5

n10e2

unpack, jam, program,
marvelous, sledge,
pince, irrigation,
whir, overjoy,
forepart

n69e3

n128e1

englishman, awfully

n247e4

n307e1

n367e4

propos, rejoinder,
vacate

explode, devoutly,
maximum, sulphur

n846e105

toad, sebastian,
coronation, usurper,
chalice, combustion,
peregrination, genoa,
crust, mangy, must,
pater, eon, gusto,
donor, ca...
n905e4

patriarch, deject

excrescence, flask,
courtesan

n1024e1

dowager, flemings

transit, amplitude

n9e10

genuinely,
standstill, drawback

excitement, hearted

n127e2

n187e1

cucumber, jubilee

kerchief, pockmark

egg, promptly, enamel

n726e4

n786e6

eleven, detach, stew,
liquid, inland,
delegation,
precipitous

n845e26

n964e3

perfume

n1022e1

n1082e2

volley, widower,
acrid, twi er,
upstream,
invisibility, isis,
postern, coque e,
boa, ejaculate,
dorsal, pocketb...

n8e3

bye, muddle, crease,
mellow, footlights

n67e2

lunch

baby, pea

overcoat, tenor,
blissfully

shaky, biceps, whet,
intrinsically

n486e1

n606e1

n666e3

n785e7

homage, sapphire,
shapely

southward, tripe,
frond, leo, flanders,
quis, pedestal,
sprig, constance,
treaty, alba

n904e2

squad

n962e1

heroically,
inflexible, pa, nos,
axle, quaff, cherry,
lodger, amour,
soberly, carrot,
flora, denis,
superbly, antoine...

somnolent, opulent,
laundry, directory,
outspread, municipal,
quay, dix, daisy,
combativeness,
poster, commode,
gale, lyons, d...

n7e5

celebrate, splendid,
fret

n246e4

n306e2

n366e3

n426e2

damp, butch

bronze, blaze, crumb,
rumple

john

n784e3

n844e11

tart, memento

n903e2

ruse, debauch, sentry

n961e16

n1021e35

n1081e25

n6e3

n66e1

mu on, medical,
sticky, splu er

n665e4

tickle, pillar,
visual

n724e1

spice, boyish

tawny, sanctum,
messiah

n843e2

prostitute

bolster, insistence,
plume, candlelight,
bearskin, derisively,
vogue,
ta erdemalion,
contingency, entrez,
waddle, hur...

n605e2

chord, hospitality,
seeker

n664e3

salt, bitch, grey,
harbour, penny,
scrawl, bounty

n723e2

n783e3

helen, beefsteak,
bogus, tentacle,
dont, shit

n126e2

n186e3

papa, vindictive,
highroad, thursdays

n485e13

n545e4

sniff, trophy, chirp,
evince

n604e3

gaiety, simon

n663e7

philip, paradox,
lewd, museum,
britain, dose,
contrition, scribble,
wayfaring, lima

messrs, pre ily,
unconcernedly,
cynically,
inauguration, align,
jaunty, lemonade,
somnambulist, comet,
bibulous, puc...
n544e4

bass, undecided,
shaven, girlhood

n603e2

comic, retainer, eke,
spew, frank, musty,
nimbly, docile,
gunpowder, steeple,
belie, drily,
sixpence, sniffle,
notepaper, commit...

n782e6

n842e1

lily, peck

acre, champagne,
breech, amber

whiff,
apologetically, plump

n484e31

matrimonial, tro er,
dinnertime, foreleg,
freemasons

n543e4

plunder, chemist,
pelt, rook,
incongruity

n602e17

n662e10

stud, burgundy,
parch, rubicund,
tepid, thats, nova,
youre, heartbroken,
sizeable, canebrake,
blotchy

hungary, serpentine,
maleficent,
featherbed, rudolph,
rill, whopper,
rename, stork

slipper, spa er,
lockup, ellipse,
filbert,
schoolfellow, capon,
puce

n365e3

n425e4

regretfully

n482e13

timely, brigade,
cavalcade, serried,
sprain, unpaid,
gallantly, marri,
rye, unshaven,
epilogue, slut,
we ed, aus...

stormy, sneeze,
violet, citizen,
chew, professor,
opium, rudely,
supplement, loop,
hawthorn, upholster,
daresay, tin...

strap, richard,
foreman, reproof,
saxon, evangelical,
ceylon, contaminate,
sara, veer,
watchtower, sco ish,
vat, sardine, lah...
n721e12

n781e9

n841e2

shoot, get, sleepy,
mustn, tight

n245e4

n305e8

quack, stag, sausage,
compost, pickle,
aslant

rake, jauntily

n423e1

honeymoon, cork,
discreetly,
unresisting,
foothold, unsolved,
sullivan, scald,
overdue, residential,
anesthesia, set...
n481e37

n541e880

n601e121

n661e25

farm, coffee, comb

pinch

briskly, unprepared,
tighten

n304e6

benediction,
stagnant, sauce

n363e2

crop, stale, starch,
insure, drivel,
hairpin, leer,
smudge, matchbox,
hose, muff, firework,
chippendale,
clifford, benn...
n421e19

scare, couple, hook,
awful, pre y, split,
didn, fog, smart,
couldn, swarm, lit,
fur, folk, fence,
somebody, stair,
borrow, smash, ri...
n65e5

n125e3

mumble

n244e3

card, idly, apparel,
resident

n303e3

peep, fragrant,
recognition, stony,
parapet, aggravate,
jingle, traditional

jacket, regular,
scratch, rusty,
monthly, patent,
hoist, hearty, bang,
oilcloth, bu er,
shove, parson

n184e1

gaudy, anyhow,
underclothes

n243e4

barrel, beautify

n302e8

n362e1

island, wouldn, tuck,
china, spider, boom,
hug, anybody, tilt,
widow, parlor, brisk,
hadn, hunt, pose,
husky, float, coffin,
daylight, jug, ...
n64e13

n124e1

tan, pan, peel, lump,
buck, skip, plumb,
dickens, shin,
flighty, hooray,
earl, robinson,
ra er, seedy, tag,
highland, methusa...
n183e3

dusty, spoon, gill

n242e2

canal, stroll, bu ,
slope, pawn,
metropolitan, pint,
bleak, notre

creak, shopkeeper,

advertisement,
scotch, stoke, wad,
painless, lavender,
lapel, sightseer

gap, staple, haw,
nell, ards, tanyard

n123e20

twig, jack, gabble

n182e3

slop, oyster, route,
pill, bay, ta ered,
spanish, necktie,
shimmer, cluck,
unwind, tease, burke,
moo, forlornly, mona

n241e9

n301e10

n361e23

lick, mile, whisky,
fry, turnip, bluff,
wreck, greasy, hello,
leak, berry, ohio,
snake, los, goin,
philadelphia, whoop,
ole, illinois, ...
n63e6

trot, bag, cool, clip

n122e3

bucket, pantry,
beach, neatly,
casual, keyboard,
mash, gentlemanly,
tub, grandly, squeal,
cricket, southeast,
pineapple, cr...
n181e16

0

supreme, submission

obedience, ordain,
acquisition, seller,
absurdity, erroneous,
interpreter,
impunity, fisher,
hardy, priesthood,
rarefy, antip...
n1440e22

elect, weaken,
liberty,
consequently,
religion, miracle,
inflict, oblige,
defraud, prophecy,
testament, col...

n1489e1

guidance

firmness

discipline, sound

INFORMATIONAL INSTRUMENT

LECORBUSIER_TOWARDS A NEW ARCHITECTURE
VISITING LIBRARY 34 INDEXED BY WORDS
When surrounded by literary actors that talk about the world
each in its own way, LeCorbusier_Towards a New Architecture takes the role of an architect. ○ 4.20 Its face is indexed
by a common architectural vocabulary, by indexes such as:
house, plan, style, composition, architect, space, tower,
symmetry. Since most of them index a single atom-letter
with 598 indexes, n24 e598, LeCorbusier_Towards a New
Architecture becomes lonely with its conversation and ideas
by having only one strong concept, only a few atom-letters
that talk about architecture.
Here are his ten most prominent atom-letters:
n24 e598 {ӏhouseӏ, period, ӏplanӏ, root, lesson,
extract, illusion, ӏshelterӏ, diminish, inch, slender,
ӏformalӏ, replace, arouse, ӏavenueӏ, pile, ӏgrandeurӏ,
ӏstyleӏ, ӏabstractionӏ, ӏcompositionӏ, ӏmarbleӏ, link,
ӏerectӏ, system, inhabitant, ӏegyptianӏ, ӏromanӏ,
exceptional, disagreement, worker, mathematics,
ӏpoemӏ, ӏdramaӏ, admonition, expansion, enterprise,
experiment, alien, exclusively, scale, factory,
sentimental, impressive, ӏrelationshipӏ, speculation,
devastate, profile, adapt, organization, ӏarchitectӏ,
ӏarchitecturalӏ…}
n23 e37 {ӏsquareӏ, ӏspaceӏ, ӏtowerӏ, ӏconflictӏ, ӏbrickӏ,
ӏantiqueӏ, ӏangleӏ, ӏregularlyӏ, repudiate, ӏshutterӏ,
ӏsymmetryӏ, illogical, ӏsteelӏ, bewilderment, ӏvestibuleӏ,
nap, ӏbarnӏ, ӏbuildӏ, ӏurnӏ, raw, respond, automatically,
width, coarse, ӏmonumentalӏ, ӏpoeticӏ, ӏaccommodationӏ,
ӏmachineӏ, ӏrailwayӏ, disillusion, aqueduct, readjust,
laziness, irrefutable, ӏgrottoӏ, overrun, minimum}
n25 e19 {sensation, ӏbaseӏ, establish, conception,
ӏromeӏ, enable, perfection, unanimous, resource, temerity,
medium, prosecute, conquest, tract, pattern, palisade,
uninterrupted, pompous, accordance}
n84 e14 {balance, complete, level, emotion, height,
dictate, spectator, satisfaction, throughout, flood,
favourable, creation, digestion, thunderbolt}
n83 e19 {ӏroofӏ, ӏwallӏ, ӏweighӏ, ӏdetailӏ, intelligent,
ӏtempleӏ, dense, ӏsuburbӏ, concentrate, appreciate, louis,
horizon, drum, ӏpyramidӏ, cupboard, concert, ӏcourtyardӏ,
reconstruct, brutality}
n85 e7 {necessity, ӏtransportӏ, ӏfurnishӏ, ӏfunctionӏ,
skilful, actual, hateful}
n22 e9 {arrange, massive, solution, logical, inhuman,
definitely, effective, climax, tangible}
n26 e7 {exist, imply, distribute, participation,
inevitably, association, ӏcylinderӏ}
n144 e4 {spirit, culture, customary, national}
n82 e7 {ӏcontemporaryӏ, ӏtownӏ, enormous, ӏyardӏ, appal,
ӏlawnӏ, peg}

LECORBUSIER_TOWARDS A NEW ARCHITECTURE
VISITING LIBRARY 49 INDEXED BY WORDS
Another library, another mood, another sophisticated way
of talking about the same interests.In the context where
architecture is a common topic, the face of LeCorbusier_
Towards a New Architecture slightly changes its expression.
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○ 4.21
Face of LeCorbusier_Towards a New Architecture in Library 49,
rendering_49_01_RW_4060_r_50it22d.

n1e233

spark, pod, lab,
cybernetics, crux,
ramification, tag,
researcher, heater,
dynamically, churn,
mobility, compute,
interim, goo...
n61e29

platform, augment,
mit, fabrication,
arguably, usher,
catalyst, seamlessly,
sheep,
anthropologist,
reconfigu...
n121e12

tool, mutation,
feedback, feat,
provocation, spine,
interdependent,
mcluhan,
uncompromising,
presci...
n181e5

versa, coalesce,
nexus, stasis,
crystallization

n241e4

retrospect,
summarize, nicolas,
ist

n301e6

overarch, spatio,
duc, monograph,
linguistics, viollet

n361e16

n2e33

n3e13

empower, online,
empowerment,
incisive,
propagation,
discontinue,
illegally,
directors...
n62e9

code, theoretical,
domain,
communication,
artefact, evaluation,
binary, raison,
adaptive, irritate,
avant, irritat...
n481e23

decision, theory,
ongoing, discipline,
encompass, research,
legal, continuously,
innovation,
facilitate, style,
utility, innovat...
n541e21

system, analogy,
evolution, unify,
viable, insight,
initially, crucial,
formally,
problematic, agenda,
openness, relev...
n601e11

challenge, evolve,
chain, option,
theorist, organize,
bound, detect,

experimentation,
navigate, socialize

n661e12

respond, ultimately,
future, physical,
effectively, broad,
integrate, dynamic,
productivity, loop,
subvert, compile

n721e12

control, become,
specific, drive,
human, decade,
compound, release,
share, consumption,
tremendous, scenario

n781e18

focus, address,
consistent,
increasingly,
precisely, consume,
radical, advent,
reduction, apparatus,
inhabit, c...
n841e78

LIVE, aspect, life,
schedule,
fundamental, moral,
religious, player,
unlike, stance,
redefine, restrain,
pronounce, disp...

n901e314

assess, acclaim,
coincidentally,
exuberance,
quintessential

n902e2

n903e1

extant, automate,
marshal,
technologist,
downloadable

n904e4

inscribe

n905e15

encode, salient,
reinterpretation,
dissection

n964e2

questionable,
stumble,
idiosyncrasy, davis

n1023e1

quantification,
blunder, indices,
vigilant,
frictionless,
impromptu,
perpetuity,
abomina...

intelligent,
proponent, reckon,
website, colonize,
departmental,
vagueness,
plausibility,
gestation, blindn...
n965e28

dodge, vent

n1024e1

delegate

n1083e9

computational

n1084e5

blog, rand,
dashboard,
sociotechnical,
seamlessness

override, chandigarh,
deployment,
corbusian,
authoritarianism,
korea, skeptical,
promiscuity,
consulta...
n1025e48

allocation,
mystification, shaky,
jurisprudence,
conurbation,
uneconomic,
unaltered, forthri...

n1085e134

gale, prui , igoe,
privatization,
canonical, dhabi,
baldly, iris, abu,
emirate, wherewithal,
catchment, unwanted,
micros...

n10e2

overwhelmingly,
manpower, incendiary,
gash, philanthropist,
unilaterally,
autocracy,
inflammatory,
uncrowned, cy...
n69e2

n11e3

n12e11

begrudge, gargantuan,
diplomatic

n71e1

n13e8

ma ress, sanitize,
quartiers, cadre,
unpalatable, alex,
buggy, fork,
descendent, curation,
ascension

n72e3

capitalize,
publicize, terrific

aggrandizement, swath

n132e2

n191e1

n14e3

n15e2

n16e5

n18e10

n77e2

n20e82

n21e15

foreign, prestige,
enclave, indigenous,
brochure, oriental,
wed, locale, scape,
dynastic, treaty,
impute, benchmark,
chateau, upmar...
n80e11

n22e10

n23e6

n24e7

n25e63

n26e37

taiwan, portland,
masterful

n745e2

streetscape

n27e101

lovingly, ringed,
guggenheim, kennedy,
preside, dictator,
bush, jail, scotland,
nazi, johnson,
missile, intimidate,
westmins...

n28e36

n29e24

raid, unfashionable,
nationalization,
earl, penultimate,
overweight, arkansas,
anoint, ballistic,
saxons, nasa,
marshalling, ga...

n30e32

eagle, wally,
offshoot, kelly,
shotgun, jeep,
cadillac, wrench,
browbeat, clasp,
shockingly, stuffy,
skimpy, ri...

vilify, palpably

n805e4

n31e72

badge, mackintosh,
taco, interstate,
stonehenge,
dreariness, clamber,
bash, jackie, sneer,
diffidence, cheney,
hunting...

n32e5

futurist, wa , fiat,
hitchcock, anyhow,
tennessee, dam, ulm,
lore, crisp,
dymaxion, curtis,
marine i,
californ...

n90e4

n148e4

houston, proceeding,
hughes

n149e4

helicopter, cowboy,
flamboyant, glorify

n208e3

boardroom,
disneyland, addict

n267e3

gherkin, fastidious,
herzog, riposte,
predictably,
afghanistan, simmons

n150e5

ito, toyo, upli ,
dapple, moussavi,
farshid, pending,
misguide, gunfire,
unimpeachable,
biomorphic,
impersonal...

meltdown, sting,
ameliorative,
ironist, boxy, cloy,
groan, ceaselessly,
torqued, optimise,
adulation, aerate

parlor,
insignificance, nod,
overtly, downstream,
persistently,
dysfunction,
promulgate

n906e20

decisively,
stringent,
credential,
inescapably, bluntly,
unsatisfactory,
informality, glib,
daunt, edgy, obt...
n966e23

retailer, defender,
prominently,
recuperation,
distaste,
stipulation,
consequential,
conten...
n1026e23

administrator,
calorie, polity,
revitalization,
oversight,
straightforwardly,
aspirational, o ,
nervousn...
n1086e5

wrest, vendor,
instrumentation,
portend, germination

virtually, surely,
frankly, seam,
astonishingly

minimize, bless,
buff, putative

n847e9

convenient

n849e1

invariably,
reasonably, dash,
tolerant, filthy,
faire, thicket,
beneficiary,
unremi ing

n907e4

livelihood, weary,
ostensible, congenial

n967e4

n908e2

n909e2

provision, strikingly

n968e1

tariff

annually, defer,
depopulate,
enthusiast,
dispassionate,
headway, poll,
infrequently

n1029e2

parcel, wary,
fallacious, overseas,
unprepared,
obfuscation

poorly, segregation,
specification

forecast, wasteful

n969e8

usefully, u erance,
dispassionately,
vaunt

n1027e6

n1087e3

maintenance, cherish

n1088e2

prerogative,
outwardly

n1089e6

benefit, likely,
invest, liability,
behalf, reconcile

overcrowd, apt,
meantime

divert

n850e3

choke

administration,
inconvenient,
vigorous

n910e6

enterprise, contend,
enormously,
membership, strewn,
guardian

n970e10

taxation, scarce,
undue, avail, wisely,
counsel,
irreconcilable,
uncultivated,
fervent, autocrat

n1030e2

will, advocate

n1090e3

venture, fairly,
approval

n851e3

population,
administer, officer

n911e4

lease, inflict,
subway, willingly

n971e13

comparatively,
squalid, tenure,
municipal, doubtless,
sanitary, migrant,
insuperable,
charitable, subsist,
levy, nigh, wrangle
n1031e2

competitor, unwieldy

n852e8

announcement, influx,
magnetic,
unsuccessful,
utopians, dairy, cab,
legislature

n912e12

enforcement, navy,
superstition, mrs,
infest, sanitation,
concurrently,
exorbitant, barter,
unscrupulous,
jealously, dreamt
n972e196

secure, acre,
average, estimate,
employment, pro,
anxious, marshall,
expenditure,
agricultural, expend,
railway, allowa...
n1032e17

pay, purchase, rate,
revenue, monopoly,
occupier,
inconsistency,
resourceful,
municipality, holder,
dividend, allotm...
n1092e9

estate, immoral,
premium, councillor,
fiercely, circumvent,
exchequer,
excellently, humphrey

belt

n853e3

a ractive, supplant,
antagonistic

n854e3

indirectly,
telegraph, idle

n913e9

hopeful, peel,
operative,
effectiveness,
hazard, feasibility,
fertility, statesman,
humanly

n973e20

migration, salary,
specially, furnace,
consent, spice,
parliament, shaw,
stanford,
endorsement, duality,
constitutio...
n1033e4

warehouse, payment,
annual, owen

n1093e6

fund, labour,
council, wealth,
socialism, toll

public, chaotic,
starve

n855e2

elect, marvel,
antagonism

n914e4

boot, inauguration

n915e5

herbert, full, mob,
enchant

n974e9

concert, november,
manchester, sugar,
distrust, hardship

n1035e3

n1094e1

poor, scheme,
electricity

n1095e4

vote

expensive, stock,
security, equality

award

n857e5

conservative,
friendly, supporter

n916e1

leader, coin, honour,
deputy, unlock

n975e6

land, london,
professor, tide,
thoughtful, pathway,
fred, chairman,
hungry

n1034e6

cost, lord, farm,
employee, commi ee,
socialist

court, justice,
terminal, damage,
provincial

n856e3

n917e2

friend, huge

crime, indian,
politician, cope,
mayor, tech,
complaint, riot,
copenhagen, activism,
bike, parkland

encourage, million,
news, dweller,
transit, vicious,
fare

local, waste,
company, threat,
disaster

father, win, elegant,
brilliant, son, team,
join, worry, compact,
advise, lucky, jury,
elegantly

n918e12

election

report, police,
mexican

n976e3

n1036e7

n1096e5

prince

n858e13

meet, war,
confidence, reply,
demolish

n977e12

n1037e5

a ract, launch,
conduct, bill, atomic

n1097e6

quickly, violence,
protest, weapon,
july, sow
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debate, john,
barcelona, flexible,
marry, doctor, solar,
regeneration,
enquiry, portal,
sustainable, sydney

n978e2

environmentally,
charity, ken, bbc,
parent, royal, piano,
embankment, andrew,
unequal, hugely,
cancer, weren,
walkway, encroachment
rogers, menu,
bulldoze, inequal...
n859e7

n919e2

march, impact, june

december, dazzle

n920e1

silver, persistent,
wright, obsolescence

television, ray,
buckminster

punishment,
submarine,
whitechapel, deflate

n921e2

reliance

n980e2

smog

n1039e4

n1099e3

graham, musique,
unrealised, guardia,
javits

n861e4

guitar, tuck,
derelict, licence,
hampstead, hungarian,
leslie

florence, fluent

n979e1

gun, adaptable

n1038e3

n1098e2

n860e7

alongside, hub,
partner, slim,
lightweight, exam,
passport

portable, bespeak

n1040e4

afflict, chrome,
foray, nelson

n1100e2

appliance, reyner

barbara, parachute

n981e3

festival, vigour,
kerb

n1041e5

milan, expo, shiny,
saturday, purport

n1101e9

beside, flash,
pavilion, saarinen,
rapport, ge y,
habitually, hysteria,
rationalised

jon, austrians,
harriet

n862e5

refill, stabilising,
shutdown, atkinson,
arno

epicentre

n863e2

n864e6

ecologist, spectre

yoke, showroom,
mondo, bolshevik,
ambasz, adjaye

n922e3

prada, condescend

n983e1

rig, hamilton, neutra

complexion, seville,
acquiescence,
formica, bucolic,
snack, sectional,
polaroid, mchale,
slay, yonder

plastic, pan, andy,
flicker, osaka,
substandard,
dislodge, repaint,
unquestionable,
weekday, ideation,
psychiatric, j...

sag, newfound,
understatement,
gravitas, exploitive

n925e2

eames, genoa,
rauschenberg

n982e3

n1042e11

n1102e14

titanium, eisenhower,
polychromy,
recombinant

n865e5

n984e4

redecorate

n1043e8

wallpaper, multiplex,
interviewer,
lampshade, engorge,
entitlement, vui on,
floyd

n1103e42

soane, tonic, piper,
milano, superman,
jogger, smartly,
authorise,
agoraphobia,
epistemologically,
billy, neighbou...

rampant, axe,
unselfconscious,
acerbic

n1044e5

wirth, aroma,
notoriety, extremis,
andre

n1104e50

anna, oldenburg,
curatorial,
reconfigurations,
mises, arcy, disegno,
bohemia, resor,
claes,
contemporane...

n985e3

mtv, dupe, euphoric

n1045e3

televisual, nitrogen,
untitled

n1105e12

courtesy,
essentialist, beck,
airflow, offhand,
houghton, archivally,
artforum, mifflin,
diagnostic, badness,
emile

surreal, calatrava,
childs, rainforest,
sert

n866e3

rocket, disney, elide

n926e2

fluctuate, shear

n986e2

austin, dioxide

n1046e8

underwear,
imbrication,
predator,
commodification,
ruse, prestel, sept,
curating

n1106e3

eviscerate,
separable, plasticism

bilbao, stab,
thermodynamics,
yuppie, viscous,
compaction

n867e7

neural, revile

n868e1

terrorist, trump,
starbucks, lmdc, cnu,
lindbergh, struth

n927e20

pet, mississippi,
bermuda, convene,
fanfare, curry,
runoff, vancouver,
muschamp, nox,
erstwhile,
pejorative, idio...
n987e26

cosmetic, supple,
gatekeeper, qaeda,
criticality,
regenerative, dave,
megalomaniacal,
alvaro, marilyn,
oedipus, s...

essentialism,
sublated, islam

n869e10

mesmerize

n928e13

naturalize, soja,
prospectively,
translatable,
dumbing, heizer,
rephrase, archilab,
una ached,
aestheticize
n929e13

devaluation, serra,
globalized, devalue,
judd, biosphere,
reconnection,
immunity, unthinking,
servo, mainstay,
pragmatist, boeings
n988e53

n930e1

wigley

visceral, ann

mvrdv, worshipped,
winy, maas, essai,
scrivener, piet,
oosterhuis,
reverberation,
expandable, kas

n932e3

n1051e5

centrally, onslaught,
fuzzy, calibrate,
manuel

trivial, navigation,
whereby

elaborate, emphasize

n933e3

cohesion, nascent,
playful

n936e4

n995e7

predict, proclaim,
haunt, strangely,
recognizable,
chemical, shabby

n1055e5

efficient, cheap,
sex, james, revert

number, surprisingly,
relentless,
notorious, revision,
homage, glamour,
pervert

expert, preservation,
vastly, fragile

n996e5

promise, europe,
stun, automatic,
sexual

n1056e4

office, amsterdam,
mall, zero

n40e7

suspense

n937e3

n938e3

sheer, triumph,
impressive, diversion

warn, destination

n998e4

commit, overwhelm,
criminal, monstrous

n1058e4

sweep, fate,
interfere, invasion

n43e2

eerie

disguise, efficiently

resist, compensate,
preparation, pleasant

n45e174

n940e1

n941e1

green, neglect,
abuse, grave, mud

n942e1

climate

n1001e2

shrink, mystery,
mysterious,
foreground, palpable,
chill, defense

sublime, granite,
minister, storm

switzerland, ape,
armor

n1003e13

lavish

n1062e4

delicacy, temper,
frivolous, cannon

graze, crouch,
callous, oblong,
motionless, recline,
luxuriate, weariness,
dart, yellowish,
voluptuousness,
deformity, eggsh...

lemon, crevice,
ro en, cedar,
inferno, leaden,
downwards, farewell,
discord, ponderous,
amber, moat,
parabola, dampn...
n765e17

incongruous, crest,
shadowy, unchanging,
voluptuous, calmly,
southward, rejoice,
garret

glory, pretension,
peasant, conspicuous,
fantastic, brute,
anathema, loneliness,
desolate, observable,
loaf, nakedness,
somber
n1063e8

beauty, dignity,
bu ress, dignify,
gable, spoil, lo y,
petit

n885e2

ghastly

n944e15

perpetually,
grotesque,
vegetation, veto,
brighton,
conservatory,
ferocity, yankee,
wail, obtrus...
n1004e9

color, summit,
endeavor, hamlet,
wooded, stead,
gabled, divest,
botanic

n1064e5

damp, interruption,
coarse, unfortunate,
paltry

subdue, precipice

n945e221

pale, bestow,
harmonize,
assimilation,
peculiarity, glare,
formality, erection,
unison, moss,
luxuriant, bou...
n1005e24

gray, majesty,
edifice, excessively,
barbarism, foliage,
tint, repose,
uninteresting,
cheerfulness,
coolness, promont...
n1065e9

eaves, injure,
laurel, monotony,
agreeable,
distinctness,
devonshire,
sparingly, herodotus

n48e13

string, lover,
beneath, shower,
pierce, sewer,
whistle, elbow,
cushion, huddle,
imaginable, warrior,
trumpet, ch...

smile, blossom,
oblique, tremble,
venetian, pinnacle,
massacre, zigzag,
compartment, gondola

n767e4

probability, neat,
shore

n946e27

swiss, alp, retire,
extremity, lastly,
improper, intrude,
venerable, rugged,
melody, cranny,
unmanageable, mon,
irresistibly, wr...
n1006e13

proprietor,
gratification,
torrent, alpine,
idleness, convent,
princess, rouen,
adore, veneration,
drowsy, w...
n1066e4

monotonous,
objectionable,
injurious, englishman

n49e11

n50e2

gently, superimpose,
depict, homogeneity,
unavoidable, elusive,
alternatively,
membrane, permeate,
replete,
electronically

fortress, lightning,
enumerate, cloudy

n827e5

accustom, smoke,
lake, mingle, weed

n887e2

blue, mountain

n947e23

quiet, villa,
feelings, thatch,
devil, deception,
blaze, a ainment,
unavailable,
statuary, amiable,
embellishm...

n1007e2

startle, gentleman

n1067e5

admirably, ascertain,
a ainable,
newcastle, herea er

n51e3

fluid, provisionally

n110e2

n170e1

pursue, install

heaven, inhabitant,
climb, hair, swell,
vegetable, devotion,
meat, hedge, foolish,
nurse, turkish

wither, boil, rage,
fever, hearted, excel

hang, stir, dig,
sca er, conquer,
patch, queen,
soldier, shoulder,
dying, bargain

n948e12

hill, impression,
peculiar, snow,
fancy, decay, gleam,
fool, lonely,
assistance, finely,
reverie

n1008e3

relieve, harsh,
gratify

n1068e4

annihilate, secondly,
unfit, obscurity

n52e6

tear, king, palace,
bend, hostile, pot

n949e8

peace, tone, italian,
humble, impress,
duration, habitation,
la ice

n1009e4

altogether, awaken,
assist, induce

abide, insignificant,
presently, xiii,
selfish

plain, fore,
remember, shadow,
orange, breeze,
glorious, companion

n890e6

taste, dark, thrill,
brightly, olive,
transitory

n950e10

excite, beautiful,
generally, desirable,
english, excitement,
oxford, les, sorry,
originator

n1010e3

prevail, bright, warm

n1070e10

chief, frequently,
country, possess,
england, obtain,
fortunate, miserable,
deliberation,
sympathy

n54e4

delicate, screen,
panel, be, float,
extremely, blend,
conversely, needless,
spray, stagnant

n113e1

n55e8

bleak, autumn,
ripple, conservatism

n114e6

space

embed, reality,
originate, spatially,
signify, sensitivity,
engulf, perforate,
unmediated,
performative,
underl...

real, entity,
perform, endlessly,
performance, novel,
forge, electric,
manufacture,
prescribe,
exceptio...

village, laboratory,
bureaucratic, rival,
neighbour, ritual,
patent, redundant,
mess, steam, plank,
intentional, peg,
whilst, cost...

symmetrical, enforce,
deliver, civil,
alarm, nail, bernard,
wholesale, scratch,
eighty

n532e4

n951e11

adapt, outline, wild,
unless, partly,
character, infinite,
raw, beautifully,
uncomfortable,
neighbor

n1011e4

comfort, render,
pain, correspondence

n1071e4

prevent,
consideration, iii,
seldom

deep, earth, scene

n952e5

perfect, remarkable,
let, domestic, bunch

n1012e7

near, degree, throw,
wish, feature,
circumstance, furnish

n1072e5

sufficient, custom,
worthy, remark,
prospect

n56e7

n953e3

li le, influence,
devote, curious,
violate

general, observe,
compel, gi ,
judgment

n954e1

compare, occasion,
instance, strongly

consider, principle,
extensive, inclusive

simple, strong

n1015e4

case, high, avoid,
comparable

n1075e8

importance, extent,
require, equally,
combine, necessary,
expect, adopt

n956e4

n957e4

especially,
easily, treat

USE,

n1016e5

hold, follow,
immediately, indeed,
tend

n1076e6

far, apply,
throughout, true,
deny, guide

n60e160

chance, precise,
ensure, sacred

n1017e6

take, central,
appropriate,
discover, board,
distribution

n1077e5

step, complete,
ready, essentially,
loose

n958e6

GIVE, possible,
single, different,
accord, fee

n1018e4

powerful, fact, off,
certain

free, available,
involve, guarantee,
protection

switch, shrine,
trickle,
neoclassical,
compression,
impressionist,
cyberspace,
injunct...

aggregation, deck,
cohesive, birthplace,
distinguishable,
birthday, inwards,
ardent, interpose,
fragrant,
claustrophobic, d...

seat, pond, unravel,
arrow, rice,
alternately,
horseshoe, frost,
kyoto, fibre,
humidity, murmur,
pirate, worship...
n300e15

stroll, overflow,
stairway, glide,
windowless, stride,
boundless, rustle,
triumphantly, dimly,
landslide, starry,
uninhabi...
n360e3

reestablish, awake,
evade

n420e3

defeat, abundance,
interchangeable

n480e5

hole

bird, fence, miracle,
canopy, cliff

n540e4

lawn, wet,
unfinished, diagonal

n600e9

sea, cave, obstruct

n1078e5

dichotomy, viewpoint,
facile, veranda,
pebble, pilotis,
ordinarily, hardness,
observatory,
diagonally, bamboo,
alternat...

n180e15

opaque

thin, unable

enclosure, shallow

n599e3

able, couple,
conform, chase

situation, push,
celebrate, church,
rule, habit,
incomplete, prison

1

n240e15

water, stainless

n539e2

bridge

n659e2

pool, ramp, basin,
ascend, defy, sunken,
inexorably,
conjecture, metro

n660e8

top, unfortunately

n719e2

connect, restore,
circulation,
perimeter, opus,
oppress, counteract,
sandy

n720e3

narrow, dance

facility,
individually,
prefabricate

low, truly

n779e1

mount, boundary,
privacy, household

n838e4

n898e9

WAY,

easy, rarely, few

0

n120e32

reversal, theatre,
inland, wilful

slender, summon

n479e1

seal, steep

enclose, descend

n778e4

apart, spend,
apartment, hospital,
tiny

n897e3

short, six, show

intervene, disregard,
disseminate,
levelled, movable,
puppet,
satisfactorily

n299e1

n359e2

n419e2

dry, lifetime

n538e1

n658e2

n718e2

main, person

n837e5

just, protect, hard,
open, pave, shelter,
in

the , immaterial,
undistinguished,
descartes, slat,
vinyl, repudiate,
untainted,
objectivism, roil,
ichi, hiro...

n179e7

n239e2

hunter

mirror, apprehension

n478e2

pine

small

n777e2

large, shape, balance

n836e7

n896e3

n955e2

find

n1014e4

n59e13

n119e4

lens, metre

disperse, louvre,
dim, efface, punch,
precedence,
wilderness

n358e2

n418e2

arrange

floor, tile, rain

cover, separate,
wood, staircase

n717e1

sit, animal, edge

n776e3

fill, front

close, five

extend, view,
detail, gallery

stage, compress,
ambiguous, biennale,
criticise, performer,
situ

n298e1

mat, devise,
illusion, jar,
inconsistent

conceal, therein,
feeble

n537e3

n597e4

lay

plant, actual,
gradually

n716e3

BUILD,

GOOD,

rainbow, ineffective,
mu er, nomadic,
passageway, rebuff,
thinly, symbolising,
fraught, symbolised,
minimise, spatiali...

n178e7

n238e7

subject, object,
privilege, convert,
visitor, perceptible,
foil, aristotle

n417e1

n477e1

stone

n656e3

half

chair, walk, quality

n835e2

n895e5

n1074e4

n58e14

n118e2

setback, miraculous

n357e3

heavy

pass, dress, beam,
drain

n596e1

arrangement

MAKE, CREATE, THING,

n775e3

stand

photographic,
temporal, downward

n297e5

memorial

n536e4

serve, examine

n655e1

n715e6

cross, site,
carefully, mark,
remind

leave, look, grind,
destroy

appear, nature,
quite, shell, uniform

japan, japanese,
thinness, brim,
extol, monet,
spatialisation

n117e2

n177e3

n237e8

reverse, passive

n296e1

n356e1

n476e1

lit, wooden, differ,
athens

n535e2

n595e1

impossible,
construct, eight,
reserve, manner,
occupation

natural, act,
strange, ocean,
nearby, bedroom

n774e1

n834e4

n894e5

contrast, endure,
instantly

n1013e5

n1073e5

n57e7

transparent,
instinctively,
atelier, indulgent,
buddhist, coolly,
obscura

observer,
consciousness, glass,
redeem

n236e2

sheet

crown, basement

n475e4

occupy, entirely,
otherwise,
appearance,
intersect, absurd,
communicate, modify,
accurate

n714e5

soon

air, wear, finish,
france

spectator

n415e2

ceremony, tangible,
greek, exert,
ceiling, timber

permit, twice, solely

n534e9

n594e6

n654e6

LIKE, SET, EXIST,

abandon, ago, gold,
dot

away, surround, lamp

perceive

n295e1

n355e1

alter, precision,
exquisite

n414e6

n474e3

enter, prefer,
extreme, convince,
forever, invent,
declare, everyday,
brown, stuff

contain, moment,
remove, landscape

n773e4

n833e3

n893e4

n176e4

n235e1

device, dramatic,
fragment, countless,
paradox, actor,
vantage

n354e3

endless, manifest,
banal, limb,
prohibit, entirety,
organisation,
eventual, disrupt

replace, vast, pair,
danger, professional,
original, version,
rush, educate, wire,
conference, military,
hero, rhetorical,
pervade

n713e1

fall, see, cast,
forget

lose, rise, rare

none, LINE, summer

frame, assert,
protagonist, medium

n294e7

simultaneously,
distinct, operate,
mode, convention,
empirical, distort,
architecturally,
bundle, embody,
intentionally

n473e13

n653e7

remain, speak,
return, believe,
travel, hundred,
obscure

n832e3

n892e3

overlap, moreover,
simplistic

twentieth,
representative, hegel

n234e4

multiple, articulate,
description, neo,
entry, totality,
savoye

n293e11

n353e9

n413e11

tract, rear,
biological,
vertically, coincide,
absurdity, county,
mythology, accessory,
deadly, farmhouse

n593e10

escape, imagine,
signal

n772e3

catch, round

keep, feel, rich,
MIND, awkward,
deepen, pre y,
mansion, hillside,
peak

corporate, active,
condemn, educational,
coincidence,
preoccupation,
pragmatic,
legislation,
imaginat...
n533e15

double, intent,
grain, bo le

n592e3

n652e7

n712e4

retain, god, dome,
praise, ministry

distance, sharp,
polish, breath, crop

n175e3

environment

n233e7

backdrop, immerse,
mies, delineate,
materialise

n292e15

n352e288

n412e16

n472e10

seven, born, desert

n771e2

n831e5

n891e10

sever, sequential,
liken, silhoue e,
unambiguous,
yokohama, waver,
underway

n115e3

confront, diverse,
spatial, encapsulate,
repeatedly, psychic

n173e1

n232e5

head, stop, wait,
else, river

n651e3

n711e5

passage, bone, grove,
amuse, stare

n830e8

n1069e5

n53e11

flow, electronic,
era, filter, liquid,
luxurious

arc

brother, slave

cry, renew, horse

n591e5

midst, net

yellow, virtue,
specie, enemy, youth,
silent, enlighten,
army, plague, turin

n770e5

fault, poison

distant, calm

multiply, repeat,
suspend, whoever,
monster, sharpen,
cape, log, straddle,
rot, monarch,
armature, revenge,
bulb, needle

n531e3

roll, tell

n590e2

n650e10

n710e6

black, knife, tread,
bread

rock, carve, pride,
grace, occasionally,
sparkle

ability, fulfil,
circuit, plus, recur,
environmental,
polemic, philip,
u erly, spectrum,
suck, hoc, organise

n471e2

flight, tail, vein

n530e2

fly, gear, banner

answer, twist, boat,
bag, golden, people,
neck, even,
adventure, wheel,
knock, naked, cake,
merchant, banker,
murder, inexora...

n769e2

n829e2

n889e6

corporation,
physically, desk,
negotiation,
negotiate, script,
duct, donald, bicycle

n411e15

ship, blood, weigh,
corpse, humour

n470e3

pipe, shout, route,
dock

n529e3

n589e21

n649e11

n709e4

tour, fluidity

n291e13

n351e9

target, inevitability

n410e5

ride

n469e4

vain, prosperity,
gild, shapeless

glance, u er, trunk,
eloquence

slight, stucco,
purple, sweet

hierarchy, fabric,
track, creature,
phrase, discrete,
intrinsic, behaviour

n350e2

invisible

n409e1

listen

arrive, hide,
treasure, greet,
submerge, fla en,
tribal, weaver,
daughter, gossip,
procession, bustle,
harbour, tilt, hu...

happy, germ, cart,
yesterday, umbrella,
swarm, misuse, rack,
luck, orbit, whim,
duly, swoop,
obliquely,
adventurous, spi...

pile, port, morning,
tale, carpet, alley,
cemetery, disappoint,
infect, cage,
imprison, airy,
baggage, rivalry,
thief, perg...

n768e4

n828e4

n888e4

n231e2

movie, merge,
completion

n290e8

totally

n349e1

game, glimpse,
hypothetical, dip,
spike, enchantment

n528e22

n588e18

n648e12

n708e6

body,
phenomenological

n171e1

weak

n230e3

n289e1

dream, resemble,
spill, personally,
comprehend, surge,
chip, shroud

n348e6

n468e16

obsessive, aperture,
symposium

n111e2

comprise, deluge

n169e2

white, horizontally,
rotate

n288e8

dead, thread, sail,
jet, grim, salt,
blade, fringe, fable,
moon, dwarf, glisten,
scaffold, doorstep,
prestigious, skirt,
euphoria, b...

basket, contemplate,
horn, stain, cheek,
joyous, footstep,
noun

n707e10

leaf, gaudy

exclaim, beholder

n408e1

dialogue, trail,
vacant, bloody, tick,
expel, oblivion,
chest, spiralling,
ferment

cloud, await, canal,
fan, expanse,
postcard, upwards,
exclamation, fluency

n527e35

n587e25

n647e8

corn, descendant,
cheese, soot,
regiment, quarrel,
survivor, infer,
unworthy, spit

LIGHT, absolutely,
cool, steel, curve

n228e3

spiral, abrupt

vanish, abyss, toe,
sprout, alight, crew

n407e10

n467e9

journey, girl, sway,
empire, discern,
knee, flock,
travelling, plateau,
rip, jam, crane,
elephant,
terrestrial, br...

slippery, flute,
surmount, jag, skull,
maiden, pea

cube, throat

n168e5

shine, sunlight,
corrugate

clothe, weave,
refrigerator, anger

n287e2

n347e6

linger, aquatic,
flora

pearl, elude, rust,
gaze, immobile, lair,
violin, savour

spire, perch, lower,
inlay, feather, spy,
jut, chicken,
porcelain,
combustion, awning,
bathtub, tin,
splendour, si...

n766e2

n826e2

n886e3

undoubtedly,
innumerable, lag,
delicately,
captivate, opponent,
bewilder, jealousy,
marie, glamorous,
dread, smash, ennui
n108e2

dine, snake, annoy,
clad, eternally

n227e4

pause, wind, barely,
season

n526e31

n586e53

n646e10

n706e7

balustrade, deduce,
cock, slumber,
cabbage, festoon,
chaste, urn, pepper,
peep, nova, mont,
immortal, tinkle,
basalt, turban, larch
n825e9

n884e1

oval, pigeon,
advisory, skilfully

n107e5

n167e3

mexico

bury

sack, tooth, cram,
beard, caravan, ware,
gnaw, streak, squash,
ivory, resume,
ambassador, onion,
sage, messenger,
stilt, lad...

n705e21

ash

amid, flu er,
resentment, ponder,
fictitious

n466e8

lip

rope, cat, agile,
unfurl, inset

n585e369

n645e18

dragon

rag

clown, reverence,
neatness,
perpetrator, plow,
loch

n943e3

eminence

n1002e1

refine, faint

n1061e4

n47e4

tube, roo op,
gloomy, tinge,
infuse, cherry,
so ly, candle,
brewery, envious,
bat, townscape,
condomin...

egg, yearn,
serpentine, runner,
electrify

n286e4

n346e3

n406e5

palm, soup, le over,
perfume, cuisine

n525e5

horde, throng,
telescope, tram

funnel, chess, flap,
clump, coaster,
infernal, versatile,
bowel

n644e1

n704e1

splash, laugh, moor

corrupt

n1000e7

n1060e5

n46e23

n106e5

underground, drag

leap, tap, dish,
concentric, decipher,
drip, reassemble

n405e5

n465e1

infiltrate, roller,
unhappiness, parasite

n524e4

n584e8

indentation

dilapidate, avalanche

n763e3

n823e1

n883e6

oceanic, tiresome

n166e1

n226e1

n285e2

n345e7

dismantle, curse,
citadel

n404e2

n464e4

cane, impurity, fist,
crater, zebra,
zenith, horseman,
silken

n703e2

soulless, ashamed,
condescension,
meanness, fern

n882e2

mathematically, mild,
lighten

submission,
frustration

posture

encircle, mist,
erase, unchanged,
vicinity

n344e3

extinguish, decadence

swallow, bazaar, fur,
hoist

n523e8

n583e1

heap, regret, drill

n822e5

unspoiled, frown,
elasticity

n881e3

wrap, intoxicate

n165e2

emptiness, inorganic,
slit, rebuke

n284e5

container

improvise

secretly, flake

n403e2

n463e4

emblem, unwilling,
tan

dusty, rod, pagoda

n821e3

swi , sequel,
disproportionate,
imperceptibly

tokyo, futuristic,
translucent,
solidify, aluminium,
skylight, nomad,
isozaki, freshness,
ri , superficiality,
singer, deer, e...
n105e2

homogeneous,
euclidean

n164e4

n224e1

posthumous,
breathtaking,
spectacularly

n283e1

n343e1

dilute

swear, fertilize,
limbo, sock, hovel

emit, cecil,
assertiveness,
bangkok, ghent

n104e2

fluorescent, crawl

whiteness, atlanta,
sou, unadulterated,
del

n223e3

abruptly

tobacco

n522e5

n582e3

n642e3

n702e3

clumsy, pray,
accidentally, perish,
delirium,
horizontality

perpetual, pretense,
diametrically

ridiculous,
incapable, disease,
deposit, serene

n999e2

n1059e4

n44e5

balmond, reef

n103e2

n163e5

metallic, kenzo

tange, reflex,
relentlessly, wade

n282e1

n342e1

n462e1

stall, chew

constellation,
rotation, residue

explosion, whisper,
boredom, crust

savage

n760e6

n820e4

n880e3

insane

n939e5

masterpiece,
exclusion,
consolidate

survival, seriously,
weird

n997e4

n42e1

n162e2

n222e4

gum, anomie

coastline, prosper,
incomprehensible,
uproot, bulldozer

n581e3

n641e4

tunnel, bastion

n700e1

quantity

visibly, inheritance

n879e1

infinitely

dutchman,
impermanence,
bastard, armour,
asians

n521e5

invade

n640e2

pry, titanic

undefined, slack

n759e1

n819e2

exhaustive, disclose

mantra, blankness

n281e5

n341e2

n461e2

lap, gallop,
smallness, criss,
fuck

sixty, penalty,
debris, heroically,
regroup, replanning,
hispanic, dominique,
remorseless,
expropriation, recoil

n639e2

n699e2

rigor, dis, midday

uneasy, outright,
reappear, contempt,
export

tenacious,
unsophisticated,
serenity, apron

n221e2

stoic, launder,
asian, thai, bo a,
flannel, overdo,
turbo, nevada,
bigness, potemkin,
pumpkin, lushness,
revision...

nothingness, marina,
precariousness,
amalgam,
unidentifiable,
inarticulate,
overestimate,
empor...

n520e1

renewal, hinterland,
throb,
rehabilitation,
amendment, deplore,
securely, enormity,
transcontinental,
persian, overcha...
n579e11

humiliate, drug,
ethnic, broach,
faceless, hectare,
coil, politely,
bankruptcy

inaccessible, asia,
squat

n758e5

n818e2

n878e1

backyard, conveyor

devour

pretext

belated, neutrality,
a ractors, hexagonal

n460e5

demographic,
unimaginable,
savagely,
predominance,
epidemic, cafeteria,
defiant, dictatorial,
garish, amazin...
n519e18

lee, erasure,
metabolism,
contamination, zoom,
diary, oxygen,
unearth,
incompetence,
fanaticism, m...

n101e2

postpone

n280e4

n340e33

n400e69

generic,
modernization, spur,
tropical,
ambiguously,
professionalism,
inscrutable,
multile...
n459e25

n518e13

n578e9

n638e3

n698e3

entire, absence,
unusual, thinker,
regain, frequency,
seventy, interference

n1057e2

n41e4

permutation,
summation, grope,
underwater,
premonition,
teahouse, moonlight

n100e1

n160e1

n220e1

raze, amok, maroon,
provincialism,
unpromising,
atavistic,
thoughtless,
demystification,
destr...
n399e62

prewar, cruel,
militaristic, amoral,
prophylactic,
evasive, convulsion

exacerbate, newness,
underestimate,
tabula, rasa,
voluntarily, subtext,
omnipotence, oedipal,
caricature, manicure,
masochis...

archaeology,
quantitative,
intensification,
enlist, ro erdam,
podium, sideline,
exponent,
unforeseea...

bureaucracy,
periphery, perverse

consensus,
ideologically,
immutable, exile,
apocalyptic, formulae

n817e8

n877e8

ambition

spurn, tautology,
shrunken, amnesia,
resuscitation,
misfit, bravery,
randomness,
frantically, spasm,
unnoticea...
n339e17

promiscuous,
aleatory,
conflagration

n398e7

n458e17

typical, linkage,
exponentially,
malleability,
preempt, detection

reassert, mate,
outlive, ness,
darwin,
instrumentality,
coexistence, gridded,
instigator,
hallucinat...

n757e6

seemingly, trig,
impossibility,
acceleration,
exhaustion

additional,
manipulation,
transaction,
blueprint, malleable,
painstakingly

babel, uncritical,
mysteriously,
skyward, monolith,
extrude, demented,
bloodstream, vegetal

n279e21

hyper, apocalypse,
discreet, overhaul,
deplete, frivolity,
resurrection,
intimation,
rendezvous, inbuilt,
topple, lebensr...
n338e3

alchemy

debase, denigrate,
reintroduce

n517e6

n577e12

n637e10

n697e3

ultimate, urbanism,
regime, pervasive,
synthesize, mobilize,
symbiosis, climatic

n756e5

n816e6

n876e1

exhilarate

n219e9

ruthless,
a erthought, alibi,
decker, neutralize,
cord, debilitate

n278e13

apotheosis, tourism,
disconcert,
dissociation, idyll,
darwinian, ominously

n397e3

n636e5

n696e8

equivalent

ambitious, intricacy,
dictatorship

dutch, grid, label,
predecessor, lapse,
enliven, commentator,
commune, warren

n39e1

n159e1

scrape,
paraphernalia,
pessimism, fiasco,
babylonian,
fertilization,
brainchild

n218e7

doom, unofficial,
agony, escalate,
dose, supervisor,
atomize,
unmistakably, brass,
hasty

n277e7

n337e1

nightclub

substance, exotic

exhaust,
paradoxically,
proliferate,
otherness, unwelcome

programmatic,
instigate

volcano,
disconnection,
megalomaniac,
unrecognizable,
hysterical

n158e7

remnant, definitive,
surrender, modernize,
inexhaustible,
occupancy,
philistine, mainland

n217e10

beach, sterility

residual, herman,
semantics,
idealization, lar

n576e2

dumb, polar

void, ingredient

expansion, final,
section, random

phantom, mutant,
tentacle, theorem,
installment,
nonexistent,
modernistic, gorky,
socle

n98e5

negligible,
retroactive,
offspring, traumatic,
decor, astronomical,
chorus, delegation,
abort

n157e8

center, irresistible,
redesign,
substantiate,
reservoir, maxim

slab, harbor,
doctrine, urgency,
inject, imperfection

galvanize, hangover,
tecture

n456e5

mediocrity

belie, noticeable

simultaneous,
systematic,
insistence, contest,
completeness

territory, paragraph,
prominence, panoply

n935e1

n994e3

n1054e9

palimpsest

n38e9

skyscraper, raymond,
incubator, manha an,
hood, harrison,
backstage, ecstasy,
rockefeller, rca,
locker, frenzied,
grandiosity, fire...
n97e9

island, colossal,
virgin, theater,
congestion,
metropolitan,
urbanistic, souvenir

n276e2

n336e1

n396e3

abrams,
megastructure,
connector, helper,
modem, vacancy

n755e5

n815e4

n875e4

antoine,
qualification,
extrapolation

condense, candidate

n1053e1

n37e80

athletic, mural,
globe, roar, schism,
ascent, thompson,
wallace, sphinx,
chrysler, shu le,
cartesian, pregnancy,
subconscious, le...
n96e8

n156e6

n216e6

accommodate,
electrical

lo , seriousness,
enlargement

southwest, profusion

n515e2

n575e2

n635e2

n695e2

operational,
substitution,
tripartite

n814e3

n993e2

unrealistic

n1052e3

n36e90

radio, businessman,
madison, captain,
inviolate, fighter,
limp, indians, frog,
fairy, womb, bedrock,
ark, voluminous,
aborigi...

elevator, tower,
hotel, upward,
amusement,
breakthrough, sunset,
flame, beaux, prey,
climax

n275e3

n335e2

n395e6

n455e1

compete, richness,
republic, expound

n754e8

conceptual, imply,
formation, latent,
segment, dependency,
paradigmatic,
deviation

n874e2

alignment,
elaboration

zaha, affordances,
arnhem

n992e1

cohere, go fried,
recombine

n1050e2

n1109e11

craig

semper, sloterdijk

n991e3

dematerialization

barry, sanford,
kwinter, nutrient

n35e35

n95e11

n155e6

airport, approve,
vulgarity,
correctness,
skepticism

program, resistant,
defensive,
underpinnings,
greenery

n634e4

n694e3

organization, via,
configuration,
circulatory, falsify

n873e2

subsidiary, upgrade,
schumacher,
stratification,
innsbruck, patrik,
backtrack, koffka,
parametricism, sol...

club, entertainment,
plaza, accommodation,
revelation, panic

n215e2

respectable,
extinction,
disintegrate,
deterioration

aberration, tamper

irresponsible, pant,
unconnected, comer

dinosaur, changeable,
impure

n514e5

n574e5

inscription

concept, function,
respect, functional,
orientation,
reference,
integration,
respectively,
presuppose
n813e5

constrain,
articulation, simon,
criterion, modelling,
utilize, node,
parametric,
correlate, russell,
organizatio...

bore, ominous,
uniqueness, boldness

n334e2

n394e4

n454e3

vulnerability

relief, uneven

complex, exclude

overall, generalize,
promotion, akin

n753e9

pertinent, elegance,
stipulate,
intuitively

daylight, circus,
suite, streamline

n274e4

asphalt, jack

subtlety, fixture,
importation

n513e2

n573e1

n633e2

n693e4

formulation, denote,
generality

lobby, revolve,
columbus, ba ery,
slot

n154e4

n214e4

jersey, wagon,
unsuitable

mosaic, aluminum,
permissive

n453e1

explicit, par

explicitly,
complement, analyze

n752e4

n812e49

n872e15

terminus, cigar,
freak, seethe,
nickel, scandinavian,
apologist, priceless,
juvenile, compactly,
scrutinize, geese,
diesel, seep...
n94e5

hell, fabulous

sha , railroad,
mystique, puncture

n393e3

ing, docile

progressive,
conventional,
advertise, inclusion,
ordinary, irrelevant,
distortion,
pictorial,
freestand...

n632e3

n692e3

transitional,
imperialism

n34e17

pilot, westward,
stewart, sensational,
leonard, smudge,
acreage, sunrise,
tarnish, freakish,
aspen, masterstroke,
sybaritic, totemic

n273e2

n333e3

highway, ugly,
broadacre, shun

commercial,
contradict,
billboard, guideline,
inflection,
unequivocally

n512e13

n572e2

acknowledge,
sculpture,
juxtaposition,
heighten, benign,
abstractly

resultant, violation,
curvilinear

affiliation, frei,
supplementary,
fordism, historicize

repertoire,
differentiation,
discursive, theorize,
respective,
determinate,
cumulative,
communicat...
n931e2

incorporation,
democratically,
neumann, submissive,
aestheticization,
compliant, reiser,
kauffman, reversible,
multidisciplin...
n989e1

hay, computation,
regionalism,
pragmatism, cradle,
visitation, realist,
projective, pliant,
lash, marxists,
territorial...
n1048e4

n1108e1

n33e14

n93e2

n153e4

n213e3

oasis, flaunt, hourly

n452e6

symbol, association,
content, george,
inflect,
contradictory,
exaggeration, tom,
rusticate

complexity, underlie,
versus, nest

n871e61

principled,
stabilize,
deconstructivism,
concretize,
ferdinand,
explication,
segmentat...

pad, maze,
ruthlessly, twinkle,
impatient, diatribe

n272e3

n332e4

n392e2

sign, symbolic,
symbolically,
vocabulary,
criticize, decorate,
patio, excerpt,
sensitively, einaudi,
methodical, mel...

chapel, sensitive,
jencks, virginia,
eclectic, bernini,
uncommon, laterally,
toure e, je ison

n751e2

n811e5

a endant, excursion,
volatility

n870e51

textured, gorgeous

n212e6

withhold, elliptical,
arcaded, kidney

amenable, straighten,
tic, feeder,
interject, gridiron,
flamingo, alhambra,
eventful, mer,
omnipotent

con, discretion,
discount, persuasion,
blink, tion, miami,
vapid, commonsense,
outlandish,
prototypical, objets,
elys...

n511e9

n571e6

n631e3

n691e4

designation,
admission

n810e3

lloyd, ben, bully,

collusion

n846e8

weep, hairy,
gadgetry, beecher,
squad

n152e2

wreck, narrowly,
unadorned, flagpole,
indiana

n271e11

n331e16

n391e14

n451e10

charles, soap,
ironically,
anthropology

blur, complication,
stereotype,
protective,
noteworthy

n750e2

lars, newtonian,
temporize

n809e3

glaze, hollywood

n151e5

n211e4

strip, harcourt,
forebear,
megastructures,
striate, jules,
physiognomy, spa,
duck, gio o,
bewitch, reevalu...

compromise, daniel,
ironic, facet

n690e5

runaway

n749e3

physicist, foa,
datascapes

heroic, allusion,
stripe, shed,
monumentality,
determinism, dune,
parapet, moorish,
bombastic

n630e4

metaphor,
metaphorical,
triangle, moore,
semantic, triangular,
enigmatic, aeroplane,
mushroom, stirling

n689e1

douglas, a ractor,
resuscitate,
neologism, mainline,
variably,
tessellation,
stillborn, ellis

iconographic, owings,
subtitle,
recollection,
characteristically

n570e4

n629e10

post, icon, grammar,
stu gart, genre,
ronchamp, insult,
summarised, pun,
colourful,
gratuitous, porous,
italia, concoct...

n748e3

n808e2

pop, sorrow,
chartres, cacophony,
temperament

n510e5

irony, ornament,
ornamental,
punctuate, eyck,
terry, nude

aldo, ralph,
borromini, wi y

n628e18

n688e9

roadside, gasoline,
symbolism, hobby,
hamburger, bas, brut,
median, connote,
iowa, sash, vegas,
meager, luggage,
infrequent, ve...

n450e5

vulgar, eclecticism,
pilgrim, republish,
denotation

n509e7

n569e4

undulate,
iconological

iconic, contextual,
urbane, counterpoint,
pluralism, cosmic,
contextualism, aver,
contentious,
revivalist,
heterotopia, g...

n747e12

n807e6

gamble, motel,
enamel, mph,
travesty, nash,
cliche, ponti,
allegation, emboss,
thunderbird, gio,
ful, prolongat...
n270e161

n330e15

n390e10

rhetorically,
madonna, displeasure

n449e5

disengagement,
ranger, pluralist,
oversize

understate, gombrich

n567e2

n627e52

n687e20

edgar, insensitivity,
sinuous, braziller,
grudge

n210e20

auto, neon, joyce,
eliot, deterministic,
martha, wolfe,
mailbox, xanadu

n389e3

pugin, piety, allan

n508e2

iconography

midland, vanquish,
crass, tudor, esther,
propagandist, mccoy,
poignantly, abridge,
appleyard, korn,
opprobrium, doorknob,
cop, cull, moroc...
n329e9

carson, scully

n388e3

n448e4

n507e1

pei

mercedes, bmw,
taipei, goebbels,
appallingly,
dubrovnik, semitic,
flop, blare,
warholian,
staatsgale...

playboy, bale, stata,
judy, canonic,
agnosticism,
honorific,
counterculture, gaia,
isaiah, yemen, shui,
cyclone
n746e7

n806e5

gasp, winston,
endowment, gian,
supplicant

n269e37

suburbia, dan,
suburbanite, bulky,
nautical, mcdonald,
escort, machismo,
quartet

n328e2

deco, piazza,
reticence

auditoria, eero

lutyens

n506e1

n566e4

n626e49

ranch, boeing,
franchise, arabian

n209e5

elderly, a une,
accountable

n268e9

yale, byzantine,
fairness

n327e3

n387e2

defensible

n446e1

outflank, nationhood,
awkwardly, reichsbank

n686e13

n92e2

elaborately, flout,
awful, undecorated

n147e3

n207e3

midnight, bid,
unusually

sprawl, relish, tony

alan, tasteful,
humane, steeple, vie

n386e1

patrick

foyer, melbourne

n685e3

intolerance, giscard,
obama, innuendo,
cavernous,
computerised, kew,
gorilla, welsh, aecom

n744e1

n804e1

soar, motorist

n266e3

n326e5

eastern

reichstag, sco ish,
seizure, nazis,
lethal, signalled,
wilde, bloodless,
som, pineapple,
muslim, squirt,
polshek, watch...
n625e2

dublin, ashtray,
sling, tabloid, hull,
flair

n684e10

norman, estaing,
exoskeleton, halles,
mickey, morrison,
destabilises,
furious, stimmann

libeskind, jews,
embassy, rotunda,
scoop, santiago,
crypt, loyal,
reverend

n565e23

resurface

n683e9

tate, escalator,
strum, arabe, kpf

giant, dismay, bu on

n505e9

millennium, arab,
australian,
amphitheatre

n564e1

n624e6

covent, grille

arup, brownfield,
hilton, chermayeff,
waterloo, steelwork,
heathrow, wendy,
maggie, siena, bbpr,
unimpressed, happold

n742e5

n802e3

domed, soviet

n146e2

n206e3

station, gli er

big, budget,
grateful, cantilever,
ceremonial

n445e3

foster, graffito,
damn, aristocrat,
mega, chunky

n504e4

olympic, olympics,
oven

mindset, renault,
schoolchild

n682e13

president, fascist,
governor, iraq,
dallas,
recrimination,
alcohol, airbus,
loot, bomber,
patriot, racetr...
n86e2

campaign, ant

n265e5

n325e1

n385e1

mix, dinner, cap,
jane, travelled, woe,
hive

n444e6

prop

n503e3

senior

mimic, pollution

n384e7

billion, monthly,
tomato, trillion,
confluence

n443e1

n502e1

n562e3

n623e2

oath, inspector, zip,
girlfriend,
heartland,
standardised,
dereliction, jim,
bien, ruby, extrem...

driver, victorian,
can, sparse

n205e2

mediterranean,
laundry, mint,
predilection, ping

n324e2

ethnicity

n383e5

bemoan

outcry

laurie, piccadilly,
renzo, ernesto,
creek, whitehall,
calder, courtroom,
denim, skylon,
pontus, irvine, naum,
honeymoon, pasq...
n741e75

n801e5

a ermath, jacobs,
geddes, purposefully,
workforce, racism,
moses, ferry,
desperation, pill,
tidal, yorkers,
caesar, books...
n85e2

n145e4

inextricably,
trapping

n204e5

tourist, selective,
perplex, roger

n323e1

cityscape, bing

n382e1

n442e1

catapult, picket,
adviser, unqualified,
showy, pilfer, pong

n681e82

unlit

stuart, grandchild

texas, lane, opt,
aggression

n144e2

newly, southern,
habitat, destabilize

weekend, journalist,
pub, queue, maisons

n322e2

paternity

thames, blister,
le ist, guzzle,
upstate, confinement,
yangtze, stratford

creed, hampton,
lipton

n740e2

n800e38

india, biblical,
herald, hudson,
billionaire,
multinational,
malaysia

n84e4

breakdown, disorderly

n203e4

layout

n262e5

british, anne,
trinity, deity, cheer

monde, indefatigable,
boyco

n501e8

n561e7

ration

n620e3

n680e1

riverside, uncle,
peninsula,
grandparent,
reinstate, horrific,
healthcare

n799e7

fortune, garment,
clog, trophy,
signpost, freshly

n83e2

n143e4

holland, highlight

n202e1

silk, lure, insecure

n261e5

n321e1

n381e3

pastiche

n560e1

tirade,
masterplanner,
publica

naval, mezzanine,
adaptability,
deadline

n739e7

usurp

imperial

n142e2

nation, european,
quaint, nestle,
heretofore

n201e3

hunt, stately,
subversive

satellite, guard

corruption, patrol

n500e1

recalcitrant, andreu

unpretentious,
alleyway, centralism,
gore, mew, tweed,
pretentiousness,
invalid, nato, scold,
bicentennial, terre,
expecta...
n679e4

usable, holiday,
continental

n798e1

communist, beijing,
outfit, guidebook,
eastward, mismatch,
scrupulously, chang,
distinctively, eli

n82e1

insecurity, eco, gym,
groom, toddler

n141e5

sale, import,
wealthy, extravagant,
prospective,
populace, pillow,
aristocracy,
pervasiveness

n260e2

n320e2

practicality,
historicist,
credible,
unsustainable

affluent, broker,
bravado, breakneck,
glut, capita,
carolina, makeover,
quadrant, superpower,
mao, importer,
unconvincing, sti...
n81e5

boast, bureaucrat,
resident, elite,
lifestyle, residence,
abroad, brook,
stanley, duplication,
escapism

n140e9

n200e3

official,
postmodernist,
landmark

remodel, campanile

n499e2

n559e3

n619e17

fossil, grands,
corrosive, patriotic,
masterplanning,
refinery, robie

n738e1

shirt, pollute,
italians, victoria

crucible, pentagon

n439e2

unreality, poly,
brasserie,
multipurpose,
vacillate,
mythologize, ci a

unesco, masterplan,
windsor, forecourt,
tragically,
denunciation, re,
seaside, masterplans,
krier, virility,
robertson, euclid...

n678e3

prize, donate,
disfigure, dentist

percent, template,
cater, supremacy

n379e2

bureau, writ, politic

oversized, clientele,
revere, breaker,
gazebo, crisscross,
faux, townscapes,
interchangeability

n498e7

n558e89

n618e7

conservation,
skyline, merrill,
cul, borough, gloom,
sac, squander,
traditionalist,
adjective, decease,
electorate, modena

n737e4

n797e1

west, home,
community,
counterpart, brand,
photograph, ancestor

n259e3

n319e4

golf, brutally, bloat

n378e3

n438e9

homeland, capitol,
pastor, fervor

maturity, civilize,
rudimentary,
legislator,
inventory, florida,
ersatz, frontage,
hypocrisy, motorway,
triad, typologi...

n677e4

consumer,
residential,
overtake, dante,
aristocratic,
microcosm, emulate,
detract, reliant,
prowess
n199e7

popularity, mar,
undesirable

n318e3

superiority, eiffel,
meter

industrialization,
degradation, environ,
urbanize, aggravate

n497e4

n557e75

n617e13

plot, reproach,
hatch, invalidate,
applaud,
pathological, rape,
fatally, mortal,
trauma, whimsy,
deadlock, grand...

regularly,
countryside,
impoverish, bacon,
rarity, disorient

civic, ratio, ghe o,
aesthetically, winner

distinctive, ruler,
wine, conceivably

n258e3

arena, celebration,
sophistication,
materialize

meander, tycoon,
backbone, intermix

n437e5

historic, quarter,
ecological,
restoration, inc,
jargon, perennial,
parkway, bunker,
exponential,
dispersal, eminen...

n736e5

n796e5

theme, western,
alien, buyer,
replicate, galaxy,
dynasty, premodern,
palais, china,
scandinavia,
farmland, legal...
n79e4

n198e4

retreat, mandate,
miniature, outpost

n257e4

n317e3

n377e4

fuel

traditional,
anachronistic,
plurality, laissez,
copernican

n556e36

n616e17

n676e6

n139e10

marker, pristine,
lavishly

n197e4

expertise, mail,
geological

tailor, topography

centrality,
internationally,
vocation, tolerance

n496e5

replacement,
se lement, executive

accomplishment,
predate,
individualize, fetch,
meticulously,
anecdotal, hoffman,
beckon, colorful,
miniaturization
n138e3

cocktail, unspoken

n316e2

n376e1

n436e4

avenue, suburb,
redevelopment,
desperately,
superficially

n735e3

n795e3

n19e112

n78e10

canadian, scenic

n136e2

n196e3

n615e11

n675e5

safety, saving

n794e3

rationale, facsimile,
potency, parity,
mimesis, ambiance,
fad, unimaginative,
stunningly, beverage

generously,
legitimize,
tellingly, spearhead,
hospitable

loathe

royalty

obsolete,
totalitarian, tune,
modernist,
aggressive, nickname,
constitution,
organically, abbey

democratic,
washington, delusion,
occurrence, ugliness,
condemnation,
irreplaceable,
immemorial, blockage,
regress...

federal, vehicular,
spontaneously,
fourteen, tolerable,
unbalance

n734e2

park, vitality

vernacular,
labyrinthine

n555e9

glue

publicly

n674e6

commerce,
administrative,
vacuous, impractical,
grocery, involuntary,
monstrosity,
appreciable

n733e2

n793e1

incompleteness

n495e2

ravage, disagreement,
nutrition, sudjic,
modus, operandi,
disclaimer,
collectivism,
abstruse

n614e1

n673e8

downtown, income,
lively, coverage,
district, diversity,
tactic, greenwich,
diversify,
commissioner, slum,
turf, sidew...

materialization,
renovate

n435e1

tuscany, guilty,
horticulture, lieu

n494e9

n554e1

blame, weekly,
sha er

intricate

boston, economically,
vacuum, border,
erosion, mixture,
automobile,
expressway, swi ly

n732e97

n792e3

personnel

patience, insatiable,
burgeon

n375e2

grab

n434e4

incoming, statutory

n553e3

crowd, fi een,
demolition

n672e9

surveillance,
petition

subsidy, clearance,
brooklyn, stoop,
bronx, ludicrous,
baltimore, cartel,
infusion, pizza,
admiringly, housew...

conglomerate

n255e1

n315e3

n374e1

christmas

campus, lump,
unsightly

n493e2

energetic

n552e3

n612e1

mumford, chemistry

n731e15

n790e1

eager, wayside

n75e1

n135e1

n195e1

marketplace

adam, editorial

n433e3

latitude, inadequacy

n492e1

nurture

outlet, economist,
financially

n611e2

n671e2

diversification,
abet,
disproportionately

hunch

bookshelf

n254e1

stove, plywood

n313e2

n373e1

n432e2

dollar, ninth,
thirteen

n491e1

n551e3

tangle, heel

retail, localize

n730e3

successfully,
assault, segregate,
warfare

planter

n194e1

n253e2

ribbon

officially

n431e3

rally,
intellectually,
activist

n670e2

remarkably

n729e4

n789e1

temporally,
energetically,
microcosmic

n74e1

n134e1

hostel, unse le,
eugene

legend

n252e1

ra le, puff

skip

vigorously

n490e3

n550e2

disruption,
inefficient, beer,
silly

n669e1

planet

n788e4

bother

n133e3

n192e1

igloo

n251e2

n311e1

casually, pinpoint

n370e1

n430e1

n609e4

horrify, enshrine

delivery, adolescent,
inefficiency

n728e1

intelligently

legitimization,
mores, validation,
buffet, gideon,
embroil, abusive,
substantively

n73e1

blast

crackle, bolster,
contraction

n131e3

hotly, landfill,
enroll, sans

honey, beehive

n310e2

unveil, sanctity,
thunder, dynamite,
biscuit

mildly,
comprehensively,
desirability, squalor

ceo, tack, nominally,
fruitless,
unrecognized

n668e3

urbanist, decry

rumble, fester

n250e2

gush, dissuade,
beguile

n309e5

locally, thrive

n488e4

n548e5

n608e2

ciam, arcane,
kinetic, korean,
gospel, shovel,
internationaux

n787e5

packet, leaflet,
dissident

n130e4

n190e2

sour, ernest, louise

n249e3

chef, stool, ted,
boxer

n368e2

n428e2

li er, ascendancy,
marginalize, unruly,
kilometer,
contextualize, lite,
quantifiable,
frailty, grievance,
reimagined, server

n727e1

recommendation,
sincere,
unconstrained

breuer, immortalize

n70e3

dispatch, forbes

ba leground,
proudly,
stratosphere, clergy

n189e3

chelsea, gustave

duomo, singularly

anonymous, triumphant

snap, infill

download, cruciform,
stakeholder,
unintentional, blogs,
facebook, tagline

n667e2

automotive, proffer

n129e4

disused, inequity,
vulture

n248e4

n308e2

editor, hone

source, voice

n487e7

n547e12

n607e7

ville, reclamation,
compatibility, relay,
renewable

n726e3

n786e1

absent, broadly,
mesh, precinct,
terrain, ascribe,
pernicious, verge,
praxis, rein

authoritarian,
valley, garbage,
overview, behavior,
presumption,
radieuse, allegedly,
hallmark, positivism,
evacuate

n9e13

adjunct, stalemate,
threadbare, apathy,
foothold, paragon,
unyielding, suv,
saintly, reappraisal,
popularly,
explosiv...

n188e2

accretion,
revolutionise,
kaleidoscopic

n427e2

logistics, ecosystem

n666e2

happily, sic

whatever, tightly,
skew

n785e10

n845e11

capability,
intelligence, tablet

interrelate, license,
metric, pedigree

n546e2

n606e5

densely, tumble,
sequester

n725e3

party, beneficial,
emergent, messy

profoundly, deploy,
centralize,
unquestioned,
imprisonment,
synchronize,
offshore, corporeal,
enhancement, sas...

lone, franklin,
massage, alma, macho

n128e3

cheapen, heady,
conversational,
acronym

valve, beaver,
ossify, continuance,
decentralise

n247e3

n307e2

n367e2

implementation

n486e4

creator, implement

peer, diagnosis, rout

n605e3

n665e2

offer, antecedent

n724e4

n784e11

n844e3

n963e4

resemblance

markedly, definable,
timely, dial

n8e32

n68e5

email, transience,
qui, shit,
enterprising, aloof,
academically,
questionnaire,
squarely

n187e5

kernel, fourier

champion, haphazardly

n366e1

flexibility

n485e2

n545e3

distribute,
incompatible, hinge,
signature, stubborn

occupant,
involvement, potent,
repository, unbuilt,
passionate, leak,
vietnam

n664e2

alert, seamless

oregon, uncannily,
fountainhead, gri y,
contemporaine,
modernes,
unwarranted, enrage,
tremor, timescales,
bryant, program...
n67e9

n127e4

alison,
incompatibility,
robin, collate

persona, reckless

n306e2

alexander,
collectivity

collaborate

accelerate, qualify

n544e5

n604e8

specifically, robust,
output, electronics

citizen, efficiency,
capture, responsive,
flaw, vulnerable,
commute, monitor,
ubiquitous, datum,
percentage,
empirica...

technology, venue,
interface, patchwork

trope, tout

n962e1

n7e116

collaborative,
collaboratively,
democratize,
preservationist,
gershenfeld,
metabolist

purview,
gesamtkunstwerk,
prolific,
encyclopedic, domus,
innovatively,
authorless,
schematize, aqui...

n246e2

tentatively,
polarize, artillery

n305e2

n365e1

manifesto, hermetic,
brainstorm

n484e2

mutate, credibility,
token

framework, innovate

network,
collectively,
worldwide, hardware,
magnitude, fox,
willful

n723e15

n783e4

n843e2

n1082e5

n6e6

n66e10

n126e4

n186e2

recipe, bentham,
unstructured,
cohesiveness,
grammatical

n245e3

clique, facilitation,
engrained

n364e3

n424e1

ingrain

n483e3

n543e2

n603e4

n663e7

intend, manage,
management

irrelevance, ulrich,
gris

n185e5

n244e3

stricture,
retrospectively,
categorization,
bifurcation, horst,
operationalize

n423e1

evaluate, prone

response, global,
engagement,
transformative

access, urban,
documentation,
virtual, prediction,
disruptive

resource, bell,
rhetoric, suppress

carlo, plural,
solicit

n125e3

participation,
collaboration,
distill,
participatory,
copyright, messianic,
catalyze, finalize,
inviolable, brow...

infinitum, reexamine,
maelstrom

n303e6

redefinition,
initiation

contribution, steer,
adaptation, probe

application, bo om,
autonomous, energy,
information, array,
tomorrow, fertile,
interact, positively,
transportation,
scrut...
n722e6

n782e3

n842e4

momentum, cruise,
ignite, ra i,
masterplanned, kelty,
crowdsourced,
groundswell, pask

n65e3

contributor,
mentality

n124e13

monetary

n183e3

christopher,
methodology,
generative

developmental,
advancement

directive, nuanced,
fe er

n482e4

n542e2

n602e4

n662e18

n1022e4

curiously, cursory,
convincingly, savvy,
sometime, anecdote,
si

n5e9

internet, brew,
reorientation,
sociability, wiki,
megaphone,
crowdsourcing

n64e2

so ware

n123e1

user, proven,
mathematician,
amateur

nicholas, complicit

n242e3

n302e2

n362e2

n422e3

refuse, minimum,
refusal, strict, job,
poem, apple,
reminiscent,
destructive,
precondition,
minimal...
n961e5

n1081e7

n4e7

orchestrate,
connectivity,
unbridled,
distributor,
humorous, ma hew,
altruistic,
monologue, overs...
n63e1

input, vibrant,
convolute,
orchestration,
starkly, catalytic,
printer, metabolists,
metabolic

n122e4

n182e2

thesis, mainstream,
institutionalize,
recursive,
pertinence,
explicate,
stabilization,
systematizat...
n421e30

m
m

n780e4

connection

n839e5

decide, careful,
wake, accumulate,
disconnect

n899e4

choose, familiar,
overlook, uncertain

n959e4

change, power,
towards, aside

n1019e10

WORK, allow,
maintain, level,
root, forward,
action, constant,
put, direction

n1079e9

provide, important,
choice, activity,
fail, solution,
society, PROBLEM,
solve

difficult, suddenly,
sequence, exit

n840e8

cut, isolate, namely,
unstable, subtly,
subtle, tea, mock

n900e14

reflect, preserve,
conceive, previously,
counter, famous,
threaten, economics,
liberate, reject,
expectation, casual,
constraint, favour
n960e20

beyond, LONG,
position, time, FORM,
understand, search,
directly, represent,
highly, opposite,
define, relationship,
a itude, sim...
n1020e15

MEAN, STATE, clearly,
arise, potential,
obvious, condition,
alternative, note,
self, failure,
possibility,
positive, mechan...

n1080e11

achieve, product,
emphasis, bind,
freedom, institution,
inform, social,
practice,
fundamentally,
dependent

n1110e14

reuse, harris, delta,
geology, couture,
nicety, basketball,
rhino, tractor,
saskia, kunsthal,
redo, gibson,
grasshopper

awe, trolley, silo,
primeval, prague,
exhilaration,
otherworldly,
indonesia, livable,
basque, untested,
o

INFORMATIONAL INSTRUMENT

The indexes of the main interest are not explicit architectural
elements which have now moved to the periphery of its
main focus. The central position of its interest can be interpreted as a dialogue between modernist industrialisation
and ancient references: aeroplane and accountancy talk to
Pisa and Pompeii; turbine and boudoir refer to cupola and
acropolis. The context is different and LeCorbusier_Towards
a New Architecture responds in a new way. ○ 4.21 Its character
is shown differently.
n1726 e18 {ӏairplaneӏ, ӏaccountancyӏ, assent, ratify,
ordinated, remorselessly, ravish, irrefutable, ӏpisaӏ,
madeleine, citrohan, imponderable, adventurer, yea,
auteuil, freehold, coachwork, maisonette}
n1786 e6 {ӏepochӏ, ӏchassisӏ, ӏconstantinopleӏ,
bordeaux, breton, ingenuous}
n1666 e2 {magnificently, xvi}
n1727 e18 {ӏpompeiiӏ, vanity, ӏsanctuaryӏ, octagon,
ӏhadrianӏ, transgress, linen, woodwork, indubitably,
apse, ӏperistyleӏ, embrasure, hateful, acanthus, angelo,
echinus, pentelicus, cestius}
n1725 e23 {ӏamplitudeӏ, demoralize, incumbent,
unanimity, byzantium, topsy, giddy, demoralization,
praiseworthy, insupportable, draught, tonnage,
outbuilding, digestion, parthenons, martyrdom, denis,
bric, shrivelled, brac, pitiless, chantilly, omnibus}
n1787 e156 {ӏaxisӏ, ӏcylinderӏ, ӏacropolisӏ,
ӏcupolaӏ, ӏturbineӏ, ӏboudoirӏ, receptacle, severity,
ӏgarnierӏ, asbestos, snail, untidy, dove, ӏlimousineӏ,
pulpit, upkeep, travail, ӏpompeianӏ, soleil, ӏutensilӏ,
ӏluxuriouslyӏ, tact, servitude, accountant, orly,
bowler, wilfulness, preen, almighty, lineament,
gilt, unassailable, disastrously, ӏsteamshipӏ, plenum,
courtier, parthenon, clatter, blondel, audacity, omen,
brittany, retention, sunlit, freyssinet, emmanuel,
sophia, propulsion, sedentary, salute, amelioration,
adduce, saloon, rhine, virile, metallurgy, torpedo,
empress, quinze, perseverance, coldly, transept,
forehead, rhythmical, pauvre, refashion, stupidly,
shapelessness, untruth, flint, nap, pitiful, orsay,
formidably, regulator, winch, wrist, ordinating, humbug,
accentuation, mantelpiece, ӏiconographicalӏ, ӏpythagorasӏ,
ӏcosmographyӏ, lamentable, ӏhypostyleӏ, enthrone,
airless, obsequiousness, ӏaspirinӏ, inquisitive, roi,
capriciousness, sensorial, pitti, cie, unlearn, colonna,
nous, creeper, porte, primitiveness, ӏgoliathӏ, hindoo,
surety, unhappily, sensualist, kilowatt, samarkand,
absurdum, retrogression, seemly, ӏgymnasticӏ, cleanly,
peevish, amman, erechtheum, orchid, disarm, suleiman,
pia, spoilt, carlsruhe, quai, briar, approachable,
algebrization, cosmedin, athena, baucis, raspail,
ader, growler, payable, palisade, ambo, overplus,
farman, bignan, broussa, phidias, aquitania, boire,
bours, caproni, cunarder, delage, hydroplane, limousin,
marseillaise, monol, noce, ӏpropyleaӏ, transatlantique,
verser, vient}
n1785 e9 {minutely, diseased, meditate, atrophy,
schoolboy, limpid, tottenham, laziness, pear}
n1667 e9 {accordance, consecrate, gratitude,
ӏcolosseumӏ, cavity, ӏluxorӏ, caracalla, incurved, lathing}
n1665 e2 {invalides, mansard}
n1846 e3 {ӏventilateӏ, ankle, ӏmosqueӏ}
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PLAY AMONG BOOKS

n31e61

n32e11

twin, incise,
fuzzy, blazon,
hospitality, dough,
gauls, abduct,
involuted, termite,
palatine, herculean,
hoo...
ROME,

n90e2

n91e1

n92e1

prosaic, aficionado

soleil

n151e1

oriental, drapery,
cubic, arabesque,
festoon, compactness,
romanesque, wavy,
byzantine, sidedly,
amalgamation,
disharmony, agon...

fretwork

n211e2

n212e1

magnificently,
contort

gaston, curdle

n270e2

n213e2

henri, baudelaire

n330e3

n331e1

unreality,
metaphysicians,
eulogize

decoration,
excrescence,
parasitical

n332e1

psychologist

n333e14

coloration

n392e2

spiral, unbreakable

n452e9

merge, blindly,
radiate, abstractly,
exuberance, inexact,
etymologically,
unbearably, vestigial

n510e13

n511e1

clothe, parole,
outfit, annales,
jewellery, diachrony,
signifieds, wearer,
hippy, gemstone,
chanel, dandyism,
vestimentary

n512e3

cola

omnipresent,
sensuality, normandy

n154e6

n155e1

inorganic,
crystalline,
dimensionality,
acanthus, naturalism,
empathy

n1e73

cash, transaction,
taxpayer, overseas,
notoriously, credit,
douglas, slavery,
dutifully, sequester,
repay, skyrocket,
prostitute, treas...
n61e5

n2e5

n3e17

partnership, broker,
african, consortium,
earmark

n62e1

n4e82

willingness,
democratic, dignity,
authoritarian, asia,
imperialism,
intolerant, overt,
dictatorship,
democratica...

leninist, undercut,
costa, ussr, deng,
czechoslovakia,
xiaoping,
ruthlessness,
philippines

abbreviation,
diacritic, typewrite,
fodor, croce,

bibliography,
subsection, tesauro,
bibliographical,
barocco

n363e3

recognition,
tolerant,
aristocratic,
unfulfilled,
economically, locke,
unsatisfied,
modernize, bipo...

n5e11

n6e42

n7e26

harbinger,
demographic,
activist,
homelessness,
empowerment, madrid,
crony, arab,
disconnect...
n66e5

bloomberg

skeptical, charlatan,
nonessential, skeptic

n724e8

effortlessly,
ingrain, patently,
bookstore, massage,
denizen, toddler,
classmate

n784e5

caliber

messy, puddle,
pianist, dentist,
irreverent

n8e27

n9e17

available, interview,
solidarity, crisis,
financial, techno,
polity, anderson,
regulator, austerity,
thri , currency,
horizontal...
n68e7

odds, overestimate,
fallacy, sensational,
shallowness,
brainwash,
serendipitous,
forecast, taker,
verbiage, essay...

explainable, nobel,
preferential,
introspective,
centimeter,
worrisome, gym,
mandelbrot, giacomo,
outlier
n725e6

n10e12

n11e16

predict, deviation

n12e20

hugely, doctorate

n13e238

n790e10

gambler

toulouse, jakob,
pascal, nikolaus,
pacioli, blaise,
bayes, fermat,
cardano, graunt

n14e61

spectacularly

n15e3

n16e3

basel, eduard, sie

n75e1

schiller

n18e1

n19e93

interpret,
applicable, basic,
contradict, entail,
assumption,
satisfactory,
independence, denote,
unsatisfact...
n139e8

method, PROBLEM,
select, initial,
variant, unambiguous,
unduly, dissection

incorrectly, jung

n198e5

motivation, lecturer

n199e11

adherence,
prospective,
ensemble, ramify,
unadorned,
inauguration,
contravene,
inconspicu...
n379e9

reconstruction,
curriculum, mario

n438e7

expertise, herbert,
morphology, maya,
traction, leaky,
intransigent,
academically, salle

n439e6

project, designer,
placement,
compositional,
orthogonal, biennale,
geodesic

n498e4

accommodate,
consultant, client,
energize,
expansiveness,
gridded

n499e3

ARCHITECT,
ARCHITECTURE,

creatively, porosity

n558e4

reliance, principled,
adrian

n679e2

pivotal

postmodern, dinosaur

n739e7

versus, openness,
inherently,
reinterpret,
anachronistic,
referential,
instantiations

n797e5

gordian, poignantly,
unorthodox,
agnosticism, vaporize
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n798e1

n20e11

n21e2

extrapolation,
spatio, disc,
galilei, relativity,
embankment,
gravitational,
inertial, lorentz,
gif, galileian

n22e68

ongoing,
communication,
reflective, raison,
demarcate,
programmatic,
innovative,
respective, overa...
n82e10

theoretical,
advancement,
elemental,
evaluation, seminal,
feasibility,
stillborn,
preparedn...

theory, formally,
hoc, applicability,
stipulation

n141e5

reference,
requirement,
touchstone,
commonsense

system, distinction,
explicit, formal,
adaptation

n201e4

task, solve,
relevant, primary,
internally,
theoretically,
stipulate,
modulation,
plausibility
n260e6

constraint,
constrain, premise,
formalize

n261e10

exhaustive,
perceptual,
arbitrariness,
abortive, hallmark,
karlsruhe

n320e37

ARCHITECTURAL,

auspex,
architecturally,
decomposition,
syntax, accentuat...
n380e42

navigate, panoply,
typologies,
affiliation,
predictability,
imposition,
furnishings, nuanced,
postmodern...
n440e6

elaboration,
complexity,
comprehensive,
resultant,
terminological,
reformulation,
overbur...
n321e85

orientation, align,
viable, spatial,
rationality,
criterion, allocate,
integration,
precondition, via,
interim, functio...
n381e9

enhance,
organization,
typology,
developmental,
historicize,
organizational,
symmetric, ret...
n441e6

legible, malleable,
empower, replete,
contextualized,
ossify

n500e3

probe, centrality,
systemic, injection,
backstage, graphical

n501e5

accessibility,
plenum,
politicization

n560e3

articulate,
hierarchical,
reformulate,
interconnection,
categorical

n561e4

insistence,
culmination,
gestation

n620e2

post, oxymoron

n680e6

inclusion, encompass,
closure,
idiosyncratic,
transience,
absolutist

n740e7

insight, exemplify,
overlap, engagement,
queue, apolitical,
scathing

n800e15

a ractor

predictive,
demarcation

n80e5

n140e4

n200e9

polemic,
conceptually, morph,
meltdown,
postmodernity

n619e3

utopian, realizable

n678e1

elitist, avowedly,
permissiveness

design, enlist,
decompose, elegance,

underpinnings,
orchestrate,
viability

n559e5

contemporary, neo,
curated, ambience

n618e2

autonomy

ambition,
authoritative,
sketch, symmetry,
haphazard,
preconceive,
rationale, modelled,
climatic, verac...
n319e11

clue, collaborate,
densely, christopher,
preconception,
rehearse, unfailing,
aggregation, diploma

n378e3

readership

juxtaposition,
frankfurt, collage,
neue, ville e

classicism, facade,
typological

modernist, formalism,
formalist,
disciplinary, rococo,
greenberg, soane

sco ,
interdisciplinary,
reinvention

type, respect,
contribution, scope,
explicitly, feasible,
achievement,
arbitrary,
clarification,
worthwhile, stringent
n259e12

guide, mature,
presume, ambitious,
adhere, narrowly,
variously,
refinement,
distraction,
recommendat...
n318e9

summary, theorist,
composition, cue

n497e3

n557e7

n617e1

postmodernists

motivate,
temporarily,
insufficiently,
undue, derogatory

n258e18

brief, CONSTRUCTION,
urgent,
appropriately,
emulate

n377e1

n437e5

perrault

historicism, colin,
vers, postwar, aia,
eclecticism, surfeit,
substandard,
manfredo,
archite ura

n736e3

atomistic

test, simplicity,
precision,
occurrence, section,
hypothesis, logical,
sequence, observable,
singular, postulate,
confirmation, ref...
n79e19

disruptive,
fortuitous,
clumsiness,
abnormality,
psychologie, sachs,
symptomatic, frau,
ferenczi, mispr...

n257e5

n317e4

dedicate,
ramification,
manageable

nostalgic, corbusier,
modernism,
volumetric,
iconographic, savoye

n676e3

studio, artistically,
artistry, ian,
planner, semester,
unscientific,
remedial, churlish,
beatles

n795e1

amenable

polemical,
renaissance, didactic

n496e6

n556e10

n616e1

mannerist

eclectic, reassess,
reassessment, denise,
sexism, lou,
levi own, penn, gans

n735e10

n794e1

cit

n77e14

n256e2

n316e3

n376e3

n436e1

baroque

n615e1

n675e9

richards, wolfe,
brutalist

gasoline

successor,
recurrence,
membership

n197e2

intention, colleague,
omission,
prescription,
unacknowledged

appreciation, academy

annotate

weld, autre, reyner,
palladian, castigate,
riba, leitmotif,
archigram, gardes,
corbusian, mannerism,
emil, disenchantment,
warburg, bis, z...

wren, smithsons,
alison, brutalism,
brutalists

n733e1

n793e3

n137e2

n196e5

recently,
instructive,
association,
professor,
invalidate,
irresponsible

michelangelo,
schinkel, rossi,
burckhardt, storia

n555e31

angeles, arcadia,
townscape,
academicism,
stirling, elia,
ronchamp

n614e5

n674e3

advisory, brut

publication, ideally,
unpublished, mentor,
subdivision

n495e5

revival, reviewer,
disenchant, evelyn,
revivalist

n554e7

los, loo,
buckminster,
futurism, pollock,
prefabrication,
freeway, greene,
loyola, coventry,
saarinen

publish,
introduction,
preliminary, revise,
revision, rationalism

n255e6

n315e5

n375e1

n435e1

dell, panofsky

n494e5

alberto, stu gart,
zeitgeist, ruefully,
elegiac

wright, prognosis,
smog, brickwork,
futurist, monica,
pundit, acme, crisp,
hampstead, aviation,
reflector, lore,
motel, gri...

distaste, unwelcome,
unintentionally,
diagnose, medici,
contamination,
cogent, unscathed,
viennese, spa,
booksel...
n195e6

journal, marginal,
introductory,
idealistic, rudolf,
ernst, erwin

student, underline,
anthology,
parenthesis,
pseudonym, monograph,
comma, guido, italia,
tra, alessandro,
benede o
n434e2

paolo, pastiche

n493e5

n553e11

n613e28

n673e2

slip, innocuous,
forgetfulness,
unintentional,
jokingly, honeymoon,
hartmann, tart

n136e15

aim, resort, ideal,
entitle, individual,
adjust, pursuit,
unlimited, press,
george,
responsibility,
disreg...

title, author, quote,
cite, file,
biographical

n374e12

italian, pietro,
emilio, modena

n433e2

mayer, zeitschri ,
internationale

n76e8

justification,
confer, karl,
restriction,
interference,
pamphlet, les,
legitimately,
harmful, repudiat...

tradition,
responsible, achieve,
belief, practically,
questionable,
undeniable, emphatic,
walker, concurrent

n254e7

n314e6

graduation, una,
campbell, arte

n373e4

canopy, california,
ramp, kit, glaze,
practicality,
portable, aircra ,
foray, turin, gadget,
satirical, aeroplane,
badge, classic...

fiat, travesty,
victorian, gill,
tennessee, ventilate,
sliver, elaborately,
technologist,
radiator, parachute,
handrail, hispa...

edition, quotation,
von, den, hermann,
wilhelm, avec, das,
munich, que,
philosophie, qui,
zurich, ses, ernest,
sich, der, fr...
n74e11

n134e27

cornell

n313e4

frank, edit

sic, subtitle,
giuseppe

pioneer, overtone,
moderne, radicalism,
underside, legibly

n672e1

expectancy

n789e1

n194e10

scheme, charles, full

n253e1

jeremy, beck

critic, curator,
inexpensive

n492e6

n552e23

n612e25

shipwright

opportunity,
advocate, administer,
amply, usefully,
meaningfully

n193e3

squalid, payne

n432e3

rhetoric, scholarly,
unconventional

academic, sport,
appliance, poussin

award, erudition,
canonical, ancestry

summa, professorship

n731e1

deliberately, thomas,
commi ee, tract,
earn, comparatively,
assist, imperfectly,
warren, saxons,
orderliness

n133e6

individualistic,
dispassionately,
planit

n372e3

collection, foster,
humanistic, vacation,
infrared

n491e4

n551e4

n611e1

n671e2

merit, progressive,
review, majority,
desirable, max,
safeguard, freedom,
welfare, arthur,
conservative, legal,
undesira...
n73e11

reformer, marshall,
spencer, unearned,
misnomer

n252e2

n312e2

recent, robert,
visionary, mit, ford,
swiss, eric

n371e5

n431e3

litany, steamship

n670e2

subgroup

university, union,
enforce, adjustment,
mainly, london,
adoption, policy,
equality, harvard,
pension, creed,
handbook, hamil...
n72e5

huge, remarkably,
brilliantly, pitfall,
terminal, tragically

n610e2

naively, prestigious

n192e2

bruce

seemingly,
conventional,
scholar, optimism,
diagnostic, eco,
artisanal, hdtv, bps

spectacular,
champion, overnight,
oversee, meter,
pollution, vagary,
vibrant

n550e6

damage, lifetime,
talented, circumvent,
organically, tunnel,
undergraduate

cancer, gamble

roule e, gauss

institute, hopeful,
anthony

n311e7

misguide

launch, highlight,
rethink, recast,
rename, controllable

n490e8

exacerbate, ceo, fax

n549e7

n609e2

n669e1

n728e2

n788e2

n132e3

railway, municipal,
drainage,
extravagantly, annum,
vest, allotment,
municipality, tumour,
tramway, socialistic,
debenture

n251e3

n310e1

n430e9

n489e3

grossly

thinker, gauge,
anecdote, discoverer,
detection, venue,
nutshell, incremental

lo ery

bet

education, largely,
resource, anglo,
saxon, competitive,
centrally, inroad,
williams,
foreseeable, laissez,
totalitar...

n131e12

n191e1

dominance, proponent,
massachuse s

n370e6

madonna

sander

n488e1

n548e8

n608e2

arrogance, winner,
prologue, specialty,
airline, minutia,
ceos, lobe, defunct,
obsequiousness

n727e1

bell

hey, sexy

n250e3

recognizably

n369e1

pater, eerie,
nursemaid

n428e1

practitioner,
uncertainty, opacity,
anecdotal, sterilize,
eponymous,
insightful, greco,
asymmetry

n607e10

n667e1

prank, portfolio,
australians, casino

n726e1

n786e2

economic, service,
industrial,
incentive,
centralize,
entrepreneur, turner,
disability, riche,
federat...

remake

n249e1

childhood, anne,
suckle, genitals,
haus, restful,
equestrian,
superannuate, cosa,
cosy, vinci,
motherhood, anim...
n368e3

dir

bonus, wishful,
siblings

n547e9

inordinate, seducer

n666e4

berkeley, middleman

recipient, geography,
sufficiency, finding,
informal,
cornerstone,
mandatory,
netherlands

n189e1

reshape

n308e22

biographer, piero,
uncanny, unheimlich,
nathaniel, heimlich

n367e1

hindsight

n546e2

n606e6

underestimate,
subatomic, montaigne,
tinker, hellenism,
autism

fad, inconsequential,
yorker, bogus,
fallibility,
motorcycle

n70e2

initiative,
complementary,
livelihood,
enthusiast,
stagnation

n129e8

practice, deepen,
reclaim, creativity,
ecological,
incrementally

n188e1

a erlife

n307e6

dreamlike

n427e3

n605e24

n665e10

capitalism, economy,
cooperation, saving,
worldwide, indicator,
internationally,
regulatory,
nationally, overhaul,
applicant, advers...
n69e5

alternative,
recession, jackson,
solicitation, harvey,
clinic,
commercialization

n128e6

brand, marathon

n187e1

trendy

keynesian

unintended

n486e1

inequity, operandi

demoralize, diatribe,
unfairness, spate,
phony, sucker,
casanova, yevgenia,
extremistan,
mediocristan

n664e4

storyteller

sustainable,
commodification

n127e2

rampant, rife

n246e1

n306e1

n366e1

unfair

storytelling

n545e2

n604e10

outlandish,
skepticism

n723e1

n783e1

activism, barcelona,
nationwide, demo,
durham, cyberspace,
com, evict,
brazilian, eviction,
oakland, org, gibson,
www, resilie...
n67e2

environmentally,
unsustainable,
renewable,
reconfiguring, ada

n126e2

n186e1

scary

gary, baba

shortage, facto,
adam, economist,
smith, utility,
maximize,
understandably,
fiscal, epic,
secular...

n485e1

mistreat,
dispassionate,
lopsided

miscalculation

n603e2

publisher

professionally

ethic, naturalness,
prometheus,
selfishness, judaism,
icarus

n425e1

n484e3

n543e1

mafia

bias, aggressively,
fairness, marginally,
behemoth

n722e1

hype, mcdonald,
signage, affordable,
celebratory,
peterson, interstate

n245e2

n305e37

n365e6

schumpeter

calvinist

gulag

turkey, incompetent

n662e5

n782e1

charismatic,
accountability,
privatization,
geopolitical,
mobilization, yemen,
grassroots,
referendum, islam...
n65e1

deficit, ascetic,
asceticism

n364e1

pamper, weber,
pessimist

n423e1

democracy, liberal,
o oman,
democratization,
boris, huntington,
authoritarianism,
gorbachev, havel,
lockean, thy...
n482e1

n542e1

n602e2

n125e7

n185e1

bedrock, defensible

n304e3

ethos

n362e28

n422e14

communist,
pessimistic, soviet,
pessimism,
militarily,
uncritically,
watchdog

extremist, bomb,
oust, uncritical,
takeover, reformist,
terrorism, publicize,
indiscriminate,
supportive, nato,
aggression, vo...

scholarship,
knowledgeable,
dissent, unfavorable

documentation, topic,
card, index,
citation, thesis,
additionally, phd,
gusto, noam,
plagiarism, catalog,
photocopy, advisor

mantra, persuasively,
circumnavigate

n244e2

n303e1

abortion, slavish,
intolerance, atomize

invasion, journalist,
official, elicit,
allege,
retrospective,
sponsor, washington,
escalate, unworthy,
offensive, murder...

n721e14

n781e10

footprint, cooper,
trump, mall,
advocacy, urbanism,
reconfigured,
disproportionately,
armature, urbanists,
stadium, remorsel...
n184e3

benign, historic,
unassailable, crutch,
emblematic, coastal,
unregulated,
collusion, glib,
ostensible, greenery,
breathtak...

legacy, rubric

preservation,
citizenship,
prestige, bureaucrat,
intractable,

n481e7

n541e104

n601e75

n661e4

toxic,
traditionalist,
vancouver,
rainforest,
palestinian

n124e57

tolerance, devolve,
sprawl, memorial,
lush, subway,
conveyor,
commemoration,
urbanity,
inefficie...
n183e19

site, urban,
disproportionate,
utopia, a une,
appropriateness,
fraught, camouflage,
lo , burgeon,
unremi ing, affr...
n242e2

n301e9

n361e31

n421e9

environmental,
ba leground,
libertarian, ethnic,
gender, presidency,
iraq, cadre, trilogy,
constituency,
anarch...
n64e5

n123e30

premier, credential,
prescient, penchant,
disingenuous, noodle,
riposte, opprobrium,
voucher

n182e20

disaster, outrageous,
greed, extraction,
legendary,
prominently,
plethora, sideline

unavailable, expunge,
fountainhead,
ballistic,
relativistic,
deterrence

dramatically,
recreational,
byproduct

sociability

n122e9

conundrum, paragon,
compendium, burglar,
whimsy, otherworldly

n241e6

enshrine, unfe ered,
global,
cosmopolitanism,
populism, vis,
mohammed, spearhead,
malaysia,
transnatio...
n63e3

grail, unimaginative,
conviviality,
sweatshop,
militarization

n121e6

fully, radically,
crucial, palpable,
matrix, internalize,
arguably,
destabilize,
registration,
ahistori...

frame, solution,
prior, embed

n621e4

dimension, condense,
focal, fluidity

n681e11

shi , key,
rejection,
simplification,
claude, inertia,
inscription,
coordinate, delimit,
formulat...
n741e9

self, status,
sustain, coincidence,
efficacy,
convincingly, deploy,
manipulative,
unresolvable

n801e24

split, pre, non,
notion, effectively,
meaningless, opt,
concise,
catastrophic,
primacy, embodiment,
structura...

n142e4

research, prevalent,
evolve,
reinterpretation

n202e8

function, initially,
domain, facilitate,
update, assessment,
conceptual,
departmental

n262e5

elaborate,
environment,
comprise, dependency,
coherently

n322e5

overall,
interpenetration,
innovate, feudalism,
recuperate

n382e5

scenario, categorize,
cater, socio,
interdependent

n442e8

analyze, multi,
arena, user,
overview,
transformative,
disorientation,
symbiotic

n502e9

potential,
manipulation,
potentially, process,
politically,
connotation, slogan,
envision, uncharted

n562e7

identify,
communicate, focus,
compete, structural,
autonomous, depict

n622e12

participate,
perspective, rely,
emphasize, implicit,
priority, formulate,
commitment,
emergence, realistic,
subvert, coalesce
n682e21

emerge, contrast,
relate, intervention,
logic, ignore,
consistent, observer,
standard, acceptance,
presentation,
partial, gener...
n742e47

lack, exception,
overcome, failure,
oppose, background,
encounter, tension,
version, ultimately,
react, dismiss,
explode, inabil...
n802e40

precisely, precise,
paradoxical, totally,
positive, neutral,
haunt, persist,
authentic, properly,
denial, horizon,
illusion, anxi...

n23e35

discipline, style,
a endant, manifesto,
trope, unquestioned,
stabilization,
unresolved, hegemony,
manoeuvre,
postmodern...
n83e12

continuously, code,
paradigm, steer,
vagueness,
foundational,
protagonist,
tenacity,
inspiratio...
n143e11

decision, unify,
exploration, cope,
gear, inception,
availability,
retrospect,
sophistication,
medium, discursive
n203e4

operate, prominence,
oeuvre, guideline

n263e5

imply, selective,
methodology, unitary,
rationalization

n323e5

operational, micro,
specialization,
socialize, faceted

n383e2

integrate, purview

n443e11

professional,
expansion,
sophisticate,
location,
educational,
spatially, schedule,
pervasive, strate...
n503e24

specific, complex,
organize, expand,
basis, historically,
volume, characterize,
performance,
challenge, framework,
reconstr...
n563e25

include, base,
develop, propose,
fundamental,
appropriate, goal,
historical,
distinguish, aspect,
initiate, primar...
n623e21

term, refer,
introduce, choice,
relationship,
confront, final,
strict, collapse,
separation,
manipulate, ratio...
n683e23

real, simply, reject,
strictly, entire,
directly, famous,
purely, indication,
guarantee, endless,
secondary, content,
blur, frustr...
n743e24

opposite, appearance,
aware, lesson,
intervene, insist,
passage, reconcile,
evoke, deprive,
culminate, forever,
in, element...
n803e5

locate, suspension,
a achment, kernel,
pacify

n24e11

n25e50

relevance,
retrospectively,
participant,
variegate,
incommensurable,
generis,
redefinition, mut...
n84e6

n26e49

stabilize, scientist,
tackle, provisional,
ingredient,
foreground,
laboratory,
controversy, risky,
format, intermedi...
n85e5

novelty, sensitivity,
dissect, momentous,
nexus, expansive

n144e6

n27e30

agency,
disinterested,
surreptitiously,
lecture, prematurely,
indisputable,
anthropology,
concatenat...
n86e2

proliferate,
proliferation,
inescapable,
haphazardly, parlance

n145e1

pose, evolution,
latent, generalize,
rationalize

n264e4

irrelevance

n205e3

coherent, effective,
intensification,
amorphous

social, strategically

society, strategy,
classify, disconnect,
increasingly,
penetration,
specificity

n504e18

development, era,
hierarchy, group,
reinforce, technical,
relatively, dominant,
transition, disrupt,
classic, analysis,
critical, mobil...
n564e11

role, dominate,
active, specifically,
cycle, restrict,
decisive, survival,
twentieth,
biological, impetus

n624e7

human, survive,
overlook, MODERN,
persistent, alien,
prerequisite

n684e10

inherent, abolish,
bodily, unequivocal,
plato, secular,
sameness,
revolutionary,
revolution, township

technique, sketchy,
keystone

codify, implement,
terminology,
technician,
devaluation,
personalize,
theorization

eliminate, stability,
clarify, concrete,
aspire, consciously,
criticism, stimulate,
norm, criticize,
obsessive,
confrontat...

transform, activity,
compromise,
permanently,
ambiguous,
aspiration,
philosophical,
releg...

isolation, transcend,
eventual,
discrepancy,
unequivocally,
explorer, playfulness

antiquity, plurality,
privately, disclose,
outstanding,
closeness,
emancipation,
forerunner,
emancipate...

ambiguity, residual,
uncontrolled,
extrapolate, outmode,
theoretician, uneven,
concretely, mundane,
schematic, agrarian,
discontinuity, ma...

effectiveness,
trivial, notably,
lag, consolidate,
irrationality, ipso,
imbalance, modality,
hone, ostentatious,
inadequat...
n506e21

exceptional,
contradiction, versa,
bizarre, reconsider,
optimistic, dual,
jargon, blunt,
brutally, masquerade,
setb...
n566e9

n28e2

n29e34

n31e61

mythology, myth,
mythical, euphoria,
elle, aesop, decor,
negro, alibi,
referee, euphoric,
metalanguage,
vaccine, aliment...
n89e18

physique, wily,
essentialist,
surreptitious,
propulsion, fixate,
mainstay, inoculate

n149e9

n32e11

n91e1

gaston, curdle

n270e2

henri, baudelaire

n330e3

rimbaud

understandable

refract, balzac

crude, devoid,
sentimental,
unchanging,
forcefully

manifestation,
subsequently,
scrutiny, locomotion

n749e9

danger, reaction,
impulse, drive,
aggressive,
relinquish,
sublimate, inhibit,
rejuvenate

n809e15

symptom, protective,
compulsion,
determinant,
repression, annex,
deplete, cortical,
helplessness,
proclivity, tra...

n33e66

repress, erotic,
transference,
hysterical, puberty,
megalomania,
pathogenic

n34e5

cra , beauty, carve,
crystal, interweave,
decorate, fixity,
fragility,
undeniably,
uncoordinated,
prosaically
n513e6

omnipresent,
sensuality, normandy

n35e74

hellenic, colourful,
garnier, werkbund,
schlemmer

n36e6

van, transparency,
picasso,
constructivist, mies,
georg, characterised,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar, expression...

interior, paint,
mimic, contour,
imagery, debris

banal, unusable

personal, harmless,
intellectually,
mentality, toto,
contra

n751e8

psychological,
collective,
assimilation,
investigator,
individuality,
fantasy, reductive,
faustian
n811e10

patient, initiation,
inferiority,
predisposition,
deification,
infantile, imago,
breuer, introvert,
mana

n37e37

n156e1

n633e13

jay, protean,
nihilistic,
caravaggio, finland,
ocular, merleau,
ponty, finnish,
alvar, aalto,
helsinki, pallasmaa

figural

picture, psychology,
projection,
instinctive,
infrequently,
unsuspecting,
tyrannize,
inquisitiveness

n40e8

installation, casa,
kitsch, plastic,
pavilion,
reconfigure,
obdurate, laminate,
terragni, andy,
domus, piper, dil...

n41e11

museum, rohe, typify,
unbuilt, quixotic,
expo, seagram, cesar

n100e4

giovanni, libri,
recomposition,
antiquarian, oswald,
techne, campo,
isotropic, agonistic,
qua ro, nuova, roma,
palla...
n757e3

n159e1

eviscerate

n160e3

puritanical

n219e1

n42e58

n43e2

n44e8

cram, sibyl, magnolia

realised, fluently,
consignment

n762e4

whisk

sometime, buoy,
cinder, crystallised

n822e14

martin, mortis, lard,
gauntlet, jesuit,
backside, dethrone,
dervish, skipper,
dorado, pangloss,
candide, cunegonde,
cacambo

n45e14

atlanta, atrium,
houston, forecourt,
centrepiece

norman, bbc, grands,
horrific,
dereliction, davies,
tate

n46e203

n47e28

mockery, rubber,
editor, shuffle,
nicely, nameless,
squat, bicycle, gum,
reunion, blurt, crank

n48e273

n49e32

chew, gut, umbrella,
sip, fume, peel, hip,
silk, tenor, gravely,
tan, stew, lurch,
spat, monday, pastry,
tap, onion, pill,
cabbage, st...
n108e12

norwegian, ranch,
britannica, carlos,
uruguay, buenos,
aires

vermont, hampton,
chelsea, maggie

keenly,
companionship,
romance, lovable,
tirade

welter, chirp,
furtive, infatuate

n765e15

perch, youngster,
peck, glee, mellow,
etique e, overjoy,
freckle, melodious,
de ly, scion,
flannel, luscious,
corkscrew, dietary

deputy, policeman,
franz, usher, lawyer,
businessman, pulpit,
joiner, josef, pew,
alright, supervisor,
apologise, willem,
doorkee...
n527e2

leant

lovely, rudely,
doorstep, prod,
tingle, grunt,
womanly, shrunken,
saunter, deportment,
archway

brood, lonely, rap,
windy, scullery,
clergyman

n648e9

sunday, instantly,
curiously,
emphatically, oddly,
solicitude, saturday,
cousin, charmingly

n708e2

confidential, coolly

n768e8

falter, forlorn,
questioner,
scornfully,
shrivelled, scuffle,
dingy, bumper

n51e7

n52e6

digest, blatant,
report, publicity,
reputable, moderator,
inquirer

n111e5

criminal, germans,
emissary, cog,
executor, elation,
hater, lawfulness,
incurably, baden,
weiss

ferret,
thoughtlessness

n590e2

n649e6

steady, resent,
incredulity,
resentful,
truthfully, unselfish

n709e12

miss, misgive,
compassionate,
earnestness,
observant,
suddenness,
steadfastly,
thankful, flo...
n769e48

passenger, knit,
bloat, jury, lumber,
jacques, leisurely,
coach, chocolate,
mail, spy,
recklessness, flop,
portend, wrap...

shelve, uninvited

n650e5

gratitude,
unprepared,
resentment, vouch,
impertinence

n710e4

happily, deference,
insolent, aristocrat

n770e4

doctor, escort,
darkly, unimpeachable

franklin, apathy,
exude, foist,
concoction, apathetic

n112e8

barbara, morale,
defenseless,
recruitment, penalize

defense, adviser,
veto, illegally

prosecute, liquidate,
poland, evacuate,
legalize, sabotage,
yugoslavia, anton,
unquestioning,
warsaw, prewar,
obligin...

n530e2

hangman

frisk

discomfort, elderly,
shabby, loneliness,
exaltation, aback,
deprecate,
susceptibility,
rector,
unhesitatin...

christmas, nervously,
tease,
ostentatiously,
downstairs, alacrity,
stiffly,
suspiciously, aunt,
discomfiture
n767e6

anniversary, taylor,
loyally, wicker, gage

n410e15

n470e11

trial, indictment,
functionary

n529e1

acquit, bribe

n589e1

n647e18

n707e10

n171e26

leak, paramount,
culturally, elite,
alliance, affluent,
millennium,
indigenous, federal,
doctoral, legitimize,
unchallenged, p...
n231e16

sovereignty,
a ermath,
domination, mobilize,
liberation, democrat,
cosmopolitan,
curtail, cleavage,
elector...
n291e2

conspiracy, condone,
nationality, sizable

n350e4

prague, absentia

n469e3

proceeding, indict,
defendant

n528e2

comradeship,
compunction

lincoln, hoot,
nervousness,
intermi ently, cab,
inaudible, sparrow,
bookcase, joan,
byron, granddaughter,
punctual...

n766e11

behalf, fighter,
defensive, identity,
unlawful,
uncompromising,
martyrdom, fallow,
humankind, michigan,
commune, l...
n290e4

scandinavian

n349e2

conspirator, piracy,
bremen, impugn,
comport, dysentery,
argentine

n468e3

ante, hesitatingly

n586e2

n646e36

n706e14

henry, crumb, ke le,
dreamy, hoop, fidget,
queer, saucer,
grimly, poker,
shakespeare, steamer,
darn, solicitor

sexually, anytime,
europa, montgomery

n230e38

bulletin,
pornographic, kelly

n289e1

n348e7

hungarian, directive,
ghe o, prosecutor,
examiner, danish,
waive, diaspora,
argentina, nazi,
extermination,
palestine, courtr...
n467e21

junior, podium,
importunate

n526e1

leapt

n585e4

n645e5

n705e4

n50e5

n229e3

inadvisable

tough, congress,
deplorable, outlaw,
painstaking,
monstrously,
unfairly, forebear,
admiral, sully,
vindication, s...

n409e59

n466e3

boo

n525e1

nick

wade, gossamer, forte

n170e4

atrocious, housewife,
blackmail

n228e1

friday, accordion

n287e25

n347e7

director, giver,
painter, hallway

n465e1

burton

norfolk, stratford

oblivious, pageant,
wreckage

thrill, fairy,
eyesight, northeast,
aver, jangle,
alertness, yankee,
penumbra, depot,
buoyant, jenny,
billy, atel...
n764e3

bargain, loyal, gong

n169e3

college, vacant,
decent, calendar,
spine, ticket,
decency

n227e2

tall, cabinet

tarnish, buffalo

n406e4

piano, unpretentious

n644e3

n704e28

soap, grey, surgical,
awry, trinity,
terminus, juggle,
lukewarm, bystander,
staunch, violator,
ineluctable, barry,
liverpool, cru...
n109e3

concert, fan,
advertisement,
bother, coil, eugene,
mug, snapshot,
anthem, poetical,
cobweb, vendor

n167e7

career, slice,
defiance, mess,
medal, honesty,
photograph, jag,
swagger, trash,
crass, theater

unbelievable,
absurdly, lang,
reverential, scot,
upend

n346e2

ramshackle, bookshop

tight, ro en, blink,
crease, cigare e,
unroll, tray, squash,
crumple, jelly, gag,
dank, forearm,
twinge, benne ,
sheriff, tw...
n107e12

paper, untouched,
honestly, blast,
lunch, drill, huddle,
job, glisten, dump,
jail, rightful,
unconcerned, weren,
milliona...

n286e6

richard, albert,
lovingly, boxer,
mannered, arkansas

n345e2

gallery, algerian,
coates, leningrad,
bowler

haven, hell, both,
dra , sandwich,
ankle, plumb, boss,
funny, chairman,
faintly, clip, hobby,
gulp, bastard,
selfish, spurt, b...
n106e19

n166e12

n226e2

celebration, giant,
president, spray,
ceremonial, dictator,
austin, pagoda,
autocratic

n285e6

reminder, daunt,
demolish, donald,
berlin, sco ish,
detritus, erich,
hanover, mendelsohn,
niemeyer

n524e1

n584e2

downright, leo,
dynamo, walter,
grandly, bugle,
noose, austro, eke,
divan, scrutinised,
jubilee, collateral,
ulrich, diot...

gigantic, steel,
tinge, opus, assort,
oval, untroubled,
patrician

n225e9

impressive, palace,
cathedral, patron,
dome, demolition,
erupt, lewis,
intimidate, overrun,
instal, conspicuou...

n284e11

n344e5

n404e2

n464e1

bedford, caro,
waterway, welsh,
camden

appal, vista, fluent,
grandparent, flair

sane, respectability,
haze, demur

n763e23

commission, rail,
orange, builder,
celebrity, shrine,
capitol, sardonic

n165e8

bush, ostensibly,
circus, boost

n224e22

ken, hostel, squalor,
cyclist, lloyd,
mezzanine, mew,
creek, remodelled,
escalator,
standardised,
civilise, wharf, ...
n523e5

n643e5

n703e4

office, integrity,
mansion, cardboard,
fertilizer, remodel,
unofficial,
assortment,
unconvincing, hulk,
fer...
n105e8

lobby, donate,
cantilever, golf,
hangover

n164e4

metro, showcase,
fuelled, boardroom,
spiralling, janeiro

n343e5

n403e7

n463e26

dock, crane, estuary

n642e3

n702e3

n761e1

BUILD, floor,
hillside, bathroom,
garage, rental,
aluminum, backyard

n104e5

decorator

tower, maroon,
unpromising

n283e6

harbour, alleyway

n582e3

kiosk

unborn, cleaner,
stilt, cecilia,
irene, polo, phyllis,
marco, khan, kublai

chessboard

commemorative,
northwest, mammoth,
nanny, riverbank

defamation

n223e3

otis

alongside,
grandchild,
adaptable, menu,
riverside,
unobstructed,
bordeaux, derelict,
institut, bulld...
n522e2

exhibition, realise,
prefabricate, parker,
industrialisation,
handcra , heater

n581e1

n641e10

n701e1

n760e5

backwater, cleveland

n103e1

n163e1

wallace, skyline,
pergola, coaster

weekend, disused,
walkway, rogers,
girlfriend, blitz,
bing

n462e16

observatory,
waterfall, assertive,
bamboo, townspeople,
veranda, taut,
pilotis, millimetre,
yoshizaka

duomo

florence, textbook,
hilltop,
unremarkable,
tuscany, email,
quotient, parc

airport, olympic,
copenhagen,
reclamation, plummet,
roundabout,
workforce, detroit,
geoffrey, healthcare,
stockholm, citysc...
n402e7

carbon

n521e7

oversized

criticise, louvre,
neoclassical

n640e10

masonry,
conscientiousness,
campanile

arithmetic,
thirteenth, math,
vatican, arabic,
hindus, hindu,
archival, arno,
macintosh, laurence,
typeset, jud...

harrison, rockefeller

n342e25

recycle, tech,
transit, renovate,
underway, leakage,
chunky

n401e1

hyper, tractor,
ponderously, quaver,
dully, speedy,
asteroid, yeast,
gamma, susan,
robotics, ashe,
calvin, ro...
n520e1

n580e3

nouveaux, brocade,
palais, surgery,
gridiron, concierge,
concorde, voisin,
scraper

n759e8

n819e27

resuscitation, fiasco

n282e1

lipstick

n341e7

electrify, roo op

n460e27

tasteful

versailles,
stylistically,
developer, facsimile,
lifestyle, china,
brochure, permissive,
scandinavia, locale,
enclave, chin...

n699e1

tablet

manuscript

domed, johnson,
gaulle, ringed,
rotunda, billionaire,
trustee, clinton,
mosque, reichstag,
westminster,
autocrat, pritz...
n102e2

n162e4

n222e2

hotel, raymond,
beaux, elevator,
arcadian, occupancy,
flotsam, tentacle,
swimmer, gondola,
millet, radieuse,
murray, denouem...
n281e1

grid, cladding

n340e2

tube, translucent,
superficiality,
futuristic,
realising, cecil,
tokyo, tubular,
fluorescent,
skylight, ...

athletic, mural,
skyscraper,
megalomaniac,
chrysler,
weightlessness,
underwater,
installm...
n221e18

slab, exhilarate,
promoter, apotheosis,
ville, surf,
puncture, auditorium,
paraphernalia,
subconscious,
exhilaration, fre...
n280e2

panel, uselessness

n519e19

n579e9

n639e3

venice, venetian,
mould, cylindrical,
dishonesty, bas,
sublimity, gio o,
salisbury, rouen,
angelo, leafage

pinnacle, devotional,
apse

n758e1

n818e1

memorize,
confusingly,
annotation

plaza, yorkers

n161e34

schism, thompson,
freestanding

n220e13

rehearsal

n279e2

n339e22

n459e1

quaint, villa,
monochrome

n638e12

n698e3

erudite, florentine,
luca

n817e3

iconography, baghdad,
deco, gehry, rafael,
mori, patina,
libeskind, ge y,
boeing, cctv

n101e2

redesign,
programmatically,
footage, prismatic

responsive

strip, oasis, dune,
heraldic, manor,
megastructure

n578e3

n637e17

n697e26

treatise,
authorization,
giorgio, geneva,
iconoclastic, orally,
francesco,
reproducibility,
codex, vitruv...

billboard, roadside,
suburbia, strident,
monumentality,
clerestory, caesars,
la, aerospace, vegas

n518e6

ambiance

monumental, vastness,
depiction, andrea,
spatiality,
topographical,
separateness,
etienne, palazzo,
rasa, insu...

n816e22

neon, idealise,
commodified

n458e10

taliesin, ma a

monument, punctuate,
booklet, generic,
tabula, bigness,
singapore, maki

anonymity

unrepeatable, daniele

protestant, synoptic,
conrad

layer, emphasise,
foyer, insulation,
keywords,
globalisation

n398e3

centralised, theorise

n517e1

n577e8

nationale,
cartographic

n756e2

n815e3

liner, ron, rem

n338e6

seamless, moore,
aldo, nouvel,
pulsate, venturi,
urbane, eyck,
pluralist,
summarised,
pluralism, gravi...
n397e2

n457e2

landscape, tourist,
carpenter, nuclear,
pastoral, choses,
wisconsin, thomson,
prairie, cartography,
hippie, ethnographic,
canguilhem

n636e1

motherland

instigate,
renovation, courtesy

n278e3

minimalist, visceral,
reconsideration,
seamlessly,
complicit, blob,
reuse, koolhaas, ley,
fredric, bilbao, oma,
interstit...
n337e33

gombrich

fred, civilisation,
toronto, canadian,
monolith, bataille,
montreal, tellingly,
playboy, parson,
mesa, lawn, carte,
scully, southw...
n516e13

reservation, desert,
revisit, tourism,
aura, teller,
encampment,
wasteland, sanity,
signalled,
confederat...

n754e1

n39e27

animation,
pennsylvania, robin,
reconfiguration,
cuisine, luigi,
inhabitation, tasty,
rhetorically, infill,
panopticon, mom, ...

n158e1

n277e18

smoothness,
hollowness

n456e38

unspoiled,
primitivism, nordic,
trompe, oeil

n515e12

thumbelina

hunter, allusive,
spermatozoon

mysticism, symbolize,
maternal,
dissociation,
unconsciousness,
motif, magician,
snake, materialistic,
rebi...

n218e3

deformation, stealth,
materiality, jeffrey,
lynn, ro erdam,
choreograph, gps,
perspecta, reinhold,
rosalind

n276e2

n336e1

n455e5

james, bre , dalo

kaleidoscopic, cyborg

n695e1

n753e3

n813e29

conscious,
personality,
parental, superhuman,
psychologically,
compensatory,
masculine,
unconsci...

inflect, princeton,
gregory

n217e11

lars

cusp

miesian

texture, nouveau,
ceramic, occlude,
manicure

n634e2

primeval, signpost,
fertilize

n752e8

n38e17

n157e3

theodor

n275e1

n335e1

sprout, spire, twig,
configure, darwin,
textile,
entanglement,
pliable, flatness,
braid, rib, chartres,
textu...

artist, meticulously,
prolific, rembrandt,
disturbingly

n576e2

peripheral, sensory,
frontal, invigorate,
bodiless

n692e3

n812e14

n98e1

minnesota,
minneapolis, greg,
bateson

n155e1

n215e1

aesthetic

aesthetically,
ornament, vegetal,
gothic, transept,
semper, hogarth,
spuybroek,
flamboyant, tracery,
worrin...

n514e5

experiential,
olfactory

n632e5

homeless, norton,
verso, tectonic,
dennis, tectonics,
mimicry, mutability,
veneer, thankfully,
sigmund, utilise,
hybridity, far...
n97e4

artistic, geometric,
sculptural, foreword,
simmel, stella,
characterisation,
riegl

inorganic,
crystalline,
dimensionality,
acanthus, naturalism,
empathy

n274e17

n334e39

n394e5

n454e3

n572e2

overtly

n631e2

n691e6

rework,
characterising,
materialise, negri,
hardt, krauss

n94e8

fringe, sympathetic,
weave, persistently,
zigzag, pristine,
celtic, crudeness,
inhabitable, coca,
cannonball

n453e11

n512e3

n154e6

n214e1

decoration,
excrescence,
parasitical

rigidity, entangle,
sublime, mold, drape,
interlace, wildness,
diagonally, robinson,
finalize, bifurcate,
unvarying, owen,
encrust
n393e11

spiral, unbreakable

merge, blindly,
radiate, abstractly,
exuberance, inexact,
etymologically,
unbearably, vestigial

a itude, tendency,
assimilate,
emotional, markedly,
morbid, adage

treatment, therapy,
hypnotic, undisputed,
justifiably,
paralyse, euphemism

abstraction,
ornamental

n273e3

n333e14

coloration

n392e2

cola

n571e1

fashion, inventory,
notify, republish,
couture, chic,
folklore

artificially,
romantic, physiology,
unfailingly

n750e7

n810e7

sculpture, antique,
naturalistic,
verisimilitude,
constructional,
capriciousness

n213e2

geometrically

n332e1

psychologist

n452e9

n570e7

n630e4

n690e7

decorative, sculptor,
drama, sinuous,
raphael, virtuosity,
reverie, tableau,
turbine, serpentine,
photographer,
auguste, bal...
n93e6

n153e14

oriental, drapery,
cubic, arabesque,
festoon, compactness,
romanesque, wavy,
byzantine, sidedly,
amalgamation,
disharmony, agon...
n212e1

imagination,
exaggeration, shell,
poetic,
unforge able,
smallness, nuance,
recapture, hackneyed,
engrave, salut...

n511e1

clothe, parole,
outfit, annales,
jewellery, diachrony,
signifieds, wearer,
hippy, gemstone,
chanel, dandyism,
vestimentary
n569e2

n629e5

n689e4

soleil

fretwork

magnificently,
contort

n271e43

n331e1

rhythm, cyclical,
triadic, geste,
dressage

n510e13

manifest,
dissolution, lengthy,
spotlight

n748e1

theatre, dancer,
princely, mutilate,
contortion, plebeian,
vigne e, stendhal,
charlie, chaplin,
gautier

n92e1

legend

n151e1

n211e2

unreality,
metaphysicians,
eulogize

rhythmanalysis

n449e5

capitulate,
implacably,
unspeakably

reveal, confusion,
conflict, apparent,
misunderstand,
superficial, unaware,
isolate, genuine,
vocabulary, immune,
shortcom...
n688e4

intimately

verbal, disarray

disturbance,
imaginatively,
psychopathology

cosmogony, seuil,
femmes, vicariously

n210e2

insipid, superbly

n389e1

lefebvre,
accumulative

vie, momentary,
georges, cursory,
overload,
physiological

n628e16

humanly, bearable,
predate

prosaic, aficionado

n150e4

toy, peremptory,
delightfully,
untiring,
encyclopaedic,
mischievously,
overstress,
blackboard, flaubert

n329e1

mystification,
proletarian,
sociologically,
blinker

heartedly, ravel

n508e3

n568e6

life, fragment,
exhaust, familiarity,
transitory, disquiet,
grandiose, crudely,
insoluble, volatile,
adolescent,
ascendancy, duress

n747e2

n807e3

ROME, twin, incise,
fuzzy, blazon,
hospitality, dough,
gauls, abduct,
involuted, termite,
palatine, herculean,
hoo...

n90e2

jet, psycho, genteel,
superlative, flaunt,
neologism, courtesan,
demystify,
syncretism, empyrean,
hairdresser, unkempt,
propeller, partri...

n209e2

signification,
bourgeois,
regre ably,
hypocritically,
embroil

existentialism,
glamour, bourgeoisie,
intellectualism,
ethically, defuse

n328e4

n388e2

n448e2

repetitive,
discontinuous,
mistrust,
estrangement,
fulfilment,
skilfully, beli le,
unrecogni...

sha er, entirety,
unforeseen,
repercussion,
consciousness, lucid,
predominate,
deprivation, comical,
romantic...

n687e1

sheer, realm,
tangible,
denominator,
viewpoint,
immortality,
contemplation,
unend...

isn, memoir,
classically,
procreate,
indisputably,
elective,
interrogative

spectacle, magical,
holiday, moralize,
cheaply,
sentimentality,
thinness, duplicity,
unsophisticated,
unmask, gar...

n268e6

vulgarize

daily, leisure,
banality, critique,
supersede,
foreshadow,
sociological,
totality, marvellous,
humanize, marx...

n507e31

n627e3

exhaustion, twofold,
conformism, bonheur,
tangibly, reification

n806e7

antoine e, verve

n88e8

n148e13

n208e5

dilute, eschew,
blithely

inventiveness,
ideology, boredom,
humanism, estrange,
mystify, engels,
haute, virtualities,
methodologically,
proletar...
n387e88

n447e18

n567e13

grasp, practical,
commonplace,
philosophically,
spontaneous,
deceptive,
frustration,
authentic...
n626e6

n686e44

communicable

sleight, reexamine

ubiquity, ceaseless,
multifarious,
periodically,
insistently,
nondescript

n267e1

n327e13

antedate

n386e17

n446e22

n746e1

n805e2

arduous, nausea,
roundly, permeable

n147e6

n207e3

impoverish,
inventive,
impoverishment,
pretentious

n326e1

creative, coherence,
stereotype,
reintegrate,
socialization

n505e19

n565e12

n625e7

n685e16

moralist, mores,
truthfulness

counterpart, puppet,
quartet

richness, behaviour,
colonize, heyday

n266e4

newness

n325e5

n385e3

n445e7

n744e3

n804e3

transient, transmute

n206e4

indispensable,
undifferentiated,
individualize

n265e1

promotion,
crystallize, concept,
specialize

n324e4

n384e2

n444e7

naturalize, astute,
diplomacy,
invocation, terre,
cybernetic,
disputable,
incontrovertible,
ma , armist...
n87e4

purport, devious

n146e2

ENGINEER,

symbolically,
coordination,
originality,
crystallization,
cohesive

n204e5

advertise, corporate,
overwhelmingly,
organizer,
subversion, inc,
purveyor, syndrome

n172e16

national, americans,
influential, bypass,
supporter, rally,
candidate,
credibility,
decisively,
televis...
n232e8

politics,
international,
target, leadership,
tactical, forefront,
populist, sympathizer

n292e21

anti, balkans

n351e6

negotiate,
negotiation, veteran,
fascist, gruesome,
indoctrinate

n411e10

survivor, germany,
police, legally,
ministry, manpower,
exonerate, unburden,
hostage,
understatement

n471e15

session, german,
crime, offense,
unfounded, tribunal,
vienna, confiscate,
outbreak, outspoken,
austria, extenuate,
defection, schm...
n531e3

court, strenuously,
obtainable

n591e3

relapse,
unscrupulous,
penniless

n651e6

disappoint,
admiration,
disappointment,
startle, respectable,
invitation

n711e4

lately, hasn, aren,
lenient

n771e3

don, conductor,
luggage

military,
perpetrator,
nutrition,
eyewitness,
bulldozer, bosnia,
arendt, weizman,
proportional...
n352e2

starvation, butchery

n412e7

conference,
officially,
unprecedented,
mitigate,
collaborator,
unwillingness, norway

n472e6

prominent, preside,
polish, seizure,
perpetrate, honorary

n532e3

reluctance, brag,
gist

n592e4

mildly, topsy, turvy,
dile ante

n652e5

admire, seventeen,
thoughtless, shirk,
proficient

n712e7

bore, worry, annoy,
dreary, ludicrous,
secretary,
disinclination

n772e15

dislike, fancy,
eagerness,
unmistakable,
hearted, dishonest,
knack, miserably,
conclusively,
fearfu...

n53e92

popularity, hamper,
ineffectual, havoc,
orthodox, exuberant,
conventionally,
boston, surveillance,
junk, erosion,
intricacy, local...
n113e8

york, disruption,
outright,
discrimination,
erode, outnumber,
francisco, miami

n173e18

unite, major,
massive, decade,
widespread, american,
cultural,
controversial, surge,
budget, furthermore,
broaden, diff...
n233e20

leader, party,
september, movement,
illegal, politician,
november, cynicism,
forum, january,
protest, february,
misrepres...
n293e6

monitor, less,
unwanted, marc,
litigation,
phosphorus

n353e7

destruction,
document, expert,
october, violation,
april, warfare

n413e7

defeat, publicly,
dubious, august,
july, unreliable,
misdeed

n473e4

concession, loyalty,
incident, flagrant

n533e2

rescue, council

n593e5

enthusiastic,
enthusiastically,
urgently, illogical,
nowadays

n653e5

vigorously, tightly,
torture,
accompaniment,
intentionally

n713e13

fearful,
exceptionally, jam,
conscientiously,
standstill, callous,
vouchsafe, decorum,
directness,
mortificat...
n773e28

delightful,
positively, shameful,
malignant,
disagreeable,
humiliation, idiotic,
agonize, volunteer,
plough, truth...

n54e77

safety, store,
enterprise, casual,
destructive,
concentration, city,
convenience, vehicle,
fashionable, avenue,
lively, restaur...
n114e8

successful,
intensify, finance,
deteriorate, dwindle,
campus, immigrant,
inaccurate

n174e23

control, significant,
source, main,
pressure, throughout,
devastate, dramatic,
access, mid, induce,
institution, survey,
impact, breakd...
n234e9

debate, reform, ban,
potent, occupation,
corruption, western,
parliamentary, brazil

n294e13

threat, december,
occupy, devastation,
evasion, brutality,
grievance, colonial,
unsuccessfully,
incursion,
republican, egypt...
n354e15

comment, war,
notable, evidence,
agreement,
commentator, phase,
vindicate, remotely,
portray, discredit,
favorable, spokes...
n414e7

threaten, defend,
peaceful, openly,
characteristically,
regre able,
hostility

n474e10

serious, release,
favor, disastrous,
deception,
resignation, terror,
paralyze, rig,
hypocrisy

n534e7

refuse, enthusiasm,
heroic, vicious,
wealthy, retirement,
strenuous

n594e13

advice, appreciate,
relief, conviction,
hint, heavily,
marriage, awe,
announcement,
desperately, dignify,
muscle, helpless
n654e16

friendly, painful,
eager, temper,
hopeless, instant,
smoothly, infect,
grateful, panic,
generosity, cruelly,
inexperien...
n714e26

feel, excuse, regret,
blame, embarrassment,
quarrel, anxious,
spite, jealous,
ponder, nobility,
happiness, meadow,
irritate, complac...
n774e17

conversation,
unconsciously,
invalid, humiliate,
unaccustomed,
pitiful,
exasperation,
coldness, unsee...

n55e24

PLAN, department,
population, facility,
supervision,
ownership, liability,
steadily, occupant,
nurture,
accommodat...

n115e10

n56e80

n175e12

NEW, share,
successfully,
temporary, decline,
business, million,
european, monthly,
emergency, estimate,
household

n235e9

support, popular,
STATE, particularly,
educate, civil,
acknowledgment,
italy, government

n295e10

powerful, issue,
provide, weaken,
subsequent,
consistently,
regularly, fraud,
fanatic, tacit

n355e15

early, protect,
intellectual, study,
MASS, contest,
legitimate, sanction,
representative,
declaration,
endanger, accepta...
n415e16

fail, success,
mention, interest,
appeal, accept,
effort, engage, date,
tolerate, suppress,
intolerable,
powerless, d...
n475e15

late, approach,
seriously, past,
hardly, right,
deeply, recognize,
submit, significance,
fulfill, humanity,
irresisti...
n535e21

close, reach, just,
think, decide, wrong,
really, move, delay,
position, rid,
unexpected,
ridiculous, whim,
match, shar...
n595e22

begin, try, step,
repeat, expect,
spend, announce,
ease, address,
satisfaction, behave,
forget, chapter,
alert, strang...
n655e14

quickly, usual,
ready, firmly,
se le, le er,
cruel, excite,
passionate, arouse,
advise, sincere,
recollection, aloof
n715e25

talk, ask, interrupt,
strain, please,
clever, ridicule,
happy, instinctively,
amuse, depress, joke,
severely,
impercepti...
n775e21

tone, awkward, beg,
greet, fond,
habitual, horrify,
mentally, marry,
overtake, fur, fuss,
favorite,
hopelessn...

n57e21

widen, TOWN,
recreation, rural,
routine, barbarism,
nineteenth, diet,
civilization,
allegiance, inter,
heritage, counter...
n116e2

public, concentrate,
school, local,
obsolete, gradual,
commercial, center,
community, groundwork

se lement,
cleanliness, feudal,
glasgow, tariff,
artfully, overgrow,
colonization,
sanitary, tawdry,
townsman, techn...
n117e3

cost, costly

n176e10

valuable, protection,
balance, promote,
private, security,
administration,
repository,
incorporation, sweden

n236e6

conduct, privilege,
benefit, prosperous,
inequality, republic

n296e6

dependent, ability,
preference, skill,
roman, athens

n356e22

direct, USE, free,
a empt, important,
influence, deal,
concern, adopt,
member, usually,
situation, quality,
interfere, misl...
n416e56

difficult, able, end,
lead, course, second,
time, clear, remain,
beyond, easy, fact,
MAKE, allow, mat,
WAY, follow, explain,
show, careful, ...
n476e29

LONG, short, add,
a ention, continue,
else, avoid, put,
immediately, a ach,
impossible, express,
familiar, chance,
manage, mist...

n536e14

bad, surprise,
happen, carefully,
quite, convince,
abandon, embrace,
impression, weakness,
draw, unusual,
a ent...
n596e16

push, inform, unable,
preparation, remark,
expression,
unfamiliar, dance,
intimate, keen,
untrue, peacefully,
playful, splin...
n656e12

aggravate, se ler,
fi eenth

n177e15

advantage, partly,
contribute, likely,
encourage,
disadvantage, decay,
competition, assess,
bulk, consumer,
oppress...
n237e22

demand, uncertain,
impose, loss, rich,
extraordinary,
probably, originally,
food, unnecessary,
joint, teacher,
profession, super...
n297e22

gain, different,
equally, account,
establish, require,
grant, particular,
derive, enjoy,
consequence, reduce,
exercise, progr...
n357e47

MEAN, effect,
present, consider,
certain, indeed,
kind, purpose,
entirely, compare,
whatever, easily,
case, depend, ...

n417e20

far, except, fix,
doubt, certainly,
difficulty, possibly,
perfectly, whenever,
deserve, acute,
satisfy, utmost,
recommend, mank...
n477e9

useless, accompany,
sooner, entertain,
excellent, caution,
allude,
satisfactorily,
undisturbed

n537e5

soon, feelings,
unsuitable,
invaluable,
unaccountable

n597e7

disperse, mild, must,
forestall, lifeless,
immeasurably,
symmetrically

n657e17

wish, forward,
unnoticed, mood,
approval, intrigue,
laboriously, perturb,
festive, heartfelt,
compatriot, bodyguard

victory, a ack,
personally, affair,
readiness,
abandonment, bridge,
onlooker, elegantly,
painstakingly,
runner, manh...

n716e18

n717e16

notice, face,
brilliant, rapidly,
confident, silent,
incomprehensible,
club, subside,
pleasant, perplexity,
unmarr...
n776e26

suddenly, nonsense,
listen, childish,
autumn, ball,
unnatural, sit,
guest, eagerly,
sunshine, visitor,
sincerely, g...

march, reception,
noticeable, whip,
uniform,
energetically, news,
ration, dam,
disapproval,
maliciou...
n777e16

await, crowd,
passionately,
senseless, lit,
harness, flare,
frost, dimly, flurry,
li er, mortally,
diplo...

n58e16

wholesale, hamburg,
banker, monopolize,
regimen, edinburgh,
deface, carolina,
affluence,
birmingham,
palliat...
n118e18

luxury, expensive,
civilize, occasional,
british, subservient,
provision,
counterbalance,
impartially,
extirpate, char...
n178e48

GREAT, custom,
sufficient, maintain,
ordinary, naturally,
gradually, borrow,
generally, improve,
establishment,
considera...

n238e32

n59e77

rigidity, entangle,
sublime, mold, drape,
interlace, wildness,
diagonally, robinson,
finalize, bifurcate,
unvarying, owen,
encrust
n393e11

fringe, sympathetic,
weave, persistently,
zigzag, pristine,
celtic, crudeness,
inhabitable, coca,
cannonball

n453e11

cra , beauty, carve,
crystal, interweave,
decorate, fixity,
fragility,
undeniably,
uncoordinated,
prosaically
n513e6

interior, paint,
mimic, contour,
imagery, debris

consist, acquire,
neglect, sole,
advance, reserve,
former, suppose,
indirectly,
universally, confine,
proper, perpet...

extent, alter,
la er, incapable,
peculiar, exert,
expressly, hitherto

motive, removal,
inquiry, uncommon,
interruption,
invariable

n538e7

ill, assurance,
innumerable, avail,
obstinacy, implant,
despicable

aesthetic

n274e17

lars

n275e1

aesthetically,
ornament, vegetal,
gothic, transept,
semper, hogarth,
spuybroek,
flamboyant, tracery,
worrin...
n334e39

n276e2

smoothness,
hollowness

cusp

n335e1

sprout, spire, twig,
configure, darwin,
textile,
entanglement,
pliable, flatness,
braid, rib, chartres,
textu...

n336e1

miesian

gombrich

n394e5

texture, nouveau,
ceramic, occlude,
manicure

n454e3

james, bre , dalo

n514e5

artist, meticulously,
prolific, rembrandt,
disturbingly

n455e5

n456e38

unspoiled,
primitivism, nordic,
trompe, oeil

n515e12

fred, civilisation,
toronto, canadian,
monolith, bataille,
montreal, tellingly,
playboy, parson,
mesa, lawn, carte,
scully, southw...
n516e13

reservation, desert,
revisit, tourism,
aura, teller,
encampment,
wasteland, sanity,
signalled,
confederat...

0

landscape, tourist,
carpenter, nuclear,
pastoral, choses,
wisconsin, thomson,
prairie, cartography,
hippie, ethnographic,
canguilhem

1

england, employ,
circulate, farmer,
agriculture,
consumption,
maintenance, cheap,
diminution, payment,
industry, quant...

supply, sell,
prosperity,
proportion, money,
ton, certificate,
coal, scanty,
pasture, unemployed,
unfavoura...

produce, buy, branch,
farm, rate,
degradation,
subordination, sale,
impracticable,
consume, sophistry,
finery, indemnify
n240e16

idle, upwards

amount, increase,
accumulate, sum,
alteration,
additional, unfit,
portion, county,
exertion, deer,
disproport...
n300e69

instrument,
independent,
constantly, division,
equivalent, constant,
convert, own,
article, etc, raw,
lessen, append...
n360e94

perform, power,
previously, class,
impartial, influx

WORK, material,
transfer, exploit,
exclusively, newly,
reproduce, absorb,
hence, total,
superfluous, normal,
inv...

n420e9

nourishment, divest,
undeveloped,
ingeniously,
preponderance,
phraseology,
grotesquely, heinous,
undisguised
n480e5

gratify, unanimously,
inducement,
uncommonly

n539e4

week, acutely,
instigation,
superintendence,
unassuming

n540e9

converse, overpower,
unintelligible,
quickness

customary, starve,
caprice, outstrip,
eloquently,
impudence, cynically,
declaim, irrationally

n600e8

depression, pretext,
recruit, outlive,
reckless,
indissoluble,
abnormally, manfully

n659e1

inspect, historian,
treachery, minutely,
mindedness,
malevolent,
noticeably, offhand

preoccupy, blunder,
spur, pond,
proclamation,
predestine,
insignificance, mot,
campaign, skillfully,
demean, patriot...

ba le, mason,
maneuver, skillful,
headquarter, deafen,
irresistibly,
accountant, icon,
capitulation,
napoleonic, kit...

figural

n180e13

dispose, destine,
allowance, paltry,
negligence,
undoubted,
favourably, pillory

necessary, useful,
replace,
circumstance,
operation, enrich,
english, disposal,
owe, compensation,
extraneous, sl...

n479e4

restless,
insignificant,
animate, inactive,
untried, undeservedly

n778e18

theodor

n120e23

pay, gross, occasion,
regulation, regulate,
superiority,
altogether, obstruct,
oblige, inferior,
thrive, restraint,
secondly, profita...

n299e15

n359e6

n419e3

heighten,
unconnected, outweigh

n598e6

n658e8

n718e21

n156e1

n60e212

country, compensate,
afford, foreign,
moderate,
considerable,
frequently, duty,
import, metal,
wareho...
n119e40

n179e8

n239e2

otherwise, carry,
sometimes, worth,
somewhat, raise,
enable, lend,
complaint, render,
manner, inspection,
extensive, likew...
n298e17

n358e8

n418e6

n478e9

assure, fortunate,
sentiment, amusement,
cessation,
circumspection,
reprehensible,
pompous, neatness

rework,
characterising,
materialise, negri,
hardt, krauss

n215e1

○ 4.22
Face of LeCorbusier_Towards a New Architecture in Library 229,
rendering_229_15_RW_4060_r_50it21d.

n181e8

n36e6

van, transparency,
picasso,
constructivist, mies,
georg, characterised,
prehistory, mondrian,
weimar, expression...

artistic, geometric,
sculptural, foreword,
simmel, stella,
characterisation,
riegl

n214e1

n273e3

imagination,
exaggeration, shell,
poetic,
unforge able,
smallness, nuance,
recapture, hackneyed,
engrave, salut...

hellenic, colourful,
garnier, werkbund,
schlemmer

abstraction,
ornamental

geometrically

n271e43

n35e74

n94e8

sculpture, antique,
naturalistic,
verisimilitude,
constructional,
capriciousness

n153e14

cosmogony, seuil,
femmes, vicariously

n210e2

n34e5

decorative, sculptor,
drama, sinuous,
raphael, virtuosity,
reverie, tableau,
turbine, serpentine,
photographer,
auguste, bal...
n93e6

legend

n150e4

n33e66

theatre, dancer,
princely, mutilate,
contortion, plebeian,
vigne e, stendhal,
charlie, chaplin,
gautier

n660e8

forebode

n719e2

locomotive, stein

n779e8

orderly, affectation,
memorandum,
confidant, begrudge,
brunt, bons,
cockroach

yard, senior,
masterly, saturdays,
boiler, lui,
disrespectful,
gangrene

n720e7

petition, newcomer,
decently, arson,
pi , dismally,
dispirit

n780e5

a endance, fester,
lathe, cot, magnate

n823e2

concussion, candour

gorgeous, gur

INFORMATIONAL INSTRUMENT

LECORBUSIER_TOWARDS A NEW ARCHITECTURE
VISITING LIBRARY 229 INDEXED BY WORDS
In a more diverse library, and a more complex environment,
LeCorbusier_Towards a New Architecture’s response
becomes more differentiated as well. Its interests are now
scattered around the galaxy and not focused on one spot, as
with the two previous libraries. ○ 4.20 ○ 4.21 ○ 4.22 Its most prominent highlight is rearticulated with a new vocabulary: cinema,
music, dance, theatre, virtuosity. LeCorbusier_Towards a New
Architecture now starts to talk about architecture in a new light.
The galaxy shines in yet another manner. The mood changes.
n92 e1 {ӏsoleilӏ}
n152 e0 {}
n32 e11 {ӏtheatreӏ, ӏdancerӏ, princely, mutilate,
contortion, plebeian, vignette, stendhal, ӏcharlieӏ,
ӏchaplinӏ, gautier}
n93 e6 {ӏsculptureӏ, ӏantiqueӏ, ӏnaturalisticӏ,
verisimilitude, constructional, capriciousness}
n33 e66 {ӏdecorativeӏ, ӏsculptorӏ, ӏdramaӏ, sinuous,
raphael, ӏvirtuosityӏ, reverie, tableau, turbine,
serpentine, ӏphotographerӏ, auguste, ӏballetӏ,
ӏimpressionistӏ, ӏstylizeӏ, scenic, easel, walt,
ӏfilmmakerӏ, patrimony, peinture, ӏcinematicӏ, ӏtorsoӏ,
ӏphotographyӏ, inaction, extravaganza, ӏacrobaticsӏ,
dresden, ӏdramatistӏ, secession, sensualist, ӏrubensӏ,
vivant, siberian, ӏmarionetteӏ, ӏbehrensӏ, gustave,
eisenstein, ӏchoreographyӏ, ӏmontageӏ, whitman, christie,
mime, belvedere, julien, mise, ӏaestheteӏ, adolphe,
monet, ӏsymbolistӏ, gallimard, wagnerian, pantomime,
ӏrodinӏ, ibsen, craig, emerson, hanlon, pierrot, transl,
winckelmann, appia, maeterlinck, charlot, vertov,
stieglitz}
n91 e1 {legend}
n151 e1 {fretwork}
n212 e1 {ӏgeometricallyӏ}
n153 e14 {ӏorientalӏ, drapery, ӏcubicӏ, arabesque,
festoon, compactness, romanesque, wavy, byzantine,
sidedly, amalgamation, disharmony, agonise, volition}
n31 e61 {ӏromeӏ, twin, incise, fuzzy, blazon,
ӏhospitalityӏ, dough, gauls, abduct, involuted, termite,
palatine, herculean, hooves, recommencement, silt, mono,
etruscan, hercules, aeneas, consul, unum, omnia, toga,
capra, corneille, kingship, substitutable, suffrage,
romulus, sextus, rhea, joker, tiber, diasparagmos, turba,
fracas, valerius, livy, pleb, sabines, sabine, tullus,
quirinus, vestal, lucretia, remus, geometral, tarquinius,
alba, tarpeia, horatius, alban, cacus, coriolanus,
curiatius, volsci, gabii, curiatii, albula, evander}

Exploring the three galaxies, LeCorbusier_Towards a New
Architecture has a different story to tell in each one of them.
The indexes it uses to point to its most probable stories are
dramatically different. It forms new atom-letters for each galaxy; it tells a similar story in a new way. For me as a performer
of this small test, this feels quite promising and convincing.
Still, one aspect has been left unaddressed: the formations of
Library 34 and Library 48. This is a part of the next beautiful
aspect of an Informational Instrument, on how books gather.
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PLAY AMONG BOOKS

n1e67

Ki ler The Truth of the Technological World, Auge The Future,
Taleb The Black Swan, Wiener The Human Use of Human Beings,
McLuhan The Gutenberg Galaxy, Latour Facing Gaia, Cache
Projectiles, McLuhan Understanding Media, Graeber Debt, Ponte
The House of Light and Entropy, Lefebvre Critique of Everyday
Life, Virilio A Landscape of Events, Wiener Cybernetics, Hayek
The Constitution of Liberty, Hayek The Road to Serfdom, Deleuze
Gua ari A Thousand Plateaus, Ranciere Aisthesis, Carpo The
Second Digital Turn, West Scale The Universal Laws of Growth,
Serres Thumbelina, Fukuyama The End of History and the Last Man,
Spuybroek The Sympathy of Things, Weizman The Least of All
Possible Evils, Popper All Life Is Problem Solving, Castells The
Power of Identity, Negroponte Being Digital, Girard Violence and
the Sacred, Castells et al Another Economy Is Possible, Foucault
The Order of Things, Easterling Extrastatecra , Castells The
Rise of the Network Society, Delanda Philosophy and Simulation,
Herman Chomsky Manufacturing Consent, Max Bill Form, Function,
Beauty, Latour We Have Never Been Modern, Schrodinger What is
Life, Chomsky On Language, Devlin Finding Fibonacci, Arendt The
Human Condition, Fuller Operating Manual for Space, Arendt
Eichmann in Jerusalem A Report, Arendt On Revolution, Latour
Reasembling the Social, Baudrillard The Vital Illusion, Devlin
The Unfinished Game, Freud Beyond the Pleasure Principle,
Worringer Abstraction and Empathy, Foucault Archaeology of
Knowledge, Foucault The History of Sexuality Vol 1, Lefe...
n3e45

Eco On Literature, Serres The Five Senses, Derrida Signature,
Deleuze Desert Islands and Other Texts , Serres Geometry, Musil
The Man Without Qualities V1, Serres Statues, Serres Biogea,
Hofstadter I Am a Strange Loop, Zizek Less Than Nothing, Jung
Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious, Blanchot The Book to
Come, Benjamin The Work of Art in the Age of M, Serres Latour
Conversations on Science, Culture, and Time, Nietzsche Beyond
Good and Evil, Shelley Frankenstein or the Modern Prometheus,
Ruskin The Seven Lamps of Architecture, Jung Alchemical Studies,
Sedlacek Economics of Good and Evil, Barthes Mythologies,
Sullivan The Autobiography of an Idea, Serres Rome, Freud
Uncanny, Jung Two Essays in Analytical Psychology, Lacan The
Psychoses Seminars of JL, Freud The Psychopathology of Everyday,
Hofstadter Gödel Escher Bach, Foucault History of Madness,
Abbo Flatland, Bachelard The Poetics of Space, Eco
Serendipities Language & Lunacy, Buehlmann Mathematics and
Information Serres, Derrida Of Grammatology, Blanchot The Space
of Literature, Zizek Demanding the Impossible, Lucretius On the
Nature of Things, Plato Timaeus, Bacon Novum Organum, Nancy The
Ground of the Image, Alberti On Painting, Derrida Copy Archive
Signature, Girard Sacrifice, Nancy Intoxication, Aristotle
Poetics, Newton The Mathematical Principles of Natural
Philosophy

n5e20

Harman Bells and Whistles, Delanda Harman The Rise of Realism,
Descartes Discourse on the Method, Harman Towards Speculative
Realism, Meillassoux A er Finitude, Deleuze Difference and
Repetition, Leibniz Theodicy, Badiou In Praise of Mathematics,
Russell The Problems of Philosophy, Deleuze Gua ari What Is
Philosophy, Popper The Logic of Scientific Discovery, Kant
Critique of Pure Reason, Spinoza The Essential Spinoza Ethics,
Ayache The Blank Swan, Descartes Meditations, Spinoza The
Ethics, Badiou Number and Numbers, Badiou Mathematics of the
Transcendent, Feynman QED The Strange Theory of Light,
Wi genstein Tractatus Logico Philosophicus

n2e49

Sorkin All Over the Map, Banham A Critic Writes, Sykes Hays
Architectural Theory 1993 2009, Sudjic The Edifice Complex,
Jencks The Story of Post- Modernism, Bo Bardi Stones Against
Diamonds, Rogers A Place for All People, Mumford The Culture of
Cities, Rakatansky Tectonic Acts of Desire and Doubt, Krier The
Architecture of Community, Ra i et al Open Source
Architecture, Koolhaas SMLXL, Betsky Architecture Ma ers,
Aureli Real Estates, Lavin Flash in the Pan, Koolhaas Delirious
New York , Sco Brown Having Words, Ito Tarzans in the Media,
Mertins Modernity Unbound, Le Corbusier The City of Tomorrow ,
Tafuri Architecture and Utopia, Le Corbusier Towards a New
Architecture, Gropius The New Architecture and the Bauhaus,
Ra i The City of Tomorrow , Vidler Histories of the Immediate
Present, Schumacher The Autopoiesis of Architecture Vol 2, Cook
Drawing, Venturi Sco Brown Learning from Las Vegas, Ruskin
Poetry of Architecture, Hollis Cities Are Good for You,
Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin, Howard Garden Cities of
To-morrow, Carpo Architecture in the Age of Printing, Kuma
Anti-Object, Greenfield Against the Smart City, Alexander A
Pa ern Language, Carpo The Alphabet and the Algorithm, Lavin
Kissing Architecture, Bosker Original Copies, Durand Precis of
the Lectures on Architecture, Jacobs The Death and Life of Great
American Cities, Schumacher The Autopoiesis of Architecture
Vol 1, Eisenman Koolhaas et al Supercritical, Aureli The
Posibility of an Absolute Architecture, Aureli Less is Eno...
n4e14

Alberti Ten Books on Architecture, Vitruvius The Ten Books of
Architecture, Rousseau The Social Contract, Humboldt Equinoctial
Regions of America, Machiavelli The Prince, Homer Iliad, Smith
Wealth of Nations, Aristotle The Athenian Constitution, Beowulf,
Aristotle Politics, Palladio The Four Books of Architecture,
Dürer Memoirs of Journeys to Venice, Galilei Discourse on
Floating Bodies, Becke Waiting for Godot

n6e34

Joyce Ulysses, Hugo Les Misérables, Borges Collected Fictions,
Dickens A Tale of Two Cities, Eco The Name of the Rose, Tolstoy
War and Peace, Eco Baudolino, Tolstoy Anna Karenina, Dickens
Oliver Twist, Cicero Tusculan Disputations, Cervantes Don
Quixote, Becke Stories and Texts for Nothing, Rand The
Fountainhead, Woolf Night and Day, Kerouac On the Road, Austen
Pride and Prejudice, Asimov I Robot, Kafka The Trial, Dante
Divine Comedy, Plato The Republic, Goethe Faust, Nietzsche Thus
Spake Zarathustra, Voltaire Candide, Balzac The Unknown
Masterpiece, Twain Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, Hobbes
Leviathan, Plato Symposium, Shakespeare Hamlet, Augustine The
Confessions, Shakespeare Romeo and Juliet, Aristotle Ethics,
Kafka Metamorphosis, King James Bible, Confucian Analects

○ 4.23
Xenotheka: a gathering of Books, rendering_229_13_RB_0203_r_25it21d.
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ABSTRACTION I’:
ATOM-LETTERS AND SPECTRA
Alongside the negotiation between concepts—as the other part
of the double bind—actors start to gather and form galaxies of
discourses. Since each actor presents itself in a multiplicity of
ways, it is a part of multiple discourse galaxies. The same process and the same algorithm (SOM) are being used, yet in an
inverted manner. Mathematicians would say it is a transposed
matrix. Instead of indexing words by books (Abstraction I), we
are indexing books with words (Abstraction I’).
Abstraction I
LIBRARY
word_1
word_2
word_3

book_1
v11
v21
v31

book_2
v12
v22
v32

book_3
v13
v23
v33

book_4
v14
v24
v34

architecture 0.00783492782603, 0.00694168932686,
0.0016858527965093, 8.92502979166E-4, 0.00862752875842195,
0.00426245488002935, 0.003173341463705, 0.00743752449306,
0.01328837762792542… (one dimension for each book)
Abstraction I’
LIBRARY
book_1
book_2
book_3

word_1
v11
v21
v31

word_2
v12
v22
v32

word_3
v13
v23
v33

word_4
v14
v24
v34

Blanchot_The Book to Come 3.18200372535E-4,
3.0866484430293E-4, 4.84841203282E-4, 4.0428618039226E4, 2.5165714526457E-4, 1.5861276912E-4, 1.726447484E-4,
1.3866652121674147E-4… (one dimension for each word)

Instead of words, here books are the ones that gather and make
friends, trying to find their place in the library. 324 Each shelf of
the library becomes a new character, an atom-letter, a persona,
and a small library.
SIX CHARACTERS OF A LIBRARY
In the rendering_229_13_RB_0203_r_25it21d_words_vertex
○ 4.23, I want to have only a few distinct personas, each of them
strong and rich in character. Therefore, I tune the resolution of the
galaxy to six atom-letters (six conceptual personas). And again,
without assuming any classification (topics, keywords, genres,
disciplines, eras), books gather in an interesting and convincing
way. Three characters on the left—n2 e49, n4 e14, n6 e34—have
almost disciplinary flavours. n2 e49 is indexed mainly with books
that celebrate architecture; n4 e14 is mostly a gathering place for
books written before the 20th century; n6 e34 is a shelf of literary
324

Similarity is measured in the same way as before, by the Euclidean
distance of encoded vectors in a trained SOM.
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Descartes_Discourse on Method
Leibniz_Theodicy
Spinoza_The Essential Spinoza Ethics
Spinoza_The Ethics
Descartes_Meditations
Bacon_Novum Organum
Plato_Timaeus
Aristotle_Politics
Rousseau_The Social Contract
Hobbes_Leviathan
Lucretius_On the Nature of Things
Cicero_Tusculan Disputations
Nietzsche_Beyond Good and Evil
Machiavelli_The Prince
Aristotle_Ethics
Plato_The Republic
Plato_Symposium
Confucian Analects
King James Bible
Augustine_The Confessions
Nietzsche_Thus Spake Zarathustra
Shakespeare_Romeo and Juliet
Dante_Divine Comedy
Goethe_Faust
Shakespeare_Hamlet
Cervantes_Don Quixote
Voltaire_Candide
Twain_Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Beckett_Stories and Texts for Nothing
Dickens_Oliver Twist
Tolstoy_Anna Karenina
Kafka_The Trial
Kerouac_On the Road
Rand_The Fountainhead
Dickens_A Tale of Two Cities
Tolstoy_War and Peace
Balzac_The Unknown Masterpiece
Joyce_Ulysses
Woolf_Night and Day
Asimov_I Robot
Eco_Baudolino
Eco_The Name of the Rose
Austen_Pride and Prejudice
Kafka_Metamorphosis
Hugo_Les Misérables
Musil_The Man Without Qualities V1
Borges_Collected Fictions
Sullivan_The Autobiography of an Idea
Serres_Biogea
Shelley_Frankenstein or the Modern Prometheus
Beowulf
Homer_Iliad
Dürer_Memoirs of Journeys to Venice
Abbott_Flatland
Galilei_Discourse on Floating Bodies
Feynman_QED The Strange Theory of Light
Alberti_On Painting
Newton_The Mathematical Principles of Natural
Philosophy
Einstein_Relativity
Aristotle_The Athenian Constitution
Humboldt_Equinoctial Regions of America
Stein_Tender Buttons
Smith_The Wealth of Nations
Ruskin_The Seven Lamps of Architecture
Vitruvius_The Ten Books of Architecture
Ruskin_Poetry of Architecture
Alberti_The Ten Books on Architecture
Palladio_The Four Books of Architecture
Durand_Precis of the Lectures on Architecture
Alexander_The Timeless Way of Building
Alexander_A Pattern Language
Howard_Garden Cities of To-morrow
Le Corbusier_The City of Tomorrow
Jacobs_The Death and Life of Great
American Cities
Calvino_Invisible Cities
Hollis_Cities Are Good for You
Greenfield_Against the Smart City
Aureli_The Posibility of an Absolute
Architecture
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Mumford_The Culture of Cities
Koolhaas Mau_S,M,L,XL
Sorkin_All Over the Map
Koolhaas_Delirious New York
Bosker_Original Copies
Aureli_Real Estates
Krier_The Architecture of Community
Rogers_A Place for All People
Sudjic_The Edifice Complex
Jencks_The Story of Post-Modernism
Gropius_The New Architecture and the Bauhaus
Banham_A Critic Writes
LeCorbusier_Towards a New Architecture
Cook_Drawing
Betsky_Architecture Matters
Bo Bardi_Stones Against Diamonds
Scott Brown_Having Words
Ratti et al_Open Source Architecture
Ito_Tarzans in the Media Forest
Venturi Scott Brown_Learning from Las Vegas
Eisenman Koolhaas et al_Supercritical
Kuma_Anti-Object
Pallasmaa_The Eyes of the Skin
Sykes Hays_Architectural Theory 1993-2009
Lavin_Kissing Architecture
Lavin_Flash in the Pan
Jacob_Make it Real
Vidler_Histories of the Immediate Present
Schumacher_The Autopoiesis of Architecture
Vol 2
Schumacher_The Autopoiesis of Architecture
Vol 1
Eisenman_The End of the Classical
Eisenman_Notes on Conceptual Architecture
Tafuri_Architecture and Utopia
Mertins_Modernity Unbound
Rakatansky_Tectonic Acts of Desire and Doubt
Carpo_Architecture in the Age of Printing
Aureli_Less Is Enough
Carpo_The Alphabet and the Algorithm
Worringer_Abstraction and Empathy
Max Bill_Form, Function, Beauty
Spuybroek_The Sympathy of Things
Ranciere_Aisthesis
Schlemmer Nagy_The Theater of the Bauhaus
Ponte_The House of Light and Entropy
Carpo_The Second Digital Turn
Cache_Projectiles
Weizman_Before and After
McLuhan_Understanding Media
Negroponte_Being Digital
Delanda_Philosophy and Simulation
Wiener_Cybernetics
Brillouin_Science and Information Theory
Ratti_The City of Tomorrow
West_Scale The Universal Laws of Growth
Easterling_Extrastatecraft
Weizman_The Least of All Possible Evils
Castells_The Rise of the Network Society
Castells et al_Another Economy Is Possible
Herman Chomsky_Manufacturing Consent
Castells_Networks of Outrage and Hope
Marx_Capital Volume 1
Castells_The Power of Identity
Haraway_Cyborg Manifesto
Marx Engels_The Communist Manifesto
Hayek_The Road to Serfdom
Hayek_The Constitution of Liberty
Fukuyama_The End of History and the Last Man
Arendt_On Revolution
Foucault_The History of Sexuality Vol 1
Latour_Reassembling the Social
Latour_We Have Never Been Modern
Lefebvre_Critique of Everyday Life
Arendt_The Human Condition
Auge_The Future
Virilio_A Landscape of Events
Fuller_Operating Manual for Space
Baudrillard_The Vital Illusion
Wiener_The Human Use of Human Beings
Latour_Facing Gaia
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1458
1465
1467
1468
1472
1491
1499
1508
1512
1516
1522
1530
1531
1539
1545
1564
1569
1569
1570
1572
1586
1588
1589
1613
1616
1620
1627
1628
1634
1636
1657
1661
1661
1668
1718
1768

Sedlacek_Economics of Good and Evil
McLuhan_The Gutenberg Galaxy
Popper_All Life Is Problem Solving
Graeber_Debt
Serres_Thumbelina
Darwin_On the Origin of Species
Arendt_Eichmann in Jerusalem A Report
Zizek_Demanding the Impossible
Taleb_The Black Swan
Foucault_History of Madness
Devlin_The Unfinished Game
Devlin_Finding Fibonacci
Schrodinger_What is Life
Barthes_The Language of Fashion
Eco_How to Write a Thesis
Kittler_The Truth of the Technological World
Zizek_Less Than Nothing
Girard_Violence and the Sacred
Hofstadter_Gödel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal
Golden Braid
Girard_Sacrifice
Hofstadter_I Am a Strange Loop
Barthes_Mythologies
Freud_Beyond the Pleasure Principle
Freud_Uncanny
Jung_Two Essays in Analytical Psychology
Jung_Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious
Jung_Alchemical Studies
Freud_The Psychopathology of Everyday Life
Eco_On Literature
Benjamin_The Work of Art in the Age of
Mechanical Reproduction
Bachelard_The Poetics of Space
Blanchot_The Book to Come
Nancy_Intoxication
Blanchot_The Space of Literature
Beckett_Waiting for Godot
Nancy_The Ground of the Image

1777
1784
1785
1790
1798
1804
1806
1810
1820
1833
1843
1845
1854
1856
1858
1868
1874
1881
1894
1906
1921
1928
1932
1935
1962
1969
1981
1993
1996
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

Derrida_Copy Archive Signature
Serres_Rome
Serres_Statues
Aristotle_Poetics
Serres_The Five Senses
Derrida_Signature
Serres_Geometry
Lefebvre_Rhythmanalysis
Serres Latour_Conversations on Science,
Culture, and Time
Lacan_The Psychoses Seminars of JL
Derrida_Of Grammatology
Eco_Serendipities Language & Lunacy
Ayache_The Blank Swan: The End of Probability
Saussure_Course in General Linguistics
Foucault_The Order of Things
Chomsky_Language and Mind
Deleuze Guattari_A Thousand Plateaus
Foucault_Archaeology of Knowledge
Deleuze_Desert Islands and Other Texts
Deleuze Guattari_What Is Philosophy
Harman_Immaterialism Objects and Social Theory
Harman_Towards Speculative Realism
Harman_Bells and Whistles
Delanda Harman_The Rise of Realism
Buehlmann_Mathematics and Information in the
Philosophy of Michel Serres
Deleuze_Difference and Repetition
Kant_Critique of Pure Reason
Meillassoux_After Finitude
Russell_The Problems of Philosophy
Badiou_In Praise of Mathematics
Chomsky_On Language
Popper_The Logic of Scientific Discovery
Chomsky_Aspects of the Theory of Syntax
Badiou_Number and Numbers
Badiou_Mathematics of the Transcendent
Wittgenstein_Tractatus Logico Philosophicus

○ 4.24
Xenotheka: a spectrum of books, rendering_229_08_RB_2000_r_55it21d.
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works. Three characters on the right—n1 e67, n3 e45, n5 e20—are
three flavours, three shelves, or a spectrum of three composed
of texts interested in theory and philosophy. This is again an arbitrary but consistent interpretation of moods on the shelves of this
Xenotheka. ○ 4.23 The library is characterised by six shelves, in six
particular characters. Since the number of characters is so small
(six), each character is quite specific and delicate. This feels and
looks promising. It is yet another indicator that the Informational
Instrument is composed and tuned well.
A SPECTRUM OF A LIBRARY
There can be many different spectra of the same Xenotheka.
Here is another one. This time books are arranged in such a way
that the library becomes a linear spectrum. ○ 4.24 In this case, the
spectrum comes with a scale; each book is assigned an ordinal
number of its cell (shelf). Values of these numbers don’t refer to
any external system; they are contextual pointers to high dimensional spaces, in this case, pointers to vectors of concepts. 325 The
library becomes a spectral abstraction of concepts spreading
from Renaissance and baroque thoughts (Descartes_Discourse
on the Method, Leibniz_Theodicy, Spinoza_The Ethics) via literary works (Balzac_The Unknown Masterpiece, Joyce_Ulysses,
Woolf_Night and Day), to thinking around architecture (Gropius_
The New Architecture and the Bauhaus, Banham_A Critic Writes,
LeCorbusier_Towards a New Architecture), and about the world
(Aristotle_Poetics, Serres_The Five Senses, Derrida_Signature),
while the spectrum ends with systemic formalisations (Badiou_In
Praise of Mathematics, Chomsky_On Language, and Popper_
The Logic of Scientific Discovery). ○ 4.24 If we just scan through
this list, we find a consistency in the way books inhabit the line.
Only by counting the words and using a generic algorithm (SOM)
is the library arranged. Again, it is articulated in its own terms.
A SPECTRALITY OF SPECTRA
If we continue to play with this contextual technique, with different
encodings that are provided by the Generic Machine (for example
indexed by letters, words, bigrams, trigrams, measured by different centralities: ClosenessCentrality, EigenvectorCentrality)
we will be able to render multiple, sometimes even contrasting,
spectra of the same library. ○ 4.25
Since spectra are of the same library and of the same scale
(from 1 to 2,000), they are commensurable. Facial expressions of
books become their new indexes while at the same time forming
a ground for a new and more abstract play. We are entering a new
level of abstraction, articulated with a new alphabet, with new
encodings and new symbols. Spectra become like dishes on a
menu ready to be composed in a beautiful dinner which is, in itself,
a symbolic compression of the ingredients that were used in the

325

Vahid Moosavi, “Computing With Contextual Numbers,” ArXiv:1408.0889
[Cs], accessed August 5, 2014, http://arxiv.org/abs/1408.0889.
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making of the dishes. We end up playing with a dinner menu that
behaves like a symbolic compression algorithm.
“Computing turns into an art (again), just like mechanics used
to be an art (and not science) before industrialization.” 326
Vera Bühlmann, Articulating a Thing Entirely in Its Own Terms

ABSTRACTION II:
ATOM-LETTERS AND CHARACTERS
Spectra provide a new ground for a new level of abstraction.
Actors can now abstract from concepts and centralities of
indexes, given that their new faces are composed of multiple
spectra. Each spectrum provides a specific view of the library—
an encoding. ○ 4.25 By relating spectra, we are composing more
abstract informational faces. Instead of encoding books in a single spectrum, such as by a dictionary of words and their centralities, we are encoding Xenotheka by relating spectra provided
at the previous level of abstraction; Abstraction I’. Books are no
longer articulated directly by the galaxy of concepts, but by the
spectrality of their faces. The way we want to bring those spectra in relation to each other is a part of the tuning process and
depends on the performer.
Abstraction II
LIBRARY
book_1
book_2
book_3

spectrum_1
v11
v21
v31

spectrum_2
v12
v22
v32

spectrum_3
v13
v23
v33

spectrum_4
v14
v24
v34

A book is now encoded in the plurality of its faces, by its ‘faceness’. As a result of this encoding process, the book in the example below is encoded by eight contextual numbers, coming from
eight spectra, ○ 4.25 each encoded in a different manner. This kind
of encoding is, at the same time, a spectrality of a face and its
symbolic compression.
Abstraction II
LeCorbusier_Towards a New Architecture 49 1584 1537 1540
660 246 1868 614 (one dimension for each spectrum) ○ 4.25

The same process repeats as on the previous level of abstraction,
yet it becomes more abstract. 327 Actors are choosing shelves
according to their mood and making friends according to their
interests. Books, now indexed by the spectrality of their own
326
327

Bühlmann, “Articulating a Thing Entirely in its Own Terms,” 74.
The process is articulated by the SOM algorithm.
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○ 4.25
Xenotheka: a spectrality of spectra.
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faces, are indexing shelves. Each shelf can contain many books.
The shelf is the new actor, the new atom-letter, in the same manner as it was described in Abstraction I’, but encoded in a different
and more abstract key. Instead of encoding a book in terms of
Xenotheka’s dictionary of 21,591 dimensions, we are encoding
it with 8 dimensions that encapsulate the complexity of not just
one of its dictionaries, but eight of them. ○ 4.25
GATHERING OF BOOKS
We have seen in subchapter A Book and its Many Faces how
concepts of LeCorbusier_Towards a New Architecture behave
in three different libraries. ○ 4.19 328 The question posed there was:
What does a book think in different environments? This question
is now externalised: What does a book do in different environments? Together, the thinking (Abstraction I) and doing (Abstraction I’ and II) of a book, by exposure to different environments,
provide a glimpse into the character and habits of a book. These
processes are synchronous; they develop in parallel, while complementing each other, and should be thought of as two sides of
a double articulation. Now let us continue observing the same
adventure that LeCorbusier_Towards a New Architecture was
having in subchapter A Book and its Many Faces from this new
perspective. Instead of concepts, we are interested in how the
book itself behaves at the gathering of books. That is, which place
in each of the three libraries would LeCorbusier_Towards a New
Architecture take? Who would be its friends and neighbouring
books? While observing how our protagonist behaves on the
level of books (Abstraction I’ and Abstraction II), let us keep in
mind how it was thinking on the level of concepts while travelling through galaxies (Abstraction I). These are the same three
galaxies, just encoded in a different key. Now, they are rendered
as gatherings of books.
ON THE GATHERING FOR 12 IN LIBRARY 34
In the Library 34, among mostly literary actors, LeCorbusier_
Towards a New Architecture assumes a comfortable position on
the shelf n10 e5. Together with Hugo_Les Misérables, Borges_
Collected Fictions, Balzac_The Unknown Masterpiece, Kafka_
Metamorphosis, it forms a new atom-letter, a concept, and a
persona. ○ 4.26 Instead of trying to understand or speculate on
its intriguing friendship with literary characters, let us see how
LeCorbusier_Towards a New Architecture behaves in the other
two libraries, and see if it is consistent.
n10 e5 {Hugo_Les Misérables, Borges_Collected Fictions,
ӏLeCorbusier_Towards a New Architectureӏ, Balzac_The Unknown
Masterpiece, Kafka_Metamorphosis}

328

The three libraries come from the same rendering of Xenotheka:
rendering_229_13_RB_0203_r_25it21d_words_vertex. Library 229 is
the initial library, where Library 34 (atom-letter n6e34) and Library
49 (atom-letter n2e49) are its shelves. ○ 4.23
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n1e6

n2e1

Becke Stories and Texts for
Nothing, Tolstoy Anna Karenina,
Dickens Oliver Twist, Kafka The
Trial, Twain Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn, Voltaire Candide

n3e2

Plato The Republic

Confucian Analects, Plato Symposium

n4e1

n6e1

Cervantes Don Quixote

Aristotle Ethics

n7e10

n9e2

Joyce Ulysses, Dickens A Tale of Two
Cities, Tolstoy War and Peace, Eco
The Name of the Rose, Eco Baudolino,
Rand The Fountainhead, Woolf Night
and Day, Kerouac On the Road, Asimov
I Robot, Austen Pride and Prejudice

n10e5

Hugo Les Misérables, Borges Collected
Fictions, Le Corbusier Towards a New
Architecture, Balzac The Unknown
Masterpiece, Kafka Metamorphosis

Cicero Tusculan Disputations, Hobbes
Leviathan

n11e2

n12e5

Dante Divine Comedy, Goethe Faust

Augustine The Confessions, Nietzsche
Thus Spake Zarathustra, Shakespeare
Romeo and Juliet, Shakespeare Hamlet,
King James Bible

○ 4.26
Xenotheka: a gathering of books in a Library 34, rendering_34_04_RB_0403_r_20it10d.
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ON THE GATHERING FOR 12 IN LIBRARY 49
In the architectural context of Library 49, LeCorbusier_Towards
a New Architecture has a different position and flavour. ○ 4.27
n7 e3 {Gropius_The New Architecture and the Bauhaus,
ӏLeCorbusier_Towards a New Architectureӏ, Carpo_The Alphabet
and the Algorithm }

If we think of the indexes related to its face in the same library,
○ 4.21 then its neighbouring books in the atom-letter n7 e3 feel
consistent. In this context, these are its most probable neighbours. If I continued to speculate, I would say that they should
be talking about contemporary technology and ancient references, while thinking of their present. Shelf n7 e3 is the new
conceptual persona, in which our protagonist is just one, albeit
a very loaded, index.
ON THE GATHERING FOR 12 IN LIBRARY 229
In the third library, in the context of many topics and interests,
LeCorbusier_Towards a New Architecture finds itself most comfortable when surrounded by the members of shelf n12 e31 where
discussions about architecture are the sole interest. ○ 4.28
n12 e31 {Sykes Hays_Architectural Theory 1993 2009,
Banham_A Critic Writes, Sudjic_The Edifice Complex, Bo Bardi_
Stones Against Diamonds, Jencks_The Story of Post-Modernism,
Rakatansky_Tectonic Acts of Desire and Doubt, Lavin_Flash
in the Pan, Ratti et al_Open Source Architecture, Betsky_
Architecture Matters, Mertins_Modernity Unbound, Rogers_A Place
for All People, Scott Brown_Having Words, Vidler_Histories of
the Immediate Present, Krier_The Architecture of Community,
Ito_Tarzans in the Media, Aureli_Real Estates, Gropius_The New
Architecture and the Bauhaus, Schumacher_The Autopoiesis of
Architecture Vol 2, ӏLeCorbusier_Towards a New Architectureӏ,
Koolhaas_Delirious New York, Venturi Scott Brown_Learning from
Las Vegas, Tafuri_ Architecture and Utopia, Pallasmaa_The Eyes
of the Skin, Cook_Drawing, Kuma_Anti-Object, Lavin_Kissing
Architecture, Schumacher_The Autopoiesis of Architecture
Vol 1, Carpo_The Alphabet and the Algorithm, Eisenman Koolhaas
et al_ Supercritical, Bosker_Original Copies, Jacob_Make
it Real}

LeCorbusier_Towards a New Architecture is surrounded exclusively by books on architecture. Its first neighbours n8 e13 and
n11 e13 are also predominantly interested in architecture and cities. This journey through three different galaxies, in a rather consistent manner, is another good indicator that the Informational
Instrument is tuned appropriately, and that it is almost ready to
be played.
MULTIPLE ENCODINGS
These kinds of encodings work in circles, both horizontally in
the articulation of spectra (Abstraction I and Abstraction I’) and
vertically by abstracting and articulating more abstract alphabets
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n1e16

Sorkin All Over the Map, Mumford The
Culture of Cities, Koolhaas SMLXL, Le
Corbusier The City of Tomorrow ,
Aureli Real Estates, Koolhaas
Delirious New York , Hollis Cities Are
Good for You, Tafuri Architecture and
Utopia, Ra i The City of Tomorrow ,
Howard Garden Cities of To-morrow,
Jacobs The Death and Life of Great
American Cities, Greenfield Against
the Smart City, Bosker Original
Copies, Aureli The Posibility of an
Absolute Architecture, Aureli Less is
Eno...
n4e2

Cook Drawing, Carpo Architecture in
the Age of Printing

n2e3

n3e2

Rogers A Place for All People, Krier
The Architecture of Community,
Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin

n5e3

Ito Tarzans in the Media, Kuma
Anti-Object

n6e4

Banham A Critic Writes, Sudjic The
Edifice Complex, Jencks The Story of
Post-Modernism

n7e3

Alexander A Pa ern Language, Durand
Precis of the Lectures on
Architecture, Ruskin Poetry of
Architecture, Alexander The Timeless
Way of Building

n9e1

Gropius The New Architecture and the
Bauhaus, Le Corbusier Towards a New
Architecture, Carpo The Alphabet and
the Algorithm

n10e11

Sykes Hays Architectural Theory 1993
2009, Lavin Flash in the Pan, Bo
Bardi Stones Against Diamonds,
Rakatansky Tectonic Acts of Desire
and Doubt, Ra i et al Open Source
Architecture, Sco Brown Having
Words, Schumacher The Autopoiesis of
Architecture Vol 2, Mertins Modernity
Unbound, Vidler Histories of the
Immediate Present, Schumacher The
Autopoiesis of Architecture Vol 1,
Lavin Kissing Architecture

Betsky Architecture Ma ers

n11e2

n12e2

Venturi Sco Brown Learning from Las
Vegas, Eisenman Koolhaas et Al
Supercritical

Jacob Make it Real, Eisenman The End
of the Classical

○ 4.27
Xenotheka: a gathering of books in a Library 49, rendering_49_04_RB_0403_r_50it10d.
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(Abstraction II). Conceptually, both are open-ended processes
that give specific flavours to the library. In each library a book
behaves differently; with different encodings, it shows its different moods, develops its character. By playing the Informational
Instrument, we are getting to know a book as a friend by meeting
its friends.
COMMUNICATING WITH THE FLOW
The last step in composing the Informational Instrument, the one
that closes its conceptual loop, is exposing it to a discretised flow
of books: Bibliotheka. We will expose five books form Bibliotheka
to Xenotheka. In previos example LeCorbusier_Towards a New
Architecture was already a part of Xenotheka. Now we want to
project ‘unknown’ books on Xenotheka and see which atom-letters and neighbourhoods will host and characterise them. In
doing so we will be able to speculate what these books might
be about without opening, or reading them. Still it is important to
keep in mind that if we change content or encoding of Xenotheka
characterisation of ‘unknown’ books canges as well. In this manner Xenotheka with a specific encoding becomes a character,
an interest, a panorama, an atmosphere, an alphabet, a way to
communicate with Bibliotheka. This communication consists of
two steps, via two double articulations, in a never-ending loop.
Xenotheka is the question; Bibliotheka offers a cloud of indexes
around it. Their relationship is articulated by yet another symbolic
poem that uses the newly articulated alphabet of atom-letters
as its communication channel. ○ 4.29
SymbolicPoem11_ListeningTOTheFlow
StrangersFace[files_] := Module[{},
wo = Flatten@Import[files];
name = StringSplit[files, {"/", "_words."}][[-2]];
graph = Graph[Rule @@@ Partition[Append[wo, wo[[1]]], 2,
1]];
centrality = VertexDegree;
centralities =
Association[
VertexList[graph][[#]] → centrality[graph][[#]]/2 & /@
Range[Length[VertexList[graph]]]];
foreignFace = centralities[#] & /@ dictionary[[All, 1]];
foreignFace = # /. _Missing → 0 & /@ foreignFace;
foreignFace = N[foreignFace/Total[foreignFace]];
{Flatten[Position[EuclideanDistance[foreignFace, #] & /@
gridWeights,
Sort[EuclideanDistance[foreignFace, #] & /@ gridWeights]
[[1]]]], name}]
Monitor[x = Table[StrangersFace[files[[i]]], {i,
Length[files]}];, i]
AppendTo[xenocellContentName[[x[[#, 1, 1]]]][[2]], x[[#, 2]]]
& /@ Range[Length[x]];
xenocellContentName = # /. {} → " " & /@ xenocellContentName;
xenoOut = xenocellContentName;
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n1e35

Joyce Ulysses, Dickens A Tale of Two
Cities, Hugo Les Misérables, Borges
Collected Fictions, Eco The Name of
the Rose, Tolstoy War and Peace, Eco
Baudolino, Becke Stories and Texts
for Nothing, Dickens Oliver Twist,
Tolstoy Anna Karenina, Cervantes Don
Quixote, Woolf Night and Day, Rand
The Fountainhead, Goethe Faust,
Asimov I Robot, Austen Pride and
Prejudice, Kafka The Trial, Kerouac
On the Road, Plato The Republic,
Balzac The Unknown Masterpiece, ...
n4e34

n2e6

n3e7

Bacon Novum Organum, Plato Timaeus,
Einstein Relativity, Newton The
Mathematical Principles of Natural
Philosophy, Feynman QED The Strange
Theory of Light, Galilei Discourse on
Floating Bodies

n5e1

n6e3

Musil The Man Without Qualities V1,
Nietzsche Beyond Good and Evil,
Derrida Signature, Cicero Tusculan
Disputations, Serres The Five Senses,
Jung Alchemical Studies, Jung
Archetypes and the Collective
Unconscious, Serres Statues, Shelley
Frankenstein or the Modern
Prometheus, Serres Biogea, Blanchot
The Book to Come, Rousseau The Social
Contract, Sullivan The Autobiography
of an Idea, Descartes Discourse on
the Method, Jung Two Essay...
n7e45

Ki ler The Truth of the
Technological World, Eco On
Literature, Auge The Future, Taleb
The Black Swan, Latour Facing Gaia,
Graeber Debt, McLuhan The Gutenberg
Galaxy, Wiener The Human Use of Human
Beings, McLuhan Understanding Media,
Lefebvre Critique of Everyday Life,
Sedlacek Economics of Good and Evil,
Serres Latour Conversations on
Science, Culture, and Time, Serres
Geometry, Benjamin The Work of Art in
the Age of M, Hofstadter I ...
n10e40

Deleuze Desert Islands and Other
Texts , Zizek Less Than Nothing, Cache
Projectiles, Wiener Cybernetics,
Deleuze Gua ari A Thousand Plateaus,
Delanda Harman The Rise of Realism,
Foucault The Order of Things, Lacan
The Psychoses Seminars of JL, Barthes
Mythologies, Hofstadter Gödel Escher
Bach, Spuybroek The Sympathy of
Things, Harman Bells and Whistles,
Chomsky On Language, Buehlmann
Mathematics and Information Serres,
Max Bill Form, Function, Bea...

Vitruvius The Ten Books on
Architecture, Alberti The Ten Books on
Architecture, Humboldt Equinoctial
Regions of America, Smith Wealth of
Nations, Stein Tender Bu ons, Darwin
On the Origin of Species, Palladio
The Four Books of Architecture

Ruskin The Seven Lamps of
Architecture, Ruskin Poetry of
Architecture, Durand Precis of the
Lectures on Architecture

Alberti On Painting

n8e1

n9e13

West Scale The Universal Laws of
Growth

n11e13

Sorkin All Over the Map, Mumford The
Culture of Cities, Hollis Cities Are
Good for You, Koolhaas SMLXL, Le
Corbusier The City of Tomorrow ,
Jacobs The Death and Life of Great
American Cities, Greenfield Against
the Smart City, Ra i The City of
Tomorrow , Howard Garden Cities of
To-morrow, Alexander A Pa ern
Language, Aureli The Posibility of an
Absolute Architecture, Calvino
Invisible Cities, Alexander The
Timeless Way of Building
n12e31

Ponte The House of Light and Entropy,
Weizman The Least of All Possible
Evils, Castells et al Another Economy
Is Possible, Carpo The Second Digital
Turn, Castells The Power of Identity,
Castells The Rise of the Network
Society, Easterling Extrastatecra ,
Carpo Architecture in the Age of
Printing, Castells Networks of
Outrage and Hope, Aureli Less Is
Enough, Weizman Before and A er,
Eisenman The End of the Classical,
Eisenman Notes on Concep...

Sykes Hays Architectural Theory 1993
2009, Banham A Critic Writes, Sudjic
The Edifice Complex, Bo Bardi Stones
Against Diamonds, Jencks The Story of
Post Modernism, Rakatansky Tectonic
Acts of Desire and Doubt, Lavin Flash
in the Pan, Ra i et al Open Source
Architecture, Betsky Architecture
Ma ers, Mertins Modernity Unbound,
Rogers A Place for All People, Sco
Brown Having Words, Vidler Histories
of the Immediate Present, Le Corbusier
Towards a New Architecture, ...

○ 4.28
Xenotheka: a gathering of books in a Library 229, rendering_229_24_RB_0403_r_50it45d.
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Communication between Xenotheka and Bibliotheka takes the
form of a conversation:
A: ASKING THE FLOW
Xenotheka is the question (○ 4.29 white text on black background). It is a mood, an atmosphere by which we can talk
to the flow. The common ground between Xenotheka and
Bibliotheka is established through Xenotheka’s informational face. ○ 4.7 In other words, Bibliotheka is articulated in
Xenotheka’s terms, with its alphabet of atom-letters.
B: LISTENING TO THE FLOW
Bibliotheka answers by placing some of its books on the
shelves of Xenotheka (○ 4.29 ‘unknown books’ are symbolised
with black text on white background). These five ‘unknown’
books from Bibliotheka are being characterised by the whole
Xenotheka. In this manner by looking at the titles of books
of a cell which a foreign book has chosen, we can imagine
what it could be about. Books that are similar come together,
as Kohonen suggested: “[…] a calibrated SOM can be used
for the classification of new, unknown input items by looking for the best matching model in the array and taking its
class label.” 329 Since the new unknown book is articulated
in terms of Xenotheka (by its atom-letters and dictionary),
its vector has the same dimensionality as Xenotheka and
can be projected on a calibrated SOM. The shelf which has
the smallest Euclidean distance to the new book is selected
as its most probable and comfortable place in the library.
Let us stop for a moment and look at the rendering_229_25_
RB_0609_r_50it21d_guests_1. ○ 4.29 The new unknown books
from Bibliotheka seem to fit comfortably. Situated on the shelf n19
e6, Gubser_The Little Book of Black Holes, according to its title,
should be a book on physics and black holes, and it is on the same
shelf as Feynman_QED The Strange Theory of Light. n46 e0
contains only Arendt_The Life of the Mind, which is a new book
from Bibliotheka, but its first neighbour is n40 e1 Arendt_The
Human Condition. We could find more examples, but this should
suffice for now: it seems convincing even without opening the
pages of new books. Again, this small play was taken place without imposing any predefined and external categories on books.
A: ASKING THE FLOW
Some of the new books placed on the shelves are internalised and some old ones are removed from Xenotheka. Xenotheka is being rearticulated. To articulate a new question, the
player works with concepts and books, puts together a new
Xenotheka according to their new interest. This is an internal and private process. The Generic Machine encodes the
329

Kohonen, “What Makes The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) So Particular
Among Learning Algorithms?,” 24.
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n1e1

n3e1

Eisenman Notes on
Conceptual
Architecture

n7e2

Eisenman The End
ofthe Classical

Chomsky On
Language

Aureli Less Is
Enough

n31e13

Eco On Literature,
Derrida Signature,
Deleuze Desert
Islands and Other
Texts , Blanchot
The Book to Come,
Serres Geometry,
Zizek Less ...
n37e8

Ponte The House of
Light and Entropy,
West Scale The
Universal Laws of
Growth, Easterling
Extrastatecra ,...
Agamben the use of
Bodies

n20e1

n22e2

Latour
Reassembling the
Social

n23e1

Lefebvre Critique
of Everyday Life,
Auge The Future

Marx Engels The
Communist
Manifesto

Miles Art and Theory
after Socialism
n26e2

n27e1

Latour We Have
Never Been Modern,
Foucault The
History of
Sexuality Vol 1

n32e2

n29e1

Fukuyama The End
of History and the
Last Man

Latour Facing Gaia

n33e1

Girard Violence
and the Sacred,
Girard Sacrifice

n35e2

Sedlacek Economics
of Good and Evil,
Arendt On
Revolution

Foucault History
of Madness

n38e1

Harman Bells and
Whistles, Delanda
Harman The Rise of
Realism, Harman
Towards
Speculative
Realism, Buehlmann
Mathematics...

n40e1

Barthes
Mythologies

n41e3

Arendt The Human
Condition

Barthes
Mythologies

n43e2

n45e1

Meillassoux A er
Finitude, Badiou
In Praise of
Mathematics

Jung Archetypes
and the Collective
Unconscious, Jung
Two Essays in
Analytical
Psychology, Jung
Alchemical Studies
n47e2

n46e0

Nietzsche Beyond
Good and Evil,
Bacon Novum
Organum

Descartes
Discourse on the
Method
Arendt The Life
of Mind

n49e5

Russell The
Problems of
Philosophy, Kant
Critique of Pure
Reason, Badiou
Mathematics ofthe
Transcendent,
Badiou Number...

Sorkin All Over
the Map, Mumford
The Culture of
Cities, Koolhaas
SMLXL, Hollis
Cities Are Good
for You, Le
Corbusier The ...
n18e8

Haraway Cyborg
Manifesto

Gubser The Little Book
of Black Holes

Serres Latour
Conversations on
Science, Culture,
and Time,
Baudrillard The
Vital Illusion,
Freud Beyond the
Plea...

Banham A Critic
Writes, Sudjic The
Edifice Complex,
Rogers A Place for
All People, Jencks
The Story of
Post- Modernism,
Be...
n12e12

n15e1

Wiener
Cybernetics,
Hofstadter Gödel
Escher Bach,
Schrodinger What
is Life, Delanda
Philosophy and
Simulat...

n25e5

n6e14

Sykes Hays
Architectural
Theory 1993 2009,
Rakatansky
Tectonic Acts of
Desire and Doubt,
Bo Bardi Stones
Against Diamo...
n11e1

n13e11

Cache Projectiles,
Spuybroek The
Sympathy of
Things, FeynmanQED
The Strange Theory of
Light, Deleuze...

n5e12

Lavin Flash in the
Pan, Schumacher
The Autopoiesis of
Architecture Vol 2,
Schumacher The
Autopoiesis of
Architecture Vol 1,
Vidler Histo...

n8e1

Chomsky Language
and Mind, Chomsky
Aspects ofthe
Theory of Syntax

n19e6

n4e6

n50e3

Spinoza The
Essential Spinoza
Ethics, Spinoza
The Ethics,
Descartes
Meditations

n51e1

Leibniz Theodicy

n52e4

n53e5

Cicero Tusculan
Disputations,
Hobbes Leviathan,
Aristotle Ethics,
Aristotle Poetics

Rousseau The
Social Contract,
Aristotle
Politics,
Machiavelli The
Prince, Plato
Timaeus, Plato The
Republic

n24e4

Castells The Power
of Identity,
Castells The Rise
of the Network
Society, Castells
Networks of
Outrage and Hope,
Marx Cap...
n30e5

Hayek The
Constitution of
Liberty, Hayek The
Road to Serfdom,
Herman Chomsky
Manufacturing
Consent, Weizman
The Least of...
n36e21

Ki ler The Truth
ofthe
Technological
World, Taleb The
Black Swan,
Hofstadter I Am a
Strange Loop,
Graeber D...
n42e16

Serres The Five
Senses, Ruskin The
Seven Lamps of
Architecture,
Serres Statues,
Vitruvius The Ten
Books of
Architect...
n48e12

Borges Collected
Fictions, Hugo Les
Misérables,
Shelley
Frankenstein or
the Modern
Prometheus, Serres
Biogea, Musil...
n54e28

Joyce Ulysses,
Dickens A Tale of
Two Cities,
Tolstoy War and
Peace, Eco The
Name ofthe Rose,
Eco Baudolino,
Tolstoy ...

○ 4.29
Communicating with the flow. Black: Xenotheka—new alphabet of atom-letters; white: unknown books
form Bibliotheka, rendering_229_25_RB_0609_r_50it21d_guests_1.
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new library; a new informational face is constituted, machine
intelligence articulates the indexes, a new alphabet of atom-
letters is projected. Xenotheka becomes a new question.
B: LISTENING TO THE FLOW
Posing the question is private, but listening to the flow is an
external and public process. Bibliotheka answers again by
placing some of its books on the shelves of the new Xenotheka. The player selects what to internalise, which books
are interesting for their play.
This process repeats indefinitely.
It feels like the Informational Instrument works and is tuned
properly.
It is ready for the informational flow and a plentiful Play
Among Books.

A NOTE ON AN
INFORMATIONAL INSTRUMENT
This is the current state of an Informational Instrument. It can
receive updates and modifications. An Informational Instrument
is never a finished product, but rather a never-ending process
of adapting and adopting. It is as beautiful as the imagination
and ability of its player, and as rich as the generic knowledge
of its environment. An Informational Instrument does not provide one objective perspective; its semantics are not explicit,
grammars not visible; it is beyond dichotomies such as subjective–objective, nature–culture, art–technology. It is any library and
any method that it celebrates. It is up to the player playing the
Informational Instrument to choose their interest, their mood. The
Informational Instrument is at the same time a symbolic encoding, a compression, and an abstraction, an endless process of
articulations, motivated, and personal. It is an operational stance
on Eco’s lists: 330 a double articulation between a process and a
system, content and expression, books and instruments, the performer and the machine. It is a constant rearticulation and exploration inspired by Hjelmslev’s gesture of abstracting from analytic
functions and introducing the algebra of language. 331 Instead of
providing a solution or a generic projection of certain data, by
playing an Informational Instrument we might be closer to personal algebraic articulations spelt in atom-letters and doped by
the abundance of information and its many galaxies.
330
331

Eco, The Infinity of Lists.
Hjelmslev, Prolegomena to a Theory of Language.
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An Informational Instrument as it is played, plays with
entropy and the big plenty in an attempt to articulate beautiful
islands of negentropy. It is a Plentiful Play.
“The beautiful noiseuse is not a picture, is not a representation, is not a work, it is the fount, the well, the black box, that
includes, implies, surrounds, that is to say buries, all profiles, all appearances, all representations, the work itself.” 332
Michel Serres, Noise

332

Michel Serres, “Noise,” SubStance 12, no. 3 (1983): 48–4, https://doi.
org/10.2307/3684255.
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(Text Only)
ӏ193ӏ ALEXANDER, CAROLINE,
The Endurance: Shackleton’s
Legendary Antarctic
Expedition
ӏ194ӏ ALEXANDER, MICHELLE,
The New Jim Crow: Mass
Incarceration in the Age of
Colorblindness
ӏ195ӏ ALEXANDRAKIS, OTHON,
Impulse to Act: A New
Anthropology of Resistance
and Social Justice
ӏ196ӏ ALEXANDRIN,
ELIZABETH R., Walayah in the
Fatimid Isma’ili Tradition
ӏ197ӏ ALEXANDROV,
VLADIMIR, The Black Russian
ӏ198ӏ ALEX, RAYSON K. &
DEBORAH, S. SUSAN &
CHERUVALATH, REENA &
PRAKASH, GYAN & LONG,
MARK C. & AL-NAQR, MARIAM
TAHA & BAINDUR, MEERA
& BALAKRISHNAN, ANITA
& DEBBARMA, JAHARLAL &
DRENGSON, ALAN & HORNE,
DEE & KALATHINGAL, DIVYA
& KRISHNA, ANCHITHA &
LUBOFF, ALYSSA & MEHTA,
VENU & PAUL, KALPITA
BHAR & RANGARAJAN,
SWARNALATHA & RATNAM,
K. Y. & SARVESWARAN, VIDYA,
Ecocultural Ethics: Critical
Essays (Ecocritical Theory
and Practice)
ӏ199ӏ ALEXEI V. NESTERUK,
The Sense of the Universe:
Philosophical Explication of
the Theological Commitment
in Modern Cosmology
ӏ200ӏ ALEXIEVICH, SVETLANA,
Chernobyl Prayer: A Chronicle
of the Future
ӏ201ӏ ALFORD, STEPHEN, The
Watchers: A Secret History of
the Reign of Elizabeth I
ӏ202ӏ ALGEO, MATTHEW, Harry
Truman’s Excellent Adventure:
The True Story of A Great
American Road Trip
ӏ203ӏ AL-HARDAN, ANAHEED,
Palestinians in Syria: Nakba
Memories of Shattered
Communities
ӏ204ӏ ALIANO, DAVID,
Mussolini’s National Project
in Argentina
ӏ205ӏ ALI, TARIQ, Fear of
Mirrors:

ӏ206ӏ ALIGHIERI, DANTE
AND KIRKPATRICK, ROBIN,
Love That Moves the Sun
and Other Stars
ӏ207ӏ ALIGHIERI, DANTE,
Paradiso
ӏ208ӏ ALIGHIERI, DANTE,
The Divine Comedy: Inferno
Purgatorio Paradiso
ӏ209ӏ ALIGHIERI, DANTE,
The Inferno
ӏ210ӏ ALIGHIERI, DANTE,
The Inferno of Dante
Alighieri: Translated Into
English Blank-Verse With
Notes Historical Classical and
Explanatory and A Life of the
Author (Classic Reprint)
ӏ211ӏ ALI, NUJOOD, I Am
Nujood Age 10 and Divorced
ӏ212ӏ ALI, KAZIM, The Fortieth
Day: Poems
ӏ213ӏ ALI, AGHA SHAHID, The
Half-Inch Himalayas
ӏ214ӏ ALI, TARIQ, The Obama
Syndrome: Surrender at Home
War Abroad
ӏ215ӏ ALIYEV, HUSEYN, When
Informal Institutions Change:
Institutional Reforms and
Informal Practices in the
Former Soviet Union
ӏ216ӏ ALKON, ALISON HOPE,
Black White and Green:
Farmers Markets Race and the
Green Economy
ӏ217ӏ ALLAIN, MARCEL &
SOUVESTRE, PIERRE &
METCALFE, CRANSTOUN,
Fantomas
ӏ218ӏ ALLAN POE, EDGAR,
A Modern Detective
ӏ219ӏ ALLEN, THOMAS E. &
LIEBMAN, MAYER C. & PARK,
LEE CRANDALL & WIMMER,
WILLIAM C., A Primer on
Mental Disorders: A Guide
for Educators Families and
Students
ӏ220ӏ ALLEN, DANIELLE, Cuz
ӏ221ӏ ALLEN, JULIE K., Danish
but Not Lutheran: The Impact
of Mormonism on Danish
Cultural Identity, 1850–1920
ӏ222ӏ ALLEN, DAVID, Getting
Things Done: The Art of
Stress-Free Productivity
ӏ223ӏ ALLEN, RICHARD,
Hitchcock’s Romantic Irony
(Film and Culture Series)
ӏ224ӏ ALLEN, JONATHAN &
PARNES, AMIE, HRC: State
Secrets and the Rebirth of
Hillary Clinton
ӏ225ӏ ALLEN, PAUL, Idea Man:
A Memoir by the Cofounder of
Microsoft
ӏ226ӏ ALLEN, KEITH R.,
Interrogation Nation:
Refugees and Spies in Cold
War Germany
ӏ227ӏ ALLEN, THEODORE W.,
The Invention of the White
Race: The Origin of Racial
Oppression in Anglo-America
ӏ228ӏ ALLEN, THEODORE W.,
The Invention of
the White Race Volume 1:
Racial Oppression and
Social Control
ӏ229ӏ ALLEN, LOUISA &
RASMUSSEN, MARY LOU,
The Palgrave Handbook of
Sexuality Education

ӏ230ӏ ALLEN, LORI, The Rise
and Fall of Human Rights:
Cynicism and Politics in
Occupied Palestine
ӏ231ӏ ALLEN, THOMAS B.,
Tories: Fighting for the King
in America’s First Civil War
ӏ232ӏ ALLEN, WILLIAM S.,
Without End: Sade’s Critique
of Reason
ӏ233ӏ ALLEN, DICK, Zen Master
Poems
ӏ234ӏ ALLHOFF, FRITZ &
FAIRWEATHER, ABROL, Blues—
Philosophy for Everyone
ӏ235ӏ ALLHOFF, FRITZ,
Cannabis—Philosophy for
Everyone
ӏ236ӏ ALLHOFF, FRITZ,
Christmas—Philosophy for
Everyone
ӏ237ӏ ALLHOFF, FRITZ, Coffee—
Philosophy for Everyone
ӏ238ӏ ALLHOFF, FRITZ &
AUSTIN, MICHAEL W.,
Fatherhood—Philosophy for
Everyone
ӏ239ӏ ALLISON HARGREAVES,
Violence Against Indigenous
Women: Literature Activism
Resistance
ӏ240ӏ ALLISON, HENRY
E., Kant’s Transcendental
Deduction: An AnalyticalHistorical Commentary
ӏ241ӏ ALLISON, JAMES
ROBERT, III, Sovereignty for
Survival: American Energy
Development and Indian
Self-Determination
ӏ242ӏ ALLISON, DALE C., The
Historical Christ and the
Theological Jesus
ӏ243ӏ ALLISON, DOROTHY,
Two or Three Things I Know
for Sure
ӏ244ӏ ALLMAND,
CHRISTOPHER, The Hundred
Years War: England and
France at War C.1300-C.1450
(Cambridge Medieval
Textbooks)
ӏ245ӏ ALLO, PATRICK, Putting
Information First: Luciano
Floridi and the Philosophy of
Information
ӏ246ӏ ALMAAS, A. H., The Pearl
Beyond Price: Integration
of Personality Into Being an
Object Relations Approach
ӏ247ӏ ALMAAS, A. H.,
The Point of Existence:
Transformations of
Narcissism in Self-Realization
ӏ248ӏ ALMINO, JOÃO &
MCNEIL, RHETT, Free City
ӏ249ӏ ALMOND, IAN, History
of Islam in German Thought:
From Leibniz to Nietzsche
ӏ250ӏ ALMOSSAWI, ALI,
An Illustrated Book of Bad
Arguments
ӏ251ӏ AL-NUWAYRI, SHIHAB
AL-DIN, The Ultimate
Ambition in the Arts of
Erudition: A Compendium of
Knowledge From the Classical
Islamic World
ӏ252ӏ ALONI, UDI, What Does
A Jew Want?: On Binationalism
and Other Specters
ӏ253ӏ ALONSO, ROGELIO,
The IRA and Armed Struggle
(Political Violence)

PLAY AMONG BOOKS

ӏ254ӏ ALONZO, REBECCA
NICHOLS, The Devil in Pew
Number Seven
ӏ255ӏ ALROEY, GUR, An
Unpromising Land: Jewish
Migration to Palestine in the
Early Twentieth Century
ӏ256ӏ ALSAMARI, LEWIS,
Escape From Saddam: The
Incredible True Story of One
Man’s Journey to Freedom
ӏ257ӏ AL-SHA‘R NĪ, ‘ABD
AL-WAHH B IBN AHMAD IBN
‘ALĪ, Advice for Callow Jurists
and Gullible Mendicants on
Befriending Emirs
ӏ258ӏ AL-SHIDYAQ, AHMAD
FARIS & DAVIES, HUMPHREY,
Leg Over Leg: Volumes One
and Two
ӏ259ӏ AL-SIRAFI, ABU ZAYD
& MONTGOMERY, JAMES
& FADLAN, AHMAD IBN &
MACKINTOSH-SMITH, TIM,
Two Arabic Travel Books:
Accounts of China and India
and Mission to the Volga
(Library of Arabic Literature)
ӏ260ӏ AL-SOLAYLEE, KAMAL,
Intolerable: A Memoir of
Extremes
ӏ261ӏ AL. SEO RYEUNG JU
ET, Southeast Asian Houses:
Embracing Urban Context
ӏ262ӏ ALSTON, ADAM & WELTON,
MARTIN, Theatre in the Dark:
Shadow Gloom and Blackout in
Contemporary Theatre
ӏ263ӏ ALSTON, CHARLOTTE,
Tolstoy and His Disciples:
The History of A Radical
International Movement
ӏ264ӏ ALTER, NORA M.,
Projecting History:
German Nonfiction Cinema,
1967–2000
ӏ265ӏ ALTHEIDE, DAVID L.,
Terrorism and the Politics
of Fepb
ӏ266ӏ ALTHUSSER, LOUIS,
Lenin and Philosophy and
Other Essays
ӏ267ӏ ALTHUSSER, LOUIS
& BALIBAR, ETIENNE &
BIDET, JACQUES, On the
Reproduction of Capitalism:
Ideology and Ideological
State Apparatuses
ӏ268ӏ ALTHUSSER,
LOUIS & GOSHGARIAN,
G. M., Philosophy for
Non-Philosophers
ӏ269ӏ ALTHUSSER,
LOUIS & BREWSTER, BEN,
Politics and History:
Montesquieu Rosseau Marx
ӏ270ӏ ALTHUSSER, LOUIS &
BALIBAR, ETIENNE, Reading
Capital
ӏ271ӏ ALTIZER, THOMAS J. J.,
Satan and Apocalypse: And
Other Essays in Political
Theology
ӏ272ӏ ALTMAN, WILLIAM H. F.,
Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche:
The Philosopher of the
Second Reich
ӏ273ӏ ALTSCHULER, BRUCE E.,
Seeing Through the Screen:
Interpreting American
Political Film (Politics
Literature &amp; Film)
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ӏ274ӏ ALTUCHER, JAMES &
ALTUCHER, CLAUDIA AZULA,
The Power of No: Because One
Little Word Can Bring Health
Abundance and Happiness
ӏ275ӏ ALTVATER, ELMAR,
Anthropocene or
Capitalocene?: Nature
History and the Crisis of
Capitalism
ӏ276ӏ ALVAREZ, STEVEN,
Brokering Tareas: Mexican
Immigrant Families
Translanguaging Homework
Literacies
ӏ277ӏ ÁLVAREZ, IVÁN
VILLARMEA, Documenting
Cityscapes: Urban Change in
Contemporary Non-Fiction
Film (Nonfictions)
ӏ278ӏ ALVAREZ, ALEX, Unstable
Ground: Climate Change
Conflict and Genocide
ӏ279ӏ ALVES, BILL &
CAMPBELL, BRETT, Lou
Harrison: American Musical
Maverick
ӏ280ӏ ALYAN, HALA, Hijra
ӏ281ӏ ALY, GÖTZ &
SONTHEIMER, MICHAEL,
Fromms: How Julius Fromm’s
Condom Empire Fell to the
Nazis
ӏ282ӏ ALY, GÖTZ, Hitler’s
Beneficiaries: Plunder Racial
War and the Nazi Welfare
State
ӏ283ӏ AMANAT, ABBAS, Iran:
A Modern History
ӏ284ӏ AMAR, PAUL & PRASHAD,
VIJAY, Dispatches From the
Arab Spring: Understanding
the New Middle East
ӏ285ӏ AMATANGELO, SUSAN
& BENINI, STEFANIA &
BOUCHARD, NORMA &
GENNARO, BENEDETTA & RE,
LUCIA & STEWART, FIONA M. &
SUMMERFIELD, GIOVANNA
& VALENTINI, DARIA, Italian
Women at War: Sisters in
Arms From the Unification
to the Twentieth Century
(The Fairleigh Dickinson
University Press Series in
Italian Studies)
ӏ286ӏ AMATO, JOSEPH
ANTHONY, Surfaces:
A History
ӏ287ӏ AMBROSE, STEPHEN E.,
Band of Brothers: E Company,
506th Regiment, 101st
Airborne From Normandy to
Hitler’s Eagle’s Nest
ӏ288ӏ AMBROSE, STEPHEN
E., Citizen Soldiers: The U.S.
Army From the Normandy
Beaches to the Buldge to the
Surrender of Germany Jun 7
1994-May 7 1945
ӏ289ӏ AMBROSE, STEPHEN
E., Nothing Like It in the
World: The Men Who Built the
Transcontinental Railroad
1863–1869
ӏ290ӏ AMBROSE, STEPHEN E.,
Pegasus Bridge
ӏ291ӏ AMBROSE, HUGH, The
Pacific
ӏ292ӏ AMERIKA, MARK,
Remixthecontext
ӏ293ӏ AMERI, AMIR H, The
Architecture of the Illusive
Distance

ӏ294ӏ AMES, MARK, Going
Postal: Rage Murder and
Rebellion: From Reagan’s
Workplaces to Clinton’s
Columbine and Beyond
ӏ295ӏ AMES, JONATHAN, What’s
Not to Love?: The Adventures
of A Mildly Perverted Young
Writer
ӏ296ӏ AMICHAI, YEHUDA, The
Selected Poetry of Yehuda
Amichai
ӏ297ӏ AMINE, LOUBNA
EL, Classical Confucian
Political Thought: A New
Interpretation
ӏ298ӏ AMIS, MARTIN, The
Moronic Inferno and Other
Visits to America
ӏ299ӏ AMMON, FRANCESCA
RUSSELLO, Bulldozer:
Demolition and Clearance of
the Postwar Landscape
ӏ300ӏ AMMONS, A. R.; BURR,
ZOFIA; Set in Motion
ӏ301ӏ ANAGNOSTOPOULOS,
ARCHIMANDRITE
NIKODEMOS, Orthodoxy and
Islam: Theology and Muslim–
Christian Relations in Modern
Greece and Turkey
ӏ302ӏ ANALAYO, Perspectives
on Satipatthana
ӏ303ӏ ANAND, ANITA, The
Library Book
ӏ304ӏ ANARCHIVISTS, Caliban
and the Witch
ӏ305ӏ ANASI, ROBERT, The
Gloves: A Boxing Chronicle
ӏ306ӏ ANČIĆ, MLADEN &
SHEPARD, JONATHAN &
VEDRIŠ, TRPIMIR, Imperial
Spheres and the Adriatic:
Byzantium the Carolingians
and the Treaty of Aachen, 812
ӏ307ӏ ANCTIL, MICHEL, Dawn
of the Neuron: The Early
Struggles to Trace the Origin
of Nervous Systems
ӏ308ӏ ANDERSEN,
CHRISTOPHER, Barack and
Michelle: Portrait of an
American Marriage
ӏ309ӏ ANDERSEN, TEA
SINDBÆK & TÖRNQUISTPLEWA, BARBARA, Disputed
Memory: Emotions and
Memory Politics in Central
Eastern and South-Eastern
Europe (Media and Cultural
Memory / Medien Und
Kulturelle Erinnerung)
ӏ310ӏ ANDERSEN, HANS
CHRISTIAN & CLARKE, HARRY
& HULT, MARTE HVAM & ZIPES,
JACK, Fairy Tales
ӏ311ӏ ANDERSEN, KURT,
Fantasyland: How America
Went Haywire: A 500-Year
History
ӏ312ӏ ANDERSEN, NATHAN,
Shadow Philosophy: Plato’s
Cave and Cinema
ӏ313ӏ ANDERSON, ELIJAH;
WEST, CORNEL; Against
the Wall
ӏ314ӏ ANDERSON, PERRY,
American Foreign Policy and
Its Thinkers
ӏ315ӏ ANDERSON, JOHN, Art
Held Hostage: The Battle Over
the Barnes Collection

ӏ316ӏ ANDERSON, JON LEE,
Che Guevara:
A Revolutionary Life
ӏ317ӏ ANDERSON, FRED,
Crucible of War: The Seven
Years’ War and the Fate of
Empire in British North
America, 1754–1766
ӏ318ӏ ANDERSON, JOHN G. T.,
Deep Things Out of Darkness:
A History of Natural History
ӏ319ӏ ANDERSON, MARK,BORA,
ZÉLIA, Ecological Crisis and
Cultural Representation in
Latin America
ӏ320ӏ ANDERSON, BENEDICT,
Imagined Communities:
Reflections on the Origin and
Spread of Nationalism
ӏ321ӏ ANDERSON, MARK, MobyDick as Philosophy: Plato –
Melville – Nietzsche
ӏ322ӏ ANDERSON, ERIC, Pimps
and Ferrets: Copyright and
Culture in the United States,
1831–1891
ӏ323ӏ ANDERSON, JUDITH
H., Reading the Allegorical
Intertext: Chaucer Spenser
Shakespeare Milton
ӏ324ӏ ANDERSON, KAREN
LEONA, Receipt: Poems
ӏ325ӏ ANDERSON, KATIE
ELSON & CVETKOVIC,
VIBIANA BOWMAN,
Reinventing Reference: How
Libraries Deliver Value in the
Age of Google
ӏ326ӏ ANDERSON, CHRISTY,
Renaissance Architecture
ӏ327ӏ ANDERSON, ALLAN
& DROOGERS, ANDRE
F., Studying Global
Pentecostalism: Theories and
Methods (The Anthropology of
Christianity)
ӏ328ӏ ANDERSON, STEVE F,
Technologies of Vision: The
War Between Data and Images
ӏ329ӏ ANDERSON, JAYNIE &
MARSHALL, CHRISTOPHER
R. & YIP, ANDREW, The
Legacies of Bernard Smith:
Essays on Australian Art
History and Cultural Politics
ӏ330ӏ ANDERSON, CHRIS, The
Long Tail: Why the Future
of Business Is Selling Less
of More
ӏ331ӏ ANDERSON, M., The
Survival Tin: The Survival Kit
You Can Carry in Your Pocket
ӏ332ӏ ANDERSSON, JONAS,
Culture Machine Vol10.2009
– Doing it for ourselves:
The Pirate Bay as strategic
sovereign
ӏ333ӏ ANDERSSON, JONAS,
For the good of the net:
The Pirate Bay as strategic
sovereign
ӏ334ӏ ANDERSSON, JENNY,
The Library and the
Workshop: Social Democracy
and Capitalism in the
Knowledge Age
ӏ335ӏ ANDREW, J. DUDLEY,
Concepts in Film Theory
(Galaxy Books)
ӏ336ӏ ANDREW MOTION,
Selected Poems of Andrew
Motion

INDEX

ӏ337ӏ ANDREWS, CHRIS,
Roberto Bolaño’s Fiction: An
Expanding Universe
ӏ338ӏ ANDREWS, KRISTIN, The
Animal Mind: An Introduction
to the Philosophy of Animal
Cognition
ӏ339ӏ ANDREWS, REBECCA, The
Millennium Phrase Book
ӏ340ӏ ANDREWS, GEOFF, The
Shadow Man: At the Heart of
the Cambridge Spy Circle
ӏ341ӏ ANDREYEV, LEONID, The
Seven Who Were Hanged –
Leonid Andreyev
ӏ342ӏ ANECDOTES OF THE
CYNICS, Anecdotes of the
Cynics (Penguin Little Black
Classics)
ӏ343ӏ ANGELA CARTER, The
Bloody Chamber and Other
Stories
ӏ344ӏ ANGELL, IAN O. &
DEMETIS, DIONYSIOS,
Science’s First Mistake:
Delusions in Pursuit of Theory
ӏ345ӏ ANGELL, TONY, The
House of Owls
ӏ346ӏ ANGELOU, MAYA, A Song
Flung Up to Heaven
ӏ347ӏ ANGELOU, MAYA, Gather
Together in My Name
ӏ348ӏ ANGELOU, MAYA,
Hallelujah! The Welcome Table:
A Lifetime of Memories With
Recipes
ӏ349ӏ ANGELOU, MAYA, I Know
Why the Caged Bird Sings
ӏ350ӏ ANGELOU, MAYA, Letter
to My Daughter
ӏ351ӏ ANGELOU, MAYA, Singin’
and Swingin’ and Gettin’
Merry Like Christmas
ӏ352ӏ ANGELOU, MAYA, The
Heart of A Woman
ӏ353ӏ ANGOTTI, TOM &
MARCUSE, PETER, New York
for Sale: Community Planning
Confronts Global Real Estate
ӏ354ӏ ANGULO, A. J., Diploma
Mills: How For-Profit Colleges
Stiffed Students Taxpayers
and the American Dream
ӏ355ӏ ANGUS, IAN, Too
Many People?: Population
Immigration and the
Environmental Crisis
ӏ356ӏ ANGWIN, JULIA, Dragnet
Nation: A Quest for Privacy
Security and Freedom
in A World of Relentless
Surveillance
ӏ357ӏ ANGWIN, JULIA, Stealing
MySpace: The Battle to
Control the Most Popular
Website in America
ӏ358ӏ ANIDJAR, GIL, Blood:
A Critique of Christianity
ӏ359ӏ ANKER, ELISABETH
ROBIN, Orgies of Feeling:
Melodrama and the Politics of
Freedom
ӏ360ӏ ANNAMMA, SUBINI
ANCY, The Pedagogy of
Pathologization: Dis/abled
Girls of Color in the SchoolPrison Nexus
ӏ361ӏ ANONYMOUS,
ALCOHOLICS, AABigBook
ӏ362ӏ ANONYMOUS, All the Sad
Young Men
ӏ363ӏ ANONYMOUS &
SANDARS, N. K., The Epic of
Gilgamesh
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ӏ364ӏ ANONYMOUS, LOUISA
MAY, Fifty Shades of
Louisa May: A Memoir of
Transcendental Sex
ӏ365ӏ ANONYMOUS (GIRL A),
Girl A: The Truth About the
Rochdale Sex Ring by the
Victim Who Stopped Them
ӏ366ӏ ANONYMOUS, The
Little Black Classics Saga
of Gunnlaug Serpent Tongue
(Penguin Little Black Classics)
ӏ367ӏ ANONYMOUS, The Song
of the Cid
ӏ368ӏ ANONYMOUS, The Trial
of Oscar Wilde From the
Shorthand Reports
ӏ369ӏ ANSARI, AZIZ &
KLINENBERG, ERIC, Modern
Romance (Spanish Edition)
ӏ370ӏ ANSARY, TAMIM, Destiny
Disrupted: A History of the
World Through Islamic Eyes
ӏ371ӏ ANSELL-PEARSON,
KEITH, Nietzsche and Modern
German Thought
ӏ372ӏ ANSELM, ST.
Anselm of Canterbury: The
Major Works
ӏ373ӏ AN-SHIH, WANG, The
Late Poems of Wang An-Shih
ӏ374ӏ ANTEBI, SUSAN &
JRGENSEN, BETH E., Libre
Acceso: Libre Acceso P
ӏ375ӏ ANTHONY, MICHAEL,
Mass Casualties: A Young
Medic’s True Story of Death
Deception and Dishonor
in Iraq
ӏ376ӏ ANTHONY, MAGGY,
Salome’s Embrace: The
Jungian Women
ӏ377ӏ ANTHROPOLOGY,
PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL
& ATHANASIOU, GENDER
THEORY ATHENA. &
ATHANASIOU, ATHENA,
Agonistic Mourning: Political
Dissidence and the Women
in Black
ӏ378ӏ ANTINOFF, STEVE,
Reports From the Zen Wars:
The Impossible Rigor of
A Questioning Life
ӏ379ӏ ANTON GILL, Peggy
Guggenheim. Una vita leggendaria nel mondo dell’arte
ӏ380ӏ ANTONIA MACARO, More
Than Happiness: Buddhist and
Stoic Wisdom for A Sceptical
Age
ӏ381ӏ ANTONS, CHRISTOPH &
LOGAN, WILLIAM, Intellectual
Property
ӏ382ӏ ANTUNES, CATIA &
GOMMANS, JOS, Exploring
the Dutch Empire: Agents
Networks and Institutions,
1600–2000
ӏ383ӏ ANTUNES, ANTÓNIO
LOBO & MCNEIL, RHETT, The
Splendor of Portugal
ӏ384ӏ AN, KYUNG & CERASI,
JESSICA, Who’s Afraid of
Contemporary Art?
ӏ385ӏ ÂO NUALLÂAIN, SEÂAN.
Being Human
ӏ386ӏ APEL, THOMAS, Feverish
Bodies Enlightened Minds:
Science and the Yellow Fever
Controversy in the Early
American Republic
ӏ387ӏ APOLLODORUS, The
Library of Greek Mythology

ӏ388ӏ APOR, PÉTER & HORVÁTH,
SÁNDOR & MARK, JAMES,
Secret Agents and the Memory
of Everyday Collaboration in
Communist Eastern Europe
(Anthem Series on Russian
East European and Eurasian
Studies)
ӏ389ӏ APPADURAI, ARJUN, Fear
of Small Numbers: An Essay on
the Geography of Anger
ӏ390ӏ APPELBAUM, DAVID,
A Propos Levinas
ӏ391ӏ APPELBAUM, ROBERT;
SWEET, JOHN WOOD;
Envisioning an English Empire
ӏ392ӏ APPELBAUM, ROBERT,
The Aesthetics of Violence:
Art Fiction Drama and Film
(Futures of the Archive)
ӏ393ӏ APPIAH, KWAME
ANTHONY & STUDIOS,
AUDIBLE, Cosmopolitanism:
Ethics in A World of Strangers
(Issues of Our Time)
ӏ394ӏ APPLEBAUM, ANNE,
Gulag: A History
ӏ395ӏ APPLEBAUM, ANNE,
Red Famine: Stalin’s War on
Ukraine
ӏ396ӏ APPLEBY, JOYCE,
The Relentless Revolution:
A History of Capitalism
(Norton Paperback)
ӏ397ӏ APPRICH, CLEMENS;
DERIEG, AILEEN; Technotopia
ӏ398ӏ ARAÃºJO, SUSANA,
Transatlantic Fictions of 9/11
and the War on Terror: Images
of Insecurity Narratives of
Captivity
ӏ399ӏ ARAB, POOYAN TAMIMI,
Amplifying Islam in the
European Soundscape:
Religious Pluralism and
Secularism in the Netherlands
ӏ400ӏ ARABATZIS, THEODORE,
Relocating the History of
Science: Essays in Honor
of Kostas Gavroglu (Boston
Studies in the Philosophy and
History of Science)
ӏ401ӏ ARANA, MARIE, American
Chica: Two Worlds One
Childhood
ӏ402ӏ ARASSE, DANIEL, Take
A Closer Look
ӏ403ӏ ARATO, ANDREW,
Constitution Making Under
Occupation: The Politics of
Imposed Revolution in Iraq
(Columbia Studies in Political
Thought / Political History)
ӏ404ӏ ARBISER, SAMUEL;
SCHNEIDER, JORGE;
On Freud’s “Inhibitions
Symptoms and Anxiety”
ӏ405ӏ ARCHER, RORY & DUDA,
IGOR & STUBBS, PAUL, Social
Inequalities and Discontent
in Yugoslav Socialism
ӏ406ӏ ARCHER, JODIE &
JOCKERS, MATTHEW L., The
Bestseller Code: Anatomy of
the Blockbuster Novel
ӏ407ӏ ARCHER, PETER, The
Book of Viking Myths: From
the Voyages of Leif Erikson
to the Deeds of Odin the
Storied History and Folklore
of the Vikings
ӏ408ӏ ARCHIBALD, J. DAVID.
Aristotle’s Ladder Darwin’s
Tree: The Evolution of Visual

Metaphors for Biological
Order
ӏ409ӏ ARCHULETA, DAVID,
Chords of Strength: A Memoir
of Soul Song and the Power of
Perseverance
ӏ410ӏ ARDENER, SHIRLEY
& ARMITAGE-WOODWARD,
FIONA & SCIAMA, LIDIA
D., War and Women Across
Continents: Autobiographical
and Biographical Experiences
ӏ411ӏ ARDREY, ADAM, Finding
Arthur: The True Origins of
the Once and Future King
ӏ412ӏ ARENDT, HANNAH &
KOHN, JEROME, Between Past
and Future (Penguin Classics)
ӏ413ӏ ARENDT, HANNAH,
Eichmann in Jerusalem:
A Report on the Banality of
Evil (Penguin Classics)
ӏ414ӏ ARENDT, HANNAH,
Essays in Understanding,
1930–1954: Formation Exile
and Totalitarianism
ӏ415ӏ ARENDT, HANNAH, The
Life of the Mind
ӏ416ӏ ARENDT, HANNAH
& BAEHR, PETER R., The
Portable Hannah Arendt
ӏ417ӏ ARENS, KATHERINE,
Vienna’s Dreams of Europe:
Culture and Identity Beyond
the Nation-State
ӏ418ӏ ARIAS, ARTURO,
Recovering Lost Footprints
Volume 1: Contemporary Maya
Narratives
ӏ419ӏ ARIELY, DAN, Predictably
Irrational Revised and
Expanded Edition: The Hidden
Forces That Shape Our
Decisions
ӏ420ӏ ARIELY, DAN, The Honest
Truth About Dishonesty:
How We Lie to Everyone—Especially Ourselves
ӏ421ӏ ARIELY, DAN, The
Upside of Irrationality: The
Unexpected Benefits of
Defying Logic
ӏ422ӏ ARISTOTLE & BARTLETT,
ROBERT C. & COLLINS, SUSAN
D., Aristotle’s Nicomachean
Ethics
ӏ423ӏ ARISTOTLE & ROSS, W. D.,
Nicomachean Ethics
ӏ424ӏ ARISTOTLE; KENNY,
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Attractions
ӏ10515ӏ SANCHEZ, ALEX, Bait
ӏ10516ӏ SANCHEZ, ALEX,
Boyfriends With Girlfriends
ӏ10517ӏ SANCHEZ, JUAN
REINALDO & GYLDÉN,
AXEL, The Double Life of
Fidel Castro: My 17 Years as
Personal Bodyguard to El
Lider Maximo
ӏ10518ӏ SANDBERG, SHERYL,
Lean In: Women Work and the
Will to Lead
ӏ10519ӏ SANDBERG, SHERYL,
Option B: Facing Adversity
Building Resilience and
Finding Joy
ӏ10520ӏ SANDEFUR, TIMOTHY,
The Permission Society: How
the Ruling Class Turns Our
Freedoms Into Privileges and
What We Can Do About It
ӏ10521ӏ SANDEL, MICHAEL J.,
What Money Can’t Buy: The
Moral Limits of Markets
ӏ10522ӏ SANDERS, DINAH,
Discardia
ӏ10523ӏ SANDERS, LISA, Every
Patient Tells A Story: Medical
Mysteries and the Art of
Diagnosis
ӏ10524ӏ SANDERS, DONALD,
Experiencing Verdi:
A Listener’s Companion
ӏ10525ӏ SANDERS, JOSHUNDA,
How Racism and Sexism Killed
Traditional Media: Why the
Future of Journalism Depends
on Women and People of
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Color (Racism in American
Institutions)
ӏ10526ӏ SANDERS, BERNIE,
Our Revolution: A Future to
Believe In
ӏ10527ӏ SANDERS, BERNIE &
NICHOLS, JOHN, Outsider in
the White House
ӏ10528ӏ SANDERS, PAUL &
WILLMOT, LOUISE, Protest
Defiance and Resistance in
the Channel Islands: German
Occupation, 1940–45
ӏ10529ӏ SANDHOFF,
MICHELLE, Service in A Time
of Suspicion: Experiences of
Muslims Serving in the U.S.
Military Post-9/11
ӏ10530ӏ SANDLIN, LEE, Wicked
River: The Mississippi When It
Last Ran Wild
ӏ10531ӏ SAND, SHLOMO &
LOTAN, YAEL, The Invention
of the Jewish People
ӏ10532ӏ SANGER, DAVID
E., Confront and Conceal:
Obama’s Secret Wars and
Surprising Use of American
Power
ӏ10533ӏ SANÍN-RESTREPO,
RICARDO, Decolonizing
Democracy: Power in A Solid
State (Global Critical
Caribbean Thought)
ӏ10534ӏ SANKOVITCH, NINA,
Tolstoy and the Purple Chair:
My Year of Magical Reading
ӏ10535ӏ SANTAGATA, MARCO &
DIXON, RICHARD, Dante: The
Story of His Life
ӏ10536ӏ SANTAS, GERASIMOS
XENOPHON.,EBRARY, INC.
Socrates
ӏ10537ӏ SANTE, LUC, Low
Life: Lures and Snares of Old
New York
ӏ10538ӏ SANTE, LUC, The Other
Paris
ӏ10539ӏ SANTIAGO,
ESMERALDA, When I Was
Puerto Rican: A Memoir
ӏ10540ӏ SANTIUSTE, DAVID,
Edward IV and the Wars of
the Roses
ӏ10541ӏ SANTNER, ERIC L.,
On Creaturely Life: Rilke
Benjamin Sebald
ӏ10542ӏ SANTNER, ERIC L.,
On the Psychotheology of
Everyday Life: Reflections on
Freud and Rosenzweig
ӏ10543ӏ SANTNER, ERIC L., The
Royal Remains: The People’s
Two Bodies and the Endgames
of Sovereignty
ӏ10544ӏ SANTOS, SHEROD,
Square Inch Hours: Poems
ӏ10545ӏ SANTOS, GONÇALO
& HARRELL, STEVAN,
Transforming Patriarchy:
Chinese Families in the
Twenty-First Century
ӏ10546ӏ SANTULLI, ROBERT
B., The Alzheimer’s Family:
Helping Caregivers Cope
ӏ10547ӏ SANZ, ANA MARÍA
GIMENO & LEVY, MIKE & BLIN,
FRANÇOISE & BARR, DAVID,
WorldCALL: Sustainability and
Computer-Assisted Language
Learning (Advances in Digital
Language Learning and
Teaching)

ӏ10548ӏ SAPOLSKY, ROBERT
M, Behave: The Biology of
Humans at Our Best and Worst
ӏ10549ӏ SAPPHIRE, Push
ӏ10550ӏ SAPPHO, Come Close
ӏ10551ӏ SARAH LEHRERGRAIWER, Lee Lozano:
Dropout Piece
ӏ10552ӏ SARAMAGO, JOSE,
Blindness
ӏ10553ӏ SARAMAGO, JOSÉ
& PONTIERO, GIOVANNI,
Manual of Painting and
Calligraphy
ӏ10554ӏ SARAMAGO, JOSÉ
& COSTA, MARGARET JULL,
Small Memories
ӏ10555ӏ SARAMAGO, JOSE, The
Lives of Things
ӏ10556ӏ SARAMAGO, JOSÉ, The
Notebook
ӏ10557ӏ SARAMAGO, JOSE,
Year of the Death of Ricardo
Reis
ӏ10558ӏ SARAN, PREM, Yoga
Bhoga and Ardhanariswara:
Individuality Wellbeing and
Gender in Tantra
ӏ10559ӏ SARASWATI, SWAMI
SATYANANDA, Asana
Pranayama Mudra Bandha
ӏ10560ӏ SARDAR, ZIAUDDIN;
VAN LOON, BORIN;
Introducing Philosophy of
Science
ӏ10561ӏ SARGENT, JOHN
SINGER & FAIRBROTHER,
TREVOR J., Sargent Portrait
Drawings: 42 Works by John
Singer Sargent
ӏ10562ӏ SARIG, RONI, Secret
History of Rock: The Most
Influential Bands You’ve
Never Heard
ӏ10563ӏ SARISKY, DARREN,
Theologies of Retrieval: An
Exploration and Appraisal
ӏ10564ӏ SARITOPRAK, ZEKI,
Islamic Spirituality: Theology
and Practice for the Modern
World
ӏ10565ӏ SARKAR, DIPANJAN,
Learning Social Media
Analytics With R: Transform
Data From Social Media
Platforms Into Actionable
Business Insights
ӏ10566ӏ SARMA, DEEPAK,
Epistemologies and the
Limitations of Philosophical
Inquiry: Doctrine in Madhva
Vedanta (Routledge Hindu
Studies Series)
ӏ10567ӏ SARRAZIN,
ALBERTINE, Astragal
ӏ10568ӏ SARTON, MAY, The
House by the Sea: A Journal
ӏ10569ӏ SARTRE, JEAN-PAUL,
The Imagination
ӏ10570ӏ SASGES, GERARD,
Imperial Intoxication: Alcohol
and the Making of Colonial
Indochina
ӏ10571ӏ SASSEN, SASKIA,
Expulsions
ӏ10572ӏ SASSEN, SASKIA,
Territory Authority Rights:
From Medieval to Global
Assemblages
ӏ10573ӏ SASSOON, ROSEMARY,
The Designer: Half A Century
of Change in Image Training
and Technique (Intellect
Books – Play Text)

ӏ10574ӏ SASSOWER, RAPHAEL
& CICOTELLO, LOUIS,
Political Blind Spots: Reading
the Ideology of Images
ӏ10575ӏ SASSOWER, RAPHAEL,
The Quest for Prosperity:
Reframing Political Economy
ӏ10576ӏ SASS, ERIK
& PEARSON, WILL &
HATTIKUDUR, MANGESH,
The Mental Floss History
of the United States: The
(Almost) Complete and
(Entirely) Entertaining Story
of America
ӏ10577ӏ SATLOW, MICHAEL L.,
How the Bible Became Holy
ӏ10578ӏ SATTER, BERYL, Family
Properties: Race Real Estate
and the Exploitation of Black
Urban America
ӏ10579ӏ SATTER, DAVID, It Was
A Long Time Ago and It Never
Happened Anyway: Russia and
the Communist Past
ӏ10580ӏ SAUER, MICHELLE M.,
Gender in Medieval Culture
(Themes in Medieval History)
ӏ10581ӏ SAUER, HANNO, Moral
Judgments as Educated
Intuitions
ӏ10582ӏ SAUNDERS, DOUG,
Arrival City: How the Largest
Migration in History Is
Reshaping Our World
ӏ10583ӏ SAUNDERS, GEORGE,
Congratulations by the Way:
Some Thoughts on Kindness
ӏ10584ӏ SAUVAGNARGUES,
ANNE & VERDERBER,
SUZANNE & HOLLAND,
EUGENE W., Artmachines:
Deleuze Guattari Simondon
ӏ10585ӏ SAVAL, NIKIL, Cubed:
A Secret History of the
Workplace
ӏ10586ӏ SAVICKEY, BETH,
Wittgenstein’s Art of
Investigation
ӏ10587ӏ SAVORANA, ALBERTO;
BACICH, CHRIS; SULLIVAN,
MARIANGELA, The Life of
Luigi Giussani
ӏ10588ӏ SAVORY, ELAINE, The
Cambridge Introduction to
Jean Rhys
ӏ10589ӏ SAVOY, LAURET, Trace:
Memory History Race and the
American Landscape
ӏ10590ӏ SAWHILL, ISABEL V.,
Generation Unbound: Drifting
Into Sex and Parenthood
Without Marriage
ӏ10591ӏ SAWYER, RALPH D.,
Ancient Chinese Warfare
ӏ10592ӏ SAWYER, MALCOLM,
Can the Euro Be Saved?
ӏ10593ӏ SAWYER, ROBERT J.,
Factoring Humanity
ӏ10594ӏ SAX, SAM, Madness
(National Poetry Series)
ӏ10595ӏ SAX, DAVID, The
Revenge of Analog: Real
Things and Why They Matter
ӏ10596ӏ SAYEED, RICHARD
POWER, 1997: The Future That
Never Happened
ӏ10597ӏ SAYERS, DOROTHY
L. & PENZLER, OTTO, The Best
Crime Stories Ever Told
ӏ10598ӏ SCALZI, JOHN
MICHAEL, Uncle John’s
Presents: Book of the Dumb
(Uncle John Presents)

PLAY AMONG BOOKS

ӏ10599ӏ SCANLAN, PADRAIC
X., Freedom’s Debtors: British
Antislavery in Sierra Leone in
the Age of Revolution
ӏ10600ӏ SCARAMUCCI,
ANTHONY, Hopping Over
the Rabbit Hole: How
Entrepreneurs Turn Failure
Into Success
ӏ10601ӏ SCARINZI,
ALFONSINA, Aesthetics and
the Embodied Mind: Beyond
Art Theory and the Cartesian
Mind-Body Dichotomy
ӏ10602ӏ SCARRY, ELAINE,
Naming Thy Name: Cross Talk
in Shakespeare’s Sonnets
ӏ10603ӏ SCESKI, JOHN H.,
Popper Objectivity and
the Growth of Knowledge
(Continuum Studies in British
Philosophy)
ӏ10604ӏ SCHAAP, JEREMY,
Triumph: Jesse Owens and
Hitler’s Olympics
ӏ10605ӏ SCHACHT,
RICHARD, Classical Modern
Philosophers: Descartes
to Kant
ӏ10606ӏ SCHADE, MARTIN J.,
Incarnation: The Harmony of
One Love in the Totality of
Reality
ӏ10607ӏ SCHAEFER, CLAUDIA,
Lens Laboratory Landscape:
Observing Modern Spain
ӏ10608ӏ SCHAEFFER, FRANK,
Crazy for God: How I Grew Up
as One of the Elect Helped
Found the Religious Right and
Lived to Take All (Or Almos
ӏ10609ӏ SCHÄFER, PETER, The
Jewish Jesus: How Judaism
and Christianity Shaped Each
Other
ӏ10610ӏ SCHAFER, R. MURRAY,
The Soundscape: Our Sonic
Environment and the Tuning
of the World
ӏ10611ӏ SCHAMA, SIMON,
Citizens: A Chronicle of the
French Revolution
ӏ10612ӏ SCHAMA, SIMON,
Scribble Scribble Scribble:
Writing on Politics Ice Cream
Churchill and My Mother
ӏ10613ӏ SCHAMA, SIMON, The
Story of the Jews
ӏ10614ӏ SCHAMA, SIMON, The
Story of the Jews Volume Two:
Belonging: 1492–1900
ӏ10615ӏ SCHANKE, ROBERT
A., That Furious Lesbian: The
Story of Mercedes De Acosta
ӏ10616ӏ SCHARL, WILHELM
GRIMM;ALFRED WILLIAM
HUNT;JAMES STERN;JOSEF,
The Complete Grimm’s Fairy
Tales
ӏ10617ӏ SCHARMER, ECKHARD,
A Critical Appraisal of the
Theories of Government
Expenditure Growth
ӏ10618ӏ SCHARMER, C. OTTO,
The Essentials of Theory
U: Core Principles and
Applications
ӏ10619ӏ SCHARMER, C. OTTO,
Theory U: Learning From the
Future as It Emerges
ӏ10620ӏ SCHAUER, BRADLEY,
Escape Velocity: American
Science Fiction Film,
1950–1982 (Wesleyan Film)
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ӏ10621ӏ SCHAUMANN,
CAROLINE & SULLIVAN,
HEATHER I., German
Ecocriticism in the
Anthropocene (Literatures
Cultures and the
Environment)
ӏ10622ӏ SCHECHTER, HAROLD,
Deranged: The Shocking
True Story of America’s Most
Fiendish Killer!
ӏ10623ӏ SCHECHTER, HAROLD,
Killer Colt: Murder Disgrace
and the Making of an
American Legend
ӏ10624ӏ SCHECHTER, HAROLD,
The Devil’s Gentleman:
Privilege Poison and the Trial
That Ushered in the Twentieth
Century
ӏ10625ӏ SCHECHTER, HAROLD,
The Mad Sculptor: The Maniac
the Model and the Murder
That Shook the Nation
ӏ10626ӏ SCHECK, ART, Fly
Rod Building Made Easy:
A Complete Step-By-Step
Guide to Making A HighQuality Fly Rod on A Budget
ӏ10627ӏ SCHECTER, DARROW,
Critical Theory in the TwentyFirst Century (Critical Theory
and Contemporary Society)
ӏ10628ӏ SCHEID, ANNA
FLOERKE, Just Revolution:
A Christian Ethic of Political
Resistance and Social
Transformation
ӏ10629ӏ SCHELLY, CHELSEA,
Dwelling in Resistance: Living
With Alternative Technologies
in America (Nature Society
and Culture)
ӏ10630ӏ SCHENKAR,
JOAN.,PATRAKA, VIVIAN.
Signs of Life
ӏ10631ӏ SCHEWEL, BENJAMIN,
Seven Ways of Looking at
Religion: The Major Narratives
ӏ10632ӏ SCHEWICK, BARBARA
VAN, Internet Architecture
and Innovation
ӏ10633ӏ SCHIAVONE,
MICHAEL, Austerity and the
Labor Movement
ӏ10634ӏ SCHIEBINGER, LONDA
L., Secret Cures of Slaves:
People Plants and Medicine
in the Eighteenth-Century
Atlantic World
ӏ10635ӏ SCHIERUP, CARLULRIK & ÅLUND, ALEKSANDRA
& NEERGAARD, ANDERS,
Reimagineering the Nation:
Essays on Twenty-FirstCentury Sweden (Political and
Social Change)
ӏ10636ӏ SCHIESARI, JULIANA,
Polymorphous Domesticities:
Pets Bodies and Desire in
Four Modern Writers
ӏ10637ӏ SCHIFF, STACY,
Cleopatra: A Life
ӏ10638ӏ SCHILLEBEECKX,
EDWARD,BOWDEN, JOHN,
Christ the Christian
Experience in the Modern
World
ӏ10639ӏ SCHILLER, WENDY
J., Electing the Senate:
Indirect Democracy
Before the Seventeenth
Amendment (Princeton
Studies in American Politics:

Historical International and
Comparative Perspectives)
ӏ10640ӏ SCHILLER, HERBERT,
Information Inequality
ӏ10641ӏ SCHILLER, LAWRENCE,
Perfect Murder Perfect
Town: The Uncensored Story
of the JonBenet Murder and
the Grand Jury’s Search for
the Truth
ӏ10642ӏ SCHILO, ANN, Visual
Arts Practice and Affeccb
ӏ10643ӏ SCHINO, MIRELLA, The
Odin Teatret Archives
ӏ10644ӏ SCHIVELBUSCH,
WOLFGANG, The Railway
Journey: The Industrialization
of Time and Space in the
Nineteenth Century
ӏ10645ӏ SCHLESINGER,
JONATHAN, A World Trimmed
With Fur: Wild Things Pristine
Places and the Natural
Fringes of Qing Rule
ӏ10646ӏ SCHLEUSE, PAUL,
Singing Games in Early
Modern Italy: The Music Books
of Orazio Vecchi
ӏ10647ӏ SCHLICHTMAN, JOHN
JOE & PATCH, JASON & HILL,
MARC LAMONT, Gentrifier
ӏ10648ӏ SCHLICK, YAËL
RACHEL, Feminism and the
Politics of Travel After the
Enlightenment
ӏ10649ӏ SCHLITT, DALE M.,
German Idealism’s Trinitarian
Legacy
ӏ10650ӏ SCHLITT, DALE M.,
Hegel’s Trinitarian Claim:
A Critical Reflection
ӏ10651ӏ SCHLL, NATASHA DOW,
Addiction by Design: Machine
Gambling in Las Vegas
ӏ10652ӏ SCHLÖGEL, KARL,
Moscow, 1937
ӏ10653ӏ SCHMALZBAUER,
LEAH, The Last Best Place?:
Gender Family and Migration
in the New West
ӏ10654ӏ SCHMALZ, MATHEW
N., Engaging South Asian
Religions: Boundaries
Appropriations and
Resistances (Suny Series in
Hindu Studies)
ӏ10655ӏ SCHMID, STEPHEN
E. & ALLHOFF, FRITZ, Climbing
– Philosophy for Everyone:
Because It’s There
ӏ10656ӏ SCHMIDT, MICHAEL,
Cartography of Revolutionary
Anarchism
ӏ10657ӏ SCHMIDT, MICHAEL,
Lives of the Poets: The
History of Poets and Poetry
ӏ10658ӏ SCHMIDT, ALFRED, The
Concept of Nature in Marx
(Radical Thinkers)
ӏ10659ӏ SCHMIDT, MICHAEL,
The First Poets: Lives of the
Ancient Greek Poets
ӏ10660ӏ SCHMIDT, ERIC &
COHEN, JARED, The New
Digital Age: Reshaping the
Future of People Nations and
Business
ӏ10661ӏ SCHMIDT, LEIGH
ERIC, Village Atheists: How
America’s Unbelievers Made
Their Way in A Godly Nation
ӏ10662ӏ SCHMIDT, JAMES,
What Is Enlightenment?:
Eighteenth-Century Answers

and Twentieth-Century
Questions
ӏ10663ӏ SCHMIECHEN,
PETER, Gift and Promise: An
Evangelical Theology of the
Lord’s Supper
ӏ10664ӏ SCHMISEK, BRIAN,
A Greek Reader for Chase
and Phillips: Selections From
Antiquity
ӏ10665ӏ SCHMITT, CARL
& HANNAH, MATTHEW
& KALYVAS, ANDREAS &
FINCHELSTEIN, FEDERICO,
Ex Captivitate Salus:
Experiences, 1945–47
ӏ10666ӏ SCHMITT, CARL, The
Concept of the Political:
Expanded Edition
ӏ10667ӏ SCHMITT, CARL,
Writings on War
ӏ10668ӏ SCHNEIDER, ARND
& WRIGHT, CHRISTOPHER,
Anthropology and Art
Practice
ӏ10669ӏ SCHNEIDER, LISSA,
Conrad’s Narratives of
Difference: Not Exactly Tales
for Boys (Studies in Major
Literary Authors)
ӏ10670ӏ SCHNEIDER,
RICHARD, Dark Nature
ӏ10671ӏ SCHNEIDERMAN,
DEBORAH & WINTON, ALEXA
GRIFFITH, Textile Technology
and Design: From Interior
Space to Outer Space
ӏ10672ӏ SCHNEIDER, NATHAN,
Thank You Anarchy: Notes
From the Occupy Apocalypse
ӏ10673ӏ SCHNEIDER, SUSAN &
VELMANS, MAX, The Blackwell
Companion to Consciousness
ӏ10674ӏ SCHNEIDER, HANS
JULIUS, Wittgenstein’s
Later Theory of Meaning:
Imagination and Calculation
ӏ10675ӏ SCHNEIER, BRUCE,
Liars and Outliers: Enabling
the Trust That Society Needs
to Thrive
ӏ10676ӏ SCHNEIER, BRUCE,
Secrets and Lies: Digital
Security in A Networked
World
ӏ10677ӏ SCHNITZLER, ARTHUR;
DAVIES, J.M.Q.; ROBERTSON,
RITCHIE, Round Dance and
Other Plays
ӏ10678ӏ SCHOCK, KURT, Civil
Resistance Today
ӏ10679ӏ SCHOEN, DOUGLAS
E. & TARLOV, JESSICA,
America in the Age of
Trump: Opportunities and
Oppositions in an Unsettled
World
ӏ10680ӏ SCHOENBERG,
ARNOLD, Style and Idea
ӏ10681ӏ SCHOEN, DOUGLAS
E. & SMITH, EVAN ROTH,
Putin’s Master Plan: To
Destroy Europe Divide NATO,
and Build Russian Hegemony
ӏ10682ӏ SCHOFIELD,
MICHAEL, January First:
A Child’s Descent Into
Madness and Her Father’s
Struggle to Save Her
ӏ10683ӏ SCHOLES, ROBERT,
Paradoxy of Modernism
ӏ10684ӏ SCHOLES, ROBERT &
PHELAN, JAMES & KELLOGG,
ROBERT, The Nature of

INDEX

Narrative: Revised and
Expanded
ӏ10685ӏ SCHOLZ, TREBOR,
Digital Labor: The Internet as
Playground and Factory
ӏ10686ӏ SCHONEBAUM,
ANDREW, Novel Medicine:
Healing Literature and
Popular Knowledge in Early
Modern China
ӏ10687ӏ SCHONFELD, ROGER
C., JSTOR: A History
ӏ10688ӏ SCHOON, KENNETH
J., Dreams of Duneland:
A Pictorial History of the
Indiana Dunes Region
ӏ10689ӏ SCHOONOVER,
THOMAS D. & PEREZ, LOUIS
A. JR.
Hitler’s Man in Havana: Heinz
Luning and Nazi Espionage in
Latin America
ӏ10690ӏ SCHOPENHAUER,
ARTHUR, Schopenhauer:
Parerga and Paralipomena:
Volume 1: Short Philosophical
Essays
ӏ10691ӏ SCHOPENHAUER,
ARTHUR & CARTWRIGHT,
DAVID & ERDMANN, EDWARD
E. & JANAWAY, CHRISTOPHER,
The Two Fundamental
Problems of Ethics
ӏ10692ӏ SCHORSKE, CARL E.,
Fin-De-Siecle Vienna: Politics
and Culture
ӏ10693ӏ SCHOR, JULIET
B., True Wealth: How and
Why Millions of Americans
Are Creating A Time-Rich
Ecologically Light Small-Scale
High-Satisfaction Economy
ӏ10694ӏ SCHOTT, JEREMY M.,
Christianity Empire and the
Making of Religion in Late
Antiquity
ӏ10695ӏ SCHOU, NICHOLAS,
Spooked: How the CIA
Manipulates the Media and
Hoodwinks Hollywood
ӏ10696ӏ SCHRAM, SANFORD
F. & SCHRAM, SANFORD,
Becoming A Footnote: An
Activist-Scholar Finds His
Voice Learns to Write and
Survives Academia
ӏ10697ӏ SCHRÃ¶TER, JENS,
3D: History Theory and
Aesthetics of the Transplane
Image
ӏ10698ӏ SCHRECKER, CHERRY.
Transatlantic Voyages and
Sociology
ӏ10699ӏ SCHREIBMAN,
SUSAN & SIEMENS, RAY &
UNSWORTH, JOHN, A New
Companion to Digital
Humanities
ӏ10700ӏ SCHREIER, JASON,
Blood Sweat and Pixels: The
Triumphant Turbulent Stories
Behind How Video Games
Are Made
ӏ10701ӏ SCHREYER,
ALEXANDER C., Architectural
Design With SketchUp: 3D
Modeling Extensions BIM,
Rendering Making and
Scripting
ӏ10702ӏ SCHRIFT, ALAN,
Nietzsche and the Question
of Interpretation
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ӏ10703ӏ SCHROEDER, DAVID,
Experiencing Tchaikovsky:
A Listener’s Companion
ӏ10704ӏ SCHROEDER,
RICHARD E., The Foundation
of the CIA: Harry Truman
the Missouri Gang and the
Origins of the Cold War
ӏ10705ӏ SCHUBACK,
MARCIA SÁ CAVALCANTE &
LINDBERG, SUSANNA, The
End of the World
ӏ10706ӏ SCHUBERT,
THERESA & ADAMATZKY,
ANDREW, Experiencing the
Unconventional: Science
in Art
ӏ10707ӏ SCHUBERT, JON,
Working the System:
A Political Ethnography of the
New Angola
ӏ10708ӏ SCHULLER, KYLA,
The Biopolitics of Feeling:
Race Sex and Science in the
Nineteenth Century (ANIMA)
ӏ10709ӏ SCHULMAN, GRACE,
Without A Claim
ӏ10710ӏ SCHULTE, STEPHANIE
RICKER, Cached: Decoding
the Internet in Global Popular
Culture
ӏ10711ӏ SCHULTZ, JEFFREY,
Civil Twilight: Poems
ӏ10712ӏ SCHULTZ, PHILIP, My
Dyslexia
ӏ10713ӏ SCHULTZ PH.D,
HERMAN, THE FACEBOOK
CONSPIRACY – The Truth
behind Facebook everything
you should know before
you login again – CIA and
Facebook Likes You
ӏ10714ӏ SCHULTZ, ANNEMARIE, Plato’s Socrates as
Narrator: A Philosophical
Muse
ӏ10715ӏ SCHULTZ, MIKE &
DOERR, JOHN E., Professional
Services Marketing: How
the Best Firms Build
Premier Brands Thriving
Lead Generation Engines
and Cultures of Business
Development Success
ӏ10716ӏ SCHULTZ, KENNETH,
The Decline and Imminent Fall
of the West: How the West
Can Be Saved
ӏ10717ӏ SCHUMACHER, JULIE,
Dear Committee Members
ӏ10718ӏ SCHUMACHER,
MICHAEL, Will Eisner:
A Dreamer’s Life in Comics
ӏ10719ӏ SCHUMACHER,
MICHAEL, Wreck of the
Carl D.: A True Story of Loss
Survival and Rescue at Sea
ӏ10720ӏ SCHUPPERT, FABIAN,
Freedom Recognition and
Non-Domination: A Republican
Theory of (Global) Justice
ӏ10721ӏ SCHUSTER, AARON,
The Trouble With Pleasure:
Deleuze and Psychoanalysis
ӏ10722ӏ SCHUTZ, ALFRED, Life
Forms and Meaning Structure
ӏ10723ӏ SCHWAB, GABRIELE,
Imaginary Ethnographies:
Literature Culture and
Subjectivity
ӏ10724ӏ SCHWAN, ANNE,
Convict Voices: Women Class
and Writing About Prison in
Nineteenth-Century England

(Becoming Modern: New
Nineteenth-Century Studies)
ӏ10725ӏ SCHWARTZ-SALANT,
NATHAN, Order-Disorder
Paradox: Understanding the
Hidden Side of Change in Self
and Society
ӏ10726ӏ SCHWARTZ, STUART
B., Sea of Storms: A History
of Hurricanes in the Greater
Caribbean From Columbus to
Katrina
ӏ10727ӏ SCHWARTZ, HILLEL,
The Culture of the Copy
ӏ10728ӏ SCHWARTZ, JEFFREY
M. & BEGLEY, SHARON,
The Mind and the Brain:
Neuroplasticity and the
Power of Mental Force
ӏ10729ӏ SCHWARZBERG,
HEINER & BECKER, VALESKA,
Bodies of Clay: Prehistoric
Humanised Pottery
ӏ10730ӏ SCHWARZ, HANS, The
Trinity: The Central Mystery
of Christianity (South Asian
Theology)
ӏ10731ӏ SCHWEIGER, G. &
GRAF, G., A Philosophical
Examination of Social Justice
and Child Poverty
ӏ10732ӏ SCHWEITZER,
ALBERT & MONTGOMERY, W. &
BURKITT, F. C., The Quest of
the Historical Jesus
ӏ10733ӏ SCHWEIZER, PETER,
Clinton Cash: The Untold
Story of How and Why Foreign
Governments and Businesses
Helped Make Bill and Hillary
Rich
ӏ10734ӏ SCHWEIZER, PETER &
SCHWEIZER, ROCHELLE, The
Bushes
ӏ10735ӏ SCHWINDT, DANIEL,
The Case Against the Modern
World: A Crash Course in
Traditionalist Thought
ӏ10736ӏ SCOBIE, STEPHEN, At
the Limit of Breath: Poems on
the Films of Jean-Luc Godard
ӏ10737ӏ SCOBIE, STEPHEN,
bpNichol: What History
Teaches (The New Canadian
Criticism Series)
ӏ10738ӏ SCORER, JAMES,
City in Common: Culture and
Community in Buenos Aires
ӏ10739ӏ SCOTCHIE,
JOSEPH, Writing on the
Southern Front: Authentic
Conservatism for Our Times
ӏ10740ӏ SCOTT, American War
Machine: Deep Politics the
CIA Global Drug Connection
and the Road to Afghanistan
ӏ10741ӏ SCOTT, JAMES C, Art
of Not Being Governed: An
Anarchist History of Upland
Southeast Asia
ӏ10742ӏ SCOTT, JANNY,
A Singular Woman: The Untold
Story of Barack Obama’s
Mother
ӏ10743ӏ SCOTT BROWN,
DENISE, Architecture Words
4: Having Words
ӏ10744ӏ SCOTT, JAMES &
SPANIEL, DREW, China’s
Espionage Dynasty: Economic
Death by A Thousand Cuts
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A Connected Age
ӏ10979ӏ SHIRLEY, CRAIG,
December 1941: 31 Days That
Changed America and Saved
the World
ӏ10980ӏ SHIRLEY, ROSEMARY,
Rural Modernity Everyday Life
and Visual Culture
ӏ10981ӏ SHISHKIN, MIKHAIL;
SCHWARTZ, MARIAN;
SHTUTIN, LEO; MAIZELL,
SYLVIA; BASHKATOVA,
MARIYA, Calligraphy Lesson:
The Collected Stories
ӏ10982ӏ SHIVA, VANDANA,
Stolen Harvest: The Hijacking
of the Global Food Supply
(Culture of the Land)
ӏ10983ӏ SHKLOVSKY, VIKTOR &
AVAGYAN, SHUSHAN, A Hunt
for Optimism
ӏ10984ӏ SHOAFF, JENNIFER L.,
Borders of Visibility: Haitian
Migrant Women and the
Dominican Nation-State
ӏ10985ӏ SHOEMAKER,
STEPHEN J., Mary in Early
Christian Faith and Devotion
ӏ10986ӏ SHOEMAKER, DAVID,
The Squared Circle: Life
Death and Professional
Wrestling
ӏ10987ӏ SHOGENJI, TOMOJI,
Formal Epistemology and
Cartesian Skepticism: In
Defense of Belief in the
Natural World
ӏ10988ӏ SHOLL, ROBERT,
Contemporary Music and
Spirituality
ӏ10989ӏ SHONE, RICHARD
& STONARD, JOHN-PAUL,
The Books That Shaped Art
History: From Gombrich and

Greenberg to Alpers and
Krauss
ӏ10990ӏ SHONFIELD,
KATHERINE, Walls Have
Feelings: Architecture Film
and the City
ӏ10991ӏ SHOOK, JOHN R.,
Systematic Atheology:
Atheism’s Reasoning With
Theology (Routledge Studies
in the Philosophy of Religion)
ӏ10992ӏ SHOOK, JOHN R., The
Bloomsbury Encyclopedia of
Philosophers in America: From
1600 to the Present
ӏ10993ӏ SHORE, ZACHARY,
A Sense of the Enemy: The
High Stakes History of
Reading Your Enemy’s Mind
ӏ10994ӏ SHORES, ELIZABETH
FINDLEY, Earline’s Pink
Party: The Social Rituals
and Domestic Relics of
A Southern Woman
ӏ10995ӏ SHORE, BILL, The
Imaginations of Unreasonable
Men: Inspiration Vision and
Purpose in the Quest to End
Malaria
ӏ10996ӏ SHORROCK, TIM, Spies
for Hire: The Secret World of
Intelligence Outsourcing
ӏ10997ӏ SHORTER, EDWARD,
A History of Psychiatry: From
the Era of the Asylum to the
Age of Prozac
ӏ10998ӏ SHORTO, RUSSELL
& AUDIO, RANDOM HOUSE,
Amsterdam: A History of the
World’s Most Liberal City
ӏ10999ӏ SHORTO, RUSSELL,
Revolution Song: A Story of
American Freedom
ӏ11000ӏ SHORT, GREGORY,
Titans of the Forests
ӏ11001ӏ SHOSTAK, SARA,
Exposed Science: Genes the
Environment and the Politics
of Population Health
ӏ11002ӏ SHOSTAK, ARTHUR B.,
Stealth Altruism: Forbidden
Care as Jewish Resistance in
the Holocaust
ӏ11003ӏ SHOTTS, WILLIAM
E. JR.
The Linux Command Line:
A Complete Introduction
ӏ11004ӏ SHOWALTER, DENNIS
E., Hitler’s Panzers: The
Lightning Attacks That
Revolutionized Warfare
ӏ11005ӏ SHRYANE,
JENNIFER, Blixa Bargeld and
Einstürzende Neubauten:
German Experimental Music :
‘Evading Do-Re-Mi’
ӏ11006ӏ S.H. STEINBERG, Five
Hundred Years of Printing
ӏ11007ӏ SHTEYNGART, GARY,
Absurdistan and Super
Sad True Love Story: Two
Bestselling Novels
ӏ11008ӏ SHTEYNGART, GARY,
The Russian Debutante’s
Handbook
ӏ11009ӏ SHUKLA, RASHI K.,
Methamphetamine: A Love
Story
ӏ11010ӏ SHUKLA, PRAVINA,
The Grace of Four Moons:
Dress Adornment and the Art
of the Body in Modern India
(Material Culture)

ӏ11011ӏ SHULER, JACK, The
Thirteenth Turn: A History of
the Noose
ӏ11012ӏ SHUMWAY, REBECCA &
GETZ, TREVOR R., Slavery and
Its Legacy in Ghana and the
Diaspora
ӏ11013ӏ SHWAYRI, RAIF, Beirut
on the Bayou: Alfred Nicola
Louisiana and the Making of
Modern Lebanon
ӏ11014ӏ SIBAYAN, JUDY FREYA,
The Hypertext of HerMe(s)
ӏ11015ӏ SIDDIQUI, MONA,
Hospitality and Islam:
Welcoming in God’s Name
ӏ11016ӏ SIDES, HAMPTON,
Blood and Thunder an Epic of
the American West
ӏ11017ӏ SIDES, HAMPTON,
Hellhound on His Trail: The
Stalking of Martin Luther King
Jr. And the International Hunt
for His Assassin
ӏ11018ӏ SIDNEY, PHILIP
& EVANS, MAURICE, The
Countess of Pembroke’s
Arcadia (Penguin English
Library)
ӏ11019ӏ SIECKMANN, JAMES
& DENUNZIO, DAVID, Your
Short Game Solution:
Mastering the Finesse Game
From 120 Yards and In
ӏ11020ӏ SIEGAL, ALLAN M. &
CONNOLLY, WILLIAM, The New
York Times Manual of Style
and Usage, 5th Edition: The
Official Style Guide Used by
the Writers and Editors of the
World’s Most Authoritative
News Organization
ӏ11021ӏ SIEGEL, LEE, Against
the Machine: Being Human in
the Age of the Electronic Mob
ӏ11022ӏ SIEGERT, BERNHARD;
WINTHROP-YOUNG,
GEOFFREY; Cultural
Techniques
ӏ11023ӏ SIEGFRIED, TOM,
A Beautiful Math: John Nash
Game Theory and the Modern
Quest for A Code of Nature
ӏ11024ӏ SIEKMEIER, JAMES F.,
Latin American Nationalism:
Identity in A Globalizing
World
ӏ11025ӏ SIEMENS, RAY &
SCHREIBMAN, SUSAN,
A Companion to Digital
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ӏ11026ӏ SIEMENS, HERMAN
& BRUSOTTI, MARCO &
CONSTÂNCIO, JOÃO &
BAILEY, TOM, Nietzsche’s
Engagements With Kant and
the Kantian Legacy
ӏ11027ӏ SIEMENS, DANIEL,
Stormtroopers: A New History
of Hitler’s Brownshirts
ӏ11028ӏ SIEMS, LARRY, The
Torture Report
ӏ11029ӏ SIFRY, MICAH L., The
Big Disconnect: Why the
Internet Hasn’t Transformed
Politics (Yet)
ӏ11030ӏ SIFUENTESJAUREGUI, BEN.
The Avowal of Difference:
Queer Latino American
Narratives
ӏ11031ӏ SIGLER, SCOTT,
Infected
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ӏ11032ӏ SIGMUND, KARL,
Exact Thinking in Demented
Times: The Vienna Circle
and the Epic Quest for the
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ӏ11033ӏ SIGMUNDSDOTTIR,
ALDA, The Little Book of the
Icelanders in the Old Days
ӏ11034ӏ SIKKINK, KATHRYN,
Evidence for Hope: Making
Human Rights Work in the 21st
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ӏ11035ӏ SIKOV, ED, Mr.
Strangelove: A Biography of
Peter Sellers
ӏ11036ӏ SILEIKA, RYTIS,
Pro Python System
Administration
ӏ11037ӏ SILES-BRÜGGE,
GABRIEL, TTIP: The Truth
About the Transatlantic Trade
and Investment Partnership
ӏ11038ӏ SILKO, LESLIE
MARMON, The Almanac of the
Dead: A Novel
ӏ11039ӏ SILVERBERG, MIRIAM,
Erotic Grotesque Nonsense:
The Mass Culture of Japanese
Modern Times
ӏ11040ӏ SILVERMAN, MARC,
A Pedagogy of Humanist Moral
Education: The Educational
Thought of Janusz Korczak
ӏ11041ӏ SILVERMAN, KENNETH,
Begin Again: A Biography of
John Cage
ӏ11042ӏ SILVERMAN, MAX,
Facing Postmodernity:
Contemporary French
Thought
ӏ11043ӏ SILVERMAN, KENNETH,
Lightning Man: The Accursed
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ӏ11044ӏ SILVERMAN, HUGH J.,
Lyotard
ӏ11045ӏ SILVERMAN, KAJA,
Speaking About Godard
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Medieval Hindu Traditions
ӏ11058ӏ SIM, PROFESSOR
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Code Book: The Science of
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Indigo Children: New Age
Experimentation With Self
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ӏ11099ӏ SINGLETARY,
SUZANNE, James McNeill
Whistler and France:
A Dialogue in Paint Poetry
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ӏ11100ӏ SINGLETON, MARK,
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VERCELLONI TRANSLATED
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ӏ11102ӏ SINGLETON, MARK,
Yoga Body: The Origins of
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Counterrevolution of Slavery:
Politics and Ideology in
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ӏ11105ӏ SINHA, MANISHA, The
Slave’s Cause: A History of
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ӏ11106ӏ SINNERBRINK,
ROBERT, Understanding
Hegelianism
ӏ11107ӏ SINOPE, DIOGENES
OF, The Cynic Philosophers:
From Diogenes to Julian
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Diogenes of Sinope (6-Dec2012) Paperback
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ӏ11109ӏ SIRIUS, R. U.
& CORNELL, JAY,
Transcendence: The
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Singularity
ӏ11110ӏ SIRLEAF, ELLEN
JOHNSON, This Child
Will Be Great: Memoir of
A Remarkable Life by Africa’s
First Woman President
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M & PYCHYL, TIMOTHY A,
Procrastination Health and
Well-Being
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SIR, Le Morte D’Arthur Volume
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Bulgakov: The Soul of the
World
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ӏ11116ӏ SIXX, NIKKI, The
Heroin Diaries: A Year in the
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CONEDERA, Ecclesiastical
Knights: The Military Orders
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Women as Wartime Rapists:
Beyond Sensation and
Stereotyping (Perspectives
on Political Violence)
ӏ11119ӏ SJ, M. ROSS ROMERO,
Without the Least Tremor:
The Sacrifice of Socrates in
Plato’s Phaedo (SUNY Series
in Contemporary Continental
Philosophy)
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ӏ11120ӏ SKARE, ERIK, Digital
Jihad: Palestinian Resistance
in the Digital Era
ӏ11121ӏ SKELTON, ROBIN, In
This Poem I Am: Selected
Poetry of Robin Skelton
ӏ11122ӏ SKENAZY, LENORE,
Free-Range Kids How to Raise
Safe Self-Reliant Children
(Without Going Nuts With
Worry)
ӏ11123ӏ SKIDMORE, EMILY,
True Sex: The Lives of Trans
Men at the Turn of the
Twentieth Century
ӏ11124ӏ SKINNER, STEPHEN,
Fascism and Criminal Law:
History Theory Continuity
ӏ11125ӏ SKINNER, PATRICIA,
Living With Disfigurement in
Early Medieval Europe
ӏ11126ӏ SKIPPER, JODI &
COFFEY, MICHELE GRIGSBY
& CHAPMAN, ALIX & TREFZER,
ANNETTE & LEWIS, ANNE
& HAYES, JOHN & GREEN,
KATHRYN & RADISHOFSKI,
KATHRYN & CHAPMAN,
RICO D. & TURNER, DANIEL
CROSS & GREENE, ROBERT
II & TAYLOR, MELANIE
& WILSON, CHARLES &
DELLINGER, KIRSTEN A. &
SATTERWHITE, EMILY &
FERRETI, GWENDOLYN &
JACKSON, JEFFREY T. &
MCKEE, KATIE, Navigating
Souths: Transdisciplinary
Explorations of A U.S. Region
(The New Southern Studies
Ser.)
ӏ11127ӏ SKJAERVO, PRODS
OKTOR, The Spirit of
Zoroastrianism
ӏ11128ӏ SKLENÁR, ROBERT
JOHN, Plant of A Strange
Vine: &gt;Oratio Corrupta&lt;
and the Poetics of Senecan
Tragedy (Beiträge Zur
Altertumskunde)
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The Immortal Life of
Henrietta Lacks
ӏ11130ӏ SKOLL, GEOFFREY R.,
Social Theory of Fear: Terror
Torture and Death in A PostCapitalist World
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Spirituality Under Capitalism:
Witches Fairies and Nomads
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and Creativity: From Affect
Towards Individuation
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Panpsychism in the West
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Hetty: The Genius and
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ӏ11135ӏ SLAGLE, JIM, The
Epistemological Skyhook:
Determinism Naturalism
and Self-Defeat (Routledge
Studies in Contemporary
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ӏ11136ӏ SLASH, Slash: The
Autobiography
ӏ11137ӏ SLATALLA, MICHELE,
Masters of Deception: The
Gang That Ruled Cyberspace
ӏ11138ӏ SLAVKOVSKÝ, ADRIÁN,
Religious Studies
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ӏ11139ӏ SLAWENSKI, KENNETH,
J.D. Salinger: A Life
ӏ11140ӏ SLAYTON, ROBERT
A., Beauty in the City: The
Ashcan School
ӏ11141ӏ SLEDGE, E. B., With
the Old Breed: At Peleliu and
Okinawa
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Backs Against the Sea: The
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World War II
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Politics in Sixties West
Germany
ӏ11150ӏ SLOIN, ANDREW,
The Jewish Revolution in
Belorussia: Economy Race and
Bolshevik Power
ӏ11151ӏ SLONE, G. RANDY,
The Audiophile’s Project
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PETER, In the World
Interior of Capital: Towards
A Philosophical Theory of
Globalization
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Selected Exaggerations:
Conversations and Interviews
1993–2012
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The Feeling of Risk: New
Perspectives on Risk
Perception (Earthscan Risk
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ӏ11155ӏ SLUGA, HANS D.,
Gottlob Frege: The Arguments
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and the Search for the
Common Good
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The Cognitive Science of
Religion
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Oedipus Complex: Focus
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Discussion of the Theory
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Night of the World: Traversing
the Ideology of Objectivity
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A Simple Plan
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ӏ11446ӏ STEINBERG, STEPHEN,
Race Relations: A Critique
ӏ11447ӏ STEINBERG, AVI,
Running the Books: The
Adventures of an Accidental
Prison Librarian
ӏ11448ӏ STEINBERG, AVI,
The Lost Book of Mormon:
A Journey Through the Mythic
Lands of Nephi Zarahemla and
Kansas City Missouri
ӏ11449ӏ STEINBOCK,
ANTHONY J., LimitPhenomena and
Phenomenology in Husserl
ӏ11450ӏ STEIN, GLENN M.,
Discovering the North-West
Passage: The Four-Year
Arctic Odyssey of H.M.S.
Investigator and the Mcclure
Expedition
ӏ11451ӏ STEINER, GEORGE,
After Babel: Aspects of
Language and Translation
ӏ11452ӏ STEINER, GEORGE
& ADLER, LAURE & FAGAN,
TERESA LAVENDER, A Long
Saturday: Conversations
ӏ11453ӏ STEINER, GARY,
Animals and the Limits of
Postmodernism (Critical
Perspectives on Animals)
ӏ11454ӏ STEINER,
CHRISTOPHER, Automate
This: How Algorithms Came to
Rule Our World
ӏ11455ӏ STEINER, FREDERICK,
Design for A Vulnerable Planet
(Roger Fullington Series in
Architecture)
ӏ11456ӏ STEINER, GEORGE,
Grammars of Creation

ӏ11457ӏ STEINER, GEORGE,
Language and Silence: Essays
on Language Literature and
the Inhuman
ӏ11458ӏ STEINER, GEORGE,
Language and Silence
ӏ11459ӏ STEINER, GEORGE,
Real Presences
ӏ11460ӏ STEIN, JUDITH
E., Eye of the Sixties:
Richard Bellamy and the
Transformation of Modern Art
ӏ11461ӏ STEIN, MARK, How the
States Got Their Shapes
ӏ11462ӏ STEIN, MARK, How
the States Got Their Shapes
Too: The People Behind the
Borderlines
ӏ11463ӏ STEIN, MURRAY,
Jung’s Map of the Soul: An
Introduction
ӏ11464ӏ STEIN, JAMES D., L.A.
Math: Romance Crime and
Mathematics in the City of
Angels
ӏ11465ӏ STEINMETZ,
KEVIN F. & NOBLES, MATT
R., Technocrime and
Criminological Theory
ӏ11466ӏ STEIN, DEBORAH &
SPILLMAN, ROBERT, Poetry
Into Song: Performance and
Analysis of Lieder
ӏ11467ӏ STEIN, MICHAEL, The
Addict: One Patient One
Doctor One Year
ӏ11468ӏ STEINWEG, MARCUS
& DEMARCO, AMANDA,
Inconsistencies (Untimely
Meditations)
ӏ11469ӏ STEMPEL, GUIDO &
HARGROVE, THOMAS, The
21st-Century Voter: Who
Votes How They Vote and Why
They Vote ӏ2 Volumesӏ
ӏ11470ӏ STENDHAL, 1783–1842
& SAMUEL, HORACE BARNETT
1883-Red &amp; the Black
A Chronicle Of
ӏ11471ӏ STEPAN, ALFRED &
TAYLOR, CHARLES, Boundaries
of Toleration (Religion Culture
and Public Life)
ӏ11472ӏ STEPHANS, MICHAEL,
Experiencing Ornette
Coleman: A Listener’s
Companion
ӏ11473ӏ STEPHENSDAVIDOWITZ, SETH,
Everybody Lies: Big Data New
Data and What the Internet
Can Tell Us About Who We
Really Are
ӏ11474ӏ STEPHENSON, NEAL,
Anathem
ӏ11475ӏ STEPHENSON, NEAL,
Cryptonomicon tome 2 : Le
Réseau Kinakuta (Ldp Science
Fic) (French Edition)
ӏ11476ӏ STEPHENSON, NEAL,
In the Beginning…was the
Command Line
ӏ11477ӏ STEPHENSON, NEAL,
Quicksilver LTD: Volume One
of the Baroque Cycle
ӏ11478ӏ STEPHENSON, NEAL,
Snow Crash
ӏ11479ӏ STEPHENSON, NEAL,
The Confusion (The Baroque
Cycle Vol. 2)
ӏ11480ӏ STEPHENSON, NEAL,
The Diamond Age: Or
a Young Lady’s Illustrated
Primer (Bantam Spectra Book)
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ӏ11481ӏ STEPHENSON, NEAL,
The System of the World (The
Baroque Cycle Vol. 3)
ӏ11482ӏ STEPHENSON, NEAL,
Zodiac
ӏ11483ӏ STEPHENS, WILLIAM
O., Stoic Ethics: Epictetus
and Happiness as Freedom
ӏ11484ӏ STEPHENS, PAUL,
The Poetics of Information
Overload: From Gertrude
Stein to Conceptual Writing
ӏ11485ӏ STERBA, RICHARD,
The First Dictionary of
Psychoanalysis: A Gift
for Sigmund Freud’s 80th
Birthday
ӏ11486ӏ STERIN, J. CHARLES,
Mass Media Revolution
ӏ11487ӏ STERLING, BRUCE
& BROWN, CHRISTOPHER &
KLAW, RICK, Pirate Utopia
ӏ11488ӏ STERLING, BRUCE,
The Hacker Crackdown
Law and Disorder on the
Electronic Frontier
ӏ11489ӏ STERNE, JONATHAN,
MP3: The Meaning of A Format
ӏ11490ӏ STERNE, LAURENCE
& ROSS, IAN CAMPBELL, The
Life and Opinions of Tristram
Shandy Gentleman
ӏ11491ӏ STERN-GILLET,
SUZANNE & GURTLER, GARY
M., Ancient and Medieval
Concepts of Friendship
(SUNY Series in Ancient
Greek Philosophy)
ӏ11492ӏ STERN, FRITZ, Gold
and Iron
ӏ11493ӏ STERN, JESSICA &
BERGER, J. M., ISIS: The State
of Terror
ӏ11494ӏ STERN, STEVEN,
Needed Relationships and
Psychoanalytic Healing:
A Holistic Relational
Perspective on the
Therapeutic Process
ӏ11495ӏ STERN, STEVE, The
Frozen Rabbi
ӏ11496ӏ STEVENS, NORMA
& ARONSON, STEVEN M. L.,
Avedon: Something Personal
ӏ11497ӏ STEVENSON, ROBERT
LOUIS, Strange Case of Dr
Jekyll and Mr Hyde and Other
Tales
ӏ11498ӏ STEVENSON, ROBERT
LOUIS, Treasure Island
ӏ11499ӏ STEVEN, MARK,
Splatter Capital: A Guide for
Surviving the Horror Movie
We Collectively Inhabit
ӏ11500ӏ STEWART, CREEK,
Build the Perfect Bug Out
Vehicle: The Disaster Survival
Vehicle Guide
ӏ11501ӏ STEWART, ELIZABETH,
Catastrophe and Survival:
Walter Benjamin and
Psychoanalysis
ӏ11502ӏ STEWART, CHARLES,
Dreaming and Historical
Consciousness in Island
Greece
ӏ11503ӏ STEWART, CHRIS,
Driving Over Lemons: An
Optimist in Spain
ӏ11504ӏ STEWART, ANDREW,
Empire Lost: Britain the
Dominions and the Second
World War
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ӏ11505ӏ STEWART, ANTHONY,
George Orwell Doubleness and
the Value of Decency (Studies
in Major Literary Authors)
ӏ11506ӏ STEWART, DAVID
O., Impeached: The Trial of
President Andrew Johnson
and the Fight for Lincoln’s
Legacy
ӏ11507ӏ STEWART, IAN,
Significant Figures: The
Lives and Work of Great
Mathematicians
ӏ11508ӏ STEWART, IAN,
Symmetry: A Very Short
Introduction
ӏ11509ӏ STEWART, MATTHEW,
The Courtier and the Heretic:
Leibniz Spinoza and the Fate
of God in the Modern World
ӏ11510ӏ STEWART, ALAN, The
Cradle King: The Life of James
VI and I, the First Monarch of
A United Great Britain
ӏ11511ӏ STEWART, ROBERT B.,
The Message of Jesus: John
Dominic Crossan and Ben
Witherington III in Dialogue
ӏ11512ӏ STEWART, CHRIS,
Three Ways to Capsize A Boat:
An Optimist Afloat
ӏ11513ӏ STEWART, JON,
Volume 12
Tome IV: Kierkegaard’s
Influence on Literature
Criticism and Art: The
Anglophone World
ӏ11514ӏ STEYERL, HITO, Duty
Free Art: Art in the Age of
Planetary Civil War
ӏ11515ӏ STIEGLER, BERNARD,
The Re-Enchantment of the
World: The Value of Spirit
Against Industrial Populism
ӏ11516ӏ STIEGLER, BERNARD,
What Makes Life Worth Living:
On Pharmacology
ӏ11517ӏ STIGLITZ, JOSEPH E.,
Making Globalization Work
ӏ11518ӏ STIGLITZ, JOSEPH
E., The Great Divide: Unequal
Societies and What We Can
Do About Them
ӏ11519ӏ STIGLITZ, JOSEPH
E., The Price of Inequality:
How Today’s Divided Society
Endangers Our Future
ӏ11520ӏ STIGLITZ, JOSEPH E.,
The Three Trillion Dollar War:
The True Cost of the Iraq
Conflict
ӏ11521ӏ STILES, T. J., The First
Tycoon: The Epic Life of
Cornelius Vanderbilt
ӏ11522ӏ STILGOE, JOHN R.,
What Is Landscape?
ӏ11523ӏ STILLE, ALEXANDER,
The Sack of Rome: Media +
Money + Celebrity = Power =
Silvio Berlusconi
ӏ11524ӏ STILLMAN, ROBERT
E., Philip Sidney and the
Poetics of Renaissance
Cosmopolitanism
ӏ11525ӏ STIPP, DAVID, A Most
Elegant Equation: Euler S
Formula and the Beauty of
Mathematics
ӏ11526ӏ STIRNER, MAX, The
Ego and His Own
ӏ11527ӏ STITES, RICHARD,
Revolutionary Dreams:
Utopian Vision and

Experimental Life in the
Russian Revolution
ӏ11528ӏ STOCKDALE, LIAM
P. D., Taming an Uncertain
Future
ӏ11529ӏ STOCKENSTROM,
WILMA & COETZEE, J. M., The
Expedition to the Baobab
Tree: A Novel
ӏ11530ӏ STOCKETT, KATHRYN,
The Help
ӏ11531ӏ STOCKHAMMER,
PHILIPP WOLFGANG,
Conceptualizing
Cultural Hybridization:
A Transdisciplinary Approach
(Transcultural Research
– Heidelberg Studies on
Asia and Europe in A Global
Context)
ӏ11532ӏ STOCK, BRIAN, The
Integrated Self: Augustine
the Bible and Ancient Thought
ӏ11533ӏ STODDARD,
BRAD & MARTIN, CRAIG,
Stereotyping Religion:
Critiquing Clichés
ӏ11534ӏ STOEVER, JENNIFER
LYNN, The Sonic Color Line:
Race and the Cultural Politics
of Listening
ӏ11535ӏ STOHL, MICHAEL
& LICHBACH, MARK I. &
GRABOSKY, PETER, States
and Peoples in Conflict:
Transformations of Conflict
Studies
ӏ11536ӏ STOKER, BRAM,
Dracula (Wordsworth Classics)
ӏ11537ӏ STOKER, VALERIE,
Polemics and Patronage in the
City of Victory: Vyasatirtha
Hindu Sectarianism and
the Sixteenth-Century
Vijayanagara Court
ӏ11538ӏ STOKESBURY, JAMES
L., A Short History of World
War II
ӏ11539ӏ STOKES, MELVYN;
D.W. Griffith’s The Birth of
A Nation
ӏ11540ӏ STOLL, STEVEN,
Ramp Hollow: The Ordeal of
Appalachia
ӏ11541ӏ STOLZ, NOLAN,
Experiencing Black Sabbath:
A Listener’s Companion
ӏ11542ӏ STONE-DAVIS,
FERDIA J., Musical Beauty:
Negotiating the Boundary
Between Subject and Object
ӏ11543ӏ STONE, DOUGLAS
& HEEN, SHEILA, Difficult
Conversations: How to
Discuss What Matters Most
ӏ11544ӏ STONE, ADAM &
WILLIAMS, KENNETH R. &
GREEN, BRIAN, Hillary’s
America: The War on Guns – 50
Reasons Why Liberals Want to
Take Away Our Guns and How
to Debunk Them
ӏ11545ӏ STONE, AMY L. &
CANTRELL, JAIME, Out of
the Closet Into the Archives:
Researching Sexual Histories
ӏ11546ӏ STONE, BAILEY,
Reinterpreting the French
Revolution: A GlobalHistorical Perspective
ӏ11547ӏ STONER, A. &
MELATHOPOULOS, A.,
Freedom in the Anthropocene:
Twentieth-Century

Helplessness in the Face of
Climate Change
ӏ11548ӏ STONE, JEROME
A., Sacred Nature: The
Environmental Potential of
Religious Naturalism
ӏ11549ӏ STONE, GERALD, Slav
Outposts in Central European
History: The Wends Sorbs and
Kashubs
ӏ11550ӏ STONE, NORMAN, The
Atlantic and Its Enemies:
A Personal History of the
Cold War
ӏ11551ӏ STONE, ROGER &
MORROW, ROBERT, The
Clintons’ War on Women
ӏ11552ӏ STONE, BRAD, The
Everything Store: Jeff Bezos
and the Age of Amazon
ӏ11553ӏ STONE, ROB, The
Routledge Companion to
World Cinema (Routledge
Media and Cultural Studies
Companions)
ӏ11554ӏ STONE, GENE, The
Trump Survival Guide:
Everything You Need to
Know About Living Through
What You Hoped Would Never
Happen
ӏ11555ӏ STONE, BRAD, The
Upstarts: How Uber Airbnb
and the Killer Companies of
the New Silicon Valley Are
Changing the World
ӏ11556ӏ STONE, NORMAN,
Turkey: A Short History
ӏ11557ӏ STONE, ADAM N.,
Unbrandable
ӏ11558ӏ STOPPANI, TERESA
& PONZO, GIORGIO &
THEMISTOKLEOUS, GEORGE,
This Thing Called Theory
(Critiques: Critical Studies in
Architectural Humanities)
ӏ11559ӏ STOREY, JOHN,
Cultural Theory and Popular
Culture: An Introduction
ӏ11560ӏ STOREY, NEIL R., East
End Murders: From Jack the
Ripper to Ronnie Kray (Sutton
True Crime History)
ӏ11561ӏ STORM, MORTEN
& CRUICKSHANK, PAUL &
LISTER, TIM, Agent Storm: My
Life Inside Al-Qaeda
ӏ11562ӏ STOSSEL, SCOTT, My
Age of Anxiety: Fear Hope
Dread and the Search for
Peace of Mind
ӏ11563ӏ STOTHARD, PETER,
Spartacus Road: A Journey
Through Ancient Italy
ӏ11564ӏ STOTHARD, PETER,
The Senecans: Four Men and
Margaret Thatcher
ӏ11565ӏ STOTT, REBECCA,
Oyster
ӏ11566ӏ STOUT, HARRY S.,
American Aristocrats:
A Family
a Fortune and the Making of
American Capitalism
ӏ11567ӏ STOUT, NANCY, One
Day in December: Celia
Sánchez and the Cuban
Revolution
ӏ11568ӏ STOWE, HARRIET
BEECHER, Uncle Tom’s Cabin
ӏ11569ӏ STOW, DORRIK,
Vanished Ocean: How Tethys
Reshaped the World

INDEX

ӏ11570ӏ STRACHAN, HEW, The
First World War
ӏ11571ӏ STRACHEY, LYTTON,
Lytton Strachey By Himself
ӏ11572ӏ STRASDIN, KATE,
Inside the Royal Wardrobe:
A Dress History of Queen
Alexandra
ӏ11573ӏ STRASSMAN, RICK &
WOJTOWICZ, SLAWEK & LUNA,
LUIS EDUARDO & FRECSKA,
EDE, Inner Paths to Outer
Space: Journeys to Alien
Worlds Through Psychedelics
and Other Spiritual
Technologies
ӏ11574ӏ STRATHAUSEN,
CARSTEN, The Look of Things:
Poetry and Vision Around
1900
ӏ11575ӏ STRATHERN, PAUL,
Death in Florence: The Medici
Savonarola and the Battle for
the Soul of the Renaissance
City
ӏ11576ӏ STRÅTH, BO &
WAGNER, PETER, European
Modernity: A Global Approach
(Europe’s Legacy in the
Modern World)
ӏ11577ӏ STRATIGAKOS,
DESPINA, Hitler at Home
ӏ11578ӏ STRATIGAKOS,
DESPINA, Where Are the
Women Architects?
ӏ11579ӏ STRATMANN, LINDA,
The Secret Poisoner:
A Century of Murder
ӏ11580ӏ STRATTEN, SCOTT
& KRAMER, ALISON,
UnMarketing: Stop Marketing.
Start Engaging
ӏ11581ӏ STRATTON, W. K., Floyd
Patterson: The Fighting
Life of Boxing’s Invisible
Champion
ӏ11582ӏ STRAUB, PETER, Ghost
Story
ӏ11583ӏ STRAUB, JULIA,
Handbook of Transatlantic
North American Studies
(Handbooks of English and
American Studies)
ӏ11584ӏ STRAUSS, LEO &
CROPSEY, JOSEPH, History of
Political Philosophy
ӏ11585ӏ STRAUSS, NEIL, The
Game
ӏ11586ӏ STRAWSON, PETER,
The Bounds of Sense: An
Essay on Kant’s Critique of
Pure Reason
ӏ11587ӏ STREECK, WOLFGANG,
Buying Time: The Delayed
Crisis of Democratic
Capitalism
ӏ11588ӏ STREECK, WOLFGANG,
How Will Capitalism End?
ӏ11589ӏ STRICKLAND,
MATTHEW, Henry the Young
King, 1155–1183
ӏ11590ӏ STRINDBERG, JOHAN
AUGUST & ROBINSON,
MICHAEL, Miss Julie and
Other Plays
ӏ11591ӏ STRIPHAS, TED,
The Late Age of Print:
Everyday Book Culture From
Consumerism to Control
ӏ11592ӏ STROEBE, WOLFGANG
PROFESSOR, The Goal
Conflict Model of Eating
Behavior: Selected Works
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of Wolfgang Stroebe (World
Library of Psychologists)
ӏ11593ӏ STRONGE, WILL,
Georges Bataille and
Contemporary Thought
ӏ11594ӏ STRONG, WILLIAM
S., The Copyright Book:
A Practical Guide (MIT Press)
ӏ11595ӏ STROSS, RANDALL,
Planet Google: One Company’s
Audacious Plan to Organize
Everything We Know
ӏ11596ӏ STROUMSA, GUY G.,
The Scriptural Universe of
Ancient Christianity
ӏ11597ӏ STROUSTRUP,
BJARNE, A Tour of C++ (C++
In-Depth Series)
ӏ11598ӏ STRUCK, PETER
T., Divination and Human
Nature: A Cognitive History
of Intuition in Classical
Antiquity
ӏ11599ӏ STRUGATSKY,
ARKADY; STRUGATSKY,
BORIS; KUNZRU, HARI;
BORMASHENKO, OLENA, Hard
to Be A God
ӏ11600ӏ STRUGATSKY, ARKADY
& STRUGATSKY, BORIS &
BORMASHENKO, OLENA,
Roadside Picnic
ӏ11601ӏ STRUM, SUZANNE, The
Ideal of Total Environmental
Control: Knud Lönberg-Holm
Buckminster Fuller and the
SSA
ӏ11602ӏ STRYKER, COLE, Epic
Win for Anonymous: How
4chan’s Army Conquered
the Web
ӏ11603ӏ STUBBS, JOHN, John
Donne: The Reformed Soul:
A Biography
ӏ11604ӏ STUDIES, CATHER &
MOSELEY, ANN & MURPHY,
JOHN J. & THACKER, ROBERT,
Willa Cather at the Modernist
Crux
ӏ11605ӏ STUDTMANN, PAUL,
Empiricism and the Problem
of Metaphysics
ӏ11606ӏ STUENKEL, OLIVER,
Post-Western World: How
Emerging Powers Are
Remaking Global Order
ӏ11607ӏ STUHR, JOHN J.,
Pragmatic Fashions: Pluralism
Democracy Relativism and the
Absurd (American Philosophy)
ӏ11608ӏ STULLER, JENNIFER
K., Ink-Stained Amazons
and Cinematic Warriors:
Superwomen in Modern
Mythology
ӏ11609ӏ STUMP, JORDAN, Out
of the Dark
ӏ11610ӏ STURLUSON, SNORRI,
The Prose Edda
ӏ11611ӏ STURT, GEORGE, The
Wheelwright’s Shop
ӏ11612ӏ STUTTARD, DAVID,
Greek Mythology: A Traveler’s
Guide
ӏ11613ӏ STUTTARD, DAVID,
Looking at Antigone
ӏ11614ӏ STUTTARD, DAVID;
Looking at Medea
ӏ11615ӏ STUTUESMAN, DRAKE,
Snake (Animal)
ӏ11616ӏ STYRON, WILLIAM,
Sophie’s Choice

ӏ11617ӏ SUAREZ-VILLA, LUIS,
Corporate Power Oligopolies
and the Crisis of the State
ӏ11618ӏ SUBRAMANIAM,
ARUNDHATHI, Eating God:
A Book of Bhakti Poetry
ӏ11619ӏ SUDJIC, DEYAN,
Edifice Complex: The
Architecture of Power
ӏ11620ӏ SUESS, BARBARA
ANN, Progress &amp; Identity
in the Plays of W.B. Yeats,
1892–1907 (Studies in Major
Literary Authors)
ӏ11621ӏ SUGDEN, PHILIP, The
Complete History of Jack the
Ripper
ӏ11622ӏ SUGG, RICHARD,
Mummies Cannibals and
Vampires: The History of
Corpse Medicine From the
Renaissance to the Victorians
ӏ11623ӏ SUGGS,
That Close
ӏ11624ӏ SUGRUE, THOMAS
J., The Origins of the Urban
Crisis: Race and Inequality in
Postwar Detroit
ӏ11625ӏ SULLIVAN, JAMES,
7 Dirty Words: The Life and
Crimes of George Carlin
ӏ11626ӏ SULLIVAN,
J. COURTNEY, Commencement
ӏ11627ӏ SULLIVAN, ROBERT,
Flight of the Reindeer: The
True Story of Santa Claus and
His Christmas Mission
ӏ11628ӏ SULLIVAN, FELICIA C.,
Follow Me Into the Dark
ӏ11629ӏ SULLIVAN, JACK, New
Orleans Remix (American
Made Music Series)
ӏ11630ӏ SULLIVAN, REBECCA
& MCKEE, ALAN, Pornography:
Structures Agency and
Performance
ӏ11631ӏ SULLIVAN, ROB, The
Geography of the Everyday:
Toward an Understanding of
the Given
ӏ11632ӏ SULTAN, WAFA, A God
Who Hates: The Courageous
Woman Who Inflamed the
Muslim World Speaks Out
Against the Evils of Islam
ӏ11633ӏ SULTANOF, JEFF,
Experiencing Big Band Jazz:
A Listener’s Companion
ӏ11634ӏ SUMMERHILL,
WILLIAM RODERICK,
Inglorious Revolution:
Political Institutions
Sovereign Debt and Financial
Underdevelopment in
Imperial Brazil
ӏ11635ӏ SUMMERSCALE, KATE,
B007M836FY EBOK
ӏ11636ӏ SUMMERSCALE,
KATE, The Suspicions of Mr.
Whicher: A Shocking Murder
and the Undoing of A Great
Victorian Detective
ӏ11637ӏ SUMMERS, ANTHONY,
Not in Your Lifetime: The
Assassination of JFK
ӏ11638ӏ SUMPTION,
JONATHAN, Pilgrimage
ӏ11639ӏ SUN, ANNA XIAO
DONG, Confucianism as
A World Religion: Contested
Histories and Contemporary
Realities

ӏ11640ӏ SUNDARARAJAN,
ARUN, The Sharing Economy:
The End of Employment and
the Rise of Crowd-Based
Capitalism
ӏ11641ӏ SUNDEM, GARTH,
Brain Candy: Science
Paradoxes Puzzles Logic
and Illogic to Nourish Your
Neurons
ӏ11642ӏ SUNG, MEI-YING,
William Blake and the Art of
Engraving
ӏ11643ӏ SUNSTEIN, CASS R.,
Choosing Not to Choose:
Understanding the Value of
Choice
ӏ11644ӏ SUNSTEIN, CASS R.,
Going to Extremes: How Like
Minds Unite and Divide
ӏ11645ӏ SUNSTEIN, CASS R.,
Impeachment: A Citizen’s
Guide
ӏ11646ӏ SUNSTEIN, CASS R.,
Republic.com 2.0
ӏ11647ӏ SUNSTEIN, CASS R.,
Why Nudge?: The Politics of
Libertarian Paternalism
ӏ11648ӏ SUNSTEIN, CASS
R., Wiser: Getting Beyond
Groupthink to Make Groups
Smarter
ӏ11649ӏ SUNY, RONALD,
Red Flag Unfurled: History
Historians and the Russian
Revolution
ӏ11650ӏ SUNY, RONALD
GRIGOR, “They Can Live in
the Desert but Nowhere Else”:
A History of the Armenian
Genocide
ӏ11651ӏ SURZHKO-HARNED,
LENA & TURKINA, EKATERINA
& SLOBODCHIKOFF, MICHAEL
O., Post-Soviet Legacies
and Conflicting Values in
Europe: Generation Why
(Russian Eurasian and Eastern
European Politics)
ӏ11652ӏ SUSSKIND, RICHARD
& SUSSKIND, DANIEL, The
Future of the Professions:
How Technology Will Transform
the Work of Human Experts
ӏ11653ӏ SUSSMAN, GLEN &
WEST, JONATHAN P., American
Politics and the Environment
ӏ11654ӏ SUSSMAN, JEFFREY,
Max Baer and Barney Ross:
Jewish Heroes of Boxing
ӏ11655ӏ SUSSMAN, HENRY,
Playful Intelligence:
Digitizing Tradition
ӏ11656ӏ SUTHERLAND, JOHN,
A Little History of Literature
ӏ11657ӏ SUTHERLAND, N. M.,
Henry IV of France and the
Politcs of Religion, 1572–1596
ӏ11658ӏ SUTHERLAND,
STUART & GOLDACRE, BEN,
Irrationality: The Enemy
Within
ӏ11659ӏ SUTHERLAND, JOHN,
Lives of the Novelists:
A History of Fiction in 294
Lives
ӏ11660ӏ SUTHERLAND, JOHN,
Orwell’s Nose: A Pathological
Biography
ӏ11661ӏ SUTHERLAND, DANIEL
E., Whistler: A Life for Art’s
Sake
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ӏ11662ӏ SUTTER, LAURENT DE,
Narcocapitalism: Life in the
Age of Anaesthesia
ӏ11663ӏ SUTTON, ELIZABETH,
Art Animals and Experience:
Relationships to Canines and
the Natural World
ӏ11664ӏ SUTTON, FELIX &
UNKNOWN, Fish
ӏ11665ӏ SUTTOR, GREG, Still
Renovating: A History of
Canadian Social Housing
Policy
ӏ11666ӏ SUU KYI, AUNG SAN,
Freedom From Fear: And
Other Writings
ӏ11667ӏ ŠUVAKOVIC, MIŠKO,
Neo-Aesthetic Theory
ӏ11668ӏ SUZUKI, MICHIKO,
Becoming Modern Women:
Love and Female Identity in
Prewar Japanese Literature
and Culture
ӏ11669ӏ SUZUKI, DAISETSU
TEITARO, Selected Works of
D.T. Suzuki Volume II: Pure
Land
ӏ11670ӏ SUZUKI, SHUNRYU,
Zen Mind Beginner’s Mind
ӏ11671ӏ SVARE, RICHARD,
Morris Graves: His Houses His
Gardens
ӏ11672ӏ SVENDSEN, LARS
FREDRIK, Work
ӏ11673ӏ SVICH, CARIDAD,
JARMAN (All This Maddening
Beauty) and Other Plays
(Playtext)
ӏ11674ӏ SVIRSKY, BEN-ARIE,
Refusing to Share: The
Culturalcb
ӏ11675ӏ SWAAN, ABRAM DE,
The Killing Compartments:
The Mentality of Mass Murder
ӏ11676ӏ SWABY, RACHEL,
Headstrong: 52 Women Who
Changed Science-And the
World
ӏ11677ӏ SWAIN, JOSEPH P.,
Historical Dictionary of
Baroque Music
ӏ11678ӏ SWAMY, MUTHURAJ,
The Problem With
Interreligious Dialogue:
Plurality Conflict and Elitism
in Hindu-Christian-Muslim
Relations
ӏ11679ӏ SWANSON, JAMES L.,
Bloody Crimes: The Funeral
of Abraham Lincoln and the
Chase for Jefferson Davis
ӏ11680ӏ SWARTZ, AARON, Raw
Thought Raw Nerve: Inside
the Mind of Aaron Swartz
ӏ11681ӏ SWARTZ, AARON, The
Boy Who Could Change the
World: The Writings of Aaron
Swartz
ӏ11682ӏ SWEDBERG, RICHARD
& AGEVALL, OLA, The Max
Weber Dictionary: Key Words
and Central Concepts Second
Edition
ӏ11683ӏ SWEENEY, KEVIN W.,
Aesthetics of Food
ӏ11684ӏ SWEENEY, DENNIS,
Work Race and the Emergence
of Radical Right Corporatism
in Imperial Germany
ӏ11685ӏ SWEETMAN,
BRENDAN,SIA, SANTIAGO,
Philosophical Thinking and
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The Mexican Heartland:
How Communities Shaped
Capitalism
a Nation and World History,
1500–2000
ӏ12133ӏ TWAIN, MARK,
A Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur’s Court
ӏ12134ӏ TWAIN, MARK,
Autobiography of Mark Twain:
Volume 1
Reader’s Edition (Mark Twain
Papers)
ӏ12135ӏ TWAIN, SHANIA, From
This Moment On
ӏ12136ӏ TWAIN, MARK, The
Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn (Illustrated)
ӏ12137ӏ TWAIN, MARK,
The Complete Mark Twain
Collection
ӏ12138ӏ TWAIN, MARK &
HATHERELL, WILLIAM & TINE,
ROBERT, The Prince and the
Pauper

ӏ12139ӏ TWEMLOW, NICK,
Attributed to the Harrow
Painter (Kuhl House Poets)
ӏ12140ӏ TWEMLOW, ALICE,
Sifting the Trash: A History of
Design Criticism
ӏ12141ӏ TWIGG, DAVID K., The
Politics of Disaster: Tracking
the Impact of Hurricane
Andrew
ӏ12142ӏ TWITTY, MICHAEL,
The Cooking Gene: A Journey
Through African American
Culinary History in the Old
South
ӏ12143ӏ TY, ELEANOR,
Asianfail: Narratives of
Disenchantment and the
Model Minority
ӏ12144ӏ TYCHYNA, PAVLO,
Pavlo Tychyna: The Complete
Early Poetry Collections
ӏ12145ӏ TYLER, STEVEN, Does
the Noise in My Head Bother
You?: A Rock ‘N’ Roll Memoir
ӏ12146ӏ TYLER MAY, ELAINE,
Fortress America: How
We Embraced Fear and
Abandoned Democracy
ӏ12147ӏ TYLIM, ISAAC
& HARRIS, ADRIENNE,
Reconsidering the Moveable
Frame in Psychoanalysis: Its
Function and Structure in
Contemporary Psychoanalytic
Theory (Relational
Perspectives Book Series)
ӏ12148ӏ TYMIENIECKA, ANNATERESA, Destiny the Inward
Quest Temporality and Life
(Analecta Husserliana Vol. 109)
ӏ12149ӏ TYMIENIECKA, ANNATERESA, Phenomenology
of Space and Time: The
Forces of the Cosmos and
the Ontopoietic Genesis
of Life: Book One (Analecta
Husserliana)
ӏ12150ӏ TYMIENIECKA,
ANNA-TERESA &
TYMIENIECKA, ANNA-TERESA,
Phenomenology/Ontopoiesis
Retrieving Geo-Cosmic
Horizons of Antiquity:
Logos and Life: 110 (Analecta
Husserliana)
ӏ12151ӏ TYNAN, DAN,
Computer Privacy Annoyances
ӏ12152ӏ TYNAN, AIDAN &
MILESI, LAURENT & MÜLLER,
CHRISTOPHER JOHN, Credo
Credit Crisis: Speculations
on Faith and Money (Critical
Perspectives on Theory
Culture and Politics)
ӏ12153ӏ TYRER, BEN, Out of
the Past: Lacan and Film Noir
(The Palgrave Lacan Series)
ӏ12154ӏ TYSON, NEIL
DEGRASSE, Death by Black
Hole: And Other Cosmic
Quandaries
ӏ12155ӏ TYSON, MIKE &
SLOMAN, LARRY, Iron
Ambition: My Life With Cus
D’Amato
ӏ12156ӏ TYSON, NEIL DE
GRASSE, Just Visiting This
Planet: Merlin Answers More
Questions About Everything
Under the Sun Moon and Stars

ӏ12157ӏ TYSON, NEIL
DEGRASSE, Origins: Fourteen
Billion Years of Cosmic
Evolution
ӏ12158ӏ TYSON, MIKE,
Undisputed Truth: My
Autobiography
ӏ12159ӏ TYTELL, JOHN, Ezra
Pound: The Solitary Volcano
ӏ12160ӏ TYTHACOTT, LOUISE,
Collecting and Displaying
China’s Summer Palace in the
West: The Yuanmingyuan in
Britain and France
ӏ12161ӏ TYTHACOTT, LOUISE,
Surrealism and the Exotic
ӏ12162ӏ TZAMALIKOS,
PANAGIŌTĒS, Anaxagoras
Origen and Neoplatonism:
The Legacy of Anaxagoras to
Classical and Late Antiquity
ӏ12163ӏ TZU, SUN, Art of War
(Chump Change Edition)
ӏ12164ӏ UČNÍK, ĽUBICA &
CHVATÍK, IVAN & WILLIAMS,
ANITA, The Phenomenological
Critique of Mathematisation
and the Question of
Responsibility: Formalisation
and the Life-World
ӏ12165ӏ UEDA, MAKOTO, Far
Beyond the Field
ӏ12166ӏ UGLOW, JENNY, In
These Times: Living in Britain
Through Napoleon’s Wars,
1793–1815
ӏ12167ӏ UGOBI-ONYEMERE,
MARY CHRISTINE, The
Knowledge of the First
Principles in Saint Thomas
Aquinas
ӏ12168ӏ UHLBERG, MYRON,
Hands of My Father: A Hearing
Boy His Deaf Parents and the
Language of Love
ӏ12169ӏ ULLAH, KIFAYAT,
Al-Kashshaf
ӏ12170ӏ ULLMAN, ELLEN, Close
to the Machine: Technophilia
and Its Discontents
ӏ12171ӏ ULLOA, ROBERTO
& RODRIGUEZ, ROBERTO
ULLOA, Kivy: Interactive
Applications in Python
ӏ12172ӏ ULRICH, ROGER B. &
QUENEMOEN, CAROLINE
K., A Companion to Roman
Architecture
ӏ12173ӏ ULRICH, LAUREL
THATCHER, A House Full of
Females: Plural Marriage
and Women’s Rights in Early
Mormonism, 1835–1870
ӏ12174ӏ UM, NANCY & YANG,
ANAND A. & MATTESON,
KIEKO, Shipped but Not Sold:
Material Culture and the
Social Protocols of Trade
During Yemen’s Age of Coffee
ӏ12175ӏ UNDHEIM, SISSEL,
Borderline Virginities:
Sacred and Secular Virgins in
Late Antiquity
ӏ12176ӏ UNGER, RICHARD W.,
Beer in the Middle Ages and
the Renaissance
ӏ12177ӏ UNGER, MILES J.,
Michelangelo: A Life in Six
Masterpieces
ӏ12178ӏ UNGER, ROBERTO
MANGABEIRA, The Religion of
the Future
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ӏ12179ӏ UNG, LOUNG, First
They Killed My Father:
A Daughter of Cambodia
Remembers
ӏ12180ӏ UNGUREANU, DELIA,
From Paris to Tlön: Surrealism
as World Literature
ӏ12181ӏ UNIVERSITY, GEORGE
YANCY PROFESSOR OF
PHILOSOPHY EMORY &
APPLEBAUM, BARBARA &
BABBITT, SUSAN E. & BAILEY,
ALISON & BROGAARD, BERIT
& HELDKE, LISA & HOAGLAND,
SARAH & KAUFMAN, CYNTHIA
& LEBENS, CRISTA & MAYO,
CRIS & SHOTWELL, ALEXIS
& SULLIVAN, SHANNON
& TESSMAN, LISA &
THOMPSON, AUDREY, The
Center Must Not Hold: White
Women Philosophers on the
Whiteness of Philosophy
ӏ12182ӏ UNKNOWN, The
Suffragettes
ӏ12183ӏ UNTERMAN, ALAN,
Dictionary of Jewish Lore
&amp; Legend
ӏ12184ӏ UNTERMAN,
JEREMIAH, Justice for
All: How the Jewish Bible
Revolutionized Ethics
ӏ12185ӏ UPDIKE, JOHN,
Collected Poems, 1953–1993
ӏ12186ӏ UPDIKE, JOHN, Rabbit
at Rest
ӏ12187ӏ UPDIKE, JOHN, Rabbit
Is Rich
ӏ12188ӏ UPDIKE, JOHN, Rabbit
Redux
ӏ12189ӏ UPDIKE, JOHN, Rabbit
Run
ӏ12190ӏ UPSTONE, SARA,
Rethinking Race and Identity
in Contemporary British
Fiction
ӏ12191ӏ URBAN, HUGH B.,
New Age Neopagan and
New Religious Movements:
Alternative Spirituality in
Contemporary America
ӏ12192ӏ URBAN, MARK, Rifles:
Six Years With Wellington’s
Legendary Sharpshooters
ӏ12193ӏ URBAN, FLORIAN, The
New Tenement: Residences in
the Inner City Since 1970
ӏ12194ӏ URBAN, FLORIAN,
Tower and Slab: Histories of
Global Mass Housing
ӏ12195ӏ URIBE-URAN, VICTOR,
Fatal Love: Spousal Killers Law
and Punishment in the Late
Colonial Spanish Atlantic
ӏ12196ӏ URQUHART, ALISTAIR,
The Forgotten Highlander:
An Incredible WWII Story of
Survival in the Pacific
ӏ12197ӏ USZKALO, KIRSTEN C.,
Being Bewitched: A True Tale
of Madness Witchcraft and
Property Development Gone
Wrong
ӏ12198ӏ UTELL, JANINE,
Engagements With Narrative
(Routledge Engagements With
Literature)
ӏ12199ӏ UVIN,
PETER,SOCIAL SCIENCE
RESEARCH COUNCIL
(U.S.),INTERNATIONAL
AFRICAN INSTITUTE.,ROYAL
AFRICAN SOCIETY.
Life After Violence
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ӏ12200ӏ VAIDHYANATHAN,
SIVA, The Anarchist in
the Library: How the Clash
Between Freedom and Control
Is Hacking the Real World and
Crashing the System
ӏ12201ӏ VAILLANT, DEREK W,
Across the Waves: How the
United States and France
Shaped the International
Age of Radio (History of
Communication)
ӏ12202ӏ VAKOCH, DOUGLAS
A. & WREDE, THEDA, Feminist
Ecocriticism: Environment
Women and Literature
ӏ12203ӏ VALENTE, JOSÉ ÁNGEL,
Landscape With Yellow Birds
ӏ12204ӏ VALENTINE,
DOUGLAS, The CIA as
Organized Crime: How Illegal
Operations Corrupt America
and the World
ӏ12205ӏ VALLURY,
RAJESHWARI, Metaphors of
Invention and Dissecb
ӏ12206ӏ VALMIKI &
BROCKINGTON, J. L. &
BROCKINGTON, MARY, Rama
the Steadfast: An Early Form
of the Ramayana
ӏ12207ӏ V LMĪKI,SATTAR,
ARSHIA, Valmiki’s Uttara
Kanda: The Book of Answers
ӏ12208ӏ VANAIK, ACHIN,
The Rise of Hindu
Authoritarianism: Secular
Claims Communal Realities
ӏ12209ӏ VANBRUGH, JOHN;
HAMMOND, BREAN; Relapse
and Other Plays
ӏ12210ӏ VANCE, ASHLEE, Elon
Musk: Tesla SpaceX, and the
Quest for A Fantastic Future
ӏ12211ӏ VANCE, J. D., Hillbilly
Elegy: A Memoir of A Family
and Culture in Crisis
ӏ12212ӏ VAN DEN AKKER,
ROBIN,GIBBONS,
ALISON,VERMEULEN,
TIMOTHEUS & GIBBONS,
ALISON & VERMEULEN,
TIMOTHEUS, Metamodernism
ӏ12213ӏ VAN DER LINDEN,
PETER, Expert C
Programming: Deep C Secrets
ӏ12214ӏ VANDERMEER, JEFF,
Monstrous Creatures:
Explorations of Fantasy
Through Essays Articles and
Reviews
ӏ12215ӏ VANDERMEER, ANN
& VANDERMEER, JEFF, The
Thackery T. Lambshead
Cabinet of Curiosities:
Exhibits Oddities Images and
Stories From Top Authors and
Artists
ӏ12216ӏ VANDEWALLE, DIRK,
A History of Modern Libya
ӏ12217ӏ VANDGRIFT, BEN
& MILLER, ALEX, Clojure
Applied: From Practice to
Practitioner
ӏ12218ӏ VANDI, LORETTA,
Ornament and European
Modernism: From Art Practice
to Art History
ӏ12219ӏ VANDUINKERKEN,
WYOMA & ARANT, WENDI
KASPAR, Leading Libraries:
How to Create A Service
Culture

ӏ12220ӏ VANEIGEM, RAOUL
& NICHOLSON-SMITH,
DONALD, The Revolution of
Everyday Life
ӏ12221ӏ VÄNSKÄ, ANNAMARI
& CLARK, HAZEL, Fashion
Curating: Critical Practice in
the Museum and Beyond
ӏ12222ӏ VANZANT, IYANLA,
Yesterday I Cried:
Celebrating the Lessons of
Living and Loving
ӏ12223ӏ VAP, SARAH, Viability
ӏ12224ӏ VARDOULAKIS,
DIMITRIS, Freedom From the
Free Will: On Kafka’s Laughter
ӏ12225ӏ VARDOULAKIS,
DIMITRIS, Sovereignty
and Its Other: Toward the
Dejustification of Violence
ӏ12226ӏ VARELLA, DRAUZIO,
Lockdown: Inside Brazil’s
Most Dangerous Prison
ӏ12227ӏ VARGO, MARC E.,
The Weaponizing of Biology:
Bioterrorism Biocrime and
Biohacking
ӏ12228ӏ VARIOUS & GUNN,
GILES, Early American Writing
(Penguin Classics)
ӏ12229ӏ VARIOUS & MOORE,
GERALD & BEIER, ULLI, The
Penguin Book of Modern
African Poetry
ӏ12230ӏ VARIOUS & MURRAY,
PENELOPE & DORSCH, T. S.,
Classical Literary Criticism
ӏ12231ӏ VARIOUS & RAKOVE,
JACK N., Founding America:
Documents From the
Revolution to the Bill of Rights
ӏ12232ӏ VARIOUS, Art in
America 1945–1970: Writings
From the Age of Abstract
Expressionism Pop A: (Library
of America #259)
ӏ12233ӏ VARIOUS, The
Mayflower Papers: Selected
Writings of Colonial New
England
ӏ12234ӏ VARIOUS, The
Portable Enlightenment
Reader
ӏ12235ӏ VARIOUS, The
Portable Twentieth-Century
Russian Reader
ӏ12236ӏ VARIOUS, Writings
From the Zen Masters
(Penguin Great Ideas)
ӏ12237ӏ VARNUM, KENNETH J.,
The Top Technologies Every
Librarian Needs to Know:
A LITA Guide
ӏ12238ӏ VAROUFAKIS, YANIS,
Adults in the Room
ӏ12239ӏ VAROUFAKIS, YANIS,
And the Weak Suffer What
They Must?: Europe’s Crisis
and America’s Economic
Future
ӏ12240ӏ VAROUFAKIS, YANIS,
The Global Minotaur: America
Europe and the Future of the
Global Economy (Economic
Controversies)
ӏ12241ӏ VARSANO, PAULA M.,
The Rhetoric of Hiddenness
in Traditional Chinese Culture
ӏ12242ӏ VARUGHESE,
E. DAWSON, Genre Fiction
of New India: Post-Millennial
Receptions of “Weird”
Narratives

ӏ12243ӏ VASALOU, SOPHIA,
Wonder: A Grammar
ӏ12244ӏ VASARI, GIORGIO, The
Lives of the Most Excellent
Painters Sculptors and
Architects (Modern Library
Classics)
ӏ12245ӏ VASCIK, GEORGE
S., The Stab-In-The-Back
Myth and the Fall of the
Weimar Republic: A History
in Documents and Visual
Sources
ӏ12246ӏ VASSÁNYI, MIKLÓS,
Anima Mundi: The Rise of the
World Soul Theory in Modern
German Philosophy
ӏ12247ӏ VASUDEVAN,
ALEXANDER, The Autonomous
City: A History of Urban
Squatting
ӏ12248ӏ VATTIMO, GIANNI;
D’ISANTO, LUCA; After
Christianity
ӏ12249ӏ VATULESCU,
CRISTINA, Police Aesthetics:
Literature Film and the
Secret Police in Soviet Times
ӏ12250ӏ VAUGHAN, LAURENE,
Practice-Based Design
Research
ӏ12251ӏ VAUGHAN, HAL,
Sleeping With the Enemy:
Coco Chanel’s Secret War
ӏ12252ӏ VAUGHN, BILL,
Hawthorn: The Tree That
Has Nourished Healed and
Inspired Through the Ages
ӏ12253ӏ VAZQUEZ-ARROYO,
ANTONIO Y., Political
Responsibility: Responding to
Predicaments of Power
ӏ12254ӏ VEBLEN, THORSTEIN &
BANTA, MARTHA, The Theory
of the Leisure Class
ӏ12255ӏ VECCHIO, MARJORIE;
WENDERS, WIM; The Films of
Claire Denis
ӏ12256ӏ VECIANA, ANTONIO &
HARRISON, CARLOS, Trained
to Kill: The Inside Story of
CIA Plots Against Castro
Kennedy and Che
ӏ12257ӏ VEDANTAM, SHANKAR,
The Hidden Brain: How Our
Unconscious Minds Elect
Presidents Control Markets
Wage Wars and Save Our Lives
ӏ12258ӏ VEGA, LOPE DE,
Margellos World Republic of
Letters: Fuenteovejuna
ӏ12259ӏ VEKARIYA, PIYUSH
& JOSHI, NIRAV & JOSHI,
HITENDRA, 1,2,4-Triazoles:
Strategic Designing
Synthesis Characterization
and Biological Screening
ӏ12260ӏ VELEZ-MITCHELL,
JANE, Exposed: The Secret
Life of Jodi Arias
ӏ12261ӏ VEMSANI, LAVANYA,
Krishna in History Thought
and Culture: An Encyclopedia
of the Hindu Lord of Many
Names: An Encyclopedia of
the Hindu Lord of Many Names
ӏ12262ӏ VENABLE, DAVID
& DRUMMOND, REE, Back
Around the Table: An “In
the Kitchen With David”
Cookbook From QVC’s
Resident Foodie
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ӏ12263ӏ VENDLER, HELEN,
Invisible Listeners: Lyric
Intimacy in Herbert Whitman
and Ashbery
ӏ12264ӏ VENEZIA,
SHLOMO, Inside the Gas
Chambers: Eight Months
in the Sonderkommando of
Auschwitz
ӏ12265ӏ VENKATACHALAPATHY, A. R., Red Lilies
and Frightened Birds:
Muttollayiram
ӏ12266ӏ VENKATESAN,
ARCHANA, The Secret
Garland: Andal’s Tiruppavai
and Nacciyar Tirumoli
ӏ12267ӏ VENKATESH, SUDHIR,
Gang Leader for A Day:
A Rogue Sociologist Takes to
the Streets
ӏ12268ӏ VENTICINQUE,
PHILIP, Honor Among Thieves:
Craftsmen Merchants and
Associations in Roman and
Late Roman Egypt
ӏ12269ӏ VENTURA, JESSE
& RUSSELL, DICK, 63
Documents the Government
Doesn’t Want You to Read
ӏ12270ӏ VENTURA, STEVE
& BAILKEY, MARTIN, Good
Food Strong Communities:
Promoting Social Justice
Through Local and Regional
Food Systems
ӏ12271ӏ VENTURA, JESSE,
BUTLER, SMEDLEY
DARLINGTON, War Is A Racket
ӏ12272ӏ VERCELLI,
ALESSANDRO, Crisis and
Sustainability: The Delusion
of Free Markets
ӏ12273ӏ VERCHICK, ROBERT
R. M., Facing Catastrophe
ӏ12274ӏ VERDERBER,
STEPHEN, Delirious New
Orleans: Manifesto for an
Extraordinary American City
(Roger Fullington Series in
Architecture)
ӏ12275ӏ VERDICCHIO,
PASQUALE, Looters
Photographers and
Thieves: Aspects of Italian
Photographic Culture in the
Nineteenth and Twentieth
Centuries
ӏ12276ӏ VEREVIS,
CONSTANTINE,PERKINS,
CLAIRE, B Is for Bad Cinema
ӏ12277ӏ VERGHESE, ABRAHAM,
Cutting for Stone
ӏ12278ӏ VERLAINE, PAUL,
One Hundred and One Poems
by Paul Verlaine: A Bilingual
Edition
ӏ12279ӏ VERMEERSCH, SEM,
A Chinese Traveler in Medieval
Korea: Xu Jing’s Illustrated
Account of the Xuanhe
Embassy to Koryŏ (Korean
Classics Library: Historical
Materials)
ӏ12280ӏ VERMEIR, KOEN &
DECKARD, MICHAEL FUNK,
The Science of Sensibility:
Reading Burke’s Philosophical
Enquiry
ӏ12281ӏ VERMES, GEZA,
Nativity
ӏ12282ӏ VERMES, GEZA, The
Authentic Gospel of Jesus
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ӏ12283ӏ VERMES, GEZA, The
Complete Dead Sea Scrolls
in English
ӏ12284ӏ VERMES, GEZA, The
Passion
ӏ12285ӏ VERMES, GEZA, The
Resurrection: History and
Myth
ӏ12286ӏ VERMES, GEZA, The
Story of the Scrolls: The
Miraculous Discovery and
True Significance of the Dead
Sea Scrolls
ӏ12287ӏ VERNE, JULES, 20,000
Leagues Under the Seas:
A World Tour Underwater
ӏ12288ӏ VERNE, JULES &
ROUMANIS, A. R. & RIOU,
DOUARD, A Journey to the
Center of the Earth (Ad
Classic)
ӏ12289ӏ VERNE, JULES &
HILBERT, PH.D. ERNEST, Jules
Verne
ӏ12290ӏ VERNE,
JULES,SCHULMAN,
PETER,EVANS, ARTHUR
B.,LUCE, STANFORD, The
Begum’s Millions
ӏ12291ӏ VERNE, JULES, The
Collected Works of Jules Verne
in English: The Best of Jules
Verne Including: Around the
World in Eighty Days + Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under the
Sea + Journey to the Center
of the Earth + the Mysterious
Island + From the Earth to the
Moon + Five Weeks in A Balloon
+ Many More
ӏ12292ӏ VERNE, JULES & POE,
EDGAR ALLAN, The Sphinx
of the Ice Realm: The First
Complete English Translation
With the Full Text of the
Narrative of Arthur Gordon
Pym by Edgar Allan Poe
ӏ12293ӏ VERNE, JULES, Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under the
Sea (Translated by F. P. Walter
and Illustrated by Milo Winter)
ӏ12294ӏ VERNON, MARK,
Wellbeing
ӏ12295ӏ VEROU, LEA, CSS
Secrets: Better Solutions
to Everyday Web Design
Problems
ӏ12296ӏ VERSLUIS, ARTHUR,
The Secret History of
Western Sexual Mysticism:
Sacred Practices and
Spiritual Marriage
ӏ12297ӏ VERSTYNEN, TIMOTHY
& VOYTEK, BRADLEY, Do
Zombies Dream of Undead
Sheep?: A Neuroscientific
View of the Zombie Brain
ӏ12298ӏ VERVAET, STIJN,
Holocaust War and
Transnational Memory:
Testimony From Yugoslav and
Post-Yugoslav Literature
ӏ12299ӏ VETTEL, ERIC J.,
Biotech: The Countercultural
Origins of an Industry
ӏ12300ӏ VETTER, GRANT, The
Architecture of Control:
A Contribution to the
Critique of the Science of
Apparatuses
ӏ12301ӏ VETTER, LISA PACE,
The Political Thought of
America’s Founding Feminists

ӏ12302ӏ VEYS, FANNY WONU,
Unwrapping Tongan Barkcloth:
Encounters Creativity and
Female Agency
ӏ12303ӏ VICKERY, MATTHEW,
Employing the Enemy
ӏ12304ӏ VICKERY,
JACQUELINE RYAN &
WATKINS, S. CRAIG, Worried
About the Wrong Things:
Youth Risk and Opportunity in
the Digital World
ӏ12305ӏ VICTORIA, BRIAN, Zen
War Stories
ӏ12306ӏ VIEFHUES-BAILEY,
LUDGER H.; BLATTNER,
MR WILLIAM D. ; CARMAN,
PROFESSOR TAYLOR, Beyond
the Philosopher’s Fear
ӏ12307ӏ VIEIRA, PATRÍCIA &
GAGLIANO, MONICA & RYAN,
JOHN CHARLES & BRISTOW,
TOM & DUNCAN, PANSY &
HOWE, ANDREW & MARDER,
MICHAEL & MIGNONNEAU,
LAURENT & NARRAWAY,
GUINEVERE & READ, ALAN &
RIEGER, STEFAN & SCHELL,
JENNIFER & SOMMERER,
CHRISTA & STARK, HANNAH
& UHLIN, GRAIG & WEIL,
FLORIAN & WOODS, GIOIA,
The Green Thread: Dialogues
With the Vegetal World
(Ecocritical Theory and
Practice)
ӏ12308ӏ VIEIRA, MÓNICA
BRITO, The Representative
Turn in Democratic Theory
ӏ12309ӏ VILA-MATAS,
ENRIQUE, Dublinesque (New
Directions Paperbook)
ӏ12310ӏ VILA, PABLO &
CERLETTI, ADRIANA & CITRO,
SILVIA & MOLINERO, CARLOS
& MORA, ANA SABRINA &
PODHAJCER, ADIL & SILBA,
MALVINA L. & SPATARO,
CAROLINA & VERDENELLI,
JULIANA, Music Dance
Affect and Emotions in Latin
America
ӏ12311ӏ VILHAUER, MONICA,
Gadamer’s Ethics of Play:
Hermeneutics and the Other
ӏ12312ӏ VILLA-IGNACIO,
OLIVIA HARRISON;TERESA,
Souffles-Anfas by Olivia
Harrison (2015–11-16)
ӏ12313ӏ VILLE, JACQUES
DE, Constitutional Theory:
Schmitt After Derrida
(Birkbeck Law Press)
ӏ12314ӏ VILLET, BARBARA, The
Lovings: An Intimate Portrait
ӏ12315ӏ VINCENT, ALEXANDER
J., JavaScript Developer’s
Dictionary
ӏ12316ӏ VINCENT, NICHOLAS,
Magna Carta: A Very Short
Introduction (Very Short
Introductions)
ӏ12317ӏ VINCENT,
JEAN-DIDIER & LLEDO,
PIERRE-MARIE & GAREY,
LAURENCE, The CustomMade Brain: Cerebral
Plasticity Regeneration and
Enhancement
ӏ12318ӏ VINCENT, NORAH,
Voluntary Madness: My Year
Lost and Found in the Loony
Bin

ӏ12319ӏ VINCI, THOMAS C.,
Space Geometry and Kant’s
Transcendental Deduction of
the Categories
ӏ12320ӏ VINEL, JEANCHRISTIAN, The Employee:
A Political History (Politics
and Culture in Modern
America)
ӏ12321ӏ VINSON, JENNA,
Embodying the Problem: The
Persuasive Power of the Teen
Mother
ӏ12322ӏ VINTHAGEN, STELLAN,
A Theory of Nonviolent
Action: How Civil Resistance
Works
ӏ12323ӏ VIPOND, ROBERT,
Making A Global City: How
One Toronto School Embraced
Diversity (Munk Series on
Global Affairs)
ӏ12324ӏ VIRGIL; FALLON,
PETER; FANTHAM, ELAINE,
Georgics
ӏ12325ӏ VIRGIL, The Aeneid
ӏ12326ӏ VIRGIL, Virgil’s
Eclogues
ӏ12327ӏ VIRTUE, R. G.,
Chambers Weasel Words: 200
Words You Shouldn’t Trust
ӏ12328ӏ VISCHER, ROBERT K.,
Conscience and the Common
Good: Reclaiming the Space
Between Person and State
ӏ12329ӏ VISMANN, CORNELIA
& KRAJEWSKI, MARKUS,
Computer Juridisms
ӏ12330ӏ VISOKA, GËZIM,
Shaping Peace in Kosovo: The
Politics of Peacebuilding and
Statehood
ӏ12331ӏ VISSER, MARGARET,
The Gift of Thanks: The Roots
and Rituals of Gratitude
ӏ12332ӏ VISWESWARAN,
KAMALA; Everyday
Occupations
ӏ12333ӏ VITALE, CHRISTOPHER,
Networkologies: A Philosophy
of Networks for A Hyper
connected Age – A Manifesto
ӏ12334ӏ VITRUVIUS &
ROWLAND, INGRID D. & HOWE,
THOMAS NOBLE, Vitruvius:
‘Ten Books on Architecture’
ӏ12335ӏ VITZ, RICO, Reforming
the Art of Living: Nature
Virtue and Religion in
Descartes’s Epistemology
(Philosophical Studies in
Contemporary Culture)
ӏ12336ӏ VIZINCZEY, STEPHEN,
In Praise of Older Women: The
Amorous Recollections of A. V
ӏ12337ӏ VNUK, REBECCA, The
Weeding Handbook: A ShelfBy-Shelf Guide
ӏ12338ӏ VOEGELIN, SALOME,
Sonic Possible Worlds:
Hearing the Continuum of
Sound
ӏ12339ӏ VOGEL, MATTHIAS
& ARNOLD, DARRELL, Media
of Reason: A Theory of
Rationality
ӏ12340ӏ VOGELSTEIN, FRED,
Dogfight: How Apple and
Google Went to War and
Started A Revolution
ӏ12341ӏ VOGLER,
CHRISTOPHER, tmp4C9D
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ӏ12342ӏ VOGL, JOSEPH, The
Specter of Capital (Cultural
Memory in the Present)
ӏ12343ӏ VOGT, GEORG,
The Dark Side of Camp
Aesthetics: Queer Economies
of Dirt Dust and Patina
(Routledge Research in
Cultural and Media Studies)
ӏ12344ӏ VÖLKER, KATHARINA,
Quran and Reform: Rahman
Arkoun Abu Zayd
ӏ12345ӏ VOLKOGONOV,
DMITRI, Trotsky the Eternal
Revolutionary
ӏ12346ӏ VOLOKHONSKY,
LARISSA, The Unwomanly Face
of War: An Oral History of
Women in World War II
ӏ12347ӏ VOLTAIRE & MAY, GITA
& MORLEY, HENRY, Candide Or
Optimism
ӏ12348ӏ VOLTAIRE, A Pocket
Philosophical Dictionary
ӏ12349ӏ VOLTAIRE; FLETCHER,
JOHN; CRONK, NICHOLAS,
Pocket Philosophical
Dictionary
ӏ12350ӏ VOLTAIRE, FRANCOIS,
The Portable Voltaire
ӏ12351ӏ VOLZ, JESSICA A.,
Visuality in the Novels of
Austen Radcliffe Edgeworth
and Burney
ӏ12352ӏ VONNEGUT, KURT, 2
BR02B
ӏ12353ӏ VONNEGUT, KURT,
Galapagos: A Novel
ӏ12354ӏ VONNEGUT, KURT,
Jailbird: A Novel
ӏ12355ӏ VONNEGUT, MARK,
Just Like Someone Without
Mental Illness Only More So:
A Memoir
ӏ12356ӏ VONNEGUT, KURT,
Player Piano
ӏ12357ӏ VON SCHILLER, J. C. F.;
SY-QUIA, HILARY COLLIER;
OSWALD, PETER, Don Carlos
and Mary Stuart
ӏ12358ӏ VOS, LAURENS DE,
Cruelty and Desire in the
Modern Theater: Antonin
Artaud Sarah Kane and Samuel
Beckett
ӏ12359ӏ VOSKUHL,
ADELHEID, Androids in the
Enlightenment: Mechanics
Artisans and Cultures of
the Self
ӏ12360ӏ VOSS, JULIA,
Darwin’s Pictures: Views
of Evolutionary Theory,
1837–1874
ӏ12361ӏ VOSS, KIMBERLY
WILMOT, Women Politicking
Politely: Advancing Feminism
in the 1960s and 1970s
ӏ12362ӏ VOTH, BEN, James
Farmer Jr.: The Great Debater
ӏ12363ӏ VOWELL, SARAH, The
Wordy Shipmates
ӏ12364ӏ VOWELL, SARAH,
Unfamiliar Fishes
ӏ12365ӏ VRADIS, ANTONIS,
Breaching the Spatial
Contract
ӏ12366ӏ VREESWIJK, MICHIEL
VAN & BROERSEN, JENNY &
SCHURINK, GER, Mindfulness
and Schema Therapy:
A Practical Guide
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ӏ12367ӏ VRIES, HENT DE &
SCHOTT, NILS F., Love and
Forgiveness for A More Just
World (Religion Culture and
Public Life)
ӏ12368ӏ VRONSKY, PETER,
Serial Killers: The Method and
Madness of Monsters
ӏ12369ӏ VROUSALIS,
NICHOLAS, The Political
Philosophy of G. A. Cohen:
Back to Socialist Basics
ӏ12370ӏ VUIC, KARA DIXON,
The Routledge History
Handbook of Gender War and
the U. S. Military
ӏ12371ӏ ВВЕДЕНСКИЙ,
АЛЕКСАНДР ИВАНОВИЧ &
OSTASHEVSKY, EUGENE &
YANKELEVICH, MATVEI, An
Invitation for Me to Think
ӏ12372ӏ WAAL, ARIANE DE,
Theatre on Terror: Subject
Positions in British Drama
ӏ12373ӏ WAAL, EDMUND DE,
The Hare With Amber Eyes:
A Hidden Inheritance
ӏ12374ӏ WABUDA, SUSAN,
Thomas Cranmer (Routledge
Historical Biographies)
ӏ12375ӏ WADDELL, MARK A.,
Jesuit Science and the End of
Nature’s Secrets
ӏ12376ӏ WADE, CHRISTINE J.,
Captured Peace: Elites and
Peacebuilding in El Salvador
ӏ12377ӏ WADE, PAUL, Convict
Conditioning: How to Bust
Free of All Weakness—Using
the Lost Secrets of Supreme
Survival Strength
ӏ12378ӏ WADESON, HARRIET,
Art Psychotherapy
ӏ12379ӏ WADE, NICHOLAS, The
Faith Instinct: How Religion
Evolved and Why It Endures
ӏ12380ӏ WADEWITZ, LISSA
K., The Nature of Borders:
Salmon Boundaries and
Bandits on the Salish Sea
ӏ12381ӏ WADHWA, VIVEK &
SALKEVER, ALEX, The Driver
in the Driverless Car: How
Our Technology Choices Will
Create the Future
ӏ12382ӏ WAGNER, P. & BEANEY,
MICHAEL, Carnap’s Ideal of
Explication and Naturalism
(History of Analytic
Philosophy)
ӏ12383ӏ WAGNER, TRICIA
MARTINEAU, It Happened on
the Underground Railroad (It
Happened in Series)
ӏ12384ӏ WAGNER, RICHARD E.,
James M. Buchanan and Liberal
Political Economy: A Rational
Reconstruction
ӏ12385ӏ WAGNER, ROI, Making
and Breaking Mathematical
Sense: Histories and
Philosophies of Mathematical
Practice
ӏ12386ӏ WAGNER, RICHARD
E., Mind Society and Human
Action: Time and Knowledge in
A Theory of Social Economy
ӏ12387ӏ WAGNER, ROBERT J. &
EYMAN, SCOTT, Pieces of My
Heart: A Life
ӏ12388ӏ WAGNER, PETER,
Progress: A Reconstruction

ӏ12389ӏ WAGNER, JOHANN
MARTIN & SCHELLING, F. W.
J. & RUPRECHT, LOUIS A. JR.
Report on the Aeginetan
Sculptures: With Historical
Supplements
ӏ12390ӏ WAGNER, BRYAN, The
Tar Baby: A Global History
ӏ12391ӏ WAHAB, SAIMA, In My
Father’s Country: An Afghan
Woman Defies Her Fate
ӏ12392ӏ WAHNICH, SOPHIE,
In Defence of the Terror:
Liberty or Death in the
French Revolution
ӏ12393ӏ WAHRMAN, DROR,
Mr. Collier’s Letter Racks:
A Tale of Art and Illusion at
the Threshold of the Modern
Information Age
ӏ12394ӏ WAINAINA,
BINYAVANGA, One Day I
Will Write About This Place:
A Memoir
ӏ12395ӏ WAINWRIGHT,
JEFFREY, Acceptable Words:
Essays on the Poetry of
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ӏ12396ӏ WAITE, STACEY, Butch
Geography
ӏ12397ӏ WAITE, SALLY, On
the Fascination of Objects:
Greek and Etruscan Art in the
Shefton Collection
ӏ12398ӏ WAKE, PAUL & MALPAS,
SIMON, The Routledge
Companion to Critical and
Cultural Theory
ӏ12399ӏ WALCOTT, DEREK, The
Arkansas Testament
ӏ12400ӏ WALDBY, CATHY,
The Visible Human Project:
Informatic Bodies and
Posthuman Medicine
ӏ12401ӏ WALDMAN, AYELET,
A Really Good Day: How
Microdosing Made A Mega
Difference in My Mood My
Marriage and My Life
ӏ12402ӏ WALDMAN, ANNE,
Fukushima Mon Amour
ӏ12403ӏ WALDMAN, ANNE,
Gossamurmur (Penguin Poets)
ӏ12404ӏ WALDMAN, MARK
ROBERT, How Enlightenment
Changes Your Brain: The New
Science of Transformation
ӏ12405ӏ WALDMAN, ANNE,
Structure of the World
Compared to A Bubble
ӏ12406ӏ WALDMEIR, JOHN
CHRISTIAN, Cathedrals of
Bone: The Role of the Body
in Contemporary Catholic
Literature
ӏ12407ӏ WALDRON, JEREMY,
Political Political Theory
ӏ12408ӏ WALDRON, LAMAR, The
Hidden History of the JFK
Assassination
ӏ12409ӏ WALDROP, ROSMARIE,
Gap Gardening: Selected
Poems
ӏ12410ӏ WALD, GEORGE &
AUERBACH, LEWIS, Therefore
Choose Life (CBC Massey
Lectures)
ӏ12411ӏ WALKE, ANIKA &
MUSEKAMP, JAN & SVOBODNY,
NICOLE, Migration and
Mobility in the Modern Age:
Refugees Travelers and
Traffickers in Europe and
Eurasia

ӏ12412ӏ WALKENBACH, JOHN,
Excel 2013 Bible
ӏ12413ӏ WALKER, CARL &
HART, ANGIE & HANNA, PAUL,
Building A New Community
Psychology of Mental Health:
Spaces Places People and
Activities
ӏ12414ӏ WALKER, SPIKE,
Coming Back Alive: The True
Story of the Most Harrowing
Search and Rescue Mission
Ever Attempted on Alaska’s
High Seas
ӏ12415ӏ WALKER, INGRID,
High: Drugs Desire and
A Nation of Users
ӏ12416ӏ WALKER, GAVIN, Jung
and Sociological Theory:
Readings and Appraisal
ӏ12417ӏ WALKER, STEVEN, Jung
and the Jungians on Myth
ӏ12418ӏ WALKER, DAMIAN,
Reconstructing Hnefatafl
ӏ12419ӏ WALKER, KAREN
THOMPSON, The Age of
Miracles: A Novel
ӏ12420ӏ WALKER, ALICIA
M., The Secret Life of the
Cheating Wife: Power
Pragmatism and Pleasure in
Women’s Infidelity
ӏ12421ӏ WALKER, MICHAEL
T., The Social Construction
of Mental Illness and
Its Implications for
Neuroplasticity
ӏ12422ӏ WALKER, JESSE, The
United States of Paranoia:
A Conspiracy Theory
ӏ12423ӏ WALKER, N. &
GREENLEE, E. & BLAIR, TONY,
Whose God Rules?: Is the
United States A Secular
Nation or A Theolegal
Democracy?
ӏ12424ӏ WALKER, JULIAN,
Words and the First World
War: Language Memory
Vocabulary
ӏ12425ӏ WALKLING, ANDREW
R., Masque and Opera in
England, 1656–1688
ӏ12426ӏ WALLACE, LEW, BenHur (Diversion Classics)
ӏ12427ӏ WALLACE, DAVID
FOSTER, Brief Interviews
With Hideous Men
ӏ12428ӏ WALLACE, B. ALAN
& LINGPA, DUDJOM &
KHANDRO, SERA, Buddhahood
Without Meditation
ӏ12429ӏ WALLACE, DAVID
FOSTER, Girl With Curious
Hair
ӏ12430ӏ WALLACE, DAVID
FOSTER, Infinite Jest
ӏ12431ӏ WALLACE, MICHELE,
Invisibility Blues: From Pop
to Theory
ӏ12432ӏ WALLACE, M. S.,
Security Without Weapons:
Rethinking Violence
Nonviolent Action and
Civilian Protection
(Interventions)
ӏ12433ӏ WALLACE, DAVID
FOSTER, The Broom of the
System
ӏ12434ӏ WALLACE, DAVID
FOSTER, The David Foster
Wallace Reader
ӏ12435ӏ WALLACE, MARJORIE,
The Silent Twins
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ӏ12436ӏ WALLACE, DAVID
FOSTER, This Is Water:
Some Thoughts Delivered on
A Significant Occasion About
Living A Compassionate Life
ӏ12437ӏ WALLACE WANG, Steal
This Computer Book 4.0: What
They Won’t Tell You About the
Internet
ӏ12438ӏ WALLACH, JANET,
Desert Queen
ӏ12439ӏ WALLACH, KERRY,
Passing Illusions: Jewish
Visibility in Weimar Germany
ӏ12440ӏ WALLENFANG,
DONALD, Dialectical Anatomy
of the Eucharist: An Étude in
Phenomenology
ӏ12441ӏ WALLERSTEIN,
IMMANUEL, Historical
Capitalism
ӏ12442ӏ WALLERSTEIN,
IMMANUEL, The Modern
World-System IV: Centrist
Liberalism Triumphant,
1789–1914
ӏ12443ӏ WALLERSTEIN,
IMMANUEL MAURICE, The
Modern World-System
ӏ12444ӏ WALLER, ROBERT
JAMES, TheBridgesofMadisonCounty
ӏ12445ӏ WALLER, PIP, The
Herbal Handbook for Home
and Health: 501 Recipes for
Healthy Living Green Cleaning
and Natural Beauty
ӏ12446ӏ WALLER, BRUCE N.,
The Injustice of Punishment
ӏ12447ӏ WALL, SINÉAD, Irish
Diasporic Narratives in
Argentina: A Reconsideration
of Home Identity and
Belonging
ӏ12448ӏ WALLIS, MICHAEL,
David Crockett: The Lion of
the West
ӏ12449ӏ WALLISON, PETER J.,
Hidden in Plain Sight: What
Really Caused the World’s
Worst Financial Crisis—And
Why It Could Happen Again
ӏ12450ӏ WALLIS, MICHAEL, The
Best Land Under Heaven: The
Donner Party in the Age of
Manifest Destiny
ӏ12451ӏ WALLIS,
CHRISTOPHER D, The
Recognition Sutras:
Illuminating A 1,000-Year-Old
Spiritual Masterpiece
ӏ12452ӏ WALLS, JEANNETTE,
Half Broke Horses
ӏ12453ӏ WALLS, JEANNETTE,
The Glass Castle: A Memoir
ӏ12454ӏ WALL, DEREK, The
Commons in History: Culture
Conflict and Ecology
ӏ12455ӏ WALL, DIANA
DIZEREGA & CANTWELL,
ANNE-MARIE E., Touring
Gotham’s Archaeological Past:
8 Self-Guided Walking Tours
Through New York City
ӏ12456ӏ WALPOLE, GARTH,
Relics of the Franklin
Expedition: Discovering
Artifacts From the Doomed
Arctic Voyage of 1845
ӏ12457ӏ WALPOLE, HORACE
& BECKFORD, WILLIAM
& SHELLEY, MARY &
FAIRCLOUGH, PETER & PRAZ,
MARIO, Three Gothic Novels:
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The Castle of Otranto; Vathek;
Frankenstein
ӏ12458ӏ WALSER, ROBERT,
Jakob Von Gunten
ӏ12459ӏ WALSER, JOSEPH;
WALSH, SANCHEZ; Nagarjuna
in Context
ӏ12460ӏ WALSER, ROBERT &
MIDDLETON, CHRISTOPHER
& SONTAG, SUSAN, Selected
Stories
ӏ12461ӏ WALSH, PHILIP, Arendt
Contra Sociology: Theory
Society and Its Science
ӏ12462ӏ WALSH, CHRIS,
Cowardice: A Brief History
ӏ12463ӏ WALSHE, MAURICE &
THERA, SUMEDHO, The Long
Discourses of the Buddha:
A Translation of the Digha
Nikaya (The Teachings of the
Buddha)
ӏ12464ӏ WALSH, DAWN,
Independent Commissions
and Contentious Issues in
Post-Good Friday Agreement
Northern Ireland
ӏ12465ӏ WALSH, MICHAEL, The
Devil’s Pleasure Palace: The
Cult of Critical Theory and
the Subversion of the West
ӏ12466ӏ WALSH, MATTHEW R.,
The Good Governor: Robert
Ray and the Indochinese
Refugees of Iowa
ӏ12467ӏ WALSH, KENNETH
T., Ultimate Insiders: White
House Photographers and
How They Shape History
ӏ12468ӏ WALSH, JOAN, What’s
the Matter With White
People?: Finding Our Way in
the Next America
ӏ12469ӏ WALTER, AARON,
Designing for Emotion
ӏ12470ӏ WALTER M. MILLER, JR.
Canticle for Leibowitz
ӏ12471ӏ WALTER, CARL E. &
HOWIE, FRASER J. T., Red
Capitalism: The Fragile
Financial Foundation of
China’s Extraordinary Rise
ӏ12472ӏ WALTER, JESS, Ruby
Ridge: The Truth and Tragedy
of the Randy Weaver Family
ӏ12473ӏ WALTER, HUGO,
Sanctuaries in Washington
Irving’s the Sketch Book
ӏ12474ӏ WALTERS, JAMES,
Baudrillard and Theology
ӏ12475ӏ WALTER, BOB &
HOFFMAN, DAVID E. & AUDIO,
RANDOM HOUSE, The Dead
Hand: The Untold Story of the
Cold War Arms Race and Its
Dangerous Legacy
ӏ12476ӏ WALTER, EKATERINA,
Think Like Zuck: The Five
Business Secrets of
Facebook’s Improbably
Brilliant CEO Mark
Zuckerberg
ӏ12477ӏ WALTON, DAVID &
SUÁREZ, JUAN ANTONIO,
Contemporary Writing and
the Politics of Space: Borders
Networks Escape Lines
(Cultural History and Literary
Imagination)
ӏ12478ӏ WALTON, STUART,
Neglected or Misunderstood:
Introducing Theodor Adorno

ӏ12479ӏ WALTZ, KENNETH
N., Man the State and War:
A Theoretical Analysis
ӏ12480ӏ WALVIN, JAMES,
Slavery in Small Things:
Slavery and Modern Cultural
Habits
ӏ12481ӏ WALVOORD, JOHN
F. & HITCHCOCK, MARK,
Armageddon Oil and Terror:
What the Bible Says About
the Future
ӏ12482ӏ WALZER, MICHAEL,
Spheres of Justice: A Defense
of Pluralism and Equality
ӏ12483ӏ WAMBACQ, JUDITH,
Thinking Between Deleuze and
Merleau-Ponty
ӏ12484ӏ WANG, SHIHPE,EDMONDSON, PAUL,TAN,
TIAN YUAN, 1616
ӏ12485ӏ WANG, DAVID,
A Philosophy of Chinese
Architecture: Past Present
Future
ӏ12486ӏ WANG, YOURU,
Historical Dictionary of Chan
Buddhism
ӏ12487ӏ WANG, FEI-LING, The
China Order: Centralia World
Empire and the Nature of
Chinese Power
ӏ12488ӏ WANG, ANYI & BERRY,
MICHAEL, The Song of
Everlasting Sorrow: A Novel of
Shanghai
ӏ12489ӏ WANG, DOROTHY
J., Thinking Its Presence:
Form Race and Subjectivity
in Contemporary Asian
American Poetry
ӏ12490ӏ WAPNER, PAUL
KEVIN, Living Through the
End of Nature: The Future of
American Environmentalism
(MIT Press)
ӏ12491ӏ WARBURTON, NIGEL,
Philosophy: The Classics
ӏ12492ӏ WARD, EILIS &
WYLIE, GILLIAN, Feminism
Prostitution and the State:
The Politics of NeoAbolitionism (Routledge
Studies in Gender and Global
Politics)
ӏ12493ӏ WARD, KEITH, Morality
Autonomy and God
ӏ12494ӏ WARD, FRAZER,
No Innocent Bystanders:
Performance Art and
Audience
ӏ12495ӏ WARD, VICKY, The
Devil’s Casino: Friendship
Betrayal and the High Stakes
Games Played Inside Lehman
Brothers
ӏ12496ӏ WARE, CHRIS &
MCLAIN, BOB, Disney Unbuilt:
A Pocket Guide to the Disney
Imagineering Graveyard
ӏ12497ӏ WARFORD, J. STANLEY,
Computer Systems
ӏ12498ӏ WARHOL, ANDY, A:
A Novel
ӏ12499ӏ WARHOL, ANDY, The
Andy Warhol Diaries
ӏ12500ӏ WARK, MCKENZIE,
A Hacker Manifesto
ӏ12501ӏ WARK, MCKENZIE,
Gamer Theory
ӏ12502ӏ WARK, MCKENZIE,
General Intellects: TwentyFive Thinkers for the TwentyFirst Century

ӏ12503ӏ WARK, MCKENZIE,
Molecular Red: Theory for the
Anthropocene
ӏ12504ӏ WARK, MCKENZIE,
The Beach Beneath the
Street: The Everyday Life
and Glorious Times of the
Situationist International
ӏ12505ӏ WARK, MCKENZIE, The
Spectacle of Disintegration:
Situationist Passages Out of
the Twentieth Century
ӏ12506ӏ WARMINSKI, ANDRZEJ,
Ideology Rhetoric Aesthetics
ӏ12507ӏ WARMINSKI, ANDRZEJ,
Material Inscriptions:
Rhetorical Reading in
Practice and Theory
ӏ12508ӏ WARNER, RALPH E. &
LEONARD, ROBIN & NOLO
(FIRM)
101 Law Forms for Personal
Use
ӏ12509ӏ WARNER, BRAD,
Hardcore Zen: Punk Rock
Monster Movies and the Truth
About Reality
ӏ12510ӏ WARNER, MARK
& PURSER, MARGARET,
Historical Archaeology
Through A Western Lens
(Historical Archaeology of the
American West)
ӏ12511ӏ WARNER, JULIAN,
Human Information Retrieval
ӏ12512ӏ WARNER, MELANIE,
Pandora’s Lunchbox: How
Processed Food Took Over
the American Meal
ӏ12513ӏ WARNER, ANTHONY,
The Angry Chef: Bad Science
and the Truth About Healthy
Eating
ӏ12514ӏ WARNER, BRAD, There
Is No God and He Is Always
With You: A Search for God in
Odd Places
ӏ12515ӏ WARNER, OLIVER
A., The Secret of Safe
Privacy: Virtualize Your
Online Activities and Keep
Your Privacy in A Secure
Environment
ӏ12516ӏ WARNOCK, CALEB,
Backyard Winter Gardening:
Vegetables Fresh and Simple
in Any Climate Without
Artificial Heat or Electricity
the Way It’s Been Done for
2,000 Years
ӏ12517ӏ WARREN, ELIZABETH
& TYAGI, AMELIA WARREN,
All Your Worth: The Ultimate
Lifetime Money Plan
ӏ12518ӏ WARREN, DEBORAH,
Ausonius: Moselle Epigrams
and Other Poems
ӏ12519ӏ WARREN, ANDREA,
Charles Dickens and the
Street Children of London
ӏ12520ӏ WARREN, LOUIS S.,
God’s Red Son: The Ghost
Dance Religion and the
Making of Modern America
ӏ12521ӏ WARREN, JAMES,
Presocratics
ӏ12522ӏ WARREN, ROSIE,
The Debate on Postcolonial
Theory and the Specter of
Capital
ӏ12523ӏ WARWICK, KEVIN,
Artificial Intelligence: The
Basics
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ӏ12524ӏ WARWICK, HENRY,
Radical Tactics of the Offline
Library
ӏ12525ӏ WASDIN, HOWARD
E. & TEMPLIN, STEPHEN, SEAL
Team Six: Memoirs of an Elite
Navy SEAL Sniper
ӏ12526ӏ WASLEY, AIDAN, The
Age of Auden: Postwar Poetry
and the American Scene
ӏ12527ӏ WASSERMAN, BARRY
& SULLIVAN, PATRICK
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Ethics and the Practice of
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ӏ12528ӏ WASSON, SAM, Fifth
Avenue, 5 A.M.: Audrey
Hepburn Breakfast at
Tiffany’s and the Dawn of the
Modern Woman
ӏ12529ӏ WASSON, SAM, Improv
Nation: How We Made A Great
American Art
ӏ12530ӏ WATELET, CLAUDEHENRI; DANON, SAMUEL;
DISPONZIO, JOSEPH, Essay
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Dividing the Spoils: The War
for Alexander the Great’s
Empire (Ancient Warfare and
Civilization)
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Phaedrus (Oxford World’s
Classics)
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Literacy Work in the Reign of
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SIEGEL, Medicating Modern
America: Prescription Drugs
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A Terrible Beauty: The People
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Republic Volume 1: A Narrative
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Chinese Rhyme-Prose
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Season That Made Mississippi
Burn and Made America
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Hand Bookbinding: A Manual
of Instruction
ӏ12542ӏ WATSON, BURTON,
Han Feizi: Basic Writings
(Translations From the Asian
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Scarlet A: The Ethics Law and
Politics of Ordinary Abortion
ӏ12544ӏ WATSON, BURTON, The
Analects of Confucius
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Complete Works of Zhuangzi
ӏ12546ӏ WATSON, WALTER,
The Lost Second Book of
Aristotle’s “Poetics”
ӏ12547ӏ WATSON, PETER &
TODESCHINI, CECILIA,
The Medici Conspiracy: The
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Illicit Journey of Looted
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Please give us a moment to set the stage and introduce our intentions. We would like to talk about information and architecture, not
by describing them, but by playing an Informational Instrument.
Books will be our actors. They will talk while we play the instrument.
To put it in different terms: while playing, we will set an atmosphere
and articulate characters for their speeches and conversations.
Their character will be spelt out in synthetic characters. The setting
and the spelling out is a space where we host and meet the books.
In this sense, Play Among Books is neither scientific nor artistic,
but, like architecture, it is about bringing and weaving together
elements, parts, and things. It is about creating constellations with
an ever-increasing number of parts: architecture, books, theories,
blogs, information, and indexes.
Architecture and information, two beautiful and old galaxies inhabi
ted by concepts, ideas, artefacts, and spices. In the digital they
shine with a new glow. Their faces and ambitions are changing.
This book assembles an instrument and performs its plays with the
shadows these galaxies cast around each other, and tells stories
with and about them on a level adequate to the abstractness,
speed, and breadth of today’s information technologies.
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